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Vol. 1, p. 1.
See also Creditors' Relief Act;
'Division Courts Act; Fraudu-
lent Debtors Arrest Act;
Wages Act; Woodmen's Lien
for Wages Act
Action
. purchaser of debt, by 16(1)
. . defence to 16(2)
. sheriflf's, on debts due
absconding debtor 14(2)
. stay of proceedings by
absconding debtor 14(3)
Advertisement
. sale of debts 15
Affidavits
. attachment, re 3(1)
Appraisement
. costs 10, 11




See also Order of
attachment
. affidavits re 3(1)
. costs 13
. debts due absconding debtor. 14(1)
. . suit by sheriflF 14(2)
. liability of property to 7
. sheriff's duty re 7
Auction
. debts, of 15
. perishable goods or live stock,
of 8(1)
Bailiff
. costs, payment of 9(2)
. liability to deliver property. . .9(1)
. restoration of property to 18
Bills of sale
. evidence, as 16(1)





. debtor's, for restoration of
property 12(1)
. . cancellation 18
. . default, sale of property on 12(2)
. perishable property, indemnity
for 8(1)
. . default, restoration of
property on 8(2)




. liability to deliver property. . .9(1)
. restoration of property to 18
Constable
. costs, payment of 9(2)
. liability to deliver property ..9(1)
. restoration of property to 18
Costs
. appraisement 10, 11
. attachment 13
. baihff, payment of 9(2)
. constable, payment of 9(2)
. inventory 10, 11
. order of atttachment 13
. sale of property, bond re 8(1)
. sheriff
. . payment of 7, 10
. . recovery of property from
bailiff, etc 9(1)
. suit by sheriff on debts due
absconding debtor 14(2)
Creditors
. division court, rights 9(1)
Creditors' Relief Act
. claims certified under 15
. distribution by sheriff under . .9(1)
. option of proceeding under 17
Debtors
. absconding debtor defined. .. .2(1)
. absconding debtor, of
. . liability re attachment 14(1)
. . stay of proceedings by
absconding debtor
against 14(3)









. stay of proceedings by
absconding debtor 14(3)
. suit by sheriff 14(2)
purchaser, action by 16(1)
. defence 16(2)
sale of 15
. form of bill of sale Form 1
Definitions
. absconding debtor 2(1)
. property 1
Division Courts Act
. garnishee summons under... 9(1)
Evidence
. purchase of debt 16(1)
Form
. bill of sale of debt Forjn 1
Garnishee summons
. money paid under, recovery
by sheriff 9(1)
Inspection
. lists of debts for sale 15
Inventory
. sheriff's, of attached property... 7
. . costs 10, 11
Live stock
. seized under attachment
order
. . restoration to owner 8(2)
. . sale 8(1)
Notice
. attachment of debts 14(1)
. sale of perishable goods or
live stock 8(1)
Order of attachment—See also
Attachment
. certified copies 6
. costs 13
. County Court, in 2)iZ)
. debts due absconding debtor. .14(1)
. live stock taken under 8(1)
. making of 2(2), 3(1)
. perishable goods taken under. .8(,1)
. property taken under 2(1)
. service
. . debtor 4






. sheriff's duty re 7
. Supreme Court, in 3(1)
. term of validity 5
Penalties
. property not delivered to sheriff
by bailiff, etc 9(1)
Proof







. restoration to owner 8(2)
. sale 8(1)
recovery from bailiff, etc.,
by sheriff 9(1)
restoration to debtor 12(1), 18
. perishable property 8(2)
sale under debtor's default
re bond 12(2)
. seizure from absconding
debtor 2(1)
Sale
. debts, of 15
. . form of bill of sale Form 1
. . purchaser, action by 16(2)
. perishable goods or
live stock 8(1)
. property, upon debtor's default
re bond 12(2)
Seizure of property
. absconding debtor, from 2(1)
Service
. order of attachment
. . debtor 4




. payment of 7, 10
duties
. attachment, re 7
. execution not filed 18
. suit on debt due absconding
debtor 14(2)
inventory by 7
rccovcrv of property from
bailiff, etc 9(1)
responsibility, determination of. 18
sale of debts by 15
GENERAL INDEX 275
ABSENTEES Sec.
Absentees Act, Vol. 1, p. 7.
See also Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Devolution
of Estates Act; Landlord and
Tenant Act; Mental Incom-






. estate of absentee 4
Appeal
. order of Court, from 2(3)
Application
. order declaring person
absentee, for : 2(2)
. order declaring person no
longer absentee, for 3
Attorney-General for Ontario
. application to Court by 2(2)
Committee
. appointment of 4
. expending money from
absentee's estate 7
. powers re absentee's estate 6
. trust company as 5
Creditors





. . administration of ^^ A
. . expenditures from 7
Husband
. application to Court by 2(2)
Inquiries
. direction by Supreme Court... 2(1)
Mental Incompetency Act
. powers of court and
committee under 6
Next of kin
. application to Court by 2(2)
Order of Supreme Court—See also
Supreme Court
. administration of absentee's
estate 4
declaring person absentee
. appeal from 2(3)
. application for 2(2)
. making of order 2(1)




. absentee's, management of 4
Supreme Court—See also Order of
Supreme Court
. committee under direction of....
7
. powers re absentee's estate 6
Trust company
. committee, as S
Wife
. application to Court by 2(2)
ACCIDENTAL FIRES
Accidental Fires Act,
Vol. 1, p. 9.
See also Fire Accidents Act;
Hotel Fire Safety Act
Fire, accidental
. property owner immune from
action 1
Landlord and tenant
. contracts between, upheld 1
ACCIDENTS
See Accidental Fires Act; Blind
Workmen's Compensation Act;
Building Trades Protection
Act; Egress from Public
Buildings Act; Factory, Shop
and Office Building Act; Fatal
Accidents Act; Fire Accidents
Act; Highway Traffic Act; In-
jured Animals Act; Insurance
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
Act; Negligence Act; Railways
Act; Threshing Machines Act;




See Department of Travel and




See Charities Accounting Act;
Judicature Act
ACCOUNTANTS
See Audit Act; Judicature Act;




See Audit Act; Charities Ac-
counting Act; Municipal Act;





See also Wills Act
Accumulations
. invalid 1(3)
. limitation of period 1 (2)
Application of Act 2
Children
. interest of, exception 2
. portions for, exception 2
Debts
. payment, exception 2
Grantor
. death of, accumulation
after 1(1)(6)
. life of, accumulation for ...l(l)(o)
Land
. purchase, accumulation for .... 1 (2)
Period of minority




. accumulation of l(li 3)
. timber or wood, exception 2
Profits
. accumulation of 1(1, 3)
Rents






See County Court Judges' Crim-
inal Courts Act; County Courts
Act; Division Courts Act; Do-
minion Courts Act; Evidence
Act; Judicature Act; Jurors
Act; Limitations Act; Mag-
istrates Act; Municipal Act;
Public Authorities Protection








See Charities Accounting Act;
Companies Act; Crown Ad-
ministration of Estates Act;
Devolution of Estates Act;
iDower Act; Evidence Act;
Public Trustee Act; Surrogate
Courts Act; Trustee Act;
Wages Act; Wills Act
ADMINISTRATION OF
GOVERNMENT
See Executive Council Act; Leg-




See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Courts; Crown
Attorneys Act; Crown Wit-
nesses Act; General Sessions






Vol. 1, p. 13.
See also Audit Act; Coroners
Act; General Sessions Act;
Jails Act; Magistrates Act;
Municipal Act; Public Officers'
Fees Act; Sheriffs Act
Absence
. judge, of 23(5)
Accounts
. audit of 17(3), 39
. authority for expenditure of. 27(2)
. certification of 27
. constables of, certification of.... 16
. constables of, for special
services 9(1)
. constables of, on arrrest of
vagrants 26
. county against 23(1)
. county of, audit of 35
. county to provide 15







. deduction from 9(2)
. deduction from, of items
disallowed 28
. deferred payment of 29
. delivery of 24, 27
. evidence re investigation of. .25(3)
. officer of, preference re
payment of 30
. payment of 40
. proof of payment of 31
. report of irregularities in 25(2)
. time of considering 25(1)
. treasurer's duties re 40
. verified by oath 38
Act
. application of, re allowances
to constables 9(3) (4)
Action
. recovery of expenses, for 21(3)
Administration
. criminal justice of, accounts
re 23(1)
Administration of justice
. appointment of auditor of
accounts re 33
. sums payable for 30
Advances
. constables, to 9(2)
Affidavit
. sheriff of, re mileage on
service 3(2)
. treasurer by, re pajrment of
accounts 31
Agreement
. fees, re county council with
clerk of the peace 5
Allowances
. levj'ing of 6
. higher, penalty for taking 8
Analysts
. fees of 2(1), Schedules A, B
Appointment
. auditor of accoimts, of 33
. board of audit, of 23(2)
Apportionment
. expenses, of 17(4)
Approval
. accounts of, by board of
audit 23(1)
. accounts of, regulations re . . . 17(3)
Arrest




. power to enforce, re
evidence 25(3)
. trial at, fees of officers for ..10(1)
Attorney-General
. direction by, for compensation
of witnesses 12
. direction by, for repayment
of fees 19(2)
. requisition of accounts by... 17 (3)
. special services directed by 11
Audit
. account of, on receipt 39
. accounts against county, of. .23(1)
. certificate as to 27(1)
. clerk of the peace to attend 24
. county auditors, by 35
. county, by, certain items
dispensed with 34
. regulations as to 17(3)




. accounts of, appointment of 33
. delivery of accounts to 37
. disallowance of stmis improperly
allowed by 41
. duties of 39
. powers of 38
. substitution of, for board
of audit 36
Auditor of Criminal Justice
Accounts
. audit by 40
. . regulations re 17(3)
. decision re correctness of
accotmts by 29
. items disallowed by 28
. payment by, on default of
municipality 32
Bailiff
. mileage ascertained by 3(2)
Board of audit
. accounts against county
audited by 23(1)
. audit of county accounts by 35
. auditor substituted for 36
. chairman of, powers of 25(3)
. constitution of 23(2)
. convened by clerk of the peace . . 24
. deduction by, of items
disallowed 28
. direction by, to defer payment. 29








. remuneration of members of 23(4)
. report by 25(2)
. substitution of auditor for 36
. time of considering accounts
by 25(1)
Certificate
. audit of 27(1)
. auditor of, re accounts 17(3)
. endorsed on account 39
. examination of, by jail surgeon. 4
. magistrate of, for constable's
accounts 16
. presiding judge of, re additional
allowance 10(2)
Certification
. constable's accounts, of 16
. sums payable on order, of 30
Chairman
. board of audit of, authority
re evidence 25(3)
City
. board of audit, default of
payment by 32
. council member of, as member
of board of audit 23(2)
. fees payable by 17(2), 18
City coimcil
. remuneration of members of
board of audit by 23(4)
Civil proceedings
. fees in 17(1)
. . exceptions to 17(2)
Claimant
. information requested from 38
. verification of account by
oath of 14
Clerks of courts
. fees of 2(1)
. . tariff of Schedules A, B
Clerk of the peace
. accounts against county
delivered to 23(1)
. accounts certified by 27(1)
. accounts of, audit by county
dispensed with 34
. agreement with county council
re fees 5
. duties of 24
. fees of 2(1)
. . tariff of Schedules A, B
Consolidated Revenue Fimd
. accounts payable out of 17(3)
. . deferred 29






. payment for special services
out of 11
. proportion of expenses payable
out of 17(4)
. reimbursement of fees
from 17(2), 18
. remuneration of witnesses
from outside Ontario from ... 12
Constables
account of
. arrest of vagrants, re 26
. audit by county dispensed
vrith 34
. certification of 16
advances to 9(2)
. exceptions to 9(3)
. reimbursement of county
for 19(1)
allowances to, for special
services 9(1)
. exceptions to 9(3)
. reimbursement of county
for 19(1)
fees of 2(1)
. tariff of Schedules A, B
Constitution
. board of audit, of 23(2)
Coroners
. constables' accounts certified
by 16
. fees of 2(1)
. . tariff of Schedules A, B
. preference of payment of fees
of 30
Costs
. prosecution of indictable
offences, of 20
Counties
. accounts payable by, audit of ... .35
. audit of certain items by,
dispensed with 34
. board of audit, default of
payment by 32
. costs of prosecution paid by. . . .20
. fees for services to persons
charged payable by 22
. fees payable in first instance
by ; 17(2)
. forms of account provided by ... IS
. interpreter paid by 13
. reimbursement of constables
fees 19(1)








. reimbursement of fees of Crown
attorne)', by 19(2)
. treasurer of, to pay accoimts .... 40
County council
. appointment of member of
board of audit by 23(3)
. remuneration of members of
board of audit by 23(4)
. report of board of audit to 26
County Court
. judge of, as member of
board of audit 23(2)
Cotmty treasurer
. duty of, re payment of fees .... 30
Court house
. repair and maintenance of 30
Court of general sessions
. fees re proceedings in 1
Criminal Code (Canada)
. audit of accounts re conviction
under 34(6)
Criminal Justice Accotmts
. Auditor of 17(3)
. . audit by 40
. items disallowed by 28,41
Crown attorney
. certification of account by. . . .9(1)
. employment of interpreter by... 12
. fees of 2(1), Schedules A, B
. travelling expenses of 20
Deduction
. advances of, from certified
account 9(2)





. acting, in absence of judge . .23(5)
Deputy registrar
. fees of, for attendance at
sittings 10(1)
Disallowance
. sums improperly allowed, of. .39,41
Districts
. unorganized, application of
Act to 9(4)
District courts
. prolonged sittings in 10(2)
Docimients
. production of 25(3)
Evidence See also Proof
. oath, on 38




. accounts of, regulations re... 17(3)
. jail surgeon, by, fee for 4
Examiners
. fees of 2(1)
. . tariff of Schedules A, B
Expenses
. advances to constables for . . . .9(2)
. . exceptions to 9(3)
. . reimbursement of county
for 19(1)
. apportionment of 17(4)
. change of venue, re 21(1)
Fees
. arrest of vagrants, on 26
. fixing of, by Lieutenant-Gover-
nor in Council 1
. jail surgeon, of 4
. levying of 6
. payable by city or county. 17(2), 18
. penalty for taking higher 8
. preference payment of 30
. registrar, of 10(1)
. services not specifically
mentioned, for 7
. services to persons charged, for. .22
. sheriff of, on removals to
reformatories 3(1)
. tariff of 2(1), Schedules A, B
Forms
. account of, provided by county.. IS
Indictable offences
. costs of prosecution of 20
Interpreters
. employment and pa3maent of. ...13
Jailers
. preference of pa3rment of fees
of 30
Jails
. repair and maintenance of 30
Jails Act
. repairs and alterations to jails
under 32
Jan surgeons
. audit of accounts of, dispensed
with 34(b)
. fee of 4
Judges
—
See also Deputy judges;
Junior judges
. absence of 23(5)
. county court of, as member of








. acting, in absence of judge . .23(5)
Justices of the peace
. constable's account certified by.. 16
Liability
. province of, re deferred payment
of accounts 29
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. amendments to schedules by. .2(2)
. appointment of auditor of
accounts by 33
. form of account prescribed by. . .15
. regulations re audit of accounts
by 17(3)
. rules fixing fees by 1
Local registrar
. auditor, as 33
. fees for attendance by 10(1)
Mileage
. allowance for 3(2)
Mimicipal Act
. salary payable to jailer under. . . .32
Municipalities
. payment by Province on
default of 32
Notice
. intention of, to determine
agreement 5
Oath
. administered by auditor 38
Offences
. audit of accounts rendered re . . .34
Officers
. deduction of amounts from
accounts of 28
. fees of, in civil matters 17(1)
. preference of payment of
accounts of 30
. services by, to person charged . . 22
. taking higher fees, penalty for. . . .8
Payment
. accounts of, proof of 31
. accounts of, authority for. .. .27(2)
. deferred, on doubtful items 29
. special services, for 11
Penalties
. accepting higher fees, for 8
Percentages
. levying of 6
Prisoners
. fees for support of 30




. audit of, recording of 21
Production
. documents of 25(3)
Proof
. payment of accounts, of 31
Prosecutions
. indictable offences, costs of 20
Province
. liability of, re deferred payment
of accounts 29
. liability of, on payment of sums
improperly allowed 41
. payment by, on default of
municipality 32
. reimbursement of expenses
by 21(2)
Receipts
. accounts paid of, transmission
of 40
Registrar
. appointment as auditor 33
Reformatories
. fees of sheriffs on removal to. .3(1)
Reg^ations
. audit re 17(3)
Reimbursement
. expenses of, by Province 21(2)
. fees of 17(2)
Remvmeration
. board of audit members, of. .23(4)
. witnesses, of 12
Reports
. audit of, to council 25(2)
Resolutions
. county council of, re payment
of accounts 26
Schedules
. amendments and additions to. .2(2)
Service
. mileage on statutory declaration,
re 3(1)
. fees for other 7
. special, payment for 11
Sheriff
. accounts of, audit of by county
dispensed with 34
. affidavit of, re mileage on
service 3(2)
. fees of 2(1)
. . tariff of Schedules A, B






. fees for attendance at 10(1)
. prolonged, fee for 10(2)
Sununons
. authority of board of audit
to 25(3)
Supreme Court
. fees for proceedings in 1
. prolonged sittings in 10(2)
Surgeon
. fee for examination by 4
. preference of payment of fees
of 30
Taxes
. fees payable on collection of .... 30
Travelling expenses
. Crown attorney of 20
Treasurer
. accounts payable by 17(3), 40
. declaration by, re payment
of accou]|fs 31
. deferred payment of accoimts
by 29
. notice by, of items disallowed. . .28
. payment of advances by 9(4)
. transmission of account to 39
Trials
. expenses of, on change of
venue 21(1)
. . recovery of 21 (3)
Vagrants
. fees on arrest of 26
Venue





. issue of, re payments of
accounts 40
Witnesses




See Municipal Act; Territorial
Division Act
ADMINISTRATORS
See Conveyancing and Law of
'Property Act; Crown Admin-
istration of Estates Act; De-
volution of Estates Act;
Estates Tail Act; Execution
ADMINISTRATORS—Con. Sec
Act; Landlord and Tenant
Act; Limitations Act; Public
Works Act; Registry Act;
Statute of Frauds; Succession
Duty Act; Surrogate Courts
Act; Trustee Act; Wages Act;
Welfare Units Act; Wills Act
ADOLESCENT
Adolescent School Attendance
Act, Vol. 1, p. 41.
See also Apprenticeship Act;
Continuation Schools Act; De-
partment of Education Act;
Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; High Schools
Act; Public Schools Act;
School Attendance Act; School
Sites Act; School Trust Con-
veyances Act; Separate Schools
Act; Vocational Education Act
Adolescents
. attendance—see Attendance




. . aged 14 to 16 S
. . aged 16 to 18 6
Advisory commercial committee
. control of courses by 10(3)
Advisory vocational committee
. control of courses by 10(2)
Applications
. employment certificate, for 3(2)
. home permit, for 3(1)
Appropriations
. part-time courses, re 19
Attendance
adolescents, 14 to 16
. compulsory 2(1)
. exceptions 2(2,3)
. part-time courses 5
adolescents, 16 to 18
. part-time courses 6
evidence 15(2)






. adolescents, 14-16 5










. principal, re attendance 15(2)
Commercial courses
. control of 10(3)
Continuation Schools Act












. regulations re part-time
courses 10(1)
Department of Education Act
. regulations under 1(d)
Employment of adolescents
. aged 14 to 16
. . authorized 2(2)(&), (3)
. . hours prohibited 4
. aged 16 to 18 7





. . excessive, penalty 15(l)(c)
. . instruction hours as 14
. . prohibited 4




. attendance excused 2(2) (6)
. employment of adolescent not
holding, penalty 15(l)(o)
. granting of 3(2)
. hours prohibited, for 4
. regulations re 20
. revocation 16
Evidence
. attendance, of 15(2)
Guardian






. application for home permit
by ....3(1)




. school organized under 1(/)
Holy day
. absence excused 18
Home permits
. attendance excused 2(2) (6)
. employment of adolescent not
holding, penalty 15(l)(o)
. excused 2(3)
. granting of 3(1)
. hours prohibited, for 4
. regulations re 20
. revocation 16
Industrial courses
. control of ^. 10(2)
Infirmity
. attendance excused 2(2) (a)
. . part-time courses 6(2) (o)
Inspection
. part-time courses 12
Liability See Penalties
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations re home permits,
etc., approved by 20
Matriculation
. passed, attendance excused. 2(2) (f)
. . part-time courses 6(2) (6)
Minister
. defined 1(c)
. inspection of part-time courses
prescribed by 12
. penalties, application directed
by _ 15
. regulations re home permits
made by 20
Municipalities
. part-time courses maintained by. .8
. . appropriations for 19
Offences See Penalties
Parents
. application for employment
certificate, by 3(2)
. application for home permit
by ...3(1)
. conducing adolescents to violate




. absence on holy day 18
. adolescents, 14-16 5
. adolescents, 16-18 6
. appropriations for 19
. attendance, default 16
. control of 10(1)
. . commercial , . . 10(3)
. . industrial 10(2)
. employment suspended during... 13
. establishment of 8
. hours 11
. . reckoned in employment
hours 14
. inspection 12
. penalty for conducing adolescent
not to attend 15(1) (rf)
. subjects 9
Penalties
. absence on holy day, exception . . 18
. adolescent, employment of
. . attendance required at part-
time courses 15(1) (&)
. . excessive hours 15(l)(c)
. . unauthorized 15(l)(o)




. attendance excused 2(2) (a)
. . part-time courses 6(2) (a)
Principal
. certificate as evidence 15(2)
Public Schools Act
. school organized under l(^)
R^ulations
. defined 1(d)
. part-time courses, re 10(1)
. home permits, etc., re 20
Rural school sections




. exemption under 1 (a)
. officer appointed under 17
School attendance officer
. duty to enforce Act 17
. employment certificate granted
by 3(2)
. home permit granted by 3(1)
. powers 17




. part-time courses controlled
by 10(1)
School dismission card
. employment allowed 7
. employment of adolescent not
holding, penalty 15(l)(o)
School registration card
. employment allowed 7
. employment of adolescent not
holding, penalty 15(1) (o)
. revocation 16
School sections
. part-time courses established
by 8
Separate Schools Act
. school organized under 1(e)
Sickness
. attendance excused 2(2) (a)
. . part-time courses 6(2) (a)
Trade course
. control of 10(2)
Vocational Education Act
. part-time courses 10(2)
. school org^anized under 1(e)
ADOPTION
Adoption Act, Vol. 1, p. 47.
See also Change of Name Act;
Children of Unmarried Parents
Act; Children's Protection Act;
Department of Public Welfare
Act; Legitimation Act; Ma-
ternity Boarding Houses Act;
Vital Statistics Act
Adopted child
bom outside Ontario 17(2)
defined 1(a)
disposition of property 12(8)
name, change of 12(1, 2)
rights
. inheritance, re 12(4)
. property, re 12(3), 20
status of 12(7)
Adopted non-residents
. rights re succession 18
Adopting parent
. conditions imposed on 11
. consent of 4
. defined 1(6)
. duties and liabilities of 12(1)
. inheritance from 12(4)
. intestacy, effect of 12(3)
. payment to, prohibition 10(c)
. probationary period for 13(1)






. residence of 2, 15
. rights
. . child's intestacy, on 12(8)
. . fatal accidents, re 12(6)
Adoption Act, 1921
. children adopted under 20
Adoption order
. application—see Application for
adoption order
. conditions of 11
. conditions precedent 10
. consent—see Consent
. copy to Registrar-General ...17(1)




. . married person under 21 9
. . person over 21 9
. . person under 21 8
. illegitimate child, re 15(4)
. . legitimation, effect of 12(9)
. infant already adopted, re 14
. inspection of papers for 15(4)
. jurisdiction re making of 15
. name, effect on 12(1, 2)
. requirements for 2
. . exceptions to 3(1)
Application for adoption order
. determination, postponement
of 13(1)
. eligibility of applicant 3(1)
. hearing 15(3)
. husband and wife, by 4
. inspection of papers re 15(4)
. more than one person, by . . . .3(2)
. payment to applicant,
prohibition 10(c), 16
. requirements of 2
. exceptions 3(1)
Certificate





. consent re adoption of ward. . .5(3)
Children's Protection Act
. committal under 5(3)
Consent
. children's aid society, of 5(3)
. condition precedent to order.... 10
. dispensing with 7
. . interim order, re 13(2)
. husband and wife, of 4
. illegitimate child, re 5(2)





. interim order, for 13(2)
. married person 6
. persons over 21, re 6
County court judge
. jurisdiction re adoption order... 15
Court
. adoption order made by 2
. . restrictions 3
. conditions imposed by 11
. conditions precedent to order
by 10
. guardian ad litem appointed
by 15(5)
. inspection of papers ordered
by 15(4)
. jurisdiction re adoption order. 15(1)
. name changed by 12(2)
. power to dispense with
consent 7, 13(2)
. probationary period ordered
by 13(1)
. review of circumstances by . .9(2)
Definitions
. adopted child l(o)





. property of adopted child .... 12(8)
District court judge
. jurisdiction re adoption order . . 15
Divorcees
. adoption by, prohibition ...3(l)(c)
Fatal accidents
. adopting parent's right re. . . . 12(6)
Guardian
. ad litem 15(5)
. consent re infant 5(1)
. payment to, prohibition 16
. rights, effect of adoption
order 12(1)
Hearing
. application for adoption
order 15(3)
Husband and wife
. consent of 4
. joint application by 3
Illegitimate child
. adoption order re 15(3)
. consent re adoption of 5(2)










. adopted child, by 12(4)
Inspection
. papers re adoption
application 15(4)
Interim order
. consent for 13(2)
. granting of 13(1)
. infant already adopted, re 14
Intestacy
. disposition of property on . . . 12(8)
Jurisdiction
. adoption order, re IS
Juvenile court judge
. jurisdiction re adoption order ...15
Legitimation
. effect on adoption order 12(9)
Lieutenant-Governor in Cotmcil
. juvenile court judge designated
by 15(1)(6)
. Provincial officer appointed by.. 19
. rules made by 15(2)
Name
. adopted child, of 12(1, 2)
Non-residents







See also Adopting parent
. consent re infant 5(1)
. payment to, prohibition 16





. costs re guardian ad litem. . . .15(5)
Probation
. interim order re 13(1)
Property
. adopted child, of 20
inheritance by adopted child . . 12(4)
. rights of adopted child 12(3)
. rights of adopted non-
residents 18
Provincial Officer
. appointment of 19
. certificate of 8,
9
. inspection of papers ordered
by 15(4)
Registrar-General
. adoption order, duty re ...17(1,2)
Rules
. Lieutenant-Governor, by 15(2)
ADOPTION—Con. Sec
Single persons
. adoption by, prohibition . .31(l)(c)
Succession duty
. adopted child, liability 12(4)
Supreme Court
. jurisdiction re adoption order . . 15
Vital Statistics Act
. provisions of 17
Widows and widowers
. adoption by, prohibition. . .3(1) (f)
ADULTERY
See Deserted Wives' and Chil-
dren's Maintenance Act; Evi-
dence Act; Libel and Slander
Act; Matrimonial Causes Act
ADVERTISEMENTS
See County Publicity Act; De-
partment of Travel and Pub-








See Assessment Act; Commis-
sioners for taking Affidavits
Act; Division Courts Act; Evi-
dence Act; Interpretation Act;
Judicature Act; Municipal Act;
Notaries Act; Voters' Lists
Act
AFFILIATION ORDERS





See Homes for the Aged Act
AGENTS
See Insurance Act; Partnerships
Act; Powers of Attorney Act
286 GENERAL INDEX
AGREEMENTS Sec.
See Arbitration Act; Investment
Contracts Act; Sale of Goods
Act; Unconscionable Trans-
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Advisory board for live stock
—
See
Live stock advisory board
Annual meetings
. directors elected at 6
. holding of 5
. statements at 8
Application of Act
. extension, petition for 20
Associations
. admission of other 20
. boards of agriculture as 22(1)





. statements at annual meeeting. . . .8
Auditor




. live stock advisory board—see
Live stock advisory board
By-laws
. annual meeting, re 5
. associations, of 4
. directors, re 6
. funds, re 10
. membership fee .3
. voting 12
Canadian Horsemen's Asssociation




. associations, of 4
Corporations
. associations deemed 2
. fairs and exhibitions 19
. other societies, incorporation of. .20
Dairymen's Association of
Eastern Ontario
. corporation, as 2
Dairymen's Association of
Western Ontario
. corporation, as 2
Definitions
. associations 1 (o)
. Minister 1 (6)
Directors
. continuance in office 14(1)
. duty re security by treasur r.l6(2)
'. election of 6
. . special meeting re 14(2)
. . void 14
. majority as quorum 9(2)
. non-member 7





. corporation, as 2
Dominion Sheep Breeders'
Association
. corporation, as 2
Dominion Swine Breeders'
Association
. corporation, as 2
Eastern Ontario Poultry Asssociation
. corporation, as 2
Entomological Society of Ontario
. corporation, as 2
Exhibitions and fairs
. corporations, as 19
Expenditures
. consistent with purposes. . 17(1) (rf)
. powers of directors re 10






. . payment before voting 12
Forfeiture of powers




Gardeners' and Florists' Association
. corporation, as 2
Grants
. administration by directors 10
. boards of agriculture, etc.,
re 22(2)
. legislative 17(1)
. municipal councils, from .... 17(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. advisory board for live stock
bound by 21(2)
. associations designated as cor-
porations by 2, 19
. petition of society to 20
. regulations re boards of agri-
culture, etc., by 22(2)
Live stock advisory board
. allowances of members 21(3)
. constitution of 21(2)
. purpose of 21(1)
Meetings
. annual—see Annual meetings
. special—see Special meetings
Members of Association
. defined 3
. directors as 7
. list forwarded to Minister 8
. number required for
grant 17(l)(a)
. special meeting called by 15
. voting rights 12
Minister
. advised by live stock advisory
board 21(1)
. annual report to 8
. auditor appointed by 11
. boards of agriculture recom-
mended by 22(2)
. constitutions, etc., approved by. . .4
. defined 1(&)
. powers declared forfeited by 18
Municipal councils
. grants by 17(2)
Officers
. continuance in office 14(1)
. list forwarded to Minister 8
. personal liability re security
by treasurer 16(3)
. report on audit presented to .... 1
1
. statements at annual meetings ... 8
. vacancies 13
Ontario Agricultural and Experi-
mental Union
. corporation, as 2
Ontario Bee-keei>ers' Association
. corporation, as 2
AGRICULTURAL Sec.
ASSOCIATIONS—Co«.
Ontario Com Growers' Association
corporation, as 2
Ontario Fruit and Vegetable
Growers' Association
. corporation, as 2
Ontario Horse Breeders' Association
. corporation, as 19
Ontario Horticultural Exhibition
. corporation, as 19
Ontario Plowmen's Association
. corporation, as 2
Ontario Poultry Association
. corporation, as 2
Ontario Swine Breeders' Asssociation







. corporation, as 19
Petition
. application of Act, extension of .20
President
. election of 9(1)





. majority of directors 9(2)
Regulations
. boards of agriculture, etc. ...22(2)
. funds, re 10
Reports
. annual meetings, at 8
Secretary
. affidavit of, re grant 17(1)(&)
. election of 9(1)
Security





. directors, of IS
. members, of
election of directors, re ...14(2)
Statements
. annual meetings, at 8
Treasurer
. election of 9(1)
. security for office 16
Vice-presidents
. election of 9(1)





. qualifications, by-laws re 12
Women's Institutes
. formation of 22(1)
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Agriculture
. improvement, object of com-
mittee 8(fc)
Agricultural committees
. appointments by 3(3)
. assignment of undertakings to...
9
. chairman—see Chairman of
committee
. declaration by Minister 4(1)
. executive committee 12
. formation 2(1)
. members—see Members of
committee
. name of 2(1)
. one for two counties 2(2)
. organization 3(1), 7
. powers re producers 11




. selection 3(2), 7
. two for one county 2(3)
. vice-chairman 7
. . acting 3(3)
Agricultural organizations
. co-ordination of undertakings. .8(c)
. defined 1 (c)
. notice requesting committee,
from 3(1)
. officials as committee members. . .6
. representatives on committee. .3(2)
Agricultural representatives
. annual meeting called by 7
. co-operation with committee. .8(a)
. defined 1(6)
. meeting re organization of
committee 3(1), 7
. one for two counties 2(2)
. secretary-treasurer—see Secre-
tary-treasurer of committee
. two for one county 2(3)
Agricultural Representatives Act
. agricultural representatives





. object of committee 8(&)
Anniial meeting
. agricultural representatives, of...
7
Appropriations
. travelling expenses of members 14
Chairman of committee
. acting
. . appointment 3(3)




. . acting 3(3)
County
. committee named after 2(1)
Cotmty Coimcil
. member of committee appointed
by 5(2)
Crop production
. object of committee, as 8(6)
Definitions
. agricultural organization 1(a)






. committee named after 2(1)
Executive committee
. agricultural committee, of 12
Expenses
. travelling, of members 14
Farmer
. member of committee, as 6
Farm woman
. member of committee, as 6
Farm youth
. activities, promotion of 8(<f)
. member of committee, as 6
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. regulations by 13
Marketing
. object of committee, as 8(6)
Meeting
. organizations of committee,
re 3(1), 7










. appointment of committee
member by 5(1)
Minister
. agricultural committee subject
to 11
. assignment of undertakings to
committees, by 9
. declaration re agricultural
committee by 4(1)
. defined 1(d)
. member of committee appointed
by 5(3)
. regulations recommended by ... 13




. organization of committee, re. 3(1)
Plant diseases




. information, furnishing of 11
Reforestation
. object of committee, as 8(&)
Regulations
. carrying out Act 13
Report to Minister




. member of committee appointed
for 5(1)
Secretary-treasurer of committee
. agricultural representative, as.. 4(2)
. acting
. . agricultural representative,
as 3(3)
. . report of meeting certified
by 3(4)
Soil conservation
. object of committee, as 8(6)
Travelling expenses
committee, appropriations for. ..14
Undertakings
. assignment to agricultural
committee 9
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See also Agricultural Develop-
ment Finance Act; Farm
Loans Act; Farm Loans Ad-
justment Act; Short Forms of
^Mortgages Act
Accounts
. reg^ulations re 24(A)
Actions
. Commissioner of Agricultural
Loans, re 2(1)
Agreement for sale
. rescinded for default in payments
of 15(6)
Agricultural development
. condition of loan, as. . . .9(l)(a), 14





. loans, of 23(1)
. tabling of 23(2)
Applicants
. qualifications of 11
Applications for loans
. regrulations re consideration
of 24(f)
Assembly
. annual report to 23(2)
Assistant Commissioner of Agricul-
tural Loans
. appointment of 2(2)
. powers and duties of 2(3)
Board
. application of payments to de-
bentures issued by 19(1) (a)
Bonds
. disposition of proceeds from
sale of 6
. issue of, by Commissioner 4
. lawful investments, as 7(3)
. purchase of, by Treasurer 5
Books and records
. regulations re 24(A)
Building^
. requirements re insurance
on 13(3)
Collateral security





Commissioner of Agricultural Loans
. acceptance of collateral security
by 9(2)
. alteration re provisions for
payment 15(3)
. annual report by, to
Treasurer 23(1)
. appointment of 2(1)
. appointment of committees by . . 10
. authority of, re terms of loan. .9(3)
. corporation sole, as 2(1)
. defined 1(a)
. directions of, re payments on
account of principal ...19(1) (a)
. disposition of proceeds from sale
of bonds by 6
. duty of, re reports on securities. 20
. extent of loan made by 14
. guarantee of bonds and
debentures of 8(1), (2)
. issue of bonds by 4
. issue of debentures by 7(1)
. loans by, purposes re 9(1)
. maximum valuation recognized
by 12(2)
Commissioner
. mortgage terms varied by 16
. option of, to recall loans ....18(2)
. powers of, where loan money
misapplied 18(1)
. preparation of mortgages,
notices, etc., by 17
. proceedings of, regulations
re 24(0)
. purchase of bonds of,
by Treasurer 5
. regulations by 15(4), 24
. release of equity of redemption
by 15(5)
. revocation of agreement for sale
by 15(6)
. rights of as mortgagee 16
. sale of mortgaged property
by 15(5)
. security for issue of debentures
by 7(2)
. valuator's report to 13(1)
Committee
. appointment and purpose of 10
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. purchase of bonds from 5
. salaries and expenses paid from. .22
. transfer of revenue to 19(2)
Debentures




. lawful investment for trust
funds, etc 7(3)





. assistance of, re borrower 20
Encumbrances
. loans for paying off 9(1) (d)
Equity of redemption
. acceptance of release of, by
Commissioner 15(5)
Expenses
. borrower to pay, regulations
re 24(d)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
may fix 21
. payment of 22
Farm buildings
. erection of, loans for 9(1)(&)
Farmers






. applications for loans,
regulations re 24(b)
. guarantee of bonds and
debentures 8(2)
. mortgages of, regulations re. .24(c)
Guarantee
. bonds and debentures, form
of 8(2)
Insurance
. requirements for, re
buildings 13(3)
. life, as collateral security . . . .9(2)
Lands
. acquisition of, for agricultural
purposes, loans re 9(1)
. basis for valuation of 13(2)
. charges on, loans for paying
off 9(l)(c)
. erection of farm buildings on,
loans for 9(l)(b)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of Assistant
Commissioner by 2(2)
. appointment of Commiss'oner
of Agricultural Loans by . . .2(1)
. approval









. . committees 10
. . issue of debentures 7(1)
. . regulations 15(4), 24
. authorization of, re guarantee of
bonds and debentures 8(1)
. authorization of, re purchase of
bonds by Treasurer 5
. form of guaranty determined
by 8(2)
. salaries and expenses fixed by. . .21
Life insurance policy
. acceptance of, as collateral
security 9(2)
Live stock
. breeding, loans for purchase
of 9(1)(/)
Loans
. collateral security for 9(2)
. conditions for, regulations re.24(^)
. extent of, re valuator's report... 14
. limitations, re 12(1)
. maximum period of 15(1)
. power of Commissioner where
money misapplied 18(1)
. purposes for 9(1)
. repayment of 15(1)
. securing of, by first
mortgage 12(1)
. terms of 9(3)
Mortgages
. Commissioner to prepare 17
. first, loans as 12(1)
. making of, under this Act 16
. term of, re sale of mortgaged
farm land 18(2)
Payments—See also Repayment
. alteration re provision for... 15(3)
. delay in, re agreement for
sale 15(6)
. disposition of interest portion
of 19(1)(&)
. disposition of principal portion
of 19(l)(a)
. limitation re, interest without
principal 15(3)
. provision for 15(2)
Qualifications








. loan, of 15(1)
. . default re 15(6)
Salaries
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
may fix 21
. payment of 22
Sale
. bonds of, disposition of proceeds
re 6
. debentures of, disposition of
proceeds re 7(1)
. mortgaged farm lands, of, recall
of loan on 18(2)
Seal
. Commissioner of Agricultural
Loans, of 2(1)
Securities
. Commissioner to secure reports
on 20
. Commissioner to secure
valuator's report re 13(1)
. issue of debentures, re 7(2)
. power of Commissioner re
depreciation of 18(1)
Short Forms of Mortgages Act
. mortgages made under 16
Tile drainage
. loans for 9(1)(«)
Treasurer
. annual report of Commissioner
to 23(1)
. certificate of, re payment from
Consolidated Revenue Fund. . .22
. defined 1(&)
. guarantee of bonds and
debentures by 8(1)
. interest portion of mortgage .
payments to 19(1) (&)
. payment of principal payments
to 19(l)(o)
. purchase of bonds of
. Commissioner by 5
Trust funds
. investment of, in bonds of
Commissioner 7(3)
Valuation
. basis for 13(2)
. maximum re property less than
fifty acres 12(2)
. regulations re 24(g)
Valuator's report







Finance Act, Vol. 1, p. 73.





. moneys deposited 1(2)
Borrowing
. powers of Treasurer 1(1)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. expenses paid out of 4
Debts
. government, use of moneys for 3
Expenses
. administration of Act 4
Interest
. conditions, etc 2
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. interest, etc., approved by 2
. regulations by 5
Money
. attachment of 1(2)
. borrowing of 1(1)
. repayment of 2
. use of 3
Offices
. opening of 1(1)
Public service
. use of moneys for 3
Public works
. use of moneys for 3
Reg^ations
. making of 5
Repajmient
. conditions of 2
Revenue
. expenses paid out of 4
Treasurer of Ontario
. conditions re interest, etc.,
fixed by 2
. powers to borrow money 1(1)
Works













Act, Vol. 1, p. 75.
See also Agricultural Committees
Act
Agricultural representatives
. appointment of 1
. duties of 3
. expenditure of county grants
by 4(1)
Annual statement
. furnished to county council . . 4(2)
Appropriations—See also Grants
. expenditure of 3
. salary of representatives, for ... 1
Assistants to agricultural
representatives
. appointment of 2
Coimty Council
. grants from 4(1)
Department of Agriculture
. powers of officer 3
Expenditxires
. appropriations, of 3
. grants, of 4(1)
. . statement of 4(2)
Grants—See also Appropriations







. appointment of clerks by 2
. control over county grants. . . .4(1)
. powers of 3
OiRficers
. control over county grants . . .4(1)
. powers of 3
Statement




Vol. 1, p. 77.
See also Agricultural Associations
Act
Accounts






. officers, of 11(2-3), 13
. reduced gate receipts, re .. .24(2)




. discussion of 8(l)(f)
Agricultural Societies Act
. former Act, society organized
under 1(*)
Agriculture and Arts Act
. society organized under 1(*)
Annual meeting
conditions re 9(1)




regulations determined at ...19(1)
voting at 9(2)
Annual returns
. statement of 11(2)
Appeal
. decision of Minister, from 2
Arbitration
. purchase of land, re 21(1)
Auditors
. election of
. . annual meeting 10(a)
. . organization meeting 4(t)
. statements certified by. 10(a), 11(1)
Award




annual meeting determined by. 9(1)
annual report by 10(o)
arbitrator appointed by 21(1)
assets, disposition by 14(3)
compensation paid by 21(4)
composition 4(A)
debts paid by 14(2)
defined I (o)
election of members 10(&)
election of officers 4(^)





meetings determined by 17
powers of 16(1)







. responsibility for funds 18(3)
. secretary-treasurer 16(6)
. security of treasurer, duty re. 18(2)
. trustees on dissolution 14(1)
. vacancy on 16(3)
Buildings
. destruction of, grant re 24(2)
. municipal by-laws re 27(4)
. municipality's power re use
of 27(3)
Bull
. grant for 24(l)(a-c)
Bull show
. statement of accounts of ... 11(3)
By-laws
. annual meeting, re 9(1)
. making of 19(1)
. powers of board, re 16(1)
Canadian National Exhibition
Association of Toronto
. grant to 25
Capital Expenditures
. grant for 26




. paid by board 21(4)
Competitions
. holding of 8(1)(A)
Constables
. appointment of 30(1)
. duties of 30(2)
obstruction of penalty for. . . 30(3)
Corporation
. member, as 6(2)
. society as 20(1)
Declaration
. formation of society, re 4(a-r)
. society designated by 5(1)
Definitions








. form of statement of show








. annual meeting, at 10(6)
. organization meeting, at . . . A(g)
honorary 7 (2)
junior 7(1)
members of board 4(h)
vacancies among 16(3)
Diseases of animals
. eradication of 8(1) (e)
Dissolution of society
. payment of debts on 14(2)
. reasons for 14(1)
Documents
. production of 31
Evidence
. taking of 31
Executive Committee
. board, of 16(4)
Exhibitions
. fraud or misrepresentation at. . . .32
. grant for bad weather ....24(2-3)
. holding of 8(l)(fe)
. regulations re exhibitors ... .29(c)
. special 25
Expenses
. allowances to officers 16(7)
. arbitration, of 21(6)






. signing declaration 4(c)
Fraud
. exhibitor committing 32
Grading machinery
. provision for S(l)(g)
Grant
. annual 26( 1
)
. . limitation of 26(2)
. conditions of 23
. division of 24(1)
. forfeiture of 8(2)
. municipalities, from 27(1, 2)
. regulations re 29(&)
. special exhibitions, to 25
Headquarters
. declaration designating 4(a)
. defined 1(c)
. location 3(1)
. name of, inclusion in society. .5(1)
Horse races




. prohibition re 19(2)
Information
. Minister, required by 13
Insects
. eradication of B(e)
Inspection
. accounts, of 31
Joint ownership
society with municipality 22
Judge
. arbitrator appointed by 21(2)
Justice of peace
. constables appointed by 30(1)
Land
. arbitration re 21(1)
. joint ownership 22
. mortgage to municipality
to secure 27(2)
. notice re disposition of 20(2)
. power of society re 20(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. appeal from Minister to 2
. arbitration approved by 21(1)
. organization of society approved
by 3(2)
. regulations by 29
Live stock
. owning of B(l)(d)
Loan
. municipal grant as 29(2)
Loss
. responsibility of board for. . . .18(3)
Manager
. appointed by board 16(5)
. salary of 16(7)
Meetings
. annual—see Annual Meetings
. board, of 15
. honorary directors at 7(2)
. determined by board 17
. land purchase, approval at . . 21(1)
. organization—see Organization
meeting
. property disposal approved
at 20(2)
. public, discussion of agricultural
problems 8(l)(c)
. quorum 4(f)
. regulations determined at ...19(1)
. special—see Special meetings
Members of society
. companies as 6(2)








. notice of annual meeting to... 9(3)
. qualifications 6(1)
. statement of 11(1)
. vote by 9(2)
Minister
. additional directors authorized
by 7(1)
. annual expenditure return form
prescribed by 11(2)
. annual meeting determined by. 9(4)
. annual report form prescribed
by 10(a)
. annual statement form prescribed
by 11(1)
. change of name of society
by 5(2)
. declaration form presented by. 4(a)
. defined l(rf)
. duties on dissolution of
society 14(1)
. formation of society approved
by 5(1)
. grants approved by 23, 25(c)
. grants by 26
. headquarters approved by ....1(c)
. information required by 13
organization approved by . . . Aid'i
. powers 2
. inspector appointed by 31
. recommendation of society to. .3(2)
. regulations recommended by ... .29
Misrepresentation
. exhibitor, by 32
Municipalities
. building by-laws by 27(4)
. grants from 27(1, 2)
. joint ownership of land by 22




. annual meeting, of 9(3)
. award, of 21(5)
. claimants, re arbitration 21(3)
. organization meeting, of 4(e)
. property disposition, re 20(2)





. affidavits of 11(2,3), 13
. annual statement of 11(1)






. false statements by, penalty
for 11(4)
. obstruction of, penalty for. . . .30(3)
. regulation re duties of 29(d)
. salaries of 16(7)
. submission of accoimts for
inspection by 31
Organization
. approval of 3(2), 5(1)
. mode of 4
. provision for 3(1)
Organization meeting
. auditors elected at 4(t)
. calling of 4((/)
. directors elected at 4(g)
. notice of 4(e)
. quonmi 4(f)
. regulations determined at ...19(1)
. report of 4(j).5(l)
Parasites
. eradication of 8(1)(^)
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for 33
. false statements, for 11(4)
. interfering with officers 30(3)
. prohibited performances, re . . 19(2)
Petition
. special meeeting, for 12
Plants
. distribution of 8(1) (rf)
President
. election of 4(g)
. reduced gjate receipts, affidavit
re 24(2)
. special meeting called by 12
. statement certified by 11(1)
Property of society
. protection of 30(2)
. tax exemption 28
Quorum
. board, of 16(2)
. requirements 4(f)
Ram
. grant for 24(l)(a)
Reforestation
. promotion of 8(1)(/)
Regulations
. enforcement of 30
. making of
. . Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 29
. . society, by 19(1)
. powers of board, re 16(1)
. sideshows prohibited by 19(2)






. annual, by board 10(a)
. organization meeting, re 4(])
Secretary-treasurer
. appointment of 16(6)
. board meeting called by 15
. reduced gate receipts, affidavit
re 24(2)
. salary of 16(7)
. special meeting called by 12
. statement certified by 11(1)
Security
. secretary-treasurer, by 18(1)
Seed-cleaning plant
. provision for 8(l)(y)
Seeds
. distribution of 8(l)(rf)
Shows
. prohibited 19(2)
. society, held by 11(3)
Society
. defined 1 (e)
Special meetings
. petition for 12
. vacancies filled at 16(3)
Stallion
. grant for 24(l)(c-c)
Stallion show
. statement of accounts at ...11(3)
Statements
. assets and liabilities of 10(a)
. . dissolution, on 14(1)
. expenses, of 11(3)
. false, penalty for 11(4)
. financial 11(1)
. officers and members of 11(1)
Storage facilities
. provision for 8(l)(p)
Superintendent
. additional directors recommended
by 7(1)
. allowance for reduction of gate
receipts by 24(2)
. annual expenditure return to. 11(2)
. annual meeting approved by. .9(1)
. annual statement to 11(1)
. declaration forwarded to 4(d)
. declaration of society by 5(1)
. defined 1(f)
. duties on dissolution of
society 14(2)








. organization meeeting authorized
by .4(e.f)
. report of organization meeting
to 4(,)
. statement of show expenses
to 11(3)
. special exhibitions, returns to. 25 (a)
. special meeting ordered by . . 16(3)
Taxation





. assets, of 14(1)
Vice-president
. election of 4(g)
. special meeting called by 12
Vote
. members entitled 9(2)
Weather
. eflFect on gate receipts 24(2, 3)
Weeds
. eradication of 8(^)
Western Fair Association of London
. grant to 25
Youth






Finance Act; Agricultural Rep-
resentatives Act; Agricultural
Societies Act; Bees Act; Clean
Grain Act; Consolidated
Cheese Factories Act; Co-op-
erative Marketing Loans Act;
County Publicity Act; Dairy
Products Act; Department of
Agriculture Act; Dog Tax and
Live Stock Protection Act;
Farm Loans Act; Farm Loans
Adjustment Act; Farm Pro-
ducts Containers Act; Farm
Products Grades and Sales
Act; Farm Products Market-
ing Act; Fruit Packing Act;
Ginseng Act; Horticultural So-
cieties Act; Live Stock and
Live Stock Products Act; Live
Stock Branding Act; Milk and
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AGRICULTURE—Con. Sec.
Cream Act; Milk Control Act;
Municipal Act; Nursery Stock
Act; Plant Diseases Act; Pro-
tection of Cattle Act; Seed
Grain Subsidy Act; Seed
Potatoes Act; Stallions Act;
Steam Threshing Engines Act;
Stock Yards Act; Threshing
Machines Act; Transportation
of Fowl Act; Trees Act;
Vacant Land Cultivation Act;








See Soldiers' Aid Commission




Alberta Coal Sales Act,
Vol. 1, p. 93.
Advertisement of coal
. information stated in 1
BiU
. delivery on sale 2
Invoice
. delivery on sale 2
Penalties
. false statements, for 4
. omission of particulars, etc 3
Place of mining
stated in advertisement 1,
2
Sale of coal
. conditions re 2
. . failure to observe, penalty for . . 3
Statements
. false, penalty for 4
Trade name
. advertisement of 1
Weight-ticket
. delivery on sale 2
ALCOHOL
See Highway Traffic Act; Liquor




See Mental Hospitals Act; Ment-
al Incompetency Act; Munici-





See Provincial Parks Act; Pub-
lic Health Act
ALIENS' REAL PROPERTY
Aliens' Real Property Act,
Vol. 1, p. 95.
Alien
. intestacy, descent of real estate
on 2
. powers re real estate 1
Real estate
. descent on intestacy of alien ... .2
. powers of alien re 1
ALIMONY
See Fraudulent Debtors Arrest
Act; Judicature Act; Married
Women's Property Act; Ma-
trimonial Causes Act; Recipro-
cal Enforcement of Mainten-
ance Orders Act
ALTERATIONS









See Athletics Control Act
AMATEUR SPORTS
See Athletics Control Act
AMENDMENT OF
STATUTES




See Ticket Speculation Act
AMUSEMENTS TAX
See Hospitals Tax Act
ANATOMY
Anatomy Act, Vol. 1, p. 97.
See also Coroners Act; Medical
Act; Mental Hospitals Act;
Public Health Act
Bodies—See also Bodies, unclaimed
. claim of .3(2)
. . order for 3(3)
. delivery—see Delivery of bodies
. disposal 3(1)
. . exceptions 3(2)
. exposed, notice of 9
. identification of 7{e)
. removal from Ontario, penalty.. 15
. shipment of 16
Bodies, imclaimed—See also Bodies
. delivery of 5,
6
. distribution of bodies 7{c)
. interment expense 17
. register of 7(a)
. report to general inspector. .. .7(/)
Bond
. school, by 13
Certificate
. shipment of body, re 16
Coroner
. notice to inspector by 9
. examination by 3(1)
County
. expense of interment 4(2)
County coimcillor
. claim of body by 3(2) (c)




. local inspector, to 3(1)
. order for 3(3), 10





. order for delivery of
body 3(3), Form 1
Friend
. claim of body by 3(2) (a)
. . unclaimed body 6(1)
. duty of interment 4(1)
ANATOMY—Con. Sec
General inspector of anatomy
. anatomy room authorized by ... 13
. appointment, etc 2
. inspection of records by 6(2)
. report to 7(/)
Home for aged
. body claimed from 3(2) (c)
. death in, interment after 4(2)
Inspection
. records of school 6(2)
. registers kept by local
inspector 7(d)
. register kept by superintendent. .10






. bond by school re 13
. duty of 4(1)
. duty of coroner 9
. expense of county 4(2)
. expense of municipal
corporation 17
Justice of peace
. order obtained from 3(3)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. powers re inspectors 2
Local inspectors of anatomy
appointment 2
. notice of 8
bodies, control over 3(1)
duties 2,7
delivery of body to 3(2)
fees 2
inspection of records by 6(2)
notice to
. coroner, by 9
. head of municipality, by 11
. person in charge of morgue,
hy 10
. superintendent of public
institution, by 12(1)
order by, for delivery of
body 12(3)
Magistrate
. order obtained from 3(3)
Medical practitioner
. certificate for shipment of body. 16
. right to inspect registers 7(d)
Mental Hospitals Act









. expense of interment, liability
for 17
. head, notice to inspector by 11
Notice
. appointment of local inspector ... 8
. coroner's, re bodies 9
. head of municipality, by 11
. person in charge of morgue .... 10




. claim of body by 3(2)(6)
. delivery of body 3(2), 12(3)
. . form Form 1
Penalties
. body removed from Ontario ... 15
. violation of Act 14
Public morgue
. body sent to 3(1)
. notice by person in charge 10
. register, entries in 7{e)
Records
. school, by 6{2)
Registers
. kept by local inspector. .7(a) (6) (rf)
. kept by superintendent of public
institution 12(2)
. medical schools, of 7(c)
. morgue, of 7{e)
Regulations
. duties of inspectors, re 2
. records of school 6(2)
Relative
. claim of body by 3(2) (a)
. . unclaimed body 6(1)
. duty of interment 4(1)
School
. bond by 13
. defined 1
. delivery of bodies to 5, 6(1)
. distribution of bodies to 7(c)
. records kept by 6(2)
. registers 7{h,c)
Superintendent of institution
. delivery of body by 12(3)
. notice to inspector by 12(1)
. register kept by 12(2)
Sureties
. bond by school 13
Teachers





See Companies Act; Interpreta-
tion Act
ANCILLARY PROBATE
See Surrogate Courts Act
ANDREW MERCER
Andrew Mercer Reformatory-
Act, Vol. 1, p. 103.
See also Department of Reform
Institutions Act; Female Re-
fuges Act; Industrial Farms
Act; Jails Act; Liquor Control
Act; Penal and Reform Insti-
tutions Inspection Act; Re-
formatories Act
Accountant
. appointment of 3
. security given by 13
Administration
. superintendent's duty re 12
Bailiff—5"c? Female bailiff
Board of Parole
. endorsement for parole by 6
Classification
. regulations re 4
Clothing
. regulations re 4
Conduct
. record of 6
. regulations re 4
Contracts
. prohibition re 14(1)
. . contravention, penalty for.. 14(2)
Conviction
. certified copy of 9(2)
Correction of inmates
. regulations re 4
Definitions
. inspector l(o)
. reformatory 1 (c)
regulations 1 (d)
Diet
. regulations re 4
Discharge of inmates
. ill, diseased 2D
. mentally defective 21




. regulations re 4
Disease
. eflfect re discharge 20
Drugs
. use, prohibition re 16(1)
. . violation, penalty for 16(2)
Employees
. contracts by. unlawful 14(1)
. . contravention, penalty for.. 14(2)
. regulations re conduct of 4
. trade by, forbidden 15
Employment of inmates
. regulations re 4
Fees
. prohibition re 15
Female bailiff
conveyance of prisoner by. 8(2), 10
delivery of prisoner by 11
delivery of prisoner to 9(2)
receipt for prisoner given by ...11
re transfer of prisoner by . . . .9(1)
transfer of prisoner by 7
Gratuities
. prohibition re 15
Imprisonment
. maximum period of 8(1)
Inmates
conduct record of 6







. approval of parole by 6
. contracts by, unlawful 14(1)
. . contravention, penalty for.. 14(2)
. defined 1(a)
. removal of officers by 5(2)
. rules re record of conduct by 6
. superintendent under direction
of 12
. suspension of officers by 5(1)
. warrant issued by 7, 21
Instruction of inmates
. regulations re 4
Jail
. transfer to 9(1)
. transfer from 7
Labour
. enforcement of 17
ANDREW MERCER—Con. Sec.
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. power re appointment of officers. .3
. power re regulations 4
Liquor
. use, prohibition re 16(1)
. . violation, penalty for 16(2)
Liquor Control Act






. notified of officer's suspension. 5(1)
. warrant issued by 9(1)
Objects






contracts by, unlawful 14(1)
. contravention, penalty for.. 14(2)
regulations re duties of 4
removal of 5(1)
suspension of 5(2)
trade by, forbidden 15
Parole
. requisites for 6
Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act
. appointment of inspector
under 1(a)
Penalties
. contracts by officers 14(1)





. reformatory, of 18
Punishment
. regulations re 4
Reformatory
. administration of 12
. defined 1(f)
. object of 2
. property included in 18
. sentence to imprisonment in... 8(1)
. transfer from jail to 7
. transfer to jail from 9(1)
Reg^ulations
. defined 1(J)
. making of 4
Reward




. accountant, by 13
Sunday
. expiry of term on 19
Superintendent
appointment of 3
contracts by. unlawful 14(1)
. contravention, penalty for . 14(2)
delivery of prisoner by 9(2)
duties, etc 12
. regulations re 4
. receipt for prisoners from ....11
recommendation for parole by . . .6
trade by, forbiddden 15
Surgeon
. appointment of 3
. certificate of 20
Trade
. prohibited with prisoners 15
Transfer of inmates
. warrant for 7, 9(1)
Warrant
. committal to mental institution,
for 21
. copy of sentence sufficient 10
. inspector, issued by 7
. Minister, issued by 9(1)
ANGLING
See Game and Fisheries Act
ANIMALS
5"^^ Agricultural Societies Act;
Artificial Insemination Act;
Bees Act; Cemeteries Act;
Coroners Act; Dog Tax and
'Live Stock Protection Act;
Farm Products Marketing Act;
Game and Fisheries Act; High-
way Traffic Act; Injured Ani-
mals Act; Live Stock and Live
Stock Products Act; Live
Stock Branding Act; Land-
lord and Tenant Act; Munici-
pal Act; Pounds Act; Protec-
tion of Cattle Act; Public
Health Act; Public Parks Act;
Railways Act; Stallions Act;
Travelling Shows Act; Trees
Act; Veterinary Science Prac-
tice Act; Vicious Dogs Act;




See Apportionment Act; Insur-














Act; County Court Judges'
Criminal Courts Act; County
Courts Act; Division Courts
Act; Dominion Courts Act;
Interpretation Act; Judges'
Orders Enforcement Act; Judi-





See Devolution of Estates Act;
Estates Tail Act; Insurance
Act; Trustee Act; Wills Act
APPORTIONMENT
Apportionment Act,
Vol. 1, p. 109.
Accrual
. dividends, of 2,
3
. rents, etc 3
Administrator
. recovery by 5(1)
Annuities
. accrual of 3
. apportionment of 3
. defined 1 (a)
. payment of 4
Apportioned parts
. payment of 4
. recovery of 5(1)
Apportionment
. rents, etc 3




. recovery I)y 5(1)
Assurance policies
. annual sums not apportionaljlc , . .6
Definitions




. accrual of 2,
3
. apportionment of 3
. defined \(b)
. payment of 4
Executor
. recovery by 5(1)
Heir
. recovery by 5(1)
. recovery of rent from 5(2)
Payment
. rents, etc., after apportionment. . .4
Periodical payments
. accrual of 3
. apportionment of 3
. payment of 4
Policies of assurance
. annual sums not apportionable .6
Recovery









Vol. 1, p. 111.
See also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Department of
Labour Act; Factory, Shop
and Office Building Act; In-
dustrial Standards Act; Land
Surveyors Act; Minimum
Wage Act; Pharmacy Act;
Trade Schools Regulation Act;
Vocational Education Act;
Workmen's Compensation Act
Adolescent School Attendance Act









designated trade Sclicdulc A
Amendments
. regulations 18
. . inrjuirics re 15(2)
Annual report
. Board, by 4(2)
Application of Act
. designated trades 2
. employment not under contract 10







. . Advisory Committee by . . 17(2)
. . Board, by 15(1)(6)
Armed forces
. veterans, exemption from Act. . 23
Assessment
. cost of apprenticeship system 21(1)
. regulations re 15(1)(9)
Barber
. designated trade Schedule B
Board
. action re petition 3(1)
. annual report by 4(2)
. assessment by 21(1)
. conferences by 15(2)
. contracts approved by 8(1)
. defined 1(6)
. examiners appointed by 16(5)
. provincial advisory committee
appointed by 16(1)
. regulations made by 15(1)
. regulations of committee
approved by 17(1)
. termination of contract approved
by 13
. trade school licence issued
by 22(1)
. transfer of contract approved
by 14
. veterans exempted by 23
Bricklayer
. designated trade Schedule A
Carpenter




. assessment, issue of 21(3)









. amendment of regulations, re. 18(3)
. Board, by 15(2)
Contracts of apprenticeship
approval by Board 8(1)
compliance with Act 6
employment not under 10
register of 5(o)
registration
. Board, with 8(1)
. Director, with 9
. effect 12
. regulations re 15(l)(rf)





violating Act, penalty 20(o)
Courses
. school, regulations re 19
Definitions
. apprentice 1 (a)
. Board 1(6)
. designated trade 1(c)
. Director 1(d)
. employer 1 (^)
. probationary period l(i?)
. regulations 1 (A)
. trade 1(0
. trade school 1 (;)
Department of Labour
. advisory commercial committee,
representation 16(3)
Department of Labour Act




. application of Act to 2
. defined 1(c)
. listed Schedules A, B
. regulations re 15(1) (a)
Directors
. appointment 4(1)
. contract cancelled by ... 13
. contract registered with 9
. defined 1(d)
. duties 5
. employment authorized by 7
. inquiry re petition 3(1)
. transfer of contract by 14
Electrician





. amendments, functions re 18
. assessment of 21




. amendments, fimction re 18
. assessment of 21
. defined 1 (*)
. petition by 3(1)
. registration, regulations
re 15(1)(*)
. signature on contract 11
Employment
. apprenticeship not completed .... 7
. contract, not under 10
. contract, under 7,
9
. violating Act, penalty 20(6)
Examinations
. directors, by 5(6)
. examiners, appointment, etc. . 16(5)
. regulations re 15(1) (^)
Fees
. regulations re 15(l)(OT,n)
Forms
. regulations re 15(l)(c,/)
Guardian
. signature on contract 11
Hairdresser
. designated trade Schedule B
Hours
. regulations re 15(1) (e)





. Board, by 15(2)
. Directors' duties re 5(6)
Instruction
. school, regulations re 19
Licences
. trade school—see Trade Schools
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. Director, etc., appointed by . . 4(1)
. payment of expenses directed by
. . advisory committee 16(4)
. . examiners 16(5)
. regulations approved by ....15(1)
. regulations of committee
approved by 17(1)





. regulations re 17(l)(r-/)
Mason
. designated trade Schedule A
Minister
. annual report by Board to . .4(2)
. defined 1(f)
. examiners approved by 16(5)
. trades recommended by 3(2)
Motor vehicle repairer
. designated trade Schedule A
Painter and decorator
. designated trade Schedule A
Parents
. signature on contract 11(&, c)
Penalties
. assessment unpaid 21(2)
. contravention of Act 20
. trade school without licence . .22(2)
Petition
. trade, addition to Schedules .3(1)
Plasterer
. designated trade Schedule A
Plumber
. designated trade Schedule A
Probationary period





assessments approved by ....21(1)
expenses 16(4)
local committee appointed by. 17(3)




regulations re 15(1) (r-t)
Refrigeration worker
. designated trade Schedule B
Register
. contracts, re 5(c)
Registration
. contracts—see Contracts of
apprenticeship
. employers, regulations re.l5(l)(^)
. transfer of contract 14
Regulations
. amendment 18(1)
. . inquiries re 15(2)
. defined 1(h)





. exemption from 15(3)
. . armed forces 23
. making of 15(1)
. Provincial advisory committee,
by 17(1)
. school courses, re 19
. trade report licences, re 22(1)
Report
. annual, by Board 4(2)
Schedules
. addition of trades tc^ 3(2)
. . contracts re 9
. . effect of 10
. designated trades . . Schedules A, B
Sheet metal worker
. designated trade Schedule A
School courses
. regulations for 19
Signatures
. contract of apprenticeship 11
Steamfitter
. designated trade Schedule A
Time






. issue of 22(1)
. penalty for default re 22(2)
. regulations re 15(1), (w,^)
Trades—See also Designated trades





. exempt under Act 23
Vocational Education Act
. instruction under 19
Wages
. regulations re 15(1) (r)
AQUEDUCT
See Water Powers Regulation
Act
ARBITRATION
Arbitration Act, Vol. 1, p. 123.
See also Damage by Fumes Arbi-
tration Act; Division Courts
Act; Evidence Act; Judica-
ture Act; Labour Relations
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ARBITRATION—Con. Sec.
Act; Lakes and Rivers Im-
provement Act; Municipal Act;
Municipal Arbitrations Act;
Municipal Drainage Act; On-
tario Municipal Board Act;
Public Parks Act; Public
Schools Act; Public Utilities
Act; Public Works Act; Rail-
ways Act; School Sites Act
Action
. recovery of arbitrator's fees ... .24
Affidavit
. taxation, for 21(1)
Agreement
. appeal, re 16(2)
. arbitrator's fees, re 18
Appeals
. procedure re 16(1)
. production of exhibits 29
. taxation of costs, re 22(3)
Application
. Act, of 2,3






. exhibits transmitted to registrar
by 16(6)
. fees—see Fees
. further report from 16(9)
. meeting, costs of 20
. powers .^ 9
proceeding on special
knowledge 16(8)
. reconsideration by 11(1)
. removal of 12(1)
. stated case by 26
. time for making award 11(2)
. umpire as 17(a)
. vacancies 8(1) (f)
Awards
. appeal from—see Appeals
. correction of 9(c)
. costs re 22(2)
. . set-off 20
. . setting aside 30(1)
. defined 17(6)
. enforcement of 13
. filing on appeal 16(2)
. setting aside 12(2)
. . application for 30(1)
. stated by arbitrator 9(b)
. time for 11(2)
. . enlargement of 10
ARBITRATION—Con. Sec.
Certificate
. award as ., 17(6)
. taxation ofl&cer, of 22(3)
Commisssion
. application of Judicature Act
to 15(2)
. examination of witnesses 15(1)
Costs
. award 22(2)
. . set-off 20
. . setting aside, on 30(4)
. discretion of court 27
. meeting of arbitrators 20
. taxation of—see Taxation of
costs
Court
. appeal to, procedure re 16(1)
. arbitrator appointed by 8(2)
. arbitrator removed by 12(1)
. arbitrator's further report
required by 16(9)
. awards enforced by 13
. awards set aside by 12(2)
. case stated by arbitrator,
for 9(6),26
. defined l(o)
. direction re costs of award
by 30(4)
. discretion re costs 27
. enlargement of time for award
by 10
. extension of time for appeals
by 16(10).30(1)
. remission of matters to
arbitrator, by 11(1)
. rules of—see Rules of court
. stay of proceedings by 7
. valuator, appointment by .. . 32(1)
Crown




. court 1 (o)
. judge 1(6)
. rules of court 1 (c)




. production on subpoena 14
Evidence
. appeal on 16(4, 5, 7)
. commission, by 14, 15(1)
Exhibits
. copies sufficient 28
. production on appeal 29




. arbitrators 18, Schedule B
. . excessive, penalty 23
. . recovery by action 24
, reduction 22(4)
- solicitors, of 22(1)
. taxation of 21(1)
. witness, of 19
Hearing




. application of 15(2)
. rules under 1(c)
Legal proceedings
. stay, after submisssion 7
Lieutenant-Governor in Cotmcil
. rules of court approved by 31
Meeting
. arbitrators, costs of 20
Motion to set aside award
. production of exhibits for 29
. time for 30(1)
Notice
. appeal 16(3)
. appointment of arbitrator, re. .8(1)
. arbitrators meeting, of 20
. exhibits, re production of 29
Oaths
. administration of 9(a)
. stenographer, of 16(7)
Offences





. arbitrator's fees excessive 23
Prisoner
. witness, as 25
Referee
. arbitrator, as 17(a)
. determination of matters by ....6
Registrar
. exhibits transmitted to 16(6)
Report
. arbitrator, further report .... 16(9)
Rules Committee
. rules made by 31
Rules of court
. application to commission ...15(2)
. defined 1(c)
. making of 31
ARBITRATION—Con. Sec.
Schedules
. provisions implied in
submissions 5, Schedule A
. arbitrators fees 18, Schedule B
Sheriff
. production of prisoner by 25
Solicitor
. fees 22(1)
. . reduction of 22(4)
Statement
. arbitrators proceeding on special
knowledge 16(8)
Stay of proceedings
. submiss'on, after 7
Stenographer
. oath of 16(7)
Submission
. agreement re fees in 18
. defined 1(d)
. irrevocability 4
. provision for appeal in ......16(1)
. provisions implied in . . 5, Schedule A
. referee, to 6
. stay of proceedings 7
Subpoena
. witnesses, of 14
Supreme Court judge
. jurisdiction re apppeal 16(1)
Taxation of costs
. appeal from 22(3)
. award, preparation of 22(2)
. powers of taxing officer ....22(1)
. procedure for 21(1)
Taxing officer
. costs taxed by 21(1)
. powers of 22(4)
Time
. application to set aside award. 30(1)
. awards, for 11(2)
. . enlargement of 10
. extension by Court 16(10)
Umpirage





. appointment of 32(1)
Witnesses
. examination 15(1)
. fees to 19
. prisoner, as 25
. subpoena of 14
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ARCHITECTS Sec.
Architects Act, Vol. 1, p. 133.
See also Mechanics' Lien Act;
Professional Engineers Act
Action
. Board, Council or officer,
against 20(1)
Appeal from suspension or
cancellation
. practise pending appeal 20(2)
. procedure 20(1)
. right of 20(1)
Architects' Act, 1931




. assets and liabilities of 4
. functions of 10(1)
. members, admitted to Association . 6
Architecture
. by-laws re standard of 13(&)
. promotion of, by Association 2
Arts and sciences
. promotion of, by Association . . .2
Assets and liabilities
. Association and Board of,
consolidated 4
Associates
. Association members, as 18(4)
. by-laws re election of 13(/)
. regulations re 12(1) (^)
Association—See also Members of
Association
. action for recovery of fees by. . .23
. application of funds of 14
. assets of 4
. by-laws re \Z{a,d, e, h)
. complaint against member of ... 19
. continued I
. head office of 5
. liabilities of 4
. meetings of 13(d)
. objects of 213(A)
. power re real estate 3
. property of 13(a)
Association of Professional
Engfineers
. member or licensee of . . . .18(3) (6)
Board—See also Members of Board
. action against, prohibited ....20(1)
. assets and liabilities 4
. composition of 10(1)
. defined 10(1)
. fees 16
. funds for 14





. membership in Association
granted by 7
. power re investigation of
complaints 19
. re-appointment to 10(2)






. Chapter, by 17










. regulations re 12(1) (rf)
Chairman of Board
. regulations re 12(1) (i)
. resig^nation by letter to 10(3)
Chapters
- formation of 17
. powers of 17
City
. included in electoral district ..9(3)
Classes in architecture
. objects of, Association re 15
Complaints
. duty of Council re 15
. powers of Board re 19
. regulations re 12(3)
Contractor
. rights of 19(3)(«)
Council of Association—5"^^ also
Members of Council
. action against, prohibited . . . .20(1)
. approval of Chapters by 17
. by-laws by 9, 13
. defined 9.(1)
. duty re complaints 15
. meetings of 13(rf)
. power re funds of Association ... 14
Coiirt of Appeal





. members of Asssociation, of,
regulations re 12
Elections
. Association officers, of 13(0






. Chapter officers, of 17
. Council, of 9, 11, 12(1) (A)
Electoral districts
. cities, towns included in 9(3)
. members of Council elected
from 9(2,5)
Engineers
. rights of ....18(3)(6)
Ethics
. standard of 13(6)
Examinations
. membership in Association
for 7(c)
. . regulations re 12(l)(c)
Exhibitions
. by-laws re 13(c)




. architect as witness, for 22
. Board members, of 16
. Council members, of 16
. due Association, recovery of . . .23
. members of Association,
regulations re 12(1) (e)
Fimds of Association
. application of 14
Head office
. Association of S
Hamilton
. electoral district, as. 9(2), Schedule
Holding out as architect
. defined 18(2)
. wrongfully, penalty for 18(1)
Honorary members of Association
. by-laws re election of 13(/)





. rights of 18(3)(y)
Lectures
. by-laws re 13(c)
. objects of Association re 2
Licences to practice
. non-residents, for 8
. . regulations re 12(1)(/)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. member of Board appointed
by 10(1)(6)
. regulations approved by 12(3)
London
. electoral district, as .9(2), Schedule
ARCHITECTS—Com. Sec.
Meetings of Association
. by-laws re 13(d)
Meetings of Board
. regulations re 12(1) (A)
Meetings of Cotincil
. by-laws re 13(rf)
Member of His Majesty's Forces
. rights of 18(3) (a)
Members of Association
admission, regulations re..l2(l)(a)




honorary, regulations re 13(/)
non-residents 8
qualifications of 7
. regulations re 12(1) (&)
suspension of
. appeal from 20(1)
. regulations re 12(3)
voting rights of 11
Members of Board
. appointment of 10(l)(a,6), (2)
. death of 10(3)
. elected 10(l)(c)
. eligible for re-election 10(2)
. fees and expenses for 8
. resignation of 10(3)
. vacancies 10(3)
Members of Council
. death of 9(5)
. election of 9(1,2,3)
. . regulations re 12(1) (A)
. fees and expenses for 16
. resignation of 9(5)
. . election to Board, on 10(2)
. retiring 9(6)
. term of office 9(4)
Mining properties





. temporary licences for 8





. by-laws re election of 13(e)
Officers of Board
. regulations re 12(l)(i)








. false certificate, for 21
. holding out as architect
wrongfully 18(1)
. . exceptions 18(3)
Persons
. exempt from Act 18(3)
Pre-fabricated structures
. rights re 18(3)(1)
President of Association
. election of, regulations re.... 13(e)
. immediate past, as Council
member 9(1)
. re-election, eligibility for 9(6)
. resignations addressed to ... .9(5)
Professional Engineers Act
. application of 18(3) (6)
Property of Association
. by-laws re 13(o)
. powers re 3
Public Inquiries Act





. Association and Council, of..l3(rf)
. Board, of
. . regulations re 12(1) (h)
. . vacancies filled by 10(3)
Real estate
. by-laws re 13(a)
. power of Association re 3




. Board, by 12




. by-laws re 13(p)
Schedule
. electoral districts . . .9(2), Schedule
Scholarships
. by-laws re 13(c)
Schools
. object of Association re 2
Signing or sealing of drawings
. regulations re 12(1) (/)
Student associates
. by-laws re 13(/)
• regulations re 12(1) (e)
ARCHITECTS—Con. Sec.
Suspension of members
. appeal from 20(1)
. . practice pending 20(2)
. regfulations re 12(3)
Temporary licences
. granting of 8
. . regulations re 12(1)0)
Toronto
. electoral district, as. .9(2), Schedule
. head office at 5
Town
. included in electoral district .9(3)
University of Toronto
. member of Board appointed
by 10(l)(a)
Vice-president of Association




. electoral district, as .9(2), Schedule
Witness in court
. architect as 22
ARCHIVES
Archives Act, Vol. 1, p. 145.
See also Public Service Act
Application of Act 9
Archivist
. appointment of 2(1)
. certified copies of documents by. .7
. concurrence re destruction of
documents ^
. duties, regulations re 8(o)
. powers of 2(2>
. receipt of documents by 4
Assembly
. delivery of documents of 3
. destruction of documents of 6
. disposition of documents of
. . contrary to orders 9
. . regulations re 8(d>
Cataloguing
. matters in Department, of . . 8(c>
Church records
. collection of 5(e>
Classification











. Archivist in charge of 2(1)
. custody of documents by 3
. defined 1
. objects of 5
. regulations re
. . administration of 8(a)
. . classification of archives in.. 8(f)
. . matters transferred to 8(rf)
, responsibility of 4
Documents
. certified copies of 7
. custody of 3
. disposal of
. . regulations re 8(rf)
. . unauthorized 9
. historical, functions re 5
. official, presentation of 6
Employees of Department
. duties of, regulations re 8(&)
Evidence
. certified copies of documents as. . .7
Executive Council
. Department under direction
of 2(1)
. disposition of documents of ..8(d)
History of Ontario
. Department's function re . . . .5(6-/)
Indexing
. matters in Department, of ....8(a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. Archivist appointed by 2(1)
. regulations made by 8
Manuscripts
. collection of 5(/)
Maps
. collection of S(/)
Mimicipal records
. collection of 5(^)
Pamphlets
. collection of 5(/)
Papers
. collection of 5(f)
Public Service Act
. application of 2(2)
Records—See also Documents
. classification, etc S(a)
. custody of 3
Regimental muster rolls
. collection of S(/)
ARCHIVES—Con. Sec.
Regulations
. custody of documents subject to. .3
. making of 8
. preservation of documents
subject to 9
Researches
. conducting of 5(0
Settlers of Ontario
. collection of material re ....5(^-«)
School records
. collection of 5(*)
ARGON
See Natural Gas Conservation
Act
ARREST OF DEBTORS
See Fraudulent Debtors Arrest
Act
ART SCHOOLS
See Department of Education
Act; Vocational Education Act
ARTIFICIAL GAS
See Municipal Franchises Act;














. regulations re ^(b,d,f,g)
Board
. chairman, appointment of . . . .3(3)
. constitution of 3(2)
. defined 1(c)
. duties of 3(1)
. expense allowances of 3(4)
. regulations re powers 4(a)
Chairman
. Board, of 3(3)
Commissioner
. defined 1(d)
. responsible to Minister 2
Definitions
. artificial insemination 1(a)













. Board for 3(4)
Licence
. defined 1 (?)
. fees for 4(c)
. issue, etc 4(b)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointments by 3(3)
. regulations made by 4
Minister
. defined 1(f)
. responsibility of 2
Penalties
. violation of Act, for 5
Records
. keeping of 4(g)
Regulations




. licences for 4(b)
. qualifications of 4(e)
. records kept by 4(g)
ASHES
See Highway Traffic Act; Muni-
cipal Act
ASSEMBLY
See Controverted Elections Act;
Interpretation Act; Legislative
Assembly Act; Public Halls




Vol. 1, p. 151.
See also Burlington Beach Act;
Children's Protection Act; Con-
tinuation Schools Act; Con-
veyancing and Law of Prop-
erty Act; Costs of Distress
Act; Department of Municipal
Affairs Act; Division Courts
Act; Execution Act; Fires
Extinguishment Act; High
Schools Act; Land Titles Act;
ASSESSMENT—Con. Sec.
Loan and Trust Corporations
Act; Local Improvement Act;
Mining Tax Act; Municipal
Act; Municipal Arbitrations
Act; Municipal Drainage Act;
Municipal Health Services
Act; Provincial Land Tax Act;
Public Lands Act; Public Li-
braries Act; Public Schools
Act; Public Utilities Act;
Registry Act; Separate
Schools Act; Snow Roads and
Fences Act; Statute Labour
Act; Telephone Act; Territor-





. taxes, of 124(1)
. . application re 124(2)
. . deficiency caused by 199
. . prescribed by Department 124(4)
Absence
. commissioner, of 59(3)
. farm, from 21(10)
. temporary, affidavit on 69(4)
. . form of Form 5
Absentees
. service of notice of sittings
on 69(13)
Access
. right to, of assessor 12(1)
Account
. unpaid taxes, of 125(1-3)
. . verification of 125(4)
Accountant
. business assessment of ....6(1)(^)
Accounting
. mechanical methods of . . 103(3)(&)
Acres
. number of, on roll .... 16(2) (Col. 9)
Act
. application of
. . appeals, to 53(4)
. . county court of revision,
to 62(4)
. . Crown lands, re 32(2)
. conflict of, with special
Act 53(10). 54(7)
. effect of, on county
debentures 95
. non-compliance with, report
of 97(9)
Action
. Crown by, to enforce payment




. municipality, against, re payment
of moneys for county
purposes 22^
. recovery of land, etc., for
. . tarred 181
. . costs of 190(1-2)
. . damages on 185(1)
. recovery of taxes, for 99(1)
. right of, for contravention of
Act 234
. right of, of tax sale
purchaser 166(1)
. surplus from sale, re 119
. treasurer, against, for default. .229
Additions
. assessment roll, to, after
return 51(1)
Adjournment
. appeal, of 69(7)
. . court of revision, from ...72(8)
. court of revision of 65
. sittings, of, of court of
revision 69(15)




Advertising agents—See also Agents
. business assessment of ...6(1)(^)
Affidavits
assessor, of, re entry in
rolls 22(4)
. . verification of 56
, . . form of Form 4
. attachment of, to assessment
roll 56(1)
. . omiss'on re 56(4)
. collector, by, re warrant for
recovery of taxes 114(6)
. officers taking 230
. registered notice verified by. 174(4)
. returns verified by 8(2)
. summary hearing on, re refusal
of sheriff to collect money. .215
. temporary absence, on 69(4)
. . form of Form 5
. treasurer, of, on application to
question sheriflE 213
Affirmation
. members of court of revision,
of 63
Agents—See also Advertising agents
. distress on goods in possession
of 114(3)
Agreements




. fixing assessments, exemptions,
etc 235
. municipality, public utilities,
between, approval qI 41(2)
Agricultural societies
. exempt from taxation 4(14)
Aliens
. designation of, on
roll 16(2) (Col. 4)
Alteration
assessment roll, of 73
. appeal, on 73
. clerk, by 69(21)
. complaint only, on 69(6)
. errors in, re 47
business assessment, of 84
by-law re exemption, of ...35(3)
collector's roll, of 107
tax exemptions, re 4(18) (&)










. additions to roll, on 51(4), 80(2)
. disclosure of information
on 208(2)
. hearing of, by-law
re 53(3)(c), (5)
.omission, after 50(3). 80(2)
. wards, by 48
assessment opened, on 82(1)
Board, from 80(7)
Board, to 80(1,2)
budget of district assessor,
from 97(13)
business assessment, re ....123(5)
by-law, from, re exemption .35(3)
continuous hearing of 72(9)
county assessor by 86(3)
court of revision, from
. county assessor, by 86(6)
court of revision to. from
business assessment 123(2)
decision of court of revision,
against 72(1)
elapse of time for 54(3)
equalization of assessments, re 89
Board, to 89115
by-law re 88(f)
county judge, to 89 H 10





. notice of 69 f 1
. . time for disposal of 89 If 5
. . time for disposal of by
county judo:e 89 ^ 11
. expenses of judge hearing 78
. extension of time for
hearing 72(11)
. failure to pass exemption
by-law, on 35(4)
. form of list of 69(8)
. order of hearing 69(7)
. non-resident, by 30(8)
. new trial, as 74(2)
. notice of
. . Board, to 80(4)
. . decision on 69(22)
. . time of 69(2)
. powers of Board on 80(3-6)
. procedure on 80(^8)
. . exemption by-law, re 35(5)
. record of decision on 72(7)
. refund of taxes, re 124(3)
. reopening of assessment on .69(20)
. rights of, of district
assessor 97(10)
. rights of, preserved 54(5)
. special case, by 81
. style of proceedings on 75
. time limit re determination
of 72(8)
. ward assessments, from . . . .53(3)
Appearance
. failure to make, ex parte
proceedings on 69(18)
Appellants
. posting of list of, on appeal
from court of revision ....72(6)
Appliances




. . county court of revision,
to 62(4)
. . Crown lands, re 32(2)
. entry on roll, for 52(2)
. . non-resident owners,
re 30(8) (a, &)
. penalties, of 232
. refund of taxes, for 124(1,2)
Apportionment
. minute of, to treasurer .... 135(2)
. taxes, of, by assessment
commissioner 136
. . appeal from 137




. Department of, to tax on
mine 33 (8)
Arbitrator
. city of, a member of court of
revision 58(1)
Architect
. business assessment of . . . .6(1)(<7)
Areas
. payment of taxes in 113(10)
Arrears
. accruing of, after return ...144(2)
. certified statement of 138(1)
. . form of 138(2)
. charge on land, re 128
. collection of in new
municipality 201
. collection of, on separation of
municipalities 203
. Crown lands, on 159(1)
. expenses added to 145
. interest on 142(1)
. omission to assess, on ...50(1,2)
. part payment on account of . . 130
. procedures re 195
. receipt on payment of ... 174(5, 6)
. received by county
treasurer 129(2)
. statement of 126(1)
. tender of, effect of 167
. total, entered by county
treasurer 141
. united and disunited
municipalities, re 127
Assent
. electors, of, to by-law re
taxes 34(1)
Assessed person
. notice of trial re complaints
to 69(3)
. number in family of, entered
in rolls 16(2) (Col. 25)
Assessment commissioner
affidavit of 56(1)
. form of Form 4
omission to attach 56(4)
appeal from court of revision
by 72(1)
. notice of 72(2)
appeal to Board by 80(1)
apportionment of taxes by ... 136
. appeal from 137
disclosure of information by,
penalty for 208(1)
fraudulent assessment by 207






. notice by, re information
required 13(1)
notice of address to 112
notice of complaint to 69(1)
. time of 69(2)
notice to, of application for
refund 124(2)
obstruction of 15(3)
penalty for neglect by 134
returns to, by telegraph and
telephone companies ..8(1), 9(5)
. default re 15(1)
. verification of 8(2)
right of, to access 12(1)
service of notice of appeal from
court of revision on 72(2)
Assessment roll
. additions to, after return of.. 51(1)
. . notice of 51 (4)
. . taxes levied on 51(2)
. affidavit on completion of .56(1)
. . form of Form 4
. . omission to attach 56(4)
. alteration of
. . appeal on, by clerk 69(21)
. . complaint only, on 69(6)
. amount assessed in 16(1) (fe)
. annual examination of 87(1)
. appeal by non-resident not
named in 30(8)
. application by non-resident
owner not named in 30(8)
. assessment of land en bloc
re 20(1.2)
. binding, notwithstanding errors
in 70
. certification of, appeal after. .54(5)
. certified copy of, as evidence ..71
. complaints re placement on ... .25
. confirmed, amended, on
hearing 69(16)
. correction of errors in ..47,69(19)
. delivery of, on completion ..56(3)
. description of land
in I6(l)ic,d,f)
. effect of special case on ...81(6)
. entries in
. . assessment as public or
separate school supporter,
of 26(2)
. . business assessment of, on
omission 50(2)
. . delivery of notice of assessment,
of 46(1)
. . farmer's sister, of 21(8,9)









. husband and wife, of ..16(1) (A)
. non-residents of 16(l)(y)




. right of, inquiries re 52(1)
. right of without request ..52(2)
. separation of school sections,
of 16(l)(o)
. separation of wards and polling
subdivisions of 16(1 )(m)
. streets, of 16(1) (/,m)
. tenant of 20(2)
. trustee of, in 30(11)
. value of land and buildings,
of 33(3)
examining, extension of time
for 88(6)
extension of time for return
of 53(6)
. approval of 53(7)
failure to transmit, effect of . . .90
form of, varied 16(4)




mechanical preparation of . . 16(5)
names in 16(1) (a)
new municipalities 92(1)
notice of return of 86(4)
particulars of, in columns . . 16(2)
penalty for wrongful omission,
insert'on in 52(3)
production of, on appeal 73
report of errors in 49
return of census with 27(3)
statement of contents of . . . 85(1)
supplementary, entry of names
in 22(4)
time for return of 53(1)
. by-law re 53(2, 3), 72(3)
uniform preparation of 86(1)
Assessor
—
See also County assessor;
District assessor
additions to roll by 51(1)
. notice of 51(4)
. taxes levied on 51(2)
affidavit of, re assessment
roll 56(1)
. form of Form 4
. omission to attach 56(4)
affidavit of, re separate roll .... 18
appeal from court of revision
by 72(1)






. appeal to Board by 80(1)
. assessment of land en bloc
by 20(1,2)
. assessment rolls prepared
by 16(1-4)
. certificate of, re supplemental
list 132(3)
. certified valuation of land by 50(1)
. complainant, as 69(19)
. correction by, of errors 47
. correctness of return determined
by 14
. county, appointment of 86(1)
. county, right of appeal by... 86(3)
. default re duties, by, others
to act for 206
. delivery of list of land liable to
be sold for taxes to ...132(1)
. disclosure of information by,
penalty for 208(1)
. duty of, re entry of names
in roll 22(3)
. entry in roll of names by . . . .22(1)
. entry verified by 22(4)
. failure of
. . complete assessment roll,
to 209
. . examine lands, to, penalty
for 134
. . perform duty, to, penalty for. 205
. fraudulent assessment by 207
. guided by index book 23
. information required by ....12(2)
. . default re 15(1)
. inquiries by, re right of entry
on rolls S2C1)
. list furnished to, of lands not
liable to be sold 132(2)
. list of complaints with ....69(10)
. notice by
. . assessment as public or
separate school supporter,
of 26(1)
. assessment of railway land,
of 44(4)
. assessment on additions,
of 51(4)
. change from public to separate
school supporter, of ...26(2)
. information required, re ..13(1)
notice of trial of complaints
to 69(3)
. oath of, on appeal,
unnecessary 69(17)
- obstruction of 15(3)






. railway land assessed by . . .44(2)
. register completed by 27(2)
. return of, re lanes 10(2)
. right to access of 12(1)
. rotary system of valuing land
by 57(1)
. rules for guidance of 17
. yearly census of municipality
by 27(1)
Assigfnees
. business assessment of . . . .6{l)(g)
. distress on goods in possession
of 114(3)
Assistant assessors
. appointed by district
assessor 97(7) (c)
. entry verified by 22(4)
Attendance
. witnesses, of 67,68,72(12)
Auctions
. public, of lands, for taxes ..156(1)
Audit
. books and accounts of county
treasurer, of 139(2)
. books of, of district
assessor 97(15)
. collector's roll, of 120(6)
. municipal books and
accounts 139(3)
Auditors
. business assessment of . . . .6(1)(^)
. audit by, of books of county
treasurer 139(2)
. audit by, of municipal
books 139(3)
. report of 97(16)
. verification, notice by, re unpaid
taxes 125(4)
Aurist
. business assessment of ...6(1) (fir)
BailifJs
. tax notice to 114(11)
Banks
. business assessment of ...6(l)(c)
. payment of taxes to 113(7)
Barrister
. business assessment of .. 6(1)(^)
Barton
. township of
. . application of Act re arrears
of taxes to 197(1)
. . special provisions re 19
Battle sites




. 'township of, application of Act
re arrears of taxes to ....197(1)
Bidders
. failure to appear at tax sale . . 155
Birth
. year of, on roll . . . . 16(2)(Col. 3)
Board
. appeal from 80(7)
. appeals to 80(1)
. . notice of 80(4)
. equalization appeal to 8911
5
. notice of hearing of appeals
by 80(5)
. opening of assessment by . .82(1)
. powers of, on appeal 80(3,6)
. powers of, re assessment 83
. procedure on appeal determined
by 86(7)





. business assessment of ..6(l)(»t)
Bond
. treasurer of, re payment of
moneys 228
Bookkeeping




. county treasurer, of
. . audit of 139(2)
. . balance of 141
. district assessor, of, annual
audit of 97(15)
Boimdaries
. municipalities of, change of. 92(1)
Boimdary line
. international, assessment of
bridges and tunnels over ... .42
. municipalities of, assessment of
property, crossing 38
Boys Scouts Association
. exempt from taxation 411 10
Brewers
. business assessment of ... 6(1)(&)
Bridges
. international boundary line,




. designation of, on
roll 16(2)(Col.4)
. . omission of 16(5)
ASSESSMENT—Co«. Sec.
Budget
. district assessor, of 97(12)
. . appeal from 97(13)
. payment of 97(14)
Builders
. business assessment of . 6(l)(p)
Buildings
. alteration of, additions to roll
on 5(l)(a)
. destroyed, refund of taxes
re 124(1)(&)
. value of
. . assessment, re 33(3)
. . rolls, in 16(2) (Col. 4)
Burying ground
. exempt from taxation ....4113(a)
Business
. chief, assessment only on ... .6(3)
. discontinued, refund of taxes
on 124(1)(0
Business assessment
. access to land re 12(1)
. alteration of 84
. amount of, in rolls. . 16(2) (Gil. 21)
. computation of 6
. estimation of 123(5)
. inclusion of, with last revised
assessment roll 123(4)
. mineral land, of 33(6)
. municipality of 40
. omitted from roll, procedure
on 50(2)
. percentage in determination of
amount of, in
rolls 16(2)(Col.20)
. separate taking of 123(1)
. . appeal from 123(2)
Business assessment roll
. return of 123(2)
Business tax
. part payment of, by
occupant 124(5)
. payment of 123(6)
By-laws
. appeal re construction
of 80(7). 81(1)
. assessment of localities added to
cities and towns, re 55
. assessment re, commencement
of 9(3)
. assessment re, map of area
attached to 9(2)
. business assessment by wards,
re 123(3)







continuing effect of 60(6)
assessment, re 53(5)
. council of, re rates of
taxes 34(1.2)
. county by, extending Act to
township or village 197(2)
county council by
. equalization, re 87(1)
amendment of 92(2)
. . extending time for 88(6)
exemption of farm lands, re 35(1)
- appeal from 35(3)
- appeal on failure to pass 35(4)
trustees of police village,
by 36(2)
extending time for sale 146
extension of time for return
of roll by 53(6)
approval of 53(7)




interest rate reduced by, re non-
payment of money for county
purposes 222(2)
interim returns of collector's
rolls, re 120(4)
members of court of revision
appointed by 60(2)
municipality, by
assessment on retail selling,
re 40
collector's roll, re 103(2)
. delivery of notice of taxes
. due, re 109(2)
. exemption from poll tax . .34(4)
. minimum tax, re 104(1)
. omission of names from
collector's roll, re 103(6)
. return of rolls of wards,
re 53(3), 72(3)
municipality devised by ..113(10)
payment of members of court
of revision, re 58(2)
payment of taxes 113(1)
. notice of 113(5)
payment of taxes in advance,
re 113(4)
- notice of 113(5)
payment of taxes to banks,
re 113(7)
part payment of taxes, re .113(8)
penalty for non-pa3rment of
taxes, re 113(3)





. police village, of, rates based
on 36(5)
repeal of 113(6)
request for district assessor
by 97(3)
. expiration of 97(4)
return of roll, re 53(2)
separate business assessment,
re 123(1)
. return of roll, re 123(2)
sums for county purposes, re .93
. notice of 94
tax sale districts, re 154(1)
. place of sales in, re .... 154(2)
township, of, re assessment on
basis of gross receipts ...9(1)
Canadian Girl Guides Association
exempt from taxation 4^ 10
Canadian Red Cross Society
. exempt from taxation 41112
Car parks
. business assessment of . 6(1) (/-i)
Cemeteries
. exempt from taxation .. .41[3(a)
Census
. municipality, of, by assessor. 27(1)
. register of, form of 27(2)
. return of 27(3)
Certificate
. assessor, of, re supplemental
list 132(3)
. description of land in 170
. execution of deed, of, by
sheriff 179
. tax sale, of 165
. . arrears and costs stated with 169
. tax arrears, rights of Crown
re 11(4)
Certification
. assessment roll, of 54(3)
. . appeal after 54(5)
. collector's roll, of 105
. notices, of, by clerk of revision
court 69(14)
. records, of, of revision court . . .64
Chain stores
. business assessment of ...6(1)(</)
Chairman
Court of revision, of, records
certified by 64
Charges See also Encumbrances;
Mortgages
. tax on assessment as 6(11)
Charitable institutions




. distress upon, for unpaid
taxes 114(1,2)
Chief business
. assessment on, only 6(3)
Children's aid societies
. exempt from taxation 41[13
Children's Protection Act
. societies incorporated under,
re tax exemption 41113
Chiropractor
. business assessment of . . 6(1) (<7)
Churches
. exempt from taxation .... 4^1 3(a)
Circuits




. added localities, re 55
. rates of taxes, re 34(1)
collection of tax arrears in . . 196
court of revision in
. constitution of 58(1)
. population of, over
200,000 60(1)
deemed to be in county ....114(7)
return of collector's roll in . 120(3)
unoccupied land in, assessment
of 30(5)
Civil engineers
. business assessment of . . .6{l)ig)
Claimant
. surplus from sale paid to ....118
Claims
. exemption, for 35(2)
Clerk
alteration of roll by 69(21)
assessment roll filed by ...56(3)
certification of collector's roll
by 105
county council, of, notice by,
of appeal re equalization .891[10
court of revision of
. advertisement of sittings of
court by 69(9)
. certification of notices
by 69(14)
. list of complaints posted
by 69(5)
. list of compla'nts to assessor
-by 69(10)
. service of notice of sittings
by 69(12)
municipality of








. assistance to, re service of
notices 69(15)
. certified copy of assessment
roll by 71
. clerk of court as 64, 72(7)
. collector's rolls prepared
by 103(1)
. distress warrant issued by . . .76
. duplicate of account of unpaid
taxes to 125(2)
. entry of business assessment
on roll by, on omission .50(2)
. entry of land on roll by, on
omission 50(1)
. errors certified by 148
. failure to perform duty,
penalty for 205
. fraudulent assessment by . . .207
. list of appellants posted
by 72(6)
. list of non-residents by . .30(6)
. neglect by, penalty for 134
. notice by, of decision
given 79(1)
. notice by, of decision on
appeal 69(22)
. notice by, of return of roll. 86(4)
. notice of appeal from court
of revision to 72(2)
. notice of appeal to 35(3)
. notice of complaint to ....69(1)
. . time of 69(2)
. notice of hearing appeals
from court of revision
by 72(5)
. . notice to, of application for
refund 124(2)
. . oath taken before 63
. . oflFence by, penalty for . . . .85(2)
. . receipt certified by 140
. . register provided by 27(2)
. report by, of errors 49
. . return of roll to 53(1)
. . returns to, by telegraph and
telephone companies 8(1), 9(5)
. . statement of contents of roll
by 85(1)
. . statement of lands liable to
assessment by 28
. . statement of railway company
transmitted by 44(1)
. . subpoena issued by 72(12)
. township, of
. . certified copy of exemption
by-law to 36(2)




. court of revision, time for .53(8)
Cold storage plant
. buildings of, exempt from
taxation 4 ? 19
Collector
. affidavit by, re warrant for
recovery of taxes 114(6)
. bond by, for moneys collected. 221
. collection of taxes by 108
. date of tax notice entered
by 110(1)
. defined 1(a)
. demand for taxes by 109(1)
. . particulars in 109(3)
. distress for taxes by 114(1-2)
. failure of, to collect 122(1)
. fraudulent assessment by 207
. inability of, to collect taxes 125(1)
. interest added to arrears by 142(1)
. liability of, for collection 219
. notice by, requiring payment
of rent 100
. oath of, on return of
roll 121(1,3)
. . form of Form 6
. refusal to pay moneys collected
by 210
. return of roll by 120(1)
. sale of goods by, for taxes ...116
. tax notice to non-residents by. Ill
. . defect in 115
. taxes in advance received
by 113(4)
. taxes payable to 113(1)
Collection of taxes
. additions to roll, on 51(2)
. deficiency in 51 (5
j
Collector's roll
. amendment of, re
woodlands 4ff 18(6)
. audit of 120(6)
. certification of 105
. correction of 107
. date of return of 120(1)
. duty of collector to return. . 122(2)
. form and contents of 103(1)
. interim return of 120(4)
. land omitted from assessment
entered in 50(1)
. names omitted from 103(6)
. non-residents, of 106(1)
. oath on return of 121(1-3)
. . form of Form 6
. preparation of 103(2)
. . mechanical methods
of 103(3)(a,6)
. production of, as evidence . .99(1)
ASSESSMENT—Con. Sec.
Collector's roll—Con. '"^
. receipt of taxes on return
of 129(1,2)
. tables appended to . . 103(4)(a,6,c)
. tax notice entered in 110(1)
Columns
. particulars, for, in assessment
roll 16(2)
Clubs
. business assessment of 6(2)
Commercial business
. steamboat operating excluded
from 6(8)
Commission
. treasurer, of 168
Commission of Court of Revision
. absence of 59(3)
. appointment of 59(1)
. . exceptions to 60(6)
. term of office of 59(2)
Common law
. revived, re rights of entry
adverse to tax purchaser . . . 184
Companies
assessed as residents 31
. assessment of bridges and
tunnels of 42
. assessment of property of . .37(1)
. basis of assessment of ...37(3), 42
. exhibition buildings of, exempt
from taxation 4 If 16




. witnesses of 68
Complainants
. assessor as 69(19)
list of 69(5)
. oath of, unnecessary 69(17)
. proceedings after hearing .69(16)
Complaints
. assessment of others, re ...69(3)
. extension of time for
making 69(19)
. formal, alteration of roll only
on 69(6)
. heard by court of revision 66
. list of, left with assessor ...69(10)
. notice of, by person
aggrieved 69(1)
. notice of trial of, to assessed
and assessor 69(3)
. school supporters, of, re




. length of telegraph wires,
of 7(11,12)
Concert halls
business assessment of .. 6(l)(m)
Consolidated Municipal Loan Fund
of Ontario
. county debentures under 95
Constitution
. additional courts of revision,
of 59(5)
. county court of revision, of .62(2)
. court of revision, of 58(1)
Construction
. general words, of 6(12)
. taxpayer, original owner, of . . 194
Consulting engineers
. 'business assessment of . . .6{l)(g)
Contractors
. business assessment of ...6(1)(5')
Contracts
. tax purchaser and owner,
between 192
Conveyance
. land, of, to former owner, on
expiry of period for
redemption 173
Conveyances
business assessment of . . . 6(1) (f/)
Conveyancing and Law of Property
Act
. application of, re rights of entry
adverse to tax purchaser . . . 184
Coroners
. goods of sheriff levied by 217
. writ of fieri facias directed to. .216
. execution of 217
Correction
. collector's roll, of 107
Costs
. action of, re damages or recovery
of land 190(1,2)
. audit, of 97(15)
. chargeable 77
. distress, of 114(8)
. . municipal corporation,
to 114(12)
. district assessor, of, payment
of 97(11)
. equalization appeal, of 891113
. payment and enforcement of ... 76
. penalty for levying 114(10)
. publication of 145
. registration of tax notice, of .112
. statement of, with certificate
of sale 169
ASSESSMENT—Con. Sec.
Costs of Distress Act
. proceedings as under ...114(10)
Council
. appointment of member by,
absence of commissioner,
re 59(3)
appointment of new assessor by,
re neglect of duties 206
apportionment of taxes by.. 135(1)
approval by, of county judge
acting 8912
by-laws by
. extension of time for
equalization proceedings
re 88
. exJtension of time for return
of roll, re 53(6,7)
. payment of taxes, re ...113(1)
. rates of taxes, re 34(1,2)
city, of
. appointment of Commissioner
of Court of Revision by. 59(2)
. . exceptions to 60(6)
. appointment of member of




. tax sale districts fixed
by 154(1)
division of court of revision
by 59(5)
estimation of business assessment
by 123(5)
municipality, of
. by-law re assessment on
retail selling 40
. by-law re return of roll
by 53(2)
. . continuing effect of ... 53(5)
notified of claim for
exemption 35(2)
time for payment of business
tax fixed by 123(6)
township of, by-law re
assessment by 9(1)
County
. by-laws by, extending Act to
township or village 197(2)
. court of revision 62(1)
. . members of 62(2)
. defined 1(b)
. municipality ceasing to be part
of 92(2)








. appeal by, notice of 86(5)
. appeal from court of revision
by 86(6)
. apf>ointment of 86(1)
. notice to, of return of roll . 86(4)
. report of, open to review on
appeal 89fl2
. right of appeal of 86(3)
. rules for guidance of 86(2)
County clerk
. notice by, of amounts for county
purposes 94
County council See also Council
. apportionment of coimty rates
by 91
. by-law by, re sums for county
purposes 93
. . notice of 94
defined 1(c)
. examination of assessment roll
by 87(1)
Cotmty court of revision




judges; Court; Court of
Appeal; Court of revision;
Equalization court; Judges;
Supreme Court
. appeal to, re exemptions
by-law 35(3)
. defined l(rf)
. judge of, defined \{h)
. subpoena issued by clerk
of 72(12)
Coimty judges See also County
coiurts; Court; Court of




. Board, to 80(2)(a)
. county assessor by 86(6)
. equalization, re 89 H 14
. procedure on 89 H 15
appeals to
. application for refund re. 124(3)
. apportionment by court of
revision, from 137
. assessment by wards, from . .48
business assessment, from.. 123 (2)
court of revision, from ...72(1)
. procedure on 35(5)
defined l(^)
equalization by 89 T 1,
2





. hearing of equalization appeal
set by 89 510
. notice of hearing of appeals
by 72(5)
. . posting of 72(6)
. powers of, on appeal 74(1)
. powers of, re assessment 83
. procedure on appeal determined
by 86(7)
. remuneration of 89 f 7
. special case stated by 81(3)
County rates
. apportionment of 91





. accountable for Crown moneys. 225
. collection of arrears of taxes
by 126(1)
. correction of errors by 148
. enforcement of collection of
arrears by, in new
municipality 202
. enforcement of pajrment of
moneys for county purposes
by 223
. interest added to arrears by. 142(1)
. lands entered in book by,
re unpaid taxes 141
. list of arrears of taxes by, on
formation of new
municipality 201
. list of arrears of taxes due in
new town by 200
. list of lands furnished by 28
. list of lands liable to be sold
furnished by 131(1)
. . authentication of 144(1)
. . inspection of 132(1)
. mayor of city as 196
. moneys for county purposes
payable to 222(1)
. part payment of arrears received
by 130
. posting by, of list of land for
sale 153
. receipt of arrears of taxes
by 129(2)




See also County courts;




. appointment of, re equalization






. clerk of, on appeal from
revision court 72(7)







Court; Court of revision;
Equalization court;
Judges; Supreme Court
. appeal from Board to 80(7)
. . procedure on 80(8)
. appeal from equalization appeal
to 891114
. appeal from judge to 81(1)
. direction for statement of
special case by 81(5)
. opening of assessment by . .82(1)
Court of revision See also Coimty
Courts; Court of Appeal;
Equalization court;
Judges; Supreme Court
adjourned sitting by 69(15)
advertisement of sittings by 69(9)
affidavit on temporary absence
received by
. form of 69(4)
alternative form of 60(1)
. appointment of members
of 58(4), 60(2)
. quorum of 60(4)
appeals from 72(1)
. Board, to 80(2)(fe)
. county assessor, by 86(6)
. notice of 72(2)
appeals to
. apportionment by assessment
commissioner, from 137
. business assessment from. .123(2)
. county assessor, by 86(3)
application for refund of taxes
to 124(1,2)
application to, re entry of name
on roll 30(8)(a)
appointment of members of 58(4)
apportionment of taxes by .135(1)
by-law extending time for
closing of 53(6)
approval of 53(7)
by-law re appeals to 53(3)
. continuing effect of 55(5)
complaints heard by 25, 66
constitution of 58(1)
. cities over 200,000, in ...59(1)
. . alternative form of 60(1)
. in municipalities 61(1)
. . exception to 62(1)
ASSESSMENT—Con. Sea
Court of revision—Con.
. continuous hearing of appeals
from 72(9)
. correction of errors by ....69(19)
. costs of proceedings before ... 76
. county 62(1)
. . members of 62(2)
. . time of appeals from ...72(10)
. . . extension of 72(11)
. decision of, on appeal 69(16)
. division of 59(5)
elapse of time for appeal
to 54(3)
. meetings of 65
. notice of corrections in roll by . .49
. notice of decision of 69(22)
. notice of sittings of 69(11)
. . service of 69(12)
. oaths administered by 67
. oath of members of 63
. oaths on hearing of appeal
not required by 69(17)
. order of hearing appeals by . 69(7)
. persons disqualified as
members of 58(3)
. powers of judge on appeal
from 74(1)
. powers of, re assessment 83
. procedure on appeal
determined by 86(7)
. procedure on appeals from .35(5)
. quorum of 58(5)
. records of 64
. refusal to attend 68
. registrar of deeds a member
of -...58(6)
. reopening of assessment on
appeal to 69(20)
. special case stated for 81(3)
. summons to attend 67
. time and place of hearing
of appeals from 72(4)
posting of 72(6)
. time for closing of 53(8)
Corrections
. errors in assessment roll, of ... .47
, errors, of, by court of
revision 69(19)
Crown
, enforcement of pa3rment of
public moneys by 228
. lands of, assessment of 32(1)
. lands of, not liable to sale . 159(1)
. rights of, re land sold for
taxes 11(4)




. township of, application of
Act re arrears of taxes to 197(1)
Damages
. action for, against officer 234
. assessment of, where tax sale
invalid 185(1)
. . exceptions to 185(3) (a-c)
. payment into Supreme
Court of 186(2)
. . when tax sale invalid 189
Daughters
. defined 21(1)(/)
. farmer, of, entered in
assessment roll 16(l)(it)
Death
. liability for taxes in case of . .99(3)
. member of court of revision,
of 58(5)
Debentures
. county, effect of Act on 95
Deceased persons
. assessment of 16(1) (t)
Declaration
. attached to not'ce of sale . . . 174(4)
. treasurer, by, affixed to
tax deed 177(2)
Default
. payment of moneys for
county purposes, in 223
. payment of taxes, re 113(1)




. county council 1(f)
. county court 1 (d)
. county judge l(^)
. daughter, farmer's daughter,
etc 21(1)(0
. Department 1(f)
. dwelling-houses, of 34(5)
. farm 21(l)(a)
. farmer's sister 21(l)(p)
. father 21(1)(&)
. insurance company 1(9)
. judge of the county court 1(h)
. land, real property, real estate . . 1 (i)
. loan company 1(;)
. locality 97(1) (a, 6)
. Minister 1 (k)
. mother 21(l)(c)
. municipality 1 (/)
. owner 21(l)(d)






. rooming house 6(9) (a)
. son, farmer's son, etc 2l(l)(e)
. supervised car park 6(1) (/)(i)
. telephone company 1(«)
. tenant l(o), 32(l)(a)(i)
. town 1 (/»)
. township 1 (g)
. treasurer 175
. trust company l(r)
. village 1 (5)
. voter 52(4)
. voters' list 1(0
. warden 175
. woodlands 4 1[ 18(a)
Delivery
. notice of assessment, of 46(1)
. warrant of treasurer, of 211
Dentists
. business assessment of . . . .6(1) (g)
Department
approval by
. agreements re public
utilities, re 41(2)
. assessment by-law, re 9(1)
. by-law extending time for
return of roll by, of 53(7)
. conveyance of land sold for
taxes to former owner, of . . 173
. county assessor of 86(1)
. general appeal, of 86(7)
. tax on mine, of 33(8)
defined 1(f)
refund of taxes prescribed
by 124(4)
Department of Municipal Affairs
Act
. procedure in lieu of tax sales
under 143 Note
. public utility defined under . .41(1)
. tax arrears procedure under . . . 195
Department stores
. business assessment of . . , .6(1)(/)
Deputy commissioner
. appointment of 59(4)
Disclosure
. information, of, penalty for. .208(1)
. . exception to 208(2)
Discount
. payment of taxes in advance,
for 113(4)
. . notice of by-law re 113(5)
. prepayment, for, of money
for county purposes 222(2)
Distillers






collection of rent by 100
costs of 114(8)
. belonging to corporation. .114(12)
goods exempt from 114(4)
recovery of taxes, for ...114(1,2)
treasurer, by 149
warrant, costs enforced by 76
Distribution
. mining taxes, of 33(9)




Assessor ; County assessor
appointment of 87(2)
books kept by 97(15)
budget of 97(12)
appeal from 97(13)
payment of budget to 97(14)
payment of costs of 97(11)
powers and duties of 97(8)
rights of appeal of 97(10)
salary of 97(6)
term of office of 97(5)
yearly report by ':'7())
Districts
tax sale in 154(1)
Division
. court of revi.sion, of 59(5)
Division court
. coits taxed as in 77
recovery of taxes in 99(2)
Division Courts Act
. costs re distress under 114(8)
Dogs
. number of, entered in
rolls 16(2)(Col.26)
Dominant tenement
. sale for taxes of, effect on
easement of 10(3), 11(1)
Drainage
. municipality, by, payment
for 41(1)(/)
. . approval of 41(2)
Dwelling-houses
. defined 34(5)




to be 10(4), 11(3)
. sale of land for taxes,
effect on 10(3), 11(1, 2)
Eating houses
. business assessment of . 6(l)(w)
ASSESSMENT—Con. Sec.
Educational institutions






. assessment of, to by-law re
taxes 34(1)
. municipality, of, appeal from
court of revision by 72(1)
. . notice of 72(2)
Electrical engineers
business assessment of . . . .6(l)(g)
Electrical goods






. taxes of tenant of Crown land
paid by 113(2)
Employment agents
. business assessment of 6(1) (fir)
Encumbrancers





. ascertainment of, on land sold
for taxes 174(1)
Enforcement
. costs, of 76
. payment of money for county
purposes, of 223
Engineers
. business assessment of . 6(1) (^)
Entertainment
. hnnq- of, business assessment
of 6(l)(»i)
Equalization
. by-laws re 87(1)
amendment of 92(2)
. notice of 87(2)
. failure to transmit assessment
roll, effect on 90
. final, by county judge 89^ 10





judges; Court of Appeal;
Court of revision;
Judges; Supreme Court
. costs on appeal taxed by 891|13
. expenses of 89 H 7, 8
. quorum of 89 H 9
remuneration of members





assessment roll, in 47
. . county treasurer, by 148
court of revision, by 69(19)
. notice of assessment, in, roll
valid notwithstanding 70
. refund of taxes for 124(1) (rf)
report of, in roll 49
Etobicoke
. application of Act to township
of 106(2)
arrears to taxes, re 197(1)
. . special provisions re 19
Evidence




. certified copy of roll accepted
as 71
collector's roll as 99(1)
. delivery, of, of notice of
assessment 46(1)
. delivery of tax notice, of .110(2)
. delivery of tax notice to non-
residents, of Ill
. list of land liable to be sold
for taxes received as .132(1)
. oath before taking 67
. receipt as, of payment 140
. redemption, of 174(5)
Examination
assessment roll, of, annual . 87(1)
Execution
. costs enforced by 76
. costs of 77
Execution Act






. . municipal public utilties,
of 39(2)
. . telegraph and telephone
companies, of 7(13)
. . telegraph and telephone plants
of steam railways, of ...7(10)
. bv-law, by trustees of police
'village 36(2)
. claim for 35(2)
. goods, of, from distress .114(4)
. . claiming of 114(5)
. poll tax, from, of servicemen 34(4)
. public school tax, from, of
Roman Catholics 24






. taxation, from 4(1-19)
. . agreements re 235




. companies, of, exempt from




county court judges, of 78
. district assessor, of 97(7) (rf)
. farm lands exempt from
taxation, re 35(1)
treasurer, of, re tax sales .154(3)
Express companies
business assessment of . 6(1) (c)
Extension of time
hearing appeals, for 72(11)
. return of collector's roll,
for 120(3)
Farm
. absence from 21(10)
. appeal from by-law
exempting 35(3)
. business assessment of 6(9)
defined 21(l)(a)
. exemption of, from taxation 35(1)
. insufficient assessment of .21(3-5)
. police village in, exemption
of 36(1)
. rates of taxes re 34(2)
. woodlands of, exempt from
taxation 4 If 18
Farmer
. son, daughter, sister of, entered
in assessment roll 16(1) (^)
Farmer's daughter
. absence of 21(10)
. defined 21(1)(/)
. entry in roll of 21(2,6,7)
identified in roll . 16(2) (Col. 5)
Farmer's sister
. absence of 21(10)
. defined 21(1)(^)
. entry in roll of 21(8,9)
. identified in roll ... 16(2) (Col. 5)
Fanner's son
. absence of 21(10)
. defined 21(l)(e)
. entry in roll of 21(2-5)
identified in roll . . 16(2) (Col. 5)
Farming
. machinery used for, exempt






. coroner, of, on execution of
fieri facias 217
. registrar, of 174(3)
. . registration of redemption
receipt, on 174(7)
. registration of sheriff's deed,
on 179
. sheriflF, of
. . collecting moneys for county
purposes, on 224
. . execution and return of
warrant, on 212
. stenographic reporter, of ...89118
. treasurer entitled to 171
Fictitious names
. wrongful entry in roll of . .52(3)
Fieri facias
. issue of writ of, against sheriff .216
. . execution of 217
Filing
. assessment roll, of 56(3)
Financial agents
. business assessment of . . . .6(\)(g)
Financial business
. "business assessment of ....6(l)(c)
. steamboat operating excluded
from 6(8)
Fire protection
. municipality, by, payment
for 41(l)(a)
. . approval of 41 (2)
Fixed machinery
. exempt from taxation 4 If 17
Forms
. affidavit of assessor 18
. affidavit of assessor verifying
assessment roll Form 4
. affidavit, of, received on
temporary absence Form 5
. affidavit, of, re entry of names
in roll 22(4)
. assessment roll, of 16
. . variation of 16(4, 5)
. assessor's certificate, of .... 132(3)
. certificate of treasurer of . . Form 7
. certification of collector's roll
of 105
. collector's roll, of,
varied 103(3) (a, &)
. list of appeals, of 69(8)
. notice by non-resident, of Form 2
. notice of assessment as public or
separate school supporter
of Form 3





notice of. defect in 115
. notice of sittings of court of
revision, of 69(11)
. oath on return of collector's
roll of Form 6
. questionnaires A-G Form 1
. register of census, of 27(2)
. tax deed, of Form 8
Foundations
. fixed machinery, of, exempt
from taxation 4 H 17
Fraud
. purchaser, by, at tax
sale 185(3)(c>
Friendly societies
. business assessment of 6(9)
Funds
. municipality, of, treasurer's
commission paid into 168
Gas wells
. minimum assessment on ...33(5)
Goods
. distrained, notice of sale of ...116
. distress upon, for unpaid
taxes 114(1,2)
. exempt from distress 114(4)
. . claiming of 114(5)
. removal of, warrant re ....114(6)
Grants
. Ontario or Canada, by, re tax
exemption 4 H 19
. taxes, in lieu of 236(1)
. . distribution of 236(2)
Gross receipts
. telegraph, telephone company,
of 7(1,7)
. . assessment on basis of 9(1)
. . returns of 8(1) (o), 9(5)
Ground circuits




. conservation of, municipality by,
payment for 4(1) (A)
. . approval of 41(2)
Hearings
. additional matters, of, by court
of revision 69(19)
. appeals from court of revision,
of, time for 72(4)
. . posting of 72(6)






notice of, of appeals to
Board 80(5)
summary, re refusal of sheriff




. . exceptions to 39(2)
High schools
exempt from taxation 41[4
Highways
. exempt from taxation 4 If 8
property on, assessment of . .37(3)
Hiring






. exempt from taxation 4ffl4
Hospitals
. exempt from taxation 4 If 7(a)
Hotels
. business assessment of . . .6(l)(»n)
House
. number of, in
roll 16(2,3) (o,&>(Col. 8)
Husband
. entry of name of, in assessment
roll 16(t,A),18
Illness
. commissioner, of 59(3)
Index book
. assessor guided by 23
Indian lands
. assessment of 32(3)
. exempt from taxation 4 If 2
. liability of, re tax sale 159(1)
Industrial farms
. exempt from taxation 4!f 11
Information
. contained in assessment
rolls 16(1-4)
. default re furnishing of ...15(1)
. disclosure of, penalty for . .208(1)
. . exception to 208(2)
. limitation to request for 13(3)
. required for ascertaining tax 126(3)
. required on assessment 12(2)
Inquiries




. assessment roll, of 56(3)
Instalments
. taxes payable by 113(1, 10)
. . notice of by-law re 113(5)
Insurance companies
. business assessment of ....6(l)(c)
. defined 1 (g)
Interest
. collection of, as taxes 142(3)
. compounding of, not
allowed 142(2)
. overdue payments of budget,
on 97(14)
. payment of, on non-payment of
money for county
purposes 222(1)
. . reduction of 222(2)
. tax arrears, on 142(1)
Joint owners
. resident and non-resident,
assessment of 30(9) (a, &)
Judges
—
See also County courts;
County judges; Court;
Court of Appeal; Court
of revision; Equalization
court; Supreme Court
. adjournment of appeals from
court of revision by 72(8)
. appeal to Court of Appeal from
decision of 81(1)
. application to, re entry of name
on roll 30(8)(&)
. costs apportioned by 76
. decision of, final 79(2)
. direction for service of notice
of appeal by 72(5)
expenses of 78
. notice of decision of, re
exemption by-law 36(3)
. opening of assessment by . . .82(1)
. procedure on appeals to, re
exemption by-law 35(5)
Jurisdiction
. judge of, when police village
in two counties 36(4)
Justices of the peace
. affidavits sworn before 56(2)
Land
. access to, by assessor 12(1)
. advertised for sale, before
separation of municipality . .203
. annexed to city or separated
town, tax sale of 204
. arrears of taxes as one charge
on 128






. assessed at actual value ... 33(1)
. assessment of, en bloc . ...20(1,2)
. assessment of occupied, of non-
resident 30(4)
. certified statement of arrears
due on 138(1,2)
. . form of Form 7
. cleared, amount in
roll ....16(2) (Col. 10)
. conveyance of, mineral righ-ts
reserved on 33(7)
. conveyance to former owner of,
on expiry of period for
redemption 173
Crown, of, assessment of .32(1)
defined 1 (»')
description of
. assessment roll, in 16(1) (c,d,f)
. claim for exemption, re ...35(2)
. statement of arrears of taxes,
in 126(2)
. tax sale certificate, in 170
determination of value of . .82(2)
distinguishment of, in list
annexed to warrant 147
exempt from taxes, value of
in rolls 16(2) (Col. 19)
failure to assess, proceedings
on 133




liable for school rates, value of
in rolls 16(2) (Col. 18)
limitation on purchase of ...160
list of, in arrears, penalty for
neglect re 134
list of, liable to assessment 28
list of, liable to be sold for
taxes 131(1)
. authentication of 144(1)
. inspection of 132(1)
marsh, shown in
rolls 16(2)(Col. 13)
mineral, buildings and machinery
on, exempt from
assessment 33(4)
. municipality, of, re sale of ... 163
. municipal public utilities, of,
assessment of 39(1)
. . exceptions to • .39(2)
. non-residents, of, entered in
assessment roll 16(1) (;)
occupied by owner, after tax
sale 193






omission re assessment of .50(1)
place of assessment of 29
purchased at tax sale, subject to
the Public Lands Act 162
railway, assessment of 44(2)
notice of 44(4)
redemption of, on payment of
taxes 156(1-3), 157(1)
reforested, assessment of . .33(12)
repair of, when municipality is
tax sale purchaser 166(3)
resident, of, occupied by tenant,
assessment of 30(3)
rotary system of valuation of 57(1)
. adoption of 57(2)
sale of
. certificate of 165
. . arrears and costs stated
with 169
. collection of other rates,
effect on 164
. place of 154(2)
. taxes, for 143
separate assessment of 20(2)
subject to easement, assessment
reduced 10(1)
tax a lien on 98
tax not a charge on 6(11)
tax sale of, in provisional
judicial districts 198
telegraph company, of, liable
to assessment 7(9)
telephone companies of, liable
to assesment 7(6)
total value of, in
rolls 16(2) (Col. 16)
unoccupied




. non-resident, of, assessment
of 30(5)
. railway, of, assessment
of 44(2)(t)
. refund of taxes re . . . . 124(l)(c)
. townships, in, designation
of 30(6)
unpaid taxes on, entered in book
iby county treasurer 141
use of, by tax sale purchaser 166(1)
value of
. action re, costs of 190(1, 2)
. added to roll on ceasing to be
exempt 51(l)(fc)
. paid into court when tax sale
held invalid .. .185(2), 186(1)




. business assessment of .. 6(l)(f)
Lands of Canada
exempt from taxation 4 If 1
Lanes
assessment of property on . 37(3)
exempt from taxation 4 1[ 8
. used as right-of-way,
assessment of 10(2)
Law enforcement




Crown, of, interest sold ...159(3)
. municipality, of, sale of interest
of 163
omitted from collector's roll 103(6)
Liability
. tax, for 6(11)
. tax sale purchaser, of 166(2)
trustee, of 30(11)
Licensee
. Crown, of, interest sold ... 159(3)
Liens
interest of tenant subject to 32(4)
. land, on, when tax sale held
invalid 187(2)
. mining taxes, for 33(11)
. taxes as 7(15), 98
. . distress for 114(1)
. taxes not, recovery of 114(2)
. tax purchaser, of 191
Lieutenant-Governor in Coxindl
. approval of rules by .... 17, 86(2)
. court appointed by, re
equalization appeal 89114
. direction by, that Board hear
equalization appeal 89 H 5
. proclamation by, re fixed
assessment 235
. remuneration of equalization
court fixed by 89 H 7






. request for information, to .13(3)
Liquidator
distress on goods in possession
of 114(3)
List
. appeals from court of revision,
of 72(4)





. appellant, of, re decision of
court of revision 72(6)
complainants, of, posting of 69(5)
land for sale, publication of 151(2)
. contents of 154(4)
. posting of 153
land, of, liable to be sold
for taxes 131(1)
. authentication of 144(1)
. evidence as 132(1)
. inspection of 132(1)
. supplemental 131 (2)
Literary institutions
. exempt from taxation 4 If 14
Livery
. business assessment of . .6(l)(wt)
Loan companies
. business assessment of 6(1) (c)
. defined 10)
Loan and Trust Corporations Act
loan company defined in !(/)
trust company defined in l(r>
Local Improvement Act
. exemptions subject to provisions
of 5
Local improvements
. assessment for 5
. rates of, calculated
separately 103(1)
. value of land liable for,
in rolls 16(2) (Col. 19)
Local telephone systems
. assessment, of, on mileage 7(4)
Locality
. appeal from budget by ... 97(13)
. defined 97(1) (o, 6)
. payment of budget by 97(14)
Locatee
. Crown, of, interest sold .159(3)
Long distance receipts
. assessment of telephone
companies on 7(2^
Lots
. description of, in assessment
roll 16(l)(rf>
. included in tax deed 174(9)
. number of, in
roll 16(2,3)(o,&) (Col.8>
Machinery
. exemption from assessment
of 7(13)




. business assessment of ....6C1)(^)
. retail merchant, as, business
assessment of 6(4)
Married women
. identified in roll . . . . 16(2) (Col. 6)
Massagist
. business assessment of . . . .6(l)(g)
.Mayor
. city, of
. . appointment of member of
court of revision by ....58(1)
. . county treasurer, as 196
. enforcement of collection of
arrears by, in new
municipality 202
Mechanical engineers
. business assessment of . . . .6(l)(g)
Aledical electricians
. business assessment of ....6(1)(^)
Meetings
. court of revision, of 65
Members of county court of revision
. appointment of 62(2)
. eligibility of 62(3)
Members of court of revision




payment of 58(2), 60(5)
persons ineligible as 60(3)
Members of municipal court of
revision
. appointment of 61(1, 2)
Merchants
. business assessment of . 6(l)(/,i)
Merry-go-rounds
. municipal transportation com-
panies, of, assessment of .39(3)
Metallic circuits
. assessment of telephone
companies for 7(.^)
ItAileage
, assessment of local telephone
systems on 7(4)
. assessment of telegraph
companies on 7(8)
. assessment of telephone
companies on "^i^)
Millers
. business assessment of ....6(1)(/)
Mine
. assessment of profits from .33(5)
ASSESSMENT—Con. Sec.
Mineral lands
. buildings and machinery on,
exempt from assessment . .33(4)
. business assessment of 33(6)
Mineral rights
. severance from surface rights
of, assessment on 33(10)
Minerals




. business assessment of ....6(l)(p)
Mining Tax Act
. tax payable on mine under . .33(8)
Minister
. appeal from budget to 97(13)
. copy of by-law re district
assessor to 97(3)
. defined 1(*)
. district assessor appointed
by 97(2)
. notice to, of objection -to
equalization 89 H 3
. report to, by district assessor 97(9)
. rules made by, re assessors ....17
. rules prescribed by 86(2)
. salary of district assessor
fixed by 97(6)
. successor to district assessor
appointed by 97(5)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. conditions dispensed with by ..162
. list of lands by 28









. by-law under, re assessment of
added localities 55
. collector appointed under ....1(a)
. electors under, entered in
assessment roll . . . 16(1)(A, *), 18
. exemption of land under ... .4 If 19
. improvement districts
under 97(l)(a)
. last revised assessment within
meaning of 123(4)
. public garage defined under . .6(5)
. rates levied under 3
. voters under, in








. enforce payment of Crown
moneys, to 228
. payment of moneys for
county purposes, re 223
appeals by
. Board, to 80(1)
. budget, from 97(13)
. court of revision, from . . . .72(1)
. equa'.ization, from 89 1[ 1
arrears of taxes due to, in pro-
visional judicial districts ....198
assessment of bridges and
tunnels between 43
assessment of land in 29
assessment roll of, reopening
of 69(20)
books kept by treasurer of .139(3)
by-law dividing 113(10)
by-laws by
. district assessor re 97(3)
. exemption from poll tax, re 34(4)
. exemption from taxation,
re 34(3)
. return of roll, re 53(2)
. . continuing eflFect of ...53(5)
clerk of, list of non-residents
by 30(6)
consent to exemption by ... .4^ 16
conveyance of land by, to
former owner 173
copy of budget to 97(12)
costs of distress to 114(12)
court of revision in 61(1)
. qualification of members of 61(2)
. quorum of 61 (3)
defined 1(0
funds of 168
last revised assessment roll
of 54(1-3)
list of complainants posted in 69(5)
local, county rates levied by .96(2)
mining tax payable to 33(8)
more than one township in,
re assessment 20(1, 2)
new
. collection of arrears of taxes
in 201
. rates of 92(1)
notice of equalization by-law
to 87(2)
notice of objection by, to






. budget, of 97(14)
. costs of district assessor,
of 97(11)
. money for county purposes,
of 222(1)




of, assessment of 38
property of, exempt from
taxation 4^9




removal of goods from ...114(6)
responsibility of, for Crown
moneys 226
retail sales by, assessment of . .40
Roman Catholic separate school
in, notice of assessment re 26(1)
rotary system of valuing land
by 57(2)
separation of 92(2)
. collection of arrears after
return made 205
taxes as debt due to 9&
tenant, lessee, of, sale of
interest of 163
tenants interest vested in ...32(4)
unclaimed balance to 157(2)
united, disunited, arrears of
taxes in 127
ward of, assessment of company
in 37(1)
yearly census of 27(1)
Names
additions to roll of, on com-
mencement of business 51(l)(c)
entry of, in roll, of qualified
voters 22(1)
persons assessed, of, in






. advertisement of sittings of
court of revision in 69(9)
Non-residents
. appeal by 30(8)
. assessment of occupied land
of 30(4)
. assessment of unoccupied land
of 19,30(5)








(Icsignatioii of unoccupied land
of 30(6)
failure to assess, proceedings
on 133
. identified in roll .. 16(2) (Col. 6)
. joint-owner, as 30(9) (n,&)




form of P'orm 2
. notice of assessment to 46(3)
. proceedings re HI
record of notices of 30(7)
Notaries public
. affidavits sworn before . 56(2)
business assessment of . 6(1)(.9)
Notices
. address, of, re delivery of tax
notice 112
alteration of roll, of, on appeal IZ




county assessor, by 86(5, 7)
court of revision, from 72(2)
equalization, re 89 U 1
exemption by-law 35(3)
meetings of court of revision
after 65
application, of, re refund of
taxes 124(2)
assessment, of 46
. additions to roll, on 51(4)
. amended 47
. appeal, on 69(16)
. delivery of 13(1)
. form of Form 3
. omission, on 50(3)
. public or separate school
supporter as 26(1)
. railway land, of 44(4)
. roll valid notwithstanding
errors in 70
wards, by 48
. change of assessment of, from
public to separate school
supporter 26(2)
. combined assessment, re 104(3)
. complaint, of 25, 69(1)
. completion of 69(14)
. corrections in roll, of 49
. county judge, to, re equalization
appeal 891[10
. date of delivery of, entered







exemption by-law, re 36(3)
defacement of, penalty for 231
defect in 115
encumbrancer, to, of sale of
land for taxes 174(2)
equalization by-law, of 87(2)
exemption from public school
tax, re 27)
hearing, of, of appeals to
Board 80(5)
hearing, of, re appeal from
revision court . .72(5)
intention of municipality to
purchase at tax sale, of 156(3)
land liable to be sold, of 1.32(1 >
Minister, to, of objection to
equalization 89 H 3
non-resident, by, re ownership
of unoccupied land 30(6)
record of 30(7)
person assessed, by, re address
for delivery 46(4)
proposed expenditure, of. by
municipality as tax sale
purchaser 166(3)
request for special case, of 81(5)
requiring payment of rent . 100
return of assessment informa-
tion, of 13
form of Form 1
return of assessment roll, of 86(4)
sale of
contained in list 151(1)
. contents of 154(4)
goods distrained, of 116
publication of 151(3,4)
sittings of 69(11)
taxes, of 109(1), 113(5)




. non-residents, to HI
defect in 115
oath re delivery of . 121(2)
particulars in US
trustees of police village, to 36(2)
service of. assistance re 69(15)
Nurseries
. business assessment of 6(9)
Oath
administered by court of
revision







collector, of, on return of
roll 121(1,3)
form of Form 6
. members of court of revision
of 63
. officers taking 230
refusal to take 68
Oculist
business assessment of ....6(1)(^)
Occupations




. default of clerk, on 85(2)




failure to attend as witness, of .68
failure to complete assessment
roll, of 209
failure to make return, of ..15(1)
failure to preserve list of lands,
of 134
false statements, of 15(2)
fraudulent assessment, of 207
obstructing assessor, of .15(3)
officers, of, on failure to
perform duty 205
sheriff, of, for failure to
perform duty 218
wrongful entry or omission
in roll of 52(3)
Office equipment
district assessor, of . . . .97(7)(o, &)
Officers
. penalty for failure to perform
duty 205
. telegraph, telephone company,
of, affidavit of 8(2)
Oil wells
minimum assessment on ... .33(5)
Omissions
. assessment, re, procedure
on 50(1,2)
. identifjnng letters, of, in
roll 16(5)(a-rf)
wrongful, in assessment roll .52(3)
Ontario gazette
. land for sale published in ..151(2)
Ontario Municipal Board—5"^^ Board
Orders
. Board, of, appeal from 81(1)
. court, of, re entry of name on
roll .* , 30(8)(a)
ASSESSMENT—Co«. Sec.
Orders in Council
provisions re expenses by . 154(3)
tax sale districts fixed by .154(1)
place of sales in 154(2)
Orders nisi
application to Supreme Court
for, re questioning of sheriff 213
. . return of 214
Osteopaths
. business assessment of . 6(1)(^)
Owners
additional columns for, in
rolls 16(4)
assessment against 30(3)
conveyance of land sold for taxes
to, on expiry of period for
redemption 173
defined 21(l)(rf)
. designation of, on
roll 16(2, 4) (Col. 5)
distress on goods of, for
taxes 114(1) (a)
land, of, assessment against .30(1)
. mining and surface rights vested
in one 33(10)
name of, in assessment
roll 16(l)(p)
. non-resident, of unoccupied
lands, appeal by 30(8)
. occupying land after tax sale .193
. original, construction of 194
. receipt to 174(6)
. recovery of taxes from 98
. redemption by, of land sold for
taxes 156(1-3), 157(1)
. request for combined assessment
by 104(3)
. tax sale purchaser as 166(1)
. tenant deemed to be 30(10)
Particulars
. columns of assessment roll,
in 16(2)
. entered in roll 22(2)
Part payment
. taxes of, disposition of ...113(9)
Payment
. business tax, of 123(6)
. deputy commissioner to ...59(4)
. members of court of revision,
to 58(2), 60(5)
. moneys for county purposes,
of 220,222(1)
. . enforcement of 223
. money, of, collected for the
Province 219







services, for, of municipal
corporation 41 (1)
. . approval of 41(2)
taxes, of 113(1)
Pclee
. township of, return of collector's
roll in 120(1)
Penalties
. defacement of notices, for . . .231
. default re duties of clerk, for 85(2)
. disclosure of information,
for 208(1)
. . exception to 208(2)
. effect of part payment on .113(8)
. failure of w^itness to attend, for 68
. failure to complete assessment
roll, for 209
. failure to examine lands, etc.,
for 134
. failure to make returns, for .15(1)
. fraudulent assessment, for . . . 204
. making false statements, for 15(2)
. non-payment of taxes, for .113(3)
. . notice of by-law re 113(5)
. obstructing assessor, for . . . 15(3)
. ofTences re distress, for .114(10)
. recovery of 232
. . application of 233
. sheriff liable to, on failure to
perform duty 218
. wrongful insertion in roll, for 52(3)
Percentage
. tax payable on mine, of 33(8) (a, fc)
Personal representatives
. deceased persons of, entry in
assessment roll 16(1) (t)
Persona
. defined 1(»«)
. names of, in assessment
roll 16(l)(a)
Petroleum
. mineral rights, assessment of 33(7)
Photographers
. business assessment of 6(l)(«j)
Physicians
. business assessment of ....6(l)(5r)
Police protection
. municipality by, payment
for 41(l)(/0
. . approval of 41(2)
Police villages
. by-law declaring 9(1)
. exemption of farm lands in .36(1)
. rates of, based on by-law of 36(5)
ASSESSMENT—Co«. Sec.
Police villages—Con.
two or more counties, in,
jurisdiction of judge re
exemption by-law of 36(4)
Polling subdivisions
appeals when roll returned
by 72(9)
assessment roll of, reopening
of 69(20)
business assessment by .123(3)
last revised assessment roll
returned by 54(2)
return of assessment roll to,
by-law re 53(3)
continuing effect of 53(5)
separation of, in assessment
roll 16(l)(n)
Poll tax
. servicemen exempt from . . . 34(4)
Postage
. charges for, re tax sale ... 156(1)
Posting




. assessment re same 6(3)
. used for residence and business,
assessment of 6(7)
Prepayment
. moneys for county purposes, of,
discount on 222(2)
Private detectives
. business assessment of . .6(1)(^)
Procedure
appeals, on
. county assessor, by . .
. Court of Appeal, to, re
equalization 89 H 15






. assessment roll, of '^
. . unnecessary 71
Profits
. mine, from, assessment of . 33(5)
. . deemed real property
assessment 33(11)
Property
. Crown, taxes on 113(2)









. extent of, shown in
rolls 16(2) (Col. 9)
. increase in value of, re rotary
system 57(2)
Prosecutions
. Act, under 232
Provincial lands
. exempt from taxation 4^1
Provincial Secretary
. cop)' of assessment by-law
to 9(4)
. returns to, by telegraph and
telephone
companies 8(1) (a-c), 9(5)
. . default re 15(1)
. . verification of 8(2)
Provincial taxes
. collection, etc., of 102
Provisional judicial districts
. collection of arrears of taxes
in 198
Public auction
. land, of, for taxes 156(1)
Public funds
institutions supported by,
exempt from taxation ...40^12
Public garages
business assessment of 6(5)
Public Hospitals—5"^e Hospitals
Public Lands Act
. lands purchased at tax sale
subject to 1"^
. limitation on purchase of land
as under 160
. list of lands under, liable to
assessment ^
Public libraries
. exempt from taxation 41114
Public places




exempt from taxation 4 11 4, 23
Public Schools Act
. preparation of collector's roll
re 103(2)
Public squares
. exempt from taxation 4118
Public utilities
municipal
. assessment of 39(1)
. . exceptions to 39(2)
. payment for .......41(1)
. . approval of T". .'.~ .41(2)
ASSESSMENT—Con. Sec.
Publication
. land for sale, of 151(2)
. notice of sittings of court of
revision, of 69(9)
Publishers
. business assessment of ...6(1) (A)
Purchase
. municipality, by, at adjourned
tax sale 156(3), 157(3)
Purchase price
. application of, re tax sale .157(1)
Purchasers
cost of search paid by 170
delivery of tax deed to ...174(8)
rights of, on tender of arrears . 167
tax
. election by, to retain land 185(2)
. remedy of, when title invalid 191
. rights of entry adverse to - 184
tax sale, at
. damage of, when sale
invalid 185(1)
. . exceptions to 185 (3) (a-c)
. deemed owner 166(1)
. failure to pay by 158
. liability of 166(2)
Qualifications
. commissioner, of 59(1)
Questionnaires
. information on assessment,
re 13(1)
. . form of Form 1
return of, re assessment ...13(2)
. . default re 15(1)
Quorum
court of revision, of .58(5), 60(4)
equalization court, of 89119
municipal court of revision,
of . 61(3)
Railway companies
. exemption of, from other
assessments 44(5)
lands of, assessment of 44(2)
. . notice of 44(4)
. quinquennial assessment of ... 45
. statement by 44(1)
. telegraph and telephone plant of,
exempt from assessment . 7(10)
Rateable property
. calculation of rates on 3
Ratepayers
. notice of complaint by 25
. statement of, re exemption from
public school tax 24
Rateable assessment




calculation of, on rateable
property 3
county, apportionment of .91
county purposes, for, basis
of 96(1)
effect of tax sale on collection
of other 164
. general, in collector's roll 103(1)
. new municipalities, re 92(1)
. taxes, of
dwelling-houses, on 34(o-r)
levied on last revised
assessment roll . 54(4)
. . school section, re 103(5)
Real estate
. assessment of 7(15)
. . assessment of profits from
mines deemed 33(11)
. defined l(i)
. . railway company, of 44(2) ((f)
liability of, to taxation 4
value of, in rolls 16(2) (Col. 14)
Receipt books




delivery of, on payment .139(3)
. filing of 139(2)
. payment of arrears, on 17(5,6)
. production of purported 140
. redemption money, for 172
Records
—
See also Books and records
. court of revision, of 64
. decision on appeal, of, by
clerk 72(7)
. notices bv non-residents, of,
by clerk 30(7)
. treasurer by, of land sold for
arrears of taxes 180
Recovery
land, of, action for, barred 181
. penalties, of 232
Redemption
. evidence of 172,174(5)
. expiry of period for 173
. land, of, sold for
taxes 156(1-3), 157(1)
. limitation on period of 181
. money
. . application of 176(1,2)
tender of, effect of 167
. provision for tax deed after
expiration of time for 165
receipt of 174(7)
Reforestation
. lands, of, assessment of 33(12)
ASSESSMENT -Con Skc.
Reformatories
exempt from taxation 41111
Refund of tax
application for 1224(2)
deficiency caused by 199
overpayment, on 54(6)
prescribed by Department 124(4)
restrictions re 124(4)
Register





registration of sheriff's deed
by
. 178
registration of sheriff's deed,
on 179
Registrar of deeds




notice of sale, of 174(3)
. redemption receipt, of 174(7)
sheriff's deed, of 178,179
. tax notice, of 112
Registry Act
. list of transfers of land
required by 28
Registry offices
. search in, for description of
land sold at tax sale 170
Regulations
. rules, re, by Minister 17
Release
filed in Supreme Court, re invalid
tax sale 186(1)
owner, by, to obtain value of
land paid into court 188
Religion





. entered in rolls 16(2) fCol 28)
Remedies
recovery of taxes, for 100
Rent
employee, of, using Crown
lands 32(1) (a) (iii)
payment of, in lieu of taxes 100
taxes deducted from 101
Repairs






. clerk, by, of errors in roll 49
. county judge, of, re
equalization 8 IT 10
. court, by, to county council .8911
4
. county assessor, of 86(1)
yearly, by district assessor 97(9)
Residence
change of, liability for taxes
on 99(3)
business premises used as 6(1)(<7)
assessment re 6(7)
description of, in
rolls 16(3) (a, 6) (Col. 7, 8)
. entry of, in rolls 22(2)
Residents
. notice of assessment to .46(2)
owner of unoccupied land,
assessment of 30(2)
Resignation
. member of court of revision,
of 58(5)
Resolution
. collection by 122(1)
effect of, on return 122(2)
. payment of members of court
of revision, re 58(2)
Restaurants
. 'business assessment of 6(1) (/,«")
. municipal transportation com-
panies, of, assessment of .39(3)
Restrictive covenants





business assessment ni 6(1 )(/,«')
Retail sales




. assessment, of railway
companies 44(4)
. assessment roll, of
. . extension of time for 53(6,7)
. . time for 53(1)
. . by-law re 53(2. 3). 72(3)
. assessor not bound by 14
. business assessment roll,
of 123(2)
. census of 27 {3)
collector's roll, of 120(1)
. . cities, in 120(3)





. false, penalty for 15(2)
. gross receipts, of, by telegraph
and telephone
companies 8(1) (o), 9(5)
. interim, of collector's rolls .120(4)
. notice of complaint after . . 69(2)
. questionnaire, of, re
assessment 13(2)
. summons, of, hearing on 215
Right-of-way
. lanes used as, assessment of . 10(2)
Roads
. assessmen't of property on 37(3)
Roman catholics
. exemption of, from public
school tax 23
Rooming houses
. business assessment of 6(9)
defined 6(9)(fl)
Rotary system
. valuation, of 57(1)
Rules
. Minister, by 17
St John's Ambulance Association "
. exempt from taxation 41f 12
Salaries
. district assessor, of 97(6)
. treasurer, of 145, 168
Sale
certificate of 165
. arrears and costs stated with 169
Crown lands, of 159(1)
disposition of surplus from 117-119
effect of not distra'ning on 149
interest, of, of tenant of
municipality .163
notice of 151(3)
. contents of . 154(4)
. goods distrained, of 116
. registration of 174(3)
. time of 152
place of 154(2)
taxes, for 143,156(1)
. adjournment of 155, 156(2)
. apportionment, re 135(2)
. effect on easement
of 10(3). 11(1.2)
. invalid, damages when ...185(1)
. . exceptions to 185(3) (a-c)
. lands annexed to city or
separated town, of 204














. a])i)roval of 41(2)
Scarborough
township of, application of
Act to 106(2)




rates, of, :n tax iiotirc [(Y)(3)
School areas
. separation of, in asscssinctit
roll 16(l)(a)
School boards
lax on assessment payable to 33(5)
School rates
. statement of unpaid 126(1)
School sections
entered in rolls ... 16(2) (Col. 24)
separate ilemand for faxes
from 103(5)
separation of, in assessmeii't
r..ll '6(1)(.7)
School supporters
complaints of, re placement
on rolls 25
public or separate, entered
in rolls 16(2) (Col. 24)
Schools
—
See High schools; Public
schools; Separate schools
Scientific institutions
. exempt from taxation 4^ 14
Searches
charges for, re tax sale .156(1)
. subsequent 174(10)
title of land sold, of 174(1)
t''easurcr, by, re description
of land in tax sale certificate 170
Secretary
P>oard of, notice of appeal lo. 80(4)
Seminaries
. leligious, educational, exempt
from taxation .. 4115,6
Separate schools
. exempt from taxat'on 41[4




entry in rolls of 24
evidence of re exemptions ... 24
exempt from i)ublic school tax 23
Separate Schools Act









. notice of appeal, of, from
court of revision 72(2)
notice, of, assistance re 69(15)
notice of sittings of court of
revsion, of 69(12, 13)
Servicemen
. houses of, exempt from tax 34(3)
Servient tenement
. sale for taxes of, eflFect on
easement of 10(3), 11(2)
Severance
. mining and surface rights,
of, assessment on 33(10)
Sheriff
. county, of, as member of
court of revision 58(1)
deed of
. . certificate of execution of . . . 179
. . registration of 178
execution of warrant by, re
payment of moneys for
county purposes 224
failure of, to perform duty . . . .218
refusal of, to levy money 213
registrar of deeds acting for 58(6)
tax notice to 114(11)
warrant re collector executed
by 212
Sister
. farmer, of, entered in
assessment roll 16(l)(it)
Sittings





business assessment of . 6(1) (w)
Slash land





. business assessment of . . . .6{l){g)
Sons
. defined 21(1)(0
. farmer, of, entered in
assessment roll 16(1) (ib)
Special Acts
. conflict with 53(10), 54(7)
. time for determination of
appeals subject to 72(8)
Special case
. appeal to Board, on 81(7)
. stating of, by county judge. .81(3)
. . refusal re 81(5)
. transmitted to Cour't of
Appeal 81(4)
Special rates
. calculated separately 103(1)
Spinster
. ident;rfied in roll 16(2) (Col. 6)
Stamford
. township of, application of
Act re arrears of taxes to. .197(1)
Statements
arrears and costs of, with
certificate of sale 169
lands liable to assessment,
<rf 28
railway company, by, re
land 44(1)
treasurer, by, re d'stribution
of taxes 51 (6)
unpaid taxes, of 126(1)
. contents of 126(2)
Statute
. appeal re construction
of 80(7).81(1)
Statute labour
. exemption from 34(4)
Statute Labour Act
. poll tax levied under 34(4)
Steamboats
. operation of, excluded from
commer'cial business 6(8)
Stores
. business assessment of ....6(1)(/)
Street lighting
. municipality, by, payment
for 41(l)(rf)
. . approval of 41 (2)
Streets
. assessment of property, on . . .37(3)
. cleaning of, by municipality,
payment for 41(1)(^)





. designation of, in
roll 16(2) (Col. 7) (3)
. identified in assessment
roll 16(l)(»i)
. name erf, entered in
assessment roll 16(1) (/)
Structures
. railway company, assessment
of 44(2)(0, (3)
. transportation company, of
assessment of 37(4)
Style
. proceedings, of, on appeal 75
Subdivisions
. polling, re'turn of roll to,
by-law re 53(3)
. . cont'nuing effect of 53(5)
. separate assessment of . . . .16(1)(0
Subordinate lodges
. friendly society, of, business
assessment of 6(9)
Subpoena
. attendance of witnesses, re. .72(12)
Successive niunber
. roll, on 16(2)(Col. 1)
Summary Convictions Act
. prosecutions under 232
Summons
. sheriff, to, to answer refusal
to collect money 213
. . return of 214











Court; Court of Ap-
peal; Court of revision;
Ekiualization court;
Judges
. application to, to question
sheriff 213
. enforcement of lien by 187(2)
. payment of damages
detei mined by 189
. remedies of tax purchaser
enforced by 191
. value of land paid into 186(1)
Surgeons





disposition of . 117-119
rights to, contested 119
Surveyors
business assessment of 6(1)(^)
Swamp lands
amount of, shown in
rolls 16(2) (Co). 13)
Tables
. information in, appended to
rolls 103(4) (a-c)
Taxable land
. to'tal amount of, in
roHe 16(2) (Col. 17)
Taxable persons






. Crown lands, re 159(2)
. . validity of 159(3)
. declaration affixed to 177(2)
. exccu'tion and delivery of 174(8)
. form of Form 8
-
. provision for, on sale of
land for taxes 165




. contracts with original owner
by 192




. adjournment of 155, 156(2)
. effect of, on 'collection of
other rates 164
. effect on easemcn't 10(3), 11(1, 2)
. failure of purchaser to pay at 158
. goods, of 116
. invalid, damages w*hen 185(1)
exceptions to 185(3)'(a-c)
. land purchased at, subject 'to
ithe Public Lands Act . 162
. lands, of, annexed to city or
separated town 204
. limitation on purchase at . 160
Taxes
. abatement or refund of 124(1)
. . application for 124(2)












collcc'tion of, in ntu
municipality
. . collection of, in provisional
judicial districts 198
interest added to 142(1)
one diar^'c on land, as 128
statement of 126(1)
under $10, sale when 161
business
part payment of, by
occupant 124(5)
. time for payment of 123(6)
by-law re payment of 113(1)
. notices of 113(5)
collection of, by collector .108
commutation of, agreements re 235
computation of, on
redemption 156(3)




. particulars in 109(3)
distress for recovery of . 114(1,2)
distribution of, on additions
to roll 51(5)
. exemptions from
. . public school, re 23
. . servicemen's dwelling-
houses, re 34(3)
. failure to collect 122(1)
fa lure to sell for full amount
of 156(2)
grants in lieu of 236(1)
. distribution of 236(2)
inability to pay 124(l)(f)
. information re ascertainmen'l
of 126(3)
. lands sold for 143
levy of
equally on assessments 2
. last revised assessment roH,
on . 54(4)
. warrant, under 114(6)
liability for, on assessment 6(10)
liability of real property to .4
lien, as 7"(15)
mining
. approval of 33(8)
. distribution of 33(9)









right of appeal, re 123(5)
. . registered 112
. . when goods under
seizure 114(11)
part payment of 113(8)
disposition of 113(9)
. part payment of arrears of,
receipt of 130
. payment in advance of 113(4)
notice of by-law re 113(5)
. . defect in 115
payment of
. bank, into 113(7)
. before sale 185 (3)(a)
instalments, by, in areas. 113(10)
penalty for non-paymeret of 113(3)




. . preceding years, for 50(2)
receipt of 129(1,2)
- recovery of 98
. . division court, in 99(2)
- redemption of land on
payment of 156(1-3), 157(1)
. refund of, limitations re ... 124(4)
. sale, for—see Tax aale
. separate demand for 103(5)
. unpaid, inability to collect .125(1)















. . verification of 8(2)
land of, liable to assessment 7(9)
re'turns by, re assessment
by-law 9(5)
. taxes as lien on land of 7(15)
Telegraph plant




. computation of length of . 7(11, 12)
Telephone circuits




. exemption from 7(13)




. default re 15(1)
. verification of 8(2)
land and buildings of,
Kable to 7(6)
. long distance receipts, on . . .7(2)
. mileage, on 7(3)
real property 7(15)
. when equipment crosses
township boundaries ... 7(14)
returns by, re assessment
by-law 9(5)
taxes as lien on land of 7(15)
Telephone plant
. steam railways, of, exempt
from assessment 7(10)
Telephone systems
. local, assessment of, on
mileage 7(4)
Tenants
additional columns for, in
rcylls 16(4)
. assessment against 30(3, 9)'(a)
. . Crown land, of 32(1)
. . . payment of taxes by . . 113(2)
Indian lands, of 32(3)
. deemed to be owner 30(10)
. defined l(fl)(i), (o)
. designation of, on
roll 16(2) (Col. 5), (4)
. (fistress on goods of, for
taxes 114(l)(a)
. entry of, on roll . .16(1) (</), 20(2)
. interest of, subject to lien for
arrears of taxes 32(4)
. municipality of, sale of interest
of 165
. omitted from collector's roll 103(6)
. payment of rent in lieu of
taxes by 100"
. recovery of taxes from 9S
. rent deducted from taxes by 101
Territorial Division Act





business assessment af 6(l)(»i
Timber
prohibition re cutting of .166(1
Towns
. assessment of unoccupied land
in 30(5
. by-laws of
. . added localities, re 5
farm woodlands, re . . . .4 1| \8(b
. . rates of faxes, re 34(1
. collection of tax arrears in 196
. defined l(p
. new, list of arrears of taxes
due in 200
. return of collector's roll in 120(2
Townships
. application of Act re arrears
of taxes to 197(2
. assessment of telegraph com-
panies on mileage in .7(8
. boundaries, assessment w^en
poles on 7(14
. by-laws by
. . assessment on gross receipts,
re 9(1
. . farm woodlands, re . . . .4 U I8(b
. . rates of 'taxes, re 34(2
. computation of length of
telephone circuits in 7(5
. defined l{q
. interim rdturn of collcc'tor's
roll in 120(5;
. land of telegraph company in,
liable to assessment 7(9
. liability of, for money collected
for county purposes 220
. rates by, based on police
village by-laws 36(5
. special provisions re .19
. telephone companies in
. . assessment of 7(3
. . assessment of land of 7(6
unoccupied land of non-resi-
dents in, designation of . . , 30(6
Transmission companies
, assessed as resident 3
Transportation companies
. as.icsscd as resident 3
. assessment of property of. 37(1,4
. municipal, restaurants, etc.,
of, assessment of 39(3
Transportation systems
. business assessment of 6(l)(k
Travelling expenses
. county judge, of 89 U i
. treasurer, of 154(3




See also County treasurer
accountable for Crown moneys 225
accountable to county, etc., for
moneys for Provincial
purjKJses 227
account of taxes unpaid
delivered to 125(1)
verification of 125(4)
account of unpaid taxes
given by 125(3)
. verification of 125(4)
adjournment of tax sale
by 155,156(2)
a fBdavit of
. application to question
sheriff, on 213




. form of Form 7
certificate of sale by 165
. arrears and costs stated with 169
certified statement of arrears
by 138(1)
. form of 138(2)
city of, as warden 196
collector, as 1(a)
commission of 145, 168
. added to arrears 169
copy of list of lands to be
sold prepared by 151(1)
declaration by
. affixed to tax deed 177(2)
. notice of sale, re 174(4)
default by, action against 229
defined 175
delivery of warrant by 211
description by, of land sold,
in tax sale certificate 170
disitress by 149
distress for taxes by 114(1,2)
distress of taxes by 51(6)
duty of, before sale 150
execution of tax deed by .... 174(8)
expenses of, re tax sale 154(3)
failure, 'to perform duty,
penalty for 205
fees of 171
fraudulent assessment by 207
interest aildcd to arrears by. . 142(1)
interim return of collector's
rolls to 120(4, 5)
liability of, for money collected
lor Provincial purposes 219
minute of apportionment to 135(2)
municipality of, powers of,







. owner, 'to, re sale of land
for taxes 174(2)
. . registration of 174(3)
. proposed repairs on lands
sold for taxes, re 166(3)
. purcliase by municipaflity
at tax sale, re 156(3)
. requiring payment of rent . . . 100
penalties payable to 233
posting by, of list of land
for sale 153
receipt by
. redemption money for 172
. redemption, on 174(7)
record by, of land sold for
arrears of taxes 180
report of, of failure to assess . . 133
relturn of coMector's roll to . .120(1)
return of warran't to 212
sale by, when purchaser fails
to pay 158
sale of interest of -tenant of
municipality by 163
sale of land by 156(1)
sale of land for taxes by 143
subsequent search by 174(10)
supplemental list by 131(2)
. inspection of 132(1)
surplus from sale retained by 119
taxes in advance received by 113(4)
taxes payable to 113(1)
t?tle of hind sold searched
by .174(1)
town of, powers of re collection
of arrears of taxes 200
township of, payment of moneys
to county treasurer by . . . 222(1)
township, village, of, statement
"by re arrears of taxes 126(1)
vafidtty of conveyance by 183
warran't by, compelling
coHettors to pay 210
. delivery of 211
. execution of 212
Treasurer of Ontario
Crown moneys payable to 225




. property held in, for Indians,
exempt from tax 4 1f2
Trust companies










police village, of, exemption
by-law passed by 36(2)
. tax notice to 114(11)
Tunnels
international boundary line,









office of sherifiF, in 58(6)
Valuation





rotary sysftetn of 57(1, 2)
mineral rights of, re
assessment 33 (7)
Varying
power of judge re, of
exemption by-tew 35(3)
Vehicles
land used for parking, re
exemption from taxes 4 5 ^
Verification
account of unpaid taxes, of. .125(4)
Veterinarian
busine.ss assessment of 6(1) (^)
Villages
application of Act re arrears
of taxes to 197(2>
ty-laws of
added localities, re 55
farm woodlands, re . . 4 If 18(5)
rates of taxes, re 34(1)
defined 1(5>
• police—See Police viWages
. return of collector's roll in.. 120(2)





, . defined 52(4)
'
. qualified, en^ry in rolls of .. . 22(1)
. qualified, statement of in
roll 16(2)(Col.5)
. . unqualified, entry of names
in roll 22(4)
Voters' lists
. defined ,.. 1(0
Voters' Lists Act
. entry of name as provided
by ....30(8)(6)
. voter defined under .52(4)
. voters* list in 1(/)
Votes






. . authentication of land liable
for taxes by . . . ., 144(1)
. . enfortement of collection of
arrears by, in new
municipality 202
. defined 175
. treasurer of city as 196
Ward roU
amendment of, after completion 48
assessmenit by
. alteration of rolls, re 48
. business 123(3)
. land in 29
. reiturn of rolls of . . . .53(3), 72(3)
assessment roll of, reopening
of 69(20)
. last revised assessment roll
returned by 54(2)
cer'tification of 54(3)
.• list of complaints posted in. . .69(5)
. municipality of, assessment of
Gompiany in .37(1)
. separation of, in assessment
roll ..16(l)(n)
Wards
appeals wilien roll returned
by 72(9)
Warehouseman
. distress on goods in possession
of 114(3)
Warrant
. comman'ding (treasurer to
collect arrears, for 144(1)
. county treasurer, by, re pay-
ment of moneys for county
purposes 223






. false return to 213
. levy of taxes under 114(6)
. return of, re collector 212
. treasurer by, compelling
collectors to pay 210
. . delivery of 211
execution of 212
Waste lands
. amount of, shown in
rolls 16(2)(Col. 13)
Water
. municipal company supplying,
assessment of 39(1)
. . exceptions to 39(2)
Wells
. oil, gas, minimum assessment
on 33(5)
Wholesale merchants
. business assessment of . . 6(1) (c)
Widow
. identified in roll 16(2) (Col. 6)
Wife
. entry of name of, in assessment
roll 16(1)(A,*),18
Witnesses
. compelling attendance of ...72(12)
. costs of 77
. examination of, on equalization
appeal . . ! 89 ? 4
. oath of 67
. penalty for failure to attend as 68
Woodlands
. amount of, ^own in
rolls 16(2)(Col. 11)
. defined 4 H 18(a)
. exempt from taxation 4 f 18
Words
. general, construction of . 6(12)
Writ of fieri facias
. execution of, against sheriff . . . 217
Writ of possession
. issue of action for recovery
of land, on 185(2)
. . exceptions to 185(3)(c, c)
. . tax sale held invalid, on . .187(1)
York
. township of, application of
Act to 106(2)
. . arrears of taxes, re 197(1)
. . special provisions, re 19
ASSIGNMENT
See Assignment of Book Debts
Act; Assignments and Prefer-
ences Act; Conveyancing and
GENERAL INDEX 345
ASSIGNMENT Sec.
Law of Property Act; Fraudu-
lent Conveyances Act; Land-
lord and Tenant Act; Mechan-
ics' Lien Act; Mercantile Law
Amendment Act; Mortgages




Assignment of Book Debts Act,
Vol. 1, p. 289.
See also Corporation Securities
Registration Act
Administrator
. affi'davit by, for assignee 9, 1
1
. discharge of assignment by . . .5(1)
Affidavit of execution
administrator, by 9, 11
. agent, by 11
. assignee dead, where 9
. assignee for, by next-of-kin 9
. assignment, for 3(1) (6)
. corporation, on behalf of .... 10, 1
. discharge of assignment, for . 5(2)
. executor, by 9, 11
. judge's order dispensing w?tli ... 13
. next-of-kdn by 9
. taking of 8(1)






Registration Act, of 19
Assignee
affidavit for dis<;harge by 5(2)





assignment executed by 3(1)(&)
date of execution where
more than one 3(2)
defined 1(c)










. assignment under, exempt
under Act 2(e)




. assig^nment of, exempt under
Act 2(a)(ii)
Book debts
. assignment cA, requirements
for 3(2)
. defined 1(</)




. fee for registration of 17
. registration of discharge, for . .5(2)
Certificate of entry of discharge
. furnished by proper officer . . . .5(4)
. registration of disdharge, for 5(3)
Certificate of proper officer
. evidence, as 16
Clerk of county, district court
. proper offiter, as 7
Contracts
. assignment of debts under,
exempt from Act 2(c)
Corporation
affidavit on behalf of 10, 11




. application of 19
County




. assignment of, exempt under
Act 2(o)(i)
Debt
. valuable consideration, as . . 1 (/) (ii)
Defects





. book debts \{d)
. creditors 1 {e)
. proper officer 1(f)
. registered 1 (g)
. registration district 1(A)
. subsequent purchasers l(t)
. valuable consideration 10)
Discharge of assignment






. registration district, as 7
Documents
. affidavit of execution dispensed
with 13
. copies of, as evidence 16
. errors in, eflFec't of 15
. . rectifi'cation of 16




. certificalte of proper oflFicer as ... 16
. copies of documents as 16
Execution
. assignment, of 3
. . discharge of 5
Executor
. affidavit by, for assignee 9, 11
. discharge of assignment by . . .5(1)
Fees
. inspection of reteords, for 6
. proper officer, of 17
Interpretation




. dispensing with affidavit of
execution 13
. rectification of omissions, etc. ... 14
Liquidator
. creditor, as 1(e)
Misstatements
. rectification of 14
Mortgage
. assignment, as 1 (b)
Next-of-kin
. affidavit for assignee by 9
Officer—See Proper officer
Omissions
. effect of 15
. rectification of, by judge 14
Order
. dispensing wi'th affidavits 13
. rettificaition of omissions re ....14
Proper officer
. affidavits taken before 8(1)
. certificate of, as evidente 16
. certificate of entry of discharge
furnisheid by 5(4)
. clerk of county, district court as. .7
. defined 1(f)




. duty re registration of
assignment 4(2)
. fees of 17
Records
. inspection of 6
Rectification




. counties, districts as 7
. defined 1(A)
. discharge w*here two or more
affected 5(3)
. rules re determination of 4(1)
Registration of assig^nment
. affidavi't of execu'tion dispensed
with 13
. date of 3(2)
. eflfett of 3(3)
. expiration of, on Sunday 4(3)
. fee for 17
. proper officer, by 4(2)
. requirements for 3(1)
Registration of certificate of discharge
. fee for 17
Registration of discharge
. assignors in different districts,
w'here 5(3)
. fee for 17
. requirements for 5(1, 2)
Search
. fee for 17
Solicitor
. affidavit taken before,
registra'tion unaffedted 8(2)
Subsequent purchasers
. assignment valid against 3(1)
. defined l(t)
Sunday
. expiration of registration on . .4(3)
Time
. registration, for 4(1)
Trustee
. creditors, as 1 (^)
Valuable consideration
. affidavit re 3(1)(6)
. defined l(j)
Winding-up Act (Canada)




. order dispensing with affidavit
of 13








Act, Vol. 1, p. 297.
See also Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Bulk Sales
Act; Companies Act; Fraudu-
lent Debtors Arrest Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Partner-
ships Act: Wages Act; Work-
men's Compensation Act
Accounts and statements




. assignee, against 27(6)
contestation of claim, for .26(2)
. creditor, by, where no
assignment 12(3)
. prior to assignment 26(4)
. rescission, for 11(1)
Affidavit
. execution of assignment, re .16(2)




. assignments, of 15
. claim, of 24(5)
Assent
burden of proof re time of .17(2)
Assets See also Estate; Property
. order for removal from
Province 28(1)
. inspector not to purchase ...21(3)
. retained in Province 28(1)
Assignee
. accounts and statements kept by 29
. action against 27(6)
. additional, appointment of 10(2, 3)
. . registration of order of. 10(4, 5)
. application for amendment of
assignment by 15
. application for valuation by. 24(6)
. assignment registered by .... 16(2)
. burden of proof on 17(2)
. casting vote of 24(3)
. claim contested by 26(1)
. creditors' meeting called by. .20(1)
. death of 10(3)
. delegation of duties by 6
. dividends paid by 31
. imprisonment of 28(4)






. meeting of creditors called
by 22(1)
. party defendant, as 26(4)
. property vested in 7
. qualifications of 6
. remuneration of 34
. residence of 6
. rights of 11(1)
. subject to Act 8
. substitute, appointment of . . 10(1)
. writ served on 26(2)
Assig^nment
. action by creditor in absence
of 12(3)
. action prior to 26(4)
. amended by judge 15
. bona fide, exempt under Act . .5(1)
. claim after, vote re 24(2)
. endorsement on 16(2)
. execution of 16(2)
. form of 7
. inspection of 16(2)
. invalid, proceeds of
followed 12(1)
notice of amendment of IS
. notice of, publication of ....16(1)
. . omission 19
. nullity of 4(1)
. place of registration of 16(2)
. precedence of 13
. registration of 16(2)
. seizure in absence of 12(3)
. subject to Act 8
. time of registration of 16(2)
. vesting of property by 7
Assignor
. action against, before
assignment 26(4)
. dispute of claim by 27
. examination of 37(1)
. expenses not chargeable against 6
. intervention of 27(6)
. liability, when claim barred. .24(7)
partnership member, as 9
. property of, vested in assignee . 7
. residence of 10(1)
. security on estate of,
valued 24(4,5)
set-off of debts due to 30
Attachment
. precedence of assignments over. .13
Bank
. money deposited in 28(1)
Bills of Sale and Chattel Mortgages
Act




delivery or assent, re 17(2)
Casting vote
. assig-nee, of 24(3)
Claims
. affidavit in proof of 23,25(1)
. amendment of 24(5)
. assignment, after, vote re . . . .24(2)
. barring of 24(6, 7), 25(2, 3), 26(2)
. based upon negotiable
in.strument 24(5)
. contestation of 26(1)
. Crown, re estreated bail 14
. disputed, notice by assignor
re 27(1)
. not due, valuation of 25(5)
. payment of 32
. proof of—see Proof of claim
. rank of, re partnership 9
. set-off applied to 30
. validity of, decided by judge. .27(5)
Clerk
. examination of 37(1)
Clerk of court
assignment endorsed by ...16(2)
fees of 16(3)
Cognovit actionem
. nullity of 3
Confessions of judgment
. nullity of 3
Contestation of claim
. assignee, by 26(1)
assignor, by 27(1)
Conveyance
bona fide, exempt under Act . 5(1)
invalid, proceeds followed ... 12(1)
nullity of 4(1)
Costs
. default in payment 28(4)
. precedence of assignment over. 13
Creditors
. action by, where no
assignment 12(3)
affidavit re claim by 23, 25
application by, to amend
assignment 15
. assignee's remuneration set
by 34
. claim barred . . 24(6, 7), 25(2, 3),
26(2)
. endorser, as 5(5)
. inspector's remuneration set
by 36(1)
. meeting—see Meeting of creditors
. notice of dividend sheet sent
to 32
. partnership, rank of 9
ASSIGNMENTS—Con. Sec.
Creditors—Con.
preference to, void 3,4(2)
rights re proceedings 11(2)
security valued by 24(4)
statements prepared for 29
surety, as 5(5)
transfer to, void 5(2)
vote by—see Vote
Creditors' Relief Act
. application of 12(2), 33(1)
Crown




. bona fide, exempt under Act . 5(1)
. burden of proof re time of. . 17(2)
. nullity of 4
Dividend sheet
. contents of 32
. notice of preparation of 32
Dividends
. payment of
. . notice, after 32







. examination of 37(1)
Endorsement
. assignment on 16(2)
Endorser
. creditor, as 5(5)
Estate—See also Property
. claims against, set-off of 30
. concealing of 39
deposits of proceeds of .... 28(1)
. removal from Ontario 28
Examination
. assigneee, by 37(1)
. creditor's resolution for .37(1)
failure to attend, penalty for 39
. inspector's request for 37(1)
. ordered by judge 37(1), 38
. persons having custody of
property, of 38
. place of 37(2)
. procedure on 37 {3)
Execution
precedence of assignment over. 13
seizure of proceeds under .... 12(2)
Fees
. clerk of court, of 16(3)
Forms






. precedence of assignment over.. 13
Gifts
. invalid, proceeds followed ...12(1)
. nullity of 4(1)
HaUburton, Provisional County of
. deemed part of Victoria ...16(4)
Imprisonment
. failure to pay penalty, for . 28(4)
Inspector
. appointment of 21(1)
. . revocation of 21(2)
. assignee's remuneration set by.. 34
. death of 21(2)
. purchase of assets by,
prohibited 21(3)
. remuneration of 36(1)
. request for examination by . .37(1)




. amendment of assignment by .15
. applications made to 33(2)





. . appointing additional
assignee 10(4, 5)
. . claim barred by 25(2, 3)
. . compelling plaintiflF to proceed
V. assignor 26(4)
. . contestation of claim, re . .27(3)
. . examination, for 37(1), 38
. . proceedings by creditor,
for 11(2)
. . registration or publication
enforced by 18
. . removal of assets, property,
for 28(1)
. . valuation of security, re . 24(6)
. power re creditors' meeting. .22(2)
. validity of claim decided by. .27(5)
witness committed to jail by . .39
Judgments
. precedence of assignments over 13
Land Titles Act
. application of 7
Liability
. assignee, of 17(1,2)
sheriff, of 17(3)
Liens
. precedence of assignments over. .13
ASSIGNMENTS—Con. Sec.
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. Crown's preference waived by. 14
Master
. examination before 37(1)
Meeting of creditors
. assignee's remuneration voted
at 34
. inspector appointed at 21(1)
. inspector's remuneration
determined at 36(1)
. judge's power re 22(2)
. notice of 20(1)
. place of 20(1)
. request by majority 22(1)
. time of 20(1)
. voting at 23
Money
. order re withdrawal of 28(1)
Negotiable instruments
. claim based upon 24(5)
Notice
. amendment of assignment, of .15
. application barring claim,
for 25(2)
. application for valuation,
for 24(6)
. assignment—see Notice of
assignment
. contestation—see Notice of
contestation
. meeting of creditors of 20(1)
. preparation of dividend sheet,
of 32
Notice of assignment
. publication of 16(1)
. . effect of omission 19
. . order enforcing 18
. . penalty for default 17(1)
Notice of contestation
. assignee, by 26(1)
. assignor, by 27(1)
. contents of 26(3)
. judge's order for 27(2)
NuUity
. assignments, etc 4
. cognovit actionem, of 3





. examination by 37(1)
Ontario Gazette
. notice of assignment published
in 16(1)








. production on examination . 37(1)
Partnerships
. rank of claims from 9
Payment
bona fide, exempt under Act . . 5(2)
. nullity of 4
. security held for, exempt
under Act S(5)(&)
. void, security returned 5(4)
Penalties
. assignment not registered .17(1)
. default on payment of 28(4)
. documents not produced 40
. failure to attend examination . . .39
. meeting not called by
assignee 22(1)
. notice of assignment not
published 17(1)
. removal of property, for ... .28(2)






\ assignment, of 13
Preference
. nullity of 3,4(2)
. unjust, presumption of
intention 4(3, 4)
. waived by Crown 14
Presumption




. Creditors' Relief Act, under. .33(1)




. seized under execution 12(2)
Production of documents
. examination, on 37(1)
. person having custody, by 3S
. . failure re, penalty for 40
Proof, burden of




. affidavit for 23,25(1)
. claim not due 25(5)
. default, effect of 25(3)
. statement re 24(4)
. time limit for 25(2)




. examination re 37(1)
. fraudulently transferred ....12(1)
. retained in Province 28(1)
. vested by assignment 7
Piu-chasere





. examination before 37(1)
Registration
assignment, of 16(2)
effect of omission 19
. fees for 16(3)
. order enforcing 18
. penalty for default 17(1)




. application of 7
Remuneration
. assignee, of 34(5)
. inspectors of 36(1)
. . limit of 36(2)
Rescission
. suits for 11(1)
Resident of Ontario
. assignee to be 6
Resolution
. creditors, registration of ...10(5)
Sale
. bona fide, exempt under Act. .5(1)
Security
. exchange, exempt under
Act S(5)(c)
. given bona fide, exempt under
Act 5(5)(rf)
. held for payment, exempt
under Act 5(5) (&)
. negotiable instrument as ... 24(5)
. returned, where payment .
.
void 5(4)
. revaluation of 24(5)
. statement, in proof of claim. .24(4)
. validity of 5(5)(rf)
. valuation—see Valuation of
security
Servant
. examination of 37(1)
Set-off




assignment to, exempt under
Act 5(1)
. liability of 17(3)
substitute, appointment of .10(1)
Solicitor




. kept by assignee 29
Substitute for assignee
. appointment of 10(1)
Suits for rescission





. assignee, by 26(1)
assignor, by 27(1)
delivery or assent, burden
of proof 17(2)
meeting of creditors, for ...20(1)
. requested by majority ...22(1)
payment of dividends, for 31




. bona fide, exempt under Act . .5(1)
. fraudulent, proceeds followed 12(1)
. nullity of 4(1)
Travelling allowances
. inspectors, of 36(2)
Trustee Act








Haliburton deemed part of .16(4)
Vote
. assignee's remuneration, on ... .34
. casting 24(3)
. claim after asssignment, re . .24(2)
. creditor, of, where claim not
due 25(5)
. meeting of creditors, at 23
. proxy, by 23
. scale of 24(1)
Vouchers
. proof of claim, for 25(1)
ASSIGNMENTS—Cow. Sec.
Wages Act
. exempt under Act 5(5)(o)
Warrant of attorney
. nullity of 3
Witness
. assignment to, affidavit of . . 16(2)
. called by assignor 27(6)
Writ
. contestation of claim, for . . . 26(2)











See Professional Engineers Act
ASSOCIATIONS
See Agricultural Associations
Act; Companies Act; Co-op-
erative Marketing Loans Act;
Corporations Tax Act; Credit
Unions Act; Securities Act
ATHLETICS CONTROL
Athletics Control Act,
Vol. 1, p. 313.
See also Community Centres
Act; Public Schools Act
Administration of Act







Amateur Athletic Union of Canada
investigation requested by 6





. Commissioner admitted free. 11 (2)
. licence fee for 12(1) (g)
. officials of 11(1) (6)
. prohibiting use of building
for 9(1)
Amateur sports






. professional contests or




. contract of management of ....10
. licence for 12(1) (^)
. overweight 12(1) (t)(v)
. substitute for 12(1) (&) (vii)
Boxing—See Professional contest or
exhibition
Building
. prohibiting use of 9(1)
Charge
. professional contest or exhibition,
re 5(1)
Charity
. proceeds for, tax re 4(3)
Classes
. persons participating, of,
regulations re 12(1) (m)
Commissioner
. appointment of 3
. contracts of management
approved by 10
. defined 1(a)
. delegation of power by .11(1) (a)
. free admittance to contest
or exhibitions H (2)
. impounding of moneys by . . . .5(1)
. investigation by 5(2)
. . amateur sport interest, re 6
. . power re 7
. officials designated by ...11(1) (6)
. power and duties of, regulations
re : 12(l)(a)
. security to 12(1) (*)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payments into 8
Contest
—




. forms of 12(1)(«)
. validity of 10
Crown
. moneys forfeited to 5(2)
Dancing
. regulations re 11 (1) (/)
Definitions
. amateur 12(1) (/»)









. person 1 (rf)
. professional 12(1) (»)
. professional contest or
exhibition 1 (^)
Delegation of powers
. Commissioner, by 11(1) (a)
Disputes
. settlement of 12(1) (6) (vi)
Equipment
. regulations re 12(l)(r)
Exhibition See Amateur contest
or exhibition ; Professional
contest or exhibition
Fees
. amateur contest or exhibition,
for 12(l)(p)
. licences and permits, for. .12(1)(/)
. officials, of ll(l)(ft)
Fines
. licence holders, for 12(1) (A)
Forms
. contracts of management,
of 12(l)(i)
Fouls
. determination of 12(1) (c)
Impounding of moneys
. Commissioner, by 5(1)
Investigation
. amateur sport interest, re ....6,7
. charges re contest or
exhibition, of 5, 7
Licences
. amateur contest or exhibition,
for 12(1)(^)
. fees for 12(1)(/)
. fines for holders of 12(1) (A)
. regulations re \2{\){d,e)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. Commissioner appointed by 3
. Minister designated by ......1(6)
. professional contest or exhibition
designated by 1 (^)
. regulations approved by 12
. tax approved by 4(1)
Main attraction
. tax re .4(2)
Manager
. contract signed by 10
. licence for 12(1) (0
Minister









amateur sport interest, re ....
6
. . power re 7
. . professional contest or
exhibition, re 5(2)
. moneys impounded by 5(2)
. moneys received by 8
prohibiting use of building. . .9(1)
. regulations by 12
. tax determined by 4, 12(ife)
Moneys
. action by Minister re non-
payment of 9(1)
. impounding, by Commissioner 5(1)
. payment to Consolidated





. fees of 11(1)(6)
. licences for 12(1)(^)




. Consolidated Revenue Fund, into 8
Penalties
. duplication of 12(3)
. failure to deliver money for
impounding, for 5(4)
. non-compliance with Act, for 12(2)
. tax not remitted, for 4(5)
. using building when prohibited,
for 9(2)
Permits






. investigation, re 7
Professional
. defined 12(1)(«)
Professional contest or exhibition
—
See also Amateur contest
or exhibition
. announcements at . .12(l)(&)(viii)
. charge re 5(1)
. charity, for 4(3)
. classes of persons taking
part 12(l)(m)









. equipment for 12(1) (r)
. licences or permits for ..12(l)(rf)
. main attraction, not 4(2)
. officials of 11(1)(&). 12(l)(c)
. penalty re tax for 4(5)
. prohibiting use of buildings
for 9(1)
. security for 12(1) (ife)
. stopped by
Commissioner 12(1) (6) (i)
. tax on 4, 12(it)
. time-limit of 12(1) (6) (iv)
. winner of 12(1) (c)
Prohibition
. use of building for contest or
exhibition 9(2)
Public Inquiries Act





. approval of 12
. Minister, by 12
. penalty re 12(2)
Rowing
. regulations re 12(1) (0
Seconds See Officials
Security
. regulations re 12(1) {k)
Substitute
. boxer, for 12(1) (6) (vii)
Summary Convictions Act
. procedure under, re penalties 12(3)
Sxispension
. licences or permits, of ....12(rf, ^)
Swimming
. regulations re 12(1) (/)
Tax
. professional contest or
exhibition, for 4(12) (fe)
. reduction of 4(2,3)
. remission of 4(4)
Tennis
. regulations re 12(1) (0
Time-limit
. professional contest or
exhibition, of 12(1) (6) (iv)
Weighing in
. time and place of 12(1) (6) (iii)
Winner






. contract of management of .... 10




See Absconding Debtors Act;
'Creditors' Relief Act; Division
Courts Act; Execution Act;
Fraudulent Debtors Arrest
Act; Mechanics' Lien Act;
Wages Act; Woodmen's Lien
for Wages Act; Workmen's
Compensation Act
ATTORNEY-GENERAL
See Executive Council Act;
Legislative Assembly Act
ATTORNEYS
See Crown Attorneys Act;
Powers of Attorney Act
AUCTIONEERS
See Municipal Act; Provincial
Auctioneers Act
AUCTIONS
See Sale of Goods Act
AUDIT
Audit Act, Vol. 1, p. 319.
See also Administration of Jus-




. staff, for 12
Accounts
. annual report re 25(1)(6)
. audit of, by each department . . 10
. Crown agencies, of 26
. fiscal year for 18(1)
. . estimates re 18(2)
. . lapse of appropriations for 18(3)
manner of keeping 8
payments of, authorized by
Assembly 22
. postponement re date of return
of 20
. presentation of, to Assembly ... 19
. work, etc., for, certificate re 16(1)
. . Lieutenant-Governor in
Council to approve ....16(2)
AUDIT—Con Sec.
Actions
recovery of balance of public
moneys, for 28(2)
Agencies
Crown of, audit of accounts of. 26
Annual report
. auditor, by 25(1)
. presented to Assembly 25(2)
Appropriations
determination of differences re. .21
. insufficiency of 23
annual reports re additional
payments for 25(1) (rf)
lapse of, after fiscal year .... 18(3)
Assembly
. accounts presented to 19
. annual report to 25(1)
. . presentation of 25(2)
. payments authorized by 22
Assistant Auditor
. appointment of 4
Attorney-General
. certificate by, for payment for
special cases 14(1)
. . evidence conclusive re ....14(2)
. cheque approved by 13(2)
Audit
. departments, by 10
Auditor
. accommodation by, for staff .... 12
. accounts prepared by 19
. appointment of 2(1)
. certificate by, for issue of
cheques 13(1)
. cheques countersigned by 15
. delegation of powers by 7
. examination of expenditures
by 11(1)
. . conditions satisfied on 11(2)
. examination of receipts by . .24(2)
. examination on oath by 27
. facsimile signatures authorized
by 29
. powers of, to make orders and
rules 6
. salary of 2(2)
. . reduction of 2(3)
. tenure of office of 3
. vacancy of 4
. vouchers examined by 11(3)
Board
. appointment of 1
. information re public service to .9
. inspection of records by 9
. orders by, re further
appropriations 23






. postponement of date of returns
by 20
. reference re cheques to 13(5)
. rules by, re manner of keeping
accounts 8
settlement by, of diflferences re
appropriations 21
Certificate
accounts for work, etc., for.. 16(1)
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council to approve 16(2)
Auditor of, re issue of
cheques 13(1)
payment for special cases,
for 14(1)
. evidence conclusive re ...14(2)
Cheques
. certificate of Auditor for ...13(1)
. countersigned by Auditor 15
. Attorney-General may
approve 13(2)
. payment by, for special cases 14(1)
. reference re, to Board 13(5)
. special warrants re 13(3)
. . annual report re 25(l)(c)
Consolidated Revenae Fund
. Auditor's salary from 2(2)
. Auditor to examine
expenditures from 11(1)
Crown agencies
. audit of accounts of 26
Department
. accommodation for staflF by . . 12
reference by, re cheques to
Board 13(5)
Deputy Attorney-General
. certificate by, for payment for
special cases 14(1)
. . evidence conclusive re ...14(2)
. cheques approved by 13(2)
Duration
special warrants, of 13(4)
Estimates
. fiscal year, for 18(2)
Examination
. annual report re change
upon 25(1)(^)
. Auditor by, of receipts of
revenue 24
. oath, on, by Auditor 27
Executive council




. Auditor to examine 11(1)
. conditions satisfied re 11(1)
. regulations re travelling 17
Fiscal year
. accounts re 18(1)
. . estimates re 18(2)
. . lapse of appropriations for 18(3)
. annual report for 25(1)
Information
. public service re, to Board 9
Lapse
. special warrants, of 13(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. accounts delivered to 19
. accounts for work, etc,
approved by 16(2)
. assistant Auditor appointed by ..4
. Auditor appointed by 2(1)
. delivery of report to 25(2)
. members of Treasury Board
appointed by 1
. regulations re travelling expenses
by 17
. removal of Auditor by 3
. special warrants by, re issue of
cheques 13(3)
. stafiF appointed by 5
Oath
. examinations on, by Auditor ... 27
Orders
. Auditor to make 6
. Board by, re further
appropriations 23
. annual report re 25(l)(rf)
payment for special cases,
for 14(1)
Payments
. annual report re 25(1) (a)
. stationery, for 30
Powers
. Auditor, of 6





. recovery of balance of 28(1)
. . Treasurer of Ontario, by ..28(2)
Public service
. information re, to Board 9
. manner of keeping accounts of .8
. records of, inspected by Board . .9
. responsibility of department
heads of 10
Receipts
. annual report re 25(1) (o)




. inspection of, by Board 9
Regulations
. travelling expenses, re 17
Report—See also Annual report
. Auditor, by, unpaid amounts
due to Crown 28(2)
special warrants, for 13(3)
Responsibility
department heads, of 10
Revenue
examination by Auditor of . 24(1)
Rules
Auditor to make 6
Salary




. annual report re 25(l)(c)
. cheques issued on 13(3)
. lapse of 13(4)
Staff
. accommodation for 12
. appointment of 5
. Auditor may suspend 6
. delegation of powers to 7
Stationery




. delivery of annual report,
for 25(2)
. presentation of accounts to
Assembly, for 19
Travelling expenses
. regulations re 17
Treasurer of Ontario
. payments by, for stationery,
etc 30
. recovery of balance of public
money, by 28(2)








. Auditor to examine 11(3)
AUDITORS









Vol. 1, p. 327.
See also Department of Educa-
tion Act; Vocational Educa-
tion Act
Administration of Act
. regulations re 12(1)
Admission of pupila
. auxiliary classes to 7(1, 2)
fees for 7(3)
. Ontario School for Deaf, to 3
. regulations re 12(1)
Board
classes established by 2,3
defined l (a)
. fees fixed by 7(3)
. guardian of pupils, as 6
. health of pupils supervised by .8
. members of 7(1)
. money raised by 11
powers of 4(1)
. townships, in 4(2)
religious instruction, duty re .... 5
. report re admission to classes
by 7(1)
. transportation for pupils
provided by 10
. visits to homes directed by 9
Board and lodging
. fees for 7(3)
Buildings
. erection of 4(1) (a)
. . adjoining township, in 4(2)
. . municipality over 200,000,
by 4(3)
. money for 11(2)
. regulations re 12(1)
Children—See Pupils
Clergymen
. religious instruction by 5
Courses of instruction
. establishment of 4(1) (&)
Deaf children
. classes for 3
Definitions
. board l(o)
. regulations 1 (ft)
Department of Education Act








. fixed by board 7(3)
Grants, special
. apportionment of 13
Guardians
. fees payable by 7(3)
Health of pupils
supervision of 8
Inspector of Auxiliary Classes—5"*^
also Medical inspector;
School inspector
. appointment of 12(2)
. care of children approved by ... .6
- residence approved by ....4(l)(rf)
Instruction
. courses, establishment of..4(l)(ft)





- regulations approved by 12
Medical inspector
member of board 7(1)




board's powers approved by .4(1)
building, etc., approved by
. adjoining municipality 4(2)
city over 200,000 4(3)
fees approved by 7(3)
grants apportioned by 13
regulations by 1 (b), 12
Money
. grants, apportionment of 13
. raising of 11
Mtuiicipalities over 200,000
buildings erected by 4(3)
Officers
engagement of 4(1) (rf)
Ontario School for the Deaf
admission to 3
Parents
consulted re child's treatment -9
fees payable by 7(3)
Principal
. chairman of board 7(1)
Pupils
admission to auxiliary classes . -7
. deaf, classes for 3




. health supervised 8
instruction for 3(1) (6)
religious instruction of 5
residence for 4(l)(rf)
subnormal, classes for 2
transportation for 10
. visited in homes 9
. wards of board, as 6
Reg^ulations
. admission of pupils under 7
. apportionment of gjant under ..13
. defined 1(b)
. establishment of classes under . .2
. making of 12
. Ontario School for the Deaf,
admission to 3
. transportation of pupils under .10
ReUgious worship
. duty of board re 5
Residence
. pupils, for 4(1) (rf)
. status of children in 6
. term of, regulations re 12(1)
School houses
. regulations re equipment of.. 12(1)
School inspector




. engagement of 4(1) (d)
Sites
. acquired by board 4(1) (o)
. acquired by city over 200,000. .4(3)
Teachers
. appointment of 4(l)(f)
Townships
. buildings erected in 4(2)
Transportation
. provided for pupils 10
Wards of board
. pupils as 6
AWARDS
See Arbitration Act; Municipal
Act; Reciprocal Enforcement
of Judgments Act; Work-
men's Compensation Act
BAGATELLE TABLES




See Crown Attorneys Act; Es-
treats Act; Summary Convic-
tions Act
BAILEES
See Loan and Trust Corpora-
tions Act; Mercantile Law
Anundnicnt Act; Sale of
(i.Mxls Act
BAILIFFS
Bailiffs Act, VoL 1, p. 331.
Sec also Andrew Mercer Refor-
matory Act; Assessment Act;
Crown Timber Act; Division
Courts Act; Female Refuges
Act; Jails Act; Municipal Act;
Public Authorities Protection
Act; Woodmen's Lien for
Wages Act
Applicant
. examination of 3(2, 3), 9(a)
. particulars re, in application
for certificate 3(1)
Application for certificate of
qualification
. cancellation, after 5(4)
. certified by judge 3(3)
. particulars in 3(1)
. received by county court
clerk 3(2)
Application of Act
. limitations of 6,7
Bailiff
. certiticate of qualification
required by 2(1)
change of address reported by 4(2)
. licensed, etc., by municipal
council 7
Cancellation of certificate
. application, in 3(1) (/)
judge, by 5(1)
. notice of 5(2) (a)
. regulations re 9(a)
Certificate of qualification
application for 3(1)




filing of 4(1) (ft)
issue
. county court clerk 4(1) (a)
. recorded 4(1) (c)
regulations re 9(a)




Clerk of county court
application forwarded to .3(3)
application received by . . 3(2)







certificate of qualification ...1(6)
. county 1(c)
county court 1 (rf)
Division Courts Act
. application of 6
Examination of applicants
judge, by 3(2,3)
. regulations re 9(a)
Experience of applicant
. application, in 3(l)(c)
Fees
. regulations re 9(c)
Forms





. applicant examined by 3(2,3)
. certificate cancelled by 5(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations made by 9
Municipal Act
. application of 7
Municipal councils




. application, in 3(l)(d)
Notice of cancellation of certificate
. sent to holder 5(2) (fr)
Penalties
. violation of Act. for 8
Place of business
. application, in 3(1)(6)
Reasons for cancellation
statement of, filed S(2)(b)
Regulations








. exempt under Act
Sec.
BAKE SHOP
See Bread Sales Act; Factory,
Shop and Office Building Act;
Municipal Act
BALANCE SHEET
See Business Records Protection
Act; Companies Act
BALL GAME
See Travelling Shows Act
BALLOT
See Election Act; Jurors Act;





See Absconding Debtors Act;
Assignment of Book Debts
Act; Assignments and Prefer-
ences Act; Bulk Sales Act;
Collection Agencies Act; Credit
Unions Act; Division Courts
Act; Execution Act; Fraudu-
lent Debtors Arrest Act;
Landlord and Tenant Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Trustee Act; Wood-
men's Lien for Wages Act
BANKS
See Agricultural Development
Finance Act; Cemeteries Act;
Collection Agencies Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Evidence
Act: High Schools Act; Pub-
lic Schools Act
BARBER
5"^^ Apprenticeship Act; Factory,
Shop and Office Building Act;
Public Health Act
BARLEY
See Clean Grain Act
BARRISTERS
Barristers Act, Vol. 1, p. 335.
See also Collection Agencies Act;
Division Courts Act; Income
Tax Act; Jurors Act; Law
BARRISTERS—Con. Sec.
Society Act; Legislative As-
sembly Act; Notaries Act;
Private Detectives Act; Regi-
stry Act; Solicitors Act;
Trustee Act; Voters' Lists Act
Admission to Bar
Minister of Justice of Canada, of 4
rules re 2
solicitor, of
. in practice 5 years 3(2)
in practice 10 years 3(1)
Solicitor-General of Canada, of. .4
Application of Act 5(7)
Attorney-General for Ontario
. member of Bar, as 8
Bar—See Admission to Bar
Benchers
. examinations prescribed by . 3(2)
. rules re admission made by 2
British subject
. requisite for admission, as 2
By-laws
. passed by benchers 2
Call to Bar
—
See Admission to Bar
Crown counsel




. barrister, of 5(5)
. King's Counsel, of 7
Examinations
. admission to Bar, for 3(2)
Pees
. solicitor on call, of 3(5)
Judge
. application to, re penalties . .5(3)
. disfbarment order by 5(5)
King's Counsel
. appointment of 6
. disbarment of 7
. precedence of 10
Law Society—5"^^ Society
Lieutenant-Governor
. King's Counsel appointed by ... 6
. patents of precedence granted
by 9
Members of Bar
. disbarment of 5(5)
. order of precedence of 11
Minister of Justice of Canada
. call to Bar of 4










. disbarment, of 5(5)
K . enforcement of 5(6)
Originating notice
. recovery of penalties by 5(3)
Patents of precedence
. granted by Lieutenant-
Governor 9
Penalties
. acting as barrister when not
admitted 5(1)
. payment of 5(8)
. recovery of 5(3)
Precedence in courts
. Attorney-General for Ontario,
of 8
Crown counsel, of 12
granting of patents of 9
King's Counsel, of 10
members of Bar, of H
Minister of Justice, of 8
Regulations
. made by Benchers 2
Rules of practice
. application of 5(4)
Society
. application by, re penalties .5(3)
. defined 1
. examinations prescribed by . .3(2)
Solicitor-General of Canada
. call to Bar of 4
Solicitors
. admission to Bar of
,..5 years' practice, with 3(2)
. 10 years' practice, with ... 3(1)
. holding office in Supreme
Court 3(3)
. notice of application for call .3(4)
Summary Convictions Act
. application of 5(3)
Supreme Court
. solicitor holding office in 3(3)
Treasurer of Ontario
. penalties paid to 5(8)
BASE FEE
See Estates Tail Act; Settled
Estates Act
BASEBALL
See Athletics Control Act
BATHING Sec.





See Beach Protection Act;
Beaches and River Beds Act;




Vol. 1, p. 339.
See also Beaches and River Beds
Act
Attorney-General
. consent of, to prosecute 10
Bailiff
search of vessel by 6(1)
Beaches and River Beds Act
application of 9(1)
Bridge
. safety of 7(1)
Burden of proof
. person charged, upon 13
Constable
. search of vessel by 6(1)
Definitions
. licence l(o)
. Minister 1 (6)
. regulations 1 (c)
. sand l(rf)
Drainpipe
. safety of 7(1)
Fees for licences
. payment of 14(1)
. regulations re 16(o)
Forms
. regulations re 16(c)
Justice of peace
. search warrant issued by ... 6(1)
Lakes Erie, Huron, Ontario




. fees for 14(1)
. issue, revocation of 2(1)
. operation of 2(2)
. regulations re 16(a)





regulations made by 16
lake-sand, re 9
Magistrate




. defined 1 (&)
. licence issued by 2(1)
. royalty fixed by 14(2)
. security set by 14(3)
Municipal councils
. permission for removal of sand
by 7(1)
Occupant of land





. regrulations affecting 9(2)
Owner of land
. regulations ofFecting 9(2)
Owner of vessel
. prosecution of 6(2)
Penalties
. removal of sand, for
. . lakes from 9(2)
^. . streets from 8(2)
. sale of vessel for payment of . . .15
. violation of Act, for 10
Police officer
. search of vessel by 6(1)
Prosecutions
burden of proof in 13
. consent of Attorney-General,
requirement of 10
. owner, etc., of vessel .... 6(2)
. Summary Convictions Act,
under 11
Reg^ations
. defined 1 (c)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 16
. removal of lake sand, re 9
Resident of Ontario
. removal of sand by 3(2)
Roads
. removal of sand from 8(1)
Royalties
. amount fixed by Minister ..14(2)
. paid to Crown 14(1)
Sale of vessel





. entry upon land to remove 4
. licence for taking of 2(1)
. prohibition re taking of 3(1)
exception to Z{2)
. removal from river beds,
prohibition 7(1)
. removal from roads 8(1)
. removal unlawful, penalties
for 8(2), 9(3), 10
. unlawfully on vessel 5
Search warrant
. search of vessel, for 6(1)
Security
. regulations re form, etc., of..l6(fr)
. royalty payments for 14(3)
Sheriff
. search of vessel by 6(1)
Streams between municipalities
. sand removal from 7(1)
Summary Convictions Act
. application of 11
Summons
. service of 12
Tenant
. regulations affecting 9(2)
Vessel
. prosecution of owner, etc, of . .6(2)
. sale of for payment of
penalty 15(1)
. sand on board, unlawfully
taken 5
. search of 6(1)
. seizure of 6(1)
. service of summons on 12
Watermain
. safety of 7(1)
BEACHES AND RIVER
BEDS
Beaches and River Beds
Act, Vol. 1, p. 343.
See also Beach Protection Act;
Beds of Navigable Waters Act
Advertisement
. application, of 3
Application for order
. granting of 6
. map or plan, for 2
. municipal council, by 1
. notice of, published 3
Bathing
. interference with 5(^)
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BEACHES AND RIVER Sec.
BEDS—Con.
Bathing houses
. located on map with
application 2(a)
right of access to 5(e)
Boat-houses
located on map with
application 2(a)
. right of access to 5(^)
Boating
. interference with 5(e)
Bridges
. safety of 5(d)
Buildings
. injury of 5(a)
. located on map with
application 2(a)
By-law
. order of Board adapted by 8
. registration of 8
Charges
—
See Tolls and charges
Compensation
. fixed by order 6(c)
. raised by Board 10(1)
Crown property
exempt under Act 11
Docks
. located on map with
application 2(a)
. right of access to 5(^)
Gravel—See Sand, and gravel
Health resort




. safety of 5(d)
L.and
. use for pleasure 5(^)
Landing places
. located on map with
application 2(a)
. right of access to 5(e)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
assent re Crown land 11
. land exempted iby 12
Map
. required for application 2
Municipal Board
. application to, for order 1
. hearing by 4





. application to Municipal Board
by 1
. Board's order adopted by 7
. compensation raised by ...10(1)
. hearing of, by Board 4
Municipality
. exemption under Act 12
Newspaper
. notice of application in 3
Notice of application
. publication of 3
Ontario land surveyor
. plan by 2
Orchard
. injury of 5(f)
Order granting application
adopted by council 7
conditions specified in 6
Crown property unaffected by.. 11
. duration of 6(f)
. finality of 9
. registration of 8
. renewal of 9
Order-in-Council
. municipality exempt by 12
Owner or occupant of land
. compensation paid to 6(c)
. notice of application mailed to 3
Petition
. ratepayers, by 1
Plan
. required for application 2
Playground
. interference with r. . . 5
Pleasure ground
. interference with 5
Ratepayers
. hearing of, by Board 4
. petition by 1
Registered mail
. notice sent by 3
Roads




petition for removal of 1
quantity to be taken 6(d)
removal of






BEACHES AND RIVER Sec.
BEDS—Con.
Sand and gravel—Con.
time to be taken 6(rf)
. protection of 5(^)
Time
. notice, for 3
. order, re 9
. removal of sand, for 6(d)
Tolls and charges
. application of 10(2)
. collection of 10(2)
. fixed by order 6(e)
Wharf




See Game and Fisheries Act;
Wolf and Bear Bounty Act
BEAVER
See Game and Fisheries Act
BEDS OF NAVIGABLE
WATERS
Beds of Navigable Waters
Act, Vol. 1, p. 347.
See also Beach Protection Act;
Beaches and River Beds Act
Application of Act
. navigable water to 1(a)
. . exception to 4
Bed
. defined 1(a)
. grant of, not presumed 2(1)
Boundary of land






. high water mark 1(b)
English Common Law
. appointing of 2,
3
Grant
. claim for, in special cases 5
effect of 2(1)
Grantee
. rights of 3
High water mark
. boundary of navigable water,
as 2(2)
defined Ub)
. fixed by Minister 2(3)
BEDS OF NAVIGABLE Sec.
WATERS—Con.
Land bordering on navigable water
. grant of 2(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. powers of 3
. special cases dealt with by 5
Lot 8 in 6th Concession of Town-
ship of Merritt
. excepted under Act 4
Minister of Lands and Forests
. high water mark fixed by . . . .2(3)
Special cases
. dealt with by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 5
Surveyor-General
. recommendation re high water
mark 2(3)
Water power
. effect of development of 3
BEER
See Liquor Control Act; Liquor
Licence Act; Public Health
Act
BEES
Bees Act, Vol. 1, p. 349.
See also Agricultural Associa-
tions Act; Execution Act
Act
. informing offender of 17
Apiaries
. inspection of 10(1)
. wilful destruction of, penalty
for 21
Apiary appliances
. importation of 13(2)
. sale of, where bees infected. .13(1)
Application for certificate of
registration
. address of 8(3)
. bee-keeper, by 8(1)
. failure to make, penalty for . .8(5)
. fee for 8(2)
. form of 8(2)
. regulation re 20(o)
. time for 8(1,4)
Appropriation by Legislature
. inspectors' salaries paid out
of 7(3)
Bee-keeper
. Act read to, before proceedings
against 17
. application for certificate by ...8






. arrest of 16
. expense re treatment of
disease 10(3)
. import of bees by 9(6)
. loss of ownership of bees by ... .5
. obstruction of inspector by ...IS
. penalties for violating
Act 9(4), 10(5)
. reclaim of bees by 3(1)
. regulations re registration of 20(c)
. regulations re returns by ...20(d)





. regulations re 20(/)
Certificate of appointment
. produced by inspector 7(2)
Certificate of Provincial Apiarist
. sale or importation of bees,
for 13(1,2)
Certificate of registration—See also
Application for certificate
of registration
. application for 8(1)
. regulations re fees for 20(&)
Combless package bees
. food for 9(3)
Cultivated fields
proximity of hives to ... 22(1, 2)
Department of Agriculture




. planting of, penalty for 21
Diseased bees
. concealment of, penalty for .... 14
. destruction of 10(2)
. inspection to detect 10(1)
. sale of, prohibited 13(1)
. treatment of, expense for .10(3)
Dwellings




. rights of ^
Foul brood
. destruction of 10(2)
. Minister notified of 18
. quarantine of bees 12
BEES—Con. Sec
Fruit trees
. spraying of 6(1)
Highways
. proximity of hives to 22(1,2)
Hives
destruction of, where disease 10(2)
ownership of bees in 2
ownership of bees leaving ....3,4
position of 22(1)
. penalty for violation 22(3)
transfer of bees to movable ...11
Honey
. prohibited as food 9(3)
Honey containers
. unclean, penalty for 23
Importation of bees
. infected, certificate needed . . .13(1)
. . failure to obtain, penalty
for 13(3)
. Provincial Apiarist notified
re 9(6)
Inspector of apiaries
. Act, read to offender by 17
. appointment of 7(1)
. . certificate produced by ...7(2)
. duties of 10(1)
. obstruction of, penalty for 15
. order to transfer bees by 11
. quarantined bees inspected by.. 12
. report to Minister by 19
. salary of 7(3)
Justice of peace
. special constables sworn in by. 16
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
inspectors of apiaries
. appointed by 7(1)
. salaries set by 7(2)
quarantine of bees by 13
regulations approved by 20
Minister
application for certificate to . .8(1)
application for permit to . . .9(1)
form of permit prescribed by 9(2)
notified of disease 18
powers re quarantine 12
regulations made by 20
report by inspector to 19
Movable hives





. having left hives 3
. kept in hives 2




certificate of registration not
obtained 8(5)
hives improperly located 22(3)
obstruction of inspector, for ...15
planting diseased matter, for ...21
. sale of bees, re 9(4)
. shipping, etc., unclean honey
containers 23
. spraying poison, for 6(2)
. wilful destruction of apiaries,
for 21
Permit
. application for 9(1)
. form, terms of 9(2)
. penalty for failure to obtain . .9(4)
Poison
. prohibition re use 6(1)
penalty for violation 6(2)
Proprietor of land
. compensation for property
damage 3(1)
. rights in unpursued bees 5
Provincial Apiarist
. application addressed to 8(3)
. certificate to sell bees 13(1)
. notified re importing of bees. 9 (6)




. inspector, by 12
Registration of bee-keepers—
See also Application for
certificate of registration:
Certificate of registration
. regulations re 20(c)
. . fees 20(&)
Regulations










application for permit for ...9(1)
. penalty for default 9(4)
infected, certificate required 13(1)
penalty for default 13(3), 14






. employment of 16
Swarms
. claim by owner 3
. unpursued, claim of 4,5
Time
. application for certificate, for. .8(1)
. application for permit, for . . .9(1)
. spraying trees for 6(1)
Used honey combs
. regulations re 20(e)
BENCHERS
See Barristers Act; Law Society
Act; Solicitors Act
BENEFIT SOCIETIES
See Companies Act; Insurance
Act
BENZINE AND BENZOL
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Fire Marshals
Act; Gasoline Handling Act;
Municipal Act
BEQUEST
See Devolution of Estates Act;
Division Courts Act; Surro-
grate Courts Act; Wills Act
BETTING
See Corporations Tax Act; Dis-
orderly Houses Act; Gaming
Act
BEVERAGES
See Liquor Control Act; Mtmi-
cipal Act
BICYCLE
See Athletics Control Act; High-
way Traffic Act; Municipal
Act
BILLIARD TABLES
See Minors' Protection Act;
Municipal Act
BILLS OF LADING
See Evidence Act; Gasoline
Handling Act; Liquor Control
Act; Mercantile Law Amend-
ment Act; Public Commercial
Vehicles Act; Sale of Goods
Act
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BILLS OF SALE Sec
Bills of Sale and Chattel Mort-
gages Act, Vol. 1, p. 355.
Sec also Assignments and Prefer-
ences Act; (.iij-operative Mar-





Actual and continued change of
possession
. defined 1(a)
. mortgage where no 8









. made before statement corrected,
effect of 24(5)
. mortgage to secure, affidavit
re 5(a)
Affidavit
. agent, of 15(1)
. bargainee, of 8
. corporations, re 15(2-4)
. correction of statement, for .24(4)
. Crown, not required for 11
. discharge of mortgage, for ... 32
. effect of non-registration of 7
. making of 15(1)
. mortgage to secure advances,
for 5(a)
. mortgage to secure bonds,
for 28(1)
. mortgagee, bargainee, death of 17
. mortgagee, of 4(fc),5(fc)
registration after statutory
period, for 10
. renewal of mortgage, for 24(1)
. trustee in bankruptcy, by .24(10)
. witness to mortgage, of 4(a)









. renewal, for 24(8)
. sale of mortgage, for 17
BILLS OF SALE- Co« Sfc
Assignee - CoH
certificate of discharge by 33(c)
renewal statement corrected
by 24(4)
Assignment for benefit of creditors
Act inapplicable to 2
excepted under Act 24(9)





Assignments and Preferences Act
. application of 2, 24(9), 35
Assignors
. occupations of, classification
of 35(3)
Assistant manager of corporations






. affidavit after death of 17
affidavit of 8





. inspection of 34(1)
Branches of corporations
. affidavits of officers of 15(4)
By-law re bond issue
. effect of registration of 28(4)
Certificate of discharge
. assignee, by, registration of 33(3)
. discharge of mortgage, for 32
. registration of 33(1)
. fee for 36(c)
Certificate of registration
. fee for 36(5)
receipt of, on request 21(6)
Clerical errors
. mortgage, sale not invalidated
by 9
Clerk of county court
manner of registration by 23
. production of instruments
by 34(3)
. registration of discharges by 33(1)
registration of instruments
by 21(1,5,6)
return sent to Minister by 35
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BILLS OF SALE—Co«. Sec.
Consideration of mortgages
classification of, in return to
Minister 35(4)
Contract to give mortgage
. deemed mortgage under Act ...19
Contract to make sale
deemed sale under Act 20
Copies of instruments
fee for 36(f)
registration fee for 36(a)
Copies of mortgages
. registration of 6
. . goods removed 22
Corporation Securities Registration
Act
. application of 30(3)
Corporations
. affidavits as mortgagee or
bargainee 15(2)
. affidavits of officers of ....15(2-4)
mortgage of rolling stock of ... 29
mortgage to secure bonds by .28
Counties
. newly formed, registration in .25
procedure when goods removed
from 22
time limit for registration in 21(3)
Creditors
defined 1(b)
. effect of registration on 5,
8
. late registration ... .10, 24(5,11)
Crown
. excepted under Act 26




. mortgage to secure 28
. registration of by-law
authorizing 28(4)
secured on rolling stock ....29,30
Definitions
actual and continued change
of possession 1 (a)
. creditors 1(b)
. debentures 1 (f
)
. mortgage 1 (d)
. rolling stock l(^)
Description of goods
. sufficiency of 13
Discharge of mortgages
form 32, Form 1
. mortgage renewed, where ...33(2)
. number of, in return to
Minister 35(1)(6)
. registration of 32
. . fee for 36(f)
BILLS OF SALE—Cow. Sec.
Endorsement
discharge of mortgage, for .33(1)
instruments, on 21(5)
mortgage to secure against,
affidavit of mortgagee 5(b)
proof of registration, as 31
Errors
renewal statement, in 24(4)
Executor
affidavit of
. mortgage, for 17
. renewal, for 24(8)




. schedule of 36
Filing of corporation mortgages
. notice of 30(2)
. Provincial Secretary, with 29, 30(1)
Filing of instnmients
. clerk, by 21(5)
. proof of 31
Forms
. discharge of mortgage .. 32, Form 2
. renewal statement .24(1) Form 1
Goods and chattels
. description of 13
. future delivery of, provisions
re 14
. removed from county,
procedure 22
Haliburton, County of
. registration of instruments
for 21(2)
. time limit for registration
re 21(4)
Head office of corporation
. outside Ontario 28(2)
Inspection
. books, of 34(1,2)
. instruments, of 34(3), 36(^)
Instruments
copy of, fee for ^(D
endorsing and filing of 21(5)
inspection, fee for ... .24(3), 36(e)
lapsed, not in return to
Minister 35(2)
production of, by clerk 34(3)
registration of
. counties, in 21(3)
. fee 36(o)
. Haliburton, re 21 (4)
. method 23
. place of 21(1)
. proof of 31
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.' . registration of copies 6
-.
. registration of renewal ...24(1)
Manager of corporation
. affidavit of 15(2,3)
Minister of Agriculture
. return sent to 35
Mortgage
,; defined 1(d)
. registration—see Registration of
mortgages
Mortgage of vesseig
. excepted under Act 3
Mortgagee
. affidavit of 4(6), 5(&)
. bankrupt, affidavit for 24(10)
.corporation as, affidavit of... 15(2)
. Crown as 11
. death of, affidavit after 17
. discharge certificate signed by. .32
. renewal of mortgage by . . . .24(1)
% subsequent, effect of registration
' on 5,8
. . late 10,24(5.11)
Mortgagors
. occupations, classification of. .35(3)
Next-of-kin
. affidavit of
. . renewal, for 24(8)
. . sale of mortgage, for 17
Officer of corporation
. affidavit of 15(2,3)
Ontario Gazette
. notice of filing published in.. 30(2)
Possession of goods and chattels
. mortgages not accompanied by. .4
.sale not accompanied by 8
. subsequent mortgage, sale not
validated by 27
President of corporation
. affidavit of 15(2,3)
Provincial Secretary
. rolling stock mortgage filed
with 30(1)
. . renewal 29
Registration of mortgages
. amended statement of,
re error 24(4)
. assig^nment of 33'(3, 4)
. computation of time for ...21(7)
. copy of 6
. discharge of 32




eflfect on creditors, etc 5
. expiration of 24(i)
head office not in Ontario . 28(2)
. manner of 23
newly formed counties, in 25
place of 21(1)
• proof of 31
. statutory period, after 10
Registration of sale of goods
effect on creditors, etc 8
. manner of 23
. newly formed counties, in 25
place of 21(1)
. proof of 31




annual registration of 24(7)
company mortgages, of 28(3)
. exceptions to 28(4)
general authority for 18
mortgage of rolling stock, of 29(2)





company mortgage, for 28(3)
form 24(1) Form 1
registration of 24(1)
. manner of 24(6)
. time 24(3)
remedy of error in 24(4)
Return




. filing of 29(1,2)
. notice of 30(2)
subject to lease 30
Search
. fee for 34, 36((/)
Secretary of corporation
. affidavit of 15(2,3)
Security





. registration after 10
. registration of renewal
after 24(11)
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BILLS OF SALE—CoH. Sec.
Subsequent mortgagees and
purchasers
effect of registration on 5,8
. late 10,24(5,11)
Subsequent possession
. mortgage, sale not validated by 27
Sums secured by mortgage
. return to Minister, in ... . . .35(3)
Time
computation of
. goods removed 24(2)
. registration, for 21(7)
endorsed on instruments ...21(5)
mortgage or sale effective 12
registration of instruments, for
. counties, in 21(3)
. Haliburton re 21(4)
registration where head office
outside Ontario 28(2)
renewal of mortgage, for . . .24(1)




. affidavit of 24(10)
Undischarged mortgages
return to Minister, in ... 35(1) (o)
Vessel




. registration district for
Haliburton 21(2)
Winding-up Act
. application of l(^)
Witnesses
mortgage to, affidavit of 4(a)
. sale of goods to, affidavit of ... .8
BIRDS
See Game and Fisheries Act;
Municipal Act
BIRTHS
See Assessment Act; Custody of
Documents Act; Private Hos-
pitals Act; Public Health Act;
Public Hospitals Act; Seduc-
tion Act; Vital Statistics Act
BLIND PERSONS
See Blind Workmen's Compen-
sation Act; Department of
Education Act; Election Act;
Municipal Act; Old Age Pen-
BLIND PERSONS—Con. Sec.
sions Act; Public Schools Act;
School Attendance Act;
Schools for the Deaf and Blind





tion Act, Vol. 1, p. 369.
See also Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act
Accident fond
. reimbursement of :...... 2
Assessment ..-•..." i. ._
employer, of .^ . ,_^ 4
Awards
. made by Board .3
Blind workman
. defined r..%.J(c>
. access to . . ~.\^k'r-y?. .'7
.
.'} f'iV. I . . .7
awards to ,,.^y.-. ,*-. 3
. placement of ,./..'.'....., 5(1)
Board
assessment of employer fixed by. .4
certificate of, for reimbursement. .2
. certificates required by 8
. defined 1(6)
. payment of cost of compensation
to 2
. prior awards considered by .......3^
. recommendation of 5(2)
Burial expenses
. included in compensation I(<)
Certificates
. Board, of . : .2
. Institute, of 8
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. compensation paid out of 2
Definitions
. blind workman 1(a)
. Board 1(&>
. Department 1(c)
. employer 1 (rf)
. full cost of compensation ....!(*>
. Institute l(/>
Department
. defined 1 (c)
. payment of cost of compensation
by 2
Employer
. assessment of 4^
. defined 1(<0
. loss of rights by 6





Emplo3mient of blind workman
- access to place of 7
. consent for 6
Full cost of compensation
. defined 1 (^)
Head office of Institute
. situation of 1 (/)
Institute
. assignment of powers of 5(2)
. certificates provided by 8
. defined K/)
. head office of 1(/)
. placement of blind by 5(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Cotmcil
. description of powers of
Institute by 5(2)
Medical aid
. included in compensation . . . . 1 (*)
Officers of Institute
access to blind workman by .... 7
Placement of blind workman
. effect where no consent 6
. jurisdiction of Institute 5(1)
Prior awards
. consideration of 3
Reimbursement
accident fund, of 2
. employer, of 2
Kights of employer
waiver for improper placement 6
Schedules
Workmen's Compensation Act, of .2
Toronto
head office of Institute at 11(/)
Workmen's Compensation Act









BOARD OF PAROLE Sec
See Extramural Employment of







See Innkeepers Act; Maternity
'Boarding Houses Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Public Health Act
BOARDS
See Boards of Education Act;
Municipal Act; Ontario Mun-
cipal Board Act; Regulation.s
Act
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
Boards of Education Act,
Vol. 1, p. 371.
See also High Schools Act;
Municipal Act; Public Schools







. high school 29
. public school 29
Art high schools
. designation of 21(l)(c)
Assets and liabilities
vested in municipal boards
adjoining districts, for 5(2)
. . one district, for 2(3)
two or more districts,
for 3(2) (a)
. vested in school boards .16(4,5)
. vested in union boards 17(2)
Board
—
See also Members of board;
Mimicipal Boards; Union
boards
. powers re school courses . . 26(1)
. property appropriated by 29
. quorum 22
By-laws
. election by wards, for 9








establishment of board, for
adjoining districts, for 5(1)
. one district, for 2(1, 2)
. two or more districts, for . .3(1)
high school district not in
effect, where 6
Candidates
. number of votes for 7(10)
. persons qualified as 7(8)
term of office of 7(12)
Casting vote
. election of board chairman,
for 21(3)
. election of secretary, treasurer,
for 23
. vacancy, filling of 11(3)
Chairman
. election of 21(2-4)




municipal boards of 7(1) (c)
50,000, under
. municipal boards of .. 7(1)(&)
100,000, of
election in, by wards 9
Classical high schools
. designation of 26(1) (c)
Commercial high schools
. designation of 26(1) (c)
Cost of operating schools
levy for 3(2)(c)
Coimcil
board members appointed by. .7(5)
. municipal board established
by 3(1)
vote re term of office, held by. . 8
Courses
. board's power re Zo(i;
Definitions
. district IW
. high school 1(«)
. high school district K^)
. Minister l'(^)
. municipal board 1
W
. secretary * (^)
. treasurer ^yj.
. union board 1 (^^
union board of education l(j)
Department of Education Act
regulations under 26(2)
Disqualification





. high school board, of 16(6)
. municipal board, of 16




. chairman of municipal
board 21(2,3)
. chairman of union board . 21 (2, 3)
. members eligible for re-
election 7(17)
. members of board,
of 2(1), 3(1). 5(1), 7(2, 3)
. mode of 7(4)
. persons qualified for 7(8)
. secretary, of 21(6)
. subsequent 7(16)
. temporary chairman, of 21(5)
. time of first 7(9)
. treasurer, of 21 (6)
. trustees of union boards, of . 17(3)
. vice-chairman, of 21 (4)
. wards, by 9
Electors
. number of votes for
candidates 7(10)
. vote of
. . dissolution of municipal board,
re 16(2)
. . election by wards, re 9
. . term of office, re 8(1, 2)
English high schools
. designation of 26(1) (c)
Equipment
. regulations re 26(2)
Fees




. designation of 26(1) (f)
High school board
. assets and liabilities vested
in .....16(4,5)
. established on dissolution of
municipal board 16(3, 6)
. property vested in 16(4, 5)
High school district
. by-law where not in effect 6
. defined 1(&)
. effect of dissolution of 16(6)
. established by Lieutenant-
Governor . -^








appointment of board members,
re 7(5)
additional 7(l)(e)
election of trustees, re . .16(3)
establishment of high school
districts 4, 5
high school boards, re 7(1)
members, disqualification of . .25
operation costs, re 3(2)(c)
Industrial high schools
. designation of 26(1) (r)
Liabilities
—
See Assets and Liabilities
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
high school district established
by 4
Meetings
. appointment of separate school
board at 7(18)
- dissolution of municipal board,
for 16(1)
. formation of union boards,
for 17(1)
municipal board, of 13,21(1)
union board, of 20, 21(1)
Members of board
. appointed by separate school 7(18)
term of office of 7(19)
. appointing person not eligible
as 7(20)
. effect of failure to appoint .7(6)
election of . 2(1), 3(1), 5(1), 7(2, 3)
mode of 7(4)
time of first 7(9)
. filling of vacancy of
. . appointed member, re 12
elected member, re 11
. first, term of 7(12)
. number of votes for 7(10)
. one elected 7(13, 14)
qualification of 7(8)
. re-election of 7(17)
. retirement of 7(14, IS)
. return to one-year term 8(3)
. separate school supporter,
restriction re 27
. subsequent elections of 7(16)





approval re establishment of







assets and liabilities vested
in 2(3),3(2)(o),5(2)
attendance of meetings
. fee for 24
mileage allowance 24





effect of failure to appoint
members 7(6)
election
additional members to 7(1) (6)
. chairman 21
. members,
of 2(1). 3(1), 5(1), 7(2,3)
secretary, treasurer, of 21(6)




. one municipality, for 2(1)
. two or more municipalities,
for 3(1)
unorganized territories, in 4
name of 14(2)
place of meetings 21(1)
powers, duties of 14
property vested
in 2(3).3(2)(o),S(2)
time of meeting 13
unorganized territory, for 4
. vice-chairman of 21 (4)
Municipal councils
. municipal board established
by 2(1)
Municipality
part of, not deemed to be 7(4)
Name
. municipal board, of 14(2,3)
. union board, of
1°
Property
. appropriation of 29
division on dissolution of
union board 19(3, 4)
. vested in municipal boards
adjoining districts, for 5(2)
one district, for 2(3)
two or more districts,
for 3(2)(o)
vested in school boards .16(4,5)







. Act, to 28
- disqualification, re 25
election of trustees, re 16(3)
residence qualification, re .7(8)
Public school boards
. assets and liabilities vested
in 16(4,5)
established on dissolution of
municipal board 16(3, 6)
property vested in 16(4,5)
Quorum
. board, of 22
Reg^ulations
Department of Education Act,
under 26(2)
Resolutions
. dissolution of board, for .... 16(1)
. formation of union boards,
for 17(1)
School courses
. board's power re 26(1)
School staff
. qualifications of, reg^ulations
re 26(2)
Schools
. cost of operation of 3(2) (c)
Secretary
defined 1 (^)
. election of 21(6)
. meeting for election of chairman
presided over by 21(7)
Secretary-treasurer
. election of 21(6)
Separate school appointees




. . term of office of 7(19)
. . time of appointment of . . 7(18)
restrictions on appointees ... .27
Technical high schools
. designation of 26(1) (c)
Temporary chairman
. election of 21(5)
Term of office
. election by wards, after ...7(4,5)
. first members, of 7(12)
. one member elected,
where 7(13,14)
. return to one-year term 8(3)
. separate school appointees ..7(19)
. vacancy before expiration of 11




. municipal boards of 7(1) (f)
Treasurer
. defined 1 (*)
. election of 21 (6)
Trustees
. disqualification of 25
. election of 16(3)
. office of, on dissolution of
union board 19(2)
. union boards, of 17(3)
Union boards
. assets and liabilities vested
in 17(2)
. corporation, as 18
. defined ....1(/)
. dissolution of 15, 19
. . division of property after 19(3,4)
. . office of trustees after ....19(2)
. election of chairman 21(2)
. . casting vote for 21(3)
. existence, effect of 2(2)
. formation of 17"
. name of -1^
. place of meetings 21(1)
. powers, duties of 1^
. property of, vested in
municipal board 2(3)
. property vested in 17(2)
. time of meeting 20
. trustees of 17(3)
Vacancy on boards
. appointed member, of
. . filling of 12(1)
failure to appoint, after . . 12(2)
. elected member, of
. . filling of 11(1.2)
. . within one month of
election 11(3>
. filling of 11(1-3), 12(1)
Vice-chairman
. election of 21(4)
Villages





. chairman, by 25
. dissolution of mtmicipal board,
for 16(2)
. election by wards, re 9
. equal, retirement where 7(15)
. number of 7(10)
. persons entitled to 7(7)








. . by-law for 9(3)
. . . repeal of 10




See Beaches and River Beds
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Ferries Act;
Liquor Control Act; Municipal
Act; Vessels
BODIES
See Anatomy Act; Cemeteries
Act; Coroners Act; Embalm-
ers and Funeral Directors Act;
Vital Statistics Act
BOILERS
See Factory, Shop and Office





Act; Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Collection
Agencies Act; Corporation Se-
curities Registration Act; Ex-
ecution Act; Fraudulent Debt-
ors Arrest Act; Guarantee
Companies Securities Act;
Limitations Act; Mercantile
Law Amendment Act; Provin-
cial Loans Act; Security
Transfer Tax Act; Succession
Duty Act; Surrop:ate Courts
Act
BOOK DEBTS





See Audit Act; Business Records
Protection Act; Evidence Act
BOOMS
See Lakes and Rivers Improve-










See Athletics Control Act; Muni-
cipal Act
BRAKES
See Highway Traffic Act; Rail-
ways Act
BRANDING








Vol. 1, p. 385.
See also Factory, Shop and Of-




analyst's certificate of 12
cost of, as penalty 7(1)
Analyst
. certificate of 12
Bake shop
. defined 1(a)
. deleterious material kept in,
penalty for 7(2)
. licensing of 3(1)
. scales kept in 5
Certificate
. analyst, of 12
. medical officer, of 3(1)
Charitable institutions










. analyst's certificate re 12
. destruction of bread
containing 9(2)
. keeping of, penalty for 7(2)
. use of, penalty for 7(1)
Destruction of bread
. inspector, by 9(2)
Evidence—See Prima-facie evidence
Pee
bake shop licence, for 3(3)
Inspector
. appointment of 2
. bread weighed by 5, 9(1)
. defined l(fe)
. duties of 10
interference with, penalty for . . .8
. powers of 9
Licence
bake shop, for 3(1)
. . fee for ^iy>)
. . revocation of 3(2)
Medical officer
. certificate of 3(1)
Municipal coimcil
. inspector appointed by 2
. inspector's report to 10
. licences issued, revoked
by 3(1,2)
Penalties
. amounts of 13
. bread under weight, for 6
. exemptions from 11
. interfering with inspector, for . 8
. keeping deleterious material,
for ; 7(2)
. use of deleterious material,
for 7(1)
Prima-facie evidence
. certificate of analyst as . 12
. keeping of deleterious material
as 7(2)
Prosecutions
inspector's report of 10
Purchaser
bread weighed for 5
Report of inspector
. contents of 10
Scales
baker must keep 5
Seizure of bread
. inspector, by 9(3)
. inspector's report of 10
BREAD SALES—Con. Sec.
Testing of bread
. inspector, by 9(1)
. inspector's report of 10
Weight of bread
. checked by inspector 5,9(1)
. requirements for 4
. scales kept to check 5
. under standard, penalty for 6,9(3)
BREWERS
See Assessment Act; Liquor
Control Act
BRIBERY




See Apprenticeship Act )
BRIDGES
Bridges Act, Vol. 1, p. 389.
See also Assessment Act; Beach
Protection Act; Beaches and
River Beds Act; Federal Dis-
trict Commission Act; High-
way Improvement Act; High-
way Traffic Act; Local Im-
provement Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Municipal Act;
Municipal Drainage Act; Rail-
ways Act; Telegraph Act
Application
. Act, of 1
Approval of bridge building
. Lieutenant-Governor, by 2(1)




. approval for 2
. builders allowed 3(1)
. contrary to Act 3(2)
. regulations re 4
Corporations
. bridge builder, etc., as ..3(l)(o-f)
Crown
. bridge as property of 3(2)
Extra-provincial Corporations Act
. application of 3(1) (d)
Land titles office





. approval of construction by 2
. direction re bridges' built
contrary to Act 3(2)
. regulations made by 4
Maintenance of bridges
. persons allowed 3(1)
. regulations re 4
Minister of Highwas^s
. plans, descriptions deposited
with 2(2)(6)
Newspapers
. publication of notice in . . .3(2)(c)
Notice of application
. publication of 3(2)(c)
Ontario Gazette
. publication of notice in . . . .3(2)(c)
Operation of bridges
. persons allowed 3(1)
. regulations re 4
Petition
. approval, for 2(2) (o)
Plans of construction
. deposition of 2(2) (b)
Rebuilding of bridges
. approval for 2
. builders allowed 3(1)
. contrary to Act 3(2)
. regulations re 4
Regulations
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 4
Registry ofHce
. plans, descriptions deposited
in 2(2)(6)
River or stream
. application of Act to 1
. construction of bridge over . .3(1)
Site of bridge




See River or stream
Surveyor's description
. deposit of 2(2) (b)
BRITISH SUBJECTS
See Assessment Act; Change of
Name Act; Game and Fish-
eries Act; Railways Act; Wills
Act
BROKERS Sec.
See Insurance Act; Real Estate,




See Public Health Act
BUCKWHEAT
See Clean Grain Act
BUILDERS
See Mechanics' Lien Act
BUILDING TRADES
Building Trades Protection
Act, Vol. 1, p. 391.
See also Department of Labour
Act
Alteration of buildings
. requirements re 6
Barricade
. erection of 9(2)
Building
. defined 1(a)
. types exempted from Act II
By-laws
passed by municipalities 10
Cities






. requirements re 6
Drains
. obstruction of 9(3)
Erection of buildings
. requirements re 6
Farm buildings
. exemption of 11
Floor beams
. planking when of metal 7(4)
Flooring




. double floors not used 7(3)











- obstruction of 9(3)
Hoisting
lumber, timber, of 6(4)
Hoists
protection of shafts for 6(5)
. safety of 5
Improvements on buildings
. requirements re 6
Inspector
appointment of 1 (&) 2,
3
. defined 1(&)








. inspectors appointed by 2





. penalty for disobedience of ...4(2)
powers of inspector re 4(1)
Passageways




disobedience of orders, for . . . .4(2)
Planking
. double floors not used, where 7(3)
. metal floor beams used, where 7(4)
. steel frame buildings, for. . . .8(1,2)
Poles
. scafiFolding, for 6(3)
Protection
. pedestrians, of 9
. workmen, of 5,
8
liepair of buildings
. requirements re 6
Seqiiirements for biiilding
. cities, in 9
. general 6
. towns, in 9
BUILDING TRADES Sec—Con.
Scaffolding
. requirements re 6(1-3)
. safety of 5
Shafts
. protection of 6(5)
Sidewalks
. passageway for 9(1)
Skeleton steel-frame buildings
. requirements re 8
Stays
. safety of 5
Steelwork
. permitted in advance of
flooring 8(4)
Timber
. hoisting of 6(4)
. scaffolding, for 6(3)
Towns
. building requirements in 9
Unorg^anized territory
. inspectors appointed for 3
Water courses
. obstruction of 9(3)
Workmen
. protection of 5,
8
BUILDINGS
See Architects Act; Assessment
Act; Auxiliary Classes Act;
Beaches and River Beds Act;
Bridges Act; Building Trades
Protection Act; Egress from
Public Buildings Act; Fire
Marshals Act; Fuel Supply
Act; Homes for the Aged Act;
Housing Development Act;
Industrial Farms Act; Mining
Act; Municipal Act; Liquor
Control Act; Private Sanitaria
Act; Public Libraries Act;
Public Health Act
BULK SALES
Bulk Sales Act, VoL 1, p. 395.
See also Assignments and Pre-
ferences Act
Action
. limitation re 8
Administrator
. sale by, not affected 7
Agreement of purchase





. distribution of 4(2)
Assignees
. sale by, not affected 7
Assignments and Preferences Act
. application of 4(1)
Attachment
. sale not affected by 4(3)
Bond
. assignment of 10
. cancellation of 11
. lo^dged by trustee 1(e)
Contract
. sale not affected by 4(3)
Corporation
. vendor, as 2, 6(2)
Creditor
. defined 1(&)
. preference prohibition 4(3)
. pro rata distribution among . . .4(1)
. sale void against 6(2)
. statement of affairs
ifurnished to 6(2)
. trustee for 4(1,2)
. waiver by .4(1)
Definitions
. assets 1 (a)
. creditor 1(6)
. judge 1(c)




. vendor 1 (/)
Distribution pro rata
. creditors, among 4(1)
Executor
. sale by, not affected 7
Fees
. judge's order, for 9
. trustee, of 4(2)
Form




. deemed, When 3, 5, 6(2)
Garnishee
. sale not affected by 4(3)
Judge
. cancellation of bond by 11
. defined 1 (c)
BULK SALES—Can. Sec.
Judge—Con.
. order of re re-assignment
of bond 10
. trustee appointed by 9
Judicial process
. sale under 7
Liquidators
. sale hy, not affected 7
Order
. appointing trustee 9
. assigning bond 10
Preference or priority
. creditors, prohibition 4(3)
Purchase money
. constituting 'binding agreement . .2
. payable to trustee 4(1)
Purchaser
. statement of aflFairs fumis"hed to 2
. statutory declaration not
obtained by 3
. waiver obtained by 4(1)
. . failure to obtain 5
Receivers
. sale by, not affected 7
Sale in bulk
. defined 6(1)
. fraudulent, when deemed. .3, 5,6(2)
. Imitation of actions re 8
. requirements for 2,
6
. void, when 3, 5, 6(2)
Schedule
. names and addresses
of creditors 2, 6(3)
Security
. trustee's bond as 1(«)
Statement of affairs
. amount of bond shown in ...lie}
. contents of 6(3)
. effect, re preference 4(3)
. failure to obtain, effect of 3
. form of Schedule
. sale in bulk, for 2,6(2)
. verification of 2, 6(2)
Statutory declaration
. statement of affairs
verified by 2, 6(2)
Stock
. defined 1(d)
. purchase of 2
Term of payment




. appointment by judge 9
. defined 1(0
. duties of 4
. fees of 4(2)
. purchase money paid to 4(1)
. security given by 1(«)
Vendor
. defined 1(/)
. failure to appoint trustee by 9
. statement of affairs by ....2,6(2)
. statutory declaration by . . . .2,6(2)
Waiver
. creditors, by 4(1), 6(2)
. . failure to obtain, eflFect of 5
Writing
. requirement of 2,
6
BULLS




See Department of Municipal
Affairs Act
BURIAL
See Anatomy Act; Cemeteries
Act; Coroners Act; Custody
of Documents Act; Embalm-
ers and Funeral Directors Act;
Public Health Act; Public
Hospitals Act; Vital Statistics








Vol. 1, p. 401.
Agfreement
. payment to Wentworth
County, re 4(2)
. secondary education, re 14
Appeal







. elections to 4(3)
Assessment
. by-law for 11(2)
. powers of secretary re 11(1)
Assessment Act
. application of 3(1), 11
Assessment roll
. by-law for return of 11(2)
Assessor
. appointed by commission ....7(3)
. powers, duties of 10
Assistant collectors
. appointed by commission ...7(3)
Audit
. ^commission's books, of 8(5)
Audit report
. auditor, of 8(2)
. publication of 8(4)
Auditor
annual report of 8(2)
. appointed by commission . . . .8(1)
. powers of 8(3)
term of office of 8(1)
Board of commissioners of police
. commission as 3(2)(*)
Board of park management
. commission as 3(2)(/)
Borrowing
. approval of Municipal
Board re 12(2)
. commission's power re 12(1)
By-laws
. assessment, for 11(2)
. common seal affixed to 5(4)
. electoral approval not
required for 6






. appointment of 2
. status of 5(2)
Commission
. agreement of, re secondary
education 14
. annual audit report
published by 8(4)
. annual audit report
submitted to 8(2)
. annual returns furnished by .... 15
. appointment of 2
. assessor appointed by 10






. auditor appointed by 8(1)
. borrowing, power re 12(1)
. diairman—see Chairman of
commission
. common seal of 5(4)
! . de'bentures, power re 12(1)
. debts, power re 12(1)
. em'ployees—see Employees of
commission
. fines paid to 13(2)
- . members comprising 2
. officers—see Officers of commission
. police force appointed by 9
. powers of 3, 12(1)
. property vested in 3(3)
. . powers over 3(4)
. protection of members
from action 5(5)
. quorum of 5(3)
. secretary appointed by 7(1,2)
. time of assessment fixed by . .11(2)
. vice-chairman elected by 5(1)
Common seal
. commission, of 5(4)
Court of revision
. appeal from 11(4)
. appointment of members of . .11(3)
. time for appeals, etc., to 11(2)
Crown
. property of, exempt 3(3)
Debts and debentures
. approval of Municipal
Board, re 12(2)
. commission's power re 12(1)
Department of Municipal Affairs
. agreement filed with 4(2)
. annual re'turns furnished to ... 15
. annual audit report sent to ...8(2)
. inspection of books
authorized by 8(5)
. publication of audit
prescribed by 8(5)
Employees of commission
. appointment of 7(3)
. surety furnished by 7(4)
. term of office of 7(4)
Fines
. paid to commission 13(2)
Hamilton, City of
. audit report published in ... .8(4)
High Schools Act





. appeal to 11(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of disposal of
property 3(4)
. commission appointed by 2
. consent of, re suit against
commission 5(5)
Local board of health
. commission as 3(2) (&)
Local Improvement Act
. application of 3(1)
Mimicipal Act
application of
. administration, re 3(1,2)
. assessment, re 11
. borrowing, etc., re 12(3)
. surety, re 7(4)
Newspapers
. audit report published in ... .8(4)
Officers of commission
. appointment of 7(3)
. surety furnis/hed by 7(4)
. term of office of 7(4)
Ontario Mimicipal Board Act
. application of 12(2)
Personal property
. vested in commission 3(3)
. . powers over 3(4)
Police force
. power, immunity of 9
Power Commission Act
. application of 3(2) (f)
Provincial Auditor
. inspection of books
authorized by 8(5)
Public Health Act
. application of 3(2) (&)
Public Libraries Act
. application of 3(2)(</)
Public library board
. commission as 3(2) (d)
Public Parks Act
. application of i{2){f)
Public school board
. commission as 3(2) (a)
Public Schools Act
. application of 3(2)(a)
Public Utilities Act
. application of 3(2).(f)
Public utility












. vested in commission 3(3)
. powers over 3(4)
Resolutions






. property from, collection of .3(4
Saltfleet, Township of Schedule
Schedule
. Burlington Beach area, of
Seal





assessment commissioner, as ... 10
powers of 7(1
surety furnished by 7(4
term of office of 7(4
Statute Labour Act
. application of 13(1
Tax sale
. commission's powers re 3(4
Taxation
. powers of secretary re 11(1




. electoral approval not
required for 6
Vice-chairman of commission
. election of 5(1












See Highway Traffic Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Public Vehicles Act;
Railways Act
BUSINESS
See Assessment Act; Credit Un-
ions Act; Live Stock and Live
Stock Products Act; Munici-








Act, Vol. 1, p. 409.
Application for order
. Attorney-General, by 2(1)
. effect of notice of 2{2)
. practice, procedure of 3
Attorney-General
. order obtained by 2(1)
Balance sheet
. removal of, prohibition 1
exceptions for \{b,c)
Branch of company
. records sent out by l(o)
Contempt of coiu^
. penalty for 2(2, 3)
Direction
. issued outside Ontaro 1
Dominion Parliament
. laws re records by 1 (rf)
Head office outside Ontario
. records sent to 1 (o)
Inventory
. removal of, prohibition 1
. . exceptions 1(&, f)
Judge
. order by 2(1)
Legislatiure outside Ontario





. laws re records by 1 (rf)
Order
. made by judge 2(1)
. issued outside Ontario 1
Parent company






. contempt of court, for ...2(2,3)
Practice and procedure
. application, for 3
Profit and loss statement
. removal of, prohibition 1
. . exceptions ^(b,c)
Recog^nizance
. failure to furnish, penalty for 2(3)
. order re 2(1)
Removal of records from Ontario
. prohibition re 1
. . exceptions l(&/0
Securities Act
. removal of records of
companies under ^(b,c)
Subpoena
. issued outside Ontario 1
Subsidiary company
. records sent out by l(o)
Undertaking
. failure to furnish, penalty for.. 2(3)
. order re 2(1)
BUTLER'S BURYING
GROUND
See Niagara Parks Act
BUTTER
See Dairy Products Act; Milk
and Cream Act; Oleomargar-
ine Act
BY-LAWS, COMPANIES
See Companies Act; Evidence
Act; Insurance Act; Interpre-




See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Assessment
Act; Beaches and River Beds
Act; Boards of Education Act;
Building Trades Protection
Act; Cemeteries Act; Dog Tax
and Live Stock Protection
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Farm Loans
Act; Female Refuges Act;
Ferries Act; Fire Guardians
Act; Fire Marshals Act; Fires
Extinguishment Act; Halibur-
ton Act; High Schools Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Homes
for the Aged Act; Hotel Fire
BY-LAWS, Sec.
MUNICIPAL—Cow.
Safety Act; Industrial Farms
Act; Interpretation Act; Jails
Act; Liquor Control Act; Lo-
cal Improvement Act; Long
Point Park Act; Lord's Day
(Ontario) Act; Mortgage Tax
Act; Municipal Act; Municipal
Electric Railways Act; Muni-
cipal Franchises Act; Munici-
pal Health Services Act; Niag-
ara Parks Act; Ontario Muni-
cipal Board Act; Penal and
Reform Institutions Inspection
Act; Planning Act; Plant
Diseases Act; Pounds Act;
Power Commission Act; Pub-
lic Health Act; Public Hos-
pitals Act; Public Libraries
Act; Public Parks Act; Public
Schools Act; Public Utilities
Act; Public Vehicles Act;
Registry Act; Regulations
Act; Sanatoria for Consump-
tives Act; Seed Grain Subsidy
Act; Seed Potatoes Act; Sepa-
rate Schools Act; Snow Roads
and Fences Act; Telephone
Act; Theatres and Cinemato-
graphs Act; Tile Drainage
Act; Tourist Establishments
Act; Trees Act; Vital Statistics






See Department of Education
Act; High Schools Act; Pub-





See Department of Labour Act;
Mining Act
CALL TO THE BAR
See Law Society Act
CAMP
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Game and Fish-













See Investment Contracts Act
CANADIAN EXPEDI-
TIONARY FORCES














See Blind Workmen's Compen-
sation Act; Schools for the













medical associations, etc., with 3(3)
Appropriations




. appointment of 2(2) (a)
Clerks
. action against, prohibited 8
. employment of 3(4)
. remuneration for 3(4)
Commission
action against, prohibited 8
. appointment of 2(1)
. defined 1 (a)
. financial statement furnished by .4
. findings recorded in minutes of ..6
. funds of 3(2)
. information kept secret by ...5(2)
. oath of secrecy
administered by 5(3)
. objects of 3(1)
. officers, clerks employed by . . .3(4)
. order of, disobeyed, penalty for . .9
. salaries of 3(5)
. quorum of 2{2) (b)
. reports by 7
. samples submitted to 5(1)
Definitions
. Commission 1 (a)
Minister 1(b)
Dominion Parliament
. appropriations by 3(2)
Fimds of Commission
. audit of 4
. payment of salaries from ..3(4,5)
. sources of 3 (2)
Experts
. action against, prohibited 8
. employment of 3(4)
. remuneration for . . . .* 3(4)
Hospitals
. Commission's agreement with 3(3)
Information
. treatment, re, kept secret 5(2)
Investigation
. method of treatment, of .3(1),
6
King George V Cancer Fund
. funds from 3(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
approval of, re agreements ...3(3)
. Commission appointed by 2
. salaries determined by 3(5)
Medical associations










. acton against, prohibited 8
(k'fincd 1(b)
iL'jKirt of Commission to 7
Oath of secrecy
ailiiiinistcrcd by Commission . 5(3)
Offences
violation of Act, for 9
Officers




violation of Act, for 9
Provincial Auditor
Commission's funds audited by .4
Publication
Commission's report, of 7
Quorum
Commission, of 2(2) (h)
Report of Commission
. publication of 7
Salaries
payment of 3(4, 5)
Secrecy
oath of 5(3)
. Commission, by 5(2)
Treatment
information re, kept secret .5(2)
investigation, etc., by
Commission 3(1)
. submission of samples of ...5(1)
University
Commission's agreement with 3(3)
CANDIDATES
Sec Controverted Elections Act;
l-Ileclion Act; Municipal Act
CAPITAL STOCK
Scr Companies Act; Security
Transfer Tax Act
CAR COMPANIES









See Licpior Control Act; Public
Commercial Vehicles Act;
Public Vehicles Act; Railways




See Dog Tax and Live Stock
Protection Act; Higinvay Im-
provement Act; Injured Ani-
mals Act; Live Stock and Live
Stock Products Act; Live
Stock Branding Act; Munici-
pal Act; Pounds Act; Protec-
tion of Cattle Act; Public







Sec Devolution of Estates Act;
Judicature Act; Land Titles
Act
CAVEAT
Sec Companies Act; Surrogate
Courts Act
CEMETERIES
Cemeteries Act, Vol. 1, p. 415.
Sec also Anatomy Act; Assess-
ment Act; Provincial Land
Tax Act: Public Health Act;
Public Parks Act; Vital
Statistics Act
Act
. enforced by local board 9(l)(b)
Adjoining cemeteries
trustee for 52(1)
vested in companies 52(2)
Agreement
. maintenance, preservation
of lots, re 16(3)
Animals
. forbidden in cemetery 37(3)
Applicant




. approval of cemetery, for 3,4
. owner, by, for payment 16(7)
. removal of bodies, for 35(2)
. sale of plot, re 28(1)
. . notice of 28(2)
Approval for cemetery
. application for 3
. . submitted to Department 4
. failure to obtain, penalty for ....6
. order for 5(1)
. . registration of 5(2)
. revocation of 5(3)
Aqueduct
. pollution of 24(1)
. . penalty for 24(2)
Attorney-General
. order for disinterment by . . .33(2)
Banks
. payment of bequest by 16(10)
Bequests
. maintenance of cemeteries,
for 16(1)
. payment of
. . bank, by 16(10)
. . executor trustee, by 16(4)
. . directed by judge 16(7)
. . order where amount $2(X)
or under 16(8)
. . Public Trustee, to 17
Board
—




Board of park management
. control of cemetery vested in 44
Bodies
. disinterment of 31(1)
. . contagious disease, where ..30(1)
. regulations re burial
disposal, etc 8(l)(o)
. removal for reinterment 35(1)
. transportation of 30(2)
Books of accoimt
. audit, examination of 12
Borrowing
. owner's power re 21
Burials—See also Interment
. owner's duty re conduct of 22(1) (c)
regulations re 8(l)(a)
. sale of lots for lack of 28(1)
By-laws
. cremation, re 54
. Department's approval for ...41(2)
. passed by council 39
CEMETERIES—Con. Sec.
By-laws—Con.
. prohibiting interment 42
. registration of 19(1)
. regulations re 8(l)(y)
. transferring control to
cemetery board 45, 46
. vesting cemetery control
in park board 44
Canal
. pollution of 24(1)
. . penalty for 24(2)
Cemetery
. defined 1 (o)
Cemetery board
. control of cemetery by ...45,46




. death outside Ontario ....56(2)
. medical practitioner's 55
Department, registration of ..19(1)
disinterment, for 31(2)
election of trustees, for 51(6)
. form of 51(6)
. registration of 51(7,8)
free grave, for 29
removal and reinterment, re 35(7)
. registration of 35(8)
Charges
. maintenance, for 18





. application of Act to 59
. compartment in 14
. defined 1(6)
. establishment of 53
Companies
. adjoining cemeteries 52
Contagious disease
. cremation where 55
. disinterment where 30(1)
. transportation where 30(2)
Conveyance
. cemetery, of 40
. lot not regfistered 14
Copings
. regulations re 8(1)(<:)
Coroner
. certificate for cremation 56




by-laws passed by 41
by-laws prohibiting interment . .42
cemetery conveyed by ...40(1) (a)











by-laws, etc., re 54
certificate for 55, 56
communicable disease, where . . 55
fees for 54
regulations re 54
right to refuse 57
time for 55
Crematorium
. application of Act to 59
. defined 1(c)




. crematorium 1 (c)
. department 1 (d)
. local board \{e)
. Minister 1 (/)
. owner 1 (gr)
. regulations l(/i)
Department
. by-laws approved by 41(2)
. defined l(rf)
. establisbment of cemetery
approved by 2
. local board's report to ....9(l)(cJ)
. payment of expenses of 7
. powers in unorganized
territory 11
. powers re enlargement
of cemeteries 19
. report re closing of cemetery ... 34
Disinterment
. Attorney-General's order for 33(2)
. certificate for 31(2)
. contagious disease 30(1)
. contravening Act, penalty for 31(3)
. coroner's order for 33(3)
. court or*der for 33(1)
. regulations re 8(l)(a)
. supervision of 31(1)
CEMETERIES—Con. Sec.
Drains—See Sewers and drains
Election
. trustees, of 51
Enlargement of cemeteries
. application and material for 3
. by-laws re 41(1)(0
. departmental approval for 2
. procedure, re 19(1)
Establishment of cemetery
. application and material for ... .3
. departmental approval for 2
Execution
. cemeteries unaffected by 14
Executor
. owner notified of bequest by 16(6)
. payment of bequest by 16(7)
Exemption of cemeteries
. provision of Act, from 19(3)
Expropriation of cemetery
. council, by 39
Fees
. cremation, for 54
Fences
. destruction of, penalty for 37(1) (a)
. owners duty re 22(l)(o)
. regulations re 8(l)(c)
Firearms
. discharge forbidden 37(l)(rf)
Forms
. certifitate of election 51(6)
. notice of meeting re
election of trustees 51(2)
Funerals
. by-laws re 41(1)(6)
Games
. forbidden in cemetery . . .37(l)(f)
Gases
. prevention of 32
Gifts
. maintenance of cemeteries,
for 16(1)
Grants
. by-laws re 41(1) (a)
Graves
. charge for opening 16(9)
. free 29
Gravestones
. mutilation of, penalty for 37(1 (o)
. regulations re 8(l)(f)
Headstones
. removal and re-erection ...35(6)
Incumbrances




. free graves for 29
Information
. collected by local board ..9(l)(c)
. regulations re 8(1) (6)
Inspection of cemeteries





distance from buildings 25(1)
. penalty for failure re 25(2)
Investigations
. conditions, conduct of
cemeteries re 12
Investment of funds
. owners, by 16(5)
. sale of plot, from 28(3)
Judge
. application to, re sale of plot 28(1)
. certificate of, re reinterment 35(7)
. payment by bequest
directed by 16(7)
Judgment
. cemeteries unaffected by 14
Land for cemeteries
. by-laws re sale, etc 41(l)(rf)
. conveyance to trustees ...48(1,2)
. . limitation on 48(3)
. . submitted to Department 4
. . submitted to local board 3
. regulations re 8(1) (&)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. cemeteries closed by 34
. cemeteries exempted by 9(3)
. power re investigations 12
. regulations made by 8, 58
. reinterment directed by 35(1)
Local board
. application to, re establishment
of cemetery 3
. defined \(je)
. notice to owner by, re
maintenance 27
. payment of expenditures of .... 10
. powers, duties of 9(1)
. . delegation of 9(2)
. statement of opinion of 4
Lots—See also Owners of lots
. agreement re maintenance of 16(3)
. conveyance not registered 14
. granted to cemetery owner ..16(2)
. ownership of 13
. regulations re 8(l)(rf)
. repurchase of 15
CEMETERIES—Con. Sec
Lots—Cott.
. sale of, where unused for
twenty years 28(1, 2)
Maintenance of cemeteries
bequests for 16(1)
. notice of 16(6)
. payment of 16(5)
local boards duty re 9(l)(e)
regulations re funds for ...8(1)(^)
right to charge for 18
Management of cemeteries
. by-laws re 41(l)(e)
. transferred to cemetery board 45, 46
. vested in park board 44
Markers




. certificate for disinterment ..31(2)
. powers in unorganized territory 11
Medical practitioner
. certificate for cremation 55
Meeting for election of trustees
. chairman and secretary for . .51(4)
. date of 51(3)
. publication of notice of 51(2)
Minister
. appropriation of cemetery
approved by 39
. approval order signed by 5(1)
. defined 1(/)
. regulations recommended by 8
. revocation order signed by ..5(3)
Misconduct
. penalties for 37
Monuments
. charge for erecting 16(9)
. mutilation of, penalty for 37(1) (a)
. regulations re 8(1) (c)
. removal and re-erection 35(6)
Mortgage
. cemeteries unaflFected by 14
. owner's powers re 21
Municipal Act
. application of 19(1), 39
Municipal board
. cemetery vested in trustees by 49
. road allowance closed by 50
Mimicipality—See also Council;
Township
. deemed cemetery owner 38




. application for removal .35(2,3)
. election of trustees, for 51(2)
Nuisance





. disposal of 24(1)
. failure re, penalty for 24(2)
Ontario Gazette
notices publis'hed in 35(2, 3)
Order for disinterment
made by court 33(1)
Order for payment of bequests
. made by judge 16(8)
Order for road allowance
. registration of 50
Order of approval
. registration of 5(2)
. revocation of 5(3)
signing of 5(1)
Order vesting property in trustees
. registration of 46
Owner of cemetery—See also
owners of lots
. agreement re maintenance,
etc., by 16(3)
application for payment by . . . 16(7)
bank release given by 16(10)
charges by 16(9)
cremation refused by 57






. failure re, penalty for ...24(2)
duties
. default re 27
. general 22(1)
. place of interment re 25
removal of bodies, re 35(4)
funds invested by 16(5)
investigation of conduct of ... 12
lots granted to 16(2)
lots repurchased by 15
maintenance charges by 18
ma'ntenance gifts, bequests to 16(1)
notified of bequest 16(6)
payment of bequest to
Public Trustee by 17
penalty for default of duty . .22(3)
power re cremation 54
power to borrow 21
CEMETERIES—Com. Sec.
Owner of cemetery—Con.
. power to sell to municipality .43
. registration of 26(1)
. . failure re penalty for 26(2)
. regulations made by 20
. regulations re 8(1) (p)




.election meeting called by 51(2)
. trustees elected by 51
Penalties
. burial too close to buildings 25(2)
. default of duty by owner for 22(3)
. disinterment contravening
Act 31(3)
. disposal of offensive
matter, re 24(2)
. failure to obtain approval, for ...6
. general provision re 60
. misconduct in cemeteries for . 37
. paid to municipal treasurer 61(1)
. paid to Treasurer of Ontario 61(2)
. pollution of water, for 24(2)
. violation of regulations, for 8(2)
Personal representative
. bequests paid over by 16(4)
Plans of cemetery
. regulations re 8(1)(6,/)
. sent to Department 4
. submitted to local board 3
Plants
. by-laws re 41(1) (d)
. destruction, penalty for .37(1) (6)





. by-laws by 41
. interment in, prohibition of ... .42
Pollution of water
. liability for 24
Ponds
. pollution of 24(1)
. . penalty for 24(2)
Public Health Act
. application of 55
Public Inquiries Act
. application of 12
Public Parks Act
. application of 44
Public Trustee




. meeting re election of trustees .51
. order closing cemetery ...35(2,3)
Registrar-General
owner registered with 26(1)
Regfistrar of Surrogate Court
owner notified of bequest by 16(6)
Registration
. cemetery plans,
regulations re 8(1) (/)
. certificate of Department .19(1)
. certificate of election
of trustees 51(6)
. certificate re removal
of bodies 35(8)
. conveyance of lot, unnecessary 14
. municipal by-law 19(1)
. order of approval 5(2)
. order re road allowance 50
. order vesting property
in trustees 49
. owner, of 26(1)




. cremation, re 54
defined 1(A)
made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 8, 58
. made by owner 20





. directed by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 35(1)
. duties of owner re 35(4)
. judge's certificate re 35(7)
. person other than owner by . . .36
. publication of notice of
application re 35(3)
. publication of notice of
order re 35(2)
. time of 35(4)
Repair
owner's duty re 22(1)(6)
Report
local board, by 9(l)(rf)
Reservoir
. pollution of 24(1)
penalty for 24(2)
Resolutions
. board's expenditures, re 10
CEMETERIES—Cow Sec.
Rivers
. pollution of 24(1)
. . penalty for 24(2)
Road allowance
. closing of 50
Sanitary inspector
. power in unorganized territory 11
Sewers and drains
. cemetery closed for lack of ... 34
. making of 23
Shrubs
. destruction of, penalty for 37(1) (6)
. regulations re 8(1) (c)
Strangers
. free graves for 29
Streams
pollution of 24(1)
. . penalty for 24(2)
Siunmary Convictions Act
. application of 60
Tombs
. mutilation of, penalty for 37(1) (a)
. regulations re 8(1) (c)
Tombstones
. charge for erecting 16(9)
Townships
. cemetery board for 46(1)
. cemetery establis'hed by 48(1)
. cemetery, trustees for 48
Transportation
. bodies, of 30(2)
Treasurer of municipality
. board's expenditures paid by ..10
. penalties paid to 61(2)
Treasurer of Ontario
. penalties paid to 61(2)
Trees
. destruction of, penalty for 37(1) (&)
. regulations re 8(l)(c)
Trustees
. adjoining cemeteries, for ...52(1)
. bequests paid over by 16(4)
. by-laws passed by 41
. by-laws prohibiting interment . .42
. cemetery conveyed to ...40(l)(a)
. cemetery taken over by 49
. deemed owners 51(9)
. election of, where no other
provision made 51
. land conveyed to 48(1)
. money, securities
assigned to 40(1) (6)




. powers of 48(2)
. road allowance vested in 50
. vacancy by, filled 51(10)
Unorganized territories
. application of Act to 11
Vaults
. by-laws re 41(l)(d)
. charge for erecting 16(9)
. regulations re 8(1) (c)
Villages
. cemetery board for 46(3)
War Memorial Committee
. establishment of 47
Water
. pollution of 24(1)
. penalty for 24(2)
Weed Control Act
. application of 22(2)
CENSUS





See Agricultural Societies Act
CEPI CORPUS











See Public Accountancy Act
CERTIORARI




See 'Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act
CHANCROID Sec.
See Venereal Diseases Preven-
tion Act
CHANGE OF NAME
Change of Name Act,
Vol. 1, p. 437.
See also Adoption Act; Vita!
Statistics Act
Act
. exceptions under 2
Actions, pending
. entered under name
as changed 18(2)
. particulars sent to s'heriflFs,
county clerks 18(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (A)
Address of applicant
. stated in application 12(1) (o)
Adoption Act
. application of l(rf),2(l)
Adult
. applicant must be 3(1)
Affidavit
accompanying application . . . 12(2)
. . copy sent to
Registrar-General 17
. application for annulment, for 21(2)
. publication of additional
notice, re 11 (3)
. publication of notice
of application 14(c)
Ages
. stated in application 12(1) (k)
Annulling order—See also
Application for annulment
. copy sent to Registrar-
General, etc 21(5)
. made by judge 21(4)
Applicant
. additional notice required by 11(3)
. affidavit for application 12(2)
. certificate issued to 19
. defined 1(a)
. particulars of, in application .... 12
. qualifications of 3
Application for annulment
. affidavit for 21(2)
. hearing of 21(3)
. made to judge 21(1)
Application for change of name
. applicant's affidavit for 12(2)
. change of given name, for
. . married man, by 4(2)
. . widow or widower, by 5(2)
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CHANGE OF NAME—Con. Sec.
Application for change of name—Con.
cliange of surname, for
. married man, by 4(1)
. widow or widower, by 5(1)
consent for—see Consent for
application
defined 1(6)




deserted wife, by 8
divorced persons, by 6
married man, by 4
widow, by 5
widower, by 5
judge unable to hear 10(2)
made to judge 10(1)
notice of—see Notice of application
particulars contained in 12
persons qualified to make 3
refusal of 16(1)
time of 13(2)
unmarried mother, by 7
widow, re-married by 7
Appointment
hearing of application, for 10
. filing of 14(d)
Bankruptcy Act
. application of 12(3) (b)
Birth of applicant
. particulars re, stated in
application 12(1) (a)
British subject
. applicant must be 3(1)
. particulars re stated
in application 12(1) (e)
Certificate of bankruptcy
application, for 12(3) (6)
Certificate of executions
. accompanying application 12(3) (o)
. . filing of 14(6)
Certificate of order
issued to applicants 19
surrender of 21(6)
Change
. defined 1 (c)
made prior to June 26, 1939 2(2, 3)
Chattel mortgages
. entered under name
as changed 18(2)
. particulars sent to slieriflFs,
court clerks 18(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (h)
CHANGE OF NAME—Con. Sec.
Child
application on behalf of
. deserted wife, by 8
. divorced person, by 6
. married man, by 4
. widow, by 5
. widower, by 5
defined 1 (d)
proof of custody of 6(2)
Clerk of cotirt
certificate issued by 19
copy of annulling order
sent to 21(5)
documents filed with 14
judgments, liens, etc.
. entered under new name by 18(2)
. sent to 18(1)
order entered by 17
particulars of order sent
to sheriflfs by 18(1)
Consent for application
Children, by 9(1)
deserting husband, by ...8,9(2,3)
dispensed with 9(3)
divorced father, by .. .6(4), 9(2, 3)
husband, by 7, 9(2)
wife, by 9(1)
Convictions
. particulars of, stated
in application 12(1) (g)
Definitions
. applicant l(o)
. application 1 (b)
. change 1 (c)
. child 1(d)
. given name 1 (e)
. name 1(f)
. Registrar-General l(ff)





. consent of 8, 9(2)
. . dispensed with 9(3)
Divorced persons
. application by 6(1)
. . consent for 6(3)
. . exceptions 6(4)
. . requirements for 6(2)
Documents
. filed with application 14
. substitution of new name on . . .20
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CHANGE OF NAME^—Con. Sfx.
Encumbrances
. entered under name as
changed 18(2)
. particulars sent to sheriflf,
tourt clerk 18(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (/t)
Examination
. hearing, at 15(1)
Executions
. certificate re 12(3) (o)
. . filing of 14(&)
Fees
. certificate of order, for 19
. regulations re 23 (b,c)
. substitution of name on
documents, for 20
Forms
. regulations re 23(a)
Fraud
. annulment of order for 21(1)
. penalty for 22
Given name
. application for change of
. . married man, by 4(2)
. . widow or widower, by 5(2)
defined l(^)
Hearing
. appointment for 10
. . filing of 14(d)
. examination on 15(1)








annulment ordered by 21(4)
application for annulment
heard by 21(3)
application granted by 16(2)
application made to 10(1)
application refused by 16(1)
appointment made by 10







. certificate re 12(3) (a)
. . filing of 14(b)
. entered under name
as changed 18(2)
CHANGE OF NAME^—Co«. Sec.
Judgments—Con.
. particulars sent to sheriffs,
court clerks 18(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (A)
Liens
. entered under name
as changed 18(2)
. particulars sent to sheriiT,
court clerks 18(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (A)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. regulations made by 23
Marriage
. dhange of name on 2(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (ft)
. proof of dissolution of 6(2)
Married man
. application by 4
. particulars of, stated in
application 12(1) (b-d)
Married woman
. application by, prohibited 3(2)
. application on behalf of 4
. dhange of name on marriage . 2(1)
. consent of 9
Misrepresentation
. annulment of order for 21(1)




. . encumbrances, etc.,
entered under 18(2)
. persons affected by
application 12(1) (/fe)
. previous change, stated
in application 12(1) (;)
. proposed to be adopted,
stated in application ....12(l)(t)
. reasons for change, stated
in application 12(1) (/)
. . substituted on documents ...20
Notice of application
. additional 11(3)
. publication of 13(1)
. . affidavit of 14(c)
. service of 9(3)
Objections
. hearing, at 15(2)
Occupation
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (/)
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CHANGE OF NAME—Con. Sec.
Offences—See also Penalties







change of name, for
. certificate of 19
. copy sent to Registrar-General 17
. granting of 16(2)






. failure to surrender
annulled certificate 21(6)
. fraud, misrepresentation, for . . .22
Profession
. particulars stated in
application ..12(1)(/)
Publication
. notice of application, of ...13(1)
. . additional 11(3)
. . affidavit of 14(c)
Registrar-General
copy of annulling order
sent to 21(5)
. copy of order sent to 17
. defined 1 (^r)
Regfistrar in Bankruptcy
. certificate by 12(3) (6)
. . filing of 14(6)
Regulations





. . dispensed with 11(1,2)
Sheriff
copy of annulling order
sent to 21(5)
. judgement, lien, etc., entered
under new name by 18(2)
. particulars of judgments,
liens, etc., sent to 18(1)
Sheriff's certificate
. application, for 12(3)
. . filing of 14(&)
CHANGE OF NAME—Co«. Sec.
Surname
. application for change of
. . married man, by 4(1)
. . widow or widower, by ....5(1)
. change of, on marriage 2(1)
. defined 1(A)
Time
. application, for 13(2)
Unmarried mother
. application by 7
Vital Statistics Act
. application of 1(^7), 2(1), 20
Widow
. application by 5
. re-married, application by 7
Widower
. application by 5
Wife
—
See Married woman; Widow
CHARGES
See Assignment of Book Debts
Act; Corporation Securities
Registration Act; Land Titles
Act; Liens; Mortgages Act;
Mortgage Tax Act; Registry
Act; Settled Estates Act;
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See also Charities Accounting
Act; Companies Act
Accounts
. examination of 3(5>
. profit and loss, shown in
annual return 3(4) (&)
Act
. contravention of, penalty for . . . .8
. retroactive effect 2(2)
. time for compliance with 2
Agent





. interest in business subject to 1(3)
Assets and liabilities










. disposition of interest in—see
Disposition of interest in business
. interest in—see Interest
in business
. profits of
. . determination of 3(1, 3)
. . distribution of 3(2)
Certificate





application re investment 5
Compliance with Act
. time for 2
Contravention of Act
. penalty for 8
Court
. approval of acquisition
of interest by 4
. powers of 7
. profits determined by Z{i)
. time for compliance with
Act set by 2(2)
Director
. acquisition of interest by 4
Disposition of interest in business
approval of court, re 4
investment of proceeds of S




Public Trustee, by 3(2)
Employee
. acquisition of interest by 4
Gifts—See Interest in business
Income for life




Disposition of interest in
business
. exceeding fifty per centum 3
. portion disposed of 1(1)
. . exception to 1 (2)
. rights of acquisition of 4
. subject to life interest 1(3)
. vested after commencement
of Act 2(2)





. Treasurer of Ontario, by 6
Investigator
. appointment of 6(1)
. powers of 6(2)
Investment
. proceeds of disposition, of 5
Liabilities
. annual return, sliown in .3(4) (a)
Life interest, etc.





. acquisition of interest by 4
. annual return verified by ... .3(4)
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for 8
Proceeds




. . Public trustee, by 3(1)
. . Supreme Court, by 3(3)
. distribution of 3(2)
Public Inquiries Act
. application re investigations . . .6(2)
Public Trustee
. annual return delivered to . . . .3(4)
. examination of accounts,
records by 3(5)
. profits determined by 3(1)
. . failure to 3(3)
Records
. examination of 3(5)
Return
. annual, delivered to
Public Trustee 3(4)
. verified by certificate 3(4)
Salaries
. annual return, shown in . 3(4)(rf)
Supreme Court—5"^^ Court
Time
. compliance with Act, for 2
Treasurer of Ontario
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See also Assessment Act; De-




Act; Municipal Act; Parents'
Maintenance Act
Accounts
. regulations re 4(«)
Aid—See Provincial aid
Application of Act
. certain institutions excluded 2
. institutions aided in 1930 ...3(1)




. revocation 3(3), 10
Buildings
. regulations re 4(c)
By-law—See also Regulations




. regulations re 4(d)




. regulations re 4(a)
Female refuges
. provincial aid to 8(1) (c)
Finances
. regulations re 4(A)
Home for the aged
. Act inapplicable to 2
Homes for the Aged Act
. home for the aged under 2
Hospital
. Act inapplicable to 2
Hospitals and Charitable
Institutions Act
. institutions aided under 3(1)
Indigent female
provincial aid re 8(1) (c)
Indigent person
. provincial aid re 8(1) (o)
Infant in orphanage
. provincial aid re 8(1)(&)
Inmates
. regulations re
. . admission, etc., of 4(/)
. . rates, etc, for 4(y)
Legislature
. appropriations by, as
provincial aid 1(c)




. approval revoked by 3(3)
. distribution of provincial aid
to institutions approved by 8(1)
. new institutions approved by Z{2)
. powers of institution
approved by 6
. provincial aid restored by 11
. provincial aid to self-supporting
institution directed by 9
. regulations approved by 7
. regulations by 4
Management of institutions
. regulations re 4(6)
Minister
. approval suspended by 3(3)
. charitable institution
declared by 1 (o)
. defined 1(6)
. powers re regulations 5
. regulations recommended by 4
. restoration of aid
recommended by 11
New institutions
. application of Act to 3(2)
OScnce—See Penalty
Orphanage
. provincial aid to 8(1) (fr)
Penalty
. provision for 12
Powers of institution
Private hospital
. Act inapplicable to 2
Private Hospitals Act
. private hospital under 2
Provincial aid
. calculation of 8(2)
. defined 1(c)
. distribution of 8(1)
. received in 1930 3(1)
. regulations re 4(j)
. restoration of H
. self-supporting institutions, re . . .9
. withdrawal of 10
Public Hospitals Act
. hospital under 2
Public welfare
. Minister of—see Minister
Refuge
. provincial aid to 8(l)(a)
Regulations
. application by Minister 5
. approval of 7





conflict with other Act 6
contravention of
. withdrawal of aid 10




. scope of 4
Sanatoria for Consumptives Act
. sanatorium under 2
Sanatorium
. Act inapplicable to 2
Staff
. regulations re 4(e)
CHARITABLE TRUSTS
See Mortmain and Charitable
Uses Act
CHARITABLE USES
See Mortmain and Charitable
Uses Act
CHARITIES
See Charitable Gifts Act; Charit-
able Institutions Act; Charities
Accounting Act; Mental In-
competency Act; Public Hos-
pitals Act; Public Trustee Act
CHARITIES ACCOUNTING
Charities Accounting Act,
Vol. 1, p. 455.
See also Charitable Gifts Act;
Public Trustee Act; Wills Act
Accounts
. passing of 4
procedure in passing,
rules re 6(1) (&)
Action
. notice of, re will 6(4)
Application
. Act, of 7,8
. letters probate, for 6(3)
. order re defaulting trustee, for ... 5
Audit
. accounts, of 4
Beneficiary
. notice of gift to 1(1)
. Public Trustee to act for 6(4)
Costs









. notice of 1
Information
. furnishing of 3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 6(1)
Notices
. action re will, to
Public Trustee 6(4)
. form of, rules re 6(l)(a)
. originating—see Originating notice
. property left or given to
charity, re 1
Order
. defaulting trustee, re 5
Originating notice
. application by 5
Penalty
. defaulting trustee 5(k)
Practice
. courts, of, application to Act 6(2)
. regulations re 6(1), (b,d)
Probate
. application for 6(3)
Public Trustee
accounts ordered passed by 4
. application to Supreme Court by 5
copy of will, etc., to
accompany notice to 2
. copy of will transmitted to . 6(3)
. information to 3
. notice of action re will to . . . .6(4)





. Accountant of, order
transferring property to 5(/)
. judge, application re
defaulting trustee to 5
. practice of, applied 6(2)
Surrogate court
. accounts passed by 4
. practice of, applied 6(2)
. registrar's duty re
transmission of will 6(3)
Time







See also Public Trustee
. application of Act to 7
. default of 5
. duty re accounts 4
. information supplied by 3
. notice from, re gifts 1
. replacement of SCg, I)
. statement of property received by 2
wai
. action to set aside, etc.,
notice of 6(4)
. application for probate 6(3)
. copy to accompany notice
of gift 2
. property left to charity
under, notice of 1
CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS
See Public Accountancy Act
CHARTERPARTY
See Frustrated Contracts Act
CHATTEL MORTGAGES
See Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Change of
Name Act; Conditional Sales
Act; Costs of Distress Act;
Execution Act
CHATTELS
See Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Bulk Sales
Act; Conditional Sales Act;
Corporation Securities Regis-
tration Act; Trustee Act;
Warehousemen's Lien Act
CHEESE FACTORIES
See Consolidated Cheese Factor-
ies Act; Dairy Products Act
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS




See Public Health Act
CHILDREN
See Adolescent School Attend-
ance Act; Adoption Act; Ap-
prenticeship Act; Auxiliary
Classes Act; Change of Name
-Act; Children of Unmarried
CHILDREN—Com. Sec.
Parents Act; Children's Main-
tenance Act; Children's Pro-
tection Act; Dependants' Re-
lief Act; Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act;
Devolution of Estates Act;
Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Fatal Accidents
Act; High Schools Act; In-
fants Act; Juvenile and Fam-
ily Courts Act; Legitimation
Act ; Maternity Boarding
Houses Act; Matrimonial
Causes Act; Minors' Protec-
tion Act; Municipal Act; Par-
ents' Maintenance Act; Public
Schools Act; School Attend-
ance Act; Separate Schools
Act; Theatres and Cinemato-
graphs Act; Succession Duty





Children of Unmarried Parents
Act, Vol. 1, p. 455.











. fraud or new evidence, on . . 16(1)




binding estate of father 23(1)
subject to review 23(2)
effect on new evidence 16(1)
enforcement of 17(2), 18
funds payable to Public
Trustee 29(1)
. invested 29(2)
granted at hearing 13
limitation of time for 9
maintenance on—see Maintenance
rescinded or varied on
reopening 16(2)







api)rovaI by judge 24(1)
voidable without 24(2)
binding estate of father 23(1)
subject to review 23(2)






. appointment for hearing 10
. limitation of time for 9
. making of 8
reopening of 16(1)
Arrest—See also Warrant for arrest
default of order .. 17(2), 18(1) (a)
Child
advice re, to mother 6
birth registered 3
. father's liability to 13
mother's liability re maintenance 14










. person having, application
for affiliation order by 8(f)
Definitions
judge 1(a)
. provincial officer 1 (t)
regulations 1 (c)
Deputy Registrar-General
notice by, re illegitimate birth .3
Division court
. enforcement of order in 18(3)
order filed with 18(l)(fe)
Division registrar
notice by, re illegitimate birth . 3
Documents
production of, as evidence . . 26(1)
Enforcement
. officers, clerks, appointments of 2(1)
. affidavits taken by 2(2)
order, of 17(2), 18
Evidence
. child, re 4
. compulsion 26(1)






. hearing, at 13
default of appearance 12
new, effect of 16(1)
Father
. agreement or order binding
estate of 23(1)
. . subject to review 23(2)
voidable without 24(2)
. agreement with mother,
subject to judge's approval 24(1)
. appointment for hearing re 10
. . service of 11(1)
. arrest of, security by 11(2)
. liability of 13
. limitation of time for
order against 9
. proceedings in default of
appearance 12
Fees
. regulations re 7(6)
. witnesses, of 26(2)
Fraud
. effect of 16(1)
Funds
. payable to Public Trustee . 29(1)
. . invested 29(2)
Guardian
. application by 8(c)
Hearing
appointment for 10










. provincial officer, by 4
Judge
agreements approved by 24




discretion re mother's liability 14
hearing in chambers 20
leave for action after
father's death 23(1)
leave to reopen 16(1)
order rescinded or varied on 16(2)
power re costs 27







. proceedings in default of
appearance 12
. proceedings on appearance 13
. security demanded by 17(1)
forfeiture of 17(2)




. appointment of officers,
clerks, etc 2(1)
. judge appointed by 1(a)
. regulations by 7
Maintenance
. agreements with provincial
officer, re 25(1)
. . affiliation order upon
default 25(2)
. amount of 15
. father's liability for 13
. mother's liabihty for 14
Mother
advice re child by 6




death of, not bar to proceedings 22
evidence corroborated 19
liability for maintenance 14
liability of father 13
Next friend
. application by 8(c)
Notice
. hearing, of 11(1)
. leave to proceed after











. costs of 27
. death of mother not bar to 22
. default of appearance 12
. hearing in chambers 20
Proof






. agreement with, binding
estate of father 23(1)
. . subject to review by Judge 23(2)
. agreement with mother
recorded with 24(1)
. agreements with persons
assuming maintenance 25(1)
. . affiliation order in default of 25(2)
. application by
affiliation order, for 8(^)
enforcement of payment 18(2,3)
. application of proceeds
of security 17(2)
. application to, for advice 6
death of mother not bar to
proceedings by 22
. defined 1(b)
. duties, re investigations 4
funds payable to Public
Trustee 29(1)
. notice to
illegimate birth, re 3
. proceedings, of 21
. regulations re assistants to ...7(d)
regulations re payment of ...7(c)
. restrictions on interference by ...5
Public Trustee
. funds payable to 29(1)
. . invested 29(2)
Regulations
. defined 1(c)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 7
Security
. alleged father, by 11(2)
. performance, for 17(1)
. . forfeiture of, on default 17(2)
Service
. notice of hearing, of 11(1)
Summary Convictions Act
. enforcement of order ....18(l)(o)
Time
. imprisonment, of 1'8(2) (c)
. liability for support, of 13
. limitation of, re affiliation 9
. notice of hearing, of 11(1)
Vital Statistics Act
. births registered under 3
Warrant for arrest
. failure of appearance on
summons 18(2)







. evidence by, compelled 26(1)
. fees for 26(2)
CHILDREN'S AID
SOCIETIES




Vol. 1, p. 469.
See also Children's Protection
Act; Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act
Child
. ability to maintain self 1
. liability re maintenance of 1
penalty for failure 2
. remedial treatment 3
Education
. liability for 1
. . penalty for failure 2
Maintenance of children
. liability for 1
. . penalty for failure 2
Parent
ability and means considered ...1
. liability for maintenance 1
penalty for failure 2
. remedial treatment approved by. 3
Penalties




See also Adoption Act; Assess-
ment Act; Children of Un-
married Parents Act; Chil-
dren's Maintenance Act; De-
partment of Public Welfare
Act; Juvenile and Family




Crown, by, re false returns
by societies 31 (2)
Administration of Act
. regulations re 41 (/i)
CHILDREN'S
PROTECTION -Cou
Administration of Justice Expenses
Act
fees re local constables 8
Adoption Act
powers of children's aid society
'c 13(1)
Age
presumption re proof of 25
Agreements
foster homes, re 13(3)
joint shelters, for 4(5)
Applications
additional maintenance, for 10(9)
production of child, for .. .26(1)
Begging







. Superintendent to keep 2(f)
Child
application for production of 26(1)
begging, penalties re 17(l)(a)
brought into Ontario 30(1)
conditions re 30(2)
. records of 31
supervision by societies 32
defined 1(c), 12
delivery, order re 26(3)
illegitimate, religion of 27(4)
juvenile offenders—see Juvenile
offenders
loitering in public place after
9 p.m. prohibited 16(1)
. violation of 16(2)
penalty for parent 16(3)
maintenance—see Maintenance
neglected—see Neglected children
performing for profit, prohibition
re ....17(l)(b,c)
. permission under licence ..17(2)
permanent custody of
powers and duties of children's
aid society re 13(1)
permission to visit 28
religion of 27








. street trades prohibited re
. . boys under 12 15(1)
. . boys under 16, after
10 p.m 15(2)
girls under 16 15(1)








authority to bring children into
Ontario 30(1)




constitutions and by-laws 34(3)
copy of order to 7(12)
defined 1(d)
directors, duties of 34(4)
dissolution of 35
powers of Minister re 34(5)
establishment of 2(d)
fees for temporary shelter . . .4(4)
formation of 33
foster homes provided by ...13(2)
government and officers of 36
grants to 40(1)
amount of 40(2)
. appropriated by legislature 40(3)
incorporation of 34(1)
. regulations re 34(2)
inspection by Superintendent of 28
instruction and supervision of 2(b)
juvenile oflfenders committed
to 23(1)
interference prohibited . . .23(2)
local superintendents appointed
by 37
. powers of 38
members as probation officers . . .6
neglected child committed to ...9
notice of complaint against
child to 22(1)
officer to inquire into ....22(2)
- order on 22(3)
order re child's return,
supervision by 7(8) (a)
order re permanent custody
by 7(8)(c)
power to hold property of ..34(1)
powers and duties of 13(1)






. regulations re duties and
qualifications of 41 (^)
. revocation of approval of 39
. Superintendent to act in lieu of . .3
. supervision of shelters by 4(3)
. temporary custody—see Temporary
custody
. wards of, interference with . 19(1)
. . penalty for 19(2)
Children's committees
. establishment of 5(1)
. powers of 5(2)
Children's courts
. trial of juvenile offenders in 21(3)
. . public excluded 21(5)
Children's home
. temporary shelter as 4(2)
Committal
. juvenile offenders, of 23(1)
interference prohibited .23(2)
. neglected child 9
Complaint
. child against, notice to children's
aid society 22(1)
officer to inquire and report
on 22(2)
. . order on 22(3)
Constables
. child loitering in public place
warned by 16(2)
penalty for parents 16(3)
. employed by Superintendent ... .8
. neglected children apprehended
by 7(1)
Constitution
. children's aid societies, of .34(3)
. . duties of directors under ..34(4)
. . regulations re 34(2)
Court
—
See Judges; Supreme Court
Crown attorney






. Municipalities, by, re temporary
shelters 4(6)
Definitions
. board 1 (a)
. boarding home 1(6)
. child 1(c), 12
. children's aid society 1(d)










neglected child 1 (;)
. parent \(k)
place of safety 1(/)
^ public place 1 (tn)
Superintendent l(w)
Deserted Wives' and Children's
Maintenance Act
. enforcing maintenance order
as under 14(3)
. enforcement of order 11 (3)
Education
foster homes, in 13(2) (o)
Enforcement
order re maintenance and access,
of 14(3)
order to contribute, of 11(3)
Evidence
certified copy to Superintendent
of 7(14)
residence of child, re 10(2)
witnesses, of 7(5)
Expenses
conveyance of neglected child,
for 7(13)
Fees
. local constables, of 8
regulations re 34(2)
temporary shelter, for 4(4)
Forms
regulations re 41 (cf)
Foster homes
. agreements re, filed with
Superintendent 13(3)
. compensation for temporary
custody in 10(1)
. conditions re 13(2)
. defined l(^)
. inspected, etc 2(d), 28
. religions not to be mixed in .27(1)
Grants
children's aid societies, to 40(1)
amount of aid to 40(2)




















. . interference prohibited . . . 23(2)
Information
. oath, under, re neglected
child 18(1)
Investigation
. attendance of witnesses,
compelled at 7(3)
. child represented at hearing 7(6)
. neglected children, re, by
judge 7(2)
. notice to parents of 7(4)
Judge—See also Supreme Court
. application for additional
maintenance to 10(9)
. committal of juvenile offenders
by 23(1)
. defined K/)
. orders by—see Order
notice to parents re investigation
by 7(4)
. powers to sentence or suspend. .20
proceedings upon apprehension
of neglected children 7(2)
. trial of juvenile offenders in
separate court 21(3)
public excluded 221(5)
. warrant for search of neglected
child by 18(1)
. witnesses compelled to attend
investigation by 7(3)
Justice of peace





officer to inquire and report 22(2)
imprisonment separate from
adults 24
placement of, order re 22(3)
presumption as to age 25
separate custody for 21(1)
. municipality to provide 21(2")
temporary custody pending
trial 21(4)







. child performing for profit,
for 17(2)




approval of formation of societies
by 33
authority of, to bring children
into Ontario 30(1)
dissolution of societies by 35
grants for maintenance by.. 10(10)
grants to children's aid societies,
by 40(1)
incorporation of societies by 34(1)




revocation of approval of
societies by 39
Local superintendents
. appointment of Zl
. defined 1(g)
. employment of local constables
by 8
. powers of 6, 38
. regulations re appointment
of 41(/)
Maintenance
. appeal by municipality from
order for 10(7)
application for additional . . . 10(9)
compensation by parent for. 26(2)
conveyance re neglected
child 7(13)
grants in relief of 10(10)







notice of, to municipality ...7(15)
order for contribution by
parents 11(1)
. municipality not relieved ..11(2)
order re deserted or neglected
child 14(2)
. . enforcement 14(3)
Minister
. annual reports by Superintendent
to 2(e)







. recommendation for grants
by 10(10)
Money
agreements re foster homes,
under 13(3)
. books of account, re 2(f)
. delivered to Superintendent on
dissolution of society 35
. municipalities raising by by-laws 29
Mother
. residence of, taken as child's. .10(3)
Municipalities
. agreement for joint shelters. .4(5)
. borrowing money re temporary
shelters 4(6)
. by-laws to raise money 29
. computation of term of residence
in 10(4)
. defined 1 (»)
. grants to 10(10)
. . amount of 10(11)
. . appropriated by
legislature 10(12)
. liability for maintenance ...11(2)
. licences granted re child
performing for profit 17(2)
. . officer to supervise 17(3)
. notice re maintenance to . . .7(15)
. order for maintenance during
temporary custody by 10(1)
. order sent to clerk of 10(6)
. places of safety provided by . .4(1)
. recovery from other
municipalities 10(8)
. residence of child in 10(2)
. residence of mother taken as
child's ...10(3)
. separate custody for juvenile
offenders 21(2)





. apprehension of 7(1)
. . proceedings before judge on 7(2)
. committal of 7(9)
. defined K/)
. expense of conveyance to shelter
or industrial school 7(13)
. notice re maintenance of ....7(15)
. order re permanent custody 7(8) (c)
. order re temporary custody 7(8) (&>
. . maintenance on 10(1)





. places of safety for 4(1)
. . orphanage as temporary 4(2)
. procedure re temporary
custody 7(9)
. search for 18(1)
name not needed 18(3)
. . right of entry by ofTicer 18(2)
Notice
complaint against child . . 22(1)
officer to inquire and
report 22(2)
order on 22(3)
. investigation, of, to parents .7(4)
Oath
. evidence of witnesses under .7(5)
. information on, re neglected
child 18(1)
Occupation
child to be taught 13(2) (ft)
Officers—See also Probation officers
. appointment of 2
. children's aid societies, of ... 36
Order
child returned subject to
inspection 7(8) (a)
. committal of neglected child
on 7(9)
. contribution by parents on .11(1)
. . municipality not relieved 11(2)
. copy sent to clerk of
municipality 10(6)
. delivery of child to parent,
on 26(3)
. enforcement against parents
of 11(3)
. filed with Superintendent and
society 7(12)
. juvenile oflfenders, placement
of 22(3)
. liability disputed by municipality
on 10(7)





. permanent custody of neglected
children 7(8) (f)
. religious education, re 26(4)
. temporary care of child pending
hearing 7(7)
temporary custody of neglected
child 7(8)(fc)
Orphanage





application for production of
child by 26(1)
compensation re maintenance
of child by 26(2)
defined i(k)
delivery of child to 26(3)
interference of with committal,
prohibited 23(2)
notice to, re investigation 7(4)
order for contribution by 11(1)
penalties for neglecting,
deserting, etc 14(1)
penalty re child loitering in
public place 16(3)
temporary return to 7(9)
Penalties
child loitering in public place 16(3)
. false returns of children brought
to Ontario 31(2)
. interfering with wards of
children's aid society 19(2)
neglecting, deserting, etc. . 14(1)
. person causing child to
beg 17(1) (a)







officer to supervise 17(3)
Place of safety
. defined !(/)




child loitering in public place
warned by 16(2)
penalty for parent 16(3)
. local superintendent as 6
neglected children apprehended
by 7(1)
proceedings before judge on 7(2)
Proof
age of juvenile offender, of 25
Public Authorities Protection Act
powers of local superintendents
under 38
Public places
child loitering after 9 p.m.
prohibited 16(1)








. defined 1 (nt)
. penalties re begging, performing
for profit 17(1)
permission under licence ..17(2)




. delivered to Superintendent on
dissolution of society 35
. regulations re 41(c)
. societies to keep 2(c)
Regulations
. incorporation of societies, re . . .34
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 41
Religion
. determination of child's .27(3,4)
. . illegitimate child 27(4)
. institutions not to mix 27(1)




annual, by Superintendent ...2(e)




computation of term of 10(4)
disputed by municipality ....10(7)
mother of, taken as evidence 10(3)
other cases 10(5)
Salaries
. Superintendent, etc., money
appropriated by Legislature ...2
School Attendance Act
powers of local superintendents
under 38
Search
. neglected child, for 18(1)
. . name not needed 18(3)
. . right of entry by officer .18(2)
Shelters





boys under 12 15(1)
boys under 16, after 10
p.m 15(2)
girls under 16 15(1)
Subscriptions








. agreement re foster homes
filed with 13(3)
. appointment and duties 2
. children's committees
established by 5(1)
. copy of evidence to 7(14)
. defined 1(«)
. employment of local constables
by 8
. inspection of societies and
foster homes by 28
. power to act in lieu of societies. .3
. records and money delivered to,
on dissolution of society 35
. records of children brought into
Ontario filed with 31(1)
Supreme Court See also Judge
. application to, for production
of child 26(1)
Temporary custody
. juvenile offenders 21(4)
. order on 7, 8(a, b)
. . maintenance 10(1)
. . procedure re 7(9)
Temporary shelters
. agreements for joint 4(5)
. compensation for temporary
custody 10(1)
. debentures to pay cost of . . . .4(6)
. fees charged for 4(4)
. provision for 4(2)
. supervision of 4(3)
Term
. appeal from order by
municipality, of 10(7)
. computation of 10(4)
. residence of child, of 10(2)
residence of mother, of . ..10(3)
. temporary custody on
order 7(8)(6)
. procedure after lapse of .7(9)
Training Schools Act
. enforcement of, by local
superintendent 6
Treatment
. foster homes, in 13(2) (c>
Trial
. juvenile offenders 21(3)
. . public excluded 21(5)
Warrant
. search, for neglected child ..18(1)
. . name not needed 18(3)
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Anaesthetics
administration of, prohibited. 4(6)
Application of Act
. practising under other Acts 7(a)
Board
. appointment of officers of . . .2(4)
. defined 1(a)
. establishment of 2(1)
. regulations by 3
. term of office 2(2)
. vacancies 2(3)
Certificates
. registration, of 6
Chiropodist
. administration of anaesthetic
prohibited 4(fc)
. administration of drugs
prohibited 4(a)
. admission of, regulations re. 3(a)
. defined \(b)
. discipline and control,
regulations re 3(rf)
. penalties for practising after
suspension 5
. practice of medicine prohibited 4(f)
. qualifications, regulations re . .3(b)
. titles, regulations re 3(e)







administration of, prohibited 4(a)
Education
. regulations re 3(b)
Emergencies




. proof of registration 6(1)
Fees
. regulations re 3(^)
First Aid
. saving clause 7(c)
Investigations
. regulations re 3(m)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of officers of Board
by 2(4)
. approval of regulations by
Board 3
Medical Act
. regulations re titles
contravening 3(/)
Medicine
. practice of, prohibited 4(c)
Members
. Board, of 2(1)
term of office 2(2)
. . vacancies of 2(3)
Midwifery
. practice of, prohibited 4(f)
Nurses
. saving clause 7(6)
Officers
. appointment of 2(4)
Penalties
. practising after suspension, for .5
Prayer
. treatment by, saving clause . 7(d)
Proof
. registration of 6(1)
PubHc Health Act
. compliance with, not aflfected . 8
Register
. absence of name, proof of
non-registration 6(2)
. copy as proof of 6(1)
. regulations re ^(^^
Registration






. first aid 7(c)
. nurses 7(b)
practising under other Acts .7(a)
. treatment by prayer 7(d)
Surgery




. members of Board, of 2(2)
Title
. regulations re 3(0
Unregistered persons
. penalties for practising 5
Vacancies
. members of Board of 2(3)
Vaccination Act
compliance with, not aflfected .8
Vital Statistics Act
. compliance with, not aflFected . . .8
CHIROPRACTORS
See Drugless Practitioners Act
CHOLERA
See Public Health Act
CHOSE IN ACTION
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act
CHRISTMAS DAY
See Interpretation Act; Munici-
pal Act
CHURCHES
See Assessment Act; Egress
from Public Buildings Act;
Execution Act; Local Im-
provement Act; Municipal
Act; Provincial Land Tax
Act; Public Lands Act; Reli-
gious Institutions Act
CINEMATOGRAPHS
See Theatres and Cinemato-
graphs Act
CIRCUSES
See Municipal Act; Travelling
Shows Act
CITIES
See Assessment Act; Building
Trades Protection Act; Elec-
tion Act; Highway Improve-
ment Act; Highway Traffic
Act; Local Improvement Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal Cor-
porations Quieting Orders
Act; Planning Act; Repre-
sentation Act; Suburban Area
Development Act; Surveys
Act; Territorial Division Act;
Voters' Lists Act
CIVIL ENGINEERS Sec.
See Professional Engineers Act
CIVIL RIGHTS
See Property and Civil Rights
Act
CIVIL SERVICE
See Jurors Act; Public Auth-
orities Protection Act; Public
Officers Act; Public Officers'
Fees Act; Public Service Act
CLAIMS
See Division Courts Act; Inves-
tigation of Titles Act; Mech-
anics' Lien Act; Woodmen's
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Act








. regulations re 5
. weed seeds 1 (/>
Definitions
grain l(fl)
. impurities 1 (6)




. seized, directed by Minister . .6(2)
Forfeiture of grain
. contravention of Act, for ...6(2}
Grain
. defined 1 (c)
. forfeiture of 6(2)
. imported, to comply with
Act 3(1,2)
. sampling, etc., regulations re ..S(«)
. seizure of 6(2)
. unclean, sale prohibited 4
. under shipment presumed to be
sold in Ontario 3(3)
Imported grain
. cleaning of 3(1)





imported grain cleaned of 3(1)
regulations re
. cleaning of 5(d)
. designation of 5(b)




. compliance with Act marked
on 3(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. grain designated by 1(a)
. regulations made by 5
. seed designated by 1(a)
Minister
. defined 1(c)
. disposal of grain directed by.. 6(2)
. regulations recommended by ....5
Penalties
. sale contravening Act 6(1)
. seizure of grain as 6(2)
Regulations
. compliance with, marked on
invoice 3(2)
. defined 1(d)
. imported grain to comply
with 3(1)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 5
Sale
. contravention of Act, in, penalty
for 6(1)
. presumption re 3(3)
. sell defined 1(e)
. unclean grain, of,
prohibited 3(1), 4
Sampling of grain
. regulations re 5(e)
Seed
. designated by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 1(a)
Seizure of grain




. regulations re 5(e)
Unclean grain
. sale of, prohibited 4
Weed-seeds
. defined 1(/)
. imported grain cleaned of 3(1)
1 regulations re cleaning 5(d)
. regulations re designation of 5(a)
CLEANERS AND DYERS Sec.
See Municipal Act; Unclaimed
Articles Act
CLERGYMEN
See Religious Institutions Act
CLERK OF THE
ASSEMBLY
See Legislative Assembly Act
CLERK OF THE PEACE
See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Division Courts
Act; Election Act; Estreats
Act; Public Officers Act;
Railways Act; Voters' Lists
Act
CLERKS




See Forest Fires Prevention Act
CLOSED SEASON
See Game and Fisheries Act
CLOTHING
See Unclaimed Articles Act
CLUBS
See Companies Act; Liquor Li-
cence Act; Municipal Act
COAL
See Alberta Coal Sales Act; Fuel
Supply Act; Mining Act;
Municipal Act
COAL OIL
See Factory, Shop and Office





See Assignments and Prefer-
ences Act
COINAGE




Loans Act; Game and Fish-
eries Act; Municipal Act
COLLECTION AGENCIES
Collection Agencies Act,
Vol. 1, p. 499.


















bond, on forfeiture 15(a)
Attorney-General




. banks under, exempted 11(0
Bankruptcy Act (Canada)
forfeiture of bond under. .12(1) (&)




excepted under Act 11(a)
Bond
application for licence, on 4(1) (rf)
approval of 4(2) (a)
. assignment of 15(a)
. cancellation of 12(2)
, forfeiture of—see Forfeiture of
bond




- regulations re 32(/)
- sale of security on forfeiture
of 14
- term of 12(3)
COLLECTION AGENCIES Sec—Con.
Books and records
. investigations re 23
. kept by collection agency 19
. regnilations re ^2{e)
Branch office
. licence issued for 6(1) (&)
. licence required by 3
. licences to be displayed .• 22
Broker
. insurance, exempted 11(6)
. real estate, exempted IIW
Certificate
. financial condition, re 9
. registrar, of 26(3)
Collection agency
. defined 1 (a)
Collectors
. accounting by 17(1)
. . demand for 17(2)
. application for licence by 5
. changes of information filed
with Registrar 7(2)
. defined 1(6)
. forfeiture of bond—see Forfeiture
of bond
. licences issued to 6(1) (c)
. licences required by 3
. notice of directions to 24
. . request for hearing upon . .25(1)
. notice re money collected by . .21
. penalty for violation of Act ... .30
. practices prohibited—see Practices
prohibited
. regulations re—see Regulations
. trust account for money
collected 18
Companies Act
. proceedings under, re forfeiture
of bond 13
. trustees, etc., under, excepted 11(c)
Consent
. Superintendent, of, before
proceedings taken 31
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. fee deposited in 10
Convictions for offences
. forfeiture of bond on ....12(l)(o)
. . proceedings where no claims
filed 16
Counsel






. address unknown 17(3)
collection agency, of, payment
of 15
Crown




. appointment of 13


















. hearing, at 25(3)
Exemptions
. tanks 11(e)
. barrister or solicitor 11(a)
. brokers 11(d)
. loan or trust companies ....11(e)
. insurers 11(b)
. isolated collection 11(f)
. Province of Ontario savings
office ll(^)
. trustees, etc 11(c)
Expiry date







renewal of licence 6(2)
Financial statements
. collection agencies to file 9
Forfeiture of bond
. agency or collector, of
. . bankruptcy proceeedings
on 12(l)(b)
. . convicted of offence ...12(l)(c)
. . judgment against . . 12(l)(o)(iii)
. assignment on 15(o)
. payment to creditors 1S(&, c)





. proceedings upon 13
. sale of collateral security 14
Guarantee Companies Securities Act
. bond approved under 4(2) (a)
Guarantor
. security by, on bond 4(2) (c)
Hearing
evidence at 25(3)
notice of decision 25(5)
powers of Superintendent at. .25(4)
requested 25(1)
. notice of, by registrar ....25(2)
Information
changes in, filed with registrar 7(1)
. regulations re 32(c)
Insurance Act
. exceptions under Act 11(b)
Insurer
. exemption of 11 (b)
Investigations
. books and records 23
Judgment
. forfeiture of bond, on 12(1) (a) (iii)
. . proceedings where no claims
filed 16
Judicature Act
. proceedings under, re forfeiture
of bond 13




. bond prescribed 4(1) (d)
. collector, by 5
. copies of agreements
with 4(1)(6>
. copies of stationery 4(l)(c)
fees on 4(1) (o)







issued by Superintendent ...6(1)
. expiry date 6(1)
regulations re 32(a)
renewal of 6(2), 9
service of notices re 24
. request for hearing 25(1)








. appointment of 13
exemption of 1 1 (c)
Loan and Trust Corporations Act
. loan or trust companies under,
excepted 1 1 (^)
Loan corporations
. exemption of 11 (^)
Method of collection
. regulations re 32(A)
Moneys
agency to account for ....17(1), 19
. . demand for 17(2)
. notice by collectors re 21
. paid to Treasurer of Ontario,
where creditor not located 17(3)
. practices prohibited re—see
Practices prohibited
. trust acccount for 18
Notice
. cancellation of bond, of 12(2)
. change of address 7(l)(a)
. . collector's 7(l)(c),7(2)
. . members 7(1) (fr)
. collection of moneys, of 21
. directions of Superintendent, of 24
. hearing, appointment for . . 25(2)
. motion for appeal 26(2)
. review, application for 25(1)
Order
. notice, of 24
. penalty for non-compliance ... .30
. review of 25
. Supreme Court, of 27
. . further direction on 28
Penalties
. employment of unlicensed
agency, for 29
. violation of Act, for 30
Practice
. appeals, re 26(2)
Practices prohibited
. excess of money collected . .20(a)
. excessive fees charged 20(&)
. forms of agreement not filed 20(d)
. forms of stationery not filed. .20(^)





Real Estate and Business Brokers
Act
. brokers or salesmen under,
excepted ll(rf)
Receivers
. exemption of 11(0
. interim, appointment of 13
Records
—
See also Books and records
. hearings, of 25(3)
Reftmds
. fees, of 6(4)
Registrar
. application for licence to ...4(1), 5
. books and records investigated
by 23
. certificate of 26(3)
. changes of information filed
with 7(1,2)
. changes of stationery filed with. .8
. defined K/)
. disposition of fees 10
. notice of hearing by 25(2)
. notice of motion for appeal
served on 26(2)
. reduction of fees 6(5)
Regulations
. defined }(^)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by ...-• 32
. penalties for violation of 30
Renewals
. regulations re 32(a)
Returns





. rules re practice set by ... .26(2)
Ruling See Order
Salesman
. exemption of 11(d)
Security
. bond, on, by g^iarantor ....4(2)(c)
. . regulations re 4(3)
. personal bond, on 4(2)(&)
. . regulations re 4(3)
. regulations re 32(^)
. sale of 14
term of bond, during 12
Stationery
. application for licence
accompanied by 4(1) (&, c)







accounting demanded by .... 17(2)
administration of Act by 2
cancellation of bond 12(2)
consent of, before proceedings
taken 31
defined 1(g)
discretion re licence 6(3)
financial statement received by .9
liearinR by 25(2)
investigations autliorizcd by .23
licences issued by 6(1)
notices of orders, etc., by 24
request for hearing upon . 25(1)
order by Supreme Court, efTect
on 27, 28
order of appeal from 26(1)
powers re review 25(3, 4)
proceedings to enforce forfeiture
of bond 13






certificate of registrar to . . .26(3)
. counsel appointed to assist . 26(4)





. fees handled by 10
. moneys paid to, where creditor
not located 17(3)
. powers re bond 15
. refunds by 6(4)
. sale of collateral security by . . .14
. securities for bonds deposited
with 4(3)
Trust accounts







proceedings under, re forfeiture
of bond 13




Rights of Labour Act
Act;
COLLECTORS Sec.





See Medical Act; Vaccination
Act
COLLEGES




See Department of Education
Act; High Schools Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Teachers' Super-








See Rights of Labour Act
COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS
See Vocational Education Act
COMMERCIAL
VEHICLES
See Highway Traffic Act; Pub-
lic Conmiercial Vehicles Act
COMMISSION
MERCHANTS
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Sec also Division Courts Act;
Evidence Act; Interpretation
Act; Justices of the Peace
Act; Notaries Act; Territorial
Division Act
Administration of oaths
appointment of commissioners for
. . judges, by 7





. commissioners duty re 11






. improperly sworn, penalty for
use of 13
Aldermen
. commissioners, as 2(4)
Appointment of commissioners
. forfeiture of 14
. judges, by 7
. Lieutenant-Governor, by 5,
6
. period of 6(2)
. style of 6(3)
Authority of commissioners
. extent of 8,9
Clerks
. county court of, as
commissioners 3
. municipal, as commissioners . 2(3)
Commission
. appointment by 6,7
. forfeiture of 14
. indication of expiry of 6(4)
. period of 6(2)
. revocation of 10
Controllers




. signature of H
. oath by 11
Declarations
improperly sworn, penalty for
use of 13
. jurat signed without oath,
penalty for 12
. power of commissioners re 9
Definitions
. county 1




. oath by 11
. signature of 11
Deputy reeve
. commissioners, as 2(4)
Duties of commissioners




. regulations re 15
Government employees
. appointed as commissioners 5
Judges
. commissioners, as 3
. commissioners appointed by 7
Jurat
. signing of H
. . oath not administered, penalty
for 12
Lieutenant-Governor
. commissioners appointed by . . 5, 6
. commissions revoked by 10
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations re fees by 15
Mayors
. commissioners, as 2(4)
Members of Assembly
. commissioners, as 2(1)
Oaths
—
See Administration of oaths
Officers of Department of National
Revenue
. appointed commissioners 5
Officers of Supreme Court
. commissioners, as 4
Penalties
. forfeiture of commission 14
. jurat signed without administer-
ing oath 12
. use of affidavit improperly
sworn - 13
Reeves
. commissioners, as 2(4)
Regulations
. fees, re 15
Revocation of commissions
. Lieutenant-Governor, by 10
Solicitors and Barristers
. commissioners, as 2(2)
Style of commissioners 6(3)
Treasurers





See Commissioners for taking
Affidavits Act; Public Inquir-








See Absentees Act; Agricultural
Committees Act; Conveyanc-
ing and Law of Property Act;
Mental Incompetency Act;
















See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Municipal Act;
Public Health Act; Public
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See also Municipal Act
Athletic field
. grant to municipality for ... 2(1)
. grant to school board for 8
. included in community centre 1(a)
Board of education









school trustees as 5(5)
term of office 6(4)
vacancies on 6(3)
By-laws
acquisition of land in other
municipality 4(2)
centre established by 4(1)
debentures issued under 5(2)
. petition for 5(1)
property vested by 5(5)
transmission to other
municipalities 5(7)
union school section centre,
re 5(6)
Charges









profits applied to pay 5(3)
township debt, as 5(4)
Definitions





. regulations of 8
Disposal of centre
. approval re 9
Establishment
. petition for 5(1)
. provision for 4(1)
. system of 6
union school section, in 5(6)
Grants
. municipalities, to 2
. other bodies, from 7
. school boards, to 8
Hall
. combined with skating arena,
. cost of building, grant re . . . 2(1)
. grant re 2(3)




. agreement betweeen municipalities
re 4(1)
Land
. acquisition in other
municipalities 4(2)
. exemption from taxation . . . .4(3)
. liability for rates 5(10)
Legislature
. money appropriated by, grant
from 2(4)
. . disposal of centre after 9
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 10
Maintenance







. aid granted by 2
. defined 1(6)
. disposal of centre approved by ..9
. grants to school boards by 8
Mimicipal Act
. debentures issued under
. . municipality 4(4)
. . township 5(2)
Municipality
. adjoining
. . land acquired in 4(2)
. . exemption from taxation in 4(3)
. board of management appointed
by 6(1)
. "by-laws sent to other 5(7)
. debentures issued by 4(4)
. establishment of community
centres by 4
. . union school section, in ....5(6)
. grants from others 7
. grants to 2
. payment of share by other .5(9)
. property vested in 3
. rates collected by other 5(8)
Outdoor skating rink
. grant to municipality for ... .2(1)
. grant to school board for 8
. included in community centre r(a)
Petition
. centre in township, re 5
Profits
. application to debentures .... 5(3)
Public Schools Act




. petition by 5(1)
Rates
. collection of 5(8)
. land liable for 5(10)
. share of 5(9)
Regxilations
. defined 1 (c)
. making of 10
Rules
. board may make 6(5)
School
. board, grant to 8
. section, community centre for 5(1)
. trustees, property vested in .5(5)
Share
. other municipality, payment of 5(9)
Skating arena
. combined with hall, g^ant re. .2(3)
. grant re 2(1)
. included as community centre l(o)
Taxation
. exemption of land from 4(3)
Township
. application of Act to school
area 5(11)
. debentures as debt to 5(4)
. petition re establishment to 5
. property vested in school trustees
by 5(5)
Union school section
. establishment in 5(6)
COMMUTATION
See Statute Labour Act
COMPANIES
Companies Act,
Vol. 1, p. 519.
See also Assignments and Pre-
ferences Act; Business Records
Protection Act; Charitable
Gifts Act; Companies Infor-
mation Act; Conveyancing and




Tax Act; Credit Unions Act;
Division Courts Act; Extra-
provincial Corporations Act;
Guarantee Companies Securi-
ties Act; Housing Develop-
416 GENERAL INDEX
COMPANIES— Con. Sec.
nient Act; Insurance Act; In-
terpretation Act; Limited Part-
ncrsliips Act; Loan and Trust
Corporations Act; Mortmain
and Charitable Uses Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal
]*^lectric Railways Act; Ontario
Food Terminal Act; Ontario
Municipal Board Act; Part-
nerships Act; Partnerships
Registration Act; Provincial
Land Tax Act; Public Hos-
pitals Act; Public and Other
Works Wages Act; Public
Utilities Act; Public Utilities
Corporations Act; Railways
Act; Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act; Securities Act;
Security Transfer Tax Act;
Stock Yards Act; Succession
Duty Act; Telegraph Act;
Telephone Act; Trustee Act;




benefits to '.290(2) (c)
Accountants





See also Books and
records
access to, by auditors 117(1)
annual audit of 110
bonks of 107
. inspection of, of public
utility company 169
disposal of, on winding
up 210(3), 211(2)
. liability on 210(4)
falsified, of society, special
audit re 296(1)
. duties of officers re 296(3)
. expense of 296(4)








. application of 139(1, 2), 213






. . insurance companies, to 217(1,2)
. . internal management of
mutual insurance corpora-
tions, re 254
. . public utilities, re 158
reserve fund of mutual insur-
ance corporations, re . .273(6)
winding up of insurance
companies, re 307(1)
compliance with, re fees 120
. contravention of, penalty for 138(1)
. . relief from 138(2)
. directory provisions of 26
. relief from compliance with . . 214
Action
corporation, against
. books as evidence in 106
. winding up, on 178(1)
directors, against, for unpaid
wages 98(2)
liability of shareholders to . . 74(1)
power of liquidators to
bring or defend 181(1) (a)
sale of mining shares, for, on
non-payment of calls ...136(6)
shareholders, against, dissolu-
tion of company, on ...33(1,2)
. members reduced, when . . 30(1)
validity of call, re 136(7)
Adjournment





. correct statement of
capital in 100(1)
. . penalty re 100(2)
meeting, of, re establishment
of mutual fire insurance
corporation 227
Advertising
. power of company re . 23(1)(m)
Affidavit
. form of, re list of
shareholders Form 6, 105(2)
. procurement of list of
shareholders, re 105(2)
. proof of matters under Act by 126
Agent
. corporation, of
. . duration of authority of 128(3)
outside province 128(2)





. . confirmation of 224(2)
. . joint 11(2)
. . life insurance companies,
of 223,224(1)
. . submission to share-
holders 11(3,4)
. memorandum of 4(3)
. memorandum of, re no share
capital company 6(3)
. . form of 6(4)
. . regulations in 7
Agricultural property
. fire insurance on, by mutual
fire insurance corporation ...234
Allotment
. no par value shares, of 5(4)
. shares, of, by-laws re ...92(1) (a)
. . confirmation of 92(2)
. . repeal of 92(3)
Amalgamation
. agreement, confirmation of . .224(2)
. . effect of 224(3)
. corporations, of 11(1,2)
. fraternal societies, of 280(1)
. insurance companies, of 223
. . acceptance of securities
re 298(1)0")
. mutual insurance corporations,
of 272
Amendment
. by-laws, of 92(3)
Ancillary powers
. company, of 23(1)
Annual meeting
. cash-mutual insurance corpora-
tion, of, re conversion to
joint stock company 245(2)
. company, of 46(1)




. repeal of by-laws at 92(3)
. resolution at, re
investigation 109(4)
Annual returns
. default in filing 29(2)
Annual statement
. mutual insurance corporation,
of 256(2)
Appeal
local judge, from, to Supreme
Court 204




. officers, of, before court,
on winding up 200(1)
Applicants
. incorporation, for 4(1)
. insurance, for, rights of 260
Application
. appointment of liquidator,
for 197(1)
. company, shareholders, by,
for meeting re compromise 64(2)
. conversion to joint stock insur-
ance company, re, notice
of 245(3)
. incorporation, for
. . mutual fire insurance
corporation, of 232(1)
. . public utility companies, of . . 159
. inspection of books, for .... 102(3)
. investigation, for 109(1)
. . production of books on .109(6)
. letters patent, for, sufficiency
of documents filed on 17
. life insurance company, by, for
reduction of capital stock 221(2)
. notice of, re increase of
share capital 241(2)
. report of company
furnished on 46(5)
. . penalty for refusal to send 46(6)
. shareholder, by, re appointment
of auditors 114
. supplementary letters patent,
for 16(2)
. Supreme Court, to, re rectifi-
cation of books 104(1)
. tariflf of fees on 119(1)
. . variation of 119(2)
. variation in powers and obliga-
tions of corporation, for . .212(1)
. . notice of 212(2)
. winding-up order, for 193(1)
Appointment
. auditors of 111,112
. . remuneration of 114, 116
Apprentices
. liability of directors for wages
of 98(1)




. company, of. in balance sheet 46(3)
. co-operative corporation,
of, distribution of 152(1)
. disposition of, on winding







. . court, by 211(1)
. . winding up, on . . 15(1), 179(a, ft)
. division of, surrender of
charter on 31(l)(o)
. society, of, return re 297
Assignments and Preferences Act
. application of, reproving claims 190
Association
. unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141(3)
. . exceptions to 141(5)
. . penalty for 141 (4)
Attachment
. corporation, of, on winding
up 178(1)
Attorney-General
. petition of, re liquidation
of insurer 300(2)
Auction
. sale of corporation's property
by on winding up 181(l)(c)
Audit
. accounts, of 110
'
. special, of books of society 296(1)
Auditors
. annual audit by 110





. resolution, by 112
co-operative corporation,
of, report of 155(1) (<:,(i)
notice by, re accounts 301(2)
. failure re 304
remuneration of 114, 116
report of 46(2) (c)
. joint stock insurance
company 301(1)
rights and duties of 117(1, 2)
shareholders, as 113
vacancy in office of 115
Authentication
documents, of, by corporation 122
Balance sheet
. assets and liabilities shown in 4€(3)
. certification of, of insurance
company 301 (1) (/)
. . failure re 304
•. contained in report 46(2) (a)
. insurer, of, delivery of 303
/ -. . failure re 304
COMPANIES—Co«. Sec.
Ballot




deposit of money in,
hy liquidators 183(1)
. purchase price of redeemed
shares paid into 151(4)
Bankrupt
. director not to be 87(1)
Beneficiary
. liability of, as shareholder .76(2)
. rights and remedies of,
by-laws re 292
Benefit
. funeral, by society 290(2)(^)





. power of liquidator
to endorse 181 ( 1 ) (?)





. power of liquidator
to endorse 181(1)(?)





. co-operative corporation, of,
consent to transfer of
shares by 145(1)
election of 84
election of chairman of 91(2)
executive committee of 86(1)
joint stock life insurance
company, of 306(1)




. business by 85(1)
. fixing of 91(1)
right of shareholders to select 80(1)
society, of
appointment of 289(1)
. by-law by, re management
of funds 289(2)
. vacancies in 85(3)
Bonds
. by-law re issue and






. mortgages to secure 82(1)
. . filing of 82(2)
. purchase of, by insurance
corporation 298(l)(&)(i)
. security, as, by officers of
mutual insurance company 271(2)
. subject to redemption, consent
of holders to 81
Bonus
. distribution of assets of
company as 23(1)(/)
. payment of, when
company insolvent 95(1)
Book debts
. mortgage of 82(1)





access to, by auditors 117(1)
corporation, of 101
. audit of 20
disposal of, on winding
up 210(3), 211(2)
. liability on 210(4)
entry of issue of share
warrant in 69
. date of 69(c)





order for inspection of,
on winding up 199(3)
place of keeping of 102(1)
. exception to 102(3)
production of, on
investigation 109(6)
. refusal re, penalty for ...109(8)
rectification of 104(1)
refusal to allow inspection of,
penalty for 105(6)
removal of, penalty for 102(2)
. exception to 102(3)
untrue entries in 103(1)
. liability for 103(2)
Borrowing
. general power of 78(3)
. money, by-laws re 78(l)(a)
British Offices' Select Life
Aimuity Tables, 1893




. payment of 99(3)
Buildings
. power of corporation
to construct 24(1) (o)
By-laws
chairman, of board, re 91(2)
. confirmation of 91(4)
. powers of 91(3)
confirmation of, written 125
co-operative corporation, by
. borrowing, re 143(2)
. compulsory lending, re ..150(4)
. confirmation of 154(1)
. delegates, etc., re 153(1)
. distribution of assets, re 152(2)
. distribution of surplus . . 149(2)
. filing of l55(l)(o)
. payment of patronage return,
re 149(4)
. reserve funds 148(o)
copy as evidence of 121
corporation, of, record of ..101(a)
creation of share capital, re 9
deposit of proxy, re S3
directors by
. co-operative corporation, re 10(1)
. no par shares, re 5(8) If 1,2
directors, re, of mutual
insurance corporation 262(2)
distribution of assets, re ....15(1)








. failure re 304
investment of patronage
return, re 150(1)
. notice of 150(2)
joint stock life insurance
company, of, re directors 306(1)
life insurance company, by, re
reduction of capital stock 221(2)
member loans, re 143(1)
mining company, of
. issue of shares at discount, re 133
. verified copy to Provincial
'Secretary 134(1)
money, borrowing of ....78(l)(c)
municipal corporations, of,
compliance with, by clubs ... .28
municipality, of, authorizing




. mutual benefit society, of 288, 289(1)
. number of directors varied by 91(1)
. payment of dividends, re 95(5)
. preference shares, re 78(2) (a, 6), 80
. public utility company, of, re
control and management . .167(1)
. redeemable preference shares,
re, filing of 80(3)
. remuneration of directors, re, of
mutual insurance corporation 263
. securities, re, issue and
disposal of 78(1) (6, c)
. signing of certificates, re ....54(2)
. society, of 291(1,2)
. . benefits, re 290(2)
. . rights of beneficiaries, re . . .292




mining company shares, on 136(1)
. action re validity of 136(7)
recovery of, other
proceedings for 202
shares, on, by-laws re ..92(l)(a)
. confirmation of . .92(2)
. repeal of 92(3)
unpaid, liability of shareholder 57(4)
unpaid, mortgage of 82(1)
. filing of 82(2)
Cancellation
. letters patent, of 29(2)
. share certificate, of, of
co-operative company ... 151(4)
. share warrant, of -67
Capital
. application re increase
or decrease of 16(1) (a)
. authorized, correct
statement of 100(1)
. . penalty re 100(2)
. by-law increasing, decreasing 80(2)
. company, of 4(2) ((f)
. co-operative corporations, of 143(1)
. decrease of, liability
of directors re 95(1)
. minimum 5(6)
. public utility company,
of, report re 168(&)
. reduction of 95(3)
. . creditors' rights on 16(3)




. guarantee, mutual insurance
corporation with 247(1)
. life insurance companies, of 220(2)
. . reduction of 221(2)
Cash-mutual insurance corporations—See also Mutual insur-
ance corporations
application of Act to 240
dividends of 244
guarantee capital stock of 239
guarantee capital stock,
with 247(1)
. distribution of 253
. division into shares of . . .247(2)
. payment of loss out of 249
. retirement of 251(1,2)
increase of share capital of. .241(1)
joint stock company, as . . . .245(1)
. application re 245(2)
. liabilities of 246
loans and investments by . . .298(3)
. value of 298(3) (c)
report of auditors of 301(1)
Casting vote
. chairman, of 50(3)
Caveat
. shareholder, by 61(2)
Certificate—See also Share
certificate
adoption of agreement, of .... 11(4)
auditors, of 117(2)
evidence of title, as 54(3)
false, penalty for 108
loss of 55
no par shares, of 5(3)
preference shares, of 80(1)
share, co-operative company,
of 142(2)
share, delivery of 54(1)
. fee for 54(5)
shares, of, by-laws re issue
and registration of 92(l)(a)
. confirmation of 92(2)
. repeal of 92(3)
shares, of mining company,
printing on 135
. shareholder, re, as evidence . . . 121
Cestui que trust
. trustee of, as shareholder . . . .73(1)
Chairman
. appointment of, re winding
up 199(1)
. board of directors, of 91(2)






. meeting, of 48
. . adjournment of 49
. powers of, under by-law ....91(3)
Charge
. insurer's property, on, priority
of on winding up 310(6)
. winding up, of, priority of 180
Charitable organizations
. distribution of assets to 152(2) (c)
Charter




. petition for, re mutual
benefit society 286(1)
. . contents of 286(2)
. revival of 27(4)
. revocation, cancellation,
of 29(1. 2), 30(3)
. society, of 285
. surrender of 31(1), 32
. . acceptance of 31(2)
. . liability of shareholders on 33(1)
notice of 31(1)(0
Choses in action
. corporation, of, power of
liquidator to sell 181(l)(c)
Claims
. compromise of 187
. policyholders, of, on winding
up of insurer 310(5)
. proof of 190
. unpaid, auditors' report
re 301(1)<:()
Clerks
corporation, of, priority of
claims of, on winding up 179(b)
Collateral security
. liability of mortgagee holding
shares as T7
Commission
payment of. on subscription
to shares 99(1)
percentage of share money
used for, of insurance
companies 220(7)
shares or capital as 99(2)
Committee See Trustee
Common shares
. distribution of, on winding up 15(1)
Common stock












application of Act to 2l3(a,b,d,f)
board of directors of 84
by-laws of, re preference
shares 78(2)
. confirmation of 79
commission by, on subscription
to shares 99(1)
common law powers of 215
contracts with, interest
of director in 94(1, 2)
. exception to 94(3)
corporate name of 36(1, 2)
. abbreviation of 36(4)
. exception to use of 36(3)
defined 1(a), 140
deposit of proxy with 52(6)
deposit of testamentary
instruments with, re




issue of share warrants by 65
liability of
entry of transfer, on 61(4)




for default of 75
list of shareholders of 105(2)
unauthorized use of 105(3)
loans to shareholders by 97
minimum capital of 5(6)
. exception to 5(7)
no par shares of 5(1)
. certificate of 5(3)
equality of 5(2)
notice of meetings of 45
other business by 23(l)(a)
payment of brokerage by . . . 99(3)
power to dispose of 23(l)(o)
power to promote other . .23(1) (A)
president, vice-president, of . .89(c)
private, name of. on seal
and share certificate 37
. default re 38
relief from compliance
with Act by 214
reorganized, stocks of 298(2)






share capital, petition for
incorporation of 4(2)
shares purchased by, for
benefit of employees 130(1)
special general meeting of 47(1-3)
transfer on books of, on
declaration of dividend 59
unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141(3)
. exceptions to 141(5)
. penalty for 141(4)
wasting assets, with, declaration
of dividends by 95(2)
. approval of 95(6)
. by-law confirming 95(5)
Companies Information Act
. annual summary prescribed
by 40(1)
. returns verified as under 168
Compromise
. confirmation of 64(3)
. debts, claims, of 188
. shareholders and company,
between 64(2)
. power of company
to acquire 23(l)(c)
Conditions
. letters patent, in compliance
with 19
Confirmation
. amalgamation, of, petition for 11(5)
Consent
. by-laws to, by shareholders . . 125
.. directors, of, to transfer
of shares 57(1)
. . liability of 57(2)
. election as director, to 88
Consideration
. no par shares, for 5(4)
Construction
. powers of company re . . 23(1)(;)
Contract
. company, with, voting by
directors re 94(1)
. . exception to 94(3)
Contractor
. power of company as . . . .23(1) (/)
Contributories
. adjustment of rights of . . . . 179(»)
.. application by, for stay of
winding up proceedings ...203
. application by, for winding
up order 193(1)
. notice of 193(2)





. compromise with 188
. death of, liability on 173
. demand for payment from . . \79{h)
. inspection of books by,
on winding up 199(3)
. letters of administration of,
power of liquidator re 181(l)(i;)
. liability of, on winding up of
corporation 172
. list of
. . determined by court 198
. . determined by liquidators 179(p)
. meeting convened by, re vacancy
in office of liquidator 185
. order for delivery of
property by 199(2)







. confirmation of 10(2)
by-laws binding on 154(2)
by-laws of, re delegates, etc. 153(1)
. confirmation of 154(1)
. delivery of 155(6)
. filing of 155(a)
capital of 143(1)
compliance with Act by,
relief from 157(o, 6)
directors of 147
distribution of assets of 152(1,2)
distribution of net
surplus of 149(1,2)
duties of. re filing by-laws
and balance sheet 155(1)
. failure re 155(2)




name, as part of
corporate name 141(1)
powers of, re educational work 156
purchase of shares for
redemption by 151(1) (a)
. prohibition re lSl(2)(o-c)
reserve funds and
dividends of 148(o, h)





. par value of 142(1)







. effect of 44
. notice of 43
company, of 36(1)
. used by another 40(1-3)
co-operative corporation,
of 141(1,2)
. . penalty for unauthorized
use of 141(3)
. investments of insurance
company in 298(4)
. objections re 39
. . change of name on 41
Corporations — See also Cash-
mutual fire insurance corpora-
tions; Co-operative corpora-




Mutual weather insurance cor-
porations
acquisition of trust property
on incorporation of 24(2)
action against, on
winding up 178(1)
. exception re 178(2)
action in name of, on
winding up 201(1)
action on behalf of,
by liquidator 181(1) (o)
affidavit of, re list
of shareholders 105(2)
amalgamation of 11(1)
. confirmation of 11(5)
. joint agreements re 11(2)
. rights of creditors 14
. submission to shareholders
of 11(3)
annual summary by 40(1, 3)
application by, for
winding-up order 193(1)
powers of court on 195
application of
Act to 139(l,2),213(c,0
audit of accounts of 110
authentication of documents by 122
books and records of 101
business of, carried on
by liquidator 181(1) (6)
by-laws by
. bonds, debentures, re ..78(1), 79
. evidence of 121
. supplementary letters
patent, re 16





commencement of existence of 22
common law powers of 215
compromise of claims,
debts, etc., by 188
corporate name of 141(1)
. abbreviation of 141(2)
defined l((i),140
dissolution of 31(2), 32,
207(2), 208(1)
. liability of shareholders on 33(1)




winding up of 179
false statements by,
penalty for 100(2)
first auditors of Ill
forfeiture of charter of 27(1)
. rights of creditors on 27(3)
incidental powers of . . .24(l)(a,6)
incorporated by letters patent 2(1)
incorporation of, without
share capital 6(1)
. petition for 6(2)
inspection of books of 20
insurance by 129
investigation of affairs of . . .109(1)
expense of 109(2)
production of books on . . . 109(6)
land of, restrictions re 25(1)
. extension of time
for holding 25C3)
. forfeiture of 25(2)
liability to contribute
to assets of 172
meetings of
winding up, during 184(1)
. winding up under
order, on 199(1)
municipal, clubs not exempt
from by-laws of 28
notice to, of application
for winding-up order 193(2)
officers of, examined
under oath 109(7)
official seal of 128(1)
agent authorized to affix . .128(2)
petition for amalgamation by 11(5)
power of attorney by 127
powers of, on winding up .... 176
powers or obligations
of, varied 212(1)







. reincorporation of 12
. . extension of powers on .... 13
. . rights of creditors
preserved on 14
. resolution by, re investiga-
tion 109(4)
. service of notices by 123
. . time of 124
. shareholders of, personally
liable when members
reduced 30(1)
. protest by 30(2)
statement of capital of 100(1)
. penalty re 100(2)
statement of lands held by,
to Provincial Secretary . . .25(4)
subsisting, proof of 40(1-3)
surrender of charter by 31(1), 32
. acceptance of 31(2)
. liability of shareholders on 33(1)
. notice of 31(l)(c)
trustee, as. officer of, as
director 84(3)
trustee shareholder, as 73(3)
unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141(3)
. exceptions to 141(5)
. penalty for 141(4)
untrue entries in books of ..103(1)
. liability for 103(2)
winding up of I74(a-c)
. commencement of 175
. notice of 177
. proceedings on 178(1)
winding up of. under order .... 192
. commencement of 194
without share capital, creation
of capital by 9
Costs
. advertising sale of
mining shares, of 136(4)
. rectification of books, re . . . .104(6)
. security for, on investigation 109(3)
. special audit of accounts of
society, of, security for . .296(2)
. winding up, of, priority of .... 180
. winding-up order, of 195
Court
. appointment of liquidator
by, on application 197(1)
. approval by, of reinsurance 310(3)
. direction by, re disposal of
books and accounts 210(3), 211(2)




. examination of officers
before, on winding up . . . .200(1)
. leave of, to action on
winding up 178(1)
. list of contributories
determined by 198
. meetings convened by,
on winding up 199(1)
. order—See Court order
. powers of
. . application for winding-up
order, re 195
. . compelling repayment of
misapplied funds, re ...200(2)
Court order
. authorizing proceedings by
shareholder, on winding up 201(1)
. discharging liquidator 211(1)
. disposition of books and
accounts, re 211(2)
. dissolving corporation 208(1)
. . report of 208(2)
. inspection of books, for ....199(3)
. production of pass-book, re 183(5)
. sale of shares under 60
. stay of winding-up
proceedings, re 203
Court of Appeal
. appeal to, from Supreme Court 205
Creditors
. application by, for opinion of
master on liquidation ..191(1,2)
. application by, for winding-up
order 193
. arrangement with, re powers
of liquidators 182
. company, of
. . liability of holder of
no par shares to 5(5)
. . rights preserved on
reduction of capital 16(3)
, compromise with 187
. consent to surrender
of charter by 31(1)(&) (iii)
. corporation, of, inspection
of books by 105(1)
. inspection of books by,
on winding up 199(3)
. liability of directors to 57(2)
. . relief from 57(3)
. liability of shareholders to,
on dissolution 33(1)
. preferred, of insurer 310(1)
. rights of
. . forfeiture of charter, on 27(3)
. . forfeiture re insurer 300(1)




. contributory, of, liability on .... 173
. employees, of, funeral
benefit on 209(2)(^)
. liquidators, of, meeting
called on 185
. member, of, of co-operative
corporation 144
. transfer of shares on 62(2)
Debenture stock
. public utility company, of,
conditions of disposal of .... 165
Debentures
. by-law re issue and
disposal of 78(1) (b. c)
. mortgages to secure 82(1)
. . filing of 82(2)
. public utility company, of,
conditions of disposal of .... 165
. purchase of, by insurance
corporation 298(1) (6) (ii)
. subject to redemption, consent
of holders to 81
Debtors
. compromise with 188
. other proceedings against .....202
Debts
. claim for wages as 98(2)(6)
. corporation, of, paid by
liquidators 179(t)
. liability of contributory as .... 172
. payment of, assignment of
judgment to director on . . . .98(4)
Declaration
. issue of no par shares without 5(8)
Decrease
. capital, of, by-laws re 80(2)
Deeds
. corporation, of, by power
of attorney 127
. power of liquidator
to execute 181 (1) (<i)
Default
. shareholder, by, sale of
mining shares on 136(4)
. . surplus of proceeds on . . . 136(5)
Defects
. form, in, preliminary to
issue of letters patent 26
Defence
. shareholder, of, set-off 74(2)
Definitions
. arrangement 64(1)
. company 1(a), 140




. insurer 298(12), 307(2)
. money received on account
of shares 220(1)
. parent corporation 284(a)
. private company 1 (c)
. public company 1 (d)
. society 284(6)
. subsidiary corporation 284(c)
. surplus to policy-holders ...221(1)
Delegates
. election of, of co-operative
companies, by-laws re 153(1) (c)
. qualifications of 153(3)
Delivery
. share certificate, of 54(1)
. . fee for 54(5)





. incapacitated, benefits to
employees when 290 (2) (rf)
. pensions to, by society .290(2) (6)
Deposit
. instrument, of, appointing
proxy 52(6)
. testamentary instruments, of,
re transmission of shares 62(1,2)
Deposit account
. separate, of liquidators 183(3)
Deposition
. proof of matters under Act by 126
Directors
. appointment of first
auditors by Ill
. approval by, re joint stock
insurance company 245(2)
. assignment of judgment to,
on payment of wages 98(4)
. authentication of documents by 122
. bearer of share warrant
disqualified as 68
. books of account by 107
. by-laws by 78(1, 2)
. . no par shares, re 5(8) 1[ 1, 2
. . payment of dividends, re . . .95(5)
. . shares, etc.. re 92
. calls in instalments by 63(1)
. change of, return re 118
. consent of, to transfer
of shares 57(1)
. consideration for no par






. convening of special
general meeting by 47(1, 3)
co-operative corporation, of
. qualifications 147
. termination of membership by 144
. voting by 146(3)
corporation of
. amalgamation, on 11(2)
. record of 101(d)
delegation of powers of 86(1)
dissent by, recording of 270(2)
election of 83,89
. co-operative companies,
of, by-laws re 153(1) (fe)
. failure re 90
examination into misapplication
of funds by, on winding up 200(2)
false entries in books by ...103(1)
. liability for 103(2)
hospitals, of 88
information from, required by
auditors 117(1)
instrument of authority, of . .137(2)
insurance company of
. interest in investments . . .298(4)
. liability re investments .298(11)
. loans to 198(6)(<i)
interim vacancies among, of
mutual insurance corporation 269
joint stock insurance company,
of, qualifications of 305
liability of
. loans to shareholders, for 97
. transfer of shares, on . . . .57(2,3)
. when company insolvent . . .95(1)
meetings called by, of mutual
insurance corporation . . . .258(2)
mining companies, of
. absence of 137(1)
. contravention of Act by,
penalty for 138
mortgage of property by 82(1)
. filing of 82(2)
mutual fire insurance
corporation, of
. election of 231(1)
. first meeting of 231(3)
mutual insurance corporation, of
. election of ..256(0,257,268(1-3)
. qualifications of 261
. quorum of 270(1)
. remuneration of 263
notice to owner by, re applica-







. powers of, on winding up . . . 179(e)
. provisional 4(2) (/)
. . first meeting of society
called by 288
. . mutual benefit
society, of 286(2) (e)
. proxy, as 52(7)
. qualifications of 87(1, 2)
. refusal by
. . inspection of books,
penalty for 105(6)
. . registration of transfer
of shares, re 58, 61(1)
. remuneration of,
by-laws re 92(1) (c)
. . confirmation of 92(2)
. . repeal of 92(3)
. . validity of 93
. report to shareholders by . . . 46(2)
. . contents of 46(2)(a-d)
. . exception to 46(4)
. retirement of, of mutual
insurance corporation 264
. society, of. election of 288,289(1)
. stock dividends issued by 96
. time for deposit of proxy
prescribed by 52()6)
. vacancies in, of mutual
insurance corporation 265
. vacancies re board filled by . .85(3)
. vacancy re auditors filled by ..115
. voting by, re contracts
with company 94(1)
Discharge
. receipt of shareholder as 72(2)
Disclosure
. director by, re interest in
contracts with company . . .94(2)
Discontinuance
. insurer, by, forfeiture
of charter on 300(1)
Discount
. issue of mining shares at .... 131
. . by-law authorizing 133
Disposal
. securities, of, by-laws re 78(1) (f)
Dissolution
. co-operative company, of,
distribution of assets on . .152(2)
. corporation, of 31 (2), 32
207(2), 208(1)
. . forfeiture of property on 34
. preference re payment on . . .80(1)
Distress





. assets, of, on ceasing to
carry on business 15(1)
Dividends
. amount and rate of, paid by
public utility company . . . 168(d)
. by-laws re declarations
and payment of 92(l)(t)
. . confirmation of 92(2)
. . repeal of 92(3)
. cash-mutual insurance
corporation, of 244
. co-operative corporation, of 148(6)
. declaration of, when
company insolvent 95(1)
. payment of 95(4)
. . approval of 95 (5)
. . validity of 95(6)
. preference re 80(1)
. priority of shareholders re . . .95(2)
. provision for payment of 65
. reduction of reserve fund
by payment of, prohibited 273(5)
. semi-annual, of holders of
guarantee capital stock 248
. stock, issue of 96
. transfer books closed on
declaration of 59
. unclaimed on dissolution,
disposition of 209
Documents
. authentication of 122
. corporation, of, correct state-
ment of capital in 100(1)
. . penalty re 100(2)
. disposal of. on
winding up 210(3), 211(2)
. . liability on 210(4)
. false statements in,
penalty for 108
. filing of, on payment of fees 119(3)
. official seal on, effect of ...128(5)
. power of liquidator
to execute 181(l)(rf)
. tender of, re fees 120
Easements
. expropriation of, by public
utility company 171(1)
Education
. co-operatives, re 156
Election
. annual, re vacancies in directors
of mutual insurance company 265
. board of directors, of 84
. directors, of 83, 89









. . mutual benefit
society, of 288,289(1)
. . mutual insurance
corporation, of 268(1-3)
executive committee, of 86(1)
false entries in books by 103(1)
. . liability for 103(2)
. loans to, for purchase
of shares 130(2)
. mutual insurance corporation,
of, eligibility of, as
directors 267(1,2)
. parent corporation, of
. . by-laws, re 291(l)(c)
. . pensions 290
. . priority of claims of,
on winding up 179(6)
. purchase of shares for
benefit of 130(1)
Employees' mutual benefit society—See also Society
. incorporation of 283
Endowment funds
. conversion of, into life
insurance funds 311(3)
. resolution re, on winding up
of fraternal society 311(1)
- . filing of 311(2)
Entry
false, in books of corporation 103(1)
. . liability for 103(2)
Evidence
books and accounts of insurer as 314
. by-laws, of 121
. company books as 106
. liability of contributories,
of 179(g)
. under oath 18
Examination
. before court or liquidator . 200(1)
Exchange
. shares, of 54(4)
Execution
company, against, unsatisfied 74(1)
. corporation, against,
on winding up 178(1)
. unsatisfied, claim for
wages re 98(3)
Executive committee






;il.strac:t of 46(2) (t)
. statement of, of co-operative
corporation 155(1), (c,d)
Expenses
. delegates, of, by-laws re 153(1) (t)
. . incorporation, of 23(1)(m)
. payment of, from reserve fund
•of mutual insurance
corporation 273(4)
. promotion, of insurance
coni])anies, percentage of . .220(7)
. winding up, of, priority of ... 180
Experts




term of existence, of, of
jniblic utility company 170
Expropriation




corporations licensed under 141(5)
Fees
. directors, of, taking applications
for mutual insurance
corporation 267(2)
. i)ayment of, re issue of
letters patent 119(3)
. renewal, for, of destroyed
certificate 55
. requirements re payment
of 119(3), 120
. revival of charter, on 27(4)
. share certificate, for 54(5)
. tarifT of 119(1)
Filing
. by-laws, of, re remuneration of









. power of company re
registration in 23(1) (r)
Foreign currency





charter, of, for non-user . 27(1)
insurer, by 300(1)
. revival of 27(4)
notice of 25(3)
property, of, on dissolution . . . .34
real property, of,
of corporation 25(2)
shares, of, by-laws re ....92(l)(a)
. confirmation of 92(2)
. repeal of 92(3)
unpaid shares, of 63(2, 3)
Forms
affidavit, of, re list
of shareholders . . . Form 6, 105(2)
annual statement, of, of mutual
insurance corporation . . . .258(3)
defects in, preliminary to
issue of letters patent 26
instrument appointing proxy,
of 52(4)
letters patent, etc., of,
regulations re 35(b)
memorandum of agreement,
of 4(2, 3), 6(3). Forms 2. 4
share capital company, of 6(3), 7
petition for incorporation with-
out share capital .. .6(2), Form 3
petition, of, for letters
patent 4(2), Form 1
proxy, of 52(4), Form 5
Fraternal societies
amalgamation of 280(1)
. agreements re 280(2)
. confirmation of 281
consent to winding up of . . .308(3)
foreign, incorporation of ..278(1)
. approval of 278(3)
incorporation of 274
. local branch of 279
organization meeting, of 277
proposed name of 276(2) (a)
resolution re endowment
funds on winding up of .311(1)
distribution of 311(2,3)
Freeholders
. meeting of, re mutual fire
insurance corporation ...226,228
. advertisement of 227
. subscription book of, re
establishment of mutual fire
insurance corporation 228
. . entries in 229





. misapplied, power of court to
compel repayment of ... .200(2)
. society, of 289(2)
. . -by-laws re 291 (2) (a, &)
. . contribution to, by
parent corporation 294




. appointment of auditors at ...112
. by-law re remuneration of
directors passed at 93
. by-laws, re 79
. chairman of 48
. election of directors, re 90
. notice of 45
. representation of shares at 71
. resolutions at 50(1, 2)
. winding up of corporation,
re 174(&,c)
Government securities
. purchase of, by insurance
corporations 298(l)(a)
Guarantee capital
. mutual corporation with,
incorporation of 225(1)
. payment of losses out of 249
Guarantee capital stock
. cash mutual insurance
corporation, of 239
. distribution of, by mutual
insurance corporation 253
. dividends of holders of 248
. mutual corporations
without 225(2), 234-237
. mutual insurance corporation,
of, division into shares of 247(2)
. mutual insurance
corporation with 247(1)
. retirement of 251(1,2)





. change of location of 91(1)
. company, of 4(2) (c)
. corporation, of, records
kept at 102(1)
. . exception re 102(3)
. mutual fire insurance
corporation, of 231(1)
Holder
. no par shares, of, liability of 5(5)
Holding companies
. insurance company, of 298(8)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec
Hospitals
. directors of 88
Housing corporations
. insurance company, of 298(8)
Housing Development Act
. loans by insurance corporations
guaranteed under 298(l)(iir)
Housing projects
. investment in, by insurance
company 299
Illness
. employees incapacitated by,
benefits to 290(2) (c)
Improvements
. public utility company,
by. report re 168(/)
Incidental powers
. company, of 23(1)
. corporation, of 24(1) (a, 6)
Income
. abstract of 46(2) (6)
. statement of, of co-operative
corporation 155(1) {c, d)
Incorporation






. regulations of 7
costs of 23(1) («)
false statements re 1(X)(2)
foreign fraternal society,
of 278(1)
fraternal societies, of 274
insurance company, of 218
. notice of intention to apply
for 219(1.2)
letters patent, by 2(1)
mutual benefit societies, of 282(1)
. name of 282(2)
mutual corporation, of . . . .225(1,2)




pension fund and employees'
mutual benefits societies, of . .283
petition for 4(2)
. without share capital 6(2), Form 3
private company, of 2(2)
public utility company, of,
application for 159
Increase




. directors, of, contracts re . . . .94(3)
Infant
. guardian of, as shareholder .73(1)
Insolvency
. company, declaration of
dividends when 95(1)
. co-operative company, of . . . 150(6)
Inspection
. books, of 105(1)
. . application for 102(3)
. . order for, on winding up 199(3)
. . penalty for refusal re ....105(6)
. . public utility company, of . . 169
Inspectors
. application by
. . opinion of master on
liquidation, for 191(1)
. . production of pass-book,
re 183(5)
. appointment of
. . corporation, by 109(4)
. . investigation of corporation,
re 109(1)
. approval of bank by 183(2)
. examination of books
and documents by 109(6)
. oaths taken by 109(7)
. report of 109(5)
. resolution of, re compromise
of debts 187, 188
. shareholders as, re
appointment of liquidators . . 182
Instnmient
. authority, of, to act for
absent mining director .... 137(3)
. . filing of 137(5)
Insurance
. amount of
. . mutual live stock insurance
corporation, re 235(2)
. . mutual weather insurance
corporation, re 237(2)
. payments toward,
by company 23(1) (^)
. reciprocal 129
Insurance Act
. amalgamation under 223
. application of Act to insurance
companies as provided by . . .213
. approval of amalgamation
pursuant to 212
. definition of words in 216
. fraternal society licensed under 274
. licensing under 218, 220(6)
. offence under 304
COMPANIES—Cow. Sec.
Insurance Act—Con.
. withdrawal of members of
mutual insurance
corporation subject to ...255(3)
Insurance corporations— See also
Cash-mutiial fire insurance
corporations ; Insurers ; Life
insurance company ; Mutual
live stock insurance corpora-
tions; Mutual weather insur-
ance corporations
acceptance of other




annual statement of 221(1)
application of Act to ...213,217(2)
books and accounts of,
as evidence 314
by-laws of, re investments 298(10)
capital stock of 220(3)
disposal of unauthorized
investments of 298(11)
holding companies of 298(8)
incorporation of 218
investments by 298(1)
. corporate name, in 298(4)
. housing projects, in 299
loans hy 298(1)(/)
. directors 298(6) (rf)
partial reinsurance by,
on winding up 310(2)
. approval of 310(3)
preferred creditors of,
on winding up 310(1)
promotion of other
companies by 298(7)
renewal of licence of,
for winding-up purposes ... 312
restrictions re loans and
investments by 298(6) (o-?)
voluntary winding up of ... .308(1)
. consent to 308(3)
. notice of 308(2)
winding up of 307(1)
Insurers
. corporate name not
applicable to 36(6)
. defined 298(12), 307(2)
. delivery of balance sheets, etc.,
to Superintendent by 303
. . failure re 304
. delivery of by-laws to
Superintendent by 302






. forfeiture of charter of,
for non-user 300(1)
. . rights of creditors on 300(2)
. investment of funds by ... 298(1)
Interest
. member loans, on 143(1)
unpaid call, on 63(1)
Intestacy





. corporation, of 109(1)
. security for costs of 109(3)
Investments
. by-laws re, of insurance
companies 298(10)
. eligibility of stocks as, of
reorganized companies . . . 298(2)
. holding companies, in, by
insurance company 298(8)
. insurance corporations, by . .298(1)
. joint stock insurance
company, by 298(3)
. patronage return, of 150(1)
. powers of company re ...23(l)(v)
. restrictions re, by insurance
companies 298(6)(a-c)
. unauthorized, of insurance
company, disposal of . . . .298(11)
Issue
. no par shares, of 5(4)
. trial of 104(3)
. . appeal from 104(4)




. . approval of application re 245(2)
. . lia'bilities on formation of . .246
Joint stock insurance company
. liabilities of 246
. loans and investments by .298(3)
- . value of 298(3) (c)
. priority of members in
subscribing to stock of ...245(4)
. qualifications of directors of 305
. report of auditors of 301(1)
Joint stock life insurance company
. annual meeting of 306(5)
. directors of, by-law re 306(1)




. confirmation of compromise
by 64(4)
. Supreme Court, of
. . direction by, re application
on liquidation 191(1)
. . meeting called by 64(2)
Jurisdiction
. courts, of 104(5)
Labourers
. liability of directors
for wages of 98(1)
. . exception to 98(2)
Land
. corporations, of, forfeiture of 25(2)
. . notice of 25(3)
. expropriation of, by public
utility company 171(1)





. loans on security of, by
insurance corporations 298(1) (^)
Letters of administration
. power of liquidator to
take out 181(1)(<7), (3)
. production of, re transmission








appointment of auditor author-
ized by 20
by-law confirmed by 9
commission authorized by . .99(1)
application of capital as ..99(2)
conditions imposed in 19
confirming amalgamation ...11(5)
copy of, in records
of corporation 101(a)
defects in form preliminary to
5ssue of 26
forfeiture of, winding up on 192(d)
form of petition for . .4(2), Form 1
fraternal society, of 274
. issue of 277
incidental powers of
company withheld by ... .23(2)
incorporation by 2(1)
insurance companies, of, ap-





. mutual live stock insurance
corporation, of 236
. mutual weather insurance
corporation, of 238
, notice of application for,
regulations re 35 (o)
. notice of granting of 21
. payment of fees before
issue of 119(3)
. petition for provisions in ....4(5)
. powers of mutual fire insurance
corporation limited by 234
. public utility company, of ....161
. revocation of 29(1), 30(3)
. society, of 285
Letters probate
production of, re transmission
of shares 62(1,2)
Liability
company, of, in balance sheet 46(3)
contributories, re
. death of 172
. evidence of 179 (p)
. winding up of corporation,
on 172
corporation director,
of, as trustee 87(4)
directors, of
. declaration of dividends when
company insolvent, re ...95(1)
. investments 'by insurance
companies, re 298(11)
. loans to shareholders, for ... .97
. transfer of shares, on 57(2)
insurance company, of
repayment of 298(9)
members, of mutual insurance
corporation 255(2)
shareholders, of
. dissolution of corporation,
on 33(1)
. forfeiture of shares, on ...63(3)
. mining companies, of 132
. reduced on issue of
stock dividend 96
. unpaid shares, for 74(1)
. when members reduced .30(1)
society of, return re 297
Licence
failure to obtain, by insurance
companies 220(6)
insurer, of, renewal of, for
winding-up purposes 312
power of company
to acquire 23(1) (c)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec.
Lien
. insurer's property, on,
priority of on winding up 310(6)
Lieutenant-Governor
. application to, by life insurance
company for reduction of
capital stock 221(2)
. time of 221(4)
application to, for supplement-
ary letters patent 16(1)
. time of 16(2)
application to, re co-operative
corporation 10(1, 2)
change of name, etc., by 8
charter of foreign fraternal
society granted by 278(1)
charter of fraternal society
granted by 274
charter of society granted by 285
defects in proceedings by 26
dissolution of corporation
by 31(2), 32
liability of shareholders on 33(1)
incorporation by 2(1)
petition to, for confirmation
of amalgamation agreement 11(5)
petition to, for incorporation . .4(1)
petition to, for incorporation
of fraternal society 276(1)
. contents of 276(2)
. other documents with ...276(3)
petition to, for incorporation
without share capital 6(1)
. form of 6(2)




approval of by-laws of public
utility company by 167(1)
approval of distribution
by-law by 15(2)
. assent of, to increase in share
capital of cash-mutual insur-
ance corporation 241(1)
. . notice of application for 241(2)
. change of corporate
name by 41,42(1,2)
. . effect of 44
. . notice of 43
. extension by, re holding land 25(3)
. extension of existence of public
utility company by 170
. letters patent of public utility
company issued by 161
. . limitations in 163






. powers of corporation
varied by 212(1)
. powers of, re co-operative
corporations 157 (a, b)
. relief by, from compliance with
Act 214
. relief by. from provisions re
removal of books and
records 102(3)
. regulations by 35
. revival of charter by 27(4)
. revocation, cancellation, of
letters patent by . .29(1, 2), 30(3)
. revocation of charter by . . . .30(3)
. rules re winding-up procedure
made by 206
. tariff of fees regulated by 119(1)
Life insurance company
. amalgamation of, with
mutual corporation 224(1)
. by-law by, re reduction of
capital stock 121(2)
. . confirmation of 121 (4)
. . contents of 121 (3)
. capital stock of 220(2)
. reduction of capital stock of 221(2)
. resolution of, re application
of Act 222
Life insurance fund
. conversion of endowment
fund into 311(3)
Life policies





. . restrictions re 298(6) (o-*)
. joint stock insurance
company, by 298(3)
. letters patent, in, of public
utility companies 163
. powers of mutual fire insurance
corporation, of 234
. powers of mutual live stock
corporation, of 236
. powers of mutual weather in-
surance corporation, of 238
Limited
. use of word 36(1,2)
. . penalty for unauthorized 36(5), 38
Liquidation
. company, of, claim
for wages on 98(2)(&)
. insurer, of, appointment
of receiver re 300(1)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec
Liquidators
. acceptance of shares by, as
consideration for sale on
winding up 189(1)
action in name of,
on winding up 201(1)
appearance of officers before,
on winding up 200(1)
application by, for opinion
of master on liquidation 191(1)
application by, for winding-up
order 193(1)
. notice of 193(2)
. powers of court on 195
application of Trustee Act to ..186
appointment of
. application, on 197(1)
. inspectors, by 182, 185
. winding up, on 179(c, d)
. winding-up order, in ....196(1)
compromise with creditors,
etc., by 187,188
deposit of money by 183(1)
deposit of money by, on
dissolution 210(1)
. disposition of 210(2)
discharge of 211(1)
dissolution order reported by 208(2)
. penalty on default re 208(3)





. demand for payment by . . 179(A)
meeting called by, when
corporation wound up ...207(1)
. return re 207(2)
meeting convened by, re
vacancy in office of liquidator 185
powers of 181 (1) (a-h)
production of bank pass-book
by 183(4.5)
reinsurance by, on winding
up of insurer 310(1)




. penalty for selling or
purchasing 105(5)
. procurement of 105(2)
. unauthorized use of 105(3)
Live stock insorance





Live stock insurance corporations
—
See also Mutual live stock
insurance corporations
. qualifications of directors
of 261(l)(a)













. examination into misapplication
of funds by, on winding up 200(2)
. mutual fire insurance corpora-
tion, of, election of 231(3)
. mutual insurance corporation,
of, as director 266
Master




See also Annual meet-
ing; General meeting;
Special general meeting
* . account of liquidator at, when
corporation wound up . . . .207(1)
adjournment of 49
appointment of liquidator at 179(c)
auditors' report at 117(3)
by-laws re 79, 92(1) (rf)
. confirmation of 92(2)
. repeal of 92(3)
called by liquidators 184(1,2)
chairman of 48
change in directors of mutual
insurance corporations, re 262(2)
. certified list of 262(4)
. notice of 262(3)
company, of, notice of 45
corporation, of, on winding
up under order 199(1)
delegates, of, by-laws re 153(1) (/)
. authority of, by-laws re 153(1) (^)
. voting by 153(2)
delegation of powers to
inspectors at 182
directors, of, disclosure
of interest at 94(2)
establishment of mutual fire





. establishment of mutual weather
insurance corporation, re. .237(1)
. fraternal society of, re distribu-
tion of endowment funds on
winding up 311(1)
. held outside province ...102(1,3)
. life insurance company, of, re
confirmation of by-law ..221(4)
. organization of fraternal
society, re 277




powers of directors on winding





repeal of by-laws at 92(3)
shareholders entitled to vote at,
consent to by-law by 125
shareholders, of
. board elected at 84
. compromise, re 64(2-4)
. confirmation of by-law, re 91(4)
. co-operative by-law, re ... 10(2)
. delegation of powers
of directors, re 86(1)
. directors elected at 83
. hospital, of, re election
of directors 88
. mining company, of, re
confirming by-law 133, 134(1)
society, of, first 288
special general, convening
of 47(1-3)
vacancies in board, re ....85(4,5)
vacancy in office of liquidator,
re 185
Member loans
. co-operative corporations, of 143(1)
. priority of, on distribution
of assets 152(1)
Members
. adjustment of rights of ....179(i)
. application by, for appointm.ent
of liquidator 197(1)
. application by, for winding-up
order 193(1)
. . notice of 193(2)
. . powers of court on 195







application by, re production
of pass-book 183(5)
approval by, re joint stock
insurance company 245(2)
co-operative corporation, of
. borrowing from 143(2)
. distribution of assets
among 152(2)
. loans from 143(1)
. patronage return to 149(3,4)
corporation, of, inspection
of books by 105(1)
corporation, of, record of
names and addresses of 101 (&,c)
distribution of assets among,
on winding up 179(a)





. annua! statement to 258(3)
. voting powers of .250,259(1-3)
priority of, in subscribing




. benefits from 201(2)
service of notices on 123
. time of 124
society of
. by-laws re 291(1)(&)
. request by. for special
audit 296(1)
. . transfer of interest in funds
by 295
Membership
. co-operative corporation, in
. . termination of 144
. . transfer of 145(2)
Memorandiun of Agreement
form of 4(3), 6(3), Forms 2, 4
no share capital company . . . .6{Z)
. form of 6(4)
. regulations in 7
petition accompanied by ... .4(3)
Mentally incompetent





. absent directors of 137(1)
. . authority of substitutes for 137(3)
. contravention of act by,
penalty for 138(1)





dividends declared by 95(2)
. approval of 95(6)
. by-law confirming 95(5)
issue of shares of, at a discount 131
. by-law authorizing 133
liabilities of shareholders of . . 132
notices on documents issued by 135
Minister of Lands and Forest
. report, from, re incorporation
of public utilities company
Minutes
. books of 107
. evidence, as, of resolution ..50(1)
. mention of production of
pass-book in 183(4)
. retirement of directors
entered in 264
Money
. by-laws re borrowing 78(1) (a)
. power of company to lend 23(1) (&)
. power of liquidator to
raise 181(1)(/).
. received on account of shares,
defined 220(1)
Mortgage
. insurer's property, on, priority
of, winding up 310(a)
. property, of, by directors . . 82(1)
. purchase of, by insurance
corporation 298(1) (c)
. registration of 82(2)
. . exception to 82(3)












. by-law of, authorizing incor-
poration of public utilities 159(f)
. rights of, preserved, on incor-
poration of public utility
company 166
Mutiial benefit societies
. incorporation of 282(1)
Mutual corporation
. amalgamation agreement
binding on members of ..224(3)
. confirmation of 224(2)
. amalgamation of, with joint
stock company ...224(1)
incorporation of 225(1, 2)
436 GENERAL INDEX
COMPANIES—Com. Sec.
Mutual fire insurance corporations
. application for incorporation
of 232(1)
. . documents accompany-
ing 232(l)(a-d)
. directors of 231(1)
. . election of 256(1)
. . meeting of, first 231(3)
. letters patent of 234
. meeting to establish 226,229
. . advertisement of 227
. . notice of 230(1,2)
. name of 231(1)
. proceedings for incorporation
of, correctness of 233
Mutual insurance corporations
amalgamation of 272
annual meeting of 256(1)
. notice of 258(1)
annual statement of 256(2)
. audit of 258(3)
board of directors of 262(1)
. increase, decrease in
number of 262(2)
directors of 256(1)
. number of 262(1)
. qualifications of 261(1, 2)
. remuneration of 263
dissent by director of 270(2)
guarantee capital stock, with 247(1)
. distribution of 253
. division into shares of . . .247(2)
. payment of loss out of 249
. retirement of 251(1, 2)
internal management of . . .255-270
manager of, as director 266
members of 255(1)
. liability of 255(2)
. meetings of 256(1)
. withdrawal of 255(3)
president, vice-president of 268(4)
reserve fund of 273(1)
. income from 273(3)
. investment of 273(2)
. reduction of 273(5)
. use of 273(4)
security by accountants of 271(2)
vacancies in directors of . . . .265
voting powers of
members of 259(1-3)
Mutual live stock insurance
corporations
. formation of 235(2)
. letters patent of 236
. meeting to establish 235(1)
. . mode of calling 235(2)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec.
Mutual plan
. insurance by live stock
insurance corporation ...235(1)
. insurance by weather
insurance corporations on 237(1)
Mutual weather insurance
corporations
. letters patent of 238
. meeting to establish 237(1)
. . mode of calling 237(2)
Name—See also Corporate name
. company, of 4(2)(o)
. co-operative corporation,
of, change of 157(6)
National Housing Act (Canada)
. formation of housing corpora-
tion as defined in 298(8)
loans by insurance
corporations under .. 298(1) (^)
. investment of funds of
insurance company under ...299
Negotiable instruments
. power of company re ...23(1)(/)
Newspapers
. notice of general meeting in . . .45
notice re surrender
of charter in 31(1) (c)
Notices




. incorporation of public
utility company, of 162
. increase of share
capital, of 241(2)
. sanction of compromise, re 64(4)
. surrender of charter, re 31(1) (c)
. winding-up order, for ....193(2)
appointment of liquidator,
of 196(1)
approval of by-laws of public
utility company, of 167(1)
arrangement, of 64(4)
change in directors, re, of mut-
ual insurance corporation. .262(3)
. certified hst of 262(4)
change in powers of
corporation, of 212(2)
change of name, of 43
corporation, by, service of .... 123
default, of, re annual returns 29(2)
director, by, of protest
to transfer 57(3)
forfeiture, of 25(3)
form of, regulations re 35(c)






. granting of letters patent, of .21
. intention, of
. . application for incorporation
of fraternal society, of ...275
. . application for incorporation
of insurance company 219(1,2)
. . application re conversion to
joint stock insurance
company 245(3)
. . retirement of guarantee
capital stock, publication of 252
. investment of patronage
return, of 150(2)
. meeting, of
. . completion of subscription
re mutual fire insurance
corporation, on 230(1, 2)
. mutual insurance corpora-
tions, of 258(1)
. organization of fraternal
society 277
proposed incorporation of
mutual benefit society 287
protest by director, re
payment of dividends 95(1)
Provincial Secretary, by, re
subsistence of corporation 40(1, 2)
sale of mining shares, of . . .136(1)
special general meeting, of . . .47(4)
transferor, to, re application
for entry of transfer 61(1)
trust, of 72(2)
winding up, of 177
insurer, by 308(1, 2)
Oaths
. examinations under 109(7)
taken by Provincial Secretary . . 18
Objection
. corporate name, to 39
Objects
company, of 4(2) (6)
. . application re
extension of 16(1) (c)
Offences See also Penalties
. Insurance Act, under 304
Officers
. company, of, appointment of 89(c)
. corporation of, charter granted
to re pension fund society . .285
. fraternal society, of 277
. mining company, of, penalty
for contravention of Act
by 138(1)
. . relief from 138(2)
. parent corporation, of,
pension to 290(2) (o)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec
Ontario Gazette
. advertisement re mutual fire
insurance corporation in 227
. copy of by-law re chairman
published in 91(5)
. notice in
. . application for incorporation
of fraternal society, re ...275
. . change in powers
of corporation 212(2)
change of name in . . . .• 43
default re annual returns 29(2)
. . granting of letters patent, of 21





surrender of charter, re 31(l)(c)
. . winding up, of 177
Ontario Joint Stock Companies'
General Clauses Act
. application of provisions
of, to company .. 213 (rf), 215(d)
Order in Council
. amalgamation approved by 223
Orders
. authorized proceedings by
shareholder, on winding
up 201(1)
corporation dissolved by 208(1)
rectification of books, re
application for 104(1)
reference, of, adding all
shareholders to action 33(2)
. winding up, by Supreme Court 192
Organization
company, of, cost of 23(1)(«)
. unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141 (3)
exceptions to 141 (5)
. penalty for 141(4)
Owner
. shares, of, caveat by 61 (2)
Par value
. co-operative shares, of 142(1)
. insurance company shares,
of 220(4)
Parent corporation
approval by, of by-laws 291(3)
. by-laws re 291(1)(0








. power of company to enter
into 23(l)(rf)
. representation of, on board of
mutual insurance corpora-
tion 261(4)
. unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141(3)
. . exceptions to 141 (S)
. . penalty for 141 (4)
Pass-book
. production of, at general
meeting 183(4)
Patents
. power of company to
acquire 23(1) (c)
Patronage returns
. distribution of assets on basis
of 152(2)(&)
. investment of 150(1)
. . notice of 150(2)
. lending of 150(4)
. limitation of payment of ...149(4)
. members of co-operative
corporation, to 149(3)
. priority of, on distribution of
assets 152(1)
Payment
. dividends, of 95(4)
Penalties
. by-laws re, of society 291 (2) (c)
. contravention of Act, for, re
mining companies 138(1)
. contravention of by-law, for, of
public utility company .... 167(2)
. failure to comply with Act, by
co-operative corporations. .155(2)
. failure to deposit money on
dissolution, for 210(1)
. failure to make returns, for ...118
. failure to report dissolving
orders, for 208(3)
. false returns, for 108
. false statements, for 100(2)
. non-compliance re discount by-
laws of mining companies 134(3)
, non-production, for 109(8)
. refusal to allow inspection of
books, for 105(6)
refusal to send reports, for . .46(6)
. removal of books and records,
for 102(2)
. . exception to 102(3)
- sale or purchase of shareholders'
list, for 105(5)
. unauthorized use of share-





. unauthorized use of word
"co-operative", for HI (4)
. unauthorized use of word





. incorporation of 283
Pensions
. employees, officers, to, by
society 290(2) (o)
. payment of, by society .. 290(2) (o)
. power of company to
grant 2Z{\){g)
Personal estate
. shares as 56(1)
Personal property
. power of company to
acquire 23(1) («)
Personal representative
. contributory, of, liability of . . . 173
Petitions
. accompanied by memorandum
of agreement 4(3)
charter, for, of fraternal
society 276(1)
. incorporation, for 4(2)
. without share capital 6(2), Form 3
incorporation of mutual benefit
society 286(1)
. . notice of 287
. letters patent, for, form
of 4(2), Form 1
surrender of charter, for 32
. liability of shareholders on 33(1)
Petitioner
. subscriber, as 4(4)
Policyholders
. participating, in joint stock life
insurance company 306(1)
. payment of claims of, on
winding up of insurer ....310(5)
. refund of unearned premium to,
on winding up 309
. reinsurance of, on winding up
of insurer 310(1)
. . approval of 310(3)
. . partial 310(2)
. vote of, re retirement of
guarantee capital stock ..251(2)
Policyholders' directors
. joint stock life insurance
company, of 306(1)
. qualifications of 306(4)
PoU




. corporation, by 127
Powers
. chairman, of, under by-law .91(3)
. company, of, incidental 23(1)
. . withholding of 23(2)
. corporate, forfeiture of 27(1)
. corporation, of,
incidental 24(1), (o,&)
. directors, of, delegation of .86(1)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
of, re co-operative
corporations 157(o, b)
. liquidators, of 181(l)(a-A)
. mutual live stock insurance
corporation, of, limitation of 236
. mutual weather insurance
corporation, of, limitation of 238
Preference shares
by-laws creating 78 (2) (o), 80
. conversion of 78(2) (6), 80
convertible, by-law re 80(3)
distribution of, on winding up 15(1)
. subject to redemption, consent
of holders to 81
Preferred stock
. purchase of, by insurance
corporation 298(l)(&)(iii)
Premium note plan
insurance by mutual fire
insurance corporation
on 225^2), 234
. insurance by mutual live stock
insurance corporation on . . . .236
Premiums
. unearned, auditors* report
re 301(1)(6)
President
board of directors, of, as
chairman 48
books of account, etc., verified
by 107
company, of 89(c)
delegation of duties of, to
chairman 91(3)
mining company, of, affidavit
of 134(1)
mutual fire insurance corpora-
tion, of, election of 231(3)
mutual insurance corporation,
of, election of 268(4)
remuneration of, by-laws
re 92(1)(0
. confirmation of 92(2)
repeal of 92(3)
. validity of 93
COMPANIES—Cow. Sec.
Principal
. powers of company as ...23(1)(^)
Private company
. converting, into public
company 16(1) (k)
. . consent of shareholders to 16(2)
. defined 1(c)
. incorporation of, to lend and
invest money 2(2)
. name of, on seal and share
certificate 37
. . default re 38
Procedure
. meetings, at, by-laws re ..92(l)(rf)
. resolutions, re 50(1,2)
Proceedingfs
. form of, prescribed by Lieuten-
ant-Governor in Council ..119(1)
. winding up, stay of 203
. winding up, under order 198
Production
. books and documents, of . 109(6)
Profits
. cash-mutual insurance cor-





. power of liquidator to
endorse 181(1)(0
. eflFect of 181(2)
Proof
. claims, of 190
. methods of 126
. user, of, by corporation 27(2)
Ptoperty
. forfeiture of, undisposed on
dissolution 34
. non-hazardous, fire insurance
on 234
. sale of, share accepted as
consideration for 189(1)
. . confirmation of 189(2)
Provincial Secretary
acceptance of fees by 120
application for incorporation of
public utility company, to . . . 159
material produced on ..159(o-/)
. notice of 162
referring of, to experts 160
application for inspection to 102(3)
auditor's account approved
by 296(4)
auditors appointed by 20, 114
authority to act for absent mining
director filed with 137(5)




. by-law re issue of shares at
discount sent to 134(1)'
. effect of filing of 134(2)
. faiiure re 134(3)
by-laws of co-operative corpora-
tion filed with 155(1) (a)
. failure re 155(2)
by-laws of society filed with ..288
copy of by-law re redeemable
preference shares filed with 80(3)
correctness of proceedings
determined by 233
defects in proceedings 'by 26
depositions before 126
dissolution order reported to 208(2)
documents sent to, on application
for incorporation of mutual
fire insurance corporation
. certification of 232(1)
. original 232(2)
mortgages filed with 82(2)
notice by
. granting of letters patent, of. .21
. refusal of corporation to
increase members after,
re 30(3)
. supplementary letters patent,
of 212(2)
notice to
. contravention of Act, of . .138(2)
. director, by, re payment of
dividends 95(1)
. winding up, of 177
oaths taken by 18
powers of 3
provision for audit of society's
accounts by 296(1)
. expense of 296(4)
. security for costs on 296(2)
return to
. change of directors, re 118
. final meeting, re . .207(2), 208(3)
. society, by 297
statement of lands held by
corporation to 25(4)
. supplementary letters patent
by 5(8)112
Provisional directors
. replacement of 83
Proxy
by-laws re 92(1) (d)
director as 52(7)
instrument appointing 52(1)
. deposit of 52(6)
. form of 52(4), Form 5
. revocation of 52(5)
officer of company as 72{2)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec.
Proxy—Con.
. qualification of 52(2)
. votes by 51
. voting by, re co-operative
corporations 146(1)
Public auction
. sale of mining shares at ...136(1)
. . notice of 136(2)
. . surplus of proceeds on ...136(5)
Public company
. converting, into private
company 16(1) (/)
. . consent of shareholders to 16(2)
. defined 1(d)
Public Hospitals Act
. directors of corporations
operating under 88
Public utilities
. companies operating 158
Public utility company
additional returns by 168
application for incorporation of 159
. notice of 162
. referring of, to experts 160
by-laws of, re control and
management 167(1)
. contravention of 167(2)
extension of existence of 170
inspection of books of 169
letters patent of 161
. limitations in 163
report re necessity for 160
rights of municipality to
acquire 166
supp'ementary letters patent of 164
. contents of 165
Purchaser
. director as, re contracts with
company 94(1, 2)
. . disclosure of 94(3)
Qualifications
. delegates, of 153(3)
. directors, of 87(1,2)
. . co-operative corporation, of .147
. . joint stock insurance company,
of 305
. . mutual insurance corporation,
of 261(1-4)
. proxy, of 52(2)
Quorum
. 'board of directors, of 85(2)
. . fixing of 91(1)
. directors, of, of mutual insur-
ance corporation 270(1)
. mutual fire insurance corpora-




. application of Act to 213
Railways Act
. expropriation as under 171(1)
Real estate
. loans on security of, by insur-
ance corporations ... .298(1) (i?)
Real property
. corporations, of, restrictions as
to holding 25(1)
. power of corporation to
acquire 24(1) (6)
Receiver







. books, of, on application re 104(1)
Redemption
. consent of shareholders to 81
. purchase of shares for, by co-
operative company . . 1 5 1 ( 1 ) (a, fr)
. . prohibition re 151(2)(a-c)
Reduction
. capital stock, of, of life insur-
ance companies 221(2)
Refund
. unearned premium, of, on winding
up of insurer 309
Registration
. mortgages, of -• 82(2)
. shares, of, refusal re 58, 61(1)
Regulations
. executive committee subject
to 86(2)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 35
. no share-capital company, of 6(3), 7
Reincorporation
. corporation, of 12
Reinsurance
. fraternal societies, by 280(1)
Re-issue
. redeemed shares, of,
prohibited 151 (3)
Remedy
. policyholder, of, on winding up
of insurer 309
Remuneration
. auditors, of 114
. liquidator, of 179(c)
Renewal
. share certificate, of, on loss ....55
COMPANIES—Con. Sec.
Repairs
. public utility company, by,
report re 168(^)
Repeal
. by-laws, of 92(3)
Reports
. auditors, of 117(2)
. . joint stock insurance
companies 301(1)
. false, penalty for 108
. inspectors, by 109(5)
. refusal to send 46(6)
. shareholders, to 46(2)
Reserve funds
. co-operative corporation of 148(a)
. mutual insurance corporation,
of ...._. 273(1)
. purchase of shares with, by
co-operative company . . 151 (2) (a)
Resignation
. liquidators, of, meeting called
on 185
Resolution
. appointment of auditors by ...112
. compromise of debts, re . . 187, 188
. disposal of books and accounts,
re .210(3)
. endowment funds, re, on wind-
ing up of fraternal society 311(1)
. . distribution of 311(2,3)
. forfeiture of unpaid shares,
re 63(3)
. investigation, re 109(4)
. life insurance company, by, re
application of Act 222
. proof of carrying of 50(1)
. separate, re sale of property on
winding up 189(3)
. shareholders, of, re executive
committee 86(1)
. winding up, re 174(6)
. . publication of 177
Restrictions
. loans and investments by insur-
ance companies, re . .298(6) (a-^)
Returns
. additional, by public utility
company 168
. annual, default in filing 29(2)
. company, by, re changes 118
. false, pena'-ty for 108
. tariff of fees on 119(1)
. . variation of 119(2)
. tender of, re fees 120
Revenue
. society, of, use of 293
442 GENERAL INDEX
COMPANIES—Com. Sec. COMPANIES—Con. Sec.
Reversionary interests
. purchase of, by insurance
corporation 298(1)(0
Revocation
. instrument appointing proxy,
of 52(5)
. letters patent, of 29(1). 30(3)
Salary
. manager, of, of mutual insur-
ance corporation 266
Sale
. approval of, by shareholders 189(2)
. liquidator, by, of property of
corporation 181 (1) (c)
. mining shares, of
. . action re right to ^ 136(7)
. . non-payment of call, on .136(1)
. property, of, on winding up,
shares accepted as considera-
tion for 189(1)
. shareholders' list, of, penalty
for 105(5)
. shares, of, under execution ...60
Seal
. common, official seal to have
same eflfect as 128(5)
. mining company, of, words
engraved on 135
. official, of corporation 128(1)
Sealing
. date and place of 128(4)
. mutual fire insurance corpora-
tion, of, ad interim 231
Secured creditors
. insurance company, of, rights
of on winding up 310(6)
Securities
. additional, re investments of
insurance companies 298(9)
. by-law re issue and disposal
of 7S(\)(b.c)
. loans on, by insurance
corporations 298(1) (/)
. mortgage to secure 82(1)
. . filing of 82(2)
. public utility company, of
disposal of 165
. transmission of 62(1) (a, &)
Servants
. liability of directors for wages
of 98(1)
. . exception to 98(2)
. notice of sale of mining
shares 136(3)
Service
. notices by corporation, of 123
Set-o£F
. shareholders defence of 74(2)
Share capital
. converting of, on
amalgamation 1 1 (2)
. co-operative companies, of .142(1)
. . payment of dividends on..l48(&)
. corporation without, creation of . .9
. increase of, by cash-mutual
insurance corporation ...241(1)
. reorganization of 64(1)
Share certificate
co-operative company of
. form of 142(2)
. refusal to surrender 151(4)
lost, renewal of 55
name of private company on ...37
. default re 38
signing of 54(2)
Share warrant
. bearer of, as shareholder 68
. eflfect of 66
. issue of 65
. . removal of shareholder from
books on 69
. shares represented by, as part
of stock 71
. shares to include 54(6)
. surrender of 70
. . entry as shareholder, for 67
Shareholders
address of, record of 101(c)
adjustment of rights of ....179(i)
amalgamation agreement
submitted to 11(3)
. approval of 11(4)
annual meeting of 46(1)
application by








for 193(1, 2), 195
approval by
. joint stock insurance com-
pany, re •. 245(2)
payment of dividends, on.. 95(5)
auditors as 113
bearer of share warrant as 68
board of directors elected by . . 84
by-law re chairman confirmed
by 91(4)






call for unpaid shares from .63(1)
. notice of forfeiture in 63(2)
cash-mutual insurance corpora-
tion, of 242
caveat by 61 (2)
confirmation of by-law by ..10(2)
confirmation of compromise
by 64(3)
confirming by-law by 79
co-operative corporation, of
. borrowing from 143(2)
. compulsory lending by ..150(4)
. confirmation of by-laws by 154(1)
. consent of, to redemption
of shares lSl(l)(o)
. delegates to represent 153(1) (c)
. delivery of by-law, balance
sheet to 155(1), (6, rf), (2)
. director to be 147
. distrrbution of assets
among 152(2)
. division of, by-laws re 153(1) (a)
. patronage return to 149(3,4)
. voting by 146(1, 2)
director as 87(1)
. joint stock insurance com-
pany, in 305
directors elected by 83
dissentient votes by, re
compromise 64(4)
distribution of assets among 15(1)
. winding up, on 179(a)
entry re, on surrender of share
warrant 70
general meeting of, calling of . .20
indebted to corporation, refusal
to register shares of 58
influence of, voting of 105(4)
inspection of books by 105(1)
liability of
. call unpaid, where 57(4)
. default of company, for 75
. dissolution of corporation,
on 33(1,2)
. members reduced, when . . .30(1)
. mortgagors as 77
. trustees as 76(1, 3)
. unpaid shares, for 74(1)
list of, penalty for selling or
purchasing 105(5)
list of, procurement of 105(2)
. unauthorized use of 105(3)
loans to, liability for 97
meeting called by 85(4,5)
meeting re compromise 64(2)







of, annual meeting of 256(1)
notice of meetings waived by . .45
notice to, re application for
entry of transfer 61(1)
omission of name from
books 104(1)
payment of dividend to 59
preferred, by-laws
re 78(2) (a, 6), 80(1)
priority of, re dividends 95(2)
private company, of, limited . .2(2)
proceedings by, on winding
WP 201(1)
. benefits from 201 (2)
proxy of 52(1,3)
purchase of shares on behalf
of 150(3)
record of 101 (&)
number of shares held by 101 (^)
reduced liability of 96
report of auditors to 117(2)
reading of 117(3)
request by, for special general
meeting 47(1,2)
. notice of 47(4)
resolution of, re executive
committee 86(1)
rights and privileges of 9
sale on winding up binding
on 189(2)
service of notices on 123
. time of 124
special general meeting of. .5(8) 1[ 2
trustees as 73(1)
votes of 51
voting by, of mutual insurance
corporations with guarantee
capital stock 250
. written consent of, to by-laws . . 125
Shareholders' directors
. joint stock life insurance
company, of 306(1)
Shares
. acceptance of, as consideration
for sale on winding up .189(1)
. allotted as payment for
property acquired 23(l)(j)
. application of money received
on account of, re insurance
companies 220(5)
. application re division of capital
into smaller or larger ..16(1)(&)
. arrangement of 64(1)
. by-laws re 91(l)(a)
. . confirmation of 92(2)





company, of 4(2) (d)
co-operative, transfer of ...145(1)
entry of transfer of 60
forfeiture of 63(3)
insurance companies of, par
value of 220(4)
issue of
. foreign currency, in 54(4)
. stock dividend, as 96
joint holders of 73(2)
mining companies, of, issue at
discount 131
mining, sale of, on non-
payment of call 136(1)
. action for 136(6)
new par value of, re life
insurance companies 221(3)
no par value 5(1)
. certificate of 5(3)
. consideration for 5(4)
. equality of 5(2)
. holder of 5(5)
. issued without declaration ..5(8)
other company, in, director
holding 94(2)
payment made re, receipt for 71(2)
. application of money on .71(3)
petitioner as subscriber for . .4(4)




public utility company, of,
conditions of disposal of 165
purchaser of
. behalf of shareholder, on 150(3)
. benefits of employees, for 130(1)
record of amounts paid on . .101(/)
record of number of 101 (^)
record of transfer of 101 (p)
redeemed, re-issue of,
prohibited 151(3)
refusal to register 58, 61 (1)
represented by share warrant,
as part of stock 71





. consent to 57(1)
. restrictions on 56(2)
. winding up, on, effect of .... 176
transmission of 61(1) (o,fe)




board of directors of 289(1)
by-laws of 291(1)
. additional 291 (2)
. rights of beneficiaries, re ...292
. sanction of 291(3)
charter of, 'by letters patent . . .285
defined 284(&)
first meeting of 288
funds of 289(2)
• use of 290(2)
head office of . . . .286(2) (c), 287(6)
member of, transfer of interest
in funds by 295
payment of benefits by 290(2)
petition for incorporation of 286(1)
. contents of 286(2)
. notice of 287
powers and object of 290(2)
proposed name of 286(2) (a)
return to Provincial Secretary
by 297
special audit of books of . .296(1)
. duties of officers re 296(3)
. expense of 296(4)
. security for costs of 296(2)
unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141(3)
. exceptions to 141 (5)
. penalty for 141 (4)
use of revenue of ; . . . .293
Special general meeting
. cash-mutual insurance corpora-
tion, of, re conversion to
joint stock company 245(2)
. life insurance company, of, re
application of Act 222
. mutual insurance corporation,
of, notice of 258(1)
. request for, by shareholders 47(1,2)
. resolution at, re investigation 109(4)
Statement
. annual, of insurance
companies 221(1)
. insurer, of, delivery to
Superintendent 303
. . failure re 304
. liquidator, by, re deposit of
money on dissolution . . . .210(1)
Statutory declaration
. proof of matters under Act by 126
Stay
. winding-up proceedings, of ... 203
Stock
. reorganized companies, of . 298(2)





. issue of 96
Subscribers
. meeting called by, of proposed
mutual fire insurance cor-
poration 230(1)
election of directors at .231(1)
notice of 230(2)
number of subscribers at 231(2)
shareholders, as, of cash-mutual
insurance corporation 242
Subscription book
freeholders, of, re establishment




pensions to employees of 290(2) (a)
Substitutes
absent directors of mining
companies, for 137(1)
Succession Duty Act
. transmission of shares subject
to 62(1,2)
Superintendent of Insurance
. annual statement of insurance
company filed with 221(1)
approval of
. distribution of endowment
funds 311(2)
letters patent 217(3)
. petition re incorporation of
foreign fraternal society 278(3)
reinsurance 310(3)
assent of, to retirement of
guarantee capital stock ..251(2)
by-laws filed with, re remun-
eration of directors 263
consent of, to voluntary winding
up 308(3)
insurer's licence renewed by ..312
notice to, by insurer, re
winding up 308(1)
. contents of 308(2)
notice to, of intention to apply






. application for, by life insurance
company, re reduction of
capital stock 221 (2)
time of 221(4)
. application for, by public
utility company 164
. contents of 159





. by-law re 16(1)
. . confirmation of 16(2)
. by-laws re increase, decrease
in capital confirmed by 80(2)
. compromise confirmed by ...64(3)
. co-operative corporation, re ..10(1)
. corporation relieved from
obligations by 212(1)
. extension of existence of public
utility company by 170
. Provincial Secretary, by ..5(8) If
2
Supreme Court
action for sale of mining shares
in, on non-payment of
calls 136(6)
. appeal from, to Court of
Appeal 205
appeal to, from local judge . . . 204
application to, re rectification
of books 104(1)
direction by judge of, re
application on liquidation 191(1)
inspector appointed by 109(1)
. report by 109(2)
meeting called by judge of ..64(2)
receiver appointed by 300(1)
taxing officers of 180
trial of issue by 104(3)
. appeal from 104(4)
. costs of 104(6)
winding-up order of 192
. insurers, re 313
Surplus
. co-operative corporations, of,
distribution of 149(1, 2)
. decrease in capital, from ...221(5)




. costs of winding up taxed by . . 180
Testator
executor of, as shareholder . .73(1)
Tide
. certificate as evidence of 54(3)
. decisions re 104(2)
Tolls
. received by public utility
company 168(c)
Transfer
. membership, of, in co-operative
corporation 145(2)
Transfer of shares
. by-laws re 92(1) (a)
. . confirmation of 92(2)






. call unpaid 57(4)
. consent to 57(1)
. co-operative shares, of 145(1)
. death, on 62(2)
. delivery of share warrant, by . . .66
. entry of 60
. entry of, after notice 61(3)
. . liability of company on ...61(4)
. entry of, on declaring dividend.. 59
. failure to do business with
co-operative company. . 151(1) (6)
. mode 56(1)
. record of 101 (^)
. refusal to register 58, 61 (1)
. restrictions on 56(2)
. winding up on, effect of 176
Transferee
. liability of, where call unpaid 57(4)
Transferor
. liability of, where call unpaid 57(4)
Transmission
. shares, of 62(1) (o,&)
Treasurer
. mutual fire insurance corpora-
tion, of, election of 231(3)
. security by, of mutual insurance
corporation 271(1)
. . minimum 271(2)
Treasurer of Ontario
. unclaimed dividends paid
to 209,210(2)
Trial
. issue, of 104(3)
Trust company
. application of Act to 213
. funds of society managed by 289(2)
. money received on account of
shares paid into, re insurance
companies 220(5)
Trustee
. director, as 87(3)
. . liability of 87(4)
. order for delivery of property
by 199(2)
. personal liability of 76(1, 3)
. power of company as . . . .23(l)(/>)
. purchase of shares by, for
employees 130(1)
. shareholder, as 73(1)
Trustee Act
. application of, to liquidators ..186




. voting powers where property
insured by 259(3)
Trusts
. incorporation subject to 24(2)
. notice of 72(2)
. share, subject to, company's
obligations re 72(1)
Vacancies
. auditor's office, in 115
. board of directors, in 85(3)
. directors, among, of mutual
insurance corporation 265
. interim, among directors of
mutual insurance
corporation 269
. liquidators, among 182,185
Validity
. call, of, action re 136(7)
Valuations
. standard of, on reinsurance 224(4)
Vendor
. director as, re contracts with
company 94(1)
Verification
. additional returns, of, of public
utility companies 168
. books of account, of 107
Vice-president
. mutual fire insurance corpora-
tion, of, election of 231(3)
. mutual insurance corporation,
of, election of 268(4)
. remuneration of, by-laws
re 92(l)(c)
. . confirmation of 92(2)
. . repeal of 92(3)






. director, by, re contracts with
company 94(1, 2)




. shareholders, by 51
. trustees, by 73(1)
Wages
. liability of directors for 98(1)
. . exception to 98(2)
. payment of, assignment of
judgment to director on . . .98(4)
Waiver















. claim for wages on 98 (2) (6)
. commencement of 175
. . under order 194
. costs of 180
. meeting during 184(1)
. order re 192
. proceedings in winding up after 198
. Supreme Court by, re
insurers 313(2)
. preference re payment on 80(1)
. proceedings, stayed 203
. publication of notice of 177
. rules of procedure re 206
. voluntary 174(c-c)
. . consequences of 179
. . insurance company, by . . .308(1)
Winding-up Act (Canada)
. proceedings taken under ...178(2)
COMPANIES INFORMATION
Companies Information Act,
Vol. 1, p. 643.
See also Companies Act
Accountant
. appointed on application of
shareholders 4(2)
Affidavits
. fee not chargeable 6
. return verified by 3(3)
Annual meeting
. particulars in return 3(l)(t)
Application





particulars in return 3(1) (w)
Audit of books
accountant appointed for 4(2)
expenses of 4(3)
Bonds and debentures




. particulars in return 3iX)(d,e)
COMPANIES Sec.
INFORMATION—Con.
By-laws re issue of shares
. particulars in return Z{\){s,t)
Capital
. particulars in return 3(1) (ir)
Circulars
. untrue statements in, liability
for 5(1)
Commissions re shares
. particulars in return . : . . . .3(1)(^)
Companies Act
. application of 3(6)
Company
. defined 1 (a)
Corporations
. defined l(o)
. incorporated before July 1,
1907, returns of 3(5)
. return by 3(1)
Creditors






. company 1 (a)
. corporation 1 (c)
. promoter 5(2)
. securities I (6)
Director
affidavit of verification by . .Z(.Z)
. default re returns, penalty
,
.fof - 3(4), 4(1)
failure to file prospectus,
penalty for 2(2)
. liability of, for untrue
statements 5(1)
. particulars of, in return 3(1)(/)
Discount re shares
. particulars in return 3(l)(i«)
Expense
. audit of books, of 4(3)
Fees
. annual return, for 3(1)
. exemption of Z{7)
filing of summary, for 3(6)
exemption of Z{7)
regu'-ations re 7(c, e)
Filing
. prospectus of 2(1)
. . failure re, penalty for 2(2)
. . regulations re 7(b, e)
. return, of 3(1)






. particulars in return 3(l)(o)
Head office
. annual return posted in 3(2)
. particulars in return 3(l)(/»)
Incorporation
. particulars in return . . . .3(l)(b,c)
Information
. prospectus, in 7(b)
. returns, in 3(1), 7(/,p)
Insurance Act
. application of 3(1)
Interest rate
. particulars in return 3(l)(y)
Liability
. untrue statements, for 5(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations made by 7
Loans and Trust Corporations Act
. application of 3(1)
Manager
. particulars in return . . . .3(l)(5',.r)
Name
. corporation, in return 3(1) (a)
Notice






. audit expenses paid by 4(3)
. default re returns, penalty
for 3(4)
. failure to file prospectus,
penalty for 2(2)
Ontario Companies Act
. application of 3(5)
Penalties
. default re returns, for ..3(4), 4(1)
. failure to file prospectus, for . .2(2)
Preference shares
. particulars in return 3(l)(r)
Premiums
. particulars in return 3(1) (m)
President
. affidavit of verification by ....3(3)
. particulars in return 3(1) (p)
Principal office
. annual return posted in 3(2)
. particulars in return 3(1) (h)
Promoter
. defined 5(2)




. filing of 2(1)
. . penalty for failure re 2(2)
. regulations re 7(a-e)
. untrue statements in, liability
for 5(1)
Provincial Secretary
. accountant appointed by 4(2)
. annual returns delivered to ...3(1)
. fees exempted by 3(7)
. payment of audit expenses
directed by 4(3)
. prospectus filed with 2(1)
. . failure re, penalty for 2(2)
. summary filed with 3(6)
. time for delivery enlarged by 3(7)
Rate of issue of shares
. particulars in return 3(l)(v)
Real estate
particulars in return 3(l)(k)
Regulations
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 7
. prospectus, re
. . exemption from filing 7(d)
. . fees payable 7(c,e)
. . filing of 7(a)
. . information in 7(b)
. returns re
. . filing of 7(f)
. . information in 7(g)
. . verification of 7(h)
Returns
. corporations incorporated before
July 1, 1907 3(5)
. default re, penalty for 3(4)
. delivered to Provincial
Secretary 3(1)
. fee for 3(1)
. posted for inspection 3(2)
. required by Provincial
Secretary 4(1)
. . default re, penalty for 4(1)
. summary filed in lieu of 3(6)
. verified by affidavit 3(3)
Secretary
. particulars of, in return ...3(l)(g)
Securities
. defined 1(b)
. prospectus filed before issue of 2(1)
. . penalty for failure re 2(2)
Securities Act
. application of 1 (b)
Share capital





. particulars of, in return ..3(l)(g)
Shareholders
. application for appointment of
accountant by 4(2)
. audit expenses paid by 4(3)
. inspection of return by 3(2)
Shares
. particulars of, in return 3(1) (w-r)
. subscription for, liability re .5(1)
Statements
. liability re truth of 5(1)
Subscriptions
. prospectus, etc., for 5(1)
Simmiary
. fee for filing of 3(6)
. . exemption of 3(7)
. filed in lieu of return 3(6)
Time
. delivery of return, summary,
for, enlarged 3(7)
. making returns, for 4(1)
Treasurer
. particulars of, in return ...3(1)(^)
COMPENSATION
See Arbitration Act; Blind
Workmen's Compensation Act;
Fatal Accidents Act; Indus-
trial and Mining Lands Com-




See Summary Convictions Act;
Voters' Lists Act
COMPRESSED AIR




See Labour Relations Act
CONDITIONAL SALES
Conditional Sales Act,
Vol. 1, p. 651.
See also Bills of Sale and Chat-
tel Mortgages Act; Costs of
CONDITIONAL Sec
SALES—Con.
Distress Act; Factors Act;




. execution on discharge 13(6)
. registration of contract
verified 13(2)
. renewal statement verified ...4(2)
. verification Form 6
. verifying notice Form 2
Application of Act
. error in name or description ..2(6)
. goods brought into Ontario
after contract 11
. hire receipts 2(2), 4(4)
. musical instruments 2(5)
. repossession by seller, re ....8(6)
. rolling stock sold to railway
company 2(7)
Certificate
. discharge Form 3
Claim
. particulars, of, seller's duty re . .7
Contract
. conditional sale, notice of . . Form 1
. court fees re 5
. delivery to purchaser 3
. discharge of 12
. errors in copy of 6
. notice of, registration 13
. outside Ontario 11
. renewal of 4
. requirements 2(1)
Corporations
. provisions re 14
Court
. order for delivery of contract
to purchaser 3
. contract filed in 2(1) (6)
. fees 5





. effect of 2
Discharge of contract
. certificate of 13(6), Form 4
. form 12(2), Form 3
. procedure 12(1)
. registration fee 13(7)
Error
. immaterial, effect 6










. affidavit of verification . . . . Form 6
. aflidavit verifying notice . . Form 2
. certificate of discharge Form 4
. conditional sale contract,
notice of Form 1
. discharge 12(2), Form 3
renewal statement Form 5
Goods
. affixed to realty, rights re . . . 9(1)
. brought in, after contract
outside Ontario 11
. defined 1
. delivery of possession, eflfect ... .2
. landlord's right to distrain 10
. repossession, seller's duty after . .8
. resale 2(3,4)
Hire receipts
. application of Act to ...2(2), 4(4)
. filing of, deemed notice 9(3)
. notice of Form 1
Land Titles Act
. registration under 13(1) (rf)
Landlord
. distraining rights 10
Mining machinery
. rights re 9(2)
Musical instruments
. application of Act to 2(5)
Notice
affidavit verifying Form 2
conditional sale contract ...Forml
corporations, by 14(1)
filing of contract, etc., deemed 9(3)
hire receipt Form 1
intention to sell, after
repossession 8
. registration of 13
Penalties
claim, particulars, of, failure to
supply 7(1)
Possession
goods after delivery, effect 2
Railway company
. rolling stock sold to 2(7)
Realty
. goods aft"ixcd to, rights re ...9(1)
Registration












. seller's duty after 8
Resale
. delivery for, effect 2(3)
. notice of intention, after
repossession 8
. ownership on 2(4)
Stock, rolling
. sale to railway company 2(7)
Subsequent purchaser of mortgagee
. registration of contract deemed
notice to 13(3)
. rights of 2,13(4)
CONDUITS
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Sec also Ditches and Water-
courses Act; Lakes and Rivers
Improvement Act; Municipal
Drainage Act; Natural Gas
Conservation Act; Ontario
Municipal Board Act; Public
Lands Act; Pulpwood Conser-
vation Act; Trees Act
Account of Supreme Court
. compensation paid to 28(1)
. . proceedings after 28(2,3)
Administrator
. contracts by 26(1)
Advisory boards




. report of, re damage 25(2)






. regulations re 18(c)
Appeals
Court of Appeal, to 22(9)
. failure to serve notice re 25(4)
. Municipal Board, from 22(9)
Municipal Board, to 22(6-9)
. power of Municipal Board
on 22(9)
. referee, to 25(5-8)
. review, from, not permitted ..16(4)
. time of hearing of 22(8)
Application
. Act, of 2




. . authority's power re 15(/)
. . notice of, sent to councils. . 16(1)
. . reviewed by Municipal
Board 16(2-5)
. costs, for maintenance of
schemes 36(2)
. . portion of municipality, for 36(3)
Assessment of land
. Hydro Commission, of 32(1)
Authority
. appointments by 11, 12
. assessment of lands of 32(1)
. borrowing powers of 4(4)
. capital expenditures determined
by 35(1)
. chairman of—see Chairman of
authority
. compensation paid by 25(4)
. corporation, as 4(3)
. cost of work borne by 19(2)
. . rebuilding necessary, where 31(4)
. defined 1(b)
. determination of name of 4(2)
. employees of—see Employees
. enlargement of 6(4)
. . meeting for 6(1-3), 7
. establishment of 4(1)
. first meeting of 8(3)
. . appointments at 10(1)
. grants made to 39
. labour employed by 15(0
. land abandoned by 24
. land for re-interment conveyed
by 33(6)
. meeting to establish 3(1)
. members of—see Members of
authority






municipality not entitled to
representation on 17
notice of apportionment sent
out by 16(1)
notice re compensation sent to
owners by 22(5)
objects of 13
payment for expenses enforced
by 36(4)
plans, description of schemes
. filed by 14
. questioned by 21(4)
powers of
. entry on land, re 19(1)
. general 15
regulations made by 18
removal, re-interment of bodies
by 33
report of advisory board to .25 (2)
requested by council 3(1)
. three or more, where 5
require particulars of land, to .29
resistance to, warrant issued
where 30(1)
rights re water power 34(1)
secretary-treasurer—see
Secretary-treasurer
statement re compensation filed
with 22(4)





. claim investigated by 25(2)
Boards See also Advisory boards
. authority's power to collaborate
with 15(*)
Bodies
. removed, to new cemetery 33
Borings on land
. power to make 19(1)
Borrowing
. powers of authority re 4(4)
By-laws
. raising money for limited
benefits for 35(5)
Canal
. power re, for scheme 19(1) (a)
Capital expenditures
. determined by authority ....35(1)
Cemetery
. notice re acquisition of 33(23)





. al)sciicc of, effect 10(3)
. death of, cfTcct 10(2)
. election of 10(1)
. land expropriated by 20
. no; ice re rai.'^ing money signed
by 35(3)
. plans, description signed by. 21(1)
Crown lands, re 31(1)
Chairman of executive committee
. appointment of 12(3)
Charge
. statement re 29
Chief engineer




approval of by-laws re money
for limited benefits 35(5
defined l(c
member of executive committee,
as 12(2
plan, description, certified for
appeal 22(7
plan, description signed by .21(1
Crown lands, re 31(1
powers
. compensation for water
power, re 34(3





investigated by engineers ... 25(2
Committee
. contracts bj^ 26(1
Compensation for damage
. character of 23
. claimed by owner 22 (2) (c
. contract for 26(1
. damage caused by schemes, for 2
. determined bj' advisory
board 22(3), 25(3
. fixed by referee 25(8
. investment of 28(2




. land abandoned, cfTect on . .24(2,3
. notice of, sent to owner 22(5
. order re distribution of ....28(2,3
. paid by authority 25(4
. paid into court
. . interest on 28(1






. payment of, up to $100 27
. statement re, filed with
authority 22(4)
. use of water power, for . . . .34(2-5)
Contracts
. compensation, for 26
regulations re 18(c)
. tenants, executors, etc., by 26
Corporation
. authority to be 4(3)
Costs of work
. borne by authority 19(2)
. . roads, bridges, hydro, re .31(4)
. review of apportionment, for 16(4)
Councils of municipalities
application for review of
apportionment by 16(2)




three or more, where 5
members of authority appointed
by 8(1)
notice of apportionment sent
to 16(2)
notified of meeting for
enlargement 6(l)(t)
power to raise money 37
representatives appointed by . 3(2)
Court
. compensation paid into 28(1)
. . proceedings after 28(2,3)
Court of Appeal
. appeal to 22(9)
Crown lands
. scliemes affecting 31
Curator
. contracts by 26(1)
Dams
. construction of 15(/;)
Debentures
. money raised by 35(3)
Definitions







. participating municipality . . . .l(k)
. referee 1 («')
. scheme 1(/)





. authority's power to collaborate
with 15(h)
Ditches and Watercoxirses Act
. application of 25(1)
Drains
. power re, for scheme 19(1) (b)
Electors
. assent, re money not required . .37
Electric wire
. power re, for scheme ...19(1) (6)
Employees
. appointment of 11(1)
. power to enter on land 19(1)
. salaries of 11(1)
Encmnbrances
. converted to a claim 23
. statement re 29
Engineer
. appointed by referee 25(7)
. power re compensation for
water power 34(3)
Errors
. plan, description, in,
corrected 21(3)
Executive committee
. appointment of 12(1)
chief officer member of 12(2)
. defined 1(d)
. delegation of powers to,
regulations re 18(c)
Executor
. contracts by 26(1)
Expenses
. approval for payment of 38




power re, for scheme ....19(1)(&)
Grants
. made to authority 39
Guardian
. appointment of 26(2)
contracts by 26(1)
Headstones




. appeal, time, place for 22(8)
. . referee, to 25 (7)
. review of apportionment, for 16(2)
Hydro Commission
. interference with work of 31
. rights re water power 34
Interest
. compensation paid into
court, on 28
. money borrowed by
authority, on 4(4)
Judge
. appointment of guardian by . .26(2)
. order of, re compensation . . . 28(2)
. warrant for possession
issued by 30(1)
Labour
. authority's power re
employment of 15 (^)
Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act
. application of 15(&), 25
Land
. abandoned, effect on
compensation 24(2, 3)
. assessment of 32(1)
. authority's power re 15(c,g)
compensation for, effect of . .22(9)
. conveyed for re-interment ...33(6)
. defined l(^)
. limited interest in, held
by authority 24(1)
. notice of expropriation of 22(1,2)
particulars of, required
by authority 29
. plan, description of—see Plan,
description of land
. power to enter on 19(1)
. vesting in authority 21(1)
Lien
. statement re 29
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. authority enlarged by 6(4), 7
authority established by 4(1)
. chairman of authority
appointed by 10(1)
. chairman of executive
committee appointed by . . . 12(3)
. grants made by 39
. member of authority
appointed by 8(2)
. name of authority
determined by .4(2)






. apportionment of expense of . . .36
Materials
. authority's power re
purchase of IS(^)
Meetings
. enlargement of authority, for 6,
7
. establishment of authority, for 3,
5
. regulations re 18(a)
. set by Minister of
Public Works 8(3)
Members of authority—See also
Authority
. appointment of 8(1, 2)
. first meeting of 8(3)
. majority vote of 9(3)
. payment of salaries of 38
. quorum of 9(2)
. vote of 9(1)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. consent re planting of trees 15(t)
. plans, description of Crown
lands deposited with 31(1)
. schemes approved by 14
. . Crown lands, re 31(1)
Minister of Planning and
Development
. schemes approved by 14
Minister of Public Works
. approval re entry, etc.,
on land 19(1)
. first meeting of authority
set by 8(3)
. meeting to enlarge
authority called by 6,7
. meeting to establish
authority called by 3(1), 5
. schemes approved by 14
. . public works, re 31(2)
Money
. authority's power re 38
. council's power to raise 37
. mode of raising of 35(3)
. . limited benefits, re 35(5)
. . portion of municipality
in area, re 35(4)
. paid to authority 38
. portion raised by
municipalities 35(2)
. regulations re 18(c)
Miinicipal Drainage Act
. application of l(t), 25(1, 7, 8)






. meeting to establish
authority requested by ... 3(1)
. . three or more, where 5
Name
. authority, of 4(2)
Newspaper
. notice re cemetery
published in 33(3)
. notice re expropriation
published in 22(1)
Notice
. abandonment of land, re,
registered 24(1)
. acquisition of cemetery, re 33(2,3)
appeal to Municipal Board, of 22(6)
appeal to referee, for 25(5)
. apportionment of benefit, of 16(1)




. published, where land
expropriated 22(1)
. . contents of 22(2)
. raising of money, re 35(3)
. review of apportionment, for 16(2)
Objects
. authorities, of 13
Omission
. plan, description, in, corrected 21(3)
Ontario land surveyor
. plan, description prepared by 21(1)
Ontario Municipal Board
. appeals from 22(9)
. appeals to 22(6-9)
. apportionment reviewed,
varied by 16(2-5)
. power re raising money 35(3)
. spending of money to be
approved by 38
Ontario Municipal Board Act
. application of 22(9)
Order
. binding representatives of
persons 28(4)
Owner of cemetery
. land for re-interment conveyed
to 33(6)
Owners of land
. abandoned land revested in . .24(1)
. advisory board's report sent to 25
. appeal to referee by 25(5-8)








. consent, re planting of trees 15(t)
. defined 1 ig)
. notice sent to, after
expropriation 22(1, 2)
. statement of claim filed
by 22(2)(c)
Owners of plots
. notice to, re cemeteries 33(2)
Participating municipalities
. assessed for expenses, salaries,
etc 36
. authority's power re benefit
to 15(/)
. defined 1(h)
. designated 4(1), 6(4), 7
. municipality ceasing to be 17
. portion of money raised by 35(2,3)
. . limited benefits, re 35(5)
. . part of municipality in area,
re 35(4)
Payment for expenses
. enforcing of 36(4)
Personal property
. authority's power re 15(rf)
Persons
. appointment of representatives
of 28(4)
. contracts by, allowed 26(3)
. disability, under 28(4)
. statement re land required from 29
. unascertained, representation
for 28(4)
.unborn, representation for . . .28(4)
Plan, description of land
correction of 21(3)
Crown lands, re 31(1)
. deemed deposited 21(4)
. land required for limited time 21(2)
. preparation of 21(1)
. registration of 21(1)
. sent to Municipal Board for
appeal 22(7)
Plot owners
. notice to re cemeteries 33(2)
Possession
issue of warrant for 30(1)
Public Lands Act
. application of 34(5)
Public works
schemes interfering with ... 31(2)
Quorum
. enlargement of authority, for 6(3)






. municipal representatives, of 3(3)
. present at meeting 4(1)
Referee
. appeal to 25(5-8)
. compensation determined
by 25(3.8)
. defined 1 (i)
Registration
. abandonment of land, of ...24(1)
. expropriated land, of 21(1)
. . notice of 22(1,2)
Regrulations
. made by authority 18
Representatives
. meeting to establish authority,
at 3(2), 4(1)
. quorum of 3(3)
Research
. authority's power re 15(y)
Reservoirs
. construction of 15(6)
Resolution
. establishment of authority, for 3(1)
River
. power re. for scheme ....19(l)(o)
Road
. power re, for scheme ...19(1) (a)
Salaries
. approval for payment of 38
. municipalities assessed for .36(1)
. payment of 11(1)
Schemes See also Works
. approval for 14
. . Crown land, re 31(1)
. authority's power re IS(ife)
. capital expenditures for 35(1)
. compensation for damage
caused by 24
. defined 1 (/)
. description of, filed 31(2)
. interfering with cemetery ..... .33
. interfering with public work 31(2)
. money raised for 35
. municipality not benefiting
from, effect 17
. object of authority, as 13
Secretary-treasurer
. appointment of 11(1)
. levy sent to county clerk by 36(2)
. notice re raising money signed
by 35(3)
. notified of meeting 6(1) (6)
powers, duties, regulations re 18(6)





pcnvcr re, for scheme ...19(1) (6
Sheriff
. duties, powers of 30(2
. warrant for possession issued
to 30(1
Streams
. power re, for scheme ...19(l)(a
Streets




. power to make 19(1
Surveyor
. plan, description prepared by 21(1
Taxation
. works exempt from 32(2
Telephone poles
power re, for scheme ...\9(l)(b
Tenant for life
. contracts by 26(1
Tenant in tail
. contracts by 26(1
Time
filing of statement of claim
for 22(2)(<:
. leave to appeal to court, for 22(9
. mailing of notice of
compensation, for 22(5
. notice of expropriation, for 22(1,2
. notice of time, place of appeal,
for 22(8
Trees
. autliority's power re 15(i
Trial pits






. members of authority, of .9(1,2
Warrant for possession
. issued when 30(1
Watercourse
power re, for scheme ...19(l)(a
Water-pipes
. power re, for scheme . 19(1)(6
Water power
. authority's rights re 34(1
. compensation for use of .34(2-5





enlargement of authority for 6,
7
estal)lishment of authority for 5
investigation of 15(a)
meeting to establish
conservation, authority for . .3(1)
Work
. cost of 19(2)
Works—See also Schemes
. erection of 15(&)
. exem])t from tax 32(2)
. public, schemes interfering
with 31(2)
CONSIGNMENTS
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See also Dairy Products Act
Application
. loan, for 4(1)
Board of appraisal
. approval of factory, etc.,
by S(2)ia,b)










. named by Minister, until loan
paid 5(1)
Equipment
. factory, approved by Minister 5(1)
Factories
. approval of 5




. approval of loans by 2
. regulations for administration
of Act 6
Limitations
. loan, of 3(3)






. application for 4(1)
. co-operative society formed on 4(2)
. factory, etc., approval of ....5(2)
. granted by Minister 2
. interest on 3(2)
. limit of 3(3)
. money paid to Minister 4(4)
. secured by first mortgage . . . .3(1)
terms of 4(3)
Management
. Minister to name one director
until loan paid 5(1)
Minister
. approval of site, plan and
equipment 5(1)
. defined 1
. loans for building factories, by . . .2
. power to name one director
until loan paid 5(1)
Mortgage
. security for loan 3(1)
Plan
factorj-, approved by Minister 5(1)
Regulations
administration of Act, re 6
Shareholders
. maximum holdings of 4(5)
Site
factory, approved by Minister 5(1)
Stock
. co-operative societies, of 4(3)
. . paid to Minister 4(4)
. maximum holdings 4(5)








Act, Vol. 1, p. 685.
See also Audit Act; Executive
Council Act; Provincial Loans
Act; Public Revenue Act
Arbitrator's award
. payment of 5
Audit
Consolidated Revenue Fund, of . .2
Bequests
—
See Gifts and bequests
Charity





. vested in Treasurer of
Ontario 4(1,3)
Debentures
. municipal, settlement and
refund 4(4)
. vested in Treasurer of
Ontario 4(1,3)
Education
. gifts for 6
Executive Council Act
. application of 4(2)
Expenditures
. accounting for 5
Gifts and bequests
. interest on 6(2)
. investment of 6(1)
Interest
. gifts, on 6(2)
. municipal debentures, on 4(4)
Investment
. gifts, of 6(1)
. surplus of fund 3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. investment of surplus by 3
. warrant issued by 5
Municipal debentures
settlement, refund of 4(4)
Municipality
. debentures not paid by 4(4)
Obligations
. vested in Treasurer of
Ontario 4(1,3)
Property
. interest in, vested in
Treasurer 4(1, 3)
Public monejrs
. mode of payment of S
Right of action
. vested in Treasurer 4(1, 3)
Securities
. gifts invested in 6(1)
. realizations of 4(2)
. surplus invested in 3
. vested in Treasurer 4(1)
Sources
Consolidated Revenue Fund, of .1
Surplus of fimd
. investment of 3
Treasiu-er of Ontario
. death of 4(1)
. gifts, bequests accepted by . . .6(1)
. resignation of 4(1)






. settlement re municipal
debentures by 4(4)
. warrant directed to 5
Warrant
. payment of public money, for .5
CONSTABLES
See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Coroners Act;
Division Courts Act; Election
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Firemen's Ex-
emption Act; Haliburton Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Judica-
ture Act; Jurors Act; Legis-
lative Assembly Act; Liquor
Control Act; Mental Hospitals
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
Act; Ontario Municipal Board
Act; Police Act; Private De-
tectives Act; Public Authorities
Protection Act; Public Librar-
ies Act; Railways Act; Sher-
iffs Act; Transportation of




Vol. 1, p. 687.
See also Dominion Courts Acts;
Judicature Act
Appeals
. opinion of court, from 6,7
Attorney-General for Canada




. payment of 5
Court
. jurisdiction of 1
. notice to persons interested by . . ,4
. opinion certified to Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 2
. opinion deemed judgment,
appeal from 6,7
. references by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council, to 1
Court of Appeal—S^e Court
Hearings
. notice of, to Attorney-General
for Canada 3
. notice of, to persons interested . . .4




. opinion deemed, appeal from ..6,7
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. opinion of court certified to 2
. references to court, by 1
Opinion of court
. certified to Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 2
. deemed judgment 6
. . appeal from 7
Reasons
. statement of, with opinion by
Court 2
References
. Lieutenant-Grovernor in Council
by, to courts 1
. notice of hearing to Attorney-
General for Canada 3






. questions of 3
CONSTRUCTION OF
BUILDINGS
See Architects Act; Building
Trades Protection Act; Gov-
ernment Contracts Hours and
Wages Act; Municipal Act;
Public and Other Works






See Private Hospitals Act; Pub-
lic Health Act; Public Hos-





See Farm Products Containers
Act
CONTEMPT
See County Courts Act; Division
'Courts Act; Judicature Act;




See Athletics Control Act
CONTINGENT
INTERESTS






Vol. 1, p. 689.
See also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Department of
Education Act; High Schools
Act; Municipal Act; Public
Schools Act; Separate Schools
Act; Teachers' Superannuation
Act; Teaching Profession Act;
Vocational Education Act
Admission
. pupils, of 11
Agreements
. councils with board 6(7)
. disposal of assets on
dissolution 4(2)
. joint possession of schools . .3(4)
. sections adjoining 7
. union school sections, in 3(8)
Agricultural training
. department established for . . .9(5)
. provision for 9(4)
Attendance
. interruption of 6(8)
Boards
. agreements between adjoining 7(1)
. agreements re joint schools . .3(4)
. contributions under agreement . . .8
. costs payable by county to 8
. county representatives on . . . .3(10)
. . restriction on voting powers 3(11)
. dissolution of 4
. establishment of continuation
schools by 3(1)
. estimates submitted by 5(2)
. fees payable by
. . agreement with councils re 6(7)
. . costs to include 6(2,4)
. . lump sum in lieu 6(6)
. fees prescribed by, attendance
interrupted 6(8)
. incorporation of 3(3, 6)
. liability for maintenance 5
. management under joint 3(5)





. paj'ments re agricultural
training 9(4)
. powers of 3(2, 3, 7)
. public school, jurisdiction 14
. separate school 3(9)
. township school area 3(12-18)
. union school sections 3(8)
City
. establishment of continuation
schools 7
Classification of schools
. Minister's powers 2(2)
. regulations for 2(1)
Continuation school district
. absorption in high school
district 4(3)
. contribution agreements re ...6(7)
. . limitation 6(8)
. county representation on
board 3(10)
. defined 1(a)
. liability for fees in 6(1,2)
. . limitation 6(8)




agricultural training, re 9(4)




. agreements re 3(4)
. union school sections 3(8)
fees deductible from 6(4)
liability re county pupils 8, 10
maintenance, of
. absorption in township
school area ...3(12,13,17,18)
. agreement between boards re 7(1)
. contribution toward 8
. levy re 5(1)
. union school section, by ...3(8)
County council
. additional contributions by . .9(1)
. . distribution of 9{,2)
. payments re agricultural
training 9(4)
. . department established 9(5)
. representation on boards 3(10)
. . voting powers restricted . . 3(11)






. attendance from adjoining
sections 6(2)





. transportation of 3(3)
Course of study
. defined _ 6(3)
. fees on interruption 6(8)
. regulations re 13
. unavailable in district 6(2)
Definitions
. continuation school district ...1(a)
. county pupils l(fc)
. course of study 6(3)
. maintenance 1 (f
)
. Minister 1 (d)
. municipality l(^)
. non-resident pupils 1 (/)
. permanent improvements 1(g)
. regulations 1 (h)
. resident pupils l(t)
Department of Education Act
. regulations under 1(h)
Dissolution




. high school—see High school
district
Education
. Minister defined 1(d)
Establishment of continuation
schools
. agreements re joint 3(4)
. agricultural department 9(5)
. 'board of trustees, by 2(1)
. limitations 7
. separate school board, by ...3(9)
. tovvrnship school area, in 3(12-18)
. union school sections, in ... .3(8)
Estimates
. board's duty re 5(2)
Fees
. agreements re payment 6(7)
. deduction from costs 6(4)
. liability re pupils
. . attendance interrupted 6(8)
. . board's responsibility 6(2)
. . exemption 6(1)
. . limitation 6(5)
. payment by board 6(2)





. calculation of 6(4)
High school district
. absorption by 4(3)
. establishment of 7(1)
High Schools Act
. costs collected under 8
. district established under ....7(1)
. fees under 6(2)
. school established under 7(1)
Joint boards
. agreement re 3(4)
. management under 3(5)
. . powers of 3(7)
Levy
. county 10(2)
. separate school supporters, on 3(9)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations approved by 2(1)
Lump sixm
. payment in lieu of fees 6(6)
Maintenance
. agreements for joint 3(4)
. contributions towards 9(1)
. costs—see Costs
. defined 1(c)
. limitations on 7(1)
. powers of board re 3(2)
. union of counties, liability for 9(3)
Management
joint board, by 3(5,7)
Minister
. absorption by township school
area approved by 3(12, 13)
. agreements approved
by 3(4), 7(1, 2)
. agricultural departments
established by 9(5)
. boards approved by 3(1)
. classification of schools by . . .2(2)
. defined 1(d)
. directions re agreements 7(3)
. dissolution approved by ....4(1,2)
. name of board approved by .3(6)
. regulations by 2(1)
. schools in city approved by 7(2)
Mimicipality
. agreement with boards 6(7)
. . limitation on liability 7(1)
. board established by 3(1)
. clerk's duty on dissolution . . .4(3)
. defined K*)
. estimates submitted to 5(2)








. powers in union school section 3(8
. pupils from adjoining 8
. school situate in 9(6'
Non-resident pupils
. admission of 1
. defined 1 (/
. fees, agreement re 6(7
Permanent improvements
. contributions towards 9(1
. defined 1(^
Public Schools Act
. application of 14
. assessment under 3(8
. payments under 9(6
Pupils
. admission of 1
. county, defined 1(<7
. fees re 6
. non-resident, defined 1 (/
. resident, defined 1(«
. status of i
. transportation of 3(3
Regulations
. agreements subject to ...3(4), 6(1
. agricultural training, re 9(4
. boards subject to 3(1
. classification under 2(2
. courses of study 13
. defined l(h
. graduation under t6(3
. requirements, re 2(1
. teacher's qualifications 12
Representation
. county council on board 3(10
. . voting powers restricted . . .3(11
Requirements for schools
. regulations re 2(1
Resident pupils
. admission of 1
. attendance outside school
district 6(2
. defined l(i),'
. exemption from fees 6(1) (a




high school—see High school
district
Separate school board
. continuation school established
by 3(9)
Teachers









. apportionment of costs in . . . .3(8)





See Architects Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Wages Act; Wood-
men's Lien for Wages Act;
Workmen's Compensation Act
CONTRACTS
See Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Frustrated
Contracts Act; Government
Contracts Hours and Wages
Act; Investment Contracts
Act; Public Works Act; Sale
of Goods Act; Statute of
Frauds: Unconscionable Trans-










Vol. 1, p. 701.
See also Election Act; Judicature
Act; Legislative Assembly
Act; Public Inquiries Act
Abatement of petition
. costs of 72(2)
. death, on 72(1)
. notice of 72(3)
. substitution of petitioners, on 72(4)
Absence
. registrar of election court, of 35(2)
Adjournment
. trial of petition, of 36(2,3)
Affidavits






. costs re corrupt practices by 78(1)
Appeals
. disagreement of judges, on 59(1)
. hearing of 61
. judgment, from 60(1)
. judgment of election court, from 40
. notice of, to Speaker 56(2)
. precedence of 60(4)
. reference back to election
court 59(2)
. report and certificate to court
of appeal, on 53(1)
. security for costs of . . .53(2), 60(2)
. set down by registrar 60(3)
. . notice of 60(5)
Application
. substitution of petitioners, for 41(1)
. withdrawal of petitions 70
Assembly
. election set aside, rights prior
to appeal 56(1)
. Speaker to communicate report
•to 55
. special report of corrupt
practice to 52
. trial not stopped by dissolution
of 40
. vacancy of seat in 74(1)(&)
Barrister-at-law
. preliminary examination before
specially named 27(1)
Bills and vouchers
. production of, for
examination 29(1)
. . originals returned 29(2)
Candidates
. claiming seat, preliminary
examination of 26
. costs not awarded against, if
not unseated 81
. costs re corrupt practices by
agent of 78(1)
. cross petition re 13
. defined 1(a)
. knowledge of corrupt practices
by 51(a)
. petition presented by 7(a)
. two or more, as respondents to
same petition 8
Certificates
. concurrence of judges for . . . 54(1)
. concurrence re undue return 54(3)
. Court of Appeal, to 53(1)







. differences of opinion re ...54(2)
. differences re other matters . 54(4)
. indemnity, of 48
. report of corrupt practices with 51
. Speaker to communicate to
Assembly re 55
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
. notice of petition to 14(3)
Contempt of court
. failure to obey order to attend
election court 47(1)
powers of court re punishment
for 84
Corrupt practices
agent, by costs re 78(1)
defined 1(6)
evidence of 44
prosecution of persons reported
for 86
report on 51
special report to Assembly 52




directions of prosecution . .75(15)
. fees of counsel on 75(16)
disposal of 75(6)
execution on order for
payment 75(18)
judgment bar to further
proceedings 75(13)
limitation of time for ...75(21)
notice to person charged 75(14)
order to appear at 75(3)
. service of 74(4)
penalties 75(8), 75(10)
. application of 75(19)
powers of court 75(13)
rights of persons charged 75(7)
trial to follow trial of
petition 75(20)
warrant for non-attendance 75(5)
witness fees at 75(17)
Costs
. abatement, of 72(2)
. against petitioner, recovery
of 80(1)
. . execution for 80(2)
. corrupt practices by agent,
for 78(1)







. council fees, etc., of 79(2)
. . taxation of 79(1)
. . . corrupt practices not
included in 79(3)
. discretion of court, re 76
. petition filed before notice
of disclaimer 77
. petition where candidate not
unseated 81
. security for 20(6)
. . amount of 21
. . appeal, of 53(2), 60(2)
. . returning officer and
sheriflF, to 20(a)
. . withdrawal of petition 70(6)
. sheriffs, as costs in the cause 85(2)
. special examinations, of 27(2)
. withdrawal of petition, of . . .70(8)
County
. defined 1 (c)
County court
. defined l(rf)
Court—See also County court;
Court of Appeal; Election
court; Judges; Supreme
Court
. defined 1 (e)
. directions for new trial 67
. disagreement of election court
judges, appeal to 59(1)
. discretion re costs 76
. duties of 63
. leave to withdraw petition, to 70(1)
. . order for return to be made 10
. . order for security for costs
on 70(5)
. order re disposition of deposit 65
. petition presented to 6
. power to punish for contempt
and enforce rules 84
. powers of 63
. precedence by 60(4)
. reference back to election
court 59(2)
. review of judgment 62







. appeals to 60(1)
. special case to 58(1)
. question of law, re 58(2)
Cross-examinations




. costs where candidate not
unseated 81
. trial at same time as petition . . 13
Crown attorney
. prosecution of persons reported
for corrupt practices, by ... .86
Crown Witnesses Act
. scale of witness fees re ...75(17)
Death
. petitioners of 72(1)
respondent, of 74
Definitions
. candidate 1 (o)
. corrupt practice 1(&)
. county 1(c)
. county court 1 (d)
. court 1(«)
. election 1(f)
. election court l(^)
. election list 1 (h)
. member 1(«)
. petition 1 (;)
. prescribed l(k)
. public moneys 1 (/)
. registrar 1(»»)
. rules of court 1 («)
. Speaker 1 (o)
Deposit
. disposition of 65
. recovery of costs against
petitioner from 80
Depositions
. filed after preliminary
examinations 28
. . used at trial 31
Disclaimer
. costs when petition filed before
notice of 77
. effect of. re petition 17
. notice of 18
. petition proceeded with if
corruption charged 19
Documents
. production of 29(1)
. return after examination ....29(2)
Election Act
. corrupt practice under 1(&)
. disagreement of judges, appeal
re 59(1)
. expenses of judges under . . .85(1)
. stay of proceedings under . . .48(2)
. taxation of costs re corrupt
practices 79(3)







court; Court; Court of
Appeal; Judges;
Supreme Court
. appeal from 60(1)
. assignment of judges for . . . .34(1)
. costs re corrupt practices by
agent at 78(1)
. decision of SO
. . notice to Speaker of 50
. defined 1(g)
. determination of election
upon disclaimer 17(2)
. disagreement between judges 59(1)
. election set aside 56(1)
. evidence at, not allowed
clsewlicrc 48(1)(6)
. evidence re corrupt practice at 44
. examination of witnesses, by 47(2)
. powers of judges of 39
. powers to compel attendance 47(1)
. prosecution of persons reported
for corrupt practices 86
. reference back to 59(2)
. registrar appointed for 35(1)
absence of 35(2)
. report on demeanour of
witness by 64
. report re corrupt practices by 5l
. . Court of Appeal, to 53(1)
. . special report to Assembly .52
. special case to Court of
Appeal 58(1)
. summary trial court, as 75(2)
. trial in
. . direction re corrupt
practices 75(15)
. . . fees of counsel re ...75(16)
. . . notice to person charged
re 75(14)
. . trial re corrupt practices to
follow 75(20)





. petition presented within
forty-five days after 11
questioned only in accordance
with Act 87
Evidence
answers by witnesses not
allowed as 48(1) (6)
. corrupt practice, of 44





. witnesses, of 47(2)
Executions
costs re corrupt practices by
agent, for 78(3)
. recovery of penalties on 75(18)
Expenses
. judges, of 85(1)
. sherriff's, costs in the cause 85(2)
Fees
counsel, re directions in
corrupt practices 75(16)
. salary of registrar in lieu of 35(3)
. taxation of 79(1,2)
. . costs re corrupt practices not
included in 79(3)
. witnesses, of 49, 75(16)
Forms
. petition, of 12
notice of publication of . . 16(2)
Hearing
. appeal, of 61
Imprisonment
. commencement of term of 75(11)
. default of money penalty, on 75(10)
. powers of court re 75(12)
Judges
—
See also County court;
Court; Court of Appeal;
Election court; Supreme
Court
. assignment of, for election
court 34(1)
. dismissal of petition on delay
by 41(2)
expenses of 85(1)
. leave for service of petition
out of Ontario 22(3)
. order for stay of
examinations, by 25





. reception and attendance of trial 38
. report re corrupt practices of .51
trial before two Supreme
Court, without jury 23
Judgments
. appeal from 60(1)
. . report and certificate to
Court of Appeal 53(1)





. appeal, on 61
. . certification of, to Speaker . . 66
. bar to further proceedings 75(13)
. review of 62
Jurisdiction
. election court, of 39
. Supreme Court, of 2
Legislative Assembly Act
. disclaimer by member-elect ..17(1)
. disclaimer under 18, 77
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. . approval of rules by Rules
Committee of 4
. registrar of election court
appointed by 35(1)
. . absence of 35(2)
Limitation of time
. trial re corrupt practices, for 75(21)
List of petitions





. presentation of petition to ..14(1)
. . notice to registrar 14(2)
Member
. consent for examination during
sessions 24
. consent if trial during sessions 43
. defined 1 (t
)
. election set aside, rights
prior to appeal 56(1)
. subject matter of petition re 6
Motion
. dismissal, for, on cross
examination of petition and
affidavit 15(2)
Notices
. abatement, of 72(3)
. appeal, of, to Speaker 56(2)
.. charge of corrupt practices to
person in court, of 75(14)
. death of respondent, of ..74(l)(a)
. decision of election court, of ...50
. disclaimer, of 18
. intention of respondent not to
appeal, of 74(1) (c)
. petition, of, by local registrars
to registrar 14(2)
. petition, of, to Clerk of the .








. publication of 16(1)
. . form of 16(2)
. setting down of appeal, of . .60(5)
. trial, of 37
. vacancy of seat in Assembly,
of 74(1)(6)
. withdrawal of petition, of . . . .70(2)
Oath
. witnesses, of 46
Orders
. appearance at trial for corrupt
practices, for 75(3)
. service of 74(4)
. warrant for non-appearance 75(5)
disposition of deposit, for 65
election court, of, to compel
attendance 47(1)
. prisoners as witnesses 47(4)
payment, for, re penalties
. execution on 75(18)
return to be made, for 10
stay of examination, for 25
Penalties
. corrupt practices, re
. . money penalties 75(8)
. . . application of 75(19)
. . . imprisonment combined
with 75(11)
. . . imprisonment on
default 75(10)
. . powers of court re 75(12)
. . recovery of, by execution 75(18)
Petitioners
abatement on death of 72(1)
. substitution on 72(4)
affidavits of, verifying
petition 15(1)
. cross examination re 15(2)
candidate claiming seat deemed 26
consent of all to withdraw 70(3)
copy of depositions after
preliminary examination, to . .28
notice of disclaimer to 18
preliminary examination of ... .23
. stay of, on order 25
recovery of costs against ...80(1)
. execution for . 80(2)
substitution of 70(4)
. delay :V..,..:: 41(1)
. security for costs on ....70(5,6)








. costs of 12{Z)
. death, on 72(1)
. notice of 72(3)
substitution of petitioners 72(4)
complaint re no return 10
conduct of returning ofificers, re .9
costs of
candidate not unseated 81
. discretion of court re 76
. petition filed before notice
of disclaimer 77
cross, by respondent 13
defined !(;')
dismissal of 41(2)
efTect of disclaimer on 17(1)
effect of undue return at trial of 45
form of 12
jurisdiction of Supreme Court re .2
list of, by registrar 32(1)
permission to file, after
disclaimer if corruption
charged 19
place of trial of 36(1)





notice to Clerk of Crown in
Chancery 14(3)
. three qualified voters 7(b)
York County or Toronto, in 14(1)
presented within forty-five days 11
proof of writ of election or
return not needed at trial of 83
publication of notice of 16(1)
. form of 16(2)
rules of Supreme Court where
no specified rules 3(1)
. extension of time not
allowed 3(2)
security for costs on 20
. amount of 21
service of 22(1)
. leave for, if out of Ontario 22(3)
. manner of 22(2)
special case to Court of
Appeal 58(1)
. question of law 58(2)










costs re corrupt practices
by agent 78(1)
before two Supreme Court
judges without jury 33
. direction re corrupt
practices 75(15)
time for commencement . 42(1)
. . consent during sessions . . . .43
. postponement of 42(2)
two or more candidates as
respondents to same 8
verified by affidavit 15(1)
cross-examination re 15(2)
withdrawal of 70(1)
. consent of all parties to . . .70(3)
costs of 70(8)
notice of 70(2)




. trial, of 36(1)
. . adjournment of 36(2)
. . adjournment to Toronto 36(3)
Powers
, court, of 63
court re punishment for
contempt, etc., of 84
election court, of 39
summary trial court, re
imi)risonmcnt 75(12)
Practice and procedure








. candidate claiming seat, of 26
costs of 27(2)
. depositions of, used at trial . . .31
. depositions to be filed ^
. hearing of 27(1)
parties to petition, of 23
consent of member during
sessions for 24
. . stay of, on order 25
. prisoners, of 30
Prisoners
. examination of, as witnesses .30
Production of documents






. writ of election or return of,
not needed at trial 83
Prosecutions
. direction of 75(15)
. . fees for 75(16)




. security for costs deposited as . .21
Publication
. notice of petition, of 16(1)
. . form of 16(2)
Record
. election court as court of 39
References
. election court, back to 59(2)
Registrar
. appeal set down by 60(3)
. . notice of 60(5)
. appointed for election court . .35(1)
. . absence of 35(2)
. certification of judgment on
appeal to Speaker 66
. defined l(»i)
. list of petitions by 32(1)




. presentation of petition to . . .14(1)
. salary of 35(3)
Report
. concurrence as to undue
return 54(3)
. concurrence of judges for ...54(1)
. corrupt practices, on 51
. Court of Appeal, to 53(1)
. decision of election court
to Speaker, of 50
. Speaker to communicate to
Assembly re 55
. special, to Assembly re
corrupt practices 52
Resignation
. trial not stopped by 40
Respondent
. certificate of taxation filed with
registrar by 80(1)
. notice of death of 74(l)(a)
. notice of no opposition by 74(1) (c)






preliminary examination of 23
. consent if during sessions ... .24
. stay of proceedings on order 25
returning officer, as 9
service of petition on 22(1)
two or more candidates to
same petition, as 8
Return
. evidence of undue 45
. petition re no 10
. proof not needed at trial 83
. questioned only in accordance
with Act 87
Returning officers
. petition re conduct of 9
. security for costs to 20(a)
. subfKjena for production of
documents by 29(1)
Review
. judgment, of 62
Rules Committee
. rules of court by 4
. . cases not provided for 5
Rules of court
. defined 1 («)
. practice and procedure of
Supreme Court, where no . .3(1)
. Rules Committee, by 4




. costs, for 20(&)
. . amount of 21
returning officer and sheriflF,
to 20(a)
. . withdrawal of petition .70(5,6)
costs of appeal, for .. .53(2), 60(2)
Service
. order to appear at trial, of .75(4)
. petition, of 22(1)
leave for, if out of Ontario 22(3)
. . manner of 22(2)
Sheriff
. attendance of prisoners as
witnesses 30
. fees of, costs in the cause . . .85(2)
. security of costs to 20(a)
Signatures
. petition, to 12
Speaker






. communication of report to
Assembly by 55
. defined 1 (o)
. notice of appeal to 56(2)
. . writ for new election withheld 57
. notice of decisions to 50
Special case
. Court of Appeal, to 58(1)





. judge may order 25
Stay of proceedings
. certificate of indemnity, on . 48(2)
Subpoena
. witnesses, of 46
Summary trial court
. election court as 75(2)
. trial for corrupt practices in 75(1)
Supreme Court—See also County
court; Court; Court of
Appeal; Election court;
Judges
. jurisdiction of 2
. powers of election court as ...39
. practice and procedure of . . .3(1)
Taxation
. counsel fees, etc., of 79(2)
. . corrupt practices not
included in 79(3)
Time
. commencement of trial, for . .42(1)
. . postponement of 42(2)
. extension of, for petition,
not allowed 3(2)
. limitation of, re trials on
corrupt practices 75(21)
. notice of trial, for 37
. presentation of petition, for ....11
. security for cost of appeal, for 60(2)
. security for costs on petition,
for 20
. service of petition, for 22(1)
Toronto





. judges, of 85(1)
Trial
. adjournment of 36(2)





assignment of judges for ...34(1)
. duties re 34(3)
. substitutions 34(2)
circumstances not to prevent
proceedings of 40
corrupt practices, for 75




direction for new 67
direction re corrupt
practices 75(15)
dismissal of petition on
delay of 41(2)
evidence of undue return at . . .45
heard before two Supreme





reception and attendance on
judge at 38
time for commencement of ..42(1)
. consent during sessions 43
. postponement of 42(2)
witnesses at
. compelled to attend 47(1)
. cross-examination of 47(3)
, examination of 47(2)
. prisoners as 47(4)
witnesses not allowed to answer
privilege 48(1)
. certificates of indemnity
granted to 48(1) (a)
. evidence not admissible
elsewhere 48(1) (6)
Voters
. petition presented by three
qualified 7(b)
Warrant
. non-appearance at trial 75(5)
Witnesses
. cross-examination of 47(3)
. demeanour of 64
. election court to compel
attendance of 47(1)
. examination of 47(2)
. fees of 49,75(16)
. . taxation of 79(2)
. guilty upon own evidence . . .48(2)
. prisoners as 47(4)








. privilege not allowed as answer
by 48(1)
. . certificates of indemnity
granted for 48(l)(a)
. . evidence not admissible
elsewhere 48(1)(6)
. re-examined by Court of Appeal 63
. stay of proceedings on
certificate of indemnity to 48(2)
. subfKjena and swearing of 46
Writ of attachment
. enforcing punishment for
contempt, etc 84
Writ of election
proof not needed at trial 83
York county
presentation of petition, in .14(1)
CONVALESCENT
HOMES
See Private Hospitals Act
CONVEYANCES
See Highway Traffic Act; Pub-
lic Commercial Vehicles Act;
Public Vehicles Act; Railways
Act
CONVEYANCING
Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act,
Vol. 1, p. 725.
See also Aliens' Real Property
Act; Assessment Act; Bills of
Sale and Chattel Mortgages
Act; Conditional Sales Act;
Estates Tail Act; Execution
Act; Fraudulent Conveyances
Act; Landlord and Tenant
Act; Land Titles Act; Married
Women's Property Act; Mech-
anics' Lien Act; Mercantile
Law Amendment Act; Mort-
gages Act; Mortmain and
Charitable Uses Act; Notaries
Act; Partition Act; Public
Works Act; Quieting Titles
Act; Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act; Registry Act;
Religious Institutions Act;
Sale of Goods Act; School
Trust Conveyances Act; Short
Forms of Conveyances Act;
CONVEYANCING—Co«. Sec
Short Forms of Leases Act;
Short Forms of Mortgages
lAct; Solicitors Act; Statute of
Frauds; Vendors and Pur-
chasers Act; Wills Act
Access
. right of, to mines IS, 16
Action
. recovery of estate, for 46
. recoveiy of rent, for 51
Administrators
. action against 50
. covenants deemed made with 23(1)
Affidavit
. production of person, for . . . .48(2)
. . resident outside Ontario 49
Appeals







. included in conveyance 14(1)
Assig^nments
. choses in action, of 53(1)
. debts, of 53(2)
. husband and wife, by 40
Assigns
. covenants deemed made with 23(1)
Assiu^nce





. conveyance, of 7
. powers of appointment, of .24(1)
Auction
. estates, of 55
. puffer forbidden to bid 56
puffer permitted to bid 57
. seller forbidden to bid 56
. seller permitted to bid 57
Bams
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Beneficial owner


















included in conveyance 14(1)
By-law
Municipal Act, under, exempt 61(4)
Cestui que vie
. living, rights of tenant 47
. presumed dead 46
Chattel interest in land
. deed required 8
Children
posthumous, remainder taken by 45
Choses in action
. assignment of 53(1)
Commissioner
. production of person before 48(2)
Committee
. covenant in conveyance
by 22(1)(0
Commodities
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Commons
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Compensation
mistaken improvements, for . . .2>7
Condition in law






. disposed by deed 9
Contingent remainders




. effective date 34
Conveyance
. attestation of 7
. beneficial owner, by, covenants
in 22(1,2)
. buildings, etc., included in .14(1)
. committee, by, covenant in 22(1) (r)
. corporations, by 19
. corporeal tenements, of 2
. defined 1(a)
. execution of 7
. exempt if before 1850 11
. hereditaments, of 2
. husbajid and wife, by 40
CONVEYANCING—Con. Sec.
Conveyance—Con.
leasehold, covenant in ...22(l)(t)
made after July 1, 1886,
covenants implied in 22(1)
made by court 20(1,2)
mining rights, re 15
. operation of 18




. persons, by, to themselves ... .42
. receipt for consideration 5,6
settlement, on, covenant in 22(1) (of)
surface rights, re 16
. . operation of 18
trustee, by, covenant in 22(1) (c)
. words of limitation in 4
Corporations
. conveyance by 19
. joint tenant, as 43(1)
devaluation on dissolution 43(2)
transfer of bonds, debentures
of 54(1)
Corporeal tenements
. conveyance of 2
Court
appeal to, re restrictive
covenants 61(3)
direction re compensation for
mistaken improvements 37
direction where life tenant paid
by mistake 26
payment into 20(1)
payment of funds out of 20(3)






. beneficial owner, by ... .22(1,2)
. committee, etc., by ....22(l)(r)
. leasehold, of 22(l)(b)
settlement, by way of 22(1 )(rf)
forms of 22(1) (a)
implied in conveyance 22(1)
. enforcement, etc 22(3)
land not of inheritance, re 23(2)
land of inheritance, re 23(1)
no implication of 10
Creed
. covenants re, void 21
Crown
. conveyances by 18





. waste, for 29




. cestui que vie, of, presumed 46
. concealment of 48(1)
Debentures
. rights of holder 54(2)
. transfer of 54(1)
Debts
. assignment of 53
Deed
. corporation, by 19
. disposal of certain interests by . . .9
. feoffment not made by 3
. powers of appointment by . . .24(1)
. . disclaimer of 25(1)
. required for certain interests ...8
Definitions
. conveyance 1 (a)
. land l(fc)
. mining rights 15
. . application of 17
mortgage 1(c)






. surface rights 16
. . application of 17
Delivery
. bonds, debentures, transferred
by 54(1)
Devolution of Estates Act
. application of 28
Disclaimer
power of appointment, re . ...25(1)
Ditches
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Donee
. disclaimed by 25(1)
power executed by 24(3)
Dowress
. liable for waste 29
EUisements
. included in conveyance 14(1)
. reservation of 44
Emoluments
. included in conveyance 14(1)
CONVEYANCING—Con. Sec.
Encumbrance
. concealment of 59
. conveyance free from, by
court 20(1,2)
. freedom from, implied
covenant 22(1) (o)
Encumbrancer
. notice to 20(3)
Endorsement
. consideration, of, as evidence . . .6
Estate in fee simple
. limitation of 4
. wife of, after death 28
Estate in tail
. limitation of 4
. wife of, after death 28
Estate of freehold
. contingent remainders of 35
Estates
. auctions of 55
Evidence
. endorsement of, consideration as 6
Exchange of hereditaments
. conditions not implied by 10
Exchange of land
. deed required 8
Exchange of tenements
. conditions not implied by 10
Execution
. conveyance, of 7
. power of appointment, of ...24(1)
. . saving requirements re . . .24(2)
Executors
. action against 50
. covenant deemed made with 23(2)
Executory interest
. disposed by deed 9
. effective date 34
Fee simple—See Estate in fee
simple
Fences
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Feoffment
. form of 3





. covenants, of 22(1) (o)
Fraud




coiriiiigcnt remainders, of 35
Further assurance
. implied covenant, as 22(l)(o)
Future interest
disposed by deed 9
Future uses
. cfTcctive date of 34
Gardens
included in conveyance 14(1)
"Give"
covenant not implied by 10
Grant
. covenant not implied by 10
. made before July 1, 1834 .12(1)
Guardian
deemed trespasser 52
liable for waste 29
production of person by 48(1)
. failure re 48(2), 51
refusal re 48(3)
Hedges
included in conveyance 14(1)
Heir
. covenant deemed made with 23(1)
Hereditaments
. conveyance of 2
. exchange, etc., conditions not
implied by 10
inckuled in conveyance 14(1)
Holder of lands and debentures
. rights of 54(2)
. transfer to 54(1)
Houses




. assignment to wife, self 40
. conveyance to wife, self 40
. grant, etc., to, before July 1,
1834 12(1)
. production of person by . . . .48(1)
. . failure re 48(2). 51
. . refusal re 48(3)
. . resident outside Ontario,
where 49
. tenancy by the curtesy 28
Illusory appointments
. validity of 27
Improvements on land
. made by mistake 37
Individual




. tenancy by the curtesy, for . . 28
Joint tenants
. corporations as 43(1)
. individuals, as 43(1)
. liable for waste 31
Judge
order re restrictive covenants 61(1)
. . appeal from 61(3)
Land
. acquired by possession 13
. deed required for certain interests 8
. defined \(b)
Leasehold
. covenant in conveyance of 22(1 )(fc)
Lessee
. liable for waste 32
Lessor
. action by, to recover estate ... 46
Letters patent
. grant by, before July 1, 1834 12(1)
Liability
. waste, for 29-32
Liberties
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Lien
improvements made by mistake 37
Lights
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Limitation
. words—see Words of limitation
Married woman—See also Wife
. production of 48(1)
commissioner, before 48(2)
. failure, re 48(3), 51
. . resident outside Ontario 49
Married Women's Property Act











. . failure, re 48(3), 51







. proof of payment not required 39
Mortgagee
. covenant in conveyance by 22(1) (c)
. defined l{e)
Mortgagor
. concealment of instrument by ..59
. defined 1(/)
. fraud, by 59
Municipal Act
. application of 61(4)
Notice
. application re restrictive
covenants, for 61(2)
. assignments, of 53
. encumbrancer to 20(3)
Onus of proof
. payment, of 39
Orchards
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Order
. conveyance, for, free from
encumbrance 20(2)
. production of person, for . . . .48(1)
. . commissioner, before 48(2)
. purchaser against, validity of .60
. restrictive covenants, re ....61(1)
. . appeal from 61(3)
. . notice of application for ...61(2)
Owner
. covenants in conveyance by 22(1,2)
Partition of hereditaments
. conditions not implied by 10
Partition of land
. deed required 8
Partition of tenements
. conditions not implied by 10
Payment
court, into
. dispute of assignment, upon 53(2)
. effect of 20(4)
. encumbrance, where 20(1)
onus of proof of 39
Pedigree
. falsification of 59
Personal representatives
. covenant in conveyance by 22(1) (c)
. conveyance to 42
Persons
. production of 48(1)
. . commissioner, before 48(2)
. . failure re 48(3)
. . resident outside Ontario 49
CONVEYANCING—Con. Sec.
Possession
. land acquired by 13
. wrongful, action for 50-52
Posthumous children
. remainder taken by 45
Power of appointment
. attestation of 24(1)
. disclaimer of 25(1)
. execution of 24(1)
. . donee, by 24(3)
. . saving requirements re . . .24(2)
Power of sale
. sale under, life tenant
mistakenly paid 26
Presumption
. death of cestui que vie 46
. failure to produce person ...48(3)
. . resident outside Ontario 49
Privileges
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Production of persons
. affidavit for 48(1)
. . resident outside Ontario,
where 49
. court order for 48(1)
. . commissioner, before 48(2)
. failure, presumption on 48(2)
Profits
. included in conveyance 14(1)
. recovery, action for 50-52
. recovery by tenant 47
Property
. defined 1 (g)
Puffer
. bidding at auction
. . forbidden 56
. . permitted 57
. defined 1(A)
Purchase
. defence of 39
. reversionary interest, of 38
Purchase money
. proof of payment not required . . 39
Purchaser
. defined 1 (t)
. power of sale, under 26
. rights re execution of conveyance 7
. seller at auction as 58
. validity of order against 60
Quiet enjoyment
. implied covenant, as 22(1) (a)
Race




. conveyance, on 5
. evidence for subsequent
purchaser, as 6
Remainder
. contingent, effective date 35
. taken by posthumous children .45
Remainderman
. application for production of
person by 48(1)
Rent
. covenant of payment 22(1) (fc)
. recovery, action for 51
. recovery barred 33
Rent-charge
. release on part of land 33
Reservation of easement, etc.
. effect of 44
Reserve price
. auction, at 55
Restrictive covenants
. Municipal Act. under 61(4)
. order of judge re 61(1)
. . appeal from 61(3)
. . notice of application for ..61(2)
Reversionary interests
. purchase of 38
Reversioner
. action by 46
. application for production of
person by 48(1)
Right of way
. effect of reservation of 44
Right to convey
. implied covenant, as 22(1) (o)
Sale—5"^^ Auction; Conveyance;
Power of sale; Purchase
Scintilla juris
. abrogation of doctrine of 34
Seller
. forbidden to bid 56
. forbidden to purchase 58
. fraud by 59
permitted to bid at auction 57
Settlement
. concealment of 59
. conveyance by way of,
covenant in 22(l)(d)
Settlor
. covenant in conveyance by 22(1) (d)
Short Forms of Conveyances Act
. application of 22(1) (a)
CONVEYANCING—Cow. Sec.
Solicitor
. fraud by 59
Son
—
See Children; Heir; Issue
Stables
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Subsequent purchaser
. receipt as evidence for 6
Surface rights
. defined 16





. deed required 8
Tenancy by the curtesy
. husband's rights under 28
. liable for waste 29
. . exception 30
Tenant
. rights where cestui que vie
proved living 47
Tenants for life
. liable for waste 29
. mistaken payment to, re sale . .26
Tenants in common
. land acquired by possession ...13
. liable for waste 31
. presumption re 12(1)
Tenements
. exchange, etc., conditions not
implied by 10
Transfer
. bonds, debentures of 54(1)
Trees
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Trespasser
. guardian, trustee, as 52
Trustees
conveyance by, to themselves . . .42
covenant in conveyance by 22(1) (c)
deemed trespasser 52
production of person by 48(1)
. failure re 48(2)
. refusal re 48(3)
Uses
. taking effect of 34
Vested interests
. disfKJsed by deed 9
Vesting order




. liability for 29-32
. . exception 30
Water
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Water-courses
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Wife—See also Husband
. assignment to wife, self 40
. conveyance to husband, self ... .40
. tenancy by the curtesy re 28
wm
. devise by, before July 1, 1834 12(1)
Witnesses
. conveyance, to 7
. power of appointment, to . . .24(1)
Woods
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Words of limitation
. conveyance, in 4(1, 2)
. effect where not used 4(3)
Yards
. included in conveyance 14(1)
CONVICTIONS
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Accoimts
. inspection of 10(1)
Agriculture
. Minister, defined 1(6)
Agricultural Development Board
. assignment of mortgages by ..5(5)
Appeal




. guarantees, to 15(2)
. report of Minister to 6
Assignment







. other, extension of Act to 2
Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act
. chattel mortgage under 5(1)
Chattel
. security for loan 5(1)
Cold storage
. loan to association for 3(&)
Commissioner of Agricultural
Loans




. producers incorporated under 1(a)
Co-operative associations
. accounts subject to inspection 10(1)
. annual meeting 8
. application of Act to 2
. breach of contract by H
. defined Ha)
. loans to, extent 3
. loans to, guarantee 15(2)
. loans to, in 1931 14
. meeting called by Treasurer 9
. property maintenance of ...10(2)
. regulations re 12
. repayment of loans to 4(2)
. report by 7
Definitions
. co-operative associations 1(a)
. Minister --K^)
. regulations 1 (c)
. Treasurer ^{d)
Documents
. preparation of 5(4)
Guarantees
. application of Act to 15(2)
. authorization 15(1)
Interest
. rate of 4(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appeal from Minister's
decision to 13
. extension of Act by 2(1)
. loans by, limitation 3
. loans guaranteed by 15(1)
. regulations by 12
Loans
. conditions 2{2, 3)
. guarantee IS









limitation on amount 3
made in 1931 14





. Treasurer may call 9
Minister
. assignment of mortgages by 5(5)
. contracts approved by 2(2), 5(4), 11
. defined l(fe)
. loans recommended by 3
. powers of 13
. report to Assembly by 6
Mortgages
. requirements re 5
Real estate
. security for loan on 5(2)
Regulations
. defined 1(c)
. form of contract presented by 2(2)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
to make 12
. report of loans made under 6
. reports to Treasurer, re 7
Reports
. co-operative association, by 7
. Minister, by, to Assembly 6
Security
. loan, for 5
Short Forms of Mortgages Act
. mortgage under 5(2)
Treasurer
. assignment of mortgages to . . .5(5)
. contract rescinded by, for default 11
. defined 1(d)
. documents prepared by 5(4)
. guarantees signed by 15(1)
. loan secured by mortgage to 5(2)
. meeting called by 9
. powers re annual meeting 8
. powers re mortgage 5(3)
. repairs to property ordered
by 10(2)
. report of association to 7
CO-OPERATIVE
SOCIETIES
See Consolidated Cheese Factor-
ies Act; Co-operative Market-







See Clean Grain Act
CORN BORER






Coroners Act, Vol. 1, p. 749.
See also Administration of Jus-
tice Expenses Act; Anatomy
Act; Highway Traffic Act;
Jurors Act; Justices of the
Peace Act; Legislative Assem-
bly Act; Mining Act; Sheriffs
Act; Vital Statistics Act
Action
. coroner, against 19(3, 4)
Administration of Justice
Expenses Act
. application of 37(2, 3), 38(2)
Affidavit






. fees for 37(7), Schedule C
. . payment of 38(4) (a)
. medical practitioner by 23(1)
Appointment of coroners
. chief 3








. inquest authorized by 14
. inquest directed by 12(2)
. . body destroyed, where 16
. . criminal oflfence, where ...18(1)
. larger fees approved by 37(1)







. represented by counsel at
inquest 24(2)
. transcription of evidence
ordered by 32(2)
Auditor of Criminal Justice
Accoimts
. coroner's account audited by 38(1)
. medical practitioner's account
audited by 38 (4) (a), 39,40
Blood
. analysis of 23(1)
Body
destroyed, inquest where 16
. inaccessible place, in 11
. post mortem examination of 2Z
. removed from Ontario,
inquest where 16
. viewing of, dispensed with 29
. warrant for burial of 12(1)
. warrant for possession of ...10(1)
wreckage, in 20(1)
Burial
coroner's warrant for 12(1)
Chief coroner
. appointment of 3(1)
. duties of 3(1)
. salary of 3(2)
Clerk of peace
. appointments filed by 4
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. chief coroner paid from 3(2)
. supervising coroner paid from 2(2)
Constables
. appointed by coroners 34
. fees for 37(3)
. . payment of 38(2)





. inquests in, cost of 40
County Board of Audit
. coroner's account audited by 38(1)
. medical practitioner's account
audited by 38(4) (a), 40
Coimty Judges Act
. application of 37(5)
Cremation
. prohibited, when 8
Criminal offence




. . dispensing with viewing
body, for 29
. . employment of experts, for 10(2)
. . post mortem examination,
for 23(2)
. exhibits returned to 35
. fees for 37(2)
. . payment of 38(2)
. inquest authorized by 14
. inquest ordered by 12(2)
. magistrate empowered by 6
. notified of inquest 24(1)
. possession of body authorized
by 11(1)
. results of investigation sent to 13
. statutory declaration of coroner
sent to 12(1)
. transcription of evidence
ordered by 32(2)
. verdict returned to 35
. witnesses examined by 24(2)
Death
. criminal offence, from,
inquest where 18
. home for aged, in 21
. jail, reformatory, etc., in 22
. notice of, by superintendent of
jail, etc 21-22
. occurring in inaccessible place .11
. unnatural cause, by, coroner
notified when 7(1)
Disqualification
. coroner, of 19(1)
. . violation of, penalty for 19(2, 3)
. jurors, of 28
Division registrar
. notice of death sent to 12(1)
Duties of coroner
. inquest, after 35
Embalmer
. coroner informed by 7(1)
. . failure re, penalty for 9
Embalming
. prohibited, when 8
Evidence
. taken down at inquest 32(1)










. employment of 10(2)
. fees of 37(4), Schedule B
. . payment of 38(3)
Fees
analyses, for ^7(7), Schedule C
constables, of 37(3)
. payment of 38(2)
coroners, for ... .37(1), Schedule A
. account for 38(1)
. payment of 38(1)
Crown attorneys, of 37(2)
. payment of 38(2)
expert witnesses,
of 37(4), Schedule B
. payment of 38(3)
interpreters, for 37(6)
. payment of 38(3)
jurors, for 37(4), Schedule B
. payment of 38(3)
post mortem examinations,
for 37(7), Schedule C
stenographer, for 37(5)
. payment of 38(3)
witnesses, for .. .37(4), Schedule B
. payment of 38(3)
Finding—See Verdict
Forms
. provided for coroner 36(o)
Funeral director
. coroner informed by 7(1)
. . failure, re, penalty for 9
Home for aged
. inquest of death in 21
Industrial farm
. inquest of death on 22
Information
. death, re, given to coroner 7
. . failure re, penalty for 9
Inquest
. authority to hold 14
. body destroyed, where 16
. coroner disqualified from holding 19
. coroner's duties on completion
of 35
. Crown attorney notified of . 24(1)
. death from criminal oflFence,
where 18
. death in home for aged, of 21
. death in jail, etc., of 22
. death occurring outside
coroner's jurisdiction 15
. held unnecessary, where 12(1)
. non-attendance at, penalty for 25(3)
, ordered by Attorney-General 12(2)
CORONERS—Con. Sec.
Inquest—Con.
. place for, provided for
coroner 36(6)
. report of, sent 'to Crown
attorney 13
. talcing of evidence at 32(1)
. transfer of, to coroner with
jurisdiction 15
. warrant—see Warrant for inquest
Inspector of Legal Offices
. copy of appointments sent out by 4
Interpreter
. employed at inquest 33
. fees for 37(6)
. . payment of 38(3)
Intestines




. coroner, by 10
. results sent to Crown attorney 13
Jail
. inquest of death in 22
Judge
. action against coroner tried
by 19(4)
Jiurisdiction of coroners
. extended by Attorney-General ...5
. warrant issued, after 10(3)
Jurors
. dispensed with in provisional
district 26(3)
. fees for 37(4), Schedule B
. . payment of 38(3)
. non-attendance of, penalty for 26(2)
. number of 26(1)
. persons not qualified to serve as 28
. qualifications of 27
. summoning of 26(1)
. wreckage viewed by 20(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointments by
. . chief coroner 3(1)
. . coroners 1
. . supervising coroner 2(1)
Magistrate
. coroner, as 6
. possession of body taken by 11(1)
Medical practitioner
account for fees rendered by 38(4)
coroner informed by 7(1)
. failure re, penalty for 9
fees of 37(7), Schedule C






. possession of body taken by 11(1)
. post mortem examination by 23
Mileage allowances
constables, for 37(3)
. payment of 38(2)
coroner, for 37(1), Schedule A
coroners' accounts for 38(1)
witnesses 37(4), Schedule B
. payment of 38(3)
Municipality
. coroners appointed for 1
. coroner's duties, powers in 6
. provision for coroner made by 36
Notice
. death, of, given to coroner 7, 21-22
. . failure re, penalty for 9
Oaths—See also Statutory
declarations
. constables, of 34
. interpreters, of 33
. stenographers, of 32(1)
Occupant of house
. coroner informed by 7(1)
. . failure re, penalty for 9
Ontario Provincial Police Force
. possession of body taken by 11(1)
Penalties
. coroner holding inquest when
disqualified 19
. failure to inform coroner, for . . .9
. non-attendance at inquest, for 25(3)
. non-attendance of jurors, for 26(1)
Physician—See Medical practitioner
Postage
. provided for coroner 36(a)
Post mortem examination
. consent for 23(2)
. fees for 37(7), Schedule C
. medical practitioner, by 23(1)
. place for, provided for
coroner 36(c)
Prisoner
. inquest of death of 22
Provisional judicial district
. inquest in, cost of 39
. inquest in, without jury 26(3)
. magistrate as coroner in 6
provision for coroner made by .36
Reformatory
. inquest of death in 22
Salary
. chief coroner, of 3(2)
supervising coroner, of 2(2)
CORONERS—Com. Sec.
Schedules
. coroner's fees .. .37(1), Schedule A
. post mortem examination
fees 37(7), Schedule C
. witnesses, jury
fees 37(4), Schedule B
Service
. summons, of 31
Shorthand
. evidence taken in 32(1)
Stationery
. provided for coroner 36(a)
Statutory declarations—See also
Oaths
. coroner, of 12(1)
. result of inquest, of 13
Stenographer
. evidence taken down by . . . .32(1)
. fees, for 37(5)
. . payment of 38(3)
Stomach
. analysis of 23(1)
Superintendent of home for aged
. notice of death by 21
Supervising coroner
. appointment of 2(1)
consent for post mortem
examination 23(2)
. duties of 2(1)
. inquest authorized by 14
. salary of 2(2)
Stmimons
. service of 31
Toronto, City of
. reimbursed from Consolidated
Revenue Fund 3(2)
Treasurer of municipality
. coroner's account paid by ...38(1)





. coroner's duties after 35
. majority of jurors, of 30
Vital Statistics Act
. application of 12(1)
Voter's list
. jurors chosen from 27
Warrant for biuial




. death of inmate of home for aged 21
. death of prisoner 22
. issued by coroner 13
Warrant for possession of body
. issued by coroner 10(2)
. jurisdiction of coroner after
issue of 10(3)
Witnesses
. coroner's powers re 25(2)
. deemed to have objected,
when 25(4)
. examined by Crown attorney 24(2)
. fees for 37(4), Schedule B
. . payment of 38(3)
. non-attendance of, penalty for 25(3)
. summoning of 25(1)
Wreckage
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See also Assignment of Book
Debts Act; Bills of Sale and
Chattel Mortgages Act
Affidavits
corporations, officers, etc., by 3,4
discharge, for 9(2, 4)
endorsement on
. discharge, for 9(4)
. filing, for 3(2)
irregularity in, eflfect of 8




registration 2{2), 3(1), 4
Application of Act
. charges and mortgages, to . . 13, 14
Assignee
. certificate of discharge
signed by 9(2)
Assigrnment of book debts
affidavit for
. discharge of 9(2, 4)
. registration of 2(2), 3
application of Act to 13




. discharge, for 9(4)




Assignment of book debts—Con.
. filing of assignment of 9(1)
. inspection of 11
. irregularity in, effect of 8
. made before Act passed 14
. registration of 2(1,2)
. . time of eflfect of 2{,Z)
Assignment of Book Debts Act




. application of 1(/)
Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act
. application of 15
Bonds and debentures
. copy in affidavit 3(2)(a)
. mortgage, in, registration of 2
Book debts
. assignment of, defined 1(a)
. defined 1(c)
Books
. inspection of 11
Certificate of discharge
. filing of 9(2)
Certificate of filing
. issued by Provincial Secretary 10(1)








. affidavit of bona fides of 2(2), 3,
4
. defined l(^)
. execution under corporate seal 9(2)
Creditors
. defined 1(/)







. assignment of book debts 1(a)
. assignor 1(6)
. book debts 1 (c)
. chattels \{d)
. corporation 1 (e)
. creditors 1 (/)
. mortgagor 1 (g)







. mode of 9
Endorsement
. instruments, on, when filed 6,9(4)
Errors
. effect of 8
Evidence
. certificate of filing as 10(2)
Execution
. affidavit re 2(2), 3
. evidence of 10(2)
. irregularity in, eflfect of 8
Fees
. certificate of filing, for 10(1)
. inspection of books, for 11
. set by Lieutenant-Cjovemor
in Council 12
Filing
. certificate of 10
. certificate of discharge, of 9




. affidavit of bona fides 2(2)
Holiday
. expiry date on S
Inspection
. books of Provincial Secretary . . .11
Instruments
. certificate of filing of 10(1)
. discharge noted on 9(4)
. filed with Provincial Secretary . . .3
. . endorsement on 6
. irregularity in, effect of 8
. registration of 2,3
Judge
. order re omissions, misstatements 7
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. fees set by 12
Memorandimi
endorsed on instruments ...6,9(4)
. entered in register 9(3)
Misstatements
. effect of 8
. rectification of 7(1)
Mortgagee
. affidavit of bona fides 2(2)




. . discharge of 9(2, 4)






application of Act to 13
certificate of filing of 10(1)
discharge of 9
endorsement on
. discharge, for 9(4)
. filing, for 6
filing of assignment of 9(1)
inspection of 11
irregularity in, eflFect of 8
made before Act passed 14
registration of 2(1, 2)




. affidavit of 3,
4
Omissions
. effect of 8





. mode ..., 9(2)
Provincial Secretary
. assignments filed with 9(1)
. certificate of discharge
issued by 10(1)
. fees of 12
. inspection of books of 11
. instruments filed with 3
. proof of signature of, not
required 10(3)
Register
. kept by Provincial Secretary 9(3)
Registration
assignment of book debts, of 2(1,2)
. time of effect of 2(3)
mode of 3
mortgage, of 2(1,2)
. time of effect of 2(3)
time for 3
. extension of 7
Searches
. fees for 11
Signatiure
. Provincial Secretary's need










. filing, for S
. registration, for 3(1)
. . extension of 7
Trust deed
. mortgage, charge, in,
registration of 2
Trustee
. affidavit of bona fides 2(2)
. certificate of discharge
signed by 9(2)
Winding-up Act (Canada)
. application of 1 (/)
CORPORATIONS
See Companies Act; Companies
Information Act; Corporation
Securities Registration Act;
Corporations Tax Act; Extra-
provincial Corporations Act;
Guarantee Companies Secur-
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See also Extra-provincial Cor-




company to keep 21(5)
failure, re 21 (6)
inspection and seizure 34(5)
. failure re, penalty 34(6)
production of, for assessment 21(3)
production to Treasurer 21(3)
Action
. matter deemed 27(2)
Affidavits—See also Declarations
. administration of 44
Agent
. acting for several companies 12(3)
Agreements
delegation of powers 41
reciprocal tax exemption . . . .43(1)
. approval of 43(2)
. termination of 43(3)
provinces, with 43
Treasurer and Minister of





. alternative tax 12(8)
. exemptions from tax .. 10(3), 14(3)
Annual returns
. examined by Treasurer 21(1)
. filed by companies 17(1)
. . verification of 17(2)
. penalty for default re 18
. time for enlarged .19
. Treasurer not bound by ... 21(9)
Appeals
assessment, from 22
. held in camera 32
. notice of 5(1)






notice of dissatisfaction ....24,26
proceedings voided 25(2)
security for costs 25(1, 2)
Arms-length transactions
. exception from 2(5)
. income from, deductibility ..14(6)
Artificial transactions
. expense re, deductibility ..14(5)(;)
Assessments
. amended by Treasurer 23
. appeal from 22
. irregularities, effect 31
. notice of, sent to companies 21(10)




exemption .... 10(2) (b), 13(2) (rf)
Bad debts
. reserves deductible 14(5) (rf)
Banks
. defined 1 (a)
. tax payable by 3(1, 2), 9
. . exceptions 10(3), 12(5), 14(3) (i)
Bonus
. expense, as 14(6)
Business losses
. deductible, when 14(4) (/)
Business transacted in Ontario






. borrowed, interest on not
income 14(4) (6)
. notice for sale of, required . . . .27
. tax on, paid by railways 11
Capital outlay
. deductibility of 14(5) (&)
Car company
. tax payable by 7,9





exemption 10(3) (o), 12(8), 14(3)
Charity
. donations to, re income ..14(4)(c)
Cities
. grant to 46(1)
Commission
. expense, as 14(6)
Community clubs
. tax exemption 10(3) ip)
Companies Act







. grants from 46
Contingent accounts
. deductibility 14(5) (rf)
Controlling company
. expenses paid to,
deductibility 14(5) (p)
Co-operatives
. tax exemption .. .10(3) (g,r), 12(5),
14(3) (A)
Costs
. appeal, security for 25(1,2)
Court
. appeal heard by 29
. . jurisdiction re 30
Credit imion
. tax exemption . . 10(3)(9), 12(5)(t)
Declarations





. annual value of property 14(5)
. arms-length 14(6)
. business losses 14(4) (/)








. capital outlays 14(5) (6)
. carrying charges 14(5) (e)
. contingent accounts 14(5) (<i)
. depletion 14(4) (a)
. . limitation 14(5)
. depreciation 14(4) (a)
. . limitation 14(5)
. discount on share 10(4) (6)
. dividends 14(4)(*), 14(5) (A)
. Dominion taxes 10(5), 14(5)(t), (7)
. donations to charity 14(4) (c)
. expenses not laid out to
earn income 14(5) (o)
. expenses payable to controlling
company abroad 14(5) (<;)
. exploration expenses . . 14(4) (/, k, I)
. extra-provincial
corporations 14(4) (</)
. goodwill 10(4) (a)
. grain
companies . . . 10(5) (rf), 14(13) (rf)
. income bonds, dividends
on 14(5)(A)
. income from foreign
investments 14(13) (/)
. incorporated companies 14(13) (^)
. interest on borrowed capital 14(4) (6)
. logging profits 14(4) (n)
. mining companies 14(13) (c)
. mining development
expense 14(4) (m)
. mining profits 14(4) (t)
. not allowed 14(5)
. obsolescence 14(5) (6)
. paid-up capital 10(4-6)
. patriotic contributions . . . 14(4) (A)
. pension fund contributions 14(11,12)
- rent 14(5) (2)
. reserves 14(5) (d)
. ship transportation
company ... .10(5) (c), 14(13) (r)
. sinking funds 14(4) (d)
. superannuation funds .... 14(4) \d)
. transportation




. company 1 (6)
. dividends 1(c)
. extra-provincial company 1 (d)
. head ofllice 1 (e)
. income 14(2)
. income bonds 1 (/)
. income debentures 1 (/)
. incorporated company 1(A)









. office or place of business . .12(2,3)
. paid-up capital 10(2)
. property 1 (;
)
. railway l(^)
. regulations 1 (/)
. transacting business in
Ontario 1(»m)
. Treasurer 1 (n)
Depletion
. deductible 14(4) (a)
. . limitation 14(5)
Depreciation
. deductible 14(4) (o)
. . limitation 14(5)
. exception to "income" ...14(4)(o)
Directors' fees
. expense, as 14(6)
Disbursement
. deductibility of 14(5) (a)
Discount on share
. tax exemption 10(4) (&)
Discrimination
. tax, re, prohibited 4(5)
Dissatisfaction
. notice 24(1,2)
. . filing 27(1)
. . reply 26
Dividends
. deductibility 14(5) (/«)
. defined lie)
. income, when 14(4) (e)
Documents
. filing 27(1)
. production to Treasurer 21(3)
. . penalty 21 (6)
Dominion income tax
. deductibility 14(5) (i)
Donations
. deductible from income ...14(4)(c)
Educational corporation







. banks 10(3), 12(5), 14(3) (t)
. charitable organizations ..10(3)(o),
12(8), 14(3)
. community clubs 10(3) (/>)
. companies in
receivership . . . 10(3) (/), 10(4) (/)







. companies without share
capital 10(3) (n)
. co-operatives ... 10(3) (g,r),12(5),
14(3) (/.)
. credit union . . . .10(3)(g), 12(5) (i)
. educational organizations 10(3) (o),
12(8), 14(3)
. express companies 10(3) (g)
12(5) (/), 14(3)1)
. fraternal societies 10(3) (c)
. holding companies 10(3) (k)
. income tax 14(3)
. insurance companies .. 10(3), 12(5),
14(3) (»)
. intangibles 10(4) (a)
. investment
companies .. ,10(3) 0'), 14(3) (&)
. investments 10(4) (c)
. mining companies 10(4) (rf),
10(5) (c), 12(7)
. mutual benefit societies ..10(3)(c),
12(5), 14(3)(*)
. non-operating companies 10(3) (m)
. office tax 12(5)
. paid-up capital tax 10(3)
. personal corporations ....14(3)(/)
. public utilities 14(3)
. railway
companies .... 10(3), 12(5), 14(3)
. real estate companies . . . . 10(4)(^),
10(5)(c). 14(13)
. religious organizations ...10(3)(o),
12(8), 14(3) (a)
. social organizations 10(3) (o), 14(3)
. telephone companies 10(3) (e)
. transportation
companies .... 10(3) (j), 14(3) (/t)
Expenses
. paid out by Treasurer 42
Exploration for oil, gas
. expense of, deductible
from income 14(4) 0)
Express company
. tax payable by 7,9




. investment income of,
deductible 14(4) (^7)
Evidence
. deduction of tax on income
for 10(6), 14(14)
. foreign taxes, re 10(6), 14(14), 21(4)
Fees











. determined by Treasurer 2{Z)
. incompleted 2(3)
. insurance company, of 4(5)
Foreign investments
. income from, deduction from
tax on income of 14(13) (/)
Forms
. notice of appeal Form 1
. notice of dissatisfaction .... Form 2
Fraternal society
. tax exemption of 10(3) (c)
Gas, oil
. expense of exploration, etc.,
deductible from
income 14(4) (/, k)
Goodwill
. tax exemption 10(4) (a)
Grain company
. deduction from
tax 10(5) (rf), 14(13) (d)
Grants
. cities, towns, to 46
Head office
. defined 1(d)
. Ontario, in designation of .. . .2(4)
tax on 12(1)
Hotels
. owned by railway, tax where 11, 13
. railway, tax on income of IS
Income
. amounts not deductible from 14(5)
. company, of, taxed 14(2)
. defined 14(2)
. . exceptions 14(4)















. annual returns filed by 17(1)
. . verification of 17(2)
* deductions from tax on








fiscal year of 2(2,3)
head office designated by . . .2(4)
losses deductible when ..14(4)(/)
payment of taxes by 2(1)
tax exemptions re
. assets abroad 10(3) (i,j)
. charitable 10(3) (o)
. co-operatives 10(3) (g)
. educational 10(3) (o)
. holding companies . . . . 10(3)(/fe)
. incorporated without
share capital 10(3) (n)
non-operating 10(3) (m)
. real estate 10(4) (e)
. receivership, in 10(4) (/)
. religious 10(3) (o)
. transportation 10(3) (j)
tax on net income of 14(1)
. exceptions 14(3)
tax payable by
. railway mileage, re 5,
9
. telegraph lines, re 6,
Insurance Act
. application of 10(3) (c)
Insurance company
. defined 1 (g)
. fiscal year of 4(5)
. tax payable by 4
. exceptions 10(3), 12(5), 14(3) («)
Insurance premiums
. tax payable on 4
Intangibles
. tax exemption 10(4) (a)
Interest
period, limitation on 20(6)
. unpaid taxes, on 20(3)
Interest on borrowed capital
. exception to "income" 14(4) (6)
Investment company





. foreign, deduction from tax on
income from 14( 13) (/)
tax exempt, when 10(4) (c)
Invoices
production of, for assessment 21(4)
Irregularities
. effect on assessment 31
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcfl






. expenses authorized by 42











. application of 46(3)
. grants to 46(3)
Mileage
. railway, of, tax re 5,
9
. tax determined by 16
Minerals
. expense of exploration for,
deductible from income 14(4) (/)
Mines
. expense of development of
deductible from income 14(4) (w)
Mining company
. deductions from tax on
income of 14(13) (c)
. tax exemptions of 10(4) (rf),
10(5)(0. 12(7). 14(13)
Mining profits
. deductible from income ..14(4)(t)
Minister of National Revenue
. agreement with Treasurer 41
Municipalities
. grants to 46
Mutual benefit society
. tax exemption
of 10(3)(c), 12(5), 14(3) (ife)
Notice
. appeal 22,35(1)
. . form Form 1
. assessment, of, sent by
Treasurer 21(10)
. dissatisfaction 24(2)
. . form Form 2
. sale of capital assets, for 37
Obsolescence
. deduction limited 14(5) (&)
Office or place of business
. defined 12(2)
. tax on 12(1)
Oil, gas
. expense of exploration, etc.,
for, deductible from






. inquiry re 21(8)
. tax determined by 16
. tax on 10(1)
. . exceptions 10(3-5)
Patriotic contributions
. deductible from income ..14(4) (A)
Penalties
. default re annual returns, for ... 18
. dividend returns 18(2)
. failure to complete returns 18(3)
. failure to file return 18(1)
. . demand, on 21
. failure to produce evidence of
foreign taxes 21(6)
. general 39
. lien, as 36(2)
. non-payment of additional
tax 21(11)
. payable to Treasurer 34(2)
. priority of 36(1)
. recovery of 34(1, 3)
. sale of capital assets without
notice 37(2)




. contributions to, re
income 14(4) (d)
Personal corporations
. tax exemption of 14(3) (/)
Premiums
. insurance, tax payable on 4
Proceedings
. held in camera 32
Property
. annual value not deductible 14(5)
. defined 1(/)
. distributed under fair market
value 14(10)
. value of deductibility ...14(4)(c)
Provinces
. agreements with 43
Public utilities
. assets and business abroad . 10(2)
. exemptions 14(3)
Purchases
. inadequate consideration for 14(7)
Railway company
. tax payable by 5, 9, 11
. . exceptions .. 10(3), 12(5), 14(3)
Railways
. defined 1(*)






. tax exemptions 10(4) (e),
10(5) (0.14(13)
Receivership
company in, tax exempt 10(4) (/)
Refund
. overpaid tax, of 21(11)
Regfulations
defined 1(/)




exemption .10(3) (o), 12(8), 14(3)
Rent
deductible 14(5)(2)





. inadequate consideration .... 14(9)
Salaries
. expense, as 14(6)
Sales




. discount on sale of, tax
exempt 10(4) (a, b)
Ship transportation company





. alternative tax 12(8)
- exemptions 14(3)
Subsidiary company




payments deductible 14(4) (d)
Tax
bank, on 3(1, 2), 9
. exceptions 10(3)
car company, on 7,
9
exception 10(3)(*)
date of payment of 20(1,2)
determination of 16





express company on 7,9
. exceptions 10(3) (g)
head office, on 12(1)
incorporated company,
on 10(3), 14(1)
insurance company, on 4
. exceptions 10(3)




paid-up capital on 10(1)
. deductions from 10(5)
. exceptions 10(3, 4)
payable by banks 3(1, 2), 9
payable by insurance company . . .4
payable by railway company ... .11
payment of 2(1)
priority of 36(1)
railway mileage, re 5,
9
exception 10(3) (rf)
railways re, grant from 46






telegraph lines, on 6,
telephone company, on
. exemption 10(3) (/)
Treasurer's compromise, re ...38
unpaid, interest on 20(3)
Telegraph company
tax payable by
. exception . .10(3) (e), 12(5), 14(3)
tax exemption of 10(3), 12(8)
Telegraph lines
. tax on 6,9
Timber limits
. depletion deductible 14(4) (a)
Title of cause
. proceedings, for 28
Towns
• grant to 46(1)
Transacting business in Ontario
. defined l(m)
Transactions
. arms-length, deemed not 2(5)
Transportation company
. deductions from
tax 10(5) (6), 14(13) (0
. ship
. . deductions from tax . . . .10(5) (a)






. agreement with Minister of
National Revenue 41
. annual return made to 17
. . time for, enlarged 19
. assessment amended by 23
. compromise re tax by 38
. defined l(n)
. expenses paid out by 42
. fiscal year determined by ....2(2)
. head office designated by ....2(4)
. notice to, re sale of capital assets 2)7
. penalties payable to 34(2)
. returns examined by 21(1)
Treasury Department
. regulations re 40(o)
Value of property
. deductibility 14(4) (f)
Villages
. grant to 46(1)
Winding-up




See Andrew Mercer Reforma-
tory Act; Female Refuges
Act; Industrial Farms Act;
Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act; Reformatories
Act; Training Schools Act
CORRUPT PRACTICES
See Assignments and Prefer-
ences Act; Controverted Elec-
tions Act; Election Act;
Fraudulent Conveyances Act;
Fraudulent Debtors Arrest
Act; Fines and Forfeitures
Act; Legislative Assembly Act;
Liquor Control Act; Municipal
Act; Public Inquiries Act;
'Statute of Frauds; Voters'
Lists Act
COSTS OF DISTRESS
Costs of Distress Act,
Vol. 1, p. 817.
See also Assessment Act; Divi-
sion Courts Act; Execution
Act
Action




. taxation, from 6(5)
Charge
. prohibition of, where nothing
done 4
Chattel mortgage
. seizure under 3
Demand
. statement of, re distress 6(1)
Distress
. costs of 1
. statement of demand and
costs re 6(1)
Division court clerk
. taxation by 6(2)
Exempted goods
. costs re seizure 2
Expenses
. statement of 6(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. costs under chattel mortgage
prescribed by 3
. distress costs prescribed by 1
. fees and costs prescribed by 7
Taxation
. appeal re 6(5)
. bill supplied to clerk for 6(3)
. clerk's duty re 6(4)








See Assessment Act; County
Court Judges' Criminal Courts
Act; County Courts Act;
County Judges Act; County
Publicity Act; Haliburton Act;
Interpretation Act; Municipal
Act; Municipal Corporations
Quieting Orders Act; Repre-
sentation Act; Snow Roads













Vol. 1, p. 819.
See also Administration of Jus-
tice Expenses Act; County
Courts Act; County Judges
Act; Estreats Act; General
Sessions Act; Justices of the
Peace Act
Appeals
. procedure re 2
Court of record
. court as 1(1)
Criminal Code (Canada)
. appeals under 2
. powers and duties of judges
under 1(1)
Indictable offences
. speedy trials re 1
Judges
. powers and duties of I(l)f2
Style
. court, of 1(2)
Summary Convictions Act
. appeals under 2
COUNTY COURTS
County Courts Act,
Vol. 1, p. 821.
See also County Court Judges'
Criminal Courts Act; County
Judges Act; Evidence Act;
General Sessions Act; Judica-
ture Act; Public Officers Act;
Public Officers' Fees Act;
Sheriffs Act; Summary Con-
victions Act
Absence of judges
. request for other judges to
. preside on 3
Action
. abandonment of excess in 25
. appeals—see Appeals
. costs, where no jurisdiction ....31
. jurisdiction of courts re 20(1)
. - dispute of 20(2)
. prohibition not to lie,
if transferable 24






. another county or district, to . .23
. consequences of 22
. counterclaim beyond
jurisdiction 21(2)
. set-off beyond jurisdiction 21(2)
. Supreme Court, to 20(4)
venue of 28
. actions by or against judges . .29
Appeals
. costs, from 38(1) (c)
. costs taxed by clerk, from 8
. Court of Appeal, to 37(1)
. decisions or order of judge,
from 38(1) (a, 6)
. judge acting persona designata,
from 38(2)
. judge, to, re reference 35(2)
. judgment on rehearing from 36(10)
. setting down of 41
. stay of proceedings on 40
. transmission of documents on 39(1)
. . evidence, etc., certified by
reporter on 39(2)
Application
. stay of proceedings on appeal,
for 40
. transfer of action by
defendant 20(2)
. transfer of action by plaintiff 21(1)
Attorney-General
. notice of adjournment to ....19(2)
. request for other judges to
preside, to 3
Bracebridge
. sittings of district courts in . . 13(o)
. . change of 15
Carleton coimty
. sittings of court in 12(2)
. . change of 15
Certiorari
. terms and conditions on removal 27
Clerk of the peace
. clerk as, on vacancy 10
. registrar as, on vacancy of clerk 10
Clerks
. appointment of 4
. . security on 5
. attendance fee 16
. certified judgment of Court of
Appeal to 43(2)
. costs taxed by 8







. judgment on rehearing
entered by 36(8)
. notice of hearing to 36(3)
. . duty to transfer documents
on 36(6)
. notices of postponement in
offices of 12(8)
. office hours 7
. office, place of 6
. powers as special examiner ..11(2)
. references directed to 34(1)
. tenure of office 4
. transmission of pleadings on
appeal by 39(1)
. . evidence, etc., certified, by
reporter on 39(2)
. vacancy of, performance of
duties re 10
Cochrane
. sittings of district courts in 13(b)
. . change of 15
Contempt of court
. punishment for 33
Contracts
. jurisdiction of courts re .20(1) (a)
. . dispute of 20(2)
Costs
. action, of, where no jurisdiction 31
. appeals from 38(l)(c)
. reference, of 34(3)
. rehearing, of 36(9)
. taxed by clerk 8
. terms re certiorari, on 27
. transfer of action, on 20(7)
. . another county, to 23
. . Supreme Court, to 22
Counterclaim
abandonment of excess 25(1)
beyond jurisdiction 21(1)
. establishment of 21(3)
. transfer of action on 21(2)









. appeals to 37(1)
. . judgments, orders,
references, re 35(3)
. judgment of 43(1)





. motion for new trial 37(2)




See also Judges; Court of
Appeal
. additional sittings 17
. certiorari, terms and conditions
re 27
, clerks appointed for 4
. concurrent or separate sittings of 18
. costs on rehearing 36(2)
. hours of sitting in 14
. . change of 15
. jurisdiction 20(1)
. jurisdiction, dispute re 20(2)
. . transfer of action to Supreme
iCourt on 20(4)
. jurisdiction re equitable
relief 20(l)(t)
. . exception re trustees 26
. order re transfer of action by 20(6)
. power to enforce judgments
and orders 32
. powers of special examiners
in 11(1)
. practice and procedure 30
. presided over by judges 2
. punishment for contempt of . . .33
. record, for every county
and district 1
. rehearing at weekly 36(5)
. . stay of proceedings until . 36(7)
. relief granted by 26
. trial sittings of 12(1)
. . postponement of 12(7)
. . . notice of 12(8)
Crown
. consent re reference, when
party 35(4)
Death of judge
. rehearing where no
judgment 36(1)
Defendant
. dispute of jurisdiction by . . .20(2)
. . transfer of documents by . .20(5)
. excess abandoned by 25(2)
Deputy sheriff
. adjournment of sittings by . . .19(1)
. . notice of 19(2)
Detinue
. jurisdiction re 20(l)(f)
Dispute of jurisdiction




. concurrent or separate sittings in 18
. court of record for every 1
Documents
. clerk not to draw or advise on . .9
. transfer on rehearing 36(6)
. transfer to Supreme Court . . .20(3)
. . by defendant 20(5)
. transmission by clerk on
appeal 39(1)




. . dispute of 20(2)
. venue, where land situate . . . 28(1)
Enforcement of judgments
. powers re 32
Equitable relief
. exception re trustees 26
. jurisdiction re 20(l)(t)
. . dispute of 20(2)
Evidence
. certified for appeal 39(2)
. copy, at rehearing 36(6)
. Court of Appeal to allow
further 42(1)
. . leave of court 42(3)
matters occurring after
judgment 42(2)
. rehearing, on 36(2)
Excess
. beyond jurisdiction
. . abandoned by defendant . .25(2)
. . abandoned by plaintiff . . . .25(1)
Fees
. attendance of clerk, for 16
. Crown, to, regulations re . . . .44(6)
. reference to judge 34(2)
. . county court tariff 34(3)
. tariff, of, regulations re 44(c)
Forms
. regulations re 44(d)
Fort Frances
. sittings of district courts in 13(c)
. . change of IS
Gore Bay
. sittings of district courts in 13(d)
. . change of IS
Haile3rbiuy
. sittings of district courts in 13(ife)
. . change of IS
COUNTY COURTS—Con. Sec.
Hours
. office, of, subject to rules of
court 7
. sittings, of 14
. . change of 15
Illness
. request for other judges to
preside on 3
Insolvency
. jurisdictions re 20(1 )(/)
. dispute of 20(2)
Interlocutory judgments
. appeals not allowed 38(2)
Judges—5"^^ also Court of Appeal;
Courts
actions by or against 29
additional sittings by 17
appeal from decision of 38(1) (a,b)
appeal to, from taxation of costs 8
application for stay of
proceedings to 40
death of, rehearing where no
judgment 36(1)
defined 2
illness or absence of, other
judges to preside 3
postponement of trial sittings
by 12(7)
. notice of 12(8)
powers to direct references 35(1)
. appeal from referee 35(2)
. appeal to Court of Appeal 35(3)
references to, if local Master 34(2)
transfer of action on terms . .20(6)
unable to attend, adjournment
of sittings 19
Judgment
. appeal from 37(1)
. Court of Appeal, of 43(1)
. . certification by 43(2)
judge acting persona designata,
appeals not allowed 38(2)
. power to enforce 32
. rehearing, on 36(8)
appeal from 36(10)
reserved, death of judge.
rehearing 36(1)
Judicature Act




contracts, in 20(1) (a)
easements, in 20(1) (d)
. . equitable relief, re 20(1) («)







. insolvency, re 20(j)
. legacies, re 20(1) (/»)
. mortgages, re 20(1)(/)
. partnership, re 20(1)(^)
. recovery of property ..20(1)(^)
. torts, re 20(1) (6)
costs of action on failure of ...31
dispute of, by defendant ....20(2)
Kenora
. sittings of district courts in . .13(^)
. . change of 15
Land
. injury to
. . jurisdiction re 20
. . venue of action 28(1)
Legacies
. jurisdiction re 20(1) (/t)
. . dispute of 20(2)
. venue of action re 28(1)
Liens
. jurisdiction re 20(1)(/)
. . dispute of 20(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of clerks by 4
. approval of regulations by
Rules Committee 44
. change of trial sittings by 15
. regulations re security by clerks 5
Middlesex
. sittings of court in 12(4)
, . change of 15
Mortgages
. jurisdiction, re 20(1) (/)
. . dispute of 20(2)
Motions
. new trial for, to Court
of Appeal 37(2)
North Bay
. sittings of district courts in 13(/)
. . change of 15
Notice
. dispute of jurisdiction by
defendant of 20(2)
. postponement of sittings, of . . 12(3)
. rehearing, of 36(3)
Offices
. clerks, of 7
. hours of, subject to rules of court 7
. notice of postponement of
trials in .'.;... ... : 12(8)
COUNTY COURTS—Con. Sec.
Orders
. appeals from 38(l)(a,6)
. power to enforce Z2
. transfer of action on , .20(6), 21(2)
Parry Sound
. sittings of district courts in . .13(^)
. . change of IS
Partnership actions
. jurisdiction re 20(l)(fir)
. . dispute of 20(2)
. venue of 28(1)
Persona designata
. appeals not allowed where
judge is 38(2)
Plaintiff
. excess abandoned by 25(1)
Port Arthur
. sittings of district courts in 13(/t)
. . change of IS
Powers
. Court of Appeal, of, to amend
and receive further evidence 42(1)
. enforcement of judgments and
orders 32
. judge, to direct references . . . .35(1)
. punishment re contempt of court 2Z
. Rules Committee, of 44
. special examiners, of 11(1)
Practice and procedure
. courts, of 30
. regulations re 44(a)
Prohibition
transfer of action, on 24
Property
. recovery of
. . jurisdiction re 20(l)(e)
. . venue of action 28(2)
References
consent of Crown 35(4)
directing of 34(1)
power of judges to direct ... .35(1)
. appeals from referee 35(2)
. appeals to Court of Appeal 35(3)
Registrar
. vacancy, performance of duties 10
Registrar of surrogate coiurt
. vacancy, performance of duties 10
Regulations
. Rules Committee, by 44
Rehearings
. appeal from judgment on . . .36(10)
. costs of 36(9)
. death of judge, judgment
not given 36(1)




. further evidence not allowed 36(2)
. judgment on 36(8)
. notice of 36(3)
. stay of proceedings until ....36(7)





. jurisdiction re 20(1) (e)
. . dispute of 20(2)
. venue of action 28(2)
Rules Cominittee
. regulations by 44
Rules of court
. setting down of appeals by ... .41
Sault Ste. Marie
. sittings of district courts in 13 (t)
. . change of IS
Scale of costs
. transfer of action, on 20(7)
Secxurity
. clerks, by 5
Set-off
. abandonment of excess 25(2)
. beyond jurisdiction 21(1)
. . establishment of 21(3)
. . transfer of action on 21(2)
Sheriff
. adjournment of sittings by ..19(1)
. . notice of 19(2)
Sittings
adjournment by sheriff 19(1)
. notice of 19(2)
change of IS
clerk's attendance fee at 16
concurrent or separate 18
district courts in 13
held semi-annually 12(6)
. postponement of 12(7)
notice of 12(8)
hour of 14
. change of 15
trial for
. Carleton county 12(2)
. Middlesex county 12(3)
. Wentworth county 12(5)
. York county . , 12(6)
without jury 12(6)
. additional sittings 17
Special examiners
. clerks as 11(2)
powers of ....11(1)
Stay of proceedings
. appeal, on 40
COUNTY COURTS—Co«. Sec.
Sudbury
. sittings of district courts in . . 13(j)
. . change of IS
Supreme Court
. powers of enforcement same as 32
. practice and procedure of
courts re 30
. procedure to transfer action
to 20(2-7)
. removal of action to 27
Time
. action set down for rehearing 36(4)
. notice of postponement, re ..12(8)
. notice of rehearing, of 36(3)
. setting down of appeals, for . . .41
. transfer of documents by
defendant, of 20(5)
Torts
. jurisdiction of courts re ..20(1) (6)
. . dispute of 20(2)
Trustee Act
. appointment by court not
allowed under 26
Trustees
. appointment or removal
prohibited 26
Vacancies
. clerk, of, performance of
duties on 10
Venue of actions
. easements, re 28(1)
. judges, by or against 29
. land injury, re 28(1)
. legacies, re 28(1)
. partnerships, re 28(1)
. real property, re 28(2)
York county
. trial sittings in 12(6)
. . change of - - . • 15
. vacancy of clerk, performance
of duties in 10
Wentworth county
. trial sittings in 12(5)
. . change of 15
COUNTY JUDGES
County Judges Act,
Vol. 1, p. 835.
See also County Court Judges'
Criminal Courts Act; County
Courts Act; Division Courts






. judge, of 11(2)
. . appointment of deputy judge
notwithstanding 11(1)
. . arrangement at meetings ....24
. . deputy judge to act 12
Allowance
. additional where only one
judge 10(2)
. allocation where more than
one judge 10(3)
. exceptions re arbitrators ...10(6)
. fees, in lieu of 10(5)
. judges, for 10(1) (a)
. junior judges, for 10(1)(6)
. payment of 10(4)
. travelling expenses accepted 10(7)
Annual meetings
. absence at, arrangements re . . .24
. assignments of duties at 22(1)
. convened by senior judge . . . .22(2)
Arbitration Act
. fees of judges under 10(6)
Arbitrators
. additional fee of judge as . . . 10(6)
Carleton
. junior judge for 4
City councils
. stenographers appointed by . . . .27
Commissions
. style of title, on 3
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payments of allowances from 10(4)
Coimty councils
. resolution for appointment
of interpreter 19
County court districts
. formation of 20
. holdings in rotation 21
. jurisdiction of judges 25
Courts
—
See also Deputy judges;
Judges; Junior judges
. simultaneous sittings of 15(1)
. . York county, in 15(2)
Death
. judge, of 11(2)
. . appointment of deputy judge
notwithstanding 11(1)
. . deputy judge to act 12
. . regulations re hearings 9
Deputy judges
. appointments of 11
. oath of ofHce 14





. practice of law allowed 13
. tenure of office 12
Duties of judges
. assignments at annual
meetings 22(1)
. . performance by judges 2i
. carrying out in absence 24
. new appointments for vacancies
not warranted 26
Essex
. two junior judges for 4
Expenses
. travelling, excepted from
allowances 10(7)
Fees
. judges, of 10(5,6)
. law stamps as 10(5)
. shorthand writers, re 18(4)
Governor-General in Council
. orders for judges to act
outside county 16(1)
. orders for retired judges
to act 16(3)
Hearings
. courts of, in rotation 21
regulations re, on death or
illness of judge 9
. simultaneous 15(1)
. . York county, in 15(2)
Illness
. judge, of 11(2)
. . appointment of deputy judge
notwithstanding 11(1)
. . arrangements at meetings ... 24
deputy judge to act 12
. . regulations re hearings 9
Inability
. removal from office for 1
Incapacity
. removal from office for 1
Interpreters
. appointments of 19
Judges—See also Courts; Deputy
judges; Junior judges
allowances for 10
. payment of 10(4)
assignments of duties at
annual meetings 22
. performance of 23
death or illness of 9,11(2)
. appointment of deputy judge
notwithstanding 11(1)
. arrangements at meetings . . . .24






. jurisdiction of 25
. oath of office 14
. powers of 6
. powers to act outside
county 16(1), 17
. . request by another judge 16(2)
. practice of law by, prohibited 8
. qualifications of 2
. residence of 7




shorthand writers diiected by 18(2)
. regulations re fees of 18(4)
. reimbursements from cities
and separated towns 18(5)
simultaneous sittings of .... 15(1)
. York county, in 15(2)
sittings in rotation in county
court districts 21
stenographers for 27





. arrangements re courts ....5(2)






. allowances for 10(1) (6)
. appointment of 4
. assignment of duties at
annual meetings 22
. . performance of 23
. illness or death of 9
. jurisdiction of 25
. oath of office 14
. powers of 6
. powers to act outside
county 16(1), 17
. . request by another judge ..16(2)
. practice of law prohibited 8
. qualifications 2
. residence of 7
. retired, acting on order of
Governor-General in
Council 16(3)
. . powers of 16(4)
. sittings in rotation in cotmty
court districts 21
. tenure of office 1





. vacancy, new appointment
not warranted 26
. York county, for 5(2)
. . arrangements re courts . . . .5(2)
. . maximum number of 5(1)
Jurisdiction
. judges, of 25
Law stamps
. fees as 10(5)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. formation of county court
districts 20
. interpreters appointed by 19
. powers to judge to act
outside county by 17
. removal of judges by 1
. shorthand writers appointed
by 18(1)
Middlesex
. junior judge for 4
Misbehaviour
. removal from office for 1
Municipal Act
. fees of judges under 10(6)
. salaries of shorthand writers,
contributions re 18(5)
Municipal Arbitrations Act
. fees of judges under 10(6)
Oath of office
. judges, by 14
Pa3rments
. allowances, of 10(4)
. . fees, in lieu of 10(5)
Penalties
. practising, for 8
Powers
. acting outside county 16(1)
. . requested by another judge 16(2)
. junior judges, of 6
. retired judge to act 16(4)
Practice of law
. deputy judge, by, allowed 13
. judges prohibited 8
Public Works Act
. fees of judges under 10(6)
Qualifications
. deputy judge, of 11(1)
. judges, of 2
Railways Act (Ontario)
. fees of judges under 10(6)
Referee




. judges, of 1
Residence
. judges, of 7
Resignation
. judge, of 11(2)
. . appointment of deputy judge
notwithstanding 11(1)
Salaries
. shorthand writers, of 18(3)
. . reimbursements from cities
and separated towns .... 18(5)
. stenographers, of 21
Shorthand writers
. appointments of 18(1)
. . direction of judge, under ..18(2)
. fees re 18(4)
. salaries of 18(3)
. . reimbursements from cities
and separated towns 18(5)
Sittings—See Hearings
Stenographers
. appointment of 21
Surrogate Courts Act
. additional fees to judges
under 10(2)
. allocation of fees to judges
under 10(3)
Tenure of office
. deputy judge, of 12
. judges, of 1
Thunder Bay
. junior judge for 4
Tide
. style of 3
Travelling expenses
. judges, of 10(7)
Vacancies
. new appointment not warranted 26
Wentworth
. junor judge for 4
York coimty
. allowance for senior
judge of 10(1) (a)
. arrangements re courts 5(2)
. maximum number of junior
judges for 5(1)
. simultaneous court sittings ..15(2)
COUNTY PUBLICITY
County Publicity Act,
Vol. 1, p. 843.
Advertisement




. application for grant, for 4
Agents
. free assistance from 6
Application
. legislative grant, for 4
Association
. formation of 1(1)
. free assistance for, by agents ....6
. objects of 1(2)
. provincial grant for 3
County council
. association formed by 1(2)
Department of Agriculture
. formation of association
defined by 1(1)
Expenditures of association
. statement of, in application 4
Grant
. application for 4
. Legislature, by 3
Legislature
. grant to associations by 3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations made by 5
Minister of Agriculture
. application for grants to ; 4
. publications approved by 2
Objects
. association, of 1 (2)
Pamphlets
. destruction, etc., of 1(2)
. free assistance re distribution of 6
. Minister's approval for 2
President of association
. association's grant paid to 4
Publications
. distribution, etc., of 1(2)
. 'Minister's approval for 2
Receipts of association
. statement of, in application 4
Regulations
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 5
Resources
. advertisement of 1(2)
Secretary of association
. association's grant paid to 4
COURT HOUSES
See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Courts; Muni-
cipal Act; Ontario Municipal









See Arbitration Act; Controvert-
ed Elections Act; County
Court Judges' Criminal Courts
Act: County Courts Act;
County Judges Act; Division
Courts Act; Dominion Courts
Act; Evidence Act; General
Sessions Act; Haliburton Act;
Interpretation Act; Judicature
Act; Jurors Act; Juvenile and
Family Courts Act; Law
Stamps Act; Magistrates Act;
Magistrates' Jurisdiction Act;
Mining Act; Municipal Act;
Public Authorities Protection
Act; Public Service Act; Re-
plevin Act; Sheriffs Act; Sum-
mary Convictions Act; Sur-
rogate Courts Act; Vexatious
Proceedings Act
COVENANTS
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Landlord and
Tenant Act; Mercantile Law
Amendment Act; Mortgages
Act; Short Forms of Convey-
ances Act; Short Forms of
Leases Act; Short Forms of
Mortgages Act
CRATES
See Farm Products Containers
Act
CREAM




Vol. 1, p. 845.
See also Absconding Debtors
Act; Assignment of Book
Debts Act; Assignments and
Preferences Act; Bulk Sales
Act; Corporation Securities
Registration Act; Division




Act; Mechanics' Lien Act;
Sheriffs Act; Trustee Act; Un-
conscionable Transactions Re-
lief Act; Wages Act; Wood-
men's Lien for Wages Act
Abandonment
. disputed portion of claim, of 9(1)
Absconding Debtors Act
. entry by sheriff of moneys
received under 5(1)
. prior proceedings under,
costs re 21(1)
. subsequent levy under 5(12)
Affidavit
contesting claim, of, by
creditor 10(4)
. address for service
endorsed on 10(7)
. certificate of, to sheriff .... 10(6)
. filing of 10(3,6)
. service of 10(3)
contesting claim, of, by
debtor 10(2)
creditor, by, re debt 7(1)
. filing with certificate Ti.2.)
. form Form 2
. service of 7(.^)
. service out of Ontario 7(4)
filing with affidavit of
service 8(5)
. services, of, form of Form 4
Agent
. service on Toronto 11
Appeals
. judgment or order on
contestation, from 38
Application
. allowance of contested claim,
for 12(2)
. . contestation not in good
faith 12(3)
. moneys made under execution,
of 29(1)
. order, for, re contestation ..32(6)
. subsequent levy, of 5(7)
. transfer of moneys to another
sheriff, for 4(4)
Application of Act
. Judicature Act and rules of
court, to 42
Appointment
hearing of contestation, for 32(7)





. money, of, where insufficient to
pay full claims 26
Attaching creditor
. rights in distribution by 4(6)
. sheriff to recover attached
debt from 4(8)
Attaching order
. slieriff, by 37
Attachment
. application of subsequent
levy on 5(7)
. benefit of all creditors, for ... .4(1)
. division courts, in 4(3)
. entry by sheriflf of moneys
received under 5(1)
. execution before, priority of
costs re 21(1)
. payment to sheriff on 4(2)
Bailiff
. division court, goods in
hands of 25(1)
. . costs re 25(3)
. . distribution of proceeds of 25(4)
. . penalty on default of
delivery of 25(2)
Banks
. deposits by sheriff in 36
Books
. entry of moneys received under
execution or attachment . . . 5(1)
Books of record
. clerk to keep 15(1)
. . copy as evidence 15(4)
. effect of entries in 15(2)
. . index of debtors in 15(3)
Certificates
. application of money made
under 29(1)
. attaching creditor, by, re, share
in distribution 4(6)
. claim contested, after, effect
on distribution 12(1)
. clerk to enter claims before
issuing 15(1)
. clerk to state costs in 22(1)
. compelling payment by sheriff
under 29(2)
. contestation, of 10(6)
. creditor, to, where claim not
contested 9(1)
. evidence of decision 19(1)
. . fee for 19(2)
. form of Form 5
. judgment, in division court 16






. part payment re 20(3)
. payment of all, effect of 20(1)
. sheriff, of, filed with affidavit
of debt 7 (.2)
sheriff, to, in another county ... 17
. time for delivery to sheriff ...5(2)
. undisputed claim, of
. . address for service endorsed
on 9(4)
. . deemed execution re
interpleader 9(3)
. . duration of 9(6)
. . effect of 9(2)
. . expiration during month of
levy 9(7)
. . further levy by sheriff after 9(5)
Claim
. application for allowance of
contested 12(2)
. . contestation not in good
faith 12(3)
. apportionment where money
insufficient to pay full 26
. contest by debtor or his
creditor 10(1)
. decision after contestation,
effect of 19(1)
. distribution after contestation 12(1)
. distribution by sheriff where
insufficient levy to satisfy
all 32(1)
. establishment in another county 17
. form of affidavit of Form 2
. particulars entered in books
of record 15(1)
. . effect of 15(2)
Clerk
. affidavit of claim and affidavit
of service filed with 8(5)
. books of record kept by 15(1)
. . copies of as evidence 15(4)
. . effect of entries in 15(2)
. . index of debtors in 15(3)
. certificate re undisputed claim
by 9(1)
. costs of claimant ascertained
by 22(1)
. fees of 22(2)1f2
. liability for payment out of
attached debt 4(8)
Contest
. costs re 22(2) f 4
Costs
. claimant, of, determined by
clerk 22(1)








. fees paid to clerk 22(2) f 2
. interpleader proceedings, of ..5(5)
. payment, before distribution -.5(2)
. prior proceedings under
Absconding Debtor's Act ...21(1)
. renewals, levy re 27
. scale of 22(2)
. solicitor's 22(2) f 3





Cotirt See also Court of Appeal;
Judge
. order for transfer of moneys
to another sheriff 4(4)
Court of Appeal
. appeal from decisions on
contestation to 38
Creditors
. address for service endorsed on
certificate 9(4)
. affidavit filed by, with affidavit
of service 8(5)
. affidavit re debt by 7(1)
. . filing of 7(2)
. . service of 7(3)
. . service out of Ontario 7(4)
. application for allowance of
contested claim by 12(2)
. . contestation not in good
faith 12(3)
. application for transfer of
moneys to another sheriflF,
by 4(4)
attachment by one, deemed
benefit for all 4(1)
carriage of interpleader
proceedings by one 5(5)
certificate of judgment in
division court, by 16
certificate of undisputed claim 9(2)
certificate to, where claim not
contested 9(1)




. affidavit of 10(4)
directions by judge where
•contestation by several 33







. distribution amongst 5(2)
. . moneys retained pending
contestation of 32(10)
. . sale under interpleader
order, re 5(3)
. establishing claim in another
county 17
. executions issued to another
county by 18
. list of, to share on distribution . .32
. particulars kept in books of
record 15(1) If 1
. priorities by executions, abolished 3
. proceedings for sale under
execution 6(2)
. proceedings where execution
unsatisfied 6(1)
. rights of parties to interpleader
proceedings 5(4)
. sales under executions by . . . .6(2)
. share in subsequent
distribution 5(9)
. sheriff to give information re
debtor to 31
. time allowed In interpleader
for claim of 5(6)
Crown
. fees payable to 41
Debt
. affidavit by creditor re 7(1)
Debtors
. contesting claim 10(1)
. . affidavit re 10(2)
. execution unsatisfied by 6(1)
. index of, in books of record 15(3)
. notice by, re address for
service in Ontario 8(1)
. . service on 8(3)
. part payment by 20(3)
. particulars kept in books of
record 15(1) fl
. payment by, effect on
proceedings 20(1)
. service by mail on 8(4)
. service of affidavit of debt on 7(3)
Decisions
. contestation, after, effect of ..19(1)
. effect of 35
. service of notice of hearing
of contestation to 32(8)
Definitions
. county 1 (o)








. carriage to interpleader
proceedings, re 5(5)
. evidence, re 40
. extra levy for disputed claim,
re 34(1)
. several creditors contesting ....33
Distribution
. contestation after certificate,
effect on 12(1)
. contestation of 32(5)
. creditors, among 5(2)
. form of notice of contestation
of Form 7
. further levy, after 5(8)
. . attachment proceedings on. .5(12)
. . creditors' share in 5(9-11)
. insufficiency of money levied,
on 32(1)
. interpleader proceedings, on . .5(4)
. money retained pending
contestation, of 32(10)
. objection to list, after 32(4)
. pro rata 5 (2)
. proceeds in hands of bailiff . .25(4)
. retention of dividends from, re
contested claims 5(2)
. r'ights of attaching creditor . . .4(6)
. rights of execution creditors,
where mortgage 32(11)
. . separate scheme for 32(12)
. sale under interpleader order,
on 5(3)
. sheriff, by. of moneys paid into
division court 4(5)
. sheriflf to keep statements
pending 30
. sheriff's poundage before 4(7)
. time where no objection 32(3)
Division courts
. attachment proceedings in ...4(3)
. certificate of judgment in 16
. clerk, liability for payment to
attaching creditor 4(8)
. goods in hands of bailiff of . .25(1)
. sheriff to distribute moneys
paid into 4(5)
Documents
. procedure for production of .... 14
Evidence
. certificate of decision as ....19(1)
. copies of books of record as 15(4)
. judge to direct method of taking 40
Examination




. distribution equal between . .5(10)
. . claims established for 5(11)
. payment of costs before
distribution 5(2)
. rights where mortgage 32(11)
Execution debtors







. application of moneys made
under 29(1)
. application of subsequent levy
ton 5(7)
. attaching creditor, by, re share
in distribution 4(6)
. certificate of undisputed claim
deemed, re interpleader . . . .9(3)
. clerk to enter claims before
issuing 15(1)
. compelling payment by sheriff
under 29(2)
. defined 1(c)
. deposit of moneys under . . . .36(1)
. . special account re 36(2)
. distribution equal in 5(10)
. entry by sheriff of moneys
received under 5(1)
. expiration during month of
levy 9(7)
. form of sheriff's statement
of Form 6
. goods in hands of division
court bailiff as 25(1)
. issued to another county 18
. money made by receiver as ... .24
. part payment re 20(3)
. payment or withdrawal, effect
of 20(1)
. priorities among creditors
abolished 3
. sales under 6(2)
. sheriff may claim fund in tourt
as 23
. time for delivery to sheriff . . .5(2)
. unsatisfied by debtor 6(1)
. writ of attachment before,
priority of costs re 21(1)
Fees
. certification of decision, of . 19(2)
. payable to Crown 41
Forms
. affidavit of claim, of Form 2








. certificate, of Form 5
. notice of contestation of
distribution Form 7
. notice served with claim,
of Form 3
. sheriffs entry, of Form 1
. sherifFs statement of executions,
of Form 6
Fund
. court, in, sheriff may claim ....23
Hearing
. contestation, of, appointment
for 32(7)
powers of judge re 32(9)
Information
. sheriff to give, re debtor 31
Interest
. certificate of undisputed claim
deemed execution re 9(3)
. levy re 27
Interpleader
. carriage of proceedings re ... .5(5)
. distribution after sale under .5(3)
Interpleader order
. rights of creditors on 5(4)
. time for executions and
certificates before 5(6)
Issue
. directed, proceedings where ..13(3)
Judge
. appeal from decision of 38
. appointment for hearing of
contestation by 32(7)
. defined 1(d)
. directions by—see Directions
by judge
. disqualification of 2
. effect of decisions of 35
. order for service out of Ontario
by 7(4)
. order for substitutional
service by 8(6)
. powers of 39
. . hearing, re 32(9)
. . trial of contestation, re .13(1,2)
. time allowed by, replacing
claims in interpleader 5(6)
Judgment
. certificate of, in division court . . 16
. claims entered in books of
record deemed 15(2)
. contestation, on, appeal from . .38
Judicature Act




. creditors to share on
distribution 32(1)
. . contents of 32(2)
. . distribution where objection
to 32(3)
Mortgage
. rights of execution creditors 32(11)
. . distribution, on 32(12)
Notices
. contestation of claim, of ...10(5)
. contestation of distribution,
form of Form 7
debtor, by, re address for
service 8
. further levy, of 5(8)
. objection, of, re distribution. .32(5)
. served with claim, form of. .Form 3
Orders
. attaching, by sheriff 37
. contestation, on, appeal from ...38
. ser\'ice of affidavit of debt out
of Ontario on 7(4)
. substitutional service, re 8(6)
. time for, re contestation . . . .32(6)
Pajrment
. claims, of. effect on
proceedings 20(1)
. part, by debtor 20(3)
. sheriff, to 4(2)
Penalties
. failure of bailiff to deliver
goods to sheriff on
execution 25(2)
Poundage
. amount of 4(7)
. sheriff, of 28
Proceedings
. execution unsatisfied by debtor,
on 6(1)
. judge to direct evidence re ... .40
Property
. division court bailiff holding . . .25
Receiver




See Books of record
Renewals
. certificate of undisputed claim,
of 9(6)
Rules of court
. application of Act to 42
Sale










. executions, under 6(2
. interpleader order, under,
distribution re 5(3
Service
. affidavit contesting claim, of.. 10(3
. affidavit of claim, costs of 22(2) ^
. affidavit of debt, of 7(3
. . Ontario, out of 7(4
. claim, of, form of affidavit
of Form 4
. debtor, notice of address for 8(1,3
. mail, by 8(4
. notice of hearing of
contestation, of 32(8
. substitutional 8(6
. . costs of 22(2) (If
. Toronto agent, on 1
Sheriff
. affidavit of claim with affidavit
of service filed with 8(5
. application of money made
under execution by 29(1
. application of subsequent levy
by 5(7
. apportionment of moneys by . . . .26
. attaching order by 3
, certificate of contestation to 10(6
. certificate of, filed w'ith affidavit
of debt 7(2
. certificate of undisputed claim
to 9(2
, compelling payment by 29(2
. contestation of distribution
by 32(5
. copy of list to each creditor
by 32(2
. defined l(e
. deposit of moneys in bank by . .36
. distribution by 5(2
. . contestation, re 12(1
. . insufficient levy 32(1
. . moneys paid into division
court 4(5
. entitled to poundage 4(7
. entry of moneys from execution
or attachment by 5(1
. entry of notice of address for
service by 8(2
, extra levy by
. . disputed claim, re 34(1
. . receipt of certificate, after ..9(5
. form of entry by Form





. goods in hands of division
court bailiff claimed by ... .25(1)
. information re debtor given by 31
. levy re interest and costs of
renewals by 27
. money made by receiver
claimed by 24
. notice by debtor of address
for service to 8(1)
. notice of address for service
entered by 8(2)
. payment of debt to 4(2)
. poundage of 28
. proceedings on payment of
debt 20(2)
. recovery of attached debt from
creditor by 4(8)
. statement kept by 30
. . form Form 6
. transfer of moneys to another 4(4)
Solicitors
. costs re 22(2)^3
Statements
. execution, etc., re, kept by
sheriflf 30(b)
. executions, of, form of .... Form 6
. levies, re, kept by sheriflf .... 30(o)
Time
applicafion for allowance of
contested claim, for 12(2)
certificate of undisputed claim,
of 9(6)
certificate to creditor re undis-
puted claim, for 9(1)
delivery of executions or certi-
ficates to sheriff, for 5(2)
distribution, where no
objection 32(3)
order, re contestation 32(6)
service of affidavit contesting
claim, for 10(3)
service of notice of contestation,
for 10(5)
Trial
. contestation, of 13(1)
. . action over $400 13(2)
. . proceedings where issue
directed 13(3)
. examination, production, etc. ... 14
Venditioni exponas
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See also Companies Act, Securi-
ties Act
Accounts
. inspection of 43(3)
Act








approval by Minister of 3
loans, for, consideration of . .30(2)
members, for annual statements 42
members, for special meetings . .45
requirements re 4
Appointments
. officers, etc 2
. successor of member 39(1)
Assessments
. members, for league 48(6)
Assets
. mortgaging of 38
Balance sheet
. annual meeting, at 41 (2) (o)
. contents 41(3)
. members' copy 42
Board of directors—See Directors
Bond
. officers, of 33
Books
. inspection of 43
Borrowing
. limitation of amount 36-38
. powers 35
. vote re 37
Business
. annual meeting, at 41 (2) (a)
. credit union 20-28
. dissolution for not carrying
on 50(l)(rf)
. inspection, report re 47(5)
. special meeting, at 45(5)
. statements re 47(1)
By-laws
amendment defined 1 (a)
. annual meeting, re 41
. approval 17
. assessment of league members,
re 48(5)
. charter instituted by 7
. contravention 31 (4)
CREDIT UNIONS—Co;/. Sec.
By-laws—Con.
. copies for members 19
. credit committee's term, re .30(1)
. defined 1(&)
. directors' duties, re 29(2)
. directors' term of office, re . .29(1)
. disputes settled under 44
educational fund, re 27 {2)
. effect of 18
. forwarded to registrar 6(2)
. holding of land, re 11
. inspection, re 43(2)
. league 48(4)
. loans, maximum under 30(4)
. members bound by 18
. membership of minors, re 24
. scope of 16
. share capital determined by ... .20
. share capital increased by 21
. special meetings, application
to 45(5)
. statements supplied, re 42




. borrowing, limitation 36
. borrowing, without confirmation 37
. creation of 20
. increase in 21
. investment of 34
. withdrawal 21
Certificate
incorporation, of 7, 8
Committee




. investments under 34(1) (a)
Co-operative credit societies
. application of Act to 55
. deemed credit unions 55(2)
Co-operative Credit Societies Act
. societies incorporated under ...55
Corporations
. dates of membership 2S{h,c)
. loans to 22
. voting by 23
Costs












. members not to be on super-
visory committee 31(1)
. powers delegated by 30(3)




. members, of 39, 40
Definitions
. amendment of by-law 1(a)
. by-laws 1(&)
. credit union 1(c)
. department 1 (d)
. inspector 1(e)
. land 1(f)
. meeting 1 (g)
. Minister 1(h)
. office 1(0
. officer 1 (/)
. persons claiming through
member l(k)
. property 1 (/)
. register 1 (tn)
. regulations 1 (n)
Department
. application referred to 3
. defined 1(d)
Deposits
. accounts inspected 43(3)
Devolution of Estates Act
. entitlement under 40(1)
Directors
. annual meeting, duties re ...41(2)
. borrowing powers 35
. credit committee not to be .30(1)
. duties of board 29(2)
. election of board 29(1)
. liability for oflFence 53(2)
. mortgage by 38(1)
. nominee substituted by 39(2)
. payment by, on intestacy 40
. payments approved by 32
. supervisory committee not to
be 31(1)
. sureties determined by 33
. suspension of 31(4)
Disputes
. settlement of 44
Dissolution
. order for 50
. procedure 49
. settlements on 51
Examination
. inspector, by 4S(l)(a)
. officers, of 47(4)
CREDIT UNIONS—Con. Sec.
Executive Cotincil
. member as Minister 1(A)
Expenses




. investment of 34(1, 3)
. misappropriation of 31(4,5)
Incorporation
. application for 4
. certificate of 7
. evidence of 8
. fraud or mistake, eflfect ..SO(l)(a)
. league 48
. notice of 7
. number necessary 6(1)
. objects of 5
. regulations re fees 54(6)
Inspection
. by-laws re 43(2)
. examination under oath re ..47(4)
. expenses of 45(4)
. limitation of 43(1)
. members' accounts 43(3)
. power of 47(3)
. regulations re fees 54(6)
. reports on 47(5)
. rights of 43
. security for costs of 45(3)
Inspector
. annual statement required by .46
. appointment 2
. defined 1(e)
. examination by . .45(1) (a), 47(3, 4)
. information required by ...47(1,2)
. reports by 47(5)
Interest
. loans, on 28(2)
Intestacy




. proxy representation re 34(3)
Land
. balance sheet to show . . . .41(3)(&)
. defined 1(f)
. power to hold 11
League
. assessments for 48(c)
. by-laws of 48(5)
. certificate of incorporation . .48(3)
. evidence of incorporation . . .48(4)
. incorporation of credit unions in 48







. regulations governing 54(c)
Lien
. shares of members, on 26(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. dissolution order approved
by 50(1)
. officers appointed by 2
. regulations by 54
Limited
. last word of name 13
Loans
. accounts inspected 43(3)
. applications for 30(2)
. corporations, to 22
. eligibility for 28(1)
. interest rate on 28(2)
. less than $25 30(3)
. maximum 30(4)
. officers, etc., to 28(3)
Meetingfs
. annual 27(1), 31(1), 41(1, 2)
. borrowing resolutions at 37
. corporation loans, for 22
. credit committee elected at . .30(1)
. defined 1 (g)
. directors elected at 29(1)
. dismissals by 31(5)
. expenses of 45(4)
. name changed at 15(2)
. report of supervisory
committee at 31(5)
. resolution re investments
at 34(1)(6)
. security for costs of 45(3)
. special 45(1) (&), 45(5)
. suspension pending 31(4)
Members
. accounts of, inspection 43(3)
. application for special meeting
by 45(1)
. bound by by-laws 17
. copy of by-laws for 19
, corporations as 22
. death of 39, 40
. debts of 26(1), 41(3) (6)
. disputes 44
- dissolution by consent of 49
. examination under oath of . .47(4)
. expenses of meeting, liability 45(4)
. inspection by, rights 43
. league, credit unions as 48(1)
. loans to 28
, new 21





. number below twenty ....50(1)(&)
. person claiming through,
defined l(ife)
. register of 25
. requirements of membership ... .9
. statements supplied to 42
. successor appointed by 39(1)
. under 21 24
. voting by 23
Memorandum of association
. application for incorporation by . .4
. forwarded to registrar 6(2)
. incorporation after receipt of .... 7
. signing of 6(2), 48(2)
Minister
. applications approved by 3
. applications for incorporation to. .4
. certificate of incorporation in
leag^ue Issued by 48(3)
. defined 1(h)
. department presided over by . .1(d)
. directions re special meeting
by 45(5)
. discretion re incorporation 7
. dissolution by 50(1, 3)
. evidence taken by 3
. examination authorized by 47(3,4)
. expenses, liability determined
by 45(4)
. Inspection ordered by ....45(l)(a)
. inspector's report to 47(5)
. name change approved by ..15(2)
. name changed by order of ..15(1)
. notice of special meeting
by 45(2,3)
. opinion re name 12
. security for costs ordered by 45(3)
. special meeting called by 45
Minors
. members, as 24
Misappropriations
. report re 31(5)
. suspension for 31(4)
Mistake
. payment by, effect 40(2)
Mortgage
. assets, of 38
Name
change of IS
"credit union" in business 14
distinctions in 12
league of credit unions, of . . .48(3)
"Limited" included 13




. struck off register on
dissolution 50(2, 3)
. substitution of, on death of
member 39(2)
Nominees
. appointment and substitution of 39
Notice
. special meeting, re 45(2)
Objects
. credit unions 5
Offences
. violations of Act S3
Office
. defined l(t)
. registered—see Registered office
. registration required 10
. terms of 29(1), 30(1), 31(2)
Officer
. appointment of 2
. bonding of 33
. credit committee not to
include 30(1)
. defined 1 (;')
. disputes involving 44
. duty re 'inspection 47(3)
. examination under oath of . .47(4)
. expenses of meeting, liability 45(4)
. inspection, rights of 43(3)
. loans to 28(3)
. offences by 53(2)
. payment of 32
. supervisory committee not to
be 31(1)
. suspension of 31(4)
Payments
creditors, on dissolution . . . .49(2)
death of member, after 40
disposal after death 39, 40




. violation of Act, for 53(3)
Property
. defined 1(/)
. division, on dissolution 49(2)
. league, vesting oi 48(3)
. liens on, balance sheet to
show 41(3) (ff)
. misappropriation of 31(4,5)
. mortgaging of 38(1)






. powers under 47(4)
Publication
. change of name 15(3)
. evidence of incorporation 8
. notice of incorporation 7
Register
. members and shares 25
Registered office
. annual meeting at 41(1)
. requirements re 10
Registrar
. appointment 2
. awards on dissolution by . . . .49(2)
. by-laws approved by 17
. defined 1 (m)
. incorporation of league 48(2)
. memorandum of association
forwarded to 6(2)
. notice of dissolution g'iven by 50(2)
. notice of office location sent
to 10




. by-laws made under 16(/)
. defined l(fi)
. duties of directors, re 29(2)








. name changed by 15(2)
Returns
. false statement in 53(1)
. filing fees, regulations re ....54(&)
. members copy of 42
Security
. costs of inspection 45(3)
Settlement
. dissolution, on 51
Shares
. amount received on, balance
sheet to show 41(3)(/)
. corporation holding, proxy
vote by 23















. inspector to receive 46
. members entitled to annual ....42
requirements re 47(1)
Statutory declaration




. powers 31 (4, 5)
. report, annual 31 (6), 41 (2) (c)
. statements certified by 47(2)
. term of office 31 (2)
Votes
. borrowing, re 37
. members, of 23
Winding-up
. notice of proceedings 52
. settlement on dissolution 51
Winding-up Act
. proceedings under 52
CREED
See Racial Discrimination Act
CREEKS








See County Court Judges*
Criminal Courts Act
CROPS
See Landlord and Tenant Act
CROWN
See Crown Administration of
Estates Act; Crown Attorneys
Act; Crown Timber Act;
CROWN—Cort. Sec.
Crown Witnesses Act; Inter-
pretation Act; Public and






Vol. 1, p. 885.
See also Public Trustee Act
Accoimt
. order compelling 9
Administration
. accounting of 9
. letters of, by consent 3(2)
. Public Trustee, by 1,2
. relatives discovered subsequent
to grant of 6





. estate, on, procedure re 12
Commission
. Public Trustee's rights to 13
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payment of unclaimed moneys
into 10,14(1)
Crown
. administration in interests of . . 1, 2
. inquiring re rights of 7
. liability of, limitation 14(2)
. real estate, recovery 8
Disbursements
. recovered by Public Trustee ... 13
Escheats Act
. assignment under 14
Heirs
. intestacy death without 8
Inquiry
. rights of Crown determined by . .7
Interest
. allowed on money claimed 11
Intestacy
. administration on 2
. sale of real estate on 5
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. directions re administration 6
. directions re distribution of
assets 14(1)
. money, disfKjsal directions by . . 10











. adult, not known 2
Notice
. application for administration
to Public Trustee 3(1)
Public Trustee
application by, for accounting . . .9
application by, for
administration 1, 2
assets distributed by 14(1)
commission, right to 13
consent by 3(2)
disbursements, recovery of 13
inquiring on application of 7
notice of application for
administration, to 3(1)
power to sell real estate 5
real estate, recovery by .8
relatives subsequently discov-
ered, effect on administration
by 6
. security demanded by 12
. security not required from 4
Real estate
. recovery of, by Crown 8
. sale of, by Public Trustee 5
Registrar
. Public Trustee to be notified
by 3(1)
Relatives
. rights of, when discovered
after grant 6
Security
. demanded by Public Trustee ... 12
. Public Trustee not required to
give 4
Supreme Court
. order for administrator to
account 9
. order for inquiring re Crown
rights 7
. order re claimant's rights 12
Trustee Act
. notice required by 14(1)
CROWN ATTORNEYS
Crown Attorneys Act,
Vol. 1, p. 889.
See also Administration of Jus-
tice Expenses Act; Coroners
Act; Election Act; Highway
CROWN Sec.
ATTORNEYS—Con.
Traffic Act; Liquor Control
Act; Municipal Act; Public
Officers Act; Public Officers'
Fees Act; Registry Act;
'Sheriflfs Act
Absence
. pro tern appointments 4(1)
. . notice of 4(2)
. . power to annul 4(3)
Appointment




oath of office by 8




. approval of offices, etc., for
Crown attorney of Toronto
and York 14(2)
Bail
. approved by Crown attorney 10(/)
Clerk of the peace
. collection and payment of fees
by 12
annual returns of 13
Crown Attorney as 5(1)




Crown attorney for 1
. . assistants 2
Criminal Code (Canada)
. duties of Crown attorneys in
summary trials re 10(&)(iv)
. provisions re committal for trial 11
Duties
. advising justices of the peace 10(h)
. . procuring forms for 10(t)
. bail, approval of 10(y)
. conduct of prosecutions
. . county court judges criminal
court 10(6) (iii)
. . courts of general
sessions 10(6) (ii)
. . magistrates in summary
trials 10(6)(iv)
. . Supreme Court 10(6) (i)
. examining informations, etc. ..10(a)
. government prosecutions, re 10(f)
. private prosecutions, re lO(rf)
. regulations re 15(/)






. summary convictions matters,
re lO(^)
. . appeals lO(^)
Evidence
. duty of Crown attorneys to
collect 10(a)
Fees
collection and payment of 12
. annual returns 13
Crown attorneys, of 6(1)
. commutation of 6(2)
pro tern Crown attorneys, of . .6(4)
regulations re I5(a-e)
Forms
. procuring, for justices of the
peace 10(0
Illness
. Crown attorneys, of 4(1)
Informations
duties of Crown attorneys to
examine 10(a)
Inspector of legal offices
. fees paid to 12
. . annual returns 13
Judge
. oath of office before 8
. pro tern appointments, by ....4(1)
Justices of the peace
delivery of documents re
criminal matters to attorneys 11
. duty of Crown attorney to
advise 10(h)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
assistants appointed by 2
. Toronto and York 14(1)
Crown attorneys appointed by ... 1
. Toronto and York 14(1)




regulations re security 7
Magistrates
. delivery of documents re
criminal matters to attorneys 11
Oath of office
. Crown attorney, by 8
Offices
. Crown attorney of Toronto
and York, for 14(2)
Pa3mients
. fees, of, by Crown attorneys .... 12





. prohibitions re 9
Preliminary hearings
. duty of Crown attorney to
conduct 10(6)
Pro tem apppointments
. fees for 6(4)
. making of 4(1)
. notice of 4(2)
. power to annul 4(3)
Prosecutions
duty of Crown attorney .... 10(6)
. government prosecutions ..10(/)
. private prosecutions lO(rf)
. special Crown counsel .... 10(c)
regulations re 15 (p)
Provisional judicial districts
. Crown attorney for 1
. . assistants 2
Qualifications
. Crown attorneys, of 3
Regulations
. duties of Crown attorneys,
re 15(f)
. fees and travelling allowances,
re 15(a-^)
. matters for effective admini-
stration, re 15 (/i)
. prosecutions by Crown
attorneys, re 15(p)
Returns
. annual, by Crown attorneys .... 13
Security
. Crown attorney, by 7
Summary conviction matters
. duty of Crown attorneys re . . 10(e)
. . appeals 10(47)
Simimary Convictions Act
. regulations re fees under ... .15(d)
Toronto and York
. clerk of the peace 5(2)
. Crown attorney for both ....14(1)
. . offices of 14(2)
Travelling allowances
. regulations re 15(a-e)
Witnesses






See Beaches and River Beds
(Act; Crown Timber Act;
Limitations Act; Mining Act;
Provincial Parks Act; Public
Lands Act; Public Parks Act;
Public Works Act; Railways




Vol. 1, p. 895.
See also Cullers Act; Forest
Fires Prevention Act; Forest
Management Act; Forest Re-
sources Regulation Act; For-
estry Act; Land Titles Act;
Mining Act; Provincial Forests
Act; Provincial Land Tax Act;
Provincial Parks Act; Public
Lands Act; Pulpwood Conser-
vation Act; Woodmen's Em-
ployment Act
Act
. subject to Provincial Forests Act Z6
Action
. right of licensee re 4(3,4)
Agreements
. extent to which Crown,
'Minister bound by 31
Application
. delivery of seized timber, for 29(1)
. determine right of seizure, to 29(3)
. Provincial Forests Act, oi 36
Assignee
. Crown lien on goods claimed by 34
Bailiff
. Crown lien on goods seized by.. 34
Bonds
. security, as. re delivery of
seized timber 29(1, 2)
. security for Crown dues, as 22
By-laws
. timber on road allowances,
re 17(3)
Cord
. measurements, of 3(3)
Crown
. agreements with 31
. assistance called in name of ....25
. licences covering land sold by . . 12




. evasion of, by false statements . .30
. forfeiture of licences, etc., not
to affect 32(3)
. increases, decreases in 3(1,2)
. liability for, collection of 21
. liens for 33
. onus of proof re payment of . . . .2&
. security for, not to affect
Crown's lien 22
. surrender of timber seized for 29(5)
Definitions
. Department 1 (a)
. Minister 1 (&)
. public lands 1(c)
Department
. defined 1 (a)
. delivery of forfeited timber to
agent of 29(4)
. delivery of records to 19
. proof of completion of settle-
ment duties filed in 12
. records open to officers of 19
. scaling by officers of S
Fire
. suspension of licences where
danger of 32(1)
Fire protection charges
. increases, decreases in 3(1)
Forfeiture
burden of proof re 28
false statements, for 30
licences, etc., of 32(3)
seeking relief from 29
timber, etc., of 27
Government road allowances
. included in licences 17
Ground rent
. increases, decreases in 3(1)
Judge
. application to, for delivery of
seized timber 29(1)
. determining right to seize
timber 29(3)
Licences
. alteration of charges due
under 3(1,2)
. description of land in 4(1)
. duration of 2(3)
. effect of 4(1-5)
. errors in 2(3)
. grant of 2
. grants of, before completion
of settlement duties 12






. liability of holders of, for
Crown dues 21
. renewal of 4(6, 7), 13
. returns required on expiry of ...20
. rights after expiry of 4(4)
. rights under, subject to rights
of purchaser, etc 4(5)
. road allowances included in .... 17
. subject to manufacturing
conditions 7
suspension, forfeitures of ..32(1,3)
Liens
. Crown dues, for 22
. Crown, of 33
. . priority of 34
Lieutenant-Ciovemor in Council
. approval of, re granting rights
to cut timber 6(1)
. penalties prescribed by 10
. regulations by
. . Crown dues, etc., re 3(1,2)
. . cutting timber on Crown
lands, re 2(1)
. . cutting timber, re 32(4)
. . manufacturing conditions, re . . .9
. . wasteful practices, re 18(2)
. suspension of manufacturing
conditions by 8
Liquidators
. Crown lien on goods claimed by 34
Locatee
. rights of 4(5)
Manufacturing conditions
. agreements, etc., subject to 7
. penalties for contravention of ... 10
. regulations re 9
. schedule of Schedule
. suspension of 8
. suspension of, re poplar 11
Mining Act
. Minister's powers limited by 16(2)
Minister
. agreements with 31
. approval of sureties by 29(1)
. bonds taken in name of 29(2)
. defined l(t)
. disposal of forfeited timber
by 27,29(4)
. licences granted by 2(1)
land sold by Crown, re 12
. manufacturing conditions
carried into effect by 9





. notice to, of application for
recovery of seized timber . .29(1)
. order of, re seizure of timber . . .26
. powers of, where timber cut
without authority 23(2)
. powers re measurement of
pulpwood 3(4)
. powers to control cutting of
timber 16
. powers to vary timber cutting
privileges 14
. prices fixed by, re grants 6(3)
. records prescribed by 19
. recovery of penalties
by 18(3),23(3)
. returns to 20
. right to cut timber granted by . .6
. salvage authorized by 2(2)
. surrender of seized timber on
payments to 29(5)
. suspension, forfeiture of
licences, etc., by 32(1, 3)
. suspension of manufacturing
conditions by 11
. time limits re cutting timber
fixed by 15
Notice
. application to recover seized
timber, re 29(1)
. determining right of seizure,
re 29(3)
Oaths
. false, to evade Crown dues 30
. records verified by 19
. verifying returns 20(1)
OfiFences
. cutting timber contrary to
Minister's directions, re . . . 16(3)
. failure to submit returns, re . .20(2)
. removing timber before scaling,
re 5
Patented lands
. grant of rights to cut timber
on 6(1)
. licences to cut timber, on 2
Penalties
. breach of manufacturing
conditions, for 10
. contravention of regulations,
for 32(4)
. cutting timber contrary to
Minister's directions for . . . 16(3)





. failure to submit returns for 20(2)
. liens, as 33
. recovery of 35
. removing timber before scaling,
for 5
. violations while licences, etc.,
suspended, for 32(2)
. wasteful practices, for ....18(2,3)
Poplar
. suspension of manufacturing
conditions re 11
Prosecutions
. burdens of proof in 28
Provincial Forests Act
. Act subject to 36
Public lands
. cutting timber on, without
authority 23
. defined 1(c)
. grant of rights to cut timber on . .6
. licences to cut timber on 2
. records required of persons
cutting saw-logs, on 19
Public Lands Act
. lands sold under 12
. rights under 4(5)
Pulp concessions
. suspension of operation,
forfeiture of 32(1,3)
Pulpwood
. measurement of 3(3, 4)
Purchasers
. rights of .4(5)
Records
. requirements re 19
Regulations
. competition, re, exception to ... .14
. Crown dues, rent, charges, re 3(1)
. cutting timber on Crown lands,
re 32(4)
. grant of rights to cut timber,
re 6
. licences subject to 2(1), 4(1)
. manufacturing conditions, re ... 9
. salvage of timber subject to . .2(2)






. timber, of 2(2)
Saw-logs
. persons cutting, to keep records 19






. delivery of seized timber,
re 29(1,2)
Seizure
Crown claims upon goods under 34
timber, of
. assistance, re 25
. Minister's orders re 26
. mixed with other timber 24
Settlement duties
. grants of rights prior to
completion of 12
Sheriff
. Crown liens on good seized by . .34
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recoverable under 35
Treasurer of Ontario
. amount of Crown's liens
payable to 34
Trustees
. Crown lien on goods claimed by 34
Wasteful practices
. prohibition re 18
CROWN WITNESSES
Crown Witnesses Act,





. certificate re fees for commis-
sion evidence IS
. fiat, for increase of fees 2(1)
. fiat for special fees 2(3)
Certificates
. Crown attorney, fees re 12
. fees for commission evidence, re 15
. necessary for order re fees . . .4(1)
. . unnecessary when Crown
attorney not present 4(2)
Commission







. . trials held in provisional
judicial districts 10
. . witnesses from unorganized
districts 9






. witness preparing plans, or
work 2(2)
Gsunty board of audit
. approval of payment of fees by . .8
Crown attorney
. certificate of, for witnesses'
fees 4(1)






. commission, on, fees of 15
Fees—See also Payment of fees
. additional 2(2)
. commission evidence, re 15
. Crown attorneys, re
certificates 12(1)
. . portion from Province ....12(2)
. expert witness, for 2(3)
. increased on fiat of Attorney-
General 2(1)
. order on certificate 4(1)
. . unnecessary when Crown
attorney not present 4(2)
. order re, where no trial 3
. prosecutions by Crown re 13
. schedule of—see Schedule
Judge
. defined 1(a)
. order where no bill of indict-
ment 3
. witnesses' fees granted by 2
Municipalities
. fees re Crown attorney's
certificates paid by 12(1)
. liability for fees 6,7
Orders
. attendance on, where no trial ... 3
. certificate for 4
. making of 5
. payment of fees, for 2
Payment of fees—See also Fees
. municipality where offence
committed 6
municipality where trial held 7
. order for 2
. payable, when 14
portion of, by Province 8
. recovered from defendant,




. trials in provisional judicial
districts, re 10
. witnesses from unorganized
districts 9
Preliminary inquiry
. certificate for witnesses* fees
unnecessary 4(2)
Prosecutions
. Crown, by, fees re 13
Provisional judicial districts
. trial held in, payments re 10
Recognizance





. additional fees for 2(2)
Subpoena
. attendance upon, order when
no trial 3
Treasurer
. county where offence
committed
. . order directed to 5
. . payment by 6
Trials
. defined 1(d)
. Crown, by, fees re 13
. fees paid after 14
. held in provisional judicial
districts, payments re 10
. order where, not proceeded with 3
. witnesses from unorganized
districts, payments re 9
Unorganized districts
. payment of witnesses from 9
CULLERS
Cullers Act, VoL 1, p. 911.
Applicants
. examination of 2(a, b)
. . time, place of 5
. oath of 8(1)
. . sent to Minister 8(2)
Application for examination





. fee for 6(3)
. . time of payment of 6(4)
. notice for 6(1)





. appointment of 2(1)
. duties of 2(1), 5
. quorum of 2(1)
Books and records
. examined by Department 12





. application of 18
Culler
. defined 1(6)
, duties of 10
Culls
. defined 1(c)
. logs as, marked 11
. number of, noted 10
Deceit





. public lands 1(e)
. pulpwood 1 (/)
. sawlogs 1 (g)
Department
. books, records inspected by .... 12
. defined 1 (c)
. information given to 12
. returns made to 9, 10
Examination
applicants, of 2(a, b)
application for 6(1)
fee for 6(3)
form of notice for 6(2)
method, standard of 2(2)
time, place of 5
Examiners—See also Board of
examiners
. examination fee paid to 6(4)
. oath of 3(1)
. salaries of 4
Expiration of licence
. time of 7(2)
Fees
. examination, for 6(3)
. regulations re 19(b)
. time of payment for 6(4)
CULLERS—Con. Sec
Forms
. applicant's oath 8(1)
. regulations re 19
Fraud
. penalty for 16
Information
. given to Department 12
. returns, in
. . pulpwood, re 14
. . sawlogs, re 13
Licence
. cancellation of 7(4)
. effect of 7(5)
. expiration of 7(2)
. form of, regulations re 19(a)
. issued by Minister 7(1)
. renewal of 7(3)
. requirements for 7(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. examiner's salary authorized by . .4
. regulations made by 19
Manual of Scaling Instructions
. authorized by Minister 17
. use of 9
Measurement of logs
. improper, penalty for 16
Minister
applicant's oath sent to 8(2)
application made to 6(1)
defined l(rf)
examination standards set by 2(2)
examiner's oath sent to 3(2)
licence cancelled by 7(4)
licence issued by 7(1)
licence renewed by 7(3)
licence suspended by 7(4)
Manual of Scaling Instructions
authorized by 17
. special permit issued by 9
Notice
. examination, for 6(2)
Oath
. applicant, of 8(1)
. . sent to Minister 8(2)
. examiner, of 3(1)
. . sent to Minister 3(2)
Penalties
. culling without licence, for 15
. deceit, mismeasurement, for .... 16
Public lands
. defined 1(#)
. information re, in returns 14




. boards of examiners of 2(1)
Records
—
See Books and records
Regulations
. Crown Timber Act, under 18
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 19
Remuneration
. examiners, of 4
Returns
. falsified, penalty for 16
. made to Department . .9, 10, 13, 14
Salary
. examiners, of 4
Sawlogs
defined \{g)
. information re, in returns 13
. measurement of 9, 10
Si>ecial permit
. issue of 9
Timber ranger
. information given by 12
Time
. examination, of 5
. expiration of licence HZ)
. expiration of special permit 9
. payment of examination fee . .6(4)
. renewal of licence, for 7(3)
CULTIVATION
See Agriculture; Vacant Land
Cultivation Act
CULVERTS




See Gold Clauses Act
CURTESY
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Devolution of
Estates Act; Dower Act;
Land Titles Act; Partition
Act; Quieting Titles Act;
Settled Estates Act
CUSTODY
See Custody of Documents Act;
Deserted Wives' and Chil-
dren's Maintenance Act; In-




Custody of Documents Act,
Vol. 1, p. 917.
See also Land Titles Act; Regis-
try Act
Abstract index
. notations re land in 4(4)
A£Bdavits
. proof of 1
Alphabetical deposit index
. particulars recorded in 4(2)
Application
. removal of doctmients, for ..13(1)
. . cost of 13(3)
. . fee 14(1)
. . notice of 13(2)
Baptism
. proof of 1
Birth
. proof of 1
Burial




. proof of 1
Costs
. application for removal of
documents 13(3)
Court
. application for removal of
documents to 13(1)
Death









. entering of 7(2)
release of liability 10
title deeds, etc 2
Deposit index
. documents recorded in 4(1)
. form of Form 2
. registration of order re
removal 14(2)
Descendants
. proof of 1
Divorce






application for removal 13(1)
. costs re 13(3)
. fee for 14(1)




entered in deposit index 4(1)
land, re
. deposit of 2
. notation on abstract index . .4(4)
notations in registry book . . . .4(3)





filed in order 5(6)
transmission by registered
post 5(5)
open for inspection 8
particulars in alphabetical
deposit index 4(2)
registrar to keep safely 11
registrar's receipt for filing of . . .3
Evidence
. deposit as 9
Executors
. expenses on depositing 12
Fees
. delivery of documents 14(1)
. deposit of documents 6
. . reimbursement 12
. inspection of documents, for ....8
. other registrars, of 5(2)
. receipts deposited 7(1)
. . entered 7(2)
Forms
. deposit index Form 2
. notice of deposit Form 3
. requisition Form 1
Inspection




. . deposit of 2
. . notation on abstract index . .4(4)
. proof of documents re 1
Liability
. release by deposit 10
Marriage
. proof of 1





. recorded in alphabetical
deposit index 4(2)
Notice
deposit, of Form 3
duplicate registrations, re ....5(1)
. acknowledgment of 5(4)
. entry of 5(3)
. fees on 5(2)
. filed in order 5(6)
. transmission by registered
post 5(5)
Number
. documents, of, recorded in
alphabetical deposit index . 4(2)
Order
. delivery of documents 14(1)
. . costs, re 13(3)
. filing of 14(2)
Pedigree
. proof of 1
Record
. documents, of, in deposit index 4(1)
Receipts
. documents filed, for 3
. fees
. . deposit of 7(1)
. . entry of 7(2)
Registry Act
. documents as instruments in 1
. effect of deposits 9
. inspection of documents as under 8
. safety of documents 11
Registry books
. notations in 4(3)
. receipt of fees entered 7(2)
Registry divisions
. documents re land 2
Registry offices
. notice to, re duplicate
registrations 5(1)
. acknowledgment of 5(4)
. entry of 5(3)
. fees on 5(2)




. filed and receipt given 3
. form Form 1
Statutory declarations






. delivery of documents on
order, of 14(1)
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See also Agricultural Associa-
tions Act; Consolidated Cheese
Factories Act; Farm Products
Marketing Act; Milk and
Cream Act; Milk Control Act;
Ontario Food Terminal Act
Babcock tests
. examination of records of . ,8(l)(c)
. fat content determined by . . . 10(3)
Books and records
. inspection of 9(2)
Bottles
. capacity of, marked on 10(4)
. testing cream, for 10(3)
Butter
. examination of receipts of
weight of 8(1)(<:)
Buttermakers
. regulations re licensing of ...11(a)
Buttermilk
. containers for 2(2) (f)
Cans
. regulations re 11(0
Ceilings
. construction of 2(2) (d)
. height of 2(2)(e)
Certificates
. director, of, for use, construc-
tion of plant 2(1)
Cesspools
. waste water, for 2(2) (c)
Cheese





regulations re licensing of ...11(a)
DAIRY PRODUCTS—Con. Sec.




. sanitation of 2(2) (/)
Cream
. basis of payment for 10(1)
. determination of fat content
of 10(2)
. receiving stations for 6
. regulations re 12
. testing of 9(l)(a,&)
Cream graders
. regulations re licensing of ...11(6)
Cream separators
. regulations re 11(0
Cream testers





. examination of records,
receipts of 8(1) (c)
Definitions
. cheese factory l(o)
. combined cheese factory and
creamery 1 (c)
. creamery 1 (6)
. dairy products 1(d)
. Director 1(e)
. inspector 1(f)
. milk condensary 1 (g)
. milk powder plant 1 (g)
. milk separating plant 1(A)
. Minister 1(0
. patron 1 (/)
. plant l(k)
. regulations 1 (/)
Delivery
. regulations re 11(0
Director
. appointment of 7
. certificate of, for use, construc-
tion of plant 2
. defined 1(e)
. powers, duties of, regulations
re ll(n)
Disputes
. regulations re settlement of ll(m)
Doors
. construction of 2(2)(g)
Drains




. regulations re 11(*)
Express office
. inspection of 9(1)
Fat content
. determination of 10(2)
Fees
. licences for 1 1 (a)
Flies
. protection against 2(2)(g)
Floors
. construction of 2(2) (b)
Fotindations
. construction of 2(2) (a)
Graders
. regulations re 1 (&/ ^)
Grading
. milk, cream, of 8(l)(a)
. regulations re 1 1 (/)
Inspection
. books, records, of 9(2)
. premises, of 9(1)
Inspectors
. access of to plants, etc 9(1)
. appointment of 7
. books, records inspected by . .9(2)
. defined 1(/)
. duties of 8
. obstruction of, penalty for ...8(2)
. powers, duties, of, regulations
re ll(n)
. report of, re condition of
plants 3(2)
Instructors
. appointment of 7
Licences
. cancellation of 3(2)
. failure to obtain, penalty for 5
. fees for 11(a)
. plants, for 3(1)
. . exemptions from 4
. . regulations re 11(c)
Lieutenant-Governor in Cotincil
. appointments by 7
. regulations by 11
Machinery
. regulations re ll(ife)
MUk
. basis of payment for 10(1)
. determination of fat content
of 10(2)
. regulations re 11




. licence for, not required, when . .4
MUk Control Act
. application of 4
Milk graders
. regulations re licensing of ..11(&)
Milk houses
. regulations re 11(0
Milk powder plants
. defined 1(g)
. licence for, not required, when . .4
Milk separating plants
. defined 1(A)
. licence for, not required, when . .4
Minister
. defined 1 (i)
. licences for plants cancelled by 3(1)
. licences for plants granted by 3(1)
. regulations recommended by ... .11
. use, construction of plant
granted by 2
Outlets
. waste water, for 2(2) (c)
Pails
. regulations re 11(0
Partitions
. construction of 2(2) (d)
Pasteurization




. basis for 10(1)
. regulations re 11(/)
Penalties
. failure to obtain licence, for 5
. obstruction of inspector, for . .8(2)
. violation of Act, for 12
Permits
. issued to testers, etc 11(a)
. regulations re holders of ....11(c)
Pipette
. capacity of, marked on 10(4)




inspection of books, records of 9(2)
licences for 3(1)
. regulations re 11 (a)








. requirements of 2(2)
Platforms
. construction of 2(2) (g)
Premises
. inspection of 9(1)
unsanitary, closed 3(2)
Railway stations
. inspection of 9(1)
Records
. inspection of 9(2)
. tests, of, examination of ...8(l)(c)
Regulations
. defined 1(0
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 11
Report
. inspector, of, re condition of
plant 3(2)
Sale
. regulations re 11(0
Sampling
. regulations re 1 1 (/)
Sewers
waste water, for 2(2) (c)
Skim milk
. containers for 2(2)(/)
Stables
. regulations re 11(0
Stations
. receipt, storage of cream, for ... .6
Strainers
. regulations re 11(0
Summary Convictions Act
. application of 12(2)
Trains
. inspection of 9(1)
Trjinsportation
. regulations re 11 (d)
Trucks




. regulations re 1 1 (6, c)
Testing
. milk, cream, of 8(1) (o, b)




. regulations re 11 (0
DAIRY PRODUCTS—Con. Sec.
Wagons
. inspection of 9(1)
Walls
. construction of 2i2)(d)
Waste water
. outlets for 2(2)ic)
Weighing
. regulations re 11(/)
Whey
. containers for 2(2) (/)
Windows
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Agreements
. settlements, re 3(5)
Appeals
. determination of 5(4)
. dismissal for non-attendance .5(3)
. notice of, requirements 5(2)
. orders on, final 5(5)
. powers re 5(6)





. assessment of damages by . . . .3(3)
. assessments re expenses 6(2)
. award, effect of 4
. evidence before 3(4)
. investigation by 3(2)
. jurisdiction re sulphur fumes . .2(1)
. notice of damage to 3(1)
. settlements independent of 3(5)
Assessment
. damage, of 3(3)






. hearing of appeal, at 5(3
Awards
. appeals from 5(1
. effect of 4
Companies
. liability re costs 6(2
Crops
. damage to 2(1
Damages
. assessment of .3(3
. crops, to 2(1
. notice of 3(1
Dismissal
. appeal, for non-attendance ... .5(3
Evidence
. arbitrator, before 3(4
Expenses
. assessments re 6(2
, repayment of 6(1
Form
. notice of appeal, of 5(2
Fumes
. sulphur, damage caused by ...2(1
Investigation
. duty of arbitrator re 3(2
Liability
. expenses of administration, for 6(2
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointments by
. regulations by !
Minister of Mines




. summons to parties after . . .5(3
damage, of 3(1
. investigation upon 3(2
Ontario Municipal Board
appeals to 5(1
. procedure on hearing 5(3
order on appeal 5(4
. finality of 5(5
powers of 5(6
Ontario Municipal Board Act
. powers of Board under 5(6
Orders
. appeal, on, final 5(5
Province
. expenses re administration,
recovery of 6(1
DAMAGE BY FUMES Sec.
ARBITRATION—Con.
Record
. appeal determined on 5(4)
Regulations
. authority for 7
Remedies
. effect of 2(2)
Repayment
. expenses re administration ...6(1)
. . demand for 6(2)
Settlements
. agreements re 3(5)
Sulphur
. damage caused by fumes 2(1)
Siunmons
. attendance at appeal hearing . .5(3)
Treasurer of Ontario
. assessments payable to 6(2)
DAMS
See Lakes and Rivers Improve-
ment Act; Public Works Act;
'Water Powers Regulation Act
DANCE HALLS
See Egress from Public Build-
ings Act; Municipal Act
DANCING
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See also Department of Public
Welfare Act
Appropriations
. payments from 6
Contributions
. provincial 3
. . appropriations re 6
Council




. day nursery 1(a)
. Minister 1(6)
Establishment





. exclusion from Act 1(a)
Legislature
. payment from appropriations ... .6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 4(1)
Minister
. council's responsibility to ... .2(2)
. defined 1(b)
. establishment approved by . . .2(2)
Municipal Act
. councils under, establishment
by 2(1)
Municipality
. establishment by 2
Organizations
. established by 2(2)
Penalties
. provision for 5
Province
. contributions by 3
Public Schools Act
. kindergartens under 1(a)
Reg^ulations
. application of 4(2)
. penalties for breach 5
. scope 4(1)
Separate Schools Act




See Anatomy Act; Cemeteries
Act; Coroners Act; Embalm-
ers and Funeral Directors Act;
Public Health Act; Vital
Statistics Act
DEAF PERSONS
See Auxiliary Classes Act; Pub-
lic Schools Act; School At-
tendance Act: Schools for the
Deaf and Blind Act
DEATH
See Anatomy Act; Assessment
Act; Cemeteries Act; Convey-
ancing and Law of Property
Act; Coroners Act; Custody
of Documents Act; Depend-
ants' Relief Act; Devolution of
Estates Act; Embalmers and
DEATH—Con. Sec.
Funeral Directors Act; Evi-
dence Act; Factory, Shop and
Office Building Act; Fatal Ac-
cidents Act; Fire Accidents
Act; Insurance Act; Limita-
tions Act; Liquor Control Act;
Mining Act; Municipal Act;
Powers of Attorney Act; Suc-
cession Duty Act; Surrogate
Courts Act; Survivorship Act;
Trustee Act; Vital Statistics
Act; Wills Act; Workmen's
Compensation Act
DEBENTURES
See Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Acts; Community
Centres Act; Companies Act;
Corporation Securities Regis-
tration Act; Corporations Tax
Act; Department of Education
Act; Highway Improvement
Act; Insurance Act; Judica-
ture Act; Loan and Trust Cor-
porations Act; Local Improve-
ment Act; Municipal Act;
Municipal Drainage Act;
Municipal Drainage Aid Act;
Power Commission Act; Pro-
vincial Loans Act; Public
Health Act; Public Libraries
Act: Public Schools Act; Pub-
lic Utilities Act; Sanatoria for
Consumptives Act; Security
Transfer Tax Act; Separate
Schools Act; Succession Duty
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See also Collection Agencies Act
Division court forms and notices
. imitations of, penalty for 1
Penalties
. imitations of forms and notices,
for 1
DEBTORS
See Absconding Debtors Act;
Division Courts Act; Execu-






See Absconding Debtors Act;
Assignment of Book Debts
Act; Creditors' Relief Act;
Debt Collectors Act; Munici-
pal Act; Reciprocal Enforce-
ment of Judgments Act
DECLARATIONS
See Commissioners for taking
Affidavits Act; Division
Courts Act; Evidence Act; In-
terpretation Act; Judicature





See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Registry Act;
Short Forms of Conveyances
Act; Vendors and Purchasers
Act
DEER
See Game and Fisheries Act
DEFAMATION
See Libel and Slander Act
DEFINITION OF TIME
Definition of Time Act,
Vol. 1, p. 937.
Expressions of time
, meaning of 1(1)
Greenwich time
. time computed from 1 (2, 3)
Hours of day
. numbering of 3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations made by 1(4, 5)
Meridian of ninety degrees west
longitude
. time east of 1(2)
. time west of 1(3)
Month
. meaning of 2
Ontario Mimicipal Board
. railway time tables fixed by -.1(5)
Railway time tables
. fixed by Ontario Municipal
Board 1(5)
Regulations




. regulations re 1(4)
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See also Dentistry Act; Medical
Act
Act
. exceptions under 5, 6
Apprenticed technicians
. exempt under Act 6(2) (rf)
Association of dentists
. work for, permitted 6(3)
Board
. application to, for registration ..11
. appointment of 2(1)
. chairman elected 2(4)
. defined 1(c)
. election of officers of 2(4)
. fees paid to, regulations re 3(1) (A)
. members, term of office of . . . .2{2)
. regulations made by 3(1)
. secretary-treasurer—see
Secretary-treasurer
. vacancy, filled 2(3)
Chairman of Board
. election of 2(4)
Clinic
. exempt under Act 6(2) (c)
Complciints
. investigation of, regulations
re 3(1)(0
Corporations















. association of, employment by 6(3)
. exempt under Act 6(2) Co)
Designation
. dental technicians, of 4(1)
. . prohibition re 4(2)
Discipline of technicians
. regulations re 3(l)(rf)
Dispensary
. exempt under Act 6(2) (c)
Election
. officers, of 2(4)
Employee of dentist
. exempt under Act 6(1)
Employee of technician
. exempt under Act 6(2) (rf)
Ethics of technicians
. regulations re 3(1) ((0
Exceptions
. Act, under 5, 6
Fees
. paid to board, regulations
re 3(1)(A)
. registration of technicians,
regulations re 3(l)(a, c)
Firm of dentists
. work for, permitted 6(3)
General work
. prohibition of 6(3)
Hospital dispensary
. exempt under Act 6(2) (c)
Investigation of complaints
. regulations re 3(1) (*)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. Board established by 2(1)
. officers appointed by 2(4)
. regulations approved by 3(1)
vacancies on Board filled by . .2(3)
Medical Act
. application of 6(2) (&)
Members
. Board, of—see Board
Misconduct of technicians
. regulations re 3(1) (0
. . definition of 3(1) (g)
Misrepresentation as technician
. penalty for 9
Mimicipal clinic
exempt under Act 6i2)(c)
Officers
appointment, election, of 2(4)
Penalties





. exempt under Act 6(2)(b)
Proof of reg^tration
. dental technicians, of 10
Qualifications of technicians
. regulations re 3(1) (&)
Register
. defined 1(f)
. proof of registration by 10
. regulations re 3(1) (f)
Registration
. application to Board for 11
. cancellation, regulations
re 3(1)(^,/)
. proof of 10
. regulations re 3(1) (a)
Regulations
. exceptions under 5,
6
. made by Board 3(1)
. submitted to Royal College of
'Dental Surgeons 3(2)
Royal College of Dental Surgeons
. regulations submitted to 3(2)
Secretary-treasurer
. election of 2(4)
. signature of, proof of
registration 10(1)
Term of office
. members of Board, of 2(2)
University clinic
. exempt under Act 6(2) (c)
Vacancies
. Board, on, filled 2(3)
Vice-chairman
. election of 2(4)
DENTISTRY
Dentistry Act, Vol. 1, p. 943.
See also Dental Technicians Act;
Liquor Control Act; Medical
Act; Pharmacy Act; Public
Health Act
Action
. Board against, barred 27
. malpractice, for 30
. recovery of fees, for 22(1)
Appeals
. costs of 26(21)
. Court of Appeal, to 28(1)
Articles
. evidence of service under
required 21




. grants for 10(2) (d)
Board
. action against, barred 27
. annual membership fee set by .22
. approval of committee's action 8(4)
. by-laws made by 11(1), 12
. by-laws re mode of election . .6(4)
. certificate of licence granted
by 18(1)
. committee's findings reported
ito 26(18)
. consent re sale, etc., of real
estate 3(2)
. continuation of 4(1)
. curriculum fixed by 14(1)
. defined 1 (a)
. discipline committee appointed
by 2(i
. election of—see Election of
Board
. examiner appointed by 13(1)
. executive committee appointed
by 8(4)
. fees set by
. . Board members, of 9
. . College members, of 22
. . examiners 17(3)
. grants made by 10(2)
. licences cancelled by 25
. meetings—see Meetings of Board
. members of—see Members of
Board
. notice to. re sale, etc., of real
estate 3(3)
. officers of—see Officers of
Board 8(1)
. order on committee's report 26(18)
. president of—see President
. quorum of 4(1)
. remuneration fixed by 9
. restoration of licence by 29
. secretary of—see Secretary
. travelling expenses fixed by 9
. treasurer of—see Treasurer
Books
. production of 26(15)
Burden of proof
. onus on person charged 24
By-laws
. annual membership fee, re 22
. annulment of 11(2)
. Board's power re 11(1), 12
. discipline committee, re ...26(3-5)
. executive committee's power
re 8(4)





. mode of election, for 8(4)
. published in Ontario Gazette ..11(1)




. application for certificate by ... 21
. certificate of licence granted
to 18(1)
. examination of 17
. fees for examination paid by . . .21
. successful, return made to
Provincial Secretary 20
Certificate of licence






granted, return, made by
secretary 20
granted to candidate 18(1)
issue of 19






. by-laws re 12(6)
College
. agent of, authorized to search
premises 23(10)
. arrangements with colleges,
universities IS
. burden of proof of membership
in 24(a)
. condition of membership in . .14(2)
. continuation of 2
. corporate seal on certificate .... 19
. defined 1(&)
. fee for membership in 22(1)
. members—see Members of
College
. powers re real estate 3
. prohibition re establishment
of 23(6)
. seal affixed to certificate 19
Conduct
. improper, licence cancelled
for 25(2)
Costs
. complaint vexatious, where. .26(19)
. inquiry, of 26(20)




. right to be represented by . .26(9)
County Courts Act
. application of 28(2)
Courses
. approval of 16(1)
. . revocation of 16(2)
. grants for 10(2) (a)
. prohibition re giving of 23(6)
Court of Appeal
. appeal to 28(1)
Curriculum
. students, for 14(1)
Declaration




. dental surgery 1(c)
. dentistry 1(c)
. practice 1(d)
. profession 1 (^)
Degrees
approval for granting of ....16(1)
. . revocation of 16(2)
Dental equipment
. persons not to have 23(5)
Dental hygiene
. by-laws re 12(/)
Dental hygienist
. duties of, by-laws re 12(c)
. establishment of, by-laws re.. 12(a)
. fees of, by-laws re 12(^)
qualifications of, by-laws re ..12(d)
. services of, by-laws re 12(b)
. work permitted under Act . .23(3)
Dental surgery
. defined 1(c)
. fee for licence to practice . . . .14(1)
. prohibition re practice of ... .23(1)
Dental technicians








absence of defendant 26(14)
. appointment of 26(2)
inquiry of, re cancellation of
licence 25(3)
meeting of—see Meeting of
discipline committee





. quorum of 26(7)
. report to Board by 26(17)
. tenure of office of members . .26(4)
. vacancy in, filled 26(6)
Documents
. production of 26(15)
Education
. grants for 10(2) (a)
Election of Board
. by-law re manner of 6(4)
. College, by 4(4)
. Faculty of Dentistry, by 4(5)
. officers of 8(1)
. qualification of voters for . . . .6(2)
. time of 6(1)
Electoral district
. Board members, of . .4(4), Schedule
. vacancy on Board filled by 4(6) (a)
Equipment
. dental, persons not to have ..23(5)
Evidence
. appeal, on 28(2)
. certificate of licence as 19
. examinations passed, of 13(1)
. meeting of discipline committee,
at 26(13)
. report on, by discipline
committee 26(17)
. service under articles, of 21
Examination
. candidates, of 17(1, 2)
. dispensed with 17(5)
. prepayment of fees for 21
. students, of 13
Examiner
. appointed by Board 13(1)
. candidates examined by 17(2)
. declaration of 17(4)
Executive committee
. appointed by Board 8(4)
. powers of 8(4)
Faculty of Dentistry
. member of Board elected by . .4(5)




. certificate of licence, for 14(1)
. dental hygienists, of 12(^)
. examiner, of 17(3)
. exorbitant, licence cancelled
where 25(1)
. membership in College, for .22(1)
. . default re 22(2,3)
. paid to Board members 9




. grants made out of 10(2)
. paid to treasurer 10(1)
Grants
. made by Board 10(2)
Inquiry
. costs of 26(20)
. discipline committee, by 25(3)






. grants for 10(2) (c)
Irregularities
. proceedings, in 27
Justice of peace
. search warrant issued by . . . .23(10)
Lectureships
. grants for 10(2) (6)
Libraries
. arrangements re use of IS
Licence
—
See Certificate of licence
Licentiate of Dental Surgery
. grant of title 18(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. by-laws annulled by 11(2)
. by-laws approved by 12
. by-laws re mode of election .6(4)
. courses approved by 16(1)
Malpractice
. action for 30
Matriculation
. students, of 13(1)
Medical Act
. application of 31
Medical practitioner




. general 7 {2)
. persons presiding over 8(3)
. sale, etc., of real estate, for ..3(2)
. . notice of 3(3)
. special 7(3)
Meeting of discipline committee
. evidence taken at 26(13)
. notice of 26(11)
. . contents of 26(12)
. place of 26(10)
. time, place of 26(5)
Members of Board
. election of 4(4)
. . time for 6(1)
DENTISTRY—Con. Sec
Members of Board—Con.
. fees paid to 9
. number of 4(2)
. one from University of
Toronto 4(5)
. quorum of 4(3)
. remuneration paid to 9
. resignation of 4(6)
. term of office of 4(2)
. travelling allowances for 9
. vacancy in discipline committee
filled by 26(6)
. vacancy in, filling of 4(6)
Members of College
. action for malpractice against . . .30
annual fee payable by 22(1)
. . default re 22(2, 3)
. Board, on 4(2)
. convicted of indictable oflfence . .25
. costs of inquiry taxed
against 26(21)
. effect of non-appearance of. .26(14)
. licence of, suspended, cancelled. .25
. persons qualifying as 2
. prescriptions to be furnished to
technicians by 23(2)
. right to representation by
counsel 26(9)
Minister of Education
. consent re real estate 3(2)
. member of Board, as 4(2)
Minister of Health
. courses recommended by ...16(1)
. member of Board, as 4(2)
Misconduct





. arrangement re use of 15
Notice
. meeting of discipline committee,
of 26(11,12)
. meeting, of, re sale of real
estate 3(3)
Offence
. conviction of, effect of 25
Officers of Board
. election of 8(1)
Ontario Gazette
. by-laws published in 11(1)
Oral hygiene
. by-laws re 12(6)
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for . . . .23(7)
. . exception re students 23(8)




. by-laws re 12(6)
Post-graduate coiirses
. grants for 10(2) (o)
Practice
. appeal, on 28(2)
. annual fee for 22(1)
. . default re 22(2,3)
. defined l(rf)
. prohibition re 23(1)
Premises
. search of 23(10)
Prescriptions
. burden of proof re 24ib,c)
. furnished to dental
technicians 22(2)
. prohibition re use of 23(1)
President
. certificate of licence signed by .19
. election of 8(1)
. meetings presided over by . . . .8(3)
. special meeting called by 7(3)
Procedure
. appeal, on 28(2)
Proceedings




. burden on person charged 24
Provincial Secretary
. return of successful candidates
made to 20
Quonun
. Board, of 4(3)
. discipline committee, of ...26(2,7)
Real estate
. College's power re 3(1)
. consent of Board re sale, etc.. .3(2)
. consent of Minister of Educa-
tion re 3(2)
. meeting for sale, etc., of 3(2)
. . notice of 3(3)
Registrar of Court of Appeal




. paid to Board members 9
secretary, treasurer, of 8(2)
Report
Board, to, by discipline
committee 26(17)
Research
grants for 10(2) (6)
DENTISTRY—Con. Sec.
Resignation
. Board member, of 4(6)
Restoration of licence
. Board, by 29
Schedule
. electoral districts, of 4(4) Schedule
Scholarshii)s
. grants for 10(2) (&)
School
. prohibition re establishment
of 23(6)
Science
. dental, etc., grant for investiga-
tion of 10(2)(c)
Seal of College
. affixed to certificate of licence . . 19
Search
. premises, of 23(10)
Secretary
. appointment of 8(1)
. certificate of licence signed by . . 19
. member of discipline committee,
as 26(3)
. remuneration of 8(2)
. return of successful candidates
made by 20
Special meetings




. arrangement for education of ...15
. condition re membership in
College 14(2)
. curriculum for 14(1)
. examination of 13
. exemption of, re penalties . . .23(8)
Subpoena
. witnesses, etc., called by . . .26(15)
Suit—See Action
Summary Convictions Act
. application of 23(9)
Taxation of costs
. inquiry, for 26(20)
Toronto, city of
. annual meeting held at 18(2)
. Board's first meeting held at.. 7(1)
Travelling expenses
. paid to Board members 9
Treasurer
. appointment of 8(1)
. examination fees paid to 21
. fees for licence paid to 14(1)
. penalties paid to 23(9)




. arrangements with, re facilities . . 15
University of Toronto
. one member of Board elected
by 4(5)
Vacancy
. Board, on 4(6)
. discipline committee, on 26(6)
Vice-president
. election of 8(1)
. meetings presided over by . . . .8(3)
Vote
. mode of 6(3)
. . by-law for 6(4)
. qualification re right to 6(2)
Voters
, qualifications of 6(2)
Warrant
. search of premises, for 23(10)
Witnesses
. fees for 26(16)
. subpoena of 26(15)




Act, Vol. 1, p. 957.
See also Agricultural Develop-
ment Act; Municipal Act;
Seed Grain Subsidy Act
Agricultural College
. Minister's powers re A{c)
Annual report
. Minister to submit 6
Assembly
. reports placed before 6
Definitions
. . Department 1 (a)
. Minister 1 (&)
Department
. appropriations under 4(6)
. defined 1(a)
. Minister to preside over 2
. outside work of 5




. Minister's powers governed by . . .4
Legislature





. Minister's powers assigned by . . .4
. report of Minister to 6
Minister
. annual report by 6
. defined 1(6)
. Department presided over by ... .2
. Deputy 3
. outside appointments by 5
. powers of 4
. staflF appointed by 3
Outside staff
. appointments, etc., of 5
Powers
. Minister, of 4
Public Service Act
. appointments governed by 3
Remuneration





. outside, appointment, etc., of ....5
Veterinary College







Act, Vol. 1, p. 959.
See also Education; Schools
Admission to schools
. regulations re 4(1) (6, j)
Adult education
. grants for, regulations re 4(2), (d,e)
. programmes of, regulations
re 4(2)(o)
Atmual report
. Minister, of 5(^)
Appeal
. question of school law, re . . . 5(^)
Approved cost









. definition of, regulations re 4(2) (6)
Area recreation committees
. appointment of, regulations
re 4(2)(/)
. composition of, regulations
re 4(2)(^)
. definition of, regfulations re 4(2) (6)
Area recreation directors
. appointment of, regulations
re 4(2)(&)
. definition of, regulations re 4(2) (&)
Armed services
. enlistment in, effect on school
attendance 11
Assistants
. definition of, regulations re 4(2) (&)
. number of, regulations re ..4(2) (A)
Athletics
. grants for, regulations re 4(2)(d,e)
. programmes of, regulations
re 4(2)(a)
Attendance at school
. school closed, effect on 9
. war work, enlistment, eflfect on. .11
Attorney-General
. consent to prosecute under
Act 16(7)
Auxiliary Classes Act
. application of 4(1), 5(m)
Board
. books provided by, regulations
re 4(1)0")
. contract with teachers,
regulations re 4(1) (/,^)
. defined 1(a)
. guarantee of debentures of . . . .8(1)
. . validity of .8(3)
Books of reference
. prescribed by Minister S(tn)
. regulations re 4(1) (t,/)
British subject
. certificate of qualification for
persons other than 7
Buildings
. college of education, for . .12(1) (a)
Cadet corps
. Minister's powers re 3(1)




. grants for, regulations re 4(2)(d,e)
Certificate of qualification




. granted to instructors of blind
and deaf Sie)
. regulations re 4(l)(r)
. requirements for 5(rf)
. suspension of 5(t)
. teacher not British subject,
where 7
. temporary, granted 7(fl)
Certificate of standing
. regulations re 4(1) (o)
Certificates from college of
education
. granting of 12(1) (/>
Charts
. sale forbidden, when 16(1)
. . violation, penalty for .... 16(2, 3)
Classes
—
See Schools and classes
College of education
. establishment of 12(1)
. expenses of 12(2)
. Minister's powers re 3(2)
Collegiate institutes
. affiliations of, regulations re 4(1) («)
. attendance at, regulations
re 4(l)(w)
. Minister's powers re 3(1)
Commission
. inquiry into school matters,
for 507
Commimity programme
. definitions of, regulations
re 4(2)(&)
Complaints
. settled by Minister 5(A)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. scholarships awarded from ..13(1)
Continuation schools
. Minister's powers re 3(1)
. used for practice teaching ...5(/)
Continuation Schools Act
. application of 4(1), 5(m)
Contract for services
. form of. regulations re ....4(1)(/)
. terms of, regulations re ...4(1)(<7)
Cost of operating
. definition of, regulations re 4(1) (sc)
Courses of study
. college of education, for . .12(1)(^)
. regulations re 4(1) (a)
Court of Appeal






. guarantee of 8(1)
. . form of 8(2)
. . validity of 8(3)
. rate of interest on 9
Definitions
. approved costs, regulations
re m)isc)
. approved maintenance and
operating costs 4(2) (c)
. area community programme,
regulations re 4(2) (6)
. area recreation-committee,
regulations re 4(2) (&)
. area recreation-director,
regulations re 4(2) (6)




regulations re 4(2) (b)
. cost of operating, regulations
re 4(1) (^0
. Department 1 (b)
. director, regulations re ....4(2) (6)
. joint community-programme,
regulations re 4 (2) (6)
. joint recreation-committee,
regulations re 4(2) (6)
. Minister 1(c)
. municipal council, regulations
re 4(2)(&)
. physical education 4(3)
. recreation committee, regula-
tions re 4(2) (b)
. recreation, regulations re ..4(2)(&)
. Registrar 1 (rf)
. regulations 1(e)
Dental inspection
. regulations re 4(1) (/)
Department
. defined 1(6)
. presided over by Minister ....2(1)
Deputy Minister
. appointment of 2(2)
Diplomas
. college of education, for ..12(1)(/)
. regulations re 4(1) (o)
Directors
. definition of, regulations re 4(2) (b)
. qualifications in lieu of pre-
scribed requirements 5(d)






. settled by Minister 5(h)
Dominion
. grants from, apportionment .5(0)
Education
. appropriation for, regulations
re 4(l)(sb)
. costs of, regulations re ..4(\)(x-s)
Enlistment in armed services
. school attendance not aflFected by 11
Establishments of schools
. regulations re 4(1) («)
Examination boards
. appointment of members of . .5(&)
. regulations re 4(1) (m)
. remuneration, expenses of . . . .5(6)
Examination fees
. regulations re 4(1) (Jfe)
Examinations
. regulations re 4(l)(a,n,s)
Examiners
. fees of, regulations re 4(1) (/)
Expenses
. college of education, of 12(1)
. examination board, of 5(b)
. students attending professional
training schools, of 5(c)
Fees
. examinations, for, regulations
re 4(1)(*)
. presiding officers, of, regula-
tions re 4(1) (/)
France
. scholarships for study in ...13(1)
. . regulations re 13(2)
Gardens
. Minister's powers re 3(1)
. regulations re 4(1) (c)
Gifts





. apportionment of, regulations
re 4(1) (sb-sd), 4(2) (d,e)
. calculation of, when school
closed 10(1)
. calculation of, where war work
or enlistment 11
. college of education for 12(1)







. form of 8(2)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 8(1)
. validity of 8(3)
High schools
. Minister's powers re 3(1)
. regulations re affiliation of 4(1) (u)
. regulations re attendance
at 4(l)(a;)
. used for practice teaching 5(/)
High Schools Act
. application of . 4(l),5(flr,m),8(l)
Historical institutions
. grants for, regulations re 4(2) (d,e)
Inspectors
appointed by Minister 3(3)
forbidden to sell school
equipment 16(1)
. violation, penalty for 16(2)
gift to, prima facie evidence of
sale 16(4)





. rate of, on debentures, etc 9
Joint community-programme
. definition of, regulations re 4(2) (&)
Joint recreation committees
regulations re
. appointment of 4(2) (/)
. appointment of officers of 4(2)(/)
. composition of 4(2) (^)
. definition of 4(2) (&)
Judge
. question of law submitted to. 5(^)
Kindergartens





. Minister's powers re 3(1)
. regulations re 4(1) (c)
. sale prohibited, when 16(1)
. . penalty for violation 16(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. appointments by 2(2)
. debentures guaranteed by . . . .8(1)
. interest rate on debentures set by 9
. schools closed by 10(1)
. . calculation of grants when 10(2)
Literary institutions




. sale forbidden, when 16(1)
. . violation, penalty for .... 16(2, 3)
Medical examination
. teachers, of 5(f)
Medical inspection
. pupils of, regulations re ...4(1)(0
Minister
. appointments by 3(3)
. contract re transportation of
pupils approved by 14
. defined 1(c)
. Department presided over by. .2(1)
. duties and powers of 3, 5
. duties of officers prescribed by 3(4)
. Provincial Athletic Training
Camp under control of 15
. regulations made by 4
. scholarships awarded by 13(1)
. . regulations re 13(2)
Model schools
. Minister's powers re 3(2)
. regulations re affiliation of 4(1) («)
Mimicipal coimcil
. definition of, regulations re 4(2) (&)
. recreation committees appointed
by 4(2)(/)
Mimicipality
. debentures issued by 8(1)
. guarantee of debentures of . . . .8(1)
. . validity of 8(3)
Night schools
. Minister's powers re 3(2)
Normal schools
. Minister's powers re 3(2)
. regulations re affiliation of 4(1) («)
Officers of Department
. duties prescribed by Minister. .3(4)
Penalties
. recovered, application of .... 16(6)
. sale of school equipment,
for 16(2, 3)
. . exception 16(8)
Penny bank investments
. guarantee of payment of 8(1)
Physical education
. defined 4(3)
. grants for, regulations re 4(2) (d,e)
. programmes for, reg^ulations
re 4(2)(o)
Playgroimds





. college of education, for ..12(l)(d)
. regulations re 4(1) (g)
. use of schools for S(/)
Presiding officers
. fees of, regulations re 4(1) (/)
Professional training schools
. expenses of students attending 5(c)
Professors
. college of education, for ..12(l)(c)
Property
. college of education, for .12(1) (a)
Provincial Athletic Training Camp
. administered by Minister 15
Public Inquiries Act
. application of 5(j)
Public schools
Minister's powers re 3(1)
regulations re
. affiliation of 4(1) («)
. attendance at 4(1) (w)
. establishment of 4(1) (v)
. maintenance of 4(1) (z/)
used for practice teaching . . . .5(/)
Public Schools Act
. application of • • 4(1), 5(flr,m), 8(1)
Pupils
. attending professional training
schools, expenses of 5(c)
. regulations re 4(1) (6, j)
. . attendance of 4(1) (w)
. transportation of 4(l)(x-s)
Recreation
. regulations re
. definition of 4(2) (6)
. . grants for 4(2) (d,!,;)
. . programmes for 4(2) (a)
Recreation committees
. regulations re
. . appointment of 4(2) (/)
. . appointment of officers
of •••• 4(2)(/)
. . composition of .4(2)(«7)
. . definition of ! . . .'. .4(2)(&)
Registrar
. appointment of 2(2)
defined 1(d)
. duties prescribed by Minister 3(4)
Regulations
. administered by Minister . . . .3(1)
. defined 1(e)
._^made by Minister 4




. examination board, of 5(b)
Report
. annual, of Minister 5(k)
. school matters, on, by
commission S(i)
Scholarships
. study in France, for 13(1)
. . regulations re 13(2)
. regulations re 4(l)(/»)
School apparatus
. sale forbidden, when 16(1)





. regulations re 4(l)(e)
School law
. questions of, submitted to
Judge S(g)
School matters
. inquiry of, by commission . . . .S(i)
School premises
. regulations re A(\)(e)
Schools and classes
. admission to, regulations
re 4(l)(6,j)
. closing of 10(1)
. . calculation of grants where 10(2)
Schools for deaf and blind
. Minister's powers re Z(2)
. teachers' certificates 5(e)
Schools for Deaf and Blind Act
. application of 4(1)
Scientific institutions
. grants for, regulations re 4(2) (d,e)
Separate schools
. affiliation of, regulations re 4(1) («)
. attendance at, regulations
re 4(l)(w)
. Minister's powers re 3(1)
. used for practice teaching ....5(1)
Separate Schools Act
. application of 4(1), S(^,m)
Statutes
. enforced by Minister 3(1)
Students—See Pupils
Subjects—See also Courses of
study
. prescribed by Minister 5(m)
Summary Convictions Act
. application of 16^5)
Summer schools






. regulations re 4(1) (rf)
Teachers
appointed by Minister 3(3)
. blind and deaf, of 5(^)
. British subject, as 7
. college of education, for ..12(l)(c)
. contract, regulations re -4(1) (f,g)
. exchange of, regulations re 4(1) (/i)
. forbidden to sell school
equipment 16(1)
. . violation, penalty for 16(2)
. gifts to, prima facie evidence of
sale 16(4)
. medical examination of 5(f)
. qualifications in lieu of pre-
scribed requirements 5(d)
. regulations re 4(l)(d,s)
. use of schools for practice . . . .5(0
Teachers' institutes
. Minister's powers re 3(2)
Text books
. prescribed by Minister 5(tn)
. regulations re 4(l)(t,/)
. sale forbidden, when 16(1)
. . violation, penalty for ....16(2,3)
Transportation of pupils
. contracts to be approved 14
. regulations re 4(l)(x-2)
Travelling allowances
. examination board, of 5(b)
Treasurer for Ontario
. debentures held by 9
Trustee
. forbidden to sell school
equipment 16(1)
. . violation, penalty for 16(2)
. gifts to, prima facie evidence of
sale 16(4)
Universities
regulations re affiliation of 4(1) (u)
Vacation Schools






. Minister's powers re 3(1, 2)
. used for practice teaching ....5(/)
War work
. school attendance not affected by 11
DEPARTMENT OF Sec.
HEALTH
See Municipal Act; Public





See Highway Improvement Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Muni-
cipal Act
DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR
Department of Labour Act,
Vol. 1, p. 971.
See also Apprenticeship Act;
Building Trades Protection
Act; Employment Agencies
Act; Executive Council Act;
Factory. Shop and Office
Building Act; Industrial Stan-
dards Act; Legislative Assem-
bly Act; Minimum Wage Act;




. departmental officer's rights .9(3)
Acts
. administered by Board 8(3)
. administered by Department ....5
Annual report
. affairs of Department, of 7
Apprenticeship Act
. administered by Department .5(a)
Assembly
. annual report tabled before ...7(2)
Board
. Acts administered by 8(3)
. appointment of members of . .8(1)
. body corporate, as 8(2)
. by-laws passed by 8(2)
. defined l(o)
. public inquiry conducted by . .9(2)
. regulations passed by 8(2)
British Empire
. report on laws of 6(flr)
Building Trades Protection Act
. administered by Department -.5(6)
Business, place of
. access by departmental oflScers 9(3)
By-laws
. passed by Board 8(2)
Chairman of Board





. appointment of 3
Coffer dams
. regulations re workers on. .10(l)(c)
Compressed air
. regulations re workers ...10(1) (a)
. . administration of 5(i)
Crib work




. Deputy Minister 1 (c)
. Minister 1 (d)
Department
. Acts administered by 5
. annual report on affairs of 7
. clerks, appointment of 3
. defined 1(b)
. duties of 6
. officers of, on Board 8(1)
. presided over by Minister 2
Deputy Minister
. appointment of 3
. defined 1 (c)
. duties of 4
. power to obtain information . .9(1)





. set up by Department 6(d)
Emplo3mient Agencies Act
. administered by Department . .S(c)
. application of 6(d)
Factory
. officer's right of access to 9(3)
Factory, Shop and Office Building
Act
. administered by Department . .5(d)
Foreign countries
. report on laws of 6(g)
Health
. report on, by Department ....6(c)
Hours of work
. information re 9
Industrial Standards Act
. administered by Department ..5(e)
Industries
. information, re 6(a)
. new, report on 6(f)







. collected by Department 6(a)
. Deputy Minister's powers, re 9(1)
. falsified, penalty for 9(5)
. inquiry by Board for 9(2)





. cessation of work ordered by ..11
. obstruction of, penalty for ...9(4)
. right of access to premises . . .9(3)
Labour laws
. foreign, report on 6(g)
. Ontario, report on 6(h)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. Acts administered by Board,
designated by 8(3)
. Acts administered by Depart-
ment, designated by 5
. annual report submitted to ...7(2)
. by-laws approved by 8(2)
. departmental employees
appointed by 3
. Deputy Minister of Labour
. . appointed by 3
. . duties assigned by 4
. members of Board appointed
by 8(1)
. regulations approved by . . .8(2), 10
Minister
. annual report filed by 7(1)
. defined 1(d)
. Department presided over by ... .2
. Deputy Minister's powers
assigned by 4
. public inquiry authorized by . .9(2)





. appointment of 3
. members of Board, as 8(1)
. obstruction of, penalty for . . . .9(4)
. right of access to premises ...9(3)
Offices
. officers' right of access to . . . .9(3)
One Day's Rest in Seven Act
. administered by Department ..5(/)
Open caisson work
. regulations re workers 10
. . administration of S(«)
Operating Engineers Act
. administered by Department . .5(g)
Order to cease work
. inspector, by 11

















. officers' right of access to . . . .9(3)
Premises






. annual report filed with 7(1)
. annual report tabled by 7(2)
Public Inquiries Act
. Board as commissioner under. .9(2)
Public inquiry
. conducted by Board 9(2)
Records
. falsifying, penalty for 9(5)
Re£rulations
. administered by Department ...5
. passed by Board 8(2)
protection of workmen, for ....10
Report
. annual. Department's affairs, of..
7
Returns
. falsified, penalty for 9(5)
refusal, penalty for 9(4)
Safety provisions
. order stopping unsafe work 11
. . penalty for non-compliance ... 12
. regulations protecting workmen . . 10
. . administration of 5(0
Sanitary conditions




. officers' right of access to ....9(3)
Statistics
. collected by Department 6(a)
Steam Boilers Act




Trades and labour council




. regulations re workers 10
. . administration of 5(i)
Wages
. information re rates of 9(1)
. report on, by Department ....6(e)
. report on laws, re 6{g, h)
Work
. demand for, supplied by
Department 6(o)
. information re hours of 9
. order by inspector to cease 11
Working conditions
. information re 9




See Lands and Forests; Mining






Affairs Act, Vol. 1, p. 977.
See also Assessment Act; Labour
Relations Act; Land Transfer
Tax Act; Mining Tax Act;
Municipal Act; Ontario Muni-
cipal Board Act; Public Utili-
ties Act: Registry Act; Regu-
lations Act
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. certificates entered in 48(1)
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. departmental powers
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to comply 12
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. Acts, by Department 3,4
. municipality, of, by
Department 27(1), 33
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. effect of 55
. housing commission, by,
amendment of 56
. variation of 38
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. Department, by 5
Appeals
. assessment, from 32(,e)
. Department, by, from
assessment 53(1)
. . court of revision or judge,
from 53(3)
. . procedure 53(4, 5)
. . time limit 53 (2)
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. certificate, registration of . . . .45(3)
. . approval by Department . . .45(9)
. . cancellation of 47(2)
. . entry in registry book, etc.. .48(1)
. . fees 48(2)
. . form Form 1
. . limitation 48(5)
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. . . form Form 2
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. compromise re 54(1)
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Assessment Act
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under 53(1,3)
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. access to 62
. departmental powers re 33(e)
. prescribed by Department ...ll(o)
Assets
. municipal, departmental powers
re sale 33(/)
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. departmental powers
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. default re, dismissal of
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. enforcement of 63
. finality of 58(3)
. review 58(2)
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. default, powers of Board re
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administration of municipality
by 27(1), 33
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annual report by 5
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. court of revision or judge,
from 53(3)
. procedure 53(4, 5)
. time limit 53(2)
approval
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owner 51
. debenture issues 39
. finality 58(3)
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. injunction proceedings by,
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. exclusive 58(1,5)
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. appeals from 29
. default re, dismissal of
municipal officers for 64
. finality of 58(3)
. penalty for breach 24
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Act, 1935
. application of 71
. tax arrears certificate under,
vacating of 50(1)
Deposit
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. appointment 2(2)
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Inquiries Act, as 6
. defined 1(c)
. director in Housing Acts 4
. member of Board, when not to
sit as 27(2)
. report on audit to 18
Director of Bureau of Municipal
Affairs
. Department as 14(2)
District court judge








. restrictive covenants, as . . . .45(11)
Electors
. assent to debenture by-laws 40
Employees of municipality
. departmental powers re 33(a)
. dismissal 64
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. municipal, departmental powers
re 33(6)
. repair of land vested in
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. audit, of 20
. Department, of 67(1)
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. audit, for 20
. certificate of sheriff, for 48(3)
. licence, departmental powers
re 33(k)
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tax arrears, redemption or
vacating 48(2)
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declaration 45(6)
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. departmental powers re . . . .9(/i), 10
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arrears certificate Form 2
. prescribing of 59
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. substantial conformity 60
. tax arrears certificate Form 1
. vacating certificate Form 4
. variation by Department 10
Guarantee
. debentures of defaulting
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. tax arrears 45(2)
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. departmental powers re ..9ib,d,e)
Injunction
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municipal powers, against . . .65
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. affairs of municipality, re 26
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. departmental powers re 9(i)
Jurisdiction
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. . exclusive 58(1, 4)
. . special 26(1)
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arrears of taxes 45
. . conveyance to former owner . .51
. . land titles office, in 49
. . proceeds of sale 52
. . redemption 47
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. application of 49
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. tax not payable under 48(4)
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re 33(k)
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. protected 32
. redemption of land vested in
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. defined l(^)
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. access to 62
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. municipal, control by Department 41
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. audit—See Audit
. departmental powers re 3(3)
. inquiry re 26
. reports re 9(e, f)
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. reports by Department re 9(/)
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. administered by Department 4
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agreements by, variation of 38
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. penalty for default 63(2)
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of 39,40
default, powers of Board re.. 34, 70
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conveyance to former owner .51
land titles office, in 49
proceeds of sale 52
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municipality to Part II. .30,31(1)
Ontario Housing Act, 1919
. administered by Department 4
Ontario Municipal Board Act, 1932
. application of 71
. tax arrears certificate under,
vacating of 50(1)
. transfer of jurisdiction under 7
Orders by Board
. administration of municipality
vested in Department 27(1)
. . removal of 69(1), 70
. debenture debt of defaulting
municipality, etc., re 34, 35
. . approval of creditors 36(4)
. . effect of 2i7
. . objections to 36(3)
. default re, dismissal of
municipal officers, for 64
. enforcement of 6Z
. finality of 58(3)
. review of 58(2)
Orders by Department
. appeals from 29
. default re, dismissal of







. finality of 58(3)
. penalty for breach 24
. review 58(2)
Penalties
. breach of Act 24






. provincial municipal audit,
for 15(1)
Plan
. interim, re debentures of de-
faulting municipality 34(1) (/)• (2)
Power Commission Act
. utility rates subject to 33(/)
Powers of Board
. default on debenture debts,
etc., re
. . municipality by 34, 70
. . notice of intention to
exercise 36(1, 2)
. . separate school board, by 35
. . variation of matters 36(5)
. exercisable for municipalities ... .61
. orders and forms, re 59
Powers of Department
. advisory 9(A)
. assessment, etc., re 11
. audit, re 19
. exercisable for municipality 61
. general 9,10,28
. incidental 9{g)
. orders and forms, re 59
. regulations re 8(a)
Procedure
. appeals by Department . . . .53(4, 5)
. tax arrears and sales, re,
application of 11(&),69(2)
Province of Ontario Savings Office
. deposit of municipal moneys in .41
Public Inquiries Act
. auditor as commissioner under . . 17




. rates, departmental powers re 330*)
Rates
. county
. . payment of 42(2)









. . approval by Department ...42(1)
. . departmental powers re . . . .33(h)




See Books and records
Redemption
. land vested in municipality for
arrears of taxes 47(1)
. . certificate of 47(2)
. . lien by other than owner . . .47(3)
Registrar
. certificates registered by 48(1)






. abstract index under 48(1)
. application under 50(2)





. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 8
. making of 59
Repairs
. land vested in municipality for
arrears of taxes 46
Reports
. annual, by Department 5
. departmental powers re 9(e)
Resolution
. exercise of special jurisdiction,
re 26(1)
. provincial municipal audit, for 15(1)
Restrictive covenants
. easements, as 45(11)
Returns
. assessment, prescribed by
Department 1 1 (o)
. default by municipality, re 23
. Department, to 14(1)
. municipal, powers re 9(b), 10
Revenues
. municipal, departmental powers
re 33(6)
Salaries
. department officer, of 67(2)
. determination by Department 67(3)





. assets of municipality 33(k)
. tax application of
procedures 11 (b), 69(2)
. . proceeds of 52
Searches
. land vesting in municipality for
arrears of taxes, re .48(2)
. . redemption 47(1)
Secretary of Bureau of Industries
. returns to 14(1)
Security
. otiicers, by 22
Separate school board
. default, powers of Board re 35
. . efltect of 37
. notice of intention to
exercise 36(1, 2)
. special jurisdiction re 26(3)
Servants of Department
. appointment of 2(3)
Servants of municipality
. departmental powers re 33(a)
. dismissal of 64
Sheriff





. municipal, departmental powers
re 33(c)
. municipality defaulting re
debentures, of 34(1) (h,i)
Staff





. collected by Department . . . .9(d,e)
Statutes of limitation
. suspension of operation during
stay of proceedings 31(2)
Statutory declaration
. treasurer, by, re tax arrears
certificate 45(5)
. . deemed instrument 45(7)
. . fee 45(6)
Stay of proceedings
. municipalities, against 31
Summons









. officers, of 22
Taxes
. arrears—see Arrears of taxes
. payable on redemption of land
vested in municipality for
arrears 47(1)
. procedures re arrears and
sales 11(6). 69(2)
Transfer
. jurisdiction, to Department 7
Treasurer
collector's roll returned to 44
notice of registration of tax
arrears certificate sent by . .45(4)
. statutory declaration re . . . .45(5)
redemption certificate registered
by 47(2)
tax arrears certificate registered
by 45(3)





. tax arrears 45(1)
Vacating certificate




Department of Planning and
Development Act,
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Appropriations







. expenses of 5
Duties






power of persons holding 6{2)




. moneys appropriated by 5
Lieutenant-Governor in Council




. Department in charge of 2
. duties of 3
. inquiry ordered by 6(1)
. responsibility of 4
Planning and development
. Department established 2
. Department of, defined 1(a)
. meaning 3
. Minister of, defined 1(6)
Powers
. person holding inquiry 6(2)
Responsibility
. Minister, of 4
DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WELFARE
Department of Public Wel-
fare Act, Vol. 1, p. 1009.
See also Adoption Act; Charit-
able Institutions Act; Children
of Unmarried Parents Act;
Children's Protection Act;
Day Nurseries Act; Homes
for the Aged Act; Unemploy-
ment Relief Act
Activities
. investigation of 4(d)
Acts
. observance of, secured by
Minister 4(c)
Adoption Act
. administered by Minister Z(ja)
Agencies
. investigation of 4(d)
Annual report
. made by Minister 5(1)
. tabling of 5(2)
Assembly
. annual report laid before 5(2)
Associations
. investigation of 4(d)
British Child Guests Act, 1941
. presided over by Minister ....3(6)
Day Nurseries Act
. administered by Minister 3(/)
Department







. control over 6
. institutions declared as 4(,e
Charitable Institutions Act
. administered by Minister 3(c
Children of Unmarried Parents Act
. administered by Minister 3{d
Children's Protection Act
. administered by Minister 3(e
Definitions
. Department 1 (a
. Minister l(i
Department
. annual report on aflFairs of ... .5(1
. presided over by Minister i
Funds
. regulations re 6(6
Homes for the Aged Act
. administered by Minister 3ig
Information
. collected by Minister 4(a
. disseminated by Minister 4(6
Inquiry
. instituted by Minister 4(a
Institutions
. declared as charitable 4(e
. investigation of 4(d
. regulations re 6(6
Investigations
. Minister, by 4(d
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. annual report tabled by 5(2
. control over charitable institutions 6
Minister
. annual report by 5(1
. charitable institutions under
control of 6(a
. defined 1(6
. Department presided over by ... .2
. jurisdiction of 3
. powers of 4
Mothers' Allowances Act
. administered by Minister 3(6
Old Age Pensions Act
. administered by Minister 3(t
Organizations
. declared as charitable 4(e
. regulations re 6(6
Provincial Secretary
. annual report filed with 5(1
ReE:ulations
. institutions, organizations, re. . .6(6






. collected by Minister 4(o)
Unemployment Relief Act
. administered by Minister 3(*)
DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS






See also Andrew Mercer Refor-
matory Act; Extramural Em-
ployment of Persons under
Sentence Act; Female Refuges
Act; Industrial Farms Act;
Jails Act; Parole Act; Penal
and Reform Institutions In-
spection Act; Reformatories
Act; Training Schools Act
Acts
. administration of 3
Andrew Mercer Reformatory Act
. administration of 3ia)
Appropriations
. expenses paid from 4
Constables





. administration, investigation of 5(f)
. defined 1(a)
. establishment 2
. expenses of 4
. investigations by officers of 5
Establishment
. Department, of 2
Expenses
payment of 4
Extramural Employment of Persons
under Sentence Act
. administration of 3(6)
Female Patients and Prisoners
Protection Act
. administration of 3(c)
Female Refuges Act
. administration of 3(d)
Industrial Farms Act





. powers re 5
Jailis Act
. administration of 3(/)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. Minister's duties determined by . .3
Minister
. Acts administered by 3
. defined 1(&)
. Department in charge of 2
. investigation ordered by 5
0£Bcers
. custodial, as constables 6
Parole Act
. administration of 3(g)
. investigation re welfare under. .5(fr)
Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act
. administration of 3(h)
Powers
. investigation, re 5
Reformatories Act
. administration of 3(«)
Training Schools Act
. administration of 30)
DEPARTMENT OF
TRAVEL
Department of Travel and
Publicity Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1013.
Accommodation
. improvement of, as object of
Department 3
. investigation of 7
. regulations re 11(&)
Advertisement
. investigation of 7
. objects of Department, as 3
. regulations re 11 (a)
. tourist industry, of 9
. tourist information, of 8
Annual report
. filed by Minister 5(1)















. expenses of 6
. objects of 3
. presided over by Minister 2
Expenses
. Department, of 6
Facilities
. improvement of, as objects of
Department 3
. investigation of 7
. regulations re 11(&)
Information
. tourist, advertising of 8
Investigation
. tourist industry, of 7
Highway Improvement Act
. application of 11(&)
Legislature—See also Assembly
. appropriation for expenses by ... .6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. administration of Acts, etc.,
assigned by 4
Minister
. annual report filed by 5(1)
. defined 1(6)
. Department presided over by ... .2
. giving of tourist information
authorized by 8
. investigation directed by 7
. responsibility of 4
Notices
. displayed by tourist
establishments 10
. regulations re 11(6)
Objects
. Department, of 3
Officer of Department
. investigation carried out by 7
Penalties
. violation of Act. for 12
Provincial Secretary
. annual report filed with 5(1)
Public Inquiries Act




. tourist industry, re 11











. investigation of 7
. regulations re 11(&)
Tourist establishments
. display of notices by 11
Tourist industry
. advertisement of 9
. development of, as Department's
object 3
. investigation of 7
. regulations re 11
Tourist information
. advertisement of 8
DEPENDANTS' RELIEF
Dependants' Relief Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1015.
See also Fatal Accidents Act;
Wills Act; Workmen's Com-
pensation Act
Allowance for maintenance
. application for—see Application
for allowance
. form of 2(2)
. limit of 10
. ordered by judge 2(1)
Appeal
. application, of 12
Applicants-^^e also Dependants
. circumstances of, considered . .7(&)
. creditor, as 8
. defined 1 (o)
Application for allowance
. appeal from dismissal of 12
. costs of, paid out of estate 11
. dependant, by 3
. evidence at hearing of 6





. notice served, effect 4(3)
. notice served on Public
Trustee 4(6)
. notice to interested parties 5
. Official Guardian, by 3
. persons at hearing of 5
. persons who may make 3
. procedure for 4(1)
. Public Trustee, by 3
. time for making 4(2)
Application for letters probate





. considered at hearing 7(f)
. payment for 8
Conveyance
. maintenance allowance, for ...2(2)
Costs
. appeal from not allowed 12
. paid out of estate 11
Court of Appeal
. appeal to 12
Debts





. letters probate 1(d)





. application made by 3
. assistance to testator by,
considered at hearing 7(f)
. claims of, considered at hearing 7(c)
. defined 1(b)
. maintenance allowance ordered
for 2(1)
. services rendered by, considered
at hearing 7(e)
Estate
. costs paid out of 11
. distribution postponed upon
notice of application 4(3)
. exceeding $10,000, application
where 4(4)
Evidence
. hearing of application, at 6
Executor
. defined 1(c)
. distribution of estate postponed
by 4(3)
. motion on behalf of 4(4)
Funeral expenses
. payment of 4(3)
Guardian
. application made by 3
Hearing of application
. evidence at 6
. judge of Supreme Court, by . . .4(4)
. judge of surrogate court, by 2
. matters considered at 7
. persons entitled to be present at. .5
Infants






. considered at hearing 7(d)
Judge of Supreme Court
. application heard by 4(4)
Judge of siuTogate court
. application made to 4(1)
. matters considered by, at
hearing 7(a)
. order for maintenance allowance
by 2(1)
. powers of, re time for
application 4(2)
Judges' Orders Enforcement Act
. application of 13
Letters of probate
. defined 1(d)






. application of l(o). 3-6
Mental incompetents
. application on behalf of . . .l(o),3-6
Motion
. removal of application to
Supreme Court, for 4(5)
Notice of application
. letters probate, for 4(5)
. maintenance allowance, for 4(3, 6), 5
Official Guardian
. application made by 3
Order
. maintenance allowance, for 2(1)
. notice to parties before 5
Originating notice
. application made upon 4(1)
Property
. conveyance of, for maintenance 2(2)
Public Trustee
. application made by 3
. notice of application for
allowance served on 4(6)
. notice of application for letters
probate served on 4(5)
Services rendered
. considered at hearing 7(e)
. payment for 8
Succession duties
. payment of 4(3)
Supreme Court
. application removed to 4(4)
Testamentary exx)enses




. assistance to—see Assistance
to testator
. circumstances of, at time of
death considered 7(a)
. defined 1 (e)
. maintenance not provided by,
order when 2(1)
Time
. application for allowance, for . .4(2)
Trustees
. distribution of estate postponed
by 4(3)
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. finding of, effect 1 (5)
. husband, of 1 (2)
. wife of 1 (4)
Agreement
. separation, for, effect 1(2)
Applications
. variation of order, for 6(1) (&)
. . heard in private 7
Apprehension of injury
. cruelty, as 1(3)
Appropriation
. payment of expenses, for 8
Certificate
. magistrate, of, as proof of
order 3(5)
Child
. complaint laid by 4




. order re custody of 2(3)
. . violation of, penalty 2(4)
. order re maintenance of 2(1)
. order re right of access to . . . .2(3)
. . violation of, penalty 2(4)
. public charge, order where . . . .3(1)
Children's Protection Act
. application of 3(3)
Clerk of division court
. order for payment filed with .... 10
Complaints
. persons who may lay 4
Crown attorney
. consent of, for laying complaint. .4
Cruelty
. acts constituting 1(3)
. husband, of 1(2)
Custody of child
. order re 2{Z)





. children, of 2(2)
. wife, of 1(2)
Evidence
. rehearing on further 6(1) (b)
Execution
. order for payment enforced by . . 10
Expenses
. payment of 8
Father—See also Husband
. failure to supply necessaries
by 2(2)
. ordered to maintain children .2(1)
. summoning of 2(1)
Guardian
. complaint laid by 4
Health
. apprehension of injury to,
as cruelty 1(3)
Hearing
. maintenance order, for .1(1), 2(1)
Husband—See also Father
cruelty of 1 (2)
desertion by 1 (2)
failure of, to supply necessaries 1(2)
maintenance order against ... .1(1)
summons issued against 1(1)
Information
. laid before justice of peace ... 1(1)
DESERTED WIVES—Cow. Sec.
Injury
. apprehension of, as cruelty
Judge—See also Magistrate




. order for payment enforced by . . 10
Justice of peace
. information laid before 1(1)
Legislatiure
. appropriation for expenses by ... .8
Magistrate
applications heard by 6,7
certificate of, as proof of order 3(5)
death of, eflFect 6(2)(6)
father summoned before 2(1)
finding of adultery by, eflFect . .1(5)




child a public charge, where 3(1)
child's maintenance, for 2(1)
custody of child, re 2(3)
enforcement of 9
maintenance of children, re.. 2(1)
maintenance of wife, re 1(1)
penalty for violation of 2(4)
proof of 3(5)
reporting to probation officer,
re 3(1)
rescinded by 6(2)
right of access to child, re . .2(3)
varied by 6(1)
wife a public charge, where. .3(1)
wife's maintenance, for 1(1)
signature of, as proof 3(5)
time for payments set by 5
Maintenance order
. certified by magistrate 3(5)
. children, for 2(1)
. enforcement of 9(1)
. form of 1(1), Schedule
. proof of making 3(5)
. rescinded by magistrate 6(2)
. time for payment, in 5
. transmission of, for
enforcement 9(3)
. varied by magistrate 6(1)





. father's failure to supply 2(2)







. designation of 3(2)
. failure to report to, penalty ...3(4)
. husband to report to 3(1)
Order
. custody of child, for 2(3)
. . violation of, penalty 2(4)




. right of access to child, re . . . .2(3)
. . violation of, penalty 2(4)
Payment
. default of, summons for ...9(2)(a)
. expense re summons 8
. order for, enforcement of 9, 10
. time for, in order 5
Penalties
failure to report to officer, for. .3(4)
. violation of orders, for 2(4)
Probation Act
. application of 3(3)
Public charge
. wife, child as 3(1)
Rehearing
. application, of 5
Right of access
child to, order re 2(3)
. violation of, penalty 2(4)
Schedule
form of maintenance order ... .1(1)
form of summons, for 1(1)
Separate agreement
. effect of 1(2)
Signature
magistrate's proof of 3(5)
Summary Convictions Act
. application of 9(1)
Snmmons
default of payment for 9(2) (o)
form of 1(1) Schedule
issued against husband 1(1)
payment of expenses re 8
Time




arrest for default, for 9 (2) (6)
payment of expenses, re 8
DESERTED WIVES—Con. Sec.
Wife
. adultery of, effect 1(4)
. complaint laid by 4
. desertion of 1(2)
. maintenance order, re 1(1)




See Private Detectives Act
DETENTION HOMES
See Correctional Institutions;
Juvenile and Family Courts
Act; Venereal Diseases Pre-
vention Act
DETOURS
See Highway Improvement Act
DEVELOPMENT
See Department of Planning and
Development Act
DEVISES
See Trustee Act; Wills Act
DEVOLUTION
OF ESTATES
Devolution of Estates Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1027.
See also Aliens' Real Property
Act; Apportionment Act; Cus-
tody of Documents Act; Dow-
er Act: Execution Act; In-
vestigation of Titles Act; Land
Titles Act; Landlord and Ten-
ant Act; Mechanics' Lien Act;
'Mortgage Tax Act; Quieting
Titles Act; Registry Act; Re-
ligious Institutions Act; Suc-
cession Duty Act; Trustee
Act; Vendors and Purchasers
Act; Wills Act
Absentee
. consent of Official Guardian
re 20(2)
Actions
. foreclosure or sale when
mortgagor deceased 9
Administration






. property settlement value 21
Affidavits
. form of withdrawal of
caution Form 3
. use of, in proceedings 34
Application
. property laws 3,
4
Appointments
. deputy Otficial Guardian, of 33





. liability of 23
Caution
. debt against estate, re 20(8)
. form of 12(1)
. registration of 14
. . effect of 12(1,3)
. vacating 16
. verification of 12(2)
. withdrawal 12(4)
. . . verification of 12(5)
. . . form of certificate re Forms 2,
3
Certificates
. withdrawal of caution 12(4)
. . form of Form 2
. . verification of 12(5)
. . . form Form 3
Children
. death of 30
Consent
. sale of property, re 14(1) (c)
. . court order in lieu 14(1) (d)
Curtesy
. payment in satisfaction of .... 10(3)
Debts
. liability for, after sale 20(8)
. payment of 5
. . powers of sale re 18-24
Deceased persons





. mental incompetency 1(6)
. mentally incompetent person ..1(a)
. mortgagor 9(2)
. net value 11(5)
. personal representative 1(c)
Devolution




. married woman's property, of . . .28
. time for 31
Documents
. caution registered late,
requirements re 14(1)
Dower
. preferential share in lieu 11(4)
. sale free from
. . application for order 10(1)
. . order re, eflFect of 10(2)
. . payment in satisfaction of . .10(3)
. rights of widow re 8(1)
Election
. procedure re T&iX)
. widow's right of 8
. . disability, under 8(3)
. . dower, in lieu of 8(1)
. . mental institution, in 8(4)
. . notice to elect 8(2)
Estates
. disposal of 20
. real—see Real property
. residuary^see Residue
. trust—see Trust estates
. widow's preferential share from. .11
Exceptions





. rights of, preservation 13
Foreclosure
. defendants in action for 9(1)
Forms
. caution Form 1
. withdrawal of caution Form 2
. . affidavit of verification ...Form
3
Guardians
. local, appointment 18(2)
. Official—see Official Guardian
Heirs
. personal representatives deemed. .6
Husband
. election by curtesy 28(2)
. share of wife's property 28
Illegitimacy






. estate distributed to 20(3)
. local guardians appointed re.. 18(2)
. sale of interest of 18(1)













county, as local guardian 18(2)
distribution ordered by 20(5)
election for widow approved by 8(3)
sale of infants' interests ordered
by 18(1)
sale order, free of dower or
curtesy 10(1)
. payment in satisfaction
directed by 10(3)
transfers, approval of, re 3





. cautions verified under 12(2)
. vesting of property under .... 12(1)
Laws
. property administration 3,4
Lieutenant-Governor in Cotmdl
. deputy Official Guardian
appointed by 33
. rules of procedure approved
by 32
Lis pendens
. action against estate, re 20(8)
Mental Hospitals Act
. patients under 20(4)




. concurrence on behalf of 20(4)
Mentally incompetent persons
. beneficiary as 14(1) (f)
. defined 1 (o)
. estate distributed to 20(3)
. order in lieu of consent . . .14(l)(d)
. sale of interest of 20(2)
. widow as 8(3)
Mortgages
. foreclosure action under 9(1)
. interest under 7
Mortgagors






. distribution of estate to 30
Net value
. defined 11(5)
. estate over $5000 11(2)
. estate under $5000 11(1)
Notice
. election by widow, of %{2)
Official Guardian
. certificate of, authorizing
caution registration 14(1) (d)
. consent to caution
registration 14(1) (c)
deputy appointed pro tern ZZ
. distribution approved by 20(5)
. duties of 18(2)
. election for mentally
incompetent widow 8(3)
. powers of 18(2)
. sale of infant's interest
approved by 18(1)
. sales concurred in by 20(2)
Payments
. debts, of 5
. satisfaction, sale free of dower
or curtesy 10(3)
Personal property
. administration of 3,
4
. distribution of 29
. exclusive administration re . . .20(7)
Personal representatives
. applications for order for sale
free of dower or curtesy . . .10(1)
caution registered by 12(1)
. proper time, after 14(1)
. renewal 12(6)
. withdrawal 12(4)
caution sigfned by 14(4)
defined 1 (f
)
devolution of property on 2(1)
distribution by 20(5)
heirs, deemed 6
mortgage interests vesting in 7
mortgagor dying without 9(1)
fKJwers of 24
. distribution of estates, re .20(3)
. infant's interest, re 18(1)
. real property, re 19, 20
. sale of estates, re 20
real property not disposed by ... 12
sale of property by. free from
dower and curtesy 10(1)
trust estates vesting in 7






. application of laws re, to real
property 3
Procedure
. rules of 32
Property
. administration of 3,
4
. mortgages of, foreclosure 9(1)
. personal—see Personal property
. real—see Real Property
. real and personal assimilated 4
. residuary—see Residue
. widow's share on intestacy 11
Public Trustee
. concurrence for beneficiary in
mental hospital 20(4)






consents re sale of 14(1) (6)
dower interests in 8
. sale free from 10
election to curtesy re 28(2)
heir deemed personal
representative 6
infant's interest in 18(1)
. powers of sale re 19
mortgage interests in 7
residuary, liability for debts 5
sale of
. concurrence of beneficiary
in 20(2)
. infant's interest in 18(1)
. order for, free of dower or
curtesy 10(1)
. powers of personal
representatives, re 19, 20
trust estates, in 7
undisposed of, vesting 12(1)
. statement filed re 12(7)
vesting in two or more
beneficiaries 17
widow's interests in 8
widow's share on election ... .11(4)
Registration
. cautions, of 12(1)
. . late 14
. . order vacating 16
. . withdrawal of 12(4)
Registry Act
. cautions verified under 12(2)










. debts paid from 5
. widow's share in 11(3)
Rules committee
. rules of procedure by 32
Sales
affidavit re necessity for ..14(1)(6)
concurrence of beneficiary re. .20(2)
consent to 14(1) (c)
. court order in lieu 14( !)(</)
personal representatives, by
. infant's interest, re 18(1)
. powers re 19
. real estate, re 20
Satisfaction
. payment on sale free of dower
or curtesy 10(3)
Shares
. distribution of 28-31
. widow's preferential 11
Statements
. succession duties, re 12(7)
Succession Duty Act




. election deed deposited in . . . .28(2)
Surrogate court
. statement filed with 12(7)
Treasurer of Ontario
. statement filed with 12(7)
Trustee Act
. distribution under 31
. executors' rights under 13
Trust estates





. cautions, of 12(2)
. . withdrawal certificate re ...12(5)
Vesting
. real estate in beneficiary 12(1)
. . statement to be filed before 12(5)
. several beneficiaries, in 17
Widows
. dower rights, etc., of 8
. election by 8(1)






. . disability, under 8(3)
. . mental hospitals, in 8(4)
. share of husband's estate 29
WUls Act
. debts paid under 5
Withdrawal
. caution, of 12(4)




See Liquor Licence Act
DIPHTHERIA








See Election Act; Municipal Act
DISCRIMINATION
See Racial Discrimination Act
DISEASES
See Communicable Diseases;
Plant Diseases Act; Private
Hospitals Act; Public Health
Act; Public Hospitals Act;
Seed Potatoes Act; Silicosis
Act; Vaccination Act; Vener-
eal Diseases Prevention Act
DISORDERLY
Disorderly Houses Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1043.
Appeal
. order, from, not allowed 6
Attorney-General
. closing order on originating
notice, by 2(1)
. service of notice re suspension
of order on 3(2)





. security, as, by registered
owner 3(1)
. . forfeiture on further
conviction 3(3)
Clerk of the peace






. closing order on 2(1)
. proof of 2(3)
. violation of closing order, on. .9(1)
Court
. closing order by 2(1)
. defined 1 (a)
. order for forfeiture of bond on
further conviction by 3(3)
. order re limited occupancy, by 5(1)
. order suspended by 3(1)
Criminal Code (Canada)
. bond by registered owner for
use of place in accordance
with 3(1)
. conviction under, closing order
re 2(1)
Crown attorney
. service of notice re suspension
of order on 3(2)






. rules re 7(2)(6)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. amendments to rules by 7(1)
. power to make rules 7(2)
Magistrate
. proof of conviction under hand
of 2(3)
Notice
. rights of innocent purchaser
without 2(4)
Notice of motion
. closing order, re 2(1)
. . service of 2(2)
. registered owner, by, re damage
by closing 5(1)
. . service of 5(2)
. suspension of order, for 3(1)






appeal from, not allowed 6
closing
. making of 2(1)
. violation of 8,
9
forfeiture of bond upon further
conviction by 3(3)
limited occupancy by 5(1)
registration of 4
rights of innocent purchaser,
not affected by 2(4)
. suspensory, on bond of
registered owner 3(1)
Penalties
. violation of closing order, for. .9(1)
. . corporation by 9(2)
Place
. defined l(fe)
. order re closing of 2(1)
. . rights of innocent purchaser
not aflFected by 2(4)
. . service of 2(2)
. . violation of 8
. . . penalty for 9
. registration of order against
title of 4
Practice and procedure
. county and district courts, of,
applicable under Act 7(1)
. rules re 7{2)\a)
Proof
. violation of order 8
Registered owner
. application for suspensory
order by 3(1)
. notice of motion by 5(1)
. . service of 5(2)
Registration
. order, of 4
Rules
. practice and procedure of
county and district courts,
re 7(1)
Security
. bond as, for suspending order
by registered owner 3(1)
. . forfeiture, on further
conviction 3(3)
Service
. notice of motion for suspensory
order Z{2)
. notice of motion of, for closing
order 2(2)





See Liquor Control Act
DISTRESS
See Assessment Act; BailiflFs
Act; Costs of Distress Act;
Division Courts Act; Execu-
tion Act; Landlord and Ten-
ant Act; Limitations Act; Li-
quor Control Act; Mining Tax
Act; Mortgages Act; Public
Utilities Act; Replevin Act
DISTRICTS
See County Courts Act; Muni-
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See also Conservation Authorities
Act; Highway Improvement
Act; Municipal Act; Munici-
pal Drainage Act; Public
Works Act
Actions
. mandamus, for, not to lie 38
. right of, against engineer . .20(11)
Agent
. non-resident, of, service on .14(1)
Agreements
. actions for mandamus re, not
to lie 38
. amendment of 9
. clerk to file and index 18(4)
. cost and maintenance of ditch,
for 7(1)
. . filing of 8
. enforcement of 8
. execution by municipality II
. form of Form 3
. informalities not to invalidate ....9
. proceedings for reconsideration
of 35(1)
. . ditch insufficient 35(2)
Amendments
. agreement, of 9
Appeals
. awards, from 20(1)
. costs of 20(10)
. dismissal of, final 21 (4)
. indemnity against costs of . . . 20(4)
. limitation of time for 2i
. notice of hearing of 20(5)








. refusal of award, from 21(1)
. . application of appeal
sections 21(3)
. . judgment on 21(2)
. time for hearing of 20(8)
Application of Act
appeals from refusal of award,
to 21(3)
drainage for mining or
manufacturing 3(1)
government drainage work not
affected 1
improving, extending ditch, to ..31
municipal drainage work not
affected 1
Applications
. appeals to referee, for 40(1)
. improvements of ditch not
under Act, by 34
. set aside requisition, to 7(3)
. . unsuccessful, presumption of
ownership 7(4)
. use of ditch for other purposes.. 30
Appointments
. notice by engineer of 13(2)
. . owner, to 13(3)
Assistants
. powers of 15(8)
Awards
. actions for mandamus re 38
. altered or affirmed on appeal 20(9)
. appeal from refusal of 21(1)
. binding notwithstanding
defects 23
. description of bench marks in 15(9)
. direction re rock cutting or
blasting in 16
. enforcement of altered or
amended 20(13)
. engineer, by 15(3)
. filed with clerk 18(2)
. . notice of 18(3)
. form of Form 6
. judge to amend or refer back . . .22
. materials specified in 15(7)
. notice of order setting aside 20(15)
. plan and parts of 18(1)
. proceedings for reconsideration
of 35(1)
. . ditch insufficient 35(2)
. refusal of engineer to make . .15(4)
. relieving persons not benefiting. .17
. tenders on non-compliance
with 28(1)
. . notice of 28(l)(a)





. time for 15(3)
. . certain periods excepted ...15(6)
Bench marks
. engineer, by 15(9)
. . penalties for interference
with 15(10)
Blasting
. direction in award re 16
. tender, by 27
Board of Transport Commissioners
for Canada
. approval of specifications by 15(6)
Books
. record of interested parties in 18(3)
By-laws See also Municipalities
. appointing engineer 4(1)
. . form of Form 1
. fees fixed by 4(2)
Certificate of refusal
. appeal from 21(1)
. fees for, engineer, by 15(4)
. notice to owner 15(5)
Certificates
. engineer, of, re completion of
work let 29




. agreement by owners filed with. . .8
. agreements and awards filed
and indexed by 18(4)
. awards, etc., filed with 18(2)
. . notice to interested parties
of 18(3)
. clerk of the court, as 20(7)
. copy of engineer's appointment
to owner, by 13(3)
. engineer appointed as 4(1)
. engineer's certificate of refusal
"to 15(4)
. engineer's certificate re com-
pletion to 29
. fees of 4(2)
. municipality to supply filing
equipment for 39
. notice of appointment by
engineer to 13(2)
. notice of certificate of refusal
by 15(5)
. notice of hearing to 20(3)
. notice of hearing to all parties
by 20(5)









. notice of order to other
municipalities, by 20(14)
. oath of engineer filed with ...4(3)
. requisition for examination by
engineer filed with 12
. . notice to engineer of 13(1)
. service of notice of appeal on 20(2)
. summons issued by 25(1)
. transmission of papers to judge
by 20(3)
Compensation
. owners of other lands injured,
to 3(2)
Construction
. application to set aside requisi-
tion for 7(3)
. defined 2(b)
. limitation of cost of 5(2)
Contribution




. indemnity against 20(4)
fees and expenses of judge
as 20(12)
engineer's award re 15(3)
improving ditch not constructed
under Act, of 34
letting, re 29(3)
limitation of ditch, re 5(2)






. clear days 2{a)
. construction 2{b)
. county 2(f)






. owner or owners 2(J)
Ditch
. agreements for costs and main-
tenance of 7(1)
. application of Act to extending,
improving 31







. bench marks by engineer for 15(9)
. . penalties for interference
of 15(10)
. constructed, not under this Act,
application for improvement of 34
. defined 2{e')
. extension of time for com-
pletion of 28(2)
. insufficient, reconsideration of
agreements, awards re ....35(2)
. limitation of cost of 5(2)
. limitation of length of 5(1)
. maintenance of 32
. maintenance of subdivided
land re 36(1)
. materials for covering, specified
in award 15 (7)
. notice to owner of land affected
by proposal
. . form of Form 2
. reconsideration of agreements,
awards re 35(1)
. requisition for, notice of 7(1)
. situate in two or more
municipalities 19
. specifications and plans of .18(1)
. use for other purposes 30
Drainage
. government, not aflFected 1
. mining or manufacturing
purposes, for 3(1)
. municipal, not aflFected 1
Enforcement
. maintenance of ditch, of 33(1)
. . proceedings for 33(2)
Engineer
appointment of 4(1)
. form of Form 1
award of—see Awards
award referred back to 22
certificate of, re completion of
work let 29
. form of Form 8
certificate of refusal by 15(4)
. order on appeal re 21(2)
compensation by owner to
others, determined by 3(2)
defined 2(/)
estimate of costs by 5(2)
examination by 15(1)
. adjournment of 15(2)
extension of time for compli-
ance of award by 28(2)
fees of 4(2)











. letting of work, re 29(3)
. paid by municipality 26(1)
guilty of misconduct 20(11)
inspection by another 20(6)
letting rock cutting and blast-
ing by tender 27
. form of certificate re .... Form 7
liability of other owners deter-
mined by 3(1,2)
maintenance of subdivided land
directed by 36(1)
. apportionment of 36(3)
. notice of 36(2)
notice of appointment by .... 13(2)
. form of Form 5
oath of 4(3)




powers of 15(8), 19
re-letting 28(4)
relief re persons not benefit-
ing by 17
requisition by owner for exami-
nation by 12
. form of Form 4
. notice of 13(1)
Evidence
. engineer to take, at exami-
nation 15(1)
, powers of judge in taking 24
Examinations
. adjournment of, to serve other
parties 15(2)
. . subsequent 15(3)
. engineer, by 15(1)
. notice of engineer's appoint-
ment, form Form 5
. requisition to engineer Form 4
Execution
. agreement by municipality 11
Expenses
. judges, of 20(12)
Fees
. clerk, of 4(2)
engineer, of 4(2), 15(3), 26(1),
29(3)
inspection by engnneer, re
maintenance, of 33(2)
. judge and engineer
. . paid by municipality 26(1)
. . paid by other municipalities
to 26(3)





. judge, of 20(12)
.. witnesses, of 25(3)
Forms
. agreements, of Form 3
. appointment of engineer, for Form 1
. awards, of Form 6
. certificate of engineer re com-
pletion of letting, of Form 8
. certificate of engineer re rock
cutting and blasting, of ..Form 7
. municipality to supply 39
. notice of appointment for ex-
amination by engineer, of Form 5
. notice of proposed ditch, of Form 2
. oath of engineer, of 4(3)
. requisition for examination by
engineer, of Form 4
Indemnity
. costs of appeal, against 20(4)
Inspection
. engineer, by, re maintenance 33(2)
. penalties for failure by engineer. .37
Judge
. appeals to 20(1)
. appeals to referee from 40(1)
. awards amended or referred
back by 22
. defined 2(g)
. depriving engineer of fees on
misconduct 20(11)
. discretion re costs 20(10)
. dismissal of appeal, by, final . 21(4)
. fees and expenses of 20(12)
. . paid by municipality 26(1)
. indemnity against costs of
appeal ordered by 20(4)
. order of, filed with clerk ...20(13)
. powers of 20(9)
. refusal of awards re 21
. time and place of hearing fixed
by 20(3)
. time for hearing of appeal by 20(8)
Land
. affected by ditch, in two or
more municipalities 19
. benefiting from drainage, con-
tribution by owners 3(1)
. description in engineer's
award 15 (3)
. drainage for mining or
manufacturing 3(1)
. examination by engineer of ..15(1)
. injured by drainage, compensa-
tion to owners 3(2)
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Land—Con.
. inspection by another
engineer 20(6)
. limitation of area assessed 6
. maintenance of subdivided ..36(1)
. right of engineer to enter . . .15(8)
Length
. limitation of ditch 5(1)
Letting
. work, of, on non-compliance
with award 28(1)
. . engineer's certificate re
completion of 29(1)
. . . form of Form 8
. . power of engineer to re-let 28(4)
Liability
. person in default doing work
after proceedings begun . . .28(3)
Limitation
. area assessed, of 6
. cost of ditch, of 5(2)
. length of ditch, of 5(1)
Maintenance
. award by engineer re 15(3)
. defined 2(h)
. ditch, of 32
. . enforcement of 33(1)
. meeting for agreement for ... .7(1)
. subdivided land, of 36(1)
. . apportionment of 36(3)
. . notice of direction re 36(2)
Mandamus
. action for, not to lie 38
Manufacturing
. drainage for, application of Act
to 3(1)
Meeting
. adjourned to add more parties . . 10
. owners, of 7(1)
Mining
. drainage for, application of Act
to 3(1)
Misconduct
. engineer, by 20(11)
Municipal Drainage Act
. powers of referee under 40(2)
Municipalities—See also By-laws
. engineer appointed by 4(1)
. fees of judge and engineer
paid by 26
. forms and filing equipment
supplied by 39
. execution of agreement by 11
. extension of ditch by 5(1)
Non-resident
. agent to notify 14(2)




. service on 14(1)
Notice
. adjourned meeting, of 13(2)
. appeal, of 20(2)
. certificate of refusal, of 15(5)
. direction re maintenance of
subdivided land 36(2)
. engineer, to 13(1)
. engineer's appointment, of ..13(2)
. . form of Form 5
. . service on all parties of ...13(3)
. filing of awards, etc., of 18(3)
. mode of service of 14(1)
. owners, to, re proposed ditch
. . form of Form 2
. requisition for construction,
of 7(1)
. tenders on non-compliance of
award, of 28(l)(o)
. . service of 29(1) (b)
Oaths
. administered by engineer ....15(1)
. engineer, of, filed with clerk . .4(3)
. examination by judge on 24
Occupants
. notification to owner by 14(2)
Ontario Mimicipal Board
. approval of specifications by 15(6)
Order
. appeal from refusal of award,
on 21(2)
. enforcement of 20(13)
. indemnity against costs of
appeal, for 20(4)
. notice to other municipalities
of 20(14)
Owner—See also Owners
. appeal from refusal of award
by 21(1)
. appeals to referee by 40(1)
. application for improvement of
ditch not under Act, by 34
. application for use of ditch for
other purposes, by 30
. application to set aside where
requisitioner not 7(3)
. . unsuccessful, presumption as
to 7(4)
. certificate of refusal to 15(5)
. copy of engineer's appointment
to 13(3)
. defined 2(;)
. liability of, after proceedings
begun 28(3)
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. mode of service on 14(1)
. municipality reimbursed by . .26(1)
. . charge on land on default
by 26(2)
. notice of construction by 7(1)





. adjournment of examination to
serve other 15(2)
. agreement for costs and main-
tenance by 7(1)
. . filing with clerk 8
. appeals from awards by 20(1)
. certificate of refusal to other. .15(5)
. defined 10)
. engineer to examine evidence
of 15(1)
. form of agreements by ....Form 3
. limitation of area assessed by ... .6
. maintenance of ditch by 32
. . enforcement against 33(1)
. meeting of 7(1)
. . adjournment to add more
parties at 10
. notice of proposed ditch to,
form Form 2
. notice of requisition for ditch
to other 7(1)
. reconsideration of agreements
or awards 35(1)
. . ditch insufficient 35(2)
. resolution for extension of
ditch, by 5(1)
. relief of, not benefiting 17
Peiuilties
. engineer failing to insi)ect 37
. interference with engineer's
work 15(10)
Plans
. ditch, of 18(1)
. filed with clerk 18(2)
. . notice of 18(3)
Powers
. engineer, of 15(8), 19
. judge, of 20(9)
. . evidence, re 24
. referee, of 40(2)
Presumption
. ownership, of 7(4)
Proceedings
. informalities not to invalidate . . .9
Profile
. ditch, of 18(1)





filed with clerk 18(2)
. . notice of 18(3)
Record
. proceedings, clerk to keep ...20(7)
Referee
. appeals from judge to 40(1)
. powers of 40(2)
Resolution
. owners, ')v, for extension of
ditch 5(1)
Rocli cutting
. direction in award re 16
. tender, by 27
Service
. mode of 14(1)
. notice of appeal, of 20(2)
. notice of certificate of refusal,
of 15(5)
. notice of construction, of ....7(1)
notice of engineer's appoint-
ment, of 13(3)
. notice of filing of awards, etc.,
of 18(3)
. notice of hearing, of 20(5)
. notice of non-compliance with
award, of 28(1)(6)
. notice of order to other muni-
cipalities, of 20(14)
. notice re maintenance of sub-
divided land, of 26(2)
. notice to engineer 13(1)
Specifications
. ditch, of 18(1)
. filed with clerk 18(2)
. . notice of 18(3)
Subpoena
. summons as 25(2)
Sxunmons
. clerk to issue 25(1)
. subpoena, as 25(2)
Tender
. completion of ditch on non-
compliance of award, for .28(1)
. rock cutting and blasting by ... .27
. . form of certificate by
engineer re Form 7
. rock cutting or blasting,
directions for 16
Time
. appeal from awards, for 20(1)
. appeal from refusal of award,
for 21(1)
. appeals to referee, for 40(1)
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. application to set aside requisi-
tion, for 7(3)
. award, for 15(3)
. enforcement of award, for . .20(13)
. enforcing maintenance of ditch,
for 33(1)
. engineer's certificate re com-
pletion, for 29(1)
. extension of, for completion
of ditch 28(2)
. filing of agreement, for 8
. hearing of appeal, for 20(8)
. notice of appointment by
engineer, for 13(2)
. posting notice for tenders,
for 28(l)(a)
. reconsideration of agreements,
awards, for 35
. service of engineer's appoint-
ment, for 13(3)
. service of notice of construction,
for 7(2)
. service of notice on non-
residents, for 28(1)(6)
Witnesses
. attendance compelled by judge . .24
. clerk to issue summons for . .25(1)
. engineer to examine 15(1)
. fees of 25(3)
. powers of judge to examine. .20(9)
DIVIDENDS
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See also Absconding Debtors
Act; Assessment Act; Chil-
dren of Unmarried Parents
Act; Costs of Distress Act;
Creditors' Relief Act; Debt
Collectors Act; Deserted
Wives' and Children's Main-
tenance Act; Evidence Act;
Execution Act; Jurors Act;
Liquor Control Act; Master
and Servant Act; Municipal
Act; Parents' Maintenance Act;
Partnerships Act; Public
Authorities Protection Act;
Public Officers Act; Public
Officers' Fees Act; Public
Schools Act; Replevin Act;
DIVISION Sec
COURTS—Con.
Separate Schools Act; Surro-
gate Courts Act; Woodmen's
Lien for Wages Act; Work-
men's Compensation Act
Absconding debtors
. bond by, for restoration of
seized property 173(1)
. warrant of attachment for
property of 163
Absconding Debtors Act
. adjustment of claims subject
to 179(1)
. distribution of moneys subject
to 170
. sale of perishable property
under 175
Absence
. judges, of 13(1)
Acceptance
. tender, of 82(3)
Accommodation
. division courts, for 8(1)
. . apportionment of costs re ..8(3)
. suitable, not provided 8(2)
Actions
. agreements re 211(1)
. . filing of 211(2)
. . proceedings on 211(3)
. agreements re places for trial of 66
. appeals of, conditions re 108
. bailiffs, by or against 43(1)
. . joint or separate 43(2)
. causes of, not to be divided ...59
. clerks, by or against 43(1)
. . joint or separate 43(2)
. combining causes of 54(2)
. . separate findings on 54(3)
. contested, counsel fees on ..104(1)
. contracts, on 56
. corporations, against, with head
office out of Ontario 68
. costs in event of 103(2)
. default judgment re certain ...88
. defined l(l)(o)
. discretion of judge re jury . .194(4)
. division re cause of, not
allowed 169
. entry of, in wrong court,
procedure upon 70(1)
. evidence re, against clerks and
bailiflfs 41(1)
. failure of, re lack of jurisdic-
tion, costs re 103(4)
. firms, by or against 184(1)
. judges, by or against 16






jurisdiction of courts re 54
. lack of 53
minors by, for wages 58
non-residents, against 67(1)
. service of summons re ....67(2)
non-suit, or dismissal of ....194(1)
order, by, out of jurisdiction ...65
. executions re 118




separated into Judges List, and
Jury List 190(1)
territorial jurisdiction re 64(1)
transfer of 10
. notice requiring jury re .185(3)
. regulations re 208( 1 ) (h)
trial of, over $100 92(1)
uncontested, counsel fees on 104(2)
. adjournments of 104(3)
venue of, re places of payment
on debt 69(1)
Adding
. parties, of 85(1)
. third parties, of 86(1)
Adjournments
. contested actions, of, counsel
fees re 104(3)
. division courts, of 14
. trials, of 94
Administration of Act
. regulations re 208(l)(i)
Adverse claims
. garnishee proceedings, re 149
. . judgment, before 155
Advertisement
. service by 75
Affidavits
. clerks, of, verifying statements
re fines 26
. consolidation orders, re ....156(2)
. creditor, by, for warrant of
attachment 163
- . execution of 164
. defendant, by, re transfer of
actions 69(3)
. evidence by 99(1)
. . admissibility of 98
. . costs re objections to 99(2)
. garnishee proceedings, for ..142(1)
. . contents of 142(2)
. . preparation of 142(3)
. judgment summons, for ....130(3)
. . service of 130(4)





. proof of service, of, for default
judgment 88(3)
. service of garnishee, of 146
. service of subpoenas, re 95(2)
. service of summonses, of 23
. show cause, re, by defendants 90(3)
. show cause summons, re ...131(1)
. . service of 131(2)
. swearing of 206
Agents
. addresses of, re appeals 110(1)
. appearance of, at trial 1(X)
. defined 76(2), 178 (o)
. parties of, affidavits sworn
before, not valid 206(2)
. service on 76(1)
Agreements
parties, by, not to appeal 107
places of trial, re 66
referring causes of action by 211(1)
. filing of 211(2)
. proceedings on 211(3)
Alterations
. orders of commitments, of . .138(2)
. orders for payment, of 138(1)
Amendments
. proceedings, of, by judges 17
Annulment
. appointment of barrister to act
as judge 13(3)
Appeal
. agreements by parties not to . . . 107
. certified copies of proceedings
for Ill
. conditions re 108
. costs of 1 14
. Court of Appeal, to 212
. manner of 112(1)
. orders for transfer of actions,
from 61(2)
. service on agents re 110(1)
. . provisional judicial districts
excepted 110(2)
. stay of proceedings for ....112(2)
. time for 112(1)
Appearance
. default of, by third parties . .86(4)
Application
consolidation orders, for ...156(1)
. contents of 156(2)
. disposition of 156(3)
. stay of proceedings 160
garnishee proceedings for 142






. new trials, for 106(1)
attaching creditor, by ..179(5,6)
extension of time for .... 106(2)
new judgment, at 106(4)
service of 213
stay of proceedings after . . 106(5)
time for 106(3)
transfer of action, for 69(3)
. affidavit in support of 69(4)
warrant of attachment, for re
absconding debtor 163
Application of Part I
. county and provismna' judicial
districts, to 2(1)
Application of Part II
. provisional judicial d'?.. -
to ^'2)
Appointment
. determine objections to con-
solidation order, to 158(1)
. . notice re 158(2)
Apportionment
. attendance fees of clerks and
bailiffs, of 31(2)








. application by, for new trial 179(5)
, application for warrant of
attachment by 163
. bond by, re sale of perishable
property 176(1)
. distribution to 170
. . insufficient proceeds, re 171
Attachment See also Warrant
of attachment
. debts due from partnerships,
of 181(8)
. proceedings after 166
. proceedings before 167
Auctions
. sale of perishable goods
attached by 175
Bailiffs
actions by or against 43(1)
. prior to appointment 43(3)
. service of process re 64(2)
affidavits of service by 23
appointment of 18
appointment of temporary ...51(2)
. powers and duties re 51(3)
attendance fees of, at sittings 31(1)





conduct of, inquiries re 198
confessions ' .• debt, to take .84(1)
. oath re t'4(2)
custody .•.I, of goods seized
under attachment 172(2)
defined 41(2)
duties of, regulations re. .208(1) (d)
execution of warrant of attach-
ment by 165
extortion by 45
. order for repayment on . . .46(1)
. . enforcement of 46(2)
extra fees to, prohibited 35
fees of. on seizure 128
fees paid to, on return of
execution 33
information furnished by,
regulations re 208(1) (d)(0
inspection of books of 36
jurisdiction of. re executions 115(3)
leave of absence for 49
misconduct by 46(1)
neglect of duties on execution by 47
neglect of, to return process, etc. 34
notice to, of rent owing on
premises under execution. .180(1)
. additional levy re 180(3)
. . fees re 180(4)
order for committal enforced
by 134(1)
public notice of seizure by .... 126
purchase by, of seized goods,
prohibited 44
resisting, penalties for 200
sale of seized perishable
property by 175, 176
security by 40(1)
. inspector to check 197(1)
. regulations re 208(l)(t)
seizure of partnership property
by 181(2)
service of all process by 30
summonses issued by 19
suspension of 15(2)
temporary vacancy of 51(1)
vacancies of
. clerks to act on 51(4)
. continuation of proceedings
on 52(1)
. possession of papers on 48






. agents, as 1(X)










. . duration of 13(3)
. . notice of 13(2)
. clerk not to practise as 42
Bills of exchange
. filing of 72
Bond
. attaching creditor, by, re sale
of perishable property .... 176(1)
. cancellation of 177(2)
. enforcement of 177(1)
. restoration of goods attached,
re 173(1)




. court, of, inspection of. .197(l)(a, &)
. unnecessary, inspector to
destroy 197(1)(/)
Books of account
. admissibility of, in evidence ... .98
. fees, re 37
. possession of, on death, etc.,
of clerks or bailiffs 48
Breach of contract
. jurisdiction re 54(l)(c)
Breach of promise of marriage
. lack of jurisdiction re 53(c)
Causes of action
. division re, prohibited 59
. jurisdiction on combining . . . .54(2)
Certificates
. Inspector, of, re costs of books
etc 21(2)
. return of, for want of buyers
of land 125(10)
. termination of consolidation
order, of, on default 161(2)
Challenge
. jurors, of 188
Cheques
. filing of 72
Cities
. proceedings of two division
courts in 7
Claims
adjudication of, by county
judges 179(3)
adjustment of, re seized
property 179(1)
. costs re 179(2)
adverse, re garnishee
proceedings 149
attached to summonses 73





. enforcement of, under Creditor/
Relief Act 121
. entry of 71(1)
. motions for final judgment re
part of 90(4)
. numbered 71(3)
. particulars in 71 (2)
. payment into court in satis-
faction of 83(1)
. personal service of 74
. proof of service of, for default
judgment 88(3)
. rent, for, priority of 180(6)
. set-off greater than 81(3)
. substitutional service of 75
. summonses re 71 (3)
. third parties, against 86(1)
. . summons attached to 86(2)
Clerks of the court
. account of fees kept by 37
. actions by or against 43(1)
. . prior to appointment 43(3)
. . service of process re 64(2)
. additional fees to, re jury
fund 196(1)
. affidavits of service prfjared by 23
. affidavits sworn before . . . .206(1)
. agreement re actions filed
with 211(2)
. annual returns by, re judgment
debtors 39
. annual statements by, re un-
claimed money 29(1)
. application for new trial to . . . .213
. appomtment of 18
. appointment of temporary ..51(2)
. . powers and duties re 51(3)
. attendance fees of, at sittings 31(1)
. bailiff's fees paid to 33
. bills of exchange, etc. filed with. .72
. certificate by, of termination of
consolidation order 161(2)
. certificate of proceedings for
appeal by 1 1
1
. changing date in process by . . .207
. claims attached to summonses
by 73
. claims entered with 71(1)
. conduct of, inquiries re 198
. confessions re debt, to take . .84(1)
. . oath re 84(2)
. consolidation account opened
by 157(2)
. consolidation order filed with 157(1)
. defined 41(2)




Clerks of the court
—
Con.
. distribution of moneys in con-
solidation account by 162
. duties of, regulations re. .208(l)(d)
. duties of, upon transfer of
actions 70(2)
. evidence in writing kept by . .92(2)
. extortion by 45
. . order for repayment on . . . .46(1)
. . . enforcement of 46(2)
. extra fees to, prohibited 35
. fines, penalties and forfeitures to 25
. foreign procedure books kept
by 21(1)
. information furnished by,
regulations re 208(1) (<f,^)
. inspection of books of 36
. judgments entered by 101
. leave of absence for 49
. memorandum re addresses of
agents with 110(1)
. notice for jury to 185(2)
. . when action transferred ..185(3)
- notice of judgment after con-
solidation order to 159
. notices of dispute filed with ....77
. practice by, as barrister
prohibited 42
. procedure books kept by ....21(1)
. procedure by. re service of
summonses in other divisions. .22
. purchase by, of seized goods,
prohibited 44
, record of process kept by 20
, remission of moneys paid on
judgments by 28
, returns by 38
. . re number of actions 196(2)
. security by 40(1)
. . Inspector to check .... 197(1) (e)
. . regulations re 208(l)(t)
. selection of jurors by 210
- . manner of 186(3-5)
- . . municipality a party,
where 186(6)
. statements of account of fines
by 26
. statements re moneys paid in
and out of court by 27
. subpoenas supplied by 95(1)
. summoning of jurors by 187
. summons by, re adjustment of
claims 179(1)
, summonses issued by 19
. suspension of 15(2)
. temporary vacancy of 51(1)
. transcripts of unsatisfied judg-
ments by 129(1)
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. . clerk of the peace to act on . .50
. . possession of papers on 48
. warrants and executions issued
by 24
. warrants of commitment
issued by 136(1)
Clerks of the peace
. clerks, as, on vacancy 50
. fines, penalties and forfeitures
paid to 25
. possession of papers by, on va-
cancies of clerks or bailiffs . . .48
. record of sittings kept by 11
Commissioners
. affidavits sworn before 206(1)
Commissions
. evidence by 97(1)
. . conditions re 97(2-4)
. . costs of 97(7)
. . rules for 97(6)
Committal
. debts not extinguished by 140
. judgment debtor, of 132
. . default of payments on judg-
ment summons, on 131(4)
Complaints
. officers of court, against, re
misconduct A6
Computation
. amounts paid on consolidation
orders, of 156(4)
Conditions
. appeals, re 108
. commission evidence re . . . .97(2-4)
Confessions
. debt, re, clerks or bailiffs may
take 84(1)
. . oath re 84(2)
Consent
. adding of plaintiffs, re 85(3)
. appeal, to 108(f)
. judgment on 84(3)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. fines to 96(2)
. forfeited fees to 34
. seals of courts paid out of 5
Consolidation account
. clerk of court to open 157(2)
. distribution of moneys in 162
Consolidation orders
. application for stay of proceed-
ings by debtor 160
. applications for, by debtor .156(1)









. . disposition of 156(3)
. computation of amount payable
on 156(4)
. default by judgment debtor
re 161(2)
. distribution of moneys under . . 162
. filing of 157(1)
. judgments after 159
. objections to 158(1)
. particulars in 156(5)
. proceedings after judgment
stayed 161(1)
Constables
. custody in, of goods seized on
attachment 172(1)
. execution of warrant of attach-
ment by 165
. warrants of commitment
executed by 136(2)
Contempt of court
. penalties for 199
Contracts
. actions re 56
. breach of, jurisdiction re..54(l)(c)
Contribution
. third parties, from 86(1)
Corporations
. judgment summons to 139(2)
. . examination of officers re 139(1)




. abide the event of actions ..103(2)
. adjournments, re 94
. adjustment of claims re seized
property, of 179(2)
. appeals, re 114
. attachment, re 174(2)
. books, forms, etc. of 21(2)
. clerk to tax 24
. clerks, of, re certified copies of
proceedings for appeals Ill
. commission evidence, of 97(7)
. discretion of judges re 103(1)
. judgment summons, re 130(8)
. lack of jurisdiction, re 103(4)
. levy for rent, re 180(4)
. limitation re 203(2)
. new trial, of, by attaching
creditor 179(5)
. non-appearance of creditors on
show cause, re 135
. non-appearance of plaintiffs,
re 103(3)






. payment into court, after . . . .83(4)
. service out of Ontario, re . . .67(3)
. taxation of. Inspector to
check 197(l)(i)
. tender, after 82(5)
. unsuccessful garnishee proceed-
ings, re 150





. fees of 104
. . appeal, on 114
Counterclaims
. lack of jurisdiction re 63(1)
. . directions re 63(2)
Coimties
. application of Part I to 2(1)
. defined 1(1)(&)
. territorial limits of courts in . .4(2)
County court
. defined 1(1)(0
. transfer of actions to 61(1)
County Courts Act
. powers of Court of Appeal
under 113
Coimty Judges Act
. evidence in writing as under 92(1)
. fees of shorthand writers as
under 92(4)
County towns
. sittings of division courts in ... .9
Court houses
. county towns, in, used 9
Coiurt of Appeal
. appeals to 108, 212
. powers and duties of 113
Courts
. continuation of, on dissolution
of counties, reg^ulations
re 208(1)(A)
. courts of record, as 6
. existing, continued 3
. practice and procedure of,
regulations re 208( !)(/')
. sittings of, regulations re 208(1) (c)
. titles of 4(1)
Courts of record












. lack of jurisdiction re S3(c)
Cross-judgments
. executions re 117
. satisfactions re 117
Death
. parties to judgment, of 122








. due from partnerships, attach-
ment of 181(8)
. jurisdiction re actions on 54(1) (c,d)
. places of payment of, venue of
action re 69(1)
Defects
. distress not deemed unlawful
by 202
. form, in 204
Defence See also Disputes
. garnishee, of 148(3), 154(2)






. actions in court nearest
residence of 64(1)(6)
. . service in process re 64(2)
. actions in court within residence
of 64(l)(a)
. actions where residence of,
outside Ontario 67(1)
, . service of summons re ....67(2)
, adding of 85(1)
. . service re 85(4)
. adding of third parties by 86
, confessions by, re debt 84(1)
, . judgment on consent on ..84(3)
- copy of claim to each 71(1)
. corporations with head office
out of Ontario, actions re ... .68
- default judgment against 88(1)
. . proof of service re 88(3)
- defined l(l)(<i)
. dispute by, re portion of
claim 88(2)
- final judgment against same.. 90(5)
. leave to defend by 90(6)
. leave to, to dispute claim
before judgment 79
. non-appearance of, at trials 93
. notice by, for jury 185(2)





. payment into court by 83(1)
. . notice re 83(2)
. show cause by, against final
judgment 90(3)
. striking out of 85(1)
. tender by 82(1)
. withdrawal of dispute by 80
Definitions
. action 1(1) (a)
. agents 76(2), 178(a)
. bailiflfs 41(2)
. clerks 41(2)
. county 1(1) (t)
. county court 1(1) (c)
. debt or money demand
summons 1 (1) (e)
. defendant l(l)(d)
. division 1(1)(/)
. Inspector 1(1) (f7)
. judge l(l)(/i)
. judgment creditor l(l)(t)
. judgment debtor 1(1) (/)
. landlord 178(&)
. money owing or accruing ..141(a)
. plaintiflF 1(1)(*)
. prescribed form 1(1)(/)
. rules 1(1) (w)
. woodmen 64(1)
Delay
. third parties, re 86(5)
Deputy bailiffs
. appointment of, on temporary
absence of bailiffs 51(1)
Deputy clerks of the court
. appointment of, on temporary
absence of clerks 51(1)
Discharge
custody, from
. expiration of time, on ....137(6)
. orders for 137(a)
judgment as full 60
judgment debtors, of, on judg-
ment summons 130(9)
. jury, of, on disagreement 193
Disposition
. unclaimed moneys, of 29(3)




. firms, by 184(6.8)
. . protest under 184(7)
. general rule re no 87
. judgment on default of 88(1)
. notices of 77
. part of claim, for 88(2)
. territorial jurisdiction, re 78




. defects in, not deemed unlawful 202
Distress Act
. costs re levy for rent under. .180(4)
Distribution
. moneys, of, in consolidation
account 162(2)
. basis of 162(3)
. expenses re 162(5)
. fees of clerk re 162(4)
warrant of attachment, under . . 170
. insufficient proceeds, on .... 171
Districts








. possession of, on death of




. jurors of 191, 192
Enforcement
. bond, of 177(1)
. claims, of, under Creditor/
Relief Act 121
. fines, of 201
. judgments, etc, of, against
firms 184(9)
. order for committal, of 134(1)
. order for repayment, of 46(2)
. orders, of, on adjudication <A
claims 179(4)
. pa3maent of fees, of 32(2)
. penalties of, re disobeying
subpoenas 96(2)
Evidence
. acdons over $100. in 92(1)
. admissibility of books of
account as 98
. affidavit, by 99(1)
. books of clerks and bailiffs as 41(1)
. . costs re objections to 99(2)
. clerks to keep 92(2)
. commission—see Commissions
. inquiries re conduct of officers
of court, at 198
. penalties for refusing to give 96(1)
. renewals of executions, re ..125(8)
. scope of 91(2)
. set-off, re 81(2)
transcription of 92(3)
Ex parte





. discharge of 130(9)
officers of corporations, of 139(1)
places of 130(6)
witnesses, of 130(5)
show cause summons, on . . .131(3)
Execution
bailiff's fees re 33, 128
. forfeited, on neglect to return 34
clerks to issue 24
cross judgements, re 117
default of order for payment on
judgments, on 115(1)
. jurisdiction of bailiff re ..115(3)
. manner of 115(2)




judgments of Supreme or
county courts, on
. lack of jurisdiction re 53
jurisdiction re 118
lands against 125(1)
. certificates in lieu of 125(10)
. effect of 125(2)
. notice of 125(3)
. renewals of 125(6)
. returns re 125(4)
. sheriff's fees re 125(9)
neglect of duties on, by bailiffs . .47
orders for, before regular day . . 124
partnerships, re 182




. priority re 123(2)
return of nulla bona re 120(1)
return re, time for 123(1)
sale of goods upon 126






. application by, for new
trial 179(5, 6)
. priority of landlord over . . . 180(6)
Exemptions
. disposition of unclaimed
moneys, from 29(4)
Extension of time







. refusal to accept payment into
court, for 83(3)
. refusal to accept tender, lor. .82(4)
Extortion
. clerks or bailiflFs, by 45





adding third parties, of 86(1)
attendance, of clerks and
bailiflfs 31(1)
. apportionment of 31(2)
bailiflF, of
. forfeiture of 34
. paid on return of execution .23
. seizure, re 128
clerk, of, re distribution of
consolidation account .... 162(4)
clerks or bailiffs not to take
extra 35
clerks to keep account of 37
counsel, of 104
. adjournments of contested
actions, re 104(3)
. appeals, on 114
Inspector to check 197(l)(rf)
jurors, of 195(1)
. payment of 195(2)
jury fund, for 196(1)
. payable to county
treasurer 196(3)
. . proportioned between cities
and separate towns . . 196(4)
. . provisional judicial dis-
tricts, re 196(5)
payment of 32(1)
. enforcement of ...32(2)
regulations re 208(1) (6)
sheriffs, of, re executions
against lands 125(9)
shorthand writers, of 92(4)
witness, for with subpoenas . .95(2)
Pines—^5"^^ also Penalties
. application of 25
. enforcement of 201
. record of 24
. statements of account re 26
Pirms
. enforcement of judgment
against 184(9)
. execution against 184(10)
. names and addresses of owners
furnished by, on order . . . .184(5)
. notice of capacity in which
person served re 184(4)
. service of summons on 184(3)
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Foreign procedure books
. clerk to keep 21(1)
. costs of 21(2)
. entry in, re service of sum-
monses in other divisions 22
Forfeitures
. application of 25
Forms
. defects in 204
. garnishee summons, of 152
. notices re garnishee proceed-
ings, of 143
. prescribed, defined 1(1) (0
. regulations re 208(1) (/)
Garnishee
. adding of 85(1)
. . service re 85(4)
. defences of 148(3)
. directions to, in affidavits 142(2) (d)
. . form of 143A
. . preparation of 142(3)
. hearing of 154(2)
. judgment against 154(1)
. liability of 147
. payment. into court by 146
service of directions to 144(1)
. . effect of 145
. service of garnishee summons
on 151(3)
. . effect of 153
. striking out of 85(1)
Garnishee proceedings
adverse claims re 149
application for hearing re 148
judgment, after 142(1)
judgment, before 151(1)
adverse claims re 155
summons re 151(2)
. form of 152
. service of 151(3)
notices re 143
payment out of court re 146
. primary creditor, for 147
unsuccessful, costs re 150
Garnishee stmimons
. judgment, before 151(1)
. . form of 152
. . service of 151(3)
. . . effect of 153
Hearing
. changing date of 207
. garnishee, of 154(2)
. garnishee proceedings, re ...148(1)
. . dispositions at 148(2)







. jurisdiction re actions under. .54(5)
Illness
. judges, of 13(1)
Indemnity
. third parties, from 86(1)
Injtmctions
. lack of jurisdiction re 57(2)
Inquiries
. conduct of officers of court, re 198
Insolvent estates
. jurisdiction re creditors of 54(1) (e)
Inspection
. books and records, of 36
. books and records of court,
of ...197(1) (a, 6)
. record of moneys paid in and
out of court, of 24
Inspector
. approval by, re temporary
appointments of deputies ..51(1)
. certificate of, re costs of books,
etc 21(2)
. defined l(l)(p)
. duties of 197(1)
. . delegation of 197(2)
. inspection of books and docu-
ments by 36
- leave of absence for clerks, etc,
granted by 49
. notice of suspension to 15(2)
. record of settings of courts to . .11
. report by 197(1) (5)
. returns re fees to 37
. returns re judgment debtors to.. 39
. statement re imclaimed moneys
to 29(2)
Interpleader
. appeals re 108(6)
Inventory
. warrant of attachment, after . . 165
Jail
. committal to. on wilful default
of judgment summons 132
Judges
. actions by or against 16
. adjournment on absence of 14
agreements for actions to be
tried by 211(1)
. appeals from 108
- appointment of temporary
clerks and bailiflFs by 51(2)
- apportionment of costs of
accommodation by 8(3)





. county, adjudication of claims
by 179(3)
. . powers of. re new trial ...179(5)
. courts presided over by 12
. default judgment allowed by . . . .89
. default judgment set aside by 88(4)
. defined 1(1)(A)




. costs of attachment, re . . . 174(2)
. costs, re 103(1)
. . lack of jurisdiction, on.. 103(4)
. jurors' fees, re 195(1)
. jury trial, re 194(4, 5)
dismissal of action by 194(1)
evidence allowed by 91(2)
examinations by, on judgment
simimons 130(4)
. discharge on 130(9)
. orders on 130(7)
. places of 130(6)
exclusive power of 1 (2)
hearing by 91(1)
illness or absence of 13(1)
judgments by 101
. applications for new trials,
on 106(4)
leave by. to defend 90(6)
leave by, to dispute claim before
judgment 79
order for final judgment by . .90(2)
powers of 57(1)
. actions on contracts, re 56
. amend proceedings, to 17
proceedings by, at trial re non-
appearance of defendants 93
questions of law determined
by 194(3)
setting aside or varying 90(7)
statements re moneys paid in
and out of court to 27
summary hearings by 55
supervision of oflficers by . . . .15(1)
suspension of officers by ....15(2)
variation, alterations, etc, of
orders by 138
Judge's list
. entry of cases heard in ....190(1)
Judgment
. appeals re 108
. . claims and counterclaims
aflFected by 109
. . stay of proceedings re . . . .112(2)







. clerks to remit moneys paid
in on 28
committals not to extinguish .140
consent, on 84(3)
consolidation order, after 159
cross, executions re 117
default, by 88(1)
. judge may allow in some cases 89
. proof of service on 88(3)
. setting aside of 88(4)
enforcement of, against firms 184(9)
enforcement of fine as 201
enforcement of, under Creditors'
Relief Act 121
execution after 102(2)
final, against some defendants 90(5)
full discharge, as 60
garnishee, against 154(1)
garnishee proceedings after 142(1)
garnishee proceedings before .151
motions for final 90(1)
. judge may allow 90(2)
. portion of claim, re 90(4)
. show cause against 90(3)
non-appearance of defendants
at trial, upon 93
orders re payment of 102(1)
. default of 115(1)
partnerships, against 181(2)
. effect of 183
. execution on 182(1)
postponement of 101
record of 20
revivor of, on death of parties . . 122
transfer of 10
unsatisfied, transcripts re ...129(1)







. affidavits by, re garnishee
proceedings 142(2)
. preparation of 142(3)




distribution of moneys in con-
solidation account to 162
executions by, against lands 125(1)
. further proceedings on ...125(5)
non-appearance of, at show
cause, costs re 135








. annual returns re 39
. application for stay of proceed-
ings after consolidation order
by 160
. applications for consolidation
orders by 156(1)
. . affidavit re 156(2)
. consolidation account opened
for 157(2)
. death of 122
. default by, re consolidation
order 161(2)
. default by, re payments on
judgment summons 131
. defined 1(1)0)
. discharge of, from custody .... 137
. examination of, re judgment
summons 130(4)
. . discharge of 130(9)
. execution against lands of ..125(1)
. . notice of 125(3)
. filing of consolidation order
by 157(1)
. judgment summons against. . 130(1)
. notice of order for committal
to 134(1)
. service of directions to
garnishee to 144(1)
. show cause summons against ..131
. . committal for, non-appearance
on 132
. . . excuse re 133. 134(2) (6)
Judgment summons
. affidavits re 130(3)
. costs re 130(8)
. examination of debtor 130(4)
. examination of officers of
companies on 139(1)
. examination of witnesses on 130(4)
. issue of 130(1,2)
. orders for payment on 130(7)
. . default of 131(1)
. service of 130(4)
Juries
. disagreement in, discharge of .193
. discretion of judge re
allowing 194(4,5)
. parties may require 185(1)
transfer of action, re 185(3)
. persons liable to serve on ..186(1)
. . exemptions re 209
. questions of fact decided by. . 194(2)
Jurisdiction
. actions by minors for wages, re. .58








. costs re 103(4)
. counterclaims, re 63
. . injunctions, re 57(2)
. transfer of actions re ...61(1), 62
territorial 64(1)
. dispute re 78
Jurors
challenging of 188
districts, in, persons liable to
serve as 209




- persons liable to serve as . . .186(1)
. selection of 186(2), 210
. . manner of 186(3-5)
. . municipality a party, where 186(6)
. . provisional judicial districts,
not applicable to 186(7)
. summoning 187
Jurors Act





. entry of cases heard, in 190(1)
. hearing of, first 190(2)
Justice
. administration of, regulations
re 208(l)(ife)
Justice of the peace
actions against, lack of
jurisdiction re 53 (<f)
. selection of jurors by 210
swearing of affidavits by 206(1)
Landlord
. claim by, re seized property . . .179
. defined 178(&)
notice by, re rent owing 180(1)
. priority of claim of 180(6)
Lands
execution against 125(1)
. lack of jurisdiction re
questions of 53(o)
Leave
dispute claim before judgment,
to 79
Levy
. defects in, not deemed tmlawful 202
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Liability
. garnishee, of 147
Libel
. lack of jurisdiction re 53(f)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. annulment of appointment of
barrister to act as judge by 13(3)
. appointment of clerks and
bailiffs by 18
. direction by, to destroy
unnecessary documents 197(1) (/)
. Inspector's report to 197(1) (^)
. rules and regulations by 208
Limitations Act
. notice of defences under 81(1)
Malicious prosecutions
. lack of jurisdiction re 53(c)
Minors
. actions for wages by 58
Misconduct
. bailiffs or officers of court, by 46(1)
Mone3rs
. distribution of, in consolidation
account 162
. owing or accruing, defined ..141(a)
. paid in and out of court
. . record of 24
. . statements re 27
. paid in on judgments, clerks to
remit 28
. paid on consolidation order,
computation of 156(4)
. unclaimed
. . disposition of 29(3)
. . . exemptions from 29(4)
. . statements re 29(1)
. . . posting of 29(2)
Motions
. final judgment, for 90(1)
. . leave to defend re 90(6)
. . partial claim, for 90(4)
. . show cause against 90(3)
Municipalities
. accommodation for courts
provided by 8(1)
. apportionment of costs for . .8(3)
. . default of 8(2)
. attendance fees of clerks and
bailiffs paid by 31(1)
apportionment re 31(2)
. party to action, as, selection of
jury re 186(6)
Mutual insurance companies
. appeals re assessments of . . . 108 (rf)
Notary public




. appointment of barrister to act
as judge, of 13(2)
. appointment, of, re objections
to consolidation order .... 158(2)
. capacity in which person
served, of
. . firms, re 184(4)
. . partnerships, re 181(7)
. dispute of n
. executions against lands, of. .125(3)
. garnishee, to 143A
. intention to proceed, of, after
tender 82(2)
. judgment debtor, to, re
garnishee proceedings 143B
. judgment, of 101
. payment into court, of 83(2)
. plaintiff by, for jury 185(2)
. public, re sale of goods on
seizure 126
. record of 20
. refusal of payment into court,
of 83(3)
. rent owing on premises under
execution, of 180(1
)
. . time for 180(2)
. statutory defences, etc., of ...81(1)
. suspension of officers of court,
of 15(2)
. withdrawal of dispute, of 80
. writing, in 205
Nulla bona
. return of, on executions 120(1)
. . registration certificate filed
re 120(2)
Numbering
. claims, of 71(3)
. clerks or bailiffs, before, re
confession of debt 84(2)
. penalties for refusal to take . 96(1)
Objections





. conduct of, inquiries by
Inspector re 198
. delegation of Inspector's duties
to 197(2)
. inspection and control of. . 197(1) (c)
. misconduct by 46(1)
. . enforcement of order for
repayment on 46(2)
. resisting, penalties for 200
. supervision of, by judges 15(1)
. suspensions of, by judge 15(2)




. actions entered out of
jurisdiction, for 65
adjudication of claims, on . . . 179(3)
. enforcement of 179(4)
commission evidence, for ....97(1)
. conditions re 97(2-4)
. service of 97(5)
committal to jail, for 132
. enforcement of 134(1)
. variation re 138(2)
consolidation—see Consolidation
orders
discharge from custody for .... 137
enforcement of, against firms 184(9)
execution, for, before regular
day 124
final judgment, for 90(2)
. set aside or varied 90(7)
furnish name and address of
owner of firm, to 184(5)
furnish names and addresses
of partners, to 181 (5)
judgment summons, on 130(7)
new trials, for 106( 1
)
payment, for, of judgments . . 102(1)
payment, for, on judgment
summons
. committal not to extinguish . . 140
. execution on default of ...115(1)
. variation of 138(1)
record of 20
repayment on extortion, for . .46(1)
. enforcement of 46(2)
service of, by bailiffs 30
show cause summons, on ...131(5)
substitutional service, for 75
third parties, against 86(3)
transfer of actions,
for 61(1), 62, 69(2)
appeals from 61 (2)
entry of, in procedure books 69(5)
service of 69(7)
style of 69(6)
transmission of, to clerk . . .69(4)
Parties
. adding of 85(2)
. . consent required re 85(3)
. . service re 85(4)




. actions by or against, in name
of firm 181(3)
. . service on, re 181 (4)
. judgment against partnerships,
effect on 183





. actions re firm names subject
to 184(1)
Partnerships—^5"^^ also Partners
actions against 181 (1)
attachment of debts due by. .181(8)
dissolved, service of summons
on 181(6)
judgment against, effect of 183
judgment against, execution re. .182
notice in which capacity person
served re 181 (7)
seizure of property of 181(2)
service of process on 181(4)
Payments
computation of, on consolidation
orders 156(4)
court, into, by defendant 83(1)
. costs after 83(4)
. notice of 83(2)
court, into, by garnishee 145
court, out of, garnishee
proceedings, re 146
. primary creditor, to 147
execution, of, before sale 119
fees, of 32(1)
. enforcement of 32(2)
judgment, of
. default of 115(1)
. orders re 102(1)
judgment summons, on
. committal not to extinguish . .140
. show cause on default of.. 131(1)
. varying of 138(1)




. application of 25
. contempt of court, for 199
. disobeying subpoenas, for . . . .96(1)
. . enforcement of 96(2)
. refusal of juror to attend on
summoning, for 189
. resisting officers, for 200
Personal actions
. jurisdiction re quantum
in 54(l)(o,6)
Places
. payment, of, venue of actions
re 69(1)





. adding of 85(2)
. . consents required re 85(3)
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Plaintiffs—Con.
. cause of action not to be
divided by 169
. default judgment by 88(1)
. . proof of service re 88(3)
. defined l(l)(i^)
. entry of claim by 71(1)
. motion for judgment by 90(1)
. non-appearance of, costs re.. 103(3)
. nonsuit of 91(1)
. notice by, for jury 185(2)
. notice of defences to 81(1)
. notice of dispute to 77
. notice of nulla bona return to 120(1)
. notice of tender to 82(1)
. . notice of intention to proceed
after 82(2)
. procedure by, where no dispute. .87
. striking out of 85(1)
. tender to 82(1)
. . acceptance of &2i2>)
. . recovery of balance after . .82(5)
Posting
. statements re unclaimed money,
of 29(2)
Postponement
. executions, of 116
. judgments, of 101
Practice




. renewals of executions
re 123(2), 125(7)
Procedure
. courts, in, regulations re. .208(1) (/)
. entry of action in wrong court,
upon 70(1)
. plain tiflF, by, where no dispute . . .87
. third party, re 86(3)
Procedure books
. clerk to keep 21(1)
. costs of 21 (2)
. entry of transfer of actions in 69(5)
Proceedings
. certified copies of, for appeals.. Ill
. continuation of, on vacancy of
bailiflFs 52(1)
. . benefit of securities re 52(2)
. non-appearance of defendants
at trials, re 93






. stay of 106(5)
. . appeal, for 112(2)
. . transcripts of unsatisfied
judgments, on 129(2)
. two division courts in any city,
of 7
Process
bailiflF's fees paid on issue of ... .33
changing dates in 207
jurisdiction, out of 64(2)




. agents, on, re appeals 110(1)
. bailiffs, by 30
. corporations, on 76(1)
stamped with seal 5
Promissory notes
. filing of 72
Property
. perishable, sale of attached 175
. . bond by creditors re 176(1)
. purchase by clerks or bailiflfs of
seized, prohibited 44
. seized, adjustment of claims
re 179(1)
. . costs 179(2)
. seized on attachment
. . custody of 172(2)
. . restoration of 173(1)
. . sale of 173(2)
Provincial Secretary
, notice of appointment of
barrister to act as judge to. .13(2)
Provisional judicial districts
. application of Part I to 2(1)
. application of Part II to 2{2)
. fees for jurors' fund not
applicable to 196(5)
. selection of jurors not
applicable to 186(7)
Public Schools Act
. jurisdiction re actions under . .54(5)
Questions
. fact of, determined by jury.. 194(2)
. law, of, determined by judge 194(3)
Reasons
. motions for judgment, for . . . .90(1)
Records—See also Books
. fines, of. clerks to keep 24
. inspection of 36




. process, of 20
. sittings of courts, of 11
Refusal
. tender, of 82(2)
Registrar of Supreme Court
. certified copies of proceedings
to, on appeal Ill
Regulations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 208
Renewals
. executions against lands, of. .125(6)
. . evidence, re 125(8)
. . priority of 125(7)
. executions, of 123( 1)
. . priority re 123(2)
Rent
. claim by landlord for, re seized
property 179
. owing on premises under
execution, notice re 180(1)
Replevin Act
. actions for replevin under . . . .54(4)
. jurisdiction re 54(4)
Reports
. Inspector, by 197(1) (y)
Returns
. clerks and bailiffs, by 37
. . Lieutenant-Governor in
Council to 38
. clerks, by re number of
actions 196(2)
. executions, re, time for 123(1)
. . nulla bona, certificate re ...120(2)
. judgment debtors, re 39
. regulations re 208(1) (e)
. sheriffs, by. re executions
against lands 125(4)
Rules
. commission evidence, re 97(6)
. defined l(l)(m)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 208
Sale
. goods, of, by bailiff 126
. property, of, under warrant of
attachment 168
Satisfaction
. cross judgments, re 117
School boards
. actions between teachers and
jurisdiction re 54(5)
Seals




. absconding debtor, by for
restoration of property . . . .173(1)
. . sale, on failure of 173(2)
. clerks and bailiffs, by 40(1)
. . disposition of 40(2)
. . Inspector to check I97(\)(e)
. . regulations re 208(1) (i)
Seduction
. lack of jurisdiction re S3ic)
Selection
. jurors, of 186(2)
. . manner of 186(3-5)
. . municipality a party, where 186(6)
. . provisional judicial districts,
not applicable to 186(7)
Separate Schools Act
. jurisdiction re actions under .54(5)
Service
. advertisements, by 75
. agents, on. re appeals 110( I)
. application for new trial, of . . . .213
. claims against third parties, of 86(2)
. claims of 74
. corporations, on 76(1)
. directions to garnishee, of. ..144(1)
. . made of 144(2)
. dissolved partnerships, on ..181(6)
. garnishee summons, of 151(3)
. . eflfect of 153
. judgment summons, of 130(4)
. jurisdiction, out of 64(2)
. motions for judgment, of 90(1)
. order for commission evidence
of 97(5)
. order, of, re transfer of
actions 69(7)
. parties added, on 85(4)
. partnerships, on -181(4)
. process, of, by bailiffs 30
. proof of. on default judgment 88(3)
. regulations re 208(1 )(^)
. show cause smnmons, of ...131(2)
. subpoenas, of 95(2)
. substitutional 75
. summons of, after warrant of
attachment 174(1)
. summons, of, on firms 184(3)
. summons, of, on non-residents 67(2)
. . allowance re 67(3)
Set-off
. evidence of 81 (2)
. garnishee, by 154(2)
. greater than claim 81(3)
. notice of 81(1)
Settlements
. lack of jurisdiction re disputed 53(b)
DIVISION COURTS—Con. Sec.
Sheriffs
. execution against lands directed
to 125(1)
. . returns re 125(4)
. fees of. re execution against
lands 125(9)
Shorthand writers
. fees of 92(4)
. transcription of notes of 92(3)
Show cause
. defendants by, against final
judgment 90(3)
Show cause summons
. default of payments, on
. . committal re 131 (4), 132
. . hearing of 131 (3)
. . order re 131(5)
. . service of 131 (2)
Sittings
. attendance fees of clerks and
bailiffs at 31(1)
. record of 11
. regulations re 208(1) (c)
Slander





. agents, as 100
Statements
. account of, fines, re 26
. moneys paid in and out of
court, re 27
. unclaimed money, re 29(1)
. . posting of 29(2)
Statutory defences
. notice of 81(1)
Style
. action on transfer, of 69(6)
Subpoenas
. clerks to supply 95(1)
. penalties for disobeying 96(1)
. service of 95(2)
Summoning
. jurors, of 187
. . penalty for disobeying 189
Summonses
. adjustment of claims, for,
re seized goods 179(1)
. affidavits of service of 23
. claims attached to 73
. clerks to issue 19, 71(3)
. debt or money demand,
defined 1(1)(*)











. bailiffs, by 30
. corporations, on 76(1)
. dissolved partnerships, re. .181(6)
. divisions, in other 22
. firms, on 184(3)
. non-residents, on 67(2)
. third parties, on 86(2)
. warrant of attachment,
after 174(1)
Supreme Courts
. practice of, in division courts 203(1)
. rules of, re commission
evidence 97(6)
. transfer of actions to 61(1), 62
. . appeals from 61 (2)
Suspension
. officers of court, of 15(2)
Tariff
. fees of counsel 104
Taxation of costs
. Inspector to check 197(l)(rf)
Tender
. acceptance of 82(3)
. costs after 82(5)
. defendants, by 82(1)
. notice of intention to proceed
after 82(2)
. payment of execution, of, before
sale 119
. recovery of balance after ....82(5)
Term of office
. bailiffs, of 18
. clerks, of 18
Territorial limits
division courts, of 4(2)
. . regulations re 208(1) (a), (2)
Territorial jurisdiction
. dispute re 78
Third parties
. adding of 86(1)
. default of appearance of 86(4)
. delay re 86(5)
. procedure re 86(3)
. service on 86(2)
Time
. adding third parties, for 86(1)
. appeals, for 112(1)
. applications for new trials,
for 106(1)
. . extension of 106(2)





. execution after judgments,
for 102(2)
. hearings, for, re garnishee
proceedings 148(2)
. leave of absence, for, re clerks
and bailiffs 49
. notice acceptance of payment
into court, for 83(2)
. notice for jury, for 185(2)
. notice of dispute, for 77
. notice of intention to proceed
after tender, for 82(2)
. notice of withdrawal of dispute,
for 80
. payment out, for, re garnishee
proceedings 146
. payments, for, in consolidation
order 152(5) (c)
. postponement of executions,
for 116
. renewals of executions against
lands, for 125(6)
. return to executions, for ....123(1)
. return to motion for judgment,
for 90(1)
. sale of goods on seizure, for 126, 127
. service of directions to
garnishee, for 144(1)
. service of judgment summons,
for 130(4)
. service of order for commission
evidence, for 97(5)
. service of show cause summons,
for 131(2)
. service of summons on non-
residents, for 67(2)
. set aside order for final
judgment, to 90(7)
Titles
. division courts, of 4(1)
. land, to lack of jurisdiction re
questions of 53(a)
Transcripts
. evidence, of 92(3)
. unsatisfied judgments, re 129(1)
Transfer
. action and judgments, of . . 10, 69(2)
. action, of 69(2)
. . entered on procedure book 69(5)
. . higher courts, to 61(1), 62
. . order and summons re
transmitted to clerk 69(4)
. . style of 69(6)
Treasurer of coimty







. returns by clerk re actions to 196(2)
. . fees re jury fund payable
on 196(3)
Treasurer of Ontario
. fines, penalties and forfeitures
paid to 25
. statement re unclaimed moneys
to 29(2)
Trials
actions over $100, of 92(1)
adjournment of 94
. disagreement of jury, on ....193
agents at 100
agreements re places of 66
application for new 106(1)
. attaching creditors, by ..179(5,6)
. . costs re 179(7)
. judgment on 106(4)
. service of 213
. stay of proceedings after . .106(5)
counsel fees at 104
non-appearance of defendants at 93
scope of evidence at 91 (2)
summarily heard 91(1)
Vacancies
. bailiffs of 48
. . clerks to act on 51(4)
. . continuation of proceedings
on 52(2)
. . temporary appointments
on 51(1,2)
. clerks, of 48
. . clerk of the peace to act on . . .50
. . temporary appointments
on 51(1,2)
Venditioni exponas
. writ of 125(10)
Venue of action
. places of payment on debt, of 69(1)
. . application for transfer of re 69(2)






distribution of moneys under ... 170
. insufficient proceeds re 171
execution of. by bailiff 165
goods seized under 163
. custody of 172(2)
. restoration of 1 73 ( 1
)
. sale of 168,173(2)
service of summons after .... 174(1)
Warrants






. . clerks to issue 136(1)
. . execution of 136(2)
. . show cause, on 132, 134
. record of 20
. service of, by bailiffs 30
Wills
. lack of jurisdiction re disputed 53(&)
Withdrawal
. dispute, of 80
Witnesses
. commission evidence by 97(1)
. . conditions re 97(2)
. . costs of 97(7)
. . persons in Ontario 97(3,4)
. . residing out of Ontario ....97(1)
. . service of order re 97(5)
. costs of, on settlement 105
. examination of, on judgment
summons 130(4)
. penalties for refusal of to obey
subpoenas 96(1)
. service of subpoenas on 95(2)
Woodmen




See Change of Name Act; Cus-
tody of Documents Act; In-
surance Act; Marriage Act;





See Archives Act; Custody of
Documents Act
DOG TAX
Dog Tax and Live Stock
Protection Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1135.
Affidavit
. owner re damages to live
stock 10(1)
Appeals
. deposit on 12(5)
. valuer's report from 12(4)
. . time for 12(5)
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DOG TAX- Con. Sec.
Assessment rolls
. iiiiml)cr of clogs entered on . . . .3(1)
Assessors
. dog taps from 4(1)
. entry of dogs on assessment
rolls l)y 3(1)
. owner's statement re dogs to. .3(2)
. penalties against 3(3)
By-laws
. damage by wild animals 11(2)
licensing and registration of
dogs, for 5(1)
penalties for dogs running at
large, for 7
poultry included in live stock,
re 11(1)
. seizure and impounding of
dogs, for 6(1)
Certificate
. vc'icrinary surgeon, by, re
spayed female 2(3)
Clerk
dog taps from 4(1)
duties re assessment 4(6)
. subpoena for attendance re
ascertaining owners of dogs
by 13(2)
Collectors
. collection of tax by 3(4)
. penalties for failure to collect 3(7)
Constable
killing dog, on neglect of
owner 13(5)
. powers to carry out order of
magistrate 3(6)
Costs
. dogs destroyed on failure to
pay 3(5)
. dogs killed by constable 13(6)
. valuer appointed by Minister. , 12(6)
Definitions
dogs 1(a)







. destroyed for default re 4(5)
. fees for 4(2)
. liability to procure 4(1)
. licence fees paid, upon 5(3)
. penalties re 4(4)
. serial numbers on 4(3)
DOG TAX—Cow. Sec.
Dogs
acquired after 6 months,
assessment for 4(6)
appointment of damages where
more than one 13(3)
destroyed on failure to pay tax 3(5)
constable, by 3(6)
dog tags—see Dog tags
entry on assessment roll of
number of 3(1)
killing of
constable to kill on neglect of
owner 13(5)
. duty of owner 13(4)
. injuring live stock, for 9(a)
. straying from premises at
nipht, for 9(6)
. straying on premises where
live stock kept, for 9(c)
liability of owner for damage
by 13(1)
licensing and registration of . . .5(1)
. dog tax not to apply on . . . .5(2)
. tags upon 5(3)




. seizure and impounding of . .6(1)
statement by owner of number
of 3(2)
tax for 2(1)
. amount of 2(2)
. kennels of pure bred 2(5)
. spayed female 2(3)
Fees







. municipality, of, for damage to
live stock 10(1)
. owner of dogs injuring live
stock, of 13(1)
Licences
. dogs, for, by-laws of
municipalities re 5(1)
. . dog tax not to apply on . . . .5(2)
. . tags on payment of 5(3)
Live stock
. by-laws re poultry as 11(1)
. carcasses not destroyed until







. duty of owner of dog injuring 13(4)
. killing of dogs found injuring. .9(a)
. killing of dogs found straying
on premises where 9(c)
. liability of municipality for
damage to 10(1)
. . excepted where running at
large 10(3)
. . territorial districts excepted 10(2)
. valuers of—see Live stock
valuers
Live stock valuers
. appointment by Minister 12(6)
. appointment by municipality. . 12(1)
. duties of 12(2)
. report of 12(2, 7)
Magistrate
. order re costs of destruction of
dog 13(6)
Minister
. appeals from report to 12(4)
. defined 1 (f
)
. valuers appointed by 12(6)
Municipalities
. appeals from valuer's report
by 12(4)
. time for 12(5)
by-laws re dogs running at
large by 6(1), 7
by-laws re licensing of dogs,
by 5(1)
by-laws re poultry 11
defined 1(d)
dog tags from 4(1)
increase of tax by 24
levy of dog tax, by 2(1)
liability for damages to live
stock 10(1)
. excepted where live stock
running at large 10(3)
. territorial districts excepted 10(2)
liability of owner of dog to . . .13(1)
penalties to belong to 15
report of valuer to 12(2)
valuer appointed by Minister
. liability for costs of 12(6)
. report of, to 12(7)
valuers appointed by 11(1)
Order
. dog killed by constable, on . . .13(5)
. . costs of 13(6)
. dogs destroyed on, re failure
to pay tax 3(5)
. . powers of constables re 3(6)
DOG TAX—Con. Sec
Owner
. apportionment of damages
where more than one 13(3)
defined 1 (^)
dog tax against 2(1)
duty to kill dog injuring live
stock 13(4)
. neglect of 13(5)
entry on assessment roll of
number of dogs of 3(1)
liability, in unorganized territory 16
liability to municipalities for
damage 13(1)
licensing and registration of
dogs by 5(1)
live stock, of
. appeals from valuer's report
by 12(4)
. application to Minister for
appointment of valuer, by 12(6)
. statement of damage to
valuers 12(2)
penalties against 3(3)
proceedings to ascertain 13(2)
statement to assessor, of dogs,
by 3(2)
tags for dogs required by 4(1)
. penalties for failure 4(4)
Penalties
. assessor failing to make
inquiries 3(3)
. belong to municipalities IS
. by-laws, violation of 7
. collectors, against 3(7)
. dog tags, re 4(4)
. owners failing to submit
statements 3(3)
Poultry
. by-laws re, as live stock 11(1)
. by-laws to include damages by
wild animals 11 (2)
. defined 1(f)
Procedure
. regarded as directory 14
Registration




. time for 12(5)
appointed by Minister, of . .12(6, 7)
. limitation of amounts in ...12(8)
owner and municipality, to . . . 12(2)
Security




. certificate re 2(3)
Summary Convictions Act






. failure of collector re 2(7)
dogs destroyed on failure to
pay 3(5)
dogs, for 2(1)
, amount of 2(2)
. kennels of pure breds 2(5)
. spayed female 2(3)
increase I)y municipalities 2(4)
Territorial districts
. liability for damage to live
stock excepted in 10(2)
Time
. appeals, for 12(5)
. regarded as directory 14
. valuer's report, for 12(2)
Unorganized territory
. liability of owner in 16
Valuer
—
See Live stock valuers
Wild animals
. injury by, by-laws re 11(2)
DOGS
See Dog Tax and Live Stock










See also Constitutional Questions
Act
Constitutional questions
. jurisdiction re \(c)
Court houses
. Federal court judges to use 2
Exchequer Court Act (Canada)
. jurisdiction of court 1
Exchequer Court of Canada




. powers of 2
Jurisdiction
. controversies between Canada
and Ontario 1 (a)
. controversies !)etween Ontario
and provinces 1 (h)
. validity of Acts questioned . . \(c)
Sittings
. use of court houses, etc., for 2
Supreme Court Act (Canada)
. jurisdiction of courts 1
Supreme Court of Canada
. jurisfliction of 1
Validity of Acts
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See also Devolution of Estates
Act: Execution Act; Land
Titles Act: Limitations Act;
Married Women's Property
Act: Mental Hospitals Act;
^[ortgages Act; Partition Act;
Public Lands Act; Quieting
Titles Act; Settled Estates
Act: Succession Duty Act
Actions
. damages for deforcement, for ... 2
. payments in lieu of dower as
bar to 21
. rights re husband's right of
entry by 4
. subpoena of witnesses for . . . .28(1)
. tenant to notify landlord of 22
Admeasurement
. dower, of 24




. forfeiture of dower rights by 8
Agreement for sale
. application of sale or mortgage
after order, to 13(5)
Appeals
. admeasurement, from 31(1)
. costs of 31(4)
. order on 31(2)
Applications
. bar of dower where wife living
apart 13(1) (o)
. . fee for 13(7)
. . service of notice of 13(2, 6)
. bar of dower where wife
mentally ill, but not in
hospital 14(1)
. time for 14(2)
bar of dower, where wife of
unsound mind 13(1) (&)
. fee for 13(7)
. service of notice of 13(2, 6)
costs of 31(4)
purchaser, by 17(1)
. relief of 17(2)
trustee or assignee in
bankruptcy, by 16
Assessment
. payments in lieu of dower, of 29(2)
Assignee in bankruptcy
. application to bar dower by 16
Assignment
. dower, of 21
Bankruptcy
. bar of dower re sale in 16
Certificate
. examination of mentally ill, re 14(1)
. . form of Form 1
Commissioners
appointed to admeasure dower . .24
appointment of new 31(2)
death or refusal to act 25
duties of 29
fees of 33
. payment of 34
fraud or misconduct by 31(3)
oath of 26(1)
. report annexed to 26(2)
oaths administered by 29(3)
powers and liabilities of 27
reference back to 31 (2)
report of 29(5)
. appeal from 31(1)
. enlargement of time for 30
. sheriflF, to 26(2)
DOWER—Con. Sec.
Conveyance
. bar to dower by wife joining in. .19
. husband, by, after order 13(4)
. . application to agreements for
sale 13(5)
. . subsequent order IS
. order endorsed on 18(2)
. . description of land in 18(4)
Costs
. appeal, of 31(4)
. commissioners to pay 31(3)
. payment of 34
Damages
. computation of 23
. deforcement of dower 2
. detention of dower 23
Death
. commissioners, of 25
Deforcement of dower
. action re 2
Detention of dower
. estimating damages re 23
Distress
. recovery of payments, for . . . .29(4)
Election
. widow, by, re dower rights 11
Estates
. equitable, rights of widow re 3
. right of entry by husband,
widow's rights 4
Evidence
. oath, on 29(3)
Fees
. applications to bar dower, for 13(7)
. commissioners, of 33
. registration of order, for 18(3)
. witnesses, for 28(2)
Forms
. certificate of judge, re mentally
ill Form 2
. certificate of practitioner, re
mentally ill Form 1
. oath, of 26(1)
Fraud
. commissioners, by 31(3)
Husband
. appeal by 31(1)
. . application to agreement for
sale 13(5)
. . conveyance or mortgage by,
after order 13(4)
. . subsequent order 13(4)
. application to bar dower by,
where wife living apart. .13(l)(a)
. . contents of order 13(3)




. application to bar dower, by,
where wife mentally ill,
but not in hospital 14(1)
. . time for 14(2)
. application to bar dower by,
where wife of unsound
mind 13(1)(6)
. . contents of order 13(3)
. . service of notice of 13(2)
Land
admeasurement of 29(1) (a)
application to bar dower re
. wife in mental institution 13(1)(6)
. wife living apart 13(1) (a)
. wife mentally ill but not in
hospital 14(1)
assignment or payments in lieu
of dower as lien on 21
bar of dower in mortgages on. .9(1)
bar of dower on sale in
bankruptcy of 16
conveyance or mortgage of,
after order 13(4)
. application to agreement for
sale 13(5)
. subsequent IS
damages for detention of
dower, re 23
dedicated for streets 7
improvement on 29(1) (6)
mining 6
payments in lieu of dower re. .29(2)
. lien for 29(4)
registration of order against . .18(1)
sold under mortgage 9(2)
state of nature, in 5
widow not to recover dower
from certain 5, 6
Land Titles Act
. infant wife joining in
conveyance under 20
. rights of dower subject to . .9 Note
Maintenance
. rights of widow for 1
Mental Hospitals Act
. sale, etc., free from dower
where wife confined 12
Misconduct
. commissioners, by 31(3)
Money
. subject to dower, paid into
court 10(1)
. . order for securing rights re 10(2)
DOWER—Con. Sec
Mortgagee
. application to bar dower by . .17(1)
. . relief of persons claiming
under 17(2)
Mortgages
. bar of dower in 9(1)
. bar to dower by wife joining in. 19
. husband, by. after order 13(4)
. . application to agreement
for sale 13(5)
. . subsequent IS
. order endorsed on 18(2)
. . description of land in 18(4)
. sale under, widow's dower
rights re surplus 9(2)
Oaths
. commissioners, of 26(1)
. . report, annexed to 26(2)
. commissioners to administer. .29(3)
Official Guardian
. service where infant wife . . . 13(6)
Ontario land surveyor





conveyance or mortgage after 13(4)
. application to agreements
for sale 13(5)
. subsequent order 15
endorsed on conveyance or
mortgage 18(2)
. description of land in 18(4)
registration of 18(1)
securing rights of dower in
money paid in court, for . . . 10(2)
Payments
. assessment of, in lieu of
dower 29(2)
. costs, of 34
. dower, in lieu of 21
. money into court for dower
rights 10(1)
. recovery of 29(4)
Penalty
. failure of tenant to notify
landlord re action 22
Public trustee
. service of notice to 13(2)
Pvu-chaser
. application to bar dower by . .17(1)





. rights of widow 1
. . damages for deforcement 2
Reference
. commissioners, to, on appeal. .31(2)
Registration
. order, of 18(1)
. . fee for 18(3)
. report, of 31(5)
. . writ of possession to issue on .. 32
Reports
. admeasure of dower, re 24
. amended on appeal 31(2)
. appeal from 31(1)
. contents of 29(5)
. enlargement of time for 30
. fees of commissioners on 33
. registration of 31(5)
. . writ of possession to issue on. .22
. set aside on fraud or
misconduct 31(3)
. sheriff to endorse receipt of 30
Sheriff
. commissioners appointed by 24
. . further appointments on
death, etc 25
. commissioner's report to 29(5)
. enlargement of time for report
by 30
. report and oath of
commissioners to 26(2)
. return of writ and report by . . . .30
. writ of possession to 32
State of nature
. land in, widow not to recover
from S
Streets
. lands dedicated for 7
Subpoena
attendance of witnesses, for . .28(1)
. . fees for 28(2)
Supreme Court
appeal to 31(1)
. order on 31(2)
application to bar dower to . .13(1)
. contents of order on 13(3)
service of notice of 13(2)
money subject to dower paid
into 10(1)
. . order for securing rights re 10(2)
Tenants
. notice to landlord by, action
for recovery of dower 22
Time





. application to bar dower where
wife mentally ill 14(2)
. enlargement of, for report 30
Trustee in bankruptcy




. bar of dower in mortgages,
effect on 9(1)
. dower not recoverable from
certain lands by 5-7
. election by 11
. forfeiture of dower rights by 8
. rights of dower and quarantine . . 1
. . damages for deforcement of ... .2
. . equitable estates 3
. . husband's right of entry 4
. . payment into court re 10(1)
. . surplus re sale of land under
mortgage 9(2)
Wife—See also Widow
. appeal by 31(1)
. assignment of dower to 21
. bar to dower by joining in
conveyance or mortgage 19
. . married infant 20
. infant as, service on Official
Guardian 13(6)
. living apart, application to bar
dower 13(1) (a)
. mental institution in, application
to bar dower from 13(1) (6)
. mentally ill but not in hospital,
application to bar dower . . .14(1)
. payments in lieu of dower to ... .21
. writ of possession by Z2
Witnesses
. attendance of 28(1)
. . fees for 28(2)
Writ
. possession, of 32
DRAINAGE
See Agricultural Development
Act; Building Trades Protec-
tion Act; Cemeteries Act;
Ditches and Watercourses Act;
Evidence Act; Factory, Shop
and Office Building Act; High-
way Improvement Act; Inter-
provincial Drainage Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Municipal Drainage
Act; Municipal Drainage Aid
Act; Ontario Municipal Im-
provement Corporation Act;
Provincial Aid to Drainage
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DRAINAGE—Co«. Sec.
lAct; Public Health Act; Pub-
lic Works Act; Railways Act;
Settled Estates Act; Tile
Drainage Act
DREDGING







See Mental Hospitals Act; Men-




See Factory, Shop and Office
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See also Medical Act; Public
Health Act; Vaccination Act;
Vital Statistics Act; Work-
men's Compensation Act
Administration of Act
. regulations re 3(/)
Admission
. regulations re 3(a)
Anaesthetics
. application of, prohibited 4
Board
. appointment of 2(1)
. defined 1 (o)
. employment by, regulations re 3(0
. expenses of, regulations re ....3(/)
. member eligible for
re-appointment 2(2)
. number of members 2(1)
. officers of 2(4)
. regulations by 3
. term of office of 2(2)










. appointment of 2(4)
Character
. regulations re proof of good . .3(&)
Classification
. regulations re 3(e)
Complaints
. regulations re investigation of. .3(p)
Compliance with other Acts
. effect on 8
Control
. regulations re 3(<i)
Definitions
. Board 1(a)
. drugless practitioner 1 (i)
. regulations 1 (c)
Discipline




. administering, prohibited 4
Education
. regulations re 3(6)
Emergencies
. Act not to apply to 7(c)
Employment
. Board, by, regulations re 3(t)
Evidence
. non-registration, of 6(2)
. registration, of 6(1)
Examinations
. regulations re 3(a)
Expenses
. Board, of, regulations re 30)
Experience
. regulations re proof of 3(6)
Fees
. regulations re 3(c)
First aid
. Act not to apply to 7{c)
Investigations
. regulations re 3^7)
Investments
. surplus revenue, regulations re 3(A)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. Board appointed by 2(1)
. officers of Board appointed by 2(4)
. regulations approved by 3
Medical Act






. Board, of 2(1)
. expenses of Sif)
. officers, from 2(4)
. term of office of 2(2)
. vacancies by 2{3)
Midwifery
. practice of, prohibited 4
Misconduct
. regulations re investigations
of 3(g.h)
Non-registration
. omission from copy 6(3)
. ffriina facie evidence, as 6(2)
Nurses
. Act not to apply to 7(6)
Penalties
. unauthorized practices, for 5
Practice
. under any other Act not
affected 7 (a)
PubUc Health Act
. compliance with, not affected 8
Qualifications
. regulations re 3(b)
Register
. copy as evidence of registration 6(1)
. regulations re maintaining 3(c)
Regfistration
. proof of 6(1)
. regulations re 3(a)
• . fees 3(c)
. . renewal of 3(c)
Regulations
. Board to make 3
. defined 1(c)
Secretary-Treasiurer
. appointment of 2(4)
certificate of register by 6(1)
Surgery
. practice of, prohibited 4
Surplus revenue
. investment of, regulations re . .3(k)
Suspension of registration
. regulations re 3(h)
Titles
. regulations re 3(f)
Travelling expenses
. Board, of, regulations re 3(j)
Treatments
. prayer, by, Act not to apply to 7(d)




. penalty for practising 5
Vacancies of Board
. appointments on 2(3)
Vaccination Act
. compliance with, not affected 8
Vice-Chairman of Board
. appointment of 2(4)
Vital Statistics Act
. compliance with, not affected ... .8
DRUGS
See Chiropody Act; Medical
Act; Pharmacy Act; Private
Sanitaria Act; Reformatories




See Niagara Parks Act
DRUNKENNESS
See Highway Traffic Act; Li-











See Assessment Act; Convey-
ancing and Law of Property
Act; County Courts Act; Land
Titles Act; Limitations Act;
Mining Act; Public Works
Act; Quieting Titles Act;











See Adolescent School Attend-
ance Act; Auxiliary Classes
Act; Boards of Education Act;
Charitable Gifts Act; Contin-
uation Schools Act; Day Nurs-
eries Act; Dentistry Act; De-
partment of Education Act;
Drugless Practitioners Act;
Embalmers and Funeral Direc-
tors Act; High Schools Act;
Infants Act; Land Surveyors
Act; Law Society Act; Op-
tometry Act; Pharmacy Act;
Public Schools Act; School
Attendance Act; School Trust
Conveyances Act; Schools for
the Deaf and Blind Act;
Separate Schools Act; Teach-
ers' Superannuation Act; Trade
Schools Regulation Act; Train-
ing Schools Act; Vocational
Education Act
EDUCATIONAL GIFT




See Farm Products Marketing
Act; Live Stock and Live




Egress from Public Buildings
Act, Vol. 1, p. 1161.
See also Factory, Shop and Of-
fice Building Act; Municipal
Act; Theatres and Cinemato-
graphs Act
Churches
. doors to open outwards 1
Churchwarden
. liability of 2
. . penalties for default 3(1)
. . penalties for delay 3(2)
Congregation
. liability of 2
. . penalties for default 3(1)





. public buildings, of, to open
outwards 1
Enforcement
. regulations for 4
Halls
. doors to open outwards 1
Incumbent
. liability of 2
. . penalties for default 3(1)
. . penalties for delay 3(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations for enforcement by . . .4
Penalties
. application of 3(3)
. contravention of Act 3(1)
. . delay in remedying 3(2)
Public buildings
. doors to open outwards 1
Reg^ations
. enforcement, for 4
Schools
. doors to open outwards 1
Societies
. liability of 2
. . penalties for default 3(1)
. . penalties for delay 3(2)
Trustees
. liability of 2
. . penalties for default 3(1)
. . penalties for delay 3(2)
ELECTION
Election Act, Vol. 1, p. 1163.
See also Controverted Elections
Act; Legislative Assembly
Act; Liquor Control Act; Li-
quor Licence Act; Municipal
Act; Personation Act; Public
Health Act; Public Inquiries
Act; Public Schools Act; Rep-
resentation Act; Separate
Schools Act; Voters' Lists Act
Acclamation
. election by 60
Accoimtable warrants
. issuing of 205(3)
Accounts
. audit of 205(5)
Act




. recovery of penalties, for .... 196(a)
. . allegations in statement of
claim for 196(6)
. . evidence re 198
. . time for 196(c)
Active Militia
. members of, not disqualified
from voting 20(a)
Administration
. oath, of. for certificate of
qualification 86(3)
Adjournments
. default in returning documents,
on 125
. non-delivery of ballot boxes, on 124
Advance polls
. declarations by voters at 88(6)
. . penalties for false 88(7)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
to make regulations for . . . .88(1)
. materials and supplies for . . . .88(5)
. notice of 88(4)
. . form of Form 24
. number of, and officers for . . .88(3)
. procedure after close of 88(11)
. time for 88(2)
Affidavits
administering, free 9(3)
penalties for destruction, etc.,
of 191(1)
. abettors, re 191(2)
printer, of 72(12)
. form of Form 19
reasons for change of residence
in 19(1)
. form of Form 2
returning officers, of, after
returns 146(4)
. form of Form 39
swearing of 9(1)
Age
. qualification for voting .... 18 If 1 (a)
Agents
. appointment of 199(1)
. . publications re 61
. appointment of subsequent . .199(2)
. claims against candidates sent
to 201(1)
. . candidate to authorize
payment of 201 (4)
. . death of 201(3)
. corrupt practices by, eflFect of . . 177
. defined 1 (/)






. limitation of certificates to . . .85(7)
. non-attendance of 12
. oath of secrecy by 162
. objections to ballot papers
by 115(1)
. payments to candidates made
through 200(1)
. persons guilty of corrupt
practices disqualified to act as. .10
. present at recount 135(1)
. rights of candidates to
undertake duties of 11
. two allowed in polling places 111(1)
. voting on production of
certificates by 86(1)
. . oath of qualification for . . . .86(2)
Airmen
. qualifications for voting by
disabled 18f2
. temporary absence of, not to
disqualify voting 20(6)
Allegiance
. oath of 94
. . form of Form 28
Amherst Island
. special regulations re 42
Appeals
. appointment for hearing of . .144(5)
. certificate of result of 144(7)
. costs of 144(8)
. election courts, from 182
. judge's decision on recount,
from 144(1)
. time for hearing 144(6)
Application of Act
. Judicature Act, to, re
mandamus 147(3)
. Voters' Lists Act to 19(5)
Applications
. candidates, by, for recount . .130(2)
. mandamus, for 147(1)
. . notice of 147(2)
. proxy, by, to be entered on
voters' list 89(4)
Appointment
. hearing of appeal, for 144(5)
Arrests
. orders for 157
Assembly
. members of, not to act as
returning officers, etc. ..32(1)^2
. past members of, not to be
returning officers, etc ..32(l)f5
Assessment rolls
. irregularities re 7(2)
588 GENERAL INDEX
ELECTION—Cow. Sec.
Assistant Chief Election Officer
. appointment of 5(1)
. duties of 5(3)
. powers of 5 (3)
Auditor of Criminal Justice
Accounts
. audit of accounts by 205(5)
Ballot boxes
. election documents placed in . . .119
. construction of 48(2)
. corrupt practices re 190(/)
. delivered to returning officers 120(1)
. . form of oath re Form 36
. delivery of, by registered
mail 120(2)
. delivery of, to deputy
returning officer 50
. disappearance of 126
. . special report re 129
. duty of deputy returning
officers re 51
. inspection and sealing of,
before opening of polls 92
. non-return of 124
. opening of 88(13)
. . after close of polls 113
. . returning officers, by 122
. penalty for failure to provide. .48(3)
. procedure of closing, after
close of advance polls . . . .88(11)
. property of, in Crown 49
. return of 52
. returning officer to provide ..48(1)
. statements of result deposited
in 117(1)
Ballot paper account




. placed in parcels under
seal 116(2)
. record of 116(1)
care of, during recount
proceedings 137(2)
contents of 72(8)
. form of Form 16
corrupt practices re 190
counting of 116(1)
. before opening of polls ... .91(2)
custody of 75
. at recount 134(2)
display of, not allowed 161
distinguishing disputed 139(2)
examination of, at close of poll. . 113





. initials of deputy returning
officers on back of 98
. inspection by Committee on
Privileges and Elections of
Assembly 153(1)
. . compellability of witnesses
re 153(2)
. interference with 158(2)
. made of depositing 102
. numbering of 72(9)
. numbers on, communicating
information re 160
. order for inspection of 151(1)
. . conditions re 151 (3)
. . registrar to supervise 151 (4)
. . requirements for 151(2)
. paper for, furnished by King's
Printer 72(3)
. penalties for miscounting 193
. placed in ballot boxes 119
. printer's name on 72(11)
. printing of 72(6)
. procedure at recount 136
. procedure re, deemed voting ...110
. public inspection of, not allowed 150
. receipt of deputy returning
officers re 74(2)
. . form of Form 20
. receipt of printer re 72(J)
. . form of Form 18
. record of 73
. recount of 130(2)
. rejected 1 14
. removal from polling places
prohibited 107
. sealing of, at close of recount 139(1)
. secret markings on 72(2)
. security by manufacturer of . .72(3)
. Supreme Court clerk, to, on
appeal 144(3)
. transmission of, to clerk of the
Crown in Chancery 146(1)
. uniformity of 72(10)





. candidates, by 168(1)
. providing money for 168(2)
Blind persons
. voting by 1(X)
. . form of oath re Form 31
Boards
. additional polling places
approved by 54(5)






. approval of number and location
of polling places 55(3)
chairman of 3(5)
. vacancy of 3(6)
Chief Election Officer to advise 5(2)
composition of 3(2)
. York county, in 3(1)
counties to have 2(1)
defined 1(a)
directions by, re voting where
village in more than one
electoral district 54(9)
. member, disqualified as
candidate 2(2)
. members, to take oath 3(8)
. polling places outside limits
approved by 54(1)
. provision for earlier opening
at polls by 87(2)
. provisional judicial districts
to have 2(1)
. quorum 3(9)
. vacancies in 3(10)
Bribery
. penalties for 165(1) (a)
. penalties for accepting
bribes 165(1) (a)
British subjects
. declaration as prima facie
evidence of 21(3)
. qualifications for
voting 1811 1(&). 21(1)
. . soldiers' franchise excepted 21(4)
. women deemed 21(2)
Buildings
. polling places in 54(4)
Candidates
. agents of, limitation of
certificates to 85(7)
. allowed to remain in polling
places 111(1)
. alphabetically arranged on
ballot 72(8)
. . form of Form 16
. applications for recount by.. 130(2)
. betting bv 168(1)
. bribery of 165(1) (i. ;')
. certificates of results to 117(3)
. . form of Form 34
. claims against 201(1)
. consent of, with nomination
papers 58(5)
. copies of polling list to 76(1)





. corrupt practices by
. . committed in ignorance . . .180(2)
. . effect of 177
. corrupt practices not
sanctioned by 178
. death of 63
. declaration re withdrawal by. .62(1)
. . form of Form 13
. defined 1(b)
. disqualification of
. . eight years, for 180(1)
. . election courts, by 179
. . member of board 2(2)
. distribution of literature re.. 165(3)
. employment of persons guilty
of corrupt practices, by 185
. expenses of 165(2)
. grant of poll re 59
. . penalty for failure of 59
. guilty of corrupt practices,
votes struck off for 184
. liability of person nominated
as, without consent 13
. moneys provided for betting
by 168(2)
. motion by, for removal of
disqualification 186
. notice of applications for
mandamus to 147(2)
. notices of recount to 131
. objections to ballot papers by 115(1)
. official agents appointed by.. 199(1)
. payments of accounts of 202(1)
. payments to 200(1)
. penalties for conveyances
supplied by 169(1, 2)
. personal expenses of 200(2)
. . burden of proof re 200(3)
. persons disqualified from
acting as agents of 10
. persons employed by,
disqualified from voting .... 16(2)
. present at recount 135( 1)
. . representatives of 135(2)
. proclamation to state date for
counting votes of 37(l)(d)
. proclamations to state time and
place for nominations of 37(1) (a)
. publications re official agents
of 61
. qualifications for 14
. refreshments by 166(1)
. . penalty for 166(2)
. rights of authorized agents
re 111(2)







. separate nomination papers
for each 58(3)
. statements of receipts and
expenses of 203(1)
. . penalty for default 203(3)
. . penalty for false 203(4)
. swearing of advance voters
required by 88(10)
. withdrawal of, false statements
re 176
Certificates
accounts audited, re 205(5)
change of residence, re 19(2)
. form of Form 3
clerk of the peace, of, re
polling lists 77
delivered to deputy returning
officers before voting 86(5)
disappearance of 127
entry by returning officers of
refusal to grant 85(6)
judge, of
. copies on request 144(4)
. delay for appeal 141(1)
. recount, on 141 (2)
. Supreme Court clerk, to . . 144(3)
limitation of, for agents of
candidates 85(7)
list of persons voting under . .86(4)
. form of Form 6
outside voters, for 85(1)
. form of Form 23
. notice re 85(2)
. poll books to contain 2611 11
penalties for destruction, etc.,
of 191(1)
. abettors, re 191 (2)
polling place to be designated
in 85(4)
preservation of 86(6)
production of, at polls 19(4)
results, of, to candidates 117(3)
. form of Form 34
returning officers, of, re validity
of nomination 58(6)
returning officers to keep list of
persons obtaining 85(5)
revising officers, by, re
appointment of proxy 89(5)
. form of Form 26
time for request for 85(3)
voting on production of 86(1)
. oath of qualification for . . .86(2)
Chairman
. board, of 3(5)
. vacancy of 3(6)
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Charitable institutions
. inmates of, disqualified from
voting 17
Chief Election Officer
. appointment of 5(1)
. clerical assistance for 6
. . remuneration of 6
. directions re preparation of
polling lists by 76(5)
. duties of 5(2)
. imperfect nomination papers
examined by 58(7)
. powers of 5(2)
. . emergency cases, in 5(4)
. revised polling lists ordered
by •;••• 76(4)
. special directions re polling
lists by 76(7)
Chief enumerators
. polling places in unorganized
territories fixed by 69
Cities
. part of county or district 3(3)
Claims
. advertisement of 202(2)
. candidates, against 201 (1)
. . death of person making . . .201(2)
. payment of 202(1)
Clerical assistance
. Chief Election Officer, for 6
. Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery, for 6
Clerk
. board to appoint 3(7)
. oath, to take 3(8)
Clerk of Assembly
. ex officio Clerk of the Crown
in Chancery 4
Clerk of county court
. presence of, at recount 133
Clerk of Supreme Court
. ballot papers and judges'
certificate to 144(3)
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
. affidavits of returning officers
to 146(4)
. appointment of 4
. clerical assistance for 6
. . remuneration of 6
. custody of ballot papers by 75
. custody of election papers by 149(1)
. general election papers kept in
separate room by 149(2)
. labels and stationery sent to
returning officers by 25(3)




Clerk of the Crown in Chancery—Con.
. markings on election papers re
non-destroyal by 149(3)
. notice of returns in Ontario
Gasette by 148
. notices as to secrecy by 25(1)
. . form of Form 5
. notification by, of appointment
as returning officer 24
. paper for ballot papers
furnished to 72(4)
. paper sent by, to returning
officers 72(5)
. poll books supplied by 26
. . form of Form 6
. public inspection of election
papers by 150
. record of ballot papers to 7i
. record of used election
papers 146(5)
. report of delay in posting
proclamations to 41(4)
. report of returning officers
with returns to 145(2)
. report re postponement of
election to 63
. returns by returning officers
to 145(1)
. . form of Form 38
. returns to, withheld for recount 132
. transmission of election papers
to 146(1)
. transmission of printer's
receipt to T2,{7)
. transmission of unused election
papers to 146(5)
Clerk of the peace
. certificate of, re polling lists ....77
. disqualified from voting 15(1)
. . penalty for breach 15(2)
. duty of, re polling lists 76(7)
. polling lists from 76(1)
. polling lists prepared by 54(8), 76(2)
. revised polling lists prepared
by 76(4)
Commissioners
. oaths and affidavits sworn
before 9(1)
Conmiissions
. appointment of deputy
returning officers, for 65(1)
. . form of Form 14
. appointment of election clerks,
for 261
1
. . form of Form 9
. appointment of poll clerks, for 78(1)





. deputy returning officers, of,
poll books to contain 26 f 1
. poll clerks, of, poll books to
contain 26 f 3
Conmiittee on Privileges and
Elections of Assembly
. regulations re inspection by. .153(1)
. . compellability of witnesses
re 153(2)
Compartment
. exclusion from 106
. polling places, in, for voters 57
. voter for each 93
Composition of board
. County of York, in 3(1)
. . other counties, in 3(2)
Consent
. candidate, of, with nomination
paper 58(5)
. liability of person nominated
without 13
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payment of fees and expenses
from 205(2)
Constables
. allowed in polling places ... .111(1)
. appointment of 83
. appointment of special 155
. . requisitions for 156
. assistance of, required 155
. oath of secrecy by 162
. . form of Form 40
Controverted Elections Act
. appeals under 181 (1), 182
. election court constituted under 1(/)
. manner of prosecutions under . . 197
. recovery of penalties subject to. . 196
. returns under 7(2)
Conveyances
. defined 169(3)
. hire of, by candidates . .200(2) (rf,e)
. . voters not disqualified
by 200(4)(f)
. penalties for supplying ...169(1,2)
. private 169(4)
Corrections
. statement of results, of 138
Corrupt practices
. appeals from 182
. appointment of persons with
previous convictions as 174
. ballot papers, re 1$H)







. . disqualification for eight
years 180(1)
. . effect of 177
. candidates not personally
guilty of 178
. committed in ignorance 180(2)
. defined 1(c)
. distribution of literature not 165(3)
. election court to determine ....179
. false statements re withdrawal
of candidates as 176
. moneys provided for betting
as 168(2)
. payment of candidates
expenses not 165(2)
. penalties for 165(1)
. personation as 171
. persons guilty of 181(1)
. . disqualified from acting as
agents 10
. . exemptions 181 (2)
. . not to be returning officers,
etc 22(1)^6
. procuring appointments as poll
clerks, etc., as 173
. prosecutions re, before election
courts 197
. recovery of penalties or
forfeitures re 188
. refreshments, as 167(2)
. second elections on protest of . . 183
. undue influence as 171 ( 1
)
. votes struck off for 184
. voting when not entitled as .... 175
Costs
. appeal, of 144(8)
. polling places, re 55(5)
. public inspection of election
papers, of 150
. recount, of 142(1)
. . taxation of 142(2)
. unnecessary polling places, re 55(4)
Coiinterfoils
. ballots, with 72(8)
. destroying of 102
. number on back of 98
. numbering of 72(9)
County
. board for every 2(1)
. city as part of 3(3)
. composition of boards in 3(2)
. defined 1(d)
. electrical district in more than
one 3(11)





. appointment for hearing
from 144(5)
. costs in discretion of 144(8)
. proceedings at 144(7)
Crown
. property of ballot boxes, etc.,
in 49
Crown attorneys
. disqualified from voting 15(1)
. . penalty for breach 15(2)
. information re violation of
secrecy to 163(1)
. prosecutions by, for violation
of secrecy 163(2)
Custody
. ballot papers, of 75
. election papers, of 149(1)
Death
. agent, of, claims to
candidates 201(3)
. candidate, of 63
. deputy returning officers, of 68
. election clerk, of 43(2)
. person making claim, of . . . .201(2)
Declarations
. advance voters, for 88(6)
. . penalties for false 88(7)
. . record of 88(8)
. candidates, by, for withdrawal 62(1)
. . form of Form 13
. prima facie evidence, as, re
British subject 21(3)
. result, of 122
Definitions
. board 1(a)
. candidate at an election 1 (b)
. conveyances 169(3)
. corrupt practice 1(c)
. county 1 (d)
. county court 1(e)
. election court 1 (/)
. form 1(g)
. judge 130(1)
. local municipality 1(h)
. mariner 1 (t)
. official agent l(j)
. polling list l(k)
. prescribed 1 (/)
. regulations 1 (m)
Deputy local registrar
. local registrar of Supreme




. adjournments by, re non-
delivery of documents 125
. allowed to remain in polling
places 111(1)
. appointment of 65(1)
. . additional 54(8)
. . advanced polls, for 88(3)
. . form of commission for. .Form 14
. assistance by, to blind voters,
etc 100(1)
. . form of oath re Form 31
. assistance of justices and
constables for 155
. attendance of. at polls 91(1)
. ballot boxes delivered to 50
. ballot boxes opened and votes
counted by 88(13)
. ballot boxes sealed and delivered
to returning officers by . . .120(1)
. ballot papers rejected by 114
. certificates delivered to, before
voting 86(5)
. certificates of results by ....117(3)
. certificates re change of
residence presented to 19(4)
. certificates to. for voting at poll
where employed 85(1)
. . form of Form 23
. . notice re 85(2)
. commission of, poll books to
contain 26
. constables appointed by 83
. copies of Act to 27
. copies of directions to voters
sent to 74(1)
. . form of Form 4
. copies of polling list to 76(1)
. counting of ballot papers by 116(1)
. death or incapacity of 68
. declarations by advance voters
kept by 88(6)
. delivery of ballot boxes by
return mail by 120(2)
. . oath re 120(3)
. duties at close of poll 113
. duty re ballot boxes 51
. election supplies furnished to ...71
. falsifying polling lists 189
. fees of 205(1)
. . payment of 205(2)
. friends of blind persons allowed
to vote by 100(2)
. initials of, on back of ballot
papers 98
. inspection and sealing of ballot




. instructing voters 99
. interpreters employed by ...101(1)
. list of advance voters prepared
by 88(12)
. list of persons voting under
certificates kept by 86(4)
. mode of depositing ballot
papers by 102
. miscounting ballots, penalties
re 193
. number on counterfoil marked by 98
. oath of 66
. . form of Form IS
. oath of, after closing poll,
poll books to contain 26 U 9
. . form of Form 37
. oath of. on delivery of ballot
boxes 120(1)
. . form of Form 36
. oath of secrecy by 162
. . form of Form 40
. oaths of, poll books to
contain 26^2
. objections numbered and ballot
papers initialled by 115(2)
. objections to ballot papers
noted by 115(1)
. omission of initials on ballot
papers 192(1)
. order for arrest by 157
. penalties for neglecting
duties 192(2)
. penalties for procuring
appointment as 173
. penalty for refusal to act as 67
. persons disqualified to act as. .32(1)
. . penalty for 32(2)
. . validity of election not
affected by 32(3)
. persons exempt from acting as . .33
. poll clerks appointed by 78(1)
. . form of commission re . . Form 22
. poll clerks to act as 80
. . subsequent appointment of ... .81
. . . form of Form 22
. poll clerks to assist 79
. powers of 154
. preservation of certificates by 86(6)
. previous convictions of 174
. procedure by, re impersonation
of voter 108
. proceedings of, where incapaci-
tated soldiers vote 56(2)
. proclamations re 64
. production of appointment by
proxy to 89(7)






. receipt of, re ballot papers . . .74(2)
. . form of Form 20
. record of proxies by 89(8)
. revised polling lists to 76(6)
. statements in triplicate of
result by 117(1)
. . form of Form 33
. . signature to 117(2)
. supplies for advance polls
furnished to 88(5)
. swearing of advance voters
required by 88(10)
. svs^earing of questionable voters
by 97(1)
. . penalty for failure of 97{2)
. voters omitted from list,
vouched for, before 95(2)
. . oath of 95(3)
. . rights of 95(4)
. voters refusing to be sworn not
given ballot papers by ...104(1)
. . penalty for default 104(2)
. voting by 96
. voting on production of certifi-
cates by 86(1)
. . administration of 86(3)
. . oath of qualification for ...86(2)
Directions
. voters, to ....74(1)
. . form of Form 4
Disabled soldiers
. qualifications of, for voting . . 18 If 2
. . form of oath re Form 30
. voting by 56(2)
Disqualification for election
. member of board, of 2{2)
Domicile in Canada
. term of, as qualification for
voting 18ff l(rf)
Election
. acclamation, by 60
. appointment of day for
holding 23(1)
. certain irregularities not to aflfect 7
. dates for, same for all electoral
districts 23(2)
. interruption of 8
. second, on protest 183
. special regulations re, for Pelee
Island and Amherst Island . . .42
. supplies re, furnished to deputy
returning officers 71
. validity of, not affected by dis-
qualified persons acting as





. writs for, dated on same day 23(3)
. writs to state dates for nomina-






. form of commission for . . Form 9
attendance of, with documents
at recount 134(1)
ballot boxes opened before .... 122
casting vote allowed 16(1)
death or inability to act 43(2)
disqualified from voting 16(1)
duties of 43(3)
. acting as returning officer ....47
fees of 205(1)
. payment of 205(2)
notices of recount to 131
oath by 44
. form of Form 10
oath of secrecy by 162
penalty for refusal to act as ... .45
persons disqualified to act as 32(1)
. penalty for 32(2)
. validity of election not
affected by 32(3)
persons exempt from acting as . .33
power of, to administer oaths 9(2)
present at recount 135(1)
previous convictions of 174
Election court
. appeals from 182
. candidates disqualified by 179
. defined 1(f)
. prosecutions before 197
. . evidence re 198
Election papers
. custody of 149(1)
. endorsement on, by returning
officers 146(2)
. endorsement on, unused ....146(6)
. evidence of contents of 152
. express or registered post,
by 146(3)
. general, kept in separate
room 149(2)
. inspection by Committee on
Privileges and Elections
of Assembly 153(1)
. . compellability of witnesses
re 153(2)
. open for public inspection,
except ballot papers 150






. return of unused 146(5)
. transmission to Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery 146(1)
Electoral districts
. hours of polls in 87(1)
. more than one county, in ....3(11)
. nomination and election dates
same for all 23(2)
. proclamations to be posted in 37(2)
. provisions by board for earlier
opening of polls in 87(2)
. recount in, where two or more
counties 130(3)
. removal from one, to another 19(1)
. . form of affidavit re Form 2
. residence in, as qualification
for voting 18 f 1 (^)
. village in two or more 54(9)
Electors
. nominations signed by at least
100 58(2)
Emergencies
. elections interrupted by 8
. powers of Chief Election OflScer
in 5(4)
Employees
. time off for voting by 112
Employment
. application for, in consideration
of voting 165(1) (/)
. bribery of candidates by
promise of 165(1) (t)
. bribery of voters by promise
of 165(1)(6)
. candidate, from, disqualification
from voting 16(2)
. received for voting 165(1) (A)
Equality
. votes on recount, casting vote
by returning officer 141(3)
Evidence
. actions for recovery of pen-
alties, re 198
. contents of election papers, of 152
. corrupt practices, re 178(d)
. disappearance of statements,
certificates, etc., on 127
. order for inspection of ballot
papers, re 151(2)
. prosecutions, re 198
Execution
. costs, for 143
Executive council
. members of, disqualified to act
as returning officers, etc. 32(1) f 1
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Executory contracts
. void when arising out of
elections 187
Expenses
. accounts and audit of 205(4,5)
. candidates, of 165(2), 200(2)
. . burden of proof re 200(3)
. . statement to returning officer
of 203(1)
. . . copy of, published 203(2)
. fixing allowance for 205(1)
. payment from Consolidated
Revenue Fund 205(2)
Fees
. accounts and audit of . . . .205(4, 5)
. fixing tariff of 205(1)






. affidavit by returning officer
after transmitting returns Form 39
. affidavit of change of
residence Form 2
. affidavit of printer Form 19
. appointment of proxies . . . Form 25
. ballot papers Form 16
. certificate of returning officer
re outside voters Form 23
. certificate of revising
officer Form 26
. certificate of revising officer re
change of residence Form 3
. certificate to candidate ...Form 34
. commission of deputy return-
ing officer Form 14
. commission of election
clerk Form 9
. commission of poll clerk . . Form 22
. defined 1(^)
. direction for voters Form 4
. irregularities re use of 7(l)(d)
. nomination papers Form 12
. notice as to secrecy of
voting Form 5
. notice of holding advance
polls Form 24
. oath for voter in unorganized
territories Form 1
. oath for voter qualified under
Sec. ism Form29
. oath for voter qualified under
Sec. 18112 Form 30
. oath of allegiance Form 28





. oath of deputy returning officer
after closing of poll ....Form 37
. oath of election clerk ....Form 10
. oath of friend of blind
voter Form 32
. oath of poll clerk Form 21
oath of poll clerk after poll
closed Form 35
oath of proxy for mariner Form 27
. oath of returning oflicer ...Form 7
oath of secrecy Form 40
. oath re inability to deliver
ballot boxes Form 36
. oath re inability to read ..Form 31
. poll book Form 6
. proclamation re nomination day
by returning oflicer Form 8
proclamation read by returning
officer on nomination
('ay Form 11
. proxies, re 89(9)
. receipt of ballot papers from
returning oflicer Form 20
. receipt of printer re ballot
paper Form 18
- receipt of returning oflicer re
ballot paper 42(5), Form 17
statement by returning officer
re votes polled, etc Form 38
- statement of poll after ballots
counted Form 33
. supplied by King's Printer ..25(3)
. withdrawal of candidate ..Form 13
Gifts
. bribery by 165(1) (c)
Halls
. hire of, by candidates .200(2) (a)
. . voters not disqualified
by 200(4) (a)
Hearing of appeals
. appointment for 144(5)
. proceedings on 144(7)
. time for 144(6)
Homes for the Aged
. inmates disgualiiied from voting 17
Hospitals
. polling places in soldiers ...56(1)
Hours
. polls, of 87(1)
House of Industry
. inmates disqualified from voting 17
Indians
. disqualified as voters 22(1)
. . soldiers' franchise excepted 22(1)






. coniniunicating, re numbers on
ballot papers 160
communicating, re voting ..158(3)
. violation of secrecy re 163(1)
Inspection
. ballot papers, of, before opening
of polls 91(2)
ballot papers, of, on order ..151(1)
. . conditions re 151(3)
registrar to supervise ....151(4)
regulations re, by Committee
on Privileges and Elections
of Assembly 153
. . requirements for 151(2)
election papers, of 150
Interference
. voters, with 158(2)
Interpreters
. oath of 101(1)
Interruptions
. elections, in 8
Irregularities
. certain, not to affect election ... .7
Judge
. affidavit of change of residence
filed with 19(1)
. appeal from decision of ....144(1)
ballot papers and certificate to
Registrar of Supreme Court
by 144(3)
ballot papers sealed at close of
recount by 139(1)
care of documents by, during
recount 137(2)
certificate by, re decision of
Court of Appeal 144(7)
certificate of, on recount ...141(2)
certificate re change of
residence by 19(2)
chairman of board, as 3(5)
. inability to act as 3(6)
copies of certificate of, on
request 144(4)
costs of recount in discretion
of 142(1)
defined 130(1)
delay in giving certificate by,
for appeal 141(1)
disputed ballot papers marked
by 139(2)
disqualified from voting 15(1)






. disqualified to act as returning
officer, etc 32(1) ff 4
. entry of new voter on list by 19(3)
. procedure of, at recount 136
. recount by 130(2)
. . electoral district in two or
more counties 130(3)
. . proceeded with continuously
by 137(1)
. . statements missing 140
. request for clerk of county
court at recount by 133
. sanction, re persons present at
recount 135(3)
. verification or correction of
statements by 138
Judicature Act
. application for mandamus as
under 147(3)
Justices of the peace
. assistance of, required 155
. returning officers and deputy
returning officers to have
powers of 154
. oaths and affidavits sworn
before 9(1)
King^s Printer
. forms furnished by 25(3)
. paper for ballot papers from 72(3)
Labels
. King's Printer to supply ...25(3)
Legislative Assembly Act
. candidates not disqualified
under 14
Liability
. person nominated without
consent 13
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. accountable warrants issued
by 205(3)
. appointment of election day
by 23(1)
. Assistant Chief Election Officer
appointed by 5(1)
. Chief Election Officer appointed
by 5(1)
. Clerk of the Crown in Chan-
cery appointed by 4
. election regulations for Pelee
Island and Amherst Island, by 42
. forms and regulations re
proxies by 89(9)




. regulations re advance polls
by 88(1)
. returning officers appointed by,
where others incapacitated ... .30
. security by manufacturer of
ballot paper fixed by 72(3)
. tariff of fees for officers fixed
by 205(1)
Limitation of time
. irregularities re 7(1) (r)
Lists
. persons claiming certificates,
for 85(5)
. . entries of refusals in 85(6)
Local municipality
. defined 1(A)
Local registrar of Supreme Court
. deputy local registrar in place
of 3(4)
Magistrates
. disqualified from voting 15(1)
. . penalty for breach 15(2)
Mandamus
. application of Judicature Act
to 147(3)
. returning officers to perform
duties, for 147(1)
. . notice of 147(2)
Mariner
defined 1 (0
proxy appointed by 89(2)
. form of Form 25
. oath of 89(8)
. . form of Form 27
proxy, not more than one . . .89(6)
qualifications for voting by
disabled 18ir2
rights of, to vote by proxy . .89(1)
temporary absence of, not to
disqualify voting 20(d)
Mental patients
. disqualified from voting 17
Millers
. exempt from acting as return-
ing officers, etc 35 If 2
Ministers
. disqualified to act as returning
officers, etc. 32(1) ^ 3
Mode of trial
. actions for recovery of pen-
alties, re 196(f)
Moneys





application for, in consideration
of voting 165(1)(/)
. betting, for 168(2)
. bribery of candidates by
promise of 165(1) (/)
. received for voting 165(1) (fir)
Motion
. removal of disqualification, for 186
Municipal clerks
. ballot boxes returned to 52
Municipalities
. divided into polling subdivisions
. . council, by 53(2)
. . returning officer, by 53(1)
. posting of proclamations in . .39(1)
. without assessment roll deemed
unorganized districts 70
Naturalization
. qualification for voting, as ...21(1)
. . soldiers' franchise excepted 21(4)
. women, re 21(2)
Naval services
. temporary absence re, not to
disqualify voting 20(&)
Nomination
certificate of returning officer
re validity of 58(6)
dates for, same for all electoral
districts 23(2)
death of candidate after 63
election by acclamation re 60
election writs to state dates
for 23(4)
returning officer to read procla-
mation before 58(1)
. form of Form 1
1
separate papers for each
candidate 58(3)
time and place of 38
. proclamations, in 37(l)(a)
. . form of Form 8
withdrawal of candidates after 62(1)
writing, in 58(2)
. form of Form 12
Nomination day
. refreshments on 170
Nomination papers
. consent of candidate with ...58(5)
. examination of 58(6)
. filed with returning officer . .58(4)
. imperfect, examined by Chief
Election Officer 58(7)
Non-attendance
. agents, of 12
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Notary public
. oaths and affidavits sworn
before 9(1)
Notes of objections
. schedule for, poll books to
contain 26 f 6
Notices
. advance polls, of 88(4)
. . form of Form 24
. appeal, of 144(1)
. . service of 144(2)
. applications for mandamus,
of 147(2)
. certificates for voting by deputy
returning officers, etc 85(2)
. recount, of 131
. returns, of, in Ontario Gazette ..148
. secrecy, of, posted in polling
place 25(1)
. . form of Form 5
. . guidance to voters, of,
separate 25(2)
. withdrawal by candidate, of . .62(2)
Numbering
. ballot papers, of 72(9)
Oaths
administering, free 9(3)
allegiance, of, by voters 94
. form of Form 28
delivery of ballot boxes, on . 120(1)
. form of Form 36
deputy returning officer, of 66
. form of Form 15
. polls closed 120(3), Form 27
. voting, when 96
election clerk, by 44
. endorsed on writ 46
. form of Form 10
evidence re mariners on 89(5)
friends of blind persons voting,
of 100(3)
. form of Form Z2
incapacity to vote without
assistance, of 100(1)
interpreters, of 101(1)
members of board to take ....3(8)
persons not on voters* list,
vouched for. of 95(3)
poll clerks, of 78(1)
. form of Form 21
poll clerks, of, after votes
counted 118
. form of Form 35
power of election clerk to
administer 9(2)







. proxy, of 89(7)
. . form of Form 27
. qualification for certificate, of 86(2)
. . administration of 86(3)
. . penalty for default of 86(2)
. qualification of, by voters 94
. . form of Form 29
. returning officer, of 36
. . form of Form 7
. secrecy, of 162
. . form of Form 40
. secrecy, of, poll books to
contain 26 US
. special, re proof of non-Indian
blood 22(2)
. swearing of 9(1)
Objections
. ballot papers, to 115(1)






. voters' list, in, re townships,
villages, etc 95(2)
Ontario Gazette
. notice of returns in 148
Orders
. arrests, for 157
. inspection of ballot papers,
for 151(1)
. . conditions re 151(3)
. . requirements re 151(2)
Parliament of Canada
. members of, cannot act as
returning officers, etc. ..32(1)12
Payment
. accounts, of 202(1)
. candidates, to 200(1)
Pelee Island
. special regrulations re 42
Penalties
. actions for recovery of 196(a)
. appointment of persons with
previous convictions 174
. ballots miscounted 193
. corrupt practices 165(1)
. corrupt practices re ballot
papers 190
. default of oath of qualification
for certificates 86(2)
. deputy returning officers
neglecting duties 192(2)






. disqualified persons to act as
returning officers, etc., for. .32(2)
. disqualified persons voting,
for 15(2)
. exemptions from 181(2)
. failure of deputy returning of-
ficers to swear questionable
voters 97(2)
. failure of election clerk to act . . .45
. failure of grant of poll 59
. failure of poll clerks to act ..78(2)
. failure of returning officer to
post proclamations 40
. failure of returning officer to
provide ballot boxes 48(3)
. failure to deliver statement of
receipts and expenses ....203(3)
. false declarations by advance
voters 88(7)
. false statements of receipts
and expenses 203(4)
. false statements re withdrawals
of candidates 176
. falsifying polling lists 189
. omission of initials on ballot
papers 192(1)
. personation 171 (2)
. persons aggrieved 195
. procuring appointment as poll
clerks, etc 173
; proxy voting after cancellation
of appointment 89(11)(&)
. recovery of 188
. refreshments 166(2)
. . polling day or nomination
day, on 170
. refusal of deputy returning
officer to act 67
. refusal of returning officer to
take an oath 36
. refusal to act as returning
officer 34
. returning officer granting more
certificates to agents of
candidates 85(7)
. supplying conveyances .... 169(1, 2)
. undue influence 171(1)
. violating secrecy 194
. votes received after refusal to
swear 104(2)
. voting when not entitled 175
Personation
. voters, of 171 (1)




. exempt from acting as return-
ing officers, etc 33 V 4
Petitions
. order for inspection of ballot
papers, for 151(2)
Physicians and surgeons
. exempt from acting as return-
ing officers, etc 33 If 1
Places
. nominations, for 38
. recount, of 131
Poll books
. copy of statement of result
attached to H7(l)
. entries in, re duplicate votes 108(3)
. entries of persons voting under
certificates in 86(4)
. . form of Form 6
. entries of voters in 103
. entries re voting by blind
persons in 100(4)
. form of Form 6
, penalties for destruction, etc.,
of 191(1)
. penalties for falsifying 189
. placed in ballot boxes 119
. record of proxies in 89(8)
. returning officers, to 26
Poll clerks
. allowed in polling places ....111(1)
. appointment of 78(1)
. . form of commission re . . Form 22
. certificates to, for voting at poll
where employed 85(1)
. . form of Form 23
. . notice re 85(2)
. Chief Election Officer to
instruct 5(2)
. deputy returning officers, to act
as 80
. duties of 79
. entries of voters in poll books
by 103
. fees of 205(1)
, . payment of 205(2)
, incapacity to act 82
. miscounting ballots, penalties
re 193
.. oath of 78(1)
. . form of Form 21
, oath of, after closing poll, poll
books to contain 26 ff 10
. . form of Form 35
. oath of, after votes counted ...118
. . form of Form 35





. penalties for procuring appoint-
ments as 173
. penalty for refusal to act 78(2)
. persons disqualified to act as 32(1)
. . penalty for Z2{2)
. . validity of election not
affected by 32(3)
. persons exempt from acting as .33
. previous convictions of 174
. qualifications of 78(3)
. record of advance voters kept
by 88(8)
. statement of results signed
by 117(2)
. subsequent appointments of ....81
. voting on production of
certificates by 86(1)
. . oath of qualification for . .86(2,3)
Polling day
. ballot boxes opened and votes
counted on 88(13)
. refreshments on 170
Polling lists
. certificate of clerk of the peace
re 77
. copies of, for additional polling
places 76(3)
. copies of, to returning officers,
etc 76(1)
. defined l{k)
. form of 76(2)
. penalties for destruction, etc.,
of 191(1)
. penalties for falsifying 189
. placed in ballot boxes 119
. prepared under Part IV of
Voters' Lists Act 76(8)
. revised 76(6)
. special directions by Chief
Election Officer re 76(7)
. typed but not printed until
after revision 76(5)
Polling places
. additional 54(2, 5)
. . copies of polling lists for ..76(3)
. ballot box for each of 48(1)
. board to approve number and
location of 55(3)
. costs re 55(5)
. . unnecessary 55(4)
. deputy returning officers
appointed for 65(1)
. designation of, in certificates 85(4)
. division of voters for two or
more 54(6)






. notices of secrecy posted in . .25(1)
. persons who may remain in 111(1)
. . rights of authorized agents
re 111(2)
. proclamations to state ....37(l)(f)
. returning officer to fix 54(1)
. returning officer to provide
proper buildings for 55(1)
. soldiers' hospitals, in 56(1)
. tavern or entertainment place
not to house 54(4)
. unorganized districts, in 69
. voters not to remove ballot
papers from 107
. voters to leave, upon voting . . . 105
. voting in, communicating infor-
mation re 158(3)
. voting in two or more 54(7)
Polling subdivisions
. polling places for each 54(1)
. proclamations posted in
each 39(1)(6)
. returning officer to make, on
failure by council 53(1)
. township or village, in 95(1)
. union of 54(3)
PoUs
. advance—see Advance polls
. attendance of deputy returning
officers at 91(1)
. certificates of results of, to
candidates 117(3)
. counting of ballots before
opening of 91(2)
. duties of deputy returning
officers at close of 113
. failure to hold, at time and
place appointed 7(1)(6)
. grant of, where too many
candidates 59
. . penalty for default of 59
. hours of 87(1)
- irregularities in proceedings
preliminary to 7(1) (a)
. irregularities re taking of ..7(l)(c)
. oath of deputy returning officer
after closing of ... .26 If 9, 120(3)
. . form of Form 37
. proclamation re deputy return-
ing officers after granting of . . .64
. proclamation to state day for
taking 37(0(6)
. provision by board for earlier
opening of 87(2)
. statement of, poll books to





. statement of results of 117(1)
. . form of Form 33
Post offices
. proclamation posted up in 39(1) (o)
Postmasters
. exempt from acting as return-




. disqualified to act as returning
officers, etc 32(1)113
Printers
. affidavit of 72(12)
. . form of Form 19
. corrupt practices by 190(i)
. names of, on ballot papers . .72(11)
. reasonable charges by ...200(4) (6)
. receipts by 72{7)
. . form of Form 18
Prisoners
. disqualified from voting 17
Proclamations
. deputy returning officers, re
upon granting of poll 64
. discretion of returning officer
re posting of 39(3)
. penalties for failure to post 40
. places for posting up of ....39(1)
. posting of 37(2)
. . unorganized territory, in ...39(2)
. provisions for delays posting . . . .41
. returning officers, by 37(1)
. . form of Form 8
. returning officer to read 58(1)
. . form of Form 1
1
Prosecutions
. corrupt practices, for 197
. . evidence re 198
Protest
. second elections on 183
Provisional judicial districts
. board for every 2(1)
. composition of boards in 3(2)
Proxy
. applications by, to be entered
on list 89(4)
appointment of 89(2)
. form of Form 25
certificate re appointment of 89(5)
. form of Form 26
mariners voting by 89(1)






. oath of 89(7)
. . form of Form 27
. penalties for illegal voting by 89( II)
. record of 89(8)
. regulations re 89(9)
. term of appointment of 89(3)
. voting in own right by 89(10)
Public places
. proclamations posted up in 39(1) (c)
Qualifications
. candidates, for 14
. deputy returning officers, of ..65(2)
. poll clerks, of 78(3)
. returning officers, of 29
. voters, of 18
Quorum
. board, of 3(9)
Railway employees
. advance polls for 88(1)
. . time for opening 88(2)
Receipts
. ballot boxes, for 120(1)
. ballot paper, re, from printer 72{7)
. . form of Form 18
. Clerk of the Crown in Chan-
cery, by, for paper 72(4)
. paper from King's Printer,
for 72(3)
. returning officer, by, for
paper 72(5)
Record
. advance voters, of 88(8)
. ballot papers, of 73
. ballots cast for each candidate,
of 116(1)
. proxies, of 89(8)
. returning officers, by, of all
supplies used 146(5)
Recount
. appeal from decision at ....144(1)
. attendance of returning officer
and election clerk at ....134(1)
. ballot papers sealed at close
of 139(1)
. care of documents during ..137(2)
. certificate of judge on 141 (2)
. costs of 142(1)
. . taxation of 142(2)
. judge, by 130(2)
. notices of time and place of . . .131
. persons present at 135(1)
. presence of county court clerk
at 133
. procedure by judge at 136





. production and custody of
ballot papers at 134(2)
. returns withheld on 132
. rules to govern 138
. sanction of judge to be present
at 135(3)
. security for 130(2)
. statements missing, on 140(1)
. . powers of judge re 140(2)
Refreshments
. forbidden except at residence 166(1)
. . penalties for default 166(2)
Registrar of Supreme Court
. inspection of ballot papers
supervised by 151 (4)
Regulations
. defined l(m)
. election, re for Pelee Island
and Amherst Island 42
. proxies, re 89(9)
Remuneration
. clerical assistance, of 6
Reports
. returning officers, of, with
returns 145(2)
. special, by returning officers . . . 129
Requisitions
. constables, for 156
Residence
. Canada, in, as qualification for
voting 18111(d)
. change of, within two months
of polling 19(1)
. . affidavit re, form of Form 2
. electoral district, in, as quali-
fication for voting 18 H 1 (*)
. qualifications re, in territory
without municipal
organization 18 If 3(0
. voting in polling places where 84(1)
Returning officers
. additional deputy returning
officers appointed by 54(8)
. additional polling places in
discretion of 54(2)
. additional polling places pro-
vided by 54(5)
. adjournment on non-return of
ballot boxes 124
. advertising candidates exi>enses
by 202(2)
. affidavit of, after returns . . . 146(4)
. . form of Form 39






. approval of appointment of
constables by 83
. assistance by justices and
constables 155
. attendance at recount 134(1)
. ballot boxes provided by ....48(1)
. ballot boxes returned to ....120(1)
. ballot papers printed by 72(6)
. casting vote by 16(1), 123
. . equality at recount, on ...141(3)
. certificate by, for outside
voters 85(1)
. . form of . . . .- Form 23
. . notice re 85(2)
. . poll books to contain ....261111
. certificate of judge to 144(7)
. certificate re validity of
nominations 58(6)
. Chief Election Officer to
instruct 5(2)
. compartments in polling places
provided by 57
. copies of Act to 27
. copies of directions to voters
by 74(1)
. . form of Form 4
. costs of unnecessary polls
borne by 55(4)
. custody of ballot papers in,
at recount 134(2)
. date of receipt of writ of
election endorsed by 35
. death or inability to act 43(3)
. declaration of results by 122
. declarations of withdrawal to 62(1)
. delivery of ballot boxes by 50
. deputy—see Deputy returning
officers
. discretion of, re posting of
proclamations 39(3)
. disqualified from voting 16(1)
. duties and liabilities of election
clerk acting as 47
. duty on receipt of ballot boxes 121
- duty re disappearance of ballot
boxes 126
. duty re proper building for
polling places 55(1)
. election clerk appointed by ..43(1)
. . form of commrssion re . . Form 9
. election supplies furnished by ...71
. endorsement on election papers
by 146(2)
- endorsement on unused election
papers by 146(6)





. fees of 205(1)
. . payment of 205(2)
. irregularities by, prior to
poll 7(l)(a)
. limitation of certificates to
agents of candidates by 85(7)
. . penalty for contravention
of 85(7)
. list of advance voters sent to 88(12)
. list of persons obtaining cer-
tificates kept by 85(5)
. . entries of refusals in 85(6)
. mandamus to compel perform-
ance of duties by 147(1)
. . notice to 147(2)
. municipalities divided into
polling subdivisions by ... .53(1)
. nomination papers filed with 58(4)
. notices as to secrecy sent to. .25(1)
. notices of advance polls by ..88(4)
. . form of Form 24
. notices of recount to 131
. notices of withdrawal posted
by 62(2)
. notification of appointment as . . .24
. bath of secrecy by 162
. . form of Form 40
. oaths by 36
. . form of Form 7
. . penalty for refusal 36
. official agents of candidates,
published by 61
. orders for arrests by 157
. paper for ballot papers sent to 72(5)
. penalties for failure to post
proclamations 40
. penalty for failure to provide
ballot boxes 48(3)
. persons disqualified to act as 32(1)
. . penalty for 32{2)
. . validity of election not
affected by 32(3)
. persons exempt from acting as . .33
. poll books to 26
. polling lists delivered by 54(8)
. polling lists for additional
polling places supplied by . .76(3)
. polling lists to 76( 1)
. polling places fixed by 54(1)
. . advanced polls, for 88(3)
. powers of 154
. . administration of oaths, re ..9(2)
. . non-delivery of statements,
re 128






printer's receipt to 72(7)
. form of Form 18





. deputy returning officers, re . .64
. form of Form 8
. form of reading of Form 11
provisions for delays in posting
proclamations 41(1-3)
. report of cause for 41(4)
qualifications of 28
receipt of deputy returning
officers re ballot papers to. .74(2)
. form of Form 20
record of ballot papers by 73
refusal or incapacity to act as . .30
report of, with returns 145(2)
return of ballot boxes by 52
return of records and all unused
materials by 146(4)
returns by 145 ( 1
)
. form of Form 38
special reports by 129
spoilt ballot papers returned to 109
statement of appointment of
agents to 199(1)
statement of receipts and
expenses to 203(1)
. penalty for failure 203(3)
. penalty for false 203(4)
. preservation of 204
. publishing of 203(2)
subsequent appointments of
deputy returning officers by . . .68
subsequent election clerks
appointed by 43(1)
supplies for advance polls
furnished by 88(5)
time for request for certificates
from 85(3)
transmission of election papers
by 146(1)
union of polling subdivisions
by 54(3)
withholding returns by, on
recount 132




bribery to obtain 165(1) (f)
election of 145(1)
. form of Form 38
. report accompanied by ...145(2)
mandamus to compel .... 147(1) (d)
notice of, in Ontario Gazette .... 148
ELECTION—Con. Sec.
Revising officers
. affidavit of change of residence
filed with 19(1)
. application by proxy to be
listed to 89(4)
. certificates by, re change of
residence 19(2)
. . form of Form 3
. certificates of appointment of
proxy 89(5)
. . form of Form 26
. disqualified for election 2(2)
. entry of new voter on list by 19(3)
. revised lists prepared by ...76(4)
Sailors
. advance polls for 88(1)
. . time for opening 88(2)
Schedules for "Notes of Objection"
. poll books to contain 26^6
Secrecy
. maintaining 158(1)
. notices of 25(1)
. . form of Form 5
. oath of 162
. . form of Form 40
. . poll books to contain 26 If 5
. penalties for violating 194
. pretence of non 171 (2)
. violation of 163(1)
. . prosecutions re 163(2)
Secret
. markings on ballot papers ... .72(2)
Security
. manufacturer of ballot papers,
by 72(3)
. recount, for 130(2)
. . costs from 143
Service
. notice of appeal, of 144(2)
Signatures
. statements of results to ....117(2)
Soldiers
. qualifications for voting by
disabled 18 112
. temporary absence of, not to
disqualify voting 20(6)
. voting of incapacitated 56(2)
Soldiers' hospitals




. candidates' receipts and ex-
penses, of 203(1)
. . penalty for default of 203(3)
. . penalty for false 203(4)






. false, re withdrawal of
candidates 176
poll, of
. poll books to contain 26 If 7
. verification by judge 138
recount incorrect 130(2) (c)
result, of 117(1)
. custody at recount 134(2)
. disappearance of 127
. . powers of returning officers
re 128
. . recount, where 140(1)
. form of Form 33
. . signatures to 117(2)
Stationery
. King's Printer to supply, to
returning officers 25(3)
Stubs
. ballot, with 72(8)
. numbering of 72(9)
Students
. temporary absence of, not to
disqualify voting 20(c)
Supreme Court
. appeals to 182
. applications for mandamus
to 147(1)
. inspection of ballot papers by
order of 151(1)
. motion for removal of dis-
qualification to 186
Term
appointment of proxy, of . . . .89(3)
Time
. actions for recovery of penalties
for 196(0
. appeal, for 144(1)
. appeal from judges* decision
on recount, for 141(1)
. claims against candidates,
for 201(1)
. custody of election papers,
for 149(1)
. election, for, after writs of
election 23(1)
. employees to take, for voting ..112
. filing of nomination papers,
for 58(4)
. hearing of appeal, for 144(6)
. nominations, for 38
. notice of recount, for . . .• 131
. opening of advance polls, for 88(2)
. posting proclamations, for ...37(2)
. statements of receipts and ex-




proclamations posted up in 39(1) (f)
Towns
. population under 3,500 95(1)
. . omissions from lists, voting
when vouched for in ..95(2-4)
Townships
. omissions from list, voting
when vouched for in 95(2)
. . oath of voters re 95(3)
. . rights re 95(4)
Travellers
. advance polls for 88(1)
. . time for opening 88(2)
Travelling expenses
. candidates, of 200(2) (t)
Treasurer of Ontario
. cheque for accounts by 205(5)
Treating
. penalties for 167(1)
Uniformity
. ballot papers, of 72(10)
Unorganized territories
. ballot boxes returned to clerks
of the peace in 52
. Indian reserves deemed 22(3)
. municipalities without assess-
ment rolls deemed 70
. posting of proclamations in . .39(2)
. qualifications for voting in . . 18 ff 3
. . oath to voters re, form
of Form 1
Vacancies
. chairmanship, of 3(6)
. membership of board of 3(10)
Veterans
. disabled, franchise 18 H 2
. . form of oath re Form 30
Villages
. omissions from list, voting
when vouched for in 95(2)
. . oath of voters re 95(3)
. . rights re 95(4)
Voters
. advance 88(9)
. . list of, to returning officer 88(12)
. . swearing of 88(10)
. applications for mandamus
by 147(1)
. ballot papers accidentally
spoilt by 109
. ballot papers of, inducing
display of 159
. blind persons as 100(1)







British subjects by naturaliza-
tion 21(1)
candidates guilty of corrupt
practices, disqualified as ..180(1)
communicating information
re 158(3)
compartments for 57, 93
declarations by advance 88(6)





designation of place to vote by
initials, of 54(7)
directions to, posting up of .74(1)
. form of Form 4
display of ballot papers by ....161




entries of, in poll books 103
exclusion of other, from
compartments 106
friends of blind persons as.. 100(2)
. entries in poll books of ..100(4)
. oath of 100(3)
. . form of Form 2>2
impersonation of 108(1)
. name of, entered in poll
books 108(3)
. procedure by deputy return-
ing officers re 108(2)
incapacitated by blindness,
etc 100(1)
Indians disqualified as 22(1)
interference with 158(2)
leaving premises, upon voting.. 105
mode of depositing ballot
papers by 102
moneys received by 165(1) (fir)
notice re guidance to 25(2)
oath of qualification and
allegiance of 94
. form of Form 28
. form of Form 29
penalties for procuring 175
penalties for supplying
conveyances for 169(1)
penalties for undue influence
of 171(1)
penalties for violating secrecy
of 194
personation of 171(1)





persons disqualified as 15(1), 16, 17
. exception 16(3)
. penalty for 15(2)
persons employed by candidates
disqualified as 16(2)
poll clerks as 78(3)
proxies as, in their own
right 89(10)
qualifications for 18
. territory without municipal
organization, in 18 H 3
. . oath re, form of Form 1
receipt of reasonable charges
not to disqualify 200(4)
receiving transportation .... 169(2)
refreshments for 166, 167
refusing to be sworn 104(1)
rejection of ballot papers of ..114
removal from one electoral
district to another 19(1)
. certificates to 19(2)
. . production of, at polls ..19(4)
removal of ballot papers by,
prohibited 107
rights of disabled soldiers as 18112
. form of oath re Form 30
swearing of questionable ....97(1)
. penalty for failure of 97(2)
temporary absence not to
disqualify 20
tender of votes and voting by. .110
unable to read 100
. form of oath re Form 31
unable to speak English 101
voting in subdivisions where
residence of 84(1)
voting under list prepared under
Fart V of Voters' Lists Act 84(2)
. penalties for contravension 84(3)
Voters' lists
. advance voters on 88(9)
. irregularities re 7 {2)
. penalties for destruction, etc.,
of 191(1)
. . abettors, re 191(2)
Voters' Lists Act
. change of residence re electoral
districts not applicable to
Part IV of 19(5)
. King's Printer to supply forms
except those under Part IV
of .25(3)
. lists for Indian voters pre-
pared under 22(3)
. polling lists prepared under




. proxies entered on lists under 89(4)
. residence for voting as
under 181[1(0
. revised voters' lists under Act
not affected by 76(4)
. voters listed under Part V of 84(2)
. voters' lists in accordance
with 76(2)
Votes
. ballot, by 90
. equality of, casting vote by
returning officer 123





. employees to take time off for. .112
. incapacitated soldiers, of ...56(2)
. maintaining secrecy re 158(1)
. penalties for procuring persons
not entitled to 175
Wards
. proclamations posted in
each 39(1)(0
Weight
. ballot papers, of 72(1)
Withdrawal
. candidates, of 62(1)
. . form of Form 13
. . notice of 62(2)
Witnesses
. compellable, for proceedings be-
fore Committee on Privileges
and Elections of Assembly 153(2)
. perjury by 186
Women
. deemed British subjects 21(2)
Writs of election
. date of receipt endorsed on 35
. dated on same day 23(3)
. dates for nomination and
polling in 23(4)
. directions in, as notice of
appointment 28
. oath of election clerk endorsed
on 46
. penalties for destruction, etc.
of 191(1)
. . abettors re 191(2)
. returning officers subsequently
appointed, to 31
York coimty




See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Highway Im-
provement Act; Mining Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal
Franchises Act; Power Com-
mission Act; Public Utilities
Corporations Act; Public
Works Act; Rural Hydro-
Electric Distribution Act;
Rural Power District Loans
Act: Rural Power District
Service Charge Act
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
See Assessment Act; Corpora-
tions Tax Act; Highway Im-
provement Act; Municipal
Electric Railways Act; Public
Utilities Act; Railways Act
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
See Professional Engineers Act
ELECTRICAL POWER
See Power Commission Act;
Power Commission Insurance
Act; Power Control Act; Pub-





See Building Trades Protection
Act; Factory, Shop and Of-
fice Building Act; Mining Act;
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. limitation of 18
Administration of Act
. regulations re 20(0
Age






. Board, to, regulations re
payments of 20(s)
Appeals
. cancellation of licence, from . .15(3)
Apprenticeship
. certificates of qualification
granted on completion
of 14(l)(a)(i)










. . admission 20(6)
. . equipment 20(o)
Articled students
. defined 1(6)
. licence or permit not required
by 9(3)(a)
. regulations re limitation of . .20(d)
. regulations re registration of 20(e)
Assistant secretary
. appointed by Board 3
. regulations re duties of 20(g)
Auditing
books of Board, of 6(1)
Board of examiners
. appointment of 2(1)
. . officers 2(2)
. assistant secretary appointed by..
3
. audit of books of 6(1)
. cancellation of licences and
permits by 15(2)
. . appeal from 15(3)
. certificates of qualification
granted by 14(1)
. . cancellation by failure to
use 14(3)
. . effect of certain 14(2)
. . re-issued by 16
. defined 1(c)
. meetings of 4(1)
. . notice of 4(2,3)
. moneys and securities of 6(2)
. permits for sparsely settled
areas, by 12(1)
. powers of chairman to make
decisions for 5(1)
. . effect of 5(2)









. report to Minister, by 7
. requirements for granting of
licences by 11(1)
. schools approved by 19(a)
. suspension of licences by ....15(1)
. . appeal from 15(3)
Body
. embalming of, for shipment out
of Ontario 10
Books and records
. Board, of, audit of 6(1)
. regrulations re 20(/)
Business
. several places of, licensed
funeral director for each . . 17(6)
Certificates of qtialification
cancellation by failure to use 14(3)
defined 1(d)
eflfect of certain certificates as 14(2)
granting of 14(1)
licence granted on ll(l)(a)
. re-issue of 16
regulations re
. examinations for 20(f)
. issue of 20(;)
. requirements for 20(^)
. training of holders of 20(t)
report of refusal of, to Minister 7(c)
report of revocation of, to
Minister 7(d)




. appointment of 2(2)
. powers to make decisions ...5(1)
. . effect of 5(2)
Character
. certificate of qualification
granted on good moral. .14(1) (6)
. re-issue of certificates on proof
of good 16(o)
Conduct
. regulations defining 20(o)
Continuing offence
. penalties for 21(2)
Definitions
. approved school 1 (o)
. articled student 1(6)
. Board 1(0
. certificate of qualification 1(d)
. embalming 1 (*)









. licensed embalmer 1 (Jh)
. licensed funeral director 1 (»)
. Minister 1 (/)
. permit 1 {k)
. regrulations 1 (/)
Embalming
. Board to approve schools for 19(a)
. . funds by 19(&)
. defined 1(e)
regulations re materials used
in 20(111)
. required prior to shipping out
of Ontario 10
Employment
. Board, by, regulations re .. .20(r)
Examinations
. certificate of qualifications
granted on passing of ..14(l)(c)
Expenditures
. report of, to Minister 7(/)
Expenses
. Board, of, regulations re 20(r)
Pees
. certificate of qualification
granted on payment of. .14(l)(rf)
. regulations re 20(ife)
. re-issue on payment of 16(6)








. regulations re 20(A)
Licences
. cancellation of 15(2)
. . appeal from 15(3)
. defined 1 {g)
. display of 13
. exempted persons 9(3)
. expiration of 11 (3)
. regulations re 20(f)
. renewals of 11(1)
. required by embalmer 9(2)
. required by funeral director . .9(1)
. requirements for 11(1)
. sparsely settled areas, for ...12(1)
. . terms and conditions for . . 12(2)
. suspension by Board 15(1)
. appeal from 15(3)
Licensed embalmers
. defined 1(h)







. licensed funeral director
deemed 11(2)
. limitation of action against 18





. display of licence by 13
. deemed licensed embalmers ..11(2)
. defined 1(«)
. limitation of actions against 18
. managers, as, for one business
place 17(a)
. more than one plaee of business
of
. . employment of managers
for 17(6)
. . residences of managers for 17(c)
. reg^ulations re premises of 20(0
. report to Minister 7(a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Comidl
. approval of regfulations of
Board by 20
. Board of examiners appointed
by 2(1)
. . officers of 2(2)
Limitation of actions
. negligence or malpractice, for ... 18
Managers
. residences of 17(0
Medical students
. licence or permit not required
by 9(3)(6)
Meetings
. Board of examiners, of 4(1)
. . notice of 4(2)
. . . waiver of 4(3)
Minister
. appeals to 15(3)
. defined l(j)
. report by Board -to 7
Moneys
. deposit of 6(2)
Notice
. meetings of Board, of 4(2)
. . waiver of 4(3)
OfiBcers
. Board of examiners, of
. . appointment of 2(2)
. . quorum of 2(3)
Penalties
. violation of Act 21(1)









. hearings by Board, regulations
re 20(«)
Public Authorities Protection Act
. ai)plication to oflicers of Board . 8
Qualifications
. licence, for 11(1)
Quorum
. Board, of 2(3)
Regulations
. P,oar<I, by 20
. defined 1(0
. licence granted when complied
with 11(0(0
Renewals
. licences, of 11(1)
. . expiration of 11(3)
Reports
. Board, by, to Minister 7
Residence
. managers, of 17(c)
Revenue
. report to Minister re 7(f)
Salaries
. assistant secretary, of 3
Schools—5"c^ also Approved schools
. approved by Board of
examiners 19(fl)
. . funds to 19(b)
Secretary-treasurer
. appointment of 2(2)
. duties re moneys and securities 6(2)
. notice of meetings to Board,
by 4(2)
. . waiver of 4(3)
. regulations re duties of 20(q)
Securities
. purchase and sale of 6(2)
Tenure of office
. members of Board of
examiners, of 2(1)
Time
. appeals, for 15(3)
. licences, of 11(3)
. limitation of actions, for 18
Undertakers
. certificates of qualification
granted to holders of other
certificates 14(1) (a) (ii)
Vice-chairman of Board
. appointment of 2(2)
EMBLEM
See Floral E'mblem Act
EMPLOYEES Sec.
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Hours of Work
and Vacations with Pay Act;
'Industrial Standards Act;
Labour Relations Act; Master
and Servant Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Minimum Wage
Act; One Day's Rest in Seven
Act; Public and Other Works
Wages Act
EMPLOYERS
See Hours of Work and Vaca-
tions With Pay Act; Industrial
Standards Act; Master and




See Apprenticeship Act; Blind
Workmen's Compensation Act;
Department of Labour Act;
Extramural Employment of
Persons under Sentence Act;






See also Department of Labour
Act
Addresses
. businesses, of, stated in
licences 2(3)
Administration of Act
. regulations re 4(m)
Books and records
. regulations re 4(e)
Branches
. licences for 2(4)
Businesses
. licences to carry on 2
. penalties for carrj-ing on with-
out licence 3
. regulations re conduct of 4(f)
Definitions
. Deputy Minister 1(a)
. employment agency l(fc)
. private emplo^-ment agency ...1(f)
. regulations 1 (d)
. Treasurer 1 (r)





. defined 1 (a)
. licences granted by 2(1)




. private employment agencies,
for, regulations re 4(a)
. services, for, regulations re . . .4(g)
Inspectors
. regulations re appointment of. .4(i)
. regulations re powers of 4{k)
Inquiries
. regulations re 4(k)
Licences
. addresses of business stated in 2(3)
. branches to have separate 2(4)
. fees for, regulations re 4(a)
. issue of 2(1)
. penalties for carrying on
business without 3
. regulations re cancellation of . .4(j)
. regulations re prohibiting 4(f)
. . exceptions 4(d)
. regulations re security for 4(/)
. term of 2{2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 4
Municipsility
. separate licence for each 2(4)
Penalties




. regulations re classification of 4(b)
. regulations re fees for 4(a)
Public Inquiries Act
. regulations re powers under . .4(k)
Records
. regulations re 4(e)
Regulations
. defined 1(d)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 4
Returns
. regulations re 4(h)
Security








. regulations re 4(1)
. . fees of 4(a)
ENCUMBRANCES
See Mortgages Act; Registry
Act; Short Forms of Mort-
gages Act
ENFORCEMENT
See Execution Act; Judges* Or-
ders Enforcement Act; Liquor
Control Act; Petty Trespass
Act; Police Act; Police Health
Act; Sheriffs Act
ENGINEERS
See Architects Act; Ditches and
Watercourses Act; Highway
Improvement Act; Land Sur-
veyors Act; Mechanics* Lien
Act; Municipal Act; Municipal
Drainage Act; Operating En-
gineers Act; Professional En-
gineers Act; Public Works
Act; Railways Act
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
See Judicature Act; Public
Schools Act
ENGLISH LAW
See Property and Civil Rights
Act
ENTAIL







Entry of Horses at
Exhibitions Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1275.
Classification
. horses of 3
Competitions
. prohibition of fraudulent entry
of horses in 1
Entry
. names not to be changed after . . .2
. prohibition re fraudulent J
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Horses
. classification of 3
. names not to be changed after
entry 2
. prohibition of fraudulent entries..!
Imprisonment
. non-payment of penalty, for . .4(2)
Names
. horses, of
. . change of, not allowed after
entry 2
. . false 1
Penalties
. violation of Act, for 4(1)
Prosecution
. offence, for 4(2)
Rules of Association
. classification of horses under ... .3
. names not to be changed after
entry except under 2
. prohibition re fraudulent
entries under 1
Time
. prosecution, for 4(2)
Trial
. speed of 3
EPIDEMICS
See Municipal Act; Public
Health Act; Vaccination Act
EPILEPTICS




Vol. 1, p. 1277.
See also Crown Administration
of Estates Act; Public Trus-
tee Act
Actions
. recovery of property by Crown,
for 2(1)
. . procedure for 2(2)
. recovery of property by
grantee, for 4
Crown
. recovery of property from
estates without heirs by . . . .2(1)
. . proceeding 2(2)
Conditions







. Crown, to 2(1)
. release or waiver of 5
Grantees
. rights for recovery of property
by 4
Grants
. forfeited property, of 3
Heirs
. defined I(o)
. forfeiture of property for want
of 2(1)
. grant of forfeited property to .3
Informant
. grants re forfeited property to .3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. grant of forfeited property by .3
. release or waiver of forfeiture
by 5
. sale of real estate directed by 6(1)
Moral claim
. grant for 3
Order in Council
. sale of real estate by 6(1)
Property
. defined 1(6)
. grant of forfeited 3
. recovery by Crown of intestate 2(1)
. . procedure for 2(2)
. rights of grantee re 4
. sale of personal 6(2)
. sale of real 6(1)
Public Trustee
. recovery of property for Crown
by 2(1)
. . proceedings for 2(2)
. sale of personal property by . .6(2)
. sale of real estate by 6(1)
Release
. forfeiture, of 5
Reward
. grants to informant as 3
Sale
. personal property, of 6(2)
. real estate, of 6(1)
Waiver
. forfeiture, of 5
ESTATES
See Absentees Act; Conveyanc-
ing of Law of Property Act;
Crown Administration of Es-
tates Act; Devolution of Es-
tates Act; Dower Act; Es-
tates Tail Act; Infants Act;
Land Titles Act; Old Age
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ESTATES—Co«. Sec.
Pensions Act; Partition Act;
Public Trustee Act; Quieting
Titles Act; Registry Act;
Settled Estates Act; Succes-
sion Duty Act; Surrogate
Courts Act; Trustee Act
ESTATES TAIL
Estates Tail Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1279.
5*^^ also Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Devolution
of Estates Act; Infants Act;
Limitations Act; Wills Act




. consent of protector to dispose
of entailed land by 18
defined l(l)(o)
. power to dispose of lands in fee
simple 3
. . exceptions re 4
Administration of Justice Act,
1873
. application of 27
Administrator
barred as protector 13
Appointment
exercise of power of 1(3)
Assign
barred as protector 13
Assurance
consent given by 26(1)
. deemed a settlement 1 (2)




enlarged into fee simple absolute 5
enlargement of. when united
with remainder reversion 23
Charge




disposition of base fee, for 19
evidence of, when Supreme
Court protector 29
irrevocable 26(3)
married woman, of 26(4)
mode of giving 26(1)
motion for, where court
protector 28
protector, of, re dispositions .18
ESTATES TAIL—Cow. Sec.
Contracts
. disposition by, invalid 24(2)
. specific performance of excluded 27
Court
. evidence of consent, when
protector 29
. jurisdiction of, excluded,
when 27(1)
. protector, when 17(1)
. . power of, as 28
Curtesy
. estate by 8
Date




. consent given by 26(1)
• eflfect 26(2)
registration of 26(5)
disposition to be evidenced by 24(1)
Definitions
. actual tenant in tail l(l)(a)
- base fee 1(0(6)
estate 1(1)(0
. estate tail l(l)(d)
land 1(1)(0
money subject to be invested in
the purchase of land !(!)(/)
. tenant in tail l(l)(iy)
. tenant in tail entitled to a
base fee !(!)(*)
Disposition
. base fee, of, consent for 19
. consent of protector for 18
. defects in 27(1)
. land, of, after creation of
voidable fee 22(1)
. methods of making 24
. voidable estate confirmed
by 22(2,3)
Dower
. woman, re 13
Entail
. deemed a settlement 1(2, 3)
. documents re 1(2)
. expectant interest, of, re 6
Equity
. rules of excluded, where 21
Estate
. confirmed or restored by
settlement 11
. created by appointment 1(3)
created by mortgage, extent of . .7
defined HDie)
. voidable, confirmation of 22
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Estate in fee simple absolute
. actual tenant in tail's power re
disposal 3
. . exception 4
. base fee enlarged into S
Estate pur autre vie
. created by tenant in tail 7
Estates tail
. converted to base fee 5
. . consent of protector re
disposal of 19
. defined l(l)(d)
. investment in 30
Executor
. barred as protector 13
Expectant interest
. disposal of, prohibited where
entailed 6
Heir
. barred as protector 13
Infant
. disqualified as protector ..17(l)(f)
Issue
. barring of 4
. expectant interest inheritable ....6
. warranties void against 2
Joint owners
. prior estate, of, protectors 9
Land
. actual tenant in tail's power to
dispose of 3
. . exceptions re 4
. assignment of 30
. defined 1(1) (O
. entailed, protector's consent for
disposal of 18
Lease
f'. created by settlement,
protector where 12
Leasehold
. assignment of 30
Married woman
. barred as protector, when 13
/•. consent of 26(4)
- . protector, as 10
Married Women's Property Act
. application of 10
Mental incompetent
. disqualified as protector ..17(1) (a)
Merger
. base fee, of, with remainder,
reversion 23
Money subject to be invested in
the purchase of land
'




. extent of estate created by 7
Motion
. consent, for, where court
protector 28
Order in obedience
. evidence of consent, as 29
Persons
. disqualified as protectors ....17(1)
Persons in esse
. appointed as protectors 15
Power of appointment
. exercise of 1 (3)
. settlement, in 1(3)
Prior estate
. joint ownership of, protector
in the case of 9
Protector
appointed by settlor IS
consent of, re confirming
voidable estate 22
consent of, to dispose of land ..18
. estate tail converted to base
fee 19




failure to appoint, where ....17(2)
joint ownership, where 9
lease created by settlement,
where 12
married woman as 10
office of, relinquished 16(1)
person deemed to be 8
persons eligible as 16(2)
persons not entitled to be 13
powers of 20
rules of equity inapplicable to
transactions by 21
. special cases, in 14
Purchaser
. voidable estate, of 22
Registration
. assignment, of 30
. assurance, of 25
. deed appointing protector, of 16(1)
Remainder
. united with base fee, effect 23
Reversion
. united with base fee, eflfect 23
Rules of equity
. excluded, when 21
Settled Estates Act
. application of 25
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Settlement
. assurance deemed to be 1(2)
. date of, deemed 1 (4)
. estates restored by 11
. joint ownership under, protec-
tor where 9
. more than one prior estate
under, protector where 14











. charge by 7
. defined I(l)(y)
. methods of making dispositions
by 24
. rules of equity inapplicable to
transactions by 21
. voidable estate confirmed by . . . .22
. warranty by, void 2




. rules of equity inapplicable to . . .21
Trustee
. barred as protector 13
Voidable estate
. confirmation of 22
Warranty
. tenant in tail, by, void 2
Will
. settlement made by, date
where 1(4)
ESTREATS
Estreats Act, Vol. 1, p. 1291.
See also Assignments and Pre-
ferences Act; Coroners Act;
Jurors Act; Summary Convic-
tions Act
Adjournment
. writ of execution before 3(1)
Affidavits
certification by clerk, of 1(2)
Amerciaments
. mode of proceeding to levy 4
Appeals
. application of Act to bonds,
etc., on .16(1)
- - rules for ....16(2)
Sec.
Appearance
. estreat of recognizance for . . . .5(1)
Application of Act
. bonds, etc., for appearance and
appeals 16(1)




See Writ of execution
and capias
Certificate
. clerk, of 3(2)
Clerk—See also Clerk of the peace
. certificate of Z(2)
. entry of fines, etc., by 1(1)
. . certification of 1 (2)
. request for writ of execution
from 3(1)
. . notification on roll of 3(2)
Clerk of the peace—See also Clerk
. entry of fines, etc., by 1(1)
. . certification of 1(2)
. record of estreat of
recognizance by 5(2)
County judges* criminal court
. estreat of recognizances, when
no session of 5(4)
. procedure re forfeited
recogniizances in 5(1)
Court—See also Judge
. discharge of forfeited
recognizance by 11
. estreat when no session of ...5(4)
. forbearance of estreat by 8
Court of general sessions
. estreat of recognizances at . . .5(2)
Crown attorney
. request for writ of execution
by 3(1)
Custody
. discharge from 10
Discharge
. custody, from 10




See Writ of execution
and capias
Fines
. entered in roll 1(1)
. . certified by clerk 1(2)
. entry of, before adjournment 3(1)
. forbearance of levying 8(2)
. mode of proceeding to levy 4
Forms
. affidavit of certification by
clerk, of 1 (2)




. copy of rolls to Clerk in 2(1)
Imprisonment
. default of goods or lands, on ... .4
Inspector of Legal Offices
. copies of roll and return to ...13
Issues
. mode of levying 4
Jail





. estreat when court not in
session by 5(4)
. forbearance of estreat by 8
. order for estreat by 7
Justice of the peace
. procedure re forfeited
recognizance by 5(1)
Lands
. procedure on seizure of 9
Levjring
. forbearance from 8
. goods and chattels 4
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of rules by Rules
Committee by 15
Magistrate
. procedure re forfeited
recognizance by 5(1)
Non-appearance
. estreat for 5(1)
. report of, by court officer 6
Officers of court
. list laid before judge by 7
. report of default of appearance . .6
Order
. estreat, for, by judge 7
Recognizance
. alias writ of 2(4)
. discharge on payment of 11
. entry and record of estreat of 1(1)
. entry of forfeited 3(1)
. estreat on non-appearance .5(1)
. estreat, when court not in
session 5(4)
. forbearance from estreating 8(1)
. forfeiture at court of general
sessions 5(2)
. . application of Act to 5(3)
. forfeiture on non-appearance 5(1)
. order for estreating required . . .7
Record




. entry of fines, etc., by 1(1)
. . certification of 1(2)
. request for writ of execution
from 3(1)
. . notification on roll 3(2)
Regulations
. Rules Committee to make 15
Report
. non-appearance, of, by officer .6
Returns
. copy to Inspector of Legal
Offices 13
. mode of, by sheriff 12
RoUs
. copy to Inspector of Legal
Offices 13
. entry of fines, etc., in 1(1)
. . affidavit of certification by
clerk in I (2)
. minutes by judge on 8(2)
. request by Crown attorney ...3(1)
. . annotation on 3(2)
. sheriff to make statement on ... 12
. transmission of 2(1)
Rules Committee
. rules for practice and
procedure by 15
Security
. discharge of party giving 10
Seiziire
. procedure re 9
Sheriff
. discharge from custody of 10
. duties re seizure of lands 9
. mode of proceeding to levy
fines, etc., by 4
. mode of return by 12
. moneys paid to treasurer of
Ontario by 14
Supreme Court
. copy of rolls to registrar of . 2(1)
Sureties
. writ of execution and capias
against 10
Time
. estreat for non-appearance, for 5(1)
. writ of execution, of 2(3)
Treasurer of Ontario
. payments by sheriff to 14
Writ of execution and capias
. alias, re unsatisfied
recognizance 2(4)
. duration of 2(3)
. form of Form A
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Writ of execution and capias—Con.
. request by Crown attorney for 3(1)
. . annotation on roll 3(2)
. sureties, against 10
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See also Arbitration Act; Ar-
chives Act; Commissioners for
taking Affidavits Act; Cor-
oners Act; Division Courts
Act; Fines and Forfeitures
Act; Interpretation Act; Judi-
cature Act; Property and
Civil Rights Act; Public In-
quiries Act; Public Lands Act;
Registry Act; Vital Statistics
Act; Wills Act
Accounts
. copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
. order for inspection at bank 30(5)
Actions
. breach of promise of
marriage, for 11
. defined 1(a)
. heirs, by or against 12
. personal representatives, by or
against 12
. persons under disability, by or
against 13
. witnesses, against, for non-
attendance on subpoena 16
Administration
. affirmations, of 15(1)
. oath, of 14
Administrators
. evidence in actions by or against 12
Admissibility
. copies of depositions,
examinations, of 43
. copies of public books and
documents, of 29(1)
. evidence by witness,
notwithstanding interest or
crime, of 4
. photographic film, of 31(2)
. . courts may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31(4)
. . proof of compliance with ..31(5)
Adultery
. evidence re 8
EVIDENCE—Cow. Sec.
Adverse
. witness declared 20
Advertisements
. gazettes, in 25
Affidavits
. application of Act to 2
. bank officers, of 30(3)
. defects not to vitiate 42
. departmental officials, of, re
true copies 28
. proof of compliance re
photographic films, of 31(5)
. taken outside Ontario 40
Affirmations
. application of Act to 2
. certification of written 15(2)
. defects not to vitiate 42
. mode of administering 15(1)
. taken outside Ontario 40
Agreements
. admissibility in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. . courts may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31(4)
Agrictiltural Development Finance
Act
. banks included under 30(1)
Air service
. proof of death in 47(f)
Answers
. evidence against witness, not to
be used as 7(2)
Application of Act
. modes of evidence, to 2
Applications
. inspection of bank accounts,
for 30(5)
. . costs of 30(6)
Appointments to office
. proof of 22
Arbitrators
. court, as 1(6)
Attestation
. where not required 53
Bank Act (Canada)
. banks defined under 30(1)
Banks
. copy of book entries 30(2)
. . proof of 30(3)
. defined 30(1)
. officers proving copies of
entries 30(3)
. order for inspection of
accounts of 30(5)






. order for production of
books of 30(4)
Bills of exchange
. admissibility in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. courts may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31(4)
. proof of protest of 37
Bills of lading
. copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
Board of Railway Commissioners
of Canada
. judicial notice of signatures
of 32(2)
Books
. admissibility in evidence of
photographic film of 31(2)
. bank, prima facie evidence
of 30(2,3)
. corporations, of, proof of 26
. departments, of, prima facie
evidence of 28
Breach of promise
. corroborating evidence re 11
By-laws
. corporation, of, proof of 26
Canada Gazette
. prima facie evidence, as ..23(rf),25
Certificate
. default of attendance on
subpoena, of 16flF
military records, re 47
previous conviction, of 19(1)
. fee of 19(2)
prima facie evidence of notarial 38
wills filed outside Ontario, re . .45
. eflfect of 46
Certified copies
. probate or letters of
administration outside
Ontario, of 45
. public books and documents,
of 29(2)
. Quebec notarial documents, of . .35
. . impeachment of 36
Cheques
. admissibility in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. . courts may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31(4)
Commission
. administration of oaths under 57(4)
. examination of witnesses





. expenses of witnesses under 57(2)
. foreign courts, from 57(1)
. refusal to answer questions
when examined under 57(3)
Commissioners
. court, as 1 (6)
Commissioners for Taking
Affidavits Act
. persons taking affidavits under . .42
Commimications
. during marriage, partners
not compellable 9
Comparisons
. writing, of, by witnesses 54
Competency





. certificate as proof of previous 19(1)
Copies
. bank book entries and records,
of 30(2)
. depositions, of, admissible 43
. official documents, of 23(/)
. . filing of 51(1)
. public books, of, admissible 29(1)
. public documents, of 22
. record, of 26
. registered instruments, of 49
. . exception by adverse party to 50
Corporations
. proof of by-laws, etc., of 26
Corroboration
. evidence, of. re breach of promise 11





. application for inspection of
bank accounts, of 30(6)
. attendance of witnesses, of ..16flf.






. discretion re costs 30(6)
. foreign—see Foreign courts
. impounding of instruments by ..55
. issuance of subpoenas by 16





. evidence of witnesses not
excluded because of previous . .3
Criminating questions
. effect of 7(1)
Cross-examinations
. proof of contradictory oral
statements by 18
. proof of contradictory written
statements on 17
Damages
. disobeying subpoenas, from .... 16
Death
. military services, in, proof of . .47
Deceased persons
. corroboration of evidence re . .12
Declarations
. application of Act to 2
. defects not to vitiate 42
. taken outside Ontario 40
Defects
. formal, not to vitiate
affidavit, etc 42
Definitions
. action 1 (a)
. bank 30(1)
. court 1 (6)
. instrimients 48
. person 31(1) (a)
. photographic film 31(1)(6)
Delivery orders
. copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
Depositions
. admissibility of copies of 43
. certification of written 15(2)
Disability of persons
. corroboration re 13
Division courts
. executions of, proof of title
under 39
Documents
. admissibility in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. court may refuse 31(3)
. . exception 31(4)
official, privileged 27
proof of Quebec notarial 35
. impeachment of 36
proof of public 23, 29(1)
Enforcement




. admissibility in evidence of
photographs of 31(2)
. bank books, in, proof of ...30(3)
. departmental books, in, proof of 28
Examinations
. admissibility of copies of 43
. witnesses, of, by commission 16flF.
. witnesses, of, for foreign
courts 57(1)
. witnesses' previous written
statements, of 17
Executive council
. documents privileged 27
Executors
evidence, in actions by or
against 12
Exemplification
. proof of foreign judgments by 34
. proof of letters patent by 21
Expenses
. witnesses, of, on commission 57(2)
Expert witnesses
. limit of number of 10
Fees
. certificate of conviction of ..19(2)
. certified copy of public books,
etc., for 29(2)
. certifying copies of official
documents, for 51(1)
Foreign courts
. commissions from 57(1)
Foreign judgments
. proof of 34
Gazettes
. pritna facie evidence, as 23(d)
. proof of 22
Handwriting
. proof of, when not required ... 33
Heirs




. competent and compellable
witness 5
. evidence of marital relations by 6
. evidence re adultery by 8
Impeachment
. Quebec notarial documents, of . 36
Impounding
. instruments, of 55
Inspection
. bank accounts, of, order for 30(5)




. admissibility in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. . court may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31(4)
. attestation of, not required 53
. comparison of, disputed 54
. copies as prima facie evidence
of registered 49
. . exception 50
. costs of producing original 52(2)
. defined 48
. impounding of 55
. inspection of 52(2)
Journals





. impounding of instruments by .55
judicial notice of signatures of 32(1)
leave by, for more than three
expert witnesses 10
leave of, to discredit witness 20
. order for production of bank
books, by 30(4)
Judgments
. proof of foreign 34
Judicial notice
judges signatures, of . 32(1)
Justice of the peace
. court, as 1 (b)
King's Printer
. proof of documents from ..23(e)
Letters
copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
Letters of administration
. evidence, as 44
. . outside Ontario 45
Letters patent




. communications during 9
. corroborated evidence in breach
of promise of 11
Mental incompetent
. corroboration in action for
or against 13
Military service
proof of death in 47
Mining court




. judicial notice of signatures of
referees under 32(2)
Naval services
. proof of death in 47
Next of kin
. evidence in actions by or against 12
Notarial
. certificates, pritna facie evidence
of 39
. copy of affidavit of compliance
re films 31(5)
. documents, in Quebec, proof of 35
. . impeachment of 36
Notice
. disputing copy of instrument,
of 52(2)
. gazettes, in 25
. inspection of bank accounts,
of 30(5)
. intention to produce copies
of instruments, of 52(1)
. judicial, of judges signatures 32(1)
Oaths
. administering, before commis-
sions for foreign courts ...57(4)
. affirmations in lieu of 15(1)
. departmental official, of, re
true copies 28
. mode of administering 14
. taken outside Ontario 40
Official docimients
. filing of copies of 51(1)
. gazettes, in 25
. order retaining originals of 51(2)
. privilege re 27
Ontario Gazette
. prima facie evidence, as . . .2Z(d),2S
Ontario Municipal Board
. judicial notice of signatures of Z2(2)
Orders
. inspection of bank accounts,
for 30(6)
. production of bank books and
records, for 30(4)
. proof of 22
. retaining originals of official
documents, for 51(2)
. signed by Provincial Secretary 24
. signed by Secretary of State
for Canada 24
Ordinances
. proof of 22
Penalties





. defined 1 (o)
Personal representatives
. corroborated evidence by or
against 12
Photographic films
. admissible in evidence 31(2)
. . courts may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31(4)
. defined 31(1) (6)
Plans
admissibility of evidence re
photographs of 31 (2)
Prima facie evidence
. agreements re evidence between
vendors and purchasers as ...56
. appointments to office of . .23(a-c)
. certificates of death in military
service, of 47
. certificates re wills filed
outside Ontario, of 46
. copies of registered
instruments, of 49
. . exception 50
entries from departmental
books, of 28
. entries in bank books or
records, of 30(2)
. gazettes, of 25
. letters of administration, of ... .44
. notarial certificates, of 38
. orders, of 2Z(a^c), 24
. probate, of 44
. proclamations, of 23(a)
- protest of bill of exchange or
promissory note, of 37
. regulations, of 23(a-c)
. wills, of 44
Privilege
. official documents, re 27
Probate
evidence, as 44
. . outside Ontario 45
Proclamations
. gazettes, in 25
. proof of 22
Production
. bank books and records, of 30(4)
. documents on commission, of 57(1)
. original instruments, of 52(2)
Promissory notes
. admissibility, in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. . courts may refuse 31(3)
. . exception 31(4)
proof of protest of 37
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Proof
. death, of, in military records . .47
. documents of corporations, of . .26
. handwriting, of, not required . .33
. letters patent, of 21
. oaths taken outside Ontario, of 40
. official documents, of 22
. previous convictions, of 19(1)
. seals, of, dispensed with 41
. service of subpoenas of 16flF.
. signatures, of, dispensed with , .41
. title, of, under division court
execution 39
. wills filed in Ontario, of 44
. wills filed outside Ontario, of .45
Protest
. promissory notes and bills of
exchange, of, prima facie
evidence re 37
Public books and documents
. admissibility of copies 29(1)
. proof of 22
Public Lands Act
. documents in Department of
Lands and Forests, under . .31ff.
Questioning
. witnesses on commission 57(3)
Receipts
. admissibility of evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. . courts may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31 (4)
. copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
Records
. admissibility in evidence of
photographs of 31 (2)
. copy as prima facie evidence of 26
Referee imder Municipal Drainage
Act
. judicial notice of sigrnatures of 32(2)
Registry Act
. instruments as under 48
Regulations
. proof of 22
Seals
proof, of, dispensed with 41
. proof not required of 34
Service
. notice of inspection of bank
accounts, of 30(5)






. proof of title under division
court, execution by 39
Shipping bills
. copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
Signatures
. judges, of, judicial notice of 32(1)
. proof of, dispensed with 41
. proof of, not required 33
Statutes
. proof of 22
Subpoenas
. disobedience to 16fT.
. issuance throughout Canada ..16ff.
. penalty for default of attendance
on 16
. pending action on same cause,
not allowed 16flF.
. proof of service of 16flF.
. specially noted, to be 16flf.
. valid service throughout
Canada 16flF.
Telegrams
. copy as proof of 52(1)




. disputing validity of copy of
instrument, for 52(2)
. establishment of dispositions re
wills outside Ontario, for . . . .45
. notice for inspection of
instruments, for 52(1)
. service of notice of inspection
of bank accounts, for 30(5)
Title
. proof of, under division court
execution 39
Vendors and Purchasers Act




. competent and compellable
witness 5
. evidence of marital relations by 6
. evidence re adultery by 8
Wills
. proof of 44
. . outside Ontario 45
Witnesses
. admissibility of evidence by,






. answers by, not to be used as
evidence against T^Z)
. comparison of disputed
writing by 54
. competency of 3
. competent and compellable 5
. consequence of disobedience to
subpoena by 16flF.
. contradicting oral statements by 18
. contradicting written
statements by 17
. corroborating evidence of 11, 12, 13
. cross-examination of 17
. discrediting of own 20
. evidence tending to criminate,
not excused from 7(1)
, examination by commission 16ff.
. examination of, for foreign
courts 57(1)
. . administering oaths of ... 57(4)
. . expenses of 57(2)
. . questioning 57(3)
. evidence re adultery by 8
. limit of expert 10
. mode of administering
affirmations to 15(1)
. mode of administering oath to 14
. penalty for disobeying
subpoena by 16
. proof of previous conviction
of 19(1)
. subpoena with expenses for ... 16
. taxation of costs of 16flF.
Writing




See Dominion Courts Act
EXECUTION
Execution Act, Vol. 1, p. 1315.
See also Absconding Debtors
Act; Assessment Act; Assign-
ments and Preferences Act;
Change of Name Act; Con-
veyancing and Law of Prop-
erty Act; Costs of Distress
Act; Creditors' Relief Act; Di-
vision Courts Act; Estreats
Act; Fraudulent Debtors Ar-
rest Act; Gold Clauses Act;
Interpretation Act; Judicature
Act; Land Titles Act; Land-
lord and Tenant Act; Limita-
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tions Act; Liquor Control Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Mining
Act; Power Commission Act;
Public Lands Act; Public
Utilities Act: Registry Act;
Sheriflfs Act; Wages Act
Actions
. indemnity of sheriff re costs of 22
. sheriff, by, re book debts . . . 19(2)
. sheriff may enforce mortgage by 26
. sheriff to recover money to
debtor, by 19(1)
Administrators
. enforcement of execution
against 36
Affidavits





column for executions in 37(1) (rf)
. copy of, to collector ...Z7\\)\c)
. sheriff to examine 37(1) (6)
Assessors
. status of municipal 37(2)
Attachment
. proceedings for 37(2)
Bank notes
. seizure and sale of 19(1, 3)
Banks
. duty of, after notices of
execution 12(1)
. mode of seizure on 12(2)
. notice of seizure to where
more than one office 13
. shares in incorporated, liable
to seizure 11
. transmission of notice by 13
Bedding
. exempt from seizure 7
Beds
. exempt from seizure 7
Bees
. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,4
. exemptions from seizure of . .2{e)
Bills of exchange
. payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
. seizure and sale of 19(1, 3)
Bills of sale











. indemnity of sheriff re costs
of action, for 22
. indemnity to sheriff for 23(1)
. payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
. seizure and sale of 19(1,3)
. settled by judge 23(5)
Bonuses
. saving re other remedies
against 15(1)
Book debts
. sale of 19(3)
. seizure of 19(2)
Books
. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,4
. exemptions from seizure of ..2(e)
Certificate
. execution creditor, of
verification of 27(3)
. . fee for registration of 28
. sheriff, of 14
. sheriff, of, verification not
required on 27(2)





. execution on 9(1)
. seizure of 29
Chattels
. disposition of exempt, on death . .5
. exempt from seizure 2
. . disposal after death of
debtor of 5
. . right of selection of 6
. seizure and sale of equitable
interest in 16
. seizure and sale of rights in ... 18
. seizure of, in hands of
third person 23(1)
. selection of exempt 6
Cheques
. payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
. seizure and sale of 19(1,3)
Choses in action
. sale of 19(3)





. rent of pews increased under 35(3)
Clerks
. notice of seizure of chattel
mortgage to 29




. exempt from seizure 2{b),7
Collectors
. entry in general rate roll
by 37(l)(rf)
. levy rate against
municipality, to 37(1) (c)
. status of municipal 37(2)
Companies
. duty of, after notice of
execution 12(1)
. mode of seizure 12(2)
. notice of seizure to, where
more than one office 13
. private—see Private companies
. shares in incorporated, liable
to seizure 11
. transmission of notice by 13
Contingent interests
. seizure and sale of 34(1)
. . dower rights excepted from 34(2)
Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act
. interests in land under 34(1)
Creditors
. affidavits of value by 23(3)
Creditors' Relief Act
. payment of proceeds by
sheriff subject to 21
. seizure of moneys paid under 19(1)
Debtors
. disposal of exempt goods
after death of 5
. exemptions from seizure of 2
. right of selection by 6
Definitions




. saving re other remedies
against 15(1)
. seizure of, under execution 11
Division courts
. executions issued out of ....9(3)
Division Courts Act
. executions under Note to sec. 19
Dower
. exemption of inchoate right . .34(2)
Endorsement
. writ of execution, on 9(2)
Equipment
. exemption from seizure of . .2(a)
EXECUTION—Con. Sec.
Equity of redemption
. sale of 31(2)
. shares or dividends, in, liability
for seizure 11
Executions
. binding on lands 9(1)
. defined 1(a)
. endorsement by sheriff on
writ of 9(2)
. executors, against 36
. issued out of division court . . .9(3)
. lands bound by 10
. municipalities against 37(1)
. . entry on rate roll, of ..37(l)(d)
. payment of surplus to
municipalities after . . . .37(\)(e)
Executors
. enforcement of execution against 36
Exemptions
. seizure, from 2
Family
. right of selection by 6
Farmers
. exemptions of food, of,
from seizure 2(c)
. exemptions of seed of,
from seizure 2(f)
Fees
. registration of certificates re
vacation, for 28
. registration of notice of
seizure of mortgage for 28
. sheriff, of, against
municipalities 37(1) (fc)
Food
. exemptions from seizure of . . .2(c)
Forms
. notice of seizure of money
secured by mortgage 24(1)
Fowl
. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,4
. exemptions from seizure of . . 2(e)
Fuel
. exemptions from seizure of 2(d)
Furniture
. exemptions from seizure ..2(a)
Goods
. acquired in good faith
without notice 9(1)
Guardians




. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,
4
. exemptions from seizure of . .2(e)
Interpleader
. right of sheriflF to apply for . 23(6)
Inventions
. seizure of rights under
patents of 17(1)
. . mode of 17(2)
. . notice of 17(3)
Judge
. bond settled by 23(5)
Judicature Act
. liability of lands to execution
subject to 10
Land Titles Act
. execution to bind lands
under provisions of 9(1)
Lands
. charged with all just debts 10
. rights of purchaser upon sale
of mortgraged 32
. sale by sheriff of interest in 8
. sale of trust in 8
. seizure and sale of contingent
interests in 34(1)
. . dower rights excepted 34(2)
. seizure and sale of leasehold
interests in 18
. seizure of interest in . : 31(1)
. . more than one mortgage . . -31(3)
. writ of execution binding 9(1)
Live stock
. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,
4
. exemptions from seizure of . .2(e)
Mandamus
. proceedings for 37(2)
Moneys
. notice of seizure of, secured
by mortgage 24(1)
. seizure and sale of 19(1, 3)
Mortgagee





. action by sheriff re
enforcement of 26
enforcement of, by sheriff 26
form of notice of seizure . . . .24(1)
payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
seizure and sale of 19(1, 3)
seizure of moneys secured by 24(1)









. sale of interest in land of ..31(2)
. . more than one mortgage 31(3)
. seizure of interest in lands of 31(1)
Municipal corporations
. executions against 37(1)
Notice
. seizure of chattel mortgage, of 29
. seizure of moneys re mortgage,
of 24(1)
. . form of 24(1)
. . registration of 24(2)
. . . fees for 28
. seizure of mortgage, of,
to mortgagor 25(1)
. . payments after 25(3)
. . service of 25(2)
seizure of rights under patents
of inventions, of 17(3)
. seizure of shares, of 12(1)
. transmission of 13
Order
. vacating seizure of mortgage 27(1)
. . verification not required ...27(2)
Patent office
. notice of seizure of rights under
patents of inventions to ...17(3)
Payments
. cheques, bills of exchange, of,
to sheriff 20
- made after notice of seizure of
mortgage, effect of 25(3)
. proceeds, of, by sheriff 21
Pews
. sale of interest in 35(1)
. . saving 35(3)
Potatoes
exemptions from sdzore of . 2(f)
Power of appointment
. seizure and sale of property
subject to 34(3)
Precept
. sheriff, of, to municipal
collector 37(1)(0
Premiimis
. saving re other remedies
against 15(1)
Private companies





. payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
. seizure and sale of 19(1,3)
Property—See Chattels; Lands
Purchaser
. rights of 32
. . mortgagee as 33
. rights of, acting in good faith 9(1)
Rate
. execution against municipality





. notice of seizure re
mortgage to 24(2)
. . fees to 28
Registration
. notice of seizure of mortgage,
of 24(2)
Registry Act
. fees for registration under 28
Sale
. contingent interests in land,
of 34(1)
. . dower rights excepted 34(2)
. equitable interest in shares, of . . 16
. equity of redemption, of ...31(2)
. interest in pew or sitting, of 35(1)
. . deed of ...35(2)
. . saving of 35(3)
. moneys, bank notes, etc., of 19(3)
. property subject to general
power of appointment, of 34(3)
. rights in chattels, of 18
. rights of mortgagee as
purchaser on 33
. rights of purchaser on 32
. rights to money from,
exempted goods 4
. rights under patent of
invention, of 17(1)





. money, for, seizure of 19(1)
. payment to sheriff re, effect of . .20
Seed
. exemptions from seizure of . . .2(/)
Seizure
. book debts and other choses in
action, of 19(2)
. chattel mortgage, of 29
. contingent interests in land,
of 34(1)
. . dower rights excepted 34(2)





. liability of shares and
dividends to 11
moneys, bank notes, etc., of 19(1)
moneys secured by mortgage,
of 24(1)
mortgagor's interest in land 31(1)
order vacating 27(1)
private companies, in 15(2)
property in hands of third
persons 23(1)
property subject to general
power of appointment of ..34(3)
rights in chattels, of 18
rights under patent of
invention, of 17(1)
. mode of 17(2)
. notice of 17(3)
shares, of
. mode of 12(2)
. notice of 12(1)
Selection
. debtor's right of 6
Service
. notice of seizure of mortgage,
of 25(2)
. notice of seizure of shares,
of 12(1)
Shares
. equitable interest in, deemed
personal 11
. private companies, in, seizure
and sale of 15(2)
. rights of purchaser of 14
. saving re other remedies
against 15(1)
. seizure and sale of equitable
interest in 16
Sheriff
. certificate by, re sale of shares 14
. defined 1(6)
. endorsement on writ of
execution by 9{,2)
. enforcement of mortgage by . . .26
. execution against municipalities
by 37(1)
. indemnity of, re costs of action.. 22
. interpleader applied for by . .23(6)
. liability of sureties re action
by 23(4)
. payment of proceeds of action by 21
. payments re cheques, etc., to
effect of 20
. precept of, to municipal






. sale of interest in pews or
sittings, by 35(1)
. deed of 35(2)
. saving 35(3)
sale of land by 8
seizure and sale of contingent
interest in land by 34(1)
seizure and sale of money,
bank notes, etc., by 19(1)
seizure and sale of rights in
chattels by 18
seizure and sale of rights under
patents of inventions by ..17(1)
seizure and sale of shares in
private company by 15(2)
seizure of chattel mortgage by 29
seizure of goods in hands of
third person by 23(1)
. instructions to 23(2)
seizure of interest of
mortgagor by 31(1)
seizure of money secured by
mortgage by 24(1)
seizure of shares by 12(1)
. mode of 12(2)
surplus after executions to
municipality, by 37(1)(^)
vacation of seizure by 27(1)
Sittings
. churchwardens may be
purchasers of 35(1)
Specialties
. payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
. seizure and sale of 19(1,3)
Statement
. sheriff, of, re execution
against municipalities . .37(1) (a)
Sureties
. bond re indemnity to
sheriff, on 23(3)
. liability on bond by 23(4)
Testator
. seizure of land of 36
Time
. proceedings after sale of
shares, for 14
Tools
. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,4
. exemptions from seizure of . .2{e)
Utensils





. right of selection by 6
EXECUTION—Con. Sec
Witness







Vol. 1, p. 1329.
See also Consolidated Revenue
Fund Act; Jurors Act; Legis-




. appointment of 2
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. salaries payable out of 3(3)
Contracts
. Crown, with 5
Crown
. contracts with 5
Duties
. transfer of 4(1)
. . minister without portfolio . .4(3)
. . request, on 4(2)
Executive council





. appointment of 1,
2
Legislatxure Assembly Act
. transfer of duties, effect on . .4(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. contracts with Crown approved
by 5
. minister appointed by 1
Minister of Agriculture
. appointment of 2
Minister of Education
. appointment of 2
Minister of Health
. appointment of 2
Minister of Highways
. appointment of 2
Minister of Labour
. appointment of 2
Minister of Lands and Forests
. appointment of 2
Minister of Mines
. appointment of 2
Minister of Municipal Affairs




Minister of Planning and
Development
. appKjintment of 2
Minister of Public Welfare
. appointment of 2
Minister of Public Works
. appointment of 2
Minister of Reform Institutions
. appointment of 2
Minister of Travel and Publicity
. appointment of 2
Ministers—See also Executive
coimcillors
. appointment of 1
. execution of contracts with
Crown by S
. executive councillors as 1
. salaries of 3
. transfer of duties 4(1)
. . minister without portfolio . .4(3)
. . request, on 4(2)
Order-in-council
. transfer of duties by 4(1)
Powers
. transfer of 4(1)
. . minister without portfolio . .4(3)
. . request on 4(2)
President of the Council
. appointment of 2
Salaries
. ministers, of 3(1)
. . chargeable and payable . . . .Z{Z)
. . first to receive additional . .Z{.2)
Secretary and Registrar
. appointment of 2
Treasurer
. appointment of 2
EXECUTOR
See Assessment Act; Chanties
Accounting Act; Conveyancing
and Law of Property Act;
Dependants' Relief Act; De-
volution of Estates Act; Ex-
ecution Act; Fatal Accidents
Act; Land Titles Act; Limita-
tions Act; Public Works Act;
Registry Act; Statute of
Frauds; Succession Duty Act;
Surrogate Courts Act; Trustee





Act; Athletics Control Act;
'Entry of Horses at Exhibi-
itions Act; Horticultural So-
cieties Act; Municipal Act;
'Ticket Speculation Act; Tra-
velling Shows Act
EXITS
See Egress from Public Build-
ings Act; Factory, Shop and





See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act
EXPLOSIVES
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Fire Marshals
Act; Insurance Act; Mining
Act; Municipal Act; Railways
Act
EXPORTATION







See Highway Improvement Act;
Liquor Control Act; Municipal
Act; Niagara Parks Act;
Power Commission Act; Pub-
lic Libraries Act; Public Parks
Act; Public Utilities Act; Rail-
ways Act; Sanatoria for Con-





VoL 1, p. 1331.
See also County Judges Act
Annual compensation
. extra duties of judges, for I
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. compensation of judges from .1
Judges of Supreme Court





Act, Vol. 1, p. 1333.
See also Department of Reform
Institutions Act; Jails Act;
Parole Act; Reformatories Act
Assistant parole ofiBcers
. powers re prisoners 3
Board of parole
. chief parole officer and
assistants under direction of . .3
. recommendation for extramural
employment by 1
Chief parole officer
. powers re prisoners 3
Discipline
. approval by Lieutenant-
Governor in council of 2
Employment
. prisoners, of 1
. . rules and regfulations re 2
Industrial farms
. extramural employment
beyond limits of 1
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of rules, regulations
and discipline by 2
. authorization for extramural
employment, by 1
Prisoners
extramural employment of 1
. powers of chief parole officer over 3
subject to rules and regulations 2
Reformatory
. extramural employment beyond
limits of 1
Rules and regulations





Act, Vol. 1, p. 1335.
See also Companies Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Insurance
Act; Liquor Control Act;
Loan and Trust Corporations
Act
Accused
. onus of proof of non-residence
on 7
Actions






. unlicensed corporation by ...14(1)
. . eflFect of grant of licence ..14(2)
Annual report
. Assembly, to 19
Applicants
. proof of compliance with Act by 10
Applications
. licences, for 8(1)
. proof of compliance with
Act on 10
. regulations re evidence for 9(1) (o)
. regulations re forms of ...9(l)(c)
Assembly
. annual report to 19
Attorney-General
. action for recovery of
penalties by 16
Business
. carrying on without licence,
penalty for 14(1)
. . saving clause 14(2)
. carrying on without licence
prohibited 6(1)
. . exceptions 6(2)
Charter of Province of Canada
. licence not required by
corporation created by 2(1)
Charter of Upper Canada
. licence not required by
corporation created by 2(1)
Companies Act
. powers of corporations re
real estate 11, 18
Correspondence
. orders by, exempted from
licence 6(2)
Costs
. power of Lieutenant-Governor
to remit 15
Courts
. copy of licence as evidence in .12
Definitions
. extra-provincial corporation ..l(o)
. Minister 1(&)
. regulations 1 (f
)
Documents
. regulations re forms of ...9(l)(c)
Dominion companies




. application, on, regulations
re .....9(l)(o)






. reciprocal arrangements re . . .3(2)




. annual report of 19
. licences, for 17
Forms
. regulations re 9(l)(c)
Insurance Act
. licence not required by
corporation under 2(1)
Investment Contracts Act
. licence not required by
corporation under 2(1)
Legislature of Province of Canada
. corporation created by Act
of, exempt 2(1)
Legislature of Upper Canada
. corporation created by Act
of, exempt 2(1)
Licences
. application for 8(1)
. Assembly to have annual
reports of 19
. conditions re 8(2)
. . real estate 11
. exemptions from—see
Exemptions from licences
. fees for 17
. granting of 4
. . notice of 12
. . real estate 18
. penalty for business without . .14(1)
. prohibition re carrying on
business without 6(1)
. . exceptions 6(2)
. regulations re forms of ...9(l)(c)
. suspension of 13(1)
. . notice of 13(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in CotincO
. annual report to 19
. application for licence to 8(1)
. corporations exempt from
licence by 2
. licence fees prescribed by 17
. power to remit penalties, costs IS
. regulations by 9(1)
, . exemptions, re 3(2)
. special orders-in-council by . . .9(2)




Loan and Trust Corporations Act
. licence not required by
corporation under 2(1)
Minister
. annual report by 19
. certification of copy of
licence by 12
. defined 1(6)
. proof of compliance with
Act to 10
Notice
. granting of licence, of 12
. regulations re forms of ..9(l)(c)
. suspension, etc., of licence ..13(2)
Ontario Gazette
. notice of granting of licence in 12





. corporations created under,
exempt 2(1)
Penalties
. action for recovery of 16
. carrying on business without
licence, for 14(1)
. . saving clause 14(2)
. power of Lieutenant-Governor
to remit IS
Powers
. corporation, of, re real estate 11,18
Powers of attorney
. regulations re forms of ..9(l)(c)
Prohibition
. carrying on business without
licence, re 6(1)
. . exceptions 6(2)
Proof—See also Evidence
. compliance with Act, of,
on application 10
. onus, re non-residence 7
Real estate





. suspension of licence in
default of 13(1)
Report
. Assembly to have annual 19
Representatives





. onus of proof re 7
Returns—See also Annual report
. regulations re forms of ..9(l)(c)
Statements
. regulations re forms of ..9(l)(c)
Time
. recovery of penalty, for 16
Travellers
. orders from, exempted from
licence 6(2)
EYES
See Optometry Act; Railways
Act
FACTORIES
See Department of Labour Act;
Factory, Shop and Office
'Building Act; Industrial Stan-
dards Act; Minimum Wage
Act; Municipal Act; School
Attendance Act
FACTORS
Factors Act, Vol. 2, p. 1.
See also Conditional Sales Act;





. clerks, through, eflfect of 6
Antecedent debt
. pledge of goods for 4
Common law
. powers reserved 10
Consent
. presumption as to 2(4)
. revocation after sale 2(2)
Consideration
validity of sale, for 5
Consignee
. rights of, re advances made in
good faith 7(1)
Definitions
. document of title 1(1) (a)
. goods l(l)(fr)
. mercantile agent l(l)(c)
. pledge l(l)(rf)
. possession 1 (2)
Delivery





. mode of transferring 8
. pledge of, eflfect as pledge of
goods 3
. possession by mercantile agent 2(3)
Endorsement
. transferring documents of title by 8
Evidence
. presumption re consent 2(4)
Exchange
. goods, of, rights re 5
Goods—See also Sale of goods
. defined 1(1)(6>
. disposition by mercantile agent 2(1)
. exchange of 5
. possession by agent 2(3)
. rights of consignee re 7
. rights of owner to recover
possession of 9(2)
Liability
. mercantile agent, of 9(1)
Mercantile agents
. agreements through clerks of ... 6
. defined l(l)(f)
. liability of 9(1)
. pledge for antecedent debt by . . .4
. pledge of documents of title by . .3
. possession of goods by 2(3)
. powers of, amplification of 10
. powers re disposition of goods 2(1)
. revocation of consent after
sale by 2(2)
. rights of owner to recover
possession from 9(2)
. validity of sale, etc., by 7(2)
Mercantile Law Amendment Act
. documents of title under ..l(l)(o)
Owners
. consent to possession of goods .2
. right to recover possession . . .9{2)
Pledge
. agreements through clerks,
effect on 6
. antecedent debt, for 4
. consideration necessary for
validity of 5
. defined l(l)(rf)
. documents of title 3
. mercantile agent, by 7(2)
. revocation of consent after ...2(2)
. rights of owner to recover
possession before 9(2)
Possession







rights of consignee re 7
. rights of owner to recover ... .9(2)
Revocation
. consent, of, effect after sale .2(2)
Sale of goods
. agreements through clerks,
effect on 6
. consideration for validity of 5
. mercantile agent, by 7(2)
. recovery of possession by
owner before 9(2)
. recovery of price by owner
after 9(3)
. revocation of consent after .2(2)
Transfer
. document of title, of 8
Warehouse Receipts Act
. transferring documents subject to 8
FACTORY, SHOP AND
OFFICE BUILDING
Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act,
Vol. 2, p. 5.
See also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Department of
Labour Act; Industrial Stan-
dards Act; Operating Engin-
eers Act; Public Health Act;
Workmen's Compensation Act
Accidents
. notice of, sent to Chief
Inspector 60
Adolescent School Attendance Act
. application of 27
Adolescents
. employment of 27
Age
. onus of proof of 75
Agent of employer
offence committed by 76
Allegation
. sufficiency of, re prosecution. 80(3)
Application
. by-law for shops, re
. . made by occupiers of shops 83(4)
. . onus of proof re validity
of 83(17)
. . presentation of 83(6)
. regulations re 83(8)
Apprentice
. deemed to work for hire 10(2)
Approaches
. toilets to 39(1) (o)






. exempt under Act, when 4
Bakeshop
. defined 1(a)
. dwelling room not part of 5(1)
. elevators, hoists in 58
. employment of adolescents in 27
. employment of children in,
prohibited 2S
. fire protection re 59
. garage in 48
. health sanitary requirements
of 41,42
. inspection of 18( 1) (a)
. lighting in 37
. notices affixed in 23
. part of building as 5(1)
. plans for erection, alteration of ... 13
. sanitary conveniences in 39
. stable in 48
Bedding
. camps in, regulations re ...36(4)(&)
Bedrooms
. factory in, consent for 44
. . exception 45
Benzine
. storage of 55(1, 3)
Benzol
. regulations re manufacture of 56
Board of examiners
. information given by
inspector to 18(5)
Boats





. exempt from regulations,
when 57(6,7)
. insured 57(1)
. use of, stopped 57(3, 4)
Bread
. manufacturer, out of Ontario 69
Buffing
. dust from, prevention 4(4)
Buildings
. camps for, regulations re 36(1) (rf)
. part of as factory, etc 5(1)
. plans for erection of
submitted 13(1, 3)
By-laws
. closing of hotel, re, ineffectual 85(2)
. closing of service stations, re . . .84
. closing of shops, re 83







. emplo)rment of women in . . 36(23)
regulations re 36(4)
Candidates for inspectors
. regfulations re 57(5)
Caps
women, young girls, for ...50(1)
. notice re 50(2)
Certificate
. false entries in, penalty for .... 72
. granted to inspectors 57(5) (c)
. . revocation of 57(5) (.e)
. inspector's powers re 18(1) (6)
. issued under Adolescent School
Attendance Act 27
Certificate of appointment
. inspector furnished with 19
Certificate of inspection
. operation of factory for ...14(1,2)
Chairs
. provided for female employees 28
Chamber
. safety measures re work in 54(5, 6)
Chief Inspector
. appointment of 16
. direction of, re chairs for
female employees 28(2)
. double shift authorized by ..31(1)
. employment of women in
camps authorized by ...36(2,3)
. fire prevention measures
directed by 59(1)
. notice of death, accidents
sent to 60-62
. plans for alteration, erection
submitted to 13
. report re insured boilers
sent to 57(2)
ChUd
. defined 1 (c)
. employment in factories, etc.,
prohibited 25
Closed
. defined 83(1) (a)
Clothing
. accommodation for 41(1) (t)
Coal oil
. storage of 55(1, 3)
Combustible material
. storage of 55
Constable












. notice of, sent to Chief
Inspector 62
Declaration of truth
. signed by persons
examined 18(1) (e)
Definitions
. bakeshop 1 («)
. bodily injury 1(&)
. camp 36(1)
. child 1(c)
. closed 83(1) (o;
. court 1 (<0
. employee 1 (0
. employer 49(1) (a)
. employment 49(1) (&)






. office building !(*)
. office building, of, enlarged 3
. owner 1(0
. parent 1 (*»*)
. personal or household
article 49(l)(rf)
. regulations 1 (**)
. restaurant 1 (")
. shop 1(/),83(1)(&)
. wages 49(1)(*)
. woman 1 (fl)
. young girl 1 (O
. youth 1 (j)
Department of Insurance
. boiler insurance company
registered with 57(1)
Department of Labour Act
. application of 49(7) (f)
Deputy Minister of Health
. power re sanitary measures . .2(2)
Disease
. employment of persons
with, prohibited 41(5)
Disinfection
. personal or household
article, of 49(11, 13)
Distributor of poisons







. assigned to inspectors ...57i5)(g)
Documents
. false entries in, penalty for 72
. inspector's powers re 18(1) (6)
. service of 24
Double shift
. hours for 31(1)
Drainage
. bakeshops, of 63
. camps, of, regulations re . .36(4) (d)
Drawings
—
See Plans for erection,
alteration
Drinking water
. employees, for 39(1) (d), (3)
. exposure of, to poisonous
substances prohibited 34(2)
. sanitary requirements re . .41(1) (6)
Druggists
. exempt from by-law re
closing 83(13)
Dust
. prevention of inhalation of . . .41(3)
. safety measures re work in 54(5, 6)
. ventilation re 41(1)(£/)
Dwelling rooms
. part of factory, etc., deemed
not 5(2)
. warrant for inspection of 21
EfHuvia




. operator of 58(8)
. safety requirements for .58(1-4,6)
Employees
. computation of number of . . 8(2)
. examined by inspector ...18(1)(^)
. health, safety of 17(c)
. members of employer's family 7(3)
. offence committed by 76
. presumed as such 9(1)
. protected from machinery ..53,54
. register of 11
. sanitary conveniences for 41(1), (6)
. -washrooms for 39(1) (6), (3)
Employer
. boiler used by 57(3,4)
. deemed as such 12
. defined 1(^).49(1) (a)
. drinking water
provided by 39(1) (rf), (3)







. duty of, to assist inspector ..18(2)
. effluvia remedied by . .39(l)(c), (3)
. elevator requirements
provided by 58(1-6)
. exempt from penalties, when ...77
. failure to provide lighting . .37(2)
. family of, employed by 7(3)
. fire protection provided
by 59(1-3,5)
. liability of, limited 82
. name of, re prosecution . . . .80(4)
. notice of deaths, accidents by 60-62
. notice re hours of employment
signed by 33
. ordered to guard machinery . . .53
. owner of machine deemed, when 12
. register of employees
kept by 110,2)
. rest rooms provided by 38
. room for eating provided by 34(1)
. sanitary conveniences provided
by 42
. service of orders, etc., on 24
. toilets provided by .. .39(1) (a), (3)
Employment
. camps in, regulations re ..36(4)(&)
. children of, prohibited 25
. defined 49(l)(b)
. diseased persons, of,
prohibited 41(5)
. evidence of 9(1)
. homeworker, of, conditions of 49(7)
. hours of labour 29
. two different places, in 29(e)
. unlawful 35
. women in camps, of 36(2, 3)
. young persons, of, prohibited . .26
Evidence
. inspector's objection re giving . .22
Examination
. candidates, of, for Inspectors 57(5)
Examination of factories, etc
. inspectors, by 18(1)
Examination of persons
. inspector, by 18(1) (e)
Exemptions
. female supervisor 38(2)
. home workshops 7(3)
. laundry as factory 6(2)
. matron not required 38(2)
. non-power-operated plants . . 7(1)
. plant with under five
employees 7(1)






. notice of, sent to Chief Inspector 61
Explosives
. storage of 55(1, 2)
Factories
. certificate required before
operation of 14(1)
. chairs for female employees in 28
. contravening Hydro regulations 40
. defined l(/).7(2)
. double shift 31(1)
. drinking water in 34(2)
. elevators, hoists in 58
. employment of adolescents in . . .21
. employment of children in,
prohibited 25
. employment of youths in,
prohibited when 26
. exempt as 7
. dwelling room not part of ...5(2)
. fire protection re 59
. food in 34(2)
. garage in 48
. hours of employment in 29
. inspection of 18(1) (a)
. laundry deemed a 6
. lighting in 37
. matron for women in 38(1)
. meals in 34(1)
. notice of occupancy of, sent
to inspector 15
. notice re hours of employment ZZ
. notices affixed in 23
. open air premises as 5(4)
. part of building as 5(1)
. place deemed separate factory 5(3)
. plans for erection, alteration of 13
. playgrounds not deemed part
of 9(2)
. register of employees in 11
. rest rooms in 38
. sanitary conveniences in 39
. stable in 48
. waiting rooms not deemed
part of 9(2)
Fees
. medical examination, for 56(1) (e)
. paid by candidates for
inspectors 57(5) (rf)
Female supervisors
. factory, for 38
Fence









Fire prevention and protection
. bakeshops, for 68
. penalty 59(5)
. regulations re 59(4)
. requirements for 59(1-3)
First aid
. facilities for, regulations re 41(7)
Flooring
. camps, in, reg^ulations re .•36(4)(/)
Floors
. requirements re drainage
of 41(1)(^)
Flue
. safety measures re work in 54(5, 6)
Food
. camps, in, regulations re 36(4) (e)
. exposure of, to poisonous
substance prohibited 34(2)
. sanitary requirements re
handling of 41 (5)
Forms
. application for homeworkers
permits 49(5)
. posting of, re poisons ...56(1)(&)
Fumes
. safety measures re work in 54(5, 6)
Garages
. restrictions re 48
Gases
. ventilation re 41(l)(rf)
Gasoline
. storage of 55
Gasoline service stations
. by-laws re closing of 84
Grinding
. dust from, prevention of ....41(4)
Guillotine-knife
. safety requirements re ....54(3,6)
Health
. regulations re 17(f)
Heat
. bakeshops, re 63
. factory, for 41(l)(c)
. office, for 42(1) (a)
Hirer of machinery





. factory, not deemed a 6(2)
Homeworker
. defined 49(1) (c)









. inspection of premises of . . . .49(10)
. permits for employment of 49(2-6)
. permits for employment
of, cancellation of 49(15)
. register of 49(8,9)
. wages of 49 (7) (c)
Hotels
. by-laws inapplicable to . 85(2)(?;)
. defined 85(1)
. licence not needed by 85(1)
Hours of employment
bakeshop in 70
exemption by inspector 30
notice of 33
provisions re 29
women in camps, of 36(4) (6)
Hydro Commission
. contravention of regulations of 40
Impounding
. personal or household
article, of 49(11)
. . expense of 49(13)
Industrial Standards Act
. application of 84
Industry and Labour Board
. homeworkers wages set by 49(7) (c)
. overtime rates set by 32
. violations reported by
inspector to 18(6)
Information
. time of laying of 80(2)
Inquiry
. inspector, by 18(1) (cf)
In-running rolls
. safety requirements re ...54(3,6)
Inspection
. boilers, of 57
. exemption from hours of
employment by 30
. premises of homcworker's
employer 49(9)
. premises of homeworkers . .49(10)





. application for home-
worker's permit to 49(2, 3)
. appointment of 16
. approval of, where factory,
etc., part of building 5(1)
. boiler inspected by 57







. certificate of, for operation
of factory 14
. defined (1)9)





. information given to Board
by 18(5)
. medical officer accompanies 20
. notice of name and
address of 23(1) (6)
. notice of occupancy of factory
sent to IS
. notice re hours of employment
signed by 33
. notices put up in factories,
etc., by 23
. objection by, re giving evidence 22
. obstruction of 18(3,4)
. order of, re dangerous
elevator 58(5)
. order of, to guard
machinery 53(1, 2)
. owner's duty to assist 18(2)
. personal or household
article inspected by 49(9-11)
. powers of 18(1)
. premises of homeworker
inspected by 49(10)
. premises of homcworker's
employer inspected by . . . .49(9)
. register of employees
inspected by 11(1)
. regulations re 57(5)
. sanitary inspector taken on
inspection by 20
. violations reported to Industry
and Labour Board by .... 18(6)
. warrant to inspect dwelling
place by 21
. witness, as 22
Insurance
. boiler, of 57(1,2)
Intoxicated persons
. prohibited to enter factory 52
Justice of peace
. warrant for inspection granted
by 21
Labourer
. exempt under Act, when 4
Laundry









. deemed a factory 6(1)
. . exception 6(2)
. work in rooms of, prohibition
re 46
. . exception 47
Licences
. hotel not required to have,
where 85(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. employment of youths
prohibited by 26
inspectors appointed by 16
regulations by
. building plans re 17
. camps, re 36(4)
. elevators, re 58(7)
. employee's welfare, etc 17
. fire prevention, re 59(5)
. first aid, re 41(7)
. inspectors, re 57(5)
. poisons, re 56
. sanitation, re 39(2)
Lighting
. bakeshops, of 63
. office, for 42(1) (o)
Local health boards
Act not to affect 2(1)
Location
. bakeshop, of 65
. camps, of, regulations re 36(4) (d)
Machinery
. cleaning of 51, 54(4, 6)
. dangerous, fencing of 54(1)
. dangerous, restrictions re work
on 51
. dangerous, safety devices
for 54(2,6)
. failure to protect 53(2)
. owner or hirer as employer re .12
. protection from 52(1, 2)
Mail
service of orders, etc., by . . . 24(2)
Manufacturer of poisons
information provided by ..56(l)(c)
Matron
. factory, for 38
. women in camps, for 36 (4) (c)
Meals
. room for 34(1)
. time allowed for 29(d)
. . double shift, on 31(2)







. exempt under Act, when 4
Medical examinations
. regulations re 51(l)(d,e), (2)
Medical officer of health
. inspector accompanied by 20
. personal or household article
disinfected by 49(11-13)
. power re sanitary measures . .2(2)
Medical practitioner
inspector accompanied by 20
Mill-gearing




application of . . .. 18(6),49(1,6, 15)
Minister
. defined 1 (»)
. inspector given certificate of
appointment by 19
Municipal Act
. application of 83(20)
Municipal commisssion
. buildings used by 3
Mimicipal corporations
. buildings used by 3
Municipal coimdls
. by-laws re shops passed by .... 83
Name





affixed in factories, etc 23(1)
. deaths, accidents, etc., sent to
Chief Inspector 60-62
. false entries in, penalty for .... 72
. guarding machinery re 53(1)
. hours of employment, re,
affixed 33
. hours of employment where
exemption, re 30(2) (^)
. inspector, of, re elevators ...58(5)
. inspector's powers, re ....18(1)(&)
. occupancy of factory, of IS
. service of 24
Oaths
. administered by inspector. 18(1 )(/)
Occupiers of premises














. definition of, enlarged •
-3
dwelling room not part of 5(2)
. elevators, hoists in •
58
employment of adolescents m ..27
employment of children in,
prohibited 25
fire protection re 59
. health, sanitary requirements
of 41,42
. inspection of ^^^^^
^^^
. lighting in •
^^
matron for women in -^o
. notices affixed in cn\
. part of building as 5(1)
plans for erection, alteration of
13
sanitary conveniences in 39
Onus of proof
. age, as to '^
. invalidity of application for
by-law, of 83(17)
Open air premises
. factory, as 5(4)
Operating Engineers Act





factory in, prohibited 41(l)(e)
office in, prohibited 42(1) (6)
Sec.
Overtime
. wages for .32
Owner
1:7/1 -v
. boiler insurance by H
. deemed employer, when 12
. defined - 1/\)
duty of, to assist inspector ..18(2)
. employees deemed to be
employed by, when 8(1)
sanitary conveniences
provided by ^^














. cleaning or working at
machinery 51(2), 54(6)
.
contravention of Act, for 74
. contravention of by-law re
closing, for 83(20)
. elevator safety 58(6)
. employers exempt from 77, 78
. endangering safety, health of
employees, for ^_-71
failure of duty re notices 2J(z;
. failure to give notice of
occupancy of factory 15
. failure to keep employee
register, for 11(2)
failure to obtain certificate of
inspection 14(2)
. failure to obtain permit for
employment in camps 36(5)
failure to protect machinery. .53(2)
failure to provide fire prevention
measures • • • •_ 59(5)
failure to provide lighting,
for 37(2)
failure to provide toilets, etc.. 39(3)
failure to submit bu'lding plans,
for ; 13(3)
. failure to supply sanitary
conveniences 42(4)
false entries in registers, etc.,
female supervisor required .38(3)
flue safety measures 54(6)
fumes, safety measures re 54(6)
.
in-running rolls 54(6)
. manufacture of benzol 56(2)
matron, failure to provide 38(3)
. minimum of • • -81
obstruction of inspector, for 18(4)
. parents liable to, where ...73
. storage of benzine 55(3)
. storage of explosives 55(3)
storage of naphtha 55(3)
violation of provisions re
elevators 58(6)
violation of sanitary require-
ments, for 41(6)
Permits






. . forms for 49(5)









. employment of women in camps,
for 36(2)
. . failure to obtain, penalty . .36(5)
. gasoline service stations, for. .84(c)
Personal or household articles




. claim for not allowed . . . .49(13)
disinfection of 49(11)
impounding of 49(11)
. expense of 49(13)
inspection of 49(9)
register of 49(8, 9)
sale of, prohibited, when seized
by inspector 49(11)
Petroleum
safety measures re work in .54(5)
. contravention 54(6)
storage of 55(1)
. . contravention 55(3)
Pit





used as dwelling room 5(2)
Plans for erection, alteration
. submitted to Chief
Inspector 13(1, 2)
. . failure re, penalty for 13(3)
. regulations re fee on approval
of 17(6)
. regulations re nature of 17(o)
Playgrounds
portion of factory, not
deemed a 9(2)
Poisons
exposure of food, water to,
prohibited 34(2)
regulations re manufacture of 56(1)
Polishing
dust from, prevention of ...41(4)
Power
. machinery operated by,
effect 7(1,3)
Premises
. dangerous, penalty where 71
. deemed not a factory 5(3)
. heating of 41(l)(c)
. homeworker of, inspection
of 49(10)






. safety requirements re 54(3)
. . contravention of 54(6)
Pressure vessels—5"^^ Boilers
Public Health Act
. Act not to conflict with 2(1)
Qualifications
. candidates for inspectors 57(5) (a)
Receptacles
. washrooms in 41(1)(/)
Refuse
. sanitary requirements re ..41(l)(a)
Registers
. false entries in, penalty for ....72
. homeworkers of
. . inspection of 49(9)
particulars contained in . .49(8)
. inspector's powers re ....18(l)(fe)
. kept by employer 11(1)
Regtilations
. building plans, re 17
. by-laws for shops, re 83(8)
. camps, re 36(4)
. defined 1 (n)
. elevators, re 58(7)
. fire prevention, protection, re 59(5)
first aid, re 41(7)
. inspectors, re 57(5)
. made by Hydro-Commission . . .40
. manufacturer of poisons, re ..56(1)
. . contravention of 56(2)
. sanitary conveniences, re ...39(2)
Remuneration
. paid to inspectors 57(5) (/)
Reports
. uninsured boilers, of,
regulations re 57(5) (A)
Requisitions
. service of 24
Respirators
. work in fumes, etc., for . . . .54(5)
. . contravention 54(6)
Restaurant
. defined l(o)
dwelling room not part of ...5(2)
. elevators, hoists in 58
. employment of adolescents in .27
. employment of children in,
prohibited 25
. fire protection re 59
. health, sanitary require-
ments of 41, 42










. failure re, penalty 37(2)
matron for women in . . . 38(1) (&)
. exemption re 38(2)
. non-compliance, effect . . . .38(3)
part of building as 5(1)
register of employees in 11(1)
. failure re, penalty 11(2)
sanitary conveniences in 39
Rest rooms
. factory, in 38(1)
. . exemption 38(2)
. . non-compliance, eflfect 38(3)
Safety
. employees of 53, 54
. regulations re 17(c)
Safety devices
. machinery, for 54(2)
Sanitary conveniences
. provided by employer 39(1)
. . failure re, penalty 39(3)





. inspector accompanied by 20
. personal or household article
disinfected by 49(11)
Sanitation
. bakeshops, of 63
. camps, of, reg^ulations re . . . .36(4)
. factory, in 42
. office building in 42
. requirements re 41(1)
. . failure re, penalty 41(6)
School corporation
. buildings used by 3
Scrofula
. employment of person with,
prohibited 41(5)
Seats
. provided for female
employees 28(1, 2)
. . failure re, penalty 28(3)
Servant
. offence committed by 76
Shears
. safety requirements re 54(3)
. . contravention of 54(6)
Shops
. by-laws re closing of 83
. defined 1(/>),83(1) (fe)








dwelling room not part of ...5(1)
elevators, hoists in 58
employment of adolescents in . . .27
employment of children in,
prohibited 25






. failure re, penalty 37(2)
matron for women in ... 38(1) (6)
. exemption re 38(2)
. non-compliance, effect . . . .38(3)
notices affixed in 23(1)
failure re penalty 23(2)
part of building as 5(1)
plans for erection, alteration of . . 13
register of employees in 11(1)
. failure re, penalty 11(2)
sanitary conveniences in 39
Showers
provided by employer 41(2)
Signs
. toilets, for 39(l)(a)
. washrooms, for 39(1) (t)
Skin disease
. employment of person with,
prohibited 41(5)
Skylights
. sanitary requirements re 41(1) (a)
Sleeping places
. bakeshop, re 66
. factory, in, consent for 44
. . exception .45
. part of factory, etc.,
deemed not 5(2)
Soap
. bakeshops, for 64(1)






. restrictions re 48
Steam engines
. cleaning of 54(4)
Storage
. combustible material, of 55
Summary Convictions Act







. service of 24
Simday
. hours of work in bakeshops
on 70(2)
Superintendent
. women in camp, for 36(1) (c)
Tank
. safety measures re work in . .54(5)
. . contravention of 54(6)
Temperature
. factory, etc., of 4l(l)(c,e)
. office of 42(l)(a)
Tenant
. employees deemed to be
employed by 8(1)
Toilet paper
. provided by employer ... .41(1) (/)
ToUets
. employees, for 39(l)(a)
. . failure re, penalty 39(3)
. sanitary requirements re . . .41(1) (6)
Towels
. bakeshops, for 64(1)
. provided by employers .. 41(1)(/)
Tuberculosis
. employment of person with,
prohibited 41(5)
Urinals
. sanitary requirements re ..41(1)(6)
. toilets, for 39(l)(o)
Vapours
. ventilation re 41(l)(<f)
Venereal disease
. employment of person with,
prohibited 41(5)
Ventilation
. bakeshops, of 63
. factory, in 41(l)(rf)
. office, in 42(l)(o)
Wages
. defined 49(1)(0
. homeworker, of 49(7) (c)
. overtime, for 32
Waiting room
part of factory, not deemed . 9(2)
Warrant for inspection
. dwelling pl.ice, of 21
Wash basins
. provided by employer 41(2)
. washrooms, for 39(6)
Washing facilities





. bakeshops, for 64
. employees, for 39(1)(&)
. . failure re, penalty 39(3)
. sanitary requirements re 41(1) (6)
Water
. camps, in, regulations re 36(4) (*)
Water-closets
. bakeshops, for 64(2)
. sanitary requirements, re 41(1)(&)
. toilets, for 39(l)(a)
Windows
. sanitary requirements for. .41(1) (a)
Women
. camps, in, regulations re 36(4) (&,0
. caps to be worn by 50(1)
. . notice re 50(2)
. chairs to be provided for ..28(1,2)
. . failure re, penalty 28(3)
. deemed employed by owner,
etc., of premises 8(1)
. defined l(<y)
. employment of, deemed 10(1)
. employment of, deemed
unlawful when 35
. factory, in, matron for 38(1) (6)
. . exemption 38(2)
. . non-compliance, effect 38(3)
. hours of employment of . . .29(o-c)
. . exemption re 30
. . notice re 33
. included in computing number
of employees 8(2)
. paid for overtime 32
. register of, kept by employer 11(1)
. . failure re, penalty 11(2)
. rest rooms for 38(1)
. . exemption 38(2)
. . non-compliance, effect 38(3)
. room for meals provided for 34(1)
. time allowed for meals 29(d)
. . double shift, on 31(2)
. . period of exemption,
during 30(2)(rf)
. work on dangerous machinery
restricted 51(1)
. . contravention of 51(2)
Workmen
. deemed employed by owner,
etc., of premises 8(1)
. included in computing number
of employees 8(2)
Workmen's Gsmpensation Act







age of, proof of 75
camps, in, regulations re 36(4) (6, c
caps to be worn by 50(1
. notice re 50(2
deemed employed by owner,




employment of, deemed 10(1
employment of, deemed
unlawful, when 3
employment of, in camps . .36(2,3
employment of, in camps,
regulations re 36(4) (6
factories, in, matron for .38(1) (6
. exemption 38(2
. non-compliance, effect 38(3
hours of employment of . . .29 (a-c
. exemption re 30
. notice re . 33
included in computing number
of employees 8(2
liability of parents of 7
paid for overtime 32
register of, kept by employer 11(1
. failure re, penalty 11(2
rest rooms for 38(1
. exemption 38(2
. non-compliance, effect 38(3
room for meals provided for 34(1
time allowed for meals 29 (d
. double shift, on 31(2




. contravention of 51(2
Youth
. age of, proof of 7
. deemed employed by owner,
etc., of premises 8(1
. defined \{s
. employment in factories
prohibited, when 26
. employment of, deemed 10(1
. employment of, deemed
unlawful, when 3
. hours of employment of . . .29(a-c
. . exemption re 30
. . notice of 33
. included in computing
number of employees 8(2)
. liability of parents of 73








register of, kept by employer 11(1)
failure re, penalty 11(2)
time allowed for meals 29{d)
. double shift, on 31(2)








Act; Municipal Act; Travel-
ling Shows Act
FAMILY ALLOWANCES
See Mothers' Allowances Act
FAMILY COURTS






Farm Loans Act, Vol. 2, p. 49.
See also Agricultural Develop-
ment Act; Agricultural De-
velopment Finance Act; Farm
Loans Adjustment Act; Muni-
cipal Act
Absence
. officers of 27(2)
Admission
. additional members, of 21
Agreements
. repayment of loan, for 25
. Treasurer by, with banks, etc. . .49
Agreements for sale
. security for loan, as 35(3)
Agricultural development
. promotion of 22
Agricultural Development Act
. long-term loan under 42
Agricultural operations
. short-term loan for 24(l)(d)
Animals
. short-term loan for
purchase of 24(l)(c)




. notice re advancement of
loan to 28
Applications
. association, by, order for
possession 38
. certificate of incorporation,
for 17(1)
. form association, to 3
. loan, for 25
. . approval of 27(1)
. . delivery of 26
. . delivery of original, to bank . .28
. . information of borrower on . .45
. long-term loan, for 42
. renewal of loan, for 31
. terms of note same as terms of 29
Appointment
. secretary-treasurer of 18
Assignment
. security, of 35(2)
Association
. acquisition of property by,
on death of borrower 38
. additional members of 21
. annual meeting of 20
. application of moneys by 44
. application to form 3
. appointment of directors of ..12(1)
. appointment of secretary-
treasurer of 18
. books and records of 43
. capital stock of 7(1)
. certificate of incorporation of ....6
. corporate name of 15
. credit desired by 23
. deemed incorporated, when . . 17(2)
. defined l(o)
. delivery of securities on
payment of loan by 32(3)
. directors of—see Directors
. dissolution of 44(c)
. division of reserve on
dissolution of 44(c)
. formation of 2
. loans to 48
. membership in, qualifications for 5
. money deposited to credit of 14(2)
. number of members in ....7(2)
. objects of 22
. organization of 15
. purchase of shares by 13
. quorum of directors of 17(4)
. record of loan in books of 28
. repayment of loan by 32(2)











. books and records, of 43
Banks
. agreements with, re securing
money 49
. association's money deposited
in 14(2)
. delivery of application for
loan to 28
. right of entry of, re loan 37
Bonds
. investment of moneys in ....14(1)
. issued by Province, re payment
of stock 11
Books and records
. association, of, inspection of . . .43
Borrower
. death, etc., of 38
. disposal of property by 39
. entry of premises of, re loan . . .37
. information re 45
. insolvency of 38
. liability of, for repayment
of loan 40
. lien on personal property of 36(1)
By-law
. local municipality by, re
subscription to stock 9
Cancellation
. application, of 26
Capital stock
. association, of 7(1)
. investment of moneys on
sale of 14(1)
Certificate
. incorporation, of 2,
6
. . application for 17(1)
. lien on personal property on
filing of 36(1)
. registration of, re discharge
of lien 36(3)
. . fee for 36(4)
Clerk of court
. certificate re lien filed with . .36(1)
. registration of certificate and
discharge of lien by 36(4)
Collateral security
. insurance required as ....24(1)(/)
Commissioner
. application sent to 3
. approval by, re investment
of moneys 14(1)
644 GENERAL INDEX




. association informed by, re
facilities for credit 23
. capital stock fixed by 7(1)
. certificate of incorporation
issued by 6,17(2)
. defined lib)
. report by, re formation
of association 11




. payments of stock from 11
Costs
. collection of loan, of 40
County court
. application for order for
possession to 38
Credit
. desired by association 23
Cultivation
. short-term loan for
costs of 24(l)(e)
Death
. borrower, of 38
Debentures
. investment of moneys in 14(1)




. Commissioner 1 (b)
. directors 1 (f
)
. local municipality l(rf)
. secretary-treasurer 1 (/)
. Treasurer l(^)
Desertion
. borrower, by 38
Directors
. additional security required
by 35(1)
appointment of 12(1)
approval of loan by 26, 27(1)
approval of, re additional
members 21
board of
. appointment of 18
. approval of transfer of
shares by 13
. constitution of 16(1)









. powers of, to take security ..35(3)
. provisional 4(2)
. qualification committee, as 42
. quorum of 17(4)
renewal of loan authorized by ..31
. term of office of 16(2)
. vacancy in 17(3)
Disbursements
. officers and directors, by 19
Dividends
. paid-up stock, on 44(6)
Entry
. premises of, re loan 37
Expenses
association, of 44(a)






. persons engaged in 5
Fees
. officers, directors, of 19
. registration and discharge
of lien, for 36(4)
Forms
. application for renewal of
loan, of 31
. application, of, re formation
of associations 3
. approval of loan, of 27(1)
. security, of 35(2)
Implements
. short-term loans for
purchase of 24(1) (6)
Incorporation
. application for certificate of . .17(1)
. association, of 2
. . certificate of 6
Information
. borrower, re, furnished on
application 45
Insolvency
. borrower, of 38
Inspection
. books and records, of 43
Insurance
. short-term loan for payment
of, as collateral security 24(1) (/)
Interest
. application of 44
. borrower liable for 40
. loans, on 25




. reserve, of 44(0
Judge
. county court, of, order for
possession by 38
Lender
. assignment of security to ...35(2)
. payment demanded by 32(1)
Lien
. discharge of 36(3)
. . fee for 36(4)
. disposal of property covered by 39
. goods purchased by loan
subject to 34
. personal property, on 36(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of directors by 12(1)
. approval of agreements of
Treasurer 49
. approval of loans made by
Treasurer 48
. approval to subscription for
shares ..11
. inspector and auditor
designated by 43
. regulations by 47
Loan companies
. agreements with, re securing
money 49
Loans
. application for 25
. . approval of 27(1)
. . delivery of, to bank 28
. borrower liable for repayment of 40
. collection of, costs of 40
. demand for repayment of . . .32(1)
. failure to carry out purposes of 38
. form of approval of 27(1)
. goods purchased with, subject
to lien 34
. limit of amount of 24(2)
. long-term 42
. meetings for consideration of . .46
. misapplication of, re security . .41
. monthly returns re 33
. recovery of, by association . .32(3)
. renewal of 31
. right of entry re 37
. short-term, for current
expenditure 22






. shares subscribed by 7(1)(&)
. subscription to stock by 9
FARM LOANS—Con. Sec.
Machinery
. short-term loans for
purchase of 24(1) (&)
Meetings
. annual, of association 20
. directors, of, re loans 46
. organization, called by
secretary-treasurer IS
. proceedings at 18
. proposed association, of 4(1)
Members
. admission of additional 21
. application for loan by 25
. application for long-term loan by 42
. board, of, request for meetings
by r. .46
. minimum number of 7(2)
. rate of interest on loan by 30
. shares of 7(1) (o)
. short-term loans for 22
. transfer of shares by 13
Mental Illness
. borrower, of 38
Mortgages
. security for loan, as 35(3)
Mimicipal Act





. combining to purchase stock .... 10
. directors appointed by 12(1)
. liability of, on failure of
member to repay loan . . . .32(2)
, terms of payment by 8
Notes
. endorsement of 29
. requirements re, on loan 29
Notice
. annual meeting, of 20
. borrower to, re application
for possession 38
Objects
. association, of 22
Officfers
. absence of, re approval
of loan 27(2)
. association, of, term of
office of 16(2)
. disbursements by 19
Orders




. loan, of, delivery of
securities on 32(3)







. borrower, of, lien on 36(1)
Premises
. right of entry of, re loan Z7
President
. approval of loan signed by . .27(1)
. election of 16(1)
. meetings called by 46
Property—See also Personal
property
. covered by lien, disposal of 39
. lien on 36(1)
Province of Ontario
. liability of, on failure of
member to repay loan . . . .32(2)
. shares subscribed by 7(1) (c)
. terms of payment by 8
Provisional directors
. organization of association by 4(2)
Qualification committee
. directors qualified to act on ... .42
Qualifications
. membership in associations 5
Quorum
. directors, of 17(4)
Record
. advancement of loan, of 28
. applications for loans
approved, of 27(1)
. association, of, inspection of ... .43
Recovery










. . agreement for 25
. . failure of 32(1)
. . Treasurer, by 49
Reports
. annual meeting, at 20
. Commissioner by, re formation
of association 11
Return
. monthly, re loans 33
Salaries
. officers, directors, of 19
Sale
. proceeds of, paid to lender 34
Secretary-treasurer




. application for information re
borrower to 45
application for loan to 26
application for long-term loan to 42
appointment of 18
approval of loan signed by . . .27(1)
certificate of discharge of
lien by 36(3)
certificate of, re lien 36(1)
Commissioner advised by, re
securing of credit 23
consent of, re removal of
property 34
defined 1(/)
endorsement of notes by, for
association 29
moneys invested by 14(1)
notice of annual meeting by ... .20
organization meeting called by . .15
salary of 19
security by 14(2)
temporary, of association . . . .4(1)
Securities
. guaranteed by Province, re
payment of stock 11
Seciu-ity
. additional 35(1)
. assignment of 35(2)
. collateral, insurance
required as 24(1)(/)
. demand for 26
. form and assignment of 35(2)
. inquiry re condition of 37
. misapplication of money
loaned, eflFect on 41
. powers of directors to take . .35(3)
. secretary-treasurer, by 14(2)
. surrender of, on repayment
of loan 30
Shares
. approval of transfer of 13
. par value of 7(1)
. payment of 8
Stock
. dividend on paid-up 44(&)
. joint holding of, by
municipalities 10
. minimum subscription for ....7(2)
. payment of, by local
municipality 9
Subscribers
. division of reserve among . . 44(c)
Subscriptions
. balance unpaid, on, when due 32(2)
. shares, of 7(1)
Supplies
. short-term loan for




. described in application 3
Transfer
. shares, of, approval of 13
Treasurer
. agrreements by with banks
re security . . . . .^ 49
. defined 1(e)
. money lent to associations by . .48




. approval of loan signed by . . .27(1)
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Applicant
. application for review by 2
. appointment sent to 3(2
. income of, considered at
hearing 4(1) (c
. obligations of, considered
at hearing 4(1) (c
. representations of, at hearing 4(1
Application
copy of, given to judge 3(1
form of 2(2
. prescribed by Treasurer . . . .6(a
review of loan, for 2(1
sent to Commissioner 2(2
subsequent, time for
verified by oath 2(2
Appointment
copy of, sent to applicant ...3(2
Commissioner
. application sent to 2(2
. application to, re review of
loan 2(1
. appointment for hearing
made by 3(1
. appointment sent to applicant
by 3(2
. defined 1 (a
. representations of, at hearing 4(1
Definitions









. heard at hearing 4(2)
Expenses
. judge, of 6(b)
Forms
. application, of 2(2)
. prescribed by Treasurer 6(a)
Hearing
. appointment for 3(1)
. judge, by 4(1)
. judge's powers on 4(2)
Income of applicant
. considered at hearing 4(l)(c)
Interest
. reduction of arrears of . . .2(1)(&)
Judge
. appointment for hearing
made with 3(1)
copv of application given to 3(1)
. defined 1(b)
hearing by 4
loan reviewed by 2(1)
. order by 4(1)
. payment of expenses of 6(6)
. powers of 4(2)
Land
encumbrances against
considered at hearing . . 4(1)(6)




. review of 2(1)
subsequent application re 5
Oath
application verified by 2(2)
Obligations of applicant
. considered at hearing 4(l)(c)
Order
. judge, by 4(1)
Payment of loan
. extension of time for . . . .2(l)(c)
Principal





. heard at hearing 4(2)
Time
. extended for repayment ..2(l)(<r)
. hearing, for 3(1)













Act, Vol. 2, p. 63.
Association
. defined l(o)
. licence fee paid to 2(c)
. order proliibiting licensing
by 2(d)
. request of, re expenses 2
Container
. defined 1(&)




. inspector 1 (f
)






. order re 2(a)
Financial statements
. order re furnishing of 2(e)
Information
. order re furnishing of 2(e)
Inspector
. defined 1(0
. information furnished to 2(e)
Licence
. defined Ud)
Minister's order for 2
Lieutenant-Governor in Coxmcil
. Minister's order approved by 2
Manufacturer
. defined l(^)
. licence fee collected by 2(c)
. licence fee paid through 2(a)
Minister
. defined 1(/)
. order made by 2
Order
. made by Minister 2
Penalties
. violation of Act, for 3
Producer
. defined K^)
. exempt from order, when . .2(b)
. order re licensing of 2(a)
Product
. defined Uh)
. licence for cfistribution,
processing of, prohibited . . 2(4)
FARM PRODUCTS
GRADES AND SALES
Farm Products Grades and
Sales Act, Vol. 2, p. 65.
See also Farm Products Con-
tainers Act
Agriculture
. Minister defined ^(d)
. natural products of 1(a)
Certificates
. grading, regulations re . . . .2(l)(h)
. inspector's appointment, of 7
Convictions
. forfeiture of products on 5
. penalties generally 8
. rights not affected by 9
Crown
. forfeiture of products to 5
Definitions
. farm product 1 (a)
. grade 1(6)
. inspector 1 (c)
. Minister ^(d)
. package 1 (^)
. regulations may include 2(3)
Detention
. inspector's powers re .4(2), 5,6
. packages, of 6
. products of, conditions re 5
Documents
. production of 4(l)(rf),4(4)
Entry of premises
. powers of inspector 4(1)
Evidence
. inspector's appointment, of 7
Exemptions
. regulations re 2(l)(t)
Experiments




. inspection of 3(2)









. . inspections 2(l)(e)
. . licences 2(1) (m)
Forfeiture




. regulations re 2(l)(c)
Inspection points
. designation of 3(2)
. . regulations re 2(1) (/)
. orders to proceed to 3(3)
Inspectors
. appointment 3(1)
. . certificate of 7
. defined 1(c)
. detention of packages by 6
. detention of products by ...4(2), 5
. documents produced to 4(4)
. grading certificates by . . .2(1) (A)
. obstruction of, prohibited . . . .4(3)
. . penalty 8(2)
. powers of 4
. . regulations re 2(1) (^r)
. regulations enforced by 4(1)








. farm products designated by . 1(a)
regulations approved by 2(1)
Minister
. certificates of inspector's
appointment signed by 7
. defined 1(d)
. disposal of forfeitures by 5
. inspection points designated by 3(2)
. inspectors appointed by 3(1)
. package experiments
authorized by 3(4)















. experimental use of 3(4)
. inspection and detention 6
Penalties
. obstructing inspector 8(2)
. offences generally 8(1)
Products
. farm, defined 1(a)
Regiilations
. definitions in 2(3)
. detention of products pending
compliance with S
. enforcement 4(1)
. jurisdiction, re 10
. limitation re 2(2)
. Minister, by 2(1)
. penalty for violation of 8(1)
Returns
. regulations re 2(1) (d)
Samples
. inspection of 4(l)(c)
Transporters





Act, Vol. 2, p. 71.
See also Farm Products Grades
and Sales Act
Adjudications
. Board, by 3(l)(o)
Administration of Act
. moneys for, appropriated
by legislature 8
. powers of Board re 3(l)(c)
. regulations re 7(1) (/)
Allowances
. Board, of 2(4)
Arbitrations
. Board, by 3(l)(a)
Board
. allowances and expenses of . . .2(4)
. appointment of 2(2)
. body corporate, a 2(1)
. chairman of 2(3)
. constitution of 2(2)
. defined 1(a)
. officers and clerks of 2(5)
. penalties for violation of orders of 5
. penalties to 6(2)






. powers of 3(1)
. , commissioners under Public
Inquiries Act, as 3(2)
. . delegation of, to local boards 3(3)
, recommendation of schemes by 4(1)
. regulations by 7(1)
. . limitation of 7(2)
Body corporate
. Board as 2(1)
. local boards as 3(5)
Books
. marketers, of, inspection of 3(1) (/)
Cancellation
. regulations re 7(l)(d)
Chairman
. appointment of 2(3)
Clerks







investigations re 3(1) (6)
Definitions
. Board 1 (a)
. farm products 1 (&)
licence 1(c)
. local board \{d)
. marketing 1(e)
. Minister 1(f)
. regulated product l(^)
. regulations 1 (h)
. scheme 1 (t)
Digging
. quotas re 3(1)(/)
Directions
. powers of Board to make . .3(1) (c)
Disputes








. Board, of 2(4)
Farm products
. defined 1(b)
. regulations re designation
of 7(1)(*)





. equalization, regulations re 7(1) (^)
. regulations re 7(l)(c)
. local boards to 7(l)(c)
Financial responsibility
. marketing regulated
products, for 3(1) (A)
. regulations re proof of . . 7(1) (A)
Forms
. regulations re licence 7(l)(rf)
Harvesting
. quotas re 3(1) (/)
Improvements
. marketing, in. Board to
make 3(l)(n)
Information
. local boards to furnish 3(4)
. regulations re furnishing . .7(l)(e)
Inspection
. books of marketers, of . . 3(1) (/)
Investigations
. Board, by 3(l)(o)
. powers of Board re, as
under Public Inquiries Act .3(2)
Licences




regulations re form of . . . 7(l)(d)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
allowances and expenses
of Board by 2(4)
. . approval of regulations by .7(1)
. approval of schemes by 4(2)
. Board appointed by 2(2)
. chairman appointed by 2(3)
. regulations re local boards by 4(3)
. remuneration of officers and
clerks, by 2(5)
Limitation
. regulations, of 7(2)
Local boards
. body corporate, as 3(5)
. defined 1(d)
. delegation of powers to 3(3)
. information to Board
furnished by 3(4)
penalties for violation of
orders of 5
. petition for, re scheme 4(1)
. powers of, to exempt
from scheme 3(l)(^)(t)
. registration of marketers
with ....:... 3(l)(i7)
. regulations re 4(3)






. . Board, with 3(1)(/)
. . local boards, with 3(l)(y)
Marketing
. Board to stimulate 3(1) (n)
. defined l(^)
. investigations by Board re 3(1) (6)
. prohibited without a
licence 3(l)(in)
. regulations controlling ...7(l)(a)
. . quota committees for ....3(1)(/)
Minister




. administration of Act, for
appropriation of 8
Officers
. Board to appoint 2(5)
Orders
. penalties for violation of 5
. powers of Board to make . .3(l)(c)
Penalties
. distribution of 6(2)
. failure to pay fixed price for
regulated products, for 6(1)
. violation of regulations, for 5
Petitions
. scheme, for 4(1)
. . amendment of 4(2) (6)
. . approval of 4(2)(o)
Place
. regulations limited to 7(2)
Price negotiating agencies
. Board to establish 3(l)(rf)
. regulations re 7(l)(a)
Prices
. investigations by Board re 3(1) (&)
. set by Board 3(l)((i)
. . penalties for failure
to pay 6(1)
Powers
. Board, of 3(1)
. delegation to local boards, by 3(3)
Public Inquiries Act
. powers of Board as under . . . .3(2)
Quota committees








. . Board, with 3(1)(/)
. . local boards, with 3(1) (p)
Regulated products
. Board to fix prices for . . . .3(l)(rf)
. defined 1 (g)
. penalties for failure to pay
price of 6(1)
. power of Board to exempt
scheme re 3(1) (e)
. prohibitions re marketing
of 3(l)(k,l)
. quota boards re marketing
of 3(1)(/)
. registration of marketers of
. . Board, with 3(1)(/)
. . local boards, with 3(1)(^)
. . regulations re marketing
of 7(l)(a)
. security for marketing of . .3(1) (A)
Regulations
. Board, by 7(1)
. defined 1(h)
. limitation of 7(2)
. penalties for violation of S
Renewals
. licences, of, refusal 3(l)(m)
. regulations re 7(l)(d)
Requests
. scheme, for 4(1)
. . amendment of 4(2) (&)
. approval of 4(2) (a)
Returns
regulations re 7(1) (e)
Revocation
. licence, of 3(l)(m)
. regulations, re 7(l)(d)
Salaries
. officers and clerks, of 2(5)
Schemes
. Board to establish price
negotiating agencies re . .3(l)(d)
. defined l(i')
. local boards to furnish
information re 3(4)
. penalties for violation of 5
. power of Board to exempt
persons from 3(1)(^)
regulations re 7(1)(/)
. request for 4(1)
. . amendment of 4(2) (b)
. . approval of 4(2) (a)
Securi^
. marketing regulated







. regulations re 7(1) (h)
. regulations re disposition of 7(1) (i)
Service charges
. regulations re collection of 7(1) (^)
Shipping
. quotas re 3(1)(/)
Suspension
. licence, of .- . . .3(l)(»i)
. regulations re 7(l)(d)
Time
. regulations limited to 7(2)
Title










Vol. 2, p. 77.
See also Coroners Act; Factory,
Shop and Office Building Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Insur-





brought by beneficiaries 7(1)
. procedure when 7(2)
death, where 2
failure of executor to bring .7(1)
one for each complaint 5
persons to benefit from 3(1)
rival claimants, by 9





. made by plaintiff 6(1)
. persons entitled, re 6(2)
. . dispensed with 6(3)
Apportionment of damages
. judges in chambers, by 8(1)
Assessment of damages
. funeral expenses allowed in . .3(2)





. action brought by, when 7(1)
. action on behalf of 3(1)
. apportionment of damages
among 8(1)
. . postponement of 8(2)
. particulars re, in statement
of claim 6(1)
. persons entitled as,
determined by court 9
. persons who are 3(1)
. plaintiff's affidavit re 6(2)




. action brought for benefit of 3(1)
. defined 1 (o)
Claimants





. deductibility from damages ...3(1)
Court
. compensation paid into 4
. dispensing with proof 6(3)
. persons entitled settled by 9
Culpable homicide
. referred to 2
Damages
action for, re death 2
apportionment of 8(1)
. postponement of 8(2)
assessment of 3(3)
award of 3(1)
funeral expenses, for 3(2)
Defendant
. damages awarded against ....3(1)
. damages paid into court by 4





. action brought in name of ... .3(1)
failure of, to bring action ..7(1,2)
Funeral expenses
. damages for 3(2)
Husband
. action brought for benefit of . .3(1)




. distribution of damages to,
postponed 8(2)
Insurance premiums





. compensation apportioned by 8(1)
. . postponement of 8(2)
. plaintifFs affidavit dispensed
with, by 6(3)
Liability
. determination of 9
Limitation of action 5
Parent
. action brought for benefit of ..3(1)
. defined 1(&)
. rival claimant, as 9
Person adopting child
. included in parent 1(b)
Plaintiff
. action brought by beneficiaries,
when 7(1)
. administrator, as 3(1)
. affidavit of 6(2)
. . dispensed with 6(3)
. executor as 3(1)
statement of claim of 6(1)
Statement of claim
. affidavit filed with 6(2)
particulars re beneficiaries in 6(1)
Time
. commencement of action, for .... 5
Wife
. action brought for benefit of .3(1)
. rival claimant, as 9
FEDERAL DISTRICT
Federal District Commission
Act, Vol. 2, p. 81.
See also Local Improvement
Act; Municipal Act
Agreement
. damages, re 4
. electors' assent for, not required 5
. local improvements, re 2






. agreement re local
improvements with 2
. aid granted to 7
. highway transferred to 6
. transfers to 1
Conveyance
. made to Commission 1






. agreement as to 4
Drives
. transfer of 1
Electors
. assent of, not required 5
Highways
. transfer of 1,
6
Local Improvement Act
. application of 2,
3
Local improvements
. agreements, re 2
. damages resulting from 4
. work deemed 3
Mimicipal Act
. application of 6,
7
Municipal corporations
. agreements re local improvements 2
. aid to commission granted by .
. conveyances by








See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Creditors' Re-
lief Act; County Courts Act;
Division Courts Act; General
Sessions Act; Interpretation
Act; Judicature Act; Land
Titles Act; Law Stamps Act;
Liquor Control Act; Public
Officers' Fees Act; Registry





Vol. 2, p. 83.
See also Andrew Mercer Refor-
matory Act; Department of
Reform Institutions Act; In-
dustrial Farms Act; Jails Act;





. warrants re 12
Age
. commitment, for 2(1)
Appeals
. committal order, from 15(5)
Bailiff
. transfer of persons committed ... .6
Board
appointment of 9(1)
parole, of, investigations by 18
powers of 9(2)
recommendations by 9(3)
. transfer to hospital 9(5)







municipal liability at time of . .9(6)
order by judge re 15(4)
procedure 15
report to Parole Board of 18
requirements re 15(1)
training school inmates 2(2)
Conduct
. record of 3(3)
Correction
. houses of—see Houses of
correction
Court of Appeal








. copy forwarded with warrant ... 16
Detention—5"^^ also Commitment
. inmates with certain diseases 10(1)
. . report re 10(2)
. regulations re 14
Discharge
. delayed for medical reasons . .10(1)
ordered by Lieutenant-Governor 4
Diseases
. detention of inmates with ... 10(1)
. . report re 10(2)
Escape





. transfer to hospital school . . . .9(4)
Female bailiff
. transfer of prisoners by 6
Guardians
. procedure re charge by 17
Hearing
. private, by judge 15(3)
Hospitals
. maintenance in, liability 9(6)
. school, transfer of
feeble-minded to 9(4)
. transfer to, for treatment . . . .9(5)
Houses of correction
, industrial refuges as 13
Industrial refuges
. commitment to 2(1)
. . procedure re 15(4)
. defined l(o)
. depositions sent to 16
Inmates
. breach of parole, return of . . . .3(2)
. conduct, record of 3(3)
. detention of diseased 10(1)
. . report of 10(2)
. . transfer to hospitals 9(5)
. escaped, recapture of 7
. feeble-minded
. . transfer to hospital school . .9(4)
. maintenance of, in hospital . . .9(6)
medical examination of 8(1)
. . reports re 8(2)
. recommendation of board re . . .9(3)
. release on parole of 3(1)
. training school, transfer from 2(2)
Inquiries
. committal by judge, after ...15(4)
. judge, by, before commitment 15(2)
. . hearing in private 15(3)
Inspector
appointment of, to board 9(1)
defined 1(&)
medical detention
report to 8(2), 10(2)
Parole Board recommendation to 18
recommendations of board to 9(3)
. transfer to hospital or
school 9(4,5)
release on parole ordered by .3(1)
report re regulations by 14
return ordered by, for
breach of parole 3(2)
transfer to jail ordered by 5
. warrant to female bailiff 6
transfer warrants signed by 12




. Parole Board, by 18
Jail
. transfer to 5
Judge
. charge by parent or guardian
before 17
. committal by 2(1), 15(4)
. defined 1(c)
. depositions by, copy forwarded 16
. hearing in private by 15(3)
. inquiry by 15(2)
. reports to Parole Board by 18
. warrant sig^ned by 12
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. board appointed by 9(1)
. discharge by order of 4
. industrial refuge desig^nated by 1(a)
. maintenance regulations by .... 19





detention for treatment after 10(1)
. report re 10(2)
inmates, of 8(1)
. certificate re 8(2)




procedure re charge by 17
Parole
breach of 3(2)
Board of, investigations by 18
conduct, record re 3(3)
granting of, by Board 18
release of inmates on 3(1)
Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act
inspector appointed under ....1(&)
Prison and Reformatories Act
houses of correction under 13
Protestants
. commitment of 2(3)
Public Hospitals Act
maintenance of inmate under 9(6)
Recapture
escaped inmates, of 7
Records
. conduct of inmates, of 3(3)
Reform institutions




. maintenance, re 19






. medical examination, of 8(2)
Parole Board, to 18
Roman Catholics
. commitment of 2(3)
School
. training—see Training schools
Summary Convictions Act
. application to proceedings ...15(6)
Superintendent
. defined 1(e)
delivery of, prisoners to 6
. depositions delivered to 16
. medical detention
report by 8(2), 10(2)
. warrants forwarded by 11
Supreme Court
. judge defined 1(c)
Training schools
. commitment of inmates to ...2(2)
Transfer
. diseased inmate, to hospital 9(5)
feeble-minded inmate, to
hospital school 9(5)
female bailiflF to effect 6
. inspector to sign warrant of .... 12
. jail or reformatory, to 5
Warrants
. admission, re 11, 12
. depositions delivered with 16
FENCES
See Line Fences Act; Mechanics*
Lien Act; Mining Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Public Works Act;
Raihvajs Act; Snow Roads
and Fences Act
FERRIES
Ferries Act, Vol. 2, p. 89.
See also Municipal Act
Application of Act
. exception from 4(6)
Boats
. private use, for 7
By-laws




. municipalities having joint
licence 4(5)
County councils
. powers of 5 (2)
Crown
, licensee of, interference with ... .8
. requirements re licences by ... .2
Establishment
. by-laws re 5(1)
Ferries
. by-laws re 5(1)
. licences for 1,2
. licensed, penalty for interference 8
. limits re 3
. private boats kept at 7
. subletting 4(4)
. two different municipalities . .4(1)
Interference
. ferry rights, penalty 8
Joint licences
. concurrence of municipalities
re 4(5)
Licences
. by-laws re 5(1)
. conditions re 4(3)
. duration of 1
. . provision excluded re 4(6)
. extent of right conferred by . . .4(2)
. interference with ferryman
holding 8
. issue of 1
. . requirements re 2
. joint concurrence of
municipalities re 4(5)
. subletting under 4(4)
. tv/o different municipalities, for 4(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. by-laws approved by 5(1)
. conditions determined by 4(3)
. licence granted by 1
. . two different municipalities 4(1)
. powers of 5(3)
. rights limited by 4(2)
. security prescribed by 2
Limits
. exclusive ferry privileges, of 3




. by-laws by 5(1)
. concurrence of, where joint
licence 4(5)
exclusive privileges granted by ..6
. ferry for two different 4(1)
. subletting by 4(4)
FERRIES—Com. Sec.
Ontario Gazette




. interference with ferry rights ... .8
Subletting
. municipalities, by 4(4)
Tenders
. publishing of 2
FILMS




Finance Act; Provincial Fin-
ance
FINES AND FORFEITURES
Fines and Forfeitures Act,
Vol. 2, p. 93.
See also Estreats Act; Legisla-




. recovery of penalties, for 2(1)
Application of penalties
. property of Crown 2(2, 3)
Assembly
. Acts re election of members . .6(1)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. fines as part of 4
Costs
. recovery of 2(1)
. remission 7
Court
. fine in discretion of, where 3
. fine remitted by 5(1)
Crown
. fines as property of 2(2)





action for recovery of 2(1)




. action, by 2(1)








. . court or judge, by 5(1)








. recovery of fines by 3
Informant
. allowance of part penalty to . .2(3)
Judge See Court
Justice of the peace
. authority of 5(2)
Legislative Assembly Act
. fines imposed by . .6(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. allowance by 2(3)
. relief by 6(2)
remission of penalties by 6(1)
Magistrate
. authority of 5(2)
Payment of fines





. recovery of penalties by 2(2)
Recovery of fines
. action, by 2(1)
. indictment, by 3
ReUef
. civil consequences of
conviction, from 6(2)
Remission of costs 7
Remission of penalties




indictment in, recovery by 3
Treasurer of Ontario
. fines payable to 4
FIRE ACCIDENTS
Fire Accidents Act,
Vol. 2, p. 95.
See also Accidental Fires Act;
Hotel Fire Safety Act
Actions







. compliance with regulations re .
.
Fire escapes
compliance with regulations, re . .
^.^essees
. provision for fire escapes, etc., by
Manager
. provision for fire escapes, etc., by
Municipal by-laws
. requiring fire escapes, exits, etc.
Non-compliance
presumption of death re
Occupants
. provision for fire escapes, etc., by
Onus of proof
. compliance with regulations re
fire escapes, etc., of
Owners
. provision for fire escapes, etc., by
Regulations
. provision for fire escapes, exits .
.
Stairways
. compliance with reg^lat'ons re .
Statutes




Vol. 2, p. 97.
See also Fire Marshals Act;
Firemen's Exemption Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Labour
Relations Act; Municipal Act
Administration
. regulations re 18(&)
Agfreements
. binding on all parties 6(1)
. commencement of eflfect of . .7(1,2)
. duration of 6(2)
expenditures paid by council
where no 8
grant withheld on failure of 13(6)
. protection from other
municipalities for 12(3)
Alternative systems
. hours of work in 2(1) (c)
Apparatus





. prevails over municipal by-laws . .9
. salaries and holidays not
affected by 3
Attorney-General
. appointment of chairman by .5(3)
. appointment of members to
arbitration board by 5(2)
Awards
. binding on all parties 6(1)
. commencement of effect of 7(1,2)
. duration of 6(2)
. expenditures paid by council
where no 8
. . grant withheld on failure. .13 (&)
Bargaining
. arbitration board, before 5(1)
. salaries, etc., for 4(1)
. . affiliated bodies represented 4(3)
. trade unions by 4(2)
Bargaining committee
. bargaining for salaries, etc., by 4(1)
. . affiliated bodies represented
at 4(3)
. members to arbitration
board by 5(1)
. . failure of appointment of .5(2)
. notice re arbitration board to 5(1)
Board of arbitration
. appointment of members to .5(1)
. costs of 5(5)
. decision of chairman on failure
to agree by 5(4)
. decisions, awards, etc., of,
binding 6(1)
. failure of appointment of
chairman of 5(3)
. failure of appointment of
members to 5(2)
Certificates
. fire apparatus, re disputes
over 16(2)
Chairman
failure of appointment of 5(3)
Clothing allowances
. costs of 12(1) (6)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. grants from 11(1)
Costs
. agreements for protection
from other municipalities,
for 12(3) (a)
. board of arbitration, of 5(5)






. disagreement re 16(1)
. fire department, of 12(1)
. maintenance of fire colleges,
etc., of 17(a,&)
. statements of, re fire pumpers . . 15





. payment of costs by issue of 12(2)
Decisions
. binding on all parties 6(1)
. chairman of, on failure of
board to agree 5(4)
. commencement of effect of . .7(1,2)
. duration of 6(2)
. expenditures paid by council
where no 8
. . grant withheld on failure of 13(6)
Definitions
. fire department 1(a)
. Fire Marshal 1(b)
. full-time fire fighter 1(e)
. paid 12(2)
. population \(d)
. prescribed standards 1 (^)
. regulations 1(f)
. volunteer fire fighter l(^)
Department of Municipal A£Fairs
. pension plans approved by . .4(4)
. statements re claims for
grants to 14(1)
. . certification of 14(2)
. statements re purchase of
fire pumpers to 15(3)
. . certification of 15(4)
Duration
. agreements, awards, etc., of .6(2)
Duty
. time off 2(4,5)
. . free from calls on 2(6)
. . recall on emergency 2(7)
Emergencies
. recall from off duty on 2(7)
Equipment
. costs of fire 12(1)(A)
. costs of office 12(1) (c)
. costs of personal \2(l)(b)
. regulations re standard of . . . 18(a)
Fire college
. costs of attending I2(l)(g)
. established by fire marshal .17(a)
Fire department





. costs of 12(1)(^)
Fire marshal
. certificate of, re fire apparatus
. . dispute re 16(2)
. defined 1(6)
. schools and colleges
established by 17(o) (&)
. statements re purchase
of fire pumpers to 15(2)
. . certification of 15(3)
Fire pumpers
. additional grants for 15(1)
. statement of purchase re 15(2)
Full-time fire fighters
Act not to affect salaries
or holidays of 3
assigned to other duties,
work hours 2(2)
bargaining by 4(1)
. representation of affiliated
bodies 4(3)
. trade union in 4(2)
costs of
. clothing, etc., of 12(1)(6>
. pension plan, of 12(1) (/)
. services, of 12(1) (a)
defined 1 (r)
hours of work
. alternative systems 2(1) (c)
. three platoon system ...2(1)(6)
. two platoon system ....2(l)(a)
maximum work hours of ...3(3)
penalties for request for duty
of, in violation of Act 10
. request for payment of
expenditures by, where no
agrreement reached 8
. time oflF duty for 2(4, 5)
. . free from calls on 2(6)
. . recall on emergency 2(7)
. workmen's compensation,
under, for grants 13(a)
Grants
. additional, for fire pumpers 15(1)
. fire areas in townships, re ...11(2)
. fire fighters to be under
workmen's compensation
before 13(a)
. municipalities, to 11(1)
. payment of 15
. protection from other
municipalities, for 12(3) (6)
. statements re claims for 14(1)
. withheld if council in default









. costs of 12(1)(0
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. costs of matters prescribed
by 12(1)(/)
. regulations by 18
Loans
. pa\Tnent of costs from 12(2)
Maintenance
. premises, of, costs of 12(l)(t)
Meetings of associations
. costs of 12(1) ((7)
Municipal Act
. agreement for protection from
municipalities under 12(3)
. fire departments organized
under 1 (a)




expenditures paid by, where no
agreement reached 8
. grant withheld on failure
of 13(6)
members to arbitration board
by 5(1)
. failure of appointment of . -5(2)
notice re dispute before





Act to prevail over by-laws of. . .9
grants to 11(1)
. withholding of 13
protection from other
. costs of 12(3)(a)
. grants re 12(3)(6)
. . deductions from 12(3) (c)
time off for fire fighters by. .2(5)
Notice
. dispute before arbitration board,
for 5(1)
Offences
. penalties for, in violation of Act. .10
Offices
costs of supplies, equipment and
clerks of 12(l)(f)
Ontario Municipal Board







. expenditures, of, where no
agreement reached 8
. . grant withheld on failure. . 13(6)
Penalties
. violation of Act, for 10
Pension plans
. approved by Department of
Municipal Affairs 4(4)
bargaining for 4(1)
. affiliated bodies, by 4(3)






. grants for fire areas in
townships, re 11(2)
. grants re 10,000 ll(l)(o)
. grants re 25,000 11(1)(6)
. grants re 70,000 11(1)(0
. grants re over 70,000 ....ll(l)(rf)
Premises
. costs of maintenance of ..12(l)(i)
Prescribed standards
. defined 1(e)
. regulations re 18(a)
References
. statements of costs, re 16(1)
Regional fire schoools
. establishment of 17(6)
Regulations
. defined 1(/)
, Lieutenant-Governor in Council
may make 18
Salaries
. Act not to affect 3
. bargaining for 4(1)
. . affiliated bodies, by 4(3)
. . trade union, by 4(2)
Schools
. costs of attending 12(1) (^)
Statements
. claims for grants, of 14(1)
. . certification of 14(2)
. purchase of fire pumpers, of. .15(2)
. . certification of 15(3, 4)
Three-platoon sjrstems
. hours of work in 21(1) (6)
. time off duty re 2(4, 5)
. . free from calls on 2(6)




. commencement of awards,
decisions, etc., for 7(1,2)
. failure to appoint chairman
for 5(3)
. references re costs, for 16(1)
Townships
. grants re fire areas in 11(2)
Treasurer of Ontario
. additional grants by, for fire
pumpers 15(1)
. annual grants to municipalities
by 11(1)
certified statement re grants
to 14(2)
. statements re purchase of fire
pumpers to 15(4)
Treasurers of municipalities
. claims for grants by 14(1)
. statements by, re purchase of
fire pumpers 15(2)
Two-platoon systems
. hours of work in 2(l)(a)
. time off duty re 2(4, 5)
. . free from calls on 2(6)
. . recall on emergency 2(7)
Uniforms
. costs of 12(1)(6)
Unions




. clothing, etc 12(1)(6)





. full-time fire fighters 2(1)
. maximum 2(3)
. other personnel 2(2)
Workmen's compensation
. costs of 12(l)(d)
Workmen's Compensation Act
. costs of fire fighters
under mi)(d)
. grants if all fire fighters
under 13(a)
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS






Vol. 2, p. 107.
See also Fires Extingfuishment
Act
Act
. non-application of 8
Actions
. permission not to be pleaded in. .3
Application
. penalty, of 7
Appointment
. fire guardians, of 1(1)
By-laws
. appointment of fire g^uardians
by 1(1)
. imposing penalty 5
. payment of fire guardians, re....
5
Combustible material
. permission to burn 2
Complainant
. portion of penalty to 7
Coimcil
. by-laws of
. . appointment of fire g^uardians
by 1(1)
. . fixing of penalties by 5




. excluded from Act 8
Fires
. leave for setting out 2
Freeholders
fire guardians, as 1(1)
Inspection
. fire guardians, by, before leave
granted 4
Negligence
. prima facie evidence of 3
Payment
. services, for 5
Penalties
amount of 6
. application of 7
. neglecting duties, for 5
setting out fires without leave 6
Pleadings




petition of, for fire guardians. 1(1)
FIRE GUARDIANS—Con. Sec.
Refusal
. request of, by fire gfuardian 4
Tenure
. office, of 1(2)
Treasurer
. half of penalty paid to 7
FIRE INSURANCE




Vol. 2, p. 109.
See also Fire Departments Act;
Insurance Act
Absence
. owner of premises
. . action by Fire Marshal re 20(10)
. . minor alterations and
repairs 20(13)
Adjustments
. fire chief to be notified re . . . .9(7)
. report by insurance companies
re 9(3)
. report of loss by adjuster . . . 9(6)
Alterations
. tenant's liability for minor. .20(13)
Appeals
. court, to 20(5)
. . default of prosecution of. .. .20(6)
. Fire Marshal, to 20(4)







. expert and professional 7
. fees and expenses for 19
. fire prevention associations,
to 3(d)
. municipal by-laws, re sia)
. . enforcement 3(b)
Assistants
. appointment of 2(5), 8(4)
. by-law enforcement, require-
ments re 3(b)
. duty to report 8(2)
. ex officio 8(1)
. expenses of 2(7)
. fees of 8(3)
. information required by 9(5)
. inspections by 20(1)
. minor repairs ordered by .. .20(13)
. removals ordered by 20(3)




. assistance to local 3(rf)
. grants to 2(8)
Books
. accounts, of 12
Buildings
. alterations and repairs 20(13)
. expenses as lien on 20(12)
. inspection of 20(1)
. orders re 20(2)
. . appeals from 20(4)
. removal in absence of
owner 20(10)(t)
. removal of process from . . . .20(3)
By-laws
. duties under municipal 10
. enforcement of, assistance
for 3(6)
. fire protection, assistance re. .3(0)
. precedence of 22(2)
Certificates
. evidence of appointment, as ...24
Chief of fire department
. claims notified to 9(7)
. powers outside municipality . . .8(5)
Claims
. adjustment reports 9(6)
. fire chief to be notified re . . . 9(7)
. information required re 9(5)
Collection






. fire insurance—^see Insurance
Contributions






. investigation, liability of
municipality, re 18(2)
. lien on premises re ... .20(12) (c)
. police, of 5(2)
. removal of buildings, for. 20(10) (a)
. witnesses, of 15
Experts
. employment of, assistance 7
Explosions




. assistants, of 8(3)
. payment of 19
Fire insurance—^5"^^ Insurance
Fire Marshal
. appeal from 20(5)
. appeal to 20(4)
. . final 20(7)
. appointment of 2(1)
. assistants to 8
. Deputy—see Deputy Fire
Marshal
. deputy pro tempore 6
. district deputy—see District
deputies
. duties of 3
. fire prevention rules by 22(1)
. fund for expenses of 11
. inspection by 3(})
. penalty for disobeying orders
of 16((f)
. powers of 3
. reports re fire adjustments
to 9(6)
Fire prevention
. assistance to local associations
re 3(rf)
. grants to associations for ...2(8)
. information re 3(c)
. regulations re methods
of 23(l)(/)(2)
. rules re 22(1)
Fund
. expenses, for 11(1)





. prevention associations, to . . . .2(8)
Information
. fire prevention re 3(c)






. buildings and premises, of . . .20(1)
. orders in 20(2)
. powers re 3{j)
. regulations re records of. .23(l)(i)
Inspectors
. appointment of 2(4)
. powers of 2(4), 3
. salaries of 2(6)
Insurance
. adjustment report 9(3)
. . losses claimed in 9(6)
. contributions to fund 11(1)
. Department of 11(1)
. expense fund, application of.. 11(3)
. notification re adjustments of,
to fire chief 9(7)
. payments of, withheld 3(t)
. reports of losses by,
companies 9(1)
. . transmission to Fire
Marshal
. unregistered companies
. . contributions by persons
insured in 11 (2)
. . report of loss by insured in. 9(4)
Insurance Act
. annual statement under 11(1)
. company not licensed
under 9(4), 11(2)
Investigations
assistance needed for 7
Crown attorney to attend . . . 17(2)
expenses allowed re 17(4)
. remuneration of 17(3)
deputy pro tempore to hold 6
explosion, re 3(fir)
fires, of 3(f)
insurance withheld pending. .. .3(i)
material removed for 13(f)
place for holding 18
police powers re 5(1)
powers re holding 4
Judge
. appeals to 20(5)
. . failure to prosecute 20(6)
Legislature
appropriations by
. . fees and expenses paid from . . 19
. . grants for prevention from. .2(8)
. . police payments from 5(2)




. appointments by 2
. assistants appointed by 2(5)
. bookkeeping ordered by 12
. Deputy Fire Marshal appointed
by 2(2)




. Fire Marshal appointed by... 2(1-)
. fire prevention regulations by. 23(2)
. fire prevention rules approved
by 22(1)
. grant for prevention by 2(8)
. inspectors appointed by 2(4)
. officers appointed by 2(5)
. police remuneration fixed by.. 5(2)
. regulations by 1(6), 23(1)
. salaries fixed by 2(6)
Losses
. adjustment reports re. .. .9(3), 9(6)
. information required re 9(5)
. report by insured, duty re ... .9(4)
Minister
. defined 1 (a)
. deputy pro tempore approved by. .6
. expenses for removal of buildings
approved by 20(10)
. expert assistance approved by. . . .7
. investigation ordered by 3(^)
. suspensions reported to 21(1)
Money
. insurance, payment withheld. .3 (t)
Municipal Act
. by-laws not made under 3(a)
. by-laws re explosives under 22(2)
Municipalities
. absence of owner from, liability
of tenant re 20(13)
. assistance by by-laws of 3(a)
. assistance of fire chief of 3(fc)
. assistants ex officio of 8(1)
. by-laws
. . duties provided for by 10
. . procedure over rules re ...22(2)
. expenses paid by 20(12)
. liability of, re investigations 18
. powers of chief outside 8(5)
Obstruction









police, payment of expenses. . .5(2)
salaries of 2(6)
suspension of 21(1)
. cessation of pay during ...21(2)
Orders
. appeals from 20(4)
. . finality of 20(7)
. appeals to county judge re. . .20(5)
. disobedience of,
penalty 16(d), 20(8)
. inspection, re 20(2)
. repairs by tenant, for 20(13)
Owners
. absence of . . , 20(10)
. . liability of tenant during. .20(13)
Penalties
disobedience of orders 20(8)
. collection 20(9)
obligations not fulfilled by 16
offences, for 16
oflfences re expense fund, for. 11(5)
regulations re 23(2)
Police
. payment of expenses of 5(2)
Police Commissioner
. powers re investigations 5(1)
. remuneration of 5(2)
Powers
. advisory committee, of,
regulations re 23(l)(d)
assistants, of 8(4)
closing of premises, re 13
Commissioner of Police, of . . .5(1)
deputy pro tempore of 6
evidence, re 14
examination of premises, re ... 13
fire chief, of, outside
municipality 8(5)
Fire Marshal, of 3
inquiries and investigations,
re 4
Police Commissioner, of 5(1)
suspension of officials, re ... .21(1)
Premises
. appeals from orders re 20(4)
. examinations and closing of .... 13
. expenses as lien on 20(12)
. inspection of 20(1)
owner absent from 20(10)
. . liability of tenant 20(13)








. regulations re inflammable
substances in 23(1)(A)






. removal from buildings, re . .20(3)
. absence of owner 20(10)
Prosecutions
. appeals, of, neglect of 20(6)







. entry powers under 3(j)
. fire prevention, re 23(2)
. fire prevention rules under . .22(1)
. inspection under 20(1)
. insurance companies' reports,
re .9(1)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
to make 23(1)
. penalty for violation of 16(&)
. police investig^ations re 5(1)
. powers under 3
. prosecution for offences
under 17(1)
. records, re 3(e)
. reports of loss by individuals,
re 9(4)
. scope of 23(1)
witnesses fees, re IS
Removal




. Crown attorney, of 17(3)
police, of 5(2)
Repairs
tenant's liability for minor. . .20(13)
Reports
. adjusters, by, re losses 9(6)
. duties of assistants re 8(2)
fees re 8(3)
. information required re 9(5)
. insurance companies, by
. . adjustments of losses, re ...9(3)
. . fires, re 9(1)




. insured, by, re losses 9(4)
. offences suspected, of, to Crown
Attorney 3(A)
Requirements
. assistance to Fire Marshal, re. .3(6)
Rules
. fire prevention, re 22(1)
Salaries—See also Fees;
Remuneration
. appropriations for 2(7)
. provisions for 2(6)
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recoverable under . 20(9)
Travelling Expenses—See Expenses
Treasurer of Ontario
contributions from insurers in
unregistered companies to .11(2)
. expenses payable to 20(12)
. preliminary assessments by .11(4)




duty to give evidence 15
. examination of 17(2)




See Fire Departments Act; Fire-
men's Exemption Act; Jurors




Vol. 2, p. 125.
See also Jurors Act; Statute
Labour Act
Certificates
. by-law by city council re ... .4(1)
. condition for entitle-
ment 1,3(0,4(1)
. exemptions forfeited 2
. exemptions for holders 1,3(2), 4(2)
City councils
. by-law re further exemptions. .4(1)
. certificates granted by .... 1, 3, 4(1)
. revoking exemption 2
Clerk





. exempt from serving as . . . .1,3(2)
Councils—See City councils
Forfeiture
. exemption, of 2
Juries
. exemption from 1, 4(2)
Misconduct
. exemption forfeited for 2
Statute labour tax
. exemption from 4(2)
FIRES
See Accidental Fires Act; Coro-
ners Act Crown Timber Act;
Egress from Public Buildings
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Fire Accidents
Act; Fire Departments Act;
Fire Guardians Act; Fire Mar-
shals Act; Firemen's Exemp-
tion Act; Fires Extinguish-
ment Act; Forest Fires Pre-
vention Act; Hotel Fire Safety-
Act; Mills Licensing Act;
Mining Act; Municipal Act;
Railway Fire Charge Act;
Railways Act; Steam Thresh-




Vol. 2, p. 127.
Assessment Act
. application of 3
By-law
. giving powers to officers 1(1)
Certificate
. fire fighting, for 2(1)
Commutation fimd
. application of 2{Z)
. . default re 3
County coimcil
. application of commutation fund
provided by 2(2)
. . default, where 3
. by-law passed by 1(1)
Fence-viewers
. power of 1(1)
Fire fighting
. allowed as statute labour 2(1)




. males ordered out for 1(1)
. payment for 2(1)
. refusal re, penalty for 4
Fire guardians
. power of 1(1)
Males
. fire fighting of, allowed as
statute labour 2(1)
. ordered to fight fires 1(1)
Officers
. power of 1(1)
Overseers of highways
. power of 1(1)
Pathmasters
. power of 1
Penalty
. refusal to fight fires, for 4
Statute labour
. fire fighting allowed on 2(1)
Township council
. by-law passed by 1(2)
. commutation fund used for
payment by 2{2)
. . default re 3
Treasurer of township
. fire fighters paid by 2(1)
FISH
See Game and Fisheries Act;




See Lakes and Rivers Improve-
ment Act
FLAX
See Clean Grain Act
FLOODS
See Conservation Authorities












See Horticultural Societies Act;
Municipal Act
FOOD
See Bees Act; Bread Sales Act;
Farm Products Marketing
Act; Fruit Packing Act; Game










See Gold Clauses Act; Recipro-
cal Enforcement of Judgments
Act
FOREMAN
See Master and Servant Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Public
and Other Works Wages Act;





Act, Vol. 2, p. 13L
See also Fire Guardians Act;
Fires Extinguishment Act;
Mining Act; Municipal Act;
Railway Fire Charge Act;
Railways Act; Steam Thresh-
ing Engines Act
Action
. civil, for damage by fire 2{3)
. costs of cleaning up land, for. 13(2)
. recovery of expenses due to
Department 26(2)
Additional fire protection
. arrangements for 5(1)
Administration of Act




. prevention and control of fires,
for 15
Application
. fire permits, for 7(1)
. injunction, for 21(3)
. travel permits, for 9(2)
. work permits, for 12(2)
Application of Act
- fire districts, to 2(1)
Assistance
. exemptions from 19(1)
. penalty for refusing to give . . 19(2)
Badges
. honorary fire wardens, of . . . .4(c)
Bond
. required for work permit when
previous conviction 12(7)
Brushwood
. regulations re accumulation
of 27(^)
Cigar
. offence re dropping lighted. .23(a)
Cigarette
. offence re dropping lighted .23(a)
Civil action
. damage by fire, for 2(3)
Clearing of land
. complaints by municipal
corporations re 14(2)
. costs of 14(5)
. destruction of refuse re 16(1)
. notice to owner of 14(4)
Closed area
. defined 1 (a)
. order re designation of 11(1)
. . notice of 11(2)
. . prohibition re 11(3)
Costs
. clearing up land by officers. .13(2)
. extinguishing fire, of
. . commencing on Crown
lands 18(1)
. . entirely on Crown lands . . 18(2)
. work permits, re 12(4)
Crown lands
. costs of fire completely on . . 18(2)
costs of fire starting on 18(1)
Declarations
. municipalities, by, for claims re
clearing land 14(6, 7)
. . registration of 14(8)
Definitions










. fire district 1(c)
. Minister 1 (rf)
. municipality lie)
. officer 1(f)
. owner 1 (g), 14(1)
. regulations 1(h)
. travel permit area l(t)
Department
. bond to 12(7)
. contributions by, for fire starting
on Crown lands 18(1)
. defined 1(6)
, expenses incurred in extinguishing
fires by 20(2)
liability for fire expenses to. 26(1)
. recovery of costs from
municipalities by 17
recovery of fire expenses by .26(2)
. special badges to honorary fire
wardens issued by 4(c)
. total costs paid by, where fire
on Crown lands 18(2)
Destruction
notices, of, offence 23(c)
Engineer
. duty re safety appliances 22
Engines
injunction restraining use of. 21(3)
offence to use, without
safeguards 21(l)(a)
. regulations re fire prevention
appliances 27(h)
Entry
. right of officers re 24
Equipment
. offence for injuring 23(d)
. regulations re use of 27(d)
. rights of officers to use
privately-owned 19(1)
. . penalty for refusal to give. .19(2)
Expenses
. liability for 26(1)
. . recovery of 26(2)
Firearms
. offences when discharging . . .23(b)
Fire districts
. application of Act to 2(1)
. creation of travel permit areas
in 9(1)
. declaring of 2(2)
. defined 1(c)
. fire seasons re 6







. regulations re fire season for. 27 (a)
. work permits required
for 12(l)(o,6)
Fire-fighting equipment
. conditions for, re work
permits 12(3) (t)
. penalty for injuring 23(d)
Fire guards
. regulations re use of 27(f)
Fire permits
. authority conferred by ...7(2) (a)
regulations re 7(2)(b)
. cancellation or suspension of 8(2)
. duration of 8(1)
. limitations re 8(1)
officer to issue 7(1)
regulations re 27(c)
. regulations re precautions
under 27(d)
Fire season
. duration of 6








. costs of extinguishing. ... 17, 12(4)
. extinguishment of 8(2)
. . owner, by 20(1)
. injuring equipment for
fighting 23(d)
. regulations re precautions for. 27(d)
Forms
. regulations re 27(b)
Guns




special badge for 4(c)
Imprisonment
. default of payment of penalties,
on 26
Inflammable material
. accumulation of 16(5)
. destruction of 16(1)










. restraining use of engines,
etc., for 21(3)
Inquiries
. complaints of uncleared lands,
re 14(3)
Judgment
. recovery of expenses as 26(2)
Liens
clearing land, for
. organized territory 14(6)
. registration of, effect of . . . 14(8)
. unorganized territory 14(7)
regulations re sale of land
imder 27 (t)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. fire districts declared by 2(2)
. regulations by 27
. travel permit areas created by. 9(1)
Matches
. offence re dropping burning. 23(a)
Mills
. applications for work permits to
contain descriptions of ....12(2)
. destroying waste without spark
arresters 21(1)(6)
. destruction of inflammable
material near 16(4)
Minister
action for recovery of expenses
by 26(2)
agreements with municipalities,
for fire prevention by 15
application for injunction by 21(3)
arrangement with owner for
additional protection 5(1)
. officers appointed by 5(2)
complaints re uncleared lands
to 14(2)
. inquiries re 14(3)
defined l(rf)
honorary fire wardens appointed
by 4
officers appointed by 3
order re designation of closed
areas by 11(1)





. clearing of land by 14(5)
. . lien for 14(6)
. complaints re uncleared lands
by 14(2)
. Minister's recommendation re












. agreements re prevention and
control of fires by 15
. defined lie)
. duties re fire extinguishing 17
. regulations re collection of
costs by 27(,j)
Notice
. clear lands, to 14(4)
. offence re destroying 23{c)
. order re closed areas, of ....11(2)




. penalties for 26
. refusing to give assistance,
etc 19(2)
. regulations, under 21-25
Officers
. appointment of special, for
additional protection 5(1)
. . Minister, by 5(2)
. . salaries of 5(3)
. cancellation of fire permits by. .8(2)
. cancellation of travel permits
by 10(2)
. cancelllation of work permits
by 12(3)(c)
. defined !(/)
. fire permits issued by 7(1)
. information re tourists to 25
. Minister to appoint 3
. notice re unauthorized operations
by 12(6)
. offence re obstructing 24
. powers re clearing up lands.. 13(1)
. regulations re collection of
costs by 27 (j)
. refusal of work permits by 12(3, 7)
. right to enter premises 24
. right to summon assistance. . 19(1)
. travel permits granted by ...9(2)
. work permits granted by . . . .12(1)
. . conditions re fire fighting
equipment 12(3) (6)
Orders
. Minister, by, re designation of
closed areas 11(1)
. . notice of 11(2)






. arrangements for additional
protection by 5(1)
defined l(^). 14(1)
destruction of refuse on, land
being cleared by 16(1)
liens for clearing land
against 14(6, 7)
. registration, eflfect of 14(8)
notice to clear up
lands 13(1), 14(4)
. costs of 13(2)
. default re 14(5)
. penalty for refusing 13(3)
regulations re timber felling. .16(3)
report re extinguishment of
fires by 20(1)
. penalties for failure of ....20(2)
work permits not required for
agricultural purposes by ..12(1)
Penalties
. failure of owner to report
'fires 20(2)
. failure to clean up land ...13(3)
. offences, for 26
. refusal to give assistance . ..19(2)
. working without work
permit 12(6)
Permits
. fire—see Fire permits
. travel—see Travel permits
. work—see Work permits
Prohibition
. entering closed areas,
against 11(3)
Proof
. fires, of, re work operations
in closed areas 12(4)
. notice of order re closed areas,
of 11(4)
Protection
. arrangements for additional. .5(1)
Provisional judicial districts
. complaints re uncleaned lands
in 14(2)
Publishing
. notice of order re closed
areas 11(2)
Railways
. dropping live coals by 21(2)
. inflammable materials near. 16(2)
Registration
. declarations re clearing land,
effect of 14(8)
Regulations













. proof of notice re closed areas,
under 11(4)
Right-of-way
. inflammable material near
. . destruction of 16(1)
. . piling up of 16(2)
. railway dropping live coals
on 21(2)
Salaries
. honorary fire wardens without. 4(a)
. special officers for additional
protection 5(3)
Sale
. regulations re, of land subject
to lien 27(i)
Spark arresters
. regulations re use of 21(l)(fc)
Summary Convictions Act
. recovery of expenses under.. 26(2)
Time
. clear lands, to 14(5)
. fire permits, of 8(1)
. fire season, for 6
. travel permit, of 10(1)
work permits, of 12(5)
Tourists
. information by, to officers 25
Travel permit areas
. creation of 9(1)
. defined l(t)
Travel permits
. authority conferred by ....9(3)(o)
. . regulations re 9(3) (fe)
. cancellation or suspension of 10(2)
. duration of 10(1)
. officers to grant 9(2)




. cancellation of 12(3) (c)
. duration of 12(5)
. fire fighting equipment as
condition for 12(3) (fr)
. penalties for operating
without 12(6)
. refusal of 12(3)(a)










required for woods and milling
operations 12(1) (a)
. rights of officer re refusal of 12(7)
FOREST MANAGEMENT
Forest Management Act,
Vol. 2, p. 143.
See also Crown Timber Act
Agreement
. cancelled by Minister 5
. superseded by master plan ...2(4)
Alterations in plans
. directed by Minister 3(2)
Annual plan
. alteration of 3(2)
. contents of 3(1)
. defined 1(a)
. failure to furnish, penalty for. . . .5




. application of 2(4), 6(1)
Crown timber area
. defined 1(c)
. management of 2(3)
. master plan of, furnished to
Minister 2(1) (6)
Cut-over areas
. map of. in annual plan. . (3)(1)(&)
Cutting of trees
. Minister's powers re 6(l)(fr)
Cutting operations
. plan of, in annual plan ... 3(1) (fr)
. stopped by Minister 4
Cutting rights
. Minister's powers re 6(l)(o)
Definitions
. annual plan 1(a)
. approved 1(b)
. Crown timber area 1(c)
. master plan 1 (d)
. Minister 1(e)
Inventory
. regulations re 7(a)
. timber, of, furnished to
Minister 2(1) (a)
Licence
. cancellation of 5




. regulations made by 7
Maps
. cut-over areas of, in annual
plan 3(1)(6)
. master P-an, of, furnished to
Minister 2(1) (c)
. regulations, re 7(a)
Marking of trees
. Minister's powers re 6(1) (6)
Master plan
. approved by Minister 2(2)
defined 1(d)
. failure to comply with, penalty
for 5
. finality of, where conflict ....2(4)
. furnished to Minister 2(1) (&)
. licence superseded by 2(4)
Minister
annual plan furnished to 3(1)
cutting operations stopped by. .. .4
defined 1(e)
inventory of timber furnished
to 2(I)(a)
licence cancelled by 5
map of master plan furnished
to 2(l)(c)
master plan approved by .... 2(2)
master plan furnished to . 2(1)(&)
plans altered by 3(2)
power re preservation of
forests 6(1)
Orders
. deemed administrative 6(2)
Penalties
. failure to comply with Act, for 5
Regulations
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 7
Statement
furnished to Minister .... 2(1) (rf)
. regulations re 7(a)
Timber
. inventory of, furnished to
Minister 2(l)(a)
. particulars of, in annual
plan 3(l)(b)
. statement re use of, furnished
to Minister 2(1) (rf)
Trees






Act, Vol. 2, p. 147.
See also Crown Timber Act
Companies
. concessions to, regulations re. 2(b)
. cutting timber, regulations re. 2(a)
. defined 1(a)
. information required from . . .3(1)
. operations by, contrary to public
interest 2(e)
. timber not required for business
of 2(c)
. violation by, penalty 4
Crown
. cutting rights granted by . . . .2(a)
. stumpage charges increased
re 2(e)
. tree rights reserved in 1(b)
Crown timber
. defined 1(b)
. restrictions re cutting 2(a)
. stumpage charges increased
re 2(e)
Crown Timber Act
. charges payable under 1(b)
. recovery of dues under 4
Definitions
. company 1 (a)
. Crown timber 1(b)
. Department 1(c)




. operation of industries from 2
Information
. Minister may require 3(1)
. . notice re 3(2)
Lands
. timber cutting restrictions re 2(a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. powers 2
. regulations by 2
Minister
. defined l(rf)
. in'formation required by 3(1)
. . notice of 3(2)
regulations recommended by 2
Penalties







. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 2
. violation of 4
Timber
. Crown, defined 1(b)
. cutting regulations re 2(a)
. exclusion if not required 2(c)
. information re 3(1)
. . notice 3(2)
. limitation of size, etc 2(d)
. maintenance of supply of 2(b)
. resources utilized, regulations
for 2
. stumpage charges re 2(e)
Violations
. penalty for 4
FORESTRY
Forestry Act, Vol. 2, p. 149.
See also Municipal Act; Public
Works Act
Advisory Committee
. appointment of 16(1)
Agreement
. Crown land, re, made by
Minister 5
forestry, re, made by Minister. . 4
Building industry
. represented on Committee ..16(2)
Chairman




expenses paid out of 16(3)
Corporation
agreement re lands made with 4
Crown
. land reconveyed to 13
Crown lands





. represented on Committee . 16(2)
Employees
employed by Minister 6
Expenses
. Committee, of 16(3)




. represented on Committee - 16(2)
Forest engineers
. represented on Committee . . 16(2)
Forest policy
. Committee's duties re 16(6)
Forestry
. agreements re, made by
Minister 4, 5
. land expropriated for 2
. survey, estimate of land for .... 10
Forests
. land set aside for 14
. permit for entry upon 15
township declared part of 9
Funds
appropriated by Legislature 7
Labour
represented on Committee .16(2)
Lands
defined 1(6)
managed by Minister 3
Minister's power re 2
private, agreement re, made by
Minister 4
reconveyance of, to Crown 13
right of entry on 10
set aside for forests 14
set aside for settlement 12
survey of 10
unsuitable for farming, settlers
removed from 13
Legislature




. land for settlement set aside by. 12
land set aside for forests by... 14
permit for entry upon forests
provided by 15
. regulations made by 17
. roads, reserves closed by 11
. township declared part of forest
by 9
. township detached from union by 8
Meetings
. Committee of 16(5)
Mining industry
represented on Committee . . 16(2)
Minister
. agreements re forestry made by. .4
. closing of roads recommended
by 11
. defined 1 (a)
FORESTRY—Ca«. Sec
Minister—Con.
. employment of persons by 6
. estimate of natural resources
made by 10
. land managed by 3
. power of, re land 2
. regulations recommended by ... .17
. settlers removed by 13
. timber disposed of by 3
Mtmicipal Act
. application of 8,9
Municipalities
. agreement re lands made with . . .4
Natural resources
estimate made of 10
Officer
estimate of natural resources
made by 10
Order in Council
township detached from union
by 8
Permit
entry on forests, for 15
Private lands
agreement re, made by Minister. .4
Provincial Forests Act
. application of 14
Public
. roads, reserves closed to 11
Public Works Act
application of 2
Pulp and paper industry
represented on Committee . . 16(2)
Railways
represented on Committee . 16(2)
Regulations
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 17
Remuneration
members of Committee, of... 16(3)
Reserves
closed to public 11
Right of entry
. land, on 10
Roads
. closed to public 11
School section
. provisions re, where aflFected by
Orders in Council 8,
9
Secretary
. Committee, of 16(4)
Settlers
. land set aside for 12




. land, of 10
Timber
. disposed of by Minister 3
Township
. declared part of forest 9
. detached from union of
township 8
. set aside for setttlement 12
Union of townships
. township detached from 8
FORESTS
See Crown Timber Act; Forest
Fires Prevention Act; Forest
Management Act; Forest Re-
sources Act; Forest Resources
Regulation Act; Forestry Act;
Nursery Stock Act; Private
Forest Reserves Act; Provin-
cial Forests Act; Provincial





5"^^ Escheats Act; Fines and
Forfeitures Act; Highway
Traffic Act; Interpretation
Act; Judicature Act; Land-
lord and Tenant Act; Limita-
tions Act; Liquor Control Act;
Mining Act; Mining Tax Act;
Public Lands Act; Public
Trustees Act; Railways Act;
Sheriffs Act
FORMS
5"^^ Interpretation Act; Short
Forms of Conveyances Act;
Short Forms of Leases Act;
Short Forms of Mortgages
Act
FOUNDLINGS
See Vital Statistics Act
FOWL
See Live Stock and Live Stock
Products Act; Live Stock
Branding Act; Municipal Act;
Transportation of Fowl Act
FOX
See Game and Fisheries Act
FRANCHISES Sec.
See Companies Act; Municipal
Franchises Act; Public Utili-
ties Act; Railways Act; Tele-
phone Act
FRAUD
See Assignments and Preferences
Act; Fraudulent Conveyances
Act; Fraudulent Debtors Ar-
rest Act; Land Titles Act;





Act, Vol. 2, p. 153.
See also Assignments and Pre-
ferences Act; Mortgages Act
Bona fide conveyance
. exempt under act 4, 7,
9
Conveyance
. bona fide, effect of registration on 9
on 9
. defined 1 (o)
. eflfect of intent on 4, 5
. effect of valuable consideration
on 4,5,7
. real property, of, void against
purchaser 6
. tenant in tail, by 3
Conveyance in fraud of creditors
. made before Feb. 28, 1868 10
. null and void 2
. . exception 3,
4
. void against purchaser 8(1)
Definitions
. conveyance 1(a)
. personal property l(fc)
. real property 1 (f
)
Heirs in tail
. conveyance valid against 3
Intent
. effect on conveyance 4,5
Knowledge
. want of, by purchaser, effect ...5
Mortgages
. bona fide, for value exempt
under Act 8(2)
Personal property







. conveyance in fraud of, void 6
. . exception 7
. conveyance made revocable,
void against 8(1)
. want of knowledge of, effect 5
Real property
. conveyance of, revocable,
void against purchaser 8(1)
. conveyed in fraud of
creditors void 2
. . exceptions 3,
4
. conveyed in fraud of purchasers
void 6
. . exceptions 7
. defined 1(c)
Registration of conveyances
. effect of 9,10
Remainderman
conveyance valid against 3
Reversioner
. conveyance valid against 3
Tenant in tail
. conveyance by 3
Valuable consideration
. absence of, effect 9, 10
. eflfect on conveyance 4, 5, 7
FRAUDULENT DEBTORS
Fraudulent Debtors Arrest
Act, Vol. 2, p. 157.
See also Absconding Debtors
Act; Creditors' Relief Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Wood-
men's Lien for Wages Act
Actions
amount of bond if over $4,000 . . 17
bail bond, on
. power of court to relieve 45
. surrender by sureties
as defence to 46(1)
bond or securities, on 30
. costs of 31(2)
. postponement of 29(1)
. surrender of debtor upon ...31(1)
damages, for, against sheriff
on escape of debtor 49
order, effect where no 2(4)
order for arrest before 2(3)
time for commencement of ...2(4)
Affidavits
. order for arrest, for 2(1)





. order for arrest re 5
Application of Act
. Judicature Act, to 59
Applications
. allowance of bail bond, for . . 38(1)
. debtor, by, for discharge
from custody 50
. debtor, by, for release from
custody 24(1)
. plaintiff, by, for examination
of debtor 51
relief re action on bail bond, for 45
. sheriff for release of
attachment order, by 23
. transfer of debtor, for 26(3)
Arrest
. application for order for 2(1)
. effecting 9
. non-payment on judgment,
abolished 12
. proceedings re, on dissolution
of union of counties 48
. prohibited of persons privileged 11
Assignments
. rights of, by' debtor' as
condition for discharge 53
Attachment
. failure to obey order, for 22(1)
. order to set aside 23
Bond
amount of, if action over $4,000 17
bail 34(1)
. affidavits by sureties
annexed to 36
. allowance of 39
. assignment of 42(1)
. conditions of 35
. custody of money paid
in-bn 34(2)
. delivered to judge 38(2)
. deposit in lieu of 40
. new 46(2)
power of court to relieve
action re 45
. rearrest on default of
security re 42(3)
. stay of action on 44
conditions of 15





persons ineligible as sureties in 16






. application by debtor for
discharge from custody on ... .50
. duration of 27 {2)
. fixing liability of sureties by 28(1)
. plaintiff may issue writ of . . -27(1)
. . order for arrest, on 27(2)
. postponement of action upon
hand until return of 29(1)
. renewal of writs of 27(3)
Cepi corpus
. return of 22(1)
Certificate
. accountant of Supreme Court,
of, re payment in bond . . . .20(2)
. sheriff, re surrender of debtor 26(1)
Committal
. debtor, of, failure to be
examined 47(1)
. . order for discharge of ....47(2)
. proceedings for, where
dissolution of union of
counties 48(1)
. time for delay before 32
Conditions
. bond, of 15
. security from debtors in
custody, re 35
Costs
. action upon bond, of 31(2)
. assignment of bail bond, of 42(1)
. order for arrest, of 7
Counties
. defined 1(a)
. dissolution of union of 48(1)
County court—See also Court
. defined \(h)
Court—See also County court;
Judge
. application for discharge
from custody to 50
. application for examination
of debtor to 51
. approval of debtor's
assignments by 53
. control of payment by 20(1)
. order for relief on bail bond by 45
. sureties discharged on
surrender of defctor by . . . .26(2)
Court of Appeal—5"^^ also County
court; Court









. application for discharge from
custody by 50
arrest of 9
committal of, on failure to
be examined 47(1)
. discharge of 47(2)
defined 4(1)
discharge of 52(1)
. conditions re assignment
of rights on 53
. consent of plaintiff, on 57
. judgment not affected by . .52(1)
. rights against, not affected ...58
. where no action brought . . 2(4)
examination re estate of 51
liability of sheriff re
escape of 37, 49
new bail bond by 46(2)
order for arrest of 2(1)
production of, for examination 56
rearrest in default of security
re bail bond by 42(3)
release of, from close custody
on bail bond 27
release of, on bail bond . . . .34(1)
. conditions re 35
remand of, re fraud 54
request for transfer of 33
retaking of, if discharge
obtained by fraud 55
retaking of, where sureties
become insufficient 41(1)
. new bond on 41(3)
surrender of, by sureties . . . .26(1)
time for delay before
committal of 32
transfer of 26(3)
writ of capias ad satisfaciendum
against 27i2)
Defendant
. conditions of bond by 15
. discharge from custody on
failure of statement of claim 21
. discharge from custody on
giving security 20(2)
. misnomer of 25
. payment into court by 19(1)
. . substitution by bond 19(2)
. security before judgment on
bail bond by 43
. security by 14
Definitions
. county 1(a)













. bail bond, in lieu of 40
Discharge
. debtor, of 52(1)
. . conditions re assignment
of rights on 53
. . consent of plaintiff, on 57
. . judgment not affected by .52(2)
. . rights under othy Acts
not affected by 58
. fraudulent, debtor retaken on .55
Escape
debtor, of, liability of sheriff . .49
Examination
debtor, of 47(1), 51
. habeas corpus ad testificandum
for 56
Exemptions
. arrest, from 11
Expiration
. capias ad satisfaciendum, of . . .27(3)
. order for arrest, of 3
Fees
. certificate of sheriff, for,
re surrender 26(1)
Habeas corpiis ad testificandum
. order for examination as 56
Judge
—
See also Court; County
court
. bail bond delivered to 38(2)
. order for arrest by 2(1)
. powers of 2(2), 24(2)
Judgment
. costs, on 31(2)
. discharge of debtor from
custody, effect on 52(2)
. enforcement of, by writ of
capias ad satisfaciendum ... .27(1)
order deemed 4(1)
Judicature Act
. application of Act to 59
Liability
. sheriff, of, re escape of debtor 49
Liability for arrest
. married women on mesne or
final process, abolished 13
. non-payment on judgment,
abolished 12
Limitation




. arrest on mesne or final
process, abolished 13
Misnomer
. defendant, of, effect of 25
Non est inventus
. return of 29(2)
Notice
. application by debtor for
discharge, of 50
. application for allowance of
bond, of 38(1)
. commencement of action, of . .2(4)
. fihng of bond, of 18
. surrender of debtor, of 26(2)
Order
. attachment set aside on 23
. committal of debtor, for, on
failure to be examined . . . .47(1)
. . discharge of 47(2)
. debtor retaken on, if discharge
fraudulent 55
. deemed judgment 4(1)
. defeasance to bail bond, as ... .45
. examination of debtor, for .51,56
. plaintiff, of, for discharge
of debtor 57
. release from custody, for . . 24(2)
. . variance of, by court of
appeal 24(3)
. remand of debtor, for, re
fraud 54
. sureties discharged on 26(2)
. transfer of debtor, for .26(3), 33
Order for arrest
. action, before 2(3)
. . discharged, if no 2(4)
. alimony, re 5
. application for 2(1)
. attachment for failure to obey 22(1)
. . sheriff out of office 22(2)
. capias ad satisfaciendum, for 27(2)
. concurrent 6
. costs of 7
. debtor's application for release
from custody on 24(1)
. endorsement on 10
. execution by sheriff of 9
. misnomer of defendant in 25
. sheriff, to 8
. term of validity of 3
Payment into court
. control of court, under 20(1)
. custody of moneys, on bail
'bond 34(2)







. security by 19(1)
'
. security, for 14
. substitution by bond by ....19(2)
Persons
. ineligible as sureties 16
Plaintiff
. application by, for examining
debtor 51
. assignment of bail bond to . . 42(1)
. defined 4(2)
. notice of application by debtor
for discharge to 50
. notice of application for
allowance of bond to 38(1)
. notice of filing of bond to 18
. notice of surrender of
'- debtor to 26(2)
. rights of, not aflFected by
discharge of debtor from
custody 58
.,„. stay of proceedings on bail
bond by 44
. time for delivery of statement
of claim by 21
Powers
. judge, of 2(2), 24(2)
Proceedings
. dissolution of union of
counties, on 48
Remand
. debtor, of, in cases of fraud 54
Security
. cancelled on surrender of
debtor 26(2)
. control of court, under 20(1)
. debtor in custody, from ....34(1)
. . conditions re 35
. defendant, by 14
. judgment on bail bond, before . .43
. order for arrest re alimony, for . 5
. payment into court, by 19(1)
. postponement of action upon 29(1)
Service
. notice of filing of bond, of ....18
Sheriff
. affidavits of sufficiency by
sureties to 36
. allowance of bond, discharge
of, from responsibility 39
. arrest by 9
. attachment for disobedience
of order by 22(1)
. attachment order against,
set aside 23








re sureties, to 28(1)
. return of nan est inventus on 29(2)
certificate of, re surrender
of debtor 26(1)
costs of, paid before delay
re committal 32
defined 1(c)
delivery of bond to judge by 38(2)
deposit in lieu of bail bond to 40
discharge defendant on
allowance of bond, to 20(2)
liability of, re escape of
debtor 37, 49
notice of commencement of
action to 2(4)
order endorsed by 10
order for arrest to 8
order of plaintiff discharging
debtor to 57
production of debtor at
habeas corpus ad testificandum
to 56
request for assignment of
bail bond to 42(1)
. discharge from liability on 42(2)
retaking of debtor by, sureties
ibecoming insufficient 41(1)
. new bond to 41(3)
security before judgment on
bail bond to 43
transfer of debtor by ...26(3), 33
vacation of office by 22(2)
Statement of claim
. time for delivery of 21
Sureties
action on bond against 30
. costs of 31(2)
. surrender of debtor upon .31(1)
bail bond, on 34(1)
. affidavits of sufficiency re . . .36
bond for security, on 14
capias ad satisfaciendum to fix
liability of 28(1)
. notice of 28(2)
justification by, if action
over $4,000 17
names and addresses of, on bond 18
persons ineligible as 16
retaking of debtor on
insufficiency, of 41(1)
. effect on liability of 41(2)
surrender of debtor by 26(1")
. discharge of, on 26(2)
surrender of debtor by,





. debtor, of, by sureties 26(1)
. . notice to plaintiff of 26(2)
. sureties, by, as defence to
action on bail bond . . . .46(1)
Term
. capias ad satisfaciendum of . 27(3)
. concurrent order for arrest, of . . .6
. order for arrest, of 3
Time
. application for allowance of
bail bond, for 38(1)
. commencement of action after
order for arrest, for 2(4)
. delay before committal, for ....32
. delivery of debtor by sheriff,
for 22(1)
. delivery of statement of
claim, for 21
. effecting arrest, for 9
. endorsement on order, for 10
. fixing liability of sureties, for 28(1)
. issuing writ of capias ad
satisfaciendum, for 27(1)
notice re application for
discharge from custody, for .50
service of notice of filing
bond, for 18
. surrender of debtor by
sureties, for 31(1)
Union of coimties
. proceedings re arrest on
dissolution of 48(1)
. . further proceedings on 48(2, 3)
FREIGHT




Act; Farm Products Contain-
ers Act; Farm Products
Grades and Sales Act; Farm
Products Marketing Act; Fruit
Packing Act; Municipal Act;
Ontario Food Terminal Act;
Plant Diseases Act; Public
















. annual statement of 7
. buildings managed by 6
. charges fixed by .6
. defined l(o)
. grant repaid by 8
. legislative grants to 2
. ownership of buildings vested in 5
. regulations made by 6
Buildings
consent for disposal of 5
control of 6
grants for 2
. maximum of 3
management of 6
ownership of 5
plans, location of approved 4
Charges
. fixed by association 6
Companies Act
. application of 1 (o)
Definitions
. association 1 (o)
. Minister !(*)
Fruit
. grants for 2
Grants
. effect of repayment of 8
. made to associations 2
. maximum of 3
Growers
. not in association, use of
buildings by 6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appeal to 9
grants to associations by 2
Location of buildings
. approval of 4
Minister
. annual statement submitted to .7
. building plans, location
approved by 4
consent of, for disposal of
buildings 5
. defined 1(&)




. approval of 4
President of association
annual statement certified by ... .7
Regulations
, made by association 6
Secretary of association
. annual statement certified by ...7
Statement
. annual, of association 7
FRUSTRATED CONTRACTS
Frustrated Contracts Act,
Vol. 2, p. 175.
Adjustment
. rights, liabilities of 3
Application
. Act, of 2(1)
. . exceptions to 2(2)
Assumed obligations
. adjustment re 3(4)
Benefits
. adjustment re 3(3)
Charterparty




. severable, adjustment re 3(7)
. special provisions of,
adjustment re 3(6)
Contract for sale of goods
. exempt under Act, when . . .2(2)(c)
Contract of insurance
. exempt under Act, when ..2(2)(b)
Court









. adjustment re 3(2)
Insurance
. adjustment re 3(5)
. contract of, exempt under
Act 2(2)(b)
Liabilities




. assumed, adjustment re 3(4)
Payments
. adjustment re 3(1)
Rights
. adjustment of 3
Sale of goods
. contract re, exempt under
Act, when 2(2) (c)
Severable contract
. adjustment re 3(7)
Special contractual provisions
. adjustment re 3(6)
FUEL
See Alberta Coal Sales Act; Ex-
ecution Act; Fuel Supply Act;
Mining Act; Municipal Act
FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel Supply Act,
Vol. 2, p. 179.
See also Mining Act
Appliances for fuel
. gas fuel, for 9(2) (rf)
. . permit for 9(2) (e)
. Minister's power re 6(b)
Arrangements
. Minister's power re 6(c,d)
Buildings
. Minister's power re 6(&)
Clerks
. payment of salaries of 4
. . regulations re 8(c)
Commission
. appointment of 2
Compensation
. exercise of compulsory
powers, for 7
Contracts re fuel
. Minister's power re 6(c,d)
Controller
. appointment of 2
. assistance for 3
. defined 1(a)
. duties, powers of 5, 9(2)
. . regulations re 8(a)
. salary, expenses of 4
Definitions
. Controller l(o)






. gas fuel, of 9(2) (rf)
. Minister's power re 6(rf)
Electricity
. exempt under Act 10
Expenses
. paj-ment of 4
Experimental work
. conduct of 5(^)
Experts
. appointment of 3
Fuel—See also Gas fuel
. contracts re 5(6-^)
. expenses re investigation,
etc., of 4
. regulations re 5
. reward for discovery of 8(^)
Fuel Controller of Canada
. arrangements with S{g),6{e)
Gas fuel
. control of 9(2) (a, 6)
. defined 9(1)
. fixing of price of 9(2)(c)
Legislature
money for salaries, etc.,
provided by 4
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointments by 2,
3
. regulations made by 8
Machinery for fuel
. gas fuel, for 9(2) (rf)
. Minister's power re 6(&)
Minister
Controller's report to 5(a)
defined 1(6)
powers of 6
. compensation where exercised . .7
. regulations re 8(rf)
llPatural Gas Conservation Act
. application of 9(2)
Natiu'al gas referee
. powers of 9(2) (c)
Officers
. payment of salaries of 4
. sa'aries
. . regulations re 8(c)
Orders
. deemed administrative, when 9(3)
. made by Controller 5(b,d)
. violation of, penalty for . - . 9(2) (/)
Penalties
. provided by Controller 5(c)
. regulations re 8(6)
. violation of orders, for . . .9(2) (/)
FUEL SUPPLY—Con. Sec.
Permit
. installation of appliances,
for 9(2) (c)
Petroleum
. exempt under Act 10
Pipe lines
. gas fuel, for 9(2)(rf)
Plants
. gas fuel, for 9(2)(rf)
. Minister's power re 6(6)
Production of fuel
. gas fuel, of 9(2) (rf)
. Minister's power re 6(6)
Property
. Minister's power re 6(a)
Public Works Act
. application of 7
Regulations
defined 1(c)
. made by Controller S(/)
. . enforcement of 5(g)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 8
Report




. payment of 4
. regulations re 8(c)
Sale of fuel
. Minister's power re 6(rf)
Servants
. salaries 4
. . regulations re 8(c)
Transportation
. Minister's power re 6(rf)
Works for fuel
. gas fuel, for 9(2)(rf)
. Minister's power re 6(f)
FUMES
See Damage by Fumes Arbitra-
tion Act
FUMIGATION
See Public Health Act
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
See Coroners Act; Embalmers




See Cemeteries Act; Embalmers
and Funeral Directors Act;





See Game and Fisheries Act;
Wolf and Bear Bounty Act
GAME AND FISHERIES
Game and Fisheries Act,
Vol. 2, p. 183.
See also Long Point Park Act;
Municipal Act; Provincial
Parks Act; Public Parks Act;
Wolf and Bear Bounty Act
Administration
. expenses of 5
. Minister responsible for 3
Aircraft
. fire-arms in 58, 61
. hunting, use in 59, 61
. search of 6(1), 66
. seizure of 76(1)









. shipment of 68(1)(&)
Appeal
. licence cancellation, re 23(2), 63(2)
Archives
—




. officers' right to carry 6(9)
Arrest
. officer, by 6(3)
Artificial light
. frogs, re 53
. restrictions on use 32(4)
Aurora trout
sale of, restricted 52(1)
Automatic shot-gun
restricted use of 60(1)
Badge









. licence to hunt 7(1,2)
. royalty not payable on 27(4)
. sale of meat of 15
Beaver
. defined 1 (/)
. houses of, protected 32(1)
. hunting with dogs prohibited 34(1)
. offences re, penalty for. .72{\){d,e)
. sale of meat of 15
. seasons for 30(1)
. shooting or spearing,
forbidden 30(4)(o)
. skins to be sealed or marked, 30(2)
. . snare prohibited 32(7)
Bird-farm
. trespassing on 62(2)
Birds
. dogs, restricted use re 39(2)
. possession of, in closed
season 42(a)
. propagation of, licence
required 40
. protected 77 {r)
. purchase of, restricted 43
. sale of, restricted 43
Birds' eggs
. protection for 40
Birds' nests
. protection for 40
Black bass
. traffic in, forbidden 52(1)
Blackbirds ^
. excluded from protection ^r
Boarding-house
. licence re game 13
. . fee 26(f)
Books and records
. inspection of, by officer 66
. regulations re 77 (v)
. removal of 67
. required to keep 77(f)
Breeders
. game, of
. . hunting rights of 41
. . licence required by 17(1,2)
British subject
. licence to trap, given 23(5)












See also Tourist outfitter's
. defined 2Ub)
. food falsely described by 64
. inspection of 6(5)
. licence re game 13
. . fee 27(f)
. traffic in game birds restricted . .43
Caribou
. dealing in, restricted 14
. offences re, penalty for ..75(1) (a)
. open season re 29
. traffic in, prohibited 43
Carrier See Common carrier
Certiorari









. fishing, re 52(3)
. possession of g^ame in 42
. regulations re 77
. transportation of game in. .68(l)(f)
Club
. food falsely described by 64
. licence re game 13
Cochrane
. tourist outfitter's camps in. . . .21(1)
Cold storage of game
. licence required 12(1) (a)
. . fee 27(a)
Committal
. offence, for 73(7)
Common carrier
. transportation of game
. . closed season 68(l)(c)
. . duties re 65(2)
Confiscated property
. Crown, passes to 76(1)
. disposal of 76(4)
. return of, when permitted 76(3)





. powers of 76(1)
. relief from 76(3)
Cotton-tail rabbits
. bag limit 31(6)











. excluded from protection 38
Crown




experimental fur-farm, as . . . .62(2)
hunting on 60(5)
. penalty 75(4)
licence to trap on 8
trespass on 62(2)
. penalty for 75(6)
trout-rearing stations as 62(2)
Crows
. excluded from protection 38
Deadfall
. classified 1 (za)
Deer
. bag limit 31(1-4)
. dealing in, restricted 14
. donation of, permitted 41 (rf)
. females and calves
protected 30(4) (c)
. licence to hunt 7(1,2)
. oflFences re, penalty for 75(l)(a)
. possession of, in closed
season 42(a)
. prohibited methods of
taking ....... 32(3,4)
. traffic in, forbidden 43
. seasons for 29
. shipping coupons 65(2, 4), 68
. snares 32(3, 5, 6)
. swimming, protected 30(4) (d)











fur-bearing animal 1 (/)
game l(k)
guide 1(/)
holder of licence 1 (m)






. licence 1 (o)
. Minister l(^)
. non-resident 1 (q)
. officer l(r)
. open season l(s)
. owner of dogs 34(3)
. pelt 1(0
. person 1 (m)
. regulations 1 (v)
. resident Mw)
. skin l(x)
. snare and snaring l(y)
. Special Fishery Regulations. . .1(2)
. tourist 21 (2) (c)
. tourist outfitter 21 (2) (a)
. trap 1 (za)
. unprime 1 (zb)
Dens
. fur-bearing animals 32(2)
Department
. confiscated property sold by. .76(1)
. defined 1(c)
. importation of game 48(1)
. notice of, destroyed 62(3)
. pelts reported to 35, 36
. poison licence, issued by 45
. protected waters 51(1)
Deputy Minister
. defined \{d)
. fees, refund of 71
. licence
. . cancellation by 23(2), 63(2)
. . issue by 23(3)






Device for casting rays
. restricted use of 32(4)
Documents
—
See Books and records
Dogs
. defined \{e)
. entering on growing crops. . . .62(1)
. greyhounds at large 34(2)
. hunting big game 33(2)
. hunting small game 34(1)
. licence required 16
. . fee 26(d)
. lost, reporting of 33(5)
. molesting birds 39(2)
. police, prohibition on use of. .33(1)





Domestic animals and birds
. defined 1(/)
. exempt from Act 2
Dore
. sale of, licence required 52(2)
Eagles
. protection of 38
Educational purposes
. birds, birds' eggs, etc., for 40
. fish or spawn for 19
. game kept for 17(3-5)
. spawn for 19
Employees




. domestic animals and birds 2
. Indians, regulations, re 77(0
. private property, preservation
of 35
Expenses
. administration, of 5
Experimental fur-farm
. trespassing on 62(2)
Export
. game or fish, licence required . . .70
. non-resident, by 49
. . documents required 49(2)
. offences 75(1) (c,r)
Farmer
. defined 1 {g)
. fee for licence 26(a) (ii)
. fire-arms, use by 11(3)
. hunting by 7(2)
Fees
cold storage proprietor, by . .27(a)
disposition of 72
dog licence, for 26(a)
exemption from paying 77(i)
fur dealer, by 27(d)
game dealer, by 27(b)
hotel, restaurant, club, etc.,
by 27(c)
hunting camp, by 26(6)
non-resident, by
. hunting, for 26(c) (iv)
refund of 71
residents, by
. deer hunting 29(a) (i-ii)
. fire-arms, use of 26(a) (v)










. tanning licence, for 27(e)
. tourist outfitter's camps, by. .27(f)
Ferrets
. defined 1(h)
. hunting game or rabbits with. 32(8)
Fire-arms
. certain employees not to
carry 60(3,4)
licence 11
. regulations re 77(c)
power of 11 (4)
provincial park, use in 9(2)
. regulations 77(m)
restrictions on use 46,58-61
vehicles, in 58, 61
Fish
. propagation of, waters set apart
for 50
Fish companies
. regulations re 77(f)
Fish dealers
. regulations re 77(f)
Fish nets
. purchase of, restricted 18(1)
. sale of, restricted 18(2)
Fisher
. classified 1 (;)
. hunting of 30(3)
. offences re
. . penalty for 75(1)(&)
Fishery




. lease of 56(2)
Flesh
. food, suitable for 57
Food
description of, false 64
. flesh suitable for 57
Forfeiture—See Confiscation
Form
. defects in, effect of 73(8)
Fox
. classified 1 (/)
. licence to hunt 25, 77(g)
. open season 30(3)
Frogs
. artificial light used to capture. . .53






. dens protected 32(2)
. licence to hunt 76(1, 2)
. offences re, penalty for . .75(l)(g)
. royalty payable on 28
. sale of 7(3)
. trapping regulations re 23(5), 77(6)
Fur dealer
. licence required for. 12(l)(rf), 12(2)
. . fee 27(d)
. pelts, disposal of 35
Fur dresser
. licence required 12(1) (c)
fee 27(c)
Fur farms
. royalty not payable by 28(2)
Game
. defined l(k)
. importation of, permitted . . . 48(1)
imported, release into natural
cover 48(2)
Game dealer






. classified 1 (za)
Greyhoimds




. licence granted to 77(i)
Guides
. defined 1(/)
. licence required by 22(2)
. necessary to have 22(3), 77(1)
. registration of 77(j)
Gun—See Fire-arms
Haliburton
tourist outfitter's camp, in ...21(1)
Hawks
. excluded from protection 38
Hearing
. magistrate, before 73(1)
Hire











. food falsely described by 64
. licence required by 13
. . fee 21{c)
. serving of certain game by,
forbidden 43
Houses
. muskrat and beaver,
protected 32(1)
House-sparrows
. excluded from protection 38
Hungarian partridge
. open season . : 37
Hunt
. defined 1 (n)
Hunter
. defined 1 («)
Hunting
. defined l(n)
. for hire, prohibited 47
Importation of game
. permitted 48(1)
. sale of, regulated 77 (o)
Indians
. exemption from, regulations
re 77(0
. "person", included in 1 («)
Inspection
. camps, of, by officer 6(5)
. tourists outfitter's camps ....77(;)
Inspector
. "officer" under Act l(r)
Interference
. officers, with 6(7)
. . penalty 75(7)
Invoice
—
See Books and records
Justice of the peace
. search warrant issued by ....6(2)
Kamloops trout
. sale of, restricted 52(1)
Kenora
. tourist outfitter's camps in ..21(1)
Kill—5"^^ Hunt
Lake trout
. sale of, licence required 52(2)
Leases
. regulations re 77(f)
Licences
. antedated 24(3)
. blank, in 24(2)
. breeding of game, for ...17(1,2)
. cancellation 23(2), 63(2), 76(5)







closed season sale of pelts 35




fire-arm, to carry 11(1)
fish
. exceptional purposes 19
. sale of 52(1,2)
fish nets 18
frogs, capture by artificial light. 53
fur dealer 12(l)(rf), 12(2)
fur dresser 12(1) (c)
game dealer 12(1) (6)
guide 22(1)
hotel, club, restaurant, etc 13
issue of 23(3), 24
minors 11(5)
misrepresentation re 23(8)
multiple number forbidden . .23(7)
. penalty 76(5)
pelts, shipment of 69(2)
pheasant 43
poison, to use 45
possession of game in closed
season 42
quail propagation, for 43
regulations re 77
revival of 76(5)
seals provided with 65(1)
shipment, for





required for 21(1), 770')
townships, issued by ...25, 77(^)
transfer of, prohibited 23(1)
transport of fish or game, for... 70
trapping on Crown land 8
turtles, trapping of 20
violation of terms of, penalty
for 75(2)
Licensed waters
. angling in, restricted 51(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. fur-^bearing animal designated
by 1(/)
. licence limits prescribed by. 17(2)
open seasons prescribed
by 29, 30(1), 30(3) (a), 37
. regulations by 77






. prosecutions, on 73{2)
Loaded fire-arm




. tourist outfitter's camps in . .21(1)
Marking
. skins and i>elts 30(2)
Marten
. classified 1 (;)
. oflfences re penalty for ...75(1)(6)
. open season for 30(3)
. pelts and skins of, sealed and
marked 30(2)
Maskinonge
. offences re penalty for 75(5)
. sale of, forbidden 52(1)
Migratory Birds Convention Act
(Canada)
. application of .. l(/fe). 11(2), 17(5),
49(1), 77 (r,j)
Mining camp
. employee not to carry arms,
etc 60(3)
Minister
administration of Act by 3
. appeal to
. . cancellation of licence,
re 23(2), 63(2)
. . refusal of licence, re 23(3)
. beaver hunting, powers re ...30(1)
. confiscation, powers to relieve
from 76(3)
. consent of, required 63(1)
. Crown land, licences by 8
. defined 1 (/>)
. hunting predatory animals
permitted by 61
. imported game 48(2)
. lease of fishing rights 56(2)
. licence by 23, 63(2), 76(5)
Mink
. classified 1 (/)
. dogs prohibited in htmting . .34(1)
. open season for 30(3)
Minors
. licence holding by .... 11(5), 77(rf)
Misconduct
. officer, of 6(8)
Misrepresentation




. dealing in, restricted 14
. donation of, permitted 42(d)
. females and calves
protected 30(4)(6)
. licence to hunt 7(1, 2)
. number which may be
taken 31(1,2)
. oflfences re, penalty for ..75(l)(o)
. open season 29
. police dogs hunting 33(1)
. possession of, in closed
season 42(a)
. shipment of 65(2, 3), 68
. snares 32(3, 5, 6)
. traflfic in forbidden 43
Motor-boats
. provincial parks, in 77(n)
Muskrat
. classified 1 (/)
. dealing in 15
. dogs to himt 34(1)
. houses protected 32(1, 9, 10)
. licence to trap ....32(9,10)
. offences re, penalty for ..75(1)(/)
. open season for .. .30(3), 32(9, 10)
. shooting or spearing,
forbidden 30(4)(a)
Navigable waters
. fishing in 56
Nets
. bird, use of 39
. fishing, conditions of 54
. prohibited, when .32(3)
Nipissing
. tourist outfitter's camps in ..21(1)
Non-residents
. clasified as residents, when.. 77(tt)
. defined 1 (g)
. export of game by 49
. guides to be employed
by 22(3),77(/)
. hunting by
. . licence required 10
. . . fees 26(c)
Notices
. destruction of 62(3)
Obstruction
. officers, of 6(7)
Offences
. confiscation after 76(1)
. defined 73(3)
. description of 73(4)









. penalty on 75(10)
shipping, coupons 65(5)
similar, on same day 73(6)
Officers
. arms carried by 6(9)
. arrest, powers of 6(3)
. books and records, removable
by 67
. defined 1 (r)
. inspection by 6(5), 66
. interference with 6(7)
. . penalty for 75(7)
. licence shown to 23(4)
. misconduct of 6(8)
. prosecution, duty re 6(6)
. search, powers of 6(1)
. trespass, not liable for 6(4)
Onus of proof





. defined 1 (j)
. fisher 30(3)
. fox 25, 30(3). 77 (h)







. pheasant 25, 37, 60(2)




. ruffled grouse 37
. sharp-tailed grouse 37
. spruce partridge 37
. squirrel 30(3)
. variation of, powers 77 (p)
. wapiti 29
. wild turkey 37
Ospreys
. protection of 38
Otter
. classified 1 (/)
. dogs prohibited in hunting .34(1)





. open season for hunting of . .30(3)
. shooting or spearing,
forbidden 30(4) (a)
Owls




. tourist outfitter's camps in .21(1)
Partridge
. dealing in, when prohibited ..77(j)
. open season 37
Patricia
. tourist outfitter's camps in .21(1)
Pelts
closed season, animals, of 35
defined 1(/)
destruction of, forbiddden 57
possession of, in closed
season 42(6, c)
sale of, fur-bearing animals . . .7(3)
sealing and marking of 30(2)
shipment of 69(2)
tanning of, licence required . 27(e)
royalty payable on certain 28
Penalties
. amounts distinguished 75
. liability, joint, when 55
. non-payment of, committal
for 73(7)
. remission or reduction of ..75(11)
Person
. defined 1 («)
Pheasants
. dealing in, when prohibited. . .77 (s)
. licence re hunting of 25, 77(g)
. open season 37
. rifle, use of, during 60(2)
. propagation of, licence required.. 43
Pike
. sale of, licence required 52(2)
Pickerel
. sale of, licence required 52(2)
Poison
. use of, forbiddden 45
Poles
. baited hook, identification
marks on 54(2)
Police (Ontario Provincial)
. members "officers" under Act.l(r)






. open season 37
Predatory animals
. hunting of 61
Private property
. breeder, of, hunting on 41
. exempt from Act, when 35
. trespass on, officer not liable
for 6(4)
Privilege
. transfer of, restricted 63(1)
Propagation
. fish, of 50
. frogs, of 77{k)
. game, of 17(1, 2)
Prosecutions
. committal re 73(7)
. evidence 45, 74
. hearing of 73(1)
. limitation on 7Z{2)
. officer's duty to institute 6(6)
Protected area
. hunting forbidden in 25, 77 {q)
Protected birds
. dealing in, prohibited 77 (j)
. native 38
Protected waters
. fishing in, prohibited 51(1)
. frogs, for propagation of . . . .77(k)
Protection of animals
. beaver 30(4)(a)
. deer 30(4) (c,d), 32(3)
. dens, fur-bearing animals . . . .32(2)
. houses, beaver and muskrat . 32(1)
. moose 30(4) (6), 32(3)
. muskrat 30(4) (a)
. . house, burrow, etc 32(1)
. otter 30(4)(a)
Provincial park
. hunting in, regulations
re 9(1), 77(n)
. motor boats in, regulations
re 77(n)
. offences in 75(12)




. dealing in 43, 77(s)
. open season 37
. propagation of, licence required. .43
Rabbits
—
See also Cotton-tail rabbits
. ferrets used in hunting 32(8)




. classified 1 (;)
. open season for hunting of. .30(3)
. sale of meat of IS
Railway company
. employee, use of fire-arms
by 60(3, 4), 75(4)
Rainbow trout
. sale of, restricted 52(1)
Rainy River
. tourist outfitter's camps in . .21(1)
Rangers
. provincial park, "officers" under
Act l(r)
Receptacles for game
. shipment, marking of 69(1)
Records
—






. fees of 71
Regulations
. defined l(v)








. confiscation, from 76(3)
Remission
. penalties, of 75(11)
Renfrew
. tourist outfitter's camps in . .21(1)
Reports See Books and records
Residents
. bag limit of 31
. defined Hw)
. licence requited for hunting,
etc 7(1)
. . fee 26
. non-residents classified as ...77(u)
Restaurant
. food falsely described by 64
. licence required by 13
fee 27(c)
. serving of certain game by,
prohibited 43
Returns See Books and records
Revenue







. use of, restricted 60(2)
Royalties
. payable, when 28
. prescribing of, regulations re.77(;r)
Ruffled grouse
. open season 37
Scientific purposes
. birds, birds' nests, etc., for 40
. fish for 19,51(1)
. game kept for 17(3-5)
. spawn for 19
Sealing
. pelts, of 30(2)
. skins, of 30(2)
Seals See also Shipping coupons
. provision of, with licence . . . 65(1)
. regulations re 77(e)
Search
. officers authority to 6(1)
Search Warrant
. execution of 6(10)
. . required 6(2)
. . unnecessary 6(1)
Second and subsequent offences
. penalty for 75(10)
Seine net
—
See also Fish nets





. open season 37
Shipment
. aircraft, by 69,75(3)
. antlers, of 68(&)
. closed season, during . . . .68(1), (c)
. formalities on 65
. offences 65(5)
. . penalty for 75(3)
. pelts of 69(2)
. receptacles, marking of 69(1)
. restrictions on 68
Shipping coupons — -;
. export of game 49(2)
. issued with licence 65.(1)
. transfer of, prohibited 23(1)
Skins
. defined 1 (x)










. application of 77(a)
. defined 1(«)
Speckled trout
. sale of, restricted 52(1)
Spruce partridge





. open season for hunting of . .30(3)
. red, classified 10)
Starlings
. excluded from protection 38
Sturgeon
. sale of, licence required 52(2)
Sudbury
. tourist outfitter's camps in .21(1)
Summary Convictions Act
. application of 73(9)
Supreme Court
. appeals to 73(8)
Tanning
. licence fee for 27(e)
. royalty payable before 28
Taxidermist
. royalty re 28
Thunder Bay
. tourist outfitter's camps in ..21(1)
Timber camp
. employee not to carry arms. .60(3)
Timiskaming





. . fee payable by 27(/)
. . licence required by .... 21, 77(y)
. defined 21(2)(o)
Township






. bird, use of 39
. defined 1 (za)
. muskrats, for 32(9, 10)
. prohibited 32(3)
. provincial parks, use in ... .9, 77 (h)
Treasurer of Ontario
. fees refunded by 71





. Crown property, on 62(2)
. . penalty for offence of 75(6)
. officer's liability for 6(4)
Trout
. traffic in 52
Trout-rearing station
. trespassing on 62(2)
Turtles
. licence required to trap 20
Unprime
. defined 1 (zb)
. skins, possession of, prohibited . . 36
Vehicles
. fire-arms in 58
. predatory animals hunted with. .61
. search of 6(1), 66
. seizure of 76(1)
Violations
. Act, of, duty to prosecute .. .6(6)
Wapiti
. dealing in, restricted 14
. offences re, penalty for ..75(1) (a)
. open season for hunting 29
. sale of, forbidden 43
Wardens





. protection of 38
Wild turkey




. poison to kill, when permitted. . .45
. snares re 32(5)
GAMES
See Athletics Control Act;
Gaming Act; Ticket Specula-
tion Act; Travelling Shows
Act
GAMING
Gaming Act, Vol. 2, p. 219.
See also Ticket Speculation Act
Action
. promise to pay, on, barred 5
. recovery of money lost, for 3
GAMING—Con. Sec.
Agreements
. commission on, void 5
. null and void 4
Bill
. recovery of money paid on 2
Commission
. agreements, on, void 5
. contracts, on, void 5
Contracts
. commission on, null and void .... 5
. null and void 4
Contribution to prize
. excepted under Act 4
Illegal consideration
. securities deemed given for 1
Money
. recovery of, where lost 3
Mortgage
. recovery of money paid on 2
Note




. excepted under Act, when 4
Promise to pay
. action on, barred 5
Securities
. gaming transactions, for 1
Subscription to prize
. excepted under Act 4
Wagers
. payment of, not enforceable 4
GAMING AND BETTING
HOUSES




See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Highway Im-
provement Act; Highway
Traffic Act; Municipal Act
GARBAGE DISPOSAL













See Creditors' Relief Act; Divi-
sion Courts Act; Judicature
Act; Mechanics' Lien Act
GAS
See Assessment Act; Fuel Sup-
ply Act; Gas and Oil Leases
Act; Mining Act; Mining Tax
Act; Municipal Act; Municipal
Franchises Act; Natural Gas
Conservation Act; Public
Utilities Act; Public Works
Act
GAS AND OIL LEASES
Gas and Oil Leases Act,
Vol. 2, p. 221.
Affidavit
. used upon application 2(3)
Appeal
. judge's order, from 7
Appointment
. service of 2(3, 4)
Assignee of lease
. notice of appointment served
upon 2(4)
Court of Appeal
. appeal to 7
Definitions





. failure re, default of lease, as. .2(1)




. registration of order, for 8
Gas or oil lease
. assignment of registered, service
of appointment when 2(4)
. defined l(o)
GAS AND OIL Sec
LEASES—Con.
Gas or oil lease—Con.
. inquiry re default 2
. order voiding 4(1, 2)
. registration of, vacated 4
. transfer of registered, service of
appointment when 2(4)
Inquiry
. default of lease, re 2(1-3)
Judge
. defined l(t)
. inquiry into default by 2{2)
. irregularities in proceedings
amended by 5
. order by, voiding lease ...4(1,2)
Land
. description of, in order 4(3)
Land titles office
. judge's order registered in 8
Lessee
. appearance made by, order
when 4(2)
. defined l(o)
. failing to appear, order on... 4(1)





. appointment, of, served on
lessee 2(3)
Order
. appeal from 7
. declaring lease null and
void 4(1,2)
. description of land in 4(3)
. registration of 8
Proceedings
. irregularities in, amended 5
. style of 3
Registration
. judge's order, of 8
. lease, of, vacated 4
Registry office
. judge's order registered in 8
Rentals
. failure to pay, default of lease,
as 2(1)
. not taken into account, when ... .6
Royalties
. failure to pay, default of lease,
as 2(1)
Service







. notice of appointment served
upon 2(4)
Witnesses




See Gas and Oil Leases Act;
Well Drillers Act
GAS WORKS
See Local Improvement Act;
Municipal Act; Ontario Muni-
cipal Board Act; Power Com-
mission Act; Public Utilities
Corporations Act
GASOLINE
See Fire Marshals Act; Gas and
Oil Leases Act; Gasoline





Vol. 2, p. 225.
Administration of Act
. regulations re 12(m)
Bill of lading
. inspection of 6
. prima facie evidence re 8
Books and records
. inspection of 10(a)
. regulations re 12(c)
Complaints
. time for making 16(1)
Containers
. regulations re construction of.l2(/)
. regulations re sealing of 12(i)
Conveyances for transport
. regulations re 12(y)
Definitions
. gasoline 1 (a)
. Minister 1(6)
. person 1 (c)
. regulations l(rf)
Department of Highways
. inspection by officers of 10
Exemption





. regulations re licence 12(6)
Gasoline
defined 1(a)
. licence for sale of 2(1)
. . exemption re 2(3)
. . penalty for default of 2(4)
. licence for transport of 2(2)
. . penalty for default of 2(4)
. licence to mix 3(1)
. . penalty for default of 3(2)
. regulations re construction of
containers of 12(/)
. regulations re fixing grade or
quality of 12(A)
. regulations re grading of . .\2{f,g)
. regulations re method of
handling 12(^)
. regulations re returns as to
importation of 6
. regulations re returns as to sale,
etc., of 5
. reg^ulations re sealing containers
of 12(0
. returns by transporter of 7
. shipments of, through Ontario . .8
Government employees
. information not to be disclosed
by 15(1)
. . penalty for 15(2)
Grading of gasoline
. regulations re ^2(f,g)
. regulations re fixing 12(A)
Handling of gasoline
. regulations re 12(ife)
Information
. secret 15(1)
. . penalties for default of ....15(2)
. time for laying of 16(1)
Inquiries
. regulations re 12(/)
Inspection
. books and records, of 10(a)
. samples of gasoline, of 10(&)
. secret 15(1)
. . penalties for default of ....15(2)
Inspectors
. regulations re appointment of. 12(a)
Licences
. mixing gasoline, for 3(1)






premises closed on default of .11
regulations re 12(6)
regulations re fees of 12(&)
revocation or suspension of 4
sale of gasoline by 2(1)
. exemption re 2(3)
. penalty for default 2(4)
transport of gasoline by 2(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 12
Mechanical appliances
. installation of, required by
^ Minister 9(1)
. . approval of 9(2)
Minister
. defined 1(6)
. installation of mechanical
appliances required by 9(1)
. . approval of 9(2)
. power of, to close premises ...11
. powers of, re licences 4
Officers
. inspection by 10
. regulations re appointment of.l2(o)
Penalties
. communicating secret information
for 15(2)
. false returns, for 13
. mixing gasoline without licence,
for 3(2)
^
. payable to Minister 16(2)
'
. sale of gasoline without licence,
for 2(4)
. transport of gasoline without
licence, for 2(4)
. violation of Act, for 14
Persons
. defined 1(c)
. licence to sell gasoline by 2(1)
. regulations re exemption of . . 12(^)
Powers
. Minister, of 4
. . closing premises 11
Price
. regulations re indication of. . .12(g)
Prima-facie evidence
. shipment of gasoline through
Ontario without bill of lading,
of 8
Public Inquiries Act
. powers of commission under. .12(/)
Railway company






. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
to make 12
. penalties re violation of 14
. returns re importation of
gasoline 6
. returns re sale, etc., of gasoline. . .5
Returns
penalties for false 13
regulations re 12(d)
. importation of gasoline, re 6
. sale, etc., of gasoline re 5
transporter of gasol'ne, by 7
Sale
. gasoline, of, licence for 2(1)
. . exemption re 2(3)
. . penalty for default 2(4)
Time
. laying of information, for . . . .16(1)
. returns by transporter of
gasoline, for 7
. returns re importation of
gasoline, for 6
. returns re sale, etc., of gasoline,
for 5
Transport of gasoline
. licence for 2(2)
GASOLINE TAX
Gasoline Tax Act,
Vol. 2, p. 23L
See also Highway Improvement
Act
Bonds
. tax collectors, for 3(c)
Collectors of tax
. regulations re 3(6, f)
Complaint
. time for making 7(1)
Definitions
. gasoline 1 (o)
. Minister 1 (6)





. communication of, forbidden ... .6
. regulations re 3(e)
Inquiries




. regulations re appointment of 3(A)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations made by 3
Minister
. defined 1(b)
. penalties payable to 7(2)
. tax paid to 2
Officers




. contravention of Act, regulations,
for 5
. false returns, statements, for 4
. paid to Minister 7(2)
Public Inquiries Act
. application of 3(i)
Purchaser
. defined 1(c)
. tax paid by 2
Refimd of tax
. regulations re 3(f,g)
Regulations
. contravention of, penalty for .... 5
. defined \(d)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 3
Remuneration
. tax collectors, of 3(&)
Returns
. falsified, penalty re 4
. regulations re Z(e)
Tax
. rate of 2






Vol. 2, p. 235.
See also Administration of Jus-
tice Expenses Act; Coroners
Act; County Judges Act; Es-
treats Act; Jurors Act; Jus-
tices of the Peace Act; Sum-
mary Convictions Act
Adjournment
. court, of 9(1)




. notice of adjournment given
to 9(2)
Carleton, coimty of
. sittings in 3(2)
County town
. place of sittings 5
Court
. adjournment of 9(1)
. . notice of 9(2)
. defined 1
. judge, chairman of 7
. jurisdiction of 2
. orders of, rescinded 9(1)
. time of sittings of 3(1)
Crown






. rules re 10(l)(c)
Forms
. rules re 10(1)(</)
Judge
. chairman of court 7
. sittings postponed by 3(8)
. . notice of 3(9)
. sittings presided over by 7
Jurisdiction
. court, of 2
Justice of peace
. presence of dispensed with, when.
8
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. power of, re rules 10(1)
Middlesex, county of
. sittings in 3(4)
Notice
. adjournment, of 9(2)
. postponement of sittings, of . .3(9)
Offences
. court's jurisdiction re 2
Orders
. court of, rescinded 9(1)
Practice
. rules re 10(l(o)
Procediure
. rules re 10(l)(a)
Provisional judicial districts






. made by Rules Committee. . . .10(1
Rules Committee
. rules made by 10(1
Sheriff
. court adjourned by 9(1
. . notice when 9(2
Sittings
. Carleton county, in 3(2
. concurrent
. judge presides at
. Middlesex county, in 3(4
. opening day of, specified by
Lieutenant-Governor 3(10
. place of
. postponement of 3(8
. . notice of 3(9
. provincial judicial districts, in ..j
. time of 3(1
. Wentworth county, in 3(6
. York county, in 3(7
Solicitors
. rules re fees of 10(1 )(c
Tariff of fees
. rules re 10(l)(c
Wentworth, coimty of
. sittings in 3(6
York, county of
. sittings in 3(7
GIFTS
See Charitable Gifts Act; Chari-
ties Accounting Act; Succes-
sion Duty Act
GINSENG
Ginseng Act, Vol. 2, p. 239.
Evidence
. purchase, sale as 4, 5
Ginseng
. destruction of, prohibited 1
. purchase of, prohibited 2
. season for gathering 1
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for ...3(1)
. . application of 3(2)
Prosecutor
. penalty paid to 3(2)
Purchase of ginseng
. prima facie evidence, as 4, 5
Purchaser
. prima facie evidence against 5
GINSENG—Cow. Sec.
Sale of ginseng
. prinia facie evidence, as 4
Vendor
. ginseng illegally obtained by 5
GLANDERS




See Municipal Act; Pounds Act
GOLD
See Gold Clauses Act; Mining
Act; Pawnbrokers Act; Un-
wrought Metal Sales Act
GOLD CLAUSES
Gold Clauses Act,
Vol. 2, p. 241.
Act




. obligations of 3
Foreign judgments
. enforcement of 2
Legal tender
. payment in 1
Obligations
. discharge of 1
. scope of Act, re 3
Payment
. legal tender in 1
GOLF
See Athletics Control Act
GONORRHOEA





See Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Bulk Sales
Act; Conditional Sales Act;
Factors Act; Sale of Goods




See Representations Act; Sur-





Hours and Wages Act,
Vol. 2, p. 243.
See also Industrial Standards
»Act; Minimum Wage Act;
Public and Other Works
Wages Act
Books
. regulations re S{g)
Construction
. Government contract for 2
Contractor
contravention of Act by,
penalty 4(1)
. regulations re recovery of wages
from 5(/)
Contracts
. Government of Ontario, with,
conditions of 2(1)
. . exemption 2(2)
. purchase of materials, re 3(2)
Definitions
. fair wages 1 (o)




. Government contract for 2
Employees
. regulations re classes of S(rf)
. regulations re recovery of wages
by 5(/)
Employment
regulations re classification of. 5(c)
Equipment
exempt under Act 2(2), 3(2)
Fair wages—See also Wages
. defined 1 (o)
. regulations re determination
of 5(o)
Government of Ontario
. conditions of contracts with . . 2(1)
. . exception 2(2)
. defined 1(6)
Grants
. government, by, requirements
for 3(1)




. conditions re, in Government
contracts 2(1)
Industrial Standards Act
. application of 6
Information
. regulations re 5(/t)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations made by 5
Materials
exempt under Act 2(2), 3(2)
Minimum Wage Act
. application of 6
Minister
. defined 1(c)
. information furnished to 5 (A)
Overtime work
. regulations re wages for 5(t)
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for 4(1)
. payable to Treasurer of
Ontario 4(2)
Public and Other Work Wages Act
application of 6
Records
. regulations re 5(fir)
Regulations
defined l(rf)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 5
Remodelling
. Government contract for 2
Repairs
. Government contract for 2
Supplies
exempt under Act 2(2), 3(2)
Treasurer of Ontario
. penalties payable to 4(2)
Wage schedules
. regulations re 5(^)
Wages—See also Fair wages
. conditions re, in Government
contracts 2(1)
. regulations re 5(a,b, f)
. requirements re, for
Government aid 3(1)
. . exception 3(2)
Work
. regulations re classification of 5(c)
GRADING OF FARM
PRODUCTS
See Farm Products Grades and
Sales Act; Fruit Packing Act
698 GENERAL INDEX
GRAIN Sec.
See Clean Grain Act; Farm Pro-
ducts Marketing Act; Muni-





See Ticket Speculation Act
GRAVEL
See Beach Protection Act;
Beaches and River Beds Act;
Highway Improvement Act;






Vol. 2, p. 247.
See also Insurance Act; Real Es-
tate and Business Brokers Act
Bond of guarantee company
. interim receipt in lieu of 6
. security, as 2,2




. security taken by 2,
5
Guarantee company
. bond of, as security 2,
3
. defined 1
. guarantee contract of, as
security 2, 3
. justification not required 4
Guarantee contract
interim receipt in lieu of 6
security, as 2,3
. substitute for 5
Interim receipt
accepted in lieu of bond, etc 6
Judge
. security taken by 2, 5
Justification
not required 4
Lieutenant-Governor • in Council
. company approved by 1
Officer




Policy of guarantee company
. interim receipt in lieu of 6
. security, as 2, 3
. . substitute for 5
Security by bond
. bond of guarantee company
given in lieu of 3
. bond of guarantee company




5"^^ Adoption Act; Conveyanc-
ing and Law of Property Act;
Devolution of Estates Act; In-
fants Act; Land Titles Act;
Partition Act; Quieting Titles










See Forest Fires Prevention




Vol. 2, p. 249.
Affidavit
. application for writ, for 1(1)
. evidence by 7
Appeal
. remandment to custody, from 8(1)
Application
. Act, of 9
. writ of habeas corpus, for 1
Attorney-General
. notice of application for
writ given to 1(2)
Certiorari
—
See Writ of certiorari
Committal




. disobedience of writ, for 3
Court of Appeal
. appeal to 8(1)
. writ of habeas corpus
granted by 1 (3)
Evidence ••







persons committed to jail by ... .4
procedure by, on return to writ . .6
writ of certiorari directed by 5
writ of habeas corpus granted
by 1(1)
Notice
. application for writ, of 1 (2)
Order
. discharging person in custody 8(2)
. judge by 7
Recognizance
. required where contempt 4
Remandment to custody




.• rules made by 10
Rules of practice
. made by Rules Committee 10
Service
. writ of habeas corpus, of 2
Siu-eties
. persons bound by, for contempt . 3
. . committal for refusal re 4
Warrant
. contempt of court, for 3
Writ of certiorari
. issue of, directed by judge 5
. procedure on return to - 6
Writ of habeas corpus
. contempt of 3
. granting of 1(1)
. notice of application for 1(2)
. procedure on return to 6
. rules of practice re 10
. service of 2
HAIRDRESSERS
See Apprenticeship Act; Public
Health Act . .:
HALIBURTON Sec.
Haliburton Act, Vol. 2, p. 253.
See also Assignments and Pre-
ferences Act; Bills of Sale and
Chattel Mortgages Act; Ter-
ritorial Division Act; Wolf
and Bear Bounty Act; Wood-
men's Lien for Wages Act
Administration of justice
. expenses of 12(1)
. provisions re 4
Appeal
. assessment, from 13(1)
county court, to and from 13(1,2)




. application of 13(2)
By-laws
. grist mills, re 15(l)(fl, 6, c)
. money, re 15(8)
. offence against 9
powers re 15(1)
. railway company, aid to 2
Clerk of the peace
. returns to 7
Committal
. custody pending .9, 10







. fees and disbursements .. .12(1)
Continuation Schools Act
. liability under 16
Contribution
. expenses by Victoria, towards 12(1)
Convictions
. returns of 7
Coroner's inquests





. assessment by, appeal from . .13(1)
. education, liability for 16
grist mill, aid to 15(1) (c)
. meetings of 3











County court—See also Courts;
Division courts
. appeal, to and from 13(1, 2)
County of Victoria
. administration of justice
jointly with 4
. clerk of the peace of 7
. contributions to 12(1)
. county court of, appeals
to and from 13(1,2)
. expenses of, contribution to 12(1)
. sessions 5, 6
. Haliburton jail, right to use 9








. detention for 9
Detention
. jail, in 9
Disputes
. by-laws, etc., re
. . determination of 15(6)
. . proceedings after 15(6)
Division courts 12(1)
Education
. liability for 16
Electors
. by-laws, majority re 15(3)
. petition by, on vote dispute 15(6)
Employees
. jail, of 11
Expenses
. constables, re 12(1)
. contribution to 12(1)
Fees
. constables, of 12(1)
Grist mills
board of directors re 15(7)
by-laws re aid to 15(3)
. limitation re 15(2)
. restrictions re 15(4)
stock holding in 15(7)
Hearing
. appeal, of 6
High Schools Act
. liability under 16
Inquests





. detention, in 9
. emp'-oyees of 11
. erection of 8
. expenses re 12(1)
. Lindsay 9, 10
. removal from 9
. surgeon at 11
Judge—See also Courts; County
court; Division courts
. county court, of
. . appeals to 13, 15
. . petition to, re vote dispute 15(6)
. . . hearing of, by 15(5)
Justice
. administration of 4
. . expenses of 12(1)
Justices of the peace
. decisions, appeal from 6
. returns of convictions by 7




. Law Association, of 12(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. by-laws re aid to railways
approved by 2
. jail officials appointed by 11
. powers of, re jails 8, 9, 11
. registry office location, powers re .14
Lindsay jail
. committal to 10
. expenses re 12(1)





. council, of 3
Minister of Public Works
. jails provided by 8
Money
. by-laws, re 15(8)
Municipal Act
application of 12(2), 15(1)
Municipal Board
. Ontario, appeal to 13(2)
Offences
. detention for 9
Ontario Municipal Board
. appeal to 13(2)
Petition











. aid to, by-law granting 2
Registrar of deeds
. office of 14
Registry ofiBce
. location 14
. meetings of council at 3
Returns
. convictions, of 7
Revision
. court of 13(1)
Sessions
. County of Victoria 5,
6
Surgeon
. jail, of 11
Victoria
—
See County of Victoria
Vocational Eklucation Act
. liability under 16
Vote
. by-laws, on
. . majority required 15(3)
. . result, dispute as to 15(5)
HALLS
See Egress from Public Build-
ings Act; Election Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Public Halls Act;
Theatres and Cinematographs
Act; Ticket Speculation Act
HARBOURS
See Municipal Act; Public Lands





See Bread Sales Act; Drugless
Practitioners Act; Factory,
Shop and Office Building Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal
Health Services Act; Public




See Local Improvement Act
HELIUM Sec.
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See also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Assessment
Act; Boards of Education Act;
Burlington Beach Act; Con-
tinuation Schools Act; De-
partment of Education Act;
^funicipal Act; Public Schools
Act; School Attendance Act;
School Sites Act; School Trust
'Conveyances Act; Separate
Schools Act; Teachers' Boards





. duty of board 28(c)
Additional sums
. council may raise 51(1)
Adjoining
. defined 4
Admission to high schools
. night schools 57(5)
. requirements 57(3)
Affidavit
. withholding books or money 73(2)
Agricultural Department
. county grant to 46
Agricultural instruction
. board authorizing 15
Annual report to Minister




. suspended teacher, of 59(6,7)
Application
. admission to high school ...57(1)
Application to board
. debentures, for 48(2, 3)
Appointment of officers
. duties of board 28(j)
Appointment of trustees
. board of education, by 24(3)
. city council, by 18(3), 20(1)
. county council, by 18(4), 19(1), 21
. decreased district 18(5)
. enlarged district 18(5)
. municipalities, by 18(1)
. public school board, by 24(1)
. representing separate school 23(1)
. separate town, by .... 18(3), 20(1)
. time of 25(1)
. unorganized territory 18(6)
. vacancies 25(3)
Apportioning grants
. united counties, in 53
Arbitration
liability for debentures, re 50(5-11)
Assessment Act
. enlargement of districts 7(3)
. equalized assessment 1(1) (^)
Assessors' enumeration
population determined by .1(2,3)
Assets of board
. discontinued district 11
Assistant teacher
. qualification necessary 58(1)
Athletic grants
. board, by 14(2)
Attendance at school




non-resident pupils • . .30(1), 54, 55
resident pupils
. counties, in 55(2)
. . territorial districts 55(3)
Auditors
. information to, refused 74
Bachelor of Science of Agriculture
. agricultural instructor, as 15
Bank account




. agricultural instruction 15
. athletic grants by 14(2)





. corporation, as 2(1)
. debentures applied for, by 48(2,3)
. defined l(l)(a)
. dispute with teacher 59(7)
. duties of 28-32
. establishment of schools by . .12(1)
. . exceptions 12(2)
. failure to pay teacher 59(8,9)
. first meeting 26(1)
. information to consultative
committee 47(4)
. maintenance of schools by 12(1,3)
. . exceptions 12(2)
. meetings of 26(1)
military instruction, re 14(1)
. neglect to take security 71
. newspaper proprietor as
member 65
. pensions for employees
provided by 39(1)
powers of 28-32
. property vested in 33-35
. rates to, for current expenses . .49
. retiring allowance granted by .60
. sale of site by 34,35
. scholarships, powers re 36-38
. sick leave credits, powers re 40(1)
. term of office 2(3)
. text-books changed by 62(2)
Board of education
appointment of trustee by ... .24(3)
Bondsman
trustee not to be 72
Books See also Text-books
duty to deliver up 73(1)
Borrowing
. power of board 28 (r)
By-laws
. city districts, re 9,10(2)
. copies of, forwarded 6(3)
. council by, re special grants 51(2)
. debentures, re 48(8)
. decreasing area of district . . . 8(1)
. discontinuance of districts 5, 12(3)
. districts, special conditions re 10(1)
. effective date of 5(3), 7(4), 8(1)9(4)
enlargement of
districts 6(3). 7. 10(1) (fr)
. establishment of
districts 5,6(3). 10(1) (o)
. separated town districts,
re 9(2), 10(2)
Casting vote
election of chairman 26(9)
Certificate of clerk






. election of 26(2)
. pro tern 26(4)
. first meeting, at 26(8)
City coimcil
. enlarging district 9(3), 10(2)
. trustees appointed by 18(3), 20(1)
. trustees retired by 20(2)
City districts
by-laws re 9(2), 10(2)
City high school
. county pupils in 21
. . costs re 42(2) (a)
Clerk of county
. information to, re costs of
education 45
Clerk of municipality
. by-laws forwarded to,
re districts 6(3) (c)
. certificate of, re population ...1(3)
Collegiate institute
. defined 1(1)(/)
. Minister's approval 13(1)
. reduced to high school 13(2)
Confirmation
. existence of high school district 3
Consultative committee
. Department may employ . . .47(3)
. establishment of 47(1)
. functions of 47(2)
. reports, etc., of 47(5)
Continuation Schools Act
. county pupils, re 42(2)
Contract of employment
. teachers of
. . memorandum of 59(1)
Corporation
. board as 2(1)
Costs
. county pupils, of 41-45
. current operating 28(r)
. legal proceedings 29(1) (?)
Council
—
See also County council;
Municipal coimcil
. additional sums raised by ...51(1)
. apportioning grants in
united counties 53
. by-law^s by, re debentures ...48(7)
. debentures issued by 48(4, 6)
. majority of, re debentures . . -48(9)
. payment of grants by 52(1)
. rates for current purposes 49





. county pupils costs paid by 41-43
. decreasing area district
by - 6(3).8(1)
. discontinuance of district
by 5(1). 12(3)
. enlargement of district
by 7(1),10(1)(6)
. establishment of district
by 5(1), 6(3). 10(1) (a)
. trustees appointed
by 18(4), 19(1), 21
. trustees retired by 19(2-4)
Coxmty grant




. admitted to city or town schools 21
. costs of education 41-45
. defined l(l)(c)
. right to attend schools 55(1)
Current purposes
. rates re 49
Debentures
assumption of total liability 50(12)
by-laws by council re 48(7)
permanent improvements, for 48(1)






. county judge 1 (1) (b)
. county pupils 1 (1) (c)
. Department 1 (1) (<0
. employee 39(2)
. equalized assessment 1(1) (?)
. high school 1(1) (/)
. high school district 1(1) (f/)
. judge 1(1)(6)
. maintenance 1(1) (A)
. majority 48(9)
. Minister 1(1)(«)
. municipality 1 (1) (/)
. non-resident pupils 1(1) (i)
. perfect aggregate
attendance 1 (1) (0
. permanent improvements ..l(l)(m)
. regulations 1 (1) (n)
. resident pupils 1 (1) (o)
. separated town 1(1)(^)




, by-laws re 8(1)
. trustees appointed 18(5)
Dental inspection
. powers of hoard re 29(1) (c)
Dental treatment
. teacher, re 59(3)
Department
. consultative committee 47(3)
defined 1(1) (d)
Department of Education Act
. regulations under 1(1) (A)
Department of Municipal Affairs
Act
estimates of board 28(m)
Detached district
. payment of rates 8(2)
Discontinued districts
. assets of board 11
. by-laws re 5(1, 3), 12(3)
liabilities of board 11
Discontinued high school
. property disposed of 35
Disputes
. board and teacher 59(6)
. costs of education re
county pupils 42(4-6)
Districts
. board as corporation in 2(3)
. city as 9(1)
. contiguous to city or town,
costs re city pupils 42(3)
. county pupils in, costs re ...42(1)
. decreasing area of 8(1)
. defined l(l)(p)
. discontinuance of . . . .5(1, 3), 12(3)
. enlargement of 7(1)
. establishment of 5(1), 6(3), 10(1) (o)
. existence confirmed 3
. map of 6(2)
. minimum size 6(1)




disputes re board and teacher 59(7)
Elections—5"^^ Meetings of board
Employee
. defined 39(2)
. retiring allowance 60
Employment of teacher
. memorandum of contract .59(1)
Enlarged district
. by-laws re ... .6(3), 7(1), 10(l)(fe)
. trustees appointed 18(5)
HIGH SCHOOLS—Con. Sec.
Equality of votes




by-laws re . 5(1), 6(3), 10(1) (o)
Establishment of schools
. board, by 12(1)
. . exceptions 12(2)
Estimates
duties of board re 28(m)
Expulsion of pupils
duties of board re 28 (n)
Fees for attendance
. duties of board 28(^)
payment of 54(2-6)
pupils not required to pay . . .54(1)
Fees to trustees
power of board to pay 29(2)
Forms
. board as corporation 2(1)
Free schools
. fees not required 54(1)
Government Annuities Act
pensions for employees under 39(1)
Guarantee Companies Securities
Act
security of board officers .27(2)
Gymnasiums
. duties of board re 28(r)
High school






. school year 61 (3)
Information
auditor refused 74
. consultative committee, to . 47(4)




. member of consultative
committee, as 47(1)
. teacher suspended by 59(6)
Insurance
. duties of board re 28(^)
. power of board re 29(1)(^)
Insurance Act
pension for employees under 39(1)
Interval
. between school attendance 56
Investments




. award of salary to teacher
by 59(8,9)
. defined 1(1) (6)
. order to account by 73(4-8)
. reference to, re costs of
county pupils 42(4-6)
. summons for appearance by 73(2, 3)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. collegiate institute reduced by 13(2)
. corporation dissolved by . . 34, 35
. district established by 5(5)
. . trustees appointed by 18(6)
Liabilities of board
. discontinuance of district 11
. enlargement of district 7(3)
Maintenance
board, by 12(1. 3), 28(t)
. . exception 12(2)
. defined l(l)(/»)
. failure to maintain 12(3)






. powers of board 29(l)(c)
Meetings of board
. chairman elected 26(2, 4, 9)
. duty of board re 28(o)
. equality of voter 26(9, 10)
. first 5(4), 26(1)
. quorum 26(7)
. secretary-treasurer 26(5, 6, 8)
. vice-chairman elected 26(3)
Memorandum
. contract of teacher's
employment 59(1)
Mileage allowance
. power of board to pay 29(2)
Military instruction
. established by board 14(1)
Minister
annual report to 28(g)
appeal to, by suspended
teacher 59(6)
approval of
. agricultural instructor, re .... 15
. city discontinuing district . .9(2)
. collegiate institute, of 13(1)
. decreasing of district 8(1)
. discontinuance of district .5(1)
. enlargement of city or separate
town district 9(3)








. establishment of districts. .5(1, 2)
. pension, of 39(3)
. sale of site, etc., by board. .34,35
. separate towns discontinuing
fcy district 9(2)
. sick leave credits . . . .39(3), 40(2)
. transportation of pupils, re. .28(t)
by-laws re districts, forwarded
to 6(3)(o)
defined 1(1)(0
teacher suspended by 68
text-books authorized by.. 62(1), 68
Municipal Act
. provisions re debentures . . .48(4-9)
Municipal coimcil
. decreasing area of
district 6(3), 8(1)
. enlargement of district by.... 7(2)
. establishment of district by ..5(2)
Municipality
. adjoining 4
. debenture debt assured 50(12)
defined l(l)(y)
. liability for debenture debt 50(1)
. part of, re trustees 18(2)
. population determined 1 (2)
. . certificate of clerk 1 (3)
. trustees appointed by 18(1)
Newspaper proprietor
. member of board, as 65
Night high schools
. admission to 57(5)
Non-resident pupils
. attendance at schools 55(4)
. defined !(!)(*)
Offences See also Penalties
. trustee, by 63, 64, 66
. withhold'ng books or money 73(1)
Officer
. retiring allowance 60
. security by 27(1, 2)
Ontario Agricultural College
. person qualified by 15
Ontario Educational Association
. meetings of 29(l)(rf)
Ontario Municipal Board
. current expenses of board . . .49(c)
. debentures approved by ... 48(1)
. debentures not approved by. .28(m)





. withholding books or
money 73(4-8)
Payment of rates





. award of salary to teacher,
as 59(8,9)
. board neglecting to take security. 71
. disturbing school 67
. fake report 75
. fake school register 75
. information, etc., refused to
auditor 74
. payment of 76(2)
. prosecution re 76(1)
. trustee committing offence ... 63, 66
. trustee failing to perform
duties 69(2)
. trustee sitting while
disqualified 69(1)
. unauthorized text-books 68
Penny savings bank
. powers of board re 29(l)(fe)
Pension
. contributions by board 39(4)
. deductions for 39(5)
. employees, for 39(1)




. debentures re 48(1)
. defined l(l)(m)
. payment of grant to board .52(1)
Playgrounds
. duties of board re 28(rf)
Population
. determination of 1(2)
. . certificate of clerk 1(3)
Principal
. qualifications necessary 58(1)
Property of high school
. vested in board 33(1)
. . powers re 33(2)
Proportionate liability
. debenture debt re 50(1-4, 12)
.arbitration 50(5-11)
Public Health Act
. holidays imder 61(3)
Public Schools Act






. disputes between board and
teacher 59(7)
. superannuation under 58(3)
Public school board
. appointment of trustee by . . . .24(1)
Qualifications
. assistant teacher, for 58(1)
. principal, for 58(1)
. trustee 16(1;
Quarantine
. teacher in 59(4)
Quorum
. meeting of board 26(7)
Ratepayer
. application for debentures
submitted to 48(5, 6)
. public school, payment for county
pupils education by 44
Rates





. false, penalty for 75
Resident pupils
. attendance at schools
. . counties 55(2)
. . territorial districts 55(3)
. defined l(l)(o)
Retirement of trustees
. city council appointment . . . 20(1)
. county council appoint-
ments 19(2-4)




. granted by board 60
Rinks
. duties of board re 28((i)
Salaries
. duties of board re 28(/)
. teacher, of 59(2-9)
Scholarships
. awarded by board 37, 38
. establishment of 36
. liability for 37(3)
. rules, etc., re 38(2)
School register











. by-laws re districts forwarded
to 6(3)(6)
Secretary-treasurer of board
. bank account for board 27(3)
. books or money withheld by. .73(1)
. chairman, as 26(8)
. election of 26(5)
. . pro tern 26(6)
. grants paid to 52(1)
. information, etc., refused to
auditor, by 74
. security given by 27(1, 2)
. trustee not to be 72
Security
. board neglecting to take 71
. duties of board re 28(;b)
. officers of board, by 27(1, 2)
Separate school board
. appointment of trustee by ...23(1/
Separate town
. defined l(l)(/>)
. retirement of trustees
in 20(2), 25(4)
. trustees appointed by 18(3), 20(1)
Separated town council
. enlarging district 9(3), 10(2)
Separated town districts
by-laws re 9(2), 10(2)
Service of summons
. withholding books or money,
re 73(3)
Sick leave credits
. approval by Minister 40(2)
. establishment by board 40(1)
Sickness
. teacher, of 59(3)
Sites
. power to sell 34, 35
Special grants
. council, by 51(2)
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recoverable under. .76(2)
Sununons for appearance
. withholding books or money,
re 73(2,3)
Superannuation
. teachers, of 58(3)
Supervising ofiicials
. appointment by board 31
Surety
. trustee not to be 72 '
HIGH SCHOOLS—Con. Sec.
Taxes unpaid
. trustee, by 16(3)
Teacher
. appointment, removal, etc. . . .28(o)
. award of salary to 59(8, 9)
. dispute with board 59(7)
. disqualified as trustee 70(2)
. false school register kept by ... .75
. memorandum re contract of
employment 59( 1)
. regulations applicable to 58(2)
. retiring allowance 60
. salary 59(2-9)
. superannuation of 58(3)
. text-books used by 62(2), 68
. unauthorized text-books used
by 68
Teachers' Boards of Reference Act
. matters re teachers 28(o)
Terms
. school year, of 61(1, 2)
Text-books
. authorized ones to be
used 62(1), 68
. change of 62(2)
. powers of board re 29(l)(a)
. unauthorized 68
Town high school
. county pupils in, costs re . . . .42(2)
Transportation of pupils
. duties of board 28(i)
Travelling expenses











. bondsman, as 72
. books or money withheld by 73(1)
. convicted of indictable offence . .66
. disqualified as teacher 70(1)
. failure to perform duties ....69(2)
. false report signed by 75
. fees for meetings 29(2)
. information, etc., refused to
auditor 74
. mentally ill 66
. mileage allowance to 29(2)
. number of 17
. offences by 63, 64, 66
. order of retirement 22
. qualifications 16





separate town reunited with
county, in V\
sitting while disqualified 69(1)
. surety, as /^




duties of board re
United counties
. apportionment of grant 53
Unorganized territory
. assessment lo(o)
establishment of district 5(5)





. trustees 25, 63,
oo
Vice-Chairman of board
. election of 26(3)
Witnesses
. teacher as .59(5)
HIGHWAY
See Assessment Act; Crown




Highway Traffic Act; Land
Titles Act; Mechanics' Lien
Act; Municipal Act; Munici-
pal Drainage Act; Niagara
Parks Act; Public Commercial
Vehicles Act; Public Service
Works on Highways Act;
Public Utilities Act; Public
Vehicles Act; Public Works
Act; Railways Act; Registry
Act; Snow Roads and Fences
Act; Statute Labour Act; Sub-
urban Area Development Act;
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See also Ditches and Water-
courses Act; Gasoline Tax
Act; Highway Traffic Act;
Judges' Orders Enforcement
Act; Local Improvement Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal





Act; Ontario Municipal Board
Act; Professional Engineers
Act; Public Works Act; Pub-
lic Works Protection Act;
Statute Labour Act
Acquiring highway
King's Highway, for .60(1,^^;
Acquiring land
. gravel or stone, for
inii'^'v
. widening highways, for • • • • J^^^^J
widening roads, for • 27(3), 103(3)
. payments under 8(4)
Action
Department, against, for
damages • • • •
. ratepayer re application
of debentures
Administration of Department
. Minister, by ^
Advertising devices
. by-laws re • • • • /J^^Z^l





subsidies, re • •
-^
"
. connecting links of King's
Highway, re 78(5,6,7)
development road, re 54
. extension of King's
Highway, re 78(5, 0, /)
. pavement between rails of
street railway, re
. removal of obstructions .^^f,.
from highway, re 102(1)
. road wider than 22 feet
27(1)
. urban extension of
country road, re '^'.^J
"S'°'.'^''''77(l), 103(1)




closed highways, duties re .
.VOU;
. work on King's Highway,
during
Amendment










. city council, by ^
58(2>(a)












. town council, by 58(2) (c)
. township council, by .43(4), 46-48
. Treasurer of Ontario, by 9
. village council, by 58 (2) (a)
Appeal
. closing of roads, re 92(9-12)
. price of gravel, re 97(5)
Application
. approval to close road,
for 92(9-12)
. debentures for road
construction, of 13(7)
. gravel, for 97(5)
. removal of obstructions
from highway, re 102(3, 4)
Appointment
. commission, of 34, 40
. county road committee,
of 11(4-10)
. county road superintendent,
of 11(11-15)








. annual statement to 9
Barricades
. highway closed 98(3-5)
Board
—
See also Ontario Municipal
Board
. by-laws by 95
Bonus
. planting trees on King's
Highway, for 83(3,4)
Boundary line roads
. county road, as 11(1)






. subsidy to township, re 47(a)
Buildini;
. near highway,
regulations re .. .93(1) (a), (2-10)
By-laws
acquiring land, for .. .27(2), 103(3)
. advertising devices, re 95 (t)
. aid to county road by city
or town, re 26






. copy to Department 11 (14), 80(3)
. county bridges, re 23(1)
. county road committee
appointed by 11(4)
. county road superintendent
appointed by 11(11, 14)
. county roads, re 11(17)
. gasoline pumps, re 95(a)
. municipal costs of King's
Highway, re 78(2)
. notices, re 95(6)
. obstructions adjacent to
highway, re 102(5)
. signs, re 95(6)
. town roads, re 56, 57
. township council changing
tax rates 50
. township road superintendent
appointed by 43(1)
. township roads, re 44(2)
. village roads, re 56, 57
Canada Highwajrs Act
. subsidies paid under 8(1) (c)
Cattle on King's Highway
. penalty 86(3)
Certificate
. county road superintendent,
of 11(16)
City
. annual statement by 58(1)
. by-law by, re road
expenditures 56, 57
. contribution to county roads by 26
. contribution to suburban
roads by 36(3), 37, 38(1)
. contribution to township
roads by 49(1-2)
. commission appointed by . . .40(1)
. controlled—access highway
regulations application in . .93(2)
. King's Highway extension
or connecting link, re 62, 78(3, 4)
Claims
. Department,
against 87(5, 6), 91(1), 92(4)
Closed to traffic
. King's Highway 79(1)
Closing road
. controUed-access highway . . .92(2)
. King's Highway connection 84(2)
Commission
. appointment of 40(2-4)
. body corporate, as 40(9)
. by-laws by 95








. engineer of 35(2)
, expenditures estimated by
county council 17(1)
. ineligibility for 41
. name of 40(9)
. Order in Council re 40(3, 4)
. planting of trees, by 101
. removal of member of 40(7)
. rights, powers, etc., of 104
. suburban roads, for 40(1)
. term of office 40(5)
. vacancies on 40(8)






. removal of obstruction from
highway, for 102(2)
Connecting link
. county road, of, in town
or village 63
. King's Highway, of
. . city or separated
town, in 62,78(3,4)
. . town or village, in 58(3), 78(3-7)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payments out of 8(4)
Construction See Work on roads
King's Highway, re 89
ControUed-access highway
. closing roads re 92(3-12)
. King's Highway as 92(2)
. regulations re 93, 94
Corporation
. commission as 40(9)
Costs
. planting trees, of 101
. publicity, of 10
. sidewalks, re 100(2)
. special instructions, of 10
. work, of, defined re
unorganized territory ..52(1) (a)
work undertaken by Minister, of 7Z
County council
. amendment of by-laws by ..11(17)
. annual statement by 18(1) (a)
. application of debentures by 13(7)
. appointment of commission
by 40(4)
. appropriations re suburban
roads by 36(2)
. bridges, expenditures re 23(1)
. by-laws by 11-17,23,95
. debentures of—see Debentures
. disqualification of






. estimated expenditure of ...17(1)
. expropriation of land by ....31,32
. ferry service, expenditure re . . .22
. general county rate by 13(5)
. members restricted 11(15)
. powers re county roads 30
. road superintendent
appointed by 11(13)
. temporary advances to 13(4)
Coimty road committee
. appointment of 11 (4)
. re-appointment of 11(6)




. term of office 1 1 (5)
vacancies on 1 1 (8)
. warden of county as
ex officio member of 11(9)
County road superintendent
appointment of 11(11-15)
certificate of 11 (16)







. city contributing to 26
. connecting link, as 63
. county council's powers re 30
. extension, as 63
. Indian reserves, in 22
. intersecting highway in 24
. sidewalks re 25
. suburban roads, as 35(1)
. systems of 11(1)
. . highway as part of 21
. town contributing to 26
. urban extension of 28(1)
. widening of 27(1)
County treasurer
. annual statement re 18(1) (f)
. payments by 11(16)
Court of Appeal
. appeal to
. . closing roads, re 92(9-12)
. . price of gravel, re 97(5)
Crown
. development road, not
property of 54(2)
. municipal debt to, re failure
to repair highway 98(6)





King's Highway, on 83(2)
Damages
. land or person, to 27(14), 87, 91, 92
Debentures
. contributions to country
road, for 26
. county bridge, re 23(1)
. county council, of, re
highways 13(1)
. King's Highway, expenditures
re 78(2)
. . connecting link 78(3)
. suburban roads, re 38(2)
. urban extension of county
road 28(6)
. widening of roads, for 27(12),88(2)
Declaration
. annual statements,
in 18(1), 43(4). 46(1), 58(1)
Default
. payments re King's Highway . . .74






. cost of work 52(1) (a)
. Department 1(c)
. Deputy Minister 1 (d)
. Fund 1(e)
highway 1(f)
. King's Highway 65, 65
. Minister 1(g)
. road 1(/)
. road authority 1(h)
. roadway 1 (t)
. subdivision 60(1)
. value of labour employed
on work 52(1) (6)
Department
acquiring highway 66(1)
. alternative routes provided
by 79(3)
. closing of roads by 92(3-12)
. county council estimates to ..17(1)
. defined 1(c)
. disposal of property of 71 (1)
. drainage of King's Highway
by officers of 90(1)
. fines paid to 86(2)
. liability for damages 87, 91, 92
. maintenance of King's
Highway by 87(1)






. plans re county bridges
approved by 23(1, 2)
. planting trees on King's
Highway 83(1,3,4)
. powers of municipal corporation 80(1)
. presided over by Minister 2
. revenue collected by as
part of Fund 8(1) (e)
. roads in Indian reserves
supervised by 33
. subsidy to county by 17(2)
. suburban roads plan
deposited with 34(2)
. township council estimates to 44(2)
. township council plans,
etc., to 44(1)
. township roads superintendent's
appointment sent to 43(2)
. vouchers furnished to 105






Department of Mines and
Resources (Canada)
. Indian Affairs Branch,
arrangement with re roads
in Indian reserves 33,45(3)
Deputy Minister
. acquiring highway 66(1)
. appointment of 3
. defined 1(d)
. drainage of King's Highway
by 90(1)
. land plan signed by 72(3, 4)
. oath of 4
. power re King's Highway ...93(8)
Detour signs
. highway closed, while 98(3)
Development road
. jurisdiction over 54(2)
. Minister designating 53
. unorganized territory, in 55
. work on 54(1)
Disqualification
. county council
. . members, of 11(15), 13(9)
Ditches and Watercourses Act
. drainage of King's Highway
under 90(1)
. drainage of roads under 96
. excavated material from





. King's Highway, of 90(1)
. roads of 96
Drains
. disposal of materials from 99
Electors





. agreements by, re removal
of obstruction 102(1)
. authority re drainage 96
. authority re gravel 97(1)
. commission, of 35(2)
. county road superintendent
as (11,12)
. Department, of 5
. drainage of King's
Highway by 90(2)
. duties while highway
closed 98(3,4)
. suburban roads supervised
by 35(1)
Entrance way
. regulations re 93(1) (^), (2-10)
Excavated material
. drains, from 99
Expenditures
. city, town or village, of 56-63
. county, of 17-19
. suburban roads, re 35, Z6, 37
. township, of 46(1), 48
Expropriation of highways
. Public Works Act applicable . .72(1)
Expropriation of land
. county council, by 31, 32
. land plan re 72(3, 4)
. Minister, by 68
. Niagara Falls Bridge
Commission, by 69(1)
. notice to owner re 72(2)
. Public Works Act applicable . .69(2)
Extension
. county road, of 63
. King's Highway, of 62
Fences
. King's Highway, near 83(5)
regulations re 93(1) (o), (2-10)
Ferry service
. county, by 22
. township, by 45(2)
Fines







additional amounts for 8(3)
annual statement re 9
bonus for planting trees
from 83(4)
composition of 8(1)




. county bridges, re 23(2)
. county, to 18(2), 35
. development road, re 54(1)
. footpath, re 100(4)
. municipality, to 58(2), 59
. roads in Indian reserves,
re 33,45(3)
. sidewalk, re 100(4)
. township, to 46(2), 47
. unorganized territory
roads, re 52(2, 3)
. widening county or
suburban road, re 27(13)
salary of township road
superintendent from 43(1)
sum credited to 8(2)
Gasoline pumps
. by-laws re 95
. regulations re ... .93(1) (c), (2-10)
Gasoline Tax Act
. payments made under 8(4)
. revenue collected under,
as part of Fund 8(1)(</)
Gate
. regulations re 93(1) (^), (2-10)
General annual rate
. county road system, re ...11(2,3)
General coimty rate
. county council, of 13(5)
Government of CeUiada
. subsidies from 8(l)(<r)
Governor in Council
. agreement with 6
Grading
. approaches to King's
Highway 84(1)
Gravel
. land for 70
. road purposes, for, price of ... .97
Hearing
. application for approval







. disputes re bridges and
highways 29(2-4)
Hedge








. gross receipts under 8(1) (a)





. acquired for King's Highway 66(1)
. closed during construction 98
. construction of works on 89
. county roads as 20, 21
. defined 1(f)
. disputes re maintenance,
etc., of- 29
. intersected by county road 24
. out of repair 98(6)
Horses
. King's Highway, on 86(3)
Improvement
—
See Work on roads
Indian Affairs Branch
. Department of Mines and
Resources (Canada) ...33,45(3)
Indian agent
. road superintendent, as 45(3)
Indian reserves
. county roads on 33
. township roads on 45(3)
Injury
. land or person, to 87, 91, 92
Intersecting highway
. King's Highway 66(2)
Intersection of highway
. county road, by 24
Judge
. fixing price of gravel 97(3-5)
. removal of obstruction
ordered by 102(2, 3)
Judges' Orders Enforcement Act
. application of 97(4), 102(4)
Judgment
. Department, against 87(7)
Jurisdiction
. connecting link of King's
Highway, over 78(7)




alternative routes to 79(3)
approaches altered 84(1)
bonus for planting trees
on 83(3, 4)
cattle on 86(3)
connecting link of 58(3), 62, 78(3-7)
construction of works re 89
controlled-access highway as 92(2)
controlled by Department 65
closed to traffic 79
closing connecting road of . . .84(2)
costs of 73
Crown property, as 65
cutting trees, etc., on 83(2)
damages on
. actions for 87
. claims for 91
debt of commission re 74-77
default of payments re 74
defined 64
Department's powers, etc., re 80(2)
designated by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 64(1)
disposal of 71
drainage of 90




intersecting other highway . .66(2)
land for gravel, etc 70
land plan 72(3,4)
laying pipes, etc., under 85(1)
maintenance of 87(1)
obstructions adjacent to 83(6)
offences re 86(2)
original road allowance 67
payment of expenditures re,
by municipal corporation 78
pavement between rails of
street railway 82
planting trees on 83(1, 3, 4)
preliminary route plan 66(3)
procedure for acquiring 66(1)
regulations re control of . . . .93(10)
repair of 87(2)
sheep on 86(3)
sidewalk on 87(1), 100(1)
street railway on 81
supervised by Minister 64(1)
swine on 86(3)
traffic on 86(1)
transportation of supplies re ... .89





. amendment of 72(4)
. expropriation of land, re . . .72(3,4)
Legislature
. annual appropriation by 8(4)
. appropriation of salaries by 5
Liability for damages
. Department, of 87(2)
. local municipality, of 100(3)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. agreements as to application
of provincial subsidies by 6
appointment of commission by . .40
appointment of Deputy Minister
by 3
approval of
. additional amounts for Fund 8(3)
. amendment of by-laws
for county roads 11(17)
. by-laws re bridges 23(4)
. by-laws re county roads .14,15
. county road improvements 11(1)
. regulations re traffic 86(1)
. street railways, re 81
controlled-access highway
designated by 92(2)
closing connecting roads of
King's Highway 84(2)
disposal of King's Highway
by 71(2)
highway removed from county




. connecting links of King's
Highway under 78(4)
. construction of sidewalk
under 100(2)
. urban extension of county
road under 28(6)
. widening county or suburban
roads under 27(12)
. widening pavement on King's
Highway under 88(2)
Local municipality
. improvements by 100(1,3)
Maintenance
. county highways, of 20, 21
. King's highway, of 87(1)
. municipal corporation's
default 98(6)
. road wider than 22 feet . . 27(9, 10)





acquiring of highway by 66
acquiring of land for gravel by 70
annual statements to
. county council, by 18(1)
. municipal council by 58(1)
. township council by 46(1)
approval of
. agreement widening county
or suburban roads 27(3)
. county road
superintendent 11(11,14)
by-laws re county roads
submitted to 14
certificate of costs for
King's Highway by 7Z
construction of works by 89
defined \{g)
Department presided over by ... 2
development road designated by 53
disposal of property by 71
expropriation, etc., of land by 68




land plan signed by 72(3, 4)
notice by, re control of
King's Highway 93(3-10)
notice to owner of
expropriated land by 72(2)
oath of Deputy Minister
administered by 4
payments to city, town or
village by 58(2), 59
payments to county by . . .18(2), 35
payments to township by 46(2), 47
payments under Acts
administered by 8(4)
powers where councils fail
to agree 27(11)
publicity arranged by 10
regulations re traffic by 86(1)
road removed from county
road system by 16
roads in Indian reserves
arranged by Zi, 45(3)
roads in unorganized territory,
arranged by 52(2, 3), 55
subsidies varied by 6










Minister of Public Works
. expropriation of land by 31
Motor vehicle licences
receipts of 8(1) (a)
Motor vehicle permits
receipts of 8(1) (a)
Municipal Act
. contribution of city or town
to county road under 26
. application re commission
member 41
. county bridges under 23(1, 4)
. damages for non-repair
under 27(14)
. debentures issued by county
council under 13(1)
. debentures of city or town
under 38(4)
. debentures of municipal
corporation under 78(2)
. disputes re bridges and
highways under 29(1)
. expropriation of land under 31
. incorporation under 52(3)
. widening county and
suburban roads under 27(3)
. wider pavement on King's
Highway under 88(2)
Municipal corporation
. default in repairing highway 98(6)
. expenditures by, re King's
Highway 78
. widening pavement on
King's Highway 88
Municipal coimcil
. planting trees 101
Municipal Drainage Act
. authority to drain under 96
. excavated material from
drains under 99
Municipal engineer
. declaration by 58(1) (&)
Municipal expenditures
. eligible for subsidy 59-63
. not eligible for subsidy .58(3), 60
Municipalities
. voluntary contribution re
widening roads, etc 103(4)
Niagara Falls Bridge Commission
. expropriation of land for 69(1)
. incorporation of 69(1)
Notice
. acquisition of highway, re ...66(1)




. application for approval of
closing of road 92(4-12)
. by-laws re highways 95(b)
. claim against Department ...91(2)
. near highway 93(l)(rf), (2-10)
. owner, to, re expropriation
of land 72(2)
Oath
. Deputy Minister, of 4
Obstructions
. adjacent to King's
Highway 83(6), 102(5)
Ontario land surveyor
. plan of expropriated land
signed by 32





. board defined 92(1)
. claims against Department
heard by 91(1)
. closing roads 92(3)
. costs to widen roads,
apportioned by 103(2)
. dispute re bridges and
highways determined by 29(2-4)
. dispute re cost of pavement
between rails determined
by 82(3)
Ontario Municipal Board Act
. inapplicable to appeals re
closed roads 92(12)
Order in Coimcil
. commission, re 40(3, 4)
Original road allowance
. used for King's Highway 67
Overseers
. special instruction of 10
Owner of adjacent land
. removal of obstructions by ...102
Parks Commission
. debt of, re King's Highway 74-77
Parliament of Canada
. special instruction of 10
. subsidies appropriated by 6
Pavement between rails
. street railway, of 82
Penalties
. animals on King's Highway . .86(3)
- application of 86(2)
. council members, for 11(15)





laviiiK pipes on King's
JliRluvay, re 85(2)
regulations re King's
flighway, violation of 93(9)
. removing barrier of closed
higliway 79(2)
. vehicles on controlled-access
highway 94(2)
Permits




in ...18(1)((/), 46(1), 58(1)
Pipes
. laying of, under King's
Highway 85(1)
Planting trees
. King's Highway, on ...83(1,3,4)
. municipal council, by 101
. suburban road commission, by 101
Power line
. regulations re 93(1) (/;), (2-10)
Powers
. commiss'on, of 104
. county council, of, re roads 30
. county road superintendent,
of 11(11)
. Department of 80
Preliminary route plan
. acquiring of highway 66(3)
Private roads
. regulations re 93(1) (f), 2-10)
Privy Council for Canada
. agreement with member of 6
Procedure
. appeals re closed roads . .92(9-12)
. expropriation of land by
county council 31,32
. informalities of 39
Professional Engineers Act
county road superintendent
as engineer under 11(12)
Provincial subsidy
. agreement re application of 6
. county, to 17(2)
. municipalities, to ... 58(2, 3), 59, 60
. suburban road, re 36(1)
. township, to 45-51
. vouchers re 105
Provisional judicial district
. city or town in, agreement






. expropriation of land
under 31,32,69(2)
land plan showing
ownership under 72(3, 4)
Publicity
. cost of 10
Ratepayer
. action of 13(8)
Rates




subdivision of township, for ...50
Receipts
. annual statements,
re 18(1), 46(1). 58(1)
. credited to Fund 8(2)
. Highzvay Traffic Act, under 8(1) (a)
Red light
. highway closed, while 98(3)
Registry office
. land plan deposited in ... 72(3, 4)
plan of expropriated land
deposited in 32




. King's Highway, re 93(10)
traffic on King's Highway, re .86
Removal of obstructions
adjacent to King's Highway 83(6)
. agreements re 102
Removal of member
. commission, of 40(7)












authority re drainage 96
authority re gravel 97
closing highways 98







. removed from county
road system 11(17, 18), 16
. unorganized territory, in 52
Roadway
. defined 1 (i)
Salary
. county road superintendent,
of 11(13)
. Department staff, of 5
. township road superintendent,
of 43(1)
Sale
. vegetables, fruits, etc.,
near highway ... .93(1-8), (2-10)
Secretary of Department
. appointment of 5
Sheep
. King's Highway, on 86(3)
Shrub
. near highway 93(1) (a), (2-10)
Sidewalks
. authority to construct 100(1)
. county road, on 25
. King's Highway, re 87(1)
. liability for damages, re 100(3)




. near highway ... 93(11) (rf), (2-10)
. . by-laws re 95(6)
Sinking fund account
. county council, of 13(2)
Special instructions
. cost of 10
Staff of Department
. appointment of 5
Statute Labour Act
. road commissioner under . . 52(2)
Stone
. land for 70
Street railway
. agreement with, re widening
roads 103
. King's Highway, on 81
. pavement between rails of 82
Streets
. subdivision, in 60(2)
Structtire





. streets in 60(2)





. apportionment of expenditures
on 36
. city contributing to 36-39
. commission for 40
. county engineer for 35(1)
. county road superintendent,
under 35
. county roads, as 35(1)
. designation of 34(1)
. expenditures re 35, 36
. extent of system of 42
. plan and description of 34(2)
. Province contributing to ....36(1)
. town contributing to 36-39
. widening of, by agreement 27



















. King's Highway, on 86(3)
Temporary advances







. action against Department . . 87(9)
Town
. appointment of commission by 40
. by-law by, re expenditures 56, 57
. contribution to county road by 26
. contribution to suburban
roads by 38
. . limit of 36(3)
. contribution to township roads 49
. county road extension or
connecting link in 6i
. King's Highway extension







. notice by county to,
re contribution 37
. regulations re King's
Highway, application in . .93(2)
Town council
annual statement by 58(1)
Township
. ferry service by 45(2)
. provincial subsidy to 45-51
Township council
. annual statement by 43(4), 46
. . changing tax rates 50
. expenditures of 46-48
. . by-laws re 44(2)
. road superintendent appointed
by 43
. sidewalks or footpaths,
construction by 100(4)
. work on roads by 44
Township road superintendent
. appointment of 43
. council member as 43(5)
. declaration by 43(4), 46
. Indian agent as 45(3)
..requirements of 43(3)
Township roads
. Indian reserves, in 45(3)
. . provisional judicial
district, in 49
. work on 44
Transmission line
. near highway 93(1) (&), (2-10)
Traffic
. King's Highway, on 86
Transfer of land
. widening of county or
suburban road, re 27(4)
Transportation of materials
. King's Highway, for 87
Treasurer of county
. declaration by 18(1) (c)
. payments by city or town to . . .37
Treasurer of municipality
. declaration by 58(1) (c)
Treasurer of Ontario
. additional amounts for
Fund by 8(3)
. annual statement by 9
. Highway Improvement Fund
Account kept by 7
. payments to township by . . . .43(4)
Treasurer of township
. declaration by 46(1) (c)
Trees See also Planting trees




. development road in 55
. roads in 52, 55
Vacancy
. commission, on 40(8)
. county road committee, on ..11(8)
Value of labour employed on work
. defined S2(l)(6)
Vehicles
. controlled-access highway, on .94
. King's Highway on 86
Village
. by-law by, re expenditures 56, 57
. county road extension or
connecting link in 63
. expenditures of 59
. King's Highway extension
or connecting link in 58(3)
. regulations re King's Highway,
application in 93(2)
Village council
. annual statement by 58(1)
Vouchers
. subsidies, re 105
Warden of county
. plan of expropriated land
signed by 32
. county road committee
member, as 11(9)
Widening of roads
. agreements re 27, 88, 103
Work on roads
. county road 11 (16), 21
. development road 54
. township road 44
. unorganized territory, in 52(2), 55
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC
Highway Traffic Act,
Vol. 2, p. 355.
See also Fatal Accidents Act;
Highway Improvement Act;
Insurance Act; Liquor Con-
trol Act; Merchanics' Lien
Act; Municipal Act; Police
Act; Public Commercial Ve-




. seizure of 59(6)
Abstract





. annual report of Registrar re 113(c)
. coroner's reports re 112(1)
. duty of garages, etc.,
to report 27(5)
exceeding $50 110(1)
. failure to report 110(6)
. person in charge of vehicle,
duty of 48(1)
. proof of financial responsibility 84
. records of 1 13(c)
. Registrar's duties re 113(a)
. report forms re 113(a)
. reporting of 110-113
. statistics of U3(d)
Actions—See also Judgments
. Act no bar to 80
. defendant and vehicle
unknown 102(1)
. penalties no bar to 63
. Registrar as defendant .... 102-109
. security, on 88(3)
. time limit for bringing 61(1)
Address
. change of, by owner 4(2)
. witness to accident, of 48(1)
A£Eidavits
. false statement in 4(1)
. permits or licences, re 3(4)
Age
. minimum for drivers 52(2)
. proof of financial responsibility
re certain 83
Ambulances
. approach of 41(18)
. red light on front of 10(9)
Animals
. damage on highway by ....111(1)
. engines passing 44(2)
. motor vehicles passing 46(1)
. racing on highway 56(1)
Appeal
. impounding of vehicle 70(a)
. suspension of licence or
permit 70(&)
Arrests
. assisting officer 58(1)
. powers re 58(2)
. without warrant 58(4)
. . duties re 58(6)
Ashes
. depositing on highway 47(1)
Assignments







. weight on—see Weight
BaU




. sleigh or sled, for 18
Bicycles
. bell or horn on 17(3)
. lights on 10(10)
overtaking of 41(12)
. persons carried on 41(14)
. police inspection in storage 26(4)
. record if second-hand 27(1)
. serial number defaced 27(3)
. towing by vehicles
prohibited 41(13)
. vehicles meeting 41(9)
. white marking on 10(10)
Bonds
. application of, by Registrar 88(1)
. financial responsibility, re 87(1) (6)
. return of 95(3)
Brakes
. inspection of 12(5)
. maintenance of 12(4)
. motorcycle, on 12(2)
. motor vehicle, on 12(1)
. penalties re 12(6)
. requirements re 12(1)
. trailer, on 12(3)
Bridges
. speed limit over 31(1)
. traction engines on 73(4)
. weight restrictions re ..... .34(8, 9)
Built-up area
. defined l(l)(o)
. speed limit in 28(1) (a)
Bullet marks
. report of 27(5)
By-laws
. approval by Department 60(2)
. inconsistent with Act 60(1)
. permits for overweight
vehicles, re 35 (3), 36(7)
. speed limit in parks, etc 28(2)
Careless driving
. oflfence of 29(1)
. overcrowding deemed 29(2)
Certificate
. conviction, of 65(1)






chauffeur's licence, re 21(4,5)




. return of 95(1)
judgment, of, to Registrar . . .91(1)
justice, of 66(2), Schedule
motor vehicle liability
policy, of 96(1)
record of convictions, etc 92(1)
Treasurer, of, re financial
responsibility 87(1) (c)
Chauffetir
. certificate re licence of 21(4)
. defined l(l)(ft)
. disqualification of 22
. financial responsibility of 89
. licensing requirements of ....21(1)
. production of licence by ... .23(1)
. terms of licence 21(3)
Cities
. excess weight on roads 36(7)
Civil actions
. time limit re 61(2), 103(1)(&)
Clamps on wheels
. vehicles, of 14(2)
Class A Highway
. defined 34(l)(a)
. weight of vehicles on 34(2)
Class B Highway
. defined 34(l)(fe)
. weight of vehicles on 34(3)
Clearance lamps
. wide vehicles, on 10(5)
Cleats on wheels
. traction engine, of 72(4, 5)
Collision of vehicles
. onus of proof re negligence 51(2)
Combination of vehicles
. single vehicle, as 37(6) (a)
. length of 19(2)
Commercial motor vehicles—See also
Motor vehicles
. defined 1(1)(<:)
. disabled on highway 43(4,7)
. distance between 41(17)
. financial responsibility re . . . 87(4)
. loading of 38(2,3)
. name of owner displayed on . .40(1)
. permits re 36(1)
. reflectors on 40(2)
. non-residents, of 9(3)










. abstract of operating
record, re 92(1)
. certification of
. . Minister, to 65(1)
. . Registrar, to 91(3)
. endorsement on
licence 23(3), 24. 76(3)
. endorsement on permit 24(1)
. fee for certificate of 91(2)
. impounding vehicle, on 59(1)
. non-residents, of,
notification re 91(3)
. operator disqualified on 77
. outside Ontario 81(3)
. records, etc., certified 92(1)
. Registrar keeping records of 113(c)
. suspension of licence after . .81(1)
Coroners
. reports by 112(1)
Criminal Code (Canada)
. detaining vehicles under 58(4)
. impounding vehicles on
conviction under 59(1)
. licences suspended under 54,81(1)





. forfeiture of vehicle to 25(2), 68(2)
. number plates as property of 6(2)
Crown attorney
. fatal accidents reported by 112(1)
Culverts—5"^^ Bridges
Damages
. liability of owner for 50(1)
. overloading vehicle 35(5)
. penalty not bar to 63
. property on highway, to .. .111(1)
. report by garage of 27(5)
. time limit for actions re 61(1)
Death
. financial responsibility re . . .86(a)
. suspension of licences re 81(1) (a)
. unknown vehicle
causing 102(1) (a), 103(1) (o)
Declarations
. false 4(1)









Class A highway 34(l)(a
Class B highway 34(1) (6




























solid tires 1 ( 1 ) (f
state 7900
subsequent offence 7







. affidavits required by 3(4
brakes regulations by 12(4
by-laws approved by ..34(8), 60(1
carrying capacity
registered with 36(4) (&
. certificates required by, for
chauffeur's licence 21(4
. declarations required by 3(4
. defined 1(1)(^
documents filed in 65(2









. flares approved by 43(6)
. glass approved by 1(1) (k)
. licences for garages 26(1)
. loading on highways, re 36(9)
. motorcycle number plates
supplied by 5(5)
notice of change of ad<lress to 4(2)
. number plates returned to . .6(2)
. number plates supplied by .5(1)
. . offences re 6(1)
. ownership proved to 4(3)
penalties payable to 64
. permits for overloading
issued by 35(4)
. permits for owners issued by 3(2)
records of 84(6)
. reflectors approved
by 10(5,7, 10, 23), 40(2)
registration requirements 3(1)
. report of stored cars to 27(4)
. sale of used cars reported to 27(1)
. signal arms approved by 41(l)(e)
. signal equipment approved by .11
. signs approved by 1(1) (n)
. through highways approved
by 41(3)(&)
. tire width approved by 34(6)
. traffic by-laws approved by ... .49
. traffic signals approved
by 41(2)(»)(iii)
. trailer number plates
supplied by 5(6)
Deposit of money or securities
proof of financial
responsibility 87(1 )(c)
. security for judgment debts 88(1)
Deputy Minister









. operator, of 77
Documents




financial responsibility for 89
identity of 103(l)(a)
liability of 49








. speed excessive 28(1) (a)
Drunkenness





. approach of 41(18)
. red liglits on front 10(9)
Endorsement
. convictions on






. requirements re 10-20
Evidence
. corroboration of, re summons
in error 66(1)
. documents as 65(2)
Examination
. vehicle, of 20(1)
Examiners
. chauffeurs' licences, re ...21(4-6)
. examinations for 21(6)
Exemptions re licences
. non-residents, for 78
Exhibitions
. speed limit in grounds of . . .28(2)
Explosives in vehicles
. regulations re 39(1)
False statement
. penalty for 4(1)
Family of owner




. duty to report 112(1)
Fatal Accidents Act
. time limit for action under . .61(2)
Fees
. certificates re convictions,
etc 91(2), 92(1)
. garage licence, for 26(2)












. approach of 41(18)
. exemption for speed limits re 28(3)
. following of 41(19)
. red lights on 10(9)
Flanges on wheels
. highway, on 14(2)
Flares
. commercial vehicle, for . . . .43(6,7)
Fleet of cars
. proof of financial
responsibility, by owner . . .87(3)
Foreigfn countries
. vehicles registered in 9(2)
Forfeiture
. bail, of 81(1)
. vehicle of 68(2)
Forms
. accident report 113(a)
. certificate of justice Schedule
. suspension of licence and
permit, re 81(2)(6)
Fund
. application for payment
from 98(1-4)
assignment of judgment, re 1(X)(1)
constitution of 97(1)
costs payable from 98(6, 7), 107(3)
defined 1(0(5)
fees paid into 97(2)
judgment against Registrar
paid from 107(1)
judgments payable out of ...98(1)
limitation on amount
paid from 98(5), 107(2)
order for payment from . . . .98(4)
order -for payment when
identity unknown 102(1)





licence restored 101 (o)
Garage
. defined 1(1)(A)
. inspection of 26(4)
. licence required 26(1)
. licence suspended or
cancelled 26(1)
. regulations re 26(7)
. right to enter 26(4)





. depositing on highway 47(1)
. motor vehicles, in 16(1)
. safety, defined 1(1)(«)
Gross weight
. defined 1(1)(»)
. restrictions re vehicles
on highways 34(2)
Highways
. careless driving on 29(1)
. Class A defined 34(l)(o)
. Class B defined 34(1)(6)
. damage from overloading . . . .35(3)
. defined 1(1) (/)
. glass deposited on 47(1)
. lanes for traffic on .. .41(5), 42(1)
. notice on, defaced 33
. obstruction on, removed 33
one-way traffic on 41(6)
. parking on 43(1)
. racing on 30(1)
. seasonal load restrictions on 36(1)
. soliciting rides on 47(2)
. speed limit on 28(1) (a)
stopping at 41 (3) (a)
through highway defined 41 (3) (6)




Hiring of motor vehicle
. requirements re 53(1)
Horn











. vehicles on conviction .. 59(l)(a)
. . appeal re 70(a, b)
Injury
. imknown cause, from 102(1)
Inspection
. brakes 12(5)
. garages and storage business 26(4)
Instalments
. judgment paid in 90
Insurance Act







. bonds as surety under ...87(l)(fc)
from Fund 98(2), 102(2)
. claims under, excluded
from Fund 98(2), 102(2)
. form of policy under 96(1)
. Superintendent of Insurance
under -79(^7)
Insiu^nce certificates
. filing of 96(2)
. financial responsibility, as 87(1) (o)
. form of policy 96(1)
. Fund not to indemnify . . .98(2) (/)
. non-residents, of 87(5)
. return of 95(1)
Intersections
. defined l(l)(ife),41(4)
. left turns at 41(l)(f)
. right of way at 41(1)






. weight of vehicle and load . .37(3)
Investigations
. accidents of 110(3), 113(6)
Judgments
report to Registrar re 91(1) (a)
abstract of operating
record, in 92(1)
non-residents re 82(4), 91(3)
payment by instalments of 90
payments from Fund re 98(1), 99(1)
reciprocal legislation, re ...82(1,2)
Registrar, against 107-109
security applied against ....88(1)
subsequent 82(3)





. appearance before 66(1)
. certificates re summons
































wide vehicle, on 10(5)
Lanes
highway divided into . .41(5), 42(1)
Left turns—S'e^ also Turns
procedure for making 41(l)(o)
Length
vehicles, of 19(2, 3)
Licences
. affidavits re issue 3(4)
V. cancellation of .. 1(2), 25(1), 65(1)
. carrying of 76(1)
'
. chauffeurs, for 21-25
. convictions endorsed
on 23(3), 24(1), 76(3)
. declarations re 3(4)
driving without 75(1)




Fund financed by fees from 97(1)
garage and storage
business, for 26( 1, 2, 3)







. refusal by Minister 6{2)
restoration of 90, 101(a)
suspension 1(2)
appeal re 70(a)
conviction, on . . .54(a, ft, c), 81(1)
discretion of Minister re 84
penalty for operating under 68(1)
plates returned during 93(1)
unsatisfied judgments, re . . .82(1)
when not held 69
unlawful possession of 25(3)
Lien









designated by 28(1) (a) (ii)
examiners appointed by 21(4)
fees for Fund prescribed by 97(1)
garage regulations by 26(7)
licence fee fixed by 26(2)
licence regulations by
. chauffeur, re 21(3)
. operators, re 75(3)
lighting regulations by 10(15)
oaths taken by authority of ..3(4)
parking regulations by 43(2)
permit regulations by 3(5)
reciprocal legislation by 82(2)
Registrar appointed by 2(1)
seasonal loading,
restrictions by 36(4, 5, 9)
speed limit over bridge,
fixed by 31(1)
tire width regulations by . . .34(5)
transportation of explosives
regulated by 39(1)
. weight limit by 34(9)
Lights—See also Lamps
. traffic signal 41(2)(a)
. visibility requirements 1(3)
. warning, for 43(6)
Liquor
. driving under influence of 55
Load—See Weight
Lock-shoes
. use of 14(3)
Markers
side lamps as 10(7)
Magistrates
. arrested person brought
before 58(6)
certificate of conviction by .65(1)
. disqualification of chauffeurs by 22
endorsement of chauffeur's
licence by ! 24(1)
notice of impounding
given by 59(3) (6)
. operator disqualified by 77




under 43(10). 58(5), 59(4, 6)
Minister
. accident report forms
approved by 113(a)
. additional financial






. annual reports to 113(e)
. assignment of judgment to 100(1)
. by-laws approved by 36(8)
. Class A Highway designated
by 34(l)(a)
. convictions certified to 65(1)
. costs of application, etc.,
payable by 98(6, 7)
. defined 1(1)(0
. discretion re financial
responsibility 83, 84, 87(2)
. disqualifications reported to 22, 77







. insurance certificate filed
with 87(4)
. judgments assigned to 100(1)
. licence fees, recommendation
by 26(2)
. licence for garage, etc.,
suspended by 26(6)
. licences issued to
chauffeurs by 21(3)
. licences issued to operators 75(3)
. licences refused by 6(2)
. licences restored by 90, 101
. licences suspended by 1(2)




. local permits authorized by ...3(3)
. notice of judgments to 98(1)
. order for Fund pa3rment
opposed by 98(3)
. order to pay from Fund, to 98(4)
. permits cancelled by 25(1)
. permits refused by 6(2)
. permits suspended by 1(2)
records directed by .... 113(c) (ii)
. Registrar's instructions by ...2(2)
. regulations re garage, etc.,
recommended by 26(7)
. rights of, re Fund 99(2)
. states having reciprocal
legislation reported by . . . .82(2)
. through highway designated
by 41(3)(6)
. transfer of suspended





. Unsatisfied Judgment Fund,
fee payable to 97(1)
Minors
restrictions on driving by . .52(1)
Mirrors
. rear view 13(1) (&)
Money
. application of, by Registrar 88(1, 2)
. deposit of, re financial
responsibility 87(1 )(c)
. return of deposit 95(3)
Motorcycles
. brakes of 12(2)






. bullet marks on, reported . .27(5)
. careless driving of 29(1)
. damaged, report re 27(5)
. defined l(l)(m), 77(c)
. detention by police 58(4)
. equipment on 10-20
. fenders on 13(2, 3, 4)
. forfeiture of 25(2), 68(2)
. impounding of 59(1)
. insurance policy re 96(1)
. lights 10(1)
. mirror, rearview 13(1) (6)
. mudguards on 13(2, 3, 4)
. number plates 5-9
. permits for 3(2)
. racing on highway 30(1)
. Registrar—see Registrar
. registration of 3(1)
. registration outside Ontario . .9(1)
. right-hand drive 11
. second-hand 27(1)
. serial number obliterated 4(3), 27(2)
. slow driving restrictions . . . .32(1)
. speed limit of 28(1)
. unknown, death caused by 102(1)






. safety zone for street cars
under 45(1)
Name






. liability for 50(1)
proof of 51(1)
Noise








notified of convictions, etc. . .91(3)
proof of financial
responsibility by 87(5)
registration of vehicles of . . . .9(1)
service of notice or process on 57
Notice
change of address .4(2)
convictions outside Ontario,
re 81(3)
impounding on conviction . . .59(3)
insurance cancelled 96(4)
penalty for interference with . 33
service re non-residents 57
speed limit on bridges 31(1)






suspension of licence 93(1)
errors re identification 66(1)
illumination requirements ...10(12)
improper use of 8
oflfences re 6(1)







. definition of first, etc 71








. highway designated for 41(6)
Onus of proof





. licences of 75-78
Overcrowding
. careless driving, as 29(2)
Overhanging loads
. requirements re 38(1)
Overloading
. penalties re 34(7), 36(6)
permits for 35(1)
Overtaking on highway
. procedure re 41(10, 11), 16
Owners
. liability of 49,50
. notice of change of address by 4(2)










. speed limit in 28(2)
Passengers




. Fund, from 98(5). 107(2)
Peace officers
. accidents reported to 110(1)
. arrests by 58(2)
. assistance to 58(1)
. brakes inspected by 12(5)
. damage reported to 111(1)
. defined 1(1)(A)
. garages inspected by 26(4)
. interference with 26(5)
. licence produced on demand
by 23(1)
. number plates confiscated
by 8,93(2)
. permits demanded by 36(2)
. reports to Registrar by 112(1)
. vehicles detained by 58(4)
. vehicles examined by 20(1)
. vehicles moved by 43(3, 10)
. weighing ordered by 37(1)
Penalties
. accidents not reported 110(6)
. actions not barred by 63
. animals frightened 46(2)
. application of 64








. change of address not
notified 4(2)
. chauffeurs' licences, re 21(2)
damage not reported 111(2)
. defacing notice on highway 33
. defacing speed limit notice . 31(2)
. driving under age 52(4)
driving while prohibited . . . .25(1)
. drunkenness of driver 55
. engines passing animals 44(3)
equipment, re 13(3)
. explosives regulations 39(2)
. false statements re registration 4(1)
. first offences, re 71
. garages, re 27(6)
. grass, etc., left on highway . .47(3)
hiring, etc., to unlicensed
drivers 53(4)
. leaving scene of accident . . .48(2)
liability of owner and
driver for 49
. licence not held 75(2)
. licence not produced 76(2,4)
. licence plates not surrendered 93(3)
. licences suspended as 81(1)
lighting
offences 10(8, 11, 13, 16. 18, 21. 24)
. loading illegally 38(3)
motorcycle number plates
not showing 5(7)
neglect to register 3(1)
. noise, re 17(5)
. number plate offences,
for 5(2,4.6,7)
. obstructing peace officers . . .26(5)
. obstruction on highway removed 33
. operating vehicle when permit
suspended or cancelled 68(1)
. overloading 34(7), 36(6)
. parking offences 43(8)
. production of chauffeur's
licence, re 23(2, 4)
racing animals 56(2)
. racing on highway 30(2)
. rebuilt tires 15(4)
. recovery of 62
. reflectors, etc., not displayed 40(3)
. rules of road broken 41(20)
. size of vehicles, re 19(5)
. sleigh bells, re 18(2)
. slow driving 32(2)
. soliciting rides 47(3)
. speeding 28(4)
. street cars passed illegally . .45(3)
. tires, etc., defective 14(4)







. trailer number plates
not showing 5(7)
unlawful possession of licence 25(3)
unlawful possession of permit 25(2)
imlicensed garage, etc 26(3)
violations generally 67




affidavits re issue of 3(4)




false statement re 4(1)
local, issue of 3(3)
overloading, re 35, 36(1)
production of 35(2)
refusal by Minister 6(2)
registration of vehicles 3(2)
regulations re 3(5)
return of, during suspension 93(1)
serial number obliterated . . . .4(3)
surrender of 36(3)
suspended 1(2), 25(1). 54, 70
. transfer of 94
. vehicle operated while 68(1)
. when not held 69
unlawful possession of 25(2)
Planks
. use on bridges 73(4)
Pleadings





. approach of 41(18)
. red lights on 10(9)
. Unsatisfied Judgment Fund,
actions re 109
Process
. service on non-residents 57
Proof of financial responsibility
. accident liability re 84(a)
. additional 87(2)
. ages Umiting 83
. amounts 86
. bond as 87(1)(6)
. convictions outside Ontario 81(3)
. default of insurer 87(6)
. defined 79(a)
. duration of 95(1)
. fleet of cars 87(3)
. information supplied re 92(2)






Proof of financial responsibility—Con.
. insurance certificate as 87(l)(a)
. judgments subsequent to 90(3)
. judgments unpaid 82(1)
. licences suspended without . . .81(1)
. limits of 86
. ministerial discretion re 84(6)
. money, etc., as 87(1 )(c)
. non-residents, for 87(5)
. . convictions, re 81(4)
. owner's employees and family 89
. public and commercial
vehicles, re 87(4)
. records of 113(c) (v)
. refusal of certificates by
Registrar 96(6)
. restoration of licence after . . 101 (6)
. substitution of 95(2)
. suspension in absence of ...81(1)
. termination of 95(3)
. unpaid judgments to 82(1)
. voluntary 85(1)
Property
. damage to, on highway 111(1)
Provinces, other
. convictions in 81(3)
. judgments in 80(1)
vehicles registered in 9(1)
Public vehicle
. defined 1(1)(9)
. financial responsibility re . . . .87(4)
. length of 19(3)
Public Vehicles. Act
. financial responsibility under 87(4)
. permits cancelled for
violation of 25(1)
. permits produced under 36(2)
. vehicle under l(l)(g)
Racing
. animals S6( 1
)






. financial responsibility in
view of 84
. mformation supplied re 92(1)
. maintenance of 113(f)
. second-hand cars 27(1)
Reflectors
. bicycles and tricycles 10(10)
. clearance lamps as 10(5, 7)
. regulations re 10(23)







action against, procedure . . 102, 103
action to identify driver
by 108(2)(a)
annual report by 113(^)
application to add as
defendant 104(1)
appointment of 2(1)





defendant, as 104( 1
)
defined 1(1), (2)
documents certified by 65(2)
driver's licence returned to ..93(1)
duties of 2(2), 113(a)
financial responsibility
cancelled by 95(3)
forms kept by 113(a)
information supplied by 92(1)
insurance certificates
filed with 87(1) (a). 96(2, 3)
investigations by 113(6)
judgment against 106-109
judgments certified by 100(1)
judgments outside Ontario,
notice to 82(3)







permits returned to 93(1)
proof of financial
responsibility to 81(1, 3), 85
records kept by 113(f)
reports by coroners, etc., to ...112
security held by 88(1, 3)
service of documents on 57(a)
statistics compiled by 113(d)
suspension of licences
by 81(1, 3), 82, 90
Registration
foreign residents 9(2)
false statements re 4(1)
other provinces 9(1)
requirements 3(1)
serial number obliterated 4(3)
Regulations







. chauffeur's licence, re 21(3)
. compensation for reports, re 112(3)
. defined 1(1-5)
. explosives, re 39(1)
. garage, etc., re 26(6, 7)
. lights, re 10(15)
. non-residents, re
. . operators' licences 78
. . vehicles of 9(3)
. operators' licences, re 75(3)
. owner's liability under 49
. parking on highway, re 43(2)
. permits cancelled for
violation of 25(1)
. permits, re 3(5)
. reciprocal legislation, re 82(2)
. reflectors, re 10(5, 23)
. speed limit over bridges 31(1)
. statement required by,
falsification of 4(1)
. through highway markings 41(3)(&)
. tire width 34(5)
. vehicles displaying owner's
name 40(1)
. weight over bridges 34(8, 9)
Reports
. accidents, of 110-113
. admissibility in evidence . . . .110(5)
. annual, by Registrar 113(*)
; compensation allowed for . . .112(3)
. coroners, of 112(1)
. damage, of 111(1)
. forms for making 113(a)
. statistical 112(2)
Right-hand drive
. vehicles with 11
Right-of-way
. vehicles at intersections .41(1,2)
Right turns
. procedure 41(1) (6)
Road





. installation compulsory 16(2)
Safety zone
. street car passengers, for . . .45(1)
Sale of vehicle
. notice given re 6(1) (e)
. securities returned after 95(3)
Scales




. duty to remain at 48(1)
Schedule
. certificate of justice Schedule
Second-hand cars
- records kept re 27(1)
Seciuities
. release of impounded
vehicles, for 59(5)






. length of 19(2)
. weight of two-axled 34(2) (rf)
Serial number
. defacing 27(3)
. obliteration of 4(3)
. sale of vehicle prohibited if
unrecognizable 27(2)
Service
. processes, etc., on




. left turn 41(l)(rf-/)
. traffic lights 41 (2)
Sirens
. emergency sounding of 41(18)
. use of, res^tricted 17(4)
Sleigh bells







. speed limit for 28(l)(rf)
Speed limits
. bridges, on 31(1)
. fire engines exempt 28(3)
. maximum 28( 1
)
. minimum 32( 1
. public parks, in 28(2)
. traction engines 72(2)
. violation of 28(4)
Spot lamps
. restrictions re 10(17)
States
. defined 77(0
. convictions in other 81(3)






r . development of 113(rf)
. information re 112(2)
Stops
. driver's duty re 41(15)
. street car passengers, for . . .45(1)
. through highway, at 41(3)
Storage of vehicles
. inspection re 26(4)
. licence requirements for 26(1)
. lien re 43(10), 58(5)
. report of cars stored 27(4)
Street cars
. passengers on 45(1)
. penalties re 45(3)
. vehicles passing on left 45(2)
Streets
. lighting of 10(3)
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recovered under 62
Summons
. mistake, proof re 66(1)




. policy approved by 96(1)
Supreme Court
. action against Registrar in 102, 103
. order identifying driver . . 108(2)
. order re payment from Fund 98(1)
. procedure of 109
Through highways
. defined 41(3)(fe)
. stops at 41 (3) (a)
Time limit




. solid, defined 1(1) (t^)
. weight restrictions on 34(4)




. age of drivers 52(1)
. bridges strengthened for ...73(4)
. farm, defined 1(1)(/)
. lamps on 10(19)
. passing on highway 44(1)
. penalties for violations 74
. speed limit 72(2)
. weight limits 72(1)





. brakes on 12(4)
. defined l(l)(w)
. fenders on 13(2-4)
. lamps on 10(20)
. loading of 38(2)
. motor vehicles, as 79{c)
. mudguards on 13(2-4)
. name of owner displayed on 40(1)
. number plates for 5(6)
. reflectors on 40(2)
. registration of 3(1)
. safety of 19(4)
Treasurer
. defined 79(e)
. money deposit certified by 81(l)(c)
. securities held by 88(1, 2)
. securities returned by 95(1)
Tricycles
. lights on 10(10)
Turns
—
See also Left turns;
Right turns
. procedure at intersections . . .41(1)
. signs prohibiting 41(2)(A)
. stops in lieu of 41(15)
Unfinished motor vehicles and
trailers
. mudguards on 13(3)
Unsafe vehicles





See also Motor vehicles
abandoned 59(b)
bicycle towing prohibited . . .41(13)
bicycles meeting 41(9)
bicycles overtaken by 41(12)
collision of 51(2)
combination, length of 19(2)
commercial motor defined l(l)(c)




emergency, approach of . . . .41(18)





interference with traffic by . .43(9)
length of 19(2, 3)
lights on 10(22)
meeting, procedure 41(8)







. parking regulations 43(1)
. passing of 41(16)
. precautions against starting . .43(5)
. public defined 1 (!)(?)
. public, length of 19(3)
. Registrar of motor vehicles
—
see Registrar
. right-hand drive 11
. right-of-way 41(1)
. second-hand 27(1)
. storage charges 58(5)
. turning, procedure 41(1)
. unfinished 13(3)
. unsafe 20(2)
. weight restrictions 34(8)
width restrictions 19(1)
Weight—See also Gross weight
. bridges, on 34(8,9)
. gross, defined 1(1) («)
. load weighed by police 37(1)
. permits if excessive 35(1)
. semi-trailer, two-axled 34(2) (rf)
. special seasonal restrictions 36(4-8)
. tires 34(4)
. traction engines 72(1, 5)
. vehicles on highways 34(2, 3)
Wheels
. cleats on 72(4-5)
. flanges on 14(2)
. traction engine 72(3-5)
Width
. restrictions re 19(1)
Windshield wipers
. motor vehicles, on 13(l)(a)
HIRE RECEIPTS






See Athletics Control Act
HOISTS
See Building Trades Protection
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Mining Act;
Municipal Act; Operating En-
gineers Act
HOLIDAYS Sec.
See Hours of Work and Vaca-
tions with Pay Act; Interpre-
tation Act; Liquor Control
Act; One Day's Rest in Seven
Act; Public Revenue Act
HOMES FOR THE AGED
Homes for the Aged Act,
Vol. 2, p. 433.
See also Anatomy Act; Chari-
table Institutions Act; Coro-
ners Act; Department of Pub-
lic Welfare Act; Election Act;
Parents' Maintenance Act
Admission to homes
. application for 9(4) (6)





care of aged 5
sewerage system for home,
re 7(1,3)
. supply of water, light,
etc., for 7(2)
Application
admission to home, for . .9(4)(&)
Authorization
. admission to home, for . . 9(4) (o)
Board
appointment of members of . .3(4)
composition of 3(4)
cost of maintenance, etc.,
apportioned by 13(3, 4)
defined 1(d)
operating expenses paid to ..13(4)
. provincial subsidy for 15(1)
powers of 3(6)
regulations re 17(o)
reimbursed for maintenance . .10(1)
. estate of resident, from .... 10(2)
site for home selected by ...3(5)
staff for home appointed by . 6(3)
Buildings
. approval of, as home for aged 4(1)
. . change in 4(2)
. debentures issued for
erection of 8
. subsidy on cost of erection . . . 14(1)
By-laws
. establishing homes for aged,
for 3(1)
. . joint homes 3(2)
. . sent to Minister 3(3)
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AGED—Com.
Certificate >
physical fitness of aged, of . . .9(2)
Committal to home
. magistrate, by 9(3)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. provincial subsidy paid
out of 13(2)
. . new buildings, for 14(1, 2)
Costs
. maintenance, etc., of homes .13(1)
. . regulations re 17(<7)
Counties
. homes for aged established in 2(1)
Debentures




. Minister 1 (o)
. municipality 1(c)
Detention




. homes for aged established in 3(1)
Equipment
. provided for handicrafts 9(1)
Erection of homes
. cost of 13(1)
Establishment of homes
. cost of 13(1)
Expenses
. current, paid to board 13(4)
. . provincial subsidy for 15(1)
Fire protection
. agreement for 7(2, 4)
Forms
. regulations re 17(i)
Handicrafts
. material provided for 9(1)
Heat
. agreement for supply of ...7(2,4)
Highways
. right to enter upon 7(3,4)
Homes for aged
. admission to, requirements for 9(4)
. agreement to extend sewerage
system to 7(1)
. board in charge of 3(6)
. committal to 9(3)







established by municipalities 2(1)
. joint homes 2{2)
established in counties 2(1)
established in districts 3(1)
operating expenses of 13(4)
. provincial subsidy for 15(1)





. joint home, re 6(2)
Hydro-Electric Commission
. agreements with, for power,
etc 7(3,4)
Lands
. right to enter upon 7(3,4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of superintendent
approved by 6(1)
. . joint home, re 6(2)
. board appointed by 3(4)
. provincial subsidy directed by 13(2)
new buildings, for 14(1,2)
regulations made by 17
Light
agreement for supply of .7(2,4)
Magistrate
. persons committed to home by 9(3)
Maintenance of homes
. costs of 13(1)
. regulations re 17(/»)
. reimbursement for 10(1)
. . estate of resident, ofrm ...10(2)
Material
. provided for handicrafts 9(1)
Medical practitioner
. certificate of physical fitness . .9(2)
. statement of, for admission
to home 9(4) (rf)
Medical services
. regulations re 17(^)
Mental Hospitals Act
. application of ll(ft)
Mental incompetents
. admitted to home ll(i)
Minister
copy of by-laws sent to ^i^)
defined 1(a)
plans for home approved by .4(1)
. change in 4(2)
site for home approved by . . . .4(1)
. change in 4(2)
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AGED—Cow.
Municipal Act
. application of 7(3)
Municipalities
. agreement by for supply of
power, etc 7(2, 4)
. agreements re sewerage
system made by 7(1)
. agreements with, for care
of aged 5
. cost of maintenance, etc.,
apportioned among 13(1)
. defined 1(c)
. handicraft material provided
by 9(1)
. homes for aged established by 2(1)
. . joint homes 2(2)
. provincial subsidy
granted to 15(1), 16
. reimbursed for maintenance .... 10
. . estate of resident, from . . . 10(2)
. staff for home appointed by . 6(3)
. superintendent appointed by 6(1)
joint home, re 6(2)
Ontario Municipal Board
. issue of debentures to be
approved by 8
Operating expenses
paid to board 13(4)
Plans
. home, for, approval of 4(1)
. . change in 4(2)
Power
agreement for supply of . . . 7(2,4)
Provincial subsidy
. grant of 13(1)
. operating expenses, for . . .15(1), 16
Records
. regulations re 17(rf)
Reg^ulations
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 17
Residence
. period constituting 12(1)
. . exceptions 12(2, 3)
Returns
. regulations re 17(rf)
Seasonal emplojmient
. excluded from period of
residence 12(2)
Sewerage systems
. extended to homes, agreement
re 7(1)
Sick persons
. admitted to home 11 (<^)
HOMES FOR THE Sec.
AGED—Con.
Site
. debentures issued for
purchase of 8
. home for aged, for 3(5)
. . approval of 4(1)
. . change in 4(2)
Staff
home for aged, for 6(3)
. . regulations re 17(&)
Statement
. medical practitioner, of,
for admission to home . .9(4)(c)
welfare officer, of, for
admission to home 9(4) (c)
Superintendent
appointment of 6(1)
joint home, re 6(2)
regulations re 17(&)
Unorganized territory
. provincial subsidy granted to .16
Water
. agreement for supply of ..7(2,4)
Welfare officer
. statement of, for
admission to home 9(4) (6)
Work
. residents of home, of 9(2)
HOMEWORKERS
See Factory, Shop and Office
'Building Act
HONEY
See Bees Act; Farm Products
Containers Act; Farm Pro-











See Dog Tax and Live Stock
Protection Act; Entry of
Horses at Exhibitions Act;
Injured Animals Act; Live
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Stock and Live Stock Pro-
ducts Act; Live Stock Brand-
ing Act; Municipal Act; Race
Tracks Tax Act; Racing Com-
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See also Agricultural Associa-
tions Act; Agricultural Socie-
ties Act; Assessment Act
Accoimts





. organization of society, for . .4-111
. . signatories to 4-112
. . transmitted to
Superintendent 4-1[4
Atmual meeting of society
. failure to hold, society
dissolved for 12(1)
. notice of, published 10(2)
. place for 10(1)
. proceedings at 11
. time for 10(1)
Assets of society
. board as trustee of 12(1)
. debts paid out of 12(2)
Auditors
. election of 4-lf7
. financial statement certified by 11
Awards
. granting of 9(1) (rf)
. obtained by fraud, where 22
Board
. assets held in trust by 12(1)
. awards withheld for fraud by . .22
. composition of 4-118
. debts of society paid by .... 12(2)
. defined 1 (a)





meetings of society determined
by 16
members—see Members of board
meetings of—see Meetings of board
officers of, elected at meeting . . .11
powers of 15(1)
secretary appointed by 4-f9
treasurer appointed by 4-1f9
vacancy on, filled 15(3)
Bond
. furnished by secretary,
treasurer 4-f10
Books
. inspection of 21
Bulbs
. distribution of 9(1)(^)
By-laws
. grants to society by 20
. society, of 8(2)
. society organized in 3





. member of society, as 8(2)
Competitions
. holding of 9(1)(0
Contests
. holding of 9(1)(0
Corporation
. member of society, as 8(2)
Counties
. grants to society by 20
Debts
. payment of 12(2)
Definitions
. Board l(o)
. Department 1 (h)
. Minister 1 (c
)








. settled by Minister 2
Documents
. production of 21
Evidence






. holding of 9(l)(rf)
Expenditiires
. society, of 9(2, 3)
Fees
. membership in society, for . .8(3)
. paid by signatories to
agreement 4-ir3
. paid to treasurer 4-17
Financial statement
. certification of 13(1)
. presented at annual meeting ....11
. sent to Minister 13(1)
Fiscal year
. society, of 8(4)
Flowers
. awards for 9(1) (rf)
Fraud




. board's liability for 4-1110







society, of, required by
Minister 13(2)
. . affidavit verifying 13(3)
Inspection
accounts, books, of 21
Juveniles






. calling of 14
. time for 14
Membership in society
. fee for 8(3)
persons entitled to 8(1, 2)
Members of board
. election of 11
. notice of meetings sent to 14
. persons who are 4-1[8
. quorum of 15(2)
Members of society







. notice of annual meeting
sent to 10(2)
. persons, who may be 8(1, 2)
. statement of, sent to Minister 13(1)
. voting by 8(5)
Minister
. approval of
. . combination of societies, for . . .6
. declaration of society, for 5
. defined 1(f)
. disputes settled by 2
. financial statement sent to . . 13(1)
. information re society
required by 13(2)
. . affidavit verifying 13(2)
society dissolved by 7
Mimicipal grants
. made to societies 20
Newspapers
notice of annual meeting
published in 10(2)
notice of organization
meeting published in 4-^5
Notice
annual meeting, of 10(2)
. meeting of board, of 14






. vacancy left by, filled 15(3)
statement of, sent to Minister 13(1)
Organization meeting
. calling of 4-114
. notice of A-\S
. officers elected at 4-1[7
quorum for 4-f6
report of, sent to
Superintendent 4-1[l 1
. time of 4-^5
. determined by board 16
Out-door art
. promotion of 9(1) (6)
. expenditure for 9(3)
Partnership company
. member of society, as 8(2)
Periodicals
. circulation of 9(1)(/)
Petition





. awards for 9( !)(</)
. distribution of 9(1) (e)
. planting of 9(l)(fe)
. . expenditure for 9(3)
President of society
. election of 4-^7
. financial statement certified
by 13(1)
memher of board 4-1|8
Provincial grants
. distribution of 19
. society disentitled to, when 3, 12(1)
. society entitled to, when 18
Public beautification
. promotion of 9(1)(6)
expenditure for 9(3)
Public grounds
. improvement of 9(1)(6)
. . expenditure for 9(3)
Quorum
. board, of 15(2)
. meeting of society, for 4-116
Receipts
. society, of 9(2, 3)
Regulations
. society, of 8(2)
society's power re 17
Report
. organization meeting, of 4-1111
. presented at annual meeting ...11
Secretary of society
. bond furnished by 4-l[10
. financial statement certified
by 13(1)
. meeting of board called by 14
. member of committee, as . . .4-1(9
Seeds
. distribution of 9(1)(^)
Shrubs
. awards for 9(1) (d)
. distribution of 9(1) (^)
. planting of 9(1) (6)
. . expenditure of 9(3)
Signatories
. agreement for organizing
society, to 4-1|2
fees payable by 4-113
Society
accounts of, inspected 21
. additional, in cities 3(2)
. annual meeting of—see Annual
meeting of society
. assets of—see Assets







by-laws made, etc., by 17
by-laws of 8(2)






. deemed, when 12(1)
expenditure of funds of 9(2, 3)
fiscal year of 8(4)
grants—see Municipal grants;
Provincial grants
information re, required by
Minister 13(2)
















treasurer of—see Treasurer of
society
Statement—5e^ Financial statement;
Statement of assets and
liabilities
Statement of assets and liabilities
delivered to Superintendent ..12(1)
Superintendent
agreement transmitted to 4-f4
. declaration of society by 5
. defined l(^)
payment of debts directed by 12(2)
. report of organization
meeting sent to 4-^11
. statement as assets and
liabilities delivered to 12(2)
Towns
grants to society by 20
society organized in 3(1),
Townships
grants to society by 20
society organized in 3(1)
Treasurer of society
. appointment of 4-1(9






. fees paid to 4-117
. financial statement
certified by 13(1)
. member of committee, as 4-1[9
Trees
. awards for 9(1) (d)
. distribution of 9(1) (e)
. planting of 9(1) (&)
. . expenditure for 9(3)
Vacancy
. board, on 15(3)
Vegetables
. awards for 9(l)(<i)
Vice-presidents
. election of 4-^7
. members of board 4-118
Village
. grants to society by 20
. society organized in 3(1)
Vote
. members entitled to 8(5)
Witnesses
. calling of 21
HOSPITALS
See Assessment Act; Charitable
Institutions Act; Election Act;
Hospitals Tax Act; Liquor
Control Act; Mental Hospitals
Act; Municipal Act; Nurses
Act; Parents* Maintenance
Act; Prepaid Hospital and
Medical Services Act; Private
Hospitals Act; Private Sani-
taria Act; Psychiatric Hospi-
tals Act; Public Health Act;
Public Hospitals Act; Sana-
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Accounts
. production of 13(2)
. . failure re, penalty 13(4)
Action
. recovery of penalties, for 16
. recovery of tax, for 16
Admission
. defined 1 (a)
HOSPITALS TAX—Con. Sec.
Affidavits
. administering of 19
. tax refund, for 8(2)
. treasurer, of, as evidence .13(5)
Application for licence
. filed with Controller 2(3)
. information in 2(7)
. owner, by 2(1)
Books
. kept by owner 13(3)
. . failure re 13(4)
. seizure of 16(c)
Charitable objects
. exempt from tax 8(1)
. . regulations re 25(c)
Collection of tax
. failure re, penalty 10(3)
. owner by 4(1)
. . exemption from 8(1)
. regulations re 25(6)
Complaint





demand for information by
information not binding on
notice of accounting sent
out by
returns not binding on ....
returns sent to, by owner . . .
. verification of











payment of tax by
. . notice re 16(c), 17(1)
. . liability for 17(2)
Declarations




. entertainment by one or more
paid performers 1(c)
facilities for dancing 1(d)
. owner 1 (e)
. places of amusement 1(f)
. places of entertainment ^(d)
price of admission 1(A)
. purchaser l(t)
. regulations 1 (/)






. service of food 1(/)
. Treasurer 1 (m)
Deputy Treasurer
. regulations re duties of 25 (o)
Documents
. production of 13(2)
. . failure re, penalty 13(4)
Educational objects
. exempt from tax 8(1)
. . regulations re 25(r)
Employees
. failure to collect tax, penalty 10(6)






. licence, for 2(4)
Information
communication of, forbidden 20(1)
. violation, penalty 20(2)
Controller not bound by ....13(7)
demand for, by Controller ..13(1)
return, in 9(2)
time of laying of 22
Treasurer not bound by 13(7)
Injimction
obtainable where not licensed 10(7)
Inquiry
. tax collectable, into 13(6)
Interest
. overpayment of tax, on 14(2)
. unpaid tax, on 12(1), 13(8,9)
Judge
. injunction granted by 10(7)
Letters
. production of 13(2)
. . failure re, penalty 13(4)
Liability
. owner, of, for tax IS
Licence
. application for—see Application
for licence
. cancellation of 2(6)
. expiry date of 2(2)
. failure to obtain, penalty ...10(1)
. fee for 2(4)
. granting of 2(4)
. injunction, where not held . . 10(7)
. posting of 2(5)
. required by owner 2(1)
HOSPITALS TAX—Con. Sec.
Lien
. tax owing as 18
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
exemption from tax granted by 8(1)
. regulations made by 25
Notice
. accounting, of 13(8)
. payment of tax, re, to
owner's debtors 16(c)
. . service of 17(1)
Oaths
. administering of 19
Offences—See Penalties
Officers
. inquiry conducted by 13(6)
. regulations, duties of 25(a)
Owner
absorption of tax by, prohibited . . 7
agent of Treasurer, as 4(1)
application for tax
exemption by 8(1)
books of account to be
kept by 13(3)
. failure re, penalty 13(4)
books, records of, seized .... 16(c)
defined 1 (*)
exempt from collector of tax
. regulations re 25(c)
injunction against 10(7)
interest on tax
paid by 12(1), 13(8.9)
liability of, for tax 15
licence required by 2(1)
notice of accounting sent to 13(8)
penalties
. failure to collect tax, for . . 10(3)
. failure to complete returns,
for 10(5)
. failure to file returns, for . . 10(4)
. failure to obtain
licence, for 10(1)
receipts by 5(2)
returns sent to Controller by 9(1)
. verification of 9(2)
sale invoices furnished by 6
schedule of prices, tax to
be posted by 5(1)
tax paid by debtor of 16(0
tax remitted by 12(1)
. interest on 12(2)
Penalties
. action for recovery of 16
. communicating information,
for 20(2)




. failure to obtain licence, for 10(1)
. failure to pay tax, for 10(2)
. lien, as 18
. payable to Treasurer 23
. . remedies for recovery of 21







. purchasers to be informed of 5(1)
. schedule of, posted for public 5(1)
. tax based on 3(1)
. tax not element of 7
Public Inquiries Act
. application of 13(6)
Purchaser
defined 1(«)
exempt from tax 8(1)
. regulations re 25(c)
informed of amount of tax .5(1)
informed of price of admission 5(1)
penalties
. failure to pay tax, for 10(2)
receipts to 5(2)
sale invoices furnished to 6
tax paid by
. places of amusement, for . . .3(1)
. places of entertainment ....3(2)
Receipts




. seizure of 16(0
Regulations
. defined 1 (/)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 25
Religious objects
. exempt from tax 8(t)
. . regulations re 25(c)
Returns
Controller not bound by .... 13(7)
failure to complete, penalty . . 10(5)
failure to file, penalty 10(4)
owner, by, sent to Controller 9(1)
. verification of 9(2)
time for making 9(1)
. enlargement of 11
Treasurer not boimd by 13(7)
Sale invoices
. furnished by owner to purchaser 6
HOSPITALS TAX—Con. Sec.
Schedule of prices, tax
. posting of 5(1)
Service of food
. defined 1(/)
Service of liquor, be^, or wine
. defined l(k)
Special circumstances
. tax exempt where 8(1)
Statements
. production of 13(2)
. . failure re, penalty 13(4)
Simimary Convictions Act
. application of 23
Tax
absorption of, prohibited 7




. places of amusement, for . . .3(1)
. places of entertainment ....3(2)
exemption from 8(1)
failure to pay, penalty 10(2)
inquiry into amoimt due 13(6)
lien on property, as 18
monthly return of 9(1)
. verification of 9(2)
overpayment of, refunded ...14(1)
. interest on 14(2)
owner's liability for 15
paid by debtor of owner 16(c)
priority of 18




remedies for recovery of 21
remitted by owner 12(1)
. interest on, when 12(2)
schedule of, posted for
public 5(1)
Tickets
. regulations re issuance of ...25(6)
Time
. laying of complaint, for 22
. making return, for 9(1)
. . enlargement of 11
Treasurer
. action for recovery of tax,
penalty by 16(o)
. affidavit of, as evidence 13(5)
. defined 1 (tn)
. information not binding on . . . 13(7)
. injunction obtained by 10(7)




. overpayment of tax
refunded by 14(1)
. interest on 14(2)
owner as agent of 4(1)
penalties payable as 23
returns not binding on 13(7)
tax refunded by 8(2)
tax remitted to 12(1)
. interest on 12(2)
time for return enlarged by ...11
warrant issued by 16(fe)
Warrant
. issued by Treasurer 16(&)
HOTEL FIRE SAFETY
Hotel Fire Safety Act,





. failure to prosecute 23(4)
. Fire Marshal, from, to court 23(3)
. inspector, from, to Fire
Marshal 23(1)
Application
. court, to 23(3, 4)
Appointment
. inspectors, of 25
Approaches
. stairways, to, conditions re 9
Balconies
. clearance requirements 14




. safety notices in 13
Boiler rooms
. construction of 16
By-laws
. municipal council, by,
not affected 27
Clearance




. regulations re 26(a, b)
Conviction
. further proceedings on 24(2)
Court
. appeal to, from Fire Marshal 23(3)




















notices, etc., re exits
in bedrooms 13
. signs indicating exits 12
Doors
. elevator, construction of 15
. exit—see Exits
exit signs over 11(3)
. fire—see Fire doors
. openings to stairways,
conditions re 5(3)
. rotating, conditions re 10
. exterior stairways, under . . . 5(1)
Electricity
. exit signs lit by 11(2)
Elevators




. location 1 1 (3)
. requirements 11(1)
Exits
. direction of 12
. doors and windows, clearance of 14
. notices re 13





. clearance requirements 14
. extended to ground 4(2)
. railings on 7
. storeys served by 4(o, b)
Fire alarms
. installation requirements re .... 19
Fire department
. duty to call 21
Fire doors








. requirements re 18
. training regulations 26(0
Fire Marshal
appeal from inspector to . . . .23(2)
. appeal to court from 23(3)
. defined 1(b)
. plans approved by 26(a)
Fire-resistive construction
. boiler or furnace rooms, of 16
. defined 1(c)
. fire wall in lieu of 2(2)
. hotel regulations re 2(1)
. smoke-proof barriers in
lieu of 20(1)
. sprinkler system in lieu of 20(2)
. stairway requirements re .3(3,4)
Fires
. discovery of 21
Fire walls
. defined 1(d)
. requirements re 2(2)
Furnace rooms
. construction of 16
Grade
. defined 1(e)
. exterior stairways above 4(1)
Ground
. exterior stairways to 4(2)
Hotels
. defined 1(f)
. exterior stairways in 4(1)
. fire-resistive requirements re . .2(1)
. fire-walls in 2(2)
stairways in, regulations re . .3(2)
Incombustible material
. defined 1 (g)
. elevators constructed of 15
. passageways, in 8
Inspector
. appeals from 23(2)
. appointment of 25
. counterbalance permitted by . .4(2)
. defined 1(h)
. fire-escape permitted by 3(2)
. orders by 23(1)
. penalty for disobedience of . .24(1)
. smoke-proof barriers
ordered by 20(1)
. special powers of 22
. sprinkler systems ordered
by 3(7), 20(2)
Landings
. clearance requirements re 14




. inspectors appointed by 25
. regulations by 26
Liquor Licence Act
. hotels licensed under 1(f)
Manager
. report of fire by 21
Marshal—5"^^ Fire Marshal
Municipalities
. by-laws of, not affected 27
Notices





. stairways, to, conditions re . . .5(3)
. wall, under exterior stairways 5(2)
Panic bolts
. defined l(i)
. openings to stairways, on 5(3)
Passageways
. exits, to, conditions re 8
Penalties
. offences, continuing, for 24(2)
. provision for 24(1)
Railings
. exterior stairways, for 7
Regulations
. by-laws not affected by Z7
. continuing violations of 24(2)
. defined 1(/)
. inspectors to enforce .25
. penalty for breach of 24(1)
. scope of 26
Rooms
. boiler or furnace, construction of 16
Rotating doors




. elevator, construction of 15
Signs—See Exit signs
Smoke-proof
. barriers required 20(1)
. defined 1(h)
. stairways 3(2, 3)
Sprinkler system
. fire fighters, in lieu of 18
. passageways, in 8
public rooms, in 3(7)
. watchman, in lieu of 17
Stairways
. approaches to, conditions re 9





. doors opening to 5(3)
. existing 3(2)
. exterior—see Exterior stairways
. landings, width of 6
. location of 3(1)
. new, conditions re 3(3)
. number 3(1)
. passageways to, conditions re 8
. width of public 3(5, 6)
. windows opening to 5(3)
Storeys
. defined l(m)
. stairways between—see Stairways
Watchman
. night, requirements for 17
Windows
. exit, clearance of 14
. exit, sigfns indicating 11(3)
. openings to stairways,
conditions re 5(3)
. under exterior stairways,
conditions re 5(1)
HOTEL REGISTRATION
Hotel Registration of Guests




. registering falsely, penalty 4
Hotel
. defined 1
. register kept in 2
Manager of hotel
. penalties
. . failure to keep registers, for . . 3
. . failure to post room rate
notice, for 5(2)
Penalties
. failure to keep hotel register, for 3
. failure to post room rates, for 5(2)
. registering falsely, for 4
Register
. hotel guests, for 2
. . failure to keep, penalty 3
Registration of guests
. false, penalty for 4
Room rates
. notice of, to be posted 5(1)
. . failure re, penalty 5(2)
HOTELS
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Game and Fish-
eries Act; Hotel Fire Safety
HOTELS—Con. Sec.
Act; Hotel Registration of
Guests Act; Innkeepers Act;
Liquor Control Act; Liquor
Licence Act; Municipal Act;
Oleomargarine Act; One
Day's Rest in Seven Act
HOUR
5"^^ Definition of Time Act
HOURS OF LABOUR
See Apprenticeship Act; Factory,
Shop and Office Building Act;
Government Contracts Hours
and Wages Act; Hours of
Work and Vacations With Pay
Act; Industrial Standards Act;
Minimum Wage Act; Mining
Act; One Day's Rest in Seven
Act; Railways Act; Wood-
men's Employment Act
HOURS OF WORK
Hours of Work and
Vacations with Pay Act,




. expenses re 14
Agreements
. working hours, re 4
Association
. inquiry re 7(1)
Board
. agreements authorized by 4
. chairman's powers re inquiry 7(2)
. decision re status of
employees, etc 3
. defined 1(a)
. disputes decided by 13
. inquiry by 7(1)
. inspection of records by 8(1), 9(1)
. oaths administered by 9(2)
. penalty for disobedience of . . .11(2)
. records produced for 8(1)
. regulations by 10
. time-clocks ordered by 8(2)
. war industries, discretion re 5
Chairman





. employee 1 (b)
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HOURS OF WORK—Con. Sec.
Definitions—Con.
. employer 1(c)
. industrial undertaking l(rf)
. regulations 1 (e)
Division court
. filing of order in 12(2)
Division Courts Act
fee on filing order under .... 12(2)
Employees
. agreement re hours of work 4
. confidential 3
. defined 1(&)
. information required from ..9(l)(d)
. pay during vacations of 2(4)
. payment to, as penalty 12(1)
. penalties 11(3)
. period for vacations of 2(3)
. persons declared by Board ...7(1)
. regulations applicable to 10
. time-clock records 8(2)
. vacations of 2(2)
. war industry, in 5
. working hours limitation 2(1)
Employers
. additional penalty imposed on 12(1)
. agreement by, with employees . . .4
. defined 1(c)
. inspection of records of 9(1)
. penalties 11(1, 2), 12(1)
. persons declared by Board ...7(1)
. records produced by 8(1)
. regulations governing 10
. time-clocks provided by 8(2)
. vacation period determined by 2(3)
Exemptions
. accidents, etc 6
. confidential employees 3
. supervisors 3
. war industries 5
Expenses
. administration of Act 14
Hours
. agreement re limitation of 4
. regulations re 10
. war industries, in 5
. working, limited 2(1)
Industrial imdertaking
. accidents to, exemption 6
. agreement re working hours in .4
. defined \(d)
. regulations governing 10
. vacations with pay in 2(2)
. war industry 5
. working hours limited 2(1)
HOURS OF WORK—Con. Sec.
Industry
. Board defined 1(a)
. war 5
Inquiry
. Board's powers to hold 7(1)
chairman's powers re 7(2)
Inspection
. records, of 8(1), 9(1)
Laboiu:
. Board defined 1(a)
. regulations re 10
Legislature
. appropriations by 14
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations approved by 10
Limitation
. working hours 2(1)
Oaths
. administration of 9(2)
Order
. filing of, re additional
payments 12(2)
Partnership
. inquiry re 7(1)
Pay
. additional as penalty 12(1)
. vacation, during 2(4)




. employers 11(1, 2)
Period
. vacation determined 2(3)
Public Inquiries Act
. chairman's powers under 7(2)
Records
. inspection of 8(1), 9(1)
production of 8(1), 9(1)
Regulations
agreement re application 4
application to war industries 5
conflicting 13
defined 1(e)
penalties for non-compliance 11
scope of 10
Scheme
. inquiry re 7(1)
Supervisors
. exemptions of 3
Time-clocks
. provision for 8(2)
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. agreement re hours ni 4
. Iiours limited 2(1)
. regulations re 10
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See also Building Trades Protec-
tion Act; Companies Act;
Planning Act
Acceleration
development, of, hy Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 6(6)
Administration of Act
Minister of Planning and
Development or other, hy 9
cost paid out of Consolidated
Revenue Fund 8
Agreement
Crown (Canada) and Crown













cost of administration of




cost under agreement paid
from 6(3)
moneys required for puri>o.-;es
of .Act paid from 7
Construction
hou.scs, of, for sale or rent 6(1)
Contribution
nuinicipalitics, \)y . 6(4)
Corporations of management
constituted by Lieutenant-
(iovernor in Council 6(2)
Cost
administration of Act, of 8
joint projects, of 6(2)
Crown

















. loans by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 2





Housing Corporation Ltd., bonds
. guarantee or purchase by
Treasurer of Ontario 10(2)




development for housing 6(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
assistance in financing










. money advances to




. power to expedite
development of projects . . 6(6)
. regulations made by 11
Loan
. guaranteed by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 2
Minister of Planning and
Development
. administration of Act by 9
. agreement with Minister of
Resources and Development
re joint projects 6(1)
Minister of Resources and
Development
. agreement with Minister of
Planning and Development
re joint projects 6(1)
M(Hieys
. required by Lieutenant-
Governor, paid out of
Consolidated Revenue Fund .7
Municipality
. assistance to corporations
in financing building
development 5
. contributions to moneys
required by Crown
under agreements 6(4)
. debentures issued by 5
National Housing Act (Canada)










. cost, refunded by Crown . . . 6(5)
Treasurer of Ontario




See Game and Fisheries Act
HUSBAND AND WIFE Sec.
See Adoption Act; Conveyanc-
ing and Law of Property Act;
Dependants' Relief Act; Des-
erted Wives' and Children's
Maintenance Act; Evidence
Act; Fatal Accidents Act; In-
fants Act; Marriage Act; Mar-
ried Women's Property Act;
Matrimonial Causes Act
HYDRANTS
5"^^ Local Improvement Act;
Municipal Act
HYDRAULIC POWER




Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Municipal Act;
Municipal Franchises Act;
Power Commission Act; Pow-
er Commission Insurance Act;
Public Service Works on
Highways Act; Public Utilities
Act; Public Utilities Corpora-
tions Act; Public Works Act;
Rural Hydro-Electric Distri-
bution Act; Rural Power Dis-
trict Loans Act; Rural Power








See Adoption Act; Children of
Unmarried Parents Act; Chil-
dren's Protection Act; Devolu-
tion of Estates Act; Legitima-
tion Act; Maternity Boarding
Houses Act; Vital Statistics
Act
IMPLIED COVENANTS
See Conveyancing and Law of






See Alberta Coal Sales Act;
Factors Act
IMPRISONMENT
Sec Interpretation Act; Refor-
matories Act
IMPROVEMENTS
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Local Improve-




Income Tax Act, Vol. 2, p. 48L
See also Income Tax Agreement
Act
Accommodation












fraud re 6(4) (a)
non-compliance with,
appeal struck out
re 33(2, 3)(a,/0, (4-5)
non-compliance with, re
discharge of liability 43(4)
proceeding under, efTcct of
error in 6(6)
proclamation of . 60
short title of 61
violation of, seizure of
books aiul records <>n 48(1) ((f)
wilful evasion of 53(1)(</)
penalty for 53(1)(/, <;)
prosecution for 53(2)
Actions
luattor dfcmed Im be. when 34(2)
Supreme Court, in practioe re 37
INCOME TAX Con. Sec.
Administration
. Act, of 39(1)
Administrators
distribution of jtroperty




of person making 57(10)
proof of documents, re 57(8)
proof of no appeal, re 57(9)
I)roof of non-compliance, re 57(6)
l)roof of service by mail, re 57(5)
proof of time of
compliance, re 57(7)
Age limit







withhold, not to, void 46(12)
Allegations
. contained in notice of appeal 32(3)
Allowances
travelling, of members of
appeal board 20(5)
Ambassador




withholding tax re 7(1)
Appeal—See also Appeal board
appearance on 25(1)
assessment, from, under
The Income Tax Act
(Canada) 26(2)
assessment valid, subject to . 6(6)
conunencement of 23(1)
costs on disposition of 24(2)
decision on, copy of to
Treasurer and appellant 26(3)
dctc/mination of 21(4)(a, &)
dismissal of 26( 1 )(<;), 33(4. 3 ). 34(4)
evidonce on, taken by
hearing officer 21(4)
hearing of 21(2)
hearing ofiicer api)oiiited for 20(6)
notice of objection, on 16
payment of tax ordered on,






. procedure on, determined
by chairman 25(4)
. reference of, to full board ...21(2)
. rules re practice on, by board . . .21
. Supreme Court, to .... 17(1), 32(1)
. Supreme Court, to,
disposal of 34(4) (a-J)
Appeal board—See also Members
of appeal board
age limit of members of 20(2)
appeal from decision of ....17(1)
. notice of 32(1)
. notice of security of
costs re 32(5)
appeal to, time of I6(a, b)
constitution of 19
cont/ol of employees of,
by registrar 27(3)
copy of notice of appeal to . .23(1)
court of record, as 25(3)
defined 31(&)
discretion of, re hearing
appeal in camera 25(2)
disposal of appeal by . .26(l)(a-d)
establishment of offices of . . .28(1)
evidence at hearing by 21(4)(a, fe)
expenses of 29
. provision for 30
hearing officers of 20(6)
evidence by 21(5)
jurisdiction of 26(2)
limitation of power of 26(2)
officers, of, appointment of . . 27(2)
power of, to summon
witnesses, etc 25(3)(a)
publication of decisions of . . .28(2)
quorum of 22(1)
reference of appeal to full . . .21(2)
rules made by 21
salaries of members of 20(4)
transmission of papers by
registrar of, on appeal to
Supreme Court 34(1)
. travelling allowances of
members of 20(5)
. vacancy in 20(3)
Appearance
. parties, of, on appeal 25(1)
Appellants
. appeal by, statement of
allegations in 32(3)
. appearance of, on appeal . . . .25(1)
. fee by, upon serving notice
of appeal 24(1)




. ex parte, for search 48(3)
The Income Tax Act (Canada)
of 3
. refimd, for 14(1)
. refund of withholding tax, for 46(7)
Appointment
. appeal board, of 19
. hearing officers of appeal
board, of 20(6)
. officers and servants, of, to
administer Act 39(2)
. registrar, of 27(1)
Assessment
. additional 6(4)
. deemed valid, notwithstanding
errors 6(6)
. defined 58(1)(&)
. documents relevant to, sent
to board on appeal 23(3)
. evidence relevant to,
regulations re 40(6)
. incomplete, liability not
affected by 6(3)
. information returns re,
regulations re 40(d)
. irregularities re directory
provisions, effect on 18
. notice of 6(2)
. . objection to 15(1)
. . payment of remainder on .10(1)
. payment of tax on behalf
of others on 11(1)
. . refund on mailing of 14(1)
. proof of no appeal from 57(9)
. reconsideration of, on
appeal 26(1) (rf)
. reconsideration of, on
objection 15(3)
. rules re 6
. vacating of 26(1)(6)
. vacating of, by Supreme
Court 34(4)(&)
. varying of 26(l)(c)
. varying of, by Supreme
Court 34(4)(c)
. withholding tax, of 46(10)
Assignee
. distribution of property by,
certificate re taxes before 11(2)
. returns by 4(3)
Assistant chairman of appeal board
. appointment of 19
defined 31 (o)
. evidence received by 21 (4)
. illness of 20(3)
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owner or manager, of, re
audit or examination ...48(l)(c)
witnesses, of, power of
appeal board re 23(3) (a^b)
Attorney-General
. prosecution for ofifence by . 53(2)
Auction
. property seized sold at 44(2)
Audit
. books and records, of ., .48(l)(a)
Avoidance
. payment, of, directions on . . . 10(2)
Barristers
. member of appeal
board, as 20(l)(fe)
Bearer coupon
. ownership certificate of,
before negotiated 49(1)




. penalty for 53(l)(/,<7)
. prosecution for 53(2)
audit and examination of 48(1) (a)
copies of, seized as evidence 48(5)
disposal of, written
permission for 47(3)
failure to keep adequate 47(2)
false entries in 53(1) (c)
. penalty for S3(l){f,g)
. prosecution for 53(2)
taxpayer required to keep . . .47(1)
Calculation
. interest on overpayment
of taxes, of 14(3) (a-e)
Camera, in
. hearing of appeal 25(2)
proceedings on appeal 36
Canadian Wheat Board
. participation certificates of,
re interest on increased tax 12(4)
Certificates
. amount due, of, registration
of 42(2)
amount payable under Act,
of, after default 42(1)
. application for, on cessation




outstanding taxes, re, before
distribution 11(2)
Treasurer, of, ro cvidiiicc 57(4)
Chairman of appeal board
appointment of . 19
approval of offices by 28(1)
defined 31(c)
direction by, for hearing
by fewer members 21(2)







. security for payment of
taxes, as 39(4)
Chattels






. appeal board, of,
appointment of 27(2)
Commissions
. withholding tax re 7(1)
Committee
. returns by 4(3)
Companies—See Corporation
Compliance
. Act, with 48(6)
. proof of time of 57(7)
Computation
. instalments of tax, of 1'2(3)
Confirmation
. assessment, of, on objection . 15(3)
Consent
. written submissions, to 25(1)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. expenses and salaries from . . 30
. fees retained in 24(3)
Constitution
. appeal board, of 19
Control




delegation of powers and






. notice by, to file return . A(l)(d)
. notice of appeal to 23(2)
. powers and duties of Deputy
Minister exercised by 3
. powers of, under Act 39(1)
. returns filed with 4(1)
. service of notice of appeal
to Supreme Court on 32(2)
Corporation
. defined 58(l)(<i)
. execution of documents by 51
. offences by 55
Costs
. debts to Crown, as 41
. disposition of appeal, on 24(2)
. payment of, on appeal 35
. registration of certificate
of amount due, of 42(3)
. security for, on appeal to
Supreme Court 32(4)
County court
. judge of, as member of
appeal board 20(1) (o)
Court—5"^^ also Supreme Court
. action in, when matter
deemed to be 34(2)
. defined 38
. order for payment of tax,
etc., by, on appeal 35
. powers of, to decrease penalty 56
Court of record
. appeal board as 25(3)
Criminal code
. information or complaint
under 57(4)
Crown
. provisions re withholding
tax applicable to 46(11)
Death
. partner, proprietor, of,
return re 4(4)
Debts




. returns of 4(1) (a)
Deceased proprietors
. return of 4(4)
Decisions
. appeal, on, copy to
Treasurer and appellant . . .26(3)



















fiscal period 58(1) (A)











tax payable by a taxpayer





. making returns, in,
penalties for 13(1)(2)
Delivery
ownership certificate, of 49(2)
Demand
. information, records, etc.,
for, by Treasurer .. .48(2) (a, 6)
. returns, for, by Treasurer . . . .4(2)
. returns, for, not required . . . 4(1)
Dependents
. regulations defining 40(A)
Deputy registrar
. appointment of 27(1)
. control of employees by 27(3)
Designated persons
returns by, on notice 4(l)(rf)
Directory provisions
. Act, of, error re appeals 18
Discharge





. appeal, of 26(1) (a)
. appeal to Supreme Court, of 33(4, 5)
. disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court by 34(4) (a)
Disposal
. appeal, of 26(1) (o-rf)
. appeal, of, to Supreme
Court 4(l)(a-rf)
. books and records, of,
an offence 53(1) (fc)
. books and records, of,
written permission for 47(3)
Distribution
. certificate of no outstanding
taxes before 11(2)
. property, of, without
certificate, liability for
unpaid taxes on 11(3)
District court
judge of, as member of
appeal board 20(1) (a)
Documents
copies of seized, as evidence 48(5)
copies of, sent to board
on appeal 23(3)
entry and search for 48(3)
examination of, re information
of tax payable 48(l)(o)
execution of, by corporation ... .51
production of, power of
appeal board re 25(3) (a)
proof of 57(8)





. appeal board, of, appointment
of 27(2)
Employers
. books and records of 47(1)
. return filed with 46(2)






. directory provision of Act,
in, effect of on appeal 18
Estate
defined 58(l)(g)
. returns by 4(1) (6)
INCOME TAX—Con. Sec.
Estimate
. tax, of 5
Evasion of tax
. penalties for 53(1) (rf)
Evidence
. appeal, on, taken by
hearing officer 21(4)
. compelling witnesses to
give 25(3)(t)
. copies of documents as 48(5)
. relevant to assessments,
regulations re 40(6)
. service by mail, of 57(5)
Ex parte
. application for search 48(3)
. disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court 33(5)
Examination
. returns, of, by Treasurer . . . 6(1)
Exceptions
. penalties, re 52(3)
Executors
. distribution of property by,
certificate re taxes before . .11(2)
Exemptions
. change in, regulations, re
assessment when 40(c)
. goods, of, from seizure 44(5)
Expenses
appeal board, of, provision
for 29,30
. hearing officer of appeal
board, of 20(6)
Extension
. time, of, for making return 39(3)
Failure to comply
. amendment of notice of
appeal for, in Supreme
Court 33(2)
. amendment of reply to
notice of appeal for,
in Supreme Court . 33(3) (a, t)
. dismissal of appeal to
Supreme Court for 33(4, 5)
proof of 57(6)
Farmers
tax payable by, time for . . .8(a,b)
Fees
directors', withholding tax, re 7(1)
. disposition of 24(3)
. disposition of appeal, on ... 24(2)
serving of notice of appeal,
upon 24(1)
Filing




. failure to deliver ownership
certificate for 49(2
. failure to file return, for ...52(1
. minimum, no less than 56
First charge




. tax payable by, time for . . . .8(a,b
Forms
. notice of appeal, of, to
Supreme Court 32(1
. return, of 4(1
Fraud
return, in, re-assessment on 6(4) (a
Garnishment
. amounts due to taxpayer
by others, of 43(1-4
Goods
. exempt from seizure 44(5
. perishable, exempt from
re seizure 44(3
. seizure of, on failure to
pay on demand 45(2
Hearing
appeals, of
. accommodation for 28(1
. attendance on 25(1
. camera, in 25(2
. two or more members
of board, by 21 (2
Hearing officers
. appointment of 20(6
powers of, re evidence ...21(4,5
High commissioner
. residence of 58(3) (c)(i
Illness
. member of appeal board, of 20(3
Imprisonment
minimum, no less than 56
. offences, for 53(2
Incapacity
member of appeal board, of 20(3
Income Tax Act (Canada)
appeal from assessment under 26(2
application of
definitions re 58(5
liability for tax under
rate of tax under '.
Income Tax Act (Ontario)
repeal of, saving 59(2
Incomplete assessment
. liability for tax not affected by 6(3
INCOME TAX—Con. Sec.
Incorrect assessment
. liability for tax not affected by 6(3)
Individual
. defined 58(l)(i)
. returns by 4(1) (c)
Information
. communication of, by
government employees,
penalties for 54
. failure to complete,
penalty for 13(3) (a, h)
. misrepresentation in, re
returns 6(4) (o)
Information or complaint
. authority to make not
questioned 57(1)
. jurisdiction to hear 57(3)
. two or more offences in 57(2)
Information returns
. penalty for failure to make 50
. regulations requiring 40(<f)
Inquiries
. authorization for, by
Treasurer 48(4)
. powers of person authorized
to make 48(7)
Instalments of tax
. computation of 12(3)
. interest on 12(2)
Interest
assessment of 6(1)
debts to Crown, as 41
general 12(1)
instalments, on 12(2)
overpayment of taxes, on .... 14(3)
payment of, order on appeal . .35
period, limitation on 12(5)
withholding tax, on, for
failure to remit 46(9)
Inventory
. annual, of taxpayer 47(1)
. defined 58(1)(/)
. examination of property re
accuracy 48(1) (6)
Irregularities
. assessment not vacated by
reason only of 18
Judge
- amendment of notice of
appeal by 33(2)
. amendment of reply to
notice of appeal by .33(3) (a, 6)
. approval of search by 48(3)
. member of appeal




. registered certificate of
amount due as 42(2)
Judicial notice
. orders and regulations
under Act, of 57(11)
Jurisdiction
information or complaint, re 57(3)
Liability for tax
. discharge of, on receipt
of withholding tax 46(13)
. incorrect assessment, eflfect on 6(3)
. non-residents, of 1(2)
. residents, of 1(1)
. taxpayer, of, discharge
by others of 43(2-4)
. unpaid taxes, for, on
distribution without
certificate 11(3)
. withholding tax, re, as a
first charge 46(6)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of appeal board by 19
. appointment of hearing
officers of appeal board by 20(6)
. appointment of officers and
servants by 39(2)
. appointment of registrar by 27(1)
. appointment re vacancy in
appeal board by .20(3)
. approval of rules of board by .21
. proclamation of Act by 60
. regulations under Act
made by 40(a-t)
. salaries of members of appeal
board determined by 20(4)
. travelling allowances of
members of appeal board
determined by 20(5)
Limitation
. interest, of, on instalments
of taxes 12(3)
. interest period, on 12(5)
. power of appeal board of . . .26(2)
. time, of, for prosecution ... 57(4)
Liquidators
. distribution of property by,
certificate re taxes before .11(2)
. returns by 4(3)
Magistrates
. jurisdiction of, re information
or complaints 57(3)
Members of appeal board—See also
Appeal board
. age limit of 20(2)
. appointment of 19
INCOME TAX—Con. Sec.
Members of appeal board—Con.
defined 31(d)
. illness of 20(3)
. qualifications of 20(1) (a-d)
. salaries of 20(4)
Minister
. Controller has powers of,
under Act 39(1)
defined 5B(l)(k)
. residence of 58(3) (c)(i)
Misrepresentation
return, in, re-assessment on 6(4) (a)
Mortgage
security for payment of
taxes, as 39(4)
Names of office
. assigning, regulations re 40(/)
Non-residents
defined 58(1)(/)
. liability for tax, of 1(2)
Notice
appeal, of
. facts not pleaded in 34(3)
reply to, re Supreme Court 33(1)
. service of 23(1,2)
. Supreme Court, to 32(1)
assessment, of 6(2)
. payment of remainder after 10(1)
. payment of tax on, on
behalf of others 11(1)
. refund on mailing of 14(1)
. withholding tax, re 46(10)
Controller, by, to file return 4(1) (rf)






. returns, for, not required . . . .4(1)
. sale, of, of property seized . .44(3)
security for costs, of,
to appeal board 32(5)
. aervice by mail of, proof of . .57(5)
. Treasurer, by, certificate
of failure to make payment
on 44(1)
Oath
. audit or examination on . .48(l)(f)
Objections
. assessment valid, subject to . 6(6)
. notice of, re assessment ...15(1)
service of 15(2)





. Act, under 52-55
conspiracy to omit 53(l)(c)
. penalty for 53(l)(/,<7)
. prosecution for 53(2)
failure to comply, of 52(2)
failure to file return, of,
penalty for 52(1)
one or more permissible
in information or complaint 57(2)
. prosecution for 53(2)
Office





appointment of .. 27(2), (39(2)
. assigning names of office
of, regulations re 40(/)
. corporation, of, ofTence by 55
. Canada, of, residence of 58(3) (c)(i)
Omission
directory provision of Act, in . . 18
Ontario Provincial Police
Department
. search by officer of 48(3)
Orders
. Act, under, judicial notice of 57(11)
Outstanding taxes
. certificate re, before
distribution of property . . . .11(2)
Overpajrment of tax
. application to other taxes of 14(2)
. defined 14(4)
. interest on 14(3)
Owners
. request for assistance from,
re audit or examination 48(1) (c)
return of surplus to, after
sale of property seized 44(4)
Ownership certificates
completion of, re bearer
coupon 49(1)
. delivery of 49(2)
. failure to complete, penalty
for 49(3)
Partner
. deceased, return of 4(4)
Payment of tax
. behalf of others, on 11(1)
. failure to make, seizure
of chattels on 44(1)
. immediate, on suspicion of
avoidance 10(2)
. order for, on appeal 35
INCOME TAX—Con. Sec.
Payment of tax—Con.
. other individuals, by 9(a, 6)
. remainder, of 7(2)
Penalties—See also Fines; Offences
additional, for failure to file
return 52(1)
. assessment of 6(1)
. communication of information
by government employees,
for 54
conviction of offence by
officer of corporation, on 55
court has no power to decrease 56
. debts to Crown, as 41
exemptions re 52(3)
. failure to complete
information for 13(3) (o, 6)
. failure to complete
ownership certificate, for . .49(3)
. failure to deliver ownership
certificate, for 49(2)
. failure to make return,
for 13(1, 2), 50
failure to remit withholding
tax, for 46(9)
. offences, for 53(l)(/,p)
. order for payment of, on appeal 35
Pensions
. withholding tax re 7(1)
Perishable property
. excepted from notice re
seizure 44(3)
Personal representatives
. deceased persons, of,
returns by 4(1) (a)
Practice
. rules re, on appeal 21
rules re, on appeal to
Supreme Court 37
Premises




. return of 4(1)
Presumptions





appeal, on, held m camera 36
. appeal to Supreme Court, of 17(2)




. books and records, of, in
court proceedings 48(1) (d)
. books, records, etc.,
demand for 48(2)
Proof
. documents, of 57(8)
. failure to comply, of 57(6)
. service by mail, of 57(5)
time of compliance, of 57(7)
Property
. defined 58(l)(o)
. examination of, re accuracy
of inventory 48(1) (6)
seized, kept at cost of owner 44(2)
Proprietor
. deceased, return of 4(4)
Prosecutions
. decreasing punishment on 56
. limitation of time for 57(4)
. oflFence, for 53(2)
Publication
. decisions of appeal board, of 28(2)
. notice of sale, of, of
property seized 44(3)
Public auction
property seized sold at 44(2)
Public Inquiries Act
. powers re inquiries under . . 48(7)
Public Service Act
. appointment of employees
of appeal board under . . . .27(2)
Qualifications
. members of appeal board,
of 20(l)(a-d)
Quorum
appeal board, of 22(1)
Re-assessment
. disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court by 34(4) (d)
. Treasurer by 6(4)
Reconsideration of assessment
. disposal of appeal by 26(1) (d)
. disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court by 38(4(d)
. objection, on 15(3)
Recovery
. costs of registration of
certificate of amount due, of 42(3)
. taxes due, of . . 41
Refunds
, overpayment of tax, of,
'by Treasurer 14(1)
. withholding tax, of 46(7)
INCOME TAX—Con. Sec,
Registered mail
. notice of appeal by 23(2
. notice of re-assessment by . . .15(3
. service of notice by, re
objection to assessment ...15(2
Registrar of appeal board
appointment of 27(1
control of employees by 27(3
copy of decision sent by . . . .26(3
decisions made available
for publication by 28(2
establishment of offices by . .28(1
expenses incurred by 29
. provision for 30
transmission of papers by . .34(1
Registration
. certificate of amount due, of 42(2
Regulations
. defined 58(1)(A
judicial notice of 57(11
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 40(a-«
. violation of, seizure of
books and records on . 48(1) (rf
Rehearsing
. appeal, of 21(4
Remainder of tax
. payable by farmer, etc B(b
. payable by other individuals . 9(b
. payment of 7(2
. payment of, by all taxpayers 10(1
Remuneration—See also Salaries
. hearing officers, of 20(6
. officers and servants of,
re administration of Act . .39(2
Reply
. notice of appeal, to 33(1
. . amendment of 33(3), (a, b
Reports
. members of appeal board, of 21(3
Resident
. defined 58(3)(a-c
. liability for tax 1(1
. regulations re certificate on
ceasing to be 40(^
Retiring allowances
. withholding tax re 7(1
Returns
. deceased partner or
proprietor, of 4(4
. deceased persons, of 4(1) (a
. demand for 4(2
. designated persons, by,
on notice 4(l)(d
. examination of, by Treasurer .6(1
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. execution of, by corporation ... 51
. extension of time for making . 39(3)
. failure to file 52(1)
. failure to file, with employer 46(3)
. . penalty for 50
. failure to make, penalty for 13(1, 2)
filing of 4(1)
. individuals, by 4(1) (c)
. information, regulations re . . .40(J)
. proof of time of filing 57(7)
. taxpayer, by, filed with
employer 46(2)
. Treasurer not bound by 6(5)
. trustee, by 4(3)
trusts or estates, by 4(1)(6)
Rules
appeal board by 21
. assessment, re 6
. defined 31 (^)
. Supreme Court, of, re
appeal 11(2), 37
Salaries See also Remuneration
. members of appeal board, of 20(4)
. . provision for 30
. registrar, deputy registrar, of 27(1)
. withholding tax re 7(1)
Sale
. notice of, re property seized 44(3)
Search
. authorization for, by
Treasurer 48(3)
Seciirity
. payment of taxes, for,
forms of 39(4)
Security for costs
. taxpayer, by, on appeal
to Supreme Court 32(4)
. . notice of 32(5)
Seizure
books and records, of . . .48(l)(rf)
chattels of, on failure
to make payment 44(1)
. documents, etc., of, on search 48(3)
. goods exempt from 44(5)
. goods of, on failure to
pay on demand 45(2)
Sentences
. suspension of, no powers re 56
Servants
. appointment of, to
administer Act 39(2)
Service
. mail, by, proof of 57(5)
. notice of appeal, of 23(1,2)
Sec.
Service—Con.
. notice of appeal to Supreme
Court, of 32(1)
notice, of, of objection
to assessment 15(2)
reply to notice of appeal, of.
Supreme Court re 33(1)
Statement
allegations, of, in notice
of appeal to Supreme Court 32(3)
amendment of 33(2)
. false, in returns 53(l)(a)
Statutory declarations
. audit or examination, re . .48(1) (c)
Superannuation
. withholding tax, re 7(1)
Superior Cotort
. judge of, as member of
appeal board 20(1) (c)
Supreme Court
. amendment of notice of
appeal by 33(2)
amendment of reply to
notice of appeal to, by 33(3) (a, 6)
. appeals to
. . dismissal of 33(4, 5)
. . disposal of 34(4)
. . institution of 32(1)
procedure re 17(2)
. . rules of practice re 37
. registration of certificate
of amount due in 42(2)
Surplus







. tax payable for, rate of 2(1)





. appeal by, on notice of objection 16
. appeal to Supreme
Court by 34(1)(6)
. application for refund by 14(1)
. books and records of 47(1)
. defaulting or leaving
province 45(1, 2)
. defined 58(l)(g)
. estimate of tax by 5
. notice of objection to
assessment by 15(1)




. request of, re hearing of
appeal in camera 36
. return filed with employer by 46(2
. returns by, on demand 4(2
. security for costs by, on
appeal to Supreme Court .32(4
. service of notice of appeal to
Supreme Court on 32(1
Travelling allowances
members of appeal board, of 20(5
Treasurer
. acceptance of mortgage by,
as security for payment of
taxes 39(4
. amount due certified by,
after default 42(1
. appeal by 17(1
. appeal to Supreme Court
by, transmission of papers
on 34(l)(a
. appearance of, on appeal ....25(1
. assessment by 6
. assessment of withholding
tax by 46(10
. assessment referred back
to 26(l)(d
. authorization for inquiry by . .48(4
. authorization for search by . .48(3
. books and records kept at
place designated by 47(1
. certificate by, re distribution 11(2
. certificate for seizure,
issued by 44(1
. certificate of, re evidence . . . .57(4
. copies of diocuments certified
by 48(5
. copies of documents to board
by, on notice of appeal 23(3
. defined 58(l)(r
. delegation of powers of,
regulations re 40(^
. demand for return by 4(2
. direction for payment of
all taxes by 10(2
. duty of, to administer Act 39(1
. extension of time for return
by 39(3
. fee on appeal paid to 24(1
. garnishment by, of amounts
due to taxpayer 43(1-4
. information or complaint laid by 57
. notice by, of application of
overpayment to other taxes 14(2
. payment of remainder of tax to 7(2
. powers and duties of Minister
exercised by 3




of appeal to Supreme
Court by 34(4)(rf)
reconsideration of assessment
by, on objection 15(3)
. refund, by, of overpayment . 14(1)
. refund of withholding tax by 46(7)
remission of withholding tax to 7(1)
service of notice of objection
to assessment on 15(2)
service of notice of appeal on 23(1)
Treasury Department
. information or complaint laid
by officer of 57(1)
. search by officer of 48(3)
Trust
. defined 58(l)(j)
. returns by 4(1)(6)
Trustees






. appeal board, in 20(3)
Vacation of assessment
. disposal of appeal by ....26(1)(6)
. disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court by . . .34(4) (6)
. jurisdiction of board re 15(3), 26(2)
Varying of assessment
. disposal of appeal by 26(1) (f)
disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court by . . . .34(4)(c)
. jurisdiction of board re 15(3), 26(2)
Violation
. Act, of, seizure of books
and records on 48(1) (rf)
Wages
. withholding tax re 7(1)
Withholding tax
actions for, prohibited 46(1)




failure to remit, liability for 46(9)
kept separate 46(5)
liability to pay amount
equal to 46(6)







. attendance of, enforcement
of 25(3)(&)
Written submissions





Income Tax Agreement Act,
Vol. 2, p. 511.
See also Income Tax Act
Agent
. Minister of National
Revenue (Canada) as 2(1
Agreements
expenses re 2{2
. Province and Dominon,





Income Tax Act (Canada)
. employed or carrying on
business defined under 1(1
tax defined under 1(2
Income Tax Act (Ontario)




. authorization by, re expenses 2(2
Minister of Finance (Canada)
agreement with, re taxes ...1(1
Minister of National Revenue
(Canada)
. agent of Ontario, as 2(1
Residents
. tax based on 1(1
Taxes
. defined 1 (2
Treasurer of Ontario
. agreements with, re tax 1(1
INCORPORATION
See Companies Act; Interpreta-
tion Act
INCURABLE PERSONS
See Public Hospitals Act
INDECENT MATTER Sec.




See Highway Improvement Act
INDIANS
See Assessment Act; Election
Act; Game and Fisheries Act;
Highway Improvement Act;
Liquor Control Act; Mining
Act; Territorial Division Act;
Voters* Lists Act
INDIGENTS
See Cemeteries Act; Homes for
the Aged Act; Municipal Act;
Private Hospitals Act; Pub-
lic Health Act; Public Hos-
pitals Act; Sanatoria for Con-
sumptives Act
INDUSTRIAL AND MINING
Industrial and Mining Lands
Compensation Act,
Vol. 2, p. 513.
Agreement
compensation, re 1
. effect of 2
. . registration of 3




. payment of, under agreement,
effect 4
Lessee of land




agreement to compensate i
Registration









See Labour Relations Act
INDUSTRIAL
EXHIBITIONS




Vol. 2, p. 515.
See also Department of Reform
Institutions Act; Extramural
Employment of Persons under
Sentence Act; Female Refuges




. appointment of 6




bearing of expenses re 12(2)
sewerage systems, re 7(1)
Andrew Mercer Reformatory
. female prisoners transferred to 5(2)
Buildings
. plans, site for 2
. regulations re 9
By-laws
assent of electors for, not required 8
. passing of 7(1)
Cities
agreement re sewerage
system made with 7(1)
. by-laws passed by 7(1)
. expenses borne by 12(1)
. industrial farm established by 1(1)
. salaries paid by 6
Clerks
. appointment of 6
Contracts
. supply of heat, electricity,
etc., for 7 {2)
Council—See Cities; Coimties
Counties
. agreement re sewerage
. system made with 7(1)
. by-laws passed by 7(1)
. expenses borne by 12(1)
. industrial farm established by 1(1)
. salaries paid by 6
Discipline





. assent of, re by-laws 8
Electricity
contracts re supply of 7 {2)
Employees
. appointment of 6
. salary of 12(1)
Employment
. beyond precincts, regulations
re 11(1)
Engineers
. appointment of 6
Expenses
. appointment of 12(1)
Female prisoners
. transfer of 5(2)
Fire protection
. contracts for 7 {2)
Guards
. appointment of 6
Heat
. contract re supply of 7 {2)
Highways
right to work upon 7{2))
Hydro-Electric Commission
contracts made with 7 {2)
Industrial farms
. appointment of officers,
employees of 6
approval of site, plans for 2
cost of maintenance of 12(1)
declared a common jail 3(1)
establishment of 1(1)
. two or more cities, counties, by 4
maintenance of 1(1), 4
regulations re 9
works carried out by 7(3)
Jail
. industrial farm declared as .3(1)
. conditions precedent to 3(2)
Jails Act
. application of 3(1)
Lands
right to work upon 7 {3)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointments by 6
employment of prisoners
authorized by 11(1)
. industrial farm declared jail by 3(1)
. . conditions precedent to ... .3(2)
industrial farm established by 1(2)
plans, site of industrial
farm approved by 2






. building used for 3(3)
. cost of maintenance of 3(3)
Machinery
. regulations re 9
Maintenance
. industrial farm, of, cost of .12(1)
Materials
. regulations re buying of 10
Mimicipal Act
. application of 7(3), 12(2)
0£Bcers
. appointment of 6
. monthly report sent to 13
. report on plans, site made by .2
. salary of 12(1)
. warrant of, for transfer
of prisoners 5
Order
. declar'ng industrial farm a jail 3(1)
. conditions precedent to . . . .3(2)
Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act
. application
of 2, 3(2), 4. 5(1), 6, 9, 13
Pipes
. laying of 7(3)
Plans




contracts re supply of 7{2)
Prisoners
. monthly report on 13
. regulations re emplo3rment
of 11(2)
. regulations re work of 10
. transferred to industrial farms 5(1)
. transferred to jails 5(2)
Province
. costs borne by, when 12(3)
Regulations
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 9
Report
. monthly, made by superintendent 13
. site, plans, of, made by officer . . .2
Rules
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 9
Salaries









. industrial farm, of, approved 2
Steward
. appointment of 6
Superintendent
. appointment of 6
. monthly report of 13
. salary of 12(1)
Trades
. reg^ulations re work at 10
Warrant
. transfer of prisoners, for 5
Water
. contracts for supply of 7(2)
Work
. prisoners, of, regulations re ... 10
Works
. carried out by industrial farm 7(3)
INDUSTRIAL REFUGES
See Female Refuges Act; Indus-
trial Farms Act; Penal and
Reform Institutions Inspec-
tion Act; Reformatories Act
INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS
See Labour Relations Act
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS
See Reformatories Act; Training









Vol. 2, p. 519.
See also Apprenticeship Act;
Department of Labour Act;
'Factory, Shop and Office
'Building Act; Government





Act; Master and Servant Act;




. appeals from S(ft)
. chairman of 13(1)
. establishment of 13(1)
. estimate of receipts, etc.,
furnished by 5(e) (ii)
. jurisdiction of 13(1)
. members of 13(1)
. right of appeal from 13(2)
. wage rates set by 7(l)(k)
Agriculture
exempt under Act 17
Appeal
. board to 5(fc), 13(2)
Apprentices
. wage rates of 16(3)
Apprenticeship Act
. application of 16(3)
Art
. charge for, set by schedule 7(1) (/)
Assessment
. employees, employers, of 5(^)(ii)





. advisory committee's reports
certified by 5(e) (ii)
Board
. appeal to 13(2)
. consent of, for prosecution . 14(3)
. jurisdiction over employers 11
. powers of 5
Books
. inspection of 11 (b)
Business
. exempt under Act 17
Conferences
. convened by officer 6





. association of employees ....1(a)
. Board 1(b)








. retail gasoline service industry
. . interpretation 18(1)
. schedule in 7(1) (p)
. wages Kg)
Department of Labour Act
. application of 1(6)
Employees
. Board's jurisdiction over 11
. classified by schedule 7(1) (/)
. conferences of 6
. particulars of, furnished
to Board 11(a)
. persons deemed as 10
. right of appeal of 13(2)
. schedule contravened by,
penalty 12(2)
Employers
classified by schedule 7(1) (/)
conferences of 6
defined 1(c)
persons deemed as 10
right of appeal of 13(2)
schedule contravened by,
penalty 14(1)
schedules posted by .9
Expenses
estimates of, furnished by
advisory committee S(«)(ii)
Factory, Shop and Office Building
Act







Hours of Work and Vacation with
Pay Act




. exempt under Act 17
Information
. furnished by employers 11
Inquiries
. officers' powers re 3
Interprovincially competitive
industry
Board's power re 5(*)
employees of, assessed ....7(1)(/)
employers of, assessed ....7(1)(/)
schedule of hours for 4(3')







labour conditions, etc., of 6
officers' powers re 3
Labour
investigation of 6
. particulars of, furnished
to Board 11(a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. amendment of schedules
approved by 5(c)
. approval of schedules
recommended by 8
. officers' appointed by 2
regulations made by 12
Master and Servant Act
application of 16(1)
Mining






. defined 1 (*)
. report of conference
submitted to . 7(1)
. schedules revised by 7(2)
. zones designated by 4(1)
Offences—See Penalties
Officer
. appointment of 2
. conference convened by 6
. defined 1(f)




. permit for 7(l)(i)





. contravention of Act 15
. contravention of regulations ... 15
. contravention of schedules 14(1,2)
. paid to Board 14(3)
Permit
overtime work for 7(1) (j)
Prosecution
Board's consent for 14(3)
Public and Other Works
Wages Act




. application of 3
Receipts
estimates of, furnished by
. advisory committee 5(e) (ii)
Records
. inspection of 11(6)
Registers
. inspection of 11(6)
Reg^ations
contravention of, penalty 15
. enforced by Board 5(a)







Retail gasoline service industry
defined 18(1)
. exempt under Act 18(2)
Revenue
. collected from employees 5(e) (i)
. collected from employers 5(e)(i)
Schedules
. amended by Board 5(c)
. approved by Minister 8
. conference, of, matters dealt
with by 7(1)
. contravention of, penalties 14(1,2)
. enforced by Board 5(a)
posting of 9
retail gasoline industry
not subject to 18(2)
. revised by Minister 7(2)
Service
. charge for, set by schedule 7(l)(y)
Wages
defined 1(g)
. employees', collected by Board 5(d)
. minimum rates of 16(2)
. particulars of, furnished
to Board 11(a)
. rate of, established by
schedule 7(l)(c,e)
rates set by advisory
committee 7(l)(k)
. schedule of, approved 8
. schedule of, revised 7(2)
. rates for apprentices 16(3)
Wages Act





. application of 16(1)
Work
. charge for, set by schedule 7(l)(})
Working days
. established by schedule 7il)(a,d)
. maximum number of 16(2)
. particulars of, furnished
to Board 11(a)
. schedule of, approved 8
. schedule of, revised 7(2)
Working hours
. maximum number of 16(2)
. schedule of, revised 7(2)
Working week
established by schedule . . . .7(1)(&)
Zones
. advisory committee for 13(1)
. designation of 4(1)
. enlargement of area of 4(2)
. interprovincially competitive z
industry, for 4(3)
. redudtion of area of 4(2)
INDUSTRIES
See Apprenticeship Act; Depart-
ment of Labour Act; Factory,






See Apprenticeship Act; Depart-
ment of Labour Act; Factory,
Shop and Office Building Act;
Hours of Work and Vacations
with Pay Act; Industrial Stan-
dards Act; Minimum Wage
Act
INFANTS
Infants Act, Vol. 2, p. 527.
See also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Adoption Act;
Apprenticeship Act; Auxiliary
Classes Act; Change of Name
Act; Children of Unmarried
Parents Act; Children's Main-
tenance Act; Children's Pro-
tection Act; Dependants' Re-
lief Act; Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act;
Devolution of Estates Act;
INFANTS—Con. Sec.
High Schools Act; Juvenile
and Family Courts Act; Land
Titles Act; Liquor (Control
Act; Maternity Boarding
Houses Act; Minors' Protec-
tion Act; Public Schools Act;
Sale of Goods Act; School
Attendance Act; Separate
Schools Act; Settled Estates
Act; Statute of Frauds; Sur-
rogate Courts Act; Trustee
Act; Wills Act; Workmen's
Compensation Act
Access
orders re, by parents 1(1)
Age
, death under 14
. limitations re marriage
settlements, etc 15
Agreement
. custody, re 2(2)
Appeal








. guardian, of 17
Compensation
dower rights, etc., re 10
Companies Act
. guardian's security under 17
Consent
. assignment of lease, re 9
appointment of guardians, re ... 16
Conveyances




. agreement re 2(2)
. equity prevailing re 3
. guardian's authority for 20
. orders re 1(1)
. parents equally entitled to . . .2(1)
. Supreme Court proceedings re 1(2)
Disentailment
. death after execution of 14
Disposition







. lease, of, validity of 7
. real estate, of 4
Dividends
. maintenance from 12(1)
Dower




court order, of 1 (4)
Equity
. rules of, to prevail 3
Exchange
real estate, of 4(3,4)
Fathers—See also Parents
. liability re maintenance 1(3)
Guarantee Companies Securities Act
guardian bonded under 17
Giiardians
appointment of 16















. real estate, of, orders re .4(1,2)
. surrender of 5
validity of disposition of 7
Maintenance
. order re 1 (3)







application, of, re marriage
settlement 13(3)
Orders
access to infants, re 1(1)




. dividends from 12(1)
. power of appointment, under.. 11
INFANTS—Con. Sec
Orders—Con.
. Supreme Court, re proceedings 1(2)
. surrogate court, appeals from . . .21
Parents
. access to infant, order re 1(1)
. consent to appointment of
guardians 16(1)
. joint guardians, as 2(1)
Personal estate
. guardian's management of 20
Power of appointment
death after execution of 14
. maintenance order re 11
Proceedings
removal to Supreme Court, for 1(2)
Real estate
. disposition of 4
. dower rights in 10
. guardian's management of 20
Religion
. education in 24
Removal
. guardians, of 18(1)
. proceedings into Supreme
Court 1(2)
Resignation
. guardian, by 18(2)
Returns
. gn^ardians, re 19
Rules
. equity, of, to prevail 3
Sale
. real estate, of, order re ...4(1,2)




. dividends for maintenance ...12(1)
Substitutes
. conveyance by, ordered by court 8
Supreme Court
assignment of lease, consent re . .9
dividends applied for
maintenance by 12(1)
guardians removed by 18(1)
jurisdiction of 1(1, 2), 23





proceedings removed into .1(2)




. lease, of 5,7
Surrogate court
. appeal from 21
. guardian appointed by' 16
. orders re custody, etc., by 1
. procedure in 22
. returns re guardians in 19
Surrogate Courts Act
. procedure under 22
. returns re guardians under 19
Ward
. guardian's authority to act for 20
INFANTS' HOMES








See Succession Duty Act
INJURED ANIMALS
Injured Animals Act,
Vol. 2, p. 535.
See also Dog Tax and Live
Stock Protection Act; Pro-
tection of Cattle Act
Animals
. injured by train 3
. method of killing 1
Certificate




. duties of 1,2
Horse
. injured 1
. . abandoned, when 2
. train, by 3
Humane society
. inspector of—see Inspector of
humane society
Inspector of humane society
. duties of 1,2
Killing of animals




. consent of, to kill animals 1
. . refused, when 2
Statement
. two citizens, of 1
Station agent
. duty of 3
Trains
. animals injured by 3
Veterinary surgeon
. certificate of 1
INNKEEPERS
Innkeepers Act, Vol. 2, p. 537.
Act
section 3 of, to be posted 5
Advertisement
. sale of baggage, of 2(2-4)
. . payment of 2(4)
. sale of horses, carriages, of 2(6, 7)
payment of 2(8)
Application
magistrate to, re recovery





. lien on 2(1)
. sale of 2(2)
notice of 2(3)







. lien on 2(5-8)
Complaint
. laid before magistrate 6(3)
Custody of goods
, magistrate's order re 6(2)
. receptacle for 3(2)
. refused by innkeeper, where 4
. sealing as condition for 3(2)
Definitions
. inn 1(a)
. innkeeper 1 (b)
Goods
—
See Custody of goods
Guest
. application by, to recover
goods 6(2, 5)
baggage, property of
. . lien on 2(1)
. . sale of 2(2-4)




particulars re, in advertisement
of sale 2{3,7)
power to sell goods of 2(2, 6)
Horses




custody of goods refused
by, where 4
. defined 1(5)
. liability of 3
section 3 of Act to be posted by 5
Liability
. innkeeper, of 3
Lien
baggage on 2(1)
. carriages, on 2(5)
. horses, on 2(5)









complaint laid before 6(3)
. discretion of 6(4)
jurisdiction of 6(2)
. order by, re recovery of
goods 6{,2, 5)
Negligence
- liability for 3
Newspaper
notice of sale published in 2(2, 7)
Order
magistrate, of 6(2, 5)
Penalties
contravention of Act, for 6(3)
Proceeds of sale
application of 2(4, 8)
Property—See Custody of goods
Public auction
. sale by
. baggage of 2(2)
. horses, carriages, of 2(6)
Rooms
section 3 of Act to be posted in 5
Sale of baggage
. notice of, published 2(2)
. . particulars in 2(3)
. proceeds of 2(4)
INNKEEPERS—Co«. Sec.
Sale of horses, carriages
. notice of, published 2(6)
. . particulars in 2(7)
. proceeds of 2(8)
Summary Convictions Act
application of 6(3)
Surplus—See Proceeds of sale
Tender






See Coroners Act; Maternity
Boarding Houses Act; Mining
Act
INQUIRIES
See Coroners Act; Crown Ad-
ministration of Estates Act;
Department of Labour Act;
Legislative Assembly Act;
Municipal Act; Ontario Muni-
cipal Board Act; Penal and
Reform Institutions Inspec-
tion Act; Public Inquiries Act;




See Mental Hospitals Act; Men-
tal Incompetency Act; Psychi-
atric Hospital Act
INSECTS









See Division Courts Act; Judi-
cature Act; Land Titles Act;
Law Stamps Act; Magistrates
Act; Public Officers' Fees Act;










See Public Accountancy Act
INSTITUTIONS
See Andrew Mercer Reforma-
tory Act; 'Charitable Institu-
tions Department of Reform
Institutions Act; Female Re-
fuges Act; Homes for the
Aged Act; Industrial Farms
Act; Jails Act; Mental Hos-
pitals Act; Penal and Reform
Institutions Inspection Act;
Private Hospitals Act; Private
Sanitaria Act; Psychiatric
Hospitals Act; Public Hos-
pitals Act; Reformatories Act;
Sanatoria for Consumptives
Act; Training Schools Act
INSTITUTIONS OF
LEARNING
See Public Health Act; Schools
INSTRUMENTS
See Custody of Documents Act;
Investment Contracts Act;
Land Titles Act; Mortgages
Act; Mortgage Tax Act;
Registry Act; Short Forms of
Mortgages Act; Trustee Act;
Vendors and Purchasers Act
INSURANCE
Insurance Act, Vol. 2, p. 541.
See also Companies Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Extra-pro-
vincial Corporations Act; Fac-
tory, Shop and Office Building
Act; Fire Marshals Act; High-
way Traffic Act; Investment
Contracts Act; Judicature Act;
Landlord and Tenant Act;
Marine Insurance Act; Mort-
gages Act; Power Commission






. fire insurance, re statutory
conditions 108
Abstinence
. condition re, for society
membership 249(2)
Accident and sickness insurance
. Act inapplicable to, when . . . .87(a)
. action for premium of 219(2)
. application of 218(1, 3, 5)
. . exceptions 219(2, 4)
. contents of policy of 220(1)
. delivery of policy, effect . . . .219(1)
. policy of
. . use of red ink in 225
. premium unpaid, voidable
where 219(3)
. renewal of contract of ... .220(2)
. special cases 222
. statutory conditions of 221
. . notice re 223
. . relief from forfeiture under. .226
. variations 224
Accident benefits
. basis of valuation of 78(6)
Accident insurance
. defined 1 U 1
Accountant
. appointment of 12(X)
. expenses of 72(3)
Accounts
. passed before master 69, 71
. Superintendent's access to ...59(2)
Actions
. consolidation of 94(1)
. division court, in, requisite for 127
. fire insurance, re, statutory
conditions 108
. infants, on behalf of 94(2)
. leave of Superintendent for .7(3)
. recovery of fees, penalties, for 7{2')
. . leave for 7(3)
. service of notice for
. . head office outside
Ontario, where 17(1)
. Superintendent, against 7(1)
. time for bringing of 97(1)
Actuary
. appointed by society 252(2)
. association's valuation
certified by 273
. declaration of, not furnished
by society 25601)
. defined 236






. rates of contribution by
society approved by 262
. valuation of society by ... .256(3)
. values surrendered by society
approved by 265
Address





. application, for 297(2)
. issue of 297(1)
. renewal of 297(4)








. defined 131 f 1
. preferred beneficiary, as ... 158(2)
. relationship of, to beneficiaries 167
Adopting parent
. defined 13H2
. preferred beneficiary, as . . . .158(2)
. relationship of, to children .... 167
Affidavits
. required by Superintendent 4
Age
. affecting group life insurance 144
. misstatement of, effect 143
Agency
. broker's licence not
to import 291 (7)
. fire insurance, re, statutory
conditions 108
Agents
access to books, etc., of 14
authority 290(13)
automobile insurance, for
. persons forbidden to act as 194(2)
balances owing by, not assets 74(7)
defined 1 H 3
duty to assist in inspection 16(3)
fraud re premiums by 295
liable re unlawful contracts . .296
licence required by 21(3)
licensing of 290
notice of appointment of . . . .290(4)
payment of commission
by, forbidden 98




. premiums, for 294(1)
. premiums held in trust by 302
. resident of Ontario, contracts
to be signed by 100
. statement of, re creditors,
outstanding contracts 59(1)
Agreements
driver's policy, in 209
owner's, driver's policy, in ....209
owner's policy, in 209




. cash payment on application
for insurance for 117
. defined 103(1)
. rate of premium note for 116
Aircraft
. insurance against damage by ... .27




. insurers, of 317(2)
American Men Ultimate Table of
Mortality
. use of 78(1,8)
Annual report
. prepared by Superintendent .... 18
Annual statement
. income and losses, of ....72(4), 74
. . Dominion licensees, by .... 74'(2)
. insurers, of, corrected 18(3)
. items shown in 75(7)
. mutual benefit society, of 271
. publication of, forbidden, when . . 75
. society by 267
. verification of 74(3)
Annuities
. issue of 26
Annuity contracts
. basis of valuation of 78(7)
Appeal
. defined 1 fl^ 5
. Minister, to, re suspension,
etc., of licence 306
. order adjusting premium
rates, from 313(2)
. order of Superintendent, from . . .65
Applicant





Act, of, to Dominion licensees 40(2)
Act, of, to Lloyds 40(4)
Act, of, to marine insurance . .40(3)
adjuster's licence for 297
agreement for reinsurance, re 323




driver's policy, for 194(3)
insurance as premium note
plan, for 118
insured, of, evidence, as 89(4)
life insurance, for
. copy of, furnished by insurer 148
misrepresentation in 140
. misstatement of age in 143
reinstatement of lapsed
contracts, for 147(2)
. share in proceeds of deposit, to 53
Application for licence
appeal from 12
documents filed for 30
notice of, published 29
statement of incorporation
expenses required for 31(1)
payments on, limited 31(2)
Superintendent's decision on. 11(1)
. copy of 11(2)




further deposit of 42
securities substituted for 43
title to, vested in Minister . .42(5)
value at which received 42
Arbitration
. fire insurance, re statutory
conditions 108
Assessment
. amount of, fixed 119(3)
. default re payment of,
penalty 120(1)
. division court action upon .... 127
. evidence re, in action for
recovery of 120(3)
. liability of insured re 120(2)
. payment of, on expiration
of insurance 122
. premium note of 119
. premium notes subject to ..115(1)




. special, for epidemics
by societies 259
. time due 119(2)
Assets
insufficient, report of 37(1)
investments allowed as 18(2)
Items not shown as 74(7)
society, of, insuflicient 253(1)
society, of, report re 253(1)
valuation of 16(5)
Assignee
. contract of life insurance,






. application of Act to 272{2)
. licensing of 272(1)
. valuation of, filed 273
Attorney
defined 274(o)
exchange of insurance by . . .277(1)
forbidden to act, when ...286(1)
. penalty 286(2)
licence of, revoked 287(1)
payment of annual tax by ...288
statement re exchange filed by 282
Attorney-General
fiat of, for action 7(1)
. notice of appeal re premium
rates served on 313(3)
Audit
. books, records of 72(2)
expenses of 72(3)
Automobile
. defined 1116, 192(0)
. fire insurance on 105(2)
. insured by fire policy 193(2)
Automobile insurance
application for 194
application of Act to 193(3)
condition of licence to carry on 25
conditions not part of 198
de^fined \^7, 192(fc)
excepted under Act . .89(7), 104(2)
exchange guarantee
fund for 283(4-6)
misrepresentation in policy of 200
particulars in policy of ... .196(1)
policy of
. approved by Superintendent . .199
. mailed to insured 196(3)
. payment of 202






premium rates re, adjusted ....313
. requisites re, for licensing
exchange 280(6)
. statutory conditions of 197
. . relief from forfeiture, under 201
. subrogation of insurer under . . .204
. term of, in policy 196(1)
. waiver of conditions of 203
Balance sheet






. action in own name by 97(2)
. classes of 158
. contingent, consent of, for
assignment not required ...174
. contract assigned for
debts of 173(4)
defined Iir8, 131(3)
. designation of 161
equality between 162
. husband disentitled as 170
. particulars re, in fire
insurance policy 107
particulars re, in life
insurance policy 136(2)
. particulars re, in policy 92
. payment of insurance
money to 161 (2)
payment to, when domiciled
abroad 94(4)
. wife disentitled as 170
Beneficiary for value
declaration appointing,
filed 161 (4, 5)
. persons who are 158(1)
. rights of 159
. vested rights of 164(3)
Board
licensing of agents, for ...290(9)
Boiler
. insurance on, excepted,
where 110(5)
Boiler and machinery insurance
. defined 1J9
Bonds
petition for authorization of .... 19
Bonuses
group life insurance from,
disposal of 172(2)
Books
abstracts of, prepared 16(5)
INSURANCE—Con. Sec.
Books—Con.
. access to 14
. produced for inspection 16(4)
. production of 4
. Superintendent's access to . .59(2)
Branches
. society, of 242(1)
British Offices' Life Tables
. use of 78(0,143(2)
British Offices' Select Life Annuity
Tables
. valuation of annuity
contracts, for 78(7)
Broker
access to books, etc.. of 14
defined 1 V 10
fraud re premiums by 295




premiums held in trust by . . . .302
Burden of proof
. licence, of 85(4)
By-laws
. insurer, of, filed with
Superintendent 30(1) (a)
. society, of 243
Cash-mutual fire insiurance
corporation
application of Act to 114
defined 1 ^f H
excepted under Act, where . .117(6)
execution against 130(1)
licences granted to 23(1) (c)
. restrictions on 28(2)
Cash payments
default re, penalty for 120(1)
insurance on agricultural
property, for 117
. application of 119
liability of insured re 120(2)
payment of, on expiration
of insurance 122
premium notes on 115(1)
retained out of insurance
money, when 123
Cash plan
. power to insure on 129
Cash surrender value
life insurance policy, in . . 136(3)
Certificates
. assignee of contract of
life insurance, of 173(4)







. group life insurance, for . . . 136(6)
. new, members of society for 256(2)





. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 109
Cheque




. notice of place of, filed
with Superintendent . . . .30(1) (c)
Child
. defined 131(4)
. insurable interest on life of 152(a)
Children—5"^^ also Minors
. insured by society 257
. meaning of, in declaration
policy 166
. preferred beneficiaries as ...158(2)
. restriction on insurance on
lives of 156
Civil disturbances
. insurance against damage by ... .27
Claims
. accruing within 30 days of
administration order 62
. advertisement for 48(2)
. allowed by Superintendent . . .6i{,2))
. appeal of order re 65
. barring of 66(5)
. consolidation of actions for 94(1)
. disallowed by Superintendent 63(3)
. disputed, hearing of 66(4)
. disputed, notice of given
to Superintendent 34
. disputed, reserve for 68
. failure to pay, effect of 35(1)
. filed by creditors 58
. indemnity, for, effect of
violation of law on 84
. paid, record of 72(1)
. record of evidence, etc., of . 64(2)
. . record of 8(1) (&)
. . inspection of 8(2)




. attendance of, to prove claim 63(3)
. general creditors as 70(2)
. notice to, where proof required 6Z





. rate of dividend payable to . .69(3)
. represented by council 64(1)
. rights of, against insurer 93
. schedule of, prepared
by Superintendent 66
Codicil
. included in will 131 ^ 21
Co-insurance clause
. fire insurance policy, in ...109(1)
Collector
. licence for, not required . .290(15)
Commission
. payment of, to mortgagee
forbidden 98
. application of 18(2), 31, 32, 77,
238, 240, 284
Compensation
. payment of, to unlicensed
persons prohibited 303
Conditions
. contract, of, set out in policy 89(1)
. exception 89(2)
Contracts See also Policies
. assigned for debts of
beneficiary 173(4)
. deemed to be undertaking
in Ontario 20(2), 88, 134
. defined
. . automobile insurance, re . . 192(c)
. . fire insurance, re 103(2)
. . general 131 (5)
. . reciprocal deposits, re 46(1)
. erroneous statement in
application for 89(5)
. exchange of 275
. fraternal societies, of—see
Fraternal societies
. group life insurance, of—see
Group life insurance
. guarantee insurance, of—see
Guarantee insurance
. imperfections do not
invalidate 91(2)
. inconsistent with Act, forbidden 91
. information re, furnished
to Superintendent 15
. inquiry re 13
. lapse of—see Lapsed contract
. life insurance, of, valuation 78
. must be self-supporting ...78(5)
. outstanding
. . liability as 74(6)
. . order for administration
of deposit, when 54(2)
. . return of securities where 45(3, 4)




. period of grace for, in
effect during 146(5)
. period of grace set by, where 146(6)
. question of materiality re . . .89(6)
. renewal receipt, of 89(3)
. secured by deposits 52
. signed by resident agent,
when 100(1)
. . exception 100(2)
. terms of, set out in policy .89(1)
. . exception 89(2)
. title insurance, of 99
. unlawful, agent, broker,
liable for 296
. voidable when premium
unpaid 95(3)
Contracts of life insurance
. application of Act to 132
. assigned to insured 160
. beneficiaries designated by ..161(1)
. borrowing on 171
consent of beneficiary for
surrender of 173(1)
. deemed made in Ontario ...134'(1)
. defined 131(5)
. disposal of surplus, profits
from 172(2)
. evidenced by policy 135
. fraternal society, of 139(3)
. kept in force by
profits, surplus 172(3)
. meaning of heirs, etc., in ..149(1)
. misrepresentation re 140
. money held by insurer
after maturity of 176
. power of insured to deal
with 161(1)
. surrender of, consent of
contingent beneficiary not
needed for 171, 174
. surrendered for maintenance
of minor 173(3)
. time of going into eflFect 145
. void where no insurable interest 153
. voided by suicide 147(3)
Corporations
. fraternal societies, not
deemed 240(1)
. insurable interest in life of
employee of 152(^)
. licences issued to 3(X)
. verification of annual
statement of 74(3)
Costs
counsel, of, payment 64(2)
INSURANCE—Con. Sec.
Coimsel
. claimants represented by 64(1)
Court
. appeal to 12
. apportionment of insurance
money by 94(2)
. beneficiary permitted to
commute insurance
money by 175(2)(6)
. defined ....131 If 6
. division, requisite for action in 127
. insurance money paid
into, when 102
. order of, re maintenance
of minors 173(3)
. question of materiality
decided by 89(6)
. relief from forfeiture granted by 112
Credit insurance
. defined H 14
Creditor
. claims filed by 58
. holding security in another
province 61
. insurance money not subject
to claims of, when 164
. proceeds of deposit shared by ..54
. secured by deposits 52
. statement of persons
ranking as 59(1)
Creditor's group life insurance
. defined 131^7
Crown
. real estate forfeited to 77(4)
Debts
. beneficiary, of, contract
assigned for 173(4)
Declarations
. alternative beneficiary named in 168
. beneficiaries appointed by .... 161
. defined 131 If 8
. life income directed by .... 164(2)
. meaning of husband, wife,
children, in 166
Definitions
. accident insurance 1 f 1
. actuary 236
. adjuster If2
. adopted child 131 f 1
. adopting parent 131 f 2
. agent If3
. agricultural property 103 f 1
. aircraft insurance If4
. appeal If5
. approved securities 40(5)







. automobile 1 H 6, 192(a)
. automobile insurance . . 1 H 7, 192(a)
. beneficiary 1 1[ 8, 131 H 3
. boiler and machinery insurance 1 H 9
. broker 1 H 10
. cash-mutual corporation .... 1 H 11
. chief agency 1 H 12
. child 131114
. contract 1 H 13, 46(1), 103 ^ 2,
131 H 5. 192(0
)
. contract of life insurance 131 ^ 5
. court 131 if 6
. credit insurance 1 H 14
. creditor's group life
insurance 131 ^ 7
. declaration 131 jl 8
. Department 1 H 15
. disability insurance 1 If 16
. double indemnity insurance 1 H 17
. driver's policy '192(d)
. due application 1 H 18
. employer's liability insurance 1 If 19
. endowment insurance 1 If 20
. exchange 1^21
. father 131 If 18
. fire insurance 1 If 23
. fixed dates 248(2)
. foreign jurisdiction .. 1 If 22, 131 If 9
. fraternal society 1 ^ 24, 131 If 10
. governing executive authority 1 If 25
. group life insurance 131 H 11
. guarantee insurance 1 If 26
. hail insurance 1 If 27
. head office 11f28
. industrial contract 1 If 29
. inland transportation
insurance 1 If 30
. instalments 17S'(3)
. instrument in writing 131 ^ 12
. insurance 1 If 31, 131 If 13
. insurance, cash on plan .... 1 If 34
. insurance funds 1 If 32
. insurance money . . . . 1 If 33, '131 ^ 14
. insured 131 If 15, 192(e)
. insurer 1 If 35, 40(1), 100(3), 131 If 16
. judge 131 If 17
. life insurance 1 If 36
. live stock insurance 1 If 37
. lodge 1 If 38
. marine insurance 1 If 39
. Minister 1 1f40
. mother 131(18)
. motor vehicle liability policy 192(/)
. mutual benefit society 1 If 41
. mutual corporations 1 jf 42






. owner's policy 192(g)
. paid in 1 If 45
. paid up H 46
. parent 131 ^ 18
pension fund association ...11f47
. person 131 f 19
. plate glass insurance 1 If 48
. policy Iff 49, 192(A)
. premium 1 If 50, 1311f 20
. premium note 1 If 51
. property 1 If 52, 103 If 3
. property damage insurance . . 1 If 53
. public liability insurance . . . . 1 If 54
. rates of contribution 236
. rating bureau 308
. reciprocal or inter-insurance
exchange 1 If 21
. regulations 1 if 55
. sick and funeral benefits ... 1 ff 56
. sickness insurance 1 If 57
. society 236
. sprinkler leakage insurance . . 1 ff 58
. subscribers 274(b)
. Superintendent 1 T 59
. surplus, of 117(4)
. theft insurance 11f60
. upon proof 1^61





. continuation of 2
. defined 1515
. fees, taxes paid to . .86, Schedule A




. . expenses of 57(2)
. administration of 51-71
. application to share in
proceeds of 53
. continuing insurer, of 50
. contracts secured by 52
. claimants costs paid out of 64(1)
. discontinuing insurer, of 50
distribution of balance of ..70(3)
. distribution of proceeds of ..70(1)
. further deposit required, when 42
. head office in Ontario, when 47(1)
. head office outside Ontario,
when 48
. insufficient for claims, when 70(2)
. interest on 42^6)






. order for administration of 54
. priorities re proceeds of 60
. securities, of, with Minister . . . .41
. vested in. Superintendent
order for administration 56
Depositions
. required by Superintendent 4
Deputy Superintendent
. appointment of 3(3)
. duties of 3(3)
Directors
. assessments retained from
insurance money by 123
. premium notes assessed by ....119
. refund from surplus
declared by 117(5)
. reinsurance of risk by 124
Disability insurance
defined 1 H 16
. issue of 26
Discrimination
. forbidden 101
. rates of premiums, re,
prohibited 311
Dividends
. group life insurance from,
disposal of 172
. rate of, payable to claimants 69(3)
Division court
. action in, requisite for 127
Divorce
effect of, on beneficiaries 169
Docimients
. access to 14
. application, for, filed 30
. evidence of filing of 9(3)
. filed on petition re
reinsurance agreement 322
. privileged, when 82
. production of 4
Domiciliary
. foreign, payment to 94(4)
Dominion licences
. annual statement of 74(2)
Double indemnity insurance
. defined If 17
. issue of 26
Driver
. policy of 208
. . extended coverage of 212
. . insurer not liable under 210
. . liability under 211
INSURANCE—Cow. Sec.
Driver's policy
. contents of application for 194(3)
. defined 192(6)
. form of application for .... 194(4)
Due application
. defined 1 IT 18
Earthquakes
. insurance against damage by . . .27
Employee
. insurable interest in life of . . 152(^)
Employee societies
. application of Act to 241(2)
Employees mutual benefit societies
. exempt under Act 21'(4)(a)
Employer




. application of Act to 241(1)
. defined If 20
. society, by 264
Elndowments
. issue of 26
Entry
. fire insurance, re, statutory
conditions 108
Epidemic
. special assessment by
society for 259
Exchange
. action on, in contract 277(2)
. contracts by, for
subscribers only 285(1)
. contracts of insurance, of 275
. declaration by members of 278
. defined If 21
. execution of contract for . . .277(1)
. investment of surplus funds of 284
. licensing of 280
. . for re 279
. licence of, revoked 287(1)
. re-insurance in another 285(2)
. service upon 281
. statement re, filed by attorney 282
. unlicensed, insurance by 289
Execution
. cash-mutual insurer, against 130(1)
. mutual insurer against 130(1)
. unsatisfied, claimants rights,
where 93
Expenses
. administration of deposit, of 57(2)




application for licence, for .. .30(2)
application for licence, on ...11(3)
application of insured as ....89(4)
certificate of secretary of
insurer, as 120(3)
certificate of Superintendent as 9(2)
filing of documents, of 9(3)
order for administration of
deposit, for 54
record of, kept 64(2)
terms of contract as 89(1)
. exception 89(2)
Explosion
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
. insurance against damage by . . .Zl
Extra-provincial corporation
. licence for 28(7)
Father
. defined 13111 18
. preferred beneficiary, as .... 158(2)
Fees
. action for recovery of TiX)
. . leave for 7(3)
. adjuster's licence, for 297(1)
. broker's licence, for 291(4)
. copy of Superintendent's
decision, for 11(2)
. inspection of book, records for 8(2)





. enquiry re 13
Fire insurance
. application of Act to 104(1)
. application of, to live stock
insurance 229
. application of, to weather
insurance 233
. automobiles, on 105(2)
. broker for, special licence, re 293
. contract for, with unlicensed
insurer 79
. contract of, to be signed
'by resident agent 100(1)
. . exception 100(2)
. defined 1 1[ 23
. discrimination re premium
rates prohibited 311







. policy of, clause
limiting liability 109(2)
. policy of, particulars in 107
. premium note plan, under 114
. relief from forfeiture of 112
. renewal receipt for 106
. requisites re, for licensing
exchange 280(o)
. rights insurable by 105(1)
. scope of licence for 27
. . restrictions re 28(4, 5)
. statutory conditions re 108




. defined 11[22, 131ir9
. unauthorized insurance in . . .21(5)
Forfeiture
accident and sickness insurance
. relief from 226
automobile insurance re
. relief from 201
fire insurance, re, relief from ..112
real estate, of 77(4)
society re
. conditions restricted 249(1)
. member by 248(1)
Form
. application for driver's
policy, for 1W(5)
. copies of, filed with
Superintendent 30(1) (rf)
. fire insurance contracts, of,
statutory conditions re 108
. licences, of 33(1)
. policy issued by underwriters
agency, of 80(2, 3)
. policy, of, filed 83(1)
. premium note, of 115(2), Schedule B





. contract of insurance of . . 139(3)
. defined 11124, 131^10
. excepted under
Act, when ...... .136(7), 147(4)
. licences granted to 23(1) (d)
. meaning of heirs, etc.,
in contracts of 149(2)
. party to agreement re
reinsurance 320(3)
. power of, re real estate 77(3)
. retirement allowance for
officers of 321




. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
. premiums, re 295
Funds
. exchange, of, invested 284
. general, society, of 260
. reserve, exchange, of 283
. society, of 256
. surplus, society, of 260
Goods moved





. building of exempt, when . .126(5)
Grandchildren
preferred beneficiaries, as . . 158(2)
Group insurance
. application of 218(4)
. excepted under Act 143(6)
Group life insurance
. affected by age of insured .... 144
. certificates for 136(6)
. defined 131(11)
. disposal of profits, etc., from 172(2)
. excepted under
Act 132(5), 134(2), 147(4)
. law applicable to 133
. law governing 133
. policy for 136(2, 3, 5)
. rights of insured imder .... 161'(3)
Guarantee insurance
. application of Act to 241(1)
. contracts, re 99
. defined If 26
. excepted under Act, when . .92(2)
Hail




books, records inspected at . . 16(4)
change of place of 47(2)
defined 1 f 28
inspection of books at 16(4)
inspection of insurer at 16
Ontario, in
. cancellation of licence,
when 47(1) (^-<7)
. deposit when 47
outside Ontario






. . requirements for licence,
when 28(6)
. . service, when 17'(1)
Hearing
. petition re reinsurance
agreement 323, 324
Heirs
. meaning of 149
Housing projects
. investment of funds in 77(5)
Husband
. disentitled as beneficiary 170
. divorce of, eflFect 169
. insurable interest in life of 152(c)
. meaning of, in declaration
policy 166(2)
. preferred beneficiary, as .... 158(2)
Identified articles
. fire damage to, as first loss 101(4)
Imperfections
. contract not invalidated by . .91(2)
Incorporation
. Act of, filed with
Superintendent 30(l)(o)
statement of expenses of,
sent to Superintendent ...31(1)
. . payments on, limited 31(1)
Indemnity
. eflFect of violation of law as
claim for 84
particulars, re fire insurance
policy 107




. action on behalf of 94(2)
Inflammable substances
statutory conditions re 108
Information




. privileged, when 82
Ink








. cash payment of premiums by 117
. defined 175(3)
Instrument in writing
. defined 131 1[ 12
Insurable interest
. contract void without 153
. life of persons, on 151, 152
unnecessary, when 154
Insurance—See also Contracts of
insurance
classes of, regulations re 24(1)
contract of—see Contract
defined Iff 31, 131 IT 13
exchange of contracts of 275
expiration of, premium
note void after 122
. particulars re, in policy 92







. licensing of members of . .290(16)
Insurance fund
. defined 1 If 32
Insurance money
. action for recovery of,
time for 97(1)
apportionment of 94(3)
assessment retained out of ....123
cash payments retained out of 123
defined 1 If 33, 131 f 4
disposal of, among
preferred beneficiaries 165
free of claims of creditors,
when 164(1)
. held by insurer after
maturity of contract 176
. life insurance, re,
payment of 161 (2)
. paid into court, when 102
payable in instalments,
insured unable to commute 175(1)
. exceptions 175(2)
Insurance on cash plan
. defined 1 If 34
Insured
. application of, as evidence . . .89(4)
.^ contract of life insurance
*
' assigned to 160
. contract surrendered by 171
. copy of application furnished to 90
. declaration of, re





liability of re assessments . . 120(2)
life insurance, re
. misrepresentation 140, 141
. statements of,
incontestable 140(2)
money borrowed on contract by 171
particulars re
. group life insurance
policy, in 136(2)
. life insurance policy, in ..136(1)
. policy, in 92
persons as, in group
life insurance 137(2)
persons not deemed as agent for 150






access to books, etc., of 14
accident and sickness
insurance, for
. action for premium by . . . .219(2)
address of, filed with
Superintendent 1?(2)
amalgamation of 317(2)
annual inspection of 16(1)
. affairs of 16(2)
annual statements of,
corrected 18(3)




notice of action given to . . . .215
policy of. defences of . .214(6-9)
preservation of rights of . . . .206
reimbursement of 214(8)
third party in action, as 214(9)
cancellation of licence of
. failure to reinsure, for .... 126(3)
continuing, transfer of
deposit to name of 50
contract voidable at option
of. when 95(3)
copy of application for life
insurance furnished by 148
. supplied by 90
creditors of. secured by deposit 52
declaration re beneficiaries
filed with 161(4,5)







. defined 1 If 35,40(1), 100(3),
131 1[ 16
delivery of policy binding on ... .95
deposit of securities by—see
Approved securities; Deposit
deposit withdrawn by 44
discontinuing, transfer of
deposit to successor 50




. annual statement of 72(4)
. audit expenses paid by ...72(3)
. records kept by 72(1,2)
form of policy filed by 83(1)
forms for proof of loss
supplied by 96
funds invested by
. housing projects, in 77(5)
. leaseholds, in 77(6)
. real estate, in 77(5)
inquiry directed by
Superintendent 13
investments of, appraised . . . 18(6)
liability of, re insurance
for cash premiums 129(3)
licences granted to
. conditions precedent to . . . .31(3)
. head office outside
Ontario, when 28(6)
. requirements for 28(4)




. failure re, penalty 21(2)
. required by 21(1)
licensed, list of, published ... .9(1)
life insurance re
. annual statement of 74(6)
lives of children insured
by, duty of 156
misrepresentation as 81
misrepresentation by 141
money held by after
maturity of contract 176
notice of Superintendent's
decision sent to 11(1)
notices forwarded to 17(3)
operating under premium
note plan 114
owner's driver's, policy of
. coverage extended by 212






. automobile insurance for. . . 196(1)
. fire insurance policy, in 107
payment of commission by,
forbidden 98
payment of insurance
money by 161 (2)
penalties of 85
petition of. for authorization
of bonds 19
power of, re real estate ...77(1,2)
power of, to insure on
cash plan 129
premium notes accepted by 115(1)
premiums held in trust for .... 302
real estate of, appraised .... 18(4, 5)
records kept by
. premium income, of 72(1)
records of—see Records
reinsurance of risk with 124
reinsurance with unlicensed
insurer 22
returns by, to Superintendent 305
right of claimant against 93
right of, re premium 95(2)
statement of incorporation
expenses of, sent to
Superintendent 31(1)
. . payments on, limited 31(2)
. statement of re creditors,
outstanding contracts 59(1)
. statement of, verified 74
. subscriber not deemed, when 276
. surplus, profits applied to
contract of life insurance
by 172(3)
. unable to meet liability, where 102
. unlicensed, property insured by 79
Interests
. contracts, on 78
. insurance money held by
insurer, on 176
. overdue premiums, on 146(5)
. paid on deposited securities 42(6)
. premiums, on, where
insurance on children
excessive 156(2)







. allowed as assets ,... — . 18(2)
. appraisement of . .w ^ 18(6)






. leaseholds, in 77(6)
. real estate, in 77(6)
Joint stock insurzuice companies
. licences granted to 23(l)(fl)
. . restrictions on 28(1)
Judge
. apportionment of insurance
money by 94(3)
. defined 131 1[ 17
. execution order by, when . . 130(2)
Judgment
. unsatisfied, claimants rights
where 93
Judgment creditor
. motor vehicle liability, re
. . notice to 21S(t)
Jury
. question of materiality
decided by 89(6)
Lapse
. inducing, prohibited 304
Lapsed contract
. life insurance re,
reinstatement of 147
Law
. violation of, effect on indemnity 84
Lawful heirs
. meaning of 149
Leaseholds
. investment in 77(6)
Legal heirs
. meaning of 149
Liability
. contracts of guarantee
insurance, re 99
. fire insurance policy, re,
clause limiting 109(2)
. insured, of, re assessments 120(2)
. insured, of, re cash
payments 120(2)
. insurer, of, re insurance
for cash premiums 129(3)
. insurer unable to meet, where 102
. valuation of 16(5)
Licence register
. kept by Superintendent ...8(l)(o)
. . inspection of 8(2)
Licences
. agents, of 290
. application for, decision of
Superintendent, re 11
. associations, of 272
. attorney, of 286










burden of proof re 85(4)
cancellation of 10, 85(2, 3)
. failure to keep unimpaired
deposit for 36
. failure to make further
deposit for 42(4)
. failure to reinsure, for . . 126(3)




. notice of, published 37(4)
. order for administration
of deposit often 54(2)
. other provinces, by, effect 37(6)
. revival after 38




effect of granting of 23(2)
exchange of 279, 280
. suspension 287
expiry of 33 (2)
extra-provincial corporation,
for 28(7)
fire insurance for, scope of ....27
. restrictions re 28(4, 5)
forms of 33(1)
granting of
. conditions precedent to ....31(3)
. right to 32
insurance "brokers, for 291, 292
. special 293
issued to corporations 300
issued to partnerships 299
joint stock insurance
companies, for, restricted . 28(1)
life insurance, for, scope of ...26




member of society, for ... .290(18)
mutual benefit society, of 268,269
officers of society, for . . .290(17)
one or more classes of
insurance, for 24(2)
register of 8(1) (o)
. inspection of 8(2)




required by agent 21(1)
. failure re, penalty 21(3)
required by insurer 21(1)
. failure re, penalty 21(2, 3)
requirements for granting of . .28
right to, determined by
Superintendent 10, 32
societies, for
special insurance broker, of
. application for 293(2)
. expiration of 293(3)
.forfeiture of 293(12)
. issue of 293(1)
. renewal of 293(4)
. security for 293(5)
suspension of 10, 85(23)
. failure to keep unimpaired
deposit, for 36
transport ticket agents, for 290(20)
void for failure to pay claim ...35
Lien
. not created by premium note . . . 128
Lieutenant-Governor in Coundl
. "bonds authorized by 19
. conditional licence issued by 37(5)
. deposit transferred by 50
. deputy Superintendent
appointed by 3(1)
. licence cancelled by 10
. power of, to apply Act
to other provinces 49
. regulations made by 290(21)
. . classes of insurance, re . . .24(1)
. . fees, re 86(3)
. . taxes, re 86(3)
. return of securities directed by 45
. Superintendent appointed by 3(1)
. suspension of licence by 85(2)






Act inapplicable to, when . . .87(6)
children, on, restricted 156
contract of
. application of Act to 132
. valuation of 78
dealing in, prohibited when . .81
defined 1 II 36
inducing lapse on, prohibited ..304
reinsurance, re 320
scope of licence for 26
. restriction re 28(4,5)
INSURANCE—Con. Sec.
Life insiirance—Con.
. society by, limitation period ..258
. terms not in policy of, invalid 139
Lightning
. fire insurance, re, statutory
conditions 108
Liquidator
. statement of, re creditors,
outstanding contracts 59(1)
Live stock insurance
. application of Act to 227
. application of fire insurance to 229
. defined If 37
. excepted under Act, when ..110(5)
. premium note plan, under ....114
. premium of 230(23)
. property insured tmder 228
. term of contract of 230(1)
Lloyds
. application of Act to 40(4)
. licences granted to 23(1) (A)
. . restrictions on 28(2)
Lodges
. defined If38
. society, of 242(1)
Loss
. fire from, rateable
contribution to 110
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
. identified articles, as
first loss 110(4)
. insurance for cash
premiums, under 129(3)
. record of
. . automobile insurance, re .73(1)
. . fire insurance re 72(1)
Machinery
. insurance on, excepted,
where 110(5)
Marine insurance
. Act inapplicable to, when . . .87(c)
. application of Act to 40(3)
. defined 1 f 39
. excepted under Act, when . . . 110(5)
Master
. accounts passed before .69(2), 71
. distribution of balance of
deposit directed by 70(3)
. execution directed by, when 130(2)
. Superintendent discharged by ..71
Material change





. life insurance, re,
question of fact 142
. question of fact for court . . .89(6)
Medical examination
. disclosure of facts in 140
Meeting
. increase of society's rates,
for 253(4)
Millers
. buildings of, exempt, when 126(5)
Minister
. approved securities deposited
with 41
. annual report sent to 18
. appeal to, re suspension,
etc., of licence 306
. conditional licence issued by 37(5)
. conditions of licences
prescribed by 24(4)
. consent of, for change of
head office 47(2)
. defined 1 H 40
. Department presided over by ... .2
. licences cancelled by 10, 36
. licences granted by 23(1)
. licences obtained from 21(1)
. licences revived by 38
. policies prohibited by 83(2)
. report re society assets
sent to 253(1)
. report to by Superintendent . .3(2)
. substitution for securities
permitted by 43
. title to securities vested in . .42(5)
. violation of Act reported to ....39





. capacity of, re insurance 155
. contract surrendered for
maintenance of 173(3)
. policies on lives of 155
. third party policies on lives of 157
Misrepresentation
. contract for life
insurance, re 140, 141
. insurer, by 141
. policy of automobile
insurance, in 2(X)
. statutory conditions re 108
Mortgages






. forbidden to receive commission 98
. notice of due date of
assessment to 121 (3)
Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act
. application of 77(^2)
Mother
. defined 1311118
. preferred beneficiary, as .... 158(2)
Motor accident claims




. defences to 214(4-9)
. notice for action re 215
. policies other than 216, 217
. policy of 207
. . application of money under . .214
. . special cases, in 213
. defined 192(/)
Mutual benefit societies
. annual statement of 271
. application of Act to 270
. defined 1 1f41
. exempt under Act 2\{A){b,d)
. fraternal society not deemed . . .240
. licences granted to 23(l)(e)
. licensing of 268
. . requisites for 269
. power of, re real estate ....77(3)
Mutual corporation




. licences granted to 23(l)(fr)
. . restrictions on 28(2)
Mutual insurer
. execution against 130(1)
Mutual livestock insurance
corporations
. application of Act to 114
National Housing Act (Canada)
. application of 77(5)
Next of kin
. meaning of 149
Newspaper
. notice of order of





. action against re motor
vehicle liability, in 215




. application for licence, of 29
. beneficiary for value, by 159
. cancellation of licence, of . 37(4)
. disputed claims, of 34
. divorce of, required, when 169(3)
. due date of assessment, of 119(2)
. . contents of 121(2)
. . mode of giving 121 (1)
. . mortgagee, to 121(3)
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
. forfeiture of real estate, for . .77(4)
. forwarded to insurer 16(3)
. intention to appeal, of, served 65(1)
. order for administration
of deposit, for 54(3)
. return of deposit, for 45(2)
. withdrawal of deposit, of ....44(2)
Notice of disablement
. life insurance policy, in .... 136(5)
Oaths
. administration of 5
. examination of witnesses under . .4
Officer
. defined 11144
. shareholder of insurance
company, as, forbidden 6
Old age insurance
. society, by 263
Ontario
. contracts deemed to be made in 88
. contracts re persons resident in 88
Ontario Gazette
. advertisement for claims in 48(2)
. notice of application
published in 29
. notice of cancellation of
licence published in 37(4)
. notice of licences published in 9(1)
. notice of order of
administration published in... 58
. return of securities
published in 45(1)
. revocation of licence
published in 287(2)
. withdrawal of securities
published in 44(2)
Ontario Insurance Act, 1924
. application of 42(5)
Options
. life insurance policy in 136(3)
Order
. adjustment of premium
rates, re 313(1)
. . appeal from 313(2)
INSURANCE—Con. Sec.
Order—Con.
. administration of deposit, for . . .54
. . efifect of • 56
. allowing claim 63(3)
. disallowing claim 63^(3)
. maintenance of minors, re 173(3)
. master, of
. . accounts, re 69(3)
. . payment to claimants 69
Ordinary beneficiary
. adopted child, as 167
. deceased, disposal of share of 163
. persons who are 158(3)
Owner
. policy of 207
. . extended coverage of 212
. . insurer not liable under 210






. defined If 46
Parent
. defined 131 If 18
. insurable interest in life
of child of 152(a)
. ordinary beneficiaries, as 167
. relationship of, to adopted child 167
Partnerships
. licences issued to 299
Payees
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Payments
. cash, in—see Cash payments
. cash, premium notes
subject to 115(1)
. life insurance policy not
over $2,000 138
. life insurance premiums, of 146(3-5)
Penalties
. action for recovery of 7(2)
. . leave for 7(3)
. default re cash payments, for 120(1)
. excessive insurance on
children, for 156(4)
. failure to obtain adjuster's
licence, for 297(7)
. failure to obtain broker's
licence, for 291 (6)
. failure to reinsure, for 126(3)







. paid to Treasurer of Ontario 85(6)






. licences granted to 23(1) (i)
Pension fund society
. exempt under Act 21(4)) (a)
. fraternal society, not deemed 240
Period of grace
. life insurance premiums, for . . . 146
. stated in contract, where . .146(6)





. Ontario, in, signing of
contract re 1(X)(1)
. . exception 100(2)
Petition






. accident and sickness
insurance, of
. . contents of 220(1)
. . special cases 222
. . statutory conditions, in 221
. automobile insurance, of
. . mailed to insured 196(3)
. . misrepresentation in 200
. . payment of 202
. . use of red ink in 204
. contents of 92
. contract of life insurance, for 135
. deductions allowed from
value of 78(2-8)
. defined l\i 49. 192(h)
. delivery of, effect 95(1)
. drivers, of
. . agreements in 209
. . extended coverage of 212
. . liability under 211
. fire insurance, of
. . co-insurance clause in ....109(1)
. . contents of, re 107
. form of, determined by
Superintendent 24(3)
. forms of, filed with
Superintendent . . .30(l)(rf), 83(1)
. group life insurance, for 136(2, 3, 5)
. . particulars in 136(2)






. cash surrender value in . . 136(3)
. particulars in 136(1,3,4,5)
. payment where not
over $2,000 138
. terms not in, invalid 139
live stock insurance, of
. premium of 230(3)
. renewal of 230(2)
lives of children, on,
contents of 156(4)
meaning of husband, wife,
children, in 166
minors, capacity to deal with ..155
more than one, rateable
contribution where 110
motor vehicle liability, of ....207
. application of money under 214
. excepted under Act, when 93(2)
. policies other than 216,217
. special cases 213
owner of
. agreements in 209
. extended coverage of 212
. insurer not liable under,
where 210
. liability under 211
prohibited by Minister 83(2)
society of, unmatured 246(4)
terms of contract to be
set out in 89(1)
. exception 89(2)







. consent, of, for surrender
of contract 173(1)
. deceased, share taken by . . . 168(4)
. designated by name 166(3)
. disposal of money within
the class of 165
. interest of, not revocable . . 164(3)
. life income received by .... 164(2)
. persons who are 158(2)
. trust created in favour of . . 164(1)
Premium
. accident and sickness
insurance, for
. . action for 219(2)
. . unpaid 219(3)
. agent for receiving 294(1)






. broker as agent for 294(1)
. cash plan, re, amount of 129




. fraud re 295
. held in trust for insurer 302
. insurer's right re 95(2)
. life insurance, re
. . eflFect of default 145(2)
. . manner of payment .... 146(3-5)
. live stock insurance
policy, of 230(2,3)
. overdue, interest on 146(5)
. paid by cheque, etc 95(3)
. particulars, re
. . policies, in 92, 136(2, 3, 5)
. period of grace for payment of 146
. rates of
. . inquiry into 315
. recoverable where insurance
on children excessive .... 156(3)
. reinsurance in lieu of claims for 67
. tax on, where special
brokers' licences 293(9)
. unearned, liability as 74(5)
. weather insurance for 235
Premium income
. record of 72(1)
Premiimi note plan
. contract on application for ....118




. policies unnecessary under .... 125
. reinsurance of risk under 124
Premiimi notes
. accepted by insurer 115(1)
. agricultural property, re
. . written application for, needed 118
. assessment based on face
value of 119(3)
. assessment of 119
. defined If 51
. division court action upon 127
. form of 115(2)
. lien not created by 128
. rate re agricultural property ..116
. subject to assessment 115(1)
. subject to cash payments .115(1)
. void, when 115(3), 122
Premium rates
. agricultural property, re 116
. fixed by bureau 308-310
INSURANCE—Con. Sec.
Priorities
. claimants, of 60
Procedure
. appeal on 12(3)
Promissory note
. premium paid by 95(3)
Proof of loss












. contracts re 88
. special licence 293
particulars of, in application
for insurance 118
Property damage insurance
. defined 1 If S3
Provincial Registrar
. by-law of society filed with 243(1)
Public liability insurance









. access to books, etc., of 314
. defined 308
. examination of books, etc., of 314
. information re, filed with
Superintendent 309
Real estate
. appraisement of 18(4, 5)
. forfeiture of 77(4)
fraternal society's power re ..77(3)
. insurer's power re 77(1, 2)
. investment in 77(6)
. mutual benefit society's
power re 77(3)
. Ontario, in, signing of
contract re 100(1)






. licences granted to 23(1) (^)
. . restrictions on 28(2)
Kecords
. audit of, ordered 72(2)
. claims of 8(1) (c)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. evidence, documents of
claim, of 64(2)
. privileged, when 82
. produced for inspection 16(4)
. securities, of 8(1) (6)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. special brokers' licences, of 293(7)
. Superintendent's access to ..59(2)
. transmitted to registrar on
appeal 65(4)
Red ink
. use of Ill
. . accident and sickness
policy, in 225
. . automobile insurance
policy, in 204
Refund
. declared from surplus 117(5)
Registrar
. licence, of 8(1) (a)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. receipt of, for money
paid into court 102(2)
Regulations
. classes of insurance, re 24(1)
. defined 11[55
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 290(22)
. . . fees, re 86(3)
. . taxes re 86(3)
Reinsurance
agreement re, in writing 318
. approval of 319
claims, in lieu of 67
defined 316
documents re petition for, filed 322
life insurance, re 320
premium note plan, under 124
. agreement re 125
. compulsory where 126
recommendations by _
Superintendent 324





, Superintendent, of 69(3)
Renewal receipt
. contract, of, contents of ....89(3)
. fire insurance contract, for ... 106
Replacement
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Report
. annual, prepared by
Superintendent 19
. assets of society, re 253(1)
. authorization of bonds, for .... 19
. filed by Society, monthly . . . .252(1)
. insufficient assets, of 37(1)
. society, by
. . date of 255(3)
. . expense of readjustment . .255(4)
. . readjustment of 255(2)
. society's assets deficient
when 266(1)
. violation of Act, of 39
Reserve
. disputed claims, for 68
Resident
. Ontario, of, contract re 88
Retirement allowance
. officers of fraternal society, for 321
RetxuTis
. business, of, transacted
through agency 80(5)
. failure to make, penalty . . . .85(5)
. insurer, by, to Superintendent 305
Risks
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
. premium note plan, under,
reinsurance of 124
. single fire, re, meaning of . . 126(2)
Rules
. society, of 243
. . amended 244
. . deliverable on demand 245
Salvage
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Schedule
. claimants, of 66(3)
. Superintendent's access to ...59(2)
Schedule A
. fees, taxes 86
Schedule B




. brokers special licence for . 293(5)
release of 293(10)
Securities
. access to books, etc., of 14
. deposit of. re licence
for exchange 279(2)
record of 8(1)(6)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. valuation of
. . annual statement in 74(8)
Service
exchange, upon 281
. head office outside
Ontario, where 17(1)
Sick and funeral benefits
defined 11156
Sickness benefits
. basis of valuation of 78(6)
Sickness insurance
. defined 1 H 57
Society
—
See also Mutual benefit
societies
actuary appointed by 252(2)
actuary's declaration not
furnished by 256(1)
actuary's valuation of 256(3)
annual statement by 267
application of Act to 237
application of surplus funds of 260
benefits paid by instalments 246(1)
by-laws of 243
children insured by 257
decrease of benefits of 254
default by, re Minister's
request 255(1)
defined 236
endowment insurance by 264
expense fund of 256(5)
forfeiture by member of 248
. restricted conditions, re 249
fraternal society, not deemed 240
general fund of 260
head office of
. incorporated in Ontario . . . .251
increase of rates of 254
licensing of 238
. exceptions 239
. members, of 290(17)
. officers, of 290(17)
limitation of liability in 247(1)
lodges, branches of 242(1)
meeting of, to increase rates 253(4)
merger of funds of 256(4)





. new certificates issued to
members of 256(2)
. notice by, re reduced benefits 250(2)
. notice to members of 250(1)
. old age insurance by 263
. period of limitation re
life insurance 258
. rates of contribution of,
changed 262
. rates to be increased by 253(2)
. readjustment of report by .255(2)
. reinstatement of member in 248(3)
. report of, when assets
deficient 266(1)
. report re assets of 253(1)
. special assessment by,
for epidemics 259
. statements to members of . . .252(3)
. . exception 252(4)
. surrender of values by 265
. unmatured policies 246(4)
. withdrawal of member
from 247(2,3)
Sprinkler leakage




. creditors, re 59(1)
. erroneous, in application
for contract 89(5)
. expenses of incorporation of,
sent to Superintendent ....31(1)
. . payments on, limited 31(2)
. members of society, for 252(3)
. . exception 252(4)
. insured of, re life
insurance, incontestable . . 140(2)
. outstanding contracts, re ...59(1)
. privileged, when 82
Statutory conditions
. accident and sickness
insurance, of 221
. notice re 223
. variations 224
automobile insurance, of 197
. exempt from policy 198
. relief from forfeiture under . .201
declaration re beneficiaries
for value verified by 161(5)
fire insurance policy, re 108
stipulations not deemed a
variation of 113
Statutory declarations




. evidence taken down by 8(3)
Stipulations
. not deemed to vary
statutory conditions 113
Subrogation
. automobile insurance under . . . .204
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Subscribers
. contracts for, by exchange . . 385(1)
. . deemed not insurer 276
. defined 274{b)
. exchange of insurance by . .277(1)
Suicide
. contract voided by 147(3)
Summary Convictions Act
. application of 85(6)
Superintendent
. abstracts of books, etc.,
ordered by 16(5)
. access to books, etc., of 14
. . rating bureau 314
. action against 7(1)
. action brought by 7(2)
. action by, re reinsurance ..324-326
. adjusters licences issued by 297(1)
. annual report prepared by 18
. appeal from decision of 12
. appeal from order of 65
. application to, to share in deposit 53
. appointment of 3(1)
. automobile insurance policy
approved by 199
. books kept by 8(1)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. "books, records, etc.,
accessi'ble to 59(2)
. brokers' licences issued by . . . .291
. certificate of, as evidence ....9(2)
. claim disallowed by 63(3)
. classes of insurance
determined by 24(3)
. decision of, re granting licences 11
. defined 11159
. deposit vested in, on order
for administration 56
. discharged as administrator ....71
. discrimination re premium rates
investigated by 312
. documents for application
filed with 30
. duties of 2(2)
. evidence required by 4
. form of policy determined by 24(3)





. information furnished to 15
. inquiry directed by 13
. inquiry into premium rates by 315
. insurers inspected by, annually 16
. list of licensed insurers
published by 9(1)
. notice of application required by 29
. notice of disputed claims
given to 34
. notice of intention to appeal
served on 65(2)
. notice to claimants by 63(2)
. order for administration of
deposit made by 54
. order of re adjustment of
premium rates 313(1)
. . appeal from 313(2)
. powers of re licensing exchange 280
. powers of re society's by-laws 243
. powers of re society's funds . .256
. proceeds of deposit
distributed by 70(1)
. production of books, etc.,
directed by 16(4)
. records kept by 8(1)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. remuneration of 69(3)
. report for authorization of
bonds prepared by 19
. report of insufficient
assets, by 37(1)
. report re policies to Minister 83(2)
. report to, where society's
assets deficient 266(1)
. represented on advisory
board 290(10)
. reserve for disputed claims
set aside by 68
. right to licence determined by 10
. schedule of claimants
prepared by 66(1)
. service on, when head office
outside Ontario 17(1)
. shareholder of insurance
company, as, forbidden 6
. statement of accounts of 69
. statements re exchange
filed with 282
. statutory conditions prescribed by
. . automobile insurance, re ... 197
violation of Act reported by ...39
Surplus
. definition of 117(4)
. net, table of 117(5)
. particulars re, in life
insurance policy 136(4)




. life insurance contracts from . . 172
Table
. reinsurance, single fire, for .... 126
. surplus, of 117(5)
Tax
. annual, tax on 288
. paid to Department 83, Schedule A
. premiums, on, where special
brokers' licences 293(9)
Termination of insurance
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Terms
. contract, of, set out in policy 89(1)




. contracts of 99
Tornadoes
. insurance against damage by . . .21
Trade unions
. exempt under Act 21 (4) (c)
. fraternal society, not deemed . .240
Transport ticket agents
. licensing of 290(20)
Treasurer of Ontario
. annual tax paid to 288
. penalties paid to 85(6)
Trust
. created in favour of
preferred beneficiaries 164
Underwriters agency
. annual return of business
transacted through 80(5)




. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Values
. surrendered by society 265
Vehicles
. insurance against damage by . . .21
Vendors and Purchasers Act
. application of 99(2)
Vouchers
. abstracts of, prepared 16(5)
. Superintendent's access to ..59(2)
Warranty
. contract, in, set out in policy .89
INSURANCE—Con. Sec
Warranty—Con.
. financial standing of,
forbidden, when 76
Waiver of condition
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Weather insurance
. additional conditions 2ZZ{2.')
. application of Act to 231
. application of fire insurance to 233
. alterations to buildings
without consent 233 (2) (ii)
. defined 1 1[ 62
. payment of premium of 235
. premium note plan, under ....114
. property insurable under 232
. term of 234
. termination of 233 (2) (i)
Wife
. disentitled as beneficiary 170
. divorce of, effect 169
. insurable interest in life of 152(6)
. meaning of, in declaration
of policy 166(1)
preferred beneficiary, as .... 158(2)
Will




. order for administration
of deposit on 54(2) (&), 55
Witnesses
. examination of 4
Workmen's compensation insurance
. defined 1 ff 63
INSURANCE AGENTS








See Judicature Act; Mortgages
Act; Public Works Act;
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. exceptions to 1,2
. immunity to, of His Majesty ..11
. implied provisions 28
. preamble, purpose and effect of . .8
. private, notice of 7
. public, judicial notice of 7
. remedial, deemed 10
. scope of 1, 2, 3
Administration of oaths




. effect of 15
. power of, reserved to Legislature 13




. court or judge, to, procedure . .30
Appointment
. authorization of, giving power
to appoint deputy 28(n)
. Lieutenant-Governor, by,
effect of 21





. peace officer, as 31(-srrf)
By-laws
. amendment and revocation . .28(p)
. expressions used in, meaning of . .6
. issue of, when operation
of Act postponed 5
Christmas Day
. holiday 31 (Ar)
Commencement of Act





. interpretation, of 2, 32, 33
Consolidation
. effect of 15
. presumptions from fact of 19
INTERPRETATION—Con. Sec.
Constable










. application to, procedure 30
. rules of—see Rules of court
Court of Appeal
. appeal to, procedure on 29
. defined 31(e)
Criminal Code, 1892 (Canada)




. alternative to oath 31 (^m)
. Legislature, none by on
amendment repeal, etc 16-19
. swearing, in place of 31(6)
^«p"*y
Of,/ N
. appointment of, permitted . .28(n)
. powers of 28(/)
Deputy sheriff
. peace officer 31(arrf)
Dominion Day
. holiday 31(^)
Duly qualified medical practitioner



















. prescribing of, when
operation of Act postponed ...5
Gender









. Act, not part of 9
Her Majesty
. defined 31 (;")
Hereafter









. immunity from Acts, extent of 11
Holiday
. defined 31^)
. time computation affected by 28(h)
Immunity
. His Majesty, of, to Acts 11
Implied powers
- application of 2B(b)
Implied provisions
. application of 28
Imprisonment
. degree 25
. place of 24
Inaccuracies
. forms not vitiated by 2S(d)
Incompetent
. mental—see Mental incompetent
Jail
. employee of, as peace officer 3l(sd)
Joint duties
. implied provisions re 28(c)
Judge
. application to, procedure 30
Judicature Act
. application of 3l(sh),32
Judicial decision
. adoption of, not to be presumed 19
Judicial notice
. public Acts, re 7
Jurisdiction
. implied provisions as to ....28(a)
Justice of i>eace
. defined 31(/)












. defined 31 (m)
Legislature
. judicial decision, adoption
of not presumed 19
. power reserved to amend, etc. 13
Letters patent
. expressions used in, meaning of 6
. issue of, when operation of
Act postponed £
Lieutenant-Governor
. appointment by 21
. defined 31 (n^
. powers 23, 31(ifc)







. defined 31 (q)
Marginal notes
. Act, not part of 9
Matters





. peace officer 31(zd)
Medical Act
. registration under 31 (m)
Medical practitioner






























. defined 31 (2&)
Notes
. marginal, not part of Act 9
Notice
. given, when operation of
Act postponed 5
. judicial, of public Act 7
. originating 30












. . liberal construction 10
. . preamble 8
Offence
. under two Acts 26
Office
. tenure of 21
Operation of Act
. postponed, powers when 5
Order
. expressions used in, meaning of . .6
. issue when operation of
Act postponed 5
Order in Coimcil
. expressions used in, meaning of . . 6
INTERPRETATION—Con. Sec.
Order in Council—Con.
. issue when operation of
Act postponed 5
Originating notice











. incidence of office 2B(e,f)
Preamble
. purpose and effect of 8
Presumptions
. none allowed 16-19
Private Act
. immunity of His Majesty 11
. operation of, restricted 12
. notice of 7
Procedure
. appeal, on 29
. application, to judge or court, on 30
Proclamation
. defined 31(^/)
. Lieutenant-Governor, by 20
Provisions
. implied 28
. substituted, effect of 14(2), 15
Public Act
. every Act deemed to be 7




. effect of IS
. presumptions from fact of 19
Reeve
. peace officer 3l{zd)
Reference
. former Acts, to 9
. sections, to, by numbers . . . .28(m)
Reformatory—i'ee Jail
Registrar
. defined 31 (xg)
Regulations
. expressions used in, meaning of . .6











. power of, included in power
of appointment 28(i)
Repeal
. effect of 14
. power of. reserved to Legislature 13
. presumptions from fact of . . .16, 17
Revision
. effect of 15







. court of—see Rules of court
. expressions used in, meaning of . .6







. time, as to 4
Rules of court
. defined 31 (21)
. procedure prescribed by ....29,30
Scheme
. expressions used in, meaning of . . 6
. issue, when operation of
Act postponed 5
Scope
. Act, of 1-3
Sections






. peace officer 31 {zd)
Sheriff's officer
. peace officer ZKjsd)
Substituted provisions
. effect of 14(2)
Successors











. defined 31 {sm)
Tense







. computation of 28(/i)
. rules of construction 4
Upper Canada




. peace officer Zl{zd)
Warrant
. expressions used in, meaning of . . 6
. issue, when operation of
Act postponed 5
Writing






See Administration of Justice
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Adjoining province
. drainage agreements made with . . 1
. drainage costs borne by 2
Agreements




. borne by adjoining province 1,
2
. borne by municipalities 3







. agreements authorized by 1
Minister of Public Works
. agreements made by 1
. drainage work ordered by 2
. payment of, ordered by 3
Municipal Drainage Act
. application of 2,
3
Municipality
. drainage provided by 2
. . cost of, borne by 3
INTESTACY
See Crown Administration of




* See Highway Traffic Act; Li-
quor Control Act; Liquor
{ Licence Act; Marriage Act;
(Pawnbrokers Act
INVENTORIES
See Business Records Protection
Act
INVESTIGATION
See Department of Labour Act;
Fire Marshals Act; Inquiries;
Investigation of Titles Act;
Public Inquiries Act; Securi-
ties Act; Succession Duty Act
INVESTIGATION
OF TITLES
Investigation of Titles Act,
Vol. 2, p. 713.
See also Devolution of Estates
Act; Registry Act
Abstract index
. claim ruled oflf 2(8)
Affidavit
. claim verified by 2(5)
Application
Act, of 2(12), 3
Claim
. defined 1(a)
. dower, re 2(3,4)
. expiry of 2(1)
. instrument ruled off
abstract, when 2(8)
. notice of—see Notice of claim






. particulars re, in notice .
Crown






Devolution of Estates Act
. application of 1 (6
Dower
. registration of 2(3
. . alienation, after 2(4
Fees
. registration of notice of
claim, for 2(11
Instrument
. claim contained in 2(1
. defined 1(6
. ruled off abstract 2(8
Land
. defined l(c
. description of, in notice 2(5
. held by Crown, re
. owner's claim to 2(2
. registered under land titles, re .
Land titles office
. land registered in, re 2(12
Notice of claim
. particulars contained in 2(5
. registration of 2(2, 5, 6, 7
. . expired claim not
validated by 2(10
. . fee for 2(11
. . time for 2(9
Owner
. claim by 2(2
. defined l(d
Registration
. claim, of 2(1
. . failure re, effect 2(2
. dower, of 2(3,
4
. notice of claim, of 2(1,5,6,7
. . expired claim not
validated by 2(10
. . fee for 2(11
. . time for 2(9
Registry Act
. application of 2(8
Time
. notice of claim effective ..2(6,7








. root of title, for 2(1)
Title
. time for good root of 2(1)
Wife
. dower of 2{,3, 4)
INVESTIGATORS
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See also Insurance Act; Loan
and Trust Corporations Act;
Securities Act
Act
. penalties for contravention of 23(3)
Address for service
stated by applicant for registration 7
Advertising
. review of 18
Appeal
. decision of Superintendent,
from 15(1)
. time allowed for 15(2)
Application
. further, where circumstances
have changed 14
. registration, for 6
. renewal of registration, for 8
Assets
. deposit of, requirements re . 4(c)
. insufficient 13(2)
- qualified, defined \{d)
shown in quarterly returns 16(1)
valuation of, by issuer 20
Attorney-General
consent for recovery of penalties 24
Auditor
approval of by Superintendent 16(4)
Balance sheet
. extension of time re filing of . . .21
. filing of, with Superintendent 16(2)
. value of securities noted on 16(3)
Bonds




Cemadian and British Insurance
Companies Act
. assets of companies under l(rf)(iii)
. valuation of securities under ... .20
Cancellation
. registration, of 13
Cash
. valuation re, by issuer 20(a)
Companies Act






registration of as issuer 4
Court of Appeal
. appeal to
. . decision of Superintendent,
re 15(1)
time for 15(2)
. Superintendent to certify






. qualified assets l(rf)
. registered 1 (/)
. regulations 1 {g)
. salesman 1 (Jk)
. Superintendent 1 («')
Dominion Housing Act (Canada)
. mortgages under as
qualified assets l(rf)(ii)
Exemptions
. investment contracts subject to 22
Fees
. prescribed by regulations . . . .25(a)
Ffled
. defined 1 (a)
First mortgages
. valuation of, for returns
to Superintendent 20(6)
Forms
. application for registration 6
. filing of investment contract ... .2
. prescribed by regulations . . . .25(6)
. renewal of registration, re 8
Inspection
. books, etc., of issuers






. investment contract not
contract under 1(b)
. issuer not to include
insurer under 1(c)
Investment contracts
. copy filed with Superintendent 2(1)
, deemed not security 26(a)
. defined 1(&)
. form not acceptable
by Superintendent 2(2)
. issue by registered issuer only 3(1)
. persons who may oflfer for sale 3(2)
. sales exempted from Act 22
Investments
. rules re, for funds of issuer 11
Issuer
. deemed not investment
company 26(b)
. defined 1(c)
. inspection of books, etc., of 17(1,2)
. liability on investment contracts 10
. limitation re investment
of funds by 11
. notice of changes from 19(1)
. power to acquire real
property 12(1, 2)
. quarterly return by,
to Superintendent 16(1)
. registered, investment
contracts issued by 3(1)
. registration or renewal of ....8,9
. valuation of assets by 20
Lieutenant-Governor in Coxincil
. regulations made by 25
Loan and Trust Corporations Act
. issuer not corporation under 1(c)
Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act
. issuer to comply with 12(1)
National Housing Acts (Canada)
. mortgage under, as
qualified assets 1(d) (ii)
Penalties
. contravention of Act 23(1-3)














. application for 6
. further application re 14
. granting of by Superintendent ...9
. renewal of 8,
9
. . extension of time for 21
. requirements re, for salesmen 5(1)
. suspension 13(1, 2)
. . salesmen, re 5(2)
Regulations
. defined 1 (g)
. Lieutenant-Crovernor in Council,
by 25
RetiuTis




. inspection of books, etc., of 17
. notice to Superintendent
by, re changes 19(2)
. registration or renewal of ...8,9
. . requirements for 5(1)
. . suspension from 5(2)
Securities
. value noted on balance sheet 16(3)
Securities Act
. application of 26
Service
. address for 7
. change of address 19(1) (o)
Stocks
. valuation of, for returns
to Superintendent 20(^)
Superintendent
. appeal from decision of 15(1)
. application to, for registration . .6
. appraisal by, re valuation
of assets 20
. auditor approved by 16(4)
. balance sheet filed with 16(2)
. certificate of decision
re appeal 12(4)
. defined 1(«)
. extension of time by 21
. filing of contracts with 2
. inspection of books, etc., by 17(1)
. issuer to notify, re
certain changes 19(1)
. quarterly return to 16(1)
. registration or renewal of







. reserves of issuer determined by 10
. sales to notify, re certain
changes 19(2)
. submission of advertising for
approval may be required by 18
. suspension or cancellation
of registration by 13
Supreme Court
. procedure on appeal, as
from judgment of 15(3)
Time
. extension granted by
'Superintendent 21
Valuation
. assets, of 20
INVESTMENTS
See Investment Contracts Act;




See Territorial Division Act
ISOLATION HOSPITALS
See Public Health Act
JAILERS
See Jails Act; Judicature Act;
Municipal Act
JAILS
Jails Act, Vol. 2, p. 727.
See also Administration of Jus-
tice Expenses Act; Andrew
Mercer Reformatory Act;
Coroners Act; Department of
Reform Institutions Act; Ex-
tramural Employment of Per-
sons under Sentence Act; Fe-
male Refuges Act; Haliburton
Act; Industrial Farms Act;
Interpretation Act; Judicature
Act; Liquor Control Act;
Municipal Act; Parole Act;




. transfer of prisoners, for U
. . term of 16(1)





. prosecutions by, re repairs ..9(4)
Bailiffs
. appointment of 20(1)
. expenses of removal of
prisoners by 24(1)
. powers of 22
. temporary 20(2)
. warrant and receipt by 23
. warrant for removal by 21
By-laws
. repairs, for, by council 9(4)
Certificate
. inspector, by, re vacancies
of jailers 10(1)
Common jails
. committal in 3(2)
. detention in, pending
removal to reformatories 19
. transfers from lock-up to 4
Conditions
. construction of jails, re 8
. transfer of prisoners to
adjoining counties, re 13(1)
Construction
. approved by inspector 7
. conditions re materials
used in S(d,e)
Coimdls
. applications by, re termination
of agreements 16(2)
. by-laws for repairs by 9(4)
copy of report re unfit jails to 9(1)
. duty of, re lock-ups 15
. inspector's certificate re
vacancies to 10(1)
powers of, re vacancies 10(2)





. Minister 1 (J)
Discipline
. prisoners employed
outside jails, of 26
Disputes
federal offence prisoners, re 18(4)
Emplojonent of prisoners
. conditions re 8(ife)
. division of earnings from 29(1)
. . between counties and cities .30
. . Lieutenant-Governor in




. outside jail 25
. . discipline during 26
. . supervision of 27
Evidence
. proclamations, effect as 17
Exercise
. conditions re 8(/)
Expenses
. maintaining prisoners charged
with federal offences, for . . 18(2)
. removal of prisoners, of 24(1)
. . proportions by city and
county 24(2)
. transfers of prisoners, for
. . adjoining counties, to 14
. . charged with federal
offences, of 18(3)
Industrial farms
. committal in 3(2)
Inspectors
. appointment of temporary
bailiffs by 20(2)
. certificate of, re vacancies
of jailers 10(1)
. construction of jails
approved by 7
defined 1(a)
. disputes re maintenance, etc.,
of prisoners settled by . . . 18(4)
duties assigned to bailiffs by 20(1)
lock-ups approved by 13(3)
order of. for transfer from
lock-up to common jails 4
plans for approval of 8
reports of
. transfer of prisoners, re . . . 11(1)
. unfit jails, re 9(1)
special committee to confer
with, re unfit jails 9(2)
. warrants by, for removal
of prisoners 21
Intoxicating liquors
. prisoners, for, prohibited . . .31(1)
. penalty re 31(3,4)
Jailers
. accommodation of 8(/»)
. appointment of 5
. copies of warrants and
receipts to 23
. intoxicating liquors given
by, prohibited 31(1)
. security by 5




. . appointments of, by sheriff 10(4)
. . salary of 10(6)
. vacancies re 6(1), 10(1)
. . powers of council re 10(2)
Jails
. construction of, inspector
to approve 7
. places deemed part of 28
. prisons of Supreme Court, as ... .2
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. bailiffs appointed by 20(1)
. disagreement re repairs
referred to 9(3)
. jailers appointed by 5
. jails in provisional judicial
districts authorized by 3(1)
. powers of 18(1)
. regulations by, re employment
of prisoners outside jail 25
. report of unfit jails to 9(1)
. subsequent jailers appointed by 6(1)
. termination of agreements re
transfer of prisoners by . . . 16(2)
. transfer of prisoners
sanctioned by 12
. . conditions re 13(1)
Liquor Control Act
. intoxicating liquors under,
prohibited for prisoners 31
Lock-ups
. duty of council re 15
. inspectors to approve 13(3)
. transfers from, to common jails 4
Magistrates






. . apportionment of expenses
of removal, re 24(2)
. . disagreements between
councils, re 16(1)
. . distribution of prisoners'
earnings, re 30
Nuisance
. prevention of S(j)
Orders
. inspectors, of, re transfers 4
GENERAL INDEX 797
JAlLSr-Con. Sec.
Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act
. inspector appointed under ....l(o)
Penalties
. intoxicating liquor given to
prisoners, for 31(3,4)
Plans
. construction of jails, re 7
. . conditions re 8
Prisons and Reformatories Act
(Canada)
. discipline of prisoners
employed outside jails as under 26
. powers of Lieutenant-Governor
in Council, re 18(1)
Prisoners
. charged with federal
offences, transfer costs .... 18(3)
classification of 8(/)
committal of, to adjoining
counties 13(2)
detention of, pending
removal to reformatories .... 19
division of earnings of 29(1)
. between counties and cities . .30
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council to direct 29(2)
employment of 8(^)
. places deemed part of jail . . .28
employment of. outside jail ....25
. discipline during 26




. penalty for 31(3,4)
maintenance of, re federal
offence 18(2)
powers of bailiffs over 22
prevention of social
intercourse between 8(»)
removal of, expenses re 24(1)
safe custody of 8(^)
transfers of, to adjoining
counties 11(1)
. expenses re 14
. conditions re 13(1)
. sanctioned by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 12
. term of agreement re 16(1)
warrant for removal of 21
Proclamations
. evidence, as 17
. transfer of prisoners re 12
Prosecutions
, councils, against, re
repairs of jails 9(4)
JAILS—Con. Sec.
Provisional judicial districts
. jails in 3(1)
Receipts
. bailiff to give 23
Repairs
. disagreement re 9(3)
. inexpensive, as possible 9(5)
. special committee to confer
with inspector re 9(2)
Report
. inspector, by, re unfit jails . . .9(1)
. repairs, re, to council 9(2, 3)
. transfer of prisoners, re, to
adjoining counties 11(1)
Resolutions
. council, by, re appointment
of new jailers 10(2)
. . default of 10(5)
Salaries
. jailers, of 5
. temporary jailers, of 10(6)
Security
. jailers, by 5
Sheriffs
. copy of warrant and receipt to 23
. duty of, re lock-ups 15
. ex officio jailer, as 6(2), 10(3)
. . salary of 10(6)
. temporary appointments by 10(4)
. . failure of council to act, on 10(5)
temporary jailers appointed by 6(1)
Supreme Court
. jails as prisons, of 2
Transfers
. cost of, re prisoners charged
with federal offences 18(3)
. lock-up, from, to common jails 4
. prisoners, of, to adjoining
counties 11(1)
. . expenses re 14
. . reckoning of 11(2)
. . sanctioned by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 12
. . . pre-requisites re 13(1)
. . term for which
agreement made 16(1)
Turnkeys
. accommodation of S(h)
Vacancies
. jailers of, duty of
inspector re 10(1)
. powers of council re 10(2)
. temporary jailers during 6(1)
Walls




. copies of, to sheriffs or jailers 23
. removal, for 21
JEWS






See Conveyancing and Law of




See Children of Unmarried Par-
ents Act; Children's Protection
Act; Controverted Elections
Act; County Court Judges'
Criminal Courts Act; County
Courts Act; County Judges
Act; Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act;
Division Courts Act; Domin-
ion Courts Act; Election Act;
Extra-judicial Services Act;
General Sessions Act; Judges'
Orders Enforcement Act;
Judicature Act; Justices of the
Peace Act; Juvenile and Fam-
ily Courts Act; Law Stamps
Act; Mechanics' Lien Act;
Municipal Act; Public Auth-
orities Protection Act; Public
Works Act; Surrogate Courts




Act, Vol. 2, p. 737.
See also Highway Improvement
Act; Lakes and Rivers Im-
provement Act
Affidavits
. filing of 1(2,3)
Appeal
. Court of Appeal, to 3(1)
Clerk of the court
. affidavits and applications
received by 1 (2)
JUDGES' ORDERS—Con. Sec.
Costs
. jurisdiction as to 2
Court of Appeal
. appeal to 3(1)
. decision final 3(2)
Fees
. affidavits and orders, for 1(3)
Orders
. entering of, made by
persona designata 1(1)
Persona designata
. orders of judge as
. . appeal from 3
. . enforcement of 1(1)
Supreme Court judge
leave to appeal from 3(1) (6)
JUDGMENTS
See Arbitration Act; Assign-
ments and Preferences Act;
Change of Name Act; Credit-
ors' Relief Act; Division
Courts Act; Execution Act;
Fraudulent Debtors Arrest Act;
Gold Clauses Act; Judges'
Orders Enforcement Act;
Land Titles Act; Married Wo-
men's Property Act; Matri-
monial Causes Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Mercantile Law
Amendment Act; Reciprocal
Enforcement o f Judgments
Act; Reciprocal Enforcement
of Maintenance Orders Act;
Registry Act
JUDICATURE
Judicature Act, Vol. 2, p. 739.
See also Administration of Jus-
tice Expenses Act; Arbitration
Act; Constitutional Questions
Act; Controverted Elections
Act; Evidence Act; Execution
Act; Interpretation Act; Land
Titles Act; Matrimonial
Causes Act; Mental Incompet-
ency Act; Municipal Arbitra-
tions Act; Quieting Titles
Act; Summary Convictions






Accotintant of the Supreme Court
. corporation sole, as 104(1)
. charges on stocks, funds
held by 138(7, 8)
. investments in name of 105(4)
. limitations on debentures held
by 105(5)
. paymen-t of expenses,
etc., of 104(4)
. power to withhold payments
out of court 105(8)
. property deemed held in
trust by 106
. vacancy in office of 104(3)
. vesting of property in 104(2)
Account of the Official Guardian
. bearing on salary of
Official Guardian 103(5)
. establishment of 103(3)
. insufficiency of 103(8)
. payments out of 103(6, 7)
Actions
. account, of 131
. agreements re place of trial of 58
. alimony, sale of lands re ...77(3)
. bodily injuries, re 74
. bonds, re 125
. costs of 78
. defined l(o)
. dismissal of, when jury
disagrees, etc 30
. failure to prosecute 39
. heard by single judge 44(1)
. involving constitutional questions 33
. judgments obtained in
Quebec, re 51-53
. malicious prosecution, for 64
. municipalities, etc., against 55
. non-jury
. . against municipal
corporations, etc 55
. . entry for trial 49
. notice of, where land involved 38
. payment into court pending ...130
. penal, by informers 140, 141
. penal, replies in 139
. perpetuate testimony, to 132
. . when Crown has interest .... 133
. physical examinations in 74
. pleas of payment in 129
. recovery of expenses re change
of venue, for 59(3)
. references to referees in ... 67-70
. restraint of publications, re 16(2-7)
. tender of amends prior to 75





. when interest allowed as
damages 36(3)
. when juries required 54
. where action for same cause is
pending outside Ontario 21
Administration
. law and equity of, rules re 15
Administration of Justice Act
. jurisdiction of Court of
Chancery altered by 57(4)
Agreements
. place of trial, re 58
Alimony
registration of orders,
judgments re 77( 1, 2)




actions where quo tvarranto
superseded, in 142( 1
)
bonds of surety company as
security re 7i(,2.)
procedure re 79
Court of Appeal, to 26
. directions, interim orders of
judges, from 31
hearings of 40
interlocutory orders, from 25
judges not to hear, re
own judgments 41(6)
limitation of rules committees,
powers re 109(9) (/) (ii)
. orders exempt from 24, 25
. orders in proceedings to quash
convictions, etc.. from . . .65(10)
. orders vacating cautions,
certificates, against 39(5)
. powers of courts re 27
. referees' reports from 71
Application
. Act, of, to criminal, election
matters 144
. sale of land, for, in alimony
action 77O)
Assembly
. Orders in Council to be
laid before 7i(.i), 100




of the Supreme Court
powers of 81(3)
Attorney-General for Canada





. actions by, to restrain
publications 16(2-7)
. appointments to rules
committee by . . . 109(1) (b, c), (5)
. member of rules committee,
as .109(l)(c)
. party to actions involving
validity of statutes, as 20
. party to actions to perpetuate
testimony, as 133
. proceedings by, in lieu of
quo warranto 142(1)
Auditor
. Official Guardian, of 103(12)
Benchers of the Law Society
of Upper Canada
. appointments to rules
committee by 109(1) (e), (5)
Books
. courts, of, inspection of 121
Bonds
. actions re 125
. . payment into court pending . . 130
. . pleas of payment in 129




. actions involving land, in
. . orders vacating 39
. . registration of 38(1)
Certificates
. actions involving land, in
. . form of 38(2)
. . orders vacating 39
. . registration of 38(1)
. quashing of convictions, re 65(4,5)
Charges
. stocks, on 138
Chief Justice of the High Court
. appointment of "proper
officers" by 1 (r)
. chairman of rules committee,
as 109(2)
. directions of, re adjourning
sittings 47
. member of rules committee,
as 109(1) (a)
. oath of High Court judges
administered by 8(2)
. powers of, re arranging
hearings 44(3)
. president of High Court, as 5
. rank and precedence of 6(2)
JUDICATURE—Con. Sec.
Chief Justice of Ontario
. appointment of "proper
officers" by 1 (r)
. appointments to rules
committee by 109(1) (a), (5)
. approval of, re appointment of
deputy special examiner . . .98(7)
. assignment of work by 41(1)
. chairman of rules committee,
as 109(2)
. delegation of powers of 4(2)
. duties re appeals 40(3)
. limitation of duties of 42
. member of rules committee,
as 109(l)(a)
. oath of justices of appeal
administered by 8(2)
. president of Court of Appeal,
as 4(1)
. presiding judge, as 43
. rank and precedence of 6(1)
Clerk of the peace
. notice to, of motion to quash
convictions, etc 65(2-6)
Collusion
. reply in penal action, as 139
Commission of assize
. issue of 50(1)
Commissioners
. deemed courts 50(2)
. sittings of 14(1)
Commissions
. issue of 50(1)
. power to issue, not affected ...119
. sequestration, of 136(1)
. special examiners, for 98(2)
Common law
. rights, liabilities under,
preserved 15(ff)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. expenses re change of venue
payable from 59(2)
. payments into
. account of Official
Guardian, from 103(6)





. procedure in 33
Consuls





. compulsory discharge of
persons confined for 137
. court appointee to act for
persons in 135




. appeals under 79
Convictions
. affirming of 66
. quashing of 65, 66
Coroners
. notice to, of motions to quash
inquisitions, etc 65(2-6)
Costs
. actions on bonds, re 125
. Official Guardian, re 103(3,4)
. provisions re 78
. Rules Committee's powers
re 109(9)(^)
Council of judges




. appointment of deputies by ... .83
County courts
. application of Act to 118
. defined Hd)
. inspection of books of 121
. judges of, as local judges of
High Court 113
. judges of, to hear challenges




. ad hoc judges in 41(2-4)
. appeals from referees* reports to 71
. appeals to
. . interlocutory orders, from ... .25
. . judgments, orders, decisions,
from 26(1)
. . statutory 26(2)
. applications to, for new
trials, etc 26(3)
. branch of Supreme Court, as ...3
. chief justice as president of .4(1)
. defined 1(f)
. directions, interim orders of
judges of 31
. duties of members limited 42
. hearings of appeals by 40
. judges of 4(1)
JUDICATURE—Cow. Sec.
Court of Appeal—Con.
. judgments by ex-members of 41 (5)
. judgments in, by ex-members 9(2)
. judgments in, when judge
absent 9(3,4)
. jurisdiction of 11(1)
. jurisdiction of judges of 12(1)
. procedure on appeals to ^-79
. reference of cases to 32
. reserving questions for 44(2)
. seat at Toronto 14(2)
. use of funds from Suitors
Fee Fund Account by 108
Court of Chancery
. jurisdiction of, altered 57(4)
. Supreme Court to exercise
functions of 15(a, c,e)
Courts
. appointees of, to act for
persons in contempt 135
. application of Act to 23
. compulsory discharge of
persons confined for contempt 137
. dismissal of actions by 30
. directions re payments to
Official Guardian 103(4)
. exclusion of public from 80
. filing of stenographic
reporters' oaths in 96(2)




peace officers to assist 114
powers of
. appeals, on 27
. sequestration in cases of
contempt, re 136
. vesting orders, re 76
. witnesses' fees, re 117
practice in, regulated by
rules committee 109(9) (&)
provisions re payments into,
out of 109(11)
relief against penalties, etc., by 19
requirements of security from
Official Guardian 103(15)
sale of land by, in alimony
actions 77(3)
sanction of sales under
mortgages securing bonds
or debentures 1S(»)
. sittings of 14(1)
Covin




. appeals, applications for new
trials under 79
Crown
. demise of, not to affect
proceedings 123
. fees payable to 84(1)
. interests of, in actions to
perpetuate testimony 133
. party to reference, as 67(2)
Damages
. actions on bonds, re 125
'". assessed by judges 56(1)
. interest in the nature of,
when allowed 36(3)
. power of persons determining,
to require physical
examinations 74
. service of process on
Lord's Day, re 124
. where injunction or specific
performance sought 18
Debentures
. investment for court funds,
as 105(5)
validity of, presumed 105(6)
Declaratory judgments
. right to 15(6)
Defendant
. defined 1(g)
. eflfect on, of registering order
or judgment for alimony 77(1,2)






. county court 1 (d)
. county town 1(e)
. Court of Appeal 1(f)
. defendant 1 (g)
. finance committee 1(h)
. High Court l(t)
V judge l(j)
. judgment 1 (k)
. labour dispute 17(1)
. Master of the Supreme Court 1(/)
. matter l(m)
. party l(n)
. petitioner 1 (o)
. plaintiff l(p)
. pleading l(q)
. proper officer 1 (r)
. rules l(s)
. Rules Committee 1(/)
JUDICATURE—Co«. Sec
Definitions—Con.
. Supreme Court l(u)
surety company 73(1)
Demise
. Crown, of, not to affect
proceedings 123
Depositions
. perpetuating testimony, re 132
when Crown has interest . . . 133
Deputies
. appointments of 83
. Official Guardian, of . ...103(9, 10)
. special examiners, of 98(7)
Divisional Court
. jurisdiction of, exercised by
Supreme Court 2
Equitable rights
. recognition of IS
Equity
. rules of, to prevail where conflict 22
. rules re administration of IS
Evidence
. fees of stenographic
reporters re 84(2) (fc)
. Inspector of legal offices,
before 102(2)
. references, re, transmission of . . .72
. sealed documents as 91(1)
. taken by special examiners 98(2, 4)
Examinations
. physical 74
. powers of officers of Supreme
Court re 116
. solicitations re 98(5)
Exclusion of public
. courts, from 80
Execution
. effectiveness of judgments
after 125(3)
. instruments, of, where person
in contempt 135
. Lord's Day, on 124
. stay of, in actions
on bonds 125(2, 4)
Extracts
court books, from, fees re 121(3)
Fees
. inspection of court books, re 121(3)
officers', commutation of 99
. referees, for 70(2-4)
. rules committee's powers
re 109(9)(A)
. Supreme Court officers, of 84
. returns re 85




. appointment, powers, duties of 105
. defined 1(h)
. directions of, re payments out
of account of Official
Guardian 103(7)
. management of Suitors Fee
Fund Account by 108
. power of, re Official Guardian's
salar>', etc 103(5-8)
Foreign subjects
. payment to consuls on behalf of 107
Forms
. certificate of notice of actions
involving land, of 38(2)
. endorsements on notice of
motion to quash convictions,
etc., of 65(3,4)
. oath of Supreme Court officers,
of 82(1)
. stenographic reporter's oath,
of 96(2)
High Court of Justice for Ontario
arrangements for hearings in 44(3)
. branch of Supreme Court, as .... 3
. chief justice as president of 5
. county court judges as local
judges of 113
. defined 1 (i)
. delegation of powers of judges
of Ill
. hearings in 44
. judges of 5
. jurisdiction of 11 (2)
. jurisdiction of judges of 12(2)
. orders of, not subject
to appeal 24
. reservation of questions for
Court of Appeal 44(2)
. trial of non-jury actions in 49
. trial sittings of 45-49
Indemnity
persons acting under orders,
judgments, to 134
Informant
notice to, of motion to quash
convictions, etc 65(2)
Informers
. compounding penal actions
brought by 141
. required to be sui juris 140
Injimctions
. damages in addition to, or in
substitution of 18
. granting of 16
. labour disputes re 17(2)
. restraint of proceedings by ..15(/)
JUDICATURE—Cow. Sec.
Inquisitions
. quashing of 65
Inspector of Legal Offices
. appointment of 101
. duties, powers of 102
. returns to 85
Interest
. money paid into court, on . .105(2)
. when allowed 35-37
Interlocutory orders




prisons of the court, as 115
Judges
. absence of, during judgment 9(3,4)
. ad hoc, in Court of Appeal 41(2-4)




. councils of 110
. county court, as local High
Court judges 113
. county court, as official
referees 92(1)
. county court, outside county
for which appointed 113(2)
. Court of Appeal, of 4(1)
. . directions, interim orders by .31
. deemed to constitute courts ..120
. defined 1 (;*)
. delegation of powers of Ill
. directions re special verdicts . . .62
. disallowance of suretv company
bond by 73(5)
. discretion re costs 78(1-3)
. failure to arrive for sittings . . . .47
. fixing of referees' fees by . . . 70(2)
. forbidden to hear appeals from
own judgments 41(6)
. High Court, of 5
. issues of fact, damages
determined by 56(1)
. judgments by, after resignation
or appointment to other
courts 9(1)
. judgments of, after leaving
Court of Appeal 41(5)
. jurisdiction of 12
. . equality of 7
. local masters, as 94
. local, powers of rules
committee re 109(9) (/)
. number of, in Court of Appeal 4(1)




. oath of office of 8
. oath of Supreme Court officers
administered by 82(2, 3)
. ordering jury trial 56(2)
. orders by, to exclude public . . .80
. orders for physical
examinations by 74
. participation in judgments . . .9(2)
. peace officers to assist 114
. powers of
. . charging stock to satisfy
judgments re 138
. . quashing convictions,
etc., re 65(9), 66
. . sit in either branch of
Supreme Court, to 13
. . vacate cautions, certificates, to 38
. presiding 43
. presiding over sittings 46
. provision for absence or vacant
offices of 13
. questions left to jury by 63
. questions re malicious
prosecution decided by 64
. quorums at meetings of 112
. rank and precedence of 6(3)
. reference of cases to Court
of Appeal 32(1)
. references to referees by ...67-70
. requirements of security from
Official Guardian 103(15)
. reservation by, of questions for
Court of Appeal 44(2)
. retired, recall of 13
. single, to hear proceedings in
High Court 44(1)
. use of funds from Suitors Fee
Fund Account by 108
Judgment creditors
. charges on stock on behalf of 138
Judgment debtors
. charges on stocks of 138
Judgments
. absence of judges during . . .9(3,4)
. actions on bonds, re 125
. alimony, for, registration of 77(1,2)
. alleging covin or collusion re 139
. charges on stock to satisfy 138
. confession or default, by, in
actions on bonds 125(2)
. Court of Appeal, in, by
ex-members of 41(5)
. declaratory, right to seek . . . .15(6)
. defined K*)
. execution of, on Lord's Day . . . 124
JUDICATURE—Com. Sec.
Judgments—Con.
. indemnity to persons acting
under 134
. inspection of 121
. interest on 37
. judges resigning or appointed
to other courts, of 9(1)
. jury's answers, on 63(2)
. money paid into court in
bond action 130
. obtained in Quebec, actions re 51-53
. security for breaches after
execution, as 125(3)
. set-oflF of mutual
debts, re 127(2), 128
. stay of execution on, in
actions re bonds 125(2)
when judges may take part in 9(2)
Jurisdiction
. Supreme Court, of 2
Jurors
. discharge of 61
Jury
. actions requiring 54
. agreement of 60
. cases involving, to be
tried first 45(4)
. costs of actions tried by 78(3)
. disagreement of 30
. discharge of member of 61
. general and special verdicts of . .62
. notice re 57
. order of judge for 56(2)
. questions left to 63
. separate sittings in cases
involving 45(2)
Justices of appeed
. limitation of duties of 42
. number of 4(1)
Labour dispute
. defined 17(1)
. injunctions re 17(2)
Land
. actions involving, notice re ...38
Land Titles Act
alimony as charge on land
registered under 77(2)
registration of cautions under 38(1)
Law
. rules re administration of 15
Legislature
. appropriations re Accountant
of the Supreme Court . . . 104(4)





. assignment of duties of
Inspector of legal oflSces
by 102(1)
. provisions for appeals in
Acts of 26(2)
. validity of Acts of, questioned . . .33
Lieutenant-Governor




. . auditor for Official
Guardian, of 103(12)
. . finance committee, of 105(1)
. . Inspector of Legal Offices, of 101
. . official referees of 92(2)
. . special examiner of 98(6)
. . stenographic reporters, of ...97
. . Supreme Court officers of 81(1)
. approval by
. . appointments of deputies, of 83
. . deputy Official Guardian,
of 103(9)
. . Official Guardian's salary,
of 103(5)
. . Supreme Court seal, of 10
. assignment of duties by
. . Inspector of legal offices,
to 102(1)
. . stenographic reporters, to ..96(1)
. commutation of officers' fees by 99
. day for assembly of council
of judges fixed by 110(1)
. directions re judges' oaths ..8(2)
. directions re offices of local
masters 87
. directions re Official Guardian
practising law 103(13)
. directions re returns to
Inspector of legal offices .85(2)
. directions of, re seals 91
. directions re security 7^{2)
. directions re security of
officers 90(1)
. extraordinary councils of
judges convened by 110(3)
. finance committee appointed
by Hh)
. issue of commissions by 50(1)
. oath of chief justice
administered before 8(2)
. orders of, re dispositions of
property held by Accountant,
Official Guardian 106
. powers of rules committee
subject to approval of ... 109(9)
JUDICATURE—Con. Sec
Lieutenant-Governor in Council—Con.
. provisions of, re income from
funds in court 104(4)
. provisions re payment of
Official Guardian's salary 103(6)
. report of council of judges
to 110(2)
Lis pendens
. certificates of 38
Local masters
. absence, vacant offices of 94
. location of offices of 87
. official referees, as 92(1)
. powers of rules committee
re 109(9)(/)





. service of writs, etc., on 124
Magistrates
. notice to, of motion to quash
convictions, etc 65(2-6)
Mandamus
. granting of 16
Master of the Supreme Court
. assistant masters to have
powers of 81(3)
. defined 1(0
. member of rules committee,
as 109(l)(rf)
. official referee, as 92(1)
. powers of rules committee
re 109(9)(/)
Matter
. defined 1 (nt)
Medical practitioners
. physical examination by 74
Mental Incomptency Act
. limitation of rules committee
powers re 109(9) (/) (iii)
Minister
. directions re returns to
Inspector of legal offices ..85(2)
Mortgages
. registered, notice of actions re,
not required 38(3)
. sales under, santcion of
courts re 15 (t)
Motions
quashing convictions, etc., for 65, 66
New trials
. effect on questions not in issue 29





l)arts of controversies, re . 28(2)
wlicn prohibited 28(1)
Notice
actions involving land, re 38
constitutional questions, re ... 33
hearings of cases referred to
Court of Appeal, of 32(2)
jury 57
motion to qiiasii convictions,
etc., of 65(2-6)
orders cliarging slock, of 138(3,4)
sale of land in alimony
action, re 77(3)
Oaths
. evidence before Inspector of
Legal Offices, re 102(2)
. judges, of 8
, officers of the Supreme Court, of 82
. powers of officers of
Supreme Court re 116
. returns re fees, in 85(1)
. stenographic reporters of . . 96(2)
Officers
. duties to produce books
for inspection 121(2)
. losses through mistakes of 108
. municipal, challenging right
to office 143
. rules committee's powers re
duties of 109(9) ((7)
. school, challenging right
to office 143
Officers of the Supreme Court
appointment, duties of . . 81(1,2)
appointments of deputies by ... 83
commutation of fees of 99
oath of 82
powers re oatlis, examinations 116
. returns by, when paid by fees 85
salaries, fees of 84
security from 90
Offices
forfeiture of, for soliciting
examinations 98(5)
Supreme Court
. hours of 89
. location of 86-88
Official Guardian
agents of 103(11)







duties of 103(2, 16)
JUDICATURE ~Ca;z Sec.
Official Guardian—Con.
location of office of 86
new appointment of, rights,
duties, etc 103(16)
payment of 103(3-6,8)
penalties for practising law 103(14)
I)roperty deemed held in
trust by 106
qualifications of 103(1)





. pul)iication of Order.s in
Council in 73(3)
Ontario Judicature Act, 1881
. relief before passage
of 15(a, c,e-g)
Orders
. charging stock to satisfy
judgments 138
. exempt from appeal 24, 25
. indemnity to persons
acting under 134
. quashing of 65
. service of on Lord's Day 124
Orders in Council
. commutation of fees, re 99(2), 100
. company bonds as
security, re 73(2-4)
. iees for stenographic reporters
prescribed by 84(2) (&)
. regulation of duties of Supreme
Court officers by 81(2)
Osgoode Hall
. office hours of Supreme Court at 89
. office of Registrar of the
Supreme Court at .65(4), 82(3)
. offices of Supreme Court in .86
Parliament of Canada
. jurisdiction of courts over
statutes of 20
provisions for appeals in
Acts of 26(2)

















. English language only to be
used in 122
President
. Court of Appeal, of 4(1)
. High Court, of 5
Prisons
. court, of 115
Proceedings
. costs of 78
. demise of Crown not to aflFect 123
. English language only to be
used in 122
. multiplicity of, to be avoided. . 15 (A)
. restraint of 15(/)
. superseding quo warranto . . 142, 143
. Treasurer of Ontario, against .34
Procedure
. appeals to Court of Appeal, on .79
Process
. service of, on Lord's Day 124
Prohibition




. notice to, of motion to quash
convictions, etc 65(2)
Provincial Secretary
. returns to, re audit of Official
Guardian 103(12)
Quashing convictions




proceedings in lieu of 142, 143
Receiver
appointment of, by interlocutory
order 16(1)
Recognizance
. quashing of convictions, etc.,
re 65(7,8)




fees for local registrars as 84(2) (a)
. official additional appointments
of 92(2)
. official, who may act as . . . .92(1, 2)
JUDICATURE—Con. Sec.
Referees—Con.
officers of court, as 70(1)
payment of 70(2-4), 92(3)
references to 67-72
reports by 71
surveys, reports re boundaries by 69
transmission of evidence by 72
Registrar of Supreme Court
. ex officio secretary of rules
committee, as 109(3)
. filing of oaths with 82(3)
. returns to, re quashing
convictions, etc 65(4)
Registrars
. local, clerk of district court as . . .95
. local, deputy as special
examiners 98(1)
. local, deputy, location of offices
of 88
. local, deputy, seals of 91
. official referees, as 92(1)
Registration
. cautions, certificates, of 38(1)
. . orders vacating 39
- orders, judgments for alimony,
of 77(1,2)
Relator






. administration of law and
equity, re 15
defined l(s)
. disposition of property under . . 106
. duties of Official Guardian,
re 103(2)
. duties of stenographic reporters
under 96(1)
. duties of Supreme Court
officers, re 81(2)
. office hours subject to 89
. powers of rules committee
re 109(9,10)
. provisions re appeals in 79
Rules committee
. chairman of 109(2)
. composition of 109(1)
. defined 1(0
. meetings of 109(7, 8)
. powers of 109(9, 10)
. powers of chairman of, re
meetings 109(7, 8)
. quorum of 109(6)




. term of office of members . . .109(4)
. vacancies in 109(5)
Seals
. local, deputy registrars, of 91
. Supreme Court, of 10
Security
. actions by relator, in 142(2)
. officers of Supreme Court, of .90
Set off
. mutual debts, of 126-128
Sequestration
. contempt of court, re 136
Shares
. charging orders on 138
Sheriff
. adjournment of sittings by 47
. duties of 114
Sittings
. adjournment of, when judge
fails to arrive 47
. concurrent 45(3)
. Court of Appeal, of, to be at
Toronto 14(2)
. High Court, of 45-49
. hours of 48
. jury cases to be tried first in 45(4)
. number of 45(1, 6)
place of 45(5)
. presiding judge to constitute
court at 120
. . powers of 46
. separate, for criminal trials . .45(2)
. separate, for jury and non-jury
trials 45(2)
. trials of non-jury actions at 49
Special examiners
. ex officio 98(1)
. local registrars as, foes re 84(2) (a)
. location of offices of 86
provisions re 98
Specific performance
. damages in addition to, or in
substitution of 18
Statutes
jurisdiction re validity of 20
Stay of proceedings




. fees of 84(2) (&)
. location of offices of 86
. oirth of 96(2)
JUDICATURE—CoH Sec.
Stenographic reporters—Cun.
officers of courts, as . 96(1)
. special examiner, as 98(6)
Stocks
. charging orders re 138
Succession Duty Act
. proceedings re administration
of 34
Suitors Fee Fund Account
. administration of 108




. actions to perpetuate testimony
in 132
. when Crown has interest . 133
. appointment of deputies by
local officers of 83
appointment, duties of officers
of 81(1,2)
branches of 3
. council of judges of 110
. county court judges as local
judges of 113
. defined 1(m)
delegation of powers of judges
of Ill
directions re transfers of
charged stock, etc 138(8)
. inspection of books of 121
. judges of 7
. jurisdiction of 2
. jurisdiction of branches 11
. location of offices of 86-88
oath of officers of 82
office hours of 89
procedure in, regulated by
rules committee 109(9) (&)
seal of 10
security of officers of 90
stay of proceedings in 21
Surety Company
. bonds of, as security 73(2,4,5)
defined 73(1)
Surrogate registrars




debentures under, as investment




. debentures purchased from,
with court funds 105(5)
. proceedings against 34
. repayments to, of expenses re
change of venue 59(2, 3)
Trials
—
See also New trials
. actions requiring jury 54
. actions without juries 55
. agreement of jurors in 60
. agreements re place of 58
. changes of venue re 59
. discharge of jurors during 61
. general or special verdicts at ... 62
. issues of fact, damages in 56
. jury notices re 57
. malicious prosecution actions,
of 64
. questions answered by juries at. 63
Trustee Act
. limitation of rules committee
powers re 109(9),(/)(iv)
Venue
. change of, expenses re 59
Verdict
. answers to questions in lieu of . 63
. general or special 62
. ten jurors, by 60
Vesting orders
. persons in contempt, re 135(1)
. powers of courts re, eflfect of .... 76
Warrants
. execution of, on Lord's Day . . . 124
. quashing of 65
Witnesses
. bodily injuries, re 74(1, 3)
. fees of 117
. officers of Supreme Court may
examine 1 16
. public officials as, fees of 117
Writs
. English language only to be
used in 122





Jurors Act, Vol. 2, p. 791.
See also Coroners Act; Division
Courts Act; Firemen's Ex-








. entry of, for trial 64(2)
. municipalities, re, challenges in . .78
. peremptory challenges re 76
. . special juries excepted 77
. several, tried by same jury 72
. special juries re—see Special
juries
Additional juries
. after challenge 73(1)
. . names of, added to panels . .73(2)
. trial where verdict not reached,
at 71
Adjournments
. payments during 90(4)
Affidavits
. fraud in jurors' books, re . . . .33(1)
. inspection of jurors' books and
panels, re 63(2)
. sheriffs, of, re mileage 104(2)
Age
. exemptions re 3(1) If 1
Allowances
. sheriff, to, re pay lists 92
. special juries, for 85
Alphabetical order
. selection of jurors in 17(2)
Alterations
. penalties for unauthorized 109
Amendments
. resolutions, of 13
Annual meetings
. county selectors, of 9
. local selectors, of 16(1)
. . assessment rolls produced
at 16(3)
. . record of 23
. resolutions at, re number of
jurors 10
. . local municipalities, from 11
Applications
. striking special juries, for . . . .79(1)
. . notice re 79(2)
Armed services
. members of, exempt 3(1) H 14
Assembly
. members of, exempt 3(1) ^3
Assessment rolls
. local selectors not to question ... 18





. production of, at meetings of
local selectors 16(3)
. report of local selectors from . . . .22
. . form of Schedule A
Attorney-General
. judge's report re jurors' books
to 33(1)
. request by, for empanelling
grand jury 68
BaUiff
. penalty for taking bribe 108
Ballots
. draft of panels by 57, 60(2)
. . manner of 61(1)
. jurors selected by 20(1)
. . manner of 20(2)
. omissions re, not to vitiate
verdicts 88
. selection of special juries by 87(1, 2)
Barristers
. county treasurer as 7
. exempt 3(1) If 11
. tampering with jurors 111(2)
Books
. county selectors, of 8
Bribes
. penalties for sheriffs, etc., taking 108
Cards
. names of petit jurors on 69
Casting vote
. chairman, by 6(4)
. local selectors, re 19
Certificates
. clerk of the peace, of, re jurors'
rolls 29
. default of attendance of jurors,
of 106(2)
Chairman
. casting vote by 6(4)
. county selectors, of 6(2)
. . certification by, re jury lists . . .41
. . Toronto, in 6(3) (c)
Challenges
. actions re municipal corpora-
tions in 78
. jurors, of 70(1)
. lack of qualifications, for 75
. . special juries excepted re 77
. peremptory, in civil cases 76
. . special juries excepted 77
Clerks of county coimcils
. county selectors as 7
Clerks of coimty court
. copy of panel to 62
. county selector as 7
JURORS—Con. Sec.
Clerks of court
. calling of petit jurors by 93
. names of jurors drawn at trial
by 70(1)
. selection for release of jurors
by 47(2)
Clerks of mimicipalities
. copy of report of selection filed
with 22(3)
. penalties for unauthorized
alterations by 109(c)
. record of meetings of local
selectors kept by 23
Clerks of the peace
books of county selectors kept by 8
calling of petit jurors by 93
certificates of, re jurors' rolls . . .29
certificates re non-attendance of
jurors to 106(2)
certification by, re jury lists 41
copy of panel to 62
copy of report of selection filed
with 22(3)
fees to 101
. payment of 104(1)
. reckoning of 103
jurors' books kept by 24
. form of Schedule B
notice by, re resolutions 14
oath of, re jurors' books 30
. modification of 31
penalties for default of duties
by 107, 109(e)
record of jurors for grand jury
of inferior courts by 37
record of jurors for grand jury
of Supreme Court by 36(3)
record of jurors for petit juries
by 38
selection of special juries in
offices of 81 IT 2
suspicion by, re fraud in jurors'
books 32
. inquiries re 33(1)
transmission of copies of
resolution by 12(2)
. transmission of jurors' books
by 30
Constables
. exempt from jury service . .3(1) f 8
Contents








. special juries, re 79(3)
. . where action not tried 86
Counties




. funds for payment of petit
jurors by 98
County courts
. copy of resolution re petit
jurors to 12(2)
. defined 1(&)
. fees for entering records in . .96(1)
. . application of 96(2)
. petit juries for,
provisions re precepts for S3
Coxinty sdectors
. amendment of resolutions by .... 13
. annual meetings of 9
. chairman of 6(2)
. city of Toronto, in 6(3) (6)
. . chairman of 6(3) (c)
. clerk of county court as 7
. clerk of peace to keep books of . 8
. completion by, of jury lists . .35(2)
. defined 1(c)
. exemptions from rolls prepared
by 3
. fees of 100(1)
. . additional 100(2)
. . payment of 100(3)
. meeting of, to select from
jurors' rolls 35(1)
. notice of insufficiency of quali-
fied persons to 17(4)
. oath of 35(3)
. . administering and recording
of 35(4)
. persons qualified to be 6(1)
. quorum of 6(1)
. resolutions by, re number for
petit juries 12(1)
. resolutions re number of jurors
selected by 10
. . local municipalities, from 11
. selection by, prior to transfer
to jurors' books 40
. selection of jurors from rolls
by 36(1)
. York county, in 6(3) (a)
County treasurer
•
. disqualified as county selector ... .7
JURORS—Con. Sec.
Court of general sessions of the
peace
. grand juries for,
provisions re precepts for 52
Courts of justice
. officers of, exempt 3(1) H 12
Criminal Code
. posting of copies of section 180
of 112
Crown attorney
. request for petit juries by ... .45(1)
. request for summoning mem-
bers of grand jury by 43(3)
Declarations
. local selectors, of, with report 22(2)
Definitions
. county 1 (o)
. county court 1(6)
. county selectors 1(c)
. sheriff l(rf)
Dentists
. exempt 3(1) If 13
Destruction
. duplicate copy of report of
selection, of 22(4)
District selectors
. duties of 42(2)
. powers of 42(2)
. provisional judicial districts,
in 42(1)
. selection of jurors by 42(5)
. use of voters' list by 42(8)
Division court
. service at, not to exempt 4
Divisions
. jurors' rolls, re 28




. district selectors, of 42(2)
Editors
. exempt 3(1) ff 17
Empanelling
. grand jury, of 68
. special juries, of 81(7)
Evidence
. view by jury re 87(1)
Executive Council of Ontario
. members of, exempt 3(1) ^2
Exemptions
. jurors, as 3
Expenses




. clerks of the peace, to 101
. . payment of 104(1)
. . reckoning of 103
. county selectors, of 100(1)
. . additional 100(2)
. . payment of 100(3)
. entering records, for 96(1)
. . application of 96(2)
. inspection of jurors' books and
panels, for 63(1)
. jurors, of 90(1)
. local selectors, of 99
. mileage in lieu of 90(5)
. petit jurors, of, re non-attendance 94
. release of jurors, after 47(4)
. sheriflf, of
. . drafting panels, for S7
. . notice of non-attendance to
jurors, re 64(7)
. sheriffs, to 102
. . payment of 104(1)
. . reckoning of 103




. jurors, of, re
non-attendance 97,106(1)
. . estreated 106(3)
Firemen
. exempt under Firemen's
Exemption Act 3(1) H 20
Firemen's Exemption Act
. firemen under, exempt ... .3(1) If 20
Forms
. jurors' book, of Schedule B
. letter summoning petit juries,
of 45(2)
. notice to jurors re attendance
not required . . Form 4, Schedule D
. . criminal prosecutions,
re Form 5, Schedule D
. pay lists for petit jurors,
of Schedule C
. precepts for jurors,
of Form 1, Schedule D
. report of selection by local
selectors, of Schedule A
Fraud
. suspicion of, re jurors' books . . .32
. . inquiries re 33(1)
Governor-General
. secretaries of, exempt 3(1) ^4
Grand juries
. contents of jurors' books re 25




. empanelling of 68
. exemptions from serving on 3
. inferior courts, of
. . fees re 90(1)
. inspection of public institutions
by 44(1)
. . time for 44(2)
. qualifications to serve on 2(1)
. Supreme Court, of
. . fees re 90(1)
. . selection of lists for Z6{2)
. . . entry of, in jurors' books. .36(3)
Grand jurors
. inferior courts, for
. . district selectors to fix 42(4)
. . selection of lists for 37
. non-appearance of 68
. panel of 13 for 43(2)
. request for summons of 43(3)
. Supreme Court, for
. . district selectors to fix 42(4)
House of Commons
. members of, exempt 3(1)113
Houses of correction
. keepers of, exempt 3(1) If 7
Inferior courts
. jurors' books re . . . .Schedules A, B
. selection of lists for 37
Inquests
. jurors for 89
. penalties for non-attendance
at 106(1)
. . fines re, estreated 106(3)
Inquiries
. jurors for 89
. penalties for non-attendance
at 106(1)
. . fines re, estreated 106(3)
Jailers
. exempt 3(1) ^7
Joint owners
. real property, of, assessment for
jury service 2(2)
Judges
. consent of, re inspection of
jurors' books and panels .63(2)
. exempt 3(1) 1[ 5
. grand juries summoned by . . .43(3)
. inspection of institutions
allowed by 44(1)
. jurors' books certified hy 34
. order by, re view by jurors . .87(1)
. . terms of 87(2)
. order of, for spedal juries . . . .79(3)






. precepts issued by 43(1)
. . form of Form 1, Schedule D
. release of jurors by 47(1)
Judges of county courts
. additional petit jurors for
inferior courts summoned by 46(2)
. additional petit jurors for
Supreme Court summoned
by 46(1)
. inquiries by, re jurors' books. .33(1)
. . powers re 33(2)
. transmission of jurors' books to. .30
Judges of Supreme Court
. directions for more sets of
petit jurors by 50(1)
. powers of, to issue precepts
for additional jurors 51
Juries
. additional, where verdict not
reached 71
. several causes tried by same .... 72
Jurors
. additional, chosen after
challenge 73(1)
. . names of, added to panel . 73(2)
. application for discharge by, no
challenge for 75
. ascertaining mileage of 90(2)
. attendance by, on week-ends. .90(3)
. challenge for lack of
qualifications 75
. . special juries excepted re 77
. challeng^ing 70(1)
. convicted persons disqualified as. .5
. county selectors to determine
number of 10
. . local municipalities from 11
. disqualified, in provisional
judicial districts 42(6)
. district selectors of 42(1)
. drawing names of, at trial . . . .70(1)
. . kept apart 70(2)
. exemptions 3
. . provisional judicial districts
in 42(6)
. fees and mileage of 90(1)
. fines re non-attendance of 97
. inquests, for 89
. insufiiciency of qualified persons
as, in municipalities 17(4)
. manner of drafting panels of ... 61
. . exempt jurors, re 61 If 2
. mileage in lieu of fees re 90(5)
. names of, in jurors' books 27
. notice to attend 64(1)
. . form of Form 3, Schedule D
JURORS—Cow. Sec
Jurors—Con.
notices re attendance at special
juries 65
notices re attendance not
required 64(3)
. criminal prosecutions re . . 64(4)
. . form of ... Form 5, Schedule D
. fees for 64(7)
. form of Form 4, Schedule D
. non-receipt of 64(6)
notification of non-attendance
of 74
number of, for lists 39
omissions re distribution of 88
panel where insufiiciency of 56
payment for attendance by, on
week-ends 90(3)
payments to, re adjournments 90(4)
penalties for non-attendance of 105
penalties for non-attendance of,
at inquests or inquiries .... 106(1)
. estreated 106(3)
precepts issued for 43(1)
principles governing choice of,
by local selectors 16(2)





. fees not allowed after 47(4)
. re-summoning after 47(3)
. selection for 47(2)
report of selection of, by local
selectors 22(1)
resolutions re number of 10, 1
1
. amendments of 13
return of unqualified, indemnity
to sheriflf re 67
right of parties to challenge four 76
. special juries excepted re 77
selection of, by ballots 20(1)
. manner of 20(2)
selection of, from rolls 36(1)
selection of, in provisional
judicial districts 42(5)
service at division court not to
exempt 4
service of, as talesnian 66
sheriff to draft panels of 54
. jurors* books, from 55
tampering with 111(1)







. certification of, by judge 34
. cliairman and clerk of the peace
to certify 41
. clerk of the peace to keep 24
. . form of Schedule B
. contents of 25
. entries in, re drafting of
panels 61 H 6
. entry of jurors for grand jury
for inferior courts in Til
entry of jurors for grand jury
for Supreme Court in 36(3)
. entry of jurors for petit juries in 38
. four rolls of jurors in 26
. inspection of 63(2)
. names and additions of jurors in ZJ
. omissions re, not to vitiate
verdicts 88
. panel of jurors from 55
. penalties for unauthorized
alterations in 109
. secrecy of 63(1)
. suspicion of fraud re 32
. . inquiries re 33(1)
. transmission of, to judge 30(1)
Jurors' lists
. chairman and clerk of the peace
to certify re 41
. number of jurors for 39
Jurors' rolls
. certification of 29
. division of, re municipalities ....28
. meeting of county selectors to
select from 35(1)
. selection of jurors from, by
county selectors 36(1)
Jury lists
. completion of 35(2)
. manner of preparing 61 ^ 3, 5
. notification of non-attendance on 74
. omissions re selection of 88
Jury panels
. insufficiency of qualified persons
not to affect 17(6)
Letters
. summoning petit juries, for . 45(2)
. . form of Form 2, Schedule D
Lieutenant-Governor
. secretaries of, exempt 3(1)^4
Local inspectors
. principles governing 16(2)
Local registrars
. copy of panel to 62
Local selectors





. assessment rolls not to be
questioned by 18
casting vote re 19
division of persons selected by . .21
fees of 99
insufficient selection by 17(6)
municipalities, for 15
oath of 16(4)
penalties for default of duties
by 109(d)





record of meetings of 23
report of selection by 22(1)
. declaration with 22(2)
. deposit of . . . . : 22(3)
form of Schedule A
selection by, re insufficiency
of qualified persons 17(4)
selection of jurors by ballot
by 20(1)
. manner of 20(2)
selection of jurors by, in
alphabetical order 17(2)
. selection of two-thirds of names
on list by 17(5)
Lock-ups
. keepers of, exempt 3( 1) H 7
Loss
. duplicate copy of report of
selection, of 22(4)
Marshal
. calling of petit jurors by 93
Mileage
. ascertaining 90(2)
. fees, in lieu of 90(5)
. rate of 90(1)
. special jurors, re 95
Ministers
. exempt 3(1) If 10
Minute books
. names of jurors chosen kept
in 70(1)
Municipal coimcils
heads of, exempt 3(1) \ 16
Municipalities
. division of jurors' rolls re 28
. insufficiency of qualified persons
in 17(4)
. local selectors for 15







. ratepayers, officers of, etc.,
challenged 78
. r«solutions re number of jurors
from 11
Non-attendance
. penalties for 105
Notices
amendment of resolutions, of ... 13
applications for special juries,
re .79(2)
appointment for striking special
juries, of 79(5)
attendance at special juries, for. 65
jurors, to, re attendance not
required 64(3)
criminal prosecutions, for . .64(4)
. form of . . . Form 5, Schedule D
fees for 64(7)
form of Form 4, Schedule D
non-receipt of 64(6)
jurors, to, to attend 64(1)
. form of Form 3, Schedule D
resolutions re number of jurors,
of 14
sheriff, by, re draft of panels .57
. postponement of 59
. time for posting of 58
special juries, of, to sheriflF . . .79(4)
special jurors, to, to appear at
trial 82(6)
Oaths
. clerk of the peace, of, re
jurors' books 30
. . modification of 31
. county selectors, of 35(3)
. . administering and recording
of 35(4)
. local selectors, of 16(4)
Orders
. jurors to view, for 87(1)
. . terms of 87(2)
. special juries, for 79(3)
Panels
additional jurors added to . . . .46(3)
entries in jurors' book re ... .61 116
general sessions of the peace
and county courts, same, for . .49
grand jurors, of. number of . .43(2)
inspection of 63(2)
insufficiency of jurors, on 56
manner of drafting 61
notice of drafting 57
. posting of 58
. postponement, of 59
omissions re drafting of 88
Sec.JURORS—Con.
Panels—Con.
. preparation of, by sheriff ... .6011 1
. . ballot papers for 60(2)
. secrecy of 63(1)
. sets re additional petit jurors
deemed separate 50(3)
. sheriff to draft 54
. . jurors' book, from 55
. sheriff to transmit copies of 62
Pay lists
. petit jurors, for 91 (1)
. . allowances to sheriff re 92




. application of 109
. default of duties by clerks of
the peace, for 107, 109(^)
. default of duties by local
selectors, for 109(rf)
. default of duties by registrar,
for 107
. default of duties by sheriffs, for 107
. non-attendance of jurors at
inquests, for 106(1)
. . fines re, estreated 106(3)
. non-attendance of jurors, for . . 105
. recovery of, under Summary
Convictions Act 1 10
. sheriffs taking bribes, for 108
. tampering with jurors, for .... 1 1
1
. unauthorized alterations by
municipal clerks, for 109(f)
. unauthorized alterations by
registrars, for 109(6)
. imauthorized alterations by
sheriffs, for 109(a)
Petit juries
contents of jurors' book re ... .25
convicted persons disqualified for 5
empanelling of, at trial 69
exemptions from serving on 3
directions for summoning . . .45(1)
. letter re 45(2)
. form of Form 2, Schedule D
inferior courts for
. fees re 90(1)
. selection of lists for 38
letter summoning 45(2)
. form of Form 2, Schedule D
qualifications to serve on 2(1)
resolutions re number for ...12(1)
. fees re 90(1)
Supreme Court, for
. selection of lists for 38
Petit jurors
. county council to raise funds




. inferior courts, for
. . additional, summoned for . .46(2)
. . district selectors to fix . . 42(4)
. marshal, etc., to call list of 93
. non-attendance of, payment re .94
. pay lists for 91(1)
. . form of Schedule C
. Supreme Court, for
. . additional, divided into sets 50(2)
. . additional, summoned for . 46(1)
. . directions for more sets for 50(1)
. . district selectors to fix ... .42(4)
Physicians









. district selectors, of 42(2)
. judge, re inquiries 33(2)
. judges, of 113
Precepts
. additional jurors, for 51
. delivery of, to sheriffs 48
. grand juries, for
. . provisions re, for courts of
general sessions of the peace 52
. jurors, for 43(1)
. . form of Form 1, Schedule D
. petit juries, for
. . provisions re, for county courts 53
. . . York County excepted 53
Priests
. exempt 3(1) K 10
Printers
. exempt 3(1) K 17
Privy Council of Canada
. members of, exempt 3(1) K 2
Procedure
. drafting panels, for 61
. selection of jurors, for 17(1)
. striking special juries for, on
non-attendance of either
party 79(6)
. striking special jury, for 81
Provisional judicial districts
. disqualification and exemptions
of jurors in 42(6)
. district selectors in 42(1)
. local selectors in 42(3)
JURORS—Con. Sec.
Provisional judicial districts—Con.
. property qualifications of
jurors in 42(7)
Public Inquiries Act
. powers of judge re inquiries
as under 33(2)
Public institutions
. inspection of, by grand jury. 44(1)
. . time for 44(2)
Qualifications
. challenge for lack of 75
. . special juries excepted re 77
. jurors, of 2(1)
. omissions re, not to vitiate
verdicts 88
. special jurors, for 80
Quortun
. county selectors, of 6(1)
. local selectors, of 15
Railways
. employees of, exempt ...3(1)1(18
Real Property
. lack of qualifications re 75
. qualifications re, in provisional
judicial districts 42(7)
. value of, as qualification for
juror 2(1)
. . joint ownership, re 2(2)
Records
. fees for entering 96(1)
. oaths of county selectors, of 35(4)
Registrar
. penalties for default of duties by 107
. penalties for unauthorized
alterations by 109(6)
Registrar of Supreme Court
. copy of panel to 62
. precepts delivered by 48
Release
. jurors, of 47(1)
. . fees not allowed after 47(4)
. . re-summoning after 47(3)
. . selection re 47(2)
Reporters
exempt 3(1) ff 17
Reports
conditions of institutions of . 44(1)
selection, of, by local selectors 22(1)
. declaration with 22(2)
. deposit of 22(3)
. form of Schedule A
. loss or destruction of 22(4)
Resolutions






. county selectors, by, re number
of jurors 10
. number of jurors for pe'trt
juries, re 12(1)
RoUs
. persons exempt from entry on ... .3
Rolls of grand jurors
. inferior courts of criminal
jurisdiction, re
. . jurors' books, in 26
. Supreme Court, re
. . jurors' books, in 26
Rolls of petit jurors
. inferior courts of criminal and
civil jurisdiction, re
. . jurors' books, in 26
. Supreme Court, re
. . jurors' books, in 26
Seamen
. exempt 3(1) H 15
Secrecy
. jurors' books and panels, of .63(1)
Selection
. alphabetical order, by 17(2)
. jurors, of, from rolls 36(1)
. manner of, by local selectors 20(2)
. manner of, of jurors 17(1)
. meeting of county selectors re 35(1)
. . completion of list re 35(2)
. omissions re, not to vitiate
verdicts 88
. release of jurors, for 47(2)
. report of, by local selectors . 22(1)
. . declaration re 22(2)
. . filing of 22(3)
. . form of Schedule A







members of, exempt 3(1) 1[ 3
Service
. notice to jurors to attend, of 64(1)
Sets





. appointment by, for striking
special juries 79(5)
. appointment of additional





certificates of, re non-aftendance
of jurors 106(2)
custody of jurors' books and
panels by 63(1)
defined 1(d)
delivery of precep^ts to 48
deposit of special juries'
expenses with 82
division of additional petit
jurors into sets by 50(2)
entries of drafting panels by,
in jurors' books 61 H 6
exempt 3(1) H 7
fees to 102
. payment of 104(1)
. reckoning of 103
fees to, re notice of non-
attendance to jurors 64(7)
indemnity to, re unqualified
jurors 67
manner of drafting panels by 61
notice by, re attendance at
special juries 65
notice by, re draft of panels ... .57
. postponement of 59
notice of special juries to . . . .79(4)
notice to jurors re attendance
by 64(1)
. form of Form 3, Schedule D
notification of non-attendance
of jurors by 74
officers and constables of,
exempt 3(1)^8
panels of jurors drafted by 54
. jurors' books, from 55
pay list for petit jurors made
by 91(1)
. allowances re 92(1)
. form of Schedule C
penalties for default of duties
by 107
penalties for taking bribes by . . 108
penalties for unauthorized al-
terations in jurors' books
by 109(a)
. posting of copies of Section 180
of Criminal Code by 112
. precepts for jurors issued to 43(1)
. preparation of panel by 60(1)
. . ballot papers for 60(2)
. procedure by, for s'triking
special juries 81
. procedure by, for striking special
juries
. . non-attendance of either
party 79(6)




. summoning more sets of petit
jurors by 50(1)
. summoning petit juries by . . .45(1)
. . letter for 45(2)
. . form of Form 2, Schedule D
Solicitors
. exempt 3(1) H 11
. tampering with jurors 111(2)
Special juries
. action not tried, costs re 86
. applications for 79(1)
. . notice re 79(2)
. appointment for striking ....79(5)
. empanelling of 81 If 7
. expenses re 82
. fees of, paid by party requesting 85
. new trials, for 83
. notice to sheriff re 79(4)
. notice to, to appear at trial . .81 116
. notices re attendance at 65
. order re 79(3)
. procedure for striking 81
. procedure for striking, on non-
attendance of either party 79(6)
. qualifications for 80
. striking of, omissions re 88
. talesmen of, from general panel. .84
Special jurors
. fees of 95
. mileage rates of 95
Students-at-law
. exempt 3(1) H 11
. tampering with jurors 111(2)
Subpoenas
. persons under, exempt 3(2)
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recovered under 110
Sundays
. payment for 90(3, 4)
Supreme Court
. copy of resolution re petit
jurors to 12(2)
. fees for entering records in ..96(1)




. service of 66
. special juries, for 84
Tampering
. jurors, with 111(1)
. . barrister, solicitor, or
student, by 111(2)
. . exceptions 111(3)
JURORS—Con. Sec
Telegraph operators




. actions entered for trial, for . .64(2)
. completion of jury lists, for . .35(2)
. directions for summoning petit
juries, for 45(1)
. inspection of institutions by
grand jury, for 44(2)
. meeting of county selectors for
selection from rolls, for ...35(1)
. notices of appointment for strik-
ing special juries, for 79(5)
. notices of attendance at special
juries, for 65
. notices of resolutions re
number of jurors, for 14
. notices of special juries to
sheriff, for 79(4)
. notices re draft of panels, for . . .58
. notices re special juries, for . .79(2)
. notices to attend, for 64(1)
. transmission of jurors' books,
for 30(1)
Toronto
. county selectors in 6(3) (6)
. . chairman of 6(3) (c)
Trials—See also Actions
actions entered for 64(2)
applications for special juries
for 79(1)
empanelling petit juries at 69
names of jurors drawn at . . .70(1)
. kept apart 70(2)
several, tried by same jury 72
special juries for new 83
verdict not reached at,
additional juries 71
Veterinary Surgeons
. exempt 3(1)11 13
View
. jury, by 87(1)
Voters
. equality of, casting vote by,
chairman 6(4)
. equality of, re local selectors ...19
Voters' lists
production of, at meetings of
county selectors 11
. production of, at meetings of
local selectors 11





. selection of jurors from lists
under 11
Wentworth
. additional set of petrt jurors
for 50(1)(&)
Witnesses
. subpoenas, under, exempt ...3(2)
York county
. additional sets of petit jurors
for 50(l)(o)
. county selectors in 6(3) (a)
. provisions re precepts for
jurors in 53
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE
Justices of the Peace Act,
Vol. 2, p. 843.
See also Commissioners for tak-
ing Affidavits Act; Division
Courts Act; Evidence Act;
Game and Fisheries Act; Hali-
burton Act; Interpretation
Act; Liquor Control Act;
'Magistrates Act; Municipal
Act; Public Authorities Pro-
tection Act; Sheriffs Act
Accommodation




. City of Toronto . . 12(4)
. justices ex officio 1(2)
Appointment
. justices generally 2
. qualifications for 3(1)
City
. application to Toronto 12(4)
. commission revoked on organ-
ization of 5
Commission
. appointment of 2
. general effect of 4
. revocation on organization of city 5
Commissioners for Taking
Affidavits Act
oaths administered under 9
Convictions
. returns of 12
Coroners
. disqualification of 7
County courts





. fees under 13
District coiurts
. judges ex officio justices 1(1)
Evidence






. regulations re 15
Judges
. examinations re qualifications
by 3(1)
. justices ex officio 1(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of justices by 2
. examiners appointed by 3(1)
. fees presented by 13
. re-appointments by 4
. regulations by 3(2)
. salaries, etc., determined by IS
Mileage
. allowance re 14
Oaths
. justices taking 8
. power to administer 9
Penalties
. application of 17
. fee excessive 16
. returns not made, etc 12(3)
Powers
. oaths administered 9
. justices generally 11
Qualifications
. coroners, of 7
. examination of 3
. sheriffs, of 7
. solicitors practising, of 6
Returns
. requiremerrt re 12
Revocation
. city organization 5
Salaries
. regulations re 15
Sheriffs
. disqualifications of 7
Solicitors
. disqualification while practising . .6
Summary Convictions Act
. fees under 13
Supreme Court (Canada)






. judges ex officio justices 1(1)
Toronto
. application re 12(4)
JUVENILE AND
FAMILY COURTS
Juvenile and Family Courts
Act, Vol. 2, p. 847.
See also Children's Protection
Act; Magistrates' Jurisdiction
'Act; School Attendance Act
Accommodation
. provision for 10(1)
Administration
, Act, of 11
Attorney-General
. Act administered by 11
. deputy judges' functions under 4(2)
. detention homes approved by 9(5)
. detention homes established
by 9(2.3)
. justice of the peace to be
judge by 4(4)
. person acting as judge approved
by 4(3)
. probation officers appointed by 6{2)
. records of cases required by .5(3)
. staflF appointed by 5(1)
Children's Protection Act
. homes under 9(1)
Clerks
. appointment of 5(1)
. duties of 5(2,3)
. records kept by 5(3)
Committee
. establishment of 8
Courts
. accommodation for 10(1)




. expenses re 9(4)
. management of 9(3)
provision of 9
Establishment
. family court 2(1)
. juvenile court 1
Family courts
. establishment of 2
Judge
. absence of 4(3)
. accommodation of 10(1)






. . absence of 4(3)
. . appointment of 4(2)
. justice of the peace acting as . .4(4)
. officers under control of 7
. staff required by 5(1)
Jurisdiction
. juvenile court, of 1(2), 3
Justice of the peace








Juvenile Delinquents Act (Canada)
. committee constituted under 8
. detention homes defined under . .9
. jurisdiction under 3
. juvenile courts established
under 1(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. deputy judges appointed by . .4(2)
. establishment of courts by . . . .1(3)
. judge appointed by 4(1)
. judge subject to removal by . .4(1)
. jurisdiction designated by ....1(2)
. regulations by 12
. salaries fixed by 10(2, 3)
Magistrates Jurisdiction Act
. family courts established under 2(1)
Probation officer
. accommodation for 10(1)
. agent of children's aid society
as ex officio 6(1)
. appointment of 5(1), 6(2)
. powers 6(3, 4)
Records
. court cases, of 5(2, 3)
Reg^ations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 12
. officers subject to 7
Salaries
. judges, etc., of 10
School Attendance Act
. probation officers' powers
under 6(4)
Staff
. appointment of 5(1)
KENORA
See Public Lands Act; Terri-
torial Division Act
KEROSENE
See Gasoline Handling Act
GENERAL INDEX 821
KINDERGARTENS Sec.
See Daj' Nurseries Act
KING




See Highway Improvement Act;
Highway Traffic Act
KING'S PRINTER
See Consolidation of Statutes;
Election Act; Evidence Act;
Statutes Act
LABOUR
See Apprenticeship Act; Blind
Workmen's Compensation Act;
Building Trades Protection
Act; Department of Labour
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Government
Contracts Hours and Wages
Act; Hours of Work and Va-
cations with Pay Act; Indus-
trial Standards Act; Labour
Relations Act; Master
and Servant Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Minimum Wage
Act; One Day's Rest in
Seven Act; Public and Other
Works Wages Act; Rights of
Labour Act; Statute Labour
Act; Wages Act; Woodmen's
Employment Act; Woodmen's








Vol. 2, p. 853.
See also Arbitration Act; De-
partment of Municipal Affairs
Act; Fire Departments Act;
Judicature Act; Police Act;
Rights of Labour Act
Absent employees
. eligbility of, to vote 7(4), 41 (5)
Absent member




administration of, costs of 76
application of 2, 39
application of, to municipality . . 78
classes of persons not deemed
employees under 1(3), 2
jurisdiction of Board under . .68(1)
powers and duties of Board
under 67(l,2)(a-/i)
prosecution for offence under . . .65
purpose of, regulations re ...77{c)
Administration
. Act, of, costs of 76
Agent
. conciliation parties, of, prohibit-
ed as member of conciliation
board 16
Agreements
. effecting of 21
. extension of period of concilia-
tion, for 14(3)
. termination of 41(6)
termination of trade union as
bargaining agent on ..41(2)(a-f)
. void, re fraudulent certification . .42
Alteration






. Act, of, to municipality 78
. Board, to, for termination of
trade union as bargaining
agent 41(2)
certification, for, to Board 5
inclusion of recognition pro-
vision, for 30(2)
joint, for termination of concil-
iation agreement 37(3)
new certification, for 40(1)
new, power of Board to
bar 67(2)(A)
termination, for
. conciliation services granted,
after 44(1)
. failure of agreement 41(1)
failure to bargain, for 43(2)
The Arbitration Act. of 32(5)
Appointment
. arbitration board, of, pro-
visions re 22{Z)
. commissioner, of 58(1)







. members of conciliation board,
of IS
. Ontario Labour Relations
Board 66(3)
Arbitration
. implied provisions re, in
collective agreement . . . .32(1,2)
Arbitration Act
. application of 32(5)
Arbitration board
. decision of, binding 32(4)
. provision re appointment of. .32(2)
Arbitrator
. decision of, binding 32(4)
Architectural profession
. member of. Act not applicable
to l(3)(a)
Attendance
. w^itnesses, of, power to
enforce 26 (o), 67(2) (o)
Bargain
. obligation to, on notice 11
. termination on failure to . . . .43(2)
Bargaining agent
. certification of trade union as 7(3)
Bargaining committee
. composition of 12
Bargaining rights
. certification, by 5
. termination of 40-44
Bargaining unit
. defined 1(1) (c)
. number of union members in,
determined by Board 7(1)






. trade union or employers' or-
ganization, of, filed 55
Casting vote
. chairman of Board, by 66(8)
. chairman of conciliation board,
of 25
Certification
. application for 5
. . conciliation services granted,
after 44(1)
. barring of unsuccessful applicant
for 67 (2) (A)
. new, application for 40(1)







. obtained by fraud, declaration
of 'termination on 42
. trade union, of, after vote ....7(3)
. trade union of, without repre-





. appointment of 66(3)
. casting vote by 66(8)
inability to act 66(4)
ChairmcUi of conciliation board
. appointment of IS
. casting vote by 25
. notice of sittings by 23
Clarification
. recommendations, of, directions
for 58(4)
. report by conciliation board,
of 27(3)
Clerks
. Board, of, appointment of . .66(11)
Coercion
. members of trade unions, etc.,
of 47(0,48(1)
Collective agreements
. absence of, strike or lock-out
when 49(2)
binding effect of 35
certain agreements not
deemed 34 (a, 6)
contents of 30-33
defined l(l)(c)
early termination of 37(3)
endeavor of conciliation officer
to effect 14(2)
filing of S4
minimum term of 37(1)
. extension of 37(2)
more than one year, of, applica-
tion for new cer'tification . 40(3)
notice by trade union of desire
to bargain for 10
notice of desire to bargain
for new 38(1)
one year, for. application for
new cer'tification 40(1)
permissive provisions in 33(1)
reasonable effort to make 11
revision of 37(4)
termination of, on declaration 41(6)
strike or lock-out prohibited
re ...49(1)







. craft units, by 6(2)
. unit of employees suitable for 6(1)
Commissioner
. appointment of, on failure of
settlement 58(1)
. duties of 58(3)
. powers of 58(2)
. remuneration of 58(6)
Complaints
. inquiry into 57(1)
. more than one oflfence included
in 62
Composition
. bargaining committee, of 12
. Board, of 66(2)
. conciliation board, of 15
Conciliation
. extension of period of 14(3)
Conciliation board
. appointment of members of .... 15
. duties of 21
. evidence before 22(2)
. failure to report by, effect of . . .29
. notice of appointment of ....17(1)
. oath of office of members of ... .20
. persons prohibited as members
of 16
. powers of 26{a-e)
. presumption of establishment
of 17(2)
. procedure of 22(1)
. quorum of 24
. regulations re expenses of ...77(ft)
. report of findings by 27(1)
. sittings of 2Z
. statement of matters referred to 19
Conciliation officer
appointment of 14(1)
duties re report by 14(2)
inquiry by 57(1, 2)
report of 57(3)




. request for, by either party ..13(1)
Consent
. Board, by, to prosecutions 65
. mutual, to revision of collective
agreement, to 37(4)
Consolidated Revenue Fund






. trade union or employers' or-
ganization, of, filed 55
Continuance
Board, of 66(1)
. present Board, of 80
Corporation
. penalties, liable to 61(1)(&)
Costs





. appropriate for collective
bargaining 6(2)
Creed
. discrimination re 34(&)
Death
. member of conciliation board, of 18
Decisions
. Board, of 66(8), 68
Declaration
. barring unsuccessful applicant
for 67(2)(;i)
. termination, of, by
Board 41(4), (42, 43) (2)
. unlawful lock-outs, of 60
. unlawful strikes, of 59
Declaratory judgment




. bargaining unit 1(1) (a)
. Board 1(1)(&)
. collective agreement l(l)(c)
. conciliation services 1(1) (rf)




. trade union 1(1) (t)
Delegation
. powers of, by Board 67(2)(flr)
. powers of Minister, of 7Z
Dental profession
. member of. Act not applicable
to I(3)(a)
Department of Mimicipal Affairs
Act
. municipality defined under,






. delegation of Minister's powers
to 73
Discharge
. employee, of Z3{2)
Discrimination
. agreement, in, efTect of 34(6)
Disposition
. penalties, of , . .61(3)
Documents
. production of, power of Board
to compel 67 (2) (o)
Domestics
. Act not to apply to 2{a)
Employees
. absent, not eligible to
vote 7(4), 41(5)
. binding effect of collective
agreements on 35
. cessation of work by, effect of 1(2)
. classes of. Act not applicable
to l(3)(a-&)
. discharge of 33(2)
. member of bargaining com-
mittee, as 12
. number of, in trade union,
representation vote re 7 {2)
. rights of, no interference with . .47
Employers
. binding effect of collective
agreements on 35
. names of, disclosed upon
bargaining 36(2)
. notice to, of desire to bargain . . 10
. . obligation to, on 11
. participation of, in formation of
trade union, no certification on 9
. posting of notices by 67 (2) ((f)
. prohibited from interfering
with unions 45
. refusal to employ trade union
member prohibited 47 (o)
Employers' organization
. defined l(l)(e)
. persons free to join 4
. unions not to interfere with ... .46
Engineering profession
. member of. Act not applicable
to l(3)(a)
Entry
. power of Board re 67 {2) {e)





. acceptance of, by Board ..67{2){c)
. Minister's orders, etc., accepted
as 73
orders, etc., of Board accepted as 71
. power of conciliation board to
accept 26(c)
. presentation of 22{2)
. witnesses of, power of Board
to compel 67(2) (o)
Expenses
. members of conciliation board,
of 28
. . regulations re 77 {b)
Experts
. regulations re engagement of 77 {a)
Expiration




. fire fighters under, Act not
applicable to 2{d)
Fire fighters
. Act not applicable to 2{d)
Forms
. defects in, effect of 75
. oath, of, by Board members 66(5)
. oath, of, of members of con-
ciliation board 20
Fraud
. certification obtained by 42
Freedom
. employers' organizations re 4
. membership in unions, of 3
Good faith
. parties to bargain in 11
Hearings—See Sittings
Horticulture
. employee in, Act not applicable
to 2{h)
Himting
. person employed in, Act not
applicable to 2(6)
Inadequacy
. arbitration provision, of Z2{Z)
Individuals
. penalties, liable to 61(l)(o)
Information
. conciliation officer, to, secrecv
of '..72i2)







. proceedings re, prohibited to
question conciliation board 17(2)
Inquiries
. conciliation officer, by 57(1,2)
Inspection
. work, of, power of Board
re 67(2)(^)
Interrogation
. power of Board re 67 (2) (^)
Intimidation
. members of trade unions, etc.,
of 47(0.48(1)
Investigators
. regulations re engagement, of 77(a)
Irregularities
. technical, effect of 75
Jurisdiction
. Board, of 68(1.2)
Legal profession
. member of, Act not applicable
to l(3)(a)
Legislature
. costs appropriated by 76
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of rules made by
Board, by 66(10)
. Board appointed by 66(3)
. registrar of Board appointed
by 66(11)
. regulations by 77{a-c)




. prohibited where agreement
exis'ts 49(1)




. notices by, presumed received ... 74
Managers
. Act not applicable to 1(3)(&)
Mandamus—See Prerogative writs
Medical profession
. member of. Act not applicable
to l(3)(a)
Members of Board
. appointment of 66(3)




Members of conciliation board
. death of 18
. remuneration of 28
Member of employers'
organizations
. binding effect of collective
agreement on 36(2)
Minister
. commissioner appointed by .58(1)
. conciliation officer appointed
by 14(1), 57(1)
. conciliation officers' inquiry
report to 57(3)
. defined l(l)(ff)
. delegation of powers of 7^
. direction for clarification of
report by 27 (J>)
. extension of period of concilia-
tion by 14(3)
. extension of time for report
by 27(2)
. member of conciliation board on
vacancy, appointed by 18
. members of conciliation board
appointed by 15
. notice by, of appointment of
conciliation board 17(1)
. notice to parties to recommend
members of conciliation board 15
. oath of office filed with 20
. order by, re recommendations
of commissioner 58(5)
. powers of, re appointment of
arbitration board 22(1)
. report of conciliation officer to 14(2)
. statement delivered by 19
Modification
. arbitration provision, of 22(2))
Municipalities
. application of act to 81
Notice
. absent member of conciliation
board, to 24
. appointment, of, of conciliation
board 17(1)
. desire for renewal of collective
agreement, of 58(1)
. employers' organization, to,
deemed notice to each
member 38(3)
. failure to give, termination on 43(1)
. mail, by, presumed received ... 74
. Minister, by, to recommend





. new agreement, re application
for certification after 44(1)
. posting of, power of Board to
require 67 (2) (d)
. renewal, for, deemed effective 38(2)
. request after, for conciliation 13(1)
. sittings of conciliation board, of 23
. time of meeting from giving of .11
. union, by, of desire to bargain . . 10
Oath
. office of
. . Board members, by 66(5)
. . members of conciliation
board, by 20
. power of Board to
adminster 67 (2) (b)
. power of conciliation board to
administer 26(b)
Obligation




. continued 61 (2)
. corporation, by, individual
deemed a party to 63
. provisions of Act, against ... .61(1)
Officers of Board
. appointment of 66(11)
. trade union or employers'
organization of, set forth 55
Offices
. Board, of 66(6)
Ontario Labour Relations Board—
See also Arbitration board;
Conciliation board
. addition by, to collective
agreement 30(2), 31 (2)
. application for certification to ... .5
. Board defined 1(1) (&)
. certification of trade union by 7(3)
. . without representation vote. 7(5)
. collective agreements filed with. 54
. composition of 66(2)
. consent of, to prosecutions 65
. continuance of 66(1)
. decision of 66(8)
. declaration of termination
by .._ 41(4), 43(2)
. declaration of unlawful strikes
and lock-outs by 59, 60
. jurisdiction of 68(1,2)
. members of, not called as wit-
nesses in civil suit 70
. members of remuneration of 66(12)






. number of union members in
bargaining unit set by 7(1)
. office, of 66(6)
. official seal of 66(9)
. orders of, final 69
. powers and duties of, general 67(1)
. powers and duties of,
specific 67(2) (a-h)
. practice and procedure of . .66(10)
. quorum of 66(7)
. registrar, clerks appointed
by 66(11)
. representation vote directed by 7(2)
. request for conciliation services
filed with 13(1)
. seal of 66(9)
. secrecy of information given
to_ 72(1)
. termination of collective agree-
ment by 37(3)




. accepted as evidence 71
. final 69
Orders of Minister
. accepted as evidence 73
. recommendations of commis-
sioner, re 58(5)
Participation
. employer, of, in formation of
trade union 9
Parties
. offences, to, individuals deemed. .63
Penalties—See also Offences
. offences, for 61(l)(a-&)
. recovered, disposition of ...61(3)
Permissive provisions
. collective agreement, in 33(1)
Persuasion
. during working hours 48(2)
Police Act
. member of police force under.
Act not applicable to 2(c)
Policemen
. Act not applicable to 2(c)
Posting
. notices, of 67(2) (d)
Postponed







. Board, of 66(10)
Premises
entry of, by conciliation board 26(d)
. power of Board to enter . .67(2) (e)
. use of employers, by trade
union 33(1) (c)
Prerogative writs
. appointment of commissioner
not questioned by 58(1)






name and address of, on
publication 56
Procedure
. Board, of 66(10)
conciliation board, of 22(1)
Proceedings
. conciliation board, of, not
questioned 17(2)
. defects in form, effect on 75
. failure to report, not to
invalidate 29
. questions arising in, jurisdiction
of Board to determine 68(1) (a-A)
Prohibition—^5"^^ Prerogative writs
Prosecutions
. consent of Board to 65
. style of cause of 64
Provisions
. permissive, in collective
agreement 33(1)
Publications
. names and addresses of printer
and publisher of 56
Publishers







. Board, of 66(7)
. conciliation board, of 24
Race
. discrimination re 34(1)
Recognition provision





. commissioner, of, direction for
clarification of 58(4)
respective parties, by, re appoint-
ment of members of concilia-
tion board 15
Reconsidering
. decision of, by Board 68(1)
Records
. trade union, of, not disclosed 72(1)
Registrar of Board
. appointment of 66(11)
. witness, as, in civil suit not
allowed 70
Reg^ilations







members of Board, of 66(12)
. members of conciliation board,
of 28
Renewal
. notice to bargain for collective
agreement 38(1)
. . form of 38(2)
Report by conciliation board
. amplification of 27(3)
. copies of, to parties 27(4)
extension of time for filing . .27(2)
. failure of 29
. time for 27(1)
Report of conciliation officer
inquiry, re 57(3)
Minister, to 14(2)
. non-disclosure of 72(2)
Representation vote
. application for termination of
trade union, upon 41(3)
. certification of trade union
without 7(5)
. direction by Board for, on
application for certification . 7(2)
. power of Board to
conduct 67(2)(f)
Request










. collective agreement, of 37(4)
Rights
. employee of, not interference
with 47
Rules
Board, by, re procedure . . . .66(10)
Seal
. Board, of 66(9)
Secrecy
union membership, of 72(1)
Security guards
. bargaining unit, not allowed
with other employees 8
Servants
. Board, of, appointment of . .66(11)
Sittings
. conciliation board, of 23
. notice to absent member of
conciliation board of 24
Solicitor of conciliation parties
. prohibited as member of
conciliation board 16
Statements
. matters referred to conciliation
board, of, delivery of 19
Statutory declaration
. trade union, emplo3'ers' organ-
ization, of, filed 55
Strike
. defined 1(1) (/O
. employee not to, where agree-
ment exists 49(1)




. prosecutions, of 64
Superintendents




teacher defined in. Act not
applicable to 2{e)
Teachers
.•\.ct not applicable to 2(e)
Termination
application for, after conciliation
services granted 44(1)
application for, when no agree-
ment made 41(1)





collective agreement, of 41(6)
declaration of, by Board ...41(4)
failure to bargain, on 43(2)
early, of collective agreements 37(3)
failure to give notice, on . ...43(1)
Terms
. collective agreements, of,
extension of 37(2)
Toronto
office of Board at 66(6)
Trade unions
application for new certification
by 40
attending to business of, during
working hours 33(1) (6)
binding effect of collective
agreements on 35
certification of, under previous
law 79
certification of, without repre-
sentation vote 7(5)
copy of constitution of, filed ... .55
defined l(l)(t)
employers not to interfere with . .45
membership in, secrecy of . . 72(1)
notice b\', of desire to bargain . . 10
participation of employers in,
certification refused 9
persons free to join 3
prohibited from interfering with
employers' organizations 46
provisions requiring member-
ship in 33(1) (a)
records of, not disclosed ...72(1)
refusal to employ member of,
prohibited 47(a)
representatives of, on bargaining
committee 12
termination of, as bargaining
agent, when no obligation . 41(1)
. agreement, when 41(2)
use of employers' premises
by 33(1)(0
Trapping
. person employed in, Act not
applicable to 2(6)
Treasurer of Ontario











. conciliation board, in 18
Vice-chairman of Board
. appointment of 66(4)
Voters
. absent, ineligible re representa-
tion vote 7(4)
Witness
. conciliation officers not a
competent 72(2)
. members of Board protected
from being 70
. power of Board to enforce
attendance of 67 (2) (a)
. power of conciliation board to
enforce attendance of 26(a)
Working conditions
. alteration of, not allowed when
notice given 53
Working hours
. persuasion during 48(2)
LAKES AND RIVERS
IMPROVEMENT
Lakes and Rivers Improve-
ment Act, Vol. 2, p. 879.
See also Arbitration Act; Beach
Protection Act; Beaches and
River Beds Act; Beds of Navi-
gable Waters Act; Companies
Act; Conservation Authorities
Act; Judges' Orders Enforce-
ment Act; Mining Act; Public
Works Act; Water Powers
Regulation Act
Act
. application of 23, 25, 32(5)
Action
. dam owner or occupier, against . .5
. recovery of tolls, for 57
Appeals
. occupied water privileges, re . . .98
Application
. approval of dam construction,
for 9(2)
. letters patent, for 35
. occupied water privilege owner,
by 86(2)
. . publication of 87
. reg:ulations, of 2(2)
. schedule of tolls, re 55
Apportionment
. tolls, of 58
LAKES AND RIVERS Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Approval
. companies, of 36
. plans of dams, of 9(1)
. . application for 9(2)
Aprons
construction requirements of ... .21
. damaged by flood 22(2)
. penalties re 22(1)
. regulations for 20
Arbitration
. floating of timber, disputes,
etc., of 74
. provisions for 4
. water power rights, of 7
Arbitration Act
. claims settled under 4
Arbitrator
. approval by, of sale of timber
for lien 77
. award of 78
. judge as 4
Assessment
. damages from saw mill refuse,
of 31(3,4)
Attorney-General
. proceedings by, on company
defaulting 48(1)
Bsuiks
. public right of access on . . . .26(4)
Bond
. complainant re works, of ....19(5)
Books of accoimt
. companies, of 43
. inspection of 43
. operator, of 55(4)
Branches
. failure to lop off 30
Bridges
. obstruction, as 31(7)
. tree as 31(7)
Capital
. companies, of 36(a)
. distribution of, after winding up 41
Claims
. arbitration provisions for 4
. notice of 75
. water power considered in 7
Companies
. annual report of 42
. application by, for letters patent 35
. books of account of 43
. dissolving of 50
. distribution of capital of 41
. dividend rate of 37
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. existing works taken over by . . .46
. expropriation by 44
. extension of existence of 52
. forfeiture of charter of 48
. incorporation of 34
. interference by, with other
property 45
. liquidation, in 40
. mill sites taken over by 47
. proof for letters patent of,
required 36
. property of, vesting in the
Crown 39
. supplementary letters patent for 52
. term of, limited 51
. term of years of 38
. time for completion of works by 48
. uniting of 49
. winding up of 40, 41
Companies Act
. companies under 34
. letters patent under 51
. winding up under 41
Compensation
. Crown grant, before 5
. existing works taken over, for . .46
. expropriation by companies, for. .44
. occupied water privileges,
re 92(2), 93
. owner of forfeited dam, to .13(3)
. removal of obstructions, for .... 18
. water power considered in 7
. works for floating of timber, re 19
Consolidated Statutes of Canada
. company incorporated under ... .51
Constable
. warrant to, for seizure of
timber 59(3)
Conveyance of land
. occupied water privileges, re . . .94
Costs
. bond to cover 19(5)
. scale of 19(7)
Counterclaims
. floating of timber, re 76
. . time for 79(2)
Court
. injunctions by, discretion re ....32
Court of Appeal
. appeals to 98
Crown
. compensation before grant by ... .5
dam forfeited to 13(3)





. interference with property of . . .45
. lien or rights of 73
. rights unaffected by grants from 28
. works acquired by 39
Dam
. application for approval of . . . .9(2)
. aprons for timber on 20-22
. compensation for damage by ....5
. defined 1(a)
. emergency construction of ....9(2)
. engineer's examination and
report on 11 (2-4)
. engineer to recommend con-
struction of 9(3)
. fishways constructed in. .9(4), 11(6)
. forfeiture by owner of 13(3)
. foundation of 9(2) (c)
. improvements to 10
. inspection of 13(1)
. Minister's orders re 11(4,5)
. obstruction, as 31(7)
. owner of, defined 8
. penalties re 14
. plans for construction of 9
. production of plans of ....11(1,2)
. regulations governing. .2(1) (6), (2)
. removal of 18
. repair of, order re 13(2)
. use of water of, regulated 17
. water power created by 7
Damages
. injunction for 32
. mill owner, against 32(3, 4)
. saw-mill refuse, from 31(3,4)














. timber 1 (g)
. works 33,53(6)
Department of Lands and Forests
. copy of schedule of tolls to . 55(7)
. plans, reports, etc., filed in 15
. works controlled by 39
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LAKES AND RIVERS Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Deposit
. inspector's fees and expenses,
for 19(4)
Disputes
. use of lake or river, re 16
Disrepair
. works for floating of timber, of. .19
Dividend rate
. companies, of 37
Emergency construction
. dams of 9(2)
Engineer
. dam construction recommended
by 9(3)
. dam inspected by 13(1)
. obstruction of 14(1) (c)
. obstruction removed by 18
. report of, re dams 11
Exemption
. territory from Act, of 80
Existing works
. companies taking over 46
Expenses
. inspector, of 19(4)
. separating intermixed timber, of 68
Expropriation
. companies, by 44
Extension
. existence of companies, of 52
Fees
. filing of orders of Minister,
on 24(4)
. inspectors, of 19(4)
. judges, of 97
Fishways
. dams to have 9(4), 11(6)
Floating of timber
. access on banks for 26(4)
. application of Act to 3
. aprons on dams for 20-22
. arbitration of disputes, etc., re ..74
. branches lopped oflF before 30
. complaint re works for 19
. counterclaims re 76
. . time for 79(2)
. defined 1(6)
. disputes over rights to 16
. duties re 61, 64
. interference with 60(2-4)
. intermixed 64
. lakes, across 29
. length of tree trunks for 30
. notice of claims re 75





. obstruction of, prohibited ...26(2)
. public rights of 26(1)
. public rights to use works for . .27
. regulations governing 2(1) (a)
. rights re 24(1) (6)
. rules by operator re 60(1)
. separation when intermixed ... .67
. . expenses of 68
. works constructed for 33
Flooded lands
. timber cleared from 12
Floods
. apron damaged by 22(2)
. dam, because of 5
Forms
. security, of Form 1
Foundation
. dam, of 9(2) (c)
Improvements
. dams, to 10
Information
. timber owner to operator, from 56
Injunctions
. discretion of court re 32
Inspection
. books of account, of 43
Inspector
. appointment of 19(8)
. defined 19(8)
. fees and expenses of 19(4)
. report of 19(1,2)
Intermixed timber
. driving of 64-66
. separating of 67
. . duty re 68
. . expenses of 68
. . lien for 69
International Joint Commission
. order or recommendation of .... 16
Judges
. application to, by occupied
water privilege owner ..86(2), 87
. arbitrator, as 4
. complaint to, re repair of works 19
. fees of 97
. order by, re occupied water
privilege 88, 89, 92, 93, 95
. powers of 96
. registration of order of 95
. repair of works ordered by ..19(2)
. schedule of tolls approved by . . .55
. terms by, re several claimants
of occupied water privileges . .90
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IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Judges' Orders Enforcement Act
. orders under 93(2)
Justice of the peace
. warrant by, for seizure of
timber 59(2-4)
Lakes
. Act applied to 23
. defined 1(c)
. floating of timber across 29
. obstructions removed from 18
. officer in charge of 16
. regulations governing . .2(_l)(c), (2)
. use of, disputed 16
Land
. acquisition of 85(2)
. . proceedings re 86
. entry on and survey of 85(1)
Letters patent
. application for 35
. dividend rate in 37
. proof required for 36
. supplementary, issue of 52
. term of, limited 51
. term of years of 38
. united companies, for 49
Lien
. breaking log jam, for 63
. clearing intermixed timber, for . .66
. Crown, of 73
. operator, of 59(1)
. repair of works, for 19(3, 4)
. sale of timber for 77
. separating intermixed timber,
for 69
. subject to lien for tolls 72
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. application of Act by 23
. companies dissolved by 50
. dividend rate set by 37
. exempting territory from Act . . .80
. extension of companies' exist-
ence by 52
. inspectors appointed by 19(8)
. orders re use of water approved
by 17
. regulations by 2(1)
Log jams
duty to break 61, 64
intermixed timber, of 64
lien for breaking up of 63, 66
rights of others to break ... .62, 65









. timber prepared for trans-
portation to 30(2)
Mill owner
. injunctions against 32
. right to damages against .32(3,4)
Mill sites




. annual report of companies to . .42
. applications re rights to 24(1)
. appointments by, re disputes
over use of lakes or rivers .... 16
. approval by
. . existing works taken over, re.. 46
. . rules by operators, re 60(1)
. copy of tolls sent to 55(7)
. dam improvements approved by 10
. decision of, final 24(2)
. defined l(rf)
. directions by, re floating of
timber across lakes 29(2, 3)
. enforcement of order of 24(3)
. engineer designated by 9(3)
. entry of order of 24(5)
. fishways required by .. .9(4), 11(6)
. inspection of dams authorized
,
by 13(1)
. jurisdiction of 24
. obstructions ordered removed by 18
. orders by. re dams 11(4, 5)
. penalty for disobeying order
of 14(1)(&)
. plans of dams approved by ...9(1)
. . application for 9(2)
. production of dam plans to 11(1-3)
. repairs to dams ordered by 13(2,3)
. timber ordered cleared by 12
. use of water regulated by 17
Navigable waters
. obstruction of 6
Navigation
. regulations governing 2(1) (o)
. timber not to obstruct 61
Negligence
. timber, re 71
Notices
. application by occupied water
privilege holder, of 87
. application for letters patent,
of 36(b)
. claims re floating of timber, of . .75
. . time for 79(1)
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. complaint re works of 19(6)
. emergency dam construction,
of 9(2)
. owner, to, re seized
timber 63(3), 66(3), 69(3)
Obstructions
. exceptions to 31(5,7)
. felled trees as 31
. injunctions for 32
. navigable waters, in 6
. navigation, of 61
. removal of 18
. . public right re 26(3)
. right of others to clear 62,65
. rights re 24(1) (c)
. saw mill refuse as 31
. wilful 31(6)
Occupied water privilege
. acquisition of lands for 85(2)
. . proceedings re 86
. appeals re 98
. . application of 82
. compensation re 92(2), 93
. conveyance of land re 94
. deemed not in actual use 89
. defined 83
. interference prohibited with 84
. judge's order re ...88,89,92,93,95
. owner's right to enter on and
survey land 85(1)
. size of ponds re 91, 92
. transmission line re 85(3)





. application by, re schedule of
tolls 55
. books of account produced by 55(4)
. copy of tolls sent to Minister
by 55(7)
. defined 53(a)
. information from timber owner
required by 56(1)
. interference with 60(2-4)
. lien of, for tolls 59(1)
. right of, to penalties 60(4)
. right of, to tolls 54
. rules by 60(1)






. saw mill refuse on 31(5)




. interference with property of . . .45
. order to repair to 13(2, 3)
. plans of dam produced by 11
. regulation of use of water by ... 17
. separation of intermixed timber
of 67
. . expenses of 68
. timber cleared from flooded
lands by 12
. timber of, intermixed in drive . . .64
Penalties
. branches not lopped oflF, for 30
. copy of tolls not sent to
Minister, for 55(7)
. dams illegally operated,
for 14(l)(a)
. failure to give statement to
operator, for 56(1)
. failure to provide aprons, for 22(1)
. false information to operator,
for 56
. felling trees in lakes, or rivers,
for 31(2)
. floating of timber across lakes,
re 29(3)
. interference with operator,
for 60(2-4)
. liability for damages not
affected by 14(2)
. obstructing engineer for ..14(l)(f)
. operator's right to 60(4)
. orders not complied with,
for 14(1)(6)
. regulations governing 2( !)(</)
. sawmill refuse, for 31(2)




. dams, of 9
. . owner to produce 11
. engineer to examine 9(3)
. filing of IS
. improvement to dams, for 10
Ponds
. size of 91, 92
Proceedings
. acquisition of land, re 86
Proclamation
. lake or river controlled by 23
Publication
. application of occupied water
privilege owner, of 87
. schedule of tolls, of 55(1, 6)
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IMPROVEMENT—Co«.
Public rights
. application of Act to 25, 28
Public Works Act
. compensation under 18
. dissolving of companies under .50
Refuse
. saw mill, of 31
Regulations
. application of 2(2)
. aprons, for 20
. defined 1(e)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 2(1)
. use of water, for 17
Reports
. annual, of companies 42
. engineer's of, re dams 11
. filing of 15
. inspectors, of 19(1, 2)
Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1877
. company incorporated under ... .51
Rivers
. Act to apply to 23
. defined 1(/)
. obstruction removed from 18
. officer in charge 16
. regulations governing . .2(1) (c), (2)
. regulations governing use of ... .17
. use of, disputed 16
Rules
. operator, by 60(1)
St. Lawrence River
. saw mill refuse on 31(5)
Saw Mills
. refuse of 31
Security
. form of 70, Form 1
Seized timber








. plans for 9(2) (a)
Spillways
. plans for 9(2) (a)
Steam tugs
. floating of timber across lakes,
for 29(1)
Summons





. fees on filing order in 24(4)
. judge of, may allow appeal 98
. orders filed in 24(3)
Sureties
. bonds by 19(5)
Territory
. exempt from Act 80
. including, in Act 81
Timber—See also Floating of
timber
. clearing of flooded lands of 12
. defined lig)
. negligence re 71
. sale of, by lien holder 77
. seizure of
. . log jam. in 63, 66
. . separating 69
. . tolls, for 59(2)
. tolls on 6
. wrongful detention of 71
Timber driving
. floating of timber re 3
Timber jam
. removal of 18
Timber owner
. information by, to operator ... .56






action to recover 57
application re schedule of 55
apportionment of 58
fixing the schedule of 55(3)
lien of operator for 59(1)
operators right to 54
publication of schedule of . .55(1,6)
restrictions on 6
seizure of timber for 59(2)
Transmission lines
. occupied water privileges, re. .85(3)
Trees
. bridge, as 31(7)
. felling of, in lake or river 31
Warrant
. seizure of timber for tolls,
for 59(2,4)
Water power
. regulations governing use of ... .17
. rights re 7
Watershed






. obstruction, as 31(7)
Winding up
. companies, of 40, 41
Works
. companies for—see Companies
. construction of, by public
right 26(3)
. Crown may acquire 39
. defined 33, 53(&)
. examination of 19(1)
. failure to complete 48
. mills as 32(1)
. public right to use 21
. repair of 19(3)
. repair, out of 19
. rights re 24(1) (a)
LAND
See Assessment Act; Companies
Act; Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Credit Un-
ions Act; Custody of Docu-
ments Act; Department of
Municipal Affairs Act; Devo-
lution of Estates Act; Division
Courts Act; Dower Act; Es-
tates Tail Act; Estreats Act;
Execution Act; Industrial and
Mining Lands Compensation
Act; Investigation of Titles
Act; Judicature Act; Land
Surveyors Act; Limitations
Act; Liquor Control Act;
Mortgages Act; Mortmain and
Charitable Uses Act; Munici-
pal Act; Municipal Drainage
Act; Partition Act; Petty
Trespass Act; Power Commis-
sion Act; Provincial Land Tax
Act; Quieting Titles Act; Rail-
way Fire Charge Act; Rail-
ways Act; Real Property
Religious Institutions Act;
Short Forms of Conveyances
Act; Short Forms of Leases
Act; Short Forms of Mort-
gages Act; Statute of Frauds;
Surveys Act; Trustee Act;
Vacant Land Cultivation Act;
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Accoimts
. audit of 39
Age
. certificates of qualification,
for 21(o)
Agreements
. registration of apprenticeship . . .21
Appeals
. Court of Appeal, to 36(7)
. dismissal or suspension, from 36(3)
. . mode of 36(4)
. hearing of 36(5)
. surveyors not to act pending 36(2)
. Supreme Court, to 36(3)
Application
. penalties, of J&iJL')
Apportionment
. penalties, of 38(3)
Apprenticeship
. certificates of qualification for 21(&)
. education requirements for 22
. exemptions from 23
. . when qualified elsewhere 24
. provisions for. on death, etc.,
of employers 25
. registration of agreements of . . . .27
. transfer of 26
Association
. annual general meetings of ...9(1)
. audit of accounts, of 39
. by-laws of 8(1)
. . ratification of 8(2)
. continuation of 3(1)
. council of management for
—
see Council of management
. defined 1 (a)
. dismissal or suspension from 36(1)
. election of officers of 10(1)
. fines and fees belong to 4
. four members of, on board of
examiners 19(2)
. investments of council for 7
. new members of 3(2)
. nominating committee of ....11(1)
. powers of, re real estate 5
. recovery of fees and penalties
by 38(1)
. special meetings of 9(2)
. suspension from, for non-pay-
ment of fees 29(2)
Audit




. election of 10(1)
. qualifications of 10(2)
Ballots
. counting of 13(3)
. distribution and return of ...13(1)
. electors placing too many
names on 14(2)
. members to elect officers by. .10(1)
. . form of Form 1
. nominating committee elected
by 11(1)
. record of 13(3)
Board of Examiners
. certificates of qualification by . . .21
. chairman of council as chairman
of 19(5)
. constitution of 19(2)
. defined 1(6)
. examination of candidates by 19(1)
. meetings of 20(1)
. oath of members of 19(7)
. powers of. re exemptions from
apprenticeship 24
. quorum of 19(5)
. regulations by, re exemptions
from apprenticeship 23
. term of office of 19(3)
. vacancies in 19(4)
Bond
. certificates of qualification for 21 (g)
By-laws
. Association, of 8(1)
. . ratification of 8(2)
Candidates
. board of examiners to
examine 19(1)
. by-laws re examination and
admission of 8(c)
. notice by, for examination 28
Certificates
. qualification as surveyor, of ....21
. . form of Form 2
. qualification, of, for apprentice-
ship 22
Chairman
. council, of, as chairman of
board 19(5)
. council, of, on board of
examiners 19(2)
. council to elect 6(2)
Cbaracter




. certificates of qualification, for . .21
Council of management
. appointment of examiners by.. 19(6)
. appointments by, to fill vacancies 17
. attendance of witnesses before . .37
. chairman and officers of 6(2)
. chairman of, as chairman of
board 19(5)
. defined 1 (c)
. investments of. for Association . . .7
. membership of 6(1)
. ratification of by-laws of
Association by 8(2)
. rectification of entries by order
of 30(3)
. restoration to register by . . . .36(8)
Court of Appeal
. appeals from judge to 36(7)
Definitions
. Association 1 (a)





. appeals from : 36(3)
. Association, from 36(1)
Elections
. disputed 18
. report of results of 16
. results of 15(1)
Examinations
. by-laws of Association re 8(c)
. final, for certificates of
qualification 21(d)
. intermediate, for certificates of
qualification 21(c)
Examiners
. appointment of 19(6)
. fees and expenses of 20(2)
Exemptions
. apprenticeship, from 23
. . persons qualified elsewhere,
for 24
Expenses
. examiners, of 19(6), 20(2)
Fees
. belong to Association 4
. examiners, of 19(6), 20(2)
. payment of, for certificates of
qualification 21(e)
. recovery of 38(1)




. suspension for non-payment
of 29(2)
. tariff of 29(1)
Fines
. belong to Association 4
Forms
. ballots, of, for election of
officers Form 1
. certificate of qualification as
surveyor, of Form 2
Hearing
. appeal, of 36(5)
Investments
. council, of 7
Judge—See also Supreme Court
and Coiirt of Appeal
. order of council varied, by . . .36(6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of two members to
board of examiners by 19(2
Meetings
. annual, of Association 9(1
. board of examiners, of 20(1
. election of nominating
committee, for 11(2
. notices of 9(3
. request for special 9(2
Members
. additions to list requested by. .12(2
. by-laws re discipline, etc., of . .8(a
. distribution of ballot papers to 13(1
. election of officers of
Association by 10(1
. list of nominations to 12(1
. nominating committee, of ... .11(1
. request for special meetings by 9(2
Membership
. council of management, in . . . .6(1
Minister
. council of management, in . . . .6(1
. defined 1 (rf
Nominating committee
. Association, of 11(1
. appointment of chairman and
convener of 11(2
. list of nominations by, to
secretary-treasurer 12(1
. new elections by, on illegality ... 18
. scrutineers at election of 11(2
Nominations






. request for additional 12(2)
. . added to ballot paper .... Form 1
Notices
. candidates, by, for examination .. 28
. meetings, of 9(3)
. motion of, for appeal 36(4)
. retirement from practice, of . .30(2)
. service of 40(1)
. . address for 40(2)
Oaths
. allegiance, of, for certificates of
qualification 21 (i)
. members of board of examiners,
of 19(7)
. office, of. for certificates of
qualification 21 (t)
Officers
. council, of, appointment of . . . .6(2)
. election of 10(1)
. qualifications of 10(2)
. term of office of 10(1)
. vacancies of 17
Order
. judge, of, on appeal 36(6)
Places
. meetings of board of examiners,
of 20(1)
Penalties
. application of 38(2)
. apportionment of 38(3)
. fraudulent entries in register,
for 32
. procuring entry by fraud, for . . .33
. recovery of 38(1)
. surveyors practising when
unqualified, for 2(2)
. use of title without registration,
for 34(2)
President
. appointment of scrutineers to
examine votes by 13(2)
. election of 10(1)
. notice of motion for appeal to 36(4)
. qualifications of 10(2)
. report of results of election to ... 16
. vacancy of 17
Presiding officer
. casting vote of. re election of
nominating committee 11(2)
Prosecutor




. disputed elections, on 18
. equality of votes, on 15(2)
Powers
. Association, of, re real estate ....5
Provincial Secretary
. oaths of office and allegiance
deposited with 21(»)
Qualifications
. apprenticeship, for 22
. officers, of 10(2)
. voters, of 14(1)
Quorum
. board of examiners, of 19(5)
Real estate
. by-laws re management of . . . .8(6)
. powers of Association re 5
Records—See also Reports
. ballots cast for candidates, of 13(3)
References
. certificates of qualification for 21(/)
Register
. penalties for fraudulent entries
in 32
. penalties for procuring entry
by fraud in 33
. rectification of entries in 30(3)
. restoration of name to 36(8)
. secretary-treasurer to keep . . .30(1)
. surveyors, etc., of 30(1)
Registration
. right to use title on 34(1)
. . penalty for contravention ..34(2)
. surveyors, of 2(1)
. . becoming members of
Association upon 3(2)
. . penalty for default of 2(2)
Reports—See also Records
. results of election, of 16
Restoration
. register, to 36(8)
Scrutineers
. appointment of 11(2), 13(2)
. procedure by, where equality
of votes 15(2)
Secretary-treasurer
. ballot papers distributed by ..13(1)
. books of account kept by 39
. certificates of qualification for
apprenticeship, by 22
. council, of, on board of
examiners 19(2)
. election of 10(1)
. list of nominations to 12(1)
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Secretary-treasurer—Con.
. notice by candidates for
examination to 28
. notice of meetings by 9(3)
. notice of motion for appeal to 36(4)
. notice re retirement to 30(2)
. penalties for improper entries by 32
. penalties payable to 38(2)
. qualifications of 10(2)
. rectification of entries in
register by 30(3)
. register kept by 30(1)
. registration of apprenticeship
agreements with 27
. report of results of election by .16
. tariff of fees payable to 29(1)
Service
. notice of motion for appeal, of 36(4)
. notices, of 40(1)
. . address for 40(2)
Standard measure
. certificates of qualification, for 21(/»)
Subpoenas
. attendance of witnesses, for 37
Summary Convictions Act
. recovery of penalties as under 38(1)
Supreme Court—See also Court of
Appeal; Judge
. appeals from 36(7)
. appeals to, from dismissal or
suspension 36(3)
Surveyor-General of Ontario
. council of management, in ... .6(1)
Siu^eyors
. conditions re, for certificates of
qualification 21
. defined 1(e)
. dismissal or suspension of ...36(1)
. fees of, as witnesses 35
. members of Association, as . . .3{2)
. notice by, re retirement from
practice 30(2)
. prohibited from acting, pending
appeal 36(2)
. provisions for apprentice on
death, etc., of 25
. register of 30(1)
. registration of 2(1)
. . penalty for default of 2(2)
. restoration of, to register ...36(8)
. title of, registered 34(1)




. appeals from 36(3
. Association, from 36(1
. non-payment of fees, for 29(2
Tariff
. fees, of 29(1
Term
. nominating committee, of .... 11(1
. officers of Association, of .... 10(1
Time
distribution and return of ballot
papers, for 13(1
. meetings of board of examiners,
of 20(1
. notice by candidates for
examination, for 28
. notices of meetings, for 9(3
. service of notice of motion for
appeal, for 36(4
Title
. right to use, on registration . .34(1




. bonds deposited with 21 (p
Vacancies
. board of examiners, in 19(4
. officers, of 17
Vice-president
. election of 10(1
. notice of motion for appeal to 36(4
. qualifications of 10(2
vacancy of 1
Voters
. qualifications of 14(1
. right of, to be present at
counting of votes 14(3
Votes
. election of persons having
highest number of 15(1
equality of 15(2
Witnesses
. attendance of 37
. fees of surveyors as 35
LAND TITLES
Land Titles Act, Vol. 2, p. 923.
See also Companies Act; Con-
ditional Sales Act; Custody of
Documents Act; Devolution
of Estates Act; Dower Act;
Execution Act; Judicature
Act; Land Transfer Tax Act;
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec
Mining Act; Mining Tax Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Munici-
pal Act; Planning Act; Public
Lands Act; Registry Act;
Settled Estates Act; Succes-
sion Duty Act; Surveys Act
Absence
. master of 140(1)
Absentee
. decision on stated case binding
on 91(1)





. assurance fund payments on
registration of 127(2)
. transmission of 127(6)
lessor, of, declaration of 48
tax purchaser, of 68(1)
. loss of priority of 68(3)
transfer of land with, estate of
transferee 41 (a)
Access
. right of, registered land subject
to 23(1)(^)
Account
. Assurance Fund under The
Land Titles Act, of 127(4)
Accountant
. Supreme Court, of, assurance
fees payable to 127(6)
. Supreme Court, of, government
stocks issued to 132(1)
Act
. application of 2
. extended to county, expenses
of 150(3)
. extension of provisions of ... 150(1)
. retroactive application of, re
fraud 122(3)
Actions
. existence of highway, re . . .24(3,4)
. indemnity from, of master 103
. owner of charge indemnified
against 31(6)
. pending, caution re 84
. . affidavit supporting 86
. recovery of sums paid out of
Assurance Fund, for 128(6)
. specific performance, for .... 117(1)
Address
. purchaser, of, for service 79(2)
Administrator
. application of, re registration . . 71 (2)
. . conditions of 71 (4)




. notice of. re registration of
letters patent 160(3)
Affidavits
. effect of errors in 146
. supporting caution 74(2)
Agent
. master, etc., not to act as. .149(1,2)
Agreement for lease
. registered land subject to 23(1) (d)
Agreement for sale
. standing timber, of, registration
of 79(1)
. . discharge of 79(3, 4)
Alienation
. leasehold land, of, re
registration of 15(3, 4)
Allowances
. attendance, for 138(7)
Alteration
. description of land, in 100(2)
Amendment
. plan, of 113(1)
Appeals
. amendment of plan, from . . .113(3)
. amount of compensation,
from 128(4)
. 'Court of Appeal, to 144, 145
. master, from 144
. order for costs, from 89(3)
. order, from, re transmission 56
. stay of procedings re 155(4)
. . exceptions to 156
Applicants
. oath of, re valuation of land. . 127(7)
. payment of costs by 89(1)
. registration, for, of bond . . .127(10)
Applications
. amendment of plan, for 113(2)
. . appeal from 113(3)
. . costs of 113(1)
. cancellation of wrongful
entries, for 122(1)
. compensation from Assurance
Fund, for 128(3)
. . costs of proceedings re ...128(5)
. costs, of 120
. court, to, re approval of title. .21(c)
. effect of errors in 146
. inhibition of registered dealings,
re 80(1)
. order for, re rectification of
register 119





. registered land, re, stated case
on 90(1)
. . approval of 90(3)
. . powers of court re 91(2)
. . practice and procedure on . .90(2)
. registered owner, by 24(1)(2)
. registration, for 5(1-3), 71(1)
. registration, for, as owner with
qualified title 12(1)
. . estate of 12(3)
. registration, for, of leasehold
land 15(1), 16
. trial of existence of highway,
re 24(4)
. . registration pending 24(5)
. withdrawal of registered land,
for 133(1)
. . effect of 133(2)
Appointment
. deputy master, of 140(1)
. . power of, to act 140(2, 3)
Assembly
. Order in Council laid before 153(5)
Assessment Act
. fees under 139
Assessment commissioner






. land re-granted by Crown,
on 127(16)
. pro rata payment of 129(2)
. proof of payment of 127(11)
. provisional judicial districts,
in 127(12,16)
. registration on payment of
part of 127(13, 14)





. account in name of 127(4)
. additional payments into .... 130(1)
. . effect of 130(3)
. . leave for 130(2)
. . memorandum of 130(4)
. claims against 96(4)
. compensation claimed from, re
mining lands 129(1)
. compensation not recoverable
from 131(l)(a-c>
. compensation paid from, for
wrongful deprival 128(3)
. . amount of 128(4)




. constitution of 127(2)
. fees of, as charge 127(11)
. formation of 127(1)
. indemnity to, against loss . .127(10)
. minimum payment into 127(3)
. moneys of, paid to Treasurer of
Ontario 127(5)
. recovery of sums paid out of 128(6)
. transmission of money to . . .127(6)
Attendance
. charge for 138(3,4,7)
. witnesses, of 138(1)
Attorney-General
. notice to, re compensation for
omissions in register 123(3)
. removal of timber, etc.,
prohibited by 127(15)
Barrister
. examination of title referred to . .22
. local master, as 153(3)
Bond
. applicant, of 127(10)
. charge of company as security
for 97(4)
Books
. production of 138(2)
. . refusal re 138(6)
Boimdaries
. description of land not
conclusive re 23(2)
By-laws
. municipality, by, re adoption
of Act 150(1)
. . accommodation supplied
by 150(2)
Caution
. affidavit supporting 86
. application for registration of,
re registered land 74(1)
. . affidavit supporting 74(2)
. . restrictions re 74(3)
. cessation of 75(2)
. discharge or continuance of . .75(6)
. effect of 88
. entry by master of, re errors 123(1)
. improper lodging of,
compensation for 87
. lodging of, by tax purchaser. .68(1)
. notice of, re registration of
letters patent 160(3, 5)
. partial, re registered dealings. .75(5)
. pending actions, re 84
. registered owner, by, re
registration of transferee ..76(1)
. registration of land, against . .83(1)
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec.
Caution—Con.
. renewal of, re registered
dealings 74(4, 5)
. second, allowance of 7S
Cautioner
. address of, re service of
notices 115(1)
. consent of, to registration 75(6)
. consent of, to registration of
letters patent 160(5)
. notice of proposed registered
dealings served on 75(1)
. . exception to 75(4) .
. notice to, re registration 85
. second caution by 78
. security by, re delay of
registered dealings 77
Certificate—See also Certificate of
charge; Certificate of
ownership
. charge of, on transfer 53(5)
. easement of, over registered
land 95(3)
. eflfect of errors in 146
. Inspector of, as proof of debt 128(6)
. Minister of Mines, of, re title
to minerals 96(2, 3)
. ownership of charge, of,
production of 38(2)
. ownership of, easement noted
on 12(5)
. ownership of, on registration .... 13
. ownership of, on transfer of
land 37(3,4)
. ownership of, production of,
on transfer 38(1), 39(1)
. part owners, of 7(3)
. payment of taxes, of 139
. sheriff of, re seizure under
execution 66(1)
. sworn valuator of 127(9)
Certificate of charge
. deposit of, lien created by 94
. evidence, as, of contents 93
. loss of 92(1)
. renewal of 92(2)
Certificate of ownership
. deposit of lien created by 94
. evidence as, of contents 93
. loss of 92(1)
. renewal of 92(2)
Certification
. plan of 107(9)
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LAND TITLES—Con. Sec.
Charge—See also Certificate of
charge; Registered charge
. certificate of ownership of,
production of 38(2), 39(1)




fees of Assurance Fund as. .127(11)
implied covenants re 30(1)
lease of, notice of 72(8)
leasehold land, on, implied
covenants re 31 (a, i)
refusal of master to register 39(1, 2)
registered, disposition of 70(4)
registered land, of, restrictions
on 81(1)
. withdrawal of 81(4)
registered land, of, sealing
of 104, 105
registered land, on, creation of 29(1)
rules re fees on transfer
of 142(2)(6)
seizure of, under execution . . .66(1)
transfer of 53(1)
. completion of 53(2)
. delivery of certificate on . . .53(5)
. effect of 53(3,4)
transfer of part of 53(7)
transmission on death of owner
of 57
. consent to 62
. evidence of 60
Chargees
. address of 55(1)
. consent of, to registration of
road 110
. distress by 30(3)
. entry by 2>2
. minerals, of, registration of . .96(3)
. priority between 54
. right of, to registration 71(1)
Charges
. attendance, for 138(3, 4)
. priority of 35
Claimant




. Assurance Fund, against 96(4)
. . Assurance Fund, on, re
valuation of mining lands 129(1)
. notice of adverse, re registration
of letters patent 160(3)




. agent, as, prohibition re 149(1)
Committee
. applications by 106(2)
Commutation
. fees, of 153(6)
Compensation
. Assurance Fund, from, wrongful
deprival of land 128(3)
. Consolidated Revenue Fund,
from 132(4)
. improper lodging of caution, for. .87
. non-recovery of, from
Assurance Fund 131(l)(a-c)
. rectification of register, on . . 128(7)
. wrongful deprival of land,
for 128(1)
Conditions
. annexation, of, to registered
land 101(1)
. restoration to register of
. . compensation for 123(3)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payment of compensation out
of 132(4)
. stock paid out of 132(3)
Conveyances
. list of 55(2)
Conviction
. fraud, for, re entry in register 122(1)
Co-owners
. reduction of number of 99(2)
Costs
. action for specific performance,
in 117(2)
. amendment of plan of 113(1)
. application, of, for
compensation 128(5)
. enforcement of order, for . . . .89(4)
. mortgagee, trustee, of, re
registration 6(3)
. order, of, inhibiting registered
dealings 80(2)
. payment of 89(1)
. rectification of register, of 120
. rules re taxation of 142(1) (/)
. scale of 89(2)
. solicitors, of, rules re 142(1) (*)
Coimties
. application of Act to 2
Coimty court
. amendment of plan by judge
of 113(1)(6)
. . appeal from 113(3)









jurisdiction of, under Act 3
order by, inhibiting registered
dealings 80(1)
. discharge of 80(2)
order of, re disposition of land
owned by two or more 99(2)
. entry of "no survivorship"
re 99(3)
order of, re rectification of
register 118, 119
. costs of 120
. master to obey 121
order of, re withdrawal of
restrictions by registered
owner 81(4)
. order, of where persons absent
or under disability 91(4)
. payment of Assurance Fund
moneys into 127(4)
. power of, re action for specific
performance 117(1)
Court of Appeal
. appeal from amendment of plan
to 113(3)
. appeal from amount of
compensation to 128(4)
. . costs of 128(5)
. appeals to 145
Covenants
. annexation of, to registered
land 101(1)
. implied, on transfer of leasehold
land 52(a,6)
. restoration to register of 123(3)
Crown
. application for registration by. .5(3)
. assurance fee on land
re-granted by 127(16)
. eflFect of registration on licences
under 23(3)
survey of land granted by . . . 108(1)
Curtesy
. registered land subject to. .23(1) (e)
. registration of notice of estates
by the 73
Damages
. omissions, for 123(3)
. wrongful deprival of land, for 128(1)
Death




. co-owner of, disposition of
land on 99(3)
. master of 4(3). 140(1)
. mortgagee of 26(3)
. owner of, transmission on .... 56, 57
. . consent to 62
Definitions
. claimant 131 (2)
. court 1 (a)
. general rules 1(b)
. Inspector 1(c)
. land 149(2)
. owner 1 (d)
. prescribed 1(e)
. proper master of titles 1(f)
. qualified title 12(2)
. registered 1 (g)
. sworn valuator 1(h)
Deputy Master
. appointment and duties
of 4(2, 3). 140(1)
. oath of office by 147(2)
. . transmission of 147(3)
Devisee
. application of, re regristration 71(2)
. . conditions of 71 (4)
. owner as 61
Devolution of Estates Act
. entry of heir as owner under ... .61
. . consent to 62
Discharge




. . eflFect of 126(2)
. . penalty for 126(1)
Distress
. right of chargee to 30(3)
District court
. amendment of plan by judge
of 113(1)(&)
. . appeal from 113(3)
. . application for 113(2)
Documents
. extracts from 141
. other districts in, request for 157(1)
. production of 138(1)
. . refusal re 138(6)
. production of, on examination
of title 21(d)




. freedom of land from 45(1,2)
. registered land subject to..23(l)(^)
. registration of notice of estates
in 73
. rights of, on transfer of
encumbered land 46
Easement
. appurtenant, notice of 12(5)
. notice of 12(4)
. registered land, over,
registration of 95(3)
. registered land subject to..23(l)(6)
. unregistered land, over,
registration of 95(2)
Encumbrances
. discharge of, on
registration 26(1), 36(1)
. . note of 26(2), 36(2)
Entries
. fraudulent, cancellation of ..122(1)
. fraudulent, penalty for 126(1)
Entry
. owner of charge, by 32
. registration on, of part owners 7(2)
Errors
. correction of by master 123(2)
. form of proceedings, in 146
Estate
. first registered owner of
leasehold land of 17, 18
. first registered owner, of, with
absolute title 9(a-c)
. first registered owner, of, with
possessory title 11(1)
. . change to absolute or
qualified title by 11(2)
. first registered owner of, with
qualified title 12(3)
Evidence
. certificate of ownership, etc., as. .93
. executions, re 163
. received by master 21 (e, f)
. required by master, on filing
plan 107(10)
. rules re 142(1) (6)
. transmission of 60
. title of 16
. viva voce 137(1)
Examination
. oath on 138(3)
. title of regulations re 21, 22
Examiner
. directions to 137(2)
. oaths administered by 137(1)
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec
Execution Act
. proceedings under, re mortgage
or charge 66(3)
Execution creditor
. certificate by, re completion of
execution 64(5)
Execution debtor
. notice of different name of . . .64(6)
Executions
. entry of letters patent subject
to 162(4)
. entry of satisfaction of 64(4)
. evidence re 163(2)
. newly patented land liable to 162(3)
. notice of 64(1)
. . fee for 64(7)
. renewal of caution founded on 74(4)
. sale of registered land under ... .67
. seizure under, effect of 66(1)
. writ of, when presumed spent 64(5)
Executors
. application of, re registration. .71(2)
. . conditions of 71(4)
. owner, as 57
Expenses
. extension of Act, of 151(3)
. office accommodation, of .... 150(2)
. valuation, of 127(9)
Expropriation
. right of, registered land subject
to 23il)(g)
Fees
. Assurance Fund, of, as
charge 127(11)
. attendance, for 138(7)
. certificate of payment of taxes,
for 139
. local master of 164
. local master, of, commutation
of 153(6)
. master of, re entry of
conveyances 55(3)
. registrar, of, on transmission of
documents 157(2, 4)
. registration, for, as owner with
absolute or qualified title . . .11(3)
. rules re 142(2)(a,6)
. sheriff, of, for certificates ....64(7)
. stamps for 143(2)
Foreclosure
. owner of charge, by 33
Forfeiture
. land of, by Crown, assurance




certificate of charge, of 29(5)
certificate of ownership, of 13,37(3)
. particulars in 14(2)
. registration of 14(1)
certificate of payment of taxes . . 139
oath of office, of 147(1)




. registered dispositions, re 125
. registration procured by,
cancellation of 122(1)






. master not to hold other ofi5ce
under 149(1)
Grantee





. applications by 106(1)
Heir
. application of, re registration. .71(2)
. . conditions of 71(4)
. owner, as 61
Hereditaments
. special, registry of 95(1)
High Court
. appeal to judge of, re
compensation 128(4)
. . costs of 128(5)
. appeals to judge of 144
. . appeal from 145
Highway See also Public highway
. shown on plan 107(5)
Illness
. master, of 140(1)
Infants
. applications on behalf of . .106(1,2)
. decision on stated case binding
on 91(1)
. gruardian appointed for, re
stated case 91(3)
Inspection









. amount of compensation
determined by




documents in other districts
required by 157(1)
. fee for obtaining 157(2, 4)
. return of 157(3)
forms provided by 135
powers and duties of 159
rectification of register directed
by 128(7)
. salaries based on report of . .153(4)
Instruments
. conformity of, to plan Ill
. endorsements on 55(1)
. execution of, by married women 105
. irregularities in, refusal to
register 39(2)
. receipt of, re time of registration 54
. registered land, re. sealing
of 104, 105
. rules re custody of 142(1 )(c)
. stamps affixed to 143(2)
Interest
. assurance fees, on 127(11)
. charge, on 30(1) (a, h)
Investment
. Assurance Fund, of 127(4)
Joint tenants
. owners described as trustees
to be 97(3)
Judge
. county, district court, of,
amendment of plan by. .113(1) (6)
. . appeal from 113(3)
. . application for 113(2)
. High Court, of, appeal from
amount of compensation to 128(4)
. . costs of 128(5)
. local master, as 153(3)
. order of, re payment out of
Consolidated Revenue
Fund 132(4)
Supreme Court, of, amendment
of plan by 113(1) (a)
Judicature Act
. Inspector appointed under 1(c)
. Orders in Council under 153(5)





. court, of, under Act 3




See also Registered land
. assurance fee on registration
of, when sold under certain
circumstances 127(13
. defined 149(2
. description of, not conclusive
against adjoining owners . . .23(2
. entry on, by owner of charge . . .32
. exemption of, from Act 160(2
. leasehold, separate register of 15(1
. newly patented, executions
on 162(3
. newly patented, registration
of 160(1, 4). 133
. position of, shown on plan . .107(5
. registered, transfer of 37(1
. . certificate of 37(3
. . completion of 37(2
. registration of owner of
undivided share of 98(1
. re-granted by Crown, assurance
fee on 127(16
. rules re fees on transfer of 142(2) (a
. sale of interest in, by charge. .33,34
. scale of plans of 109(1) (a-d
. . verification of 109(2
. subsequent subdivisions of ..109(4
. survey of 107(1
. transmission of 56
. . consent to 62
. . evidence of 60
. unpatented, caution against
registration of 83(3)
. . affidavit supporting 86
. unregistered, caution against
registration of 83(1)
. . affidavit supporting 86
. . renewal of 83(2)
. valuation of 127 (7)
. wrongful deprival of 128(1)
. . liability of purchaser re . . .128(2)
Land registries
, continuance of 2
Land registry
. master of titles of 4(1)
. . death of 4(2)
. . deputy of 4(3)
Lane
. consent to closing of 113(4)
. plan of, registration of 110
LAND TITLES—Co«. Sk.
Law
. stated case re questions of . . .90(1)
. . approval of 90(3)
. . power of court re 91(2)
. . practice and procedure on . .90(2)
Lease
. delivery of, on registration 20
. deposit of office copy of, lien
created by 94
. determination of 27
. entry of determination of ....72(7)
. loss of office copy of 92(1)
. notice of transfer or charge of 72(8)
. . priority of 72(9)
. office copy of, as evidence of
contents 93
. priority of notices of transfer
of 72(9)
. prohibition against alienation
in 15(3)
. registered 15(2)
. registered land subject to 23(1) (d)
. registered owner, by, entry of
notice of 72(2)
. registration of notice of 72(1)
. . effect of 72(6)
. . method of 72(4)
. . notice of . , 72(3)
. renewal of office copy of 92(2)
Leasehold land
. alienation of, re registration
of 15(3,4)
. application of Act re trusts and
mortgages to 15(5)
. charge on 31
. effect of registration of 19(2)
. estate of first registered owner
of 17
. estate of transferee of 48-50
. implied covenants on transfer
of 52(a,b)
. office copy of lease delivered on
registration of 20
. registration of owner of
undivided share of 98(1)
. seizure of, under execution . . .66(1)
. separate register of 15(1)
. transfer of 47(1)
. . completion of 47(2)
. . office copy of lease on 47(3)
. transfer of, without considera-
tion, estate of transferee of . . 51
. transmission on death of owner
of 57
. . consent to 62




. application by, for registration
of notice of lease 72(1)
Lessor
. declaration of title of, to grant
lease 15(1), 16
. qualified title of 19(1)
Letters patent
. registration of 133, 160(1, 4)
. . exemptions re 160(2)
. . notice of caution re 160^3, 5)
. . notice to sheriff of 162(1)
Lien
. cessation of 69
. creation of, by deposit of
certificate of ownership, etc. . .94
. registered land subject to. .23(l)(c)
Lieutenant-Governor
. proclamation by, re extension of
Act 150(4)
. . conditions precedent to ...150(5)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of counsel by, re
examination of titles 22
. appointment of master of titles
by 4(1)
. commutation of fees by 153(6)
. deputy master appointed by. . 140(1)
. duties of Inspector determined
by 159
. general rules made by 142(1)
. local master appointed by . . .153(2)
. . qualifications of 153(3)
. . salary of 153(4)
. petition to, re extension of
Act 151(1)
. registration of land granted by
order of 133,160(1)
. . exemptions re 160(2)
. . notice of caution re 160(3, 5)
. . notice to sheriff of 162(1)
Lis pendens
. registration of certificate of 84
Local master—See also Master;
Master of titles
. action by, on receipt of letters
patent 160(4)
. application for registration
transmitted by 155(1)
. . approval of 155(2)
. . exceptions to 156
. appointment of 153(2)
. certificate of, countersigned by
Inspector 133(3)
. commutation of fees of 153(6)







. notice to sheriflf of 162(1)
ex officio 153(1)
fees of 164
first registration by 155(2)
. delay of, re appeal 155(4)
. exceptions to 156
indemnity of, re actions 103
letters patent forwarded to . .160(1)
. registration of 160(4)
notice to sheriff by, re registra-
tion of letters patent 162(1)
. action by master after . . 162(3, 4)
oath of office by 147(2)
. transmission by 147(3)
powers and duties of 154
registration of transferee of
patentee by 163(1)
. evidence of no execution
on 163(2)
salary of 151(2)
subsequent registration by 158
Lots
designation of, on plan 107(6)
number of, on plan 107(3)
plan of, registration of 107(1)
. contents of 107(2)
. mounting and size of 107(8)
. signing of 107(9)
Maps
. production of 138(2)
. . refusal re • 138(6)
Married women
. execution of instruments by .... 105
Master—See also Local master;
Master of titles
. absolute title approved by 8
. action of, on return of
notices 115(5)
. additional payments into Assur-
ance Fund by leave of .... 130(2)
. . eflfect of 130(3)
. . memorandum of 130(4)
. administration of oaths by 136
. agent, as, prohibition re 149(1)
. amendment of plan by . . . 113(1) (c)
. . appeal from 113(3)
. . application for 113(2)
. appeals from 144
. application to, for registration
of leasehold land 15(1)






. application to, re registration as
owner with absolute or
qualified title 11(2,3)
application to, re restrictions on
transfer 81(1
approval of title by 21 (c
cancellation by, of wrongful
entries 122(1
certificate by, re withdrawal of
land from registry 133(2
. registration of 133(4
certificate of Minister of
Mines to 96(2
certificate of ownership by 13
. particulars in 14(2
. registration of 14(1
certificate of ownership required
by 39(1
certificate of sheriff filed with 66(1
. contents of 66(2
cessation of caution entered
by 75(2
. eflfect of 75(3
cessation of lien entered by 69
completion of charge by 29(2
. certificate of 29(5
. effect of 29(4
completion of transfer of land
by 37(2
. delivery of certificate on. .37(3,4
completion of transfer of
leasehold land by 47(2
correction of errors by 123(2
death or resignation of 4(3
delivery of certificate of charge
by 29(5
delivery of plans from registry
office to 114
description of land determined
by 100(1
. alteration of 100(2
direction by, re trial of existence
of highway 24(4
discharge of caution by 75(6
discharge of charge noted
by 36(1,2
discharge of encumbrance by. .26(1
. note of, on requisition of
mortgagee 26(2
disobedience of orders of . . .138(5
. penalty for 138(6
documents in other districts
required by 157(1
. fee for obtaining 157(2, 4
. return of 157(3





entry by, re freedom of land
from dower 45(1, 2)
entry by, re qualified title of
lessor 19(1)
entry of caution by, re errors 123(1)
entry of qualified title by 12(1)
entry of restrictions on transfer
by 81(2)
. withdrawal of 81 (4)
evidence received by 2\{e,f)
examination of title by 21
. notice of 21 (o)
. objections to 21(&)
. production of documents
on 2\{d)
illness or absence of 140(1)
immediate registration by,
subject to assurance fee . .127(13)
indemnity of, re actions 103
information required by, re
plans 107(10)
land registry conducted by 4(1)
lease deposited with, re registra-
tion of leasehold land 15(2)
list of conveyances by 55(2)
. fee for 55(3)
new certificates granted by 92(1,2)
non-concurrence of, to registra-
tion by local master 155(3)
notice by, of proposed
registered dealings 75(1)
. exception to 75(4)
notice by, of sale of land under
execution 67
notice by, re agreement for sale
of standing timber 79(5)
notice by, re sale of land for
taxes 68(1,2)
notice of easement by 12(4)
notice of executions to 64(1)
oath of office by 147(1)
. transmission of 147(3)
oath re value of land dispensed
with by 127(7)
. proceedings when 127(8)
office copy of lease delivered
by 20
order by, inhibiting registered
dealings 80(1)
. discharge of 80(2)
order by, re registration freed
from writ 65
order for costs by 89(2)
. appeal from 89(3)
. enforcement of 89(4)
order of court obeyed by 121






. permission by, for second
caution 78
. personal knowledge of, re
examination of titles by . . . .21(g)
. refusal of, to register plans . .109(3)
. registered dealings delayed by ..77
. registration by 71(1)
. . mode of 71(3)
. registration by, of notice of
estates in dower or by the
curtesy 73
registration by, of special
hereditaments 95(1)
registration of agreement for
sale of standing timber by. .79(1)
. discharge of 79(5)
registration of easements by 95(2, 3)
registration of notice of lease
by 72(1)
. effect of 72(6)
. method of 72(4)
. notice of 72(3)
requirements of, re
plans 109(l)(a-d)
rules re duties of 142(1) (rf)
security by 148
stated case or direction for
issue by, re questions of
law or fact 90(1)
. . approval of 90(3)
. . powers of court re 91(2)
. . practice and procedure on . .90(2)
. submission of case to, where
local master in doubt 158
. transfer of charge completed
by 53(2)
. transmission of application for
registration to, by local
master 155(1)
. . exceptions to .' 156
. transmissions of letters patent
to 160(4)
. witnesses named by 137(2)
. . non-attendance of 138(6)
. witnesses summoned by ....138(1)
. . non-attendance of 138(6)
Mechanics lien
. registered land subject to. .23(1) (/)
. tax purchaser registered subject
to 68(4)
Mechanics' Lien Act
. cessation of lien under 69
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec.
Mental incompetent
. applications on behalf of . . 106(1, 2)
. decision on stated case binding
on 91(1)
. guardian appointed for, re
stated case 91(3)
Minerals
. assurance fee on 127(15)
. passing of title to 96(1, 2)
. registration of transferee of . .96(3)
Mining Act
. title to minerals under 96(2)
Mining lands
. valuation of, where compensa-
tion claimed from Assurance
Fund 129(1)
. . pro rata payment of fees re 129(2)
Mining rights
. registration of 95(1)
Mining Tax Act
. registration of order
under 71(8) Note
Minister of Lands and Forests
. certificate of, re disposition of
claim 160(3)
. direction by, re incorrect patents 124
Minister of Mines
. certificate of, re title to
minerals 96(2, 3)
Monuments
. position of, on plan 107(4)
Mortgage
. registration of land subject to 25(1)
. seizure of, under execution . . .66(1)
Mortgagee
. application of, re registration. .6(2)
. . costs of 6(3)
. bona fide, liability of for wrong-
ful deprival of land 128(2)
. consent of, to registration of
road 110
. distress by 30(3)
requisition of, re discharge of
encumbrances 26(2)
Municipal Act
. arbitration re expenses under 150(3)
Municipal charges
. registered land subject to 23(1) (a)
Municipcility
. adoption of Act by 150(1)
. list of conveyances furnished
to 55(2)
. owner, as, of public highway. .71(7)
. surplus money paid to 152(2)




. claimant for compensation,
by 131(l)(c)
Notices
address for service of 115(1)
. failure to furnish 115(2)
amendment of incorrect patents,
of 124
application, of, for certificate
free from highway 24(2)
. objection to 24(3)
caution of, re registration of
letters patent 160(3, S)
cautioner, to, re registration 85
conditions or covenants, of,
annexed to registered land 101(2)
contents of registered instru-
ments, of 82
easement, of 12(4, 5)
estates in dower or by the
curtesy, of, registration of 73
examination of title, of 21 (o)
. objection to 21(b)
. production of documents on 21 (J)
executions, of 64(1)
lease, of, application for
registration of 72(1)
, local master, by, fees on 164
. master, by, of sale of land
under execution 67
. master by, re agreement for
sale of standing timber . . . .79(5)
. master by, re sale of land for
taxes 68(1,2)
. omission to send 116
. registered dealings, of, served
on cautioner 75(1)
. return of 115(4)
. . action of master on 115(5)
. rules re 142(1) (&)
. service of 115(3)
. sheriff, to, on registration of
letters patent 162(2)
. . action of 162(3)
. transfer of lease, of, registration
of 72(8)
. trusts, of, on register 97(1)
Oaths
. administration of 136, 137(1), 138(3)
. applicant, of, re valuation of
land 127(7)
. county judge, before 147(3)
. office, of, by master 147(1)
Offence
. fraud, of 126(1)
Office of land titles
. seal of 134
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec.
Officers
. agent, as, prohibition re ...149(1)
. rules re duties of 142(1) (rf)
Official Guardian
. applications by 106(2)
Ontario Government stock
. issue of, as part of Assurance
Fund 132(1)
. . conditions of 132(2)
Option
. renewal of caution founded on 74(5)
Order
. costs for 89(2)
. court of re alteration
in description of land 100(2)
. court of re payment out of Con-
solidated Revenue Fund . . 132(4)
. court of re rectification of
register 118,119
. court, of, where persons absent
or under disability 91(4)





. act extended on petition of . .151(1)
. charge, of, on transfer 53(6)
. defined 1(d)
. described as trustee, joint
tenant as 97(3)
. description of, as trustee 97(2)
. heir or devisee as 61
. non-resident, as ratepayer ..151(4)
. restrictions re registration of. 99(1)
. share of, transfer or charge
by 98(2)
. tax purchaser registered as ..68(1)
. transmission on death of ... .56, 57
. . consent to 62
. . evidence of 60
. verification of plan by 109(2)
. . refusal re 109(3)
Ownership
. certificate of, on registration ... .13
. . particulars in 14(2)
. . registration of 14(1)
Patentee
. Dominion, registration of 161
. registration of 160(4)
. . notice of sheriflF of 162(1)
. registration of transferee of. .163(1)
. . evidence of no execution
on 163(2)
Patents
. correction of errors in, after
registration 124




. costs of 89(1)




. fraud, for 126
Petitioners
. costs of extending Act paid
by 151(3)
Planning Act
. application of, to registration
of plans 112
Plans
. application of The Planning Act
to 112
. conformity of instruments to . . .111
. duplicate of 107(12)
. . delivery to treasurer of ..107(11)
. effect and amendment of . . . .113(1)
. . application for 113(2)
. . costs of 113(1)
. field notes of surveyor to
accompany 107(13)
. land laid out in 107(7)
. lots, of, registration of 107(1)
. mounting and size of 107(8), 108(2)
. production of 138(2)
. . refusal re 138(6)
signing of 107(9)
. subsequent subdivisions, of,
accuracy of 109(4)
. survey of township, of 108(1)
. topographical features shown
on 107(5)
. transfer of, from registry office. .114
. verification of, by owner . . . .109(2)
. . refusal re 109(3)
Possession




. assurance fund payments on
registration of 127(2)
. . transmission of 127(6)
. transfer of land with, estate
of transferee 43
Posts









. chargees, between 54
. registered charges, between 35
. tax purchaser, of 68(3)
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec.
Proceedings
. errors in form of 146
Proclamation
. Lieutenant-Governor, by, re
extension of Act 150(4)
Production
. certificate of ownership,
of 38(1). 39(1)
Proof
. execution of, of agreement for
sale of standing timber 79(1)
. transmission, of 60
Proper master of titles
. defined 1(/)
Provincial Secretary
. oaths of office transmitted to 147(4)
Provisional judicial districts
. assurance fees re land in 127(12, 16)
. registration of land in ....160(1,4)
Public highway
. municipality registered as
owner of 71(7)
. registered land subject to. .23(1) (/i)
. transferee of, entered as owner 71 (8)
. trial re existence of 24(3)
. . direction for 24(4)
Public Lands Act
. effect of registration on rights
under 23(3)
. title to minerals under 96(2)
Public Officers Act
. security in accordance with .... 148
Piu"chascr
. application for registration by. .5(2)
. bona fide, liability of for wrong-
ful deprival of land 128(2)
. omission to send notices to ....116
. registered land under execution,
of, as owner 67
. standing timber, of, deposit of
agreement for sale by 79(1)
Qualifications
. deputy master, of 4(2)
. local master, of 15(3)
. master of titles, of 4(1)
Qualified title—5"^e also Title
. Assurance Fund payments on
registration of 127(2)
. . transmission of 127(6)
. defined 12(2)
. lessor of 19(1)
. lessor, of, declaration of, estate
of, transferee of 50





. referee under 153(1)
Ratepayers
, Act extended on petition of. .151(1)
,. . expenses of 151(3)
. non-resident owners as 151(4)
Record
. execution of 64(1)
. . entry of satisfaction of ... .64(4)
Recovery
. assurance fee re timber, of 127(15)
Rectification
. register, of, directed by
Inspector 128(7)
Redemption
. foreclosure by chargee subject to 33
Referee
. titles, of, as local master . . . 153(1)
Register
. address of persons entered
' on 115(1)
. . failure to furnish 115(2)
. cancellation of wrongful entry
in 122(1)
. determination of lease noted on .27
. entry of charge on 35
. entry on, of municipality as
owner of streets 71(7)
. entry on, of transfer of charge 53(2)
. entry on, re conviction for
fraud 122(2)
. entry on, re freedom of land
from dower 45(1)
. entry on, re unregistered
estates 70(3)
. leasehold land, of 15(1)
. mortgages noted in 25(1)
. . instruments dealing with ..25(2)
. notice of easement entered on 12(4)
. notice of trusts on 97(1)
. procurement of fraudulent
entries on 126(1)
. . effect of 126(2)
. rectification of 118, 119
. . costs of 120
. rectification of, directed by
Inspector 128(7)
. restrictions entered on 81(2)
. . withdrawal of 81 (4)






. disposition of 70(4)
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec
Registered dealings
. delay of 77
. inhibition against 80(1)
. . discharge of 80(2)
. proposed, service of notice of
on cautioner 75(1)
. . exception to 75(4)
Registered instnmients




action for specific performance
re 117(1)
annexation of conditions or
covenants to 101 (1)
. effect of 101(3)
. notice and discharge of . . .101(2)
. subsequent transfers, effect
of 101(4)
application of Trustee Act to . . . 102
certificate of easement over . .95(3)
creation of charge on 29(1)
. certificate of 29(5)
. completion of 29(2)
. effect of 29(4)
description of 100(1)
. alteration of 100(2)
disposition of 70(1)
free from dower 45(1, 2)
liabilities, rights, etc., subject
to 23(1)
. freedom from 24(1)
sale of, under execution 67
transfer of 37(1)
. certificate of 37(3)
. completion of 37(2)
withdrawal of, from Act .... 133(1)
. effect of 133(2)
Registered owner
. address of, re service of
notices 115(1)
. application of, re registration as
owner with absolute or
qualified title 11(2,3)
. application of, re withdrawal of
land from Act 133(1)
, certificate of master on. .133(2,3)
caution by, re registration of
transferee 76(1)
. effect of 76(2)
disposition of land by 70(1)
disposition of registered
charge by 70(4)
effect of adverse possession on 28(1)
inspection of registry by 141
land charged by 29(1)
. completion of 29(2)






. payment of assurance fee on
timber by 127(15)
payment of charge by ..30(1) (a, 6)
power of, to impose
restrictions 81 (1)
transfer of charge by 53(1)
. completion of 53(2)
. delivery of certificate on . . .53(5)
. effect of 53(3,4)
transfer of land by 37(1)
. certificate of 37(3)
. completion of 37(2)
transfer of leasehold land by. .47(1)
. completion of 47(2)
. implied covenants on 52
. office copy of lease on 47(3)
Registrar
. entry by in abstract index .... 14(2)
. local master as 153(3)
. transmission of documents
by 157(2)
. . additional fee for 157(4)
Registration
. agreement for sale of standing
timber, of 79(1)
application for, by owner 5(1)
. Crown, by 5(3)
. purchaser, by 5 (2)
caution of by registered owner 76(1)
caution, of, re registered land 74(1)
. affidavit supporting 74(2)
certificate of ownership on 13
. particulars in 14(2)
. registration of 14(1)
certificate, of, re withdrawal of
land 133(4)
charge, of, by company 97(4)
charge, of, on registered land. .29(2)
. certificate of 29(5)
. effect of 29(4)
Dominion patentees, of 161
easements, of 95(2, 3)
effect of errors in 146
effect of, on timber licences . .23(3)
first, by local master 155(2)
. exceptions to 156
land, of, subject to mortgages 25(1)
land sold for taxes, of, re
assurance fee 127(13)
leasehold land, of, application
for 15(1)
. deposit of lease on 15(2)






newly patented lands, of 133, 160(1)
. exemptions re 160(2)
. notice of caution re 160(3, 5)
. notice to sheriff of 162(1)
notice of estates in dower or
by the curtesy, of 73
notice of lease, of 72(1)
obtained by fraud, cancellation
of 122(1)
owners, of, restrictions re
number of 99(1)
part owners, of 7(1, 2)
. certificate of 7(3)
plan of township, of 108(1)
. preparation of 108(2)
plans, of 107(1)
. contents of 107(2)
proposed, notice to cautioner
of 85
qualified title, of 12(1)
. estate of owner with 12(3)
right of transferees, chargees,
to 71(1)
special hereditaments, of 95(1)
subsequent, by local master .... 158
tax purchaser, of, as owner . . .68(1)
time of, re priority of 54
transfer, of 37(2)
transfer of charge, of 53(3)
transfer of leasehold land, of. .47(2)
. implied covenants on 52
transferee of minerals, of . . . .96(3)
transferee of patentee, of ...163(1)
transmission, under, from
unregistered owner 71 (5)
trustees, of 6(1)
vesting order, under 71(6)
Registry
. inspection of 141
Registry Act
administration of oaths under . . 136
application of 14(1)
application of, re mortgages . .25(2)
application of, to charges ....29(6)
fees payable under 143(1)
money received under 152(1)
. surplus of 152(2)
powers and duties of Inspector
under 159
Registry office
. certificate re withdrawal of
land registered in 133(4)




. examination of title, re 21
. . notice of 21(a)
. . objections to 21(6)
. . production of documents on 21(d)
Religious Institutions Act
. transfer to trustees under 40
Remedy
. wrongful deprival of land .128(1)
. . liability of purchaser re . . .128(2)
Resignation
. master, of 4(3)
Restrictions
. registered owner, by, on
transfer 81(1)
Road
. consent to closing of 113(4)
. plan of, registration of 110
. shown on plan 107(5)
Rules
. defined 1(6)
. general, power to make 142(1)
Rules Committee
. general rules made by 142(1)
Salary
. local master, of 151(2), 153(4)
Sale
. enforcement of charge by ... .33, 34
. execution, under, validity of . .64(3)
. power of, in charge 29(3)
. registered land, of, under
execution 67
School rates
. registered land subject to. .23(1) (a)
Seal
. office of land titles, of 134
Security




. address for, of purchaser of
standing timber 79(2)
. notices, of 115 (3)
. . return of 115(4)
Shares
. transfer or charge of 98(2)
Sheriff
. certificate of, re seizure under
execution 66(1)
. . contents of 66(2)
. fee of, for certificates 64(7)
. notice by, of executions 64(1)





. notice to, on registration of
letters patent 162(1)
. . sending of 162(2)
Short Forms of Mortgages Act
. charges under 30(2, 3)
Solicitors
. rules re costs of 142(1) (*)
Specific performance
. action for, power of court re 117(1)
. . costs of 117(2)
Standing Timber
. registration of agreement for
sale of 79(1)
. . discharge of 79(3, 4)
Stated case
. direction for, re registration
freed from writ 65
. questions of law, re 90(1)
Stamps
. fees, for 143(2)
Street
. consent to closing of 113(4)
. plan of, registration of 110
Subdivisions
. plan of different 109(6)
Subsequent registration
. local master, by 158
Succession duty
. registered land subject to. .23(1) (a)
Supreme Coiui:
. amendment of plan by . . .113(1) (a)
. . appeal from 113(3)
. assurance fees payable to
accountant of 127(6)
. trial re existence of highway
in 24(3)
. . direction for 24(4)
. . registration pending 24(5)
Survey
. township, of 108(1)
Surveyor
. field notes of 107(13)
. plan certified by 107(9)
. plans certified by .... 107(9), 109(1)
Surveys Act




. objection to registration of . .68(2)
. registration of, as owner 68(1)
Tax Sale




. costs, of, rules re 142(1) (/)
Taxes
. certificate of payment of 139
. registered land subject to. .23(1) (a)
Tenants in common
. personal representative of, as
owner 58




. assurance fee on 127(15)
Timber licences
. effect of registration on 23(3)
Title
absolute, change to, from
possessory title 11(2)
absolute, first registered owner
with 9
absolute, registration of owner
of 8
approval of 21 (c)
evidence of. on application re
registration of leasehold land.. 16
examination of, by counsel 22
examination of, stated case on 90(1)
. approval of 90(3)
. powers of court re 91(2)
. practice and procedure on . .90(2)
examination of, regulations re . . .21
. notice of 21 (o)
. objections to 21(6)
. production of documents on 21 (<f)
fiduciary owners, of 59
possessory, effect of adverse
possession on 28(2)
possessory, estate of first
registered owner with 11(1)
possessory, registration of
owner with 10
qualified, estate of first
registered owner with 12(3)
qualified, of lessor 19(1)
referee of, as local master . . .153(1)
Topographical featxires
. shown on plan 107(5)
Township
. registration of plan of 108(1)
Transfer
. charge, of 53(1)
. execution, under, validity of . .64(3)
. land obtained by fraud, of, to
innocent holder 122(2)
. land, of, to trustees 40
. land, of, with absolute title,





. land, of, with possessory title,
estate of transferee 43
. land of, with qualified title,
estate of transferee 42
. land of, without consideration,
estate of transferee 44
. lease, of, notice of 72(8)
. leasehold land, of 47(1)
. leasehold land, of, implied
covenants on S2(a, b)
. leasehold land, of, with declara-
tion of absolute title of lessor,
estate of transferee on. .48(a,b,c)
. leasehold land, of, with declara-
tion of qualified title of lessor. .50
. leasehold land, of, without a
declaration of title of lessor . . .49
. refusal of master to register 39(1, 2)
. registered land, of 37(1), 70(1)
. registered land, of, sealing
of 104, 105
. restrictions on. entry of . . . .81(1,2)
. . withdrawal of 81(4)
Transferees
. application by, to be registered
freed from writ 65
. charge, of, certificate of charge
delivered to 53(6)
. charge, of, rights of 53(3)
. encumbered land, of, dower
rights re 46
. intermediate, entry of, as
owner 71 (3)
. minerals, of, registration of ..96(3)
. notice of covenants running
with land to 101(2)
. objection to registration of . . .76(1)
. . eflfect of 76(2)
. priority between 54
. right of. to registration 71(1)
Transferer
. application by, to be registered
freed from writ 65
. land, of, certificate of ownership
to 37(4)
. leasehold land, of, implied
covenants by 52(a)
. leasehold land, of, office copy
of lease to 47(4)
Transmission
. consent to, by Treasurer of
Ontario 62




. certificate by, re payment of
taxes 139
. duplicate of plan delivered
to 107(11)
Treasurer of Ontario
commuted fees paid to 153(6)
. disposition of, on death . . .153(7)
consent of, to transmission 62
. exception to 63
money paid to, re expenses of
land titles office 152(1)
. surplus of 152(2)
payment of Assurance Fund
moneys to 127(5)
stock issued by 132( 1
)
. conditions of issue of 132(2)
. payment of 132(4)
Trustee Act
. application of, to registered
land 102
Trustees
. application of, for registration. .6(1)
. . costs of 6(3)
. owner described as 97(2)
. transfer of land to 40
Trusts
. notice of, on register .... 97(1)
Unborn persons
. decision on stated case
binding on 91(1)
. guardian appointed for, re
stated case 91(3)
Undivided shares
. land, of, registration of owner
of 98(1)
Unpatented land
. caution against registration of 83(3)
. . affidavit supporting 86
Unregistered estates
. protection of 70(3)
Unregistered land
. caution against registration of 83(1)
. . affidavit supporting 86
. . renewal of 83(2)
. registration of easements over 95(2)
User
right of, registered land subject
to 23(1,9)
Valuation
. land, of, by sworn valuator . . 127(8)
. mining lands, of, re compensa-




. land valued by 127(8)
. . expense of 127(9)
Vendors and Purchasers Act
. evidence dispensed with under 21(6)
Vesting order
. registration under 71(6)
Water rates
. registered land subject to. .23(l)(o)
Widow
. land free from dower rights of 45(2)
Wife
. right of dower claimed by 45(1), 46
Witnesses
. examination of 137(2)
. non-attendance of 138(6)





. execution, of, when presumed
spent 64(5)
LAND TRANSFER TAX
Land Transfer Tax Act,
Vol. 2, p. 993.
See also Department of Munici-
pal AflFairs Act; Land Titles
Act; Registry Act
Affidavit
. administration of oaths 8
. contents of 4(1,3)
. form of S
. made by whom 4(2)
. reference to Controller of
Revenue 4(4)
Amoimt of tax
. purchase price determines 1(1)
Collection of tax
. registrar or master of titles, by . . .2
Consideration
. affidavit, set out in 4(1)
. . signified by Controller of
Revenue 4(4)
Controller of Revenue
. affidavit referred to 4(4)
Crown
. exempt from tax 1 (3)
Division
. transfer aflfecting more than one. .6
Encumbrance
. affidavit, set out in 4(1)
Exemption from tax




. exempt from tax 1(3)
Inspector of Legal 0£Bces
. disagreements between reg-
istrars determined by 6
Land Titles Act
. application of 6,
8
Lien
. affidavit set out in 4(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council






. administration of 8
Pajmient of tax
. one registration only, on 1(2)
. protest, under 7
. registrar or master of titles, to . . .2
. vendor, when liable for 4(4)
. when required \i\),2
Percentage of tax
. remuneration by 2,6
Power of attorney
. affidavit made under 4(2, 3)
Protest
. payment of tax under 7
Purchaser
. affidavit, made by 4(2)
. recovery of tax from, vendor's
right of 4(5)
Realty
. transfer of, tax on 1(1)
Refimd of tax
. permitted, when 7
Registrar of titles
. affidavit filed with 4(1)
. payment of tax to 2
. . protest, under, duties when ....7
. remunerated by salary or
percentage of tax 2, 6
. returns submitted by 3
Repstration
. multiple, tax payable once only 1(2)
. tax payable before 2
"Registry Act
. application of 1(1), 6,8
Regxilations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 5
Remuneration of regfistrar





. transfer of tax, on 1(1)
Treasurer of Ontario
. approval of person making
affidavit 4(2)
. protested payment of tax,
duties re 7
. returns submitted to 3
Vendors
. affidavit made by 4(2)
. liability for tax 4(5)
. recovery of tax paid by 4(6)
LANDLORD AND TENANT
Landlord and Tenant Act,
Vol. 2, p. 997.
See also Assignments and Pre-
ferences Act; Conditional Sales
Act; Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Division
Courts Act; Dower Act; Local
Improvement Act; Mental In-
competency Act; Municipal
Drainage Act; Settled Estates
Act; Short Forms of Leases
VAct; Snow Roads and Fences
Act
Act
. application of, re relief against
forfeiture 19(6)
. . exceptions to 19(7, 8)
Actions
. assigns of grantors or lessors,
against 6
. defined 18(1) (a)
. disputes re distress, on, re-
moved to Supreme Court 68
. . costs re 69(2)
. . entry of judgment on 69(3)
. illegal distress, for 31(3)
. irregular distress, for 53
. notice of breach of covenant
before 18(2)
. overholding tenants, against . .57, 58
. personal representatives, by 59
. recovery of land, for, notice by
tenant to landlord re 28
. re-entry or forfeiture, for
. . parties to 21
. re-entry or forfeiture, for






. re-entry, re, stayed on payment
of rent 19(4)






. goods in stores managed by,
distress on 30(3)
Agreements
. implied, re right of re-entry 17(1,2)
. non-performance of, remedies re. .3
Alterations
. form of covenant re taxes, in 26(2)
Appeals
. disputes re distress, from 71
. order for possession, from re
overholding tenant 79
Application
. Act, of, re relief against
forfeiture 19(6)
. . exceptions to 19(7, 8)
consent to sub-lease withheld,
re 22(2)
. disputes re distress for rent,
on 65(2)
. . jurisdiction of judge re ... .67, 68
. lessee, by, for relief against
forfeiture 19(1,2)
. remove overholding tenants,
to 75(1)
. . appeal from 79
. . hearing of 75(2)
. . irregularities in 78
. . style of cause of 76
Appraisers
. appraisal by, of distrained goods 52
Arrears of rent See Rent
Assignees
. bankrupt tenant, of, rights of to
assign lease 37(2)
. lessors, of, actions of covenant
against 6
. reversion, of, remedies available
to 3
. tenant in bankruptcy, of,
surrender of lease by 38(1)
Assignment
. consent re, not unreasonably
withheld 22(1)
. lease, of, by liquidator, etc. . . .37(2)
Assignments and Preferences Act
. relief against forfeiture not








. stranger, to, void 60
. tenant, of, unnecessary in
certain cases 61
Bankruptcy
. relief against forfeiture not
allowed re 19(7) (o)
. tenants in
. . lien for rent re 37(1)
. . rights of sub-tenants re . . . .38(2)
. . settlement of disputes re . . .38(3)
Beasts
. conditional exemptions of
certain, from distress 45
. distrained, to remain in
municipality 50(1)
Boarders
. declaration by, re goods
distrained 31(2)
. replevy by, of goods taken on
illegal distress 31(3)
Cattle
. distrained for rent 44(1)
. . remain in. municipality, to ..50(1)
Chattels—See Goods
Compensation
. lessee, by, for breach of
covenant 18(2)
Conditions
. non-performance of, remedies re..
3
Confirmation
. invalid lease, of 11
. . duty of lessee to accept 12
Constables
. houses broken in by, where
goods fraudulently secured ...48
Costs
. disputes, of, re distress 73
. . Supreme Court, in 69(2)
. renewal of leases by court, re 63(6)
County Courts Act
. procedure, under, re appeals. .79(1)
Court of Appeal
. appeals to, for, possession re
overholding tenant 79
Covenants—5"^^ also Leases; Rent
. breach of, restrictions re
forfeiture of leases 18(2)
. enforcement of, by grantee of
reversion 5
. lease until breach of 19(3)







lessees' rights under certain IS
lessor, by, to run with reversion . .7
licence re, restrictions of eflfect
of 23
non-performance of, remedies re. .3
partial licence re, restricted
operations of 24
pay taxes, to
. altering form of 26(2)
. local improvement taxes not
in 26(1)
. waiver of, restriction of eflfect of . .25
Criminal Code (Canada)
. disorderly houses under, right
of re-entry of 17(2)
Crops—See also Standing crops
. defined 1(a)
. seizure of, under execution 56
Declarations
. under-tenant by, re goods
distrained 31(2)
Defects
. form, in 36








. lessee 18(1) (O
. lessor 18(l)(rf)
. mining lease 18(1) (e)
. standing crops 1(c)
. tenant l(rf),30(l)
. under-lease 18(1)(/)
. under-lessee 18(1) (<7)
. under-tenant 31(1)
Disorderly houses
. re-entry of, by landlord 17(2)
Disputes
. distress for rent, re 65(1)
. . applications to judge re . . . .65(2)
. . order of judge pending
determination 66
. settlement of, re bankrupt
tenants 38(3)
Distress
. beasts or cattle, on, to remain
in municipality 50(1)
. conditional exemptions of
certain beasts from 45






. goods, of 29(1, 3)
. rent, of 29(2)
. surrender of premises on 32
goods, fraudulently removed,
of 47(1)
. exceptions from 47(2)
goods in store managed by
agent 30(3)
goods not on premises, of,
not allowed 46
goods of, sub-tenant, of, re rent
due by tenant 31(2)
goods on
. belongfing to tenant only . . .30(2)
. sale of 52
grain, etc., of 43
impounding after 50(2)
irregularities re 53
live stock, of 44(1)
penalties for improper 31(3)
reasonable 42
rent, for
. disputes re 65,74
. during life of another 41
. goods belonging to tenant
only, on 30(2)
rents seek, re 39
right of. by landlord 2
right of, by personal
representatives 59
rights re, on renewal of lease 62(2)
standing crops, of 44(2)
. satisfying 44(4)
wrongful, damages for 54
Execution
. goods of
. . proceedings on 55(2, 3)
. . rent paid before removal of 55(1)




. conditional, of certain beasts ... .45
. goods, of 29(1), 30(2)
. . notice by landlord of seizure
of 33(1)
. . selection of 29(3)
. . surrender of premises on 32
Forfeiture
. actions for, parties to 21








. . application for 19(1,2)
. . exceptions to 19(7, 8)
. restrictions re 18(2)
. stay of proceedings for, on
payment of rent 19(4)
. . position of lessee re 19(5)
. superior lease, of, protection of
under-lessee on 20
Forms
. covenant re taxes, of, alterations
in 26(2)
. defects in 36
. notice by landlord, of seizure of
exempted goods, of Form 1
. notice for claim of set oflf
against rent, of Form 2
. writ of possession, of Form 3
Goods
distrained for rent
. belonging to tenant only . . .30(2)
. exemptions from 29(1,3)
. notice of place of 44(3)
. penalties for rescue of 51
. sale of 52
execution of
. proceedings on . .55(2, 3)
. rent paid before removal of 55(1)
exempted from distress, notice
by landlord of seizure of . .33(1)
fraudulently concealed
. penalty for 49
. right of landlord to break
open houses for 48
fraudulently removed
. distress on 47(1)
. . exceptions re 47(2)
impounding of 50(2)
. penalties for offences
against 50(3)
. place of 50(4)
irregular distress of 53
premises, oflf, distress not
allowed 46
restoration of, interim order
re 69(1)
store managed by agent, in,
distress on 30(3)
sub-tenant of, distress for rent
due from tenant 31(2)
wrongful distress of, damages
for 54
Grain





. enforcement of covenants by ...5
Grantees
. actions by, against assigns of
grantors 6
Grantors
. assigns of, actions of covenant
against 6
Hearing




default of appearance at ...77(1)
notice of 75(3)
style of cause re 76
Impounding
. distress, after 50(2)
. . penalties for offence against 50(3)
. . place of 50(4)
Injunction
. relief by, against forfeiture . . 19(1)
Insolvency—See Bankruptcy
Insurance
. default of, no relief against
forfeiture on 19(8)
Inventory
. oath of appraisers endorsed on . . 52
Irregularities
. distress, re 53
Judge
. defined 64
. disputes to, re distress 65
. . appeal from 71
. . costs re 73
. . decision final, when 70
. . jurisdiction of 67, 68
. . order of, pending
determination 66
. . removal of, to Supreme Court 68
Judge of county court
. application to, re consent to
sub-lease withheld 22(2)
. application to, re overholding
tenant 75(1)
. . appeal from 79
. . hearing re 75(2)
. . power re amendment 78
Judge of Supreme Court
. application to, for relief against
forfeiture 19(1)
. order of, for protection of
under-lessee 20







. Supreme Court, by, re disputes
re distress 69(3)
Jurisdiction
. disputes re distress, re 67, 68
Landlords
. defined 1(6)
. houses broken into by, where
goods fraudulently concealed. .48
. notice by, of seizure of
exempted goods 33(1)
. . form of Form 1
. re-entry, by
. . disorderly houses, re 17(2)
. . non-payment of rent, on ...17(1)





. assignment of, by liquidator,
etc 37(2)
. breach, until 19(3)
. certain covenants in, lessees
rights in 15
. covenants in, enforcement of
by grantee of reversion S
. defined 18(1)(6)
. defects in, made under powers
of leasing 10, 13
. distress after determination of . .40
. expiration of, application re
overholding tenant 75
. forfeiture of, restrictions re . . 18(2)
. intended exercise of power re ... 14
. invalid
. . confirmation of 11
. . duty of lessee to accept
confirmation of 12
. licence granted under,
restrictions re 2Z
. licence to assign, not unreason-
ably withheld 22(1)
. non-performance of covenants
in, remedies re 3
. partial licences re, restricted
operation of 24
. renewal of 62(1)
. . court, by 63
. . rights of parties on 62{2)
. reversion expectant on, merger
or surrender of 16
. severance of reversion re, appor-
tionment of condition of
re-entry 8







. surrender of, by liquidator,
etc 38(1)
. waiver of covenant in,
restriction of effect of 25
Lessees
. actions by, against assigns of
lessors 6
. application by, for relief against
forfeiture 19(1,2)
. covenants by, to run with
reversion 4
. defined 18(1)(0
. duty of, to accept confirmation
of invalid lease 12
. non-payment of rent by,
remedies re 3
. notice to, of breach of
covenants 18(2)
. rights of, under certain covenants IS
Lessors
. assigns of, actions of covenant
against 6
. covenants by, to run with
reversion 7
. defined 18(l)(rf)
. rights of, re re-entry IS
Licences
. assign, to. unreasonably
withheld 22(2)
. assign, to, not unreasonably
withheld 22(1)
. partial, restricted operation of . .24
. restrictions of, eflFect of 23
Lien
. rent, for. re tenant in
bankruptcy 37(1)
Liquidators
. right of, to assign lease 37(2)
. surrender of lease by 38(1)
Live stock
. distrained for rent 44(1)
Lodgers
. declaration by, re goods
distrained 31(2)
replevy by, of goods taken on
illegal distress 31(3)
Merger
. reversion, of 16
Mining leases
. defined 18(1)(0






breach of covenants, re 18(2)
claim for set off against rent,
of 34(2)
. eflfect of 34(3)
. form of Form 2
hearing, of, re overholding
tenant 75(3)
landlord by, of seizure of
exempted goods 33(1)
. form of Form 1
overholding tenants, to 57
place of keeping distrained
goods, of 44(3)
posting up of 35(2)
quit, to
. length of time for 21
. overholding tenant, re 75(1)
service of 35(1)
surrender of lease, of, by
liquidator, etc 38(1)
surrender of premises by
tenant, of 32(2)
tenant by, re intention to quit,
overholding after 58
Oaths
. appraisers, of 52
Orders
. interim, re restoration of goods
on security 69(1)
. pending determination of
disputes re distress 66





actions against, for penalty 57
application to remove 75(1)
. appeal from .79
. appearance at 77(2)
. default of appearance at . . .77(1)
. notice of hearing re 75(3)
notice to quit, after, liability
for double rent 58
Payment
. rent, of, proceedings stayed
on 19(4)
. . position of lessee re 19(5)
. under-tenant, by, to superior
landlord 31(2)
. . effect of 31(4)
Penalties
. failure of tenant to notify land-
lord re writ for recovery of
land, for 28








. improper distress, for 31(3)
. offences against impounding,
for 50(3)
. overholding tenants, re 57
. pound breach, for 51
Personal representatives
. lessees of, non-payment of rent
by 3
. rights of, re distress 59
Pound breach
. damages for, penalties for 51
Proceedings
. execution of goods, for 55
Purchasers
. distrained standing crops, of,
liability for rent 44(6)
Re-entry
. actions for, parties to 21
. apportionment of conditions re,
on severance of reversion 8
. enforcement of, by grantee of
reversion 5
. landlord, by
. . disorderly houses, re 17(2)
. . non-payment of rent, on ...17(1)
. lessors' rights re 15
. protection of under-lessee re ... .20
. relief against
. . application for 19(1, 2)
. . exceptions to 19(7,8)
. res'trictions re 18(2)
. stay of proceedings for, on
payment of rent 19(4)
. . position of lessee re 19(5)
Remedies
. lessees, against, for non-
payment of rent, etc 3
Renewal
leases, of 62(1)
. rights of parties on 62(2)
leases, of, by court 63(1)
conditions for 63(4)
costs re 63(6)
discretion re action, on ...63(3)




See also Covenants; Leases;
Mining leases
. acceptance of, as confirmation
of invalid lease 11
. distress for
. . disputes re 65, 74
. . exemptions from 29(2)








. double, by overholding
tenants 57, 58
. due by tenant, distress or goods
of sub-tenant 31(2)
. grain distrained for 43
. lessees' covenants re, to run
with reversion 4
. liability for, of purchaser of
seized standing crops 44(6)
. lien for, against tenant
in bankruptcy 37(1)
. live stock distrained for 44(1)
. non-payment of
. . lessee, by 3
. . re-entry on 17
. payable before removal of
goods on execution 55(1)
. payment of, by under-tenant
to superior landlord 31(2)
. . effect of 31(4)
. proceedings stayed on
payment of 19(4)
. recovery of, during life of
another 41
. sale of distrained goods for ....52
. standing crops distrained for 44(2)
. . satisfying 44(4)
Rents seek
. distress re 39
Replevin
. goods, of, by under-tenant,
taken on illegal distress ...31(3)
Reversion
. assignees of, remedies
available to 3
. grantee of, enforcement of
covenants, by 5
. lessees' covenants to run with . . .4
. lessors* covenants to run with ...7
. merger or surrender of 16
. severance of, apportionment of
condition of re-entry on 8
. title to, no rights by
sub-lessee re 9
Sale
. distrained standing crops, of
. . liability of purchaser for
rent on 44(6)
. goods distrained, of 52
. seized grain, of 43
. seized standing crops, of 44(2, 5)
Security
. restoration of goods on,







. tenant by, pending disputes
re distress 66
Service
. notices, of 35
Set off
. claim of, by tenant 34(1)
. . notice of 34(2)
. . . effect of 34(3)
. . . form of Form 2
Severance of reversion
. apportionment of condition or
re-entry re 8
Sheep
. conditional exemption of,
from distress 45
Short Forms of Leases Act
. form of covenant re taxes





. distrained for rent 44(2)
. . satisfying 44(4)
. sale of distrained 44(5)
. . liability of purchaser for
rent on 44(6)
. seizure of, under execution 56
Stores
. goods in, distress on 30(3)
Sub-lease
. consent for, unreasonably
withheld 22(2)
. licence granted under,
restrictions re 23
Sub-lessees
. application by, re consent for
sub-lease 22(2)
. rights of, to call for title
to reversion 9
Sub-tenants
. tenants in bankruptcy, of,
rights of 38(2)
Supreme Court
. action for disputes re distress
removed to 68
. . costs re 69(2)
. . entry of judgment on 69(2)
. renewal of leases by, on absence 63
Surrender
. lease, of, by liquidator, etc. . .38(1)
. premises, of, on claiming
exemptions from distress ..32(1)
. . effect of 33(2)
. . notice of 32(2)






. covenant to pay
, . altering form of 26(2)
. . local improvement taxes
not in 26(1)
Tenancy




. application by, re consent
for sub-lease 22{2)
. attornment of
. . stranger, to, void 60
. . unnecessary in certain cases . .61
. bankruptcy, in, lien for
rent re 37(1)
. claims by, of set oflF
against rent 34(1)
. . notice of 34(2)
. . . form of Form 2
. defined 1(d), 30(1)
. distress against, for rent
. . dispute re 65
. . remedies re 74
. fraudulent removal of goods by
. . distress on 47(1)
. . penalty for 49
. notice by, to landlord re writ
for recovery of land 28
. notice to, of place of
distrained goods 44(3)
. relation of, to landlord 2
. security by, for restoration of
goods on interim order . . . .69(1)
Time
. distress after determination of
lease, for 40
. distress on goods fraudulently
removed, for 47(1)
. notice of hearing re overholding
tenant, for 75(3)
. notice to quit, for 27
. re-entry, for, on non-payment
of rent 17(1)
Title
. reversion, to, sub-lessees'
rights re 9
Trustee in bankruptcy
. right of, to assign lease 37(2)
. surrender of lease by 38(1)
Under-leases
. defined 18(1)(/)







. protection of, on forfeiture of
superior lease 20
Under-letting
. relief against forfeiture not
allowed re 19(7) (a)
Under-tenants
. declaration by, re goods
distrained 31(2)
. defined 31(1)
. payment by, to superior
landlord 31(2)
. . effect of 31(4)
. replevy by, of goods taken on
illegal distress 31(3)
Waiver
. covenant, of, restriction of
effect of 25
Writ or possession
. overholding tenant, against ....77
. . form of Form 3
LANES
See Local Improvement Act;
Municipal Act
LAUNDRIES
See Factory, Shop and Office





See Barristers Act; Interpreta-
tion Act; Law Society Act;




Vol. 2, p. 1027.
See also Barristers Act; Solici-
tors Act
Accounts
. barristers and solicitors . . .AZ{c-g)
. investigation of 43(*)
Admission
. barristers, regulations re 41,43




. voting list, to 10
. voting paper in 26
Appeal
. voting list, re 10(2, 3)
Application





. discipline, regulations re 43
Articled service
. rules re 42(1)
Attendance
. benchers, at meetings 29(1)
Attorney-General for Ontario
. ex officio bencher S^2
Audit
. accounts of Society, of 54(1)
. . statements re 54(2)
Bar of Ontario




. call of, regulations re ...36,41,43
. disbarring 44, 46
. fees payable by 53
. misconduct of 43(/), 44, 46
. privileges of, cessation of 46
. suspension of 45
Benchers
. audit, powers re rr- . . .54
. disbarring, etc, powers re ..44,45
. election of 6
. . acclamation, by 13(6)
. . convocation, in 22, 36
. examiners appointed by 39
. ex officio 5
. fees, powers re 53, 55
. libraries, powers re 50
. nomination of—see Nomination
. members of 6
. officers appointed by 38
. petition against election of 30
. qualifications 11, 13
. regulations, powers to
make 24,36,42,43
. remission, powers of 55
. reporters appointed by 52(1)
. resolutions 44, 45, 47
. retiring, re-election of 12
. rules, powers to make 35, 36, 42, 43
. tenure of office by . .20(1), 28, 36





. vacation of seat by
. . non-attendance, for 29(1)
. . non-payment of fees, for . . .29(2)
. visitors' powers of discipline
vested in 49
Book
. votes recorded in 16
Call to the Bar
. rules re 36,41
. women, of 41(2)
Committees
costs, discretion re 32
. petition heard by 31(2)
Costs
. deposit for, by petitioner 32
. investigation, of 44(2)
Dean of law school




. nomination paper, of 13(3), 36
Disbar
. benchers powers to 44
Discipline





. acclamation, by 13(6)
. committee to inquire into 30
. highest votes result in 20
. holding of 8(1), 22, 36
. petition—see Petition
. regulations re 24, 36
. result declared by secretary 23
. voting at 9
Errors
. voting list, in 10(2, 3)
Examinations
exclusion from 44
. fees payable for S3
. regulations re 36, 40, 41 (1)
. solicitors 42(1)
Examiners
. appointment of 39
Exchequer Coiut of Canada
. retired judge of








. voting paper, of 26
Fees
. amount of prescribed by
benchers 53
. appropriation of 53
. non-payment of, suspension for. .45
, remission of 55
. suspension for non-payment
of 29(2)
Finances of Society
. audit of 54
Fund
—




. cost of, by whom payable . . .44(2)
Judge
. Supreme Court, as visitor 3
Law Benevolent Fund
. reputations re, benchers'
powers to make 51
Law reporters
. appointment of 52(1)
», regulations re 52(3)
. salaries of 52(4)
. tenure of office by 52(2)
Law school
. establishment of
Lecturer at law school
. appointment of 40
Legal education
. rules re 40
Libraries
. law, benchers' powers re 50
List of voters
. regulations re 10
Membership
. entitlement to 4,5
. ex officio 5
Mental incompetency
. suspension for 45
Minister of Justice
. ex officio bencher 5111
Misconduct
. professional 43(e)
. . penalties for 44-46
Name
. Society, of 2
Nomination—See also Nomination
papers
. declined, regulations re 13(5)
. required 13(1 )
LAW SOCIETY—Con. Sec
Nomination papers
. delivery of 13(3), 36
. secretary's duties re 13(3-5)
. signing of 13(2)
Nominee
. declining nomination, effect
of 13(5)
. notice to 13(4), 36
Oath
. examination under, permitted . 37
Officers
. appointment of 38
Ontario Gazette
. publicaion in 23
Penalties
. remission of 55
Petition—See also Petitioner
. contents of 31(1)
. election of bencher, against 30
. filing of 31(1), 36
. hearing of 31 (2), 36
. service of, required 31(1), 36
. witnesses at hearing of 37
Petitioner
. deposit for costs by 32
. who may be 30
Poll
. conduct of 14-27, 36
President
. treasurer as 33(1)
Property
. powers of Society re 2
Qualifications
. benchers II, 13
. voting 9
Remission




Reports of decisions—See also
Law reporters
. regulations re 52(3)
Rules
. benchers powers to make ...35,36
. non-observance of effect of . .43(/)
School
. law, establishment of 40
Scrutineers
. absence of 8(2)
. appeal to, re voting list .... 10(3)
. appointment of 7(1)
. "drawing by chance"
witnessed by 19
. remuneration of 24
. vacancy in 7(2)





deposit for costs paid to 32
duties when suspension of
member terminated 45(4)
election declared by 20(1), 2i
nomination papers, duties re 13(3-5)
poll, duties re 14-16, 23
vacancy in oflSce of Zl
voting list
. addition to, by 10(4)
. appeal to, re 10(2, 3)
voting papers
. opened by 16




. ex officio bencher Sfl
Solicitors
. accounts 43(c-f7)
. candidates for admission as,
examination of 42
. fees payable by 53
. misconduct of 43(/), 44, 45
. suspension of 45
Statement





. discipline, regulations re 43
. fees payable by 53
. law school, attendance at ......40
. members of Society 4
. misconduct of 43(/), 44, 45
Subpoena
. summons of treasurer as 37
Summons
. treasurer, under hand of 37
Supreme Court
. attachment in, for disobeying
summons 37
. judges as visitors 3
. Registrar
. . order of, striking oflf rolls . . .48
. . suspensions notified to . . . .45(4)
Supreme Court of Canada
. retired judge as ex officio
bencher 5f5
Supreme Court of Ontario
. order for recovery of
expenses 44(2)




. benchers' powers to order 45
. termination of 45(4)
Treasurer
. election of 33(1, 2)
. ex officio bencher, when 5 IT 3
. president of the Society 33(1)
. retiring, eligible for
re-election 33(2)
. scrutineer, as 7(1)
. voting papers opened in
presence of 16
Vacancy
. benchers, among, how filled ....34
. secretary, in ofifice of 27
Visitors
. discipline, powers vested
in benchers 49
. Supreme Court judges as 3
Votes
—
See also Voting; Voting
papers
. book records 16
. counting of 16, 21
. equality of 19
. highest number of, secures
election 20
. void 17,18
Voting—See also Votes; Voting
papers
. list 10
. . additions to 10(4)
. . appeal re 10(2, 3)




. alterations in 26
. falsification of 26
. form of Form 1
. preservation of 25
. retained by secretary 25
Witnesses
. summoning and examination of 37
Women
. call to the Bar of 41(2)
LAW STAMPS
Law Stamps Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1041.
See also Ontario Municipal
Board Act; Public Service
Act; Surrogate Courts Act
Accoimts




. spoiled stamps, for 18
Application
. rectify document, to 10
Cancellation
. officers by 12
. penalties re improper 20
Court officers
. cancellation by 12
. issue of documents by 5
. mistake by, in stamping 11
. money not receivable as fees by. .4
. service of unstamped process
forbidden 8






. allowance of IS, 16
Documents
. issue of stamped 5
. requirements re further stamps on 9
. unnecessary, fees re 7
. unstamped
action on, fofbidden 6
evidence re 21




service of, forbidden 8
Fees
. defined 1(a)
. document unnecessary, payment
of 7
. money not allowed as 4
. regulations re 22
Inspector
. unstamped documents duties re 11
Issue
. stamps, of, regulations re 2
. Treasurer of Ontario, by 14
Judge
. leave to stamp granted by 10
. unstamped document not
allowed by 6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. allowance by for spoiled stamps 18
. discount allowed by 16
. issue of stamps, powers re 2
. regulations by 22
Money












. offences by vendors, for 17
. unstamped documents, re 19
Proceedings—See Documents
Purpose
. stamp required for each 9
Regulations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 22
Sale
. exclusive right of, by vendor ... 16
. . duties re 17
Sheriff—See Court officer
Stamps
. cancellation of 12
. discount on 15, 16
. further, requirements re 9
. omission of 10, 11
. spoiled, allowance for 18
Treasurer of Ontario
. account of stamps by 14
. discount allowed by IS
. issue of stamps by 14
. . restriction re 16
. supply of stamps, by 13
. Treasurer, defined 1(&)
Vendors
. appointment of 16
. discount to 16
. duties of 17
Writs See Documents
LAWYERS
See Barristers Act; Law Society
Act; Solicitors Act
LEASE
See Apportionment Act; Estates
Tail Act; Infants Act; Land
Titles Act; Landlord and Ten-
ant Act; Mental Incompetency
Act; Mining Act; Power Com-
mission Act; Public Lands
Act; Public Works Act;
Quieting Titles Act; Railways
Act; Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act; Religious Insti-
tutions Act; Settled Estates
Act; Short Forms of Leases




See Companies Act; Conveyanc-
ing and Law of Property Act;
Estates Tail Act; Insurance
Act; Landlord and Tenant
Act
LEGACIES
See Charitable Gifts Act; Limi-
tations Act; Succession Duty
Act; Wills Act
LEGAL TENDER
See Gold Clauses Act
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Legislative Assembly Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1045.
See also Business Records Pro-
tection Act; Controverted
Elections Act; Election Act;
Executive Council Act; Extra-
provincial Corporations Act;
Fines and Forfeitures Act; Fire
Marshals Act; Highway Im-
provement Act; Interpretation
Act; Judicature Act; Libel
and Slander Act; Lieutenant-
Governor Act: Niagara Parks
Act; Official Notices Publica-
tion Act; Ontario Northland
Transportation Commission Act;
Personation Act; Power Com-
mission Act; Provincial Loans
Act; Public Inquiries Act;
Public Schools Act; Public
Works Act: Railways Act;
Representation Act; Soldiers'
Aid Commission Act; Voters'
Lists Act
Absence
. Speaker of 22(1)
. . vacancies re 26(2)
Act
. contravention 16, 36, 38, 46
. . penalty for 42






. assembly member not liable to . .27
. notice of recovery of judgment
on 15(2)
. other 15(3)
. publishing, for 50( 1
)
. publishing reports, for 49(1)





. certificate verified by 49(1)
. filing 16
. member elect, of 16
. . form of Form 1
. taken by officers 59
. verification of papers 50(1)
. witnesses, by 59
Age
. members, of 6(1)
Agreement
. member as party to 9
. . disqualification of 14(1)
Allowances
. leader of opposition, re
. . advances 61 (4)
. . amount 61(1)(&)
. . computation of 61 (2)
. . payment of 61(3)
. members, re
. . advances 60(4)
. . amount 60(1) (&)
. . computation of 60(2)
. . payment of 60(3)
Appropriations
. condition precedent to 56
. legislature, by 53
Arrest
. breach of privilege, for 47(1)
. member of, freedom from . . . 37, 38
Assatilts
. member on 45(1)
Assembly
. composition of 1
. court of record, as 4S
. decision of, final 48
. declaration by, re violation 44
. jurisdiction of 45(1-11)
. office of 14(2)
. powers and privileges
of 35-39,45,49,52
. printing committee of 53
. quorum of 54
. right to expel member 11
. Speaker elected by 29(1)
. Speaker pro tem elected by 33
Baili£fs
. aid given by, under warrant ... .36
Bm
. member, by, re privileges 37
Bribery
. member of 45(3)
British North America Act






. members of Assembly 6(1)
. women deemed 7(2) (o-c)
Certificates
. notification of receipt of ....22(2)
. publication, re 49(1)
Civil proceedings
. jurisdiction of Assembly
over 45(10), (11)
Clerk of Assembly
. affidavits filed with 16
. certificate by, re publication . .49(1)
. copy of disclaimer sent to
Court of Appeal by ....17(3) (a)
. disclaimer sent to 17(2)
. notice entered in journals of
Assembly, by 19(1) (a)
. notification to, re certificate ..22(2)
. warrant by, re writ 22(1)
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
. warrant received by 18
. writ issued by 19(3), 20
. . vacancy re 28
. . void election re 22(1)
Commissioner
. eligibility as member 8(2) (rf)
. judges of Supreme Court, as . . .57
Committees
. power to examine on oath 58
Compensation
. land, for, not to disqualify 10(1) (/)
Composition of Assembly
. number of members 1
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. appropriations from 56
Constables
. aid given by, under warrant ....36
Contempt
. punishment for 45(1)
Contested election
. vacancy in, effect of 27(2)
Contract
. member as party to 9
. , . disqualification of 14(1)
Controverted Elections Act
. certificate issued under 22(1)
. petition filed under 17(5)
Coroner
. eligibility of, as member . . .8(2)(&)
Corrupt practice
. member, by 43
Court of Appeal




. demise of 2(1)
Damages
. member not liable to 37
Death
. member, of 26(1)
Declaration
. resignation of member 18, 19
. witness, by 59
Disclaimer
. form of 17(2)
. member elect, by 17(1)
. notice of filing of 17(4)
. transmission of copy of, by
clerk 17(3)
. transmission to clerk 17(2)
Disqualification
. acceptance of office, by 14(1)
. duly found 11
. exceptions to 8(2) (a-e)
. member of House of Commons,
of 7(1)
. operation of 11
. others, of 8(1)
. person not duly elected 24(1)
. public contractors, of 9
. . exception 10(1) (o)
. senator, of 7(1)
Disqualified person
. election of 12
. member, re-election of 14(1)
Dissolution—See also Prorogation
. Legislature, of 2(1)
Documents
. false presenting of 45(8)
. production of 49(1), 50(1)
Duration
. Legislature, of 3
Election
. contested, vacancy re 27(2)
. controverted 21(2)
. disqualified person, of 12
. general, vacancies after 27(1)
. speaker for day, of 32
. vacancy, on, when void 27(2)
. void, issue of writ re 28(1)
. void, on violation 44
Election court
. determination by, re contested
election 27(2)










. fishery licensees, of . . . .10(l)(£r)
. holders of mining leases,
of 10(l)(rf)
. lenders of money, of ...10(1)(£')
lenders of money to govern-
ment, of 10(2) (c)
. mail carriers, of 10(1) (t)
. owners of newspapers,
of 10(1)(^)
. postmasters, of 10(l)(t)
. receivers of compensation
for land, of 10(1)(/)
Estate bills
. rules of Assembly re 57
Evidence
. affidavit, by 59
. refusal to give 45(6)
. witnesses, of 58
Exceptions
. eligibility re
. . sureties, of 10(1) (A)
. . timber licensees, of 10(1) (/)
Executive Council
. exchange of offices in 14(3)
. member of, as member of
Assembly 8(2) (a)
. member of, holding additional
office 15(3)
. member of, not disqualified .... 13
Fees
. received by member, violation re 42
Fishery licensees
. eligiblity of, as members . .10(l)(p)
Forms
. affidavit of members elect . . Form 1
. oath of witnesses Form 2
Government of Canada
. officer of, disqualification re . .8(1)
Government of Ontario
. officer of, disqualification re . .8(1)
House of Commons




. determined by Assembly 46
. member not liable to 37
Indemnity
. Leader of Opposition 61 (4)
. . amount of 61(l)(fe,t)
. . computation of 61(2)









. amount of 60(l)(a)
. computation of 60(2)
. payment of 60(3)
Speaker 61 (4)
. amount of 61(1) (a)
. computation of 61(2)
. payment of 61(3)
Inquiries Act (Canada)
. Commissioner under, as
member 8(2)((i)
Inquiry
. jurisdiction of Assembly re . .45(2)
Interference
. officer, with 45(4)
Intimidation
. member, of 45(2)
Joumcils of Assembly
. declaration of resignation
recorded in 19(2)
. notice entered upon 19(1) (a)
. proceedings, resignation re,
recorded in 2Z
Judge
. Court of Appeal, of, dismissal
of petition 17(4)
. Supreme Court, of, certificate
re qualification of women 6(2) (c)
Judgment
. recovery of, notice of 15(2)
Jurisdiction of Assembly
. altering or forging records . .45(9)
. assaults upon member 45(1)
. bribery and oflFering of fee . .45(3)
. civil proceedings re actions in
Assembly by member . . . .45(10)
. civil proceedings re actions out
of Assembly by member . .45(11)
. disobedience to warrant 35(1), 45(7)
. evidence, giving of 45(6)
. inquiry, of 45(2)
. interference with officer 45(4)
. intimidation of members 45(2)
. presenting false documents . .45(8)
. punishment, of 45(2)
. refusal to produce 45(7)
. tampering with witness 45(5)
Jury duty
. members exempt from 39
Justice of the Peace










. . advances of 61 (4)
. . amount of 61(l)(t)(ii)
. . computation of 61(2)
. . payment of 61(3)
. indemnity of
. . advances of 61 (4)
. . amount of 61(l)(&)(i)
. . computation of 61 (2)
. . paid when 61(3)
Legislature
. appropriations by, for printing . . .53
. dissolution, effect of demise of
Crown 2(1)
. duration of 3
. members of, qualifications of -6(1)
. session, yearly 4
. vacancies in 27(1)
Lenders of money
. eligibility of, as members . .10(l)(c)
Lieutenant-Governor
. recommendation by, re money
votes 56
. issue of writ directed by 17(5)
. power of dissolution 3
Mail carriers
. eligibility as members 10(1) (»)
Malice
. publication without, defence of .51
Members
. additional offices held by 14(3)
. allowances of
. . advances of 60(4)
. . amount of 60(l)(ft)
. . computation of 60(2)
. . payment of 60(3)
. allowances of, additional
. . as member of Committee. .63(a-b)
. . mileage, for 64
. appointment to Executive
Council 13
. appointment to Senate 7(2)
. arrest of, privileges re
. . actions before Assembly, re . . .37
. . actions out of Assembly, re . . .38
. disclaimer by 17
. election to House of Commons 7(2)
. exemption from jury duty 39
. expelled 11
. fees 40







fishery licensees as I0(l)(g)
indemnity of
. advances of 60(4)
. amount of 60(1) (a)
. computation of 60(2)
. payment of 60(3)
indemnity of, additional
. amount of 62(1)
. payment of 62(2)
lenders of money to Govern-
ment as 10(1) (f)
mail carriers as 10( 1 ) (i)
newspaper owners as 10(1) (e)
postmasters as 10( 1 ) (t)
qualifications re 6(1)
re-election of, if not declared
ineligible 14(1)
residence 6(1)
resignation before meeting of
Legislature 18
shareholders as 10(1) (6)
sureties as 10(l)(h),lO(\)(k)
timber licensees as 10( 1 ) (/)
trustees, as 10(l)(a)
Mining lease holders
. eligibility of, as members. AO(l)(d)
Minister of Agriculture
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Education
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Health
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Highways
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Labour
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Mines
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Municipal Affairs
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Planning and
Development
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Public Welfare
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Public Works
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Reform Institutions






Minister of Travel and Publicity
. office of 14(2)
Money votes
. Assembly, by 56
. recommendation by Lieutenant-
Governor, on 56
Motion
. member, by, privileges re 37
Notary public
. eligibility of, as member . . .8(2) (c)
Notice
. intention to resign 19(1) (a)
. intention to produce certificate 49(1)
. recovery of judgment 15(2)
Oath
. administration of 58
. allegiance, of, re women ...6(2)(f)
. member, by 16
. witnesses, by 58, Form 1
Owners
. newspapers of, eligibility of,
as members 10(1) (e)
Payment
. publications, for 53
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for ....42,46
. judgment recovered for 44
. disqualified person sitting or
voting 15(1)
. recovery of 15(1)
Petition
. complaint, of, dismissal of ...17(4)
. election, re resignation 21(2)
. election, time for filing 43
. limit of time for filing 17(5)
. member, by, re privileges 37
Postmasters
. eligibility of, as members . .10(l)(i)
Powers of Assembly
. attendance of witnesses
compelled by 35
. inquiry re breaches and
contempts 45(1)
. issue of warrants commanding
aid 36
. persons acting under authority
of 36
. production of documents 35
. punishment, of 45(1)
President of the Cotmcil
. office of 14(2)
Printing Committee
. Assembly, of





. acts done under authority of,
protection for 36
. arrest, re 37, 38
. breach of 45(1)
. . penalty for 46, 47(1)
. exemption from jury duty 39
. inherent, protected 52
. speech, re 37
Proclamation




. Legislature, of 5
Prosecution
. freedom of member from 37
Public contractors
. disqualification of 9
Public School Inspector
. eligibility of, as member ...8(2)(c)
Public Works Act
. award under 10(1) (/)
Publication
. extract of report 51
. reports, etc., of, protection for 49(1)
. purchase and payment 53
Publishing
. action for 50(1)
. . stay of 50(2)
Purchase
. publications, of 53
Qualifications
. members, of 6(1)
Quonmi
. Assembly, of 54
Re-election
. disqualified member, of 14(1)
. member, of, not necessary . . .14(3)
Registrar
. local, copy of disclaimer
received by 17(3) (6)
Representation Act
. members of Assembly fixed by ... 1
Residence
. members, of 6(1)
Resignation
. consequences of 21(1)
. declaration in writing to
Speaker 19(1) (&)
. declaration of, form of 18
. notice of intention in
Assembly 19(1) (a)






. member, by, re privileges 37
Rtiles
. Assembly, of, re estate bills 57
Seat
. disclaimer of 17(1)
. vacated, member by 14(1)
Secretary and Registrar of Ontario
. office of 14(2)
Senator
. disqualification of 7(1)
Sergeant-at-arms
. Assembly, of 47(1)
Session
. issue of writ during 25
. Legislature, of, yearly 4
Shareholders
. contracting company, of
ineligible 10(1) (fc)
Sheriffs
. aid given by, under warrant 36
Speaker
. absence of 22(1), 26(2), 31-33
. certificate by, re publication . .49(1)
. duty to preside 30
. election of 29(1)
. illness of 31
. indemnity of
. . advances of 61 (4)
. . amount of 61(l)(a)
. . computation of 61(2)
. . payment of 61(3)
. member as 26(2)
. notification, certificate re . . . .22(2)
. office of, vacancy in .. .26(1), 29(1)
. power re, production of
documents 35(2)
. power to order attendance of
witnesses 35(1)
. pro tent, election of 33
. quorum, in 54
. substitution of
. . Assembly, by 32
. . Speaker, by 31
. voting of 55
. warrant by, re imprisonment. .47(1)
. warrant by, re writ 22(1)
Speech
. freedom of 37
Stay of proceedings
. publication, re .. 15(3), 49(2), 50(2)
Supreme Court Judges




. elected, duties discontinued . . 10(2)
. eligibility of, as
members 10(1) (A, /fe)
Threats
. members, to 45(2)
Timber licensees
. eligibility of, as members. . 10(1) (/)
Toronto
. election in, disclaimer sent to
Court of Appeal 17(3) (a)
Travelling expenses
. member of 64
Treasurer of Ontario
. office of 14(2)
. publications purchased by 53
Trustees
. contractors, of, exceptions re
eligibility as members .10(1) (a)
Vacancies
. before session 27(1)
. contested election, in, effect of 27(2)
. death, by 26(1)
. disqualification, by 26(1)
. office of Speaker, in 29(1)
. period of, issue of writ re 28
. proceedings re, no Speaker . . .26(2)
. seat, of 13, 14(1), (3)
. violation of Act, for 44
Violation
. Act, of, election void for 44
. declaration, of, Assembly by 44
. defined 43




. majority, by 55
. Speaker, re 55
Warrant
. Assembly, of, re aid 36
. committal, of 47(2)
. disobedience to 35(1), 45(7)
. issue of writ, for
. . Assembly, by 20
. . procedure for 18
. . Speaker by 19(3)
. writ, for, vacancies before
session 27(1)
Witnesses
. declaration of resignation 19(1) (t)
. evidence of, affidavit by 59
. oral examination of 58, Form 2






. deemed British subjects, when 6(2)
Writ
. Clerk of the Crown in Chancery,
by, re vacancy 28
. issue of 27(1)
. . during session 25
. . when election void 22(1)
York County
. election in, disclaimer sent to
Court of Appeal 17(3) (a)
. imprisonment in 47(2)
LEGITIMATION
Legitimation Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1065.
5"^^ also Adoption Act; Children
of Unmarried Parents Act;
Vital Statistics Act
Adoption Act
. application of 6(2)
Illegitimate child
. inheritance by 6(1)
. intestacy of 6(2)
Inheritance
. child born out of wedlock to
married persons, by 2
. illegitimate child, by 6(1)
. legitimized child, from 3
Intestacy
. inheritance upon 5,
6
Legitimatized child
. inheritance by and from 2, 3
. re-marriage while former spouse
living 5
. status of 1
Marriage




order of presumption of death,
under 5(6)
Property
. rights re, not prejudiced 4
LEVIES
See Assessment Act; Local Im-
provement Act; Municipal
Act; Separate Schools Act
LIBEL AND SLANDER Sec
Libel and Slander Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1067.
See also Division Courts Act;
Judicature Act; Legislative
Assembly Act; Trustee Act
Absolute privilege
. court proceedings, re 10
Actions
. apology before 3
. consolidation of—see
Consolidated actions
. frivolous security for costs
when 11(1), 18(2)
. limitation of, against
newspapers . .7(1,3), 13, 14(1), 17
. multiplicity of—see
Consolidation of actions
. notice of 7(1,3), 17
. prior, effect re damages 16
. verdict 4
Adultery
. woman, imputed to 18(1)
Advertisement
. "article", not deemed 5(3)
Apology
. mitigation of damages in 3
newspaper in 6
. time for 3
Appeal
security for costs order, from 11(4)
Applications
. consolidation of actions, for . . .5(1)
. security for costs, for ... 11, 18(2, 3)




. denial puts, in issue 2
. unnecessary, when 18(1)
Blasphemous matter
. publication of, prohibited 9(2), 10(2)
Bona fide publication
. actual damages only
for 7i2)(a),7i3)
Candidate for public office
. libel against 7(3)
Chief constable
. publication requested by,
privileged 9
Commissioner of police
. publication requested by,
privileged 9
Compensation






. application for 5(1)
. costs in 5(2)
. damages in 5 (2)
. jury's duties in 5(2)
. order 5(1)
Correspondence
. newspaper, in, is "article" 5(3)
Costs
. apportionment of, in consoli-
dated actions 5(2)
. security for—see Security for
costs
Court—See also Judge
. absolute privilege re proceed-
ings in 10
consolidation of actions, by ...5(1)
damages assessed by 12
directions to jury by 4
payment into 8
powers re place of trial 12
Criminal charge
. actual damages if no . .7(2)(c), 7(3)
. libel involving 11 (2)
Damages
. actual, only, when
recoverable 7(2, 3)
. apportionment of, in consoli-
dated actions 5(2)
. assessment of 12
. mitigation of
. . apology in 3, 6, 7(e)
. . evidence in support of 16




. public meeting 9(5)
Denial
averments put in issue by 2
Editorial
. newspaper, is "article" 5(3)
Election
. candidate, libel against 7(3)
Evidence
. prima facie 14(2)
Examination
. parties, of 11(3), 18(3)
Fees
. witness, payment of 12
Frivolous action
, security for costs re . . .11(1), 18(2)
General verdict













House of Commons of Canada
. proceedings of, privileged 9
Indecent matter




. appeals from orders re security
of costs 11(4)
. costs, order re 5(2)
Judgment by default
. mitigation of damages re 3
Jury
. consolidated actions, duties re. 5(2)
. verdict, duties re 4
Legislative Assembly
. proceedings of any, privileged ... .9
Limitation of actions
. libel in newspapers,
for 7(1, 3), 13, 14(1), 17
Malice
. newspaper libel, in 6
Meetings
. proceedings at, privileged 9
. public—see Public meeting
Mistake of facts
. publication, in 7 (2), ((f), 7(3)
Motion for judgment
. mitigation of damages after 3
Mimicipal official
. publication requested by,
privileged 9
Negligence
. gross, in newspaper libel 6
Newspaper
. apology in 6, 7(e)
. article, defined 5(3)
. copy of, prima facie evidence. . 14(2)
. defined 1
. libel in
. . costs re—see Security for
costs
limitation of action
for 13, 14(1), 17
. . mitigation of damages in..6, 7(^)
. . notice of action re 7(1,3), 17
. . trial re, place of 12






. action, of re newspaper
libel 7(1.3). 17
. service of IS
Ontario
. newspapers in. protection for .... 17
Order
. consolidation of actions, for . . .5(1)
. security for costs, for 11(4)
Payment into court









. proceedings of. privileged 9
Public office
. candidate for, libel against . . . 7(3)
Qualified privilege
. defence re 9
Retraction of statement




disentitled to 11 (2)
. . entitled to 11(1)
. . examination re 11(3)
. . order for 11(4)
. women, slander of, re 18(2, 3)
Seditious matter
. publication of, prohibited 9(2), 10(2)
Senate
. proceedings of, privileged 9
Service
. notices and writs, of 15
Special verdict
jury may give 4
Statement of claim
. averments re 2
Supreme Court judge
. appeal to and order by 11(4)
Trial
. place of, for newspaper libel 12
Unchastity
. women, imputed to 18(1)
Verdict




. fees, payment of 12
Women
. adultery imputed to 18(1)
. unchastity imputed to 18(1)
Writ of simimons
. service of IS
LIBRARY
See Department of Education
Act; Mortmain and Charitable
Uses Act; Municipal Act;
Public Libraries Act; Public
Schools Act
LIENS
See Change of Name Act; Com-
panies Act; Conservation Auth-
orities Act; Conveyancing and
Law of Property Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Crown
Timber Act; Dower Act; For-
est Fires Prevention Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Inn-
keepers Act; Land Titles Act;
Limitations Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Mining Act; Min-
ing Tax Act; Partition Act;
Power Commission Act; Pro-
vincial Land Tax Act; Public
Parks Act; Public Utilities
Act; Quieting Titles Act; Rail-
ways Act; Registry Act; Sale
of Goods Act; Wages Act;
Warehouse Receipts Act;
Warehousemen's Lien Act;




Vol. 2, p. 1073.
See also Executive Coimcil Act;
Interpretation Act
British North America Act, 1927
. powers vested by 1
Corporation sole
. Lieutenant-Governor as 3
Crown
. vesting of prerogative powers of. .1
Deputies
. power to appoint 4
Executive Council
. consent re appointment of





. Acts of, powers to execute 4
. powers vested by 1
Powers
. deputies, appointment of 4
. general 1
. remission of sentences 2
Sentences
. power of remission re 2
LIGHT




Vol. 2, p. 1075.
Agents
. licensing of 4(1)
. limitation on power of 4(2)
Application of Act
. regulations re 13, 14(c)
Certificate of installation
. conditions of 7(1)
. disposal of copies 7 {2)
. form of, prescribed by
regulation 14(rf) (v)
Damage
. right of recovery re 10
Definitions
. Fire Marshal 1 (a)
. inspector 1(&)
. lightning rods 1 (c)
. regulations 1 (d)
. Treasurer \{e)
Diagram
. requirement of, re
installation 7(1) (rf)
Fees
. agents licences 4(1) (6)
. application of 11
. licence 3(1) (6)
Fire Marshal
. agents licensed by 4(1)
. defined 1(6)
. installation certificate forwarded
to 7(2)
. licence fees applied for 11
. licence issued by 3(1)
. licence produced on demand
by deputy, etc 6(fc)
'
. licence to sell, etc., by 2
. licences suspended by 5
. regulations re 14(<i)
. samples required by 3(1) (c)
LIGHTNING RODS—Con. Sec
Grounding
marking of, on diagram 7(1) (rf>
. method of 7(1)(/)
Inspectors
. alterations after report by ....9(1)
. appointment 12
. defined 1(6)
. form of report, etc 14(rf)
. seal of approval 9(2)
Installations
. agents, by 4(2)
. alterations after inspection . . . .9(1)
approval after inspection 9 {2)
. certificate requirements re ....7(1)
. damage following, action re 10
. disposal of, certificates after .7(2)
licence produced when making 6(a)
. licence requirements for 2, 3
. owner or employee, by 13
. regulations re 14(&)
Liability





. agents applications 4(1) (o)
. agents fees 4(l)(fe)
. applications 3(1 )(o)
. fees 3(1)(6)
. . application of 11
. forms re 14(rf)
. issue of 3(1)
. limitation on sales under 3{2)
. production of 6
. requirements generally 2
. suspension and revocation of 5
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. inspectors appointed by 12
. making of regulations by 14








. receipt by, of certificate of
installation 7(2)
. right of recovery in respect to
loss 10
Penalties
. non-compliance with Act, re 8
Police





. applicant entitled to 3(1)
Regulations
. defined l(rf)
. enforcement by inspectors 12
. installations certified under ...7(1)
. installations conforming to 9
. licence suspended for
non-compliance 5
. scope of 14
Report




fees based on 3(1) (ft)
licence produced when making 6(a)
licence requirements for 2
limitation under licence 3(2)
samples for 3(l)(c)
statement of receipts 3(1) (a)
Samples




. form prescribed by
regulation 14(rf)(vii)
Specifications
statement of, required in
application 3(1) (a)
Statement
. required re amount received




. commencement of action, re. 10(2)
Treasurer
. defined 1(e)
. licence fees payable to 3(1)(&)
. receipt of licence fees by 11
LIMITATIONS
Limitations Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1081.
See also Accumulations Act;
Controverted Elections Act;
Crown Timber Act; Division
Courts Act; Election Act;
Farm Products Marketing
Act; Fatal Accidents Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Libel
and Slander Act; Marriage
Act; Master and Servant Act;
LIMITATIONS—Con. Sec
Mechanics' Lien Act; Medical
Act; Mental Hospitals Act;
Private Sanitaria Act; Profes-
sional Engineers Act; Public
Authorities Protection Act;
Public Officers Act; Public
Utilities Act; Railways Act;
Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act; Surrogate Courts




. limitation of action against 51
. . acknowledgment by 53(1)
Access
. light or air, to 36
Account
. action of
. . limitation of 49
. . provisions re 54(1) (o)
Acknowledgment
. arrears of rent for 17(1)
. mortgagee, by 19
. one joint debtor, by, eflFect 55
. . new 56
. one of several mortgagees, by . . .21
. one of several mortgagors, to ... .20
. part payment of debt, by . . . .53(1)
. right to principal and interest,
of 23(1)
. right to redemption, of, of
mortgage 19
. title, of, eflFect 13
. words only, eflFect 54(1)
. writing, in, of debt 53(1)
Acquiescence
. refusal of relief because of 2
Act
. application of
. . administrators, to 7
. . claim by way of set oflF, re .... 58
. . Crown, to 3(2)
. . Part II 45
. . part payment of mortgages,
re 53(2)
. . waste or vacant land of
Crown, to 16
. benefit, not lost 55
Action
account of 49, 54(1) (o)
defined 1 (a)
limitation
. absent defendant against 51







. . acknowledgment by debtor
in writing, on 53(1)
. . arrears of interest, by
subsequent mortgagee 18
. . arrears of rent, for 17(1)
. . Crown, by 3(1)
. . death of tenant in tail, on 29
. . dower, of, computation of ... .25
.. . personal 48(1) (a-w)
. . recovery of land or rent, for . . .4
. . recovery of land where
mortgage in arrears 22
. . redemption, for 17(2)
. . trustees, against 46(2, 3)
. pending or prosecuted, re
easements 42
. plaintiff barred as to one or
more joint debtors, effect of . . .56
. right to
. . accruing on death 39, 41
'.
. accruing when person under
disability 39
. . against bona fide purchaser . . . .32
. . by administrator 7
. . equitable 2
. . not by continual claim 9
. . person under disability, by ... .40
. . receiving acknowledgment
of title, on 13
. . recovery of land or rent,
where concealed fraud 31
. time of, specially limited by
statute 48(2)
. trustees, against 46
Administrators
. acknowledgment in writing by
one, effect 55
. defence under existing statute 46(3)
. right of action devolving on 7
. trustee, as 46(1)
Agreement
. right of way, for 34
Air
. right to, by prescription,
abolished 36
Alienation
. rights accruing on 5(3)
Annuities
. included in rent 1(d)
Application of Act
. actions against trustees,
re 46(2), (o-6)
Arrears
. dower, of 27
. mortgage in 22
LIMITATIONS—Con. Sec
Arrears—Con.
. recovery of, secured by trust 24
. rent, of 17(1), 48(1), 54(1) (c)
Assault
. limitation of action for ... .48(1) (;)
Assurance
. defined 1(b)
. tenant in tail, by 30
Award
. limitation of action on . . . .48(1) (d)
Battery
. limitation of action for . . . .48(1) (;')
Beneficiaries
. rights of, effect of judgment or
order on 46(3)
. statute of limitations running
against 46(2) (&)
Benefits
. Act, of, not lost 55
. lands of Crown, from 44
Bill of exchange
. endorsement of payment on 57
Bona fide
. purchaser, action against 32
Bond
. limitation of action on . . . .48(1) (&)
Breach
. condition, of, rights accruing on 5(9)
Building
. access to by prescription 36
Cables
. easements not acquired for
carrying 38
Calculation of period
. easements, re 35
Case
. action upon the 54(1) (a)
Cestui que trust
. claim against express trustee,
not barred by statute 47(2)
. not deemed tenant at will to
trustee 5(8)
. right to action, re express
trust 47(1)
Charge
. created by execution against
land 23(2)
Civil proceedings
. action, as l(o)
Claim
. cestui que trust, by, re express
trust 47(2)





. easements re, resisting of by
persons under disabilities 42
. not enforceable after limitation
of time 49
. profits, to 33
. right of way re 34, 43
. trustee, against, founded on
fraud 46(2)
. ways, to, proof of 37
Commission
. road allowance or highway
vested in 16
Concealed fraud
. right of action where 31
Condition
. breach of, rights accruing on . .5(9)
Consent
. right of way, to 34
Construction
. trust arising by 46(1)
Continiial claim
. not to preserve rights by 9
Contract
. action on
. . limitation of 48(1) (<;)
. . provisions re 54(1) (6)
Contractors
. executors of, acknowledgment
in writing by 55
joint, acknowledgment in
writing by one 55
. joint. limitation of action
against, when one absent ..52(1)
. . effect of recovery 52(2)
Conveyance
. not set aside, as against
bona fide purchaser 32
Coparceners
. possession by one, not deemed
by others 11
Covenant
. mortgage in, limitation of action
upon 48(1) (ife), 53(2)
Covenantors
. joint, acknowledgment in
writing by one 55
Crown
. application of sections to 3(2)
. easements derived from 44
. information by, action as 1 (a)
. limitations re actions of 3(1)




. limitation of action for . . . .48(1) (A)
. . arrears, for 24
. . arrears of dower, on 27
Death
. husband of dowress, of 25
. person under disability, of ...39,41
. rights accruing on 5 (2)
Debt
. action for
. . limitation of 48(1) (<;)
. . provisions re 54(1) (fe)
Debtors
. executors of, acknowledgment
in writing by 55
. joint—see Joint debtors
Deed
. land conveyed by 1 (b)
. subsequent estate created by . .6(2)
Defendants
. joint debtors as, judgment for 56
. non-resident, limitation of
action against 51
Definitions






. rights re land not defeated by ... 10
Detinue
. limitation of action for . . . .48(1) O;)
Disability
. dowress, of, limitation of action
re 25
. persons under
. . computation of, period of
accrual of rights re
easements 42
. . death of 41
. . limitation of action by, on
acknowledgment 53(1)
. . right of action 39
. . utmost allowance for 40
. plaintiflF, of, accrual of right of
action 50
Discontinuance
. rights re land not defeated by ... 10
Distress
. accruing on death 5(2)
. accruing on dispossession 5(1)
. arrears of rent, for, limitation
for recovery, by 17(1)






. limitation re making 4
. right of
, . death of persons under
disabilities, on 41
. . death of tenant in tail, on 29
. . not by continual claim 9
. . persons under disabilities, by. .39
. . reserved rents, re 5(5)
Dispossession
. rights accruing on 5(1)
Dower
. limitation of action for 25
. . arrears of 27
Dowress
. limitation of action by 25, 26
Dwelling house
. access to, by prescription 36
Easements
. accrual of rights to, by persons
under disabilities 42
. claims to, proof of 37
. Crown, from
. . limitation of action re 33
. . no claim unless within town-
ship or duly surveyed 44
. held undSV term of years 43
. light and access, of 36
. prescription re 33
. water-course, re 34
. wires and cables, re 38
Endorsement
. payment, of, on promissory note 57
Entry
. Crown, by, limitations re 3(1)
. effect of 8
. right to
. . accrual of, on death 5(2)
. . limitation of 4
. . limitation of, on death of
persons under disabilities . . .41
. . limitation of, on death of
tenant in tail 29
. . mortgage payments in arrears. .22
. . not by continual claim 9
. . persons under disabilities,
by 39,40
. . receiving acknowledgment of
title, on 13
. reserved rents re 5(5)
Equity
. rule re refusing relief 2
Escape
. limitation of action for . . . .48(1) (^)
Estates in remainder
. accrual of rights re 5(11)




. accrual of rights re 5(11)
Estates tail
. assurance by tenant in tail 30
. death of tenant in tail 29
. right of tenant in tail, barred ... .28
Evidence
. acknowledgment by words only
as 54(1)
. strict proof, on claims re
easements 37
Execution
. action for money levied on 48(1)(/)
. land, against, period in force. .23(2)
Executors
. debtor, of, acknowledgment in
writing by one 55
. defence of, under existing
statute 46(3)
. trustee, as 46(1)
Express trust
. right to action by cestui que
trust re 47(1)
Forfeitiu-e
. remainder man, by, when rights
deemed accrued 5(10)
Fraud
. action on, against trustee . . . .46(2)
. concealed, right of action where. .31
Future estates
. bar of, effect on subsequent
interests 6(2)
. bar to right, where acquired
after bar of particular estate. .6(3)
. limitation where person entitled
to particular estate out of
possession 6(1)
. rights accruing under
. . further provisions re 5(12)
. . time of 5(11)
Grantee
. equity of redemption, of, limita-
tion of action against. . . .48(1) (/)
. limitation of action re, where
not in possession of
uncultivated lands 5(4)
Heirs
. possession by relations of, not
deemed by 12
Implication
. trust arising by 46(1)
Imprisonment




. acknowledgment of liability
upon, limitation of action
on 53(1)
Infancy
. disability, of 39
Infant
. action by, limitation of 50
. resisting of claims by, re
easements 42
Information
. Crown, of, action as 1 (o)
Informer
. action for penalty, limitation
of 48(l)(m)
Instrument
. land conveyed by 1 (h)
Interest
. payment of
. . effect of 54(2)
. . mortgage in arrears, limitation
of action, re 22
. recovery of
. . limitation on time for 17(1)
. . subsequent mortgagee by,
exceptions as to limitations,
re 18
Interruption
. acts deemed, re easements 35
Issues
. actions by Crown for,
limitations re 3(1)
Joint debtors
. acknowledgment in writing by
one, effect of 55
. actions against
. . limitation when one absent. .52(1)
. . plaintiff barred as to one or
more but not all 56
. recovery against one, eflfect . .52(2)
Joint tenant
. possession by one, not deemed
possession by others 11
Joint trustee
. trustee as 46(1)
Judgment
. action upon limitation of . .48(1) (c)
. . acknowledgment of liability
under 53(1)
. eflfect on rights of beneficiaries 46(3)





. against bona fide purchaser .... 32
. cestui que trust, by 47(1)
. concealed fraud, where 31
. interest payable 17(1)
. money charged upon ...23(1), 24
. mortgage in arrears 22
. persons under disabilities,
by 39,40
Crown of, exceptions to claims
re easements 44
defined 1(c)
possession of, not by mere entry. .8
right to. accrual on alienation. .5(3)
uncultivated, right of action by
grantee re 5(4)
Lapse of time
. plea of, by trustee 46(2) (6)
Lease
. writing, in, rent reserved by,
wrongfully received 5(5)
Legacy
. interest, on, limitation on
recovery of 17(1)
. money charged upon, limitation
of action for 23(1)
Lending
. action of debt grounded on 54(1) (6)
Lessee
. receipt of rent from, effect of ... 14
Lien
. execution against land, of . . . .23(2}
Light
. right to, by prescription 36
Married woman
. statute running against ...46(2)(&)
Memorandum
. payment, of. on promissory note 57
Mental defective
. action by, limitation of 50
. resisting of claims by, re
easements 42
Mental deficiency
. disability of 39
Mental incompetent
. limitation of action by 50
. resisting of claims by, re
easements 42
. right of action by 39
Money
. periodical sums of, rent as .... 1 (d}
. given to Crown, limitation of
action for 48(1) (A)
. levied on execution, limitation




, acknowledgment by one of
several, effect 21
. action by, against grantee of
equity of redemption . . . .48(1) (/)
^ entitled to divided part of land. .21
. possession, in, action by
mortgagor for redemption .... 19
prior, possession by 18
Mortgages
. limitation of action when in
arrears 22
Mortgages Act
. action against grantee
under 48(1)(/)
Mortgagors
. acknowledgment to one of, effect 20
. action for redemption by 17(2)
. . mortgage in possession, when. .19
. not deemed tenant at will, to
mortgagee 5(8)
. right of, to redeem divided land. .21
Municipal corporation




of action on 53(1)
limitation of action against 51
Notice
. acts of interruption of
easements, re submission after 35
Obligors
joint, acknowledgment in
writing by one 55
Order
. effect rights of beneficiaries . .46(3)
Owner
. buildings, of, consent re
easements 38
. land, of, right of action against
hona fide purchaser 32
Part payment
. acknowledgment of debt by . .53(1)
. mortgages, of, acknowledgment
re 53(2)
Particular estate
. bar to, right to future estate
acquired after 6(3)
. person entitled to, not in
possession when determined 6(1)
Pasrment
. endorsement on promissory
note, etc 57
. principal or interest, of, effect 54(2)
LIMITATIONS—Con. Sec.
Penalty
. limitation of action for . . .48(1)(A)
. . informer, by 4£(l)(m)
Pending action
. easements, re, time excluded in
computation 42
Period of years
. calculation of, interruption of .35
Plea
. lapse of time, of, by trustee 46(2) (&)
Plaintiff
. disability of, limitation of
action by 50
Possession
. coparceners by, not deemed
possession of others 11
. dowress. by, computation of
time for action by 26
. land, of. entry re 8
. mortgagee in, limitation of
action for redemption by
mortgagor 19
person acknowledging title in
writing, by 13
. prior mortgagee, by, recovery
of interest by subsequent
mortgagee 18
. relation of heirs, by, not
deemed possession by heirs ... 12
Prescription
. easements, re 33-38
Presumption
. claim re no allowance of 37
Principal
. payment of, effect of 54(2)
. payment on mortgage in arrears 22
Privileges
. conferred by statute of
limitations, applicable
to trustee 46(2) (o)
Profits
. action for, by Crown, limitations
re 3(1)
. claim to. limitation re 33
. lands of Crown, from,
exceptions re claims to 44
. land, of, rent deemed 14
Promise
. words only, by, effect 54(1)
Promissory note
. endorsement of payment on 57
Proof
. claims, to. easements il





. road allowance or highway
vested in 16
Public highway
. freehold of, vested in Crown .... 16
Purchaser
. bona fide, no right of action
against 32
. trustees, from, right of action
against 47(1)
Receipt
. rent, of, effect 11, 12, 14
Recognizance
. limitation of action on
. . acknowledgment of liability
under 53(1)
Recovery
arrears of dower, limitation of
time for 27
arrears of rent, limitation of
time for 17(1)
judgment on, against defendants 56
land, rights not defeated by
descent cast, etc 50
land and rent
. action against bona fide
purchaser 32
. action on dispossession 5(1)
. action where concealed fraud.. 31
money charged upon land, of ... .24
one joint debtor, against,
effect 52(2)
. trust property, of, action re. . .46(2)
Redemption
. limitation of action for, when
mortgagee in possession 19
. . exceptions to 17(2)
Relations
. heirs of, possession by, not
deemed possession by heirs .12
ReUef





. forfeiture for breach re effect 5(10)
Remainder man
forfeiture not taken by 5(10)
Rent
. arrears
. . action for 54(1) (f)
. . limitation of action for . .48(l)(g)







limitation of action for 48(1) (o)
. concealed fraud, where 31
. Crown, by 3(1)
receipt of
. effect 14
. one co-parcener, etc., by 11
. person acknowledging title
in writing, by 13
. relation of heirs, by 12
right to, accrual on alienation. .5(3)
right to action for recovery of
. accrual for cestui que trust .47(1)
. against bona fide purchaser ... .32
. disabilities re, exceptions to . . .39
. disabilities re, limitation of
time where 40
Rents and services
. excepted from claim to profits,
limitations re 33
Rents reserved
. wrongful receipt of, accrual of
right to 5(5)
Replevin
. limitation of action for ... .48(1) (^)
Revenues
. action for, by Crown 3(1)
Reversion
. estates in, accrual of rights re 5(11)
. expectant, resistance of claim
by person entitled to 43
Right
. access, to, by prescription 36
. accruing on breach of condition 5(9)
. accruing on forfeiture 5(9)
. accruing, when person entitled
to particular estate not in
possession 6(1)




estate in possession, re 5(10)
future estates, re 5(11)
preservation of, by continual
claim 9
redemption, to, of mortgagor ... 19
rent reserved, to 5(5)
tenancy from year to year, re. .5(6)
tenant at will, re 5(7)
title, to extinguishment at end
of period of limitation 15
Right of action
. accrual, when grantee of Crown
not in possession 5(4)





claims to, proof of Z7
. defeat of claim to 34
Road allowance
. freehold of, vested in Crown .... 16
Set-off
. claim by way of 58
Setting aside
. conveyance, as against bona fide
purchaser 32
Settlement
. subsequent estate created by . .6(2)
Specialty
. limitation of action on . . . .48(1) (6)
. . acknowledgment of liability
under 53(1)
Statute of limitation
. no bar to claim of cestui que
trust 47(2)
. rights conferred by, applicable
to trustee 46(2) (o)
Subject
. limitations of 4
Submission
. interruption, to, re easements ...35
Subsequent estates
. rights re, when action re future
estates barred 6(2)
Subsequent mortgagee
. recovery of interest by, from
prior mortgagee 18
Tenancy
. at will, when deemed
determined 5(7)
. year to year, from, rights of
entry accruing under 5(6)
Tenant at will
. cestui que trust not deemed ... .5(8)
. mortgagor not deemed 5(8)
. rights accruing re 5(7)
Tenant for life
. resisting of claims by, re
easements 42
Tenant in common
. possession ,by one, not deemed
to possession by others 11
Tenant in tail
. assurance by 30
. death of, during period of
limitation 29
. rights barred 28
Tide




. extinguishment of, on end of
period of limitation re rights . . 15
. mortgagor of, acknowledgment
in writing by mortgagee 19
Trespass
. goods or land, to, limitation of
action for 48(1) (^)
Trust
. constructive or implied 46(1)
. created by instrument or Act ... .45
. money in arrears secured by ... .24
Trust property
. action to recover 46(2)
Trustee
. actions against 46(2) (a-6)
. defined 46(1)
. land vested in, by express
trust 47(1)
Uncultivated or unimproved land
. grantee not in possession of,
rights re 5(4)
Unsound mind
. person of, limitation of action by 50
. person of, resisting claims re
easements 42
. disability of, exceptions to right
of action re 39
Use
. light, of, by prescription 36
Vacant land
. Crown, of, excepted 16
Warranty
. rights re land not defeated by ... 10
Waste land
. Crown, of, excepted 16
Water-courses
. claims to, proof of i7
. easements re 34
Will
. subsequent estate created by . 6(2)
Wires
. easements not acquired for
carrying 38
Words
. action upon the case for . . .48(1)(«)
Work-shop
. right to access and use of by
prescription 36
Wounding
. limitation of action for ... .48(1) (/)
Writing
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See also Partnerships Act
Accounting
. general partners liable for 16
Agent
. limited partner not 4
Alterations
. dissolution deemed object of ... .11
Banking
. limited partnership, prohibited
by 1
Bankruptcy of partnership
. rights upon 17
Capital
. alterations in, cflFect of 11
. interest on 13
. withdrawal of, by limited partner 13
Certificates
contents of 5
. alterations in 11
execution of 6
false statement in 9
filing of 7
. fees for 8
. partnership formed on 9
form of Form 1
inspection of 7
. fees for 8
renewal, of 10
Clerk of the court
. certificate filed by 7
. fees payable to 8
Commencement of partnership
. certificate to state S{e)
Constitution
. requirements as to 2
Creditors
. preference of, to limited partners 17
Dissolution
. alterations deemed 11
. requirements re 18
Fees
. certificates, re 8
Formation
. certificate required on S, 9





. certificate, of Form 1
General partners
. distinguished in certificates ...5(c)
. liability of 3, 9, 16
Insolvency
. rights of limited partners re 17
Insurance
. limited partnership prohibited
from business of 1
Limited partners
agent, powers re 4
bankruptcy, rights upon 17
capital contributed by 2
. withdrawal of 13
insolvency, rights upon 17
interest on capital to 13
liability of 3,9,15




. liability to account for 16
. limited partner's rights re .... 15, 16
Name of partnership
. alteration in 11
. certificate to state 5(o)
. regfulations re 12
Notary public
. certificate sworn before 6
Notice
. dissolution, of 18
Ontario Gazette
. dissoluUon notice published in .18
Profits
. limited partners to share in 13
Railways
. limited partnership prohibited
from operating 1
Refund
. limited partner, by 14
Renewal of partnership
. dissolution after 18
. requirements re 10
Stationery
. limited partners' names on 12
Statements
. false, in certificates 9
Termination of partnership
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See also Municipal Act; Snow
Roads and Fences Act
Act
. application of 1(3)
Action
. enforce award, to 9(1)
Adjoining land
. tree falling on 16(1)
Affidavit
. copy of award verified by .... 10(2)
Agent
. owner, of, re service of notice. .3(c)
Agreement
. form, filing of 14, Form 4
Appeal
. hearing of 1 1 (3)
. notice of intention to 1 1 (2)
. provisions re, application of ..15(2)
. right of 11(1)
Application
. extension of time, for 8
Arbitration
. disputes settled by 3
Award
altered or affirmed 11(6)
. appeal from 11(1)
. contents of 6(1)
. deposit of 7
. enforcement of 9(1)
. fence-viewers, by 6(1), Form 3
. form of 6, Form 3
, method of registration of . . . .10(2)
. notice of 7
. order on appeal, expenses re. .13(1)
. payment of, non-removal of
fence on 1S(1)(6)
. provisions for enforcing,
application of 15(2)
. registered, as charge on land. . 10(1)
By-law
. fees fixed by 12(1)
. unoccupied land, re 1(3)
Certificate
debt and costs, of, by clerk of
division court 9(2)
Charge
. registered award as 10(1)
Clerk of division coiirt
. certificate re judgment made by 9(2)
Clerk of municipality
. deposit of award with 7
. notice given by, re award 7
LINE FENCES—Con. Sec
Clerk of township
. duty of 1(3)
Collector's roll
. amount certified placed on . . . .9{,2)
. amount of fees placed on 12(2)
Compulsory proceedings
. owners liable to 2(2)
Costs
. appeal, re 11(3)
. fence, of, proportion re 6(1)
. ordered and fixed by judge on
appeal 11(5)
Crops
. damage by trees, liability for .16(1)
Decision
. judge of, final 11(6)
Definitions
. fence-viewers 1 (2) (a)
. judge l(l)(a)
. land, situation of 1(2) (b)
. occupied lands 1(1) (b)
Demand
. payment of fence, for 15(1) (a)
Department of Mimicipal Affairs
. copy of by-law sent to 1(3)
Deposit
. duplicate of award, registration
re 10(2)
Disputes
. fence-viewers, settled by 16(4)
. owners, between proceedings re . .3
. provisions for determining,
application of 15(2)
Division court
. action in 9(1)
. clerk, certificate of 9(2)
. practice and procedure on
appeal as in 1 1 (7)
Employment
. land surveyor, of 6(4)
Entry
. right of, to remove tree 16(3)
Evidence
. award as 7
Examination
. witnesses, of, on oath 11(5)
Execution
. issue of 9(2)
Expenses
. judge, of
. . fixing of 13(1)




. owner to remove 16(1
)
. refusal of 16(2)
X* ees
. fence-viewers, of 12(1)
. . payment of 12(2)
. land surveyors, of 12(1)
. witnesses, of 12(1)
Fence
location of 6(3)
making of, extension of time for . 8
. nature of 6(2)
. proportion, kept by owners . . .2(3)
non-removal of 15(1) (6)
. removable on notice 15(1 )(o)
. removable, proceedings re . . . .15(2)
. repair of, remuneration for . . . 16(2)
. tree across, liability for
damage 16(1)
Fence-viewers
. arbitration by 3(0)
. award by, contents of. .6(1), Form 3
. considerations by 6(2)
. defined l(2)(a)
. disputes, settled by 16(4)
duties re unopened road
allowance 2(2)
- examination of premises by 5
. fees of 12(1)
. land surveyors employed by ..6(4)
. notice of hearing to 11(4)
. power to examine on oath 5
Forms
. agreement 14, Form 4
. award, of 6, Form 3
. notice to fence-viewers, of 3, Form 2
. notice to opposite party,
of 3, Form 1
. provisions re, application of ..15(2)
Hearing
. appeal, of 11(3)
11(5)
Inspection
. premises, of, by judge .
.
Judge
appeal to, from award 11(1)
decision of, final H (6)
defined l(l)(a)
expenses of 13(1)
. collection as taxes 13(2)
. extension of time by 8
, fence-viewers named by 3(d)
. hearing of appeal fixed by . . . .11(3)
. notification of, by clerk 11(3)





. powers re, appeal 11(5)
. time and place of hearing fixed
by 11(3)
Judgement
. enforcement of 9(2)
Jurisdiction
. two counties, between 11(8)
Land
. situate in diflFerent counties,
appeal re 11 (8)
. situation of, defined 1(2) (6)
. title to 6(3)
Land surveyor
. employment of fence-viewers
by 6(4)
. fees of 12(1)
Locality
. described by land surveyors . . .6(4)
. fences in 6(2)
Location
. fence, of, title to land re 6(3)
Municipal Act
. power of municipality to pass
by-laws under 16(4)
Mimicipality
. rights re unopened road
allowance 2(3)
Notice
. contents of 3(c)
. copy to clerk of division court 11(3)
. enforcement, re 9(1)
. intention to appeal 1 1 (2)
. intention to remove fence 15(1) (a)
. owner, by, re
fence-viewers 3(a), Form 1
. owner, by, to
fence-viewers 3(&), Form 2
. occupant, by, to owner 4
. removal of fallen tree, for .... 16(2)
. service of 1 1 (4)
Notification
. award, of 7
Oath
. witnesses, by 5
. witnesses, of 1 1 (5)
Occupants
. disputes between 1(2)
. . proceedings on 3
. liability to owner 4
. notice to, re
arbitration 3(a), Form 1
Occupied lands





. agreements between 14
. disputes between 1 (2)
. fence, proportion kept up by . .2(3)
. notice by, re
. . fence-viewers 3(a), Form 1
. . service of 3(c)
. notified of objections, time for. .3(d)
. objections by, re fence-viewers 3(d)
. occupied lands, duties re 2(1)
. unoccupied lands, duties re . . .2(2)
Payment
. appellant, by, re costs of
appeal 11(3)
Practice and procedure
. appeal, on 11 (7)
Premises
. inspection by judge 11(5)
Proceedings
. compulsory, owners liable to . .2(2)
. cost, payment of 6(1)
. initiation of 7
. recovery of costs, for 9(1)
Proof
. award, of 7
Proportion
. costs, of 6(1)
Registration
. agreement, of 14
. award, of .10(1)
. . method of 10(2)
Removal
. fences, of 15(1) (a)
. tree, of, by injured party ...16(2)
Remuneration
. damage re tree, for 16(2)
Road allowance
. unopened, division of 2(2)
Service
. notice, of 3(c)
. . enforcement of award, re .9(1)
. notice of hearing, of 11(4)
. notice of intention to appeal,
of 11(2)
Title
. land, to 6(3)
Trees
damage caused by, liability for 16(1)
. notice to remove 16(2)
. removal of, right of entry for 16(3)
Unoccupied land
. adjoining occupied land, duties
of owners re 2(2)
. application of Act to 1(3)
LINE FENCES—Con. Sec.
Witnesses
. examination of 11(5)
. fees of 12(1)
LIQUIDATORS
See Assignment of Book Debts
Act; Wages Act
LIQUOR
See Andrew Mercer Reforma-
tory Act; Corporations Tax
Act; Extra - provincial Cor-
porations Act; Highway Traf-
fic Act; Jails Act; Liquor Con-
trol Act; Liquor Licence Act;
Mining Act; Pharmacy Act;
Police Act; Private Sanitaria
Act; Provincial Parks Act;
Public Vehicles Act; Public
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See also Liquor; Liquor Licence
Act
Accounts
. payable by Board, audit of ...20
. regulations re 10(2) (/>)
. reports re 15(1) (b)
. yearly audit of 21
Acquisition
. plants and equipment by
Board, of 9(y)
. property, of, by
Board 12(a), 13(1) (a)
. . perfection of title re 13(2)
Act
. application of, on ceasing of
Canada Temperance Act .143(2)
. interpretation of, re dealings
with liquor 142
. non-application of, in certain
areas 143(1)
. purpose of, and interpretation . . 140
. reports re working of ...15(l)(c)
. violation of, as offence 99
Actions
. Board, against, by permission 27(3)
. prohibition to take, against
Board, etc 27(1)
Address






. hearing on amendment of
charge, of 120
Administering of liquor
. dentist, by 59
. hospitals, etc., in 61
physician, by 57(1)
. veterinary, by 60
Adulteration
. liquor, of, prohibition re 73
. penalty 104(2)
Advertising
. permission of Board, by ....91(3)
. prohibition of 91(1)(0
. . exception from 91(2, 4)
. . penalty for contravention
of 104(4)
Affidavit
. appeal, on 138(3)
contents of 138(15)
Agents
appointment of, by Board . . . 12(6)
brewer's, examination of
books of 49(1)
. penalty for refusal re 49(2)
brewer's, limitation of sale
of 46(2)
brewer's, returns by 46(3)
. penalty for default re 48
corporation, of, service on .... 134
Alcohol
. denatured, penalty for use of 65(1)
. external use, for S8(l)(c),61
. mixing in liquor 73
. prohibition re preparations
with 65(2)
. sale of drugs containing . . . .64(1)
. use by druggist of 55
Ale
. denomination, as 93
Amendments
. prosecution before judgment, of 120




. liquor, of, as evidence 128
Annual reports
. Board, by 15(1)
. . presentation to Legislature
of 15(2)
Appeals
. certificate of justice on . . . 138(8, 9)









. . affidavits to accompany 138(3, 15)
. . notice of 138(2)
. dispatch of documents by
justice on 138(8)
. fee of clerk on 138(10)
. hearing of, by judge .. .138(12)
. hearing of, in Supreme
Court 139(6)
. limitation of, to cases
provided by Act 138(16)
. notice of, from order of
judge 139(2)
. . service of 139(3)
. order of dismissal, from . . .138(14)
. order of judge, from 139(1)
. payment of fine and costs,
after 138(4)
. procedure on 138(13)
. summons by judge on 138(11)
Appellant
. admission of, to bail in Court
of Appeal 139(7)
. deposit of costs by 4
. liberation of, upon providing
security 138(8)
. recognizance by
. . deposit, by 138(6)
. . sureties, by 138(5)
Application
. declaring hotel as public
place, for 90(2)
. permit, for 38(2)
. . false address, with 87(3)
. . false name, in 87(2)
. suspension during 86(2)
Arrest
. warrant, without 110
Attempt
. purchase, of
. . minor, by 81 (3)
. . suspension, during 87(1)
Attorney-General
. consent by
action against Board, to . .27(3)
appeal from dismissal, to 138(14)
directing appeal from order
of judge 139(1)
Audit
. accounts payable by Board, of 20
. annual, of accounts of Board . . .22
. books and records of Board, of 16






. forfeiture of 1 14
. . owner unknown, of 115(3)
. impounding of 115(1)
. search of Ill
. seizure of 114
. . retention upon 115(2)
BaU
. appellant, to 138(12)
. pending appeal in Supreme
Court 139(7)
Bailiff
. liquor seized by 69(4)
Bar
. prohibition to post word 91(1) (6)
. . penalty 104(4)
Bar-room
. prohibition to post word 91(1) (6)
. . penalty 104(4)
Barrels
. labelling of beer 93
Beer
brewers' licences for sale of . 46(1)
defined 1(a)
labelling of 68(1), 93
. penalty for offence re 68(2)
limitation re sale of 46(2)
prescription of quantities re . .83(4)
prohibition to supply
. disqualified persons, to ..83(1,3)
. interdicted persons, to 85
returns re sale of 46(3)
. penalty for default re 48
sale of
. permits, without 38(5)
. prescription, on 58(l)(c)
samples of, to Board 51
unlawful supply of 70
Beverage
. use of drugs as 65(1)
Bills of lading
. inspection of 118(1)
Board
. actions against 27(1, 3)
. appointment of officers and
staff by 12(6)
. assets of, to be property
of Crown 14
. audit of accounts of 22
. audit of accounts payable by . . .20
. audit of books of 16
. audit of receipts of 24






. determining periods of
prohibition 36((i)
discretion of
. licences, re 30
. permits, re 30, 38(3)
duties and powers of 9
establishment of 2
establishment of stores by . .31(1)
expropriation by 13(l)(a)
. injunction not to be made re 13(4)
. procedure of 13(3)
finality of orders of 21 {2)
fiscal year of 21
fixing of prices by 31(2)
issue of permits by 38
members of
. appointment of ^{p.)
. interest in liquor business
forbidden to 74(1)
. members of Assembly as 4
. salaries of 5(c)
. taking of commission
forbidden to 74(2)
order by
. contravention of 83(3, 4)
. forfeiture of liquor upon,
re prohibition 83(2)
. prescribing kinds and
quantities to sell 83(4)
. prohibiting purchase, etc. ..83(1)
. purchase of liquor, for 28
. service of 83(5)
. subject to review, not Zl{^)
. supply to interdicted
person, re 83(3)
payment of net profits of 25
payment of salaries and
expenses by 18
power of, to introduce
restrictions 11
powers of Minister of
Public Works, of 13(1) (6)
proceeds of sale paid to 19
purchase, importation and
sale by 62(2)(6)
purchase of forfeited liquor
by 116(2)
purchase of liquor from
interdicted person 96
purchase of property and
output by 12(o)
quorum of 5(6)
receiver of money penalties, as 121
regulations by 10









. reserve fund of 23
. sale of liquor to 62(2) (a)
. sale of wine and beer by,
without permits 38(5)
. seat of 6
Boarders
. disqualification of rooms of 43(2)
Boat
forfeiture of 114
. owner unknown, of 115(3)
impounding of 115(1)
search of Ill
seizure of 1 14
. retention upon 115(2)
Books
. account, regulations re ...10(2)(<7)
. examination of brewers', etc. 49(1)
. freight, inspection of 118(1)
. seizure of 113
Bottles
. labelling of beer 93
Breaking
. fastenings and locks by
police, of 109(1.3)
Brewers
arrangement of premises by ....50
examination of books of 49(1)
. penalty for refusal re 49(2)
furnishing of samples to
Board by 51
licence of
. delivery to named persons,
re 46(1)(5)
. direct sale, re 46(1) (c)
. sale to Board, re 46(l)(a)
limitation of sale of 46(2)
marks of. on containers ....68(1)
. penalty for default re ...68(2)
penalty on, for unlawful sale 101
prohibition to, to give
liquor illegally 70
returns by 46(3)
. penalty for default of special 48
. penalty for default re 47
British Pharmacopoeia
. medicated alcoholic fluids
according to 64(1) (a) (i)
Burden of proof
. bona fide administration of
liquor, re 132(2)
. distribution of, re medication 66(3)
. ownership of seized liquor,
re 115(4)







. right to possess or deal with
liquor, re 132(1)
Canada Temperance Act
. referred to 143(1,2)
Cancellation
. certificate declaring hotel a
public place, of 90(4)
. evidence of 131(3)
. licences, of
. . brewer or distiller, of 54
. . default in paying
penalty, for 106(3)
. orders, of 28(3)
. permit, of 44(1,6)
. . interdiction, upon 97
Canoe
forfeiture of 114
. owner unknown, of 115(3)
impounding of 115(1)
search of Ill
seizure of 1 14
. retention upon 115(2)
Canvassing
. prohibition of, for orders 91(1) (a)
penalty 104(4)
Carriage
. liquor, of 37
Carrier
. inspection of documents with 118(1)
. refusal by, to produce
document as offence 118(2)
Certificates
. analysis, of, as evidence 128
. cancellation or suspension,
of, as evidence 131 (3)
. declaring hotel a public place 90(2)
. . cancellation of 90(4)
. insufficient medication, of . . . .66(3)
. . publication of 66(4)
. justice, of, on appeal 138(9)
. minimum, of, in prescription 58(2)
. publication of, re
disqualification of medicine 66(4)
. rehabilitation, of 43(2)
Certiorari
. Board not subject to 27(2)
Chief Commissioner
. authentication of regulations by . .8
. authorization of purchase
orders by 28(1)
. designation of 3
. duties and powers of 7
. signing by
. . cheques, of 20






. several, in one information 133(2)
Clerks
court, of, certifying proceedings
to Supreme Court 139(5)
forbidding consumption in store 35
penalty on, for unlawful
sale 102(1,2)
regulations re 10(2) (^)
Commission
prohibition to customers,
etc., to ofTcr 74(3)
prohibition to ofTicers of
Board to take 74(2)
Complainant
. appeal by 138(14)
Complaint
. making of 122
Compounds
. pharmaceutical, sale of 64(l)(a)(ii)
. prohibition to sell alcoholic 65(2)
Constables
. arrest by 110
impounding of vehicles by . .115(1)
. inspection of documents of
transportation by 118(1)
. investigation and complaint by,
re contraventions 117
. retention of seized objects
by 115(2)
. search by
. . warrant, with 109(1)
. . warrant, without 109(3)
. seizure by
licences or permits 109(4)
liquor, of 78(2)
. . objects of evidence, of 113
Control
handling of liquor, over . 9{b)
Consumption






interdicted person, by, as
offence 95(2)









. . disqualified premises, on 76
interdicted persons, to 95(2)
minors, by 81
Ontario wine on producer's
premises, of 94(2)
. . stores, in 35
. . unlawful 77
Conveyances
. claim to, impounded 115(4)
. forfeiture of 114
owner unknown, of 115(3)
. regulations re 10(2) (r)
. search of Ill
. seizure of 114
. . retention upon 115(2)
Conviction
. description of offence in 119
. different sections, under 133(l){d)
enforcement of, as judgment
against corporation 106(2)
. evidence of previous 133(1) (6)
. notice of motion to quash .... 137
. one, for several offences . . . .133(3)
. previous, in proceedings re
subsequent offence ...133(1) (a)
Corporations
. cancellation of licences of .106(3)
. filing of orders against, in
court for enforcement ...106(2)
. general penalty on 105(2)
. liability of officers of 107
presumption of incorporation re 135
. recovery of penalties and
compensation from 106(1)
provision re, barring no
proceedings 106(4)
. service on 134
Costs
. deposit for 138(4)
Council




. certification of proceedings
in 139(5)
. fee of clerk of 138(10)
Crown
. assets of Board to be property of 14
Crown attorney
. approval by








. approval by Con.
. deposit in lieu of sureties 138(6)
. . sureties, of 138(5)
. prosecution by, for ofifence ...117
Da3rs
. prohibition, of 36
penalty for violation of ...104(4)
Definition
. beer, of 1 (a)
. Board, of 1(6)
. dentist, of 1(f)
. druggist, of \{d)
. Government store, of \(e)
. interdicted person, of 1(/)
. judge, of \{g)
. justice, of 1 {h)
. licence, of 1 (i)
. liquor, of 1 (;')
. Minister, of l(ife)
. Ontario wine, of 1 (/)
. package, of 1 (m)
. permit, of 1 («)
. physician, of 1 (o)
. prescription, of 1 {p)
. public place, of 1(g)
. regulafions, of l(r)
. residence, of l(s)
. sale and sell, of 1(/)
. veterinary, of 1 (u)
. wine, of 1 (v)
Delivery
. beer by brewer, of . . . .46(l)(fc), (2)
. forfeited liquor to Board,
of 115(3), 116(1)
. liquor after interdiction to
Board, of 96
. liquor by distiller, of 52(3)
. regulations re 10(2) (r)
. suspended permit, of 44(3)
Denatured alcohol
. penalty for use of, as
beverage 65(1)
Dentist
. administering of liquor by 59
. . penalty for violation of
provisions re 104(4)
. defined 1(c)
. permit to 38(2, 3)
Dentistry Act
. referred to 1(c)
Department of Health
. analysis of medicines by 66(3)





. appeal, on, after payment ...138(4)
. dispensing with, on appeal
from dismissal 138(14)
. sureties, in lieu of 138(6)
Deputy Chief Commissioner
. authorization of purchase
orders by ' 28(1)
. certificate of hotel as public
place by 90(2)
. designation of 3
. order by
. . prescribing quantity 83(4)




. . proceedings, in 119
. . prosecution, on 126
Destruction
. forfeited liquor unfit for use,
of 116(3)
. permit, of 42
Disorderly house
. disqualification of keeper or
frequenter of 38(3)
Disposal
. proof re, of liquor 127
Disqualification
. Dominion statutes, under 45
. keeper and frequenter of
disorderly house 38(3)
. medicines, of 66(4)
. . hearing of parties before ..66(5)
. premises, of 43(2)
Distillers
. cancellation or suspension of
licences of 54
. granting of licences to 52(1)
. limitation of sales of 52(3)
. penalty on, for unlawful sales . . 101
. prohibition to, to give liquor
contrary to regulations 70
. regulations re 52(2)
Distress
. penalty from corporation,
for 106(5)
Distribution
. regulations re 10(2) (q)
Documents
. refusal of carrier to produce 118(2)








. furnishing of samples by ....67(1)
. . penalty for refusal re 67(2)
. permit to 38(2, 3)
. possession of alcohol by 55
. sale by
. . limitation of 56
. . medicinal mixtures . .62(l)(a)(iv)




. . proprietary medicines, of 63
. . tinctures, medicated spirits,
etc., of 64(l)(a)(i)
Drugs
. analysis of 66(3)
. medication of 64(1)
. sale of 64(l)(fl)(iv)
. unreasonable quantity 64(2)
. use of, as beverage 65(1)
Drunkenness
. prohibition to permit, on
premises SS(a)
. public place, in 79(2)
Duplicate permits
. issue of 42
Elections
. sale prohibited on day of ..36(b,c)
. . penalty 104(4)
Employees
. prohibition to
. . interest in liquor business,
re 74(1)
. . remuneration from sellers of
liquor, re 74(2)
Entries
. permit, on, as evidence 131(2)
Equipment
. acquisition of, by Board 9(g)
Essence
. sale of 64(l)(a)(i)
Evidence
. certificate of analysis as 128
. certificate of cancellation or
suspension as 131 (3)
. entries on permit as 131 (2)
. facts of, on prosecution 126
. insufficient medication, of . . . .66(3)
. previous conviction, of .. 133(1) (&)
Excise Act





. payment of, by Board 18
Experts
. powers of Board to engage 9(A)
Expiry
. individual permits, of 39(a)
. licences, of 53
. permits, of 39
Express books
. inspection of 118(1)
Express company
. inspection of documents with 118(1)
. refusal by, to produce docu-
ment as offence 118(2)
Expropriation
. property of, by Board . . . .13(1) (a)
. . injunction not to be made
re 13(4)
. . perfection of title re 13(2)
. . procedure of 13(3)
Extracts
. sale of 64(l)(a)(i)
Fees
. clerk, of, on appeal 138(10)
. Crown attorney, of, liability for 117
. regulations re 10(2) (o)
Filing
. duplicate cancellation orders,
of 28(3)
. duplicate orders, of 28(2)
. penal orders against corpora-
tions in court, of 106(2)
Fiscal year
. Board, of 21
Forfeiture
liquor, of
. cancellation of permit, on . .44(7)
. conviction, on 113
. disregard of interdiction, on 95(2)
. kept unlawfully 78(2)
. order of prohibition, upon . .83(2)
vehicles on conviction, of 114
Forms
. justice's certificates on appeal,
of 138(9)
. regulations re 10(2) (i)
Gifts
. prohibition to customers, etc.
to oflFer 74(3)
. prohibition to functionaries of
Board to take 74(2)
Government stores
. defined l(^)








. location of, by Board 9(c)
. permission to, to advertise 91(4) (a)
. prohibition to consume in 35
. prohibition to interdicted person
to enter 85
regulations re 10(2) (a)
regulations re furnishing of
liquor to 10(2) (c)
Holidaj^
sale prohibited on 36(a)
. . penalty for violations re ..104(4)
. search on 1 12
Homes for aged
. administering of liquor in 61
penalty for unlawful 104(4)
Hospitals
administering of liquor in 61
penalty for unlawful 104(4)
Hotels
. declaration of, as public
places 90(2)
. . cancellation of 90(4)
. . consequences of 90(3)
. keeping and consuming by
guest in 90(1)(6)
. penalty for violation of pro-
visions re 104(4)
. permit found in 90(5)
. place of keeping and consum-
ing in 90(1) (a)
Hours
. sale, of 10(2) (e)
Importation
. liquor, of
. . Board, by 62(2) (b)
. . power of Board, re 9(a)
Impounding
. liquor and vehicles, of 115(1)
Imprisonment
. default of payment of penalty,
on 106(5)
Incorporation
. presumption of, in proceedings 135
Inference
. circumstances, from, re
prescriptions 132(2)
. intoxicating nature of liquor, re 129






. amendment of, before judgment 120
. description of oflFence in 119
. Minister, to 15(1) (d)
. several charges in one 133(2)
. time for laying, for prosecution 122
Injunction
. expropriation by Board not
restrained by 13(4)
Inspectors
. appointment of 12(6)
. regulations re 10(2) (b)
Interdicted persons
. defined 1(/)
. delivery of liquor to Board by .96
. disregard of interdiction by . .95(2)
. entry of Government store by .85
. notification of vendors of 97
. prohibition to issue permits to ..85
. supply of liquor to 84
Interdiction
. cancellation of permit upon 97
. delivery to Board of liquor upon 96
. excessive drinkers, of 95(1)
. . annulment of 98(1)
Interpretation
. Act re dealings with liquor .... 142
Intoxicated condition
. prohibition of, in public place 79(2)
. prohibition of sale to persons in 80
Judges
. appeals from orders of justice
to 138
. defined l(^)
. hearing by, of motion to quash
convictions 137
. order of interdiction by 95(1)
. . disregard of 95(2)
. . revocation of 98(1)
. powers and duties to amend
information 136
Judgment
. appeal on, effect of 138(12)
. enforcement of convictions
as 106(2)
Justices
. amendment of information by.. 120
. defined 1(h)
. description of offences before . . 125
. determination by, of minority 81(2)
disqualification of premises by 43(2)
. evidence before 126, 128
. inference from circumstances by 130
. inference on intoxicating nature








. order of forfeiture by 116(1)
. order of interdiction by 95(1)
. . revocation of 98(1)
. order of procedure before 133
. powers of, on default in pay-
ments of penalties 106(5)
. proof of disposal of liquor
before 127
. search warrants by 109(1)




. . imported by Board ....78(l)(a)
. . manufacturer of Board,
by 78(1)(0
. . religious purposes, for ..78(l)(fe)
. guest in hotel, by 90(1) (6)
. inference from circumstances re 130
. interdicted person as offence,
by 95(2)
. place of 43(1)
. . disqualification and rehabilita-
tion of 43(2)
.. . hotel, in 90(1) (a)
-. sealed containers, in 78(1)
. statement in proceedings re ..119
'. unlawful 69(2)
. . exceptions of 69(3)
Labels
. beer, on 93
. regulations re 10(2) (A)
Land
. expropriation of, by Board 13(1) (a)
. perfection of title re acquired 13(2)
. purchase of, by Board 12(o)
Lease
. plants and equipment of Board,
of 9(g)
. premises by Board, of 9(/)
Legislative Assembly Act
. referred to 4
Liability
. offence, for
. . occupant, of 108(1)
. . officer in charge of premises,
of 107
. . owner, of 108(2)
Licences
. cancellation and suspension of .54
. cancellation of, for default in
paying penalty 106(3)





. discretion of Board re 30
. Federal, keeping of liquor
under 62(1)
. granting of
. . brewers, to 46(1)
. . distiller, to 52(1)
. regulations re terms of ...10(2)(i)
. seizure of 109(4)
. term of 53
Licensees
. prohibition re adulteration of
liquor by 73
. . penalty for violation of . . 104(2)
. security by 29
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. appointment by
. . auditor, of 22, 24
. . Board members, of 5(a)
. approval by
. . acquisition and expropriation
of land, to 13(1) (o)
. . appointment of officers, etc.,
to 12(6)
. . exercise of powers re public
works by Board, to ..13(1)(6)
. . purchase of property and
output, to 12(a)
. . regulations by Board,
to 10(1), 52(2)
. emergency prohibition by 141
. fixing of salaries by 5(c)
. specification of quorum of
Board by 5(6)
Liquor
analysis of, as evidence 128
defined U/)
description of, in proceedings. .. 119
forfeiture of
. cancellation of permit 44(7)
. conviction 113
. delivery to Board 116(1)
. destruction of, unfit for use 116(3)
. owner unknown 115(3)
. payment by Board for . . . .116(2)
onus re ownership of seized 115(4)
place of keeping 43(1)
prohibition re adulteration 73
prohibition to supply
. consideration, for 69(1)
. persons with cancelled permits 82
seizure of 78(2), 113
. report to Board re 116(4)
. retention upon 115(2)






. referred to .. 10(2)(;b,.f),31(l),43(l),
76, 77, 79(1), 83(3, 4),89(1),
90(1), 109(4), 121. 142, 143(2)
Liquors
. prohibition to post word . .91(1) (6)
. penalty 104(4)
Location
. stores, of, by Board 9(c)
Lodgers
. disqualification of rooms . . . -43(2)
Loss
. permit, of 42
Lotions
. sale of 64(l)(o)(iii)
Magistrate
. prosecution to take place
before 123
Manufactory
. permit to 38(2,3)
Manufacturers
disproof of prima facie evidence
by 66(3)
. penalty on, for unlawful sale . . . 101
. prescription of quantities to
sell 83(4)
. prohibition to, to give liquor
contrary to regulations 70
. sale by
. . medicinal mixtures,
of 62(l)(o)(iv)
. . perfume lotions, etc.,
of 64(l)(a)(iii)
. . preparations, etc., of 64(1) (a) (ii)
. . proprietary medicines, of 63
. . tinctures, etc., of . . . .64(l)(a)(i)
Mechanical devices
. prohibition to advertise by 91(l)(f)
. . penalty 104(4)
Medical Act
. referred to l(o)
Medicated spirit
. sale of 64(l)(a)(i)
Medication
. analysis re, of medicine 66(3)
. preventative against use as
beverage 63, 64(1)
. sale of medicines with
insufficient 66(1)
. . charging of offence re 66(2)
Medicines
. penalty for sale of disqualified 66(4)
. penalty for use of, as beverage 65(1)





. sale of medicines and perfumes
by ....64(1)(&)
Minister of Public Works
. exercise of powers of, by
Board 13(1)(6)
. . manner of 13(3)
Ministers
. approval by
. . brewer's licence 46(1)
. . distiller's licence 52(1)
. defined l{k)
Minors
. lawful supply of, with liquor 81(4)
. penalty for violation of Act,
re 104(3)
. prohibition
. . application for permit 72(2)
. . purchase of liquor 81(3)
. . selling liquor to 81(1, 2)
Mixtures
. medicinal, sale of 64(1) (a) (iv)
. prohibition to sell alcoholic ..65(2)
Motion to quash
. notice of 137
Motor car
claim to, impounded 115(4)
forfeiture of 114




. retention of 115(2)
Notices
. appeal, of, from order of
judge 138(2)
. . service of 138(3)
. application, of, re revocation
of interdiction 98(2)
. hearing claim for impounded
property .'. .115(4)
. motion to quash conviction . . . 137
. regulations re service of . .10(2)(m)
Notification
. vendors, etc., of
. . cancellation of permits . . . .44(5)
. . interdicted persons 97
Oaths
. administration of, by vendors .26
Occupants
. evidence against 127








. . giving liquor to intoxicated
persons 88(c)
. . permitting consumption by
intoxicated persons, of . . ,88(6)
. . permitting drunkenness, of 88(a)
Offences
. application for permit during
suspension 86(2)
. charging of, re colourable
sale 66(2)
. description of
. . informant, by 125
. . proceedings, in 119
. liability of owner for, of lessee,
etc 108(2)
. occupant deemed party to ..108(1)
. officer of corporation deemed
party to 107
. prescription of conviction for
first 100
. presence on premises during
violation of Act as 92
. substitution of, in charge 120





. liability for oflFence of 107
. service on 134




. interest in liquor business,
re 74(1)
. remuneration from sellers of
liquor, re 74(2)
regulations re 10(2) (6)
submission of cases for prosecu-
tion by 117
Officials
. administration of oaths by 26
. appointment of, by Board 9(i)
. prohibition
. . interest in liquor business,
re 74(1)
. regulations re duties
of 10(2) (n), 12(6)
. . remuneration from sellers of
liquor, re 74(2)
Ontario Gazette
. publication in, re disqualifica-






. prohibition of unlawful sale
and consumption of 94(1)
Orders
amendment of defective 136(2)
Board, by
. finality of 27(2)
. prescribing quantities to sell
to person 83(4)
. prohibiting purchase 83(1)
. prohibiting sale to person. .83(3)
defect of form or substance not
to invalidate 136(1)
interdiction, of 95(1)
. revocation of 98(1)
motion to quash 137
purchase of liquor, for
. authorization of 28(1)
. cancellation of 28(3)
. filling of duplicate of 28(2)
service of, on corporation 134
Supreme Court, of, on appeal 139(6)
Output
. purchase of, by Board 12(o)
Owners
. liability of. for oflFence by
lessee, etc 108(2)
. prohibition
. . giving liquor to intoxicated
persons 88(f)
. . permitting consumption by
intoxicated persons, of . .88(6)
. . permitting drunkenness, of 88(a)
Ownership
. proof re, of seized liquor .115(4)
Packages
claim to impounded 115(4)
defined l(m)
determination of, by Board . . .9(/)
forfeiture of 113,114
. owner unknown 115(3)
seal on 34
seizure of 113
. retention upon 115(2)
Papers







. authorized seller, on, for







circumstances increasing . . . .105(3)
corrupt dealings of officials,
for 102(3)
default, for
. brewers, etc., re special returns 48
. brewers re returns 47
. marking beer containers ...68(2)
drunkenness in public places 104(7)
manufacturers, on, for unlawful
sales 101
moneys, payment to Board of . . 121
offences by and re minors,
for 104(3)
recovery of 124
recovery of, from corporations 106
. provision re, barring no
proceedings 106(4)
refusal, for
. brewers to produce books,
of 49(2)
- . furnish samples of medicines,
to 67(2)
sale, for
. . disqualified medicines 66(4)




. supply without authority ...104(1)
. unlawful issue of permits . . . 102(2)
. unspecified offences 105(1)
. . corporations 105(2)
. use of drugs as beverages . . . .65(1)
. use of liquor in disqualified
residence 104(5)
Perfumes
• sale of 64(l)(a)(iii)
Permits
application for 38(2)
. false address 87(3)
. false name 87(2)
. suspension, during 86(2)
cancellation of 44(1)
. interdicted persons 97
. notification of vendors re . .44(5)
proof of 131(3)
defined 1 (r)
delivery of, found in hotel ..90(5)
detention of, by vendor 44(6)
discretion of Board re 38(4)
expiry of 39
granting, etc., of, by Board . .9(e,i)
holding of false 87(4)
individual 38(l)(o)
. non-residents, for 38(2) ff 2







issue of, in name 40
loss of 42
penalty for unlawful issue of 102(2)
prohibition to issue
. disqualified persons. .45, 71 (3) (a)
. interdicted persons 85
. persons convicted under
Act 38(3)
. persons furnishing false
information 71 (3) (6)
. persons having permit 71(2)
. persons under 21 72(1)
regulations re duplicate ..10(2)(y)
regulations re officials
issuing 10(2) (n)
regulations re terms 10(2) (i)
restriction re issue 42
return 44(4)
sale of beer and wine without 38(5)
seizure 109(4)




. hospitals and sanitaria 61
individual purposes 38(5)
. physicians 57
. professional use, for 38(2, 3)
. sacramental purposes 38(4)
. veterinary 60
suspension of
. conviction, upon 44(2)
. delivery upon 44(3)
prohibition to hold, etc.,
during 86(1)
. return upon 44(4)
use of, invalid 44(6)
. forfeiture of liquor purchased
by 44(7)
Pharmacy Act
. referred to 1 (rf)
Physicians
. contravention of Act by 57(2)
. . penalty for 104(4)
. defined 1 (o)
. permits to 38(2, 3)
. possession and sale of liquor
by 57(1)
Place
. consumption of liquor 79(1)
. keeping liquor 43(1)
Plants






. arrest by 110
. inspection of documents of
transportation by 118(1)
. investigation and complaints
by, re contraventions 117
. retention of seized objects
by 115(2)
. search by
. . warrants, with 109(1)
. . warrants, without .... 109(3), 111
. seizure by
. . licences or permits 109(4)
. . liquor, of 78(2)
. . liquor and vehicles by force,
of 115(1)
. . objects of evidence, of 113
Porters
. denomination, as 93
Possession
. beer and wine by disqualified
persons, of 89(4)
. liquor, of
. . illegally 89(3)
. . permit, on 89(2)
. . permit, without 89(1)
. proof of ....131(1)
. unlawful, of liquor 69(2)
. . exceptions of 69(3)
. . penalty for 104(4)
Post office
. permission to, to deal with
advertisement 91 (4) (6)
Premises
. arrangement of brewers' 50
. disqualification of, as
residence 43(2)
. inexcusable presence on, as
offence 92
. lease of, by Board 9(f)
. occupant of—see Occupants
. owner of—see Owners
. prohibition to consume liquor
on, disqualified 76
. proof against occupant of 127
. regulations re, of sale and
consumption 10(2) (/)
. search of
. . warrant, with 109(1)
. . warrant, without 109(3)
Preparations
. pharmaceutical, sale of 64(1) (a) (ii)
. prohibition to sell alcoholic ..65(2)
Prescriptions









. first conviction, of 100
. indication of minimum in
medical 58(2)
. proof re lawfulness of 132(2)
. sale on medical
. . alcohol for external use 58(1) (c)
. . beer, of S8(l)(a)
. . contravention of Act re ...58(4)
. . wine and distillate, of ..58(l)(fc)
Presumption
. incorporation, of 135
Price lists
. regulations re 10(2) (/)
Prices
. fixing of 31 (2)
Proceedings
. appeal, on 138(13)
. certifying of, to Supreme
Court 139(5)
. description of offence in 119
. person convicted previously,
against 133(1) (a)
. second conviction after quashing
of previous one, upon . . 133(1) (c)
Proclamation
. forbidding possession of liquor 141
Profits
. payment of Board's net 25
Proof
. disposal of liquor 127
. intoxicating nature of liquor . . . 129
. previous conviction 133(1) (6)
Prosecution
. application of Summary Convic-
tions Act to 124
. taking place before justice .... 123
Provincial Auditor
. annual audit by 22
. audit of receipts by 24
. auditing of accounts payable
by Board 20
. submission of balance sheet,
etc., to 21
Public place
. declaration of residence as . .43(2)
. defined l(q)
. prohibition to appear in,
intoxicated 79(2)
. . penalty 104(7)
Public Works Act






land and output, by Board . . 12(a)
liquor, of
. authorization of order for . .28(1)
. Board, by 9(a), 62(2) (6)
. cancellation of order for . .28(3)
. filing of duplicate order re 28(2)
. funds for, provided by
Treasurer 17
. interdicted person as offence,
by 95(2)
. interpretation of Act re 142
. proof of 127
. regulations re 10(2) (c)
. regulations re, by
licensee 10(2) (s)
. regulations re records of 10(2) (/)
. statement in proceedings re . .119
prohibition of
, illegal 75




. . cash payment, re 32(2) (c)
. . presentation of permit,
re 33i2)(b)
. . written order, re 33(2) (a)
. prohibition, to offer
remuneration 74(3)
Quantities
. regulations re, of liquor .10(2) (it)
Quorum








. inspection, of goods 118(1)
Receptacles
breaking of. by police . . . .109(1, 3)
. labelling of beer 93
Recognizance
conviction
. . deposit, with 138(6)
. . sureties, with 138(5)
Records
. inspection, of transportation 118(1)
Records of sale





. authentication of 8
. Board, by 10
. defined 1 (r)
. interpretation of, re dealings
with liquor 142
. reports re working of . . . . 15(l)(c)
. violation of, deemed offence ... .99
Reports
. Board, by
. . accounts, re 15(1) (b)
. . requested information,
re I5(l)(d)
. vendors* business, re ...15(l)(a)
. . working of Act, re 15(l)(<r)
. seizure of liquor, re 116(4)
Reserve fund
. creation of 23
Residence
. consumption in 79(1)
. defined l(s)
. disqualification and rehabilita-
tion of 43(2)
. penalty for use of liquor in,
disqualified 104(5)
Retention
. seized objects, of 115(2)
Return
. suspended permit, of 44(4)
Returns
. brewers' and agents' 46(3)
. . penalty for default re 47,48
. . verification of 49(1)
. regulations re distillers' 52(2)
Sacramental wine
. appointment of vendors of, by
Board \(k)
. exception as to keeping ..78(1) (6)
. permits for 38(4)
Salaries
. payment of, by Board 18
Sales






drugs and perfumes, of 64(1) (a, &)
hours of 10(2) (e)
liquor
. Board, by 9(a), 62(2) (&)
. Board, to 62(2) (a)











. conditions of 33(2)
. days when, prohibited 36
. distiller, by 52(3)
. druggist, by 56
. holders of permits, to 33(1)
. inference from circumstances
re 130
. interpretation of Act re 142
. payment of moneys from,
to Board 19
. penalty for, to unauthorized
persons 104(4)
. penalty for unlawful 102(1)
. penalty on manufacturer for
unlawful 101
, physician, by 57
. prescription, on 58
. proof of 127
. regulations re records of 10(2) (^)
. regulations re, to
licensee 10(2) (j)
. statement in proceedings re . .119
Ontario wine, of 94(1)
prohibition of
illegal permits, on 71(4)
interdicted person, to 97
intoxicated persons 80
minors, to 81(1)
Ontario wine unlawfully, of 94(2)
seeming minor, to 81 (2)
unlawful 69(1)




. prohibition to post word . .91(1)(&)
. . penalty 104(4)
Samples
. beer, of. to Board 51
. furnishing of, by druggist ...67(1)
. . penalty for refusal re 67(2)
Sanitarium
. administering of liquor in Ol
. . penalty for unlawful 104(4)
Scientific pursuit
. permit for 3)B){2, 3)
Seal
. providing of package with 34
. regulations re 10(2) (A)
Search
. warrant, with 109(1)





. . premises, of 109(3)
. . vehicles, of Ill
Security
. liberation of appellant upon
providmg 138(8)
. licensee, by 29
. protraction of, provided
by appellant 138(7)
. recognizance, by
. . deposit, with 138(6)
. . sureties, with 138(5)
. withdrawal of 138(7)
Seizure
. liquor, of 78(2), 113
. . report to Board re 116(4)
. objects of evidence re
offence, of 113
. vehicles, of 114
. . licences or permits, of . . . .109(4)




. prohibition, to oflfer
remuneration 74(3)
Servants
. appointment of 12(6)
. penalty on, for unlawful
sale 102(1,2)
. regulations re 10(2) (6)
Service
. corporation, on 134
. notice of
. . appeal from order of
judge, of 139(3)
. . motion to quash, re 137
. revocation of interdiction,
re 98(2)
. regulations re, of notices 10(2) (m)
Sheriff
. liquor seized by 69(4)
Signatiu'e
. holder, of, on permit 41
Signs
. prohibition of exhibiting .91(1) (ft)





. prohibition to post word 91(1) (6)
. . penalty 104(4)
Statement






. beer bottles, of, marking of 68(1)
Storage
. regulations re 10(2) (g)
Stout
. denomination, as 93
Summary Convictions Act
. referred to 124,138(13)
Summons
charging of several offences
in 133(2)
. description of offence in 119
. judge appealed to, by ...138(11)
. service of, on corporation 134
unlawful use of patent
medicine, re 66(2)
Sunday
. search on 112
Supply
. liquor, of
. interpretation of Act re 142
. . lawful, to minors 81(4)
. penalty for, out of place,
etc 102(2)
. . penalty for unlawful 104(1)
. . prohibition of, to interdicted
person 84
. . prohibition of, to suspended
persons 82
Supreme Court
. application of rules of
practice of 139(4)
Sureties
. convict in custody, of 138(5)
Suspension
. evidence of 131 (3)
. licences, of 54
. permits, of
. Board, by 44(1)
. . justice, by 44(2)
Tax
. regulations re 10(2) (o)
Telegraph
. permission to, to deal with
advertisements 91(4) (b)
Tenant
disqualification of rooms of 43(2)
liability of owner for
oflfence of 108(2)
prohibition
. giving liquor to intoxicated
persons, of 88(c)
. permitting consumption by
intoxicated persons, of . .88(&)




. licences, of 53
Time
. appeal from order of
judge, for 139(1)
. delivery of permit found in
hotel, for 90(5)
. making complaint re oflfence, for 122
. motion to quash conviction,
for 137
. notice claiming seized
objects, for 115(3)
. submitting report of Board
to Legislature, for 15(2)
. summons by judge, for . . . .138(11)
. taking effect of judge's
order, for 138(12)
Tincture
. sale of 64(l)(a)(i)
Tide
. perfection of, by Board re
acquired land 13(2)
Toilet water
. sale of 64(l)(o)(iii)
Transfer
. permit not liable to 40
Transportation
. liquor, of 37
Treasurer of Ontario
. payment to, for forfeited
liquor 116(2)
. providing of funds by,
for operations 17
Varieties
. prescription of 83(4)
. regulations re. on sale ...10(2)(rf)
Vehicle
. claim to impounded 115(4)
. forfeiture of 1 14
. . owner unknown 115(3)
. search of Ill
. seizure of 1 14
. . retention upon 115(2)
Vendors
. administration of oaths by 26
. appointment of 12(&)
. duties of
. . detention of permits, re . .44(6)
. . endorsement of permit,
re 33(2)(d)
. . inspection of permit, re 33(2) (b)
. . written order, re 33(2) (a)
. notification of
. . cancellation of permit 44(5)








penalty on, for unlawful sale 102(1)
prohibition of sale by
. contrary to regulations ....71(1)
. illegal permits, on 71(4)
reports re transactions by 15(1) (a)
retention by, of invalid
permits 44(6)
sacramental wine, of l(^)
sale of liquor by 32
. penalty for illegal 102(1, 2)
. prescription, on 58
Vessels
claim to impounded 115(4)
forfeiture of Ill
. owner unknown 115(3)
search of Ill
seizure of 114
. retention upon 115(2)
Veterinary
administering of liquor by 60
. . penalty for unlawful 104(4)
. defined 1(m)
. permit to 38(2,3)
Veterinary Science Practice Act
. referred to l(u)
Warehouses
. carriage to and from 37
. provision for, by Board 9(d)
. regulations re 10(2) (a)
Warrants
. amendment of defective ....136(2)
. arrest without 110
. charging of several offences
in 133(2)
. defect not to invalidate ....136(1)
description of offence in 119
. execution of on Sunday 112
. motion to quash 137
. search, of, time of execution of 112
. search of vehicles without ....111
. search with 109(1)
. search without 109(3)
. seizure without
. . licence or permit, of 109(4)
. . liquor, of 78(2)
service of, on corporations . . . 134
. unlawful use of patent
medicines, re 66(2)
Waster
. interdiction of 95(1)
Way-bills







. sale of, without permit 38(5)
Writ
. service of, on corporation 134
LIQUOR LICENCE
Liquor Licence Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1167.
See also Election Act; Hotel
Fire Safety Act; Liquor; Li-
quor Control Act; Municipal
Act; Voters' Lists Act
Accidents
. fatal, from use of liquor,
liability for 65
Accommodations
. regulations re 81 (o)
Advance polls
. holding of 76(1)(0
Affirmative vote
. establishment of liquor and
wine stores on 69(3)
Agents
. appointment of, for vote ....73(1)
Agreements
. Board, by, with municipalities . .83
. manufacturers of liquor, with,
prohibition re licences 29(l)(o)
Annual meetings
. Board of 32
. . applications for renewal of
licences at 34
. . notice of 33
Appeals
. provisions re 64(1)
Application of Act
. cessation of Canada Temperance
Act, on 67(2)
Applications
. banquet or entertainment
permits, for 22{2)
. cancellation and suspension of
licences, for 41 (1)
. . notice of 41 (2)
. . powers of Board at hearing of 42
. corporations, by 30
. licences, for-
. . company, by 38









. objections to 40(1)
. . notice of 40(2)
. personal 38
. special meetings re 35(a)
penalties for failure to make
full disclosure in 28(2)
permits, for, re military-
messes 23(2)
. jurisdiction of Board re . . .23(3)
proceedings before Board
instituted by 14
regulations re 81(r, w)
renewal of licences, for
. annual meetings, at 34
. notices re 39
. special meetings re 35(6)
review of orders by Board, re . . 15
transfer of licences, for, at
special meetings 35(d)
Arrests
. without wart-ants 57
Audit
. books, of 12
. . regulations re 81 (^)
. special, by Board 18(1)
. . penalty for refusal to allow 18(2)
Ballots
. regulations re form of 81 (jr)
Banks
. officers or employees of,
evidence by 16(rf)
Bedroom accommodations
. regulations re 27
Beer
"
. defined 1 (a)
. submission of questions re sale
of, in certain areas 69(1)
Board
. agreements by, with
municipalities 83
. annual meetings of Z2
. banquet permits issued by ...22(1)
. cancellation of licences by 43
. . failure to carry out orders
of, on 43(b)
. certificates by 14
. chairman and vice-chairman of . .3
. classification of establishments
by 25
. classification of hotels by, where
authorized under Liquor
Authority Control Act, 1944 26(2)










finality of orders of 20
investigations by 17(1)
. orders re 17(2)
licences issued by 24(1)
licences prohibited by 28(1), 29(1)
members and staff of, not
compellable as witnesses ...11
members of 2
. disqualification for 5
orders—see Orders of Board
permits for military messes
issued by 23(1)
. jurisdiction re 23(3)
petition for submission of
questions to 69(2)
powers of
. cancellations, etc., of licences,
re 42
. taking evidence, re 16
proceedings before 14
purchase by, of licensed
premises 45(1)
. payment for 45(2)
quorum of 4
regulations by 81





sale of licensed premises by 45(3)
special audits by 18(1)
. penalty for refusal to allow 18(2)
special meetings of 35
special provisions by, re dining
room on public house
licences 24(2)
. special services for 9
. staff of 7
. . salaries of 8
. validity of orders of 19
Books and records
. audit of 12
. special audits by Board re . . .18(1)
. . penalty for refusal to allow 18(2)
. regulations re 8l(Pjg)
British subjects
. requisites for licence, as 28(1) (*)
By-laws
. prohibition of liquor under 68
. . voting re partial residence in
areas subject to 75




. cessation of 67(2)
. provisions of Act inapplicable
to areas under 67(1)
Cancellation
. licences, of 43
. . application for 41(1)
, . . notice of 41(2)
. . powers of Board at
hearing of 42
. . special meetings for 35(c)
Certificates
. analysis of liquor, of 62
. Board, by 14
Certiorari
. orders, re, not allowed 20
Chairman
. Board, of 3
. election board, of
. . fees of n[:i)
. . fees of election officers
allowed by 78
. . powers and duties of 77(1)
Chief Election Officer
. regulations re forms, etc., by 76(2)
Civil liability
. sale of liquor, re 65
. . Fatal Accidents Act, yxnA&r . .tS^a)
Classification
clubs, of, regulations re 81(&)
. establishments, of 25
. . authorized under Liquor
Control Act, 1944 26(1)
. hotels, as, where authorized
under Liquor Authority
Control Act, 1944 26(2)
. licences, of 21 (1)
. . restrictions re 21(3)
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
. returns re votes to 79(2)
Clerks of municipalities
. duties of, as revising officer . .76(4)
. petition for submission of
questions to 69(2)
. returning officers, as 79(1)
. . returns by 79(2)
Clubs
. classification of licences
for 24(l)(f)
. defined 1 (c)
. regulations re classification of 81(6)
Compensation
. disqualification, for 46(1)
. . payment of 46(2)




. sale of liquor, of, regulations
re 81(0
Conduct
. investigations re 17(1) (a)
. licensed premises, of 51(4)
Constables
. arrest by, without warrant ....57
. licences prohibited to ....28(l)(d)
. liquor to, prohibited ....51(4)(a)
. . penalties for default of .. .59(1, 3)
Corporations
. applications by 30
. Board to approve transfer of
shares by 44(3)
. penalties for 59(4)
. regulations re 81(f)
Corrupt practices
. regulations re 76(1)
Councils of municipalities
. agreements by Board with 83
. by-laws of, re appointment of
returning officers 79(1)
. submission of questions by ..69(1)
. . continuation of stores, re ..70(1)
Crown
. licences to become property of,
on cancellation, etc 31
Date





. dining lounge 1 (</)
. dining room l(^)
. establishment 1 (/)
. hotel or inn l(^)
. justice 1 (A)
. last revised list of municipality 1 (i)
. licence 1 (/)
. licensed premises 1 (/)
. licensing district 1 {k)
. liquor 1(»")
. lounge 1 («)
. military mess 1 (o)
. Minister 1 (P)
. Ontario wine 1 (q)
. public house l(.r)
. railway cars 1 (j)
. regulations 1 (0
. restaurant !(«)
. steamships 1 (v)





. applications for banquet, etc.,
permits to 22(2)
. applications for licences
filed with 36
. disqualification for 5
. non-compellable as witnesses ...11
. objection to applications for
licences to 40(1)
regulations re duties of 81(g)
salaries of 8
Deputy returning ofHcers
. powers and duties of . . . .76{l)(e)
Dining loimges
. classification of licences
for 21(l)(a)
. defined l(<f)
. regulations re special
services in 81(c)
Dining rooms
. classification of licences
for 21(1)(6)
defined 1 (?)
special provisions re licences
for 24(2)
Disqualification
. compensation for 46(1)
. . payment of 46(2)
. membership in Board, for 5
Dociunents
. order of Board for seizure
of 17(2)(o)
. . examination on 17(2) (6)
Duties
clerks of the municipalities, of,
as revising officers 76(4)
deputy returning officers,
of 76(l)(e)
. poll clerks, of 76(1 )(e)
. returning officers, of 76(1) (^)
Election Act
. advance polls as under ..76(l)(f)
. forms and oaths as under 76(1) (J)
. modification of regulations
under 76(2)
. powers and duties of election
officers as under 76(1) (?)
- preparation of polling lists
as under 77(1)
. preparation of voters' lists
as under 76(1) (a)
. regulations re corrupt practices
as under 76(1)








. sale of liquor by 66(2)
non-compellable as witnesses .... 11
. regulations re duties of ...81(g)
regulations re licensing of ...81(o)
salaries of 8
Equipment
. regulations re 81(c)
Establishments
. classification of 25
. . Liquor Authority Control Act,
1944 under 26(1)
. classification of licences for .21(1)
. defined 1(/)
. regulations re accommodations,
etc., for 81(a)
. regulations restricting classes
of licences to 81 (rf)
. two types of public house
licences for one 50
Evidence
. powers of Board re taking ... 16
Evidence Act




petitions, of, by managers ...73(2)
Expenses
report to contain statement
of 82(1)(0
Expiration
. licences, of 21(2)
Fatal Accidents Act
. civil liability under, re sale
of liquor 65(a)
Fees
chairman of election board, of 77(2)
election officers, of 78
licences, for
. agreements re 83(a)
. regulations re 81 (/)
Fines—See also Penalties
. agreements re 83(&)
Fire Marshal of Ontario
. cancellation of licence on





Election Act and yoters' Lists
Act, as under 76(l)(d)
. regulations re 76(2, 3)
Gambling
. prohibited on premises . .51(4)(6)
, . penalties for default of 59(1,3)
Government liquor stores
. closed on negative vote 70(2)
. establishment of
. . affirmative vote, on 69(3)
. . prohibited in certain districts 68
. submission of questions re . .69(1)
. . continuation of 70(1)
Hotels
. classification as, where
authorized under Liquor
Authority Control Act, 1944 26(2)




. intoxicating liquor, re 63
Injunctions
. orders, re, not allowed 20
Inspections
. petitions, of, by managers . . .7Z{2)
Inspectors
. disqualification for 5
(. non-compellable as witnesses ...11
. regulations re duties of 81(g)
. salaries of 8
Interdicted persons
. liquor to, prohibited 56
Intoxicated persons
. liquor to, prohibited 51(3)
. . penalties for default of 59(1, 3)
Investigations
. Board, by 17(1)
. . orders re 17(2)
Justices
. defined l(^)
. inferences by, re intoxicating
liquor 63
Last revised list of municipalities
. defined 1(0
Legislature
. report laid before 82(2)
Licence holders




. . notices of 40(2)







. special meetings re 3S(a)
applications for cancellation,
etc., of 41(1)
applications for renewal of
. annual meetings, at 34
. special meetings, at 35(6)
applications for revocation at
special meetings 35(/)
applications for transfer of, at
special meetings 35(d)
Board may prohibit . .28(1), 29(1)
cancellation of 43
. report to contain 28(l)(c)
classification of 21(1)
clubs, military messes, etc.,
for 24(l)(c)
defined 1 (/)
discontinuation of, on negative
vote 70(2)
employees, for 66(1)
. regulations re 81 (o)
expiration of 21(2)
fees for, regulations re 81(/)
hotels, for 24(l)(a)
investigations re 17(1) (6)
number of, reports to
contain 82(1)(6)
proceedings for cancellation,
etc., of, at special meetings 35(c)
public houses, for 24(1)(^)
regulations re 81 (t)
. fees for transfers of 81(/)
. restricting classes of 81 (<f)
. restricting scope of 81 (^)




. scope of 24(3)
revenue re, payable to Liquor
Control Board of Ontario . . . .47
sale of liquor as prescribed in 48(o)
. specified places for 49
suspension of, report to
contain 82(1 )(c)
taverns, for 24(1) (fr)
transfer of
. consent of Board for 44(1)
. finality of 44(6)
. monopoly value re, to
Treasurer of Ontario 44(2)
debt due to Ontario re . 44(4)
. report to contain 82(l)(c)








. penalties for default of ..59(1,3)
failure to keep, in sanitary
condition 43(c)
gambling in, prohibited .51 (4) (6)
. penalties for default of .59(1,3)
interdicted persons not per-
mitted on 56
. penalties, re 59(3)
intoxicated persons in 51(3)
. penalties for 59(1, 3)





. penalties for 59(1, 3)
minors not permitted on 51(5)
. penalties for default of 59(1)
non-compliance of by-laws re 43(d)
notoriously bad characters not
permitted in 51 (4) (c)
. penalties for default 59(1,3)
purchase of, by Board 45(1)
payment of 45(2)
regulations re
books and records of 81 (p)
delivery of liquor to 81(/)




persons from 51 (6)
penalties for default of .59(1,3)
sale and consumption of liquor
>n 48,53
sale of, by Board 45(3)
slot machines not permitted
on 5l(4)(d)
penalties for default 59(1,3)
Licensees
. inducements to, prohibited 55
. . penalties re 59(2)
Licensing district
. annual Board meeting in each ... .32
defined l(k)












. . regfulations by Chief Election
Officer 76(2)
. . sale of licensed premises
by Board 45(3)
. fees of election officers fixed by. .78
. licensing districts designated by 13
. members of Board appointed by. .2
. regulations by Board approved
by 81
. reports by Board to 82
. returns re votes to 79(2)
. salaries of Board fixed by 6
. salaries of staff of Board fixed by 8
. special services for Board
approved by 9
Liquor
certificate re analysis of 62
defined 1 (m)
inducements for sale of,
prohibited 55
. penalties re 59(2)
inference re intoxicating 63
interdicted persons, to,
prohibited 56
. penalties re 59(3)
intoxicated persons, to,
prohibited 51(3)
. penalties for default of 59(1,3)
investigations re sale or
handling of 17(1) (c)
minors, to, prohibited 51(1)
. penalties for default of 59(1,3)
onus re possession of 60
persons, to, neglecting
children, prohibited 54
proof re removal of packages of 61
purchase of, by minors
prohibited 52(1)
. penalty for 52(2)
regulations re
. conditions of sale of 81(e)
delivery of 81(/)
. hours for consumption of . 81 (n)
. sale, purchase, etc., of ..81(/,w)
sale and consumption of 53
sale of
. civil liability re 65
. licensed employees, by ....66(2)
. licensed premises, in 48,49
. submission of questions re,
in certain areas 69(1)
Liquor Authority Control Act,
1944




Liquor Authority Control Act,
1944—Con.
. classification of hotels
authorized under 26(2)
. investigations of authority-
held under 171(6)




. agreements for enforcement of . .83
. beer defined under l(o)
. cancellation of licence on
failure to comply with . .43(a)
. investigations of authority
held under 17(1) (5)
. liquor defined under l{m)
. Ontario wines defined under ..1(g)
. provisions re appeals as under 64(1)
. removal of liquor packages
contrary to 61
-
. sale of liquor prescribed in
licences under 48(6)
. wines defined under ^{x)
Liquor Control Board of Ontario
. cancellation of licence on failure
to carry out orders of 43(6)
. payment by compensation
re disqualification 46(2)
purchase of licensed premises
by Board 45(2)
. penalties payable to 64(2)
. revenue payable to 47
. salaries of Board paid by 10
Liquor Licence Board of Ontario—See Board
Lounges




. appointment of, for vote ...73(1)
. inspection of petitions by . . . .73\2)
Mandamus
. orders, re, not allowed 20
Manufacturers of liquor
. prohibition of licences re ....29(1)
. . penalties for failure to
disclose in applications re 29(2)
Members
Board of 2
. disqualification for 5
. non-compellable as witnesses 11
. salaries of 6
clubs, of, regulations re 81(6)
LIQUOR LICENCE—Con. Sec
Military messes
. classification of licences
for 24(l)(c)
. defined l(o)
. permits for 23(1)





. evidence re appearance of ...51(2)
. liquor to, prohibited 51(1)
. . penalties for default of 59(1,3)
. prohibited from entering
premises 51(5)
. . penalties for default of .59(1)
. purchase of liquor by,
prohibited 52(1)
. . penalty for 52(2)
Monopoly value
. transfer of licences, re 44(2)
. . regulations re 81(^7)
Mimicipal Act
. date of polling as under 74
. recount of votes as under
sections 142, 143 of 80(2)
Mimicipal Act Part IV
. regulations questioning validity
of votes as under 80(1)
Municipalities
. restrictions re licences in ....21(3)
. time for submission again of
questions in 72
Negative vote
. stores closed upon 70(2)
Newspaper
publishing notices of apphca-
tions for licences in i7
Notices
. annual meetings of Board, of 3i
. applications for cancellation,
etc., of licences, of 41(2)
. applications for licences, of Z7
. appointment of managers,
etc., of 73(1)
. debt due to Treasurer of
Ontario re transfer of
licence, of 44(5)
. objections to applications for
licence, of 40(2)
. regulations re 81 (r)
Oaths




. removal of 51 (6)
. . penalties for default of ..59(1,3)
Objections
. applications for licences, to ..40(1)




. minors purchasing liquor, re 52(2)
. regulations re 81 (a)
. violation of Act, for 58
Official seal
. regulations re 81 (r)
Officials of Board
. disqualification for 5
. non-compellable as witnesses .... 11
. regulations re duties of 81(9)
. salaries of 10
Ontario Gazette
. notice of returns re votes in 79(2)
Ontario Temperance Act
. effect of, on regulations 67(2)
. Government liquor stores and
wine stores prohibited by 68
. partial residence in areas under,
voting re 75




. possession of liquor, re 60
. removal of liquor packages
from premises, re 61
Operations
Board, of, report to
contain 82(1) (a)
Orders of Board
. finality of 20
. investigations, upon 17(2)
. review of 15
. special meeting for review of 35 (^)
. validity of 19
Penalties See also Fines; Offences
corporations, for 59(4)
failure to disclose in
applications, for 28(2), 29(2)
gambling, re 59(1,3)
inducements to licensees, for. .59(2)




objectionable persons, re ..59(1,3)
payable to Liquor Control






. refusal to allow inspection of
books by Board, for 18(2)
. slot machines re 59(1, 3)
Permits
. banquets or entertainments,
for 22(1)
. . applications for .22(2)
. . regulations re 81 (k)
. military messes, for 23(1)
. . regulations re 81 (/t)
Petitions
. inspection of, by managers . .73(2)
. notice of filing of, to
managers 7Z{2)
. questions to be submitted as
set in 71
. re submission of 72
. submission of questions, for 69(2)
. . continuation of stores, re ..70(1)
Poll clerks
. powers and duties of ....76(1)(?)
Polling lists
. persons on, qualified to vote ... .75
. preparation of 77(1)
. regulations re 77(3)
PoUs
. date of 74




cancellation or suspension of
licences, re 42
. taking evidence, re 16
. chairman of election board, of 77(1)
. deputy returning officers,
of 76(1)(^)
. poll clerks, of 76(1)(^)
. returning officers, of 76(1) (^)
Premises
. regulations re 81(/i)
. . accommodations, etc., for . .81(a)
Privilege
. claims re, not allowed in
proceedings before Board 16(6, f)
Proceedings
. Board, before 14
Prohibition
. orders, re. not allowed 20
Provincial Auditor
. books-audited by 12
Proof





. classification of licences
for 2l(l)(d,e)
. defined l(r)
. regulations re bedroom
accommodation in 27
. special provisions re licences
for 24(2)
two types of licences for one . . .50
Publication
,
. notice of annual meetings of
Board, of 33
. notices for applications for
licences, of 37
. . unnecessary for renewals 39
Qualifications
. voters, of 75
Questions
. petition to state 71
. petitions for submission of . . .69(2)
. . liquor stores, etc., re 69(1)
continuation of stores, re ..70(1)
. re submission of 72
Quo warranto
. orders, re, not allowed 20
Quorum
. Board, of 4
Railway cars




. regulations re 80(2)
Registrars
. applications for banquet, etc.,
permits to 22(2)
disqualification of 5
. non-compellable as witnesses ...11
. regulations re duties of 81(g)
. salary of 8
Regulations
. application of, on cessation of
Canada Temperance Act . . 67(2)
. bedroom accommodations, re ... .27
. Board by 81
. defined 1(/)
. dining room or public house
licences, re 24(2)
. inapplicable to areas under
Canada Temperance Act . . .67(1)
. issuing of licences, for 24(1)
. offences re violation of 58
. polling lists, re 77(3)
. prohibition of licences,
re 28(0,29(1)
. questioning validity of vote, re 80(1)
LIQUOR LICENCE—Con. Sec
Regulations—Con.
. recount of votes, re 80(2)
. voting, etc., re 76(1)
. . Chief Election Officer, by . .76(2)
Renewals
. licences, of
. . notice of applications re 39
. . special meetings re 35(&)
Reports
. analysis of liquor, of 62
. Board, by 82(1)
. . Legislature, before 82(2)
Restaurants
. classification of licence
for 24(l)(d)
. defined 1(a)
. regulations re bedroom
accommodation in 27
Restrictions
. Board, by 21(3)
. licences, re 24(3)
Returning officers
. clerk of the municipalities
to be 79(1)
. . returns by 79(2)
. notice of appointment of
managers to 73(1)
powers and duties of ....76(l)(e)
Returns
. votes, re 79(2)
Revenue
. payable to Liquor Control
Board of Ontario 47
Review
. orders of Board, of 15
. . special meetings, re 25(g)
Revising officers
. duties of clerks of
municipalities as 76(4)
Salaries
. members of Board, of 6
. paid by Liquor Control Board
of Ontario 10
Signs
. licensed premises, on,
regulations re 81 (j)
Slot machines
. prohibited on premises ..S\(4)(d)
. . penalties for default ....59(1,3)
Special meetings
. Board, of 35
Staff—See also Employees
. Board, of 7
. . disqualification of 5








. penalties recoverable under . 64(1)
Suspension
. applications for revocation of,
at special meetings 35(/)
. licences, of, application for ..41(1)
. . notice of 41 (2)
. powers of Board at hearing of 42
. . special meetings, for 35(c)
Taverns




.annual meetings of Board, for .32
. expiration of licences, for . . . .21(2)
. filing applications for licences,
for 36
. notice of annual meetings
of Board, for 33
. notice of application for can-
cellation, etc., of licence,
for 41(2)
. notice of appointment of
managers, for 73(1)
. notice of objection to applica-
tion for licence, for 40(2)
poll, for 74
publishing notices of applica-
tions for licences, for 37
regulations re, for consumption
of liquor 81 (n)
. re submission of questions, for . .72
Transfer
. licences, of
. . consent of Board for 44(1)
. . finality of 44(6)
. . monopoly value re, to
Treasurer of Ontario . . . .44(2)
. . notice re 44(5)
. . regulations re fees of 81(/)
. . regulations re monopoly
value 81 (fir)
. special meetings, at 35(d)
Treasurer of Ontario
. monopoly value to, on
transfer of licences 44(2)
. . debt due to Ontario re . . . .44(4)
. . notice of 44(5)
Treasurer of municipalities





. Board, of .
31
Voters
. qualifications of 75
Voters' lists
. preparation and revision
of 76(l)(o).77(l)
. submission of questions to
persons on 69(1)
Voters' Lists Act
. advance polls as under . .76(1)(<:)
. forms and oaths as under 76(1) ((/)
. modification of regulations
under 76(2}
. powers and duties of election
officers as under 76(1) (^)
. preparation of voters' lists
as under 76(l)(o)
. regulations re corrupt practices
as under 76(1)
. revision of voters' lists as
under 77(1)
. time and manner of poll as
under 76(1)(&)
Voters' Lists Act Part III
. duties of clerks of municipalities
as revising officers under . . 76(4)
Votes
. questioning validity of 80(1)
. regulations re recount of . .80(2)
Voting
. regulations re
. . ballots for 81 (jr)
. . Chief Election Officer, by . .76(2)
. . corrupt practices, etc., of . . .76(1)
Warrants
. arrests without 57
Wines
. defined l(jr)
. submission of questions re sale
of, in certain areas 69(1)
Wine stores
closed on negative vote 70(2)
establishment of
. affirmative vote, on 69(3)
. prohibited in certain districts 68
submission of questions re
continuation of 70(1)
Witnesses
. provisions by rules of court re,
not applicable 16(a)




See Devolution of Estates Act;
Judicature Act; Land Titles
Act; Mining Act; Real Estate
and Business Brokers Act
LIVE STOCK AND LIVE
STOCK PRODUCTS
Live Stock and Live Stock
Products Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1197.
"See also Agricultural Associations
Act; Agricultural Societies
Act; Bees Act; Dog Tax and
Live Stock Protection Act;
Execution Act; Farm Pro-
ducts Marketing Act; Live
Stock Branding Act; Munici-
pal Act; Pounds Act; Protec-
tion of Cattle Act; Provincial
Auctioneers Act; Public Com-
mercial Vehicles Act; Stallions
Act; Stock Yards Act; Veteri-
nary Science Practice Act
Act
classes of persons exempt
from, regulations re ....6(l)(r)
designation of stock yard for
purpose of, regulations re 6(1) (n)
intent and purpose of,
regulations re 6(1) (5)
penalty for contravention of 7
powers of inspector re
enforcement of 4(l)(a-<7)
Advertising
. live stock products, of,
regulations re 6(1) {e)
Advisory committee
. authorized by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 2
Books—See Documents
Business
. conduction of, regulations
re 6(1)(«)
Cancellation
. licences, of, regulations re 6(1) (g)
Certificates
power of inspector to
refuse 4(1) (/)
Classifications
. persons dealing in live stock,
of, regulations re 6(l)(o)
. recording of, regulations re 6(1) (/i)







. licensing by, regulations re 6(l)(/>)
Complaints
. regulations re 6(1)(*, /)
Definitions
. Commissioner 1(a)
. commission merchant 1(6)
. grade U'^)
. inspector 1 {d)
. live stock l(^)




. stockyard 1 (;)
Delivery
. live stock products, of,
regulations re 6(1) (?)
Disposal
. notice of 5(2)
. seized live stock, of 5(1)
Documents
. production of 4(3)
. . power of inspector re . .4(l)(c)
Eggs
. regulations re breaking and
drying of 6(1) (t)
Exemptions
Act, from, regulations re 6(1) (r)
Expenses
. inspectors, of, allowance for 3
Fees
. licences, for, regulations re 6(1) (^)
Forms
. grading certificates, of,
regulations re 6(1) (6)




. manner of, regulations re 6(1) (e)
. standards for, regulations
re 6(l)(o)
Grading certificates
. regulations re issue of,
form of 6(l)(fc)
Inspection
, refusal to permit 4(2)
Inspector
. appointment of 3
. defined \(d)
. notice of seizure or disposal by 5(2)
. obstruction of 4(2)
. power of A{\){a-g)
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. regulations re 6(1) (^)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. advisory committee authorized by 2
. inspectors appointed by 3
. regulations by 6
Limitation
. regulations, of 6(2)
Live stock
. defined l(^)
. power of inspector to seize 4(1) (y)
. seized and detained at expense
of owner 5(2)
. seized, disposal of 5(1)
Live stock exchange





. defined 1 (g)
. direction by, re disposal of
seized live stock 5(1)
Notice
seizure or disposal, of,
by inspector 5(2)
Obstruction





live stock seized and detained
at expense of 5(2)
Packages
live stock products, of,
regulations re 6(1) (?)
Penalties
. offences, for 7
Premises
. power of inspector to
enter 4(1) (a)
Production
. documents, of 4(3)
. . power of inspector to
require 4(1) (c)
Purchase price
. recording of, regulations
re 6(l)(h)
Purchasing
. live stock, of, regulations
re 6(l)(e)
Receipts





. power of inspector re 4(1) (/)







. limitation of 6(2)
Reinstatement
. cancelled licence, of,
regulations re 6(1) (g)
Remuneration
. inspectors, of 3
Renewal
. licences, of, regulations
re 6(l)(g)
Returns







. power of inspector to
take 4(l)(d)
. . regulations re 6(l)(f)
Seizure
. disposal on 5(1)
. notice of 5(2)
. power of, by inspector ...4(1) (fir)
Selling
. live stock, of, regulations
re 6(1)(*)
Shipment





. live stock, of, regulations
re 6(1)(0
Standards
. grading, for, regulations re 6(1) (a>
Statements




. designation of, regulations
re ....6(l)(n>
. regulations re construction
of 6(l)(y>
Storing
. live stock products of,
regulations re 6(1) (ey
Suspension






. live stock, of, regulations
re
Ungraded live stock
. regulations re identification
of
Vehicles
. power of inspector to enter
. power of inspector to stop
Violation of Act
power of inspector to seize
on
Weights










Live Stock Branding Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1201.
Allotment
. recording of 3(1)
. . Live Stock Commissioner by . . .4
. restrictions re 2(2)
Application
. allotment of brand, fees
for Schedule
. change in records, for,
fees for Schedule
. Minister to, for transfer 2(4)
. renewal, for, allotment of
brand, fees for Schedule
Brand
. allotted by Minister 2(1)
. defined 1(a)
period of time good for 2(3)
recorded 2(2)
. restrictions re allotment of . . .3(2)
. transfer of 2(4)
. unrecorded, offence to use . . . .7{d)
Certificates
evidence of ownership of 3(1)
transfer, of 3(1)
Defacement
brands, of, offence of 7(c)
Definitions
brand l(fl)
. live stock 1(6)














. schedule of Schedule
Forfeiture
. right to ownership, of 3(2)
Forms
. Minister to prescribe 6
Improper branding




. record of brands kept by 4
Minister
brand allotted by 2(1)
brands recorded, published by . . .5
defined 1(c)




. brand of, offence of 7(c)
Penalties
. branding other animals, of,
without consent 7(b)
. defacing of brand 7(c)
. improper branding, of 7(a)
. using unrecorded brand 7(d)
Production
. certificate, of 3(1)
Proof
. ownership of 3(1)
Publishing
. brands recorded, of, by Minister. .5
Regulations
. Minister, by 6
Renewal
. brand, of 2(3)
. . fees for Schedule
Transfer
. brand ownership, of 2(4)
. certificate of 3(1)
. recorded by Live Stock
Commissioner 4
Schedule
. tariff of fees, of Schedule
Search
. brand record, of, fees for Schedule
Summary conviction






. brand existing, for 2(3)
Transfer






Loan and Trust Corpora-
tions Act, Vol. 2, p. 1203.
See also Collection Agencies Act;
Companies Act; Extra-provin-
cial Corporations Act; Invest-
ment Contracts Act; Registry





. Registrar, against 105(3)
Administrations
. duties of new trust
company re 104(7)
liability re shares held by 50(1,3)
Administrators
. trust company as 75(/)
. . approval 81 (2)
Affidavits
. annual statement proved by 146(4)
. Registrar's power re 108(2)
. subscription, of, filed with
Registrar 8(1)
. . exception 8(2)
Agent
. change of, powers of
attorney, where 116(8)
. trust company as 75(^)
Amalgamation of corporations
agreements re
. certificate of assent for 100
. made by directors 96
. ratification of 97-99
status of new corporation after 103
Amalgamation of trust companies
. passing of trusts on 104(4, 5)
. power re 104(2)
Annual audit
. auditors, by 66(1)
Annual inspections
. registered corporations, of . ...113








. by-laws confirmed at 20(2, 3)
. directors' liability re 20
. shareholders, of 25
. transactions of, entered in
minute book 25
Annual reports
. prepared by Registrar 109
Annual returns
. trust companies, of 144
Annual statements
. corporations, by, corrected
by Registrar 109(3)
. corporations, of 67
. . sent to Registrar 146
. particulars re, in by-laws 4(2) (»)
Appeal
. cancellation of registry,
where 122(6-11)
Application
. Act, of 2
. court, to, re claims 41(1)
. . effect of order 41(2)
Application for incorporation
. notice, contents of 3
Assets
. disposal of, by purchasing
corporation 102(2)
. power to sell, purchase 95
. vesting of, in purchasing
corporation 102(1)
Assignee
. trust company as 75(/)
Assistant registrar
. duties of 105(2)
Attorney
. trust company as 7S{d)
Audit—See also Annual audit
particulars re, in by-laws 4(2) (A)
special
. costs of 110(4)
. obstruction of 110(8)
. where fraud by
corporation 110(3)
Auditors
. annual audit by 66(1)
. annual statements certified
by 146(3)
. appointed by Registrar, when 66(5)
. appointed by resolution 66(3)
. cash checked, verified by . . .66(10)
. credentials of 110(4)
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Auditors—Con.
. directors' report certified by . .19(3)
. first, appointed by directors 66(2)
. general liability of 153-155
. loans to, prohibited 142
. particulars re
. in by-laws 4(2) (/i)
. . in directors' report 19(2)
. remuneration of 66(8)
. report of special audit by 110(2)
. report of, to shareholders 66(11)
. right of access to books ...66(9)
. securities checked, verified
by 66(10)
. shareholders, as 66(4)
. special audit made by 110(3)
. suspension of 66(7)
. vacancy left by 66(6)
Bailee
. trust company as 75(&)
Ballot
. directors elected by 34(1)
Beneficiary
. liability re shares of 50(2)
Benefit funds
. corporation's powers re 83(1)
Bills of sale
. particulars re certificate in 100(9)
Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act
. application of 100(9)
Board of directors—5"^^ Directors
Bonds—5"^^ also Securities
. consent for redemption 15
. Dominion subsidy, investment
in, by loan corporation 133(1) (d)
. government..
. . investment in, by loan
corporation 133(1 )(/)
. . loans on security of 133(3)
. provincial subsidy, investment
in by loan corporation 133(1) (e)
. secured by trust deed
investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (f)
. . loans on security of 133(3)
Books
. auditors' right of access to . .66(9)
. contents of 59(1)
corporation, of, Registrar's
access to 110(1)
. . refusal of 110(2)
_ failure to keep, forfeiture
for 59(6)





. false entries in, penalty for 59(7,8)
. inspection of 59(5)
. kept at head office 59(2)
. penalty for removal of 59(3)
. . exception 59(4)
. pritna facie evidence, as 65(1)
. production of, for annual
inspection 113(4)
. property in 63
. report to shareholders re,
by auditors 66(11)
. transfer of shares entered in ... .55
Borrowing power
. loan corporation, of 68
. . ascertainment of 74
. . limit on 73(2)
. loaning land corporation 69
. . by-law re 71
. particulars re, in by-laws ..4(2)(c?)
. trust company, of 77
British subjects
. majority of directors to be 34(3,4)
Building
. erection, purchase of,
outside Province 86(2)




. extended beyond Province . . .86(1)
By-law Book
. by-laws recorded in 28(1)
. inspection of, right re 28(2)
By-laws
accompanying declaration . . . .4(1)
amended by shareholders 31
amendment of, directed by
Minister 6
amendment of. on application




copy of, delivered to Registrar 29
corporate seal affixed to 27
decrease of capital stock by 58(2)
directors' powers re 30(1)
evidence of validity of 126(1)
extension of business beyond
Province, for 86(1)
first 7









. made by shareholders 26
. particulars of, in books ..59(1) (a)
purchase of buildings outside
Province, for 86(2)
. recorded in By-law Book 28(1)






. corporations, of 85
Capital
. trust company, of, for
registration 127
Capital stock
. particulars re, in by-laws ..4(2)(c)
Cash
checked by auditors 66(10)
. defined 80(3), 104(3)
. kept on hand by loan company . .72
. kept on hand by trust company 82
Cash receipts
. report of, by directors 19(2)
Casting vote
. president, vice-president, of . .38(2)
Caveat
entry of share transfer,
against 56(2)
Certificate
. amalgamation of corporations,
for 100
. auditors, of, on annual
statement 146(3)
. confirming by-law to alter
stock 58(11,12)
. prima facie evidence, as 112(3)
. Registrar, of, where cancella-




See also Letters patent
forfeiture for non-user 13(1)
. revival of 13(4)
. suspension of 84
term specified in 12(1)
Chattel mortgages




application to court by
directors, re 41(1)
. effect 41 (2)
Collateral
personal security as 135(1)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
Common stock




. investment in, authorized ....76(2)
. regulations re 76(3)
Companies Act
. application of 152
Conditional registry
. issued by Minister 114(2)
. sale under 114(3)
Confirmation
. by-law altering stock, of 58(8-12)
. by-laws, of 30(2)
. loan company's borrowing
by-law, of 71
. loaning land corporation
by-law, of 14
Consideration




. illegal, inducing of 132
. particulars re, in directors'
report 19(2)
. prohibition re 131 (2)
Conversion
. partly paid up shares, of ...58(4)
Conveyances
. trust company's power re . .75(y)
Corporate seal
. affixed to by-laws 27





. appeal re cancellation of
registry, on 122(9)
Court
. application to, by directors
re claims 41 (1)
. . effect 41(2)
. application to, where failure
to hold statutory meeting . .19(8)
Creditors
. corporation, of, shareholders
liability re 47
. . set-oflf 48
. rights of
. . unaffected by
amalgamation 103(3)
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. . unaffected by transfer of
corporation's assets . . .102(3,4)
. . unaffected by forfeiture
of charter 13(3)
. . where shares converted,
etc 58(5)
Curatorship
. duties of new trust company 104(6)
Custodian
. trust company as 75(/)
Debenture holders
. copy of annual statement
sent to 67(5)
. inspection of books by 59(5)
Debentures See also Securities
. consent re redemption of 15
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (^)
. loan company, of, term
denomination 73(1)





. accompanied by by-laws 4(1)
. application for incorporation,
for 3(5,6)
Deeds
. executed under power of
attorney 93
Definitions
. accountant 1 (a)
. cash 80(3), 104(3)
. chief agency 1(&)
. common trust fund 76(1)
. contracts 131(1)
. corporations 1 (f
)
. due applications 1(d)
. extra-provincial corporation ...l(^)
. fiduciary 104(1)
. head office 1(/)
. law of Ontario 1 (g)
. loan corporations 1 (h)
. loaning land corporations ....l(i)
. Minister 1 (;')
. paid in l(^)
. paid up 1(/)
. permanent shares l(tn)
. permanent stock 1 (m)
. provincial corporation l(n)
. real estate l(o)
. registered corporation l(^)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
Definitions—Con.
. Registrar 1 (q)
. securities 104(3)
. trust company 1 (r
)
Deposits
. disposition on death 148-151
. exempt from seizure,
detention, when 147
. loaning land corporation may
not receive 69(2)
. minors may make 91
. particulars of, in trust
company's returns 144, 145
. received by loan corporation 70(1)
. . limit on 70(3)
. . rank of creditors re 70(4)
. trust company not to borrow on 77
. trust company's fKjwer
to receive 78(1)
. . deemed in trust 78(2)
Directors
. agreement of, re amalgamation . .96
. amalgamated corporations of 96(3)
. application to court by,
re claims 41 (1)
. . effect 41(2)
. auditors suspended by 66(7)
. by-laws re meetings of 32(rf)
. consent of, for transfer
of shares 53(1)
. consent for repayment of
share before call 51(1)
. demand of, re unpaid shares . .46
. elected by ballot 34(1)
. election of, failure 35
. first auditors appointed by . . .66(2)
. general liability of 153-155
. general powers of 37, 40
. liability of
. . declaration of dividends, re . .44
. . disposal of unauthorized
investments, re 143
. . general, special meetings . . . .22
. . where transfer of unpaid
shares authorized 53(2,3)
. liability of, for wages ...45(1,3,4)
. . exception 45(2)
. loans to, prohibited 142
. managing director, as 42
. number of 33(2,3)
. particulars of, in books ...59(1) (6)
. particulars re, in by-laws ..4(2)(/)
. particulars re, in directors'
reports 19(2)
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increased, decreased by . .58(1,2)
powers of, delegated to
executive committee 39(1)
powers of, re by-laws 30(1)
president elected by 38(1)
qualification of 34(2, 3)
refusal of, to registrar
transfer of shares 53(5)
remuneration of 34(5)
report by to shareholders before
statutory meeting 19(2)
retirement of, by lot 33(4)
security by officers required by 43
special meeting called by 21
term of office of 33(1)
vacancy left by 36
vice-president, elected by ....38(1)
. voting power of 38(2)
Dividends
by-laws re payment of 32(b)
directors liability re
declaration of 44
. payment of from reserve
prohibited 70(5)
shareholder's right re, where
advanced payment 51(2)
Documents
. corporation, of. Registrar's
right of access to 110
Dominion Mortgage and
Investment Association





. directors of 34(1)
. president, of 38(1)





certificate of registry, as ..112(3)
hearing for review of cancella-
tion of registry, for 122(3)
inquiry, on 111(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coun-
cil's assent re amalgamation 101
official publications as 112(2)
Registrar's power to require 108(2)
validity of by-laws, of 126(1)




. appointment of 111(8)
Executive committee
. establishment of 39(1)
. powers of 39(2)
Executor
. liability re shares held by 50(1,3)
. trust company as 75(f)
. . approval 81(2)
Expenses
. annual examination, of 113(6)
Extra-provincial corporations





. incorporation, for 156(1)
. registration of certificate of
consent, for 100(5)
. registry, for 156(4)




. admitted to registry 119(3)
Forfeiture
. charter, of 13
. . failure to keep books, for . .59(6)
. shares, of
. . entry of 61(2)
. . unpaid shares 46(3)
Fraud
. special audit of corporation's
books, where 110(3)
Government bonds
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (b)
. loans on security of 133(3)
Grantees
. powers of, re land 138(3)
Grantors
. powers of re land 138(3)
Guardian
. liability re shares held by 50(1,3)
. trust company as 75(f)
Guardianships
. duties of new trust
company re 104(6)
Head office
. books kept at 59(1, 2)
. change of 118(5,6)
. defined 1(f)
. registry when, outside Ontario 116
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Hearing
. cancellation of registry
reviewed by 122
Income
. reserve fund maintained out of 87
Incorporation
. application for 3
. fees for 156(1)
. letters patent, by 10
. term of 11
Information
. initial registry, for 115(2)
Inquiry
. evidence taken on 111(4)
. ordered by Minister Ill
Insurance Act
. application of 90(1), 130
Insurance agent
. corporation not to act as ....90(1)
. . exception 90(2)
Interest
. power of corporation to
enforce payment of 135(2)
Investments—See also Bonds;
Debentures
. amount of, restrictions of ..136(1)
. . trust companies, re 136(2)
. authorized by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 137(1)
. buildings, in, limit of 141
. loan corporations, authorized for 133
. stocks of re-organized
company, in 137(2)
. trust companies, by 134(1,2)
. . power re 75(sr),80(l)
. unauthorized disposal of 143
Judge
. order of, on appeal from









. transmission of shares, for 57
Letters patent—See also Charter
- fees for 156(1)
. incorporation by 10
. particulars of, in books ..59(l)(a)








. by-law altering stock
confirmed by 58(9-12)
. charter revived by -.13(4)
. . revoked by 84
. investments authorized by . . .137(1)
. ratification of amalgamation
agreement dispensed with by 98
. Registrar appointed by 105(2)
. registry cancelled, suspended
by 114(2)
. regulations re common trust
funds made by 76(3)
Life insurance
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (o)
. loans on security of . . . . 133(l)(a)
Liquidator
. trust company as 75(/)
. . approval 81(2)
Loan Companies* Register
. kept by Registrar 107(1)
Loan corporation
application of Act to 68
authorized investments by ...133
borrowing powers of 69
. ascertainment of 74
. limit on 72{2)





money received on deposit by 70(1)
. limit on 70(3)
. rank on creditors re 70(4)
purchased by trust company 104(3)




. application of 100(10)
Loaning Land Companies' Register
. kept by Registrar 107(1)
Loaning land corporations
. application of Act to 68
. authorized investments by ....133
. borrowing powers of 69
. . by-law re 71
. by-law of. re loans secured
by real estate 14
. defined 1 («)
. loans by 133(3)
. money not to be received on
deposit by 70(2)
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auditors, to, prohibited 142
directors, to, prohibited 142
paid up shares, on 88(2)
. collateral for 89
. margin 88(3)
shares as security of,
prohibited where 88(1)
. trust companies by 134(3)
Manager
. annual statement prepared
by 146(1)
. general liability of 153-155
. officer styled as 42
. particulars re, in directors*
report 19(2)
Manag^g director
. annual statement attested by 67(5)
. . prepared by 146(1)
. officer styled as 42
Meeting
. shareholders of, re amalgama-
tion of corporations 96(7)
Meetings of shareholders
. particulars re, in by-laws 4(2) (e)
Minister
. amendment of by-laws directed
by, on application for
registry 125, 126
. by-law amendment directed by . .6
. certificate of assent for
amalgamation issued by ..100(1)
. certificate of, confirming
alteration of stock 58(11)
. conditional registry issued by 114(2)
. defined 1 (/)
. examiner appointed by 111(1)
. inquiry, re corporation's
affairs ordered by Ill
Minors
. deposits may be made by 91
Minute book
. notice of special meeting
entered in 21(6)
. powers of executive committee
entered in 39(3)
. transactions of meetings
entered in 25
Mortgages
. trust company's power re ...75(i)
Name
. corporation, of 118
- use of, forbidden 130
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
National housing
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(2)
National Housing Act
. application of 133(2)
Notices
. annual shareholders' meeting, of 20
. by-laws of, to alter stock ..58(7)
. cancellation of registry, of . . 120(2)
. . review, of 122
. corporation's officers, to,
re inquiry Ill (7)
. Registrar, to, re agreement for
amalgamation of
corporations 96(8)
. services of 151
. special meetings, of . . .20(2), 21 (3)
. . proof of 21 (5)
Oaths





. by-laws re 32(f)
. liability of, re general,
special meetings 22
. security furnished by 43
Official publications
. evidence, as 112(2)
Official seal
. corporation, of 94(1)
. . affixing of 94(2, 3)
. . effect 94(4)
Ontario Gazette
. change of name, head office
published in 118(6)
. notice of certificate for
amalgamation published in 1(X)(3)
. notice published in, as
evidence 112(1)
. suspension of registry
published in 120(3)
Order
. judge, of, on appeal from














. default re annual statement
for 146(7)
. failure to give effect to
requisition for special meeting 22
. false entries in books, for 59(7,8)
. false representation for stand-
ing of corporation, for ...128(2)
. general provisions re 153-155
. removal of books for 59(3)
. . exception 59(4)
Pensions
. corporation's powers re 83(1)
Permanent shares
. defined 1 (m)
Permanent stock
. decrease of 58(2)
. defined l(w)
. increase of 58(1)
. stock to be 9(1)
. . exception 9(2)
Personal property
. trust company's powers re ..75(a)
Personal security
. collateral, as 135(1)
Power of attorney
. application for registry, for ...116
, given by corporation re
execution of deeds 93
Powers
. general, corporations of 83(1)
. . declaration re 83(2)
Preference shares
. consent for redemption of 15
Preferred stock
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (h)
President
. annual statement attested by 67(3)
annual statement proved by 146(4)
. casting vote of 38(2)
. election of 38(1)
. general liability of 153, 154
Probates
. duties of new trust company
re 104(7)
•
. foreign transmission of
shares, for 57
Province
. extension of business beyond 86(1)
Provincial corporation
defined 1 («)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
Provincial Secretary
. papers re letters patent
transferred to Registrar by .18
Provisional directors
. office of 16
Proxy
. notice of annual meeting sent to 20
. vote of shareholder by 24
Public Inquiries Act
. application of 111(4)
Railroad securities
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (6)
Real estate
. by-law of loaning land
corporation re 14
. defined l(o)
. directors' powers re 40(e)
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (a)
. loans on security of 133(3)
. over-valued, appraisement by
Registrar where 109(4)
. power of registered corporation
to hold 139
. registered corporation's power
to hold, sell 138
. trust company's powers re . . .7S(o)
Receipts
. corporations discharged by. . .92(2)
Receiver
. trust company as 75(/)
. . approval 81(2)
Record
. deposits received by trust
company, of 78(3)
Register
. kept by Registrar 107(1)
. particulars of corporations
in 117(1,3)




. access of, to corporation's
books, etc 110(1)
. actions against 105(3)
. affidavit of subscription
filed with 8(1)
. . exception 8(2)
. amalgamated agreement filed
with 99
. annual inspection of registered
corporations by 113
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. annual report by 109
. annual statement filed with 146(5,6)
. annual statements of corpora-
tions corrected by 109(3)
. annual statements sent to .... 146
. appointment of 105(1)
. appraisement of over-valued
real estate by 109(4)
. auditors appointed by, when 66(5)
. by-law altering stock sent to 58(6)
. certificate of, where cancella-
tion of registry appealed 122(8)
. copy of by-laws delivered to . . .29
. decisions of
. . cancellation of registry
re 121. 122
. . special audit, re 110(10)
. defined 1(g)
. directors' report sent to 19(4)
. disposal of unauthorized invest-
ments requested by 143
. duties of 108
. fees payable to 156(3)
. notice to, re amalgamation of
corporations 96(8)
. papers re letters patent
transferred to 18
. registers kept by 107(1)
. report of, on application for
incorporation 3(7)
. seal of 106








amended on 125, 126
cancellation of 120
. access to books refused,
where 110(1)
. requested by corporation .... 123
duration of 117(7)
fee for 156(4)
granting of refused, when ....124
head office outside Ontario,
when 116
initial, application for 115




. review of 122
sale and transfer under 114(3)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
Registry—Con.
. suspension of 114(2)
. term of .....117(2)
. trust companies admissible to 119
Regulations
. common trust funds, re 76(3)
Remedies
. powers of corporation re, to
enforce payment 135(2)
Remuneration
. auditors, of 66(8)
. by-laws re 32(c)
. directors of 34(5)
. trust company, of 75 (fe)
Re-organized companies
. investment in stocks of ...137(2)
Reports
. application for incorporation,
on 3(7)
. auditors, of, to shareholders 66(11)
. corporations unsound, where ..114
. directors, by, prior to
statutory meeting 19
. inquiry, re, by examiners ...111(5)
. special audit, or 110(9)
Requisition
. special meeting, for 21(2)
. . failure re, penalty 22
Reserve fund
. loan company, of, payment of
dividends from, prohibited 70(5)
. maintained out of income 87
Reserves
. kept on deposit by loan company 72
. kept on hand by trust company 82
Residents of Canada
. majority of directors to be 34(3,4)
Resolution
. auditors appointed by 66(3)
. special meeting, re 21(1)
Rules Committee







See Corporate seal; Official
seal
. Registrar, of 106
Secretary
. annual statement prepared
by 146(1)
. particulars re, in directors*
report 19(2)
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Securities
. checked by auditors 66(10)
. defined 80(3). 104(3)
. kept on hand by trust company 82
. particulars re, in trust
company's returns 144, 145
. register of 60
. trust company's powers re . .75(c)
Security
. costs of inquiry, for 111(3)
. costs of special audit for ..110(1)
. furnished by officers 43
. particulars re, in by-laws ..4(2)(g)
. personal, collateral as 135(1)
. trust company, not required
by 81(6)
Semi-zmnual returns
. trust companies, by .... 144(3), 145
Servants
. by-laws re 32(c)
Service
. corporations on 116(9)
Share certificates
. renewal of, where lost,
destroyed 54
Shareholders
. advanced payment on shares
made by 51
annual meetings of 20
. annual statements delivered
to 67(4)
. approval of, for amalgamation
of corporations 96(6)
. auditors appointed by 66(3)
. auditors may be 66(4)
. auditors' report to 66(11)
by-laws altered by 31
. . confirmed by 30,31
. . made by 26
. demand on, re unpaid shares . .46




. inspection of books by 59(5)
. inspection of By-law Book by 28(2)
. liability of
. . shares converted, where . . .58(5)
. . shares unpaid, where 47, 48
. list of, produced at
statutory meeting 19(5)
. notice of annual meetings
sent to 20(2)
. particulars of, in books 59(l)id-g)
petition of, where failure to
hold statutory meeting 19(8)





. set-ofT pleaded by in action ...48
. special meetings on requisition
of 21(2)
. statement to, filed with
annual statements 146(9)
. statutory meetings of 19(1)
. vote by proxy by 24
. voting power of 23
Shares
. amalgamated corporations, of 96(3)
. by-laws re, made by directors . .32
. consent for payment of
before call 51(1)
. corporations not to lend on,
where 89
. directors' consent for transfer
of 53(1)
. directors' powers re 40(&, c)
. directors' report re, to
shareholders 19(2)
. forfeiture of 61(2)
. loan on security of, prohibited 88(1)
. notice of transfer of 56
. paid up, loans on 88(2)
. . collateral for 89
. . margin 88(3)
. par value 49
. . capital stock increased,
decreased 58(3)
. particulars re, in by-laws 4(2) (k)
. partly paid up, conversion of 58(4)
. restricted transfer of, prohibited 52
. transfer of, valid when
entered in books 55
. transmission of 57
. unpaid
. . demand re 46
. . forfeiture of 46(3)
. . shareholders' liability 47
Special meetings
. called by directors 21
. directors' liability re 22
. notice of, to
shareholders 20(2), 21 (3)
. . proof of 21(5)
. shareholders' requisition, on . .21(2)
. transaction of, entered in
minute book 25
Statements to shareholders






. default re holding of 19(8)
. shareholders of 19(1)
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. employed by Registrar 108(3)
Stock—See Shares
Stock subscription
. filed with Registrar 5
Succession Duty Act




. kept by loan corporation ....61(1)
Terms
. charter, in 12(1)
. directors', of 33(1)
. incorporation, of 11
. . extension of 12(2)
. loan company debentures, of 73(1)
. registry, of 117(2, 5)
Testamentary document









. admissible to registry 119
. amalgamation of 104(2)
. approval of as executors . . . .81(2)
. borrowing on debentures
prohibited 79
. borrowing power of 77
. capital for registration 127
. cash kept on hand by 82
. defined 1 (r)
. investments by 134(1,2)
. . restrictions on 136(2,3)
. . trust fund in 76(21)
. joint trustee, as 81(4)
. letters patent issued to 17
. liability of, re estates 81(1)
. loan company purchased by 104(3)
. loans by 134(3)
. powers of 75, 78(1. 2), 80(1)
. sole trustee, as 81(3)
. securities kept on hand by 82
. security not required by ...81(6)
. semi-annual returns by. . 144(3), 145
Trust Companies* Register
. kept by Registrar 107(1)
Trustee
. trust company as 75(6)
Trustee Act
. application of 81(5), 134(1)
Trustee in bankruptcy
. trust company as 75(/)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec
PORATIONS—Con.
Trusts
. company not responsible for
execution of, when 92(1)
. passing of, by sale to
new company 104(4, 5)
Unregistered corporations





. annual statements proved by 146(4)
. casting votes of 38(2)
. election of 38(1)
. general liability of 153-155
Votes
. directors, of 38(2)
. proxy, by 24
. shareholders' power re 23
Wages
. directors' liability re 45(1, 3, 4)
. . exception 45(2)
Will
. rights of amalgamating trust
company re 104(6)
Winding up
. corporation of 120(4)
Witness
. evidence by, on inquiry ....111(4)
. examination of 108(2)
LOANS
5"^^ Agricultural Development
Act; Consolidated Cheese Fac-
tories Act; Co-operative Mar-
keting Loans Act; Credit Un-
ions Act; Farm Loans Act;
Farm Loans Adjustment Act;
Loan and Trust Corporations
Act; Municipal Act; Pawn-
brokers Act; Provincial Loans





Vol. 2, p. 1277.
See also Assessment Act; Burl-
ington Beach Act; Federal
District Commission Act;
Highway Improvement Act;




Municipal Act; Niagara Parks
Act; Public Utilities Act; Sub-
urban Area Development Act
Affidavit
. publication and service of
notice, re 12(6)
Agjreements
. works on boundary, re
. . designating council to take
charge of work 61(l)(fe)
. . establishing way of raising
•funds 61(l)(r)
. . fixing share in costs ...61(l)(cf)
. . local improvements ....61(l)(a)
Appeals
. decision, from
. . council, of, re
compensation 35(2)
. . court of revision, of 48(1)
. . repair, re 57(6)
Approach
. pavement, from 3(2)
Areas
. township, in 64(1-4)
. . alteration, etc., of 65
Assessments
abutting lots, on 6(4)
. one side of street, of 30(1)
. sidewalk on one side, for . .30(2)
. township areas, in 64(2)
annual instalments of 52(1)
approach from pavement, for 3(2)
bridge over ravine, for 62(3)
connection with sewer, etc., for
. mode of 3(4)
. petition, on .4(2)
. petition, without 4(1)
connections by preliminary
work, for 3(1)
general rate to cover
deficiency, by 49(6)
land, of
. benefited but not abutting ....36
. exempt from taxation 58
. exempt from taxation for
local improvement 59
. unequally benefited 37
opening, etc., of lane, for
cost, of, in case of
exemptions 29(2)
. exemption or reduction re 29(1)
outlet for sewage, for 33
outlet or pumps of sewage, for 34







. . appeal from, as compensation
for land 35(2)
. . borne by corporation 28(5)
. . compensation for land, as 35(1)
. . corner lots, of 28(1)
. . lots unfit for building, of 28(2)
. . lots with two limits, of . ,28(3)
. . mode of 28(4)
. repair of imperfections, for . .22{2)
. resurfacing of pavement, for ...25
. right-of-way, for 32
. roll of special—see Roll
. sewer and watermain, for . . .24(1)
. street cleaning, etc., for ...60(1)
. street lighting, for 60(2)
. works, for
. . boundaries, on 61(3)
. . township areas, in 64(1)
. works larger than required,
for 31(1)
. . method of 31(2)
Assessment Act
. referred to l(n),48(2), 54, 58
Boards
. approval by
. . changes in original work re
'highway, to 19
. . eliminating right of petition 8(2)
. . opening, etc., of lane, to ..29(3)
. . street or bridge, re 6(1)
undertaking of work, to . . .8(1)
. . widening of pavement in
cities over 300,000 26{2)
. defined 1 (a)
. directions by
. . charge on abutting lots, re 6(4)
. . further notices, re 8(4)
. order by, re street or bridge . .6(3)
. prescription of forms by 69
. withholding approval re street
or bridge 6(2)
Boulevard
. local improvement, as 2(l)(/»)
Boundary
. construction of works on
agreement between
municipalities re 61(1)
. . duties and powers of
municipalities re 61(2,3)
. maintenance of work on 61(9)
Breakwater
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)






. approval of Board, re 8(1)
. ravine, over 62
cost of 31(1)
. assessment for 31(2)
defined 1(b)
local improvement, as 2(1) (c)
objection by owner re 6(1)
order by Board re 6(3)
By-laws
amending, re highway 19
application of Municipal Act to,
creating debt 49(4)
. exceptions 49(4) (a, b)
approval by Board to,
re undertaking 8(1)
assumption of costs by
corporation, re 27(1)
. repeal of 27(2)
binding power of quashed,
pending new one 55(2)
comprising several works 51
consolidating 50(1)
. debentures for different
terms of year, re 50(4)
. imposing no rates 50(3)
. recitals in 50(2)
establishing local improvement
system 66(1)
. repeal of 66(2)
form of 69
larger share in cost by
corporation, re 27(3)
new, in place of quashed one 55(1)
opening, etc., of lane, re 29(1, 3)
pavement in cities over
300,000, re 26(1)
power of council to pass
amending 55(3)
renewal of local improvement
work, re 66(3)
sewer and watermain, re ....24(1)
street cleaning, etc., re 60(1)
. application of, to defined
areas 60(3)
. duration of 60(5)
street or bridge of over
$50,000, re 6(1)
substitution of work, for 18
works, re
council's initiative, on ...7(1) (6)
decision of majority, on 7(1) (rf)
including several 7(2)
larger than required 31(1)







. . sanitary grounds, on ..7(l)(f),9
. . township areas, in 64(2, 3)
Cash
. payment of assessed cost . . . .52(3)
Clerks
. copy of by-laws by, to
other municipality 61(3)
. defined 1 (c)
. determination by, of sufficiency
of petition 15
. final adjustment of roll by 47
Collection
. rate, of, re street cleaning,
etc 60(4)
. special rates, of 54
Commutation
. rates, of 52(3)
Compensation
. land taken for work, for 35(1)






. cost, to 21(1)
. . annuity, by 21(2)
Corporations
. defined 1(«0
Corporations' portion of costs
. defined 1(/)
. inclusion of, in yearly
estimates 49(8)
. work, of 23.24(2)
. works on boundary, re
. . payment of borrowed
money 61 (8)




. parks, squares and
bridges, of 31(1)
. right-of-way, of 32
. sewers and watermalns,
of 24(1), 31(1)
. statement re 38(l)(d)







. minimum limit of 24(2
,, . sewer, re 23(0,
b
. street intersections, re 23ic
. watermain, re 23{b
deduction from
. capitalized contribution, of 21(2
eflfect of guarantee on 22(2
estimate of 38(l)(f
items included in
. advertising, etc., expense,
as 20(2) (&
. compensation for lands
as 20(2)(d
. cost of issue, etc., of
debentures, as 20(2) (e
. engineering expense as 20(2) (a
. interest on loans as ...20(2)(c
larger share in, by corporation 27(3
. street works, re 27(1
unfinished work, of
. less than estimate, as ... .44(3
. estimate of 44(1
. exceeding estimate 44(2
widening pavement in cities
over 300,000, of 26(1
Cotincil
apportionment of cost by . . . .31(1
borrowing and issue of
debentures by 49(2
change in. not affecting
proceedings and work 68
defined 1(^
initiating, re works on boundary
. powers and duties, of 61(2
. transmission of copy of
by-law by 61(3
notice by, re proposed
street or bridge 6(1
power of, to amend by-law 55(3
provisions by, for making
reports, etc 40
right of appeal of 48(1
special assessment on lots by 6(5
temporary loans by 49(1
works on boundary, re
. collection of rates by 61(4
. payment of collected
rates by 61(5







. appeal to, from order re
repair 57(6)
Court of revision
. absence of power of, re
apportionment of cost . . . .45(2)
adjournment of sitting of ...46(1)
appeal to, re compensation . . .35(2)
fixing allowance for repair . . .22(2)
hearing of complaints by . . . .41(1)
. time and place of 41(2)
notice for new hearing by . . .46(2)
power of
. assessment of not abutting
land, re 45(1) (&)
. cost of work, re 45(l)(c)
. special assessment, re 46(3)
power of. as to abutting land
. amount of reduction,
re 45(l)(a)(iii)
. exempted lots, re . .45(I)(a) (iv)
. frontage, re 45(1) (a) (ii)
. lifetime of work, re 45(1) (a) (v)
. names of owners, re 45(1) (a) (i)
. rate per foot, re . . .45(l)(a) (vi)
statement of cost for 43
Crib
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as ....2(l)(m)
Curbing
. assessment for
. . one side of street, on 30(1)
. . townships, in 64(2)
. construction of, with approval
of Board 8(1)
. defined 1 (t)
. larger share by corporation
in cost of 27(1)
. local improvement, as 2(1 )(p)
Debentures
. covering owners' portion not
deemed corporation's debt 49(7)
. completed work, for 49(2)
. covering several works 50(1)
. disposal of excess from 49(9)
. . exception re 49(10)
. fund for payment of 49(5)
. issue of, in townships 64(3)
. payable within lifetime
of work 49(4)
Declarations










. bridge 1 (b)
. clerk 1(c)
. constructing and construction. .1(d)
. corporation 1 (e)




. curbing 1 (i)
. engineer 1 (/)
- frontage l(ife)
. judge of county court 1(/)
. lifetime 1(»«)
. lot and lots 1 (w)
. municipality l(o)
. owner and owners 1 (p)
. owners' portion of the cost l(q)
. pavement 1 (r)
. paving l(s)
. publication and published 1(/)
. sewer 1(«)
. sidewalk 1 (v)
. specially assessed 1 (w)
. street l(x)
. value 1 (y)
. watermain 1 (s)
. work l(sa)
. work undertaken l(.sb)
Department of Highways
. approval of, to foundation
of pavement 2(1) (^)
Dykes
cost of 3U1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as 2(1) (wi)
Electors
. consent by
. . by-law creating debt not






. provisions for making 40
cost, of
. . unfinished work, of 44(1)
. . work, of 38(1) (O
Excess
. disposal of, from assessment 49(9)





. application to Board, of . . Form 2
. initiative plan, re Form 3
. intention, of Form 1
. sitting of revision court,
re Form 4




. . entered on roll 39(c)
Fund
payment of debentures, for .49(5)
Gas
. works as local improvement 2(1) (/)
Gas service pipes
. laying of
. . petition, on 4(2)
. . petition, without 4(1)
. . preliminary work, as 3(1)
Grojmes
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as 2(1) (m)
Guarantee
. work, of, by contractor 22(1)
. . effect on cost of 22(2)
Heat
. works as local
improvement 2(1)(/)
Highways
. changes in original work re 19
Hydrants
. cost of, included in
corporation's share 23(b)
Instalments
. annual, of assessment 52(1)
Interest
. rates including 52(2)
Joint owners
. petition, to 15(5)
Judge
. appeal to
. . compensation, re 35(2)
. . decision of court of revision,
from 48(1)
. application of Assessment Act
to hearing by 48(2)
. determination by, of complaints
by signatories 15(8)
. order by, re repair








. power of, to enforce repair
. . authorizing applicant, by ..57(5)
. . nature and amount of
work, re 57(2)
. order by 57(1)
. . remuneration to repairer, re 57(3)
. powers of, re appeals from
decision of court 48(3)




. . equally benefiting 36
. . exempt from taxation 58
. . exempt from taxation for
local improvement 59
. . unequally benefiting 37




. . approval by Board to 29(3)
. . assessment for 29(1)
. . mode of assessment for . . .29(2)
Levy
. rate, of, independent of issue
of debentures 53
Lifetime
. debentures to be payable
during 49(4)
. defined 1(^«)
. pavement widening work, in . .38(3)
. report on, of work 38(l)(a)
Light
. works as local
improvement 2(1) (/, r)
Lots
. assessment of—see Assessment
. defined l(n)
. lining street deemed to abut
on pavement work 20(3)
. special assessment of 6(4)
Maintenance
. enforcement of 57
. local improvement 2(2)
. work, of 56(1)
Minister of Health
. recommendations of 9
Municipal Act








. defined 1 (o)
Notices
. application to Board, of 8(3)
. . form of Form 2
. . including several works 8(6)
. Board directing further 8(4)
. form of 69
. . unnecessary for works in
township areas 64(4)
. . works on sanitary grounds,
re 10(1)
. . . form of Form 1
. intention of, re initiating plan
. . contents of 12(2)
. . covering any number of
works 12(3)
. . form of Form 3
. . proof of publication of ...12(6)
. . service of 12(4-6)
. objection by owner, of 6(1)
. sitting of revision court, re 41(2)
. . form of Form 4
Objections
. owner to undertaking, by . . . .8(3)




. objection by, to undertaking . .8(3)
. petition by
. . initiative plan, against 12(1)
. . relief, for 10(2)
. . work, for 11
. right of appeal of 48(1)
. right of, to demand repair . .57(1)
Owners' portion of cost
. defined 1 (q}
. making no part of
corporation's debenture . . . .49(7)
. procedure of assessment of
. . abutting lots, on 38(1)
. . lots not abutting, on 38(2)
Parks
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as 2(1) (/)
Pavement
. approach from 3(2)
. construction of, approval for 8(1)
. defined 1 (r)
. larger share in cost of,
by corporation 27(1)
. resurfacing of
. . cost of 25






. . lifetime of work re 38(3)
. . local improvement, as 2(1) (g,r)
. widening of, in cities
over 300,00e
. . cost of 26(1)





. local improvement, as 2(1) (/)
Petitions
bearing description of lots 14
connections by 4(2)
connections without 4(1), 9
construction, etc., of works
without 9
lodging of 16
owners, of, against plan
. eflfect of 13(1)
. inoperative re plan approved
by Board 13(2)
. majority, by 12(1)





actual owner to count for . .15(4)
changes in lots not to afiFect
determination of 15(2)
complaints by signatories re
establishment of 15(8)
determination of, by clerk . .15(1)
examination of witnesses
for establishing 15(6)
fees of witnesses for
establishing 15(7)
joint owners' reckoned as
one for 15(5) (a)
majority of joint owners to
count for 15(5)(&)




withdrawal of name from 17
work, for 11
Planting
. local improvement, as 2(1)(»)
Power












. . application to Board, re . . .8(3)




. work, of 5
Rates
. collection of 54, 60(4)
. commutation of special 52(3)
. deficiency covered by general 49(6)
. special, not deemed
encumbrances 67
. time for levy of S3
Ravine
. construction of bridge over
separating
. . agreement between
municipalities re 62(2)
. . application of Act to 62(1)
. . assessment of land for 62(3)
Remuneration
. repair, for 57(3)
Renewal
. local improvement work, of 66(3)
Repairs
. enforcement of, by judge 57
. duty of corporation to ...56(1,2)
. ordinary, no local improvement 2(2)
. right of owner to demand ...57(1)





. charge of owners' portion,
re 38(2)(a,6)
. equitable reductions, re ..38(1)(6)
. instalments, re 38(1)(6)
. lifetime of work, re 38(l)(a)
. provisions for making 40
Right-of-way
. cost and assessment re 32
Roll
entries in special assessment
. assessable lots, re 39(a)
. exempted lots, re 39(6)
. number of instalments, re . .39(d)
. rate per foot, re 39(f)
finality and validity of 47
kept open for inspection 42





. local improvement on 9
. notice re work on 10(1)
. objection by owners against
work on 10(2)
Service
. notice, of. upon owner
. . cases where, not required 12(5)
. . leaving at residence,
etc., by 12(4)(6)
. . leaving on assessable lot,
by I2(4)(d)
. . mail, by 12(4) (c)
. . personally 12(4) (o)
. . proof of 12(6)
Sewage treatment works




cost of 24(1), 31(1)
assessment for
. method of 31(2)
. one side of street, on 30(1)
'. outlet and pumps, re 34
. outlet, as 33
. townships, in 64(2)
construction of
. completion of 49(3)
. initiative plan, upon 8(1)
. sanitary grounds, on 9
defined 1(«)
laying of private drain from
. approval of Board, re 8(1)
. petition, on 4(2)
. petition, without 4(1)
. sanitary grounds, on 9
local improvement, as ....2(l)(rf)
Shore protection
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as ...2(l)(wj)
Sidewalk
. construction of, approval re . .8(1)
. defined 1 (v)
. larger share in cost of,
by Corporation 27(1)
. local improvement, as 2(1) (^)
. assessment for
. . one side of street, on 30(1)
. . petition on one side of
street, on 30(2)
. . townships, in 64(2)
Sodding





. defined 1 (w)
Square
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as 2(1) (/)
Statement
. apportionment of cost, re 38(1) (d)
. cost, of, for court 43
. provisions for making 40
Stop cocks
. laying of, as preliminary work 3(1)
Street
. cleaning, etc., of, special
assessment for 60(1)
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31 (2)
. defined 1 (x)
. lighting
. . apportionment of cost of ..60(2)
. . construction of plants in
townships re 63
, . larger share in cost of,
by corporation 27(1)
. local improvement, as ...2(1) (a, ft)
. objection by owner re 6(1)
. opening, etc., of, approval re 8(1)
. order by Board re 6(3)
Subpoena
. witnesses, of 15(6)
Subway
. local improvement, as 2(1) (o)
Surface drainage
. preliminary work, as 3(1)
System
. establishment of local
improvement 66(1)
Time
. keeping open roll, for 42
. notice of new hearing in
court, for 46(2)
. objection by owner, for 8(3)
. passing by-law on sanitary
grounds, for 10(5)
. petition for relief, for 10(4)
. sittings of court, of 41(2)
Trees
. local improvement, as 2(1)(«)
Unorganized territory







. apportionment of cost, re . . .24(1)
. larger share in cost by
corporation, re 27(1-3)
. private connections, re 4(1)
. works by approval of
Board, re 8(1)
. works larger than required, re 31(1)
. works on sanitary grounds re ...9
Wall
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as ....2(l)(m)
Water service pipes
. laying of
. . approval of Board re 8(1)
. . petition, on 4(2)
. . petition, without 4(1)
. . preliminary work, as 3(1)
. . sanitary grounds, on 9
Watermain
. apportionment of cost
of 24(1). 31(1)
. assessment for
. . method of 31(2)
. . one side of street, on 30(1)
. . township, in 64(2)
. construction of
. . initiative plan, upon 8(1)
. . sanitary grounds, on 9
. defined 1(2)
. local improvement, as 2(l)(e)
Waterworks
. construction, etc., of,
in townships 63
. extension of, with approval
of Board 8(1)
. local improvement, as . . . .2(l)(J)
Witnesses
. examination of, re petition ..15(6)
. fee of 15(7)
Work
. defined l(sa)
. maintenance of 56(1)
. preliminary, as part of
construction 3(3)
. repair of 56
. substitution of 18
. undertaking of, upon approval 8(5)
Work undertaken
. defined 1 (zb)
Works
. construction, etc., of, on
sanitary grounds 9






. purchase of, by township 5
. street lighting as local
improvement, for 2(1) (4)
LOCK-UPS
See Jails Act; Jurors Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Penal and Reform
Institutions Inspection Act
LODGING HOUSES
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See also Corporations Tax Act
Act
. commencement of 37
. penalties for non-compliance 33(2)
Action
. cause of, style of 22
. matter deemed 21 (2)
Administration
. Treasurer, by 15
Affidavits
. proof of validity of 36(10)
. taking of 35
Appeals
. decision of Treasurer, re 17
. form of notice of 16(3)
. proof of receipt, re, time limit 36(9)
. right of
. . absolute bar re 27
. . Supreme Court practice re 21 (3)
. service of notice of 16(2)
Appellant
. notice of dissatisfaction by ..18(1)
. notice to. of decision on appeal 17
. Treasurer's reply to 20
Application
. over-payment to other
liability, of 12(2)
. refund on tax, for 12(1)
Arms-length
. defined 5(5)
. transactions by taxpayer re 5(1-3)
Assessment
. effect of irregrularities on 25
. notice of appeal re 16(1)
. return not filed 8(5)
. rules for 8




. distribution of property by ..11(2)
. liability for tax on distribution
of property 1 1 (3)
Books and records
. disposal of 13(3)
. provisions re 13
. obligation to keep 13(2)
Civil servants
. information by, penalties for ...34
Commencement of Act
. effective date re taxation 37
Compromise
. payment of tax, re 32
Controller
. copies made by 14(4)
. defined 1(a)
. powers equivalent to Treasurer 15
Copies
. eflfect as evidence 14(4)
Corporate control
. arms-length, re 5(5)
Corporate income
. distribution of property, re ...5(4)
Corporations
. returns by 6(1) (a)
Court
. reference back to Treasurer
by 23(2)
Criminal Code (Canada)
. time limit re information
under 36(4)
Crown
. amounts payable as debts to ... .28
. liability of debtor to 30(3)
Death of partner
. returns in event of 6(4)
Declarations
. taking of 35
Default




. income 1(b), 3
. logging operations in Ontario 1(c)
. over-payment 12(1)
. taxation year 1(d)
. taxpayer 1(e)
. Treasurer 1 (/)
. value of logs disposed of 4
Docimients
. filing of 21(1)
. proof of 36(8)
LOGGING TAX—Con. Sec
Estates
. return by 6(1) (c)
Evidence
. conditional limitations re 23(1)
. date of compliance re filing
returns, etc 36(7)
. failure to comply with Act, re 36(6)
. service by mail, re 36(5)
Examination
. oath, on 14(1) (c)
. seizure of documents, etc.,
during 14(1) (d)
Fair market value
. transaction not at arms-length,
re 5(1-3)
Forms
. notice of appeal, of Form 1
. notice of dissatisfaction, of Form 2
. title of cause, of 22
Fraud
. penalties for 33(3)
. re-assessment where 8(4) (o)
Garnishment
. payment to Treasurer on . . 30(1)
In camera
. proceedings before Supreme
Court 26
Income
. computation of 3
. defined Kb),
3
. returns re 6
Income Tax Act (Canada)
. computation of tax re 3(2)
Information
. communication of, by civil
servants 34
. demand for, additional,
by Treasurer 14(2)
. validity re two or more
offences 36(2)
Inquiries
. powers of person authorized
re 14(6)
. Treasurer may authorize .... 14(3)
Interest
. limitation re 9(6)
. payable on over-payment
of tax 12(3)








. enforcement of 21(3)
Jurisdiction
. hearing of complaint, re 36(3)
. Supreme Court, re 24
Legal representatives
. returns by 6(1) (6)
Liability for tax
. lack of assessment no effect on 8(3)
Liability of debtor
. discharge of liability to a
taxpayer, on 30(3)
Liability of assignees
. payments of tax, re 11(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointments by, for
administering oaths 35
Limitation
. interest on unpaid tax, re ...9(6)
. re-assessment, re 8(4) (&)
Logg^g operations in Ontario
. defined 1 (r
)
Magistrates
. authority of, to hear
complaints 36(3)
Misrepresentation
. penalties for 33(3)
. re-assessment where 8(4)(a)
Notices
. appeal, of
. . contents of 16(3)
form of Form 1
. . service of 16(2)
. . Treasurer, to 16(1)
assessment, of, by Treasurer 8(2)
. dissatisfaction of
. . form of Form 2
. . security re 19(1)
. . statement with 18(2)
. . time for 18(1)
. . Treasurer's reply to 20
Offences—^5"^^ also Penalties
. failure to file a return re ...33(1)
. falsifying returns, fraud, etc. 33(3)
. non-compliance with Act . . . .33(2)
one information relating to
several 36(2)
Over-payment
. application re 12(2)
. defined 12(4)
. interest on 12(3)
Payment
. behalf of others, on 11(1)






. default, re 10
. failure to complete return, re 10(2)
Practice
Supreme Court to govern 21(3)
Price
. transactions not at arms-length,
re 5(3)
Proceedings
. void unless security posted ..19(2)
. Supreme Court, before 26
Property
. distribution of, to shareholders 5(4)
. tax, penalties, etc., as first
charge on 31
Public Inquiries Act
. powers of commissioner
under 14(6)
Rates
. tax, of 2
Records
—
See Books and records
Refunds
. application for 12(1)
. Treasurer, by 12( 1)
Registrar of Supreme Court
. documents filed with 21(1)
Rental
. transactions not at arms-length,
re 5(3)
Returns
. death of partner or
proprietor, re 6(4)
demand from Treasurer for ..6(2)
income of taxpayer, re 6
notice from Treasurer to
file 6(l)(e)
penalties
. failure to complete, for 10(2)
. failure to file, for 33(1)
. falsifying, for 33(3)
trustees in bankruptcy, etc.,
liability for 6(3)
Royalties
. transactions not at arms-length,
re 5(3)
Security
. absence of, to void
proceedings 19(2)
. posted upon notice of
dissatisfaction 19(1)
Service
. proof of 36(5)
Shareholders




. notice of dissatisfaction, with 18(2)
Supreme Court
. jurisdiction of 24
. practice of, to govern 21(3)
, proceedings in camera in 26
Taxation year




. estimate of tax by 7
. return by 6(l)(d)
Time limit
. effective as absolute bar
re appeal 27
. extension of, power of
Treasurer re 6(5)
. information under Criminal
Code, re 36(4)
. notice of dissatisfaction, re 18(1)
. posting of security, re 19(2)
. proof of receipt of appeal
within 36(9)





. administration by 15
. application of over-payment
by 12(2)
. assessment of tax by 8(1)
. authorization by, to make
copies 14(4)
. certificate of, re evidence 36(4)
. certificate of re outstanding
taxes, etc 11(2)
. compromise on tax by 32
. decision of, re appeal 17
. defined 1(f)
. documents filed by 21(1)
. designation of books and
records by 13(1, 2)
. information laid by appointee
of 36(1)
. inquiry authorized by 14(3)
. issue of warrant of
execution by 29
. liability of debtor to 30(3)
. matter referred back to 23(2)
. notice by, to file return ...6(l)(e)
. notice of appeal served upon 16(1)
. notice of assessment by 8(2)





. permission of, re disposal of
books and records 13(3)
. persons authorized to
investigate by 14(1)
. power of, to access 8(4)
. power of, to extend time 6(5)
. receipt of notice of
dissatisfaction by 18(1)
. receipt of. sufficient discharge
to debtor 30(2)
. reply to appellant by 20
. requirement by, re security ..19(1)
. return demanded by 6(2)
. right of, to question authority
of informant 36(1)
. service of notice of
appeal upon 16(2)
Treasury Department
affidavit of officer of
. date of compliance re filing
returns, etc 36(7)
. presumption re validity of 36(10)
. proof of documents re ..36(8)
. proof of no appeal, re ...36(9)
. proof of failure to comply
with Act, re 36(6)
. service by mail, re 36(5)
information laid by an officer
of 36(1)
Trustees in bankruptcy
. liability of, to file returns ...6(3)
Trusts
. return by 6(l)(c)
Value of logs disposed of
. defined 4
Warrant of execution
. issue of, by Treasurer 29
LOGS
See Lakes and Rivers Improve-
ment Act; Logging Tax Act;
Woodmen's Employment Act;
Woodmen's Lien for Wages
Act
LONG POINT PARK
Long Point Park Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1331.
See also Territorial Division Act
Accoimts







. highway, non-repair for 15(2)
Area of park
. additions permitted to 2(,2)
. delineation of 2(1)
Assembly
. elections to, regulations re 24
Assessment
. commission's powers re 18
Assessment Act
. application of 18
Audit Act






Governor in Council 1(1)
. chairman of 1 (4)
. seal of, affixed to by-laws 12
. secretary to 1 (4)
Boats
. commission's power to
operate 5(c, c)
Books





. by-laws re 9
. commission's powers re ....S{h-c)
. loan for purpose of 16(1)
By-laws
. approved by Department of
Municipal Affairs 10, 17
. authentication of 12
. debts and debentures, re ... 16(2)
. eflfect of 7(3), 12, 17
. fire, re 8
. force of 12
. improvements, re 9
. licence fees, re ^iZ)
. loans, re 16(2)
. passed by Commission 7-14
. penalties provided by 13
. South Walsingham 7(3)
Chairman
. by-laws to be signed by 12
. election of 1(4)
Commission
—













. accounts kept by 20
. actions against, personally 22
. area controlled by 2(1)
. books to be kept by 20
. by-laws, powers to pass 7-14
. chairman 1 (4)
. compensation payable to 1(3)
. constables appointed by 6
. contracts, to inquire into 3
. employment of officers,
workmen, etc 19
. highways, responsibility for
maintenance of 15(1)
. leases, to inquire into 3
. loans raised by 16
. moneys received, duties re . . . .5(^)
. powers of, miscellaneous ..5,7(1)
. report made annually by 21
. sale of property, powers re 4
. secretary, power to appoint . . 1 (4)
. tenure of office 1(2)
. voting, duties re 24
Constables
. appointment, duties and powers of 6
Contracts
. by-laws re 9





. property of, adjacent 2(2)
Culverts
. making of 9
Debentures




Department of Mimicipal Affairs
. approval of by-laws, rents,
etc 10,17
. property vested in
Commission, powers re 4
. report submitted annually to ... .21
Drains
. laying of 9
Elections
. Park part of South Walsingham
for 24
Electricity











Fees—See also Licences; Taxes;
Tolls
. application of 14
Gas
. supply of 9
Highways
. maintenance and repair of IS
Houses
. Commission's powers re . .S(J},c,e)
Improvements
. by-laws to effect 9
. Commission's powers to
make S{d,e)
. loan for making 16(1)
Judicial matters
. Park part of County of
Norfolk in 23(2)
Justice of the peace
. penalty enforceable by 13
Leases
. granting of 4
. inquiry into, by Commission 3
Licences
. fees, by-laws re -^iZ), 14
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. actions against commissioners
authorized by 22
. board of commissioners
appointed by 1(1)
. commissioners, powers re ..1(1-3)
. enlargement of park, powers
re 2{2)
. moneys received by
Commission's, powers re ..S(^)
Loans
. Commission's powers to raise 16(1)
. term of 16(3)
Long Point Company
. rights of, preserved 25
Moneys
. Commission's powers re,
received 5 (^)
Motor cars
. Commission's powers to
operate S{a,e)
Municipal Act
. application of 7(1), 12
Municipal matters





. joint responsibilities with park .23
. justice of the peace of,
penalty enforceable by 13
. liability for highways 15(2)
Offences
. penalties for, imposed by
by-laws 13
Officers
. appointed by Commission 19
Penalties
. violation of by-laws for 13
. . application of 14
Public Utilities Act
. application of 11
Rents
. collection of 4, 5(e)
. inquiry into, by Commission 3
Reports
. annual, required from
Commission 21
Roads
. making of 9
Sale
. Park property, of 4
Schools
. responsibility for 23(1)
Seal
. by-laws authenticated by 12
Secretary
. board of commissioners, to ..1(4)
. by-laws to be signed by 12
Sidewalks
. making of 9
South Walsingham
. by-laws superseded by
Commission 7(3)
. joint responsibilities with
Park 23,24
. liability for highways 15(2)
Taxes
. Commission's powers re ..5(e), 17
ToUs
. approved by Department of
Municipal Affairs 17
. Commission's powers re ..5(e), 17
Toronto Big Creek Shooting
Club, Limited
. rights of, preserved 25
Toronto Big Creek Shooting
Company





. accounts of Commission
inspected by 20(2)




. Commission's powers to
operate 5(a,«)
Voters' Lists Act
. application of 18, 24
Voting






. supply of 9
Waterworks
. loan for purpose of
conducting 16(1)
Wharves
. Commission's powers re 5(c)
Workmen
. appointed by (Commission 19
LORD'S DAY
Lord's Day (Ontario) Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1339.
See also Interpretation Act; Judi-
cature Act; One Day's Rest in
Seven Act
Act
. procedure re repeal of
by-laws under 4
. procedure under, re passing
of by-laws 3
By-laws
. condition re passing of 3
. initiation by petition 3(3)
. municipality, of, to implement
Act 2(1)
. petition initiating repeal of . . .4(3)
. provision in, for regulation
and control 2(6)
. reduction of period of time, by 2(5)
. requisite under Act 1
. specification of sports
concerned in 2(2)
Certificate of sufficiency
. clerk of municipality, by 5
Clerk of municipality




. passing of by-laws, re 3
Council
. submission of question to
electors by 3(2)
Daylight saving time
. common observance re 6
Electors
. submissions to 3(2)
Horse-racing
. exclusion of, as public sport . .2(3)
Limitation
. different parts of municipality,
re 2(4)
Lord's Day
. lawful to attend or engage
in sports on 1
. lawful to employ persons on .... 1
Lord's Day Act (Canada)
. provisions of 1
Mimicipality
. different limitations in different
parts of 2(4)
Petitions
. initiating repeal of by-law by 4(3)
. initiation of by-law by 3(3)
. presentation of S
. sufficiency of 5
Public game or sport
. excluding horse-racing 2(3)
Reg^ulations
. by-law for 2(6)
Repeal
. by-laws, re 4
Sports
. lawful to engage in on Lord's Day 1
. specification of, in by-law 2^2)
Standard time
. substitution of daylight
saving time for 6
Time
. reckoning of 6
Toronto
. presumption re 3(4)
Windsor
. presumption re 3(4)
LOTS






See Crown Timber Act; Cullers
Act; Forestry Act; Game and
Fisheries Act; Lakes and
Rivers Improvement Act;
Mercantile Law Amendment





See Niagara Parks Act
MACHINERY
See Steam Threshing Engines




Magistrates Act, Vol. 3, p. 1.
See also Evidence Act; Interpre-
'tation Act; Justices of the
Peace Act; Magistrates' Juris-
diction Act; Municipal Act;




. cities to provide 20
. regulations re 24(;)
Accounts
. audit of 21
Appointments
. deputy magistrates, of 2,5
. magistrates, of 2, 5
. senior magistrate, of 22(2)




. regulations re 24(f)
Attorney-General
. jurisdiction of magistrate ....8(2)
. juvenile court judge to act as
magistrate by 13
. magisterial districts recommended
by 7(1)
. senior magistrate designated
by 7(?)
Audit
. accounts, of 21
Board of commissioners of police
. interpreters, appointed by. .. .23(1)
MAGISTRATES—Cow. Sec.
Books and records
. inspection of, regulations
re 24(1)(6)
By-laws
. city council, by, re superannuation
allowance 6
Cities
. accommodations supplied by ... .20
. appointment of interpreters in... 23
City coimcils
. by-law re superannuation
allowance 6
. remuneration of interpreters. .23(1)
Clerk of the peace




. right to use 17
Criminal Code
. police magistrate and deputy
police magistrate under ....1(c)
Definitions
. county 1 (a)







. appointment of 2,
5
. tenure of office 4(1), 5(3)
Duties
. magistrates, of 24(k)
Expenses
. audit of accounts re 21
. magistrates, of, appropriations
for 15
Female magfistrates
. appointment of 2(2)
Fines and fees
. application of, by magistrates IS(^)
. regulations re 24(1) (a)
Forms
. Inspector to prescribe 19
. oath of office, of 9(1)
Inquiries
. removal from office, re 4(2-4)
Inspection
. books, of, regulations re . .24(1) (6)
Inspector
. defined 1(&)
. expenses approved by 15(2)







. oaths filed with 9(2)
. powers and duties of ....24(l)(c)
. returns to 12
Interpreters
. appointment of
. . board of commissioners of
police, by 23(1)
. . magistrate, by 23 'J)
. remuneration of 23(1)
Jurisdiction
. Attorney-General to designate 8(2)
. Order in Council to designate. 8(1)
Justices of the peace
. magistrates, as 10
Juvenile court judge
. magistrate, as 13
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of magistrates by . . .2
'^ . Toronto, for 22(1)
. appointments by, where over
70 5(1)
. mag'sterial districts designated
by 7(1)
^ regulations by 24
. regulations by, re
accommodation 20
. . provisional judicial districts,
for 18
. removal from office by 4(2-4)
. salaries fixed by 14(1)
Magisterial districts








. application of, by magistrate. .15(2)
Oath of allegiance




. jurisdiction of magistrates by. 8(1)
. removal from office, re 4(3)
Pajmient
. expenses, of 15
. salaries, of 14(2)
Penalties





. Criminal Code under 1(c)
MAGISTRATES—Con. Sec.
Powers
. magistrate, of 10(2), 24(4)
Prohibition
. magistrates' activities, re H
Provisional judicial districts
. accommodations in 18
Public Inquiries Act
. powers of judge under 4(4)
Public Officers Act
. oath of allegiance in 9(1)
Public Service Act
. superannuation under ..6
Reg^ations
. general or particular 24(2)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 24
Removal from offices
. inquiry re 4(2-4)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 4(2-4)
. Order in Council re 4(3)
Retirement
. age of 3, 5(3)
Returns
. magistrate by 12
. . regulations re 24(A)
Salaries
. amount 14(1)
. appropriations for 15
. audit of accounts re 21





. City of Toronto, for 22(2)
. designation of 7(2)
Solicitors
. magistrates not to act as . . . .11(1)
Stationery
. Inspector to prescribe 19
Stenographic reporters
. regulations re 24(l)(rf-<7)
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recovered under . . . .24(2)
Superannuation allowance
. by-law re iSllIVIA .6
Supreme Court judges
. inquiry by 4(3)
Tenure of office
. deputy magistrates, of . .4(1), 5(3)
. magistrates, of 4(2), 5(3)
Toronto
. magistrates for 22(1)




. holding court in 17
Travelling expenses
. payment of 15(1)
Treasurer of Ontario




Vol. 3, p. 7.
See also Juvenile and Family
Courts Act; Magistrates Act
Inqiuries
. designation re 1
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. designations by 1
Ontario statutes




Act; Dependants' Relief Act;
'Deserted Wives' and Chil-
dren's Maintenance Act;
Mothers' Allowances Act; Old









See Vexatious Proceedings Act
MANUFACTURES





See Farm Products Marketing









Vol. 3, p. 9.
Abandonment
. insurer's rights re 64
. notice of 63
Acceptance
. notice of abandonment, after. .63(6)
. . insurer by 63(5)
Act
. applicability of common law rules
under 90
. applicability of, to mutual
insurance 86(3, 4)




. basis of specified percentage. 77 (4)
. defined 58(1)
. notice of abandonment, re... 58(2)
. presumption of, re missing ships. 59
Additional premiimi






. disclosure of material
circumstances by 20
Assigniees
. right to sue in own name ... 51(2)
Assignments
. inoperative 52
. interest, of 16
. policy of marine insurance,
of .: 51(1)
. . method 51(3)
Assured
. compliance with warranties
by 34(3)
. defeasible interest of, return of
premium, re 85(3) (rf)
. disclosure to insurer by 19
. duty of, to minimize loss . . . .79(4)
. election by, where constructive
total loss 62
. extent of right of recovery
by 68(1)
. inoperative asssignments by ....52
. interest of, must attach, when ...7








. notice of abandonment by. .63(1-3)
. ratification by, after loss 87
. recovery of premium by . . . .83(a)
. refusal to accept notice of
abandonment from 63(4)
. remedy of breach before loss
by 35(2)
. retention of premiimi by 83(6)
. return of premium to
. . failure of consideration on. 85(1)
. . over-insurance, re . . . .85(3)(^,/)
. . terms of policy, under 84
. rights of, against insurer
. . general average expenditure,
re 67(4)
. . general average sacrifice, re. 67(4)
. rights of broker against 54(2)
. rights of recovery of
. . general average contribution,
re 67(5)
. . partial loss followed by total
loss, re 78(2)
. . suing and labouring clause,
imder 79(1)
. rights of, re re-insurance . . . 10(2)
. rights of, under insurance 82
. trustee for sum received in
excess of statutory
allowance 33(2)(rf)
. wilful misconduct of 56(2) (a)
Attachment
. interest by assured, of 7
Barratrous conduct
. excuse for deviation or
delay 50(1)(^)
Bottomry or respondentia
. insurable interest of lender on. . .11
Breakage
. ordinary, insurer's liability
for 56(2)(c)
Broker
. liability for premimn to
insurer 54(1)
Change of voyage
. consequences of 46(2)
. defined 46(1)
Charges of insurance
. insurable interest re 14
Circumstance
. covered by warranty, non-









. excuses for deviation or
delay 50(l)(ft)
. known to insurer, non-disclosure
of 19(3)(6)
Commencement of risk
. implied condition re, under
voyage policy 43(1)
Common law
. applicability of rules of 90
Consideration
. apportionable, return of portion
of premium re 85(2)
. failure of, return of premium
on 85(1)
Consignees
. right of, to insure for others. 15(2)
Construction
. terms of policy, re 3(2)
Constructive total loss
. assured's election on 62
. damage to goods, re 61 (2) (c)
. damage to ship, re 61(2)(&)
. defined 61
. determination of, re valued
policies 28(4)
. insurance re 57(3)
Contingent interests
. insurability of 8
Contract of insiurance
. acceptance to conclude 22
. apportionable, particular average
re 77(1)
assignment of interest imder 16
. evidence re 23
. invalidity of, re wagering or
gaming 5(1)
. memorandum of, evidence
re conclusion of 22
. uberrimae fidei 18
. voyage and time in one policy,
for 26
Costs
repairs of, computation of. 61 (2) (6)
Coverage
. extent of 3
Declarations
. floating policies, for 30(3)
. notice of loss, after 30(4)
Defeasible interest
. insurability of 8
Definitions
. acton 1(a)
. actual total loss, re 58(1)







. circumstance, of 19(5)
. constructive total loss, of 61
. deviation 47(2)
. floating policy, re 30(1)
. freight \{b)
. general average act 67(2)
. general average loss 67(1)
. gross value and gross
proceeds 72(4)
. insurable interest 6
. marine adventure 4(2)
. marine insurance, of 2
. maritime perils 4(3)
. material circumstance 19(2)
. material representation 21(2)
. measure of indemnity 68(1)
. movables \{e)
. mutual insurance 86(1)
. partial loss 57(1), (5)
. particular average loss 65(1)
. particular charges 65(2)
. salvage charges 66(2)
. seaworthiness 40(4)
. total loss 57(1,2)
. truth of representation of
belief 21(5)
. truth of representation of
fact 21(4)
. unvalued policy 29
. valued policy 28(1, 2)
. voyage and time policies 26
. warranty 34(1, 2)
Delay
. excuses for 50
. liability of insurer re 56(2) (6)
. unreasonable, discharge from
liability of insurer re 49
Deviation
. consequences of 47(1, 3)
. defined 47(2)
. excuses for .50
. intention re, immaterial 47(3)
. several parts of discharge, re 48(1)
. . geographical order of ...48(2)
Disclosure by agents
. material circumstances, of 20
Disclosure by assured
. circumstances not requiring. . 19(3)
. material circumstances, of ...19(1)
Double insurance
. contribution by insurers re ..81(1)
. over-insurance by 33(1)
. rules re, measure of indemnity




. inadmissibility of contract alone,
re 23
. time of concluding contract, re. .22
Excuse
. cessation of, ship to resume
course 50(2)
. delay, for 50( 1)
Expenses
. recovery of, under suing and
labouring clause 79(3)
Express agreement
. implied obligations, re effect of . .88
Express warranty
. exclusion of implied warranty,
re 36(3)
. form of 36(1)
. inclusion of, in policy 36(2)
. neutrality, re Z7
Failure of consideration
. return of premium on 85(1)
Floating policy
. declaration by endorsement
on 30(2)
. . order of 30(3)
. defined 30(1)
Forms
. express warranty, of 36(1)
. policy Schedule
Freight
. advance, insurable interest re ..13
. ascertainment of insurable value
on 17(6)
. defined 1(6)
. right of insurer to, on
abandonment 64(2)
Gaming




. assured, by, measure of
indemnity re 74(1)
. assured's right of recovery
re 67(5)
. defined 67(3)
. limitation on liability of insurer
re 67(6)
. suing and labouring clause, under
not recoverable 79(2)
General average expenditure






. addition of, to particular average
loss 77(3)
. assured's rights against insurer
re 67(4)
. defined 67(1)
. determination of liability of
insurer re 67(7)
. recovery in event of 67(3)
. suing and labouring clause, under
not recoverable 79 (,2)
Geog^phical order
. deviation re "ports of
discharge" 48(2)
Goods
. ascertainment of insurable value
on 17(f)
. constructive total loss re . .61(2)(f)
. warranty not implied as to
seaworthiness 41(1)
Gross proceeds
. definition of 72(4)
Gross value
. definition of 72(4)
Guarantee
. substitution of premium for, re
mutual insurance 86(2)
Identification
. goods incapable of, partial loss
re 57(5)
Implied condition
. registered re commencement of
risk 43(2)
Implied obligations
. variation of 88
Implied warranties
. exclusion of by express
warranties 36(3)
. fitness of ship to carry goods
contemplated, re 41(2)
. legality of adventure, re 42




See also Measure of
indemnity
. excess of statutory allowance,
in 33(2)(d)
Information
. waived by insurer, non-disclosure
re 19(3)(c)
Inland waters
. risks re 3(1)
Insurable interest
. absence of 5(2)







. advance freight, re 13
. charge of insurance, re 14
. defined 6
. lending of money on bottomry,
re 11
. master and crew re wages, of ... 12
. owner of insurable property,
re 15(3)
. quantum of, under mortgage. .15(1)
Insurable value
. ascertainment of, re freight. .17(6)
. ascertainment of, re goods or
merchandise 17(c)
. ascertainment of, re other
matter 17(d)
. ascertainment of, re ships. .. .17(a)
. conclusiveness of, in valued
policy 28(3)
Insurability
. contingent and defeasible
interests, re 8
. partial interest, re 9
Insurer
. amount payable by 68(2)
. avoidance of contract by, for
false representations 21(1)
. broke liable to, for premium. .54(1)
. circumstances known to, non-
disclosure re 19(3) (b)
. contract concluded by 22
. deviation from contemplated
voyage, re 47(1, 3)
. . unreasonable delay under
voyage policy, re 49
. discharge from liability of
. . change of voyage, re 46(2)
. extent of liability for loss 68(1)
. issue of policy by 53
. liability of—see Liability
. more than one, each subscription
as distinct contract 25(2)
. notice of abandonment by, on
re-insurance 63(8)
. rateable contribution by, re
double insurance 81




. abandonment, on 64^
. re-insurance, re 10(1)
. subrogation, re 80(1, 2)









. waiver of condition by, re
commencement of risk 43(2)
. waiver of notice of abandonment
by 63(8)
Land risks
. marine insurance, re 3(1)
Law merchant
. applicability of rules of 90
Leakage
. ordinary, insurer's liability
for 56(2)(c)
Liability
discharge from, re change of
voyage 46(2)
discharge from, re deviation from
contemplated voyage ....47(1,3)
. general average contribution
by assured, re 74(1)
. general average loss, for... 67(7)
. inherent vice of subject-
matter 56(2) (c)
. limitations on . . . .56(2)(g), 67(6)
. loss by rats or vermin,
re 56(2)(0
. loss through delay, re..56(2)(&)
. loss through misconduct. 56(2) (a)
insurer, of
. assured, to 54(1)
. ordinary leakage or breakage,
re 56(2)(0
. proximate losses, for 56
. salvage charges, for 74(2)
. . particular average re ....77(2)
. successive losses, for 78(1)
. transhipment of goods, re . . .60
. warranties, re 34(3)
Loss
—
See also Actual total loss
. duty of assured to minimize. .79(4)
. . successive, liability of insurer
for 78(1)
Machinery




. legality of implied warranty re. 42
Marine insurance
. defined 2
. extent of coverage of , . . .3







. disclosure by agent for assured. .20
. disclosure by assured of 19(1)
. question of fact 19(4)
Material representations
. defined 21(2)
. truth of 21(1)
Measure of indemnity
. assured's liability to third parties
re 75
. defined 68(1)
general average contribution by
assured, re 74(1)
. general provisions re 76
. ineffectual re double
insurance 76(2)
. partial loss of freight, re 71
. partial loss of goods, re 72
. partial loss of ship, re 70
. proportion of, liability for ...68(2)
. total loss, re 69
Medical or surgical aid
. excuse for deviation or delay
re 50(1)(/)
Misconduct
. master or crew, of, insurer's
liability re 56(2) (a)
Mortgagees
. insurable interest of 15(1)
. right of, to insure for others. .15(2)
Mortgagors
. insurable interest of 15(1)
Movables
. defined 1 (c)
Mutual insiirance
. applicability of Act to 86(3,4)
. defined 86(1)
Negligence
. master or crew, of, insurer's
liability re 56(2)(a)
Neutrality
. warranty of, implied conditions
re 37
Notice of abandonment
. acceptance of 63(6)
. actual total loss, re 58(2)
. assured, by, re construction total
loss 63(1)
. method of acceptance 63(5)
. method of giving 63(2)
. reasonable time for 63(3)







. unnecessary, where 63(7)
. waiver of, by insurer 63(8)
Obliteration
. marks, of, on partial loss . . . .57(5)
Order
. payment from insurers, of, re
over-insurance 33(2)(o)
Over-insurance
. credit against valued policy by
assured re 33(2) (&)
. double insurance, by . .33(1)
. order of pajonent from insurers
re 33l2)(a)
Owners






. freight, of, measure of indemnity
re 71
. goods incapable of identification,
re 57(5)
. goods, of, measure of indemnity
re 72
. payment of, right of subrogation
re 80(2)
. recovery where total loss
pleaded 57(4)
. ship, of, measure of indemnity,
re 70
Particular average loss
. addition of general average loss
to 77(3)
. defined 65(1)
. insurer's liability for salvage
charges re 77(2)





. assignment of 51(1)
. broker's lien upon 54(2)
. contract embodied in 23
. defined 1(d)
. delay or duration excused by
term of 50(l)(a)
. designation of subject-matter in .27
. express warranties in 36(2)
. form of, in Schedule 31(1)
. method of assignment 51(3)
. payment of premium on issue of. J3







. signature of insurer on 25(1)
. specifications required in 24
. terms of, re return of premium. .84
. unvalued—see Unvalued policy
. valued—see Valued policy
. void on return of
premiums 85 (3) (a, ft)
. voyage—see Voyage policy
Port of departure
. alteration of, risk re 44, 45
Port of destination
. alteration of, after commencement
of risk .46(1)






payable on issue of policy 53
proportionate, part
returnable 85(2)
reasonable, where no arrangement
made 32(1)
receipt of, eflFect of 55
recovery of, by assured 83 (o)
retention of, by assured 83^.6)
returnable, liability of insurer
re -54(1)
returnable under terms of policy. 84
return of
. failure of consideration on. .85(1)
. defeasible interest of assured,
re 85(3)(rf)
. gaming or wagering contracts,
re 85(3)(<:)
. over-insurance by assured,
re S5(3)(e,f)
substitution of guarantee, etc.,
for, re mutual insurance . .86(2)
Property
. different species under single
valuation, apportionment re. 73(1)







. assured, by, after loss 87
Rats or vermin
. loss caused by, insurer's liability
re 56(2)(c)
Receipt





•. rights re, partial loss followed
*^ by total loss, where 78(2)
. total loss pleaded, partial loss
proved, re 57(4)
Re-insurance
. rights of assured re 10(2)
. rights of insurer, re 10(1)
Repairs
. costs of, computation of. .61 (2) (6)
Representations
. belief or expectation, re 21 C^)
. material, question of fact re.. 21(7)
(. matter of fact, or expectation or
belief 21(3)
'. matter of fact, re 21(4)
. withdrawal or correction of . .21;,o)
Risk
. alteration of port of departure,
re 44
(. alteration of port of destination,
re 45
(, circumstances diminishing, non-
i disclosure re 19(3) (a)
(. commencement of, implied
( conditions re 43(1)
. mixed land and sea, re 3(1)
Rules
. construction of policy, for Schedule
Salvage charges
. defined 66(2)
,. determination of insurer's liability
' re 74(2)
.. . particular average, re 77(2)
. recovery of 66(1)
Saving of human life




.. implied warranty re 40(1-3)
^ warranty not implied under true
policy, re 40(5)
. warranty on goods not implied
re 41(1)
Ships
. ascertainment of insurable value
on 17(a)
. constructive total loss re. .61 (2) (6)
. missing, presumption of actual
total loss re 59
. safety of, as excuse for
delay S0(l)(d)
Specifications




. contract of marine insurance,
of 4(1)
. designation of, in marine policy. .27
Subrogation
. right of insurer re 80(1)
Successive losses
. liability of insurer for 78(1)
Suing and labouring clause
. expenses not recoverable
under 79(3)
. general average losses not
recoverable under 79(2)
. recovery under 79(i)
. right of insurer under 78(2)
Time policy
. defined 26




. insurance, re constructive total
loss 57^3)
. measure of indemnity re 69
Transhipment
. insurer's liability re 60
Uberrimae fidei
. contracts of marine insurance,
re 18
Under-insurance
. liability of assured re 82
Unreasonable delay
. discharge from liability of
insurer re
. . voyage policy, under 49
Unvalued policy
. credit on, by assured re over-
insurance 33 (2) (r)
. defined 29
Usage
. effect of, re implied obligations. .88
Valuation
. apportionment of 73(1)
. fixed by policy, conclusiveness
re 28(3)
Vcdued policy
. credit against by assured re
over-insurance 33(2) (b)
. defined 28(1.2)
. determination of constructive
total loss, re 28(4)
Voyage









commencement of risk . . . .43(1)
implied warranty under, re fitness
of ship 41(2)
unreasonable delay under,





. invalidity of 5( l
)
. return of premiimis re. . . .8S(3)(c)
Wages






. breach of, cannot be
remedied 35(2)
. breach of, excused 35(1)
. breach of, waived by insurer. .35(3)
. compliance with, as
-} excuse 50(l)(c)
. condition, as 34(3)
. defined 34(1.2)
. good safety, re 39
. nationality, re, not implied 38
. neutrality, of, implied conditions
re V
. non-disclosure of, by
assured 19(3)(<f)
''Well" or "in good safety"
. warranty of subject-matter, re. .39
MARINE RAILWAYS
See Wharfs and Harbours Act
MARKET GARDENS
See Plant Diseases Act
MARKETING
See Co-operative Marketing
Loans Act; Farm Loans Act;
Farm Products Grades and
Sales Act; Farm Products
Marketing Act; Milk Control
Act; Municipal Act
MARRIAGE
Marriage Act, Vol. 3, p. 37.
5"^^ also Children of Unmarried
•Parents Act; Children's Main-
tenance Act; Children's Pro-
tection Act; Custody of Docu-
MARRIAGE—Con. Sec.
ments Act; Dependants' Relief
Act; Deserted Wives' and
/Children's Maintenance Act;
Infants Act; Legitimation
Act; Married Women's Prop-
erty Act; Matrimonial Causes
Act; Mothers' Allowances
Act; Parents' Maintenance
Act; Statute of Frauds; Vital
Statistics Act; Wills Act j
Absence
. spouse for seven years, of... 11(1)
Administration
. oaths, of 36
. Provincial Secretary, by 2
Affidavit
intended marriage, on ....13(l)(a)
. endorsed on licence 13(2)
. . form of Form 4
presumption of death, re ....1K2)
. form of Form 3
untrue information in 34
Affinity
. prohibited degree of 43(1)
. . form re Form 9
Applications
. dispensation of consent, for. . .9(1)
. evidence on Z2
. presumption of death, re 11(1)
. . cost for 39
. registration, for 21(2)
Attendance
. parties and witnesses, of 19
Authority to marry 4(1)
Banns
. non-publication of 17
. publication of 15, 16
. . required 4(1)
. refusal of solemnization under
authority of 7(1) (6), 8(6)
Birth certificate
. deposited with issuer . .13(l)(6)(i)
Ceremony
. civil marriage, re 25(3)
Certificate
. marriage 20
. medical practitioner, by 8(6)
. registration by Provincial
Secretary 22(2)
. . form of Form 6
Church
. defined 1(a)




. ceremony of 25(3)
. judge or magistrate, by 25(1)
. solemnization of 25(2)
Clerk
. fees of 37(3)
Cohabitation
. man and wife, as 44
Consangiiinity
. prohibited degree of 43(1)
. . form re Form 9
Consent
. application to dispense with .9(1)
. deposit of 7(5)
. father, of 7(1)(6)
. guardian, by 7(3)
/ . mother, by 7(2)
. required, under eighteen 7(1)
. unnecessary, when 7('*)
Costs
. order of presumption of death,
on 39
Crown
. property in unissued licences in . . 41
Definitions
. church 1 (j)
. issuer 1 (&)
. judge 1(f)
. licence 1 ( i)
. magistrate 1 (^)
Deputy issuer
. appointment of 30(1)
. signature on licence by 30(3)
Deputy Provincial Secretary
. power delegated to 3
Divorced persons
. marriage dissolved in Canada. 12(1)
. marriage dissolved outside
Canada 12(2)
Evidence
. applications, on 32
Examination
. applicant, of 32
False statements
. penalty for 48
Father
. consent necessary 7(1)
Fees
. clerk's 37(3)
. licence, for 37(1)





. affidavit re presumption of
death Form 3
. affidavit upon intended
marriage Form 4
. ceremony of civil marriage,
of 25(3)
. certificate of registration,
of Form 6
. degrees of affinity and
consanguinity Form 9
. . changes in 43(2)
. licence, of Form 1
. proof of publication of
banns Form 5
. register of marriages, of... Form 7
. special permit, of Form 2
. statement of marriage Form 8
Good faith
. marriages solemnized in 44
Guardian
. consent by 7(3)
Illegitimacy
. prevention of 8
Intoxicated persons
. marriage of 46
Issuer of licence
. birth certificate deposited
with 13(1)(6)
. certificate of practitioner
deposited with 8
. consent deposited with 7(5)
. defined 1(6)
. ex officio 29(1)
. fees 37(2,3)
. licence to divorced persons,
by 12(1,2)
. material forwarded to Provincial
Secretary by 35(1)
. material forwarded to Registrar-
General by 35(2)
. oaths administered by 36
. record of licences kept by. .. .33(1)
. refusal of licence by 34
. requiring evidence 32
Judge
. application to dispense with
consent, to 9(1)
. civil marriage by 25(1)
. commutation of clerk's fees
by 37(4)
. costs fixed by 39
. defined 1 (c
)
. marriage register supplied to. 27 (J)
. marriage solemnized by 21(1)
. order by 9(2)





. solemnization of marriage 42
Licence




. . part retained by issuer ....37(2)
. issued by unauthorized persons. 45
. Lieutenant-Governor, by 4(2)
. . form of Form 1
. marriage not to be performed
-within three days of date of ..14
. prerequisites to 13(1
)
. record of 33(1)
. refused when person under
eighteen 7(1)
. refused when person under
fourteen 8(a)
. required 4^1)
. search re 33^2)
. signature of deputy issuer on. 30(3)
. validity of 31
Lieutenant-Governor
. authorization of marriage by. .4(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. changes in prohibited degrees,
decided by 43(2)
. issuer appointed by 29(2)
Magistrate
. civil marriage by 25(1)
. defined 1(e)
. marriage register supplied to. .27{i)
. marriage solemnized by 21(1)
Marriage
. certificate at time of 20
. judge or magistrate, by 40
. . fee for tO
. intoxicated persons 46
. licence—see Licence
. mental defectives, of 46
. mentally ill, of 46
. parties and witnesses at 19
. persons qualified to
solemnize 21(1)
. publication of banns prior to. .15(1)
- requirements 4'I)
. solemnized by Quakers 21(*)
. solemnized in good faith ....42,44
- statement of 28(1)
-. . form of Form 8
. time for performance of 14
- time for solemnization of 18
- unauthorized person, by 47
MARRIAGE—Con. Sec
Marriage register
. church, for 27(1)
. entry for solemnization of
marriage in 26(a)
. . form of Form 7
. individual, for 27(2)
. property in 27(5)
. unorganized territory, for 27(3)
Married person
. application by 11(1)
Mental defectives
. licence refused to 6
. marriage of 46
Mentally ill
. licence refused to 6
. marriage of 46
Mother
. consent by 7(2)
Narcotic drugs
. licence refused to person under
influence of 6
. marriage under influence of ... .46
Non-residents
. fee 38
. power to marry 5(2)
Notice
. change of registered persons. .23(2)
Oaths
. administered by issuers 36
. examination of applicant under. .32
Ontario Gazette
. publication of registration and
cancellation in 24
Order
. dispensing with consent 9(2)
. judge, by 9(2)




. forwarded to Provincial
Secretary 35(1)
. forwarded to Regristrar-
General 35(2)
Parties
. marriage in presence of 19
Penalty
. false statements, for 48
. issue of licence by unauthorized
persons 45
. marriage by imauthorized
person 47
. marriage of mental defectives,
etc., for 46







. application for order for ll(^)
. cost for application for 30
Proof
. publication of banns, for 15(4)
. . deposited with person
solemnizing marriage 16
. . form of Form 5
Property
. register, in 27(5)
. unissued licences, in 41
Protection
. persons solemnizing marriage
in good faith, of 42
Provincial Secretary
. Act administered by 2
. application by church in
unorganized territory to ...27(3)
. authorization by 4(3), 5(2)
. . divorced persons, re 12(2)
. . earlier marriage, of 14
. authorization of licence by .5(2)
. cancellation of registration by 23(1)
. certificate of registration
issued by 22(2)
. deputy issuer, approved by . . .30(1)
. discretionary power of 10
. material forwarded to 35(1)
. notice of appointment of
deputy issuer forwarded to 30(2)
. notice of change to 23(2)
. power delegated by 2
. publication of registration
and cancellation by 24
. register kept by 22(1)
. register supplied to judges
and magistrates by 27(4)
. registration by 21(2)
. requiring evidence Z2
Quakers
. solemnization of marriage by 21(4)
Record
. licences, of 33(1)
Register
kept by Provincial Secretary 22(1)
. marriage—see Marriage register
Registrar-General
. material forwarded to 35(2)
. statement forwarded to 28(2)
MARRIAGE—Con. Sea
Registration
. application for 21(2)
. cancelled by Provincial
Secretary 23(1)
. publication of 24
Religious body
. notification of change by . . .23(2)
Residents
. power to marry 5(1)
Searches
. application for 33(2)
Solemnization of marriage
. licence by Lieutenant-
Governor 4(2)
. licence required 4(1)
. permit by Provincial Secretary 4(3)
. persons registered as
authorized 21(1)
Special permits
. form Form 2
. Provincial Secretary, by 4(3)
. refused when person under
eighteen 7(1)
. refused when person under
fourteen 8(a)
. validity of 31
Statement
. marriage, of 28(1)
. . form of Form 8
. . forwarded to Registrar-
General 28(2)
Summary application
. dispensing with consent 9(2)
Time
. solemnization of marriage . . 14, 18
Township
. clerk, appointment as issuer 29(2)
Treasurer of Ontario
. fee on marriage by judge,
etc., remitted to 40
. licence fee to 37(1)
Unauthorized persons
. issue of licence by 45
. marriage by 47
Unissued licences
. property in 41
Unorganized territory
. appointment of issuer in 29(2)
. register for 27(3)
Witnesses





Act, Vol. 3, p. 57.
See also Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Devolution
of Estates Act; Fraudulent
Debtors Arrest Act; Land
Titles Act; Limitations Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Parti-
tion Act; Quieting Titles Act;
Settled Estates Act; Trustee
Act; Wills Act
Act
. settlements or restraints on
anticipation not affected by ... 10
Action





. wife receiving, application for
order of protection ....13(1) (a)
Anticipation
. restraint on 4(2), 10
. . exception to 6
Appeals
property disputes, re 12(5)
Applications
. discharge of order for
protection, for 13(2)
. disposal of questions re
property, for 12(1)
. hearing of 12(3)
. order of protection, for ..13(1) (a)
Breach of trust





. interest in property, re 6
Contract
. ante-nuptial, liability for ...3 (3), 8
. defined 1(a)
. enforcement of 4(1) (c)
. married women, by, after
April, 1897 4(1)
. power of married woman to . . .3(1)
Corporations
application by 12(1)
. costs of 12(4)
application, of 12(1)
application, of, by corporation 12(4)





. jurisdiction of, re property
disputes 12(1)
Court of Appeal
. appeal to, from order re
property disputes 12(5)
Courts
. power of, to bind interest
in property 6
Creditors
. application for discharge of
order of protection by 13(2)
Debts
. ante-nuptial, liability re ....3(3), 8
. property liable for, on




. property 1 (6)
Devastavit
. liability for 11
Discharge
. application for, of order
for protection 13(2)
. . hearing of 13(5)
. filing of order re 13(4)
. . hearing of 13(5)
. . operation of order re 13(7)
. . registration of order re ...13(3)
District courts
. jurisdiction of, re property
disputes 12(1)
Earnings
. married woman, of, right to . 2(3)
. minor children, of, order of
protection for 13(1)
. . discharge of 13(2)
. . hearing of 13(5)
Enforcement
. contracts, of, after
April, 1897 4(l)(c)
Execution






regarded as 2(1), 3(1)
Hearing
. application for order of
protection or discharge, of 13(5)
. application, of, re property
disputes 12(3)





. joinder of, in actions 3(1)
. liability of, re ante-nuptial
contracts 3(3)
. liability of, re ante-nuptial debts 8
.. liabil'ty of, re wife's torts ....3(2)
. prohibition re action against
wife for tort 7
Husband and wife
. summary disposal of questions
between, re property 12(1)
Judge
. division or county courts,
orders by 13(4)
. Supreme Court, of,
jurisdiction of, re property
disputes 12(1) (2)
Magistrates
. order of protection and
discharge by 13(3)
Mental incompetency
. husband, of, wife entitled
to minor's earnings on . .13(l)(c)
Minor children
. order of protection for
earnings of 13(1)
. . discharge of 13 (2)
. . hearing of 13(5)
Notice
. application for discharge of
order of protection 13(2)
. court, of, re binding married
woman's interest in property . .6
. discharge, for, of order for
protection 13(2)
. protection, for, of earnings




. right of married woman to
hold 2(2)
Powers
. married woman, of, to
contract and sue 3(1)
Proceedings
. removal of, to Supreme Court 12(2)
Property—5"^^ also Separate property
. defined 1(6)
. married woman capable of
holding and disposing of . . 2(1)
. power of court to bind married
woman's interest in 6
. summary disposal of questions






. fiHng of 13(4)
. registration of 13(3)
. time of effect of 13(8)
remedies for, of married




. right of married woman to
hold 2(2)
Registration
. orders for protection and
discharge, of 13(3)
Remedies
. protection of married woman's
separate property, for 7
Representatives
. legal, of married women,
rights and liabilities of 9
Restraint
. anticipation, on 4(2), 10
Separate property
. married women, of, bound
by contracts made after
April, 1897 4(1) (a, fc)
. remedies for protection of 7
Settlements
. Act not to affect 10
Supreme Court
. jurisdiction of, re
determination of questions
re property 12(1) (2)
Torts
. husband not responsible
for wife's 3(2)
. wife's ante-nuptial, liability
for 8
Trust
. liabilities of married women
re breach of 11
Trustee
. liabilities of married woman as 11
Wages
. married woman, of, right to 2(3)
Wife
. actions against husband for
tort, prohibited 7
. capacity of, to hold property 2(1)
Will
. capacity of married woman, re 2(1)
. execution of general power









Master and Servant Act,
Vol. 3, p. 63.
See also Apprenticeship Act;
'Division Courts Act; Indus-
trial Standards Act; Labour
Relations Act; Mechanics'
/Lien Act; Minimum Wage
(Act; Partnerships Act; Seduc-
tion Act; Wages Act; Wood-
men's Lien for Wages Act;
Workmen's Compensation Act
Accounts
. examination of, prohibited 3(1) (6)
Act
. contracts waiving application
of, void 12C1)
. . exceptions to 12(2)
. proceedings under, re
prosecution of complaints . .4(3)
. service of summons issued
under 9(1)
Additional remedy
. order enforced as unsatisfied
judgment, as 5
Adjournment
. hearing of complaint, of,
conditions for 8(4)
Agents
. service of summons on 9(2)
. . personal service, as 9(3)
Agreement
. made out of Ontario 4(4)
. share in profits of business,
for effect of 3(l)(a,&)
. waiving application of
Act, void 12(1)
Appeals
. notice of hearing 11 (2)
. order, from, to division court 10(1)
. time and place for hearing ..11(2)
. trial by jury on 11(1)
Application
. Act, of, contracts waiving,
void 12(1)
Business
. agreement for share in




. adjournment of hearing of,
by employer 8(4)
. oath, on, of non-payment
of wages 4(1)
. prosecution of 4(2)
. . time of 4(3)
Contract
. service, of, voluntary,
limitation of 2
. waiving application of
Act. void 12(1)
Costs
. enforcement of payment of ..10(1)
Criminal Code (Canada)
. procedure re enforcement of
order for payment under 7
Current rates





. ser\'ant, of, on proof of
complaint 4(1)
Dismissal
. appeal from order of 10(1)
. . manner of 10(2)
Distress
. warrant of, on order for,
payment of wages . . . .4(1), 8(3)
Division court
. appeal from order to 10(1)
. . manner of 10(2)
. order for payment enforced
as judgment of 8(5)
Division Courts Act
. enforcement of order by
procedure under 5
Employee
. profit sharing 3(1)
Employer
. adjournment of hearing of
complaint by 8(4)
. complaint against 4(1)
. distress against 8(3)
. oath by, re inability to
pay wages 8(3)
. profit sharing by 3(1)
. set-off by .
.
'. 4(5)
. statement of profits by, final 3(2)
Enforcement






. order for payment of wages, of 8(3)
. order for payment of, in
Division court 8(5)
. order of, on appeal 10(1)
Express companies
summons served on agent of . .9(2)
. . effect of 9(3)
Fees
. deposit of, on request for jury 11(1)
Hearing
. appeals of, time and place for 11(2)
Judgment
. unsatisfied, order of magistrate
enforced as S
Jurisdiction
. limit of, re set-off 4(6)
. magistrates of, in cities 8(1)
Jury
. appeal with or without 11(1)
. notice of request for 11(1)
Justice of the peace
. appeal from order or
decision of 10(1)
. . manner of 10(2)
. jurisdiction of, re set-off 4(6)
. summons to appear issued by 4(1)
Labour
. performed in Ontario 4(4)
Labourer
. complaint of 4(1)
, order for discharge of 4(1)
Limitation
. voluntary contract of service, of 2
Magistrate
. appeal from order or
decision of 10(1)
. . manner of 10(2)
. jurisdiction of, in cities 8(1)
. jurisdiction of, re complaints . . . . S
. order by, re security 8(3)
. order of, enforcement of 7
. order of, where no specific
rate of wages agreed on . . . .8(2)
Manager
waiver of Act by 12(2)
Master
. adjournment at instance of . . .8(4)
. complaint against 4(1)
. distress against 8(3)
. oath by, re inability to
pay wages 8(3)
. profit-sharing by 3(1)
. service of summons on 9(1)




. jurisdiction of magistrate re
order for wages due under . .8(1)
Notice
. jury, for, on appeal 11(1)
Oath
. complaint on, of non-payment
of wages 4(1)
. employer by, re inability to
pay wages 8(3)
Order
. magistrate by, as unsatisfied
judgment 5
. payment of wages, for 4(1)
. . appeal from 10(1)
. . . manner of 10(2)
. . enforcement of 7
. . enforcement of in division
court 8(5)
. filing of 8(5)
. security for 8(3)
Partnership
. agreement to share in
profits not to create . . 3(1)(&)
Pa3mient
. claimant's time, for 8(4)
. wages of, limit of time for
order re 6
Procedure
. enforcement of order of
magistrate, for 7
Proceedings
. other, re enforcement of
magistrate's order 5
. wages for, under agreement
made out of Ontario 4(4)
Profits
. employer's statement of, final .3(2)
. share in, in lieu of salary 3(1)
Proof
. service of summons of 4(1)
Prosecution
. complaints, of 4(2)
Public companies
. service of summons on 9(1)
Railway company
. summons served on agent of 9(2)
. . effect of 9(3)
Salaries—^5"^^ Wages
Security
. employer, by, re delay in





agreement by, to share
in profits 3(1)
complaints by, of non-pajrment
of wages 4(1)
. waiver of Act by 12(1)
Service
. summons, of 9(1)
Set-ofif
. claim of master for 4(5)
. limit of jurisdiction as to ....4(6)
Statement
. profits, of, by employer, final 3(2)
Station master
agent of railway company,
as 9(2)(a)
Summary Convictions Act
. appeals under 10(2)
Summons
. master or employer to
appear, for 4(1)
. service of 9(1)
Telegraph company
. summons served on agent of 9(2)
. . effect of 9(3)
Telephone company
. summons served on agent of 9(2)
. . effect of 9(3)
Time
. payment of claimants, in
attending court 8(4)
Trial
. appeal, on, with or without
jury 11(1)
Unliquidated damages
. claim of master for 4(5)
Wages
. complaints re non-payment of 4(1)
. defined 1
. distress for 4(1)
. order re, where no specific
rate agreed on 8(2)
. share in profits of business
in lieu of 3(1) (a, 6)
Waiver
. application of Act, of, void . . .12(1)
Warrant
distress, of, re payment of
wages 8(3)
Workmen
. agreement by, to share in
profits 3(1)
. waiver of Act by 12(1)
MASTER OF TITLES Sec




Act, Vol. 3, p. 69.
See also Private Hospitals Act;
Public Health Act; Vital
Statistics Act
Accouchement
. girls and women for 2(2)
Act
. exemption from application of . . 19
. expenses of execution of 18
. registration under 2(1), 3(1)
Adoption
. advertising re, prohibited 13
. consents required 12
Advertising
. adoption, for, prohibited 13
Application
. Act, of, exemption from 19
Birth
. qualified physician to attend 9
. report of 9
Cancellation
. registration, of 6
Certificate of death
. physician by 10
Children's Aid Society
. consent for adoption 12, 13
Coroner
. inquest by 10
Death
. notice of 10
Definition
. medical officer of health 1
Exemption
. registration, from 3(1)
Expenses
. execution of Act, re 18
False representation
. registration, re 14
Fee
. registration, for 4(2)
Forms
. registration, for 8
Homes
. infant children, for, registered ... .3
Infants
. adoption of 12, 13
. age of, limitation re 3(2)
Information





. antecedents of, record of 16
Inquest
. coroner by 10
Inspection
. power re 11
Lieutenjint-Govemor in Council
. regulations re adoption 12
Medical certificates
. death, of 10
Medical officer of health
. birth reported to 9
. death reported to, duties re .... 10
. defined 1
. discretion re registration 5
. inspection of registered homes ... 11
. register kept by 4(1)




. failure to keep register 7
. oflfences, for 17
Persons registered
. information of 16
. register, to keep 7, 8
Physician
. attend birth, to 9
Private Hospitals Act
. premises licensed under 19
Public Health Act
. medical officer of health
appointed under 1
Records
. antecedents of inmates, of 16
Register
. disclosure of contents,
prohibited IS
. medical officer of health to
keep 4(1)
. person registered to keep 7
. . forms furnished to 8





false representation to obtain . . 14
fee 4(2)
forms 8
houses liable for 2(1), 3(1)
MATERNITY BOARDING Sec.
HOUSES—Con.
Superintendent of Neglected and
Dependent Children
. consent for adoption 12, 13
. exemption from registration by 3(1)
Visitation
. powers re 11
Vital Statistics Act
. birth registered under 9
MATRIMONIAL CAUSES
Matrimonial Causes Act,
Vol. 3, p. 73.
See also Marriage Act
Action nullif3ring marriage
. court order re 1, 2(1)
. effect on payments 1, 2(1)
. property settlement 3
Affidavit
. evidence, as 6(3)
Agents
. Official Guardian, of 6(2)
Annual siim
. wife, to 1
Appeal
. Court of Appeal, to 6(7), 7(1)
. judgment absolute 7(1)
. judgment nisi 7(1)
Application
. custody, etc., of child, re 5(2)
Children
. custody of 5(1), 6(5)
. marriage settlement 4
. settlement of wife's property 3
. under 16, divorce action 6(1)
Costs
. Official Guardian, of 6(6)
Coxurt of Appeal
. appeals to 6(7), 7(1)
Court order
. costs of Official Guardian, re 6(6)
. custody of children 5(1), 6C5)
. divorce action 1, 2(1)
. interim alimony 2(2)
. marriage settlement, re 4
. nullifying marriage 1|2(1)
. payment to wives, re 1| 2(1)
. settlement of wife's property ....3
Custody of children
. application re 5(2)
. court order re 5(1), 6(5)
Divorce Act (Ontario) 1930 (Canada)





. children under 16 6(1)
. court order re 1, 2(1)
Evidence
. report of Official Guardian . .6(4)
Exhibit at trial
. report of Official Guardian as 6(4)
Femme sole
. wife as 8
Gross sum
. wife, to 1
Husband
. payments of, re children 5(1)
. payments to wife by 1,2(1)
Interim alimony
. court order re 2(2)
Investigation
. Official Guardian, by 6(1)
Judgement absolute
. appeal from 7(1)
. effect of 8
. suspension of 1
Judgment nisi
. appeal from 7(1)
Judicatiure Act
. application of rules 6(8)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. rules of procedure, re 9
Marriage settlement
. children 4
. court order re 4
Monthly sum
. alteration of 2(1) (a, 6)
. wife, to 2(1)
Next friend
. application by 5(2)
0£Bcial Guardian
. agent of 6(2)
. costs of investigation by 6(6)
. investigation by 6(2)
. report of 6(3, 4)
Pajmients by husband
. children, re 5(1)
Payments by wife
. children, re 5(1)
Payments to wife
. ceasing on remarriage 2(1) (c)
. conditions, re 1,2(1)
. interim alimony 2{2)
. term of 1,2(1)
Property
. marriage settlement, re 4




. payments to cease on 2(l)(c)
Rules Committee
. powers of 9
. rules by 6(8)
Rules of procedure
. effect of 6(8)
. powers re 9
Settlement of wife's property
. children or their issue 3
. court order re 3
Weekly simi
. alteration of 2(l)(a,6)
. wife, to 2(1)
Wife
. adultery of 1,2(1), 3
. annual sum to 1
. femme sole, as 8
. gross sum to 1
. monthly sum to 2(1)
. payments by, re children 5(1)
. remarriage of 2(1) (c)
. settlement of property of 3








See Farm Products Marketing
Act; Live Stock and Live
Stock Products Act; Munici-
pal Act; Public Health Act
MEASLES
See Public Health Act
MECHANIC










Vol. 3, p. 77.
See also Highway Traffic Act;
Land Titles Act; Master and
IServant Act; Mining Act;
Registry Act; Unclaimed Ar-
ticles Act; Woodmen's Lien
for Wages Act; Workmen's
'Compensation Act
Accountant
. cheques delivered by 38(1)
Accotmts
. demand for state of 28(1)
. taken at trial 35(4)
Acknowledgment
. effect of claimant taking . . . .26(1)
Act
. object of 47(1)
Action
. certificate of 23
. commencement of 22(1)
. consolidation of 33
. disposal of, by Master, etc. 32(1)
. lien kept alive by
commencement of 23
. Henholder holding promissory
note in 26(2)
. lienholders deemed parties to 29(3)
. lienholders joining in 30
. lienholders sharing in 37
. mortgagee or vendor, against 28(2)
. owner giving false
information, against 28(1)
. . person extending time
for payment, by 26(4)
. sale moneys paid into court
to credit of 36(1)
. time not extended for bringing 27
. tried in county where land
situate 31(1)
. tried in Supreme Court 31(2)
Advances
. mortgage, on, statement
showing 28(2)
Advertisement
. allowance of reasonable time
for 35(5)
Affidavit
. claim verified by 16(2)
. . form of Form 4
. evidence on hearing of
application for sale 32(5)
. liens in claim verified by 17(1)
. particulars on motion by
•wage-earners verified by . . 14(2)




. statement of claim verified by 29(1)
. . form of Form 5
Agent
. affidavit verifying claim by . . 16(2)
. claim made by 16(1 )(«)
. false information by 28(2)
. lienholder's right to be
represented by 35(8)
. mortgagee or unpaid vendor,
of, statement by 28(2)
. notice of lien to 21 (6)
. notice of no responsibility by 7(1)
. person liable, of, owner
giving notice of direct
payments to 12(1)
. production of agreement,
etc., demanded from 28(1)




. Henholder demanding terms
of 28(2)
. purchase, for 7(6)
. waiving application of Act,
void 4(1)
. . exception to 4(2)
. waiving lien, effect on third
party 4(3)
. waiving lien, to be in writing 26(1)
Alterations
. right to Hen for 5(1)
Amendment
. judgment, of 35(7)
Appeal
. co<:ts of 40(2)
. judgment, on 40(1, 2)
Applicant
. order, ex parte, vacating lien,
for 25(6)
Application
. consolidation of actions, for ....33
. ex parte, for vacating order . .22(2)
. ex parte, to fix date for trial 35(1)
. Henholder with unproved
claim at trial, by 35(7)
. sale and appointment of
trustee, for 32(4)
. security or payment into
court, for 25(4,5)
. trial in Supreme Court for ..31(2)
Appointment
. day for trial, of 35(1)





. claims of 17(2)
. jurisdiction of judge or
officer re 32(2)
Appurtenances
. right to lien for 5(1)
Aqueduct
. right to lien for work on ....5(1)
Architect
. cessation of lien where
supervision of 23






. affidavit verifying claim by 16(2)
. . form Form 4
Assig^nment
. priority of lien over 13(1)
. lienholder, of 24
Assignments and Preferences Act
. mortgage amounting to
preference under 32(1)
Assistance
. experts, of 47(3)
Assistant Master
. action in County of York
before 31(1)
. powers of 32(1)
Attachments
. priority of lien over 13(1)
Auction sale





. effect of claimant taking 26(1)
. holder of 27(2)
Bond
. securing payment of claim . 25(5)
Bridge
. right to lien for work on ... .5(1)
Builder
. contract price as trust fund
in hands of 3
Buildings
contract covering several . . . .32(2)
. right to lien for work on . . .5(1)
Bulkhead




. action, of 23
. architect and engineer, of ...21(5)
. commencement of action, of ... .22
. order re vacating of lien, of 25(4, 6)
Certification
. amount of deficiency on
sale, of 36(1)
. registration of claim, of 19(1)
Charge
. first, amount owing person
whose lien vacated 25(5)
. notice of trial served on
person having subsequent . 35(2)
. prior, application of
insurance money to 8
. property offered for sale
subject to 32(6)
Chattels
. auction sale of 48
Cheques
. delivered by Accountant 38(1)
. fees and stamps not
payable on 38(2)
Claims
. apportionment of 17(2)
. affidavit verifying 16(2)
. . form of Form 4
. extending time for payment
of 26(4)
. fees of person conducting
action added to 36(1)
. inclusions in 17(1)
. insurance moneys subject to 8
. judgment directing payment
of 35(4)
. lienholder holding promissory
note at time of proving . . .27(2)
. money paid into court,
etc., subject to 25(5)
. notice of trial served on
lienholders of registered . 35(2)
. particulars in 16(1) (a)
. percentage not to satisfy 14(4)
. proof in action by another
lienholder 27
. registration of 16, 21
. right to appeal determined
by amount of 40(1)
. several claimants, by 19(2)
. . form of Form 3
. improved lienholders with 35(7)






. affidavit by 16(2)
. . form Form 4
. agreement by, waiving lien . .26(1)
. discharge of lien by receipt of 25(1)
. failure to establish valid
lien by 36(3)
. notice in writing by 1 1 (4)
. payment of rent by 7(2)
. payments made direct to ....12(1)
. suffering loss by owner's
refusal of information 28
Consolidation
. actions, of 33
Construction
. calculation of percentage
on unfilled 14(3)
. right to lien for 5(1)
Contract
. claim to be registered
within thirty days after
completion 21(1)
. covering several buildings ...32(2)





. price as trust fund 3
. questions of set-off and
counterclaim in 32(1)
Contractor
, . amount of lien limited to
;
amount owing to 10
. application in writing to
architect, etc., by 21(5)
. contract price as trust fund
in hands of 3
, . default in completion
of contract by .... 12(2), 14(3, 4)
. defined
. demand for state of accounts
between owner and 28(1)
. limit of time for registration
by 21(1)
. payments direct to persons
entitled to lien by 12(1)
• . payments made in good
faith without notice of
lien by 11(4)
Conveyance
. fraudulent, setting aside of ..32(1)
' . priority of lien over





. appeal, of 40(2)
. defending on terms as to ...35(3)
. drawing claim for lien 45
. fixed by judge 25(4)
. generally 46
. judgment directing payment
of 35(4)
. plaintiffs, against 43
. plaintiffs, to 42, 44
. registering claim for lien 45
. vacating registration of lien ...45
Coimterclaim
. master disposing of
questions of 32(1)
County clerk
. duplicates of claims filed
in office of 19(1)
County of York
. trial of action where land in 31(1)
Coxirt
. approving management and
sale of property 32(4)
. county or district, action
tried in ., 31(1)
. payment of money
into 25(4, 5), 36(1)
. payment of money out of . . . .38(1)
. payment of percentage into ..11(5)
. proceeds of sale paid into 32{7)
. supervising management and
sale of property 32(4)
. Supreme Court, action in ....31(2)
. value of dower paid into . . . .32(9)
Court of Appeal
. stated case heard before 39
Credit
. payments made for 36(1)
. period expired, lien ceasing
after 23
. period not expired, effect of ... .27
Damages
. percentages not to be applied
in payment 14(4)
Death
. lienholder, of 24
Default
. delivery of statement of
defence, in 35(3)
Defendants
. lienholders as parties 29(3)














. constituting lien 5(1, 2)
. Hen for material upon 15(2)
. . sale and appointment
of trustee after 32(4)
. statement of claim, of
. . appointment of receiver
after 32(3)
. statement of defence,
default in 35(3)
Description
. lands where lien registered
against railway, of 16(3)
Destruction
. lien, of 26(1)
Device
. defeating priority of
wage-earners 14(5)
Disbursements
. person added to claim
re sale, of 36(1)
. liens, of 11(4), 22(2), 25(1)
Dower
. lien on land in which
married woman has 6
. vesting of title free from ...32(9)
Drain
. right to lien for work on . . . 5(1)
Employer
. claim to set out 16(l)(a)
Encumbrances
. property offered for sale
subject to 32(6)
. subsequent, notice of trial
served on person having ..35(2)
. vesting of title free from 32(9)
Enforcement
action for loss combined
with action for 28(2,3)
. lien by wage-earner, of 14(2)
. lien in Supreme Court, of . . .29(1)
. payment of deficient
amounts, of 36(1)
Engineer




. right to lien for 5(1)
Estate
. charged, sale of 35(5)
. lien on owner's 5(1)
Evidence
. actual value of land, of 7(3)
. hearing of application for
sale, on 32(5)
Excavation
. right to lien for work on ...5(1)
Exceptions
. Act, to 2,4(2)
Executions
. enforcement "of payment
of sum deficient on sale by 36(1)
. material not subject to 15(2)
. priority of lien over 13(1)
Ex parte
. application for appointment
to fix day for trial 35(1)
. application re vacating of lien 25(6)
Experts
. assistance of 47(3)
Expiry
. credit, of, claim to
set out 16(1) (rf)
. liens, of 22(1)
Extension
. time for bringing action, of 27(3)
. time for payment of claim, of 26(1)
. . time for bringing action
where 26(4)
. time staying further
proceedings, of 26(4)
Fee simple
. lien attaching to 7(1)
Fees
. cheques and proceedings re
money in and out of
court, on 38(2)
. judge or officer, of 36(1)
. registration of claim, for ....19(2)
. registration of receipt, for . . .25(3)
. stamps as payment 41
Fence
. right to lien for work on ...5(1)
Fire
. lien on property destroyed by ... 8
Fishpond
. right to lien for work on . . .5(1)
Fitting







application of Act by 4(2)
Forms
affidavit verifying claim . . . Form 4
. commencement of
action, at Form 5
claim for lien Form 1
judgment Form 7
judgment varied, of 35(5)
notice of trial Form 6
. several claimants, by ... Form 3
. wages, for Form 2
Fountain





. priority of lien over 13(1)
Good faith
. payments made without
notice of lien in 11(4)
Highways
. excepted from Act 2
Husband
. agent for married woman, as ... .6
Improvements
. right to lien for 5(1)
Information
. lienholder's rights to 28(1)
Inquiries
. made at trial 35(4)
Inspection
. contract of agreement, of . . 28(1)
Insurance
. application of 8
Interest
. lien on owner's 5(1)
. sale of, charged 35(5)
. vesting of title free from . . . .32(9)
Interested party
. application for consolidation
of actions by 33
. application for sale and
appointment of trustee by 32(4)
. motion to speed trial by ....29(4)
. proceeds of sale subject
to claims of 32(7)
. served with statement of
claim 35(3)
Interlocutory proceedings
. allowance of 47(2)
Joinder





. actual value of land
ascertained by 7(3)
. application to
. . lienholder with unproved
claim, by 35(7)
. . vacation of lien, for 25(4)
. appointment of time and
place of trial by 35(1)
. apportionment of claims by ..17(2)
. . vacation of order, for 22(2)
. assisted by experts 47(3)
. certifying amount of
deficiency on sale 36(1)
. consent to interlocutory
proceedings, re 47(2)
. consolidation of actions by . . . .2Z
. costs fixed by 25(4), 46
. costs on defence, determined
by 35(3)
. county or district, action
tried by 31(1)
. county or district, powers of 32(1)
. directing sale of property
subject to mortgage 32(6)
. discretion re costs against
plaintiflfs 43
. discretion re costs to
plaintiffs 42, 44
. extension of time for service
of statement of claim by . .29(2)
. fees added to claim 36(1)
. granting of new trial by 40(1)
. motion by wage-earner
before 14(2)
. motion to speed trial before 29(4)
. order for completion of
sale by 36(2)
. order for transference of
carriage by 34
. owner, etc., prejudiced
in opinion of 18(1)
. power to vary form of
judgment by 35(5)
. receiver appointed by 32(3)
. reference to 32(5)
. reporting on sale 36(1)
. sale of material by 15(3)
. security for lien claim
satisfactory to 25(5)
. stated case by 39(1)
. Supreme Court, action
tried by 31(2)
. Supreme Court, directing sale
and appointing trustee ....32(4)






. amendment of 35(7)
. appeal on 40(1, 2)
. certified copy forwarded
to accountant 38(1)
. directing payment 35(4)
. form of Form 7
. personal
. . effect of proceedings for . .26(1)
. . failure to establish
valid lien, on 36(3)
. power to vary form of 35(5)
. priority of lien over 13(1)
. result of trial in 35(4)
. sale of estate after 35(5)
Jurisdiction
. action tried by officer having 35(9)




application of Act by, void . .4(1)
. priority of liens for wages by 14(1)
Land
. claim to set out
description of 16(1 )(rf)
. lienholder demanding terms
of purchase of 28(2)
. prior mortgages, priority
over liens 7(3)
. right to lien for work on 5(1)
. situate in County of York . .31(1)
Land Titles Act
. lienholder purchasing
within provisions of 20
. requirements re land
under 16(l)(<f)
Landlord
. forfeiture of lease by 7(2)
Lease
. forfeiture of 7(2)
Leasehold
. lien on estate or interest upon 7(1)
Liability
. limitation of amount of owner's . .9
. mortgagee or vendor, for
false information 28(2)
. owner, for false statement ...28(1)
Lien
. apportionment of 32(2)
. cessation of 23
. charge on amount retained
by owner, as 11(3)
. delivered materials, for 15(2)







. destruction of 26(1)
. discharge of ... 11(5), 22(2), 25(1)
. enforced by wage-earner 14(2)
. enforcement of 29(1)
. . time not extended 26(3)
. expiry of 22(1)
. failure by claimant to
establish valid 36(3)
. general right of workman
or material man to 5(1)
. informality in registration of 18(1)
. limited to amount justly
due, etc 5(1)
. material man of, following
form of contract 32(2)
. material not to be removed
to prejudice 15(1)
. materials incorporated into
buildings, on 5(2)
. merger of 26(1)
. payment into court and
order vacating ..25(4)
. payment of 26(1)
. prejudice of 26(1)
. priority of 13(1)
. priority of mortgage moneys
advanced to trustee over . .32(4)
. priority of prior mortgages
over 7(3)
. registration of claim for 16(1), 21
. sale of estate or interest
charged with 35(5)
. satisfaction of 26(1)
. third party, of 4(3)
. time of first 7(4)
. vacating of 25(4, 6)
. waiver of 26(1)
Lien claimant
. application for appointment
of receiver by 32(3)
. application for sale and
appointment of trustee by 32(4)
Lienholder
. application for transference
of carriage by 34
. assignment or death of 24
. demanding production of
contract or agreement 28(1)
. demanding statement of
mortgagee or unpaid
vendor 28(2)
. joining in action 30
. letting in, with unproved
claim at trial 35(7)







. motion to speed trial by . ...29(4)
. parties defendant to action, as 29(3)
. notice oi trial served on ....35(2)
. priority among 13(2)
. proceeds of sale subject
to claims of 32(7)
. proving claim in other action . .27
. recourse for false
information by mortgagee 28(2)
. right to representation 35(8)
. same class to rank pari passu 13(2)
. served with notice of trial . . .29(3)
. sharing in proceeds of sale 37
. status of 20
. written notice of lien by 21(6)
. vesting of title free from
elaims of 32(9)
Limitation
. amount of owner's liability, of . . .9
. lien, of 5(1), 10
. time for registration, of ...21(1-5)
Local registrar
. filing of statement of
claim in office of 29(1)
Management
. property by trustee 32(4)
Manager
. agreement waiving
application of Act by 4(2)
Married woman
. husband as agent for 6
. right of dower by 32(9)
Master
. action in County of York
before 31(1)
. duplicates of claims filed
in office 19(1)
. powers of 32(1)
Material man
. asking for lien to follow
form of contract 32(2)
. attachment of lien to fee
simple by 7(1)
. right to lien 5(1)
Materials
. contract price held in trust
for persons supplying 3
. claim ceasing ninety days
after furniehing of 23








. disposal of questions of set-oflF
re furnishing of 32(1)
. incorporated in building,
effecting lien 5(2)
. lien for, delivered 15(2)
. lien for, price of 5(1)
. removal of 15(1)
. sale of 15(3)
. supplied to several buildings 32{2)
. time for registration of
claim for lien re 21(2)
Mechanic
. agreement waiving application
of Act, void by 4(1)
. priority of liens for wages by 14(1)
. right of, to sell chattel 48
Merger
. lien, of 26(1)
Mine
. right to lien for work on . . 5(1)
Money
. owing to person where
lien vacated 25(5)
. paid into court 25(4,5)
. paid out of court 38(1)
Mortgage
. claim registered in manner of 19(1)
. dispute as to priority of ...32(6)
. fraudulent, setting aside of . .32(1)
. future advances on 7(5)
. lienholder demanding terms
of 28(2)
. moneys advanced to trustee 32(4)
: prior priority over lien of ...7(3)
. priority of lien over 13(1)
. proceeds of sale subject
to claims of 32(7)
. property offered for sale
subject to 32(6)
. statement showing amount
advanced on 28(2)
Mortgagee
. application by, for
appointment of receiver . . . .32(3)
. application by, for sale
and appointment of trustee 32(4)
. information refused by 28(2)
. notice of lien by lienholder to 21(6)
. prior, application of
insurance money by 8








. speed trial, to 29(4)
Municipal corjKDration
. work on public street by 2
Notices
action tried in Supreme
Court upon 31(2)
application to vacate, of,
not requisite 25(6)
claim, of 25(5)
hearing of stated case, of . . . .39(1)
husband as agent for wife
unless contrary 6
lien, of 13(1)
lien on fee simple, re 7(1)
originating, application for
sale, etc., by 32(4)
payments to lien claimants
by owner, etc 12(1)
sale of chattel 48
trial, of 35(2)
. form of Form 6
. lienholders served with . . . .29(3)
. relief of persons served
with 35(4)




. actual value of land
ascertained by 7(3)
. agreement waiving
application of Act by 4(2)
. application to
. . lienholder with unproved
claim, by 35(7)
. . vacation of lien, for 25(4)
. . vacation of order, for 22(2)
. appointment of time and place
of trial by 35(1)
. apportionment of claims by 17(2)
. assisted by experts 47(3)
. consent to interlocutory
proceedings 47(2)
. consolidation of actions by 33
. costs fixed by 25(4), 46
. costs on defence determined
by 35(3)
. directing sale of property
subject to mortgage 32(6)
. discretion re costs against
plaintiffs 43







. extension of time for service
of statement of claim by . . .29(2)
. fees added to claim by 36(1)
. granting of new trial by 40(1)
. lienholder of non-registered
claim depositing particulars
with 21(6)
. motion by wage-earner before 14(2)
. motion to speed trial before 29(4)
. order for completion of
sale by 36(2)
. owner, etc., prejudiced in
opinion of 18(1)
. powers 32(1)
. . appointment of receiver ...32(3)
. . variation of form of
judgment 35(5)
. reference to 32(5)
. sale of material by 15(3)
. security for lien claim
satisfactory to 25(5)
. stated case by 39(1)
. trial of action by 35(4)
. vacating lien 25(4, 6)





. application of insurance
moneys by 8
. claim to set out 16(1) (a)
. defined 1 (c
)
. demand for state of accounts
between contractor and 28(1)
. liability of 9
. notice of lien by lienholder to 21(6)
. notice of no responsibility by 7(1)
. payment of percentage into
court by 11(5)
. payments direct to persons
entitled to lien by 12(1)
. payments in good faith
without notice of lien by . . .11(4)
. percentage applied by 14(4)
. percentage retained for thirty
days by 11(1)
. refusing to give information 28(1)
. sale of one or more
buildings by 32(2)
Pari passu
. lienholders of same class
to rank 13(2), 14(1)
Particulars
. accompanying notice of
motion 14(2)





. action tried in Supreme
Court upon application of . .31(2)
. adjustment of rights of 35(4)
. application ex parte by
interested 22(2)
. lienholders served with
notice of trial deemed 29(3)
. service of notice of trial
on persons not 35(2)
Pavement
. right to lien for work on 5(1)
Payment
. court, into 25(4, 5)
. court, out of 38(1)
. extension of time for 26(1)
. eflFect of 26(4), 27
. judgment directing 35(4)
. made in good faith without
notice of lien 11(4)
. owner, by, direct to persons
entitled to lien 12(1)
. percentage after thirty
days, of 11(5)
. sale moneys, into court 36(1)
. verified by affidavit 25(1)
Penalty
information refused by
mortgagee or vendor 28(2)
Percentage
. application by owner 11(4)
. calculation on unfilled
contract 14(3)
. direct payment by owner
not to aflFect 12(1)
, paid after thirty days 11(5)
. retained by owner for
thirty days 11(1,2)
Personal representative
. lienholder's right passing to 24
Pier
. right to lien for work on 5(1)
Plaintiff
. appeal determined by
amount of claims of 40(1)
. appointment for trial where
claim in dispute by 35(1)
. conduct in consolidation of
actions given to 33
. costs against 43
. costs to 42, 44
Postage stamps
. requirements re 38(2)
Preference




. lien, of 26(1)
Price
. constituting amount of lien, as 5(1)
Priority
. lien, of 13(1)
. lienholders, among 13(2)
. liens for wages, of 14(1)
. mortgage, dispute as to 32(6)
. mortgage moneys advanced
to trustee 32(4)
. prior mortgages 7(3)
Procedure
. summary character, of 47(1)
Proceedings
. commenced to enforce lien
or charge 11(5)
. effect generally of claimant
taking 26(1)
. extension of time staying
further 26(4)
. fees and stamps not
payable on 38(2)
. fees, stamps as 41
. interlocutory 47(2)
. transference of carriage of 34
Production
. agreement or contract of 28(1)
Promissory note
. effect of claimant taking 26(1)
. holder of 27(2)
Proof
. claim in action by another
lienholder, of 27
Property
. appointment of receiver of
rents and profits of 32(3)
. included in claim 17
. management and sale of 32(4)
. offered for sale 32(6)
. order for vesting of . .32(8), 36(2)
. vesting of title to 32(9)
Proprietor





. deemed mortgagor under
agreement for purchase 7(6)
. order for vesting of
property in 32(8)





. description of lands where
lien registered against 16(3)
. right to lien for work on 5(1)
Receipt
. claimants, discharging lien . . .25(1)
. registration of 25(2)
. . fee 25(3)
Receiver
. rents and profits, of 32(3)
Receiving orders
. priority of lien over 13(1)
Recovery
. effect of claimant taking
proceedings for 26(1)
. personal judgment, by 36(3)
Reference
. judge or officer, to 32(5)
Registered letter
. notice re lien on fee simple by 7(1)
Registrar
. certificate of, re vacation
of lien 25(6)
. defined 1(d)
. further fee for several
persons in claim 19(2)
. registration of claim by 19(1)
. transmission of papers on
stated case by Court of
Appeal, to 39(2)
Registration
. certificate of 19(1), 26(4)
. claim for lien, of 16(1)
. . effecting priority 13(1)
claim re railway lands 16(3)
. costs 45
. discharge to have number of 25(2)
. effect of 19(1)
. fee for 19(2)
. informality in 18(1)
. lien expiring after time
limited for 22(1)
. necessity 18(2)
. order vacating lien, of 25(4)
. receipt, of 25(1,2)
. . fee for 25(3)
time for 21(1-5)
Registry Act
. lienholder as purchaser under . . .20
Registry book
. claim or affidavit not
copied in 19(1)








. non-payment, forfeiture of
lease for 7(2)
. paid by lien claimant 7(2)
. receiver of 32(3)
Repairs
. right to lien for 5(1)
Report
. judge, by 36(1)
. sale, of, forwarded to
Accountant 38(1)
Representation
. lienholders, for 35(8)
Retention
. percentage by owner for
thirty days, of 11(1,2)
Roadbed
. right to lien for work on 5(1)
Sale
. chattels, rights and conditions re 48
. directed by Supreme Court
judge 32(4)
. estate or interest charged
with lien, of 35(5)
. judgment and costs not
realized from 36(1)
. material, of 15(3)
. moneys paid into court 36(1)
. order for completion of 32(8), 36(2)
. proceeds
. disposal of 32(7)
. . lienholders sharing in 13(3)
. property by trustee, of 32(4)
. property offered for 32(6)
. report on
. . forwarded to accountant ...38(1)
. . judge, by 36(1)
. security subject to claims
as if realized by 25(5)
Satisfaction
. lien, of 26(1)
Secxirity
. application for sale and
appointment of trustee,
upon 32(4)
. appointment of receiver, upon 32(3)
. effect of claimant taking . . . .26(1)
. first charge on 25(5)





. deemed mortgagee under
agreement for purchase ....7(6)
Servant
. agreement waiving application
of Act by, void 4(1)
Service
. claim registered ceasing
ninety days after 23
. claim re lien for 21(3)
. claim to set out
particulars of 16(1) (&)
. lien for price of 5(1)
. notice of stated case, of ...39(1)
. notice of trial 35(2)
. notice re lien on fee
simple by 7(1)
. performed on lands of
married woman 6
. statement of claim, of 29(2)
Set-off
. master disposing of
questions of 32(1)
Sewer
. right to lien for work on ....5(1)
Sidewalk
. right to lien for work on 5(1)
Solicitor
. cheques delivered to 38(1)
. lienholders' agents not 35(8)
. notice of trial served
upon defendants 35(2)
Stamps
. cheques and proceedings re
money in and out of court 38(2)
. fees, as 41
. prepaying return registered
letter 38(2)
Stated case
. question of law, re 39
Statement
. mortgagee or unpaid
vendor, of 28(2)
. showing amount advanced
on mortgage 28(2)
. showing amount owing on
agreement 28(2)
Statement of claim
. filed in office of local
registrar, etc 29(1)
. interested person served with 35(3)
. receiver appointed after
delivery of 32(3)
. sale after delivery of 32(4)




. appointment for trial
after delivery of 35(1)
. default in delivery of 35(3)
. time for delivering 29(2)
Streets
. excepted from Act 2
Subcontractor
. amount of lien limited to
amount owing to 10
. contract price as trust
fund in hands of 3
. default in completion
of contract by 12(2), 14(4)
. defined 1(/)
. limit of time for registration
by 21(1)
. payments direct to persons
entitled to lien by 12(1)
. payments made in good faith
without notice of lien by ..11(4)
Supreme Court
. accountant of, material
forwarded to 38(1)
. application to have action
tried in 31(2)
. application to judge of,
for sale and appointment
of trustee 32(4)
. costs allowed in appeal in . . . .40(2)
. enforcement of lien in 29(1)
. Master or Assistant Master of
. . action before 31(1)
. . jurisdiction of 32(1)
Third party
. agreement waiving Act
not to affect 4(3)
Time
. appointed for trial 35(1)
. bringing action by person
extending time for
payment, for 26(4)
. delivery of statement of
defence, for 29(2)
. extended for payment 26(1)
. . eflfect of 26(4), 27
. lien re fee simple 7(4)
. notice of trial, for 35(2)
. registration, for 21(1-5)
Tide
. vesting of 32(9)
Transfer
. carriage of proceedings, of ... .34
Transmission






. right to lien for work on
fruit or ornamental 5(1)
Trestlework
. right to lien for work on ....5(1)
Trial
. action by judge, of 35(4)
. action by officer having
jurisdiction, of 35(9)
. appointment of day for 35(1)
. judgment at 35(4)
. . form of Form 7
. new, granted by judge 40(1)
. notice of 35(2)
. . form of Form 6
. motion to speed 29(4)
Trust
. contract price held in 3
Trustee
. appointment and powers of . 32(4)
Value
. work, etc., calculation of 11(1)
Vault
. right to lien for work on 5(1)
Vendor
. liability for false
information by 28(2)
Vesting
. title, of 32(8, 9). 36(2)
Wage-earners
. device to defeat priority of . . 14(5)
. enforcement of lien by 14(2)
. percentage not to be
applied against 14(4)
Wages
. claim for lien for '. . . . .21(4)
. . form of Form 2
. . several claimants, by,
form of Form 3
. defined 1 (g)
. more than $10 per day 4(2)
. priority of liens for 14(1)
Waiver
. application of Act by
agreement, void 4(1)
. . exception 4(2)
. . third party, eflFect on 4(3)
. lien, of 26(1)
Way
. right to lien for work on 5(1)
Well





. right to lien for work on ...5(1)
Work
. claim registered ceasing
ninety days after 23
. claim to contain
description of 16(1)(6)
. lands of married woman, on 6
. lien for price of 5(1)
Workman
. agreement waiving application
of Act by, void 4(1)
. attachment of lien to fee
simple by 7(1)
. contract price held in trust
for benefit of 3
. right to lien 5(1)
Workmen's Compensation Board
. contract price held in
trust for benefit of 3
MEDICAL
Medical Act, Vol. 3, p. 103.
See also Anatomy Act; Cancer
Remedies Act; Chiropody
Act; Dentistry Act; Drugless
'Practitioners Act; Liquor
'Control Act; Nurses Act;
'Municipal Act; Pharmacy
Act; Public Health Act;
Public Hospitals Act
Absence
. accused, of, proceeding in ...35(7)
. President or vice-president
of Council 9(1)
. registrar-treasurer, of 11(2)
Accused
. proceeding in absence of ...35(7)
Act
. limitation of prosecutions under 57
. prosecutor or complainant
under 59(1)
. register kept in accordance
with 20(1)
. trial under, burden of
proof on 55
Acting judge
. County court, of, elections
tried by 8(1)
Action
. costs as judgment in 39
. Council, against, prohibition ....36






. limitation of 41
. unregistered practitioner by,
re recovery of charges 52
Addresses
. registered practitioners, of,
alterations in 20(1)
Admission
. reciprocal, re registration 21
Advertisement
. unregistered persons, by 49
Appeal
. Council from, re erasure of name Z6
. decision of registrar, from . . .31(1)
. procedure on 37
Application
. practitioners, by, re erasure
of name from register 32(2)
Appointment
. committee re names, etc., of 35(1)
. examiners, of 26(2)
. executive committee, of 12
. officers of Council, of 11(1)
Approval
. medical courses, of 18(1)
Assistant registrar
. acting of 11(2)
. action against, prohibited 36
. Council, of, appointment of ..11(1)
Attendance
. certified tickets of, re
foreign study 14(3)
. witnesses, of, subpoena for ....38
Board of examiners
composition of 26(2)
election and duty of 26(1)





. trial, on 55
By-laws of Council
. annual fees and certificates, re 45(1)
. certificates of foreign
institutions, re 15
. collecting fees, re 43(2)
. examinations on registration,
re 24(1)
. payment of members, re 10
. powers of executive
committee, re 12







. time of elections determined
by 3(5)
Canada Medical Act
. application of 62
. examinations held under 24(1)
Casting vote
. chairman, by 9(4)
Certificate
. annual, of practitioners 44(1)
. foreign, recognition of IS
. other provinces, from,
re registration 25
. qualification, of, on
examinations 24(1)
. registration, of, production
of on recovery of charges .... 52
. specialist, of 60(2)
. transfer, re, to registrar 6(1)
. unregistered persons, of,
invalid 54
Certified copies
. proceedings, of 37
Chairman
. committee, of, oath
administered by 35(6)
. Council, casting vote of 9(4)
. Council, of, member as 9(2)
. division association, of 13(2)
Charges
. recovery of, by
unregistered persons 52
. recovery of, for
professional services 40
Chemists
. action by 52(a)
Classification
. speciahsts, re 60(1) (a)
Collection
. costs, of 39
. fee, of 43(2)




Coimcil ; Members of
the College
. certificate under seal of 44(1)
. collection of costs by 39
. college defined 1
. composition of Council of ...3(1)
. . restrictions re 3(2)
. continued 1
. funds re, penalties part of ..59(1)
. members of 2








. promotion of objects of 61(d)
. representative of, as member
of Council 3(1)(6)
. seal of, re order for erasure 48(1)
. seal of, re order for stay
of proceedings 58
. suit in name of 43(1)
Committee
. action against, prohibited 36
. erasing, restoring, names, etc 35(1)
. notice of inquiry by 35(5)
. . service of 35(8)
. subpoena for attendance to 38
Complainant
. Act. under 59(2)
. controverted elections, in,
security of 8(1)
Complaint
. frivolous, costs to
respondent on 32(3).
Conduct
. practitioner, of, re erasure
from register 32(1)
Conduct money
. witnesses, of 38
Contempt
. court, of 38
Controverted elections
. procedure on 8(1)
Convicting justice
. penalties paid to 59(1)
Conviction
. offence, for, eflfect of 32(1)
Costs
. appeal, of re erasure of name 36
. certified copy of proceedings, of 37
. proceedings, of, re erasure
of name 39




See also College of
Physicians and Surgeons
of Ontario; Members of
Council
. action against, prohibited 36
. admission by, of practitioners
registered elsewhere 21
. appeal from, re erasure of name 36
. appeal to 31(1)
. appointment of committee by,
re restoration of names ... .35(1)
. Board of examiners elected by 26(1)
. . suspension of 24(2)
. by-laws by, re elections 3(5)





. by-laws of, re annual fees
and certificates 45(1)
. . voting on 45(2)
. by-laws of, re collecting fees 43(2)
. chairman of 9(2)
. composition of 3(1)
. . restrictions re 3(2)
. consent to return to former
class of voters by 6(3)
. costs determined by 39
. curriculum prescribed by 17
. declaration of vacancy in
minutes of 4(3)
. election of officers of 11(1)
. executive committee of 12
. fees prescribed by, re
additional degrees 30
. funds of, application of 61
. inquiry by, re disputed
elections 7
. inquiry by, re erasure of
name from register 32(2)
. meetings of, regulations re 9(1)
. members of, to be
practitioners 3(3)
. names restored on direction of 33(1)
. . fee for 33(2)
. payment of members of 10
. payment of prosecutor by ...59(2)
. place of examination
determined by 27
. powers of, during vacancy . . .4(5)
. powers of, re rules, etc 29(1)
. president of, order re
erasure by 48(1)
. quorum of 9(3)
. recognition of foreign
institutions by 15
. register published under
direction of 42(1)
. regulations by, re
educational qualifications ..14(1)
. regulations by, re
specialists 60(l)(o-^)
. regulations of, re register ...20(1)
. regulations re temporary
registration 22
. requirements by, re register . .19(1)
. stay of proceedings by 58
. suspension of registration by 34(1)
. vacancies in 4(2)
. . declaration of 4(3)
. . notice re 4(4)
. . powers of Council during . .4(5)
Coimsel




. approval of 18(1)
. . revocation of 18(2)
Court
. contempt of 38
. decision of, proof of 32(4)
. recovery of charges for
professional aid in 40
Court of Appeal
. appeal to, re erasure of names.. 36
. order of, re restoration
of names 33(1)
Curriculum
. changes in, effect of 14(1)
. compliance with, by
homoeopathists 14(3)
. other provinces, of, equal 25
. prescribed by Council 17
Death
. member of Council, of 4(2)
. president, vice-president
of Council 9(1)








. additional, entry on register of 30
Dentistry Act
. application of Act to
dentists admitted under . . .51(2)
Dentists











. restrictions re title of 51(1)
. . exceptions to 51(2)
Dociunents
. subpoena for production of ....38
Druggists
. action by 52(a)
Elections
Board of examiners, of 26(1)
controverted 8(1)
Council members, of, disputed . . 7
members, of, conduct of 3(5)





. president, vice-president of
Council, of 11(1)
. vacancy, on 4(4)
Erasure
. consequences of 48(2, 3)
. costs of proceedings re 39
. obtaining registration by
fraud, for 48(1)
. . penalty for 48(3)
. registered practitioners, of,
on death 20(1)
Europe
. homoeopathic colleges of,
recognition of 14(3)
Evidence
. certificate of specialist
admissible in 60(2)
. copy of register as 42(2)
. fraud, of 48(1)
. homoeopathic study, of 14(2)
. qualifications, of 31(1)
. registration, of 56
. signature of registrar, of 56
. suspension, re, under oath ..35(6)
. vacancy, of 4(3)
. witnesses, of, on oath 35(6)
Examinations
. application for registration, on 24(1)
. candidates for registration, of 26(1)
. holding of ....27
. . suspension of 24(2)
. homoeopaths, of, re registration 28
. provincial, suspension of ... .24(2)
. regulations re, by Council . . .29(2)
. witnesses, of, subpoena for 38
Examiners
. appointment of 26(2)
. . suspension of 24(2)
Executive committee
. appointment of 12
. inquiry by, re erasure of
name from register 32(2)
Expenses
. witnesses, of 38
False representation
. registration obtained by 48(1)
False pretences
. penalty for 50
Fees
. collection of 43(2)
. Council officers, of 11(1)








. issue of certificate on
payment of 44(2)
. members of College, of 43(1)
. members of Council, of 10
. registration, on,
regulations re 29(1) (a)
. re-registration, on 44(6)
. restoration of name 33(2)
. specialists, of, regulations
re 60(l)(O
. transfer, for, to diflfcrcnt class 6(2)
Foreign institutions
. recognition of IS
Forms
. register, of Schedule B
Frauds
. registration obtained by 48(1)
Funds
. application of 61
. penalties part of 59(1)
Graduates
. Dominion universities, of,
recognition of 16
Hearing
. notice of 35(5)
. . service of 35(8)
Homoeopathic colleges
. establishment of, in Ontario 14(2)
Homoeopathists
. examination of, re registration . .28
. . suspension of 24(2)
. qualifications of 14(2)
Homoeopathy
. representative of, as
member of Council 3(1) (f)
. vacancy re representative of . . .4(6)
Illness
. member of Council of 4(2)
. registrar-treasurer, of 11(2)
Incompetence
. mental, erasure from register
for 32(1)
Indictable offences
. erasure from register for . . . .32(1)
Inquiries
. Council, by, re disputed
elections 7
. registrar, by 20(2)
. subject matter of, in notice 35(5)
. subpoena on 38
Inspection
. register, of 19(3)
MEDICAI^Con. Sec.
Institutions
. outside Ontario, recognition of 15
Judges
. county court, of, validity of
elections tried by 8(1)
. decision of, final 8(3)
. evidence on oath before 31(2)
Judgment
. costs collected as 39
Jimior judges
. county court, of, validity
of elections tried by 8(1)
Legal assistance
. employment of 35(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of medical
courses by 18(1)




. actions, of 41
Malpractice
. limitation of actions for 41
Medical associations
. territorial division, of 13(1)
Medical Council of Canada
. examinations conducted by . .24(1)
. registration by 62
Medical courses
. approval of 18(1)
. . revocation of 18(2)
Medical officers
. registered practitioner as 53
Medical practitioners
. needy, funds for 61(f)
Medical Register of the United
Kingdom
. admission of practitioners '^
registered in 21
Medicine
. practice of, by unregistered
person 49
. practice of, while susi>ended,
penalty for 34(2)
. right of registered persons
to practise 40
Meetings
. Council, of, regrulations re 9(1)
Members of committee re names







. disputed election of 7
. elected 3(l)(d)
. . residence of 3(4)
. election of 3(5)
. payment to 10
. practitioners, as 3(3)
. term of office of 4(1)
. vacating office by 3(4)
Members of the College—See also
College
fee of 43(1)
. collection of 43(2)
qualifications for 2
transfer to different class ...6(1)
. fee for 6(2)
Midwifery
. practice of, by unregistered
person 49
. practitioners of, registration
re 19(1)
. right of registered persons
to practise 40
Minister of Health
. medical courses approved
on recommendation of 18(1)
. member of Council, as 3(l)(a)
. revocation of approval on
recommendation of 18(2)
Misconduct
. professional, erasure from
register for 32(1)
Motion
. appeal by way of 37
Municipal Act
. controverted elections under . .8(1)
Negligence
. limitation of actions for 41
Nomination
. notice of date of 4(7)
. vacancy, for 4(4)
Notice
. charge and hearing, of 35(5)
. date of nominations, of 4(7)
. default, of, re annual
certificate 44(5)
. erasure, of 48(1)
. proof of personal service, of 35(7)
service of 35(8)
. vacancy, of 4(4)
Oath
. evidence on, re qualifications 31(2)
Offences—See also Penalties
. conviction for, effect of 32(1)
. . proof of 32(2)
MEDICAL—Con. Sec
Offences—Con.
. falsely pretending, of SO
. falsification of register, of 47
. obtaining registration by
fraud, of 48(1)
. practising by unregistered
persons, of 49
. use of titles, of, by
unregistered persons 51(1)
Office
. vacating of, by member
of Council 3(4)
Officers of Cotmcil
. appointment of 11(1)
Omission
. name from register, of 42(2, 3)
Ontario Gazette
. notice of erasure in 48(1,2)
Orders
. appeal, on, restoration,
confirmation 36
. Council, of, appeal founded on .37
. qualifications under, re
registration 23
Payment
. fee, of, enforcement of 43(2)
. members of Council, of 10
Penalties—See also Offences
. failure to register, for 46
. falsely pretending 50
. paid to convicting justice . . . .59(1)
. practice, for, by unregistered
persons 49
. practising while suspended,
for 34(2)
. registrar, by, for falsification . . .47
. registration by fraud, for ..48(1,3)
. use of medical titles, for,
by unregistered persons ...51(1)
Personal property
. power of College to acquire 1
Personal representatives
. action by 52(&)
Physicians—See also Doctors;
Practitioners; Surgeons
. pretending to be 50
. restrictions re title of 51(1)
Political offences
. conviction for, effect of 32(2)
Practice
. discontinuance of, inquiry re 20(2)






. annual certificate, of 44(1)
. . issue of 44(2, 3)
. . penalty for not obtaining 44(4)
. entitled to vote 5
. erasure from register of 32(1)
. inspection of register by .... 19(3)
. limitation of actions for
negligence against 41
. members of Council to be ...3(3)
. notice of election to 4(7)
. pretending to be 50





. registered, rights of 40
. re-registration of 44(6)
. suspension of 34(1)
. . penalty for practice on 34(2)
. unregistered, penalty for
practising of 49
President
. absence of 9(2)
. election of 11(1)
. order by, re erasure 48(1)
. order of, re stay of proceedings 58
. power to summon meetings ..9(1)
Procedure
. appeal, on 37
. committee, of, re restoration
of names 35(1)
Proceedings
. controverted elections, on ....8(1)
. costs of, re erasure of name 39
. stay of 58
. want of form in, no action for 36
Proof
. burden of, re registration 55
. conviction, of, removal from
register on 32(4)
. signature of registrar, of 60(2)
Prosecutions
. Act, under, limitations re 57
Prosecutor
. payment of 59(2)
Provincial examinations
. suspension of 24(2)
Public appointments
. registered persons, of 53





. additional, entry on register of 30
. certificate of, from
Medical Council 24(1)
. evidence of 31(1)
. graduates of Dominion
Universities, of 16
. registered practitioners, of,
alterations re 20(1)
. registration, re 23
. relator, of 8(2)
. specialists, of,
regulations re 60( 1 ) (6)
. students, of, regulations re . . .14(1)
Quorum
. committee re names, of 35(1)
. Council, of 9(3)
Real property
. power of College to acquire 1
Recognition
. foreign institutions, of 15
Recovery
. charges, of, by
unregistered persons 52
. charges, of, for professional
services 40




. copy of, as evidence ....42(2), 56
. correctness of 20(1)
. erasure of names from 32(1)
. false entries in 47
. form of Schedule B
. inspection of 19(3)
. name erased from,
restoration of 20(2)
. omission of name in 42(3)
. penalty on failure to 46
. publishing of 42(1)
. refusal to 31 (2)
. registrar to keep 19(1)
.regulations re 29(l)(o)
. removal of names from 32(4)
. restoring names to 33(1)
. . fee for 33(2)
Registrar
appeal from decision of 31(1)
. appointment of 11(1)
. certificate of specialist
signed by 60(2)
. certificate re transfer to 6(1)
. certified copy of entry






. duties of, re register 20(1)
. erasure of name by, on
default re annual certificate 44(5)
. falsification by, penalty for 47
. issue of annual
certificate by 44(1, 2)
. notice by, re vacancy 4(4)
. notice of nominations by 4(7)
. penalties received by 59(1)
. power to summon meetings .-9(1)
. proof of signature of 56
. refusal to register 31(2)
. register kept by 19(1)
. register published by 42(1)
. restoration of names by,
fee for .....33(2)
. service of notice of motion on 37





. absence of H (2)
. action against, prohibited 36
. appointment of 11(1)
Registration
. burden of proof re 55
. candidates for, examination
of 26(1)
. . place of 27
. . suspension of 24(2)
. certificate of, production
on recovery of charges 52
. evidence of 56
. examinations on application
for 24(1)
. fees on, regulations re ...29(l)(a)
. Medical Council of Canada, by . .62
. oath on 31(2)
. obtained by fraud, penalty
for 48(1)
. persons from other provinces . .25
. practitioners, of, registered
elsewhere 21
. . certificate, re 25
. qualified persons, of 19(1)
. suspension of 34(1)
. temporary 22
Regulations
. compliance with, re
registration . . 19(1)
. Council, of, examination
in accordance with 26(1)
suspension of 24(2)
. Council, of, re register 20(1)
. educational qualifications
of students, re 14(1)





. meetings of committee
re names, of 35(3)
. meetings of Council, re 9(1)
. power of Council to make . .29(1,2)
. qualifications under, re
registration 23
. specialists, re 60(1) (a-r)
. temporary registration, re 22
Reinstatement
. unregistered practitioner, of 44(6)
Relator
. persons qualified as 8(2)
Reports
. committee, of, appeal founded on 37
. committee re names, of ....35(1)
Re-registration
. payment of arrears, on 44(6)
Residence
. change of, inquiry re 20(2)
. members of Council, of 3(4)
Resignation
. member of Council of 4(2)
Resolutions
. Council, of, erasure from
register on 31(1)
Respondent
. costs to, on frivolous
complaint 32(3)
Rules
. meetings of Council, re 9(1)
Salaries
. Council officers, of 11(1)
Seal
. College of, re order for
erasure 48(1)
. College of, re order for
stay of proceedings 58
Security
. complainant, by, re
controverted elections 8(1)
Service
. notice of hearing, of 35(5)
Specialist
. certificate of 60(2)
. regulations re 60(l)(o-^)
Stay of proceedings
. Council, by 58
Subpoena
. inquiry, on 38
Supreme Court
. subpoena from, upon inquiry . .38







. pretending to be .50
. restrictions re title of 51(1)
. . exceptions to 51(2)
Surgery
. practice of, by unregistered
person 49
. right of registered persons
to practise 40
Surgical appliances
. recovery of cost of 40
Suspension
. application of other
provisions to 34(3)
. committee for 35(1)
. . appointment of 35(2)
. . procedure of 35(3)
. . report of 35(1)
. designation of specialists,
of, regulations re 60(1 )(f^
. provincial examinations, of . 24(2)
. registration, of 34(1)
Taxation
. costs, of 39
Taxing officer
. Supreme Court, of 39
Temporary registrations
. regulations re 22
Terms
. regulation of use of 60(1)(«0
Territorial divisions
. division association of 13(1)
. . membership of 13(2)
. new election in 4(4)
. residence of members of
Council in 3(4)
Titles
. restrictions re use of 51(1)
. . exceptions re dentists 51 (2)
Transfer
. member of College of,
to different class 6(1)
. . fees re 6(2)
Travelling expenses
. members of Council, of 10
Treasxirer
. Council, of, funds payable to . . 61
United States of America
. homoeopathic colleges of,
recognition of 14(3)
Universities






. representatives of, as
member of Council 3(1) (&)
Unregfistered persons
. certificates of, invalid 54
. suspension on being 34(1)
Vacancies
. committee re names, in 35(3)
. Council, in 4(2)
. declaration of 4(3)
. notice of 4(4)
. notice of nominations re 4(7)
. powers of Council during 4(5)
Vice-president of Council
. election of 11(1)
. power to summon meetings . -9(1)
Vote
. persons entitled to 5
Voters
. class of, transfer to different 6(1)
. . fee for 6(2)
. return to former class by 6(3)
War
. temporary registration during . .22
Witnesses
. evidence of, under oath 35(6)
. subpoena re attendance of 38
MEDICAL OFFICER OF
HEALTH
See Factory. Shop and Office
[Building Act; Public Health





See Chiropody Act; Coroners
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
iBuilding Act; Interpretation
Act; Judicature Act; Medical
Act; Pharmacy Act
MEDICAL SCHOOLS
See Anatomy Act; Medical Act;
Public Hospitals Act
MEDICINE
See Anatomy Act; Cancer Reme-
dies Act; Chiropody Act;
Dentistry Act; Drugless Prac-
titioners Act; Liquor Control
Act; Medical Act; Nurses
Act; Pharmacy Act; Prepaid
984 GENERAL INDEX
MEDICINE—Con. Sec
'Hospital and Medical Service*
\Act; Public Health Act; Pub-





See Municipal Act; Travelling
Shows Act
MENTAL DEFICIENCY
LS"^^ Andrew Mercer Reforma-
tory Act; Auxiliary Classes
(Act; Homes for the Aged
lAct; Interpretation Act; Men-




See Interpretation Act; Mental
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See also Anatomy Act; Depend-
ants' Relief Act; Devolution
of Estates Act; Dower Act;
Homes for the Aged Act;
'Mental Incompetency Act;
Parents' Maintenance Act;
Penal and Reform Institutions
llnspection Act; Private Sani-
taria Act; Psychiatric Hos-
pitals Act; Public Health Act;
Public Hospitals Act; Public
Lands Act; Surrogate Courts
lAct; Trustee Act
Accommodation
. notice from Deputy Minister
or Superintendent re 12(1)
Act
administration of 6(1)
applicability of 2, 4
. certified patients, re 24(3)
epileptics, re 52
probationers, re 37
. patients in approved homes, to 40
. regulations re 5(2) (a)








. validity of forms under 15
Actions
. consent of Attorney-General
re 10(1)
. limitation of 10(2)
. tort of patient, re 10(3)
Administration of Act
. vested in Department 6(1)
Administration of institutions
. regulations re 5(2) (^)
Administrator of Estates of
Insane Persons for
Manitoba
. committee of estate of
patient, as 86(1,3,4)
Administrator of Estates of
Mentally Incomp)etent
of Saskatchewan
. committee of estate of
patient, as 86(2, 3, 4)
Admission of patients
. direction by Deputy
Minister re 12(1)
. . procedure after 12(2)
. regulations re 5(2) (/)
. voluntary, re habitues 46(1)
Appointment of employees
. regulations re 5(2) (d)
Apprehension
. evidence following 27(1)
. medical examination following 26(2)
. procedure by magistrate
following 25(5)
. regulations re 5 (2) (/)
Approved homes
. applicability of Act to
patients in 40
. defined 1 (a)
. Minister's certificate re 38
. regulations re 5(2) (/, m)
. release of patients to 39
Armed forces
. treatment of former
members of 97(1)
Attorney-General
. consent re action 10(1)
Board of trustees
. request of, re examination
of pupils 93(2)
Bond
. maintenance of patient, re . . . .60(2)
Books and records






. regulations re 5(2) (i^)
Certificated patients
. admittance of 18(a)
. . time limit for 20(4)
. certificates, re 20, 24
. discharge of 42
. habituate patients as 24(1)
. patients remanded by judge
or magistrate, as 35(3)
. previous status disregarded . .24(3)
. removal from examination
unit 56(2)
. voluntary patients 24(1)
Certificates
. approved homes, re 38
. . regulations for 5(2) (it)
. certificated patients, for ....20,24
. issue
. . officer of Department, by . .24(2)
. . physician related to
patient, by 13(2)
- magistrate's, re mental
illness or defect 28(1)
. Minister's, for approval of
examination unit 53
. Minister's, re approved homes ... 38
Certiorari




. liability of parents for
maintenance of 63
Classes of patients
. regulations re 5(2) (6)
Committee of patient
appointment of 67
. consent of Public Trustee ... .71
Public Trustee as
. acts not invalid 72
application for appointment . . .68
. compensation of 81
. ex officio 66, 98
habituate or voluntary patient 69
powers 74, 76
Compensation









. expenses of Mental Health





. institution, to, authority for . . . .22
. persons to examination
units, of 54(2)
Corporations Tax Act
. applicability of 59(1)
Costs
. liability of municipality for 57(1)





. agreement by, re care of
veterans 97(1)
Death of patient
. power of Public Trustee on .... 79
Definitions
. approved home 1 (a)
. child 1(6)
. Department 1 (c)
. Deputy Minister 1((/)
. examination unit l(^)
. habitue 1(/)
. hospital 1 (<;)
. hospital school 1 (A)
. inspector 1 (t)
. institution 1 (/)
. mental defective l(ifc)
. mental deficiency 1 (/)
. mentally ill person 1(»«)
. mental illness 1 (n)
. Minister 1 (o)
• parent l(/>)
. patient 1 {q)
. regulations 1 (r)
. steward 1 (j)
superintendent 1(/)
Department
. administration of Act by 6(1)
. defined 1(c)
. establishment of Mental
Health Clinics by 87
. exemption from Acts 97(3) (a)
. medical certificate filed with 21







. regulations re amounts
payable by 5(2) (o)
. report of examination by
mental health clinic to 96(a)
Department of Veterans Affairs
Act (Canada)
. treatment of persons
eligible under 97(1)
Deportation
. into Ontario, warrant for 58(1)
. out of Ontario, warrant for ...34
Deputy Minister
application to, for admission
of patients 12(1)
application to, for order
for payment 65(1)
authority of
. detention in examination
units, re 54(1)




. transfer of patients, re 31
certificates, etc., sent by
magistrate to 29(1)
certification for discharge by 43(2)
certification re persons liable




delegation of authority by . . . .6(2)
direction of mental health
clinic by 91
patients removed by, detention of 22
permission of, re detention
of habitues 49
. person appointed by, re
apprehension of escaped
patients 45(1)
. powers and duties,
regulations re 5(2)(c)
. powers re inquiries 17(1)
. record of sentence sent to ..32(2)
. report to, re habitue 47(7)
. responsible to Minister 6(1)
. transfer of patients to public
hospitals by 16(1)
. visiting of patients
prohibited by 11(1)(<')
. warrant of









. . discharge of patients
detained on 58(4)
. . discharge of patients on 43(1)
. . examination of patients
detained on 58(3)
. . persons deported into
Ontario, re 58(1)
. warrant of
. removal of habitue, for 47(9)
. . return from probation, for 36(2)
. . transfer to institution, for 29(2)
Deputy Minister's warrant patient
. admittance of 18(6)
. discharge of 43(1), 58(4)
Destitute persons
. application for examination of ..23
Detention
. authority for
, . examination unit, in 54(2)
. . habitue, of 49
. . institution, in 22
. escaped patients, re 45(2)
. time of, re habitues 46(2)
Discharge
. aged patients, of 44
. certificated persons, of 42
. habitues, of SO
. patients detained on Deputy
Minister's warrant, of 43,58(4)
. relief of Public Trustee upon ...82
. voluntary patients, of 41(1)
District
. served by institution,
regulations re 5 (2) (6)
Documents
. production of, at inquiry . . .47(6)
. recitals in, as evidence 75
Employees
. powers and duties,
regulations re 5(2) (J)
Epileptics
. applicability of Act to 52
Escape of patient
. abetting or
counselling re ll(l)(c), (2)
. apprehension re 45(1)
. assisting in ll(l)(o,6), 11(2)
. detention following 45(2)
Estate of patient
. committee of, appointment of ..67
. . consent to 71








Public Trustee as committee of
. acts not invalid 72
. application for appointment . . .68
. compensation 81
. ex officio 66, 98
. habituate or voluntary patient 69
. powers of 74, 76
Evidence
. hearing by judge on inquiry 47(8)
. recitals in documents as 75
. taken by magistrate after
apprehension 27(1)
Examination of patients
. powers of mental health
clinic re 92
Examination of pupils
. authority of mental health
clinic re 93(1)
. holding of, in schools 94(2)
. place where held 94(1)
. report of, to Minister of
Health and Minister
of Education 93(4)
. request of board of
trustees necessary 93(2)
Examination unit
. admission of patients to 54(1)
. certificate for, invalid re
certificated patients 24(2)
. conveyance to authority for . .54(2)
. defined r.TZ.lie)
. detention in
. . authority for 54
. . limitation re 54(1), 55
. disposal of patients
admitted to 56(1)
. Minister's certificate of
approval re 53
. regulations re 5(2) (/,»i)
. removal of certificated
patients from 56(2)
Expenses
. liability of municipality for . .57(1)
. Mental Health Clinics, re 90
. recovery by municipality,
from patient's estate 57(2)
. recovery from municipality
where patient resided 57(3)
. reimbursement by county . . . .57(4)
Fjmiily of patient
. payment of maintenance to,




Financial business of institution
. regulations for 5(2)(/)
. steward responsible to
superintendent for 9
Financial statement
. requirement re, for
certificated patients 20(1)
Forms
. defects in IS
. regulations re 5(2) (/»)
Fraud
. presumption re gifts, etc.,
by patient 78
Habeas corpus
. application by, re defective forms 15
Habituate
. detention of, as certificated
patient 24(1)
Habitues
. absent from inquiry, due
to confinement 47(4)
committment of
. application for 47(1)
. inquiry by judge, re 47(3)




for removal of 47(9)
detention of 49
. continued 47(5)
. maximum period of 47(9)
. period of 46(2)
discharge of 50
order for confinement of . . . .47(10)
order for continued
detention of 47(5)
provisions applicable to 51
Public Trustee as committee of 69
report of judge re inquiry on 47(7)
. voluntary admission 46(1)
Homes for aged
. removal of patients to 44
Hospital



















. absence of habitue from,
due to confinement 47(4)
. adjournment of by magistrate 27(2)
. apprehension, after 27(1)
. estate of patient, re 60(1)
. evidence heard by judge on . .47(8)
. powers of Deputy Minister
and inspectors, re 17
. procedure, re commitment
of habitue 47(3)
Inspection
. institutions,- regulations re S(2)(e)
. mental health clinic 96
Inspectors
. appointment of 8
. defined l(i)
. powers of, re inquiries 17(1, 2)
Institutions
. admission of patients 12(2)
. control by superintendent 7
. defined 1(/)
Judge
. application to, for commitment
of habitue 47(1)
. hearing of evidence by,
on inquiry 47(8)
. inquiry by, in absence
of habitue 47(4)
. inquiry by, re habitue 47(3)
. order for continued
detention of habitue by ... .47(5)
. order for payment by 65
. order re confinement of
habitue by 47(10)
. powers re conduct of
proceedings 47(6)
. report of, re inquiry
on habitue 47(7)
Justice of peace





. estate of patient, of 60(4)
. husband, for wife 62
. limitation on, re patient . . . .60(3)
. notice of, by steward ...64(1,2)
. parents, for child 63




. Pubic Trustee for property
of patient, of 80
Lieutenant-Governor
. warrant of
. . deportation, for 34
. . discharge of patients on ...43(1)
. . persons imprisoned, re 32
. . probation re patients
admitted on 36(3)
. . release to approved
home on 39(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. agreement with Federal
Government re ex-service
personnel 97(1)
. appointment by, re committee
of patients 86
. appointment of inspectors by ...8
. Department exempted from
Acts by 97(3)(o)
. designation of name of
hospital by 3(1)
. designation of name of
hospital school by 3(2)




. admittance of 18(c)
. discharge of 43(1)
. probation of 36(3)
Magistrate
. adjournment of inquiry by . . .27(2)
, authority as under Summary
Convictions Act 30
. certificate of, re mental
illness : .28(1)
. discharge of apprehended
persons by 28(2)
. evidence taken by, after
apprehension 27(1)




. procedure by, after
apprehension 25(5)
. transmission of certificate,
etc., to Deputy Minister by 29(1)
Maintenance
. bond required from person
liable for 60(2)
. charges, regulations re 5(2) (n)
. inquiry into estate of










. husband, for wife's 62
. limitation, re patient 60(3)
. notice of, by steward ...64(1,2)
. parents, for children's 63
. patient, for self 61
. patient's estate, of 60(4)
payment by Public Trustee re .83
Management of institution
. superintendent, by 7
Medical certificate
. admission to examination
unit, re 54(1)
. certificated patients, for 20, 24
. commitment of habitues, re 48
. limitation re completion
and filing of 21
Medical examination
. following apprehension 26(2)
. powers of mental health
clinic re 92
Medical examiners
. appointment by Minister 26(1)






. appointment of, to Mental
Health Clinic 88
. independent examination by,
re certificated patients . . . .20(2)
Mental defective
. apprehension without warrant 25(4)
. defined l(k)
. Deputy Minister's warrant
for removal of 29(2)
. examination of destitute persons 23
. exclusion of, as voluntary
patient 19(3) (&)
. magistrate's certificate re 28(1)




. advice by mental health clinic re 95
Mental health clinic
authority of
. advice, giving of 95
. examination of pupils, re . .93(1)














. appointment of committee
of patient under 67
. . displaced 68
Mentally ill
. apprehension without warrant 25(4)
. Deputy Minister's warrant
for removal of 29(2)
. examination of destitute persons 23
. magistrate's certificate re ...28(1)




. approval of premises as
examination unit by 53
. authority re patients on
expiry of prison term 32(1)
. certification of homes by 38
. defined 1 (o)
. Deputy Minister responsible to 6(1)
. inspectors authorized by 17
. medical examiner appointed
by 26(1)
. mental health clinic subject to 95
. officer to Mental Health
Clinics appointed by 88
. permission of, certificates
by physicians 13
Minister of Education
. report to, re examination
of pupils 93(4)
Minister of Health
. report to. re examination
of pupils 93(4)
Minister of Veterans Affairs
. agreement with, re mentally
ill, etc. 97(1)
Motion to quash
. application by, re defective
forms IS
Municipality
. application to head, re
examination of destitute
persons 23
. liability for indigent patients 59(2)







. recovery of costs by 57(2)
. . municipality where person
resided, from 57(3)
. reimbursement by county
for expenses 57(4)
Names of hospital schools
. provisions re 3(2)
Names of hospitals
. provision re 3(1)
Notice
. application for order for
payment, re 65(2)
. liability for maintenance,
by steward 64
Offences
. assisting patient to
escape, re 11(1) (a, 6) (2)
. communicating, etc.,
with patients
after prohibition ll(l)(d), (2)
. counselling patients
to escape 11(1)(0, (2)
Ontario Hospital, Woodstock
. excepted from Corporations
Tax Act 59(1)
. liability for indigent patients
in 59(2)
Order for pa3mient
. application to judge by
Deputy Minister for 65(1)
. eflfective as judgment of court 65(3)
. notice of application for . . . .65(2)
Parent




. admission of 18
. . application for 12(1)
. . examination unit, to 54(1)
. . notice, after 12(2)
. apprehension following
escape of 45(1)
. apprehension under Deputy
Minister's warrant 58(2)
. approved home, in,
application of Act to 40
. authority to convey and detain . .22
. bond re maintenance of 60(2)
. control of
. . superintendent, by 14
. . transfer, on 16(4)








. deported into Ontario 58(1)
. detention of, after escape
and apprehension 45(2)





duty of Public Trustee re
proceedings on behalf of 85
gift, etc., by, deemed fraudulent 78
inquiry regarding estate of . .60(1)
liability for public hospital
charges 16(2)
liability of, re maintenance 61
. limitation 60(3)
probation, on, application
of Act to 37
recovery of expenses by
municipality from 57(2)
release of, to approved homes 39(1)
remanded by judge or magistrate
. admittance of 18(rf)
. detention of, as
certificated patient 24(1), 35(3)
. procedure re 35(1)
. return to court of 35(4)
removal of, to homes for aged . .44
transfer of
. authority of Deputy
Minister re 31
. Psychiatric Hospitals Act,
under 16(3)
. public hospital to 16(1)
Pajmient out of court




Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act
. duty of appropriate officer
under 32(2)
Penalties
. assisting in escape, etc., re 11(2)
. contravention of Act 11(3)
Petition
. persons eligible to, re
commitment of habitues . . -47(2)
Physicians







. application of Act to 4(a)
. certificated patients in ... .42(6)
. habitues in 50(^)
. Lieutenant-Governor's or
Deputy Minister's
warrant patients in . . .43(1) (&)
. . voluntary patients in ..41(1)(&)
Probation
. patients admitted on warrant
of Lieutenant-Governor, re 36(3)
. patients on, applicability
of Act to 37
. return from 36(2)
. superintendent may grant . . .36(1)
Procedure
. magistrate, by, following
apprehension 25(5)
. remand by judge or
magistrate, re 35(1)
Proceedings
. irregularity in, warrant for
removal not invalidated by .33
. powers of judge re 47(6)
Proof
. notice re, liability for
maintenance 64(2)
Property of patient
. accounting by Public Trustee re 80
. lien by Public Trustee for
costs against 11
Psychiatric Hospitals Act
. authority of Deputy
Minister under 16(3)
. hospital under, application
of Act to 4(&)
Public hospitals
. liability for charges for
patients in 16(2)
. transfer of patients to 16(1)
Public Hospitals Act
. payment under 16(2)
Public Schools Act
. consent for medical
examination under 93(3)
Public Trustee
. accounting by, re property
of patient 80
commit te of patient
. acts not invalid 72
. application for appointment . .68
. compensation for 81







. committee of patient
—
Con.
. . habituate or voluntary patient 69
. . powers of 74, 76
. consent, re appointment of
committee of any patient 71
. duty of, re proceedings on
behalf of patient 85
. liability of, for property
of patient 80
. lien against property of
patient for costs of 77
. payment by re maintenance
of patient 83
. payment of money out of
court to 84
. powers of
. . death of patient, on 79
. . estate of patient, re 74
. relief of, upon discharge
of patient 82
. service of process upon,
re patient 73
Record of sentence
. for\varding of, to Deputy
Minister 32(2)
Reg^ulations




. made under agreement with
federal government 97(2)
Related person




. . mental health clinic, by 96
. . public inspection forbidden . . .96
. superintendent's, to judge
or magistrate 35(2)
Service of process
. Public Trustee and
superintendent, re patient 73
Steward
. defined \{s)
. duties and responsibilities of ....9
. notice of liability for
maintenance by 64(1)
Summary Convictions Act







. application to, for admission
of patients 12(1)
. control of institution by 7
. control of patients by 14
. defined 1(/)
. detention of voluntary
patient by 19(1,2)
. detention period of
habitues determined by . . .46(2)
. discharge of habitues by 50
. discharge of patient by 35(4)
. grant of probation by 36(1)
. habitues received by 46(1)
. medical certificates
filed with 21
. patients released to approved
homes by 39(1)
. person appointed by,
apprehension of escaped
patients 45(1)
. psychiatric hospital, of,
powers re transferred
patients 16(4)
. public hospital, of, powers
re transferred patients ...16(4)
. report of, to judge
or magistrate 35(2)
. service of process upon,
re patient 73
. steward responsible to 9
. warrant of, for return
from probation 36(2)
Supreme Court
. committee of estate of
patient appointed by 67-70
. direction of, to Public Trustee
upon discharge of patient . . .82
Tort of patient
. action against institution
or employee for 10(3)
Transfer of patients
. authority of Deputy Minister re 31
. Psychiatric Hospitals Act,
under 16(3)
. public hospital to 16(1)
Visiting with patient
. offence of, after prohibition
by Minister 11(1) (rf), (2)
Voluntary admission
. conditions for, re habitues ...46(1)
Voluntary patients
. admission
. . application for 19(1)




. continued detention of, as
certificated patient 24(1)
. detention of by
superintendent 19(1,2)
. discharge
. . conditions for 41 (1)
. . default in payment, for ...41(2)
. persons excluded as 19(3)
. Public Trustee as committee of 69
Warrant
. apprehension of mentally
ill or mentally defective, for 25(1)
. . form of 25(2)
. . returnable before
magistrate 25(3)







. removal, for, validity of 33
Wife
. liability of husband for
maintenance of 62
Witnesses
. attendance of. at inquiry . . . .47(6)
. medical certificate, re
certificated patient 20(3)
MENTAL ILLNESS
See Interpretation Act; Mental
(Hospitals Act; Mental In-
competency Act; Private Sani-




Vol. 3, p. 153.
See also Absentees Act; Depend-
ants' Relief Act; Devolution
of Estates Act; Evidence Act;
Interpretation Act; Judicature
Act; Land Titles Act;
Married Women's Property
'Act; Mental Hospitals Act;
Settled Estates Act; Trustee
Act
Accoimtant of the Supreme Court
. security taken by lO(^)
. stock transferred to 23
Accoimting
. property, of I0(a,b,c)
. security for 10(<i, e)






. rules re 35
Age
. incapacitated by 36(1)
Appeal
. issue directed, where 6(7)
. procedure on 5(4)
. right to 5(3), 9(2)
Application
. declaration, for 5
Assignment
. lease, of 15(/)
Assurances
. execution of 19, 27(1)
Attorney-General
. application by 5(2)
Bond
. committee, of lO(^)
Business
. committee carrying on 15(c)
Canada




. effect of orders on 19
. orders re 14
. premiums as 17(3)
Charitable societies
. vesting orders in 30
Choses in action
. declarations and directions re . .31
. vesting orders, re .26
. . charitable bodies, in 30
. . jointly owned 26(2)
. . personal representative
mentally incompetent ... .26(3)
. . trust or mortgage 26(1)
Committees
. duties of lO(a-c)
. exchange of property by 16
. executing assurances 19
. leases by, re tenancy in tail 17(1)
. powers of 20, 36(3, 4)
. . court order, under 15
. security gnven by 10(d,e)
. transfer of stock, power re 23, 24
Consent
. committee, of lS(ife, Of 20
Contingent
. maintenance payments 13(2)
Contingent right
. defined 1 (a)
. release of, by conveyance ..25(4)









. appointing new trustee re 32
. conformity with orders 25(4)
. costs of 34
. defined Hb)
Costs
. order improperly obtained, of . .29
. powers of court re 34
. rules re 35
Court
. appeal, powers re 6(7)
. appointing trustees, powers re 21
. charge created by 14
. committees directed by 15
. costs, powers re 34
. defined 1(f)
. delegation of powers by 4
. examinations, powers re 8
. exercise of powers of 3
. issues directed by 6(1)
. management of estates,
powers re 11
. money in 33
. powers of, generally 2(1), 5(1)
. sale and mortgage, powers re . . 13
. temporary incompetence,
powers re 22(1)
. transfer of stock by 23,24
Covenants
. leases, in 17(2)
Creditors
. application by 5(2)
. claims of 12
Custody




. raising money to pay 13 (a,b)
Declarations
. vesting orders, re 31
Definitions
. contingent right 1 (o)
. convey and conveyance 1(b)
. court 1(c)
. land 1(d)
. mental incompetency 1 (/)
. mentally incompetent person 1(e)
. mortgage Kg)







. seised 1 (i)
. stock 1 (;•)
. trust and trustee l(k)
Delegation of powers
. court, by 4
Directions
. vesting orders, re 31
Discharge
. order as 28
. receipt as 22(2)
Dividends
—
See Transfer of Stock
Drugs
. use of, application of Act to 36(1)
Drunkenness
. incapacitated by 36(1)
Evidence
. vesting order as 29
Examinations




. trial by jury demanded, where . . 7
Exchange
. money from, considered
realty 18(2,3)
. property, of, by
committee 15(b), 16
Execution
. assurances, of 27(1)
Fee tail
. power to lease, interest of ..17(1)
Foreclosure
. rights re 14(1)
Great Britain
. resident in 33
Habitual drunkenness
. incapacitated by 36(1)
Husband
. app'.ication by 5(2)
Improvements
. charges re 14
Incapacitated
. order declaring persons ...36(3-5)
. persons 36(1)
Indemnity
. order as 28
Inquiry
. scope of 6(5)
Interest
. charge, as 14(1)
. method of payment of 14(2)




. committee, by lO(a-c)
Ireland
. resident in 33
Issues
. appeal of 6(7)
. jury notice 7
. recovery of mental
incompetent 9(3, 4)
. trial of 6(1-6)
Joint ownership
. vesting orders re 26(2)
Judicature Act
. application of rules under ... 35
Juries
. finality of verdict of 6(8)
. trial of issue by 6(2)
. . notice re 7
Jurisdiction




. interest, of, re tenant in tail 17(1)
. powers of committee re 15(d-h,l)
. premiums on renewal of 17(3)
. renewed, effect of 16
. terms of 17(2)
. unopened mines, of, money
considered realty 18(2, 3)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of rules by 35
Maintenance
. powers of court re 11
. raising money for 13(1) (c.rf), 13(2)
. temporary incompetency, re . -22
Management of estates
. orders re 2(2)
. powers of court re 11
Master
. delegation of powers to 4
. inventory filed in office of lO(o-c)
Mental Hospitals Act
















. orders re 14
. powers of conrt re 13
. proceeds of 18(1)
. raised for maintenance ...13(1)(</)
. . contingent payments re ..13(2)
Motions
. verdict, against 6(7)
Next of kin
. application by 5(2)
Notice
. order, of, eflfect of 27(2)
Official referee
. delegation of powers to 4
Orders
—
See also Vesting orders
. committee exercising powers
of trustee, re 20
. costs, re 34
. custody, for 2(2)
. declaring person incapable
of managing affairs ....36(3-6)
. declaring person mentally
incompetent 5(1)
. . appeal from 5(3,4)
. . issue directed instead of .6(1)
. execution of assurances, re 19
. finality of • 6(8)
. leases of tenancy in tail, re 17(1)
. medical examination, for 8(2)
. money in court, re 33
. mortgages for maintenance re 14
. superseding declaration of
mental incompetency 9(1,5)
. . appeal from 9(2)
. , issue directed instead of ..9(3,4)
. temporary maintenance, re . .22(1)
. transfer of stock, re 23, 24
. trial by jury demanded, where . 7
. trust property, re 21
Partition
. committee, by 15(&)
. money from, considered
realty 18(2,3)
Personal representatives
. mentally incompetent, of . . • .26(3)
Place of trial




. execution of 27(1)
Premiums
. money from, considered
realty 18(2,3)












. exchanged or partitioned
by committee 15(6), 16
. inventory of 10(a, c)
. leased by committee 15(rf-A, 0. 17(1)
. onerous, disposition of lS(j)
. powers of court re 13
. rights of creditors re 11
. sa'e by committee of 15(o)
. subject to trust 21
Receipt
. discharge, as 22(2)
Reconveyance
. order improperly obtained, on 29
Recovery
. person mentally incompetent, of 9
Registrar of Supreme Court
. notice re request for
jury filed with 7
Renewal
. leases, of 17(3)
Rent





. leases of, re tenancy in tail . . .17(1)
Rules
. Rules Committee may make . . .35
Rules Committee
. powers of 35
Sale
. committee, by 15(a)
. powers of court re .. .13(1), 14(1)
. proceeds of 18(1)
Security





See also Transfer of stock
. defined 1 (/)
. trust or mortgages, re
transfer of 26(1)
. vested in person out of
jurisdiction, transfer of 24
Superior court






. maintenance during 22
Tenant in tail
. leases of interest of 17(1)
Trade
. committee carrying on lS(c)
Transfer of stock
. appointing new trustee re 32
. charitable body, to 30
. committee, by 23
. declarations and directions, re 31
. execution of assurances re 27(1)
. jointly owned 26(2)
. notice of order re 27(2)
. person appointed to join in 26(4)
. persona! representative
mentally incompetent, re . . .26(3)
Trials
. appeal 6(7)
. finality of 6(8)
. issues, of 6(1-6)
. jury, by 7
. place of 6(3)
. recovery of mental
incompetents, re 9(3, 4)
Trustee Act





. charges made to 14(3)
. charitable bodies, of 30
. defined K*)
. mentally incompetent persons as 20





appointing new trustee re 32
charitable bodies in 30
chose in action, re
. jointly owned 26(2)
. personal representative of
mentally incompetent ...26(3)
. trust or mortgage 26(1)




. beneficially entitled 23
. execution of assurances ...27(1)
. jointly owned 26(2)












. . trust or mortgage 26(1)
. . vested in person out of
jurisdiction 24
Verification
. inventory, of 10(c)
Wife




Act, Vol. 3, p. 167.
See also Assignment of Book
Debts Act; Assignments and
Preferences Act; Bills of Sale
and Chattel Mortgages Act;
(Bulk Sales Act; Conditional
ISales Act; Conveyancing and
Law of Property Act; Factors
'Act; Judicature Act; Partner-
iships Act; Sale of Goods Act;
IStatute of Frauds; Ware-
housemen's Lien Act; Ware-
house Receipts Act
Accepted order
. crude petroleum, for,
transfer of 14(1)
Act
. application of, re joint
accounts 3(1)
Action
. consignee, by 7(1)
. representative of deceased
joint contractor, against 4
. right of, on delivery 14(2)
Advances
. bill of lading, on, prior claim
of person making 12
Advertisement
. sale by auction, of 13(4)
Agents
. transfer of warehouse
receipt by 8(1)
. . property passing on 8(2)
Agreements
. one or more persons, with . .6(1)
. part performance, for 16
Application of Act
. covenants with one or
more persons, re 6(2)
. joint accounts, re 3(1)





. right of sureties to 2(1)
. warehouse receipt, of, as
collateral security 8(1)
Attorney
. transfer of warehouse
receipt by 8(1)
. . property passing on 8(2)
Auction
. sale by 13(4)
Bailee
. owner, as 9
. warehouse receipt by 1(c)
Bill of lading
. defined 1(a)
. evidence of shipment, as 7(3)
. prior claims re advances
made on 12
. promise to give 11(3)
. rights and liabilities of
consignee named in 7(1)
. transfer of, as collateral
security 8(1)
. . property passing on 8(2)
. warehouseman, by, as owner 9
Blank





. seal, under, with two or
more jointly, effect of ...5(1)
Breach
. obligation, of 16
Carrier
. owner, as 9
Certificates
. crude petroleum, for,
transfer of 14(1)
Chartered banks
. property of shareholders in,
liability of 4
Claims
. wages for labour, of 12
Co-contractor
. action against 2(2)
. . proportion of recovery on ..2(3)
Co-debtor
. action against 2(2)
. . proportion of recovery on . .2(3)
Collateral security
. transfer of warehouse
receipt as 8(1)











. rights and liabilities of 7(1)
Consignment
. rights not affected on 7(2)
Construction
. terms of contract, of IS
Contract
. company, with, re petroleum. .14(2)
. construction of terms of 15






. action against 2(2)
. . proportion of recovery on . .2(3)
Courts
. construction of contracts by ...15
Covenants
. implied, application of Act to 6(2)
. one or more persons, with ...6(1)
. two or more jointly, with ...5(1)
Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act
. covenant implied by 5(2)
Creditors
. accep'ance of part
performance by 16
. rights of sureties, on
assigninient 2(1)
Crude petroleum






. joint contractors, of 4
Debtors
. principal, action against 2(2)
Debts
. assignment on payment of . . 2(1)
. contraction of, re transfer
of bill of lading 11(3)
. non-payment of, sale on 13(1)
. . notice of 13(2, 3)
Definitions
. bill of lading 1(a)
. goods 1(b)
. warehouse receipt 1(c)
Delivery





. bill of lading, of, rights of ...7(1)
Endorsement
. rights not aflfected on 7(2)
. warehouse receipt, of,
re companies 14(1)
Enforcement
. covenants with one or more
persons, of 6(1)
Fraud
. shipper, by 7(3)
Freight
. right to claim 7(2)
Goods
. defined 1(6)
. manufacture of, from goods
covered by warehouse receipt 10
. pledged, limit of time
for holding 11(1,2)
. sale of, by transferee of
warehouse receipt 8(3)
. sale of, on non-payment
of debt 13(1)
. . notice of 13(2, 3)
Incorporated companies
. property of shareholders in,
liability of 4
. transfer of warehouse
receipts issued by 14(1)
Indemnification
. surety, of 2(2)
In transitu
. right of stoppage 7(2)
Joint accounts
. securities held in 3(1)
Joint contractors
. liability of representative
on death of 4
Judgment
. assignment of 2(1)
Lien
. notice of ^2
. satisfaction of, on sale
of goods 8(3)
Lienholder
. prior claim of 12
Lumber
. claims for wages re making 12
. notice re sale of 13(2)
. pledged, limit of time re 11(1,2)
Misrepresentation
. shipment of goods, re 7(3)
Mortgage money




. lien, of 12
• sale, of 13(2,3)
. shipment of goods, re 7(3)
Obligation
. extinguishment of, on part
performance 16
Ontario Judicature Act
. construction of contracts re ...15
Order
—
See also Accepted Order
. court, of, before
commencement of Act ....6(2)
Owners
. consent to sale by 13(2,3)
. warehouseman as, bill of
lading by 9
Part performance
. obligation, of 16
Partners
. liability of representatives
on death of 4
Payment
. debt, of, no defence to
action by surety 2(2)
Petroleum
. delivery to warehouse of 14(2)
. transfer of warehouse
receipt for 14(1)
Pledge
. limit of time for
holding goods in 11(1)
Pledgors
. notice of sale to 13(2,3)
Power of sale
. non-payment of debt, on ...13(1)
. sale by auction under 13(4)
Principal debtors





. transportation, for crude
petroleum 14(1)
Sale
. auction, by 13(4)
. goods, of, given as
collateral security 8(3)
. petroleum, of 14(1)












. collateral, transfer of
warehouse receipt as 8(1)
property passing on 8(2)
. held on joint account 3(1)
Shareholders
. property of, in chartered
banks, liability of 4
Shipment
. evidence of 7(3)
Signer
. bill of lading evidence against 7(3)
Specialty
. assignment of 2(1)
Sureties
remedies of, on payment
of debt 2(1)
Surplus
. sale on, return of 13(1)
Survivors
. joint covenant, of 5(1)
. receipt from, as discharge . . 3(1)
Timber—5"^^ also Lumber
. specification of, as
warehouse receipt 1(c) (iii)
Transfer
. bill of lading, of 11(3)
. warehouse receipts for
crude petroleum, of 14(1)
Transferees
. warehouse receipt, of,
rights of 8(3)
Transportation receipts
. crude petroleum, for,
transfer of 14(1)
Unpaid vendor
. prior claims over 12
Wages
. claims for, priority of 12
Warehouseman
. owner, as, bill of lading by 9
Warehouse receipt
. crude petroleum, for,
transfer of 14(1)
. defined 1(c)
. goods manufactured from
goods covered by 10
. prior claims re advances made on 12
. promise to give 11(3)
. transfer of, as collateral
security 8(1)
. . property passing on 8(2)





. transfer of goods under 8(1)
. warehouse receipt
defined by 1(c) (iv)
MERRY-GO-ROUNDS
See Assessment Act; Municipal
Act; Travelling Shows Act
METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERS
See Professional Engineers Act
METALS
See Mining Act; Mining Tax





See Department of Education
Act; High Schools Act; Pub-
lic Schools Act
MILITIA
See Municipal Act; Soldiers' Aid
Commission Act; War Veter-
ans Burial Act
MILK
See Dairy Products Act; Milk
and Cream Act; Milk Control
Act; Municipal Act; Public
Commercial Vehicles Act;
Public Health Act; Railways
Act
MILK AND CREAM
Milk and Cream Act,
Vol. 3, p. 175.
See also Dairy Products Act;
'Milk Control Act
Adulteration
. prohibition against, re
milk and cream 5(2)
Bacteriological tests
. powers of municipal
councils re 2(f)
Board of health
. permit of, for sale of
milk and cream 7(2)
1000 GENERAL INDEX
MILK AND CREAM—Con. Sec.
Butter fat and solids
. by-laws for minimum
standards re 5(1)
By-laws
. appointing inspectors 6(1)
. minimum standards of butter
fats and solids, re 5(1)
. hours of delivery, re 4
. licences, re 3(1)
. penalties re con'travention of ...11
Care of cows
. powers of municipal
councils re 2(a)
Definition
. municipality, of 1
Department of Health
. regulations of, re employees 8
Depots
. establishment by municipality
for infants 10
Diseased cows
. prohibition of sale of
milk from 7(1)
Distribution of milk
. powers of municipal
councils re 2(e)
Employees
. Department of Health
regulations re 8
Hours of delivery
. by-laws re 4
Inspection and sampling
. producers, powers of, re 6(4)
. 'transit, powers re 6(5)
. vendors, powers re 6(3)
Inspectors
. appointment of, by
municipal by-law 6(1)
. notification of owner by,
re diseased cattle 7(2)
. powers re inspection
and sampling 6(3-5)
. powers, re sale of milk
or cream 6(2)
. prohibiting sale by
diseased employees 8
Licences
. by-laws of municipal
councils re 3(1)
. "sale prohibited without 3(2)
Medical officer of health
. publication of tests by 6(6)
Minimum standards
. butter fat and solids, re 5(1)
. departure from 5(3)
MILK AND CREAM—Co«. Sec.
Minister of Agriculture
. approval of by-laws by 2
Municipal councils
. by-law of, appointing
inspectors 6(1)
. by-laws of, re butter fat
and solids content 5(1)
. by-laws of, re hours of delivery . .4
. by-laws of, re licensing 3(1)
. establishment of milk depot by 10




. contravention of Act and by-laws 11
Preservatives
. prohibition against, re
milk and cream 5(2)
Production of milk
. powers of municipal
councils re 2(g')
Sale of milk and cream
. permit for, following
inspector's report 7(2)
. powers of inspector to prohibit 6(2)
. prohibition of, re diseased
cows 7(1)
. prohibition of, without a
licence 3(2)
Sanitary conditions
. powers of municipal
councils re 2(b)
Tests
. publication of results of 6(6)
Utensils
. powers of municipal
councils re 2(d)





. powers of municipal
councils re 2(c)
MILK CONTROL
Milk Control Act, Vol. 3, p. 179.
See also Dairy Products Act








. moneys required for
purposes of 18
. violation of, penalty for 16
Administrative officer
. Board, of
. . appointment of 3(1)
. . salary of 4
. temporary licences issued




supplying of milk under 10(1) (a, 6)
termination of 9(2)
. re-negotiation on 9(3)
violation of, penalty for 16
Appearance
. applicant, by, on suspension
of licence 5(1)(A)
Application
. Board, by, for Injunction ..17(1,2)
. marketing agency, for 6(1)
. re-negotiation of awards, for 9(3)
Arbitration
. board of—see Board of
arbitration
. costs of 8(4)
. disputes, of, by Board ...5(1)(6)
. failure to agree, on 8(1)
Areas
. distribution, of, specified ....14(1)
Auditors
. appointment of I5(l)(«)
. books and records, of,
regulations re 15(1) («)
Awards
. defined 1(6)
. filing of 9(1)
. termination of 9(2)
. . re-negotiation on 9(3)
. violation of, penalty for 16
Board—See also Members of
Board
. agreements filed with 9(1)
. application for injunction by 17(1)
. . ex parte 17(2)(a)
. . originating notice, by ..17(2) (6)
. application for re-negotiation
to 9(3)
. appointment of
auditors by 15(1) («)
. appointment of chairman of . .2(3)
. appointment of members of . .2(2)
. appointment of officers of ...3(1)
. body corporate, as 2(1)




. chairman of 2(3)




. member of arbitration
board appointed by 8(2)
. notice re collective
bargaining to 7(3)
. powers of 5(1, 2)
. powers of, re entry 5(1)(/)
. quorum of 2(4)
. references to, re application
for marketing agency 6(2)
. regulations by 15(1)
. . limitations re 15(2)
. representatives by, re
collective bargaining 7(5, 6)
. request for information by 6(5)
. salaries of members of 4
. staff of 3(1)
. . control of 3(2)
Board of arbitration—See also
Members of board of
arbitration
. appointment of members of . .8(1)
. decision of chairman of 8(3)
. dispute referred to 8(1)
Bonds
. security, as, reg^ulations re 15(1) (A)
Books and records
. licensees, of, regulations re 15(1) («)
By-laws
. marketing agencies, of,
regulations re 15(l)(fc)
Chairman
. Board, of, appointment of ...2(3)
. board of arbitration, of
. . appointment of 8(1)
. . decision of 8(3)
Clerks
. direction and control of 3(2)
. salaries of 4
Collection
. licence fees, of,
regulations re 15(1) (/)
Collective barg^aining
. notice re 7(3)
. . failure to observe 7(5)
. producers, processors and
distributors, betvveen ..7(1) (a, 6)
Collective bargaining agency
. marketing agency as 6(4) (&)
Companies Act




. types of, regulations re ...15(1,5)
Co-operative corporations
. producers in, licence of 13
Costs
. arbitration, of 8(4)
. marketing milk, of,
investigation of S(l)(c)
County court
. judge of, chairman of
arbitration board 8(1)
Dairy plants
. investment of money in ...5(l)(rf)
Definitions
. agreement 1(a)
. award 1 (b)
. Board 1(c)
. distributor 1 (d)
. field-men 1 (e)
. inspector 1(/)
. licence 1 (^)
. market l(/i)
. marketing 1 (f
)






. transporter 1 (o)
Delivery





. milk, of, inquiry re 5(l)(o)
Distribution areas
. regulat'ons defining 15(1) (6)
. specification of 14(1)
Distributors
. additional milk required by ..11(1)
. compelling producers to
invest money 5(1) (d)
. deduction of licence fees by 12(b)
. defined 1(d)
. delivery routes of,
regulations re 15(1) (q)
. designation of classes of ..15(1) (a)
. disputes between 5(1) (6)
. licence of 10(2) (c)
. . restrictions in 14(1)
. prohibited from terminating
the purchase of milk ..5(l)(e)






. returns by, regulations re 15(1)(/)
. security by, regulations re 15(1)(<7)
. . disposition of 15(1) (/»)
District court
. judge of, chairman of
arbitration board 8(1)
Employees
. direction and control of 3(2)
. salaries of 4
Entry
. powers of Board re 5(1) (/)
Ex parte application
. injunction, for 17(2) (a)
Exemptions
. Act, from, regulations re 15(l)(w)
Expenses




. . receipt of, by
marketing agency 6(4) (e)
. . regulations fixing . . . 15(l)(f) (;')
Field-men
. defined 1 (e)
. direction and control of 3(2)
. powers and duties of,
regulations re 15(1) (v)
. salaries of 4
Financial statements
. producers' association, of ... 12(c)
Forms
. licences, of, regulations re 15(1)(*)
Fund
. producers' associations, for 12
Handling
. milk, of, regulations re ..15(1)(/)
Information
. marketing agency by, at
request of Board 6(5)
. producers, etc., by,
regulations re 15(1)(/)
Injunction
. application for 17
Inspection
. books and records, of,
regulations re 15(1)(«)
. powers of Board re 5(1) (/)
Inspectors
. appointment of 6(4)(d)
. defined 1(f)
. powers and duties of,




. ex parte application for ..17(2) (a)
Investigations
. powers of Board re 5(2)
Investment
. money, of, in dairy plant . . .5(l)(<f)
Judge
. county court, of, chairman
of arbitration board 8(1)
Legislatiire
. moneys appropriated by 18
Licences
. cancellation of, by injunction 17(1)
. defined l(^)
. distribute milk, to 10(2) (f)
. distributor, of, restrictions in. .14(1)
. fees re
. . receipt of, by
marketing agency ....6(4)(e)
. . regulations fixing . . . .15(l)(f,/)
. producers' co-operatives, of .... 13
. refusal to grant 5(1)((7)
. regulations re issue of ....15(l)(c)
. suspension of, by Board ...5(1)(A)
. . regulations re 15(1)(*)
. temporary, regulations re 15(1) (rf)
Licensees
. books and records of,
regulations re 15(1) («)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. application to, for
marketing agency 6(1)
. appointment of Board
members by 2(2)
. appointment of staff of
Board by 3(1)
. approval by, of order
re licence fees 12
. approval by, of regulations 15(1)









. defined 1 (t
)
. investigation of cost of . .5(l)(c)
. regulations re business of 15(1) (^)
Marketing agency
. application for 6(1)
. tiefined 1 (/)
. poll re establishment of 6(2)
. power to constitute 6(3)
MILK CONTROL—Con. Sec
Marketing agency—Con.
. powers, objects of 6(4) (a-/)
. regulations re by-laws of 15(1) (ife)
. regulations re payment of
fees to 15(1)(;)
Members of Board—See also Board
. appointment of 2(2)
. chairman, as 2(3)
. salaries of 4
Members of board of arbitration
—^5"^^ also Board of
arbitration
. failure to appoint 8(2)
Milk
. additional, required 11(1)
. defined l{k}
. inquiries re 5(l)ia,c,e)
. persons entitled to supply,
under agreement 10(l)(a,6)
. processing and distribution
of, under agreement ..10(2)(a-f)
. regulations re payment for 15(1 )(i)





. chairman of arbitration board
appointed by 8(1)
. defined 1(/)
. order of, re licence fees
of producers 12(a)
Minister of Highways
. certificate by Board to,
re producers' co-operatives ... 13
Money
. appropriated by Legislature 18
Notice
. arbitration, re 8(1)
. bargain collectively, to 7 (.3)
. . insufficiency of
representation on 7(4)
Notice of motion
. application for injunction
by way of 17(2)(6)
Objects








. . appointment of 3(1)
. . salaries of 4
Orders
. licence fees, re, by Minister 12(a)




. application for marketing
agency by 6(1)
Payment
. regulations re terms of ...15(l)(i)
Penalties




. milk producers, of, re licence fees 12
PoUs
. producers, of, re establishment
of marketing agency 6(2)
Price
additional milk, for 11(1)
. determination of, by
collective bargaining 7(1, 2)
Processing
. milk, of, inquiry re 5(1) (a)
Processors
. additional milk required by 11(1)
. deduction of licence fees by 12(6)
. defined 1 (m)
. designation of classes of 15(1 )(o)
. licence of 10(2) (c)
. prohibited from terminating
the purchase of milk 5(1)(^)
. request for collective
bargaining by 7(1)(6)
. returns by, regulations re ..15(1)(/)
. security by, regulations re 15( !)(<;)
. . disposition of 15(1) (/»)
Producers
. additional milk supplied by ..11(1)
. application by, for
marketing agency 6(1)
. disputes between S(l)(6)
. milk supplied by, under
agreement 10(l)(o, 6)
. peitition of, re licence fees 12
. poll of, re marketing agency 6(2)
. request for collective
bargaining by . . .7(l)(a), 7(2) (a)
. returns by, regulations re 15(1) (/)
Producers' association
. financial statement of 12(c)
. fund for 12
Production of milk
. improvement of 6(4) (a)





Public Commercial Vehicles Act
. licence under 13
Public Inquiries Act
. powers of inquiry by
Board under 5(2)
Purchase
. milk, of, on quota basis,
regulations re 15(1) (o)
Quonmi
. Board, of 2(4)
Quota basis
. purchase of milk on,
regulations re 15(l)(o)
Quota committees
. establishment of 7(1)
Quotas
. fixing of, by collective
bargaining 7(1)
Regulations
. Board, by 15(1)
. defined l(»i)
. violation of, penalty for 16
Re-negotiation
. award, of 9(3)
Renewal
. licence, of, power of Board
•to refuse 5(1)(A)
. . regulations re 15(1) (e)
Representation
. sufficiency of, re collective
bargaining 7(4, 6)
Representatives
. designation of, re collective
bargaining 7(5-6)
Returns
. producers, etc., by,
regulations re 15(1) (/)
Routes
. regulations re 15{l)(m,q)
Revocation
. licences, of, by Board ...5(1)(A)
. licences, of, regulations re 15(1) (e)
Salaries
. members and officers of Board, of 4
Sale of milk
. inquiry re 5(l)(o)
. regulations re 15(1) (n)
Sampling of milk
. regulations re lS(l)(r)
Security
. disposition and administration
of, regulations re 15(1) (A)
. processors, by,




. notice of motion, of ....17(2) (6)
Statements
. financial, of producers'
association 12(0
Stenographers of Board
. direction and control of 3(2)
. salaries of 4
Storing of milk
. regulations re 15(1) (/)
Supreme Court
. injunction by 17(1)
Temporary licences
. regulations re 15(1) (d)
Termination
. awards, of 9(2)
Testing of mUk
. regulations re 15(1) (r)
Transporters
. defined 1 (o)
. request for collective
bargaining by 7(2) (b)
. returns by, regulations re..l5(l)(/)
Transporting of milk
. inquiry re 5(l)(o)
. producers' co-operatives by 13
. regulations re 15(1)(/)
Unlicensed persons
. regulations re 15(1) (/)
Weighing of milk
. regulations re 15(l)(r)
MILK CONTROL BOARD
OF ONTARIO




See Factory, Shop and Office
'Building Act; Forest Fires
'Prevention Act; Lakes and
Rivers Improvement Act;




VoL 3, p. 189.
Administration of Act
. regulations re Hg)
MILLS LICENSING—Con. Sec
Cancellation




. mills, of 3(a)
Construction
. mills, of 2
Definitions
. mill -. 1(a)
. Minister 1 (&)
. regulations 1(c)
Fees
. licences, for 3(6)
Fires
. regulations re , .3(c)
Licences
. mills, for 2
. regulations re 3(a, b, c)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 3
Location of mills
. regulations re 3(d)
Materials





. licences from 2
. returns to 3(/)
Minister of Lands and Forests—See Minister
Penalties
. contravention of Act 4
Regulations
. defined 1 (c)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council, by 3
. penalties 4
Returns
. licensees, by 3(f)
Safety
. regulations re 3(c)
Suspension
. licences, of 3(c)
Waste and refuse
. regulations re 3(d)
MINERALS
See Assessment Act; Convey-
ancing and Law of Property
Act; Mining Act; Mining Tax
Act; Natural Gas Conserva-
1006 GENERAL INDEX
MINERALS—Con. Sec
tion Act; Public Lands Act;
Railways Act; Settled Estates
Act; Town Sites Act; Un-
wrought Metal Sales Act
MINES
See Mining Act; Mining Tax




Vol. 3, p. 19L
See also Apprenticeship Act;
Department of Labour Act;
'Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Government
Contracts Hours and Wages
Act; Industrial Standards
Act; Public and Other Works
'Wages Act; Wages Act
Agreement
. breach of 14(2)
. employer deemed to enter into . . .6
. return wages, to 7
. wages by instalmemts, re ...14(1)
Arrears of wages
. employer convicted, where 12
Board
. amendment of orders 5
. conferences arranged by 2
. defined 1(a)
. inspection of records by 10
. powers of 3
Breach of agreement
. violation of order, as 14(2)
Classification
. employees, of 3(c)
Conditions of employment
. information as to 2
. provisions re 3
Conferences
. arranged by Board 2
Deductions




. employer 1 (c)
. powers of Board re 3(A)
. wage K*')
Department of Labour
. inspectors of 10
MINIMUM WAGE—Con. Sec.
Department of Labour Act
. Board established under l(o)
Domestics
. Act inapplicable to 15
Employees
. defined 1(6)
. classification of 3(c)
. conferences 2
. handicapped, wages of 4
. intimidation of 8
. minimum wages for .3
. special method of payment of 3(i)
. time lost by 3(y)
. waiver by 7
Employers
. conferences 2
. deemed to enter into agreement . .6
. defined 1(c)
. records, required to keep 10
Farm employees
. Act inapplicable to IS
Handicapped employee
. wages of 4





. employee giving, to Board . . .8(6)
. employer to supply 10
. penalties for supplying false ...11
. wages and conditions, re 2
Inspection
. employers' records, of 10
Instalments




. orders re 3(;)
Maximum hours
. established by board 3(*)
Minimum Wage Board




. deductions from 3(/)
. established by Board .Z{d,f,g)
. handicapped employee, of 4
Orders
. amendments of 5
. copies to be posted 9
. employer owing wages under 14(1)
. penalties for contravention ..12,13
. powers of Board to make 3





. minimum rates 3(/)
Pa3mient of employees
. cash, by 6
. special method of 3(f)
Penalties
. contravention of Act 13
. contravention of orders 12
. false records 11
. intimidation of employees 8
Recommendations
. conference, of 2
Records
. employers to keep 10
. penalties for false 11
Returning wages
. employee, by 7
Returns





. private residences, in 15
Wages
—
See also Minimimi wages
. arrears, where employer
convicted 12
. deductions from minimum ....3(/)
. defined l(rf)
. information as to 2
. paid in instalments 14(1)
Waiver
. employee, by 7
Working period
. established by Board 3(rf)
Zones
. designation of -3(6)
MINING
Mining Act, Vol. 3, p. 195.
See also Alberta Coal Sales Act;
'Assessment Act; Companies
Act; Corporations Tax Act;
Crown Timber Act; Damage
by Fumes Arbitration Act;
Ditches and Watercourses
Act; Dower Act; Executive
Council Act; Forest Fires
(Prevention Act; Fuel Supply
lAct; Industrial and Mining
Lands Compensation Act;
Land Titles Act; Landlord
and Tenant Act; Legislative
Assembly Act; Liquor Control
Act; Mining Tax Act; Natural
'Gas Conservation Act; Part-
nerships Act; Partnerships
Registration Act; Provincial
Land Tax Act; Public Lands
MINING—Con. Sec.
Act; Public Service Act; Pub-
lic Works Protection Act;
Railways Act; Securities Act;
Surveys Act; Town Sites Act;
Unwrought Metal Sales Act;




. fencing of 159(1)
Abandonment
. entry of note of, by recorder 86(2)
. non-compliance with Act re ... 87
. plans to be filed on 169(5)
. right of licensee re 86(1)
. removal of buildings, chattels,
etc., from min'ng claim, on 68(1)
Accidents
—
See also Fatal accidents
. notice required re unusual,
in mines 166(1)
. reporting of, where non-fatal . . 165
Acids
. storage of 162(187)
Act
. application of
. . lands under Public Lands Act,
re 2(1)
. . placer mining, to 108
. . refineries, re 178
. contravention of 180(^, h)
. . penalties for 158
. . revocation of licence for ... 35
. oflFence under, re sanitation 162(44)
. posting of abstract of rules
from 162(412)
. rights and liabilities of min"ng
partnerships under 113
. subject to provisions re active
service 186
. substantial compliance with,
sufficient 57
Active service
. application of provisions re . . . 190
. enlistment, effect of
. . application for lease, re .188(3)
. . application for patent, re.. 188(3)
. . filng of report, re 188(4)
. . forfeiture, re 188(1)
. . miner's licence, re 187
. . performance of work, re . .188(2)
. . provisions re purchase money,
re 189(3)
. provisions re, to extend to
personal representatives ..189(3)





. dispute to contain 62(3)
. documents not filed without 71(2)
. documents, required on 71(1)
. notice of appeal to Mining
Court, on 129(4)
. service upon agent
sufficient 71(4,5)
. service when not g'ven ....129(5)
. substituting new agent re . . . .71(3)
Affidavits
. authorization of officers to take 18
. documents to be recorded, re ..75
. licensee to file with plan and
application 58(3)
. taking of, before Ontario land
surveyor 58(5)
. work on contiguous claims,
re 80(6,7)
Age limit
. hoistmen, re 156(1,2)
. minimum for crane and elevator
operators 162(194)
Agent
. appointment of, re address for
service 71
. defined 1(a)
. duty re training mine rescue
crews 154(4)
Agreements
. prior to May, 1904, rights
preserved under 202(6)
. writing, necessity for 73(1)
Airborne magfnetic surveys
. work allowance for 80(5) (&)
Air-break switches
. requirements re 162(354)
Air receiver
. certificate of inspection
re 162(227) (6)






. statistical data required for 168(1)
Antidotes
. supplies to be kept 162(184)
Appeal
. admission of fui'ther evidence
by Mining Court re 129(2)
. appointment for 131(1)
. . service of copies of 131(4)
. decision, etc., of recorder
from 129(3)




. procedure on, governed by
Judicature Act 148
. time for, from Mining Court 147(1)
Appellant
. transmission of order for
extension to recorder by . . 147(4)
Applicant
. defined 157(1) (a)
Applications
. appointment for appeal before
Judge, for 131(3)
. 'boring permit for
. . mining recorder, to ..109(l)(fe)
. . posting of 109(2)
. date of, as date of miner's
licence 33
. interlocutory, disposition of.. 132(5)
. mining lands, for, prior to
May 1906 2(2)
. part of Ontario not in mining
division, re 21
Armoured cable
. defined 162(282) (a)
Arrears of rent




. grounding of 162(303)
. guarding of 162(304)
Assay coupons
. issue of, for free assays ....67(1)
. validity of 67(2)
Assaying
. Minister may establish
laboratories for 194
Assays
. free, provisions re 67(1)
Assembly
. address 'to Lieutenant-Governor




. responsibility of hoistman
re 162(237)
Bailiff
. transfer by, to purchaser ...79(6)
Bell
. protection of workmen from,




. workmen not to ride
on 162(171,177)
Blast furnaces
. communication from top
of 162(219)
. construction of stairways
re 163(221)
. protection around bell .162(223)
. protection of workmen at 162(217)
. rescue apparatus maintained
at 162(224)
. stairway provided from top
of 162(220)
. supervision of hazardous work
re 162(222)
. ventilation of room 162(216)
Blasting
—
See also Electric blasting
. charged holes not to be left
unfircd 162(80)(6)
. electric circuits not to be used
for 162(381)
. electric devices for 162(379)
. guarding entrances to area
of 162(75)
. hoisting workmen after ..162(136)
. interval before return to scene
of 162(78)
. missed holes to be reported 162(86)
. number of men required and
lights carried 162(83)
. precautions re
. . breaking through to mine
workings, where 16?C76')
. cables where electric . . 162(380)
. . prior to 162(74)
.time of 162(120)
. signs not adequate warning
of 162f7S)(&)
. simultaneous, where more than
one hole charged 162(80)
. vent'lation following 162(84, 85)
Blasting caps
. storage with other explosives
prohibited 162(56)
. transportation in separate closed
containers 162(66) (6)
Board of Transport Commissioners
for Canada
. regulations of, re clearance over
railways of power lines 162(332)
Boilers
—
See also Steam boilers
. location of, re mine
entrance 162(25)
Books and maps
. mining recorder to keep 10
MINING—Con. Sec.
Boring permits
. application to mining recorder
re 109(0(6)
. . posting of 109(2)
. compensation for surface rights
re 109(1) (J)
. cutting of timber by holder
of 110(5)
. form of area to be included
in 109(3)
. lease issued under 110(1)
. . survey required for 110(4)
. minimum working conditions
under 109(4)
. Minister's discretion re issue
of Ill
. plans forwarded to Minister
under 109(l)(f)
. renewal of, by Minister .... 109(5)
. staking out under 109(1) (a)
. transfer of 109(6)
Boimdaries
. marking of, re mining claims . . .52
Brakes
. auxiliary required for hoisting
men 162(247)
. interlocking gear with clutch
on hoist drum 162(249)
. required for hoisting ....162(245)
. testing of, by hoistman . . 162(240)
. type and adjustment of, re
hoisting 162(246)




British North America Act
. appo'ntment of Judge of Mining
Court under 115(1)
British Table of Distances
. location of buildings according
to 162(49)(c)
Broken material
. precautions re 162(109)
Bucket
. level of load allowed in .162(135)
. lowering of, to face during
sinking 162(137)
. protection from dumping
of 162(139)
. rules re use in shafts for
hoisting 162(107)





. auxiliary exits required
for 162(24)
. proximity of, to mine
entrance 162(23)
. transformers housed in ..162(311)
Bulkheads
. defined 162(39)
. limits on construction of 163(39) (c)
. mine plans to show .... 162(39) (a)
Bureau
. use of word prohibited 182
Bustle pipes
. protection of workmen
from 162(218)
Cables





. doors to be closed, when . .162(141)
. maintenance of discipline
on 162(158)(6)
. protection from sides of shaft
in 162(230)
. provisions re construction
of 162(231)
. rules re open-flame lamps
on 162(158(0)
. specifications re casing
for 162(231)(6)
. specifications re doors
for 162(231)(0
. specifications re hood
for 162(231)(a)
Cage call system
. installation and use prohibited
at shafts 162(151)
Cagetender
. open-flame lamp carried
by 162(158)(a)
Calciiun carbide
. distribution of 162(16)(6)
. provisions re handling
of 162(16)(c)
. storage on surface only,
etc 162(16)(a)
Cancellation
. erroneous patents by Deputy
Minister, re 104
. leases issued upon discovery
under boring permit, re ..110(2)
. mining claim
. . appeal to Judge from ... .93(3)
. . effect of 93(4)








. . removal of buildings, chattels,
etc., on 68(1)
. . report of inspection, upon 93(2)
Capped fuses
. transfer with other explosives
to point of use 162(66) (f)
. transportation in separate closed
containers 162(66) (&)
Car
. clearance for, in elevator
shaft 162(207)
. workmen not to ride upon
underground 162(160)
Casing







. manufacturer's, data on rope
required re 162(264) (b)
Certificate of performance
. recorder, by, re prescribed
work 80(4)
Certificate of record
. cancellation of, for fraud or
mistake 65
. conditions for granting
claim in surveyed
territory 63(1,2)
. . claim in unsurveyed
territory 63(3)
. decision in first instance prior
to issue of 126(2)
. issue and delivery of 64
Certiorari
. proceedings under Act not
removable by 149
Chairs
. prohibited in cage 162(233)
. rules re automatic operation
of 162(234)
. rules re operation of 162(142)
Chief Inspector
. application to, re reversal of
hoisting rope 162(268)
. approval of
. . apparatus for stench warn'ng,
re 162(30)
. . attachment to bucket, re 162(235)










. special signals for each mine,
re 162(154)
. safety catches on hoists,
re 162(231) (<f)(i)
authorization of abstract of
rules by 162(412)
cancellation of suspension of
rules by 161(2)
connection and refuge station
ordered by 162(33) ((/)
defined 1S1(1)(&)
designation of fire hazard areas
by 162(14)(a)
direction of mine rescue officers
by 154(3)
duplicate of entries in Rope
Record Book sent to 162(264) (rf)
exemption from fencing granted
by 159(1)
exemption from requirements of
medical certificates by 157(9) (a)
notice to re disconnecting
electric supply 162(317) (a)
notification of, re fatal
accidents 160(3)
permission of
. alter scene of accident, to 160(5)
. hoisting without safety
catches, re 162(232)
. internal combustion engines
underground, re . . . 162(41)(a)
. signalling system, re .162(150)
. smoking, etc., re 162(14)(&)
. storing explosives at closed-
down mine, re 162(59)
refuge stations ordered by 162(32)
report to
. air receiver, re .... 162(227) (a)
. inspector, by 170(2)
. insulation of cable, re . . 162(394)
rules suspended by order of 161(1)
test of discarded hoisting rope
ordered by 162(274)
Children





. control and protection
of 162(338-357)
. defined 162(282)(<r)
. marking of, where different
voltages 162(346)




. filing of, in mining recorder's
office 21
. licence required for recording
and staking out 25(1)
. unlawful staking out an
offence 180(/)
Clay pits
. rules re operations in 162(172, 173)
Clothing
. rules re, when worn near
machinery 162(166)
Clutch
. friction, testing on hoists 162(241)
. interlocking gear with clutch
on hoist drum 162(249)
. locking gear provided on,
re hoisting dnmi 162(248)
Coal





. authorized officers as
commiss'oners under 18
Commtmication
. establishment of, with dangerous
places 162(219)
Company
. incorporated, direction where
order against 200(5)
. issue of licence to, re officers,
shareholders, employees 28
. issue of miner's licences to ..26(4)
. miner's licence obtained by . .26(6)





. claim not worked pending
settlement of 95(2)
. determination of, re easements,
etc 195(2, 3)
. licensee where surface rights
granted by Crown, by 37
Compliance
. substantial, sufficient 57
Compressed gas
. precautions required re












, enclosing or screening of 162(335)
. general rule re 162(333)
. groundings of casings and
armourings on 162(399)
. installation underground or in
buildings 162(353)
. insulation required re .... 162(334)
. portable power cables, as 162(337)
. temporary wiring, for 162(336)
. transmission of power under-
ground, for 162(398)
Connections
. cleaning and examination of,
for hoisting rope 162(276)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. cost of mine rescue stations
paid out of 154(6)
. Workmen's Compensation Board
to reimburse 154(7)
Constables
. appointment by mining
recorder 19(1)




. blasting on, Inspector to
determine times for 162(68)
. disposition of gores disclosed
on survey re 104(2)
. geological and geophysical
surveys as work allowance
on 81(8)
. performance of work on ..80(6,7)
Contractors
. obligation of, to conform to
rules 161(6)
Control devices
. connections to, in electric
circuits 162(344)
. defined 162(282) (^7)
. details on nameplate of, for
electric circuits 162(341)
. location of handles on, in
electric circuits 162(343)
. requ'rements re outdoor
installation of 162(361)
. rules for, re electric
circuits 162(338, 358)
. . over 150 volts 162(342)
Conveyors





. order for payment from, by
Judge 201(1)
. proportionate contributions by,
re work 84(1)
. delinquent
. . divesting of share of 201(2)
service of notice upon heirs
of 201(3)
Core drilling
. report required re 80(3)
. work allowance re 81(3)
Coroner
. directions to, re fatal
accidents 160(1) (rf)
. eligibility of, to conduct
inquest 160(l)(c)
mine manager to notify, re
fatal accidents 160(1) (&)
Comer posts
. planting and details of 55(3)
. tagging of 61(3)
Costs
. awarding of, discretion of Judge
re 140
recorder not authorized to
award 127(3)
scale of, in Mining Court .... 141
. security for
. . discretion of Judge re 136
. ordered by Mining Court 131(2)
Counsel fees
. powers of Judge re 141(3)
Counterweights
. construction of 162(209)
. enclosing of, in shaft ...162(104)
. guarding of, in case of
breakage 162(169)
. rope from, attached to
drum 162(272)
County court
. order of Mining Court or





. right to appeal to
. . Mining Court, from 146
. . owner of surface rights re
compensation, by 95(1)
Court of record
. mining court as 114(2)
Court room




. daily examination of re
safety 162(200)
. disconnected from electric
current on 162(384, 385)
. operator of, minimum age
re 162(194)
. prevention of overwinding
on 162(200)
. protection of collector wires
re 162(387)
. riding on prohibited 162(195)
. warning signal as equipment
on 162(199)
Crosshead
. required in sinking shaft,
when 162(228)(a)
. safety devices required 162(229) (a)
. type of bucket required
with 162(228) (6)
Crown
. agreements by, re working, etc.,
lands withdrawn 46
. applicability of Act where
minerals not reserved
to 202(4)(<:)
. application for cancellation of
certificate of record by 65
. authority of, re laying out roads 99
. claim for, recording of . . .45(3)
. forfeiture of buildings, etc., on
mining claims to 68(1)
. land to re-vest on forfeiture
of lease 200(1)
. licensee of, prior to issue of
certificate of record 66
. lien upon unpatented lands not
to aflFect rights of 191(5)
. listing of patents by, re mining
rights 23
. mineral rights under road vested
in 202(4)(a)
. minerals reserved to under
boring perm'ts 110(3)
. patent or lease repeal at
instance of 199
. prospecting where mineral rights
not retained by 40(1)
. recovery of costs of fencing
by 159(4)
. re-vesting of rights in, on
termination of lease 47(5)
. sand, gravel and stone reserved
to 69
. surface rights reserved to ...52(3)






. voluntary surrender of mining
lands to 203




interest of any officer in, void 14(1)
patent re
. form of 100
. price paid for 98
. reservation in, re pure
timber 103(1)
prospecting upon 36(a)
. reopening to 42(2)
. withdrawal from 42(1)
Current transformers
. short circuiting of secondary
circuits in 162(315, 316)
Dam
. defined 162(59)
. limits on construction of 162(39) (6)
. mine plans to show . . . .62(39)(a)
Damage
. property requ'red under Act,
to 162(410)
Date
. miner's licence, of 33
Decision
. certificate of, by recorder ..126(4)
. finality of, re mining
recorder 126(5)
. forms of, re Mining Court ..143(1)
. note to be made of
. . Judge, by 144(1)
. . recorder, by 126(3)
. notice to parties when final 144(2)
Definitions
. agent 1(a)
. applicant 157(1) (o)
. armoured cable 162(282) (a)
. authorized 152(1) (a)
. branch circuit 162(282) (b)
. bulkhead 162(39)
. certificate 157(1) (6)
. Chief Inspector 152(1) (&)
. circuit 162(282) («r)
. circuit-breaker 162(282) (rf)
. conductor 162(282) (e)
. contactor 162(282) (/)
. control device 162(282) (g)
. co-owners and co-lessees ..200(4)
. Crown lands 1 (b)
. dam 162(39)
. Deputy Minister 1 (rf)






. electrical equipment .. .162(282) (f
. electrical supply station 162(282) (/
. endorsed certificate ... .157(1) {d
, extended certificate 157(1 )(?
. feeder 162(282)(;fe
. fuse 162(282) (/
. general use switch 162(282) (m
. ground 162(282)(«
. ground electrode 162(282) (r
. grounded 162(282) (o
. grounding conductor .. 162(282) (/>
. grounding system .... 162(282) (g
. guarded 162(282) (j
- initial certificate 157(1) (/
. in place \(e
. Inspector 152(1) (6
. insulation 162(282) (/
. isolating switch 162(282) (u
. Judge Hf
. licensee \{g
, machinery 1 (/j
. magnetic contactor . . .162(282)(f
, manager 152(1) (f
. medical officer 157(1) (^
. mine as a noun \{i
. mine as a verb 1 (/
. minerals 1 (^
.miner's certificate 157(1) (/i
. Mining Court 1(/
. mining lands 1 (m
. mining rights 1 («
. Minister 1 (o
. motor-circuit switch .. 162(282) (w
. over-load device 162(282) (x
. owner 1 (/>
. patent 1(9







. shaft 1 («
. shift 155(1)(6
. surface rights 1 (v
.. switch 162(282)(y
^ switchboard 162(282) (^
. utilization equipment. .162(282) (.7a
. valuable mineral in place ....!(«/'
. voltage to ground ... 162(282) (rf
. Tolts and voltage 162(282) (rt
. wire gauge 162(282) {sd
- workman 155(1) (a
MINING—Con. Sec
Department of Lands and Forests
. claim not to be staked where
lands set aside by 39(c)
. regulation re co-operation with
Department of Mines 15
Department of Mines
. administration of 4
. appeal to Minister filed with 130(2)
. applications made to 22
. continuance and administration
of 4
. Department defined 1(c)
. order or judgment of Mining
Court filed with 143(2)
. regulations re co-operation with
Department of Lands and
Forests 15
Depth indicator
. required on all hoists .... 162(256)
. specifications re construction
of 162(257)
Deputy Minister
. appointment and duties of ....5(1)
. authorization of officers to take
affidavits 18
. cancellation of erroneous patents
by 104
. certification by, re costs mine
rescue stations 154(7)
. defined 1(d)
. duties and powers of recorder
exercised by 22
. duties of 5(1)
. instruments of title, etc, signed
by 6(2)
. issue of miner's licences by . .26(4)
. . duplicate 30(1,2)
. notification of, re inquest into
fatal accident 160(2)
. official information obtained by,
privileged 16(2)
. order of Judge required to
subpoena 16(1)
. powers of 5(2)
. proof required by, re issue of
miner's licence to companies 26(6)
. report of Inspector to 170(2)
Derail switch
. requirements re 162(179)
Detonator
. requirements re, when charging
hole 162(79)
. storage with other explosives
prohibited 162(56)





. regulations by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council re 193
. report required re 80(3)
. rules re holes in 162(124)
. work allowance re 81(3)
Diesel engines
. location of, re mine
entrances 162(25)
Discipline






. officer of Crown, by 45(1)
Disputant
. requirements for address for
service of 62(3)
Disputes
. conditions where receipt
issued 62(4)
. determination of
. . holder of mining claim and
timber licensee, between. .48(2)
. . patentee and timber licensee,
between 103(2)
. fee for making copies of ...62(2)
. lands exempt from prospecting,
re 40(2)
licensee of recorded claim, by 62(1)
. recorded holder of claim to
receive copies of 62(2)
District Inspector
. certificate of, re maximum hoist
load 162(146)
. notice to, where rescue stations
required re fire 166(2)
. report to, of test of safety
catches 163(231) (</)
. rescue equipment, etc, ordered
by 154(4)
Docimients
. conditions precedent to
recording of 75
. filing of, in mining recorder's
ofEce 21
. inspection of, filed in mining
recorder's office 11
. production of before Mining
Court 118
. recording of, to constitute notice 77
Doors




. conditions of 112(2)
. regulations re issue of 112(1)
Dressing room
. provision of 162(45)
Drill holes
. size sufficient to admit
cartridge, etc 162(71)
Drilling
. areas where prohibited 162(73) (&,tf)






. marking of 30(2)
Dust
. removal of, where dangerous
to health 162(185)
Dust exposure occupation
. condition for employment in 157(2)
. defined 157(l)(c)
. examination before employment
in 157 (4) (o)
. exemptions from medical
certificate requirements re 157(9)
Earth contacts
. requirements of, re grounding
systems 162(302)
Easements
. application for, material filed
on 195(4)
. conferred by Judge to run
with land 195(5)
. power of Judge to grant 195(1)
. rights, when effective 195(8)
. terms varied by Judge 195(7)
Electric blasting
. approval of Chief Inspector
required, when 162(91)
. current disconnected after 162(90)
. lead wires to be short-circuited
while blasting caps
attached 162(93)
. mine conditions where
required 162(89)
. precautions re use of firing
cables 162(94, 95)












. ammeter to be installed on
motor 162(367)(/i)
. auxiliary overwind device
on 162(368)
. back-out switch, required
for 162(367)(0
. brakes required re .... 162(367) (a)
. circuit-breakers required
re 162(367)(a)




. overwind and underwind
devices re 162(367) (&)
. underwind by-pass switch
re 162(367 (/)
. warning signals required
re 162(369)
Electric motors
. manually controlled starters
for 162(365)
. protection of, by overload
device 162(366)
. starting equipment required
re 162(364)
Electrical apparatus
. competent persons in charge
of 162(283)
, connection of conductors
to 162(348)
. fire-fighting appliances for 162(391)









. control and protective devices
for 162(359)
. current-carrying parts to be
guarded 162(362)
. defined 162(282) (i)
. fire prevention in installation
of 162(404)
. general requirements re ..162(283)
. grounding of, where located
underground 162(400)
. identification of 162(286)
. inspections and repairs re. .162(285)
. notices on, to be non-conducting
material 162(288)
repairs or alterations on . .162(289)
. requirements re grounding
of 162(291)
. switches, etc., to have good
contact 162(360)





. entries required and rules
re 162(371)
Electrical Inspector
. certification by, of electric
blasting device 162(91)
. testing required by, re electric
hoists 162(370)
Electrical signals
. protection of from other
electrical conductors .162(409)
Electrical supply stations
. artificial lighting of 162(321)
. control devices 162(320)
. current carrying to be guarded
in 162(319)
. defined 162(282) (;)
. emergency lighting supply
for 162(322)
. unauthorized persons not to
enter 162(317)






. general rules 162(282-289)
Elevator car operator
. signal to, at every landing 162(212)
Elevators
. automatic safety devices
required on 162(208)
. entrance to, to be
protected 162(168)
. operator of, minimum age
re 162(194)
. protective doors, side casing
and roofing 162(210)
. safety catches required when
passengers carried ....162(211)
Employees
. employer's responsTiility for
qualifications of 152(2)
. miner's licence not required
by 25(2)
Employers
. employer's responsibility for
qualifications 152(2)
Employment
. children, of 153(1)
. examination before, in dust
exposure occupation ..157 (4) (o)
. females, of 153(2)
Enforcement
. agreements, etc 73(1)
. contracts for sale after mining




. foremen must speak 162(2)
. workmen obliged to have
knowledge of 162(3)
Escapement shaft
. requirements re 162(21)
Evidence
. additional, allowed by
Mining Court on appeal ..129(2)
. certificate of record as 64
. copies of, furnished as in
Supreme Court 139
. copy of documents in
recorder's office as 12
. order of Judge re taking
of, from witnesses 132(4)
. receivable by Judge 134(1)
Execution creditor
. discharge of execution on
release from 79(9)
Executive Council
. certification by member of,
re privilege as to official
information 16(2)
Exemptions







. auxiliary to be provided . . 162(21)
. . requirements of, for
buildings 162(24)
. emergency, signs and
instruction required re ..162(22)
Experts
. employment of, for research, etc. 13
. Judge may obtain assistance of 133
Explosives
. care and handling of 162(46)
. commission of careless
act re 162(58)(c)
. disposition
. . defective 162(52)
. . deteriorated 162(58) (6)
. implements used in opening
cases of 162(53)
. order in which to be used . .162(52)
. prohibition against use of




. removal from mine 162(60)






. removal from original
cartridge forbidden 162(69)
requirements for use of ..162(47)
storage of
. closed-down mines, at ..162(59)
. conditions for 162(49)
. location underground ...162(55)
. transfer from one space
to another 162(65) (6)
transportation of
. shaft, in 162(64)
. surface storage, from 65(a)
use prohibited on roast
heaps, etc 162(70)
. weekly inspection and
report of 162(58) (a)
Explosives storehouse
. approval of Inspector re 162(49) (a)
. caretaker for 162(50)
. electric heating in 162(378)
. electric switches and
fuses re 162(377)
. electric wiring in 162(376)
. floors and shelves to
be neutralized 162(51)
. location of, according to
British Table of
Distances 162(49) (c)
. locking of, posting
notices re 162(49) (/)
. materials used in, to
minimize accidents . .162(49) (<i)
Fatal accidents
. duty of mine manager re 160(1) (&)
. inquest re 160(1) (a)
. . eligibility of coroner on 160(1) (c)
. notice to Chief Inspector
and Inspector of 160(3)
. permission of Chief
Inspector or Inspector to
alter scene of 160(5)




See also Counsel fees
. certificate of recorder re
decisions, for 126(4)
. examination of mining
recorder's books, for 10
. making copies of disputes, for 62(2)
. payable to constables 19(2)
. payment of, on recording
claim 58(1) (O
. relief against forfeiture, on ..89(1)
. scale of, re witnesses 142




. employment of, in and
about mines 153(2)
Fencing
. abandoned mines, re 159(1)
. discharge of lien for 159(5)
, failure to erect after notice 159(2)
. recovery of costs of,
by Crown 159(4)
Fire
. conditions for building
underground 162(6)
. notice re 166(2)






. approval of, for
electrical apparatus ....162(391)
Fire-fighting equipment
. monthly inspection and
report of 162(15) (c)
. places in mine where
required 162(15) (a, b)
Fire hazard area
. designation of, by
Chief Inspector 162(14) (a)
. warning signs re 162(14)(c)
Fire protection
. general procedures re 162(4)
Foremen
. knowledge of English
language essential 162(2)
Forest Fires Prevention Act
. computing working time
where work permit
refused under 82(&)
. holder of mining claim to
secure permit under 48(1)
Forfeiture
. effect of enlistment for
active service re 188(1)
. mining claim subject to 88(1)
. proceedings re 88(2)
. recording of, by mining
recorder 89(2)
. relief aganst, re mining
claims 89(1)
. relief from on leases under
boring permits 110(2)
. right to stake claims, re 56
. staking subsequent to 89(5)
Forms
. prescribed by regulation 3
MINING—Con. Sec.
Fraud
. cancellation of certificate
of record for 65
Friction clutch
. testing of on hoists 162(241)
Frogs
. guard block to be provided
for, re railway tracks ..162(170)
Fuel Supply Act
. administrat on by Minister 8
Fuels
. storage requirements re
liquid 162(88)
Fuses
. cut-ou'ts re, to be in
fireproof cabinets 162(352)
defined 162(282)(/)
lighting of, where more
than one shot 162(82)
rules re 162(77)
. cut-outs on, where
circuits over 300 volts 162(351)
. electrical circuits, in ...162(349)




See also Compressed Gas
. boring permit re 109(1)
. generating of, underground
forbidden 162(20)
. unused workings to be
tested for 162(114) (a)
Gates
. hoistway entrance, at 162(99)
. hoistway to be equipped
with 162(202)




. required on air or steam
hoists 162(255)





. work allowance re 81(6,8)
Geophysical surveys
. work allowance re 81(5,8)
. . airborne magnetic
surveys 81 (5) (a)
. . ground surveys 81(5)(&)
Gores and fractions





. Judge's conunission by 121
Gravel
. licensee not entitled to
dispose of 69
Grease—5"^^ Oil and grease
Grinding wheels




. attachment of grounding
conductor to 162(301)
. defined 162(282) (r)
. specifications for 162(300)
Ground survej^




. requirements re circuits ..162(290)
. requirements re electrical
equipment 162(291)
Grounding conductors
. attachment to ground
electrode 162(301)
. defined 162(282)(^)
. material and installation 162(293)
. means of attachment ...162(292)
. protection of, from
mechanical injury 162(297)
. requirements re, for
lightning arresters 162(307)
. s'ze and capacity of
re circuits 162(294)
. size and capacity of
. electrical equipment, re 162(295)
. . portable equipment, re 162(296)
Groimding system





. construction of, at track
approaches 162(191)
Guide rails
. construction of 162(206)
Hand-railing
. runways or staging
provided with 162(167)
Hatchway




. protective, for workers .... 162(97)
Head sheaves
. specifications for 162(280)
Hearing




. fire hazard re electric,
imderground 162(405)
Hoist drums




. securing of bolts and
fittings on 162(250)
. specifications and rules re. .162(253)
. suitability of, re size
of rope 162(251)
Hoisting
auxiliary brake required re 162(247)
brakes required re 162(245)











. persons, re 162(144)
. workmen in open pit
workings, re 162(177)
rules re, for workmen
after blasting 162(136)
signals for
. open pitworkings, in . . . 162(181)
standard code of 162(152)
stoppage in, procedure and
recording after 162(236)
Hoisting Machinery Record Book
. entries in
. . daily inspections and
discovery of defects,
re 162(279)
. . inspection of new
attachments of
hoisting rope, re 162(275)
. . inspections, re 162(259)





. notation in, re test of
safety catches 162(231) (d)
. rope dressings to be
recorded in 162(271) (6)
Hoistman
. age limit 156(1,2)
. brakes on hoist tested by 162(240)
. conveyance not to be
removed until signal
received 162(155)
. duty to remain
at controls 162(153) (a)
. friction clutch tested by 162(242)
. hoist not to be operated
by, when obstructions
in shaft 162(238)
. hours of labour re 155(3)
. medical certificates
required re 156(3-6)
. procedure on receiving
signals 162(152)
. speaking to, not
permitted 162(153) (6)
Hoistman's Log Book
. records to be kept in 162(244)
. . stoppage of hoisting ...162(236)
. tests of overwind device 162(239)
. . trips after new
attachment of rope . . .162(275)
Hoists—See also Electric hoists
. approval of safety catches
for, by Chief
Inspector 162(231) (d) (i)
. depth indicator
required on 162(256)
. gauges required on where
air or steam 162(255)
. permissible loading of ...162(260)
. repair of safety devices,
procedure after 162(231) (d) (iii)
. use of
. . forbidden upon discovery
of defect 162(278)
. . without safety catches . . 162(232)
. weekly examination of ...162(259)
Hoistways
. construction of guide
rails in 162(206)
. gates provided at 162(202)
. guarding of, by partition 162(205)
. interlocking device required
on gates guarding 162(203)






. entitled to report of inspection 94
Hood
. specifications of, for
cage or skip 162(231) (o)
Hours of labour
. hoistman, re 155(3)
. provisions re underground ..155(2)
Illness
. extension of time for 83(1)




. . default of payment
of fine, in 183(3)
. . personal safety involved 183(4)
Inclined raises
. ladders and platforms in 162(108)
Indian Lands Act, 1924
. provision of, re staking
of claims 39(e)
Indian Reserve
. claim not to be staked in . . . .39(e)
Inflammable gas
. Fire Hazard Area
created by 162(114) (6)
Inflammable materials
. metal containers to be
provided for 162(5) (c)
. removal of
. . surface buildings, from 162(5) (6)
. . underground, from ...162(5) (6)
Inflammable refuse
. certificate re 162(7)
Information
. confidential, mine assessor
not to disclose 10
Injunctions
. actions by ofificers appointed
under Act, re 149
Injured persons
. first aid treatment for . . . .162(35)





. required re fatal accidents . . 160(a)
. right of Inspector to








. . filing and entry of 93(1)
. . right of holder of claim
to copy of 94
. notification of holder of
claim of 92(2)
. powers of Judge or
recorder re 92(3)
. precautions observed
during, re shaft 162(105)













. quantities of explosives
stored, re 162(49) (6)
certificate of, re meaning
of workman, shift or
underground 155(1)
. claim cancelled on report of 61(4)
. consent for thawing
house 162(61)
. defined 152(1) (6)
. demand for licence by 32
. designated areas by, where
'internal combustion
engine prohibited 162(41) (&)
. duties of 170
. Electrical Hoisting
Equipment Record Book
available to 162(371) (d)
. ex officio justices of peace 17
. examination of witnesses
at inquest 160(2)
. fencing erected by 159(3)
. fencing of abandoned
mine to satisfy 159(1)
. Hoisting Machinery Record
Book available to . .162(281) (rf)




. notice of non-fatal
accidents sent to 165
. notice of rock bursts
requested by 166(3) (a)
MINING—Con. Sec.
Inspector—Con.
notification of, re fatal
accidents .160(3)
official information
obtained by, privileged .... 16(2)
order of judge required
to subpoena 16(1)
powers and duties of 170
. inspection of claims, re ...92(1)




recovery of cost of
•fencing at suit of 159(4)
report to
. careless act with
explosives, re 162(58) (^)




special report to Minister
by, re accidents 171(1)
time for blasting determined
by, re contiguous claims 162(68)
Instruments of title




. clutch and brake on
hoist drum, re 162(249)
Interlocutory applications
. disposition of, by Judge .... 132(5)
Internal combustion engine
. areas in which
prohibited 162(41) (6)
. exhaust from, re 162(27)
. location of, re mine
entrance 162(26)




. complaint of misstatement
in affidavit 58(4)
Iron ore





. disposition of interest on
expiration of licence 90
1022 GENERAL INDEX
MINING—Com. Sec.
Judge of Mining Court
appeal to
. appointment for 131
. cancellation of mining
claim re 93(3)
. order of mining recorder
from 129(1)
. owner of surface rights, by 95(1)
appointment of 115(1)
cancellation of certificate




. notice of 144(1,2)
. performance of work, re . . .80(5)
. upon merits 135






. interest of joint holder
on expiration of licence, re 90
discretion of
. awarding of costs, re 140
. default of co-worker re
work, on 84(1)
. party walls, re 164
. security for costs, re 136




easements, etc., conferred by 195(5)
evidence required to be
written out by 139
ex officio justice of peace 17
exclusion of portion of surface
rights from mining
claim by 96(2)
expert assistance obtained by 133
extension of time by
. appeal from Mining
Court, re 147(1)
. default of co-owner on ...201(1)
. report of work where 89(4)
. work or payment of
money, re 89(3)
investigation by, re
misstatement in affidavit ..58(4)
lands where consent
required re prospecting . . . .40(1)
leave re question of forfeiture 88(2)




Judge of Mining Court
—
Con.
order of Judge required
to subpoena 16(1)
order of, directing
removal of execution 79(9)
. evidence to be taken
from witnesses, re ....132(4)
. inspection of mining
claims by 92(1)
. relief against forfeiture by 89(1)
place of hearing selected by 132(2)
powers of
. cancellation of lien, etc. ..191(4)
. commissioner under Public
Lands Act, as 125
. counsel fees, re 141(3)
. enforcement of
decisions, re 117(1)
. granting rights over
other lands 195(1)
. judge of superior court 117(2)
. ordering inspection in
appeals, etc 92(3)
. where licensee dies before
recording claim, etc 91
procedure before, to apply
to proceedings before
recorder 127(2)
proceeding upon view with
consent of parties 134(3)
recommendation of
. cancellation of claim, re ...58(3)
. revocation of licence, for 35
reduction in area of
mining claim by 96(1)
reference of proceedings
to, of Mining Court 122
refusal to furnish
information to 180(tf)
right to use court room
or town hall 137
scale of costs determined by 141(2)
security from licensee
ordered by 95(2)
sheriff, etc., to assist 138




tenure of office of 115(2)
terms of easement or
rights varied by 195(7)
vesting claim of creditor by ... .85
vesting delinquent's share




. recording of, re unpatented
mining claims 79(1)
Judicature Act
. procedure on appeals under . . . 148
Junction boxes




. Mining Court, of 117(1)
Justices of the peace
. Judge, inspectors, and
mining recorders as 17
Kenora
. work done before recording
claim in 80(9)
Ladderways
. construction of 162(129-132)
. . shaft less than seventy
degrees from
horizontal, in 162(127) (6)
. . shaft over seventy
degrees from
horizontal 162(127) (a)
. partitioning of, from
hoisting section of
shaft 162(126)
. rules re, in mines 162(125)
Land Titles Act
. applicability re patented
mining rights, etc 21
. cancellation of patents,
where land registered under 104
Lands patented




. Order in Council re
agreements for prospecting,
etc 46
. prospecting, working, etc.,
prohibited 44
Lease—See also Termination of
lease
. application and payment for,
re mining claim 97(2)
. enlistment for active service,
effect of, re application for 188(3)
. grant of, for dredging 112(1)
. issue of, upon discovery
under boring permit 110(1)
. mining lands in provincial forest
. . conditions of 47(1)
. . renewal of 47(2)




. navigable waters, re 52(3, 4)
. public travel protected under 202(5)
. right to, re mining claim . .97(1)
Lease of mining lands
. issue by Minister 196(2)
. repeal of, at instance of Crown 198
Lessee
. rights of under boring
permit 110(3)
Licences
. endorsement on, re application
for claim 59
. forfeiture of mining
claim on expiry of ....88(l)(o)
. issue by Minister,
for occupation 196(2)
. prospecting, staking
claims, etc., re 25(1)
. refinery, re 174
. . powers of Minister re ....175(1)
. . term of 175(2)
. revocation of 35
Licensees—See also Timber licensee
. affidavit filed with
recorder re claim 58(3)
. application, and plan
supplied to recorder by ...58(1)
. assays obtained free by 67(1)
. claim not invalidated by
misdescription by 58(6)
. claim not worked by,
pending settlement of
compensation 95(2, 3)
. compensation payable by,
where surface rights
disposed of by Crown 37
. compensation to owner of
surface rights by 95(1)
. death of, before
recording claim, etc 91
. defined 1 (g)
. describing, as trustee 72(2)
determination of interest of,
on abandonment 86(2)
disposition of interest on
expiration of licence of 90
. dispute of recorded claim by 62(1)
. endorsement on licence of ...59
. forfeiture of rights to
stake claims 56
. non-compliance with Act by,
re abandonment 87
. number of claims per year ...54






. prospecting by, prohibited
while compensation unpaid 95(4)
. purchaser as, under writ
of execution 79(6)
. recording mining claim in
wrong division 60
. rights of
. . abandon mining claim 86(1)
. mining claim, re 66
. . under twenty-one, where 34
. sand, gravel, or stone not
to be disposed of by 69
. water power excluded
from claim of 41
. work on one of several
contiguous claims by . . . .80(6, 7)
Lien
. compensation of surface
rights for 95(4)
Lieutenant-Governor
. address of Assembly to,
re removal of Judge 115(2)




. absence of Judge, in 121
. Deputy Minister, of 5(1)
. mine rescue officers, of ...154(2)
. officers of Department, of .7(1)
. registrar of Mining Court, of 116
approval of
. conditions of dredging
leases 112(2)
. issue of boring permits ...111
cancellation of claim by,
for misuse of lands 70
. conditions in leases
prescribed by, re boring
permits 110(2)
. exemption by, re processing
ores in Canada 102(2)
. mining divisions created
and altered by 20
order re working on
'behalf of Crown 43
patents, leases declared
void by 102(1)
. proclamation by, re hours
of labour 155(4)
proclamation of Public Works




regulations made by 196
co-operation between
Department of Lands and
Forests and Department
of Mines, re 15
diamond drilling, re 193
dredging leases, re 112(1)
dust exposure
occupation, re 157(10)
fees and charges, re . . 162(413)
prescribing forms, re 3
price of rental of
mining claim, re 97(1)
surveying, re 105(2)
testing laboratories, re 163
reopening of lands for
prospecting by 42(2)
termination of lease, on . . .47(5)




. withdrawal of lands from
prospecting by 42(1)
Life lines
open pit workings, in ...162(176)
rules re 162(215)
rules re provision and
use of 162(118)






. limitation on voltage
re circuits for 162(373)
style of portable







• requirements for grounding
conductors for 162(307)
Liquid fuel
storage requirements re . 162(28)







. persons not to enter or be
near mine with 162(411)
Lis pendens
. duration of certificate of ....79(4)
. filing of certificate of 79(3)
. notification of continuance
or vacating of 79(5)




Local master of titles
. notice of termination of
lease sent to 47(4)
Locking-gear
. clutch on hoisting drum
provided with 162(248)
Locomotive
. rules when left
unattended 162(162)
. warning device to be
sounded by . .. 162(159) (a), (389)
Machinery
. defined 1 (A)




. safe working conditions
to be provided about .162(183)
. workmen not to wear




. custody of medical
certificates by 157(8)
. defined 152(1)(<:)
. disposal of deteriorated
explosives by 162(58) (t)
. duty of
. . fatal accidents at
mines, re 160(1) (6)
. . notification where fatal
accident, re 160(3)
. . training mine rescue
crews, re 154(4)
. effecting rules by 161 (3) (a)
. mine workings to be
examined by 162(115)
. monthly report to, re
fire fighting
equipment 162(15)(c)
. owner obliged to give





. permission of, re removal
of explosives from mine 162(60)
. responsibilities of re
. . carrying out
rules, re . . . 161(4)(a,&)(i), (f)
. . daily examination of
hoisting rope and
safety appliances .... 162(277)
. . mine rescue operations, in 154(5)
Mandamus
. actions by officers appointed
under Act, re 149
Manways—See also Ladderways
. precautions during repair,
etc., of 162(123)
. top to be protected 162(111)
Materials
. rules re loading in hoists 162(133)
Mechanical haulage
. clearance and safety
stations to be cut re . . . .162(161)
. requirements re side
clearance 162(213)
. workmen prohibited from
riding on cars 162(160)
Mechanical Inspector
. approval of
. . device preventing
dumping from
bucket, re 162(139)
. . safety device on
crossheads, re .... 162(229) (a)
. special testing
required by 162(258)
. tests of safety catches
ordered by 162(277) (6)
. . requirements re 162(231) (rf)
Mechanics' Lien Act
. application of, to mines, etc. 191(1)
. lien for wages in
addition to remedies under 191(3)
. registration under, where






. custody of, by manager, etc. 157(8)
. defined 157(1) (6)
. effect of unemployment
exceeding three
years on 157(7) (e)
. endorsed
. . defined 157(1) (d)





. exemption by Chief
Inspector from
requirement of 157(9) (n)
. extended
. . defined 1S7(1)(^)
. . lapse of, througfh
unemployment 157(7) (a)
. hoistmen, for 156(3-6)
. initial
. . defined 157(1)(/)
. . lapse of, through
unemployment 157(7) (a)
. . re-examination of
holder of 157(4) (&)
. mining recorder to extend
time on production of . . .83(2)
. renewal of
. . travelling medical
officer, by 157(3) (fe)
. . where inability to be
present for
examination 157(3) (c)
. renewed, defined 157(1) (t)
. term of 157(3) (o)




. provision of, for
inflammable materials 162(5) (c)
Metallurgical works
. rules re operation of 162(192)
Mill hole
. top to be protected 162(111)
Mine
. defined as a noun 1(«)
. defined as a verb 1 (/)
Mine captain
. report of missed
holes by 162(86)
Mine entrance
. location of boilers and
diesel engines re 162(25)
. location of internal
comtustion engine re . . . .162(26)
. proximity of buildings to .162(23)
Mine plans
. dams and bulkheads to
be shown on 162(39) (a)
Mine rescue crews
. manager responsible
for supervision of 154(5)
Mine rescue officers
. appointment of 154(2)
MINING—Co«. Sec.
Mine rescue officers—Con.




. costs re, paid from Consolidated
Revenue Fund 154(6)
. establishment of 154(1)
Mine workings
. examination of 162(115)
. precautions in breaking
through to 162(76)
. timbering of 162(106)
Mineral rights
. claims not to be staked
where no reservation re . . 39(o)
. prospecting upon lands
where, reserved to Crown 36(6)
. sale or lease where
under roads 202(1, 2)





. conditions for issue of .157(5) (a)
. defined 157(1)(A)





. date of application to be date of 33
. date and term of 26(2)
. effective throughout
Ontario, not transferable .26(3)
. employee not required
to obtain 25(2)
. issue to companies 26(4)
. issue to individuals 26(5)
. marking of duplicate 30(2)
. numbering and lettering of 27
. . offence of altering of .... 180(«)
. officers, employees, shareholders
of company holding,
not licensees 28
. one only to be held or
applied for 31(1)
. contravention 31(2)
persons eligible to receive . . .26(1)
production of 32
renewal of 29(1, 2)
. date and effect of 29(3)
. same number and letter





. exceptions re applications
for mining lands under 2(2)
. forfeiture of lease, re






. application and payment for
patent or lease for 97(2)
. application for, address
for service on 71(1)
. application of Mechanic^
Lien Act to 191(1)
. cancellation of
. . appeal to Judge, re 93(3)
. . eflFect of 93(4)
. . failure to tag, re 61(4)
. . misuse of 70
. . report of inspection upon . .93(2)
. certificate of record, granting of
. . surveyed territory, in ...63(1,2)
. . unsurveyed territory, in ...63(3)
. contiguous, provisions
re work 80(6, 7)
. contracts for sale, etc.,
after staking out ^^{2)
. disposal of buildings, etc,
on property at time of
staking claim 68(2)
. disposition of lands
accidentally omitted 107(2)
. dispute refused 62(4)
. documents re recording of 75
. exclusion of portion of
surface rights from 96{2)
. execution re, discharge of ...79(9)
. forfeiture of 88(1)
. form of transfer, re tmpatented 74
. general rules re laying out 49
. holder of, to secure permit
re forest fire prevention . . .48(1)
. . reports of 93(1)
. inspection of, re compliance
with Act 92(1)
. issue of patent or lease for . . .97(1)
. keeping in good standing,
under writ of execution ...79(8)
. liability of trustee of 72\z)
. licensee recording in wrong
division 60
. marking boundaries of
. . irregular areas in
surveyed townships, re . . 52(2)
. . irregular areas in





. marking boundaries of
—
Con.
. . lands covered with
water, re 52(3)
. method and procedure of staking 55
. misdescription, not
invalidated by 58(6)
. number allowed each
licensee per year 54
. particulars to be recorded ...61(1)
. priority of claim re 76
. procedure re recorder
refusing to file 61(2)
. recording of certificate
of lis pendens re 79(2)
. recording of order or
judgments where
unpatented 79(1)
reduction in area of, where
surface rights sold 96(1)
removal of buildings,
chattels, etc 68(1)
report of recorded holder
of, re work 80(3)
right of licensee to abandon . .86(1)
size and form of
. townships surveyed into
100 acre lots, re 50(/)
. townships surveyed into
150 acre lots, re SO(e)
. townships surveyed into
200 acre lots, re 50(<f)
. townships surveyed into
320 acre lots, re 50(c)
. townships surveyed into
640 acre lots, re 50(b)
. unsurveyed territory, re . . . 50(o)
size and form of, in
special mining divisions
. townships surveyed into
100 acre lots, re 51(/)
. townships surveyed into
150 acre lots, re 51(e)
. townships surveyed into
200 acre lots, re Sl'id)
. townships surveyed into
320 acre lots, re 51(c)
. townships surveyed into
640 acre sections, re ....51(6)
. unsurveyed territory, re ...51(o)
surveyed townships, in
. special staking ordered
by Minister re 53(1)
. waiver by Minister re
form and marking of .... 53(2)
surveys of 53(3)






. vesting of, in creditor
for work upon 85
. water power excluded from ... .41
. work allowance for power
stripping on 81(7)
. working conditions re 80(1)




. admission of further
evidence by 129(2)
. appeal from, to Court of Appeal 146
. . time allowed for 147(1)
. appeal from, to Minister ...130(1)
. appeals to, from decision
of recorder 129
. . address for service
required on notice of . . .129(4)
. application for transfer
of proceeding to 123
. appointment and title of
Judge of 115(1)
. appointment of registrar to ...116
. compulsion on witnesses to
attend before 118
. continuance of 114(1)
. court of record, as 114(2)
. defined 1(0
. filing of order or
judgment of 143(2)
. form of decision, etc., of ...143(1)
. issue of subpoena out of 118
. jurisdiction of 117(1)
. material required from
applicant by 131(2)
. material to be filed with,
re application for easement 195(4)
. notice of filing of
judgment of 143(2)
. order of, eflfect 128
. reference to Judge of, re
proceedings in other courts 122
. rules re 124
. scale of costs in 141(1)
. transfer of proceedings to
Supreme Court 120
. validity of patents not to be
determined by 119
. validity of proceedings of,
where formal defect ISO
Mining divisions
. division of Province into 20
Mining lands







. procedure re voluntary
surrender of 203
. rights of parties where
adjoining public
highway 202(4)(6)
. sale of, forbidden in
provincial forest 47(1)
Mining partnerships
. continuance of rights and
liabilities under 113
Mining recorder
. appeal from decision, etc., of 129(1)
. appointment by
Lieutenant-Governor 9(1)
. appointment in absence of ... .9(2)
. appointment of constables
and peace officers by 19(1)
. cancellation of claim by,
upon report of inspection 93(2)
. certificate of, re decisions . . .126(4)
. copies or extracts from
documents in oflfice of,
as evidence 12
. copy of dispute sent to
recorded holder by 62(2)
costs not to be awarded by 127(3)
. credit for excess work by . .80(2)
. demand for licence by 32
. direction for conduct of
proceedings before 127(1)
. dispute received and filed by 62(1)
. duty of, re keeping
books and maps 10
. endorsement on licence by,
re claim 59
. entry of note of
abandonment by 86(2)
. ex officio justices of peace 17
. examination of documents
filed in office of H
. exclusion of portion of
surface rights from
mining claim by 96(2)
. extension of time for work by 83
. filing of claims, etc., in
office of, before patent 21
. finality of decision of 126(5)
. issue of duplicate miner's
licence by 30(1,2)
. issue of miner's licences by . .26(5)
. method of recording claim
for Crown 45(3)
. note of decision made by . . . 126(3)
. notice of appeal from




. notice of termination of
lease sent to 47(4)
. notice of trusts not to be
received by 72(1)
. notice to holder by, re
continuance or vacating of
lis pendens 79(5)
. order for inspection of
mining claims by 92(1)
. order of effect 128
. particulars recorded by,
re claims 61(1)
. plan and applications
supplied to, by licensee ...58(1)
. power to determine disputes
between licensees 126(1)
. power to order inspection
in appeals, etc 92(3)
. recording of forfeiture by . . . .89(2)
. reduction in area of
mining claim by 96(1)
. refusal to record claim by . . .61(2)
. transmission to, of order for
extension of time for
appeal 147(4)
. vacancy in office of 22
. validity of proceedings
before, where formal defects. .150
Mining rights
. definition 1 (n)
. form of patent re 100
. price for patent for 98
Mining Tax Act
administration by Minister 8
Minister
adherence to electrical




lands, etc., by 6(1)
appeal to, re acts of recorder 130(1)
. mode of 130(2)
applications re boring
permits forwarded to 109(2)
appointment by, to conduct
an inquiry 179
approval of
. connecting mines, re 162(33)
. geological surveys, re 81(6)
. geophysical surveys, re . . . .80(5)
. power driven rock drills, re 81(4)
. report of committee on
joining mines, re . . . 162(33) (rf)
. rules of manager re ...161 (3) (o)
. work allowance for
power stripping, re 81(7)
MINING—Con. Sec
Minister—Con.
. authorization of officers to
take affidavits 18
. boring permits granted by ..109(1)
. boring permits issued by Ill
. buildings, etc., on mining
claims disposed of by 68(2)
. cancellation of claim by, re
misstatement in affidavit . . .58(3)
. chairman of committee on
joint refuge station
appointed by 162(33) (fr)
. consent of
. . Crown lands affected,
where 195(6)
. . prospecting upon certain
lands, re 38
. . prospecting upon lands
registered as town
plan, re 38(fe)
. . transfer of boring
permit, re 106(6)
. decision of, final 130(1)
. defined l(o)
. directions of, re establishment
of mine rescue stations. . .154(1)
. discretion re access to claims
covered with or bordering
on water 52(3)
. employment of experts
for research by 13
. establishment of testing
laboratories by 163
. executive head, Department
of Mines 4
. fees and charges by 162(413)
. form of notice by, re lien
for fencing 159(3)
. gores between contiguous
claims disposed of by .... 107(2)
. instruments of title, etc.,
signed by 6(2)
. investigation ordered by, re
misstatement in affidavit . . 58(4)
. issue of duplicate miner's
licence by 30(1, 2)
. issue of lease by, upon
discovery under boring
permit 110(1)
. issue of licence of occupation,
lease or patent of
mining lands, etc., by 197
. issue of miner's licence by . . .26(4)
. laboratories established by 194
. lien discharged by order of 159(5)
. notice by, re voluntary




. notice to recorder by, re
issue of patents of
mining rights 23
order by, re working on
behalf of Crown 43
particulars required by, re
annual returns 168(1)
plans forwarded to, under
boring permit 109(1) (c)
powers
declaring lease forfeited . .200(1)
. Departinent of Lands and
Forests, re 15
. extending time for proof
of work 200(2)
. refinery licences, re 175(1)
proof required by, re issue
of miner's licence to
companies 26(6)
. purchase of diamond drills,
etc., by 193
. reduction in claim by 107(1)
. refund of fee by, re issue
of extra licence 31(2)
. renewal of boring permit
granted by 109(5)
. renewal of miner's licence
without fee 29(5)
. report of Inspector to 170(2)
. revocation of licence by 35
. right to raise question
of forfeiture 88(2)
. sand, gravel, or stone used by . .69
. special report by Inspector
to, re accidents 171(1)
. special slaking ordered, by
re surveyed townships 53(1)
. survey required by, re
patent for inining claim 106
Minister of Lands and Forests
. decision final, re use of
pine timber 103(2)
. decision final, re value of
timber 48(2)
patentee's use of timber
controlled by 103(1)
. permission of, re cutting of
timber by holder of
boring permit 110(5)
Minors
. rigiit.s of, when licensed 34
Missed holes
firing of. without delay 162(87)
. heading not to be abandoned














. examination of, to prevent
explosions 162(197)
Natural Gas Conservation Act
. administration by Minister 8
Northern Ontario
. mineral rights under roads
vested in Crown in . . . . 202(4) (o)
Notice
. manager or owner, by
. . compliance with Act, re 167(l)(d)
. . connection of electrical
equipment, re 167(1) (6)
. . installation of hoist, re 167(l)(a)
. . operations, re 167(1) (c)
. posting of, re maximum
weight on hoist 162(157)
. recording of documents
to constitute 77
. sale or lease of mineral
rights under roads, re . . . 202(2)
. special occurrences




. additional penalty where
continuing 183(2)
. disobedience to order or
award of Judge 181
. failure to erect fence
after notice 159(2)
. filing of false plans as 169(6)
. institution of prosecution of . . 184
. non-compliance with order
of Inspector 172
, obstruction of right
granted by Judge 195(8)
. penalties for 180
. use of word "Bureau" as 182
Officers appointed imder Act
interest of, in Crown lands,
mining claims, etc 14
Officers of Crown
. staking of claims by 45
Official information




. storage of 162(8)
. . underground 162(10)
Ontario Gazette
. forfeiture of lease
published in 200(1)
Ontario Government Cable Testing
Laboratory
. certificate of, re use
of rope 162(264) (a)
. hoisting rope tested
bi-annually by 162(273)
. sample of used rope
tested by 162(265)
. special testing of discarded
hoisting rope by 162(274)
Ontario land surveyor
. survey by, required for lease
under boring permit 110(4)
. survey of missing claim by,
as condition of patent ...105(1)
. taking of affidavits by 58(5)
. work allowance re 81(2)
Ontario Northland Transportation
Commission
. prospecting upon lands of 38
Open-flame lamps
. precautions required in
use of 162(12)
. prohibition of, near
explosives 162(57)
. rules re, on cages or
skips 162(156)(a)
Open pit workings
. conditions for use of
ladders at 162(182>(rf)
. examination of walls in ..162(175)
. provision of
stairways at 162(182):(&, c)
. rules as to operations on 162(174)
Open workings
. guarding or closing oflF ..162(112)
Order in Council
. agreements for working
claims of Crown, re 46
. cancellation of claim for
misuse of lands, re 70
. computing working time
where time excluded by . . .82(o)
. reopening of land or mining
rights by 44
Orders
. duplicate copy transmitted
to recorder, when 143(3)
. filing of, re Mining Court .143(2)






. recording of, re unpatented
mining claims 79(1)
Ores
. processing of, within Canada
. . condition of patent, as ...102(1)
. . exemption from
condition of 102(2)
Overhead operations
. protection of workmen
from 162(96)
Overload device
. defined 162 282)(jr)
Overwind device
. cranes to be equipped with 162(200)
. protection on hoists, for 162(254)
. testing and recording re 162(239)
Owner
. defined l(^)
. duty of, re training mine
rescue crews 154(4)







. rules re 164
Passenger cars
. workmen to be
transported on 162(160)
Patent
. application and payment
for, re mining claim 97(2)
. cancellation and reissue
where erroneous 104
. condition of, re processing
ores within Canada 102(1)
. defined K?)
. enlistment for active service,
effect of application for . . 18&(3)
. forfeiture of mining
claim for default re ...88(1)(?)
. form of, re Crown lands
or mining rights 100
. interest vested in patentee by 101
. issue by Minister 1%(2)
. mining recorder to keep list of . .23
. price for, re Crown lands
and mining rights 98
. public travel protected under 204(5)
. repeal of, at instance of Crown 199
. reservation for roads in
certain districts 99
. right to, re mining claim ...97(1)





. survey by Minister for
issue of, when 106
. validity to be determined
in Supreme Court 119
Patentee
. interest vested in by patent ...101
; rights re timber on lands of 103(1)
. timber not to be cut by . . . 103'(3)
Penalties
. additional re continuing
offence 183(2)
. contravention of Act, for 158
. maximum, re owner, agent,
etc 183(1)
. obstruction of right
granted by Judge 195(8)
. offences re refineries, for 177
. officer having interest in








. provisions re active service
to extend to 189(3)
Petroleum
. boring permit re 109(1)
Photographs
. requisite, before scene of
accident disturbed 160(5)
Pine timber
. reservation in patent of
Crown lands re 103(1)
Pinus Banksiana
. use of patentee of, re
mining operations 103(1)
Piping sjratems
. use of, for grounding . . . 162(299)
Placer mining
. applicability of Act to 108
Plans
. filing of, before abandonment 169(5)
. filing of, re working mines 169(4)
. marking subsequent
progress on 169(3)
. offence to file where false . .169(6)
. particulars required 169(1)
. . electrical equipment and
system, re 169(2)
Poisonous compounds





to remove 162( 186)
Posts
. forfeiture of mining claim
for defacing of 88(1)(6)
Power stripping






transportation of 162(66) (6)
, minimum number to be
made up 162(66) (a)
Priority
. actual notice re 78
Procedure
. fire protection, re 162(4)
. Judge giving directions re 132(1)
. prior to drilling
rock face 162(73>(a)
. prosecution of offences, re ... 185
. recorder refusing to file
claim, re 61(2)
. staking of mining claims 55
Proceedings
. application for transfer of,
to Mining Court 123
. conduct of, before recorder. .127(1)
. dismissal of
. . default of security for
costs, for 136
. . delay in prosecution, for ...136
. forfeiture of mining claims, re 88(2)
. parties entitled to certified
copy of order or judgment 145
. reference to Judge by
other courts 122
. style of, coming
before Judge 117(3)
. transfer to Supreme Court,
re patented lands 120
. validity of, where defect
in form, etc 150
Prohibition
. actions of officers under Act, re 149
Proof
. onus of, re suspension
of rules 184<3)
Property
. damage, etc., to 162(410)
Prosecutions
. institution of 184




. disputes, re lands exempt
from 40(2)
. lands not open for 44
. . without consent 38
. lands open for 36
lands where consent of
owner or order of Judge
or recorder required 40(1)
. licence required for 25(1)
. offence when not complying
with Act 180(a)
. reopening of Crown lands for 42(2)
. withdrawal of Crown lands
from 42(1)
Protective device






. fees to be used for 198
Provincial Assayer
. appointment of 7(1)
. official information obtained
by, privileged 16(2)
. order of Judge required
to subpoena 16(1)
. samples assayed without
charge 67(1)
Provincial forests
mining lands in, not to
be sold 47(1)
Provincial geolog^ist
. appointment of 7(1)
. ex officio provincial
geologist, as 7i.2)
. official information obtained
by, privileged 1^(2)
. order of Judge required
to subpoena 16(1)
Public interest
. staking claims on lands
required in 39(d)
Public lands
. administration of, by Minister. .6(1)
Public Lands Act
. application of Act to sale
of lands under 2(1)
. claim not to be staked where
application pending under 39(6)
. Judge as commissioner under 125
. timber cut on lands under,
by holder of boring permit 110(5)
Public Service Act




. sale or lease of mineral rights




. proclamation of, by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 192
Purchase money
. provisions re, where applicant
on active service 189(1)
Purchaser
. priority of, re mining claims ...76
Qualifications





. rules re operations
in 162(172,173)
Quarterly returns
. requirements re 168(2)
Railway property
. Minister's consent re prospecting
upon 38(f)
Railways
. overhead clearance re .... 162(214)
Raises—See also Inclined raises
. top to be protected 162(113)
Recorder
. defined l{s)
. determination by, re exempt
lands 40(2)
. transmission of proceedings by,




. . claims for Crown, re 45(3)
Re-examination
. holder of miner's certificate,
re VSnSyib)
. medical officers re initial
certificate, by il'57(4)(&)
Refinery
. certificate of exemption re,
by Minister 176(1)
defined 173
licence required for 174
limitation re use of 176(2)
offences re 177




. committee where joint control
of 162(33)(6,c)
. equipment of 162(32)
. establishment of, between
mines 162(33)
Refund
. issue of extra licence, re 31(2)
Registrar
. appointment of, re Mining
Court 116
Registrar of Supreme Court
. filing order of Mining Court
or recorder with 128
. recorder or Deputy Minister
to forward proceedings to 147(3)
Registry Act
. applicability, re patented mining
rights, etc 21
. cancellation of patents where
land registered under 104
Regulation
. defined l'(0
. dust exposure occupations,
re 157(10)
. forms prescribed by 3
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 196
. surveying, re 105(2)
Reinspection




See Arrears of rent
Repair work




. . effect of enlistment for active
service re 188(4)
. . when time extended by
Judge 89(4)
. forfeiture of mining claim for
failure to make 81(1) (a)
Rescue
—
See Mine rescue stations
Rescue equipment
men trained in use of 154(4)
Rescue station superintendent
. defined I52(l)(d)
. notice to, where rescue station
required re fire 166(2)
Resuscitating apparatus





See also Armual returns;
Monthly returns;
Quarterly returns
. false statements in, as
offence 168(3)
Rights preserved
agreements made prior to May 1,
1904, re 202(6)
Roads
. construction of, excluded from
mining operations 80(8)
public travel on, not to be
interrupted by working mineral
rights under 202(3)
. reservation for, in patents 99
Rockbursts
. notice to District Inspector
of 166(3)<a)
. record kept of 166(3) (6)
Rock drills
. work allowance re use of . . . 81(4)
Rope, hoisting
. attachment to bucket, etc.,
on hoists 162(261)
. cleaning and examination of
connections for 162(276)
. daily examination of 162(277)
. dressing to be applied. . 162(271) (o)
. drum must have three turns at
lowest depth 162(263) (o)
. drum not to have more than
three layers at highest
point 162(263)(fc)
. examination of new attachment
of 162(275)
. history required 162(265)
. manufacturer's certificate
required for use 162(264)
. minimum standards re use
of 162(270)
. permissible load on, re
hoisting 162(146)
. permission required for reversal
of 162(268)
. precautions re, where previously
used 162(266)
. procedure on discovery of
defects in 162(278)
. procedure where discarded
for hoisting 162(264)'(^)
. provisions re testing of . . . 162(273)
. record of dressing re . .162(271) (6)
. removal upon abandoning
shaft 162(267)







. specifications for safety factor
in 162(269)
. spliced, not to be used for
hoisting 162(262)
. test certificate required for use
of 162(264) (a)
. testing of sample where
used 162(265)
Rope Record Book
. data entered, re hoisting
rope 162(2M)ic,e)
. Inspector to have free access
to 162(264)(/)
. recording of bi-annual test
in 162(273)
Rules
. application for suspension of 161(1)
. cancellation of suspension of,
by Chief Inspector 161(2)
. duty of workers re knowledge
of 162(1)
. eflFectiveness of manager's ..161(3)
. Mining Court, re 124
. posting of, in buildings 162(49) (f)
. responsibility for carrying out
of 161(4)
Runway
. hand hail on 162(167)
Safety
. disregard for 183(4)
Safety appliances
. daily examination of 162(277)
. procedure on discovery of
defects in 162(278)
Safety catches
. approval of, by Chief Inspector
re hoists ...162(231)(rf)(i)
. permission of Chief Inspector
for hoisting without . • 162(232)
. required on passenger
elevators 162(211)
. specific tests re 162(277) (fc)
Safety devices
. installation required in
elevators 162(208)
Safety fuse
. rules re use of 162(81)
Safety-valves
. steam boilers equipped
with 162(225)(a)
Sale of equipment
. Workmen's Compensation Board
to receive moneys from . . .154(8)
Salt
. boring permit re 109(1)
MINING—Con. Sec.
Sand
. licensee not entitled to dispose
of &)
Sand and gravel pits
. rules re operations in 162(172, 173)
Sanitary conveniences
. provisions re, on
surface .... 162 (42) {Jb, c), (43) (&)
. provisions re,
underground. .162(42) (o), (43) (a)
Sanitation
. manager responsible for
providing 162(42)
Scale cars
. warning alarm required
on 162(196)
Scaling
. adequate equipment for 117
Seal




Shaft Inspection Record Book
. rules re keeping of 162(116)
Shafthouse
. fireproofing of 162(12)
. oil and grease not to be stored
in ...162(8)
. volatile inflammable liquids not
to be stored in 162(9)
Shafts
—
See also Escapement shaft
. cage call systems not to be
installed at 162(151)
. construction of ladderways
in 162(125-132)
. counterweights in, separately
enclosed 162(104)
. defined K")
. gates at entrance to 162(99)
. hoisting practice in ..162(133-157)
. inspection of
. . other work to cease
during 162(105)
. . rules re 162(116)
. lining of compartments in. . 162(103)
. lining with timber where no
crosshead 162(134)
. loading requirements on
conveyances in 1 62(1 58) (c)
. protection of, by fencing ..162(98)
. protection of workers during
sinking operations 162(102)
. requirements re timbering
of 162(100)
. safe passageways provided






. signals re hoisting in ....162(147)
. transportation of explosives
in 162(64)
Sheriffs
. assistance to Judge by 138
. transfer to purchaser by, under
writ of execution 79(6)
Shields
. use at metallurgical works 162(192)
Shift
. defined 155(1>(&)
. safety where non-
continuous 162(121)
Shift boss
. report of missed holes by . . 162(86)
Signal system
. hoists in open pit workings,
re 162(181)
. installed in shaft 162(397)
. voltage re, on underground
installations 162(396)
Signalman
. warning by, re loads being
hoisted or lowered 162(178)
Signals
. authorized person to give, except
danger signal 162(156)
. hoistman to return, where
system electrical 162(149)
. provision for, at every landing
place :••••;•; 162(212)
. provision for, in hoisting
shafts 162(147)
. separate system of, for each
hoisting conveyance . . . .162(148)
. special, approval by Chief
Inspector 162(154)




. . emergency exits, re 162(22)
. . not adequate warning of
blasting 162(75) (a)
Skip—See also Cage
. level of load allowed in ..162(135)
. provision of, for handling
men 162(140)
. responsibility of hoistman re
auxiliary overwind on . . 162(237)
Smoking




sale or lease of mineral rights
under roads in 202(1)
Special mining division
. declaration of 24
Stairways
. construction of
. . blast furnaces, re 162(221)
. . in shaft less than fifty degrees
from horizontal 162(128)
requirement re, from top of
blast furnace 162(220)
Staking claims
compensation re, where surface
rights disposed of by Crown 37
diagrams re method of 55(4)
forfeiture of rights re 56
lands open for 36,37
lands upon which, forbidden . . .39
method and procedure for 55
officers of Crown, by 45
time allowed for recording from
date of 58(2)
. time when permissible, after
forfeiture 89(5)
Staking out
. method of, under boring
permit 109(1) (a)
Stone
. licensee not entitled to dispose
of 69
Statute of Frauds
. applicability of 73^1)
Steam boilers
. certificate of inspection
re 162(225>(&)
. maintenance of 162(226)
. rules re operation of 162(225)
Stench warning
. requirements for apparatus
re 162(30)
. test and report re functioning
of 162(30)
Stock piles
. inspection of, re safe working
conditions 162(193)
Stopes
. auxiliary entrance to,
required 162(110)
Storage batteries
. protection of, re inflammable
gases 162(386)
Storage bins
. life lines required when
working in 162(189)




. provision of 162(34)
Structures underground
. fireproofing of 162(13)
Sub-contractors
. obligation of, to conform to
rules 161(6)
Subpoena
. order of Judge required re
certain officers 16(1)
Summary Convictions Act
. application of, to prosecutions
under Act 185
Sump
. stop to be placed over, re
bottom of shaft 162(38)
Supervising coroner
. directions of, re coroner to






. application for transfer of
proceedings to 120
. copies of evidence supplied
upon same terms as in 139
. extension of time by judge of, on
appeal from Mining Court 147(1)
. validity of patents determined
by 119
Surface buildings
. removal of inflammable material
from 162(5)(6)
Surface rights
. exclusion of portion of, from
mining claim 96(2)
. defined 1 (f
)
. reduction in area of mining claim
on sale of 96(1)
Surface rights compensation
. provision for, under boring
permit 109(l)(d)
. right of owner to 95(1)
. special lien for 95(4)
. work prohibited on claim pending






. condition of patent for mining
claim in surveyed territory, as 106
. inclusion of, as prescribed
work ....81(1)
. mining claim reduced in size





requirements of, re mining
claims 53(3)
. required for lease under boring
permit 110(4)
Surveyor-General
. recommendation of, re gores
between contiguous claims 107(2)
Switchboard
. constructions 162(323)





. guarding of, in cabinets or
screens 162(328)
. protection from short circuiting
on 162(326)







. guarding of, where circuit over
300 volts 162(340)
. location of, in temporary
electric wiring 162(339)
. locking or tagging of .... 162(287)
Tagging
. cancellation of claim where
neglected 61 (4)
. requirements re, on corner
posts 61 (3)
Tail-light
. use of, on underground
trains 162(159)(6)
Telephone wires
. protection of, from other








. arrears of rent on mining lands,
for 47(3)
. notice of, sent to mining recorder'
and local master of titles . . .47(4)
. re-vesting of rights in Crown
on 47(5)
Thawing
. prohibition against by fire,
steam boiler, etc 162(63)
Thawing houses







. recording thermometer required
for 162(62)
Thermometer
. requirements of, re thawing
house 162(62)
Timber
. cutting of, by holder of boring
permit 110(5)
. patentee not to cut 103(3)
. unused, dis'posal of 162(11)
Timber licensee See also Licensees
. holder of mining claim to
compensate 48(2)
. rights re timber on land
of patentee 103(1)
Timbering
. requirements of, re mine
' workings 162(106)
. requirements re, in shafts,
etc 162(100)
Time
. allowance of, for recording
claim 58(2)
. computation of, re performance
of work 82
. extension of
. . after expiration of prescribed
time 151
. . by Judge, re work on payment
of money 89(3)
. . by Minister for proof of
.work 200(2)
' . staking subsequent to forfeiture,
re 89(5)
Tools
. iron or steel not to be used with
explosives, of 162|(72)
Torches
. fire protection where used 162(17)
. operation of, from within
cage, etc 162(19) (a)
Town hall
. Judge's right to use 137
Townsite
. prospecting upon lands set aside
for 38(a)
Tracks
. guard-rails at approaches
to 162(191)
. requirements re 162(180)
Transfer
. agreement for, re mining claim,
to be in writing 73(2)






. Minister's consent to, re boring
permit 109(6)
Transformers
. control devices for 162(313)
. electrical Inspector's approval
where underground ....162(407)
. enclosures for 162(309)
. general requirements re .162(308)
. housing re special types of 162(312)
. mounting of, where
oil-filled 162(407)
. protection of, against short-
circuit and overload . . . .162(314)
. rules re installation of . . . .162(408)
. specifications re buildings
for 162(311)
Transmission lines
. clearance over railways . . 162(332)
. design and construction of 162(329)
. guarding of 162(330)
. . at entrance to buildings 162(331)
Travelling medical officer
. expiry of certificate where
examination by 157(3) (6)
Travelling ways
. provision of, at open pit
workings 162(182)
Trolleys
. control levers to have safety
device ..162(390)
. protection of collector wires
re 162(387, 388)
. warning device to be sounded
by 162(159)l(a)
. warning equipment to be
maintained on 162(389)
Trustee
. effect of describing licensee
as 72(2)
. liability of, re mining claims . .72(3)
Trusts
. mining recorder not to receive
notice of 72(1)
Undergroimd
. hours of labour re 155(2)
. removal of inflammable material
from 162(5)(6)
Undergroimd installations
. cut-off surface for electrical
energy to 162(393)
. general rules 162(392)
. test required of cable transmitting




. room or junction box to be
provided at 162(401)
Underground workings
. connection between adjoining
mines through 162(33)
. fire doors 162(31)
. location of storage space in 162(55)
. storage of explosives in .... 162(54)
. testing for gas after
disuse 162(114) (a)




. workmen not to ride on train
cars in 162(160)




. prohibited in unconsolidated
material 162(172)
Underwind
. protection device on hoists 162(254)
Unemployed
. renewal of certificates in case
of 157(6)
Unemployment
. effect upon medical certificate
where exceeding three
years 157(7) (c)
Unwrought Metal Sales Act
. administration by Minister 8




Valuable mineral in place
. defined 1 (w)
Ventilation




. required re b'.ast furnaces 162(216)
. requirements in tmderg^ound
workings 162(40) (a)
Volatile inflammable liquids
. storage of 162(9)
Voltage
. defined 162(282) (sfc)






. lien for, on mining claim,
etc
Walls
. examination of, in open pit
workings 162(175)
Warning alarm
. scale cars to be equipped
with 162(196)
Warning devices
. sounding of, by trolleys, locomotive
engines, etc 162(159) (a)
Warning equipment
. maintenance of, on cars,
trolleys, etc 162(389)
Warning signal
. cranes to be equipped with 162(199)
Water
. precaution against sudden
breakthrough 162(37)
. removal from mine
workings 162(36)
. supply required to lay dust 162(119)
Water power
. exclusion of, from claim of
licensee 41
Well Drillers Act
. administration by Minister 8
Well-hole
. entrance to, to be
protected 162(168)
Will




. frayed, etc., not to be used
for ladders 162(130)
Witness posts
. erection of .55(2)
Witnesses
. affidavit by, re documents to be
recorded 75
. enforcing attendance of 118
. scale of fees for 142
Work
actual mining operations, re. .80(8)
allowance for
. contiguous claims, re 81 (8)
. diamond drilling, re 81(3)
. extension of time re 83
. geological surveys 81(6, 8)
. Ontario land surveyor ....81(2)




certificate of Minister upon
proof of 200(3)
extension of time by Judge
re 89(3)
inclusion of surveys as 81(1)
number of days required re
mining claims 80(1)
performance of
. before recording claim . . . .80(9)
. certificate of, by recorder . .80(4)
. computing time re 82
. decision of Judge re, final.. 80(5)
. effect of enlistment for active
service re 188|(2)
. excess in subsequent periods,
for 80(2)
. extended period, re 83(3)
. forfeiture of mining claim
for failure re 81(1>(<:)




report of recorded holder of
mining claim re 80(3)





. minimum allowed under boring
permit 109(4)
. mining claims, re 80|(1)
Workman
. checking in and out re
underground operations 162(122)
. defined 155>(l)(a)
. knowledge of English language
required by 162(3)
. protection of, from blast
furnaces 162(217)
. protection of, from bustle
pipes 162(218)
. responsibilities of, for carrying
out rules 161(4)(fc)(ii)
Workmen's Compensation Act
. first aid supplies required
under 162(35)
. medical officer appointed
under 157(l)(g)
Workmen's Compensation Board
. Consolidated Revenue Fund
reimlbursed by 154(7)
. movies to be credited to, re sale
of equipment, etc 154(8)
MINING—Con. Sec;
Writ of execution
. fee for copy of from sheriff
or bailiff 79!(7)
. filing by recorder 79(6)
. keeping mining claim in good
standing when under 79(8)
MINING CAMPS
See Public Health Act
MINING COMPANIES
See Companies Act; Securities
Act
MINING COURT
See Evidence Act; Mining Act;
'Mining Tax Act
MINING ENGINEERS
See Professional Engineers Act
MINING TAX
Mining Tax Act,
Vol. 3, p. 363.
See also Assessment Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Depart-
ment of Municipal Affairs
•Act; Land Titles Act; Mining
lAct; Public Lands Act
Accrual
. date of, re taxes 3
Acreage
. tax upon, re mining claims 14(1)
Acreage tax
appeals re 18
correction of tax roll re 16(2)
exemptions from 14(2-5)
. mine assessor to determine 14(6)
liability for, when not on roll ..17
list of defaulters to be
prepared re 20(1)
. publication of 20(2)
payment to school trustees of
portion of 15(2)
preparation of tax roll re . . . .16(1)
recovery by co-owner against
another for 19(1,2)
school trustees to prepare list
of property liable for 15(1)
service of order on company
re default in 19(4)
Act





. change of Minister no cause
for abatement of 39
. recovery of taxes, for 37
Agreement
. exemption from tax on mine, re 26
Allowance
. tax paid on profits to
municipality, for 13
Appeals
. conditions for, to Court
of Appeal 11(8)
. liability for acreage tax, re .... 18
. procedure for filing notice of 11(3)
. procedure when time for filing
has expired 11(2)
. time for filing 11(1)
Assessment
. basis of 4(7)
. duty of assessor to send
notice of 12(1)
Assessment Act
. tax payable to municipality
under, re 13
Books
. free access to, by mine
assessors 10
. inspection of, by mine assessor
re natural gas 29(2)
. power of mine assessor re . . .8(2)
. requirements re gas wells 82
. rules re keeping of 8(1)
Certificate of Minister
. conclusiveness of, re
forfeiture to Crown 20(4)
Collection of tax
. method of 38(1)
Companies
. service of order on, re default
in acreage tax 19(4)
Co-owners
. defined 19(3)
. recovery of acreage tax by one
against another 19(1, 2)
Court of Appeal
. conditions for appeal to 11(8)
. decision of, final 11(8)
Crown
agreement with, re exemption
from tax 26
conveyances to, exemption from
acreage tax re 14(5)
MINING TAX—Con. Sec.
Crown—Con.
forfeiture of lands to
. certificate of Minister re . .20(3)
. default of acreage tax, re 20(1)
. machinery removed on 22
. opening for prospecting on 20(6)
taxes to be paid to 2
Deductions
. annual depreciation, for ...4(3) (A)
. cost of explosives, fuel,
etc., as 4(3) (^)
. cost of food and provisions
as 4(3)(d)
. cost of insurance as 4(3) (^)
. cost of power, light and hire
of horses as 4(3) (c)
. cost of protection of mine
as . 4(3)(/)
. cost of sinking new shafts,
etc., as 4(3) («)
. cost of transportation as 4(3) (a)
. donations to charities as . . .4(3)0')
. prohibited 4(4)
. special allowance by Minister
re . 4(5)
. tax paid to municipality as 13
. working expenses as 4(3) (6)
Default




. Deputy Minister 1(6)
. mine 1(c)
. mine assessor l(rf)
. mining rights 1(e)
. Minister 1(f)
. municipality 1 (g)
output 1(h)
. person 1 (i)
. preceding year 1(f)
Department
annual return to be filed with 7
. defined 1 (a)
. list of mines and particulars
kept by 5(2)
. mine assessor as officer of 9
. notice by owner to, re
operations, etc 5(1)
. notice of appeal filed with . . .11(3)
. notice of decision filed with.. 11 (7)
. notice of decision to owner by 11(7)
. notice to, re shipping from mine 6
. particulars required by, re
annual returns 7(2)
. preparation of tax roll by ...11(1)
1042 GENERAL INDEX
MINING TAX—Cow. Sec.
Department of Mimicipal AfiFairs
Act
. meaning of municipality in ...l(p)
Depreciation
. ordinary wear and tear, by,
as a deduction 4(3) (/t)
Deputy Minister
. acreage tax roll prepared by 16(1)
. certification by, re acreage
tax 16(1)
. defined 1(b)
. preparation of list by, re
defaulters in acreage tax . .20(1)
. records of arrears of tax kept
by 35(2)
. warrant of, re collection of
taxes by distress 40
Disputed statement
. procedure re, in annual return 32(3)
Disputes
. settling of, re amount of tax . .33(2)
Distress
. collection of taxes by 40
Donations
. charities, etc., to, deductible in
determining profits 4(3) (/)
Emergency Gold Mining
Assistance Act (Canada)
. deductions of payment under 4(6)
Exemptions
. acreage tax, from
. . farming land 14(4)
. agreements with Crown, re . . .26
. land subdivided into lots, etc. 14(2)
. . mining claim conveyed to
Crown 14(5)
. . natural gas or petroleum
produced 14(3)
. municipal corporations, re 34
Expenses
. payments under Emergency Gold
Mining Assistance Act
(Canada) to be deducted
from 4(6)
Explosives
. cost deductible in
determining profits 4(3) (e)
Food
. cost deductible in
determining profits 4(3) (i)
Forfeiture
. declaration of, by Minister 20(3)
. non-payment of tax, on 20





. opening of lands for
prospecting after 20(6)
. regrant of lands on '23(1)
. removal of machinery and
property on 22
. revocation of 23(2)
. sale of lands after 24
Fuel
. cost deductible in
determining profits 4(3) (e)
Gas wells
. books kept re 28
. closing of, when endangered
by waste 38(2)
. meters re 30
. tax as special lien on 36
Information
. penalties for disclosing 43
. penalties for false 41
. penalties for not furnishing ... .42
Injunction
. remedy for recovery of
tax, as 38(1)
Inspection
. books, of, by mine assessor 29(2)
. meters for natural gas, of ...30(2)
Insurance
. cost deductible in
determining profits 4(3) (p)
Iron ore
. reversion of tax on profits of . .45
Land Titles Act
. application of, to lands
forfeited 20(5)
Land titles ofHce
. search of, re property liable
for tax 21
Lien
. unpaid taxes, penalties, etc., for 36
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of mine assessors by 9
. forfeiture revoked, cancelled
by 23(2)
. regulations by 46
List
. Department to prepare, re
mines 5(2)
Machinery
. forfeiture of, to Crown 22
. owner may remove from
forfeited lands 22
. right of mine assessor to




. inspection of, for natural gas 30(2)
. mine assessor may order
installation of 30(1)




. Department to keep a list of . .5(2)
. inspection of, by mine assessor 10
. notice to Department before
shipping from 6
Mine assessor
. appointment and duties of 9
. appraisal by, re ascertainment
of annual profits 4(3)
. books required by, re gas wells 28
. closing of gas well by 38(2)
. confidential information not to
be disclosed by 10
. decision of, final re exemption
from acreage tax 14(6)
. defined 1(d)
. direction of, re installation
of meter 30(1)
. duty of, to send notice
of assessment 12(1)
. examination of annual return
by, re natural gas 32(1)
. . notice of incorrect
statements on 32(2)
. inspect machinery at gas
wells to 29(1)
. inspection of books by, re
natural gas 29(2)
. inspection of meters for natural
gas ordered by 30(2)
. particulars required by, re
annual returns 7(2)
. power of. re books 8(2)
. preparation of tax roll by ...11(1)
. proof required by, re tax paid
to municipality 13
. remission of penalties by 12(2)
right of, to enter mines 10
Mining claims and lands
. forfeiture of, revocation of . . .23(2)
. regrant by Minister following
forfeiture 23(1)
. tax as special lien upon 36
. tax upon acreage of 14
Mining Court
. appeal to, re acreage tax 18
. decision of, filed with
Department 11(7)
. determination by, of interest of
co-owners re default in





. discretion of, re costs on
appeal 11 (6)
. dispute re annual return
heard by 32(3)
. extension of time by, re
removal of property from
forfeited lands 22
. Minister may direct
investigation by 11(4)
. Minister may refer appeal to 11(3)
. powers of, re appeals 11(5)
Mining rights
. applicability of Act to 14(7)
. defined 1 (e)
Minister
. action by, to recover tax 37
. action not to abate through
change 39
. annual return to, re natural gas 31
. appeal referred in writing by 11(3)
. appointment of mine
assessor by 9
. approval of, re remission
of penalties 12(2)
. authorization by, to search
registry books, etc 21
. certificate by, re forfeiture of
lands to Crown 20(3)
. consent of, to closing gas
well 38(2)
. deductions allowed by 4(5)
. defined 1(f)
. direction by, re keeping record
of arrears of tax 35(2)
. examination ordered by, re
forfeited lands 24
. investigation ordered by, re
liability for tax, etc 11(4)
. methods of collecting tax by 38(1)
. recommendation of, re refund 12(4)
. registration of certificate by,
re forfeiture 20(4)
. regrant by, of forfeited lands 23(1)
. remission by, of tax on
natural gas 27(2)
. remission by, of tax on iron
ore profits 45
. tax compromised by 25
. tax roll authenticated by 11(2)
. warrant of, re collection of
taxes by distress 40
Minister of Lands and Forests








annual return to Minister re 31
books kept re 28
closing of well where
undue waste 38(2)
date for payment of tax re . . .33(1)
mine assessor may inspect
machinery re 29(1)
mine assessor may order
installation of meters re . . .30(1)
remission of tax re 27
tax payable on 21
Notice
. owner's duty to give, re
active operations 5(1)
Ontario Gazette
. lands mentioned in, open
to prospecting 20(6)
. publication of list of defaulters
in 20(2)
Ontario Municipal Board
appeal to, re acreage tax 18
decision of, filed with
Department 11(7)
discretion of, re costs on
appeal 1 1 (6)
dispute re annual return
heard by 32(3)
Minister may direct
investigation by 1 1 (4)
Minister may refer appeal to 11(3)
powers of, re appeals 11(5)
Operations
. owner to notify Department of 5(1)
Orders
. penalties for non-compliance
with 44
Ore





. Crown, to 2
. date of, for taxes 3
. . natural gas, re 33(1)
Penalties
. addition to tax, on default ,35(1)
. disclosing information, for 43
. false information, for 41
. non-compliance with orders, for 44
MINING TAX—Con. Sec.
Penalties—Con.
. payment of, on failure to
pay tax 12(3)
. remission of, by mine assessor 12(2)
. special lien on mining




. owner may remove, from
forfeited lands 22
Power and light





. preparation of tax roll, re ..11(1)
Profits
. ascertainment of 4(3)
. mines under one control, re . .4(2)
. rates of tax on 4(1, 2)
Prospecting
. forfeited lands open to, when 20(6)
Protection of mine
. cost deductible in determining
profits . , 4(3)(/)
Provisions
. cost deductible in determining
profits 4(3)(d)
Public Lands Act
. disposition of forfeited lands re 24
Publication
. requirements re, for list
of defaulters 20(2)
Rates
. tax, of 4(1,2)
Receiver
. api>ointment of, re collection
of taxes 38(1)
Registry Act
. application of, to lands
forfeited 20(5)
Registry Office
















. . examination of, by mine
assessor 32(1)
. . made under oath 7(2)
. . natural gas, re 31
. . procedure re disputed
statement in 32(3)
School trustees
payment of acreage tax to ..15(2)
. preparation of list of property
liable to acreage tax by ...15(1)
Shafts
. costs of sinking, deductible in
determining profits 4(3) (i)
Shipping
. prohibited from mine until
Department notified 6
Statements
. amendments in 32(2)
Supreme Court
. taxing officer of, may tax
costs on appeal 11(6)
Surface rights
. used for purposes other than
mining, effect of 14(7)
Tax roll
. authentication, of, by
Minister 11(2)
. correction of, re acreage tax 16(2)
liability for tax when not on ... 17
. particulars 11(1)
. preparation of, re acreage tax 16(1)
Transportation
. cost deductible in determining
profits 4(3) (a)
Treasurer of Ontario
. payment to school trustees
portion of acreage tax 15(2)
. refund by, upon recommenda-
tion by Minister 12(4)
Waste
. closing of natural gas well
where 38(2)
Working expenses
. cost deductible in determining
profits 4(3)(&)
MINISTERS
See Clergymen ; Executive





See Children; Infants Act;




Vol. 3, p. 387.
Age of child
. presumption re ^(2)
Bagatelle room
. child under 18 in 1
Billiard room
. child under 18 in 1
Magistrate
. presumption of child's age by 3(2)
Penalty
. contravention of Act, for ....3(1)
Pool room
. child under 18 in 1
Tobacco




See Consolidated Revenue Fund
Act; Gaming Act; Gold
Clauses Act; Public Revenue
Act
MONEY LENDERS
See Loan and Trust Corpora-

















Vol. 3, p. 389.
See also Agricultural Develop-
ment Act; Assessment Act;
Assignment of Book Debts
Act; Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Conveyancing
and Law of Property Act;
(Corporation Securities Regis-
tration Act; Creditors' Relief
lAct; Devolution of Estates
Act; Dower Act; Execution
\Act; Fraudulent Conveyances
lAct; Judicature Act; Land
Titles Act; Limitations Act;
'Loan and Trust Corporations
Act; Mechanics' Lien Act;
Mercantile Law Amendment
Act; Mortgage Tax Act; Par-
tition Act; Public Lands Act;
Registry Act; Settled Estates
Act; Short Forms of Mort-
gages Act; Solicitors Act;
Trustee Act; Vendors and
Purchasers Act
Administrator of mortgagee
. powers of 9
Application
. insurance money by
mortgagor, of 5
. power of sale, of 27
. purchase money from sale of
mortgaged property 24
Assignee
. creditors of mortgagor, for .13(2)
. notice to distrainor by ...13(2,3)
. reimbursement of 13(4)
Assignment of mortgage debt
. encumbrancer's rights, re . . .2(2)
mortgagee's obligation re 2(1)
Beneficial owner
. implied covenants on
mortgages by 6
Building mortgage
. action by mortgagee re ....19(2)
. defined 19(1)
Chattels—5"ee Goods and chattels
Conveyance
. defined 1(a)
. mortgagee's obligation re 2(1)
. purchaser after sale, to 25
Corporation
. debenture or mortgage,
redemption rights of 16(2)
MORTGAGES—Con. Sec.
Costs
. disputes re 31(2)
. mortgagee, of, taxation of ...31(4)





. discharge of mortgage, by 10
Covenants—5"^^ Implied covenants
Creditors of mortgagor
. assignee for 13(2)
. distraining rights, limited 13
. duties following notice of
restriction to 13(3)
. execution creditor, as 13(2)
. notice to 13(2, 3)
Damages
. insurance money applied to . .5(1)
. mortgagor's action for 4
Death of mortgagee
. discharge of mortgage on .... 10(8)
Default
. payment of principal
money after 15
Defence
. purchaser of mortgage, of 11
Definitions




. encumbrancer 1 (b)
. land 1(0
. mortgage 1 (d)
. mortgage money l(<f)
. mortgagee 1(</)
. original mortgagor 18(1)
Demand for payment
. obligations of demander 31
. proceedings after 30
. taxation of costs after 31(2-5)
Discharge of mortgage
. additional sum paid into
court for 10(6, 7)
. court order for 10
. death of mortgagee, on 10(8)
. mortgagee unavailable, etc.,
when 10(3)
. notice to mortgagee of 10(5)
. payment into court for 10(3)
. payment out of money paid
into court for 10(4)
. receipt of surviving mortgagee
for . : 10(2)




. creditors of mortgagor limited re 13
. mortgagee's rights limited re ... 12
. mortgagor's action for 4
notice of sale after 14
Dower Act






. notice of sale of mortgaged
property, to 22(1)
. redemption rights of 2(2)
Equity of redemption
. acquired by mortgagee
without merger 8
. building mortgage, of 19(2)
. transferred to grantee, when 18(2)
Execution creditor
. creditor of mortgagor as ....13(2)
. notice to distrainor by ....13(2,3)
. reimbursement of 13(4)
Executor of mortgagee
. power of 9
Forms
. implied covenants, of 6(a)
. notice of sale under
mortgage, of Form 1
Goods and chattels
. distress of 12, 13
. notice of sale of -, . 14
Grantee
. liability of
. . building mortgage, on 19(2)
. . mortgage debt, on 18(2)
Implied covenants
. joint and several, when 7
. mortgage of freehold by
beneficial owner, on 6(o)
. mortgage of leasehold by
beneficial owner, on 6(b)
Infant
. notice of sale of mortgaged
land to 22(2,3)
Insiu'ance
. default in payment of 20
. money, application by
mortgagor of 5
. power of mortgagee to insure 20(b)
Interest
. default in payment of 20
. distress for 13
MORTGAGES—Con. Sec
Interest—Con.
. lower rate for punctual
payment of 17
Joint action
. mortgagor, by 4
Joint mortgagees
. implied covenants with 7
Joint mortgagor
. implied covenants of 7
Joint stock company
. mortgage or debenture,
redemption of 16(2)
Judge's order




. implied covenants in mortgage
of 6(b)
Legal estate
. conveyance of, after sale of
mortgaged property 26
Merger




. notice of sale under Form 1
Mortgage by beneficial owner
. implied covenants on 6
Mortgage debt
. assignment of 2
. equity of redemption acquired
without merger of 8
. grantee's liability for 18(2)
. limitation on action for 18(3)





. mortgagee bound to convey, when 2
Mortgagee
. acquiring equity of redemption
without merger 8
. action by, limitation on 18(3)
. assignment of mortgage debt by. .2
. building mortgage, re 19(2)
. conveyance of mortgaged
property by 2
. defined 1(d)
. distraining rights of, limited ....12






f^Mantcc's liability to, for
mortgage debt 18(2)
notice of sale after distress by . 14
notice to, re discharge of
mortgage 10(5)
, payment out of court to 10(4)
possession, in 2(3)
. power of sale of 20(a)
power to insure 20(6)
recovery of principal money in
arrears by 15(3)
rights re insurance money 5
. rights under registry laws . . . .8(3)
. subsequent, position when prior
mortgagee with equity of
redemption 8(2)
surviving mortgagee, receipt of,




action for damages by 4
. action for possession by 4
. defined 1(d)
. distraining action by 4
. inspection of title deeds by 3
. insurance money payable to 5
joint action by 4
. notice of sale of mortgaged
property to 22(1)
. payment of principal money
after default, by 15
. redemption rights, of 2
. title deeds recovered from 26
trespass action by 4
Notice
. assignee or execution creditor,
by 13(2,3)
demanding payment
obligation to accept payment
after 31(1)
. . proceedings after 30
taxation of costs under . . .31(2-5)
(iisciiarge of mortgage bv court,
of ' 10(5)
. intention to exercise power of
sale, of 22
. . contents of 29
. . form of Form 1
. . obligation to accept payment
after 31(1)
. . proceedings after 30
. taxation of costs under 31(2-5)
paying off mortgage at lower
rate of interest, re 17
payment of principal money
after default, of 15
MORTGAGES—Co/z Skc.
Notice—Con.
power of sale without 28(2)
sale of goods and chattels










. discharge of mortgage, for .10(3)
out of court, for discharge of
mortgage 10(4)
I)aying off mortgage at lower
rate of interest 17
. principal money, after default .15
punctual, j>rovision for 17
Possession
mortgagee, in, re redemption
rights of mortgagor 2(2, 3)
mortgagor's action for 4
Power of sale
—
See also Sale of
mortgaged property
application of 27
. conveyance of legal estate
under 26
default in payment, for 20
mortgagee's rights 20(a)
notice before exercising 22
. contents 29
. form of Form 1
. procedure 30
right to title deeds under 26
Short Forms of Mortgages Act,
under 28
Power to insure
default in payments, on 20
defined 20(6)
Principal money





. application of 24




Purchaser of mortgaged property
interest and estate acquired by . 25
Receipt




. after five years 16(1)
corporation mortgage or
debenture, of 16(2)
. encumbrancers, of 2{2)
. joint stock company mortgage
or debenture, of 16(2)





mortgagee's claim or priority
under 8(3)
Rent
. distress for 13
. mortgagor's action for 4
Sale of mortgaged property—See
also Power of sale
. application of purchase money
from 24
. conveyance to purchaser 25
. discharge to purchaser 21
. power of, under mortgage . . . .20(a)
. title of purchaser 23
Short Forms of Mortgages Act
. form of implied covenants
under 6(a)





. mortgagor's right to inspect 3
. power of sale, re 26
Title of purchaser
sale of mortgaged property, on. .23
Trespass
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5"^^ also Mortgages Act; Regis-
try Act
Affidavit
amount of mortgage, re 3
. mortgage to pay off prior
mortgage, re 8
. renewal of mortgage, re 7
Assignment of lease
. collateral security, as 6 i
MORTGAGE TAX—Ca«. Sec.
By-law
. copy deposited with master or
registrar 1 (2)





. tax re 5
Collateral security
. tax re 6
Dilute
. division of tax, re 4(3)
. payment of tax, re 9
Division of tax
. lands in different registry
division, re 4(3)
Inspector of Legal Offices
. disputes determined by 4(3), 9
. statement furnished to 2(2)
Land
. different registry division, in,
division of tax re 4(3)
Land Titles Act
part of lands under 4(2, 3)
Master See Registrar
Mortgage
. affidavit re amount of 3
. collateral security, as 6
. paying off prior mortgage 8
. renewal of 7
Municipal council
. by-law by, re tax 1(1)
Pa3rment of tax
. municipal treasurer, to 2(2)
. once per transaction 4(1)
. receipt of 4(2)
Prior mortgage
. mortgage to pay off 8
Proceedings
. tax disputed, where 9
Receipt
. prior payment of tax, of 4(2)
Reg^istrar
. affidavit to, re amount of
mortgage 3
. collection of tax by 1(2)
. copy of by-law deposited with 1(2)
division of tax by 4(3)
. payment of tax to municipal
treasurer by 2(2)
. percentage retained by 2(1)
. statement re tax by 2(2)
Registry Act
. lands under 4(2, 3)
Renewal of mortgage




. registrar, by, re tax 2(2)
Tax
. by-law, re 1(1)
. collateral instrument, re 5
. collateral security, re 6
, dispute re 9
. division of •. 4(3)
. mortgage to pay off prior
mortgage, re 8
. payable once per transaction . .4(1)
. payment to municipal treasurer
of 2(2)
. receipt of payment of 4(2)
. renewal of mortgage, re 7
Treasurer of municipality
. payment of tax to 2(2)
MORTICIAN





Uses Act, Vol. 3, p. 407.
Advancement of religion
. charitable use, as 1(2) (c)
Agreement
. public body with assuror . . . .13(2)
Application
. licence in mortmain, for 5(1) (a), (3)
Application of Act
. existing licence or charter of
corporation, on 15
Assurance
. college, for 9(a)
. conditions of 6
. consideration for 6(c) (vi)
. defined l(l)(a)
. public bodies, for 13(1)
. public library, for 8(2)(0
. public museum, for 8(2) (&)
. public park, for 8(2) (a)
. sale of land after 7
. school or schoolhouse, for..8(2)(d)
. students, for 9(a)
. trustees, to 9(b)
. university, for 9(c)
. will of land, by 6,10-12
. will of personal estate, by 6
Assure






. agreement with public body . .13(2)
. benefits for, in assurance . . . .6(b,c)
. defined l(l)(o)
Attorney-General
. petition certified by 14(2)
Charitable trust
. breach of 14(1)
. court order for administration
of 14(1)
Charitable uses
. condition for assurance re 6
. defined 1(2)
. land devised by will for 10-12
Codicil—5-?^ Will
Colleges
. assurance for 9(a)
Community
. purpose beneficial to, as
charitable use 1(2) (d)
Conditions




. application for licence in
mortmain by 5(1) (o)
. existing licence or charter of .... 15
. land in mortmain of 2
. representative in Ontario of 5(1) (6)
Coiut order
. administration of charitable
trust, for 14(1)
Covenants
. benefit of assuror, for 6(c) (iv)
Crown
. forfeiture of land to 2
. rent or service of land forfeited
to 4
Death
. assuror of 6(c)
Definitions
. assurance 1(1) (o)
. assure l(l)(a)
. assuror 1(1) (a)
. charitable uses 1(2)
. full and valuable
consideration 1(1) (b)
. land 1(1) (c)
Minister l(l)(d)
. public museum S(l)(d)






. school 8(1) (6)
. schoolhouse 8(1) (c)
. will 1(1)(0
Deputy Minister
. evidence under oath before . . . .5(3)
Easement
. grant or reservation of . . . . 6(c) (iii)
Education
charitable use, as 1(2) (b)
Evidence
. licence in mortmain, re ....5(l)(o)
. taken under oath 5(3)
Fees
. licence, for 5(4)
Forfeiture of land
. Crown, to 2
. rents'and service re 4
Forms
. documents, regulations re ..5(l)(c)
Full and valuable consideration
. assurance, for 6(c) (vi)
. defined 1(1)(&)
Government of Ontario
. assurances to 13(1)
Land
. assurance of, for certain purposes. .9
. defined l(l)(c)
. devised by will 10-12
. mortmain, in—see Mortmain
. rent or service of, when
forfeited to Crown 4
. retention of 7(3), 12
. sale of—see Sale of land
. vested in Public Trustee 7(2), 10(2)
Licence in mortmain
. application by corporation
for 5(l)(a)
. existing, effect of Act upon 15
. fees for 5 (4)
. granting of 3
. particular cases, re 5(2)
. proof required for 5(3)
. regulations re 5(1) (c)
. requirement of 2
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. fees for licences prescribed by 5(4)
. licence in mortmain granted
by 3
. orders re particular cases by . .5(2)
. regulations by 5(1)
Miner or minerals






. applicant for licence satisfactory
to 5(3)
. defined 1(1) (rf)
. evidence under oath before ...5(3)
Mortmain
land held in
. forfeiture of 2,
4
. licence for 2, 3
. prohibition re 2
. regulations re 5
Municipal coriMration





. grant or reservation of 6(c) (i)
Peppercorn
. grant or reservation of 6(c) (i)
Personal estate
. devised by will 6, 11, 12
Petition
. Supreme Court, to, re charitable
trusts re 14
Possession
. immediate, assurances re 6(a)
Public hospital board
. assurances to 13(1)
Public library
. assurance for 8(2) (c)
Public library boeurd
. assurances to 13(1)
Public museum
. assurance for 8(2) (6)
. defined S(l)(d)
Public park
. assurance for 8(2) (a)
. defined 8(l)(a)
Public Trustee
. land vested in 7(2), 10(2)
. sale of land by 10(2)
Purchase
. land, of personal estate by will
directed to 11, 12
Regulations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 5(1)
Relief of poverty
. poverty, of, as charitable
use 1(2) (a)
Rent
. land forfeited to the Crown, re . . .4
Representative






. benefit of assuror, for 6(c) (v)
Sale of land
. assurance, after 7
. assured for school or
schoolhouse 8(3)
. assured to certain public
bodies 13(3)
. devised by will 10
. Public Trustee, by 10(2)
School
. assurance for 8(2) (rf), 9(a)
. defined 8(1)(6)





. assurance for 8(2) (d)
. defined 8(l)(c)
. sale of land assured for purpose
of 8(3)
Service of process
. representative of corporation,
on 5(1)(&)
Statute
. land in mortmain, re 2
Stock in public funds
. assurances, re 6(c)
Students
. assurance for 9(a)
Supreme Court
. petition to 14
Supreme Court judge
. powers re sale of land after
assurance ... .7, 8(3), 10(1), 13(3)
. retention of land sanctioned
by 7(3). 12
Trustees
. assurance to 9(6)
University
. assurance for 9(a)
Will
. defined 1(1)(0
. land devised by 10-12
. personal estate devised by . . .11, 12
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. commissioner for taking 7(2)
Allowance
. amount, determination of 4(6)
. applications for 4(a)
. conditions for payment of 2
. defined 1(a)
. maximum, regulations re 6(a)
. regulations re 6
Applicants
. eligibility of 4(b)
Application
. allowances, for 4(a)




. allowances, of 6(d)
Chairman
. Commission, of 3(2)
Commission
. appointment of 3(1)
. chairman of 3(2)
. decisions final 5
. defined 1(c)
. duty of 4
. information to, regulations re . .6(»)
. notices to, regulations re 6(f)
. quorum of 3(3)
Conditions
. payment of allowance, for 2
. . regulations re 6(k)
Decisions
. 'Commission, of 5
Definitions
. allowance 1 (a)
. beneficiary 1(6)
. Commission 1(c)
. investigator 1 (d)
. local authority 1(e)
. local board 1(f)
. Minister 1(9)
. permanently unemployable .... 1(h)
. regulations 1 («)
Dental service
. payment for 6(ft)
Dependent child
. allowance for 2(1) (<)
. permanently unemployable
classed as 2(2)






. allowance to 2(l)(a,b)
Expenses
administration, payment of 8
Fomi




. regulations re 6(»
Investigation
. regulations re 6(/
. special cases, of 2(5
Investigator
. defined l(d




chairman designated by 3(2
. Commission appointed by 3(1
. power in special cases 2(5
regulations by 6
Local authority
. appointment of 7(1
. commissioner for taking
affidavits, as 7(2
. defined l(e
. information by, regulations re. .6(t
. notices by, regulations re 6(«)
. powers and duties of 6(/
. remuneration of 6(g
Local board





approval of local authority ... .7(1
defined l(g




allowance to foster mother of. .2(3
Payment of allowances
. directed by Commission 4(6
. Legislative appropriations for . .
. regulations re 6(7
Permanently unemployable
. allowance to wife of 2(1) (a, 6
. defined 1 (/»




. Commission, of 3(3)
Regxilations




. allowance to 2(l)(b,c,d)
School year
. dependent child reaching 16
during 2(4)
Special cases
. allowance for 2(5)
Suspension
. allowances, of 6((i)
Widow




See Apprenticeship Act; High-
way Traffic Act; Insurance
Act; Municipal Act; Ontario
Northland Transportation
Commission Act; Public Com-
mercial Vehicles Act; Public
Vehicles Act; Railways Act
MOTORCYCLES
See Athletics Control Act;
Highway Traffic Act
MOVING PICTURES
See Egress from Public Build-






See Public Health Act
MUNICIPAL
Municipal Act,
Vol. 3, p. 419.
See also Administration of Jus-
tice Expenses Act; Arbitration
Act; Assessment Act; Burl-
ington Beach Act; Cemeteries
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MUNICIPAL—Cow. Sec.
lAct; Community Centres Act;
iCompanies Act; Corporations
Tax Act; County Judges Act;
Department of Municipal Af-
ifairs Act; Ditches and Water-
courses Act; Division Courts
lAct; Election Act; Execution
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
'Building Act; Farm Loans
(Act; Federal District Com-
mission Act; Ferries Act; Fire
GDepartments Act; Fire Guard-
ians Act; Forestry Act; Hali-
burton Act; Highway Im-
provement Act; Highway
Traffic Act; Interpretation
Act; Jails Act; Land Titles
Act; Liquor Licence Act;
Local Improvement Act;
Magistrates Act; Medical Act;
(Municipal Arbitrations Act;
•Municipal Corporations Quiet-
ing Orders Act; Municipal
Drainage Act; Municipal
Drainage Aid Act; Municipal
Electric Railways Act; Muni-
cipal Franchises Act; Muni-
cipal Health Services Act;
Ontario Municipal Board Act;
Ontario Municipal Improve-
ment Corporation Act; Ontario
'Northland Transportation
Commission Act; Penal and
Reform Institutions Inspec-
'tion Act; Planning Act;
'Police Act; Power Commis-
sion Act; Presqu'ile Park Act;
Private Hospitals Act; Public
Authorities Protection Act;
Public Health Act; Public
Hospitals Act; Public Libraries
(Act; Public Parks Act; Public
Utilities Act; Railways Act;
Registry Act; Sanatoria for
Consumptives Act; Seed Grain
ISubsidy Act; Settled Estates
lAct; Statute Labour Act;
Telephone Act; Territorial
Division Act; Tile Drainage
Act; Town Sites Act; Trees




. by-laws re 388(1)1191
Abetting
. offences, penalty for. .150(ife), 151(2)
MUNICIPAL—Co«. Sec.
Accidents
. children riding behind
vehicles 388(1)11 94
fire, by-laws re 388(1) 1132
Acclamations
. aldermen elected by 169(6)
. declaration of 7i
. terms of office 77(5)
Accounts
—







. debts, re 316(1)
. proceeds of debentures in 315
sinking fund 316(1)
. consolidated 316(3)




. damage from bridges or
highways out of repair
. . council members or employees
not liable 459
. limitation of 453(2)
. notice of 453(5, 6)
. remedy over against person
causing 460
. two or more corporations,
against 458(2)
damages from parking meters,
limitation of 486 1[ 7(6)
diversion of sinking fund, for 322(2)
municipality, against 362
. council member, by . . .56(l)(r, j)
municipality, by, for enforce-














. application of Act to 111(7)
. application of provisions
re 111(2-4,17)
. armed forces, for 1 1 1 ( 18)
. ballot boxes
. . opening of 111(16)






. bus and transport drivers,
for 111(17)
. declaration re, by railway
employees or commercial
travellers 111(10-12)
. definitions re 111(1)
. deputy returning officers for. . 111(9)
. holding of, for railway
employees and commercial
travellers 111(5,6)
. oath of voter 111(14)
. poll book for each ward 111(8)
. qualifications of voters 111(13)
Advertisements
. waste-paper boxes, on ...265(3)(&)
Advertising










. costs not paid, of 142(4)
. election, re, penalty for
destruction 151
. inspection of ballot papers,
re 159(2)
. quashing by-law, re 293(4)
. recount of votes, re 141(1)
. relator, by, re contested
election 173(1). 175
scrutiny of votes, re 289(1)
Age
. council members, of 55(1) (rf)
. voters' list, for 58(1) (a)
Agents of candidates
. disqualified from voting 64
. duties undertaken by candidate. .156
. expressions referring to 161
. non-attendance of 161
. oath of secrecy by 146
. one allowed in polling place .... 124
. presence at polling place 123




. acquisition of property for
municipal and judicial
purposes, re 373(4)
. actions by municipality to
enforce 361






annexation of village, re 14
boundary roads, re 437
bus franchises 388(1) If 92
dissolution of municipalities,
re 47(6)
excess land as compensation for
expropriation, re 346
fire protection 405 1[ 3
. by-laws for 38611
1
. police villages, in 515
garbage disposal, re . . . .388(1) f 85
housing commission and council
member, between 56(3) (g)
inter-urban administrative areas,
re 22(6)
maintenance of bridge assumed
by county 442(15-19)
pensions for municipal
employees, re 386f 48(/)
property of council member
exempt from taxation, re 56(3) (c)
purchase of land, for, occupant
under, deemed owner 4
removal of obstructions to view
of drivers 477
separation of farm lands from
towns, re 18(1)
sewers, etc., re 386 IT 4, 5
temporary loans, re
charges, as 341 (7, 8), 342, 343
. deferred widening, etc., of
highway, re 350(16)
. war memorials, re 3861f 53(rf)
Agricultural exhibitions
. by-laws re 386^ 14, 15
Agricultural societies
. by-laws re grants to 402 If 1
Aiding and abetting
. offences, penalty for. . 150(ife), 151(2)
Air harboiu"s
. establishment, by-laws re ...386 If
7
Air-raid precaution
. grants for, by-laws re . . .387(&)(iii)
. levies for, on full values 309(1)
Air Regulations (Canada)
. air harbours and landing
grounds in compliance
with 386 If 7
Aisles
. public buildings, by-laws
re 388(1) If 13, 14
Alcoholic habituates





. election by general vote . . . 94(1)
. election by wards 94(2)
city council members, as 49
elector to vote once for each 108(3)
qualified as controllers in city
less than 45,000 227(2)
remuneration, by-laws re 418(1) (a)
succession 169(1)
. priority where tie 169(2)





. attendance at council meetings,
voting on 218
. local boards 419
. members of council 417, 418
Amalgamation
. areas, of 21
. departments, of 226(10)
. , cities under 45,000 227(14)
. municipalities, of 20
Animals—See also Slaughter houses
. by-laws re
. . compensation for
impounding 338(1) 1[ 6
. . damages payable by
owners .388(1)115
. . driving along
highways 388(1)11107
. . driving, etc., on side-
walks 388(1)11103
. . pet shops, licensing of . . . .401 1[ 2
. . pounds 388(1) If 3
. . prohibiting keeping of. .388(1) H 2
. . regulating keeping of . .388(1) If 1
. . running at large 388(1) If 4




on 47 (6) (a)
district, of
. collection of taxes 38(1)
. municipality or county, to 36(1-4)
. real estate, ownership of 37
. urban municipality, to,
voters' list in 102
local improvements where 39
municipalities, of 20
. liability to creditors 35
police village, to 499





territory to urban municipality
. qualifications of council
members 55(4)
. right to vote 65
town or village to city or
separated town 36(5, 6)
township in unorganized
territory to county 25









. amendment of restrictive
by-law, refused 390(17)
arbitrations, re 358(2)
. award re compensation for
expropriated land,
from 350(13) (rf)
. by-law re smoke-producing
equipment re 399(8,9)
. compensation re public works,
re 357(4)
. decision of judge on scrutiny
of votes 289(6)
. licences for trades, etc., re 263(7,8)
. order declaring bridge as
county bridge, from 442(7)
. order re contested election,
from 190
order re dispute re county
boundary line, from 466
polling subdivisions, re 81(9)
smoke board, from 399(1) If 6
Application
alteration of areas, for 21
amalgamation or annexation of
municipalities, for 20
appointment of surveyor for
sideline road, for 474(3,4)
approval of restrictive by-laws,
for 390(12)
. notice of 390(10,11)
approval of use of land, for
hazardous purposes 390(3)
ballot paper, for—see Ballot
papers
by-law, for 270
claim for compensation re . 357(3)










. erection of cities or towns, for 17(5)
. extension of time, for
. . issue of debentures, for 298(9, 10)
. . passing by-law, for 290(5)
hearing re by-law for changing
name of street ... .388(1) If 98(c)
. improvement district, for ... .43(1)
. incorporation of town in
unorganized territory, for . .16(1)
. inter-urban administrative
areas, for 22
. modification of agreement re
reduction of township rates
in police village 509
. performance of agreement re
excess land as compen-
sation, for 346(3)
quashing by-law, for 293(1), 295(1)
. disposal of 295(5, 6)
. erecting district into village 12(9)
. money by-law 307(4-7)
. municipal corporation, by 295(2)
. not made within prescribed
time, eflFect 291(2)
. notice of 293(2)
. time for making 296
reconsideration of compensation
for county court house or
jail, for 380
recount of votes, for 141(1)
redemption of debentures with
sinking fund, for 326
relief from obligation to rebuild
bridge, for 453(10)
revision of voters' list, for . . .278(1)
scrutiny of votes, for 289(1)
separation of farm lands from
towns, for 18(1)
sinking fund, re 318, 319
notice of appointment for
hearing 320
transient trader's licence,
for 413 tf 14(0
vesting order, for 356
Application of Act
advance polls, re ...111(2-4,7,17)
. Crown roads or bridges, to . .432(2)
. debentures for joint under-
takings, re 268(5)
. incorporation of police village,
re 500
. opening up and repairing
township boundary lines,
re 465(7)





. public utility extension,
re 388(l)1[66(<f,e)
. repair of bridges and highways,
re 453(7). 454
. reserve fund moneys paid to
Treasurer of Ontario, re . .312(2)
security by municipal officers,
re 251(7)
. voting on by-laws, re 285
Appointment
persons to attend at polling
places 275
Apportionment
. cost of opening up and repairing
township boundary line,
of 465(3,6)
. damages for default in repair
of highway or bridge 458
. public school moneys 330
. rates, by Board of Management
of inter-urban administrative
area 22(38)
rates for police village, among
townships . . .507(2), 508, 530(3, 4)
. special rate for non-repair of




adjustment of assets and
liabilities where village
erected or district annexed 36(2,4)
application of Municipal
Arbitrations Act 358(2)
bridges or highways under joint
jurisdiction, re 464
compensation determined by 349(2)
. by-law authorizing entry on
land for survey only 360
. gravel, etc., taken from
land 479118
. land expropriated for deferred
widening, etc., of highway,
re ...350(12, 13) (rf,^), (14) (a)
cost of keeping rivers free
from driftwood, re 449(2)
cost of maintaining bridge or
highway, re 462
defined 1 (a)
disposition of property upon
separation of union of
townships, re 34(0
extension of sewers to adjoining
municipality, re 388(1) If 90
laying out highway where no




. maintenance of boundary lines
and bridges in provisional
judicial districts, re 448
. offer to transfer excess land as
compensation, re 346(2)
. payment for use of county jail
as lock-up 383
. payment toward county jail or
court house,
re 373 (3), 374, 376, 378-380
. sufficiency of alternative road
where highway closed, re. .470(3)
Arbitrators
. appointment, re compensation
for expropriated land . . . .350(12)
. interest on compensation
allowed by 353
. Municipal Board as sole 359
. senior judge as sole 358(1)
Architect
. deviation from building by-laws




. alteration of 21
. towns and villages, of 13
Arenas
. by-laws re 38611 53
Armed forces
. advance polls for 111(18)
. grants to, by-laws re 386 ^ 20
. . dependants 386 If 21
. soldiers' hospitals, polls in 112
. war memorials, by-laws re. .38611 53
Armoury
. by-laws re
. . acquisition of land for . . . 391 IT 5
. . purchase of 300(3) (/i)
. debentures for, payment
of 298(2)(a)
Arrest
. returning officer, etc., by 90(2)
Art schools
by-laws re, grants to 394 H 3
Ashes




. return to, by
Department 235(3), 241(3)
Assent of electors
. by-laws, to 273(1), 287







. bands of music, re. .388(1) H 64(a)
. board of control, re 222, 22.7
. commissioners to manage
sewerage system, re . . . .39611 5
. county farms, re 402 If 3
. industrial sites, re . . . .388(1) If 63
. inter-urban administrative
areas, re 22(4)
. park, etc., in police village,
re 516(6), 517(3)
. police signal system, re 396 If 4(a)
. public utility extension,
for 388(1) If 66(6)
. purchase of fire engine for
police village, re 514(4), 517(3)
. term of office of council, re . . . .77




incurring of debt not provided
in estimates 300(1)




. aldermen, priority determined
by 169(2)
. exemptions 309
. expenditures for works in any
county of union, for 484(3)
. fixed, by-law re 388(1) If 62
. full values, on 309(1)
. land vested for deferred
widening, etc., of highway 350(6)
. limit 308(1)
. . calculation of 309(2)
. local improvements on lands
annexed, for 39
. notice of 310(2)
. notices re 244(4)
. objection to 310(2)
. yearly 308(1)
. . additional 308(2)
Assessment Act
. business assessment under . .297(2)
. exemptions under 309(1)
. farmers' sons, etc., not entitled
to be entered on roll, under 58(5)
Assessment commissioners
. appointment of 244(1)
. . annual, unnecessary 244(3)







. council member, disqualified
as 56(l)(e)
. declaration of office 253(1)
. duties of assessor performed
by 244(2)
. nomination by board of
control 226(17)
. notices to, re assessment . . . .244(4)
Assessment roll
certificate re 106
. forms Form 9
electors determined from ...81(3)
farmers' sons, etc., not entered
on 58(5)





levy according to '. 308(1)
none, poll book where 101
production at trial of contested
election 181
ratepayers on
. council members, as ... .55(1) (a)
. voters' list, on 58(l)(rf),61
Assessors
. appointment 243
. annual, unnecessary 244(3)
. . Board of Management of
inter-urban administrative
area, by 22(34)




. council member, disqualified
as 56(1)(0
. declaration of office 253(1)
. duties 243(3)
. . performance by assessment
commissioner 244(2)
. more than one word, for . . . .243(4)
. nomination by board, not
required 226(17)
. secretary-treasurer of board of
improvement, district as ...45(8)
. township apf>ortionment of






. . amalgamation or annexation,
upon 20(9) (a)








. . annexation town or
village 36(5,6)
. . creation of inter-urban
administrative areas,
on 22(6)(a)
. . dissolution of municipalities,
upon 47(6)(&-rf)
. . erection of district into
village, re 36(1,2)
. . local improvements on lands
annexed, re 39(2, 4)
. . separation of farm lands from
towns, on 18
. annexation of municipalities,
upon 35
. payment by city cotmcil 226(2)
. . cities under 45,000 227(11)
. separation of union of town-
ships, on 32
Assignments
. council members by, effect of 164(rf)
Associations
. by-laws re membership in 386 1[ 8-11
Athletic fields
. by-laws re 386 T S3
Attorney-General
. action by 361
. certification by, of necessity of
typewriting machines ....371(1)
Auctioneers
. by-laws re licensing of . . .410(1) 118
Audit
. accounts, before payment 248
. accounts of local boards, of. .245(1)
. - costs 245(3)
. . more than one municipality,
in 245(2)
. . unorganized territory, in . .245(4)
. duplication, avoidance of 245(5)
. final, by coimcil 249
Auditoriums
. by-laws re 386 V 53
Auditors
. appointment of 245(1)
. declaration by 253(6)
- . filing 253(7)
- . form Form 22
. disqualification of 245(6)
. duplication of audits by,
avoidance of 245(5)
. duties 245(1), 246







. local board, of
. . more than one municipality,
in 245(2)
. . unorganized territory, in . .245(4)
. oaths administered by 247
. refusal to act 245(7)
. returns by, to Department ..251(4)
Automobile service stations
. by-laws re licences . . . .388(1) H 122
Awards
. adopted by by-law 360(1)
. application of Municipal
Arbitrations Act to 358(2)
. by-law repealed before 360(2)
. compensation re expropriated
land 350(13)(rf)
. transfer of excess land as
compensation, re 346(2)
Awning containers and covers
. by-laws re 388(1) If 97
Bagatelle tables
. by-laws re
. . licensing 413 If 1
. . police villages, in 518 (!)(;')
Bailiffs
. by-laws re, licensing 401 If 1
. division court, as council
member . .S6(l)(i)




See also Ballot boxes;
Ballot papers; Vote
. election of Board of Manage-
ment of inter-urban admin-
istrative area, by 22(12, 19)
. voting at meetings of municipal
council not by 217(2)
voting by 110(4)
voting on by-law, re 274, 282
. form Form 24
voting on questions, re 282
. form Form 25
Ballot boxes
advance polls, re
. opening of 1 1 1 ( 16)
. sealing of 111(15)
ballot papers deposited in . . .117(2)
. wrongfully, liability . . .150(c), 187
construction of 92(2)
delivery to clerk, after votes
counted 134
. police village, in 503(4)
delivery to deputy returning
officers 92(3)





. deputy returning officer not to
take home 136
. penalty for 150(/t)
destruction, etc., penalty for. .1S0(/)
expenses re provision 163
furnishing of 92(1)
. penalty for default 92(5)
number of 92(1, 4)
opening of 127
papers wrongly placed in,
penalty for 150(c)
poll book, etc., enclosed in 133
preservation of 92(4)
returned after elections 92(4)
sealing of
. after votes counted 134
. before i>oll 113
. clerk, by 135




. application for, deemed tender
of vote 122
application in another's name
. arrest for 90(2)
. penalty for ISO(flf)
cancelled 121
. packing of 127, 130(1) (d)
compartment for marking 97




. packaging of 127, 130(1) (/)
delivery to deputy returning
officers 96
. other papers, penalty for . . 150(d)
delivery to voter 114(1) (^)
. wrongful refusal, liability .... 187
deposited in ballot box 117(2)




. inducing voter to 144
disposal of 158
election by general vote 94(2)
election by wards 94(1)
examination of 127
expenses re provision 163
form of 95 Forms 3-6
initialled by deputy returning
officer .114(1)(/)
. penalty for default 152(1)
inspection of 159
marking of 117(1)
. candidate not to be present at 156






names placed on, by clerk . . .72(5)
objections
. noting of 129(1)
. numbering of 129(2)
packaging of 130
packets
. endorsement as evidence 160
. placed in ballot box 133
penalties re 150
printing of 93
. wrongfully, penalty for. . 150(i,/)




receipt of, by deputy returning
officer 117(2)
. wrongful refusal, penalty .... 187
rejected 128(1), 130(1)
relating to two or more
offices 128(2)




taking from polling place
prohibited 119
. penalty for 150(^)
tender of, refusal 187
villages and townships 94(3)
Bands of music
. by-laws re 414 If 1
. . funds for 388(1) 1[ 64
. military, grants to ... 387(a) (iii)
Bank account
. opened by treasurer 239
Bankrupt
. council member as, effect . . .164(6)
. stock, sale of 413 ff 14(6)
. undischarged, council member





. market fees, exemption 393(1)
Bams
. by-laws re, location of . .388(1) ff 116
Bathing
. by-laws re 388(1)1174
Bathing houses
. by-laws re
. grants for 386^22
. . inspection of 391 ^ 1




. . injury, etc., to 386 ff 35
. . preservation of 386 ^ 37
. . removal of
obstructions 386 ^ 41, 42
Beaches
. by-laws re
. . numbering of lots along 405 If 6, 7
. . record of 405 H 7
Beacons
. by-laws re
. . erection of 386 IT 38





. by-laws re ringing of .388(1) f 112
Benefit
. defined, re sewer rates . . .389(1) (a)
Beverages
. by-laws re vending in
streets 392 IT 2, 405 IT 12
Bicycle paths
. by-laws setting apart 479 IT 4
Bicycles
. sidewalks, on, by-laws re .3861146
Bill distributors
. by-laws re licensing of .410(1)^9
Bill posters
. by-laws re licensing of .410(1)119
Billiard tables
. by-laws re
. . licensing of 413 H 1
police villages, in 518(1 )(/)
. licences, limiting of 264(2)
Bills and notes




. . pet shops, licensing of 401 If 2
. . prohibiting keeping of . .388(1) If 2
. .
regulating keeping of . .388(1) If 1
Blindness














action, variation of z^o\.io;
. cities under 45.000 227(14)
. tenders, re 226(5)
appointment of officers
controlled by .....226(8)
by-laws certified by, in cities
under 45,000 .227(12)
bv-laws submitted to council
by 226(9), 227(14)
cities less than 45,000 227
cities less than 100,000 222
cities more than 100,000 221
city council members, as 49(1)
clerk 226(11). 227(14)
departments amalgamated
by 226 (10). 227(14)
duties ; ^-226
assigned by council 226(12)
cities under 45,000 227(9)
. discharge of ... .226(19), 227(14)
estimates furnished to 226(16)
matter referred back to. by
city council 226(14), 227(14)
meetings, presided over by
mayor 225(1)
minutes, copies furnished to
council 226(13), 227(14)
nomination of officers by 226(1) (d)
. cities under 45,000 227(13)
. exceptions • • 226(17)
. necessity _• 226(6)
presiding officer acting in
absence of mayor 224
. cities under 45,000 227(7)
quorum 225(1)
. cities under 45,000 227(8)
salaries c,lo
. cities under 45,000 227(6)
secretary 226(11), 227(14)
tenders
. action re, reversal by
council 226(5)
. . opening of 226(3)
Board of education
. election lll(l)(a)
. estimates by 226(16)
inter-urban administrative area,
in 22(31)
. member disqualified as council
member 56(1) (m)
. . resignation of 56(5)
Board of health


















assessment equalized by 22(33-35)




eligibility of candidates ...22(17)
. estimates by 22(36)








term of office 22(13)
vacancies 22(21)
vice-chairman 22(26)
joint operation of works,
for 386115
public utility, member disquali-





. . rights of 56(6)
war memorials, re 38611 53 (^)
Board of Police Commissioners




cities not less than
100,000 ...410,412.413
penalties for violation 492
constables appointed to polling
places by 83(4)
estimates by 226(16)
licences for trades, etc.
appeal from decision re . 263^7)
. discretion re 263(4)
. fees fixed by 263(2)
. refusal of .263(5)
substitute for head of council




Board of Transport Commissioners
(Canada)
. order by, for undertaking
work 300(3)(f7)
Board of trustees of township
school area




. . egress from 388(1) ^ 13
. . fire accidents 388(1) H 33
. . soliciting business on high-
ways 388(1)11105
Boards of Education Act




. by-laws re, inspection of . . . .391 f 1
Boats for hire





. by-laws re, fire
protection 388(1) ?47
Bonds
. amount to be not less than
$50 338(1)
. guarantee, temporary advances
to meet 343
. security by municipal officers,
re 251(2)
. . deposit 251(4)
. . inspection 251(3)
. . notices re 251(6)
. . premiums 251(5)
Bonuses
. fixed assessment, by. .388(1) ^62{g)
. jailers', etc 369(3)
. sale or rental of industrial





. municipal council, of
. . copies 234
. . inspection 234(1)
. , keeping of 233(1)
Booms
. by-laws re, protection 402^2
Bootblacks










county council, by 302
current ,341(1), 342
. charge, as 341 (7, 8)
. deferred widening, etc., of
highways, re 350(16)
. lender not bound by
application of 341(5)
. limitation 341(2-4)
. meeting guarantee of
debentures, for 343
. penalty for excess 341(9, 12)
. penalty for
misapplication 341(10-12)
dealing in fuel and food,
for 388(1) If 61 (v)
garbage disposal equipment,
for 388(1) 1[ 84
inter-urban administrative
areas, in 22(39)
local improvements on lands
annexed, for 39(1)
powers of municipality 267
. temporary loans 341-343
public utility extension,
for 388(1)166
war memorials and patriotic
objects, for 386 H 53(a)




. acquiring land for 386^50
. construction, etc., of . . . .479 If 1,
2
. laying out, etc 469(1) (e)
. use during building
operations 388(1)1196
. . vehicles on 386 If 46
Boundaries
. alteration of, general 10-47
. assumption by county council
as county road 439(3)
. bridges crossing county and
city lines 432
. bridges crossing county lines . . .431
. bridges on, maintenance of 445,446
. by-laws re grants
. . county, to, for opening, etc.,
new roads or bridges
on 478(1) f 2
. maintaining, for 478(1) If 4
deviations from line 451
highways, by-laws re . . .388(1) 1198
jurisdiction over 430
. joint, disputes by townships
re 465,466






. maintenance of 446
. . provisional judicial districts,
in 448
. maintenance of roads, agree-
ments re 437
. river as, keeping free from
driftwood, etc 449, 450
Bowling alleys
. l)y-laws re licensing of 413^4
Boxing matches
. by-laws re 388(1)11 71
Brackets
. projecting over highway,
by-laws re 388(1) If 97
Bread tickets
. by-laws re 391 f 8
Bribery—See also Corrupt practices
. applying for money, etc., in
consideration of voting 198(1) (/)
. candidate disqualified for 191
. evidence taken orally 184(2)
. inducing candidate to stand or
withdraw 198(1) (t)
. money, by 198(1) (a)
. offer of employment, by. .198(1)(6)
. penalties not recoverable, when 203
. penalty for 198(1)
. procuring return of candidate,
for 19S(l)(c,d)
. quashing by-law for 294
. . inquiry where 295(3-5)
. receiving money after
election 198(1) (A)
. receiving money, etc., for
having voted 198(1) (r/)
. striking off votes for 184(3)
scrutiny of votes, on 289(4)
Bridge company
. by-laws re taking stock in 481
Bridges
. approaches
. . jurisdiction over 436
. . part of bridge 442(12)
. assumption by county council,
from town, etc 439(1)
. . duty 443
. . grants in aid 439(8)
. . included in highways 439(5)
. assumption by village, from
county 435
. by-laws re
. . cattle, for 469(1)(/)
v- '. company, taking stock in ... .481






. . driving on, in police
village 518(l)(a)
. . flooding 3861f 13
. . grants for construction, etc.,
in adjoining county. .478(1) 116
. . grants for construction, etc.,
in adjoining
municipalities ....478(1,3,6,7)
. grants for construction, etc.,
in towns, etc 478(1) If 5
grants for opening, etc.,
on boundary lines . . .478(1) If 2
. grants for opening,
improving, etc 478(1) If 1
. obstructions 486 If 1, 3
. private use, for 479 If 3
. prohibiting racing on . . . 386 If 44
. raising cost of 300(3) (/)
regulating driving on . . . .386 If 43
. vehicles on 386 If 46
county
. declaration as 442
. unaffected by abandonment




jurisdiction over 428, 429
. approaches 436
. county council, by 430
. crossing county and city
lines 432
. crossing county lines 431
. joint, disputes where 464
. situate in other municipality . .434
maintenance by county council. .444
maintenance by local council 447




owned by company or
individual 429
powers over, exercise of 425
public 426
reflooring, debentures for 457
repair, liability for . . .450(3), 453(1)





. limitation of actions 453(2)
. notice of action 453(5, 6)







. repair, liability for
—
Con.
. . remedy over against person
causing 460,529(1)
. . two or more
corporations 458, 461, 462
. specifications for certain 452
British subjects
. council members, as 55(1) (c)
. voters' list, on 58(1) (6)
Building by-laws
. changes in structure 391 If 2
. deviation from 400 H 1
. doors of public 388(1) f 13
. encroaching on highway 388(1) 1195
. fire escapes 388(1) H 35
. fire protection . . . .388(1) 1138-43, 52
. ground or block plan . . 388(1) f 10
. heating plant and
equipment 388(1)^11
. interior walls and ceilings 388(1) If 8
. levels of cellars 388(1H9
. numbering of 391 H 10, 11
. obstruction of halls, aisles,
etc 388(1) H 14
. owner's duty to repair land in
front of 388(1)1115
. refacing 397 IT 3
. removal and wrecking . .388(1) If 12
. restrictive 390
. size and strength of walls 388(1) H 7
. snow and ice removal 388(1) If 67, 68
. spitting in 388(1) If 104
. use of highway during
operations 388(1) f 96
Buildings
. construction, water closets
on 388(1) If 75
. polling places, as 83
Bulletin board pointers
. by-laws re licensing of . . .410(1) If 9
Bus drivers
. advance polls for
. . application of section re . .111(17)
. . definition re 111(1)(0
. by-laws re 415if2
Buses
. by-laws re
. .franchise 388(1) If 92
. . licensing of .. .402 If 10(a), 406 If 1











. cold storage, carried on by
city council 266
licensing of 263(1)







. market fees, exemption 393(2)
By-laws
. acquisition of property for
municipal and judicial
purposes, for 373(4)
advance polls, re 111(6)
. application of section re 111(2,3)
after 31st December, prohibition 262
agreement re boundary roads
confirmed by 437(2)
air harbours, re 386 f 7
air-raid precaution, grants
for 387(t)(iii)
aldermen on city council, re 49(1,2)
. eflfective date 49(5)
passing of 49(4)
. repeal of 49(3)





appointment of assessors or
collectors, re 243(2)
appointment of auditors, re. .245(1)
armouries, re—see Armoury
associations, membership




annexation 20(1, 2, 4)
bailiffs, licensing of 401 f 1








. erection of 386 If 38





. board of control, for
. . cities less than 45,000 227
. . cities less than 100,000 222
. boards of police commissioners
in cities, by 406, 407,414, 415
. . cities not less than
100.000 410,412,413
. booms, re 402 If 2
. borrowing—see Borrowing
. boulevards, re—see Boulevards
. boxing matches, re 388(1) If 71
. bread tickets, re 391 If 8
. bridges, re—see Bridges
. buildings, re—see Building
by-laws
. business, regulation
of 388(1) If 120-127,409
. cab licences, re . .402 If 10(a), 460 If 1
. census of inhabitants, re . . .386 If 16




^ . children's occupations 415 If 1
. commissioners of sewerage
system, re 396 If 5
. consolidated interest account 316(2)
. consolidated sinking fund
account 316(3)
. convictions for contravention
of 495(1)
. county councillors' votes, re . . . .220
. county councils, by—see
County council
. county farms, re 402 ^ 3
. cranes, re erection of 386 If 39
. dangerous places, re 479 If 6
. debts not provided in estimates,
re 300
. defence committees, grants
to 387(fe)(ii)
[ . deferred widening, etc., of
I, highways 350
. defined
. . quashing, re 292
. . voting, re 271(o)
. department of industries, re 397 tf 1
. derricks, re erection of ....386 If 39
. disqualifying electors for
arrears of taxes 388(1) If 65
. docks, re—see Docks
. drainage, re 386 ^ 12, 13
. drains, re—see Drains
. drill shed, re—see Drill shed
. enforcement of 496
. engineers, re 388(1) If 72
. entry on adjoining lands of
buildings 388(1) If 69





. erection of court house or jail,
for 367(1)
. erection of district into village,
for 12(1)
. . notice of 12(8)
. . passing of 12(5)
. . quashing of 12(9)
. evidence, as 269(2, 4)
. exemption from taxation . . . 386 If 54
. exhibitions, re 386(14,15
. expenditures for works in any
county of union, re 484(1, 2)
. explosives, re—see Explosives
. expropriation of land, for. .345(1,3)
. . authorizing entry on land for
survey only 360
. . entry on land after 348
. fellowships, etc., re 394 If 2
. fences, re—see Fences
. fire engines in police village,
for 514(2), 517
. fire matters, re—see Fire
. fire protection agreements,
re 386 If 1
. first meeting of municipal
council, re 204
. fixed assessment, re ... .388(1) If 62
. flooding, re 386 ^3
. food, re—see Food
. forms approved by Department 532
. full, re—see Fuel
. general power to make 260
. grants, re—see Grants
. harbours, re—see Harbours
. health, re 388(1) If 74-91
. health, safety, etc., re 260
. highways, re—see Highways
. hours of poll, re 110(2, 3)
. . advance poll 111(6)
. illegal, municipality liable for . . . 362
. indigents, re—see Indigent
. industrial sites, re 388(1) If 63
. insurance, re 386 If 3
. intelligence offices, licensing
of 410(1) If 5
. inter-urban administrative areas,
re 22(4)
. interest on debentures, variation
of 303
. joint operation of works, re. .386 If 5
. joint works, re 482
. landing grounds, re 386 If 7
. laundries, licensing of 396 If 1
. laying out highway where no
original allowance 463(2, 3)





. livery stables, licensing
of 402 ir 10(a), 406 1[ 2
. local improvements on lands
annexed, re 39(1, 3,4)
. local municipal councils,
by .... 386-390, 401, 478( 1) U 2, 482
. lots, re—see Lots
. markets—see Market by-laws
. massagists, licensing of 396^^3
. militia, grants to 387(a)
. milk tickets, re 391 If 8
. money—see Money by-laws
. morality, re 260
. motor vehicles, re—see Motor
vehicles for hire
. Municipal Board as arbitrator,
re 359
. municipal councils,
by 260, 386, 478-481, 486
. . local councils .. .387, 388(1), 389,
390, 401, 478(1) 1[ 2, 482
. . urban councils 391, 392
. municipal employees, re—see
Employees
. night watchmen, re 391 H 14
. nomination meetings, for. .66(3), 67
. . default, re 88(1)
. nuisance, re—see Nuisances
. old corporations, of 30, 31
. parking lots, re 386 If 52
. parks, re—see Parks
. passing of, by council 290
. patriotic objects, re 386^1 53
. patriotic organizations, re
grants to 387 (a) (i)
. penalties for violation 492(2)
. . application 494
. . recovery of 492(2), 493
. pet shops, licensing of 401 112
. piers, re erection of 38611 39
. pigeons strayed, re 391 IT 12
. police signal system, re 396114
. police village, for 498(2)
. polling subdivisions and places,
for 81(1,8)
. . amendment of 81(9)
. . cities over 100,000, in 84
. . default re 88(2)
. . schoolhouses, use of 83
. . united subdivisions, one
place for 82
. powers of municipal council
exercised by 259(1)






. powers of municipal council to
make 260
. prizes for best kept roadside,
for 485
. promulgation of 291
. proof, on prosecutions 495




. . defined re voting 271(d)
. . notice before vote 273(6-9)
. public fairs for sale of cattle,
etc., re 408111
. public utility extension,





. records, destruction of ....3861[17
. remuneration of council
members 417, 418
. repeal when part only of
money raised 304, 305
. restraint of contravention 497
. restrictive—see Restrictive
by-laws
. rifle associations, grants
to 387 (a) (ii)
. rivers, re—see Rivers
. road allowance, opening of . .471(2)
. road-making machinery, re . . . .480
. safety, re 260, 388(1) If 74-91
. salesmen, licensing of .... 140(1) If 1
. salvage shops, licensing of 407
. sanitation, re 388(1) 1[ 74-91
. sealing of 269
. second-hand dealers and shops,
re 407
. sewer rates, re 389
. sewers, re—see Sewers
. shores, re—see Shores
. sideline roads in double front
concessions, re 474
. signs, re—see Signs
. slips, re—see Slips




. snow and ice removal,
re 388(1) IT 67, 68
. sparring exhibitions, re .388(1) H 71
. special rate for Federation of
Agriculture, re 310(1)






. street watering, re 386 H 6
. submission of questions to
electors, re 3861119
. submitted to council by board
of control 226(9)
cities under 45,000 227(14)
. substitute for head of council,
re 232
. surgeons for institutions, re. .408112
. surveyors, re 388(1) H 72
. temporary loans, for 341(1)
. term of olTice of council
members, re 77
. territory annexed to municipal-
ity, in 31
. town council, by—see Town
council
. town council, re composition
of 50,51
. . eflfective date 5^1(6)
. . passing of 51(5)
. . repeal of 51 (4)
. . submission to electors ...51(7,8)




. trees on highway, re 483(4)
. trustees of police village,
by 517,518
. . certified copies to township
clerks 519(2)
. . proof of 527(2)
. . signing of 519(1), 527(1)
. tussock moths, destruction
of 388(1)1173
. urban municipal councils,
by 391,392
. validity, when deemed 291(2)
. vehicles on sidewalks, re . . .3861[46
. vessels, re—see Vessels
. victualling 410(1) 1[ 6
. village councils, by—see Village
council
: vote on, soliciting prohibited ... 125
. voting on—see Voting on
by-laws
. war memorials, re 386 IJ 53
. war savings committees, grants
to 387(&)(i)
. water pipe, injury to 386 H 37
. water, re—see Water
. water supply contracts, re . . .386 If 2
. water tanks and towers, re. .391 If 15
. welfare, re 260
. wet lands, re purchase of . . .405 If 14
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec.
By-laws—Con.
. wharves, re—see Wharves
. window cleaners, re 391 If 16
. works, etc., in police village,
for 513,517
. works involving debentures in
cities under 45,000 227(12)
Cab drivers
. by-laws re 415 If 2
Cab licences
. by-laws re 402 If 10(a), 406 If 1
Cabinet makers' shops
. by-laws re, fire protec-
tion 368(1) If 44
Calling—See Businesses, Trades
Calves
. unfit for food, by-laws re
seizure 400 If 4
Canada Evidence Act
. declaration under, by tenant 276(3)
Canadian Deep Waterways and
Power Association
. membership in, by-laws re. .386 If 10
Canadian Wheelman's Association
(Canada)
. power re guide posts, etc 468
Candidates
absence of 70(4), 72(2)
agents—see Agents of candidates
death of 75
declaration of election 138
declaration of qualifications, etc... 72
dislaimer of office by—see
Disclaimer
disqualification









posting up of names, etc.. .70(5), 71
presence at polling place 123
relator at contested election,
as 172(2)
resignation of 70(6, 7), 72(3)
. disclaimer as 195(1)
undertaking agents' duties 156
Candy
. by-laws prohibiting sale in




. by-laws re use of 479 If 3
Capital cost
. defined, re sewer rates . .389(1)(&)
Capital improvement
. defined, re sewer rates . .389(1) (c)
Carousals
. by-laws re licensing of ....413 US
Carpenters' shops
. by-laws re fire protec-
tion 388(1)1144
Carriages
. sidewalks, on, by-laws re ..3861[46
Carters
. by-laws re licensing of ....406 If 1
Casting vote
. clerk, by 63,139(3)
. . vote on by-law, re 281
. election of warden, at 206(4)
. warden, by 484(2)
Cats
. by-laws re kennels 388(1) ff 1
Cattle
. by-laws re
. . driving along high-
ways 388(1) If 107
. . driving on highways and
bridges 3861[43
. . driving on sidewalks 388(1) IT 103
. . prohibiting keeping of 388(1) 1[2
. . public fairs for sale of ...408^1
. . regulating keeping of . .388(1) 1
1
. . sidewalks, on, in police
village 518(1) (i7)
. . subways and bridges
for 469(1)(/)
. . unfit for food, seizure of . .4001[4
Celebration
. expenditures for 421
Celery
. market fees, exemption 393(2)
Cellars
. by-laws re 388(1) ^9
. . construction of 388(1) f 77
Census
. district, inhabitants of 12(4)
. inhabitants, by-laws re .... 386 If 16
. population determined by 52
Certificate
. application for quashing money
by-law 307(4)
. . dismissal of 307(7)
. assessment roll, re 106





. by-law re deferred widening,
etc., of highway not passed 350(4)
clerk, by
. application for by-law duly
signed 270
. number of electors, re ..54(3,4)
. objection to amalgamation or
annexation order, re . . . .20(16)
. petition for erection of district
into village, re 12(3)
compliance with regulations re
trades, etc 264(1)
declaration of incapacity to
mark ballot, re 120(7)
. form Form 14
Department of Highways, by,
attached to plans for
bridges 452(2)
deposit re quashing of
by-law 293(5)
election of county council
member 205
. form Form 18
election, re, penalty for
destruction 151
entry of name on voters' list,
for 58(7)
. form Form 10
judge's approval of by-law for
changing name of
street 388(1) If 98(0
ownership of debentures 335
poll book, in 127
proof of death 278(2)
recount of votes
. result of 141(10)
. showing tie 139(3)
result of poll 131(4)
taxes paid, of
. filed by candidates 72(1) (c)
. furnishing by
Treasurer 70(9), 72(1) (c)
. noted on defaulters' list ...62(2)
. right to vote under 62(1)
vote by deputy returning
officer, etc., re 109




. . cleaning of 388(1) 1[ 79
. . closing up 388(1) t82
. . construction of 388(1) 1 77
Chairman





. board of improvement district,
of 45(6), 46(2)
. Board of 'Management of inter-
urban administrative
area, of 22(23-25)
. board of trustees of police
village, of 526
. court of revision, remuneration
of 418(l)(o)
. standing committees, remunera-
tion of 418(l)(a)
Charges—See also Fees
. use of areas and openings
under highways, etc., for 479 H 3
Charitable institutions
. grants to, by-laws re 386 1[ 23
Charity
. advances by way of, by-laws
for 3861(30
Cheese
. market fees, exemption ....393(1)
Cheques
. issue by treasurer of
municipality 238(1, 2)
Chief Justice of Ontario
. arbitrator appointed by . . . .350(12)
Children
. by-laws re
. . occupations 415 If 1





. . construction of 388(1)11 88
. . fire protection . . . .388(1) 1[47, 48
. fire prevention 520(6)
Christmas Day
. nomination meeting falling on 66(2)
Churches
. by-laws re egress from 388(1)1113
. garbage disposal, special rate
for 388(1) IT 86(c)
Cigar stores
. by-laws re licensing of 412 If 2
Circus riding exhibitions
. by-laws re licensing of ....413 If 5
Cities—See also Local municipali-
ties; Municipalities;
Urban mimicipalities
. amalgamation or annexation of .20
. annexation of town to ....36(5,6)
. ballot boxes, return of 134(2)
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec.
Cities—Con.





. bridges crossing 432
. maintenance of bridges on . .445
. rivers as, driftwood in . . .449(2)
by-laws by
. grants for opening, etc., roads
on boundary lines ..478(1)112
. grants for opening, etc.,
township highways . .478(1) If 3
contracts with council members,
void 57
council—see City council
court house for 366(2, 4), 368
. care of 372
. insurable interest in 375
. liability for 373(1), 376




. annexation of municipalities,
on 20(5)
. assets and liabilities,
adjustment of 36(5, 6)
. by-laws, effect of 30
. jurisdiction of old council on. .40
. right to vote 65
. voters' list where 102
inhabitants as bodies corporate ..7
jail for 366(2, 4), 368
. care of 372
. insurable interest in 375
. liability for 373(1), 376
. payment for 373,374,376,378-380
local municipalities, as lih)
mayor—see Mayor
rating for land in 58(2) (rf)
urban municipalities, as l{v)
ty clerk See Clerk of city
City coimcil—See also Municipal
councils
. acquiring property for munici-
pal and judicial purposes .373(4)
. acts not to be done after
31st December 262
. alderman elected by, where
vacancy 169(6), 170(4)
. application by, re debentures
for joint undertaking.*? ...268(1)
. appointment of officers by ... 262
. appropriation by, re publicity .422
. assessment commission
appointed by 244(1)






. board of assessors constituted
by 244(1)
bridges maintained by 447
. provisional judicial district,
in 448
by-laws by ... .386-388(1), 389-392,
394,396,397,401,409,411
. after 31st December,
prohibition 262
. air harbours and landing
grounds re 386 H 7
. annexation, for 20(7)
. assumption of highway in
adjacent municipality, for . 440
. board of control, for . . . .222, 227
. care of jail and court house, re 372
. cities less than 45,000 . .227(12)
. cities less than
100,000 .410.412,413
. cities not less than 50,000 400
. cities not less than 100,000 . . .399
. cities not less than 300,000 . . .398
. consolidated interest
account 316(2)
. consolidated sinking fund
account 316(3)
. debentures for reflooring of
bridge, for 457
. deferred widening, etc., of
highways, for 350(1)
. erection of court house or
jail, for 367(1)
. polling places, for 84
. polling subdivisions,
re 81(1, 8), 82, 83
. raising cost of bridges,
for 300(3)(/)
. raising share of debt,
for 300(3)((/)
. remuneration of
members 417(1) (6), 418
. salaries of board of control,
re 223(1)
. situate within 10 miles of city
not less than 100,000 401
. term of office of council
members, re 77
by-laws submitted to, by board




cold storage business carried
on by 266






. deputy returning officers
appointed by 79(1) (d), (2)
. duties of secretary of board of
control assigned
by 226(11). 227(14)
. election assistants appointed
by 79(5)
. exclusive right to maintain
waste-paper boxes on streets
granted by 265(1)
expenditures authorized by 226(2)
. cities under 45,000 227(10)
expenditures by 226(2)
. cities under 45,000 227(9-12)
. entertaining civic guests,
etc.. for 421
head—see Head of council
institutions for alcoholic habitu-
ates established by 385
jurisdiction over boundaries ...433
lock-ups established by ...381(1)
matters referred back to board
of control by .. .266(14). 227(14)
mayor elected by. where
vacancy 170(1)
meetings 204-220
. election of controller, re .225(2)
. first 204(1.3)
members
. contracts with city, void 57
. disqualification of 56
. eligibility for other office . .56(2)
. qualification of 55
. term of office 77
minutes, vote re variation of
board's action recorded
in 226(15), 227(14)
. nomination meetings arranged
by 79(l)(o)
. notice to, where electors exceed
450 81(5)
. officers appointed by 226(6)
. . cities under 45,000 227(13)
. organization, when deemed 204(4)
. police office established by 363,364
. poll clerks appointed
by 79(l)(d). (2)
. polling places appointed
by 79(1) (c), 87(2)
. . default re 88(2)
power re waste-paper boxes . .265
. presiding officer, acting in
absence of mayor 224, 227(7)
. redivision into wards ordered
by 42





. rci)rc.scntahves, nomination by
board, not required 226(17)
resolution by
. duties of board of control,
re 226(12)
. requiring minutes of board
of control . . , .226(13), 227(14)
returning officers appointed
by 79(l)(fe), (2)
reversal of action of board re
tenders, by 226(5)
term of office 77
City engineer
. direction by, re waste-paper
boxes 265(1,2)
City solicitors
. presence at opening of
tenders 226(3)
Claims
. against municipality, council
member not to have . .56(1) {r,s)
Cleaners and dyers
. by-laws re licensing, etc 411
Cleaning works
. by-laws re fire protec-
tion 388(1) If 44
Clerk of candidate
. disqualified from voting 64
Clerk of city
. election officers recommended
by 79(2)
. notice by, re vacancy in office
of alderman 169(3, 4)
Clerk of county
. ballot boxes delivered to, from
police village 503(4)
. . duty 503(5)
by-law transmitted by
. abandonment of toll roads,
re 441(2)
. erection of village, re 12(8)
certificate of number of electors
sent to 54(3,4)
notice by, re vacancy in ofHce
of warden 167(2)
notification by, of agreement re
annexation of village 14(2)
petition for erection of village
lodged with 12(3)
plans for bridges returned
to 452(2)
resignation of warden to ...167(1)
MUNICIPAL—Co«. Sec.
Clerk of county council
certificate of election of county
council member filed with . .205
. . form Form 18
presiding at election of
warden 206(2)
presiding over first council
meeting 206(2)
Clerk of county court
. council member, disqualified
as 56(l)(o)
. taxing of costs of recount by 142(2)
Clerk of district court
. council member, disqualified
as 56(1) (o)
. taxing of costs of recount by 142(2)
Clerk of division court
. council member, disqualified
as 56(l)(i)
Clerk of municipality
acclamations declared by 73
. terms of office determined
by 77(5)
acting clerk 233(3)
acting secretary of inter-urban
administrative area, as 22(8)
appointment of 233(1)
appointment of nominee of
corporation filed with ...276(4)




attendance at recount 141(4)
attendance at scrutiny of
votes 289(3)
ballot boxes delivered to, after
votes counted 134
ballot boxes furnished by .92(1,3)
. penalty for default 92(5)
ballot boxes kept by 92(4)
ballot boxes sealed by 135
ballot papers delivered by 96
ballot papers provided by 93
ballot papers retained by 158
by-law establishing polling
places filed by 81(8)
by-laws re local improvements
in lands annexed, furnished
by 39(3.4)
by-laws signed by 269(1)
casting vote by 63, 139(3)
. vote on by-law, re 281
certificate by
. application for by-law, re . . . .270









by-law for changing name of
street, re 388(1) H 98(a)
election of county council
member, re 205
. form Form 18
entry of name on voters' list,
re 58(7)
number of electors, re ..54(3,4)
objection to amalgamation or
annexation order, re . . .20(16)
. vote by deputy returning
officer, etc., re 109
claims for compensation filed
with 357(2)
copies of documents furnished
by 234
copy of approval of use of land,




declaration of office 253(1)
declarations by
. election of candidates, re .... 138
. result of recount, re ....141(11)
declarations filed with
. destruction of ballot papers,
re 158(2)
. tenant, by 276(3), 288
defaulters' list delivered by 105(1)
defaulters' list delivered to 104(1)
deputy clerk 233(2)
deputy returning officer, as
. advance polls, re 111(9)
. no polling subdivisions,
where 107
deputy returning officer re-
placed by 89(1,3)
directions to voters delivered by 98




election papers produced by . . 181
expenses re elections 163
licences supplied to 410(1)^2
money by-law registered by 307(1)
. penalty for default 307(2)
names placed on ballot papers
by 72(5)
new corporations, of 29(2)
new election arranged by .... 74, 75
notice by
. by-law, re 273(6)
. establishing, stopping-up, etc.,






. . intention to construct works,
re 357(2)
. . judge, to, re tie vote 139(1)
. . where electors exceed 450 . .81(5)
. notice to, of recount 141(3)
. oath of deputy returning officer
after closing of poll trans-
mitted to 134(3)
oath of secrecy by 146
oaths re election administered
by 157
office
. candidates' names posted up in 71
. declaration of candidates'
qualifications, etc., filed in 72(1)
. hours on day after nomina-
tion meeting 72(4)
. hours on polling day 134(2)
order for new election directed
to 186
poll book delivered by 105(1)
poll book provided by 101
poll clerks appointed by, re
advance polls Ill (9)
poll in soldiers' hospital
arranged by 112(3)
polling places chosen by 85
provisions re corrupt practices
furnished by 201
record by, of votes at council
meeting 217(1)
remuneration
. copies of documents, etc. 255(3)
. duties under Ditches and
Water cottrses Act, for . .255(2)




with 56(2), 70(6), 72(3)
return by, to Department ..235(1)
. penalty for default 235(2)
returning officer, as 80
. nominations, for 87(1)
returning officer replaced by 89(1)
secretary-treasurer of board of
improvement district as . . .45(8)
special meeting summoned
by 212(2)
statement by, re votes for
candidates 138
statement of returning officer
delivered to 131(2)
. delay where election
interrupted 137




voters' list delivered by 105
. voters' list prepared by . . . 102, 103
. . tenants on 276(3)
. . vote on money by-law,
re 277,288
. votes on by-laws summed up
by 273(5)
. . attendance at 275
. . certification of result 286
. . notice re 273(7)
. warrant by, for new election 168(2)
Clerk of the peace
. by-law establishing polling
places filed with 81(8)
. council member, disqualified
as 56(1)(/)
. voters' list procured from ..105(2)
Clerk of township
. ballot boxes delivered to, from
police village 503(4)
. . duty 503(5)
. by-law for laying out highway
where no original allowance,
transmitted by 463(3)
. copies of by-law by trustees of
police village, to . .519(2), 530(2)
. copy of money by-laws by trus-
tees of police village served
on 517(3)
. plans for bridges returned
to 452(2)
statement to
. . levy for parks, etc., in police
village, re 516(5)
. . levy for works, etc., in police
village, re 513(6)
. voters' list delivered to police
village by 503(3)
Clerk of village
. ballot boxes delivered to, from
police village 503(4)
. . duty 503(5)
Clerk of works
. declaration of ofHce 253(1)
Closets
—
















weighing of 39211 H
Coal dealers
. by-laws re licensing of 413116
Coal delivery men
by-laws re licensing of ...413117
Coasting
. by-laws prohibiting .. 388(1)1[93
Coke
by-laws re
. . storage of 3921114
. weighing of 392^11
Coke dealers
by-laws re licensing of ...413116
Cold storage business
by-laws re fixed assess-
ment 388(1)1162
. carried on by city council 266
Collector's roll
. production at trial of contested
election 181
Collectors
accounts allowed by council . . .249
. appointment 243
. certificate of taxes paid
by 62(1), 70(9), 72(1)(0
. commutation money for sta-
tute labour in police village
collected by 510(3)
. council member, disqualified
as 56(1)(0
. declaration of of^ce 253(1)
. defaulters' list prepared by. 104(1)
. duties 243(3)
. more than one ward, for . . . .243(4)
secretary-treasurer of board of
improvement district as . . 45(8)
. security by 251
Colleges
. by-laws re
. egress from 388(1)1113
. . endowment of fellowships,
etc 394112
grants to 394 1[ 1





by-laws re, grants to 395
Commercial travellers
advance polls for










Commission of financial inquiry
. expenses of 332(3)
. issue of 332(1)
. recommendation of 332(2)
Commissioner
. enforcement of order by, re
township boundary line . .465(4)
Commissioner of highways
council member as 420
Commissioner of industries
. by-laws re 397 If 1
. declaration of office 253(1)
Commissioners of sewerage
system
. by-laws re 396 H 5
Committee







. grants for, by-laws re .... 386 If 24
Company
. bridge, by-laws re taking stock
in 481
Compartments
. marking ballots, for .97
. . exclusion from .118
Compensation—See also Compen-
sation for expropriation
. closing of road, re 470
. county court house or jail used
by city or separated town,
for 373, 374. 376, 378, 379
. . reconsideration of 380
. gravel, etc., taken from land 479 IT 8
. impounding animals, for 388(1) 1[ 6
. removal of obstructions to view
of drivers, re 477(2)
. road allowance opened in
mistake 475
. sideline road in double front
concession, re 474(5, 6)
. use of sewers, by-laws re .386114
Compensation for expropriation
. award
. . adoption by by-law required
in certain cases 360(1)




claim, making of 351(1)
. exception re easement ....351(3)
. mental incompetent, etc.,
by 351(2)
deferred widening, etc., of high-
ways, for
. buildings, apart from ...350(13)
. buildings, for 350(14)
. determined by arbitra-
tion 350(12, 13) (d,e)
. limitation 350(11)
. payment of 350(10)
. relief in special cases ...350(15)
determination of 349(2)
excess land as 346
fencing 349(3)
interest on 353, 355(1)
. refund of 355(5)
payment into court 355(1)
. corporation discharged by 355(6)
. costs 355(4)
. determination of claims ..355(3)
. entry on land, before 348
. interest 355(1)
. notice of 355(2)
. person acting for unknown
owner, by 352
. refund of interest 355(4)
. vesting order after 356
payment of 349(1)
public works, re
. appeals re 357(4)
. claim, filing of 357(2-6)
severance 349(4)




Conservator of the Peace
. returning officer as 90(1)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. sinking fund paid into
Provincial Treasury 327(2)
Constables
. assistance of returning officer
by 90(2)
. attendance at polling place . .83(4)
. chief
. . constables appointed to
polling places by 83(4)
. . disqualified as council
member 56(1) (rf)
. . permission re boxing matches,
etc 388(1) IT 71
. declarations by 253(3)
. . filing 253(7)






lock-iip in charge of 382(1)
salary 382(2)
. oatli of secrecy by 146
. i)o\vers re obstruction of halls,
etc., of public build-
ings 388(1)1114
. presence at polling place 123
special
. . swearing in 91
. vote by, certificate re 109
Construction—.See Building by-laws
Contagious diseases







evidence on 175, 182, 184(2)
proceedings
. adding parties to 183
. entitling 173(4)
. time for 173(1)
relator 172(2)
. affidavit by 173(1)
claiming to be elected 177
. intervention by 183(1)(&)
. objection by, on hearing of
motion 179
recognizance by 173(2, 3)
trial of 172(1)
. mode 184(1)
witnesses excused on ground








. by-law for borrowing
under 300(3) (t)
Contracts—.See al.w Agreements
city, with, awarded by board of
control 226(1) (6)
. fire protection, by-laws re . 386 H 1
. garbage disposal, for .388(1)1184
light, etc., in police village,
for 511(6)
municipal







council member not to have
interest in 56(1 jC^)
. . council member, with, void . .57
council not to enter into
after 31st December 262
. prior, exemption from market
fees 393(3)
public utility, supply of 301
street watering, re 386116
. water supply, by-laws re . . . 386112
Controllers
. ballot papers for 94(4)
. elector to vote once for . .108(1) (a)
. members of board of control
. . cities less than 45,000 227
cities less than 100,000 222
cities more than 100,000 221
qualification in city less than
45,000 227(2)
vacancy in office .168(1), 225(2)
cities less than 45,000 . 227(5)
Conveyance
. defined, re conveying voters
to polls 199(4)
Cooking equipment
. by-laws re 388(1) IF 124
Cordwrood
by-laws re, measuring, etc. . 392 1[ 6
. market fees, exemption ... 393(1)
Corn
. market fees, exemption ...393(1)
Cornices








advances for 198(1) (e)
candidate disqualified for 191
evidence taken orally 184(2)
penalties not recoverable, when 203
posting of provisions re 201
quashing by-law for 294
. . inquiry where 295(3-5)
.striking off votes for 184(3)
scrutiny of votes, on 289(4)
transportation furnished to
voters 199(1,2)








. application for quashing of
by-law, re 293(3, 6). 295(2)
. audit of accounts of local
board 245(3)
. capital, defined re sewer
rates 389(1)(6)
. compensation paid into court,
re 355(4)
. contested election, re 173(2)
. . intervening party, of 183(2)
. . returning officers, by 187
. fencing, where land
expropriated 349(3)
. local improvements on lands
annexed, for 39(2-4)
. proceedings, fees of steno-
graphic reporter as 2(2)
. proceedings to declare seat seat
vacant, rules re 196
. recount of ballots, of 142
. relief from, by disclaimer 195(2,3)
. scrutiny of votes, of 289(1, 5)











. election by general vote . . . .94(1)
. election by wards 94(2)




vacancy in office 170(3)
village—see Village Council
Coimsel—5"^^ also Solicitors
. investigation of malfeasance,
on 258(3)
Counties—5"^^ also Municipalities
annexation of district to . . .36(3,4)
boundaries
. assumption by county council
as county road 439(3)
. bridges crossing 431,432
. by-laws re grants for main-
taining 478(1) ir4
. joint jurisdiction, disputes
where 466
. maintenance of 446
. maintenance of bridges
on 445, 446





. contracts with council
members, void 57
. council—see County council
. court house—see County court
house
. defined l(r)
. existing towns 365
. grants 6
. . opening, etc., highways
in 478(1) ir6
. . opening, etc., road on
boundary lines 478(1) ^[2
. inhabitants as bodies corporate ..7
. jail—see County jails
. municipalities in other territory
added to 19
. townships in unorganized terri-
tory annexed to 25
. united, expenditure for works
in 484












acquiring property for muni-
cipal and judicial purposes 373(4)
agreement by, re annexation of
village 14
appropriations by, re publicity 422
approval by, of township by-
laws re highways 469(6)
assumption of highway, etc.,
from towns, etc 439
. duty 443
borrowing power 302
bridges maintained by 444
by-laws by . . . .386, 394, 402, 407-411
. abandonment of toll roads, re 441
. additional votes, re 220
. assumption of boundary line
as county road 439(3)
. assumption of highways, etc.,
from towns, etc 439
. borrowing, re 300(3) (a), 302(3,4)
. erecting district into village,
re 12(1,5,8,9)
. erection of court house or
jail, for 367(1)
. grant for county or township
boundary lines, re ..478(1)^[4
. grants for opening, etc., high-







. K>''i'its for patriotic purposes,
re 387
. highways, re, limitation . .469(5)




united counties, re expendi-
tures for works 484(1, 2)
care of court house by 371(1)
census of district directed by 12(4)
chairman of board of improve-
ment district, on 45(6)




provided for by 416
determination by, re disputes
re township boundary lines. 465
district erected into village
by 11, 12(1)
. by-law re 12(1,5,8,9)
expenditure by for entertaining
civic guests, etc 421
head—see Head of council




re 300(3) (a), 302(3, 4)
by-law for erection of
village, re 12(5,6)
election of warden, at 206
first 204(2,3)
place where held 207, 208
special, re vacancy of
warden 167(2)
urban municipality, in . . . .209(1)
member
certificate of election 205
. form Form 18
commissioners, etc., of
highways, as 420
contracts with county, void .57
disqualification of 56
cligil)ility for other office .56(2)
qualification of 55
plans for bridges submitted
by 452(2)
police village erected by . 498(1,2)
police village increased by . .499(1)
powers of Hoard of Manage-
mcMit of inter-urban admini-






. rates levied by 309(3)
. representation of village or
township on 53(4)
, resignation of warden, to ..167(1)
. resolution by, re election of
warden 206(3)
. separation of junior township
from union by 28(1, 3)
. union of junior township with
adjoining township, by 26
. votes on 48(2), 220
County court
. assessment roll of inter-urban
administrative area demand-
ed by 22(33)
. clerk—see Clerk of county
court
County court house
acquiring land for 367(2)
by-law for erection, etc. . . .367(1)
by-law providing for ... .300(3) (d)
care and custody of 371(1)
division court in 373(2)
first meeting of county council
held at 207
insurable interest in 375
interest of city in, no allow-
ance for 36(6)
payment by cities and separated
towns for . . 373, 374, 376, 378-380
provision of 366(1)
site 376,377
sufficient for county and
city 366(2, 4), 368
County court judge
accommodation, etc., of ....371(2)
appeal to, re polling
subdivisions 81(9)
approval by, of by-law changing
name of street . .388(1) U 98(fc,e)
arbitrator appointed by ...350(12)
contested election tried by .172(1)
. amendment of order 188(2)
. appeal from 190
. fiat for 173(1,2)
. mode of 184
. more than one motion 180
. proceedings, entitling of .173(4)
. production of papers, etc 181
. return of judgment 189
disclaimer delivered to 193
inquiry before, re quashing by-











. declaring seat vacant, re . .171(a)
. expropriation, re 344(6)
. voting on by-laws, re ....271(c)
leave
. entry on land after by-law
for deferred widening,
etc., of highway 350(2)
. entry on land after expro-
priation by-law 348
order
. declaring bridge as county
bridge 442(2,5,6,9)
. maintenance of bridge assum-
ed by county, re . . . 442(17-19)
. removal of obstructions to
view of drivers, re 477(2)
recognizance re quashing of
by-law, before 293(3, 4)
recount by 141(6)
appointment for .. 139(1), 141(1)
attendance at 141 (4)
certificate of result 141(10)
costs, discretion re ...141(1,2)
deputies for 141 (2)
evidence on 141 (9)
expenses of 142(5)
procedure on 141(7, 8)
security of ballot boxes .141(7)
report by, re candidate disquali-
fied for corrupt practices 191(2)
revision of voters' list by . . .278(1)
scrutiny of votes by 289
senior judge as sole
arbitrator 358(1)
. surveyor appointed by, re side-
line road in double front
concession 474(3)
County farms




acquiring land for 367(2)
by-laws for erection, etc. . .367(1)




. fees from prisoners prohibited 370
. sick leave credits 369(4)
. workmen's compensation. .369(5)
insurable interest in 375
interest of city in, no allow-
ance for 36(6)







. officers—see Jail officers
. offices, care of 369(1)
. payment by cities and separated
towns for ..373,374,376,378-380
. provision of 366(1)
. by-law for 300(3)(d)
. site 376,377
. sufficient for county and
city 366(2, 4), 368
. used as lock-up 3B3
. yard, care of 369(1)
County Judges Act
. county court district under 371(2)
County law association




Court house See County coiurt
house
Court of Appeal
. appeal to, from order declaring




. member, nomination by board,
not required 226(17)
Courts





. by-laws re, construction, etc.,
of 386 1139. 391 IT 6
Creeks
. by-laws re
. . flooding 386 IF 13





. by-laws re seed supplies ....402f 9
Crown
. arrangements with, re
pensions. 386 ff 48
. sinking fund as debt due ..327(4)
Crown attorney
. council member, disqualified
.as 56(«,/)
. violation of secrecy reported to 147
Crown lands




. licensee under 479 If 5
Culverts
. by-laws re
. . construction 381(1)11 83
. . obstruction 486 H 5
. . police village, in 511 (o)
Dairy products
. by-laws prohibiting fore-
stalling 392 IF 5
Danger signals
. defacing, penalty for 467(4)
. erection 467(1), 468
. . method 467(2)
. . penalty for default 467(3)
Date
. debentures of 298(6-8)
. due date for rates 314
. eflfective, for money
by-laws 298(11)
. effective, for new incorpora-
tion 29(1)
Daylight saving
. regulations for health, safety,
morality, etc 260
Death
. proof of 278(2)
Debenture Registry Book
. addresses shown in . ,. .288(13)(c)
. entry in, transfer by 335(1,3)
Debentures
. amount to be not less than $50. .338
. amount to be raised annually 298(4)
. application of proceeds 315
. by-laws for—see Money by-laws
. city council, payment by ...226(2)
. . cities under 45,000 227(12)
. county farms, for 402 ^ 3
. coupons, execution of 333(2)
. date 298(6-8)
. dealing in fuel and food,
for 388(1)1161(1/)
. debt, recital in money
by-law 2981(1) (c)
. discount, sold at 339(3)
. . full amount recoverable . .333(4)
. enforcement of by-laws, for . . . .496
. execution of 333(1)
. . city over 90,000 . .* 333(3)
. expenditures for works in any
county of union, for 484(4)
. expressed in sterling 299(1)
. . annual rates 299(2)
. . approval of by-law re . . . .299(3)











hospitals, for ... .298(2) (a), 302(2)




. change in mode 298(5)
. extension of time for . .298(9, 10)
. municipal council, by .267(1,3)
joint undertakings, for 268
loan on 337(1)
. application of proceeds . .337(2)
. subsequent sale not prevented
by 337(3)
local improvements on lands
annexed, for 39(1, 3)
lost, replacement of 336
municipality in default re . .20(12)
ownership certificates, endorse-
ment of 335
parks, etc., in police village,
for 516(3)(6),(4)
payment 298(2)
premium, sold at 339(1, 2)
public utility extension,
for 388(1)1166
redemption before maturity 298(13)
redemption with sinking fund . .326
reflooring of bridge, for 457
repayment of principal 298(3)
road-making machinery, for . .480
sale or disposal, not deemed
hypothecation 303(2)
sewage work, for, payment
of 389(4)
signature on 333(5)
sinking fund invested in 325
. Treasurer of Ontario,
by 327(3.5)
. . interest on 328
tenders 340
transfer, mode of 335(1,3)
two or more purposes, for 298(12)
validity where payment made
for one year 334
war memorials and patriotic
objects, for 3861153(a)




See also Assets and
liabilities
. Crown, to, as sinking fund 327(4)






. estimates providing for 300
. money by-laws re 298
. recital in money by-law 298(1) (o)
. street railways, for 267(2)
Declaration of qualifications







. armed forces, by 111(18)
. railway employees or com-
mercial travellers,
by 111(10-12)
aldermen, re succession .169(1,3)
auditors, by 253(6)
. filing 253(7)
. form Form 22
bridge as county bridge 442
constable, by 253(3)
. filing of 253(7)
form Form 20
defaulters' lists verified by . .104(1)
destruction of ballot papers, re 158
election of candidates, of 138
elector, of 275(2,4)
. form Form 23
friend of blind voter, by . . 120(5)
. form Form 13
office, of 204(3,4)
. filing of 253(7)
. form of Form 19
. more than one office 253(2)
. taking of 253(1), 254
recount, result of 141(11)
religious objection to marking
ballot paper 120(2)
tenant, by, under Canada
Eindence Act .276(3), 278(1), 288







. copies, furnishing of 104(3)
. delivery to deputy returning
officer 105(1)
. disqualification from voting,
under 62
. preparation of 104(1)
each subdivision, for 104(2)
Defence committees
. grants to, by-laws re . . . .387(fe)(ii)




automobile service station, re
licensing by-laws 388(1) If 122(a)
bailiffs, re licensing 401 1[ 1
benefit, re sewer rates . . .389(1) (a)
bridge 1(&)
bus drivers, re advance
polls 111(1)(<:)
by-laws
. quashing, re 292
. voting, re 271(a)
capital cost, re sewer
rates 389(1)(6)
capital improvement, re sewer
rates 389(1) (c)
city 1(f)
commercial motor vehicle, re
leaving unlocked 391 If 9(a)
conveyance, re conveying




goods 407 If 1(a)
debt, re money by-laws . . . .297(1)
Department l(rf)
district, for Part I 10
election, re advance polls 111(1) (a)
electors l(^)
voting on by-laws, re ...271(b)
employee
. pensions, re .257(4), 386 If 48(a)
. sick leave credits, re .386 jf 49(a)
estimated revenues, re tem-
porary loans 341 (4)
expropriation 344(o)
highway 1(f)





. declaring seat vacant, re . .171(&)
. expropriation, re 344(6)
voting on by-laws, re .. .271(c)
land l(^)
. expropriation, re 344(c)
land drainage, re sewer
rates 389(l)(<i)
local board, re pensions 386 If 48(a)
local municipality 1(6)
lodging house, re licensing
by-laws 388(1) If 127
market fees 393(ll)(a)
master electrician 413 ff 3(a)






. master, re declaring seat
vacant 171 (&
. member 1 (t
. money by-law 1 (;
. motor vehicles, re leaving
unlocked 391 H 9(o
. Municipal Board \{k
. municipal elections, re advance
polls 111(1) (a
. municipal electors 1(/
. municipality 1 (m
. . dissolution, re 47(2,
8
. owner, re expropriation . . . .344(rf
. pension payments 257(2
. pensions 3861[48(a
. population 1 (n
. prescribed 1 (o
. proposed by-law, re voting 271 (rf
. proprietary club 413 IF 1 (o
. public garage, re licensing
by-laws 388(1) ff 121(o
. public utility commission, re
extension 388(1) l[66(o) (ii
. public utility undertaking, re
extensions 388(1) H 66(a) (i
. published 1 (/»
. railway employees, re advance
polls lll(l)(fc
. rateable property, re money
by-laws ...297(2
. registration 3
. salvage yards 407 ^ 1 (d
. separated town \{q
. sewage, re sewer rates .. 389(1) (^
. sewage works, re sewer
rates 389(1)(/
. sewer, re sewer rates . . . .389(l)(p
. sewer system, re sewer
rates 389(l)(/»
. Supreme Court 1 (r
. tourist camp 413 ff 12(a
. town 1 (c
. township 1 (c, -y
. trailer camp 413 IT 12(a
. transient trader, re
licensing 413 H 14(a
. transport drivers, re advance
polls lll(l)(c
. treatment works, re sewer
rates 389(1) (t
. trees, re trees on highways 483(1
. two-thirds vote 1 (/
. union of townships 24
. unorganized territory \{u
. urban municipality 1 (r
. village \{c






. work, re sewer rates . . . .389(1)(/)
Department of Agriciilture
county farm operated in
conjunction with 402 H 3(b)
Department of Education
. art schools approved by ...394113





. . equipment for garbage
disposal 388(1)1184
. . money by-laws 298(l)(d)
. enforcement of by-laws re
massagists by 396 1[ 3
. undertaking by 388(1) H 66(^)
Department of Highways
. plans for bridges submitted
to 452(2)
. specifications for bridges
approved by 452
Department of industries
. by-laws re establishment .379111
Department of Lands and Forests
. highways in townships in un-
organized territory subject
to 476(4)
. plan filed with, where road
allowance deviated from . .491(2)
Department of Municipal Affairs
. application by, for improve-
ment district, for 43(1)
approval
allowances for local boards . 419
appropriations for publicity . .422
by-laws for destruction of
records 3861117
by-laws re industrial
sites 388(1) IT 63
by-laws re pensions ..386ir48(&)
by-laws re tourist and trailer
camps 41311 12
by-laws re war memorials 386 If 53




remuneration of trustees of
police village 505
sale or lease of industrial
site, re 388(1) 1[63(t,f)








. auditor's duties prescribed by . .246
. auditor of local board deter-
mined by 245(2)
. commission of financial inquiry
recommended by 332(2)
. costs of audit for local board
determined by 245(3)
. Department, defined lid)
. form of estimates prescribed
by 311(4)
. forms of by-laws and notices
approved by 532
. return by, to
Assembly 235(3), 241(3)
. returns to, by auditor 251(4)
. returns to, by clerk 235(1,2)
. returns to, by treasurer ..241(1,2)
. returns to, default 250
. security by municipal officers
approved by 251(2)
. . information re 251(4)
. . notices re 251(6)
. statement of revenues and ex-
penditures prescribed by 252
Department of Mxmicipal Affairs
Act
. inter-urban administrative areas
in unorganized territory
subject to 22(42)
. local board defined
under 22 (29), 47(8), 77(6),




. order under 341(12)
. Part III, improvement district
subject to 44
. separate school board under. .45(5)
Department of Mimicipal Affairs
Act, 1939
. local board defined by 20(14)
Departments and sub-departments
. amalgamation of 226(10)
. . cities under 45,000 227(14)
. head—see Heads of depart-
ments
Deposit
. appeals re polling subdivisions,
not required 81(9)
. cost of recount, for. .141(1), 142(3)
. recognizance re quashing of
by-law, in lieu of 293(5, 6)






. special sums for Federation
of Agriculture 310(4)





Deputy clerk of Crown
. council members, disqualified
as 56il)(p)
Deputy reeves
. authority to call out help re
fires 405 If 5
. casting vote, at election of
warden 206(4)
. county council members, as . .48(1)
. elector to vote once for
each 54(1)
. right to, trial of 172(1)
. . relator 172(2)
. town council members, as 51
. township council member, as ... 53
. vacancy in office 170(2)
. village council member, as 53
. votes on county council 48(2), 220
Deputy registrar
. council member, disqualified
as S6(l)ik)
Deputy returning o£Bcers
. added as party to proceedings
re contested election .183(1) (a)
advance polls, for
. appointment 111(9)
. declarations by armed forces
kept by 111(18)
. oath of voter required by 111(14)
. seal affixed to ballot box 111(15)
appointment of 79(1) (rf)
. advance polls, re 111(9)
. cities over 100,000, in 79(2)
appointment of persons to
attend at polling places,
produced to 275(3)
. arrest by 90(2)
. attending bed-ridden patient at
poll in soldiers* hospital ..112(2)
. ballot box delivered to, after
votes counted 134
. ballot box not to be taken
home by 136
. . penalty for 150(A)
. ballot box sealed by
. . after votes counted 134
. . before poll 113
. ballot boxes delivered to ....92(3)
. . default, procedure where . .92(6)







ballot packets sealed by . . . .130(2)
ballot papers delivered to 96
. other papers, penalty for 150(d)
ballot papers initialled by 114(1) (/)
. penalty for default 152(1)
ballot papers received by ...117(2)
. wrongful refusal, penalty .... 187
ballots counted improperly by.. 141
ballots marked by, wrhere voter
incapacitated 120
ballots miscounted by, penalty 153
ballots rejected by 128(1)
cancelled ballots kept by 121
certificate of result of poll
by 131(4)
certificate of taxes paid filed
'by 62(2)
clerk as
. advance poll, re 111(9)
. no polling subdivisions, where 107
conservator of peace, as . . . .90(1)
constables sworn by 91
costs of contesting election
payable by, when 187
declaration of elector before 275(4)
declined ballots kept by 119
defaulters' list delivered to . .105(1)
directions to voters
. delivered to 98
. placarded by 99
entry of name on voters* list,
by 58(7)
interrupted election resumed by 140
neglect to act 89
new election, for 168(3)
oath of, after closing of poll 134(3)
. form Form 16
. not to be placed in ballot
box 133(&)
oath of office by 253(4)
. administration of 253(5)
. form of Form 21
oaths administered by . .115(3), 157
objections to ballot papers
noted by 129
penalties
. ballot pai>ers, re 150
. false voters' list or poll book 149
. neglect of duties 152(2)
. receiving vote of person
refusing to take oath ..114(2)
poll book delivered to 105(1)
poll book furnished to 101
poll book initialled by 116
poll clerk appointed by 79(4)
poll clerk as 89(4,5)
presence at polling place 123
MUNICIPAL—Co«. Sec.
Deputy returning officers—Com.
, proceedings by, on tender of
vote J. .114(1)
. wrongful, ' liability . . . .f 187
provisions re corrupt practices
posted up by 201
refusal to act 89(1)
statement by 131(1)
. delay where election
interrupted 137
. disposal of 131(2), 133
. false, penalty for 153
. signing of 131 (3)
unable to act 89(1, 5)
violation of secrecy reported
by 147(1)
vote by, certificate r^ 109
vote on by-law, for .* 273(1)
notice to state 273(7)
voters' list delivered
to 102(2), 103, 105(1)
. votes counted by 127
Deputy sheriff











. alderman, by 169(1,3,4)
. costs, relief from 195(2, 3)
. delivery of
. . after complaint 193
. . before complaint 192
. duplicate delivered to clerk . . . 194
. form of
. . after complaint 193
. . before complaint 192
. resignation, as 195(1)
Discount
. debentures, on 339(3)
. . full amount recoverable . .333(4)
Diseases
. contagious, by-laws re .. 388(1) 1[ 75
Dispatch messengers
. by-laws re children as 415^^1
Dissolution
. municipalities, of 47
Distilleries
nuisance by-laws 388(1) 1[ 110
District
. annexation of








. by-laws, effect on 31
. collection of taxes where . .38(1)
. real estate, ownership of 37
annexation to urban munici-
pality
. voters' list where 102
census of 12(4)
. expenses 12(7)
defined, for Part I 10
erection into village 11
. assets and liabilities, adjust-
ment of 36(1,2)
. by-laws, effect on 30
. jurisdiction of old council on. .40
. procedure 12(1)
. real estate, ownership of 37
existing towns 365




District council—See also Munici-
pal coimcils







. appeal to, re polling sub-
divisions 81 (9)
approval
. by-law for changing name
of street 388(1) 1198(6, e)
. township by-laws re
highways 469(6)
arbitrator appointed by . . . .350(12)
contested election tried by ..172(1)
. amendment of order 188(2)
. appeal from 190
. fiat for 173(1,2)
. mode 184
. more than one motion 180
. proceedings, entitling of ..173(4)
. production of papers, etc. . . . 181
. return of judgment 189
disclaimer delivered to 193
inquiry before, re quashing by-





. declaring seat vacant, re . .171(o)
. expropriation, re 344(&)




. . entry on land after by-law
for deferred widening,
etc., of highway 350(2)
. entry on land after expropria-
tion by-law 348
recognizance re quashing of
by-law, before 293(3,4)
recount by 141 (6)
. appointment for . .139(1), 141(1)
. attendance at 141(4)
. certificate of result 141(10)
. costs, discretion re .... 142(1, 2)
. deputies for 141(2)
. evidence on 141 (9)
. expenses of 142(5)
. procedure on 141(7, 8)
. security of ballot boxes .141(7)
report by, re candidate disquali-
fied for corrupt practices. .191(2)
revision of voters' list by . .278(1)
scrutiny of votes by 289
senior judge as sole
arbitrator 358(1)
. surveyor appointed by, re side-
line road in double front
concession 474(3)
Ditches
. by-laws re obstruction 486 f 5
Ditches and Watercourses Act
. remuneration of clerk for
duties under 255(2)
unaffected by this
Act 388(1) If 90(6)
Division court
. clerk or bailiff, disqualified as
council member 56(1) (t)
. county court in 373(2)
Docks
by-laws re
. construction, re 386 If 35, 39
. grants for 386 If 28
. injury, etc., re 386 If 37
. removal of obstruc-
tions 3861[41,42
Docimients—See also Books and
records
destruction of, by-laws re . . 386 ^ 17
election
. penalty for destruction 151
. production as evidence 160
municipal, fees for copies . .255(3)
Dogs




. public buildings, of, by-laws
re 388(1)1113,14
Drain contractors




. by-laws re 3861112, 13
. . acquiring land for 391114
. . regulations for sanita-
tion 388(1)1181
. . wet lands 4051114




. . construction of 388(1) If 77,
386 1112, 391 1[ 4
. . contractors and layers ...413112
. . fence crossing 388(1) 1[ 30
. . grounds, yards, etc. ..388(1)1180
. . injury, etc., re 386 1[ 37
. . prohibiting obstruc-
tion 388(1)1183
. . removal of obstructions 38611 42
Draymen
. by-laws re licensing 406 If 1
Dressed hogs
. market fees, exemption ...393(1)
Driftwood
. keeping rivers free from .449,450
Drill shed
. by-laws re
. . acquisition of land for .... 391 H 5
. . purchase of 300(3) (A)
. debentures for, payment
of 298(2)(a)
Drivers
. obstructions to view, removal
of 477
Dry cleaners









. hay, straw, etc., in 520(9)
Dye works
. by-laws re fire protec-
tion 388(1) If 44
Dyers







. . cleaning of 388(1) If 79
. . construction of 388(1) jf 77
. . use of 388(1) If 78
Easement
. claim to compensation
re 351(3), 357(6)
. land, as, re expropriation . . .344(c)
Eaves
. by-laws re 388(1) If 97
Education
. administration in inter-urban
areas 22
. investments for, disposal of 329, 330
. levies for 309(1)
Educational institutions
. lending of books by . . .388(1) If 126
Educational societies
. by-laws re grants to 402 If 1
Effective date
. new incorporation, of 29(1)
Eggs
. by-laws prohibiting
forestalling 392 If 5
. market fees, exemption 393(2)
Egress from Public Buildings Act






Vote; Voters; Voters' list
acclamation, by 73
. term of office 77(5)
aldermen 49(2)
assistants
. appointment of 79(5)
. presence at polling place 123
board of improvement district,
of 46(1)




by-laws re terms of office 77
candidates—see Candidates
cards, prohibited on polling
day 125(1)










. deputy returning officer—see
Deputy returning officers
documents
. penalty for destruction 151
. production as evidence 160
expenses 198
expenses of officers 163
first in new municipality, poll
book for 101
general 58-170




. costs payable by returning
officer, when 187
. new election 185(2), 186
. removal where 185(1)
local boards, of 77(6)
new
. before first council meeting 168(4)
. council meeting when 168(7)
death of candidate, on 75
. holding of 168(1)
insufficient persons elected ... 74
. invalid election, where 185(2), 186
. returning officers, etc 168(3)
. terms of members 168(6)
. time of 168(5)
. vacancy of controller's office
in cities less than 45,000 227(5)
. warrant for 168(2)
new corporation, for 29(1)
nomination meeting—see
Xomination meetings






police village, in—see Police
village
poll clerk—see Poll clerks
polling places—^see Polling
places




secrecy of proceedings ' . . .
.
143-148
. violation, penalty for 154
town councillors, of 50, 53
validity 162
validity, trial of 172(1)
. relator 172(2)
village councillors, of S3
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec.
Elections—Con.
. void, polling subdivision formed
wrongly, not to 81(10)
. ward, by—see Wards
. warrant, penalty for destruction,
etc 151
Electors—See also Assent of
electors; Elections; Vote;
Voters; Voters' list
. appeal by, re polling sub-
divisions re 81(9)
declarations by 273(2, 4)
. form Form 23
defined 1(e)
. voting on by-laws, re 271
determination of 54(2)
disqualification for arrears of




number, certificate of clerk
re 54(3,4)
number not to exceed 450 . . . .81(3)
effect of default 81(10)
notice where default 81(5)
. redivision where default. .. .81(6)
number of votes by 108
petition by
. annexation, for 20(7, 8)
by-law re aldermen on city
council, re .49(6)
. bj'-law re composition of
town council, re 51(7, 8)
. inter-urban administrative
area, re 22(4)
relator at contested election,
as 172(2)
returning officer replaced by. .89(2)
submission of questions to,
by-laws re 386 T 19




. . erection of 402 If 5
erection on streets 388(1) If 99, 100
Electric wires
. b^'-laws re
. . erection of 402 ff 5
. . erection on streets 388(1) 1199, 100
. . fire protection 388(1) If 46
Electrical power sjrstem
extension, borrowing by-laws
for 388(1) If 66
Electricians







. by-laws re, construction,
etc 386 1139; 39111 6
Employees
. candidates, of, disqualified
from voting 64
. county jail, of—see County jails
. defined
. . pensions, re 257(4)
sick leave credits, re . .3861149(a)
. municipal—see Municipal
employees
. railway—see Railway employees
Encumbrance
. unpaid purchase money as 4
Engineers
. appointment, by-laws re 388(1)1172
. declaration of oflfice 253(1)
. report re by-law for construc-
tion of drains, etc 38611 12
Entertainment
. civic guests, expenditures for . . .421
Entry on land
. by-law for deferred widening,
etc., of highway, after 350(2, 7, 8)






. exceeding estimates 313(2)
. falling short of require-
ments 313(1)
debts to be provided in 300
defined, re temporary loans. .341(4)
furnished to board of
control 226(16)
. cities under 45,000 227(14)
percentage for temporary
loans 341(2-4)
prepared by board of
control 226(1) (a)
. cities under 45,000 227(9)




. allowances in 311(2)
. form 311(4)
reserve funds 312(1)
. expending of 312(3)
. investment of 312(2)




. application for by-law duly
signed 270(3)
ballot papers, endorsement of . . 160
by-law as 269(2, 4)
contested election,
re 175,182,184(2)
copies of municipal documents,
as 234(2)
debentures lost, of 336
decision or resolution of smoke
board as 399(2)
documents, production of 160
hearing re declaration of bridge
as county bridge 442(4)
inquiry re quashing by-law for
corrupt practices, on 295(4)
inspection of ballot papers, re . . 160
order erecting cities or towns
as 17(7)
recount, on 141 (9)








. endowment of 394 H 2
. fat or live stock 3861125
. licensing of 413 H 4, 5
. police villages, in 518(1) ()fe)
police village, in .... 516, 518(1) (*)
sparring, by-laws re 388(1) H 71
Expenditures
city council by 226(2)
. cities under 45,000 227(9-12)
current, contributions to pension
funds deemed 3861148(c)
entertaining civic guests 421
estimates of 311(1)
publicity, for, by-laws re ...402^6
statement published by council
re 252
travelling on civic business 421
works in any county of union,
for 484
Expenses See also Costs
. board of control in cities under
45,000 227(6)
candidates, of 198(2)
census of district 12(7)
cleaning closets, etc 388(1) ? 79
commission of financial
inquiry 332(3)
election officers, of 163
entertaining civic guests 421
garbage disposal, of . . . .388(1) ^ 86
laying of oil pipes, etc., under







. jail used as 383
. keeping prisoners in 384
numbering of lots 405 H 6
recount of votes by judge . . . 142(5)
referees 22(6) (e), 47(6) (rf)
travelling on civic business . . 421
works in police village, of 528
Explosives
by-laws re
. erecting magazines . . .388(1) 1[ 18
fees for support of
magazines 388(1) f 17
fences around
buildings 388(1) 1[ 22
. limiting quantity to be
kept 388(1)1119
. prohibiting
manufacture 388(1) If 20
. regulating business of
manufacturing . . .388(1) V 23,24
. regulating storage and
transportation 388(1) If 16
. storing, etc 388(1) IT 25
. submission of plans of
premises 388(1) If 21
Express messengers
. by-laws re children as 415 If 1
Expropriation of land
by-laws for 345(1, 3)
. authorizing entry on land-for
survey only ? . . 360
. entry on land after 348
compensation—see Compensa-
tion for expropriation
deemed, where mistakes in
opening road allowance . . 475(1)
deferred widening, etc., of
highways, for 350
expropriation defined 344(a)
industrial sites, for 388(1) If 63
more than required 345(2)
. use as compensation 346
parks, for 386 If 50
power of, included in power to
acquire 5
. public works, for ....". 357
Factories
. by-laws re
. . egress from 388(1) If 13
. . fire accidents 388(1) If 33
. . fire protection 388(1) If 44
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec.
Factory, Shop and Office Building
Act
. by-laws subject to
. . doors, re 388(1) If 13





. by-laws re, for sale of cattle,
etc 408fl
Fares
buses, by-laws re 388(1) If 92
. cabs, etc., by-laws
re 4021fl0(&);4061fl
Farm lands




. . public fair for sale of 408 If 1
. . regulating vending 392 If 3
Farmers
. special rate on, for Federation
of Agriculture 310(1)
. . avoidance of 310(2)
. . duty of treasurer re 310(4-6)
. . nature of 310(3)
Farmers' daughters
disqualified from voting on
money by-laws 276(1) (c)
. not electors 54(2)
. voters' list, on 58(1) (rf), (5, 6), 60
Farmers' sisters
. disqualified from voting on
money by-laws 276(1 )(c)
. not electors 54(2)
. voters' list, on . .58(l)(rf), (5, 6), 60
Farmers' sons
. disqualified from voting on
money by-laws 276(1 )(&)
. voters' list, on 58(1) (rf), (5, 6)
. wives
. . not electors 54(2)
. . voters' list, on . 58(1) (d). (5), 60
Farms
. county, by-laws re establish-
ment of 402^3
Fat stock exhibitions
. grants to, by-laws re 386 If 25
Federation of Agriculture
special rate for membership
fees 310(1)
. . avoidance of 310(2)
. . duty of treasurer re 310(4-6)




allowance by council 249
building operations, use of
highway during 388(1) H 96
buildings encroaching on
highway 388(1) H 95
certificate of compliance with
regulations re trades, etc.. .264(1)
certificates re assessment roll 106(2)





debentures lost, replacement of 336
election officers, of 163
harbour, by-laws re 3861[40




. exhibitions, etc 413115(6)
. food shops 410(1) 117(a)
. fruit dealers 410(1) 1[ 4
. fuel dealers 413 1[ 6(a)
. intelligence offices . .410(1) H 5(a)
. lending libraries 388(1) IT 126
. manufacturing
explosives 388(1)1[24
. meat sellers 412 If 1
. old gold dealers 414 If 2
. police village 518(2)
. public garages 388(1) If 121
. salesmen 410(1) If (/)
. salvage shops, etc 407
. service stations 388(1) If 122
. trades, etc 263(2,3)
. . refund where revoked . .263(6)
. transient traders 413 If 14(e)
. victualling houses . .410(1) If 6(a)
. wheeled vehicles ... .388(1) If 109
parking lots, by-laws re . . . .386 If 52
parking meters, by-laws re.. 486 If 7
public fairs for sale of
cattle 408 If 1(a)
stenographic reporter 2(2)
voters' list from clerk of the
peace 105(2)
war memorials, re 386 If 53(/)
waste-paper boxes, maintenance
of 265
. weighing machines, by-laws
re 3921f 10,4051f 13
Fellowships
. by-laws re endowment 394 If 2
Fences







along highway 388(1) If 27
along highway, prohibition 486 If 3
barbed wire fences . . .388(1) If 29
buildings for storage of
explosives 388(1) If 22
division fences 388(1) If 28
exercise of powers 402 If 4
height and kind 388(1) If 26
indecent placards, etc.,
on 388(1) If 117
. water gates 388(1) If 30
removal where obstructing
view of drivers 477
Fencing
. compensation for, re
expropriated land 349(3)
Ferries
. grants to, by-laws re 386 If 26
Ferries Act
. monopoly under 264(1)
Fiat
. notice of motion re contested
election, for 173(1,2)
Finances
. commission of financial inquiry. .332
Fire
. administration in inter-urban
areas 22
, , cni,'. TO norby-laws re
agreements re protection . 405 If 3
ash removal 388(1) If 49
authority to call out help. .405 If 5
buildings 388(1) If 38-43, 52
chimneys, etc 388 ( 1 ) If 47, 48
dangerous
manufactures 388(1) If 45
electric wiring 388(1) If 46
enforcing assistance .388(1) If 56
establishing fire
companies 388(1) If 32
fire buckets 388(1) If 53
fire escapes 388(1) If 35
fire halls, equipment,
etc 388(1) If 31
firearms 388(1) If 37
inspection of premises 388(1) If 54
joint brigade 405 If 4
party walls 388(1) If 50
persons distinguishing selves
at 391 If 7
preventing spreading .388(1) If 55
providing against
accidents 388(1)1133









. scuttles 388(1) 1[ 51
. setting and precautions 388(1) 1 36
. smoking in shops 388(1) ^34
. stables, etc., in 388(1) 1[44
. township areas 405 f 1
Fire areas
. alteration of 21
Fire buckets
. by-laws re 388(1) V 53
Fire companies
. by-laws re 388(1) f 32
Fire departments
. by-laws re joint operation . . 386 f 5
. nomination by board of control,
requirements 226(17)
Fire engineers
. by-laws re 388(1) If 32
Fire engines
by-laws re 388(1) f 31
. joint use 405 f 4
police villages, for 5r3(l)(fc)
. control and care of 513(5)
. purchase of 514(1)
Fire escapes
. by-laws re 388(1)1^35
Fire hall
. by-laws re
. . erection 388(1)^31
. . joint use 405^4
Fire insurance
. premium note not deemed debt
not provided in estimates. .3(X)(2)
Fire prevention
. police villages, in
. . ashes 520(10)
. . charcoal furnaces 520(12)
. . chimneys 520(6)
. . fire buckets 520(2)
. . furnaces, etc 520(3)
. . hay, straw, etc., in dwelling
house 520(9)
. . ladders 520(1)
. . light in stables, etc 520(5)
. . lighting fires on streets . . . 520(8)
. . lime 520(11)
. . securing fire carried through
streets 520(7)
. . stovepipes, etc 520(4)
Fire protection
. agreements, by-laws re 386 fl
. police villages, in 513(1) (6)
. . agreements 515
. . purchase of appliances ...514(1)
MUNICIPAI^-Con. Sec.
Fire sale




. by-laws re 388(1) T 32
Firearms
. by-laws re 388(1) 1[ 37
Fire-fighting equipment
. by-laws re 388(1) ^ 31
Firemen
. by-laws re 388(1) f 32
. . appointment, etc., in town-
ships 405112
. . superannuation funds 396 If 6
. rewards to, by-laws re 391 ^ 7
Fireplaces
. by-laws re, fire
protection 388(1)^47
Firewood
. by-laws re deposit on
highway 486 f 3
. market fees, exemption 393(1)
Fireworks
. by-laws re 388(1) f 37
Fish
. by-laws re
. . delivery and exposure
for sale 388(1) f 58
. . inspection of 388(1) f 59
. . prohibiting forestalling ...392 If
5
. . regulating vending 392 If 3; 412 H 1
. . regulating vending in
streets 3921f2
Flesh
. by-laws re delivery and
exposure for sale 388(1) If 58
Floods
. by-laws re 386^ 13
Flowers
. by-laws regfulating vending in











. regulating vending 392 If 3
. weighing 393(5)
dwelling house, in 520(9)
market fees, exemption 393(1)
Food
. by-laws re









. . delivery and exposure
for sale 388(1) 1[ 58
. . inspection of 388(1) II 59
. . seizure of cattle, etc.,
unfit for 400^4
. tainted, seizure of ... .388(1) If 60
Food shops
. by-laws re licensing of ..410(1)1(7
Footpaths
. by-laws re
. . setting apart from highway 479 \i 4
. . vehicles on 3861[46
Forms
approval by Department 532
ballot papers 95, Forms 3-6
. vote on by-law, for Form 24
. vote on question, for .... Form 25
certificate annexed to declara-
tion of incapacity to mark
ballot Form 14
. certificate as to assessment roll
and voters' list Form 9
. certificate in poll book 127
, certificate of election of county
council member Form 18
. certificate to enter name on
voters' list Form 10
. declaration by auditor .... Form 22
, declaration by constable ..Form 20
, declaration by elector Form 23
declaration by friend of
blind voter Form 13
, declaration of office Form 19
declaration of qualification
by candidate Form 1
declaration of voter's incapacity
to mark ballot paper . . . .Form 12
declarations re advance polls
, . armed forces, by 111(18)
, . railway employees or com-
mercial travellers, by ..111(10)
directions to voters Form 7
, . vote on by-law, re Form 26
, disclaimer of office
, . after complaint 193
, . before complaint 192
. election, effect of mistake re 162(6)
. notice of promulgation of
by-law Form 27
. oath of allegiance Form 2
. oath of deputy returning officer
after closing of poll Form 16
oath of office by returning







. oath of poll clerk or messenger
delivering ballot box to
clerk Form 15
. oath of secrecy Form 17
. oath of voter 115(1), Form 11
. poll book Form 8
Fowl
. by-laws re
. . prohibiting keeping of. .388(1) ^2
. . regulating keeping of . .388(1H 1
Fox bounties
. by-laws re 386 If 27
Foxes





. buses, by-laws re 388(1) ^92
. parking meters, by-laws re . .486117
. public, voting on by-law re . .273(4)
. waste-paper boxes on streets,
maintenance of 265
Fraudulent Debtors Arrest Act
. council member in custody
under 164(c)
Freeholders
. district, of, petition for erection
of village by 12(1)
junior township, in
. petition by, for union with
adjoining township 26
. separation from union . . . .28(1-3)
locality, of, petition for police
village by 498(2), 501(2)
number of, determining
seniority of united townships . .27




delivery and exposure for
sale 388(1) 1[ 58
. prohibiting forestalling. .. .392 If 5
. prohibiting sale on
streets 410(1)113
. regulating vending in
streets 392 If 2; 405 U 12
market fees, exemption 393(2)
Fruit dealers
. by-laws re licences 410(1) If 4
Fuel
. by-laws re
. . buying and selling of. .388(1) If 61
. . measuring, etc 392 If 6




. by-laws re licensing 413 f 6
Fuel delivery men








. fire prevention 520(3)
. . charcoal 520(12)
Furniture
. court house, etc., liability of
municipality for 371(3)
Game
. by-laws re delivery and
exposure for sale 388(1) H 58
Garages
. by-laws re
. . location of 388(1) f 116
. . public, licensing of ..388(lHl21
Garbage collection
. debentures for, payment
of 298(2)(i)
Garbage disposal
. administration in inter-urban
areas 22
. by-laws re 388(1) 1[ 84-87
. . joint operation 38611 5
Gardens
. by-laws re vehicles in 386 ff 46
. police village, in 516
Gas pipes
. by-laws re
. . laying along
highways 388(1) i 102
. . laying of 402 If 5
Gas works
. by-laws re nuisances . . .388(1) H 110
. debentures for, payment
of 298(2)(a)
. extension, borrowing by-laws
for 388(1) 1[ 66





. highways, under 386 f 45
Gasoline stations
. by-laws re licences 388(1) If 122
Gates






. amalgamation and annexation
provisions to prevail over. .20(13)
General vote
election by
. ballot papers 94(2)
. boards of control . . . .221, 222, 227
. deputy returning officers for
advance polls 111(9)
. nomination meeting. .66(3), 67(2)
. number of votes by each
elector 108(1.2)
. recount of votes by wards 141(2)




. . prohibiting keeping of. .388(1) If 2
. . regulating keeping of . .388(1) ^ 1
Government Annuities Act
(Canada)
. pensions under 386 If 48
Governor-General in Council




. . prohibiting forestalling ...3921f5
. . regulating vending 392 If 3
. . regulating vending in
streets 392 If 2; 405 If 12
. market fees, exemption 393(1)
Grain elevators
. by-laws re
. . erection, etc 386 If 39
. . fixed assessment 388(1) If 62
Grants
by-laws re
. aeronautics, for 386 U 7
. agricultural and other bodies,
to 4021f 1
. air-raid precaution, re. .387(&)(iii)
. armed forces, to 386 If 20
. art schools, to 394 If 3
. bands of music,
for .... .387(a) (iii); 388(1) If 64
. charitable 386 jf 30
. charitable institutions, to 386 If 23
. community programmes,
for 386 If 24
. county or township boundary
lines, for 478(1) If 4
. defence committees, re 387(fe)(ii)
. fat or live stock exhibitions,
to 3861f2S







. . fox bounties 386 If 27
. . harbours, wharves, etc.,
for 3861128
. . high schools, to 395
. . hospitals, to 386 H 29
. . indigent persons, to 3861130
. . libraries, for 386 If 31
. . lifeboat associations, to . . . 396 If 2
. . military bands of music,
for 387(a) (iii)
. . militia, to 387(a)
. . nursing organizations, to 3861134
. . opening, etc., highways 478(1) If 1
. . opening, etc., highways in
adjoining county . . . .478(1) If 6
. . opening, etc., highways in
adjoining munici-
palities 478(1,3,6,7)
. . opening, etc., highways in
towns 478(1) If 5
. . opening, etc., highways in
townships 478(1) If 3
. , opening, etc., new roads or
bridges on boundary
lines 478(1) If 2
. patriotic purposes, for 387
. private training schools, to 394 If 4
. public bathing houses,
to 386 If 22
. rewards, for 386 If 32
. rifle associations, to . . .387(o)(ii)
. sports, for 386 If 33
. trees on highway, for 483(4)
. universities, colleges, etc.,
to 394 If 1
. war saving committees,
for 387(&)(i)
. widows, to 386 If 21
highway or bridge assumed by
county, re 439(8)
. University of Toronto, to 300(3) (;)
Grass seed
. by-laws re refuse from
clearing 402 If 8
Gratuities—See Pensions
Gravel
. by-laws re taking of 479 If 8
Gravel pits
. by-laws re 479 If 7
Grounds
. by-laws re drainage ... .388(1) If 80
Guarantee
. debentures, of, temporary




. guarantee company under . . .251(2)
Guarantee contract
. security by municipal officers,
re 251(2)
. . deposit 251(4)
. . inspection 251(3)
. . notices re 251 (6)
. . premium 251(5)
Guard rails
. along highways, insufficiency
of 453(3)
Gxiide posts
. defacing, penalty for 467(4)
. . erection 467(1), 468
. . method 467(2)




. keeping of 521(1)
. sale at night 521(2)
Guns
. by-laws re 388(1) If 37
Halls
. by-laws re
. . egress from 388(1) If 13
. . spitting in 388(1) If 104
. county, first meeting of council
held at 207
. municipal, nomination meeting
at 66(1)
. police village 513(1) (e)
. . control and care of 513(5)
. public buildings, of, by-laws
re 388(1) If 13
. public, by-laws re licensing. .413 If 4
Harbour master
. payment of, by-laws re . . . .386 If 40
Harbour trust
. representative of city council
on 226(17)
Harbour works






. erecting docks, etc., in . . .386 If 39
. grants for 386 If 28
. inquiry, etc., re 386 If 37
. preservation of 386 f 35
. regulation of 386 If 36









. . removal of obstructions,
re 3861141
. . removal of sunken vessels,
re 3861[42
Hawkers
. by-laws re licensing of 410 H 1
Hay
. by-laws re
. . regulating vending 392 If 3
. . regulating vending in
streets 392112,405 f 12
. . weighing 393(5)
. dwelling-house, in 520(9)
. market fees, exemption 393(1)
Head of coimcil
. agreements re temporary loans
as charges, signed by 341(8)
. attendaoice at polling places . . . .275
. auditor replaced by 245(7)
. by-laws signed by 269(1)
. debentures signed by 333(1, 5)
. . cities over 90,000 333(3)
. duty 229
. presiding over meetings 212(1)
. remuneration 230, 417(2)
. right to vote 216
. special meeting summoned
by 212(2)
. statement of revenues and
expenditures signed by 252
. substitute for, as ex officio
member of boards, etc 232
. vacancy in office 214, 228(2)
. warrant by, for new election 168(2)
. who to be 228(1)
Head of mimicipality
. declaration of destruction of
ballot papers, made before ... 158
Heads of departments
. discussion by, re tenders . . . .226(4)
. dismissal by board of
control 226(1) (e)
. nomination by board of
control 226(l)(rf)
. . cities under 45,000 227(13)
. . necessity of 226(6)
. powers before 7th April, 1896 22(18)
. presence at opening of
tenders 226(3)
. reinstatement of 226(7)
Health—5"^e Public health
. by-laws re 388(1) If 74-91
. . general 260








. amalgamation and annexation
of municipalities, re 20(3)
application for by-law re smoke-
producing equipment 399(7)
- application for declaration of
bridge as county bridge . . .442(4)
. application re sinking fund,
notice of appointment 320
. application re surveyor for
sideline road in double
front concession 474(4)
. by-law re establishing, stopping-
up, etc., of highway 472
. compensation re expropriated
land, re 350(13(e))









. . powers of board of trustees
re 530(1)
Heating equipment
by-laws re 388(1) If 124, 125
Heating plant and equipment








. estimates by 226(16)
. inter-urban administrative
areas, in 22(31, 32)
. member disqualified as council
member 56(1) (m)
. . resignation of 56(5)
High school districts
. improvement districts, in 45(2)
High schools
. by-laws re
. . grants to 395
. . supporting pupils at 394 f 5
. debentures for, payment
of 298(2)(a)
High Schools Act







. school boards in inter-urban
administrative areas
appointed under 22(31, 32)
Highway Traffic Act
. motor vehicles defined
under 388(1) H 109, 39H 9
, regulation of traffic subject
to 388(1) 1[ 107
Highways
. administration in inter-urban
areas 22
. assumption by city or town
from adjacent municipality . . 440
. assumption by county council,
from towns, etc 439(1)
. . bridges included 439(5)
. . connecting roads 439(4)
. . duty 443
. boundary, maintenance of 437
. by-laws re
. . areas and openings under. .479^3
. . bands of music 41411
1
. . boundary lines 388(1)1198
. . boundary, restrictive 390(7)
. . buses 388(1)1192
. . children riding behind
vehicles 388(1)1194
. . coasting or toboganning
on 388(1) 1[ 93
. . criers and vendors on . . . 392 If 4
. . ditches and culverts 486 If 5
. . doorsteps, etc., projecting
over 486 If 2
. . drains on 388(1) If 83
. . driving animals along 388(1) If 107
. . driving on, in police
village 518(1) (a)
. . encroaching buildings,
refacing of 397 If 3
. . establishing, widening,
etc 469,472,473
. . exhibitions, etc., on 413 If 4
. . fast driving 400 If 3
. . fences along 388(l)1f27
. . fences along, prohibition ..486 If 3
. . flooding 386 If 13
. . grants for opening, etc., in
adjoining county . . . .478(1) If 6
. . grants for opening, etc., in
adjoining munici-
palities 478(1,3,6,7)
. . grants for opening, etc.,
in towns, etc 478(1) If 5
. . grants for opening, etc.,








. grants for opening, improv-
ing, etc 478(1) fl
. grants for opening, improv-
ing, etc., in township 478(1) If 3
. indecent placards on 388(1) If 117
keeping open in winter 405 If 9, 10
laying of oil pipes etc.,
under 386 If 45
laying of poles, wires, pipes
or conduits on . .388(1) If 99-102
. licensing wheeled
vehicles 388(1) If 109
. monuments in 386 If 53
. names 388(1) If 98
. numbering of
lots 3911fl0, ll,4051f6, 7
. obstructions 486 If 1, 3
. operating portable steam
engines near 405 If 8
. parades on 415 If 3
. parking meters on 486 If 7
. photographers 412 If 3
. pipes under 402 If 5
. posters on 388(1) If 118
. prohibiting racing on . . . .386 If 44
. prohibiting sale of certain
articles on 410(1) If 3
. projections 388(1) If 97
. record of 405 If 7
. refuse, glass, etc., on 386 If 4
. regulating driving on . . . .386 If 43
. regulating
traffic ... 388(1) If 107, 402 IT 10
. regulating vending
in 392 If 2; 405 If 12
road allowance, opening of 471(2)
. safety zones 388(1) If 108
. sale of magazines on 414 If 3
. service stations 388(1) If 122
. sideline roads in double front
concessions 474
soliciting business on 388(1) If 105
. stone and gravel for 479 If 8
stone and gravel pits for . .479 If 7
. stopping up, altering,
diverting, etc. . . 469, 470, 472, 473
. tag days 4131111
. telephone booths, on. .388(1) If 106
. territory annexed to
municipality, by 31
. traflic in police village. .518(1) (/i)
, traffic signs 486 If 6
. use during building
operations 388(1) If 96






. commissioner, council member
as 56(3)(^),420
dedicated, rights reserved . . .427(2)
deferred widening, etc.
. assessment of land when
vested 350(6)
. by-law for 350(1-4)
. by-law for undertaking work
as local improvement . . .350(9)
. compensation re 350(10-15)
. entry on land 350(2, 7, 8)
. plan, registration of 350(4)
. temporary advances for . .350(16)
. vesting of land 350(5)
defined 1(f)





jurisdiction over 428, 429
. county council, by 430
. joint, disputes where 464
.• situate in other municipality . .434
laid out, rights to original
allowance 487,488
land expropriated for
. entry on 348
. more than required 346
lands, not included in town ..13(4)
laying out
. approval of Municipal
Board 476(2-5)
. sanction of council 476(1)
. where no original allowance . .463
market place, as 393(9)
nuisance on 454
opening up where five per cent
reserved 491(1)
owned by company or
individual 429
police village, in 511(a)
. lighting of 513(l)(c)
power to acquire 424
powers over, exercise of 425
public, defined 426
removal of obstructions to view
of drivers 477
repair, liabUity for . .450(3), 453(1)
. acts of others . 453.(8), 479 f 3(6)
. applications of
provisions 453(7), 454
. determination of disputes
re 461,462
. limitation of actions 453(2)






. repair, liability for
—
Con.
. . registration of plan, not to
create 456
. . remedy over, against person
causing ..460, 479^3 (6), 529(1)
. . two or more
corporations 458, 461, 462
. stopping up, etc, in unorganized
territory 490
. toll roads, abandonment of 441
. trees on—see Trees on highway
. vested in corporation having
jurisdiction 427, 429
Historical societies
. by-laws re grants to 394 f 1
Hoardings
. by-laws re erection of ..388(1)1196
Hogs
. unfit for food, seizure of 4(X)1f 4
Hoists
. by-laws re 388(1) 1[ 88
. . construction, etc., of 391 f 6
Honey
. market fees, exemption 393(2)
Horns
. by-laws re 388(1)1112
Horses
—
See also Livery stables
. by-laws re
. . driving on sidewalks 388(1) f 103
. . public fair for sale of 408 f 1
. . regulating keeping of 388(1) 1 1, 2




. driving on highways and
bridges 386143
Horticultural exhibitions
. by-laws re 3861 14, 15
Hospitals
. administration in inter-urban
areas 22
by-laws re
. egress from 388(1) 1 13
. grants to 386129
debentures for
. issue by county council . . .302(2)
. payment of 298(2) (o)
levy for 308(1)
. full values, on 309(1)
Hotels
. by-laws re
. . egress from 388(1)113
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. . fire accidents 388(1) H 33
. . soliciting business on
highways 388(1)11105
Householder
. council member, as 55(1) (a)
'•
. defined, re council members . .55(3)
Housing commission
. agreement with, by council
member 56(3) (p)
Husband
. elector, as 54(2)
. ratepayer, of, on voters'
list 58(l)(d),61
. . disqualified from voting on
money by-law 276(1) (rf)
Hydrants
. by-laws re 386 ^ 2
Hydro poles
. by-laws re erection on
streets 388(1) 1[ 99, 100
Hydro-electric power
. by-laws re submission of
questions to electors ..386 If 19 (o)
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
. notice of vote on question re
securing power from 273(6)
Hydro-electric systems
. by-laws re joint operation .386 If 5
Hypothecation
. debentures, of 337




sidewalks 388(1) 1[ 67, 68
. . removal in police
village 518(1) (^),1[ (4)
. sidewalks, on, liability for . .453(4)
Ice cream
. by-law prohibiting sale on
streets 410(1) 1[ 3
Imprisonment—See also Penalties
. bribery, for 198(1)
. council member, of 164(a)
. undue influence re elections . . . .200
Improvement districts
board
. chairman 45(6), 46(2)
. election 46(1)
. local board, as 45(5)
. member as separate school
supporter 45(2)







. vacancy on 45(4)
. vice-chairman 45(7), 46(2)
formation on dissolution of
municipality 47(6) (o)
high school district in 45(2)
incorporation of 43(1)
name of 43(2)
separate school in 45(2)
status 45(1)
subject to Part III of Depart-
ment of Municipal Affairs
Act 44
Improvements
. capital, defined re sewer
rates 389(l)(c)






. effective date 29(1)
. municipalities, of—see
Municipal corporations
. trustees of police village 525
Indigent persons
. by-laws re
. . grants to 386 H 30
. . payments for dwelling repairs 398
Industrial exhibitions
. by-laws re 386 1[ 14, 15
Industrial sites
. by-laws re 388(1) f 63
Industrial Sites Act
. land acquired
under 388(1) H 63(&,c)
Industries
. department of, by-laws re .397 If 1
Infant
. claim to compensation
by 351(2), 357(6)
Information
. voting, re 143(2, 3)
Inhabitants
. census, by-laws re 386 f 16
. municipalities, of, as bodies
corporate 7
Inquiries—See also Investigati<m
. commission of financial inquiry. .332








. ballot papers, of 159
. bathing or boat houses, by-laws
re 39111
. books and records of municipal
council, of 234(1)
. food, of, by-laws re . . . .388(1) If 59
. premises, re fire
protection 388(1) U54
. scaffolding, of, by-laws
re 388(1)188
. security by municipal officers,
of 251(3,4)
. slaughter-houses 388(1) f 91
Institutions
. alcoholic habituates, for 385
. surgeons, by-laws re 408 1
2
Instruments
. destruction of, by-laws re . .386f 17
Insulation installers
. by-laws re licensing 413 f 8
Insurance
. by-laws re 386 f 3
Insurance Act
. pensions imder 386f 48
Intelligence officers
. by-laws re licences 410(1) f 5
Inter-urban administrative area
. application for 22(1-6)
assessment roll 22(33-35)
. auditors 22(15)
. Board of Management—see
Board of Management
. creation of 22
. debentures 22(39)
. orders re 22(1, 3, 6)
. petition for 22(4)
. powers of Ontario Municipal
Board re 22(1-6.40,41)
. rates 22(34-38)
. school boards in 22(31,32)
. status 22(28)
. unorganized territory, in 22(42)





compensation, on ..... .353, 355(1)




. variation of 303





. payment to municipality issuing
debentures for joint under-
takings, on 268(3)
. settlement upon separation of
union of townships, on 34(/)
Interpretation Act




. malfeasance, of 258(1)
. . cotmsel 258(3)
. . fees of judge 258(2)
Investments
. educational purposes, for,
disposal of 329, 330
reserve funds, of 312(2)
sinking fund, of 325
. Treasurer of Ontario, by.. 327 (3)
. . interest on 328
unauthorized, liability for 331
Iron works
. by-laws re fixed
assessment 388(1) f 62
Jail—^5"^^ Coimty jails; Lock-iq>s
Jail officers
. fees from prisoners prohibited . .370
Jail surgeons
. appointment 369(2)
. sick leave credits 369(4, 6)
. workmen's compensation. .369(5, 6)
Jailers
. apartment, care of 369(1)
. appointment 369(2)
. bonuses 369(3)
. council members, disqualified
as .56(1)(&)
. fees from prisoners prohibited . . 370
. residence, by-law providing
for 300(3)(J)
. sick leave credits 369(4)
. workmen's compensation ...369(5)
Jails Act
. county jail maintained under 366(3)
Jew




See also County court
judge; District court
judge
. council members, disqualified
as 56(l)(a)
. defined re declaring seal
vacant 171 (o)
. evidence taken before 2(1)




Judges' Orders Enforcement Act
. application of 477(2)
Judicature Act
. judge as referee under 258(2)
. vesting order under 356
Junior townships
separation from union 28(1-3)
. disposition of property 34
. effect on officials and sureties. .41
. liability for debts upon 32
. taxes to belong to remaining
townships 33
. union with adjoining 26
Justices of the Peace
. arrest by 90(2)
. constables sworn by 91
. prosecutions heard by two 493
. returning officer's powers as. .90(1)
. unlicensed salesmen taken
before 410(1) H l(/t)
Ladders
. fire prevention 520(1)
Land
acquisition of
. drainage purposes 391 ^4
. drill shed or armoury 391 II 5
. exhibitions 38611 14, 15
. fire hall 388(1) ff 31
. industrial sites 388(1) if 63
. landing grounds 386 II 7(a)
. municipal and judicial
purposes 373(4)
. parking lot 38611 52
. parks 386 II SO
. police village hall 513(1) (?)
. power of 5
. prevention of flooding ...3861113










. expropriation, re 344(c)




occupant deemed owner 4
rating for council member . . .55(2)
rating for, re voters' list . . .58(2-4)
sale by council 347
wet, by-laws re purchase of 405 H 14
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec.
Land Titles Act
. land under 360(2)
. registration under 3
Land titles office
. registration in 3
Landing groimds
. establishment of, by-laws re 386117
Lanes
. laying out 476(5)
Laths
. by-law re measuring, etc. . . .39211
6
. market fees, exemption 393(1)
Laundries
. by-law re licensing 3961! 1
Lavatories
. public, by-laws re 388(1) H 89
Law association of county
. accommodation of library . . .371(1)
Lease
. industrial sites, of 388(1) H 63
. market fees, of 393(13)
Lending libraries
. by-laws re 388(1) f 126
Lessee
. municipality, of, as council
member 56(3) (6)
. . vote of 56(4)
Levy—See Rates
Liability
. damage from parking meters,
for 486117(6)
. fences, etc., insufficient 453(3)
. highways or bridges out of
repair 450(3), 453(1)
. . acts of others . .453(8), 47911 3(6)
. . application of
provisions 453(7), 454
. . determination of disputes
re 461,462
. . limitation of actions 453(2)
. . notice of action 453(5, 6)
. . registration of plan not to
create 456
. . relief from obligation to
rebuild 453(10,11)
. . remedy over against person
causing . .460,469 H 3(6); 529(1)
. snow or ice on sidewalk 453(4)
. snow removal, re 455
. . two or more
corporations 458, 461, 462
Libraries
. by-laws re
. . grants to 3861131
. . lending 388(1)11126




. Board of Management of inter-
urban administrative area,
not 22(29)





. billiard tables, limitation . . . .264(2)
. fees in police village 518(2)
. monopolies 264(1)
. pool tables, limitation 264(2)
. Public Vehicles Act,
under 388(1)1192
. trades, etc 263(1)
. . appeals re 263(7,8)
. . discretion 263(4)
. . fees 263(2,3)
. . refusal 263(5)
. . revocation 263(6)
Licensing by-laws
. auctioneers, re 410(1) ^ 8
. bagatelle tables 413 f 1
. bailiffs 401 H 1
. bathing houses 397 f 2
. bill posters, re 410(1) ? 9
. billiard tables 413 f 1
. boat livery keeper 406 If 3
. bowling alleys 413 ff 4
. cabs, etc 402 1[ 10(o) ; 406 f 1
. carousals 413 f 5
. cigar stores 412 If 2
. circus riding 413 U 5
. drain contractors 413 H 2
. dry cleaners 411
. electricians 413 U 3
. elevators 391 1
6
. exhibitions 413 ^4,5
. food shops 410(1)? 7
. fruit dealers 410(1) T
4
. fuel dealers 413 jf 6
. fuel deliverers 413 f 7
. insulation installers 413 f 8
. intelligence offices 410(1) f S
. laundries 396 If 1
. lending libraries 388(1) ? 126
. livery stables .. .402 If 10(a); 406 f 2
. lodging houses 388(1) If 127
. manufacturing explosives 388(1) f 24
. massagists 396 ? 3
. meat selling, for 412 f 1
. menageries 413 f 5
. merry-go-rounds 413 f 5
. moving picture shows 413 f 4
. music halls 413 f 4
. old gold dealers 414 f 2
. pet shops 401 f 2





. pool tables 413 f 1
. public garages 388(1) f 121
. public halls 413 If 4
. roller rinks 413 If 5
. salesmen 410(1)0
. salvage shops 407
. second-hand dealers and shops. .407
. service stations 388(1) If 122
. shoe repair shops 413 If 10
. shoe shine shops 413 If 10
. street photographers 412 If 3
. supply to treasurer or clerk of
county 410(1) If 2
. switchback railways 413 f 5
. theatres 413 f 4
. tobacco shops 412 If 2
. tourist and trailer camps, re 413 ^ 12
. transient traders 413 If 13, 14
. . persons not licensed as ..413 If IS
. victualling houses 410(1) ? 6
. wax works 413 If 5
. wheeled vehicles 388(1) f 109
Lien for taxes
. district detached, where 38(2)
Liens
. sewer rates as 389(11)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
annexation of village directed
by 14(1)
appointment of board of
improvement district by. .45(1,4)
approval
. by-laws re buying and selling
of fuel and food. .388(1) f 61 (v)
. by-law re highway by . . . .469(3)
. rules re proceedings to
declare seat vacant 196
authorization by
. application for dissolution of
municipality, of 47(5)
. application re amalgamation
or annexation 20(1)
. application re inter-urban
administrative areas 22(5)
commission of financial inquiry
issued by 332(1)
county jails satisfactory to . .366(3)
highways stopped up, etc., by,
in unorganized territory 490
interest fixed by 328
jailers, etc., appointed by . . .369(2)
jailers' etc., bonuses authorized
by 369(3)
jailers' etc., sick leave credits
established by 369(4)








. . annexation of townships in
unorganized territory to
counties, re 25








. . powers of board of trustees
re 530(1)
Lime
. by-laws re measuring, etc. ..392^6
. fire prevention 520(11)
Line Fences Act
. application of 388(1) ff 28
Literary societies
. iby-laws re grants to 394 If 1
Live stock exhibitions
. grants to, by-laws re 3861125
Livery stables
. by-laws re
. . employees 415 1[ 2




. application of proceeds . .337(2)
. subsequent sale not prevented
by 337(3)
grants re opening highway or
contructing bridge as ... .478(2)
temporary 341(1), 342
. charge, as 341(7, 8)
. deferred widening, etc., of
highways, re 350(16)
. lender not bound by applica-
tion of 341(5)
. limit 341(2-4)
. meeting guarantee of deben-
tures, for 343
. penalty for excess .341(9,12)
. penalty for misapplica-
tion 341(10-12)
Local board
. allowances for 419
. audit of accounts 245(1)
. . cost 245(3)
. . more than one municipality,
lin 245(2)
. . unorganized territory, in . .245(4)






. Board of Management of inter-
urban administrative area,
as 22(29)
. defined 20(14), 22(29), 47(8),
77(6), 245(1), 251(7).
386 If 49(a), 419
. . pensions, re 386 If 48(a)
. dissolution of 47(8)
. election of 77(6)
. pensions provided by . . . 386 If 48 (^)
. powers of Ontario Municipal
Board re
. . amalgamation or annexation,
on 20(9)(6)
creation of inter-urban ad-
ministrative areas, on 22(6) (&)
. security by officers 251(7)
Local councils
. powers of Board of Manage-
ment of inter-urban admini-
strative area not to be
exercised by 22(30)
Local Improvement Act
. application re deferred widen-
ing, etc., of highway 350(9)
. assessment for sewage work
under 389(2) (a)
. by-laws under 300(3) (c)
. . debentures, for 307(3)
. improvements under 39(1)
. powers of clerk under 270(2)
. sewage works under 389(8)
. street defined under 350(1)
Local improvement areas
. alteration of 21
Local improvements
. deferred widening, etc., of
highway as 350(9)
. lands annexed to other muni-
cipalities, on 39
. rates, levy of 308(1)
Local master of titles
. disqualified as council
member 56(1)(/)
Local municipalities
. boundary lines, maintenance of 446
. . provisional judicial districts,
in 448
. councils—see Municipal councils
. defined l(/i)
















. constable in charge 382(1)
. . salary 382(2)
. establishment of 381(1)
. expenses of keeping prisoners
in 384
. jail used as 383
. joint 381(2)




. egress from 388(1) IT 13
. fire accidents 388(1) jl 33
. licences 388(1) f 127
. soliciting business on
highway 388(1) f 105
. defined, re licences . . . 388(1) ^ 127
Logs
. keeping streams free from 449,450
. removal from harbours, etc.,
by-laws re 386 If 42
Lots
—
See also Vacant lots
. by-laws re
. . numbering of 391 If 10, 11,
405tr6,7
Lumber
. by-laws regulating vending 392 tT 3
. market fees, exemption . . . .393(1)
Magazines
. explosive, by-laws
re 388(1), 1117, 18
. sale on streets, by-laws re . .414 If 3
Magistrate
, disqualified as council
member 56(1) (n)
. prosecutions heard by 493
Malfeasance
. investigation by judge 258(1)
. . counsel 258(3)
. . fees 258(2)
Mandamus
. compelling repair of bridge or
highway 461
. order re contested elections,
efJect as 188(2), 189
Manufactures
. by-laws re






. by-laws re Con.
. . fixed assessment 388(1)1162
. . noxious 388(1) 1[ 111, 409
Manure pits
. by-laws re 388(1) V 116
Maps
. defining land covered by
by-law 390(4)
Market by-laws
. criers and vendors of small-
wares, re 392 ff 4
. establishment of markets ...392111
. fees for weighing machines 392 If 10
. market fees 393(7-10)
. measurement of wood . . 392 If 12, 13
. measuring, etc., certain
articles 3921f6
. prohibiting forestalling, etc. 392 f 5
. purchasing weighing machines,
etc 392 If 9
. regulating vehicles used in
vending 392 If 7
. sale of grain, meat, etc 392 If 3
. sale of meat distrained ....392 If
8
. storage of cake 392 If 14
. vending in streets,
re 392 If 2, 405 If 12
. weighing of coal and coke 392 If 11
Market fees
. attendance at market not
required 393(6)
. by-laws re 393(7-10)
. . allowing sale without fee
except at market 393(7)
. defined 393(ll)(o)
. exemption of certain
articles 393(1-4,7)
. highway as market 393(9)
. inconsistent and in-
applicable 393(12)
. persons carrying on business
near market 393(8)
. persons voluntarily using
market 393(8)
. power to regulate sale where
not charged 393(11)
. sale or lease of 393(13)
. selling within 100 yards of
market 393(8)
Market places
. by-laws re—see Market by-laws
Marsh
. restrictive by-laws re




. by-laws re licensing of ....396 IT
3
Master
. defined as declaring seat
vacant 171 (o)
Master of Supreme Court
contested election tried by . .172(1)
. amendment of order 188(2)
. appeal from 190
. fiat for 173(1,2)
. mode 184
. more than one motion 180
. proceedings, entitling of ..173(4)
. production of papers, etc. ...181
. return of judgment 189
master defined, re declaring
seat vacant 171(6)
. report by, re candidate disquali-
fied for corrupt practices 191(2)
Master of titles
. disqualified as council
member S6(l)(/)
Mayor
. chairman of board of improve-
ment district as 45(6)
. city council member, as 49(1)
. duties of secretary of board of
control assigned
by 226(11), 227(14)
elector to vote once for . .108(1) (a)
head of council, as 228(1)
meeting of board of control
presided over by 225(1)
member of board of control
. cities less than 45,000 227
. cities less 'than 100,000 222
. cities more than 100,000 221
posse comitatus called out by . . .231
salary in cities under 45,000 227(6)
town council member, as ... .50, 51
vacancy in office 224, 225(1)
. cities less than 45,000 . . .227(5, 7)
Meat
. by-laws re
. . delivery and exposure for
sale 388(1)1158
. . distrained, sale of 392 1[ 8
. . inspection of 388(1) H 59
. . prohibiting forestalling ...392^5
. . regulating vending 392 If 3, 412H
. . regulating vending in
streets 392 1[ 2, 405 H 12
Mechanical equipment
. rental of, iby-laws re 386 1[ 18
Meetings—See also Nomination
meetings





. board of improvement district,
of 46(2)
. Board of Management of inter-
urban administrative area,
of 22(22)
. county council, of—see County
council
. municipal councils, of—see
Municipal councils
. new corporation, of 29(1)
. trustees of police
villages 498(2, 3), 503(8)
. . board 526
Members of municipal council
. commissioners, etc., of high-
ways, as 420
contracts with municipality, void 57
declaration of office 253(1)
defined 1 (i)
disqualification 56
. diversion of sinking fund,
re 322(3)
. excess borrowing, for . .341(9, 12)
. neglect to levy sinking fund,
re 324
disqualified, failing to resign . . 165
eligibility for other office 56(2)
liability




. unauthorized investments ...331
payments to 238(3)
qualification of 55
remuneration, by-laws re . .417,418
resignation 56(2), 164(f), 166,
170(5)
seats vacant 164
term of office 76, 77
. new election 168(6)
voting, prohibition 218
warrant by, for new election 168(2)
Memorial windows
. by-laws re 386^53
Menageries
. by-laws re licensing of ... 413 H 5
Mental defectives
. destitute, provision for 416
Mental Hospitals Act
. admittance under 416
Mental incompetents





. by-laws re licensing of 413 1[ 5
Mile posts
. defacing, penalty for 467(4)
. erection 467(1), 468
. . method 467(2)
. . penalty for default 467(3)
Milk tickets
. by-law re 391 H 8
Militia
. grants to, by-laws re 387(a)
. levies for, on full values . . . .309(1)
Minister of Agriculture
. agreement with, re county
farm 402^3
Minister of Health
notice to, re dissolution of
municipality 47(4)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. approval of sale of timber on
road allowance 479 If 5
Minister of Municipal Affairs
application by
. amalgamation or annexation,
re 20(1)




commission of financial inquiry
recommended by 332(1)
. expenses certified iby ... .332(3)
employees designated by 386 If 48(a)
Minister of Planning and
Development
. by-law re amalgamation or
annexation sent to 20(4)
Mink
. by-laws re keeping of 388(1) If 1,2
Minors
. salvage shops buying from . .414 If 4
Minutes
board of control, of
. cities under 45,000 227(14)
. furnishing to council . . . .226(13)
. keeping of 226(11)
municipal councils, of
. inspection of 234(1)
. keeping of -. . . .233(1) (e)
Money
. by-law—see Money by-laws
. deposit by treasurer 239
. handled by treasurer 238(1)








. amount to be raised
annually 298(4)
change in mode of issue . .298(5)
date 298(6-8)
expressed in sterling 299










repayment of principal ...298(3)
replacing lost 336
two or more purposes,
for 298(12)
. validity where payment
made for one year 334




interest on debentures, varia-
tion of 303
penalty for neglect of officer




. effect of default 307(9)
. exception from require-
ments 307(3)
. penalty for default 307(2)
. required 307(1)
repeal when part only of
money raised 304, 305
sinking fund payment into
Provincial Treasury, for .327(1)
trustees of police village, by . . .517
certified copies to township
clerks 519(2)
. proof of 527(2)
. signing of 519(1), 527(1)
validity 307(4-9)
vote on
. notice re 273(6)
. oath by voter 284(2)







. . ratepayers qualified in more
than one ward 280
voters' list 277,278
Monopolies—See also Franchise
graiitinK of, prohibited 264(1)
Monuments
. hy-laws re 38611 53
Morality
. general by-laws re 260
Motion to contest election—See
also Contested elections
evidence on 182, 184(2)
Iicaring of 179
. mode of 184(1)
. more than one ISO
notice of
. contents of 174
. fiat for 173(1,2)
service 176
one against several persons ...178
orders on 180
. amendment of 188(2)
. appeals from 190
. drawing of 188(1)
. election invalid, where . . . 185-187
. evidence, re 184(2)
. record of 189
relator claiming to be elected . .177
unlocked, by-laws re 391 1[
wrecking, etc., on service sta-
tions, prohibited 388(1) If 122(&,c)
Motor vehicles for hire
by-laws re
. . drivers 415 f 2
licences for 402 ^ 10(a), 406 U 1
Moving picture shows
by-laws re licensing of ...413^4
Mules
by-law.s re keeping of . 388(1) 1[2
Municipal Amendment Act, 1941
by-laws consistent under 390(16, 17)
Municipal Arbitrations Act











palities ; Towns ; Town-
ships; Villages
Council— .'^co Municipal coimcils
inhabitants of municipalities as .7
MUNICIPAL Con. Sf.c.
Municipal corporations—Com.
names, style of 8
new
. by-laws of old, eflfect of ..30,31
effective date 29(1)
. formation of, general 10-47
jurisdiction of old council on
formation 40
powers, exercise of 9
Municipal councils—See also City
council; County council;
District council ; Local




accounts kept by 316(1)
acts not to be done after
31st December 262
application by
debentures for joint under-
takings, re 268(1)





with sinking fund, for 326
appointment of officers by
after 31st December 262
appropriations by, re publicity 422
approval
planting trees on highway 483(2)
. sinking fund, re 318
assessment commissioner
appointed by 244(1)
assessors appointed by 243
audit by, final 249
billiard licences and tables
limited by 264(2)
board of assessors constituted
by 244(1)













advance polls, re 111(2, 3, 6)
after 31st December,
prohibition 262
air harbours and landing









. . amalgamation of munici-
palities, re 20(7)
. . appointment of auditors,
re 245(1)
. . authentication of 269





changing mode for issue of
debentures 298(5)
debts not provided in
estimates, re 300
deferred widening, etc., of
highways, for 350(1)
evidence, as 269
exercise of powers by 259
expropriation of land,
for 345(1,3)
highways, re . .469, 470,472, 473




keeping of originals ... 233(1) (e)









penalties for violation . . .492-494
planting of trees, re 483(4)
polling subdivisions,
re 81(1, 8), 82, 83
remuneration of
members 417, 418
repeal when part only of
money raised 304, 305
replacing lost debentures .... 336
sealing of 269
sewer rates, re 389
signing cheques, re ...238(1,2)
sinking fund payment into
'Provincial Treasury, for 327(1)
situate within 10 miles of city
not less than 100,000 401
substitute for head of council,
re 232
temporary loans, for 341(1)






. urban councils 391, 392





certification of result of vote
on by-law to 286
. scrutiny of notes, on ... .289(3)
clerk appointed by 233(1)
. acting clerk 233(3)
. deputy clerk 233(2)
collectors appointed by 243
composition of 48-57
consent to member's resignation 166
continuation in office 76
. pending new election 74
continuing body 261
debentures issued by 267(1,3)
deputy returning officers
appointed by 79(1) (rf). (2)
disclaimer communicated to .... 194
disposal of investments for edu-




. allowances in 311(2)
. form 311(4)
. yearly 311(1)
estimates submitted to, by
other boards 311(5)
five members 211(2)
head—see Head of council
jurisdiction of 259(1)
. boundaries, over 433
. formation of new corporation,
on 40
jurisdiction over highways
and bridges 428, 429
. approaches to bridges 436
. bridges crossing county and
city lines 432
. bridges crossing county lines 431
. situate in other municipality 434
licences for trades, etc.
. appeal from decision re . .263(7)
. discretion re 263(4)
. fees fixed by 263(2)
. refusal of 263(5)
lock-ups established by . . . .381(1)
meetings 204-220
. absence of member 164(e)
. adjournment 219














new election before 168(4)
new election, when 168(7)
open 210(1)





. right to vote 216
special 212(2)
. place of 213
voting by members,
prohibition 218(1)
. voting open 217
members—see Members of
municipal council
monopolies not to be granted
by 264(1)
nomination meetings arranged
by 66(3), 67(1). 79(1) (o)
. default re 88(1)
notice to
. dismissal of treasurer, re ...242
. where electors exceed 450 . .81(5)
officers appointed by, tenure of
office 256
organization, when deemed 204(4)
penalty for neglecting to levy
for sinking fund 324
pensions granted by 257(1)
poll clerks appointed
by 79(l)((f),(2)
polling days arranged by ...67(1)
polling places appointed
by 79(1) (0,87(2)
. default re 88(2)
powers exercised by 9
. by-laws, by 259
proceedings
. begun by one, continued by
another 261
. by-laws re 260
quorum 211(1)
rates levied by 308
redivision into wards ordered by 42
regulations, general power to
make 260
remuneration of clerk by 255(2,3)






. report to, of investigation by
^judge 258(1)
resolutions by
. acting head of council, re 228(2)
. record of 233(1) (fl)
. recount, for 141(1)
returning officer appointed
by 79(1)(6),(2)
sale of land by 347
sanction to laying out of
highways 476(1)
seats—see Seat on municipal
council
security of municipal officers
required by 251(1)
. deposit directed by 251(4)
. inspection of 251(3)
sinking fund invested by 325
soldiers' hospital declared as
polling place by 112(1)
statement by, re revenues and
expenditures 252
statement to, by Treasurer ... 240
term of office 76,77
treasurer appointed by 236(1)
. acting treasurer 236(3)
. deputy treasurer 236(2)
vacant seats—see Seat on
municipal council
Municipal Drainage Act
. by-laws for debentures
under 307(3)
. improvements under 39(1)
Municipal elections
. defined, re advance polls 111(1) (a)
Mimicipal electors See Electors
Municipal employees
. by-laws re
. . appointment, etc 386^47
. . pension 386 H 48
. . sick leave credits 3861149
. council members disqualified
as 56(1) (^)
. defined, re pensions ... .386 If 48(a)
. pensions for 257
. prosecution by, application of
penalty 494
Municipal Franchises Act
. application of, re parking
meters 486 IT 7(a)
. bus franchises subject to 388(1) If 92
. erection of power lines subject
to 402f5
. laying of poles, etc., subject






. laying of water and gas pipes
subject to 388(1) 1[ 102
Municipal housing commission





















. by-laws, effect upon 31
. liability to creditors upon ...35
. local improvements where ....39
annexation of district to
. assets and liabilities,
adjustment of 36(1,2)
application by
. amalgamation or annexation,
re 20(1)
. alteration of areas, re 21
. dissolution, for 47(1)
. inter-urban administrative
areas, for 22(1)
areas, alteration of 21
boundaries, alteration of 10-47
clerk—see Clerk of municipality




dissolution, re 47(2, 8)
dissolution of 47
head—see Head of municipality




. local improvements in 39
. nomination meetings in 68
. poll book for 101
. voters' list in 102
part of township added to 10






. unorganized territory, in,
dissolution of 47(1)
. wards in 20(6)
Music halls
. by-laws re
. . fire accidents 388(1) H 33
. . licensing of 413 t[ 4
Muskoka
. municipalities in, appropriations
for publicity 422(2)
Name
. Board of Management of inter-
urban administrative area,
of 22(9)
. highways, by-laws re .388(1)1198
. improvement district, of 43(2)
. municipal corporations, of 8
. school boards in inter-urban
administration areas, of ..22(31)







. membership in, by-laws re . 400 f 2
Natural products
. by-laws re inspection of 388(1) 1[ 59
Negligence Act
. liability for repair of roads
subject to 452(1)
Newspapers
. by-laws re sale on streets .414^3
. council member interested
in S6(3)(d)
. . vote of 56(4)
Night watchmen





. by-laws re 388(1) H 112
Nomination meetings
clerk as returning officer for 87(1)
close of 70(8)
date of 66(1), 67
. Christmas Day, on 66(2)
names of candidates posted up
after 71
new election, for 168(3)
new municipalities, in 68
notice of 69
place and time, fixing
of 66(1), 67, 79(1) (o)






. candidate absent 70(4)
. filing, posting up of candidates'
names, etc., on 70(5)
. requirements 70(2)






. Board of Management of inter-
urban administrative area,
of 22(18)
. municipal officers, of, by board
of control 226(l)(d)
. . cities under 45,000 227{\2>)
. . exceptions 226(17)
. . necessity 226(6)
. statement of revenues and ex-
penditures published before . .252
Nominee of corporation
. appointment 276(4)













. action for damages from high-
way out of repair 453(5)
. . failure to give 453(6)
. advance poll, hours of Ill (5)
. annexation of village to one
•county, of 14(3)
. application
. . approval of restrictive
by-law 390(10,11)
. . considering by-law for chang-
ing name of street,
for 388(1) If 98(d)
. declaration of bridge as
county bridge, for 442(3)
. erection of cities or towns,
for 17(5,6)
. quashing by-law, for 293(2)
appointment for hearing appli-
cation re sinking fund 320
appointment for recount, for 141(3)
arbitration re compensation for
expropriated land ... .350(13) (d)
assessment, re 244(4)
by-law, of
. erecting district into village 12(8)
. establishing, stopping-up, etc.,
of highways, re 472,473








. public fair for sale of cattle,
etc 408 IT 1
smoke prevention,
re 388(1)1170(6)
by-laws re posting of . .388(1) H 118
Department, by, re security by
municipal officers 251(6)
dismissal of treasurer, re 242
electors exceeding 450, re ...81(5)
forms approved by Department 532
hearing, of
. amalgamation or annexation,
re 20(3)
. dispute re county boundary
line 466
. dissolution of municipality 47(4)
. inter-urban administrative
areas, re 22(3)
intention to construct works,
of 357(2)
intention to make exempted per-
son subject to by-law re
smoke-producing equip-
ment 399(5)
intention to redeem debenture
before maturity 298(13)(f)
. publication of 298(13)(d)
meeting of county council re by-
law for erection of village,
of 12(5-7)
nomination meeting, of 69





payment of compensation into
court 355(2)
promulgation of by-law . . . .291(1)
. form Form 27
resolution of city council requir-
ing minutes of board of
control 226(13), 227(14)
scrutiny of votes, re 289(1,2)
special assessment for Federa-
tion of Agriculture 310(2)
township, to, re keeping streams
free from logs 450
trees on highways, re 483(5)
vacancy in office of alder-
man 169(3-5)
voting on by-law, re 273(6, 7)
. more than one by-law ...273(9)
Nuisances
, by-laws re









hauling dead horses in day-
time 388(1)11114
indecent placards ...388(1)11117
- location of stables, garages,
etc 388(1)1116
. noxious manufac-
tures 388(1) V 110, 111
. pits and quarries .. .388(1) If 115
. public nuisances ... .388(1) V 113
. ringing of bells, etc.. 388(1) H 112
highway, on 454
streets, etc., in, penalties for . .522
Nursing organizations





administered by auditor 247
allegiance
. candidate to file 72(1) (6)
council member to take . .55(l)(c)
. form of Form 2
deputy returning officer, of
after closing of poll 134(3)
. form Form 16
. not to be placed in ballot
box 133(6)
deputy returning officer voting,
for 109(4)
election, re, administration of . . 157
office, of, by returning officers,
etc 253(4)
. administration of 253(5)
. filing of 253(7)
. form Form 21
poll clerk, of, after votes
counted 132
. form of Form 16
. not to be placed in ballot
box 133(c)
poll clerk or messenger deliver-
ing ballot box to clerk . .134(1, 2)
. form Form IS
. not to be placed in ballot
box 133(rf)
secrecy, of 146
. form Form 17
voters, by—see Voters
Oats
. market fees, exemption- ...393(1)
Objection
. amalgamation or annexation
order, to 20(15, 16)
. ballot papers, to
. . noting of 129(1)





. by-laws re smoke-producing
equipment 399(6)
. special assessment, to 310(2)
. votes, to, recording of . . .114(l)(c)
Occupant









. prosecutions for 493
Office
. declaration of—see Declarations
. land titles—see Land titles
office
. oath of—see Oaths
. registry—see Registry office
Officers
. jail—see Jail officers




. after 31st December, pro-
'hibition 262
appointment controlled by
board of control 226(8)
by-laws re
. appointment 386 If 47
. pensions 386 1[ 48
. sick leave credits 3861149





head of council—see Head of
council
membership in associations,
by-laws re 386 H 9
nomination by board of
control 226(l)(rf)
. cities under 45,000 227(13)
. exceptions 226(17)
. necessity 226(6)
penalties for misapplication of
revenues 341(11,12)
penalty for neglecting to carry
out money by-law 306
remuneration 255(1)
. settlement by tender,
prohibited 255(4)
returns to Department not
made by 250
security by 251





, by-laws re licensing of 413116
Oil pipes
. highways, under 3861145
Old gold dealers
by-laws re licensing of 414112
Ontario Gazette
. by-laws published in, re smoke
prevention 388(1) H 70(1)
. notice published in
. . annexation of village, re . . 14(3)
. . application for considering
by-law for changing name
of street 388(1) H 98(d)
. . by-law for erection of
village 12(8)
. . intention to redeem deben-
tures before maturity 298(13) (d)
Ontario land surveyor
. appointment as corporation
surveyor 388(1) If 72
. plan by, where road allowances
deviated from 491 (2)
. survey by, re sideline road in
double front concession 474(2-6)
Ontario Motor League
. guide and mile posts erected
by 467(1), 468
Ontario Municipal Board
. additional township or village
councillor provided by ....53(3)
alteration of areas by 21
amalgamation and annexation
of municipalities by 20
appeal to
. by-law re smoke-producing
equipment 399(8,9)
. smoke board, from ....399(1)116
approval
. amendment of restrictive
by-laws 390(9,16,17)
. application for use of land,
etc., for hazardous
purposes 390(3)
, by-law for borrowing sums
for work 300(3) (f^)
. by-law for public utility
extension 388(1) H 66(6, c)
. by-law for raising cost of
'bridges 300(3) (/)
. by-law re buying and selling
of fuel and food .. .388(1) H 61
. by-law re debentures expres-






. by-law re debentures for re-
flooring of bridge 457
. contracting debts where ag-
gregate rates insufficient 308(2)
. disposal of investments for
educational purposes 329
. fees for licences for wheeled
vehicles 388(1) If 109
. investment of sinking fund .325
. laying out of highway,
for 476(2)
money by-laws, re ... .298(1) (e)
. repeal of by-law when part
only of money raised 304
. restrictive by-laws . .390(8, 13-15)
. restrictive by-laws re
boundary highways ... 390(7)
. sewer rate 389(2)
. sinking fund, re 318,319
. temporary loans exceeding
limit ,.341(2)
authorization by, re by-law vary-
ing interest on debentures . . .303
co.sts for use of fire-fighting
equipment of police village
determined by 515
determination by, re disputes re
county boundary lines 466
direction by, for redemption of
debentures with sinking fund 326
dissolution of municipalities by. .47
erection of cities and towns by.. 17
extension of time by
. issue of debentures, for . .298(9)
. passing by-law, for 290(5)
fire protection agreements
arranged by 386 ? 1




incorporation of towns in un-
organized territory by 16(1)
. order re 16(2)
incorporation of townships in
unorganized territory by 23
inter-urban administrative areas
created by 22
leave for repeal of by-law for
deferred widening, etc., of
highway 350(2)
Municipal Board, defined l(fe)
orders of
. alteration of areas, re 21










. . approval of restrictive by-
laws, for 390(15)
. . compensation re land ex-
propriated for deferred
widening, etc., of high-
way, re 350(15)
. . debentures for joint under-
takings, for 268
. . disputes re county boundary
lines, re 466
. . dissolution of municipalities,
for 47(1,4,6,7)
. . entry on land after by-law for
deferred widening, etc., of
highway 350(2,7)
erection of cities or towns,
for 17(7)





areas, re 22(1, 3,6, 40)
police village erected
by 498(3), 501
police village increased by 499(4)
separating farm lands from
towns 18
powers
. amalgamation and annexation,
re ......20(13)
. dissolution of municipality, re. .47
. inter-urban administrative
areas, re 22(6, 41)
. . ordering performance of
agreement re excess land
as compensation 346(3)
. redivision into wards by 42
. relief from obligation to rebuild
bridge granted by . . .453(10, 11)
. separation of farm lands from
towns by 18
. separation of junior township
from union by, in imorgan-
ized territory 28(2)
. sole arbitrator, as 359
. status of improvement district
designated by 45(1)
Ontario Municipal Board Act
. approval of board imder 298(1) (^)
. money by-laws under 307(4)
. referees' powers under 20(10),
22(6) (d), 47(6) (d)
Ontario Mimicipalities Fund
. surplus money from 329
MUNICIPAL—Com. Sec.
Ontario Safety League
. contributions to, by-laws
re 386111
Opera houses
. by-laws re fire accidents 388(1)^33
Orders
. Board, bj-—see Ontario Muni-
cipal Board
. contested elections, re—^see
Motion to contest
election
. judge, by—see Judge
Outhouses
. bj-laws re location .. .388(1) f 116
Ovens
. by-laws re fire protec-
tion 388(1) f 47
Overseer of highways
. council member as 420
. keeping highways open in
winter 405710
Owner
. defined, re expropriation . . . .344(d)
. land, of, unknown 352
. occupant under agreement to
purchase land, deemed 4
. taxes unpaid, disqualified as
council members 56(1)(0
. voters' list, on 58
Ownership certificates
. endorsement of 335
Paint shops
. by-laws re fire protec-
tion 388(1) f 44
Parades
. by-laws re 415 f 3
Parking
. meters, by-laws re 486 If 7
motor vehicles on service sta-
tions, prohibited 388(1) If 122(6, c)
offences, penalties for . 388(1) f 107
Parking lots
. by-laws re
. . acquiring land for 386 f 52
. licences , 388(1) f 121(o)
Parking stations
by-laws re licences 388(1) ff 121(a)
Parks
. administration in inter-urban
areas 22
by-laws re
acquiring land for 386 % 50
. bands of music 414 f 1
dedicated land 386T51









. prohibiting sale of certain
articles in 410(1) tf 3
. record of 405117
. vehicles in 386 f 46
. war memorials 386 If 53
debentures for, payment
of 298(2)(a)
lands, not included in town . 13(4)
police village, in 516, 517
Party walls
. by-laws re 388(1) If 50
Pathmasters
keeping highways open in
winter : .. .405 If 10
Pathways
. vehicles on, by-laws re ...386 If 46
Patriotic objects
. by-laws re 386 If 53
Patriotic organizations
. grants to, by-laws re . . .387(o)(i)
. levies for, on full values . . . .309(1)
Payment
audit of accounts before 248
. collection of special rate for
Federation of Agriculture,
for 310(6)
. compensation, of—see Com-
pensation for
expropriation
. county court house or jail used
by city or separated town,
ifor 373,374,376,378,379
. . reconsideration of 380
. debentures, of 298(2)
. municipality issuing debentures
for joint undertakings, to 268(3)
orders of trustees of police
village, of 512
. . borrowed money, from ...513(3)
. schoolhouses as polling places,
for 83(2)
Peace officer
. prosecution by, application of
penalty 494
. unlicensed salesmen arrested
by 410(1) If K;.)
Peanuts
. by-laws prohibiting sale on
streets 410(1) If 3
Peddlers
. by-laws re licensing 410 fl
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec.
Penalties




. deputy returning officer
taking home 150(/»)
. destruction, etc 150(/)
. papers wrongfully placed. . 150(c)
ballot papers, re
. application in another's
name 150(5^)
. delivery of other papers to
deputy returning officer 150(d)
. destruction, etc 150(a,/)
. failure to initial 152(1)
. printing of 150(t,y)
. supply without authority. .150 (t)
. taking from polling places 150(?)
. wilful miscount 153
bribery, for 198(1)
. recovery not allowed, when . 203
by-laws violated 492(2)
. application 494
. recovery of 492(2), 493
. smoke-producing equipment,
re 399(1) If 9
chimnej^s, re 520(6)
clerk, of
certificate re assessment roll,
not given 106(3)
certificate re number of elec-
tors, falsified or not sent 54(4)
default re registration of
money by-law 307(2)
failing to make return to
Department 235(2)
failing to provide ballot
boxes 92(5)
constable refusing to be sworn . .91
corrupt practices
. recovery not allowed, when . .203
. transportation furnished to
voters 199
. undue influence 200
council neglecting to levy for
sinking fund 324
declarations re advance polls,
false 111(11)
deputy returning officer neglect-
ing duties 152(2)
deputy returning officer receiv-
ing vote of person refusing
to take oath 114(2)
driving vehicles, etc, over
footpaths 479ir4(a)







. election documents destroyed,
for 151
. election officers, for 155
. excess borrowings, for .341(9,12)
. fire buckets not provided . . .520(2)
. fires carried through streets,
re 520(7)
. fires lighted on streets 520(8)
. furnaces, re 520(3)
. . charcoal 520(12)
. guide posts, re
. . defacing 467(4)
. . default re erection 467(3)
. gunpowder, re
. . keeping of 521(1)
. . sale at night 521 (2)
. hay, straw, etc., in dwelling
house 520(9)
. ladders for fire prevention not
provided 520(1)
. licences for public garages,
default re 388(1) If 121
. licences for wheeled vehicles,
default re 388(1)11109
. lights in stables, re 520(5)
. lime, re 520(11)
. misapplication of revenues by
council 341(10-12)
. motor vehicles kept
unlocked 391 If 9(6)
. nuisances in streets, etc 522
. officer neglecting to carry out
money by-law 306
. parking offences 388(1) f 107
. poll book destroyed 151
. poll book falsified 149
. recovery of 151 (3)
. . Summary Convictions Act,
under 524
. salesmen failing to produce
licence 410(1) ^ l(g,h)
. secrecy of elections, violated . . 154
. sinking funds diverted ...322(1,3)
. statement of polls, false 153
. stovepipes, re 520(4)
. treasurer defaulting in statement
re sinking fund 323(2)
. treasurer failing to make return
to Department 241 (2)
. trees on highways destroyed,
etc 483(7)
. trustees of police village neglect-
ing to prosecute 523(2)
. unauthorized investments, for. .331
. unlicensed transient
«rader 413iri4(<7)





. voters' list falsified 149
. voting oftener than entitled
to 150(^)
. wrecking, etc., on automobile
service stations . .388(1) If 122(c)
Poisions
. defined 386ir48(o)
. fire and police force, by-laws
re 39616
. municipal employees, for 257
. . by-laws re 386ir48
. "payments" defined 257(2)
. provision not deemed debt not





. by-laws re licences 401 If 2
Petition
. annexation of municipalities,
for 20(7,8)
. annexation of territory to police
village, for 499(1)
. application for creation of inter-
urban administrative area,
for 22(4)
by-law for fast driving on high-
ways, against 400 f 3(a)
by-law re aldermen on city
council 49(6)
by-law re application of section
re advance polls, for 111(3)
by-law re composition of town
council 51 (7, 8)
erection of district into village,
for 12(1)
. petitioners' lots designated 12(2)
. presentation of 12(3)
erection of police village, for 498(2)
fund for bands of
music 388(1) If 64(&)
incorporation of trustees of
police village, for 525(2)
night watchmen, for 391 f 14
opening up and repairing of
township boundary line, re 465(2)
parks, gardens, etc., for ...516(1)
public fairs for sale of
cattle, etc 408 fl
separation of junior township
from union, for 28(3)
special meeting of municipal
council, for 212(2)
union of junior township with







. by-laws re licensing of 412113
Piers
. erection of, by-laws re ....386 If 39
Pigeons
. by-laws
. . keeping of 388(1)111
. . strayed 3911112
Pigs
. by-laws
. . driving along high-
ways 388(1) If 107
. . public fair for sale of ....408 If 1
Pipes
. by-laws
. . laying of 402 If 5
. . laying on streets.. 388(1) If 99-102
. oil, etc., under highways ..386 If 45
. water—see Water pipes
Pits
. by-laws 479116
. . making of 388(1) If 115
Placards
. by-laws
. . contagious diseases 388(1) If 74-91
. . indecent 388(1) If 117
Planning
. administration in inter-urban
areas 22
Planning Act
. application of 476
. approval of plan under ..20(4), 456
. plan under 390(3,12)
Planning boards




. bridges of, submission of . . .452(2)
. buildings for storage of
explosives 388(1) If 21
. buildings, of, by-laws. .388(1) If 7, 10
. deferred widening, etc., of high-
ways 350(4)
. effect of, re amalgamation or
annexation 20(4)
. lands expropriated for public
works 357(1,5)
. Planning Act, under 390(3, 12)
. road allowances deviated from,
where 491(2)
. smoke-producing
equipment 399(1) If 1





. indecent, by-laws 388(1) If 117
Playgrounds
. by-laws 386 If 53
Plumbers
. by-laws re licensing 413119
Poles
. by-laws re erection on




. by-laws re superannuation
funds 396 If 6
. commissioners—see Board of
Police Commissioners
. enforcement of by-laws re
massagists by 396 If 3
Police areas
. alteration of 21
Police departments
. by-laws for joint operation ., 386 If 5
Police office
. accommodation, etc 364
. establishment of 363
Police protection
. administration in inter-urban
areas 22
Police signal system
. by-laws 396 If 4
Police village
annexation of territory to 499
application of provisions re in-
corporation of village, to ... .500
board of trustees
by-laws by, proof of 527(2)




powers re water, etc 530
remedy against, for damages
from non-repair 529
. requisition by, for sums to
meet expenditures . . . .507, 528




. ballot box, return of ...503(4,5)
, place, etc., appointment
of 498 (2, 3), 503(2)
. qualification of elector ...503(7)
. voters' list 503(3)
erection into village 15
erection of
. county council, by 498(1)









. control and care of 513(5)
nuisances in streets 522
parks, etc., in 516
petition for 498(2)
provisional judicial district, in.. 501
rates for expenditures ....507,528
. apportionment among town-
ships 508,530(3.4)
. limit 507(3)
. requisition for 507(1, 2)
. village in more than one
township 507 (2), 508
statute labour in 510
township rates, reduction in . . . 509
trustees
. application by, re borrowing
for works, etc 513(1)
. application of provisions re
township councillors, to 503(1)
. by-laws by 518
. by-laws by, copies to town-
ship clerks 519(2)
. by-laws by, signing of ...519(1)
. care and control of fire
engine 513(5)
. care and control of parks,
etc .516(2)
. council members, disqualified
as 56(1)(/)
. declaration of ofiice 253(1)
. disqualified as council
members 56(1) (/)
. fire engines purchased by 514(1)
. fire protection agreements by 515
. first meeting . . . .498(2, 3), 503(8)
. incorporation of 525
. inspecting trustee 506
. money by-laws by 517
. number 502(1)
. payment of orders of 512,513(3)
. personal liability 502(2)
. powers 502(2), 511, 518
. prosecutions by 523
. qualifications of 503(6)
. remuneration 505
. returning officer, etc.,
appointed by .503(2)
. statement by, re levy for
parks, etc 516(5)
. statement by, re levy for
works, etc 513(6)
. vacancy in office 504
works, etc., in expenses of • 528
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec.
Policy
security by municipal officers 251(2)
. deposit 251(4)
. inspection 251(3)
. notices 251 (6)
. premiums 251 (5)
PoUbook
. advance polls, for
. . declarations noted in ....111(12)
. . . separate for each ward 111(8)
. delivery to deputy returning
officer 105(1)
. destruction, etc., penalty for . . 151
. details re voters, in 114(l)(b)
. falsifying, penalty for 149
. first election in new munici-
pality, for 101
. form of Form 8
. initialling of 116
. inspection of 234(1)
. oath of voter recorded in 114(1) (rf)
. . refusal to take 114(1) (e)
. objections recorded in .. 114(1) (c)
. placed in ballot box 133
. production at trial of contested
election 181
. statement by deputy returning




. declarations noted by ...111(12)
appointment of 79(1) (rf)
. advance polls, re 111(9)
. cities over 100,000, in 79(2)
attendance at polling places . .83(4)
attending bed-ridden patient at
poll in soldiers' hospital . . 1 12(2)
ballot box delivered by, after
votes counted 134(1, 2)
ballots miscounted by, penalty. .153
deputy returning officer, as 89(4, 5)
oath of, after votes counted . . . 132
. form Form 16
. not to be placed in ballot
box 133(f)
oath of office by 253(4)
. administration of 253(5)
. form Form 21
oath of, upon delivering ballot
box to clerk 134(1, 2)
. form Form 15







. opening of poll, non-attendance
at 79(4)
. poll book initialled by ; . 116
. presence at polling place 123
. recording of details re voters
by 114(l)(fe)
. refusing to act 79(3)
. returning officers, as 89(5)
. statement signed by 131(3)
. . false, penalty for 153
. violation of secrecy reported
by 147(1)
. vote by, certificate re 109
Polling day
. date of 66(1), 67(1)
. election cards, etc., not to be
lused on 125(1)




appointment of . . . .79(l)(c),87(2)
. cities over 100,000, in 84
. default re 88(2)
ballots not to be taken from ..119
. penalty for 150(^)
certificate for deputy returning





. exclusion from 118
constables at 83(4)
election assistants at 79(5)
electors not to exceed 450 ...81(3)
. notice where default 81(5)
. redivision where default . . .81(6)
equipment 96
establishment, by-laws for ...81(1)
. cities over 100,000 in 84
. default re 88(2)
more than one in sub-
division 81(1,2,8)
one for two united subdivisions. .82
persons allowed in 123
police village in 503(2)
posting of provisions re corrupt
practices at 201
provision of 81
redivision 81 (6, 7)
schoolhouses as 83
secrecy of proceedings in ...143(1)
. violation, penalty for 154
soldiers' hospitals as 112
vote on by-law, for 273(1)
. attendance at .275
. notice re 273(7)
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec.
Polling places—Con.
. vote on by-law, for
—
Con.
. . wards, in 273(2)
. voters inside, at close of poll . . . 126
Polling subdivisions
. appeals re 81(9)
. assessors or collectors for
more than one 243(4)
, ballot boxes for 92(1, 4)
. boundaries 81 (3)
. by-laws for 81(1)
. defaulters' list for each 104(2)
. electors not to exceed 450 . . .81(3)
. . eflFect of default 81(10)
. . notice where default 81(5)
. . redivision where default ...81(6)
. formed wrongly, effect of . . .81(10)
. none, clerk as deputy returning
officer, where 107
. none, clerk as returning officer
for 87(1)
. numbering of 81(8)
. one electoral district, in 81(4)
. polling places in 81
. united, one polling place for 82
Polls
—
See also Polling places
. advance—see Advance polls
. closing of
. . proceedings after 127
. . voters inside polling place
when 126
. hours 110
. . advance for railway
employees and commercial
travellers 111(5,6)
. interrupted election 140
new election, for 168(3)
result, certificate of 131(4)
soldiers' hospitals, in 112
statement re 131 (1)
. delay where election
interrupted 137
. disposal of 131(2), 133
. false, penalty for 153
. signing of 131(3)
taking contrary to Act, effect 162(o)
Pool tables
. licences
. . by-laws 413111
. . limiting of 264(2)
Popiilation
. defined 1 («)
. determination of 52
Posse comitatus





. . indecent 388(1) f 17
. . posting of 388(1) If 118
. . prohibitions 410(1) f 9
Poultry
. by-laws re
. . delivery and exposure for
sale 388(1) IT 58
. . inspection of 388(1) i 59
. . prohibiting forestalling ...392fS
. market fees, exemption 393(2)
Pounds
. by-laws 388(1) If 3
. . i>olice village, in 518(1) (rf)
Power
. police village,
in 511(6). 513(1) (rf), (6)
. . powers of board of trustees
re 530(1)
Power Commission Act
. board or commission
under 56(1) (A), (6)
. laying of pipes, etc., subject
to 388(1) If 100
Power lines
by-laws •
erection 402 f 5
erection on streets 388(1) f 99, 100
Power works
. debentures for, payment
of 298(2}Xo)
Precipices
. by-laws re 479 If 6
Premium
debentures sold at 339(1, 2)
Premium note
. debt not provided in estimates,
as 300(2)
Prescribed
. defined 1 (o)
Prisoners
expenses of keeping in lock-up. .384
fees to jailers, etc., prohibited . .370
Private roads
. repair, liability for .453(7)





. by-laws re grants to 394 f 4
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec.
Privies and privy vaults
. by-laws re
. . cleaning of 388(1) f 79
. . closing up 388(1)182
. . construction of 388(1)177
Prizes
. best kept roadside, for 485
Procedure




. against municipality, council
member not to have ..56(l)(r,j)
. costs—^see Costs
. declaring seat vacant, for . . 171-197
. revision of voters' list, re . . .278(3)
Processions
. by-laws re 415 f 3
Proclamation




. highways, on, by-laws re 388(1) ^97
Promissory notes
. temporary loans, for 341(1)




. death, of 278(2)
Property
. acquisition for municipal and
judicial purposes 373(4)
. rateable—see Rateable property
. union of townships, of, disposi-
tion on separation 34
Prosecutions
offences under Act, for 493
proof of by-laws on 495
trustees, of police village, by 523(1)
. penalty for default 523(2)
violation of secrecy re voting,
for 147(2)
Provincial Secretary
. annexation of village
. . notice published by 14(3)
. . notified of agreement re . . . 14(2)
. by-law erecting village sent to 12(8)
Provisional judicial districts
. highways in, stopping up, etc. . .490
. maintenance of boundary lines
and bridges in 448
. police village in 501
Public Accounts of Ontario
. statement of credit of munici-
palities in Consolidated









Public Commercial Vehicles Act






. by-laws limiting 388(1) •! 123
Public health
. administration in intcr-urban
areas 22
Public Health Act
. approval of Department of
Health under 298(1) (J)
. by-law for borrowing
under 300(3) (/)




Public highway See Highways
Public hospitals Sec Hospitals
Public Inquiries Act
commission of financial inquiry
as commissioner under .332(1)
. judge as commissioner
under 258(1
)









Public parks See Parks
Public Parks Act
. powers under 386 If 50
Public school board
. consent to use of schoolhouse
as polling place S5(?i)
. estimates by 226(16)
. inter-urban administrative area,
in 22(31)




apportionment of moneys . 330














board member disqualified as
council member .. 56(l)(/t)
by-law re, voting on 273(4)
. contract for supply of 301
extensions, borrowing by-laws
for 388(1)1166
. police village, in 511(t)
PubHc Utilities Act
board or commission
under 56(1) (A), (6)
commissioners of sewerage
system under 396 H 5
public utility defined under ... 301




member disqualified as council
member 56(l)(/i)
remuneration of members 417(3)
Public utility commissioners
ballot papers for 94(4)
declaration of office . . 253(1)
Public Vehicles Act
licence under 388(1) 1192
operating licence holder
under 20(9) (/)










. by-laws re making of . 388(1) U 115
Quashing by-law
. application for 293(1)11295(1)
disposal of 295(5, 6)
money by-law 307(4-7)
nuniicipal corporation, by 295(2)
not made within prescribed
time, eflfect 291(2)
. notice 293(2)
time for making 296
by-law affecting another
nuniicipality 295(1)
. by-law, defined 292








. money bj'-laws 296
. proceedings 293
. recognizance re 293(3-5)






. proceedings by 141(12)
. proceedings to declare seat
vacant not to be taken by 197
Quorum
. board of control 225(1)
. . cities under 45,000 227(8)
. board of improvement district,
of 45(3)
. Board of Management of inter-
urban administrative area. .22(27)
. municipal council, of 211(1)
Rabbits










. application of section re .111(4)
declaration re 111(10-12)
. definition re 11(1)(&)
holding of 111(5,6)
Railways
. debentures for, payment
of 298(2)(a)
Rateable property
. defined re money by-laws . . .297(2)
levy on 308(1)
. . full values 309(1)
. recital of value in money
by-law 298(1)(6)
. special rate on
payment of debentures, for 298(4)
. . supply of public utility . . 301(2)
Ratepayer
action by, for diversion of
sinking fund 322(2)




. . exceeding estimates 313(2)
. . falling short of
requirements 313(1)














. by-laws for 311(3)
. calculation of limit 309(2)
. exemptions 309(3)
. full values, on 309(1)
. limit 308(1)
. yearly 308(1)
levy in police village 507, 528
. more than one township
in 507 (2). 508, 530(3)
local improvements on lands
.
annexed, for 39(1, 3, 4)
parks in police villages for 516(3,4)
payment of debentures for joint
undertakings, re 268(2, 3)
sewer—see Sewer rates
special—see Special rate




. . council member, of 55(2)




ownership of, on annexation of
district 37
Receipts
. destruction of, by-laws re . 3861 17
Reception
. civic guests, expenditures for . . .421
Recognizance
. appeals re polling subdivisions,
not required 81 (9)
quashing of by-law, re 293(3-5)
. relator, by, re contested
elecUon 173(2, 3)
scrutiny of votes, re 289(1)
Records
—
See also Books and
records
. destruction of, by-laws re . .386^ 17
Recount See Vote
Recreation
. community programmes for,
grants re 386 f 24
Reeve







. casting vote, at election of
warden 206(4)
. chairman of board of improve-
ment district as 45(6)
. county council members, as . .48(1)
elector to vote once for . .108(1) (a)
head of council, as 228(1)
permission re boxing matches,
etc 388(1)1171
. town council members, as 51
. township council members, as . . .53
. vacancy in office 170(2)
. village council members, as S3
votes on county council . .48(2), 220
Referees
. adjustments by, re amalgama-
tions and annexations ..20(9)(rf)
. powers of 20(10)
. . dissolution of municipalities,
on 47(6)(d)
. . inter-urban administrative
areas, re 22(6) (d)








. nursing organizations approved
by 3861134
Registrar
. by-laws for changing name of
street, served on . .388(1) If 98(fe)
. council member, disqualified
as 56(l)(ife)
Registrar-General
. certificate by, re proof of
death 278(2)
Registrar of Supreme Court
. certificate re deposit re quash-
ing by-law filed with 293(5)
. disclaimer delivered to 193
. recognizance re quashing of
by-law filed with 293(4)
Registration
. office of land titles, in 3
. registry office, in, defined 3
Registry Act
. expenses incurred under ....373(1)
. plan re deferred widening, etc.,
of highway, to comply
with 350(4)
Registry divisions
. money by-laws registered in 307(1)
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec.
Registry office
. county, by-law providing
for 300(3)(<f)
. office of land titles as 3
. plan re deferred widening, etc.,
of highway registered in . .350(4)
Regulations
. amalgamation or annexation,
re 20(11)
dangerous places, re 479 H 6
dealing in fuel and food,
re 388(1) 1[ 61 (iv)
. dissolution of municipalities,
re 47(7)
. drainage, re, for
sanitation 388(1) f 81
. fire protection, by-laws
re 388(1) ir 56
. power of municipal council
to make 260
. trades, etc., re certificate of
compliance with 264(1)
Relator
. contested election, re 172(2)
. . affidavits by 173(1), 175
. . claiming to be elected 177
. . intervention by 183(1) (6)
. . notice of motion by ..173(1), 174
. . objections by, on hearing of
motion 179
. . recognizance by 173(2, 3)
. disclaimer delivered to 193
Religious institutions





. copies of documents, etc.. .255(3)
. duties under Ditches and
Watercourses Act, for . .255(2)
commissioners, etc., of
highways 420
head of council 230
municipal employees, by,
by-laws re 386 ff 47
. deductions for pension
plans 3861[48(rf)
municipal officers, of 255(1)
. settlement by tender,
prohibited 255(4)
referees 22(6) (e), 47(6) (rf)
trustees of police village 505
Rent









. township council, on, to raise
sums for police village . . 507, 528
Reserve funds
. estimates re 312(1)
. . expending of 312(3)
. . investment of 312(2)
Residence
. council member, of 55(1) (a)
Resignations
. candidates, of 70(6, 7), 72(3)
. . disclaimer as 195(1)
. council members,
of 56(2), 164(/), 166, 170(5)
. . disqualified, failure to resign . . 165
. deemed, where default re
declaration of office 254
. school board members,
of 56(1)(«), (5)





. acquisition and disposition of
non-conforming lands . . . .390(5)
amendment of 390(9)
. extension of enlargement,
for 390(16.17)
. pending approval 390(13)
appeal where amendment
refused 390(17)
application for approval . . . .390(12)
. notice of 390(10, 11)
approval by Municipal Board 390(8)
. amendment pending 390(13)
. effective date 390(15)
. extent of 390(14)
boundary highways 390(7)
construction of buildings and
structures 390(1) f 4
excepted lands and buildings 390(6)
extension or enlargement,
for 390(16)
loading space 390(1) \ 5
maps re 390(4)
marshy land 390(1) IT 3
notice of application for
approval 390(10)
. King's Highway, re 390(11)
repeal of 390(9)
scope of -. . .390(2)
use of buildings 390(1) H 2
use of land 390(1)111











. added as party to proceedings
re contested election . . . 183(1) (o)
. appointment of 79(1) (&)
. . cities over 100,000, in 79{2)
. arrest by 90(2)
. candidates' names posted up by. .71
. clerk, as 80
. . nominations, for 87(1)
. conservator of peace, as 90(1)
. constables sworn by 91
. costs of contesting election
payable by, when 187
. declaration of elector before 275(4)
. deputy—see Deputy returning
officers




. interrupted election resumed by 140
. neglect to act 89
. new corporations, of 29(1)
. . duties 29(2)
. new election, for 168(3)
. nomination meeting called
to order by 70(1)
. nomination meeting closed by 70(8)
. nominations filed with 70(2)
. notice of nomination meeting by 69
. oath of office by 253(4)
. . form Form 21
. oath of secrecy by 146
. oaths administered by ..115(3), 157
. penalties re ballot papers 150
. penalty for false voters' list or
poll book 149
. police village, in 503(2)
. . voters' list delivered to ...503(3)
. poll clerk appointed by 79(3)
. poll clerk as 89(5)
. refusal to act 89(1)
. resignations filed with 70(6)
. unable to act 89(1, 5)
. violation of secrecy reported
by 147(1)




. auditor, by, to Department . .251(4)
. clerk, by, to Department . .235(1,2)
. Department, by, to
Assembly 235(3), 241(3)
. Department, to, retention of
money where default 250







. treasurer, by, to municipal
council 240
Revenues
. administration of, in cities under
45.000 227(9) (6)
. estimated—see Estimates
. sewer rates, from 389(4)
. statement published by council
re 252
Rewards
. firemen, to, by-laws re 391 H 6
. grants for, by-laws re 3861[32
Rifle associations
. grants for, by-iaws re .. .387(a) (ii)
. levies for, on full values ....309(1)
Riot
. election interrupted by 140
Rivers
. by-laws re
. . flooding 3861113
. . injury, etc., to 3861135
. . preservation of 386 If 37
. . protecting booms 40211
2
. . removal of
obstructions 386 H 41, 42
. driftwood, keeping free from . . .449
. . township, in 450
Road allowances
by-law for opening of 471(2)
deviations from, filing of plan
where 491(2)
none
. laying out highway where . . .463
. opening up where five
per cent reserved 491(1)
opening, mistakes in 475
original, rights to
. highway laid out, with
compensation 487
. highway laid out without
compensation 488
. road laid out by person in
possession 489
timber on, by-laws re
preservation of 479 1[ 5
unopened
. possession of 471(1)
. snow removal 455
Road commissioners
. council members as 420
. dissolution of 47(8)
Road systems
. by-laws re joint operation ..386 If
5
Road-making machinery










. boundary lines, deviations from 451
. by-laws re grants for opening,
etc., on boundary lines 478(1) If 2
. public, defined 426
. sideline, in double front con-
cessions, by-laws re 474
. toll, abandonment of 441
Roadside
. prizes for best kept 485
Roller skating rinks
. by-laws re licensing of 413115
Rolling mills
. by-laws re fixed
assessment 388(1) If 62
Roofs
. by-laws re
. . fire protection 388(1) If 41, 51
. . removal of snow and ice
from 388(1) If 67, 68
Roots
. by-laws prohibiting
forestalling 392 If 5
Rules
. amalgamation or annexation,
re 20(11)
. dissolution of municipalities,
re 47(7)
Rules Committee
. rules by, re proceedings to
declare seat vacant 196
Rye
. market fees, exemption 393(1)
Safety
. by-laws, re 388(1) If 74-91
. . general 260
. . window cleaners 391 If 16
Safety League
. contributions, to, by-laws re 386 If 11
Safety zones




. board of control 22Z
. . cities under 45,000 227(6)
. constable in charge of
lock-up 382(2)
. jailers, etc 369(2)
. municipal officers 226(l)(rf)
Sale
. industrial sites, of 338(1) If 63






. market fees, of 393(13)
. original road allowance, of 487
Salesmen
by-laws re licensing of . .410(1) If 1
Salvage shops
. by-laws re
. . areas where prohibited 409
. . buying from minors 414 1[ 4
. . licences, etc 407
Salvage yards
. by-laws re
. . areas where prohibited 409
. . licences, etc 407
Sanatoria
. grants to, by-laws re 386 If 29
Sanitation
. by-laws re 388(1) If 74-91
Scaffolding
. by-laws re 388(1) If 88
Scholarships
. by-laws re endowment 394 ff 2
School board
. Board of Management of inter-
urban administrative area,
not 22(29)
. election 111(1) (o)
. estimates by 226(16)
. inter-urban administrative
area, of 22(31,32)




. levy of 308(1)
School sections
. unorganized townships, in,
dissolution of 47(8)
Schoolhouses
. polling places, as 83
Schools
. by-laws re egress from. .388(1) J 13
. debentures for, payment
of 298(2)(a)
. estimates for 311(1)
. investments for, application
of 329,330
. separate—see Separate Schools
Scientific societies
. by-laws re grants to 394 f 1
Scuttles
. by-laws re 388(1) If 51
Seal of municipality
. agreements re temporary loans





. by-laws under 269
. . changing of street,
for 388(1) f 98(a)
. debentures, on 333(1)
Seat on municipal council
. disqualified member failing to
resign 165
. right to, trial of 172(1)
. vacant 164
. . procedure to declare 171-197
Second-hand dealers and shops
. by-laws re
. . areas where prohibited 409
. . buying from minors 414 f 4
. . licences, etc 407
Secrecy
oath of 146
. form of Form 17
voting, re 143-148
. pretence of no 200(2)
. violation, penalty for 154
Secretary
. board of control, of 226(11)
. cities under 45.000 227(11)
Secretary-treasurer
. board of improvement district,
of 45(8)
. inter-urban, administrative area,
of 22(8, 14. 16)
Securities
. municipal, interest on 328
Security
. advances by way of
charity 386f 30(a)
. municipal employees, by,
by-laws re 386 If 47
. municipal officers, by 251
. treasurer pro tern of county,
by 237(2)
Seeds
. by-laws re 402 f 9
Selling
. by-laws re
. . certain articles 392 If 3
. . streets, in 3921f 2; 405 If 12
. motor vehicles on service
stations,
prohibited 388(1) If 122(&, c)
Separate school board
. consent to use of schoolhouse
as polling place 83(3)
. estimates by 226(16)







. mcml)er disciualified as council
iTicmhor 56(1 )(m)
. . resignation of 56(5)
Separate schools
improvement districts, in . . . .45(2)
.school houses as polling places . .83
Separated town
. annexation of town to 36(5, 6)
boundaries
. . maintenance of bridges on . . .445
. . rivers as, driftwood in ... .449(2)
, council— .sec 'J~o\vn council
, court house in 368
insurable interest in 375




insurable interest in 375









. . erection contrary
to '...388(1) 11122(d)
. . licences 388(1) 11122
. . limitation of 388(1) H 123
. wrecking, etc., on,
prohibited 388(1) H 122 (fe)
. . penalty for 388(1) H 122(0
Severance
. compensation for, re expropri-
ated land 349(4)
Sewage
. defined, re sewer rates . . .389(1) (f)
. works, defined, re sewer
rates 389(1) (/)
Sewage areas
. alteration of 21
Sewage disposal





cost of existing system, for. .389(5)
imposition of 389(2)





. service rate 389(7-9)
. structure 389(6)
. . service rate 389(9)
Sewerage system
. commissioners to manage,
by-laws re 396115
Sewers—See also Drainage
. administration in inter-urban
areas 22
by-laws re
. agreements re 386 If 4, 5





. injury, etc., re 3861137
. regulations for
sanitation 388(1) 1[81
. removal of obstructions . .386 If 42
debentures for, payment
of 298(2) (a)
defined, re sewer rates . 389(1) (y)
rates—see Sewer rates
system, defined, re sewer
rates 389(1) (&)
Shareholder
. company dealing with munici-
pality, of, as council
member 56(3) (a)
. . vote of 56(4)
Sheep
. by-laws re
. . driving along
highways 388(1) 1[ 107
. . public fair for sale of 408^ 1
. . unfit for food, seizure of . .400 IT
4
Sheriffs




order for new election directed
to 186
posse comitatus called out by . . .231
warrant to, re entry on land 348(1)
Shingles
. by-laws re
. . measuring, etc 392 f 6
. . regulating vending 392 f 3
market fees, exemption 393(1)
Shoe repair shops
. by-law re licensing of 413 ^^ 10
Shoe shine shops




. smoking in, by-laws re. .388(1) f 34
Shores
. by-laws re
. . injury, etc., to 386 IT 35
. . preservation of 386 1[ 37
. . removal of
obstructions 386 f 41, 42
Shorthand
. evidence taken in 2(1)
Shouting
by-laws re 388(1) f 112
Shrub
. removal where obstructing view
of drivers 477
Sick leave credits
. municipal employees, for,
by-laws re 386 f 49
Sideline road




. . areas and openings under 479 f 3
. . driving, etc., animals
along 388(1) ir 103
. . horses and cattle, on, in
police village S18(l)(^)
. . laying out, etc 469(l)(e)
. . sig^s projecting over 479 f 3
. . snow and ice
removal 388(1)767,68
. . snow removal in police
village 518(1) (^), (4)
. . spitting on 388(1) ff 104
. . spitting on, in police
village 518(1) (/)
. . vehicles on 3861146
. . vehicles on, in police
village Sl8(l)(c)
. police village, in 511(a)
. . by-laws for 513(1) (a)
. snow and ice on
. . by-laws re removal
388(1) IT 67, 68; 518(1) (0(4)
. . liability for 453(4)
Sign posters
. by-laws re licensing of ..410(l)f9
Signboard
. removal where obstructing
view of drivers 477
Signs
. by-laws re
. . indecent 388(1)^117








. . pulling down 388(1) IF 119
. . use of 479 If 3
Sills
. projecting, by-laws re ..388(1)^97
Sinking fund
. accounts re 316(1)
. . consolidated 316(3)
insufficient 319
. investment of 325
. . Treasurer of Ontario, by . .327(3)
. . interest on 328
levy neglected by council,
penalty 324
. moneys not to be diverted 321
. . liability for 322
payment into Provincial
Treasury 327(1)
. Consolidated Revenue Fund,
as 327(2)
. debt to Treasurer, as 327(4)
. disposition of 327(5)
. investment of 327(3)
. . . interest 328
redemption of debentures with. .326
. statement of treasurer re . . .323(1)
. . penalty for default 323(2)
. surplus in 318
Sinks
. by-laws re construction
of 388(1) f 77
Sites
. industrial, by-laws re . . 388(1) 1[ 63
Slaughter houses
. by-laws re 388(1) If 91
Sleighs
. by-laws re
. children riding behind 388(1) If 94
runners 402 if 7; 403
. sidewalks, on 386 If 46
SUps
. by-laws re
construction, re 386 f 35
. . grants for 386 If 28
. . injury, etc., re 386 If 37
. . removal of
obstructions 386 If 41, 42
Smallwares
. by-laws re
. . children as vendors 415 f 1
. . regulating vending 392 If 3
. . regulating vending in





assessment 388(1) H 62
Smoke
. by-laws re
. , emission of 399(1) 112
prevention 388(1) If 70
Smoke board
(Iclcf^^ation of power to 399(1) 1[8
. establishment of 399(1) 116
. proof of decision or
resolution 399(2)
Smoke-producing equipment
. by-laws re 399(1) H 1
appeal from application
of 399(8,9)
emission of smoke . . . .399(1) H 2
. . exceptions 399(4)
. . minor deviations 399(1)114
. . notice of intention to make
exempted person subject
to 399(5)
. . nuisance from subsequently
built structures 399(1) H 7
objections to application of 399(6)
penalty for violation . . .399(1) If 9
reports of sales 399(1) If 5
restraint of contravention. .399(3)
smoke board—see Smoke
board
. . tests of 399(1)113
Smoking
. retail shops, in, by-laws
re 388(1) If 34
Snow
. by-laws re
. . removal from
sidewalks 388(1) If 67, 68
. . removal in police
village 518(1) (0(4)
. removal from private road, etc. 455




action involving municipality in,
council member not
to be 56(1) (j)
. caiulidatcs, of, disr|iialific'd
from voting 64









provisions to prevail over. .20(13)
. public utility undertaking
operated under . 388(1) If 66(d)
. unafTectcd by this Act 6
Special assessment
Federation of Agriculture
membership fees, for . . 310(1)
. . avoidance of 310(2)
. duty of treasurer re 310(4-6)
nature of 310(3)
interest rate on debentures
varied, effect on 303(4)
redemption of debentures before
maturity, efTect on . . . 298(13)(/)
Special examiner
evidence taken before 2(1)
. motion to contest election,
re 182, 184(2)





cleaning of closets, etc.,
for 388(1)1179
. damages for non-repair of




. duty of treasurer re 310(4-6)
. nature of 310(3)
garbage disposal, for 388 ( 1 ) If 86, 87
maintenance of public
conveniences, for 388(3)
parks, etc., in police villages,
for 516(4), 517(5)
payment of debentures, for . .298(4)
purchase of fire engine for
police village, for 514(3), 517(5)
supply of public utility, re . 301(2)
works, etc., in police village,
for 513(2), 517(5), 530(3)
Spitting
by-laws re 388(1) If 104
Sports





light in, fire prevention 520(5)
Stadia




. public buildings, of, by-laws
re 388(1) 1[ 13
Stands




. clerk, by, re votes for candidates 138
. credit of municipalities in
Consolidated Revenue Fund,
re 327(2)
. deputy returning officer, by. .131(1)
. . delay where election
interrupted 137
. . disposal of 131 (2), 133
. . false, penalty for 153
. . signing of 131 (3)
. treasurer, by, re sinking fund 323(1)
. . penalty for default 323(2)
Statute labour
. keeping highways open in
winter 405 If 10
police village, in 510
Statute Labour Act
. road commissioners under . . 47(8)
Statute labour fund
. use for keeping highways open
in winter 405 f 9
Steam
. pipes for transmission,





. portable, by-laws re 405 1[ 8
Stenographic reporter
. evidence taken by 2(1)
. fees 2(2)
Sterling
debentures expressed in 299
Stone
. by-laws re taking of 479 \[ 8
Stone pits
. by-laws re 479 ^ 7
Storage
—
See also Cold storage
business
. motor vehicles on service
stations,
prohibited 388(1) 1[ 122(fc,c)
Stove-pipes
. fire prevention 520(4)
Stoves
by-laws re fire




. . regulating vending 392 tf 3
. . weighing 393(5)
. dwelling house in 520(9)
. market fees, exemption 393(1)
Streams
by-laws re
. prohibiting obstruction .405 If 11
. protecting booms 402 If 2
driftwood, keeping free from . . .449
township, in 450
flooding, by-laws re 386 If 13
Street cars
. by-laws re
. safety zones 388(1) If 108
. . spitting in 388(1) jf 104
Street commissioner
. declaration of office 253(1)
Street gates




. by-laws re 391 If 10, 11
Street railway
. by-law re, voting on 273(4)
contract with for street water-
ing, by-laws re 386 If 6





. changing name of 388(1) If 98
. establishing, widening,
etc 469, 472, 473
. fast driving 400 If 3
laying of poles, wires, pipes
or conduits on . .388(1) If 99-102
. numbering of lots along 405 If 6, 7
. photographers 412 i 3
. prohibiting sale of certain
articles on 410(1) If 3
record of 405 If 7
regulating vending
in 392 If 2; 405 If 12
sale of magazines on 414 U 3
corners, acquisition of land
for rounding 469(1) (g)
fires carried through 520(7)
fires lighted on 520(8)













. by-laws re, for cattle . . . .469(1) (/)
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties for violation of
by-laws recoverable
under 492(2), 493
. penalties recoverable under . . . .524
. recovery of cost of division





. council member as 420
Supreme Court
by-laws quashed by 293(1)
inniiirv A'wp^^fA r*>
. . .295(3)qui y directed re
defined Mr)
. determination of disputes re
maintaining bridge or
highway by 461




. registrar—see Registrar of
Supreme Court
Supreme Coiut judge
appeals to, re licences for
trades, etc IdZiJ,^)
application to, re claim for
compensation 357(3)
contested election tried by . . 172(1)
. amendment of order 188(2)
. decision final 190(1)
. evidence 182
. fiat for 173(1,2)
. mode 184
. more than one motion 180
. proceedings, entitling of .173(4)
. production of papers, etc 181
. return of judgment 189
judge defined, re declaring seat
vacant 171(a)
leave by, for payment of
compensation into Court . .355(1)
report by, re candidate dis-
qualified for corrupt
practices 191 (2)
. vesting order by 356
Sureties
. quashing by-law, re 293(3)
. relator for contested election,
re 173(2)





. treasurer, of, notice to, re
dismissal of treasurer 242
. union of townships separated,
effect on 41
Surgeons
. by-laws re appointment for
institutions 408 If 2
Surplus moneys
application of 317
. estimates allowing for 311(2)
estimates exceeded 313(2)
. Ontario Municipalities Fund,
from 329
. sinking fund, in. 318
Surveyors
. appointment, by-laws re 388(1) If 72
. corporation, by-laws re. .388(1) If 72
Surveys
by-laws re highways ...388(1)^98
Surveys Act
. powers of engineers
under 388(1) If 72
Swine
. by-laws re
. . prohibiting keeping of. .388(1) ff 2
. regulating keeping of . 388(1) jf 1
Switchback railways
. by-laws re licensing of 413 If 5
Tablets
. by-laws re 366 If 53
Tag days
. by-laws re 413 If II
Tanneries
. by-laws re
. . areas where prohibited 409
. . nuisance 388(1) If 110
Taxes
—
See also Defaulters' list
. arrears, disqualification of
electors for 388(1) If 65
. belonging to remaining town-
ship, on separation of union
of townships 33
. collection
. . annexation of municipalities,
upon 35
. . district detached, where .38(1)
. costs of recount, of 142(2)
. exemption from, by-laws re 386 If 54
. licence fees for trades, as . . .263(3)
. lien for, where district
detached 38(2)
. paid, certificate of—see
Certificates
. property of council member






. special, re monopolies 264(1)
. unpaid
. . council member not to
have S6(l)(/,n;)
. . voter, by 60, 62
Teachers
. contract 56(1) (g)
Teamsters
. by-laws re licensing of 406 1[1
Telegraph poles
. by-laws re erection
of 388 (1)1[ 99, 100; 402 V 5
Telegraph wires
. by-laws re erection
of 388(1) 1[ 99, 100; 402 US
Telephone Act
. monopoly under 264(1)
Telephone booths
. by-laws re 388(1) 1[ 106
Telephone poles
. by-laws re erection
of 388(1)1199, 100; 402 US
Telephone wires
. by-laws re erection
of 388(1)1[99, 100;4021[5
Tenants
rent unpaid, disqualified as
council members 56(1) («)
resident in district, petition for
erection of village by 12(1)
resident in locality, petition for
police village, by . .498(2), 501(2)
resident in police village,
petition by for annexation 499(1)
resident of junior township
. petition for union with
adjoining township, by 26
. separation from union . . .28(1-3)
taxes unpaid, disqualified as
council member 56(1) (t)
vote, right to 59-61
voters' list, on 58
voting on money by-laws. .276(1, 3)
. designation on voters'
list 277 (3), 278(1)
. . notice re 273(6)
Tenders
. debentures, for 340
. discussion re 226(4)
. opening of 226(3)
. remuneration of officers
not to be settled by 255(4)













. . egress from 388(1) H 13
. . fire accidents 388(1)1133
. . licensing of 413 ^ 4
Theatres and Cinematograi^s Act
. by-laws re doors subject
to 388(1)1113
. exhibition, etc., licences subject
to 413 1[4
. licences under 263(4)
Timber
. by-laws re
. . preservation of 479 f S
. . taking of 479^8
. fallen, keeping rivers free
from 449,450
Tobacco driers




. . licensing of 412 H 2
. . police villages, in 518(1) (t)
Toboganning
. by-laws prohibiting 388(1) IT 93
Toxu"ist and trailer camps





acquiring property for municipal
and judicial purposes 373(4)
acts not to be done after
31st December 262
application by
. debentures for joint under-
takings, re 268(1)
. declaration of bridge as
county bridge 442(2, 11)
. separation of farm lands from
town, for 18(1)
appointment of officers by, after
31st December 262
appropriations by, re publicity. .422
assessment commissioner
appointed by 244(1)
assessors appointed by 243





bridges maintained by 447
. provisional judicial district, in 448
by-laws by 386-388(1), 389-392,
394-396, 406, 407, 410-414
. after 31st December,
prohibition 262
. annexation, re 20(7)
. assumption of highway in
adjacent municipality 440
. ballot papers, re 94(5, 6)
. debentures for reflooring of
bridge, for 457
. polling subdivisions,
re 81(1, 8), 82, 83




. separated towns 408, 409
. situate within 10 miles of city
not less than 100,000 401
. term of office of council
members, re 77





collectors appointed by 243
composition of 50, 51
deputy returning officers
appointed by 79(l)(d), (2)
election assistants appointed
by 79(5)
election of SO, 51
expenditures by for entertaining
civic guests, etc 421
head—see Head of council
jurisdiction on erection of city . . .40
jurisdiction over boundaries . . . .433




contracts with town, void 57
disqualification of 56
eligibility for other office . . .56(2)
qualification of 55
term of office 77
nomination meetings arranged
by 79(l)(o)
notice to, where electors
exceed 450 81(5)
organization, when deemed. .204(4)





. polling places appointed
by 79(l)(f).87(2)
. . default re 88(2)
. redivision into wards ordered by 42
. returning officers appointed
by 79(1)(&),(2)
. term of office 77
Town hall







. assets and liabilities, adjust-
ment on 36(5, 6)
area of 13
ballot boxes, return of 134(2)
bridge as county bridge 442
by-laws by
. grants for opening, etc., roads
on boundary lines . . .478(1) 1[2
. grants for opening, etc.,
township highways . .478(1) 113





erection into cities 17
. assets and liabilities, adjust-
ment of 36(5, 6)
. by-laws, effect on 30
. jurisdiction of old council on . .40
. right to vote 65
. voters' list where 102
erection of 17
. annexation of municipalities,
on 20(5)
. assets and liabilities, adjust-
ment of 36(1-4)
. by-laws, effect of 30
. jurisdiction of old council on . .40
. real estate, ownership of 37
. right to vote 65
. part of township, from 10
. voters' list where 102
existing county and district . . . .365
grant to, for opening, etc.,
highways in 478(1) 1[ 5
improvement districts as . . . 45(1)
incorporation of, in unorganized
territory 16
inhabitants as bodies corporate .7







. rating for land in 58(2) {b, c)
. reeve—see Reeve
. separated—see Separated town
. separation from farm lands 18
. urban municipalities, as 1 (v)






. acts not to be done after
31st December 262
application by
. debentures for joint under-
takings, re 268(1)
. declaration of bridge as
county bridge 442(2, 11)
appointment of officers by, after
31st December 262
apportionment of public school
moneys by 330
appropriation by, re publicity . .422
assessment commissioner
appointed by 244(1)
assessors appointed by 243
board of assessors constituted
by 244(1)
bridges maintained by 447
. provisional judicial district,
in 448
by-laws by 386-390, 395, 405,
406, 410, 413
. after 31st December,
prohibition 262
. air harbours and landing
grounds, re 386 ^ 7
. annexation, re 20(7)
. ballot papers, re 94(5, 6)
. conflicting with police village
by-laws 518(3)
. grants for opening, etc.,
highways in adjoining
county 478(1) If 6
. grants for opening, etc.,
highways in adjoining
municipality 478(1) ff 7
. highways, re, approval of. .469(6)
. laying out highway where no
original allowance . . . .463(2, 3)
. opening up highway, where
five per cent reserved . . .491(1)
. parks, etc., in police village,
for 516,517(4)
. polling subdivisions,
re 81(1, 8), 82, 83














. sideline roads in double front
concessions, re 474
. situate within 10 miles of city
not less than 100,000 401
. special rate for Federation of
Agriculture 310(1)
. term of ofiice of council
members, re 77
. townships bordering on cities 407
. townships bordering on cities
not less than
100,000 392,411,412
. townships in unorganized
territory 403, 404





collectors appointed by 243
commutation of statute labour
in police village by 510
composition of 53
consent to purchase of fire en-
gines for police village 514(1)
deputy returning officers




expenditures by for entertaining
civic guests, etc 421
head—see Head of council
joint jurisdiction over boimdary
line, disputes where 465
. county line 466
jurisdiction on separation of
union 40
jurisdiction over boundaries . . .433
lock-ups established by 381(1)
meetings 204-220
first 204(1,3)
urban municipality, in . . .209(2)
members
commissioners, etc., of high-
ways, as 420
contracts with township, void. .57
. disqualification of 56
eligibility for other office ..56(2)
. qualification of 55




. nomination meetings arranged
by 79(l)(a)
. notice to, where electors
exceed 450 81(5)
. organization, when deemed 204(4)
. plans for bridges, submitted
by 452(2)
. poll clerks appointed
by ....79(l)(d).(2)
. polling places appointed
by 79(1) (c), 87(2)
. . default re 88(2)
. polling places fixed by 86
. redivision into wards ordered by 42
. requisition on, to raise sums for
police village 507, 528
. returning officers appointed
by 79(1)(6).(2)
. term of office 11





. adjacent to cities or towns,
annexation of part 17(2, 6)
. amalgamation or annexation of. .20
. ballot papers for 94(3)
. boundaries
. . assumption by county council
as county road 439(3)
. . by-laws re grants for
maintaining 478(1) \ 4
. . joint jurisdiction, disputes
where 465
. . streams as, keeping free from
logs 450
. bridge as county bridge 442
. by-laws by, for grants for open-
ening, etc., roads on bound-
ary lines 478(1)112
clerk—see Clerk of township





erection into cities 17
grants to, for opening, etc.,
highways 478(1) 1[ 3, 5
improvement districts as ... .45(1)
junior—see Junior townships
local municipalities, as 1 (/»)




. parts of, as districts 10
. rating for land in 58(2) (o)
reeve—see Reeve
. representation on county
council 53(4)
. seniority, of united 21
. treasurer, duty re sums for Fed-
eration of Agriculture ..310(4-6)
. unorganized—see Unorganized
townships
. unorganized territory, in
. . annexation to counties 25
. . council of 53(2)
. . grants by, for opening, etc.,
highways in adjoining
municipalities 478(1) If 7
. . incorporation of 23
. . union of 25
. urban municipalities adjoining,
nomination meeting in 67(3)
. urban municipalities, in, polling
place in 86
Traction engines
. by-laws re regulation
of 388(1) 1[ 107
Trades
by-laws re
. noxious 388(1)11 111
. regulation of .. .388(1) 1[ 120-127;
409
licensing of 263(1)








. . highways in police
village 518(1)(A)
. . regulation 388(1) If 107
Traffic sig^ns
. by-laws re 486 fl' 6
Training Schools Act
. society under, grant to ....394f4
Transfers
. debentures, of 335(1,3)
. pension funds, of 386 If 48(A)
Transient traders
. by-laws re licensing of 413 If 13, 14




. advance polls for
. . application of section re 111(17)
. . definition re 111(1) (c)
Transportation areas
. alteration of 21
Transportation commission
. member of
. . disqualified as council
member 56(1) (i^)
. . rights of 56(6)
Transportation system
. board member
. . disqualified as council
member 56(1) (i^)
. . rights of 56(6)
. by-laws re joint operation . . 386 1[ 5
. extension, borrowing by-laws
for 388(1) ir 66
Travelling
. civic business, expenditures for 421
Treasurer
accounts allowed by council . .249
acting treasurer 236(3)
agreements re temporary loans
as charges, signed by ...341(8)
appointment of 236(1)
bank account opened by 239
certificate of taxes paid
by 62(1), 70(9), 72(1) (0




. licences supplied to ...410(l)f2
. payment to, for use of county
jail as lock-up 383
. security by 237(2)
. vacancy in office 237
debentures signed by 333(1)
. cities over 90,000 333(3)
. coupons, on 333(2)
declaration of office 253(1)
defaulters' list prepared by 104(1)
deputy-treasurer 236(2)
. security by 251
entries in Debenture Registry
Book by 335(1,3)
expenses of election officers
paid by 163
dismissal from office 242
liability limited 238(4)
money handled by 238(1)
ownership certificates endorsed
by 335







. local improvements on lands
annexed, re 39(4)
. pension plans, re 38611 48 (^)
returns by, to Department . .241(1)
. penalty for default 241(2)
secretary-treasurer of board of
improvement district as ...45(8)
security by 251
statement by 240
statement of revenues and ex-
penditures signed by 252
statement re sinking fund ..323(1)
. penalty for default 323(2)
township
. commutation money for sta-
tute labour credited in
books of 510(3)
. . duty re sums for Federation
of Agriculture 310(4-6)
. . payment by, of orders of
trustees of police
village 512,513(3)
. vacancy in office 236(3)
Treasurer of Ontario
. money retained by, where
returns not made 250
. payment of reserve fund
moneys to 312(2)
. sinking fund paid to 327(1)
. . Consolidated Revenue Fund,
as 327(2)
. . debt to Treasurer, as . . . .327(4)
. . disposition of 327(5)
. . interest 328
. . investment of 327(3)
Trees
. by-laws re preservation of . .479 If 5




. police villages, in 518(1) (/)
defined 483(1)
land to which appurtenant . .483(3)
penalties for destruction, etc. 483(7)
planting of 483(2)
removal 483(6)
tying of animals to, etc.,
prohibited 483(7)
Truck drivers
by-laws re 415 If 2
Trustee Act




. improvement district, of—see
Improvement district, board
. investments by 312(2), 325
. police villages, for—see Police
village
Tussock moths
. by-laws re destruction
of 388(1) 1[ 73
Unemployment relief
. administration in inter-urban
areas 22
. levies for, on full values, on 309(1)
Union of municipalities






included in "township" l(j)
junior township
. adjoining township, with ... .26
. separation of 28(1-3)
seniority of 27
separation
by-laws, effect on 30
disposition of property upon . .34
effect on officials and sureties 41
junior township, of 28(1-3)
jurisdiction of old council on . .40
liability for debts on 32
name after 28(4)
taxes to belong to remaining
'townships 33
. two 28(5)
unorganized territory, in 25
Universities
. by-laws re
. . endowment of fellowships,
etc 394 IF 2
. . grants to 39411
1
. supporting pupils at 394115
University of Toronto
. by-laws re
. endowment of fellowships,
etc 394112
. . grant to 300(3)(;), 394 ff 1
. supporting pupils at 394 1[ 5
Unorganized territory
. defined 1 (u)
. highways in
. . opening up, where five per
cent reserved 491(1)
. . stopping up, etc 490







. audit of accounts 245(4)
. security by officers 251(7)
municipality in, dissolution of 47(1)
towns in—see Towns
townships in—see Townships
union of townships in, separa-
tion of junior 28(2)
Unorganized townships
annexation to municipalities. .20(1)
boards in, reserve funds of . . . .312
local boards in
. audit of accounts 245(4)
. security by officers 251(7)
school sections in, dissolution
of 47(8)
Unsurveyed territory
boards in. reserve funds of . . . .312
local boards in
. audit of accounts 245(4)
. security by officers 251(7)




. . endowment of fellowships,
etc. 394112
. . grants to 39411
1
. . supporting pupils at 394 If 5
Urban municipalities
annexation of district to, voters*
list where 102
county council meetings in. 209(1)
defined l(i;)
territory annexed to
. qualifications of council
members where 55(4)
. right to vote 65
township adjacent to
. meetings of council 209(2)
. nomination meeting in ... .67(3)
township in, polling place in ... 86
Urinals
public, by-laws re 388(1) 1189
Vacancies in office
aldermen 169, 170(4)
by-election not required ...170(5)
clerk of municipality 233(3)
controllers 225(2)





mayor 170(1, 2), 224, 225(1)






. municipal council, on 164
. new elections where 168
. reeves 170(2)
. treasurer 236(3)
. . county, of 237
. trustee of police village 504
. warden of county 167
Vacant lots
. by-laws re
. . criers and vendors on ...392%
4
. . drainage of 388(1) 1[ 80
. . enclosure of 391 ^ 13
. . regulating vending
on 392 112; 405 1[ 12
Vegetables
by-laws re
. prohibiting forestalling ...392115
. regulating vending 392 1[ 3
. regulating vending in
streets 3921f 2; 405 If 12
. supplies for crops 402 H 9
Vehicles
by-laws re
. children riding behind 388(1) 1[ 94
. hire, drivers of 415 H 2
. hire, licences for ... .4021f 10(a);
406f 1
. licences for wheeled. .388(1) H 109
. runners 402 1[ 7; 403
. sidewalks, on 386 f 46
. sidewalks, on, in police
village S18(l)(c)
. soliciting business on
highways 388(1) f 105
. stands for '. 391^3







. . machinery for loading,
etc 3861f39
. . regulation of 386t40
. . removal of wrecked . . . .386 If 42
Vice-chairman
. board of improvement district,
of 45(7), 46(2)
. Board of Management of inter-
urban administrative area 22(26)
Victorian Order of Nurses
. grants to, by-laws re .-. ...386 If 34
Victualling houses












. debentures for joint under-
takings, re 268(1)
. separation of farm lands
from village 18(1)




assessors appointed by 243
board of assessors constituted
by 244(1)
bridges maintained by 447
. provisional judicial districts,
in 448
by-laws by ... .386-388(1), 389-392,
395, 406, 410, 412-414
. after 31st December,
prohibition 262
. air harbours and landing
grounds, re 386 ^ 7
. annexation, re 20(7)
. assumption of county bridges,
for 435
. ballot papers, re 94(5,6)
. polling subdivisions,
re 81(1, 8), 82, 83
. remuneration of
members 417(1) (c)
. situate within 10 miles of city
not less than 100,000 401





collectors appointed by 243
composition of S3
deputy returning officers




expenditures by for entertain-
ing civic guests, etc 421
head—see Head of council
jurisdiction on erection of town. .40
jurisdiction over boundaries . .433




. commissioners, etc., of high-
ways, as 420
. contracts with village, void ... 57
. disqualification of 56









. qualification of 55
. term of office 77
nomination meetings arranged
by 79(l)(a)
notice to, where electors
exceed 450 81(5)





. default re 88(2)
redivision into wards ordered by 42
returning officers appointed
by 79(1)(&),(2)
. term of office 77
Villages
—
See also Municipal cor-
porations; Local mimici-




. assets and liabilities, adjust-
ment on 36(5, 6)
. to one county 14
area of 13
ballot papers for 94(3)
by-laws by
. grants for opening, etc., roads
on boundary lines ..478(1)1[2
. grants for opening, etc.,
township highways ..478(1) If 3
clerk—see Clerk of village





erection into towns 17
. by-laws, effect on 30
. jurisdiction of old council on. .40
. right to vote 65
. voters' list where 102
erection of 11
. assets and liabilities, adjust-
ment of 36(1-4)
. by-laws, effect of 30
. jurisdiction of old council on. .40
. part of township, from 10
. procedure 12(1)
. real estate, ownership of 37
. right to vote 65
. voters' list where 102
grants to, for opening, etc.,
highways in 478(1) 1[ 5
improvement districts as ....45(1)
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec
Villages—Con.
inhabitants as bodies corporate ..7
local municipalities, as 1(A)




separation from farm lands .... 18






clerk, by 63, 139(3), 281




ballot box sealed after 133
ballot papers relating to two
or more offices 128(2)
contrary to Act, effect ...162(o)
oath of poll clerk after 132
person allowed in polling
places during 123
rejected ballots . . 128(1), 130(1)
secrecy of proceedings .... 143(1)
tie, recount where 139
vote on by-laws, etc.,
re 273 (5, 7), 275, 286
. wilful misconduct 153
disclosure, not compellable .... 148
display, prohibited 145
. inducing voter to 144






. penalty for 154
inter-urban administrative
areas, re 22(2)





. application for 141(1)
. ballots to be recounted . . 141 (5)
. certificate of result 141(10)
. costs 142
. declaration of result ....141(11)
. evidence on 141 (9)
. expenses of judge 142(5)
. making of 141
. notice of 141(3)










. persons allowed to attend 141(4)
. procedure on 141 (8)
. proceedings continuous ..141(7)
. tie, where 139
. wards, by 141 (2)
right to 59-65
. advance polls, re 111(13)
scrutiny of vote on by-law ....289
secrecy of 143-148
. violation, penalty for 154
soliciting on polling day
prohibited 125(1)
. penalty for 125(2)
statement by clerk re 138




. proceedings of deputy return-
ing officer on 114(1), 187





ballots delivered to 114(1)(^)
. wrongful refusal, liability .... 187
ballots not to be displayed
by 144,145
. penalty for violation 154
bribery of—see Bribery
council members, as S5(l)(6)
counting of 127
directions to
. delivery to returning officers. .98
. form of Form 7
. placarding of 98
. vote on by-law, re 282, 283
. . form Form 26
disqualification for arrears of
taxes 388(1) f 65
incapacity to mark ballot
papers 120
. declaration form Form 12
inducing to show ballot 144
. penalty for 154
inside polling place at close of
poll 126
interference with 143(2)
. penalty for 154
name, ascertainment of ..114(l)(a)
oath by
. administration of 115(3)
. advance polls, at 111(14)








. recording of 114(1) (d, e)
. refusal to take 114(1) (e), (2)
. selection of 115(2)
. vote on by-law re 284
procedure on receiving ballot
paper 117(1)
qualifications 58
. election of trustees for police
village, at 503(7)
recording of details re .. 114(1) (t)
right to vote 59-65
. advance polls, re 111(13)
Voters' list See also Defaulters'
list
. certificate re vote by deputy re-
turning officer, etc., attached
to 109(2)
. certificate to enter name on . .58(7)
. . form Form 10
. delivery to deputy returning
officer 105(1)
. destruction, etc., penalty for ...151
. electors determined from ....54(2)
. falsifying, penalty for 149
. inspection of 234(1)
. marked by deputy returning
officer 114(l)(p)
. new municipality, for 102
. placed in ballot box 133
. police village 503(3)
. poll book in lieu of 101
. preparation of 105(2)
. prepared by clerk 103
. production at trial of contested
election 181
. proper 100
. qualification under, for advance
polls 111(13)
. qualifications for 58(1)
. questions not raised re 60
. tenants on . .276(3), 277(3), 278(1)
. vote on by-law, re 279
. vote on money by-law, re 277, 288
. . revision 278
. voter on, as council
member 55(l)(a,&)
Voters' Lists Act
. complaint under 58(5)
. proper list under 100
. revision under 278(3)
. voters' list prepared under . .58(1)













method, explanation of ..114(l)(/i)
municipal council meetings, at
. open 217
. prohibition of members . .218(1)
oftener than entitled
. arrest for 90(2)
. penalty for iSOig)
secrecy—see Secrecy
Voting on by-laws
applicable provisions 272, 285
assent of electors, what deemed 287
ballots re 274,282
. forms Forms 24, 25
by-law re 273(1,5)
casting vote by clerk 281
county by-law 288
date of 273(3)
. notice to state 273(7)
election, as lll(l)(o)
expenditures for works in any
county of union, re 484(2)
mode of 273(1)
money by-law
. notice re 273(6)
. oath by voter 284(2)
. persons qualified to vote on. .276
. ratepayers qualified in more
than one ward 280
. voters' list 277,278
more than one by-law
. one ballot 274
. one notice 273(9)
notice re 273(6, 7)
. more than one by-law . . .273(9)




ratepayers qualified in more
than one ward 280
scrutiny of votes 289
. effect on passing of
by-law 290(3,4)
summing up votes 273(5)
. attendance at 275
. certification of result 286
. notice re 273(7)
time for submission on certain
by-laws 273(4)
voters' list 279
. vote on money by-law .277,278
MUNICIPAL—Con. Sec.
Vouchers
. destruction of, by-laws re . .3861[ 17
Wagons
. children riding behind, by-laws
re 388(1) ir 94
. sidewalks, on, by-laws re . .3861146
Walls
. along highways, insufficiency
of 453(3)
. by-laws re 388(1)117,8
. . fire protection 388(1) H 40, 50
. . indecent placards, etc.,
on 388(1)11117
. . strengthening of 391 1[ 2
War Charities Act, 1939 (Canada)
. patriotic organizations regis-
tered under 387(a)
War memorials
. by-laws re 3861153
War savings committees
. grants to, by-laws re . . . .387(6)(i)
. levies for, on full values . . . .309(1)
Warden
casting vote by 484(2)
election of 206
head of council 228(1)
resignation of 167(1)
vacancy in office 167(2)
warrant by, for apFKjintment of
treasurer pro tern 237
Wards
aldermen, as city council
members 49
assessors or collectors for more
than one 243(4)
election by
. appointment of polling places,
etc 79(1)
ballot papers for W(l)




number of votes by each
selector 108(3)
polling subdivisions 81(1)
separate poll books for
advance polls 1 1 1 (8)
vote on by-law, re 273(2)
vote on money by-law, re ..280













. . redivision upon amalgamation
or annexation 20(6)
. n€\vly erected cities or towns,
in 17(3.4)
. recount of ballots by 141(2)
. towns, in, councillors for 50(3), 51
. village, in, councillors for . . . .53(3)
Warehouses
. by-laws re
. . egress from 388(1) If 13
. . fire accidents 388(1H33
Warrant
. election, penalty for destruc-
tion, etc 151
. entry on land after expro-
priation by-law 348(1)
. new election, for 168(2)
. warden, by, for appointment of
treasurer pro tern 237
Waste-paper boxes
. control of 265(3)
. exclusive right to maintain on
streets 265(1)
. location of 265(2)
Water
by-laws re
. deep 479 f 6
. injury, etc., to 386 f 35
. preservation of 386 f 37
. removal of obstruc-
tions 386 If 41, 42
. street watering 386 f 6
. supply contracts 386f2
police village,
in 511(6), 513(1) (rf), (6)
. . powers of board of trustees
re 530(1)
Water areas
. alteration of 21
Water closets
by-laws re
. cleaning of 388(1) If 79
. closing up 388(1H82
. construction of 388(1) f 77
. construction of buDdings,
on 388(1) f 75
. - public 388(1)189
Water gates
. by-laws re 388(1) If 30
Water pipes
. by-laws re








. . laying along high-
ways 388(1) f 102
. . laying of 402 If 5
Water systems
by-laws re joint operation ..386 If 5
. extension, borrowing by-laws
for 388(1)166
Water tanks
. by-laws re construction of 391 f 15
Water towers
. by-laws re construction of 391 f IS
Watercoxurses
. by-laws re 386 ff 12. 13
. . construction, etc 391 f 4
. . fence crossing 388(1) If 30
. . prohibiting obstruc-
tion 388(1) T 83; 405 f 11
Waterworks
. debentures for, payment
of 298(2) (a)
. extension, borrowing by-laws
for 388(1) If 66
Wax works
. by-laws re licensing of 413 f 5
Weighing machines
. by-laws re
. . coal and coke 392 f 11
. . fees 392 If 10; 405 f 13
. . purchasing, etc.,
of 392 If 9; 405 f 13
Welfare
. administration in inter-urban
areas 22
. general by-laws re 260
Wells
. by-laws re closing up ..388(l)f82
Wharves
by-laws re
. construction, re 386 If 35, 39
. grants for 386 If 28
. injuring, etc.. re 386if 37
. removal of obstruc-
tions 386 If 41, 42
Wheat
. market fees, exemption 393(1)
Widows
. war, by-laws re grants to . .386 If 21
Wife
. elector, as 54(2)
. ratepayer, of, on voters'
list 58(l)(rf),61
. . disqualified from voting on




. by-laws re safety devices .391^16
Wires—See also Electric wires
. by-laws re erection on
streets 388(1)1199,100
Witnesses
. contested election, re 175
. destruction of ballot papers, re 158
. excuse on ground of privilege,
etc 202
. inquiry re quashing by-law for
corrupt practices, on ....295(3)




. . measurement, sold off
market 392 If 13
. . measurement, sold on
market 392ffl2
. . prohibiting forestalling ..3921[S
. . regulating vending 3921(3
Wool
. market fees, exemption 393(1)
Workmen's Compensation Act
. jailers', etc., deemed municipal
employees for purposes of 369(5)
Works
. expenditures for, in any county
of union 484
. expropriation of lands for ....357
. joint, by-laws re 482
. municipal, council member in
charge of 56(3) (e)
police village, in, expenses of . .528
Worm fence
. along highway 486 H 3(o)
Wrecking
. motor vehicles on service sta-
tions, prohibited 338(1) H 122(6, c)
Yards
. by-laws re
. . drainage of 388(1)11 80














See Department of Municipal
Affairs Act; Executive Council
Act; Legislative Assembly





Act, Vol. 3, p. 723.
See also Arbitration Act; Assess-
ment Act; Judicature Act;
'Municipal Act
Act
. applicability of 15(1, 2)
. repeal of by-laws effecting ..15(3)
Actions
. transfer of, to Official
Arbitrator 10
Appeal
. procedure re 7
Arbitration
. claims against municipal cor-
porations, of 1(1)
Arbitration Act
. Official Arbitrator's powers
under 1(2)(&)
Assessor
. appointment of 13(1)
. duty of 13(3)
. fees of 13(4)
. Official Arbitrator to call upon,
when 13(2)
. payment of fees of 13(5)
Award
. filing of 5
By-law
. repeal of, bringing Act into
force 15(3)
Claimant
. death of, effect on pending
reference 2(3)
Costs
. taxing of 11
County court
. Official Arbitrator may be a
judge of 1(2) (o)
County of York
. application of Act to 15(1)
Court of Appeal
. appeals to 7
. filing award, etc., with registrar
of 5
. Official Arbitrator to state
reasons in writing for 4
Death






. appointment and powers 2(2)
Exhibits
delivery of, when no appeal ....9
Fees
. assessor entitled to 13(4)
. Official Arbitrator entitled to 12(6)
. payment of 12(2), 13(5)
. . to Official Arbitrator 6
. recovery of 12(3, 4)
Judicature Act
. Official Arbitrator's powers
under 1(2)(6)
. Rules Committee to have same
powers as under 14
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of, re rules and tariff . . 14
. assessor appointed by 13(1)
. Deputy Official Arbitrator
appointed by 2(2)
. Official Arbitrator appointed
by 1(1)
Mimicipal Act
. disputes re land expropriated
under 1(1)
. effect of, on award 7
. Official Arbitrator's powers
under 1(2) (6)
Municipal corporations
. arbitration of claims against ..1(1)
Official Arbitrator
. appointment of 1(1)
. assessor called upon by -13(2)
. award of, filing of 5
. commencement of proceedings
before 3
. costs awarded by 11
. disability of, as counsel or
solicitor 1 (2) (rf)
. discretion of, re payment of
fees 12(2)
. fees of 12(1)
. fees paid to 6
. officer of Supreme Court,
as l(2)(c)
. powers and duties of 1(2)
. qualifications re 1(2) (o)
. statement of reasons by 4
. transfer of actions to . .' 10
. vacancy in office of, effect 2(1)
Official referee
. Official Arbitrator to have
powers of 1 (2) (&)
Proceedings
commencement of 3




. Official Arbitrator, for ....l(2)(o)
Rules Committee
. power to make rules, etc 14
Supreme Court
. Official Arbitrator an officer
of 1(2)(0
. Official Arbitrator to have
FKJwers of judge of 1 (2) (e)
. vacations of, re computation of
time 8
Time
. computation of 8
Township of York
. application of Act to 15(1)
MUNICIPAL BOARD






See Assessment Act; Judicature







Vol. 3, p. 729.
Application
. quieting order, for 3(1)
copy of, to Department. .3(3) (o)
. . objections to 4
. . particulars of 3(2)
Board
defined 1 (a)
fee fixed by 8
objections heard by 4
quieting order by 2(1)
. effect of S
Definitions
. Board 1(a)
. Department; 1 (6)
. municipality 1(c)
. quieting order 1(d)
Depjutment










. authorization by, re police
village, etc 7 {a)
. copy of application to i{2>){a)
. defined \{h)
. filing of quieting order with . .6(r)
Fees
. payable to Board 8
Hearing
. appointment for, re quieting
order 3(3) (ft)
Municipality
. application on behalf of 7(6)
. defined 1(c)
Ontario Gazette
. publication of quieting order
in 6(&)
Police village
. application by, Department
may authorize 7 {a)
Publication




. appointment for hearing re 2){Z){h)
. Board may make 2(1)
. defined \{d)
. eflfect of 5
. publication of 6(a, &)
. retroactive effect 2(2)
Registry Act
. application of (>{d)
Registry office
. registering quieting order in .6{d)
MUNICIPAL DRAINAGE
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Act; Municipal Act; Munici-
pal Drainage Aid Act; On-
tario Municipal Improvement
'Corporation Act; Provincial









engineer, of, under oath ... 16(1)
. . auditing of 16(2-5)
Actions





court of revision, of 32
alteration of assessment, re . 42
Advances
paying back of, to municipality 89
Affidavits
. referee, before, filing of 99(5)
Amendment
. by-laws, of 69
Appeal
—
See also Court of Appeal;
Court of revision
cost of removal of obstructions,
re 82(3)
court of revision, from 44-50
. assessment altered on 55
. costs of 51, 52
taxation of 52
court of revision, to
assessment altered on 55
costs of 51, 52
. list of 39,40
notice of result of 43
. notice to owner re 37, 38
. taxation of 52
. time of 36
. whom by 35
municipality, of, filing of 97
neighboring municipalities, by .67
owner of low-lying land, by 79(2)
protective work, re TTiZ)
public utility, by 8(24,25)
railway companj-, by 103
referee, from 68(2)
. procedure 117(2)
. time for 117(1)
referee, to 8(10-13), 74(1)
referee's powers re 68(1)
variation of assessment for
maintenance, re 75(3,4)
Applications
. interlocutor}', to referee 96
. referee, to 99
transfer action to referee, to .100
Apportionment
assessment of subdivided parcel,
of 5(4)
Arbitration Act












access bridges, for 8(3, 5)
. a£Fected land shown in 5(1)
alteration of
. adjournment of court of
revision re 42
. . appeals, on 55
. benefit by cut off, for 2(8)
. bridges, for 8(1-5)
. by-laws for 22 ^ 3, 5
. construction, for 2(1)
. culverts, for 8(1,2)
. damage to low-lying land, for 8(9)
. damages and costs payable by
municipalities, of 102(1)




. errors in 19
. farm bridges, for 8(4, 5)
indicated by sums of money .... 6
injuring liability, for 2(4, 7)
. maintenance, for 71-75, 78, 79
nearby lands benefiting, of 60
neighbouring municipality, of 63, 64
. notice of 65
notice of 8(14)
. . alteration of .^. . .42
. complaint to owner re . . . .37, 38
other municipalities, re 13
outlet liability, for 2(5, 7)
overflow damage, for 79




public utility, of 8(22)
pumping works, for 86(1)
purchaser's liability for 92
road allowance on boundary
line, re 62
severance allowance, re 8(5)
subdivided parcel, of 5(2-5)
subsequently connected land,
of 5(6)
tenant's liability for 92
variation of, re maintenance 14, 75
withdrawal from petition, on . .20
Audit





. assumption of 90
Banks
. maintenance by owners of 81
Bench marks
. destruction or removal of 9(3)
. establishment of 9(2)
. recording of 8(16)
Borrowing funds
. by-laws for 22112. 27
. consolidation of 27
Boundary roads
. construction on 61
Bridges
. assessment for 8(1, 2)




. appeal, after 55
. insufficient funds,
when 69(1, 2, 4). 70
. referee's decision, after 98
. surplus funds, when ...69(3), 70
assessment for bridges and
culverts, for 8(2)
award drains, for 90
commissioners appointed by 86(1)
commissioners powers under 86(2)
consolidation of borrowing
funds, for 27
costs of publication or service of 91
debentures for maintenance,
for 88(1)
engineer's report not filed in
time, when 8(19)
form of Form 2
inspector appointed by 82(2)
maintenance, for 78. 81
municipal council allowed to
pass 22
neighbouring municipalities, by. .66
obstruction removal, for 83
publication of 24
publisher's duties re 24(2)
quashing of, application
re 24(0,25
. failure of 26
referee's powers re 95(3)
service of, by registered mail . .25
validity of 21
Clerk of court of referee








. alteration of assessments by ....55
. appeals from court of revision,
re 45-49
auditing of engineer's account,
re 16(2-5)
. clerk of court of revision, as 31(1)
. conservation authority notified
by 8(15)
. directions by, re assessment
of subdivided parcel 5(2, 3)
. notice by
. . assessment, of 8(14)
. . compensation, of 8(14)
. . complaint to owner, by . . . 37, 38
. notice to persons assessed by . .17
. oath of court of revision
member before 29
. publication of by-laws, by 24
. referee's decision sent to 107
. report of engineer filed with ... 15
Commissioners
. maintenance, for 86
. powers of 86(2)
Compensation
. notice of 99(3)
. . service of 99(4)
. owner of low-lying lands, to .... 79
Conservation Authorities Act
. appeal by authority under . .8(13)
. notice to authority under ...8(15)
Consolidation
. borrowing funds, of 27
Construction
. defined 1 (c)
Costs
. abandonment of drainage work,
re 68(3)
. appeal to referee, re 8(11,12)
. appeals, of 51, 52
. artificial obstruction removed, re 85
. assessment of engineer's 5(5)
. damage claims, on 99(7, 8)
. embanking, of 86(1)
. expenses under Act, of 91
. maintenance of extended
construction, of 72(2)
. plans, specification and
estimates, as 7
. public utility to pay excess
of 8(22)
. publication of by-laws, of 91
. pumping works, of 86(1)
. references, of 91







security for, re appeals to
referee 8(12)
service of by-laws, of 91
. tariff of 120
taxing of, by referee 113
Coimty
. defined 1(b)





referee to use 109
Court of Appeal—See also Appeals
. appeal from referee to 68(2), 74(1)
. decision of 101
. determination by, of sum pay-
able by neighboring
municipality 66
. mandamus for maintenance
in 80(2,3)
statement of special knowledge
of referee to 105
Court of revision—See also
Appeals
adjournment of 32
. alteration of assessment, after 42
appeals from 44-50
appeals to
. cost of 51,52




determination by, of liability 2(4, 5)
evidence in 33
limitation on member of ...30(2)
list of appeals to 39, 40
meeting of 32
members of 28
municipal council as 28
notice of sitting of 24(1), 25
oath of members of 29
persons who may appeal to ... .35
prior assessments considered by 41
quorum of 30(1)
summons to witness 31(2)
time for holding of 36
trial of complaints—see Appeals
variations in assessment for
maintenance by 75(1)
witness failing to attend at 34






. engineer's report on 11
Creek
. covered drainage work, as 11
. maintenance of 77(3)
Culverts
. assessment for 8(1, 2)
. enlargement or construction of 8(1)
Cut off
. assessment for benefit by ... 2(8)
Damages
. added to actual costs, when 102(4)
. costs on 99(7,8)
. municipality in default,
when 102(2)
. payable by municipalities ...102(1)
settlement of 102(3)
Dams
. removal of 85
Debentures
. assessment paid before issue of.. 57
. further issue of 69
. maintenance, for 88
. Municipal Drainage Aid Act,.
under 70
. principal and interest in one sum 56
. validity of 58
. . extent of 59
Declaration
. publisher, by 24(2)
. service of by-laws, re 25
Definitions .
. construction 1(c)
. county 1 (6)
. county court 1(c)
. court of revision 1 (d)
. initiating municipality 1(«)




. municipality 1 (k)
. outlet liability 2(5)
. owner 1 (»)
. public utility l(j)
. referee 1 (k)
. reference 1(/)
. relief 1 (m)
. roads 72(3)
. sufficient outlet l(n)
Disposal
. waste from construction, of . .8(7)
Disputes







Ditches and Watercourses Act
. award drains under 90
Embanking
. commissioners for 86
. drainage by 2(3)
. privately done 87
Embankments
. injury to 84
Engineer
. access bridges provided by. .8(3,5)
. access by, to private land ....9(1)
. accounts of, under oath 16(1)
- affected land shown in assess-
ment of 5(1)
. appeal by neighbouring munici-
pality from report of 67
. appeal to referee re report
of 8(10-13)
. assessment by
. . land subsequently connected 5(6)
. . of nearby lands 60
. . subdivided parcel 5(2-5)
. assessment for cut off benefit
by 2(8)
. assessments distinguished by 12(1)
. auditing of accounts of 16(2-5)
. bench marks established by ..9(2)
. bench marks recorded by . . . .8(16)
. bridges constructed by 8(1, 2)
. consideration of report of 18
. construction beyond munici-
pality continued by 63
. costs re low-lying land deter-
mined by 8(9)
. costs re road allowances
determined by 10
. . boundary line, on 62
. culverts constructed by ....8(1,2)
. determination by, of disposal
of waste 8(7)
. estimates by 2(1), 7
. examination, etc., by 2(1)
. farm bridges provided by ..8(4,5)
. Highway Improvement Act,
appointment of, under 2(2)
. indication of assessment by 6
. injuring liability determined
by 2(4)
. insufficient funds provided,
determined by 69(2)
. interference with 9(2)
. maintenance after examination
by 77









outlet liability determined by. .2(5)
overflow damage assessed by . .79
owner's maintenance appor-
tioned by 81 (2), 82
plans by 2(1), 7
prior assessment considered
by 12(2)
public utility served with
report of 8(23)
referee may summon 95(2)
report of—see Report
severance allowance by 8(5)
specifications by 2(1), 7
time for filing report of 8(17)
. failure of 8(18,19)
value of private ditch deter-
mined by 8(6)
. value of pumping station site
determined by 8(8)
. variations in assessment for
maintenance by 14, 75
Errors
. assessment or report, in 19
Estimates
access bridges, for 8(3, 5)
bridges, for 8(1,2)
culverts, for 8(1,2)
damage caused by waste
included in 8(7)
farm bridges, for 8(4, 5)
low-lying land damaged, for . .8(9)
neighbouring municipalities, to . .65
pumping station site, for 8(8)
road allowances, re 10
Evidence
. court of revision, in 33
. referee, before 112
Extended construction
. maintenance of 72, 73(2)
Farm bridges
. assessment for 8(4,5)
Fees
. clerk of referee's court, of 104(3, 4)
. judge, of 53
. peace officers, for 110
. referee's court, in 114, 115
witness at appeal from court
of revision, of 49(2)





. by-laws, of Form 2
. list of appeals to court of
revision, of 40
. notice of complaint to owner, of 37
. oath of engineer or surveyor,
of 4(1)
. oath of member of court of
revision, of 29
. petition for drainage work,
of Form 1
. referee's decision, of 108
. summons to witness by court
of revision, of 31(2)
General fluids
. damages and costs paid
from 102(2,3)
. maintenance of construction by 78
. paying back advances from ... .89
Government construction
. maintenance of 73
Hearing
. referee, before 99
Highway Improvement Act
. drainage of highway under ...2(2)
Ice










. maintenance by 71, 72, 73(1)
Injunction
. referee, before 99
. referee, by 95(2)
Injuring liability
. assessment for 2(4, 7)
. defined 2(4)
Injury to drainage work
. penalty for 84
Inspector
. appointment of 82(2)
. notice by, of obstructions . . 82(1)
. obstructions removed by 83
Interest
. added to principal re debentures 56
Interlocutory applications
. referee, to 96
Judge
. account of engineer audited
by 16(2-5)








. appeals from court of revision
to 44-50
. . costs of 51,52,54
. cost of removing obstructions
appealed to 82(3)
. defined 1(/)
. fees and expenses of S3
. injuring liability determined
by 2(4)
. outlet liability determined by. .2(5)
. referee, as 99(2)
Judgment
. appeals from court of revision,
of, time of 48
Judicature Act
. referee's powers under 95(1)
. referee's tenure of office
under 93(4)
. rules made under 118
. shorthand writers' salaries
under 104(7)
Jurisdiction
. referees, of 93(7)
Land
. access of engineer, etc., to ....9(1)
. both sides of boundary, on 61
. by-laws for assessment of ... .22113
. by-laws re benefit for 22^ 5
. defined 72 3)
. low-lying
. . assessment of compensation
for low 8(9)
. . compensation to owner of .... 79
. nearby, benefiting 60
. subsequently connected, assess-
ment of 5(6)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. evidence before referee deter-
mined by 112
. referees appointed by ...93(1), 94
Lists
. appeals to court of revision,
of 39,40
Maintenance
. commissioners for 86
. county drainage work, of 73
. debentures for 88
. defined 1 (g)
. embanking, of 86, 87
. examination by engineer, after . . 77
. extended construction, of 72, 73(2)
. failure of, liability for 80(4)








. general funds drainage work,
of 78.79
. government drainage work, of . . 73
. initiating municipality,
by 71,72,73(1)
. liability of municipality for
failure of 80(4)
. mandamus to compel 80
. natural stream, creek or
w^atercourse, of 77(3)
. notice of 74
. Ontario Drainage Act, under.. 77 (3)
. overflow damage, when 79
. owner's duties of 81, 82
. protective works, of 77(,2)
. pumping works, of 86, 87
. statute labour construction,
of 78,79
. variation of original assessment
for 75
. variations in assessment for 14
. without engineer's report 76
Mandamus
. maintenance compelled by 80
. referee, before 99
. referee, by 95(2)
Mechanical operation
. drainage by 2(3)
Meetings
. court of revision, of 32
. municipal council, of 17-20
Moneys
. assessment indicated by, on plan. .6
Municipal Act







. assumption of pumping works,
etc., by 87
. award drain assumed by 90
. by-laws allowed by 22
. consolidation of borrowing
funds by 27
. court of revision, as 28
. debentures for maintenance by . .88
. meeting of 17-20
. report of engineer considered
by 18






Municipal Drainage Aid Act
. debentures under 70






. amending by-law of, on
referee's decision . .
. appeal of, filing of 97
. construction beyond limits of . . .63
. damages and costs payable by. .102
. default of, for damages and
costs 102(2)
. defined 1(h)





. maintenance of 77(3)
Natural watercourses






amendment of by-laws for . . .69(2)
appeals by 67
assessment in 63, 64
notice to 65
. re maintenance 74(1)
payment for maintenance by. .74(2)
payments over by 66
Newspapers
. by-laws published in 24(1)
. copies of, to all assessed
persons 24(2)
Notice
alteration of assessment, of 42
appeal by neighbouring
municipality, of 67





audit of engineer's account,
of 16(4)
by-laws, of 24, 25
compensation, of 8(14)
conservation authority, to . . . .8(15)
court of revision sitting,
of 24(1), 25
filing of referee's decision, of . . . 106
maintenance, of 74







owner, to, re complaint of
assessment 37, 38
. persons assessed, to 17
proceedings before referee,
of 99(3.4)
. referee's powers re 95(2)
. remove obstructions, to 82
result of appeals to court of
revision, of 43
Oath
. accounts of engineer under . . . 16(1)
. engineer or surveyor, of 4(1)
. . failure to take 4(2)
member of court of revision, of. .29
Obstructions
artificial, removal of 85
by-laws for removal of 83
liability for 82
owner not liable for 83
penalty for 84
Ontario Drainage Act
. maintenance under ... .73(1), 77(3)
. referees for 93(1)
Ontario Municipal Board
. referee, as. 94
Order
. judgment, for, referee's
decision as 108
Outlet liability
assessment for 2(5, 7)
. defined 2(5)
Overflow
. assessment for 79
. snow or ice, by 80(5)
Owners
assessment paid by, before
debentures issued 57
. defined l(i)
maintenance duties of 81,82
. non-maintenance by 81(1), 82
. notice of complaint to 37, 38
Payment
advances, of 89
. damage caused by disposal of
waste, for 8(7)
neighbouring municipalities, by . .66
notice of 8(14)
. private ditch, for 8(6)
pumping station site, for 8(8)
severance allowance, of . 8(5)
Peace officers






. bench mark destroyed or
removed, for 9(3)
. failure of engineer to file
report, for 8(18)
. failure of witness to attend
court of revision, for 34
. obstructing engineer, for 9(3)





. award drains, re 90
. certain owners not to count in 2(6)
. drainage works, for 2(1)
. form of Form 1
. report filed within six months
of 8(17-19)
. signing of 18
. validity of by-laws based on 21
. withdrawal from 18
. effect of 20
Plans
engineer, by 2(1), 7
Principal
interest added to debentures for. .56
Prior assessments




appeals from referee, for . . . .117(22
referee, before ;-r.99
referee's powers re 95
rules of 119
. Rules Committee, by 118
Protective works






appeal to referee by 8(24, 25)
assessment of 8(22)
copy of engineer's report to . .8(23)
defined 1 (/)
drainage work by 8(20)
option not exercised by 8(21)
Publication
. amending by-laws, of 70
. by-laws, of 24
. costs of 91
Publisher
. duties of, re by-laws 24(2)
Pumping





. allowance for site of 8(8)
. commissioners for 86(1)
. injury to 84
. privately owned 87
Purchaser of land




court of revision, of 30(1)
Railway company
appeal by 103
land of, drainage work on 103
report to 103(1)
Referee
absence or illness of 93(8)
actions transferred to 100
amending by-law after decision
of 98
appeal from 68(2), 74(1)
. mandamus, re 80(2)
procedure 117(2)
. time for 117(1)
appeals to
. conservation authority, by. .8(13)
. excessive cost of drainage
work, re 8(11.12)
. low-lying lands, re 79(2)
. neighbouring municipalities,
by 67. 68(1). 74(1)
. owner of land, by 8(10-12)
. protective works, re 77 {2)
. public utility, by 8(24, 25)
. railway company, by 103
applications to 99
appointment of 93(1)
clerk of the court of 104(2-5)
cost of artificial obstruction
removal determined by 85
court house used by 109
Court of Appeal, subject to 101
decision of
. copy to municipalities 107
. filing of 106
. form of 108




fees in court of 114, 115
injuring liability determined
by 2(4)







. limit on activities of 93(5)
. Ontario Municipal Board as ....94
. outlet liability determined by . .2(5)
. peace officers to aid 110
. powers of 95
. proceedings before 99
. proceedings on view by 105
. qualifications of 93(3)
. rules and practice in court of ... Ill
. rules by 119
. salary of 93(6)
. shorthand writers at court of 104(7)
. special knowledge of 105
. Supreme Court officer, as . . . .93(2)
. taxation of costs by 113
. term of office of 93(4)
. variations in assessment for
maintenance by 75(3)
Reference









. consideration of 18
. copy of, to public utility 8(23)
. errors in 19
. filing of 15
. maintenance after 77
. railway company, to 103(1)
. referee may amend 95(3)
. referred back to the engineer .... 19
. time for filing of 8(17)
. . failure of 8(18,19)
. unessential, when 77(5)
Road
. by-laws for assessment of.... 22 H 3
. by-laws re benefit for 22 1[ 5
. drainage of 2(2)
Road allowance
. boundary line or, construction on 62
. clearing and spreading earth on. . 10
. maintenance re 73(3)
Road superintendent
. appointed under Highway
Improvement Act 2(2)
Rules
. referee, by 119
. referee's court, in Ill
. Rules Committee, by 118
Rules Committee




. costs of appeal to referee, for 8(12)
Service
. by-laws, of 25
. costs of 91
. notice of complaint to owner, of 38
Severance allowance
. engineer, by 8(5)
Shorthand writers
. referee's trial, at 104(7)
Snow
. liability for overflow of 80(5)
Specifications
. engineer, by 2(1), 7
Stamps
. fees paid by 114, 115
. referee's decision, on 116
Statute labour
. maintenance of construction by.. 78
Stream
, covered drainage works, as 11
Subdivided parcel
. assessment of 5(2-5)
Subpoenas
. witnesses, for referee's court,
for 104(6)
Sufficient outlet
. defined 1 (n)
Siunmons
. court of revision, by, form of 31(2)
Supreme Court
. referee has powers of a judge
of 95(2)
. referees as officers of 93(2)
. rules and practice of HI
. shorthand writer as officer of 104(7)
Surplus fimds
. amending by-law on 69(3)
Surveyor—See Engineer
Tariff
. costs, of 120
Taxation
. costs of appeals, of 52
. . referee, by 113
Tenant
. liability of, for assessment 92
Time
. appeal from referee, for 117(1)
. appeals from court of revision,
for 46
. appeals to court of revision, for. .36






. debentures for maintenance,
of 88(2)
. filing engineer's report, for . . .8(17)
. . failure re 8(18,19)
. holding court of revision, for ... .36
. judgment on appeal from court
of revision, for 48
mandamus, for 80(3)
Validity
. by-law, of 26
. debentures, of 58










. . appeal from 8(13)
. . notice of 8(15)
Witnesses
. failing to attend at court of
revision 34
. fees in court of revision of . . 31(3)
. fees re appeals from court of
revision 49(2)
. referee's court, for 104(6)





Act, Vol. 3, p. 781.
See also Municipal Drainage Act
Advances
. account, on 5
Application
. purchase of debentures, for . . .1(1)
. . form of 1 (2)
Arrears
. assessment for 7(2)
. first charge, as 7(3)
Assessment
. arrears in annual payments,
for 7(2)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. investment of surplus of 4(1)
Council members




. application for purchase of 1
authorization of purchase of . .4(1)
. valid, when 6
Default
annual payments, in 7(2)
interest rate for 7(1)
treasurer's duties, re 7(4)
Forms





. default, for 7(1)
. investment, of 4(2)
Investments
certification of, unnecessary 3
. Consolidated Revenue Fund,
from 4(1)
. interest rate of 4(2)
. investigation of 2
Lands
. liability of, to municipality . . . .7(7)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. advances authorized by 5
. purchase of debentures
authorized by 4(1)
. regulations and forms
prescribed by 8
. report to 2
Minister of Public Works
. report by 5
Municipal Drainage Act
. by-laws for undertaking works,
under 1(1)
Municipal ofiBcers
. liability of 7(5)
Pasmients
. annual
. . default in 7(2)
. . treasurer by 7(1)
Regiilations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 8
Township coimcil
. application by, for purchase of
debentures 1
Treasiu-er
. annual payments by 7(1)
. duty re default of 7(4)





. annual payments to 7(1)
application to, for purchase of
debentures 1(1)
. investments not certified by 3
. report of 2
Validity




ways Act, Vol. 3, p. 785.




. operation of railway by
Commission, re 21(2)
Actions
. Commission, against 24
Agent
. Commission as, of corporation's . . 2
. operation of railway by Com-
mission as 21(1)
Agreements
. association and Commission,
between, re operation of
railway 21
. association and corporations,




. . by-laws re 6,7
. . construction and operation
of railway, re 3
. . failure to pass by-law or
execute agreement 8
. . form of Form 1
. . salaries of members of
associations, re 9(13)
. . variation of 27
. corporations and Commission,
between, condition re 4
. sale of railway, re 26(2)
Apportionment
surplus on deficit, of, by
association 16(3)
Association—See also Members of
association
. actions against 24
. agreements with Commission





. agreements with corporations
re extension into adjacent
municipality 3(3) (c), 19(1)
annual report of 9(14)
bonded debt assumed by 14
bonds issued by 12
composition of 9(4)
construction and equipment by
. agreements re 3(2)(/)
. failure to pass by-law or




. application of Railways Act to . .20
apportionment of surplus or
deficit, re 16(3)
. deficits, re 16(2)
. surplus revenue, re 16(1)
tolls regulated by IS
trust corporations appointed by.. 10
Assumption of debt
. association, by 14
Attorney-General
. consent re actions against
Commission 24
Bonded debt
. association assuming 14
Bonds of association—See also
Bonded debt
. debentures held as security
for 11(3)
. enforcement of payment of . . 12(6)
. extensions into adjacent
municipalities, re 19(4)
. first charge, as 12(5)
. hypothecation of 12(9)
. issue of 12(1, 2, 3)
. purchase of, from sinking
fund 12(8)
. raising of sinking fund
postponed 12(7)
. securing of 12(4)
. sinking funds invested in 17
Bonds of Commission
. repayable on sinking fund plan.. 13
Books and records
operation of railway by
Commission, re 21(2)
Branch lines
. bonds of association issued
for 12(2)(<:)






. agreements, re 6, 7
. . failure to pass approving 8
. extension of railway, re .... 19(1, 2)
. sale of railway, re 26(1)
Canada
. sinking funds invested in bonds
of 17
Certificates
engineers, of, re physical
condition of railway 9(14)
Chairman
. association, of
. . appointment of 9(12)
. . salary 9(13)
. representatives, of 9(3)
Charge
. trust deed creating 12(4, 5)
Commission
. agreements with association re
operation of railway 21
. agreements with corporations,
conditions re 4
. bonds of, repayable on sinking
fund plan 13
. construction and equipment by,
failure to pass by-law re 8
. defined 1(b)
. expropriation by 22
. investigation by, on request of
corporations 2
. liability of, re errors in estimates 25
. power supplied by - 5(2)
. powers of, application of
Railways Act to 20
Compensation
. expropriation, on 22(2)
Construction
. agreements among corporations
re 3(1)
. Commission, by
. . agreements re 4(6)
. cost of, investigation re 2(a)
. failure to pass by-law or
execute agreement, on 8
. provisions of Act, re, applica-
tion to purchased railways . .5(1)
. right of way of Commission,
on agreements re 4(c)
Contracts—See Agreements
Corporations
. agreements among, re construc-
tion and operation of railway . .3






. borrowing powers of 18
. by-laws submitted to electors
by 6,7
. debentures deposited by, on
assumption of bonded debt ... 14
. debentures issued by 11
. deficiencies made up by 16(2)
. defined 1(c)
. failing of, to pass by-law or
execute agreement 8
. powers re sale of railway 26
. requesting Commission to
investigate 2
. surplus revenue paid to 16(1)
Cost
construction and operation, of
. agreements re 9(2) (c)
. by-laws, in 7(a)
. investigation re 2(a)
maintenance and operation, of,
in by-laws 7(c, d)
Coimcil of corporation
. resolution of
. . appointment of representa-
tives, re 9(2)
. . expressing desire to proceed
with undertaking 8(1)
Debentxires
. collateral security, held as ...11(3)
. deposit of, with trust corporation. .8
. . agreements re 3(2)(d)
. . assumption of bonded debt, on 14
. . extensions, re 19(5)
. extensions into adjacent
municipalities, re 19(4)
. issue of 11(1,2)
. . agreements re 3(2) (d)
. . increase in borrowing powers
of corporations, as 18
. repayable on sinking fund plan . . 13
Deficits
. powers of association re 16(2)
Definitions
. association 1 (a)
. Commission 1 (b)
. corporation 1(c)
. trust corporation 1 (d)
Economic value
. railway, of, investigation re . . .2(e)
Enforcement
. payment of bonds, of 12(6)
Engineers
certificates of, re physical





. agreements re 3(1, 2) (b), 4(b)
. cost of, investigation re 2(a)
. failure to pass by-law or
execute agreements, on 8
. provisions of Act, re, applica-
tion to purchased railways . 5(1)
Examinations
. Commission, by 2
Execution of agreements
. directed in by-laws 6(1)
. failure of, by corporation 8
Expense
. investigations by Commission,
of 2
Extensions
. adjacent municipalities, into 19
. . agreements re 3(3) (c)
. bonds of association issued
for 12(2)(&)
. Commission, by, agreements re 4(b)
. debentures to raise money
for 11(2) (6)
Expropriation
. association or Commission, by . .22
Fares




. variation of 27
Head of council
. meetings called by 9(1)
Hypothecation
. bonds of association, of 12(9)
Incorporation
. members of association, of . . . .9(9)
Inquiries
. Commission, by 2
Interest
. bonds of association, on 11(3), 12(1)
. debentures, on 11(1,3)
. . assumption of bonded debt,
on 14(2)
. payments re deficits, on 16(2)
Investigation
. Commission, by 2
Investment
. sinking funds, of 17
Land






. . agreements re 3(3)(&)
. . power supplied by
Commission 5(2)
. . provisions re maintenance
to apply to 5(1)
Liability




. variations in form of agreement
approved by 27
Location of railways
. agreements re 3(2) (o)
Maintenance
. failure to pass by-laws or
execute agreements, on 8(2)
. provisions of Act, re, applica-
tion to leased or purchased
railways 5(1)
Management
railway, of, agreements re. .3(2) (g)
Meetings
called by head of council 9(1)
Members of association
. appointment of 9(8)
. election of 9(5, 6, 7)
. incorporation of 9(9)
. members of council as 9(11)
. quorum of 9(12)
. salaries of 9(13)
. term of office of 9(4)
. vacancies 9(10)
Members of council
. members of association, as . . 9(11)
Municipal Act
. borrowing powers under 18
. publication of by-laws under . .6(2)
. voting on by-laws under 26(1)
Notice
. appointment of trust
corporation, re 10
. meeting, re 9(1)
. resignation of member of
association, re 9(10)
Ontario











. cost of, investigation re 2(a)
. failure to pass by-laws or
execute agreements, on 8(2)
. provisions of Act, re, applica-
tion to leased or purchased
railways 5(1)
Population
. municipalities served by rail-
way, of, investigation re . . . .2(r)
Power Commission Act
. acquisition of right of way
under 3(3)(c)
. localities which may be supplied
under 2
. power supplied under 5(2)
Prosecutions
. Commission, against 24
Province
. liability of, re errors in estimates 25
Public Works Act
. compensation under 22(2)
. expropriation under 22(1)
Publication
. by-laws and agreements, of . . .6(2)
Purchase of railways
. agreements re 3(3) (6)
. power supplied by Commission 5(2)
. provision re construction to
apply to 5(1)
Quonmi
. members of association, of . . 9(12)
Railways Act
. application of 23
. . powers of association, to 20
. compensation under 22(2)
. expropriation under 22(1)
Remimeration
. members of association, of . . .9(13)
Reports
. annual, of association 9(14)
. Commission, of 2
Representatives
. appointment of 9(2)
. appointment of chairman of . . .9(3)
Reserve fund
. surplus revenue retained as ..16(1)
Resignation
. member of association, of . . . .9(10)
Resolutions
. corporations, of
. . appointment of representa-
tives, re 9(2)








. . requesting Commission to
investigate 2
. . salaries, re 9(13)
. representatives, of, re appoint-




. . recital of, in by-laws 7(«)
. . report of Commission re 2(d)
Right of way
. Commission, of, agreements re
construction on . .3(3)(a), (4)(c)
Salaries
. members of association, of . . .9(13)
Sale
. railways, of, by corporations .... 26
Secretary
. meeting of representatives, at. .9(3)
Secretary of association
. notice of resignation filed
with 9(10)
Security
. bonds secured by trust deed
as 12(4)
. debentures held as 11(3)
Sinking fund
. bonds of association, re .... 12(7, 8)
. investment of 17
. plan of, debentures and bonds
repayable on 13
Special Act
. application of, to powers of
association 20
. borrowing powers under 18
Steam railways
. power supplied by Commission
re 5(2)
Supply of power
. Commission, by, agreements
re 4(a)
Surplus revenue
. application of 16(1)
Tariffs of tolls
. powers of association re 15
Term of office
. members of association, of . . .9(4)
Terms
. power supply, re, agreements
to contain 3(2) (e)
Tolls





. appointment of 10
. charge in favour of 12(4)
. debentures deposited
with 3(2)(rf),8, 11(1)
. . assumption of bonded debt, on 14
. . extensions, re 19(5)
. defined l(rf)
. duty re investment of sinking
funds 17
Trust deed
. charge created by 12(4)
Vacancies
. membership of association,
in 9(10)
Vice-chairman of association
. appointment of 9(12)
. salary of 9(13)
Vote
. by-laws, re 6
. . extension of railway, re . . . .19(2)
. . sale of railway, re 26(1)
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See also Municipal Act; Ontario
Municipal Board Act; Public
Utilities Act; Railways Act
Act
. inapplicable to
. . by-law approved by
Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 6{d)
. . by-law of short duration . . . .6(c)
. . gas lines for other
municipalities 6(a)
. . works for other
municipalities 6(b)
Appeal
. decision, from, re certificate . . .8(4)
. judgment on, re gas 8(6)
. rules and practice re 8(7)
By-laws
. approved by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 6(d)
. electrical power supply, re 2
. extension, etc., of franchise,
re 3(4),S(2)
. extension of existing works,
re 5(1)




. police village, in 3(3)
. public utility, re 3(1)
. short duration, of 6(c)
. . extension of 7
Certificates
. public need, of, re gas 8(2, 3)
. . time for issuing 8(5)
City
. consent of, to local municipality . .4
Court of Appeal
. appeals to 8(4)
. rules and practice in 8(7)
Definitions
. franchise 1 (a)
. gas 1(b)
. highway 1 (c)
. public utility l(<f)
Electric light
. electors' consent to supply of. .3(1)
Electrical power
. electors' consent to contract. .2, 3(1)
Extension
. by-law of short duration, of 7
. existing works, of 5(1)
. . exception 5(2)
. franchise, of 3(4), 5(2)
Franchise
. defined 1(a)
. electors' consent to establish-
ment of 3(1)
. extension or renewal of . .3(4), 5(2)
. police village, re 3(3)
Gas
. defined 1(b)
. electors' consent to supply of . .3(1)
. jurisdiction, etc., re 8(3,4)
. line where Act inapplicable . . .6(a)
. supply of, approval for 8(1)(6)
. works where Act inapplicable. .6(b)
Heat
. electors' consent to supply of . .3(1)
Highway
. defined 1(c)
. electors' consent to use of . . . 3(1)
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario
. general franchise of 3(2)
Judgment
. appeal, on, re gas 8(6)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
approval of, re supply
. . gas. of 8(1)(&)





. by-law approved by, Act
inapplicable to 6(d)
. condition re approval for gas
by 8(2)
Local municipality
. seeking consent of city 4
Municipal Act
. referred to 2
Natural gas
. supply of, approval for ... .8(1) (a)
Notice
. city, to, re franchise 4
Oil
. line where Act inapplicable . . .6(b)
Ontario Municipal Board
. appeal from decision of, re
certificate 8(4)
. by-law of short duration
approved by 6(c)
certificate for gas licence 8(2)
. . time for issuing 8(5)
. judgment on appeal from
decision of 8(6)
. jurisdiction re gas 8(3)
. proceedings of, re gas 8(7)
. right of, to override city's
objection 4
Ontario Mimicipal Board Act
. referred to 8(7)
Police village
. by-law in 3(3)
Public utility
. consent of electors to 3(1)
. defined 1(d)
Renewal
. franchise, of 3(4), 5(2)
Steam
. electors' consent to supply of. .3(1)
Supreme Court
. application of rules and practice
of 8(7)
Transportation system
. electors' consent to establish-
ment of 3(1)
Waterworks
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See also Assessment Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Municipal Health
Services Act; Public Health
Act
Agreements
. municipal health services, re . 2(1)
. termination of 15(3)
Amount
. taxes, of, payable to Board 9
Assessment Act




duties and powers of
. administration of moneys, re 4(3)
. passing of agreements, re . . .4(4)
. regulations re 17(c)
organization of 4(1)
By-laws
. amendment of 15(2)
. establishment of plan, re 2(1)
. introduction of, upon approval
of plan 2(2)
. termination of 15(3)
. vote on 3
Collection
. personal tax, of 6(3)
. property tax, of 7
Committee
. municipal council, of 5
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. expenses and contribution paid
from 13
Contributions
. Province, by 12
. . regfulations re 17(d)
Dates
. regulations re, of payment of
rates or taxes 17(g)
Definitions
. Board 1(a)
. Minister 1 (6)
. municipal health services 1(d)
. municipality 1(c)
Employers
. deduction of tax by 6(5)
. return from, re taxpayers 6(4)
Establishment






. regulations re, from
taxation \7{h,i,k)
Forms
. regulations re 17(o)
Husband
. liability of, for tax 6(2)
Inspectors
. regulations re 17(m)
Levy
. personal tax, of 6(1)
. property tax, of 7
Liability
. municipality, of
. . Board, to 9
. . county, to 10
. personal tax, for 6(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. appointment of Board members
by 4(1)
. approval by
. . agreements by Board of 3
. . Minister's regulations, of 17
. . plan of municipal health
services 15(1)
. directing contributions by
Province 12
. disposal of moneys by, on
termination 16
. provision by, re unorganized
territories 11
. termination of plan by 15(3)
Minister
. defined 1(h)
. regulations by 17
Moneys
. disposal of, on termination
of plan 16
Mimicipal Act





. contributions to, by Province . . . 12
. defined 1 (c)
Parent
. liability of, for tax 6(2)
Personal tax
. deduction of, by employers . . . .6(5)
. . returns re 6(4)




. levy and collection of 6(1)
. liability for 6(2)
. payment of 6(3)
Plan
. alteration of 15(1)
. approval of 2(2)
. by-laws for 2(1)
. further vote on 14
. termination of 15(1, 3)
Property tax
. collection of 7
. entries in assessment rolls re. 8(1)
. levy of 7
preparation of assessment roll
in advance re 8(2)
Reduction
. regulations re
. . taxes charged by error, of . .17(/)
. . taxes, of 17(t)
Regulations
. duties and powers of Board, re 4(3)
. Minister, by 17
Report
. regulations re, by Board . . . .17(m)
Residents
. defining, regulations re 17(e)
. provision re, in unorganized
territories 11
. regulations re liability and
rights of 17(/)
Vote
. by-law, on, re personal and
property tax 3(2-4)









See Mortmain and Charitable










See Companies Act; Insurance
Act
NAMES
See Change of Name Act
NATIONAL ANTHEM







See Fuel Supply Act; Gas and
Oil Leases Act; Gasoline
Handling Act; Mining Act;
Mining Tax Act; Municipal
Franchises Act; Natural Gas
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Actions
. orders, etc., of Minister or
Referee as defence to 10(1)
. recovery of debts to Crown by . . 17
. things done under Act, re 16
Appeal
. decisions of Referee, from 19
Application of Act
. artificial gas, to 31
. existing contracts, to 27(1)
. owners using gas for own
purposes, to 28
Applications
. Referee, to 8
Argon
. conservation of 5
Assistant Natural Gas
Commissioner
. appointment of : 12
. defined 1 (a)
. duties of 15
Commissioner
. actions against 16





. delegation of Minister's duties
to 14
. power re oaths, aflRdavits 25
. powers of, re lands and works ... 17
. remuneration of 13
Consumption
. control of 2
Contracts
. alteration of rights under .... 10(2)
. application of Act to 27
Costs
. proceedings before Referee, of . .22
Court of Appeal
. appeals to, from Referee's
decisions 19
Crown
. debts to 17
use of property of 17(a)
Definitions
. Assistant Commissioner 1(a)
. Commissioner 1(6)
. Minister 1 (c)
. natural gas 1 (d)
. Referee 1(e)
Department of Mines
. powers of employees of 17
Distribution
. control of 2
Hearings
. Referee, by 26
Helium








. Commissioner appointed by 12
. designation by, of artificial gas
plants subject to Act 31
. provisions by, re remuneration . . 13
. Referee appointed by 6
Minister
. defined 1(c)
. delegation of duties by 14
. designation of duties of
Assistant Commissioner by ... IS
. directions by, re conservation
of rare gases 5
. enforcement of orders of 21





. general powers, duties of 2,3
. licences issued by 30(1)
. notice by, where contractual
rights aflfected 10(2)
orders, etc., of, as defence
to action 10(1)
powers of, re disputes 29
. powers of, re lands and works . . 17
. reconsideration of orders of . 10(2)
. reference to Referee by 7(4)
. refusal or neglect to obey 17
. regard of, for existing provisions. .9








Natural Gas Conservation Act,
1921
. review of orders of Board
under 18
Natural Gas Conservation Act,
1922










. exclusion of jurisdiction of 24
Penalties
. offences, re . ,23, 27(2), 29(2), 30(2)
Production
. control of 2
Public utilities
. gas works not included in 24
Rare gases
. Minister's powers re conserva-
tion of 5
Rates
. artificial gas, re 31
. fixing of 7(1-3)
Referee
. actions against 16
. appeals from decisions of 19
. appointment of 6
. costs of proceedings before 22
. defined 1(e)
. enforcement of orders of 21




. notice by, where contractual
rights affected 10(2)
. orders, etc., of, as defence to
action 10(1)
. powers of
. . determine reasonable
quantity, to 27(1)
. . hearings, re 26
. . make orders, to 7(1)
. . oaths, affidavits, re 25
. . rates, re 7, 1
1
. reconsideration of orders
of 10(2), 18
. regard of, for existing provisions. .9
. regulations re applications to ....8
. remuneration of 13
review of decisions, orders by ... 18
Regulations
. applications to Referee, re 8
. artificial gas, re 31
. Minister, by 3,
4
Sales
. control of 2
Supreme Coiut
. orders made judgments of 21
. powers of, possessed by Referee 26
Transmission
con trol of 2
Witnesses
Referee's powers re 26
NATURAL RESOURCES
See Conservation Authorities
Act; Forest Resources Regu-
lation Act; Natural Gas Con-
servation Act
NATURALIZATION
See Aliens' Real Property Act
NAVAL FORCES
See Soldiers' Aid Commission
'Act; War Veterans Burial
Act
NAVIGABLE WATERS
See Beach Protection Act;
Beaches and River Beds Act;
Beds of Navigable Wa<ers
Act; Game and Fisheries Act;
Lakes and Rivers Improve-
ment Act; Marine Insurance
Act; Public Lands Act; Rail-
ways Act; Telegraph Act
GENERAL INDEX 116^
NEGLECTED CHILDREN Sec.
See Children's Maintenance Act;
•Children's Protection Act;
Deserted Wives' and Children's
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See also Highway Traffic Act
Actions
. defined 1 (a)
Apportionment
. determination of degree of fault
not practicable, when 5
. generally 2(1)
. plaintiff a gratuitous passenger,
when 2(2)
. plaintiff guilty of contributory
negligence, when 4
. plaintiff is spouse of negligent
person, when 2(3)
. plaintiff may be liable for
portion of costs 8
Defendant
. adding of 6
. defined \{h)
Definitions
. action 1 (a)
. defendant 1 (&)
. plaintiflF 1(c)
Jury
. degree of fault determined by ... .7
Limitation of actions
. one tort feasor recovering
from another, re 9
Parties
. adding of 6
Plaintiff
. defined 1 (c)
Settlement
. one tort feasor recovering
from another 3
NEGOTIABLE RECEIPTS
See Warehouse Receipts Act
NERVOUS DISEASES




See Interpretation Act; Libel









Vol. 3, p. 823.
See also Highway Improvement
Act; Legislative Assembly
Act; Local Improvement Act;
Public Officers Act; Public
Vehicles Act; Public Works
Act
Accounts
. duty of Commission re 15
Advertising devices
. regulations re 19(1)(/)
Aerial cars
. powers of Commission re
construction of 3(c)
Agreements
. bridges over Niagara River,
re 3(d), 13
. development of power, re 12
. generally 3(k)
. highways, re 8(2, 3)
. local improvement works, re .... 10
. . assent of electors for 10(2)
Animals
. regulations re 19(1) («)
Assembly
. annual reports of Commission
laid before 18(2)
. resolutions of, to confirm hydro
agreements 12(3)
Assessment
. local improvement works, re
liability of Commission for. .10(1)
Audit
. books and records, of 17
Boats
. powers of Commission re,
to acquire 3(i)
Books and records
. annual audit of 17
duty of Commission to keep ... .15
Bonds




. powers of Commission re 4(1)
Bowling greens
. operation of, powers of
Commission re 3(e)
. tolls re 19(1) (c)
Bridges
. Niagara River, over, powers of
Commission re 3(d), 13
Buses
. operation of, powers of
Commission re 3(h)
By-laws
. administration, re, power of
Commission to make 3(o)
Canadian Niagara Power
Company, Limited
. agreements with Commission 12(1)
Chairman
. Commission, of, appointment
of 2(3)
. plans re expropriation signed
by 7(3)
Commission
annual reports of 18
application of Public Vehicles
Act to highways of 11
composition of 2(2)
defined 1 (a)
designation of chairman of . . . .2(3)
duty of
. application of revenue, re 14
. books of account, re IS
. generally 3
foreshore or river bed vested in . .5
highways vested in 8
members of Assembly may
serve on 2(6)
penalties payable to 19(2)
powers of
. acquiring or disposing of land . .6
. agreements re local improve-
ment works, re 10(1)
. borrowing, re 4(1)
. bridges over Niagara River,
re 13
. expropriation, re 6(6), 7
. generally 3




. liability of municipalities re . . .8(3)
. members of Commission, of . .2(5)
NIAGARA PARKS—Co«. Sec
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. surpluses paid into 14(2)
Controlled access highways
. designation of highways as 9
Cost
. local improvement works, of,
Commission not liable for . .10(1)
Debentures
. issue of
. . Commission, by 4









. agreements with Commission 12(1)
Expenses
. members of Commission, of ..2(5)
Expropriation
. powers of Commission, re ..6(6), 7
Foreshore
. vested in Commission 5
Golf courses
operation of, powers of
Commission re 3(e)
. tolls re 19(1)(0
Grants
. power of Commission to make 3(n)
Guarantee
. securities issued by Commission
re 4(2)
Guides
. regulations re 19(1) (h)
Highway Improvement Act
. regulations re controlled access
highways under 9(2)
Highways
. application of Public Vehicles
Act to 11
. designation of, as controlled
access highways 9
. vested in Commission 8
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario
. agreements with Commission 12(1)
Incline railways





. books of account, of 15
Interment
. rights re, not aflFected 20
Land
. acquisition of, powers of
Commission re 6
Land titles o£Bce
. plans re expropriation
deposited in 7(3)
Leases
. acquisition of land by, powers
of Commission re 6(a)
Legislative Assembly Act





. annual reports, re 18(1)
. application of surplus
moneys, re 14(2)
. appointment of members of
Commission, re 2(2)
. audit of books and records, re 17
. bridges over Niagara River,
re 13
. Commission acquiring or
disposing of land 6
. Commission borrowing
money, re 4
. controlled access highways, re. .9
. designation of chairman, re.. 2(3)
. filling vacancies, re 2(4)
. hydro agreements, re ....12(1,2)
. regulations of Commission, re 19
. vesting highways in Com-
mission, re 8(1)
. . vesting river bed in Com-
mission, re 5
Lifts
. operation of, powers of
Commission, re 3(c)
Local Improvement Act
. assessment under 10(1)
Members of Assembly
. right of, to serve on
Commission 2(6)
Members of Commission
. accounts inspected by 15
. remuneration of 2(5)
Mimicipalities
. agreements with Commission
. . highways, re 8(2, 3)
. . local improvement works, re . . 10
NIAGARA PARKS—Con. Sec.
Niagara River
. foreshore on river bed vested
in Commission 5
Notes
. Commission issuing 4
Officers
. security given by 16
Ontario land surveyor
. plans re expropriation signed
by 7(3)
Ontario Power Company
. agreements with Commission 12(1)
Orders
. power of Commission to make 3(o)
Parks
. defined 1(6)
. duty of Commission re 3
. powers of Commission re 3
Penalties
. payable to Commission 19(2)
. regrulations re 19(1) (;)
Permits
. regulations re 19(1) (d)
Personnel
. appointment of 3(/)
Plans
. expropriation, re, deposited in
registry office 7(3)
Planting
- powers of Commission re 3(a)
Procedure
. expropriation, on 7(2, 3)
Property
power of Commission to
acquire 3(m)
. protection of, regulations
re 19(1)(6)
Provincial Auditor
. books and records examined by. .17
Provincial Secretary
. duty re annual reports 18
Public Officers Act
. giving of security under 16
Public Vehicles Act
application of, to highways and
public places of Commission . .11
Public Works Act
expropriation provisions of.. 7(1, 2)
Purchase of land
powers of Commission re 6(a)
Records
—
See Books and records
1166 (;r.Ni'.uAL
NIAGARA PARKS Con. Sk .
Refreshment booths
(ipcratiun of, powers of
C'oniniission, re 3(/)
Registry office
. plans re expropriation
deposited in 7(3)
Regulations
. Commission, by 19
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by, re controlled
access highways 9(2)
Remuneration
. members of Commission, of . . 2(5)
Reports
annual, of Commission 18
Resolutions
. Assembly, of, confirming
hydro agreements 12(3)
Restaurants
. operation of, powers of
Commission re 3(/)
Revenue
. application of, duty of
Commission re 14
River bed
. vested in Commission 5
Roads
. controlled access highways, as . . .9
Rules
, power of Commission to make 3(o)
Sale of land
. powers of Commission re 6(c)
Schools
. training gardeners, for 3(/)
Securities
. issue of, by Commission 4
Security
. officers, by 16
Summary Convictions Act
. violation of regulations
punishable under 19(2)
Surpluses
. paid to Treasurer of Ontario 14(2)
Swimming pools
. operation of, powers of
Commission re 3(e)
. tolls re 19(1)(0
Taxation
. local improvement works, re,
Commission exempt from . .10(1)
Taxi-cabs
. regulations re 19(1) (p)
IKDI-.X
NIAGARA PARKS Cn„. Sm.
Toilet facilities
. maintenance of, ixjwcrs ol
Commission re 3(g)
Tolls
. regulations re 19(l)(c)
Traffic
. regulations re 19(1)(<')
Treasurer of Ontario
. accounts inspected by 15
. securities guaranteed by 4(2)
. surpluses paid to 14(2)
Vacancies
. Commission, in 2(4)
NIGHT SCHOOLS





Notaries Act, Vol. 3, p. 831.
See also Division Courts Act;
Evidence Act; Public Officers
Act
Affidavits
. seal need not be affixed to 7
Appointment
. disbarment as revocation of 8
power of Lieutenant-Governor re. .1
Certificates
. examination, of 5
Commission
. appointment by 1
Commissioner for taking affidavits
. notary public to be 3
Declarations
. seal need not be affixed to 7
Disbarment
. revocation of appointment, as ... .8
Examinations
. prospective appointees, of 5
Fees
. examinations, re 5(2)
Judge
. examination by 5
Lieutenant-Governor
. examiners appointed by 5(1)
. notaries appointed by 1
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 5(2)
Oaths




Officers of Supreme Court
. notaries public as 4
Powers
. general 2
. limitations of, re lay appointees . .6







. affixing of, unnecessary in
certain cases 7
Supreme Court
. notaries public deemed to be
officers of 4
NOTICES





See Weed Control Act
NUISANCES
See Municipal Act; Public





See Day Nurseries Act
NURSERY STOCK
Nursery Stock Act,
Vol. 3, p. 833.
See also Plant Diseases Act
Definitions
. Department 1(a)
. forestry purposes " 1 (&)
. nursery stock 1(f)
Department
. defined 1 (a)





. defined 1 (c)




false, application for nursery
stock, on 3
NURSES
Nurses Act, Vol. 3, p. 835.
See also Public Health Act;
Public Hospitals Act
Admission




. registration as 5(2)
. training courses for 4, 7
use of title of 6(2)
Council of Nurse Education
. regulations re 7{g)
Definitions






Director of Nurses Registration
appointment of 2
. Director defined 1(6)
. power and duties of 7(e)
register kept by 3
Examinations
. regulations re 7(c)
Fees
certified nursing assistant, for. .5(2)
registered nurse, for 5(1)
regulations re 7(rf)
Hospitals
training school or course in 4
Inspection
training schools and courses, of 7(/)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. director appointed by 2
. regulations by 7
Minister
. defined 1 (c)





. establishment, etc., of training
schools, re 4(3)









. post-graduate courses for 7(h)
. registration as 5(1)
. use of title of 6(1)
Registration
. conditions for 5





. training courses or schools, re .4,7
Sanatoriiun
, training school or course in 4
Training schools or courses
. establishment, etc., of 4
. graduate of 5(1)
Universities
. training school or course in 4
Use of title
. certified nursing assistant, of . .6(2)
. penalties re false 6(3)





See Commissioners for taking
Affidavits Act; Division
Courts Act; Evidence Act;
Interpretation Act; Jurors
Act; Municipal Act; Notaries
Act; Public Officers Act;
Public Revenue Act; Public
Service Act; Voters' Lists Act
OATS
See Clean Grain Act
OBSCENE MATTER
See Judicature Act; Libel and
'Slander Act; Telephone Act
OFFENCES Sec.
.SV^ Interpretation Act; Sum-
mary Convictions Act
OFFICE BUILDINGS
See Egress from Public Build-
ings Act; Factory, Shop and
Office Building Act; Munici-
pal Act
OFFICERS
See Constables; Public Officers





See Arbitration Act; Municipal
Arbitrations Act
OFFICIAL GUARDIAN
See Dependants' Relief Act; De-
volution of Estates Act;





Act, Vol. 3, p. 839.
Canada Gazette
. notices in 3
King's Printer
. Ontario Gazette published by 1
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 4
Ontario Gazette
. authorization of 1
. contents of 2,3
. rates for 4
Rates
. regulations for 4
Regulations
. rates, re 4
Upper Canada Gazette
. notice in 3
OFFICIAL REFEREE




See Assessment Act; Mining









See Assessment Act; Gas and
Oil Leases Act; Well Drillers
Act
OLD AGE PENSIONS
Old Age Pensions Act,
Vol. 3, p. 841.
See also Mothers' Allowances
Act; White Cane Act
Affidavits
. commissioner for the taking. . 15(2)
Agreements
. Dominion Government, with .2(1)
Applicants
. eligibility of 4(&)
Applications for pension
. Commission's duties re 4
. regulations for 14(a)
Bonuses
. regrulations for 14(c)
Cancellation
. pensions, of 14(&)
Certificate
. discharge of notice, of . . . .-43(5, 6)
. . form of torm 2
Cessati<m
. penalties, of 11
Chairman
. Commission, of, appointment of 3(2)
Charges
. land of pensioner, against . . . 13(3)
Clerk of the municipality
. local authority, as 15(1)
Commission
. appointment of 3(1)
. certificate of discharge of
notice signed by member of 13(5)
. chairman of 3(2)
. decisions final 5
. defined 1 (o)
. duties of 4
. notice of pension granted
signed by 13(2)







. quorum of 3(3)
. recovery of payments by 12
Commissioners for taking
Affidavits Act
. local authority under 15(2)
Debt
pension payment as 12
Deceased pensioners
. recovery from estate of 12
Decisions
. Commission, of, final 5
Definitions
. Commission 1 (o)
. investigator 1 (&)
. local authority 1 (c)
. local board 1 (rf)
. Minister l(^)
. pension 1(/)
. pensioner 1 (/)
. regulations 1 {g)
Dental services
. cost of regulations for 14(rf)
Discharge
. notice of pension granted,
of 13(5,6)
Dominion Government
. agreement with 2(1)
. payments by 2(1)
. . refusal of 9,11
Estate
. deceased pensioner, of, liability
for debt of 12(2)
Expenses
. administration of Act, of 16
. local authorities, of 14(i;)
. payments deemed as 9, 10
Fees
. registration of discharge of
notice, for 13(6)
. registration of notice, for . . . 13(4)
Forms
. certificate of discharge of
notice, of Form 2
. notice of pension granted, of Form 1
. regulations for 14(m)
Governor-General in Council
. agreement approved by 2(1)
. change in scheme approved by 2(2)
Information
. regulations for 14(«)
Investigations







. regulations for 14(^)
Legislature
. appropriation by 16
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. agreement approved by 2(1)
. Commission apjxjinted by ....3(1)
. over-payments, re, directions
by 10
. refusal of Dominion Govern-
ment to pay, directions by ... .9
. regulations by 14
Local authority
. appointment of 15(1)
. defined 1(c)
. regulations for 14(/,fl',t)
Local board
. defined 1(d)
. regulations for 14(/t)
Medical services
. cost of, regulations for 14(rf)
Minister
. agreement by, with
Dominion Government 2(1)
. defined \{e)
. local authority approved by 15(1)
. seal of commission approved
by ....13(2)
Minister of National Health and
Welfare
. agreement with 2(1)
Notices
. granting of pension, of 13
. . form of Form 1
. regulations for 14(i)
Oath
. evidence under 14(ife)
Old Age Pension Act (Canada)
. cessation of contributions under 11
. pension under 1 (/)




. expenses, as 10
Payment
. appropriation of money for 16
. cessation of 11
. Dominion Government, by ...2(1)
. . refusal of 9,11
. expenses of administration, of .16






. recovery by Commission of .... 12
. regulations for 14(/)
Pension
. appropriation of money for 16
. cessation of 11
. defined 1(/)
. freedom from liability of 6
. notice of granting of 13
. form of Form 1
. suspension and cancellation
of 14(6)
. trustee, to 7
Pensioner
. charge against lands of 13(3)
. defined 1(/)
. voting of, at election 8
Proof
. pension, for, regulations re 14(ife)
Quorum
. Commission, of 3(3)
Registration






. Commission, of 13(2)
Seizure
. pension not liable for 6
Suspension
. pensions, of 14(6)
Taxes
pension not liable for 6
Trustees
. pension paid to, when 7
Voting














. oleomargarine 1 (o)
. Minister 1 (&)
. package 1(c)
. public eating place 1 (d)
. regulations 1 (e)
Ingn'edients
list and percentage of, marked
on package 5(6)
Licences






. measurement of colouring by . . .4
Manufactiure
. licence for 6(1), 7(a)
. unlawful, when 6(2)
Markings
. package of oleomargarine, on ... .5
Menu




. public eating place, in 2
Oleomargarine
. defined 1 (a)
Package
. defined 1 (c)
. markings required on 5
Penalties
. offences, for 8
Public eating places
. defined 1(d)
. notice in 2






. unlawful, when 6(2)
Standards of quality
. regulations for 7(b)
Trade name
. marked on package 5(a)
United States Bureau of
Internal Revenue
. rrieasurement of colouring under 4
Wholesalers
. licence for 6(1) (, 7(c)
ONE DAY'S REST Sec.
One Day's Rest in Seven
Act, Vol. 3, p. 849.
See also Department of Labour
Act; Lord's Day (Ontario)
Act
Application
. Act of 1
exceptions 3
Cafes
. rest for employee of 2
Exceptions
. Act, to 3
Hotel business
rest for employee of 2
Penalties
contravention of Act 4
Restaurants
. rest for employee of 2
Sunday work


































Act, Vol. 3, p. 851.
See also Companies Act
Agreements
renting of space in Terminal, re 5
Assembly
. Board's report laid before 8
Auditor
. audit of books by 9
Board
. agreements with, to rent space
in Terminal 5
. annual report of 8
. application of moneys of 7
. appointment of manager,
officers by 3(1)
. approval of employees,
salaries by 3(2)
. approval of markets by 12
. audit of accounts of 9
. constitution, payment of 2
. defined .1(a)
. guarantee of debts of 6
. objects of 4(1, 3)
. powers of .4(2, 3), 12
. powers of, re proceedings
in courts 10





. objects, powers of Board






. fruit and produce 1(6)
. manager 1(c)
. Minister 1(d)
. regulations 1 (^)
. securities 1 (/)





. members of Board, of 2(5)
Fees







appointment of auditor by 9




. manager, officers, of 3(1)
. regulations, of 13
. taxation of Board, re 11




. appointment of 3(1)
. defined 1(c)
. employees appointed by 3(2)
Minister
. annual report to 8
. defined 1(d)
. regulations by 13
Officers
. appointment, remuneration of 3(1)






. audits by . 9
Quorum
. Board, of 2(4)
Regulations
. defined l(^)
. Minister, by 13
Report
. annual, by Board 8
Securities
. Board may issue 4(2)
. . guarantees re 6
. defined 1(f)
Terminal
. appointment of officers,
employees of 3
. defined l(^)
. rental of space in S
Treasiurer of Ontario
. guarantees by 6
. report of auditor to 9
York

































Act, Vol. 3, p. 855.
See also Assessment Act;
Beaches and River Beds Act;
^Burlington Beach Act; Com-
panies Act; Conservation
Authorities Act; Definition of
Time Act; Department of
Municipal Aflfairs Act; Evi-
dence Act; Highway Improve-
ment Act; Local Improvement
Act; Mining Tax Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Municipal Fran-
chises Act; Ontario Munici-
pal Improvement Corporation
Act; Power Commission Act;
Public Commercial Vehicles
Act; Public Works Act; Rail-
ways Act; Telephone Act;
Tile Drainage Act
Absence
. powers of Board not impaired
by 10
. temporary appointment during.. IS
Act




. approval withheld while pending 59
. Board's jurisdiction not
affected by > 95(2)
Appeals
. appointment of counsel in 45
. costs of counsel in 45(2)
. Court of Appeal, to 98
Application
. Act, of, to railways 2
. approval of by-laws, re 69
. Board need not approve 71
. Board, to, notice of 86
. Board's power to hear ...40(l)(a)
. certification of debentures, for
. . notice re 60
. . powers re 61
. copies of orders, etc., of Board,
for 29
. ex parte, for extension of time . .92
. fees, re 102
. individual, by, for approval of
by-laws 58
. inquiries on receipt of 65
. powers of Board re 9Q
. Railways Act, of 1 (2)
. railways, public utilities, re 73
. rehearing of 46
. stated case, re 96
vary Board's order, to 87(2)
voluntary, for approval of
loans, etc 57
Appointees
powers of, re inquiries, reports.. 55
. remuneration of 33
Appointments
. Board, to 5(2)
. . temporary 15
Assembly
. Board's annual report before 103(2)
. full-time duty excused by rules
of 16
inquiries at request of 47
Assistance
Board, to ,re inquiries, etc 20
Board—See also Members of Board
. defined l(l)(a)
Borrowing powers
. municipalities, of, approval
re 56(l)(a),57
By-laws
. applications for approval
of 57(rf),58,61






. approval of, when prohibited 61(2)
. approval withheld during pro-
ceedings to quash 59
. dispensing with electors' assent
re 66
. effect of approval of 64
. inquiries before approving 65
. powers of municipalities re,
after approval of under-
takings 72
. validation of 61, 64
. when approval required re 68
Certificates
. debentures, re
. . eflfect of 64
. . form of 63
. prohibited when litigation
pending 59
. signatures on 62(2)
Certified copies
. orders, etc., of Board, of 29
Certiorari
. Board's decisions, etc., not
subject to 98(7) (&)
Chairman
. absence of 8
. appointment of 5(2)
. assignment of members, staff
to sittings by 12
. powers of, at sittings 13
. presumption of due signature of 83
. references to members by 14
. signing powers of 11(2)
. sittings determined by 22
Companies Act
. letters patent issued under 42
Composition
. Board, of 5(1)
Copies
. certified, as evidence 84
. documents, of, as evidence . 83(2)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. salaries, expenses payable out of 34
Constables
duty to aid Board, payment re. 81
Contracts
. Board members* interests
limited re 17(6), 18
Costs
. construction of works, etc., of 52(2)
. counsel in appeals, re 45(2)
. inquiries for Board, of 49(2)





. appointment of, costs re 45
Court houses
. use of 24
Court of Appeal
. appeals to 98
. appointment of counsel in
appeals to or from 45(1)
. special case stated for 96
Debentures
. applications for approval
re 57,58,61
. approval of Board re 56(l)(a,c-/)
. approval re works entailing
issue of 67(1)
. certification of validity
of 56(1) (^), 60, 61
certification of, when
prohibited 61(2)
. conditions imposed re future
issues of 70
. dispensing with electors' assent
re 66
. form of certificate re 63
. guarantees by municipalities
re 67(2)
. inquiries before approving
issue of 65
. sealing, certification of 62
. . effect 64
Default
. obeying Board's directions, re... 53
Definitions
. application of Railways Act re 1(2)
. Board l(l)(o)
. local board 1(1)(6)
. municipality 1(1) (c), 67, 68
. public utility 1(1)(<')
Deputy sheriff
. duty to aid Board, payment re. .81
Documents
certified copies, of, as evidence. .84
copies of, as evidence 83(2)
issued by companies, effect of .82
presumption of signature to. .83(1)
sealed, as evidence 84(2)
service of 79(3)
signatures to 11(2)
Duties of the Board
. expropriation claims, re 40(2)
. full-time attendance re 16
. reference by Lieutenant-Gover-
nor in Council, re 48





. Board may require assent
of 56(1)(/)
dispensing with assent of 66
Evidence
. certified copies of documents as 84
. copies of documents as 83(2)
. documents issued by companies
as 82
. judgments as, re questions of
fact 95(1)
. signatures as 83(1)
. unauthorized publication of ... 104
Examinations
. assistance re 20
Expenditures
. supervision of 56(1)(5')
Experts
. assistance to Board by 26
Expropriations
. hearings of claims re 40(2)
Fees
. appeals, re 98(5)
. applications to Board, re 102
. copies of documents, etc.,
for 101(1)
. payable to Treasurer of
Ontario 101(2)
. peace officers aiding Board, for. .81
. witnesses, of 100
Floating debts
. payment of 56(1) {c,f)
Form
. certificate re debentures, of 63
Guarantees
. approval required re 67(2)
Hearings
. applications to vary orders, of 87(2)
. approving by-laws, before 69
. extension of time, re 92
. municipal affairs, re ... 56(1) (i,/)
. notice of 86
. public, before dispensing with
assent of electors 66(2)
. urgent cases, of 87(1)
. variation, etc., of Board's
orders, etc., re 97
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario
. exclusive jurisdiction of 105
. exemption of electrical utilities
obtaining power from 77(3)
Information





. Board's decisions, etc., not
subject to 98(7) (fc)
Inquiries
assistance re 20
Board, by .. .42, 44(1), 45(1), 47, 69
ordered by Board 49
powers of Board re 55
rates of railways, utilities, re 77(^2)
scope of, re municipal affairs . .65
Inspecting engineer
. powers of, re inquiries 55
. presumption of due signature of. .83
. signature of notices by 78(&)
Judgments
. effect of, on questions of fact
before Board 95(1)
Judicial notice
. Board's seal, of 37
. orders, etc., published in





books, accounts of railways,
utilities, re 77(1)
conferred by Acts, letters
patent, etc 42




. municipal affairs, re 56
railways, utilities, re 73
inquiries, re 44, 49
limited by Power Commission
Act 105
presumption of 94
questions of fact, re 95
receivers, liquidators, etc., of
railways, utilities, re 74
references, on 48
safety precautions, re 51
similar to Supreme Court 41
where approval, etc., required . .43
Liability
. personal, exemptions from 36
Lieutenant-Governor
. annual report to 103
Board to receive information
required by 75 (2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of counsel by . .45(1)
appointment of experts by 26
. appointment of secretary by 27(1)





. approval of payment of Board's
appointees by 33
. approval of, re staff 30
. assistance re duties assigned by. .20
. Board may act for 75(1) (6)
. Board requested to act by . .44(1)
. directions re annual
reports 103(1) (^)
. duties assigned to secretary
by 28(0
. full time duty excused by 16
. inquiries at request of 47
. offices, etc., provided by 21
. power of, to vary Board's orders 97
. references by 48
. request of, for stated case 96
. salaries fixed by 31
. temporary appointments by .... 15
Liqmdators




. superintending accounts of
railways, utilities under . . .77(1)
Managers
. railways, utilities of, jurisdic-
tion re 74
Members of Board
. absence of 10, 15
. appointment of 5
. assignment to sittings 12
. employed full time 16
. exemption of, from personal
liability 36
. interests prohibited to 17, 18
. positions prohibited to 19
. provision, equipment of offices
for 21
. quorum of 11(1)
. references to 14
. salaries of 31, 34
. temporary appointments of 15
. tenure of office of 7
. witnesses, as 35
Minister
. Board may act for 75(1) (6)
. Board to receive information
required by 75(2)
. consent of, re assistance to
'Board 20
Municipal Act




. approval re, withheld when
litigation pending 59
. Board's powers re 56
. restrictions imposed re 70
Municipal buildings
. use of 24,25
Municipalities
. conditional approval of under-
takings of 70
. defined l(l)(<r), 67, 68
. dispensing with assent of
electors of 66
. guarantees by 67(2)
. powers of, following Board's
approval 71
. superintending accounts of rail-
ways, utilities under 77(1)
. voluntary applications by 57
. when approval of Board
required by 67, 68
Notice
. appeals, re 98(1,2)
. application for certification re
debentures, of 60
. application to the Board, of ...86
. application to vary Board's
orders, re 87(2)
. copies as 83(2)
. duties of companies, etc., on
receipt of 80
. extension of time, re 92
. hearing, of 86
. . before dispensing with assent
of electors 66(2)
. service of 79
. signature to 78
. signed documents as 83(1)
. urgent cases, in 87
. variation, etc., of orders, re . .87(2)
Oaths
. inquiries, at 5S(*)
Offices
. provision, equipment of 21
Ontario Gazette
. effect of publishing orders,
etc., in 85





Ontario Railway and Municipal
Board





. applications to vary 87(2)
. copies of evidence of 83(2)
. duties of companies, etc., on
receipt of 80
. enforcement of 88
. fees re 102
. finality of 98(7)
. interim 89(2)
. interim ex parte 91
. jurisdiction to make, presumed.. 94
. payment of fees, for 102
. provisions re coming into eflfect 89
. publication of, effect 85
. service of 79(3)
. variation, etc., of, by Lieuten-
ant-Governor in Council 97
Peace officers
. duty to aid Board, payment re . .81
Penalties
. unauthorized publication of
information, re 104
Petitions
. variation, recission of Board's
orders, re 97
Power Commission Act
. Board's jurisdiction limited by. .105
Powers—See also Jurisdiction
. act from time to time, to . . . .44(2)
. acting for Lieutenant-Governor
in Council, for 75(1)(!>)
. acting for Minister, re ...75(1)(6)
. acting for Railway Committee
of Executive Council for
Ontario, re 75(l)(o)
. acting on its own motion . . . .44(1)
. appointment, costs of counsel, re 45
. approval of by-laws, re 56(1) (6,/)
. approval of municipal under-
takings, re 67
. books, accounts of railways,
utilities, re 77(1)
. conditional approval, re 70
. construction of works, etc., re . .52
. costs, re 99
. court of record, as 37
. decision by, re party interested . . 76
. default in obeying orders, re ... .53
. directions re railways, re ...75(2)
. dispensing with assent of
electors, re 66
. effective date, period of orders,
re 89
. enforcing orders, re 54, 88
. exclusive jurisdiction 39




. fees, re 102
. general 40, 50
. . municipal affairs, re 56
. . railways, utilities, re 73
. general or special Acts, under 42,43
. granting relief, re 90
. hearing expropriation claims,
re 40(2)
. inquiries, reports, re 55
. interim ex parte orders, re 91
. letters patent, under 42
. notice in urgent cases, re 87
. ordering inquiries, re 49
. ordering safety precautions, re.. 51
. questions of fact, re 95
. questions of law and fact, re . . .38
. receive information, to 75(2)
. receivers, liquidators, etc., of
railways, utilities, over 74
. refusal of approval, re 71
. rehearing, review, etc., re 46
. returns from municipalities,
local boards, re 77(1)
. rules of practice and procedure,
re 93
. similar to Supreme Court 41
. state a case, to 96
. validating by-laws, re 61, 64
Procedure
. rules re 93
Prohibition
. acting without Board's
approval, re 43
. interests of members of Board,
re 17.18
. members of Board holding
certain positions, re 19
. writ of, not to issue re Board's
decisions 98(7) (6)
Public utilities
. Board's jurisdiction re books,
accounts of 77(1)
. defined l(l)(rf)
. general jurisdiction and power
of Board re 73
. . exemptions from 77(3)
. inquiries re rates of 77(2)
PubUc Works Act
. application of, re expropria-
tions 40(2)
Publication
. regulations, orders, etc., of,
eflfect 85





. Board, of 11(1)
Railway Committee of the Execu-
tive Coimcil of Ontario
. Board may exercise powers,
etc., of 7S(l)(a)
Railways
. application of Act to 2
. Board's directions re 75(2)
. Board's jurisdiction re books,
accounts of 77(1)
. general jurisdiction and power
of Board re IZ
. inquiries re rates of 11 {2)
. reports re 103(1) (c,d)
Railways Act
. application of 1 (2)
. enforcement of orders under .54
Rates
. railways, utilities, of, inquiries
re 11 {2)
Receivers
. railways, utilities of, jurisdiction
re 74
Registrar of the Supreme Court
. filing of Board's orders,
decisions with 88(1)
Regulations
copies as evidence of 83(2)
. publication of, effect 85
. variation, etc., of, by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 97
Relief
. granting of, by Board 90
Reports
. annual, to Lieutenant-
'Governor 103
Rules
. appeals, re 98(5)
. practice and procedure, re 93
Safety precautions
. Board's power to order 51
Salaries
. secretary, of 31, 34
. staff, of 32,34
Seal
. Board, of 2,1
. documents, under, as
evidence 84(2)
Secretary
. appointment of 27
. certificate of, required for pay-





. documents certified by, as
evidence 84
. duties of 28,29
. exemption of, from personal
liability 36
. notice to, re appeals 98(2)
. presumption of due signature of 83
. provision, equipment of office for 21
. salary of 31,34
. witness, as 35
Securities
Board members' interests
limited re 17(o), 18
Security
. stated cases, re 96(1)
Service
. duties of companies, etc., after. .80
. notices, documents, of 79
Sheriffs
. duty to aid Board, payment re. 81
Signatures
. documents issued by Board,
to 11(2)
. notices to 78
. presumption of validity of . . .83(1)
Sittings
. assignments to 12
. private or public 23
. procedure in 22
. provision of place for 21
. use of court house for 24
. use of municipal hall for 25
Staff
. appointment, dismissal of 30
. exemption of, from personal
liability 36
. provision, equipment of offices
for 21
. salaries, etc., of 32, 34
. witnesses, as 35
Stated case
. Board, by 96
Street railways
. Act applies to 2
Supreme Court
authority re use of court house,
etc., similar to 24
fees of peace officers aiding
Board same as fees of 81
orders, etc., enforceable as
judgments of 88(1)
rules, fees re appeals fixed by 98(5)





. members of Board, of 7
Treasurer of Ontario
. costs of counsel paid by . . . .45(2)
. fees payable to 101(2)
Vacancies
. Board, on 6
. . powers not impaired by 10
Vice-chairman
. appointment of 5(2)
. powers of, in chairman's absence 8
. presumption of due signature of 83
. presumption of having duly
acted 9
. signing powers of 11(2)
Water rates
. Board's power to fix 56(1) (;')
Witnesses
. attendance at inquiries 55
. fees of 100
. members, staff of Board, as ...35











Vol. 3, p. 883.
See also Municipal Act; Muni-
cipal Drainage Act; Ontario
'Municipal Board Act; Public
Utilities Act
Administration
. Act, of 14
. assistance re 1 (5)
Assembly
. auditor's report laid before 12
Audit
. account of 12
Bills and notes
. advertisements re sale of 5
. guarantees re 7
. issue of 2
. replacement of 6
. source of authorization stated in. .4
Borrowing powers






. designation of 1 (3)
Constitution
. Corporation, of 1(1)
Corporation
. constitution as 1(1)
Debentures
advertisements re sales of 5
guarantees re 7
investment in, by trustees, etc. . .8
issue of 2
municipal
. purchase of 1(0,9
. rank of 10
powers re disposal of 11
purposes of issue of 1 (1)
redemption of 3
replacement of 6
source of authorization stated in .4
Directors
. Corporation, of 1(3)
Drainage works
. debentures issued for 1(1) (rf)
Incineration
. debentures issued for works
for l(l)(c)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of members,
officers by 1 (2, 3)
. approval by
. . loans, re 2
. . purchases of municipal
debentures, re 9(1)
. . redemption of debentures, re .3
. auditors designated by 12
. authorization of guarantees by . .7
. regulations by 13
Loans
. Corporation to, guaranteed by
Province 7
Management
. affairs of Corporation, of ...1(4)
Membership
. Corporation, in 1 (2)
Municipal Act
. definitions in 1(1) (6)
Municipal Drainage Act




. authorization of work by 9(2) (a)






Ontario Municipal Board Act
. debentures validated under 9(2) (6)
. orders issued under 9 (2) (a)
Province of Ontario
. guarantees by 7
Provincial Auditor
. audits by 12
Public Utilities Act
. payments re municipal deben-





. debentures issued for 1(1) (&)
Treasurer of Ontario
. Act, regulations administered by 14
. approval of disposal of
debentures by 11
. assignment of assistants by ..1(5)
. auditor's report to 12
. guarantees by 7
Trustees
. investments by 8
Vice-chairman
. designation of 1(3)
Waterworks










Act, Vol. 3, p. 889.
See also Legislative Assembly
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
Act; Public Authorities Pro-
tection Act; Public Commer-
cial Vehicles Act; Public
Vehicles Act; Public Works
Act; Railways Act
Accounts
. Commission to keep 38





. Commission or commissioner,
against 43
Advances
. Commission, by, to other
companies 33(2, 3, 5)
. Commission, to 35
Agreements
. Nipissing Central Railway
Company, with 11
. railway companies, with 14
Aircraft
. advances for 35
. operation, etc., of 7{2)(jd)
Alien Labour Act (Canada)
. application of, to labour used ..27
Appointment
. Commission, of 2(1)
. industrial commissioner, of . .6(1)
. officers and employees, of 22
Assembly
. annual report of Commission
before 41(2)
. industrial commissioner as
member of 6(2)
. lease of lines approved by . . .14(2)
Attorney-General
. leave of, for action against
'Commission 43
Auditor
. Commission, of 39
Boats
. disposal of 18
. operation, etc., of 7[2){e)
Borrowing powers








. approval of 12
Canada
. purchases to be made in 26
Chairman







. contracts with Commission
prohibited 42
. expenses of 5
. pension fund for 8
. salary of S






incorporation as subsidiary of . . 10
Conductors
. powers of 24(6)
Constables
. powers of 24(6)
Contracts
. guaranteed by Commission . .33(4)
Crown land





. land for works, of 16
. motor vehicles, boats, aircraft,
etc.. of 18
. town site land, of 29(3)
Easements





. appointment of 22
. pension fund for 8
. wages for 28
Equipment
. advances for 35
. disposal of 18
Exemptions
. licences, from 9
Expenses
. Commissioner, of 5
Expropriation
. easements, etc., of 24(2, 3)
. town site land, of 29(2)
Fares
. regulations for 13
Financial contributions
. Commission's powers re ...7{2){g)
Fiscal year
. Commission, of 40
Highway Traffic Act
. motor vehicles imder 7{2)(d)
Highways
, carrying railway over 24(4)
,
mining rights not affected by
dedication of 31
. . conditions precedent to 32
Hotels







. industrial commissioner to
promote 6(1)
Industrial commissioner
. appointment, salary and duty
of 6(1)
. member of Assembly, as 6(2)
Labourers
. aliens prohibited as 27
. wages for 28
Land
. Crown, transfer of to
Commission 21,29(1)
. purchase and disposal of by
Commission 16
. town sites, for 29
Lease of lines
. approval of 14(2)
Legislative Assembly Act
. inapplicable to industrial
commissioner 6(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. Commission appointed by ... .2(1)
. industrial commissioner
appointed by 6(1)
. location of railway lines, works,
etc., approved by 12
powers of Commissioner
controlled by 7 {2)
Licences
. exemption from 9
Mining operations
. plans approved for 32
Mining rights
. Commission's powers re 30
. dedication of highways not to
affect 31
. . conditions precedent to 32
Motive power
. sale or leasing of 19
. transmission of 20
. use of, on railway 15
. works for 19
Motor vehicles
. advances for 35
. disposal of 18
. operation, etc., of 7{2){d)
. purchase of 17
Municipal Act








. advances to 33(2, 3)
. agreement with 11
. guaranteeing contracts of . . 33(4)
. holding shares in 33(1)
Officers







. Crown land transferred to
'Commission by 21, 29(1)
Pension fund
. regulations by Commission for . .8
Powers
. Commission, of 7(2)
. subsidiary companies, of 25
Public Authorities Protection Act
. constables and conductors
under 24(6)
Public carriers
. highways, etc., on 7(2) (rf)
Public Commercial Vehicles Act
. inapplicable 9
Public Vehicles Act
. inapplicable sections of 9
Public Works Act
, expropriation of easements, etc.,
under 24(3)
Quorum




. agreements by Commission with 14
Railway lines
. advances for 35
. carried over highways 24(4)
. construction, etc., of . . . .7 {2){a,h)
. location of 12
. purchases in Canada for 26
. vested in Commission 7(1)
Railways Act
. application of 24
. powers of Commission
under 7(2)(c)
Regulations
. fares and tolls, for 13
. pension fund for 8
Reports





operation, etc., of, by
Commission 7{2){e)
Revenues
. application of 37(1)
Right of way
. transmission of power, for 20
Salaries
. commissioner, of 5
employees, of 28
industrial commissioner, of .6(1)
Securities
. Commission may issue 34(1)
. guaranteeing of 34(3,4)
Security
. required, when 23
Services
. Commission's powers re ...7(2)(/)
Shares
. Commission may hold, in other
companies 33(1)
Sinking fund
. Commission for 37(2)
Subsidiary companies
advances to 33(5)
guaranteeing contracts of 33(4)
holding shares in 33(1)
incorporation, etc., of 10
powers of 25
Surplus funds
. investment of ^^i^)
Tolls
. regulations for 13
Telegraph lines
. construction, etc., of by
'Commission 7{2) i.c)
. fares and tolls for 13
Telephone lines
. construction, etc.. of by
Commission 7(2){c)
fares and tolls for 13
Temiskaming and Northern
Ontario Railway Act
. Commission established under 2(1)
Tourist resorts
. operation, etc., of, by
Commission 7(2)(e)
Town sites
land to Commission for 29
Treasurer of Ontario
. advances to Commission by ... 35
. securities of Commission














. Commission of 4
Wages—See Salaries
Works
. advances for 35
. disposal of 18
. land for, purchase and disposal
of 16
. location and plans of 12
. maintenance of 17
. motive power, for 19
. . transmission of 20


















See Racing Commission Act
ONTARIO RELIEF
COMMISSION




ONTARIO SCHOOL FOR Sec.
THE BLIND
See Schools for the Deaf and




See Auxiliary Classes Act;
Schools for the Deaf and











See Agricultural Associations Act
ONTARIO VETERINARY
COLLEGE
See Department of Agriculture
Act; Veterinary Science Prac-
tice Act
OPEN SEASON
See Game and Fisheries Act
OPERA HOUSES
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See also Department of Labour
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Professional En-
gineers Act
Absence from duty
. substitution on 8(6)
Administration of Act
. powers of board re 2(4)
regulations re 3(f)
Appeal
. Minister, to 5
Board—See also Members of board
administrative staflF of 2(2)
. annual report of 2(3)
appointment of members of . .2(1)
. defined 1(a)







. . certificates of qualification,
re 4(1)
. . certificates of registration, re 4(2)
. generally 2(4)
Cancellation
. certificates, of 4(3)
Certificates
. annual report re 2(3)(o,&,c)
. powers of board re 2(4)
. qualification, of
. . duty to expose to view .6(1,3)
. . operation by unqaulified
persons 8
. . powers of Minister re ....4(1,3)
. . regulations re 3(c)
. registration of
. . duty to expose to view ..6(2,3)
. . powers of Minister re . . . .4(2-4)
Chairman of board
. apportionment of 2(1)
. designation of 2(1)
Cheques







. compressor plant 1(b)
. fireman 1(0
. hoisting plant 1(d)
. horse power of an internal
combustion engine \(e)
. horse power of a stationary
steam plant 1(f)
. inspector 1 (g)
. Minister 1(h)
. operating engineer 1 (i)
. portable steam plant 1(/)
. stationary steam plant l(k)
. traction steam plant 1(/)
Department of Labour
. personnel of, assigned to
board 2(2)
Employment
. unqualified persons, of 8(5)
Enforcement of Act
. powers of board re 2(4)
Evidence
. failure to expose certificate to




. certificates of qualification, re 4(1)
penalty for impersonation at . .7(3)
. powers of board re 2(4)
. regulations re 3(d)
Exceptions
operation of Act, from 9
Fees
. annual report, re 2(3) (d,f)
. issue of certificates, re 4(1,2)
. payable to board 11









. exempted from operation of
Act 9(6)
Horse power
. plant owners to supply informa-
tion re 4(4)
Horse power of an internal
combustion engine
. defined \(e)




. penalty for 7(3)
Information
. owners of internal combustion
engines to supply 4(5)
plant owners to supply 4(4)
Inspectors
defined l(^)
. obstruction of T(2)
. powers of 7(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. powers of
. . administrative staff for board,
re 2(2)
. . annual reports, re 2(3) (g)
. . appointment of board, re . 2(1)
. regulations by 3
Locomotives on chartered railways





Members of board—See also
Board
. inspection by 7(1,2)
. qualifications of 2(1)
. . regulations re .3(o)
Minister
. annual report to 2{Z)
. appeal to 5
. authority to inspect signed by 7(1)
. defined 1(h)
. powers of
. . annual reports, re 2{2){g)
. . certificates of qualifications,
re 4(1,3)








. contravention of Act, re 10
. impersonation on examinations,
re 7(3)
. obstruction of inspectors or




members of board, of 2(1)
. . regulations re 3(a)
. operating engineers, of regula-
tions re 3(c)
Registration
. annual report, of 2(3)(e)
Regulations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 3
. penalties for contravention of ..10
. qualifications of members of
board, re 2(1)
Report








Steam plant in farming
operations





Steam plant on vessels
. exempted from operation of
Act 9(e)
Supervised workmen
. exempted from operation of
Act 9(a)
Suspension
. certificates, of 4(3)
Term of office




. cheques payable to 11
Winze hoists
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Administration of Act




. establishment of schools, re . .9(1)
Amendment of reg^ations
. powers of Lieutenant-Governor
in Council, re 3(2)
Appeal
. suspension of certificate, re 7(5)
Applications
. registration, re 5
Board





. borrowing, re 9(2)
. execution of instruments, re 9(3)
. interference with prices
prohibited 10(2)
. real estate, re 9(2)
. registration, re 5
. suspension of certificates, re .7
register provided by 4
regulations by 3
schools established by 9(1)






rcgulaticjiis re 3( 1 ) (a)
>cliools oi 9( 1)
Judge
.Siii)reiTic ('Mint, ni', aijpeal ,> 7(5)
Leases
cxcciiiioii ui 9(3)
powers of Board, re 9(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
chairman of lioard appointed
l>y 2(2)
mcml)er> of ]5(iard apjxiinted
by 2(1)
regulation.s of I'oard aniende<I
I)y 3(2)
rtgulatinns of I'oard ai>provcd
l.y 3(1)
Magnifying glasses
Act not to j)roliil)it sale of 10(3) (<")
Mail
. penalty for prescribing glasses
by 8(2,3)
test charts may l)e supidicd
by 10(3)((f)
Medical practitioners
exenii)te(l from oi)cration of
-Act 10(1)
Misrepresentation
. suspension for 7
Mortgages
execntion of 9(3)
powers of Board re 9(2)
Notice
comi)laint or charge, of 7(2)
Oath












Bnard, of, re suspension of
certificates 7(1)
Peddling
door to door, penalties for 8(2,3)
OPTOMETRY -Con. Sec.
Borrowing






regulations re 3(1) (d)
suspension or rcvocatii')n of 7
Chairman of the Board
appointment of 2(2)
hearing by, of charges of
improper conduct 7(4)
instruments executed by 9(3)
Charges
powers of l-5oard, re 9(2)
Coloured glasses





















I)rovisions of Act, from 10
Fees
I'.oard not to interfere with 10(2)




Act not to piohibit sale of
certain types 10(3) (r)
Goggles
.Act not to prohibit sale of I0(3)(<')
Hearing





. falsely holding out as optome-
trist, for 8(1,3)
. peddling spectacles from door
rto door, for 8(2,3)
. practising without certificate,
for 8(1,3)
prescribing glasses by mail,
for 8(2,3)
Pledges




Board not to interfere with 10(2)
Procedure of Board
regulations re 3(1) (e)
Protection glasses
Act not to prohibit sale of 10(3) (e)
Public Inquiries Act
. powers of Commissioner
under 7(4)
Register
secretary to keep 4
Registration
. optometrists or opticians, of ...5
. regulations re 3(1) (6)
Regulations
Board, by 3
. defined 1 (g)
. powers of Lieutenant-Governor
in Council re amendment of 3(2)
Remuneration
. members of Board, of,
regulations re 3(1) (/)




. Act not to prohibit 10(3) (&)
Sale of land
powers of Board, re 9(2)
Seal
Board, of 9(3)
Secretary of the Board
. applications to, re registration ...5
. appointment and remuneration
of 2(3)
. duty of, re register 4
. instruments executed by 9(3)
Statutory declarations
. applications verified by 5
OPTOMETRY—Con. Sec
Supreme Court
appeal to, re suspension of
certificate 7(5)
Suspension
. certificates, of 7
Test charts
. retail merchant may
provide 10(3)(O
Wholesale manufacturers
. exempted from operation of
Act 10(1)
ORCHARDS
See Plant Diseases Act
ORDERS
See Evidence Act; Interpreta-
tion Act; Judges' Orders En-





See Mining Act; Mining Tax
Act; Town Sites Act; Un-
wrought Metal Sales Act
ORPHANAGES
See Adoption Act; Charitable
Institutions Act
OSTEOPATHS
See Drugless Practitioners Act
OTTAWA WINTER FAIR












See Adoption Act; Children of
Unmarried Parents Act; Chil-
1188 GENERAL INDEX
PARENTS—Co«. Sec.
dren's Maintenance Act; Chil-
dren's Protection Act; De-
pendants' Relief Act; Deserted
Wives' and Children's Main-
tenance Act; Factory, SIioj)
and Office Building Act; Fatal
Accidents Act; Infants Act;
Legitimation Act; Marriage






Act, Vol. 3, p. 913.
See also Mental Hospitals Act
Apportionment
. powers of magistrate re 2(4)
Charitable institutions
. proceedings by 2(2) (6), (3)
Children
. apportionment between 2(4)
. liability of 1(1)
Clerk of division court
orders filed with 5
Contribution
children liable to 2(4)
Costs
maintenance orders, re 2(1,5)
Crown attorney








. orders, of 4, 5
Forms
orders, of Form 2
summons, of Form 1
Hospitals
proceedings, by 2(2) (a), (3)
Imprisonment
I)o\vers of magistrate, re 4
Information




maintenance orders of 2
orders varied by 3






powers of, re enforcement of
orders 4
Mental Hospitals Act
parents confined under . . 2(2) (a)
Notice
application to vary order, re ... 3
Old Age Pensions Act
payment of pensions under 2(2)(c)
Orders
maintenance, for 2
. . enforcement of 4,
5
. . form of Form 2





. proceedings by 2(2) (a) (3)
Public Trustee
. proceedings by 2(2) (a)
Son—5"fc Children
Summary Convictions Act
. application of 4
Summons
. form of Form 1
. issue of 2(1)
. orders enforced by 4(2) (a)





. orders enforced by 4(2) (fe)
PARKING
.S"^^ Highway Traffic Act; Muni-
cipal Act
PARKS
See Highway Traffic Act; Local
Improvement Act; Long Point
Park Act; Municipal Act;
Niagara Parks Act; Presqu'ile
Park Act; Provincial Parks
Act; Public Parks Act; Rail-
ways Act
PAROLE
Parole Act, Vol. 3, p. 917.
See also Andrew Mercer Re-
formatory Act; Department of
Reform Institutions Act; Ex-
GENERAL INDEX 1189
PAROLE—Co«. Sec
tramural Employment of Per-
sons under Sentence Act; Pro-
bation Act; Reformatories Act
Act
. pardoning powers not affected
by 11
AUowemces
. Board members, for 5(2, 4)
Appropriation
. payments out of 5(4)
Board
. annual report of 10
. appointment of 2
. assists prisoners on parole 8
. chairman of 3(1)
. defined 1(a)
. quorum of 3(2)
. regulations by 12
. release of prisoner on parole
ordered by 6
. re-taking of prisoners ordered by 7
. returns of information to 9
Board members
. allowance for 5(2, 4)
. expenses of 5(3,4)
Chairman
. Board, of, appointment of ... .3(1)
. expenses of 5 (3, 4)
. salary of 5(1,4)
Conditions
. release on parole, for 6
. . regulations for 12(1) (6)




. parole officer 1(b)
. prisoner 1(c)
. regulations 1(d)
. secretary 1 (^)
Expenses
. Board, secretary, and parole
officers, of 5(3, 4)
Forms
. return of information, of,
regulations re 12(1) (d)
Govemor-Grcneral of Canada
. pardoning powers of 11
Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario
. pardoning powers of 11
Minister of Justice
. conditions for parole
. approved by 6(6)
. regulations approved by 12(2)
Pardoning powers
. Act not to affect 11
PAROLE—Con. Sec.
Parole officers
. appointment of 4
. defined 1(&)
. expenses of 5(3, 4)
. regulations for 12(1) (a)
. re-taking of prisoner by 7
. salary of 5(1,4)
Prisoner
. Board to assist 8
. Board to order release on
parole of 6
. defined 1(c)
. re-taking of, for breach of
conditions 7
Prisons and Reformatories Act
(Canada)
. conditions for parole under . .6(6)
. prisoner defined under ....l(c)(ii)
. regulations applying to 12(2)
Public officers
. return of information to Board
by 9
. . regulations for 12(1) (J)
Quorum
. Board, of 3(2)
Regulations
. Board, by 12
. defined 1(d)
Reports
annual, of Board 10
Retiim of information
. Board, to 9
. regulations for 12(1) (rf)
Salaries
. chairman, of 5(1,4)
. parole officers, of 5(1, 4)
. secretary, of 5(1, 4)
Secretary
. appointment of 4
. defined l(^)
. expenses of 5(3, 4)




Vol. 3, p. 921.
See also Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Mental In-
competency Act
Absentees
. guardian of 4




. sale includes certain estates,
when 5(3), 6
Coparceners
. compellable for partition or sale. .2
Court
. compensation determined by 5(3), 6
. defined 1(a)
. estates to be sold determined by. .5
. guardian of absentee or heirs
appointed by 4(1)
- . power of, re estate of absentee
believed dead 4(3)
proceedings under direction of .3
Creditors
. compellable for partition or sale. .2
Curtesy
. compensation for sale of estate
of 5(3)
. tenants by, compellable for





. time for proceedings re land
held under 3(2)
Dower rights
. compensation for, on sale of
estate 6
. partition or sole compellable on
person entitled to 2
Dowress
. compellable for partition or sale. 2
. compensation to, on sale of
estate of 5(3)
Exemptions from sale
. court to determine 5(1)
Guardian
,. absentee or heir, of 4(1)
. acts of, binding 4(2)
,. infant, of 3(1)
. proceedings for partition or
sale by 3(1), 4
Heirs of absentees
. guardian of 4
Infants
. guardian of 3(1)
. partition or sale binding on 7
Intestacy
. time for proceedings re land
held under 3(2)
Joint tenants





. compensation to, on sale of
estate 5(3)
Married women
. partition or sale binding on 7
Mentally incompetent
. partition or sale binding on 7
Purchasers
. title received by 5(2)
Sale
. exemptions from 5(1)
. compensation for re certain
estates 5(3), 6
. court to determine estates
included in 5
. persons to take proceedings for. .3
persons under a disability
bound by 7
Tenants in common
. compellable for partition or sale. .2
PARTNERSHIPS
Partnerships Act,
Vol. 3, p. 925.
See also Assignments and Prefer-
ences Act; Division Courts
Act; Master and Servant Act;
'Mercantile Law Amendment




. assignee, to, upon dissolution 31(2)
. partner, by, competing with firm 30
. partner, by, for private
profits 29(1)
. . dissolution by death, upon 29(2)
. partners' general duty re 28
. settlement of. on dissolution . . . .44
Admission
. partner, by, binding firm 16
Agent
. receipt of profits by, not
partnership 3 1[ 3(b)
Agreement
discharge of retiring partner,
re 1»(3)
. variation of partnership, re 20
Apparent partners





distribution of, on dissolution 44^2
Assignee
. rights of 31
Assignment
share, of, bj- partner 31(1)
Bankruptcy Act (Canada)
referred to 1 (2)
Books
account, of. access to 24119
Breach
contract, of, dissolution for . 35(d)
trust, of, by partner, liabilities
for 14(c, b)
Business
. defined 1(1) (a)
partner's competition with firm . .30
Capital
right of partners in 241fl
Cautionary obligation
revocation by change in firm . 19
Change
. constitution of firm, in
. . eflFect upon dealing third
parties 36(1)
. notice of, by advertisement 36(2)
Charge
. partner's share, of
. . creditor's rights re partner-
ship 31(1,2)
dissolution on 33(2)
Child of deceased partner
payment to, not partnership 3 f 3(c)
Common law
. application of 45
Competition
partner and partnership, between 30
Continuance
. business, of, by partners ...27(2)
. share in profits by out-going
partner on 41 (1)
. partnership, of, presumption
re 27(1)
Court




. liability to—see Liability
. partner as, upon rescission for
fraud 41(&)
. receipt of profits by, not
partnership 3 ^ 3(a)
PARTNERSHIPS—Con. Sec.
Death of partner
. accounting for private profits
upon 29(2)
. dissolution by 33(1)
. payment to widow and child
upon 3 V 3(c)
. share in profits of continuing
firm upon 42(1)
. . exception 42(2)
. use of name upon 15(2)
Debts
. agreement of discharge of
retiring partner, from 18(3)
general liability of partners for. .6
. new partner not liable for
antecedent 18(1)
. outgoing partners' share as 43






insolvent and insolvency 1(2)
partnership 2
Dissolution
. accounts to assignee upon . 31(2)
. apportionment of premium on
premature 40
. . exceptions 40(a, b)
. authority of partners upon 38
. charge of partner's share, by 33(2)
. court, by 35
. death or insolvency of partner,
by 33(1)
. distribution of assets on—^sce
Distribution
. expiration of term, by 32(a)
. fraud or misrepresentation, for. .41
. notice of partner, by 32(c)
payment of losses on 441fl
right of partner re property on. .39
. termination of undertaking,
by 32(b)
Distribution
assets, of, on dissolution ....44112
Equity
. application of rules of 45
Expulsion
. partner, of 25
Firm










. notice not binding in case of .... 17
. rights upon dissolution for 41 (a-c)
Goodwill
. postponement of claim for, on
insolvency 4
. receipt of profits by seller of,
not partnership 3^ 3(e)
Guaranty
. revocation, of, by change in
firm 19
Holding out
. liability by 15(1)
Improper conduct
. dissolution for 35(c)
Incapacity
. dissolution for 35(&)
Indemnity
. partner, of, for personal
moneys 24 If 2
. person, by, guilty of fraud ..41(c)
Insolvency
. defined 1(2)
. dissolution by, of partner ..33(1)
. liability of partner's estate
after 36(3)
. postponement of lender's and




. made on behalf of firm
binding partners 7
Interest
. money advanced by partners,
on 24113
Joint liability
. partners, of 13
Land
co-owners of, as partners ...21(3)
. devolution of 21(2)
. partnership, of, as personalty ...23
Lender of money
. postponement of rights of,
on insolvency 4
receipt of profit by,
not partnership 3 If 3(d)
Liability
estate of insolvent partner,
of 36(3)
. firm, of









. acts of partner, for 6
. misapplication of moneys, for 12
. misuse of trust property,
for 14(6)
. wrongs and omissions by
partner, for 11
holding out, by 15(1)
partners, of
acts for private purposes, re 8
agreements re 18(3)
commencement of 18(1)
death, upon 15(2), 36(3)
joint and several, as 13
misuse of trust property,
for 14(a)
. obligations of firm, for 10
. termination of 18(2)
. wrongs, etc., of
co-partners, for 13
person, of, represented as
partner of insolvent 38
retiring partner, of ... 18(2), 36(3)
Lien
property, on, upon rescission
for fraud 41(a)
Limited Pjurtnerships Act
. referred to 46
Loans
. partner to firm, of 24 If 3
Loss
. dissolution for operation at ..35(^)
partner to third party, by 11
. payment of, on dissolution ..441fl
Mental incompetence
. dissolution for 35(a)
Misapplication
. moneys, of, by partners 12
Misrepresentation
. rights upon dissolution for 41 (a-c)
Notice
change or dissolution, of 36(2)
dissolution, re 32(c)
partner, to, binding firm 17




. partners, by 11
Ontario Gazette
notice in, re change in firm 36(2)
Partners
accounts by—see Accounts








. assignment of share by ^l(l)
. bound by acts on behalf of firm 7
. competing with firm 30
. credit used by. for private
purposes 8
. expulsion of 25
. liability of—see Liability
. notice to, binding firm 17
. power to bind firm 6
. retirement of 26(1)
. . notice re 26(2)
. rights and duties of 24







apportionment of, on dissolution 40
Profits
. private, of partner, account re . .29
. right to share in 24 f 1
. share in, of outgoing
partner 42(1)
. . exception 42(2)
. sharing of, not
partnership 3 f 3(a-e)
Property
. common or joint, not
partnership Z^\
. disposal of, on dissolution 39
. partnership, of 21(1)
. purchase of, with money of firm 22
. rights of partners in 24
Representation
. partner, by, binding firm 16
Retention
. right of, upon rescission
for fraud 41(a)
Retirement
. partners, of 26(1)




. receipt of profits by, not
partnership 3f 3(6)
Share
. assignment of, by partner ...31(1)
. option to purchase, by
continuing partners 42(2)
. outgoing partner, of, as debt . 43
PARTNERSHIPS—Con. Sec.
Sharing
gross returns, of, not
partnership 3f2
. profits, of, prima facie evidence
of partnership 3f3
Tenancy
. joint or in common, not
partnership 3fl
Term
. continuance after expiration of . .27
. dissolution on expiration of 32(a)
Third parties




Widow of deceased partner
. payment to, not partnership 3 f 3(f)
Wrongs




Act, Vol. 3, p. 939.
See also Partnerships Act; Reg-
istry Act; Securities Act
Absence
. partner making declaration, of 1(2)
Act
. failure to comply with
provisions of 10
mutual rights of partners not
affected by 14
. non-application of, to butter
and cheese manufacturers .... 13
Action
. incapacity of unregistered
businessman of 9(2)
. incapacity of unregistered
partnership of 9(1)
Affidavit
failure to register declaration, re 3
Age
. statement re partner's 2(e), 8(2) (rf)
Allegations
. declaration, in, effect of 5
Authority
. absent partners, by, re
declaration 1(2)
Books
. furnishing of, by municipality . . 12





. failing to register firm name . .9(2)
. registration of firm name by
single 8
Butter manufacturers
. Act not to apply to 13
Change
. declaration of 4(1)
. . time of filing 4(2)
Cheese manufacturers
Act not to apply to 13
Declaration
change in partnership, of . . .4(1)
. time for filing 4(2)
contents of 2
delivery of, to registrar 1(1)
dissolution of partnership, re . .6
. form of Form 2
effect of statements in 5
filing of
. absent partners, by 1(2)
. failure of 7(2), 9(1)
. registrar by 11(1)
. time for 3
form of Form 1
person failing to file 9(2)
signing of 1 (2)
single businessman, by, re
firm name
. other than own name ..8(l)(o)
, indicating plurality 8(1)(6)
Dissolution
. partnership, of 6
. . form of Form 2
Extension
. time, of, for registration 3
False statements
. penalty for 10
Fees
. registration, of 11(2)
. searches, etc., for 11(6)
Filing
declaration, of
. . absent partners, by 1(2)
. registrar, by 11(1)
. . time for 3
Firm index
. form of Form 3
. registrar to keep 11(4)
Firm name
. registration re change of . . .4(1)
. statement re, in




. declaration of dissolution of
partnership, of Form 2
. declaration of partnership,
of Form 1
. firm index, of Form 3
. individual index, of Form 4
Index
alphabetical, registrar to keep 11(3)
firm, registrar to keep 11(4)
. form of Form 3
individual, registrar to keep 11(5)
. form of Form 4
Individual index
. form of Form 4
registrar to keep 11(5)
Judge
. extension of time by, for
registration 3
Liability
unregistered partner, of 7(2)
Manufacturing




. statement r«, of partnership 2(d)
Mining
. filing of declaration for 1(1)
Municipality
. furnishing of books by 12
Partners
failing to file declaration . . . .9(1)
. liability of, not registered 7(2)
mutual rights of, not affected
by Act 14
position of, deemed according
to registration 7(1)
Penalty
. failure to comply with Act, for 10
Registrar
. books kept by 11(3)
. fees charged by 11(2)
fees for searches, etc.,
charged by 1 1 (6)




. declaration, in, by single
businessman
age, re 8(2)(<f)
fact of not being








. . firm name, re 8(2) (b)
. . personal particulars, re 8(2) (a)
. declaration in, effect of 5
. declaration of partnership, in
. . age of partners, re 2(e)
. . firm name, re 2(b)
. . personal particulars, re ... .2(a)
. . signatories being only
members, of 2(d)
. . time of subsistence, re 2(c)
Time
extension of, for declaration ...3
. filing declaration of change,
for 4(2)
. filing of declaration, for 3
. statement re, of subsistence . .2(c)
Trading
filing of declaration for 1(1)
PARTRIDGE
See Game and Fisheries Act
PASSENGERS
See Highway Traffic Act; Negli-
gence Act; Public Vehicles
Act; Railways Act
PASTEURIZATION
See Public Health Act
PATENT MEDICINES
See Liquor Control Act; Phar-
macy Act
PATENTS
See Companies Act; Execution
Act; Mining Act
PATIENTS
See Private Hospitals Act; Pri-
vate Sanitaria Act; Psychiatric
Hospitals Act
PAVEMENT
See Local Improvement Act
PAWNBROKERS
Pawnbrokers Act,
Vol. 3, p. 945.
Adniinistrators
deceased pawnbrokers, of,
extension of Act to 30
PAWNBROKERS—Con. Sec
Advertisement
. pledges up for public
auction, of 24(2, 3)
Affidavits
. persons claiming pledge, of . . .22
Age
. pawner, of 25(1) (a)
. servant, of 25(l)(c)
Agents
. responsibility for acts, of 5
Application
. copy of pawnticket, for 22
. penalties, of 28
Apprentices
. responsibility for acts of 5
Books and records
entries re pledges received in . . .7
liable to produce 26
police inspection of 16
public auction sales, for 24(6)
. inspection of 24(8, 9)
Business
. days of, restrictions on ..2S(\)(d)
By-laws
. licence, for 2(1)
Charge
. affidavit, for 22(6)
. copy of pawnticket, for 22(6)
. pawnticket, for 9
Compensation
. depreciation of pledge, for 21
Deceased pawnbroker
. Act extends to executor of 30
Definitions
. municipality 1 (1) (a)








. book for public auction sales,
in 24(6)
. . inspection of 24(8, 9)
. pawnticket, on 8
. pledges received, of 7
Executors
deceased pawnbrokers, of,
extension of Act to 30
Exposition





. justice of the peace not to take 27
. licence, for 2(3)
Fire
. pawnbroker liable for damage by 19
Forfeiture
. pledge, of 2Z
Forms
. daily report to police, of 15
Gold
. melting prohibited 17
Goods
. restoration to owner of 14(2)
Hours of business
. restrictions on 25(1) (d)
Indemnification
. delivery of pledge when
ticket lacking, for 22(5)
Inspection
. book for public auction sales,
of 24(8,9)
. police, by 16
Insurable interest
. pledge damaged by fire, in . . 19(2)
Intoxicated pawner
. pledge not to be taken
from 25(l)(a)
Justice of the peace
. fees not taken by 27
. pawnticket lacking, procedure
before 22(3)
. production of books, etc.,
compelled by 26
. re-delivery of pledge ordered
by 20(2)
Licence
. by-law required for 2(1)
. covers only one shop 3
. partnership requires only one ... .4
. pawnbroker to obtain 2
Medals
. unacceptable as pledge ..25(l)(t)
Melting
. gold or silver, of 17
Municipalities
. by-laws, re licences by 2(1)
. defined 1(1) (a)
Notice
rates, of, displayed 6
Owners
. restoration of goods to 14(2)
Partnership





. age of 2S(l)(a)
. defined 1(1)(<:)
. information about, entered
in book 7
. intoxicated 25(1) (o)
. pawnticket given to 8
. refusal to re-deliver to 20
Pawnticket
. application for copy of 22(2)
. charge for 9
. daily report to police on 15
. defined l(l)(<i)
. duplicate on pledge of 11
. entries on 8
. issued by another
pawnbroker 25(1) (6)
. lacking 22
. pawnbroker to produce 26
. production of for re-delivery
of pledge 10
. rights of holder of 18
Penalties
. application of 28
. books not produced on
demand, for 26
. breach of restrictions, for ...25(2)
. depreciation of pledge, for 21
. executor or administrator not
liable for 30
. failure of daily report to
police, for 15(2)
. failure to obtain licence, for 2(4)
. failure to re-deliver pledge,
for 20(2)
. improper advertisement of
pledges, for 24(3)
. obstructing execution of search
warrant, for 14
. pawning goods of others, for ... 12
. recovery of 29
. refusing inspection of book for
auction sales, for 24(9)
. sign and rates not displayed,
for 6<2)
. surplus of auction sale not
handed over, for 24(9)
. wearing apparel, etc., taken in
pawn, for 13
Police
. action under a search warrant by 14
. daily report to IS




. becomes property of
pawnbroker 23(1)
. daily report to police on 15
. damaged or destroyed by fire . . 19
. defined 1(1)(^)
. depreciation of, compensation
for 21
. duplicate pawnticket on 11
. entries of, in book 7
. failure to re-deliver 20
. forfeiture of 23
. goods of another 12
. holder of pawnticket
entitled to 18
. pawnticket lacking for 22
. police inspection of 16
. production of pawnticket for
re-delivery of 10
. restriction on pawnbroker re ...25
. sale at public auction of 24
. wearing apparel, unfinished
goods, etc., of 13
Public auctions
. sale of pledge at 24
Rates





failure to re-deliver 20
. pawnticket lacking, when 22
. time for 20(1)
Refusal
. licence, of 2(2)
Report
. daily, to police 15
Restrictions
. pawnbroker, on 25
Sale of pledge
. public auction, at 24
. restrictions on pawnbroker
re 2S(e-h)
Search warrant
obstructing execution of 14
Security
. pawnbroker by 2(3)
Servants
. age of 25(l)(c)
. responsibility for acts of 5
Shop
. defined 1(1)(/)






. licence covers only one 3
. rates displayed in 6
. searching of, by police 14
. sign over outer door of 6
Signs
. exhibited over outer door 6
Silver
. melting, prohibited 17
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recovered under 29
. search warrant issued under ...14
Surplus
. public auction, from 24(7)
Unfinished goods
. taken in pawn 13
Voucher
. pawnbroker to produce 26
Wearing apparel
. taken in pawn 13
PEACE OFFICER
See Highway Traffic Act; Inter-
pretation Act
PEAS
See Clean Grain Act
PEDDLERS
See Municipal Act; Optometry
Act
PEDIGREE
See Conveyancing and Law of






Act, Vol. 3, p. 955.
See also Andrew Mercer Re-
formatory Act; Department of
Reform Institutions Act; Fe-
male Refuges Act; Industrial
Farms Act; Jails Act; Mental
Hospitals Act; Municipal Act;
Public Hospitals Act; Re-
formatories Act
Accounting systems
. regulations re 4(e)
1198 GENERAL INDEX
PENAL AND REFORM Sec.
INSTITUTIONS—Con.
Actions
. limitation of 7
Books and records
, regulations re 4(e)
By-laws
municipalities, of, re jails 5
Coiurt houses




. penal and reform institution 1(c)




. regulations re 4(c)
Hospitals
. transfer to and from 9
Indigent persons
. hospital treatment for 9(4)
Inmates
. regulations re 4(rf)
. transfer of 9
Inquiries
. powers of inspectors re 3
Inspection i-
. regulations re ..4(6), 6
Inspectors
. appointment of 2, 3(1)
. powers of 3
. regulations re 4(o, b)
Jails
. construction and repair of 6
. municipal by-laws re 5
Jails Act
. construction and repair of
jails under 6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. inspectors appointed by 2
. regulations by 4
Limitation of actions
persons acting in pursuance of
Act, against 7
Lock-ups
. application of Jails Act to 6





\ -. inquiries authorized by 3
PENAL AND REFORM Sec.
INSTITUTIONS—Co«.
Minister—Con.
. municipal by-laws approved by ..5
. powers exercised by officers
designated by 8
Municipalities
. by-laws of, re jails 5
Penal and reform institutions
. defined 1(c)
Prisoners
. regulations re 4(d)
. transfer of 9
Production of dociunents
. powers of inspectors re 3(1)
Prosecutions
. limitation of 7
Public Hospitals Act
. payment of charges under 9(4)
Records
. regulations re 4(e)
Regulations
. defined 1(d)
. inspection, re 6
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 4
municipalities, of, re jails 5
. transfers, re 9(2)
Returns
. inquiries re 3(1)
. regulations re 4(e)
Rules—See Regulations
Transfers
one penal institution to
another, from 9(1)
. penal institution to public
hospital, from 9(3)
. penal institutions and mental
hospitals, between 9(2)
PENALTIES
See Estreats Act; Fines and For-




See Agricultural Associations Act
PENNY SAVINGS BANK
See High Schools Act; Public
•Schools Act
PENSIONS
See Blind Workmen's Compen-
sation Act; Insurance Act;
Old Age Pensions Act; Public
GENERAL INDEX 1199
PENSIONS—Con. Sec.
Service Act; Teachers' Super-





See Assignment of Book Debts
Act; Assignments and Prefer-
ences Act; Bills of Sale and
Chattel Mortgages Act; Bulk
Sales Act; Conditional Sales
Act; Execution Act; Factors
Act; Mercantile Law Amende
ment Act; Replevin Act; Sale





See Devolution of Estates Act;
Statute of Frauds; Surrogate
Courts Act; Trustee Act
PERSONATION
Personation Act,
Vol. 3, p. 959.
See also Election Act
Crown attorney
. printed forms supplied by 9
. . allowance re 10
Deputy returning officer
informations taken by 1
powers of, re detention
of offenders 3
. special constables appointed by .7
warrants issued by 4
Detention of offenders
. constables or jailers, by 5
. powers of deputy returning
officer, re 3
Election Act
penalty provisions of 2
personation defined by 1
Forms
. allowance to Crown attorney re 10
. duty of Crown attorney re 9
. information for personation at
polling place, for Form 1
. informations 1,8
. warrant for personation at
polling place, for Form 2
. warrants 4, 8
PERSONATION—Con. Sec.
Informations
. Crown attorney to keep 9
. deputy returning officer to take . . 1
. form of 8, Form 1
name of offender unknown 6
Penalties
. contravention of Act, re 11
. jurisdiction re 2
Poll clerks




imposition of penalties under 2
Warrants
. authority to detain, as 5
. form of Form 2
. powers of deputy returning
officer re 4




See Gas and Oil Leases Act;
Gasoline Handling Act; Mer-
cantile Law Amendment Act
PETTY TRESPASS
Petty Trespass Act,
Vol. 3, p. 963.
Arrest




. cases within section 539 of 4
Jurisdiction




. persons claiming a right, by ... .4
PHARMACY
Pharmacy Act,
Vol. 3, p. 965.
See also Liquor Control Act;
'Medical Act
Actions
Council, against, by persons
convicted of offences 23(3)




. by-laws re 11(1)
Administrator
. business of deceased chemist
carried on by 26
Amendment
. Schedule D. of 34(2)
Appeals
. decision of registrar, from 19
suspension of licence, re ... .35(6)
Apprentices
. suspension of, on conviction
of offence 23(2)
Apprenticeships
. contracts of 13(2, 3)
. registration of applicant for 14
. regulations re 17(a)




. . medicine prescribed by
medical practitioners, re 33(3)
. . sale of carbolic acid, re ..30(2)
. . time of sale of poison, re . .33(1)
. inspection of 36
British Pharmacopaeia
. preparation of compounds
named in 27
Burden of proof
. prosecutions, in 40
By-laws
. Council, of
. . elections, re 6(2)
. . electoral districts, re 4(2)
. . fees, re 21(1,2)
. . generally 11(1)
Cancellation of licences
oflfences re articles in
Schedule D, for 35(5)
. . appeal from 35(6)
Candidates
. certificates of competency, for 13(1)
Carbolic acid
. names of purchasers of, kept
in book 30(2)
. special restrictions re sale of 33(2)
. . exception 33(3)
Certificates
. competency, of
. . powers of Council re 3(2)
. . qualifications of candidates
for 13(1)




payment, of, form of 21(3)
. registration, of 20
. . suspension of 23(1)
Charges
. persons selling contrary to Act
not entitled to recover 41
College—See also Members of
College
. books inspected by agent of . . . .36
. continued 1
. examinations of 12
. powers of Council, re 11
. powers re real estate 2
College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Ontario
. standards selected by 27
Committee of Council—See also
Council; Members of
Council




. duty to furnish names of
directors 31
. sale of articles in Schedule D
by 34(1)
. sale of poisons by 29, 33
Compounds
, preparation of 27
Constables
. books inspected by 36
Contracts of apprenticeship
. death of employer, eflfect on 13(2)
. formal requirements re 13(2)
Council—See also Committee of
Council; Members of
Coimcil
actions against, by persons
convicted of oflfences 23(3)
appeal to, from decision
of registrar 19
composition of 3(1)
election of 3(1, 3), 5,
6
election of president of 8
meetings of 9
powers of
. dispensing with examinations,
re 18
. fees, re 21(1,2)
. generally 3(2)
. honorary membership, re ... .45
. schools of instruction, re 10, 11(1)








. . suspension of pharmaceutical
chemists, re 23(1)
. regulations by 17
. . carbolic acid, re 33(2) (b,c)
. resolutions of
. . declaring article to be
deemed poison 32
. . declaring persons unfit to be
on register 23(1)
. . suspension of apprentices,
re 23(2)
. vacancies in 7
Courses of study
. regulations re 17(rf)
Court of Appeal
. appeal to, re suspension
of licences 35(6)
Curriculxun
. powers of Council re 11(1)
Definitions




. disciplinary action re 35(4)
. duty of, re reports to
Minister 35(1)
. prescriptions signed by 34(1)
Directors
. duty of companies to furnish
names and addresses of 31
majority of, to be registered
chemists 29
Discipline
. by-laws re 11(1)
oflFences re articles in
Schedule D, re 35(4)
Division associations
electoral districts, of 46
Drugs
. restrictions on sale of 28(a)
. sale by companies 29
Election
. Council, of 3(1, 3), 5, 6
. president of Council, of 8
Electoral districts
. division association of 46
. Ontario divided into 4
Evidence
. burden of proof in prosecutions,
re 40
. certificate of registration as ...20
. eligibility for registration, re ... 19
PHARMACY—Con. Sec.
Examinations
. Council, by 12
. exemption for medical
practitioners 42
. fees for, powers of Council re 11(1)
. power of Council to dispense
with 18
. regulations re 17(e)
Execution
. certificates of registration, of . . .20
Executor
. business of deceased chemist
carried on by 26
Expulsion
. students, of, by-laws re 11(1)
Fees
. certificate of payment of ....21(3)
. default re 22
. examination, powers of
Council re 11(1)
. liability for, after retirement . . .25
. payable to Registrar 21(1,2)
Forms
. certificate of
registration . . Schedule B, Form 2
entry of sale .. Schedule B, Form 3
. register of pharmaceutical
chemists Schedule B, Form 1
Holding out
. registered chemist, as 28(6)
Honorary membership
powers of Council re 45
Inspection
. books, of 36
Labels
. carbolic acid, re 33(2)(a)
. . exception 33(3)
medicine prescribed by
medical practitioner, on ...33(3)
. poisons, re 33(1)
poisons which may be sold by
any person, re 30
Leases
. powers of College re 2
Liability
. directors, of 29
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. powers of
. . amendment of Schedule D,
re 34(2)
. . application of penalties, re 39(2)
. . approving regulations of










. . by-laws of Council, re ... .4(2)
. . election of Council, re . . 6(2)
. schools of instruction, re ..11(1)
Liquor Control Act
. conviction of offence
against 23(1, 2)
Management
. registered chemists, by 21(4)
Medical Act
. rights of medical
practitioners under 42
Medical practitioners
. business of pharmaceutical
chemist carried on by 42
. disciplinary action re 35(4)
. duty of, re reports to
Minister 35(1)
. prescriptions signed by 34(1)
. sales to 43
Medicines
. restrictions on sale of 28(a)
. sale by companies 29
Meetings
. by-laws re 11(1)
Members of College—See also
College
. qualifications of 16
Members of Council—See also
Committee of Coimcil;
Council
. qualifications of 3(3)
. remuneration of 11(1,2)
. resignation of 7
Minister
. powers of, re discipline 35(4)
reports required by, re articles
in Schedule D 35(1,3)
Misrepresentation
drugs or medicines, re 38
. . penalties 39
Mortgages
powers of College re 2
Notice
. Council meetings, re 9(2)
. intention to resume business, of 25
. intention to retire, of 25
. resignation, re 7
Officers
. appointment of 8






. notice in, re Council meetings 9(2)
Opium and Narcotic Drug Act
1929 (Canada)
. conviction of offence
against 23(1, 2)
Patent medicines




. application of 39(2)
. contravention of Act, re 39(1)
Personal representatives
business of deceased chemist
carried on by 26
Pharmaceutical chemists
. businesses to be managed by 21(4)
. default re fees 22
. disciplinary action re 35(4, 5)
. duty of
. . display certificate, to 24
. keeping record of articles in
Schedule D, re 35(2)
. . reports to Minister, re ....35(1)
. falsely holding out as
registered chemist 28(6)
fees payable by 21(1,2)
. majority of directors to be 29
. powers of personal representa-
tives on death of 26
. retirement of 25
. sales to 43







certain articles deemed to be ... .32
procedure on sale of 33(1)
restrictions on sale of 28(o)
. exceptions 30
sale by companies 29
"selling" of, to include
exhibiting, etc 37




. books inspected bj- 36
Presidents
. election of 8
Proceedings
Council, against, by persons




. application of Act to 44(1)
. defined 44(2)
. sale of 28(o)
Prosecutions
. burden of proof in 40
. directors, of 29
Publication
. amendment of Schedule D, of 34(2)
. list of members, of 15
. resolution declaring article to
be deemed poison, re 32
Qualifications
apprentices, of, regulations re 17(a)
candidates for certificates of
competency, of 13(1)
. regulations re 17(c)
candidates for registration, of,
regulations re 17(f)
entry in register, for 16
members of Council, of 3(3)
voters, of 5
Real estate
powers of College re 2
powers of Council re 3(2)
Refunds
. penalties, re 39(2)
Regjister
duty of Registrar to keep 15
. fraudulent or incorrect
entries in 19
persons who may be entered in 16
Registrar
appeals from decision of 19
. appointment of 8
. duty of, to keep register 15
. fees payable to 21(1,2)
. notice to, re resignation of
Council member 7







powers of Council re 3(2)
Regulations
. Council, by, re carbolic
acid 33(2)(b,c)
Regulations Act




. Council members, of
. . by-laws re 11(1)
. . limitations on 11(2)
Reports
. Minister, to
. . articles in Schedule D, re 35(1,3)
. . improper or incomplete . . .35(4)
Resignation
. members of Council, of 7
Resolutions
. Council, of
. . declaring articles poison 32
. . declaring persons unfit to be
on register 23(1)
. . meetings, re 9(1)
. . suspension of apprentices,
re 23(2)
Retirement
. pharmaceutical chemist, of 25
Sale
. any person, by 30
. articles in Schedule D, of ... .34(1)
. chemists, to 43
. incorporated companies, by 29, 33
. medical practitioners, to 43
. procedure on 33(1)
. real estate, of, powers of
College re 2
. veterinary surgeons, to 43
Sale of poisons
. restrictions on 28(9)
. . exceptions 30
. special restrictions re
carbolic acid 33(2)
. . exception 33(3)
Schedule A
. electoral districts in .. Schedule A
Schedule B
. form of certificate of
registration Form 2
form of entry of sale Form 3
. form of register Form 1
Schedule C
. articles in, deemed poisons .... 32
. articles in, sale of 33(1)




. discipline re offences re ...35(4,5)
. records re articles in 35(2)
. reports to Minister re
articles in 35(1,3)




. powers of Council, re 10(1)








. apprentices, of 2Z{^')
. by-laws re 11(1)
. pharmaceutical chemists, of 23(1)
. offences re articles in
Schedule D, for
. . appeal re 35(5, 6)
Term of office
. Council, of 3(1)
Trustee
. business of deceased chemist
carried on by Zd
Vacancies
. power of members of Council re 7
Veterinary surgeons
. disciplinary action re 35(4)
. duty of, re reports to Minister 35(1)
. prescriptions signed by 34(1)
. sales to 43
Vice-presidents
. election of 8
PHEASANTS






See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Anatomy Act;
Medical Act; Municipal Act;
'Optometry Act; Public Health
Act; Venereal Diseases Pre-
vention Act
PIERS





See Local Improvement Act;
Municipal Act; Water Powers
'Regulation Act
PLANNING
Planning Act, Vol. 3, p. 983.
See also Department of Planning
and Development Act; Land
Titles Act; 'Municipal Act;
"Registry Act; Settled Estates
Act; Surveys Act
Act
. supremacy of, in conflicts 30
Actions
. restraining contraventions of
by-laws, etc 28
Agreements
. cost of housing projects, re . . . .22
. prohibitions re, in areas of
subdivision control 24(1)
. uses of land, re 23
Applications
. approval of subdivision plans,
for 26
. committees of adjustment,
to 15(6-14)
. Municipal Board, to, re
by-laws 13(2, 3)
. planning areas, for 2(1)
Areas of subdivision control
. designation, eflfect of 24
By-laws
conform with official plans,
to .13(1,2)
. deemed to implement official
plans 14
. designation of areas of
subdivision control, re 24
. exemptions of land from 15(6)
. lodging of, with Minister . . 24(2)
. restraint of contraventions of .28
Chairman
. committee of adjustment, of 15(4)




powers, duties of 15(6-12, 14)
quorum of 15(3)
review of decisions of 15(13)
secretary-treasurer of 15(5)
tenure of office of 15(2)
Conflicts




. housing projects, of 22
Council of municipality
. application by, for planning
area 2(1)
. approval of, re housing
projects 17(2)
. constitution of committees of
adjustment by 15(1)
. defined 1 (a)
. designation of areas of
subdivision control by 24
. members of, in minority on
planning boards 4(2)
. payments to planning board
by 7(1)
. planning board appointed by ....3
. plans submitted to 9, 10(1)
. powers of, exercised by Minister 25
. proposals re alterations to
official plans 12
. reference of plans to 10(1)
. references by, to planning board 8
Coimty
grants to planning boards by 7(3)
Definitions
. council 1 (a)
. designated municipality 1(&)
. housing project 1 (c)
. local board 1 (d)
. Minister 1 {e)
. municipality 1 (/)
. official plan 1 {g)
. planning area 1 (h)








. compliance with Act, of ...29(2)
Fees
. applications to committees of
adjustment, re ... 15(9)
Grants





. agreements re cost of 22









. reference of plans to 10(1)
Land
agreements re uses of 23
areas of subdivision control, in .24
clearing, grading, etc., of 19
exchange of 20
exemption of, from by-laws 15(6)
Minister may exercise council's
power re 25
required by official plan 16
required for housing project ... 17
sale of, by description accord-
ing to unregistered plan 27
subdivision plans re 26
Land Titles Act







Minister of Planning and
Development
approval by
. agreements, of 22, 23
alterations, etc., to official
plans, of 12
. committees of adjustment,
of 15(1)
housing projects, of 17
planning boards, of 3
- plans, of 10
powers for developing
official plans, of 16
. temporary housing
projects, of 21
copies of official plans to .11(1)
decisions of committees of
adjustment to 15(12-14)
lodging of by-laws with 24(2)
Minister, defined l(^)
planning areas defined by 2
powers of
areas of subdivision
control, re 24(1) (d), (3)
. official plans, re 2(2, 5)
. subdivision plans, re 26
powers of councils exercised by 25








. restraining contravention of
orders of 28
signature of, as conclusive
evidence 29(2)
. vary planning boards, to 5
Municipal Act
application of 18
. by-laws passed under 25(1)
. procedure under, re applications
to Municipal Board 13(3)
Municipalities
agreements by, re cost of
housing projects 22
agreements by, re uses of land . 23
applications by, for planning
areas 2(1)
copies of official plan to 11(1)
defined 1(f)
different, in same planning area
appointment of planning
board for 3
. formulation of official
plan for 2(2)
exchange of lands by 20
grants to planning boards by 7(2)
land in, required for housing
projects 17(2)
powers of
. develop official plans, to .... 16
housing projects, re 17
prepare land, to 19
. temporary housing projects,
re 21
reference of plans to 10(1)
rights of, to restrain contra-
ventions of by-laws, etc 28
Notice
. decisions of committees of
adjustment, of 15(11, 12, 14)
. hearings before committees of
adjustment, re 15(8)





. alterations, additions to 12
. by-laws deemed to implement . . 14
. defined 1(9)
. formulation of 2(2, 4, 5)
. inspection of 11
. lodging of copies of 11
powers of municipalities to
develop 16
. public works, of, by-laws to
conform with 13(1, 2)
. restraint of contraventions re .28
PLANNING—Con. Sec.
Ontario Municipal Board
. applications to, re by-laws. .13(2, 3)
approval of, not required
by Minister 25(1) (a)
references to 15(7), 29(1)
seal of, conclusive evidence . .29(2)
Penalties




areas of subdivision control,
for 24(4)
Plan—See also Official plan
amendment of 10(1)
approval of, by Minister 10
preparation of 8(d)
subdivision, re 26
submission of, to council 9
Planning area
. defined 1(h)
. Minister to define 2




bodies corporate, as 4(1)





execution of documents by 6
financing of 7
plans submitted to council by 9(1)
quorum of 4(7)
reappointment to 4(5)




. substitutions on 4(3)
. tenure of office on 4(4, S)





conform with official plans, to 13
defined l(t)
Quorum
. committees of adjustment, of 15(3)







. subdivision plans, of 26
Registry Act
subdivision to be in accordance
with 26(7,10)
Registry office
lodging of official plans in ..11(2)
. registration of by-laws in . . . .24(2)
Secretary-treasurer
. committee of adjustment, of 15(5)
. planning board, of 4(9)
Subdivision
areas controlled re 24
. . Minister's powers re 25
registration of plans re 26
Surveys Act
. subdivision in accordance
with . . 26(7)
Unorganized territory
. inclusion of, in planning area . .2(3)
Vice-chairman
planning board, of 4(8)
PLANS
See Land Titles Act; Planning




Vol. 3, p. 997.
See also Agricultural Societies
Act; Horticultural Societies
Act; Nursery Stock Act
Administration of Act
. powers of Director re 2
regulations re 12(/)
By-laws
municipalities, of, re appoint-
ment of inspectors 5
Certificates
. freedom from plant disease, of,
regulations re 12(p)
Charges
. recovery of 11
. regulations re 12(y)
Confiscation
. infested plants or containers,
of, regulations re 12(«)
Containers
. defined 1 (a)
Court







. nursery 1 (e)
plant 1(/)
. plant disease 1 (<;)







duties of. regulations re 12(6)
. powers of, delegated to
Provincial Entomologist 4
. powers of, generally 2
Disease control areas
. powers of Minister re 9
Entry
. right of, by inspectors 10
Importation
. infested plants, of 8(1)
. plants likely to introduce
disease, of, regulations re 12(rf)
Infested plants
importation or trading of,
prohibited 8
Inspection
. regulations re 12(/)
Inspectors
. appointment of
. . Lieutenant-'Governor in
Council, by 3
municipal council, by 5
. defined 1 (c)
. duties of, regulations re .... 12(6)
municipal, subordinate to
Provincial Entomologist 6




. regulations by 12
Minister
defined 1(d)
plant disease control areas
prescribed by . . .9
power re permits for nurseries .7
powers re appointment of
Provincial Entomologist 3
municipal by-laws approved by 5(2)




by-laws of, re appointment
of inspectors 5(1)
Notice
, municipalities, to, re charges ...11
Nurseries
. defined 1 (e)
. permits re 7
Penalties
violation of Act, for 13
Permits
. nurseries, for 7
. . regulations re 12(c)
Petitions
apple producers, of, for plant
disease control areas 9










. powers of Director delegated to 4
Regulations
. defined 1 (i)
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 12
. penalties for violations of 13
Reimbursement
. municipalities, of, regulations
re \2(k)
Right of entry
. inspectors, of 10
Transportation
. plants likely to be infested
with disease, of ^2(e)
Treatment
plants, containers, or premises,
of, regulations re 12(/i)
PLANTS
See Factory, Shop and Office
'Building Act; Local Improve-
ment Act; Municipal Fran-
chises Act; Power Commission
Act; Public Works Act; Pub-
lic Works Protection Act;












See Agricultural Associations Act
PLUMBER





See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Game and
Fisheries Act; Pharmacy Act
POLICE
Police Act, Vol. 3, p. 100L
See also Highway Traffic Act;
iLabour Relations Act; Liquor
'Control Act; Liquor Licence
Act; Magistrates Act; Munici-











. advisory capacity of board for . .52
fees of office, re 22




policing by Provincial Police,
for 51
Allowances
. regulations for 60(l)(f)
Application




. members of, appointment of . . .28
Association
. bargaining by 27(2)
. defined 1(1) (a)
Attorney-General
. bargaining referred to 29
. board of arbitration members
appointed by 28(2, 3)
. consent of, for prosecution . . .58(2)
. investigation by Commissioner
required by 46
. Ontario Provincial Police
controlled by 38(2)
. payment from Fund under
direction of 42
. Provincial Police enforcement
designated by 3(2) (b, c), 4, 5
. responsibility in special areas
directed by 2(3)
Bargaining
. agreement or award upon.
effect of 30(1, 2), 31
board of arbitration for 28
police force members, by 27
provision for expenditures re .32
referred to Attorney-General . . 29
renewed 30(3)
Bargaining committee
. members of 27(3)
Board of commissioners of police
. advisorj- capacity only, in 52
. agreements for policing by ....50
annual costs of remuneration
to 35(l)(y)
. appointment of police force by . . 13
. arbitration of 28
agreement or award binding on 30
. bargaining by 27
. board defined !(!)(&)
. by-law of 10
default of, re bargaining 36(b)
. estimates submitted to council
by 17
. indemnification of member
certified by 23(2)
. meetings of 8
. . regulations for 60(l)(i)
. members of police force
subject to 15
. municipality, for 7
. regulations by 14
. remuneration for, regulations
re 60(l)(rf)
. request of, for Provincial
Police essential 51(2)
POLICE—Con. Sec.
Board of commissioners of
police—Con.
. responsibility of 15(1)
. sale of recovered property by . . 16
. witnesses summoned by 11
Books and accounts
. regulations for 60(1) (;')
Boundaries
municipality policing beyond ... .55
Buildings
. annual cost of 35(l)(t)
By-law enforcement officer
. municipality or police village,
for 57
By-laws
. board constituted by 7(1)
. - repeal of 9
. board, of 10
Chairman
. board of arbitration, of 28
Chief constable
appointment of, by council





. aid by council to
Cities
. board for 7




. establishment of 59
Commissioner
agreement by, re policing 51
appointment of 38(1)
board as advisor to 52
defined l(l)(c)
ex officio magistrate, as 39
inquiries by 38(3)
investigation and report by 46
police college and schools
established by 59
powers and duties of 38(2)
regulations for 60(1) (/)
report by, re municipality
failing to police 4,
5
request for assistance to 48
special constable appointed by ..56
Company
. agreement by, for policing 51
failing to enter into agreement .6
. responsible for policing 2(3)
Conditions




. empowered to act tlirouglunit
Ontario 44
. investigation into conduct of . . .46
Constitution
. boards, of 7(1)
Costs
. agreements for Provincial
Police, re 51(3)
. arbitration proceedings, of . .28(5)
. investigations, of 46(1)
. member prosecuted, when 23
. police force, of
. . determination of 35
. . provincial grant in
proportion to 34
. policing beyond boundaries of
municipality, of 55
. policing, township, of 20
. regulations for 60(l)(ife)
Council
agreement re fees of office by .22
agreement with Commissioner
by 51
agreements for pKjlicing by ...50
bargaining agreement or award
binding on 30(1)
bargaining by Z7
default of, re bargaining . . . .36{b)
establishment of police force
by 18(1)
estimates of board submitted to 17
expenditures of bargaining
provided for by 32
indemnification of member by .23
salary of member appointed by 21
widows and children aided by .24
Council head
. board, on 7 (2) (a)
suspension of member by 25
Criminal investigation branch
. Ontario Provincial Police,
of 3i2)(c)
Crown attorney
. board, on 7{2)(c)
. Provincial Police aid
requested by 3(2) (c)
services of Provincial Police,
request by 47(1)
Definitions
. association 1(1) (a)
. board 1(1) (fc)
. Commissioner l(l)(c)




. paid costs 35(2)
. police force 33(&)
. population 33(c)
regulations 1(1) (d)
Department of Municipal Affairs
. municipal treasurer's state-
ment to, for grant 37
. request for pensions to 27(4)
Districts
. advances to Provincial Police
in 47(2)
Duties
. members of police forces, of . . .45
. members of Provincial
Police, of 41
. Provincial Police for
municipalities, of 51(4)
Equipment
. annual costs of 35(1)




board to submit, to council ...17
Exemptions
levy for township policing,
from 20(2)
Expenses—See also Fees
. bargaining, of, provision for ...32
. calling out active militia, of ...54
. Ontario Provincial Police, of 42(3)
. Provincial Police, of
. . assistance requested by
municipality 48(2)
. payable by municipality . . .47(1)
Farm lands




. . agreement re 22
. . belonging to police village 19(3)
. regulations for 60(l)(ife)
Filing
. oath of member of police
forces, of 53(2)
Fines
. disposition of, under
agreements 51 (6)
Forfeiture of rights
. member, by 58(3)
Forms









. conditions precedent to 36
. municipal police force, for .... 34
. municipal treasurer's
statement for 37
. municipality policed by another
municipality, for 35(3)
. municipality policed by
Provincial Police, for 35(4)
Highway Traffic Act
. sale of recovered property
subject to 16(3)
Improvement district
. township municipality, as 1(2)
Indemnification
member by council, of 23
Inquiries
. administration of police
forces, re 46
. Commissioner, by 38(3)
. conduct of member of police
forces, re 46
policing of municipality, re ... .46
Insurance
. annual costs of 35(1) (e)
Judge
. board, on 7(2)ib)




traffic patrol on 3(2) (a)
Law Enforcement Fund
allowances for service badges
from 43(2)
. defined 42(1)
. payments to Provincial Police
from 42
Levy
. cost of township policing, for . 20
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. board appointments by 7
. Commissioner appointed by .38(1)
. members of Provincial Police
appointed by 40
. regulations by 60
. special area designated by . . .2(3)
Liquor Control Act
enforcement of 3(2) (6)
Liquor Licence Act




. Commissioner as, ex officio ... .39
. special constable appointed by 56
Magistrates Act
. jurisdiction of Commissioner
notwithstanding 39(2)
Meetings
. board, of 8
regulations for 60(l)(i)
Members
. age limits of, regulations
re ....60(1)(6)
. agreement or award binding on 30
. aid to widows and children of 24
. annual costs re 35(1)




. duties of 45
. governing of, regulations
re 60(l)(a)
. indemnification of, by council . .23
. inducing to withhold
services 58(1)(6)
. inquiry into conduct of 46
. number of, regulations
re 60(1)(«)
. oath of 53
. Ontario Provincial Police
Force, of 40
. powers of 45
. qualifications for, regulations
re . 60(1)(&)
. salarj- of, when appointed
by council 21
. suspension of 58(3)
. . council head, by 25
. trade union member
prohibited, as 26
. withholding services 58(l)(f)
Moneys
. received for Provincial
Police agreements 51(5)
. service badges, for 43
Municipal Act
pension plan under 27(4)
Municipal by-laws
. duties of Provincial Police re 41(2)
Municipalities
. agreement with Commissioner
for policing of 51
agreements for policing between 50
. board for 7




costs of police force
determined for 35
expenses of Provincial Police
payable by 47(1)
failing to comply with Act 5
failing to police 4
inquiry into policing of 46
investigation at request of 46(1) (o)
obligation of, re police force
discharge of 49
police force of, when a board ... 12
policing beyond boundaries of . .55
Provincial grants to 34
. policed by another
municipality, for 35(3)




statement by treasurer of, for
Provincial grant 37
Notice
. appointment of special
constable, of 56(2)
. sale of recovered property, of 16(2)
Number
. members, of, regulations
for 60(l)(<f)
Oath
. members of police forces, of ...53
. special constables, by 56(4)
Ontario Municipal Board
. municipal treasurer's statement
referred to 37(3)
Ontario Provincial Police
. advances to, in districts 47(2)
. agreements for policing by ...51
. Commissioner to control 38(2)
. duties of members of 41
. expenses of, payable by
municipality 47(1)
. inquiry re conduct of
member of 38(3)
. members of 40
. municipality policed by 4, 5
. municipality requesting
assistance of 48
. payments from Law Enforce-
ment Fund to 42
. regulations for 60(1) (/)
. responsibilities of 3
. service badges for 43
. special area policed by 6
Owners






. Law Enforcement Fund, from . .42
Penalties
. causing dissatisfaction among
members, for 58(1) (a)
. inducing members to withhold
services, for 58(1) (6)
. member withholding services,
for 58(1)(<:)
Pension plan
. annual costs of 35(1)(/)
. condition required for
Provincial grant 36(c)
Pensions
. bargaining for 27(4)
. forfeiture of rights re ...58(3) (6)
Personal property
. recovered by police, sale of .... 16
Police force
. appointment by board of 13
. defined 33(6)
. establishment for police
village of 19




. inquiry into administration of . .46
. members subject to board 15
. municipality with board, of 12
. regulations by board for 14
Police officer—See Members
Police organization
. member of, on bargaining
committee 27{3)
Police village
. by-law enforcement officer for 57
. establishment by trustees of
police force for 19
Population
. defined 33(c)
. Provincial grant, for 34
Procedure
. sale of recovered property, for 16(2)
Provincial grants—See Grants
Public auction
. sale of recovered property by 16(2)
Public Inquiries Act
. Commissioners powers under i&O)
. powers of investigator under 46(2)
Qualifications




. regulations for 60(l)(y)
Regulations
. application of 60(2)
. board, by 14
. defined l(l)(d)
. discharge by municipality of . . .49






. board members, to 7(4)
. regulations for 60(l)(rf)
Report
. Attorney-General, of, re
bargaining 29{2, 3)
Responsibility
. board, of 15(1)
. municipalities, in 2(1,2)
. Ontario Provincial Police, of . . .3
. special areas, in 2iZ)
. townships, in 2(2)
Returns




. members appointed by
council, of 21
. members of police village, of 19(2)
. regulations for 60(l)(c)
Sale of property
. recovered by police 16
Schools
. annual costs re 3S(l)(r7)
. establishment of 59
. regulations for 6Q{\){_g,h)
Service badges
. Ontario Provincial Police
members, for 43
Services
. annual costs of 35(l)(o)
Special area
. Provincial Police for 6
. responsibility for policing in . .2(3)
Special constables
. appointment of 56
Statements
. annual, for provincial grant 37
Suspension
. member, of 58(3)
. . council head, by 25
services of special constable,
of 56(3)
Towns
. responsibility for policing in . .2(1)
POLICE—Con. Sec.
Township
. improvement district as 1(2)
. levy for cost of policing by ... .20
. Provincial grants for 34(2)
. responsibility for policing in . .2(2)
Trade unions
. constable forbidden to join 26
Training
. regulations for 60(1)(^,A)
Treasurer of mimicipality
. annual statement of, for
provincial grant 37
Trustees
. police force for police village
established by 19
Uniforms
. annual costs of 35(1)(6)
Vacancies
. board, on Ti^)
Vehicles
. annual costs of 35(l)(/j)
Villages
—
See also Police village
. provincial grants for 34(2)
. responsibility for policing in 2(2)
Widows
. aid by council to 24
Witnesses
. board may summon 11
Workmen's Compensation Act
. annual costs under 35(l)(rf)
. members to be under 36(o)
POLICE VILLAGES




See Statute Labour Act
POLLS
5"^^ Election Act; Municipal Act
POOL TABLES
See Minors' Protection Act;
Municipal Act
POOR LAWS















Act; Farm Products Market-
ing Act; Live Stock and Live
Stock Products Act; Live
Stock Branding Act; Municipal
Act; Ontario Food Terminal
Act; Pounds Act; Transporta-
tion of Fowl Act
POUNDS
Pounds Act, Vol. 3, p. 102L
See also Landlord and Tenant
lAct; Municipal Act
Affidavits
, justice of the peace, before 17
Agreements
. distrainor of, with
pound-keeper 9(1)
Animals
. allowed at large 18(3)
. breachy or unruly Z{,Z)
. charge or keeping, under,
liability for 2
. distrainor may retain 10
. impounding of 6
. neglecting of 19
. notice of impounding of 7
. notices of sale of 11-13
. providing for 14
. release of, on security 9(2)
Application
. Municipal Act, of 1
. penalties, of 24
Books
. notice by distrainor
entered on 10(4)
Bulls
. over 10 months of age 4, 5
By-laws
. animals running at large,
against 2,18(2)
. Municipal Act, under 1
. provisional judicial district, in ...3
Cattle
. provisional judicial district, in ...3
POUNDS—Con. Sbc
Certification
. annual statement, of 22
Clerk of municipality
. annual statement filed with . .21-23
. notice by distrainor to ....10(3,4)
Costs
. security for, by owner 9(2)
Damages
. bull or swine, by 5
. dispute as to amount of 18
. distrainor cannot claim, when 10(1)
. limit of 9(1)
. owner or occupant liable for . . .2
. provisional judicial district, in ..3
. security by owner for 9(2)
Disputes
. damages, re 18
Distrainor
. agreement by, with
pound-keeper 9(1)
. animals retained by 10
. annual statement of 21-23
, duty to provide 14
. penalty for 19
. poundage fees deposited by . .9(1)
. recovery of expenses by 15-17
. statement of demand by 9(1)
Expenses
. recovery of 15-17
Fees—5^^ also Poundage fees
. fence-viewers, of 18(2, 3)
Fence-viewers
. appointment of 18
. damage disputes settled by 18
. penalties for neglect of duty by 20
Fences
. lawful or unlawful 18(2, 3)
. provisional judicial district, in 3(2)
. required height re 2
Food
. duty to provide 14
. failure to provide 19
. recovery of expenses of 15-17
Forms
. agreement by distrainor, of . .9(1)
Impounding
. animals, of 6
. common pound unsafe 8
. notice of 7
Horses
. provisional judicial districts, in .3
Justice of the peace
. recovery of expenses before .... 15
Land




. application of 1
Notice
. animals impounded, of 7
. distrainor to clerk of
municipality, by 10(3)
. distrainor to owner, by 10(2)
. publication of. by distrainor 10(5)
. sale of impounded animals, of 11, 13
. sale of retained animals, of . . 12, 13
Occupant of land
. liability of 2
Owner
. bull or swine, of 5
. liability of 2
. notice by distrainor to 10(2)
. security by,' for release 9(2)
Penalties
. application of 24
. bull or swine at large, for 5
. failure to file annual
statement, for 23
. neglect of duty by fence-viewer,
for 20
. neglecting impounded animals,
for 19
. poultry at large, for 6
Poultry
. running at large 6
Potmd-keeper
. agreement by distrainor with 9(1)
. annual statement of 21-23
. duty to provide 14
. fence-viewer's statement to 18(2, 3)
. impounding by 6
. notice by 7
. penalty for neglect of animals by 19
. recovery of expenses by ....15-17
. statement of demand to 9(1)
Poundage fees
. deposit of, by distrainor 9(1)
Proceeds of sale
. disposal of 17
Provisional judicial districts
. recovery of damages in 3
Public auction
. notices of sale by 13
. procedure for sale by 17
Publication
. notice by distrainor, of 10(5)
Recovery
. expenses, of 15-17
Release
. security by owner, on 9(2)
POUNDS^Con. Sec.
Sale
. disposal of proceeds of 17
. notice of 11-13
. procedure for 17
Seciuity
. owner, by, for release 9(2)
Sheep
. provisional judicial district, in . . .3
Shelters
. duty to provide 14
. failure to provide 19
. recovery of expenses of 15-17
Statement of demand
. distrainor, by 9(1)
Statements
. pound-keeper or distrainor,
of 21-23
Surplus of sale
. disposal of 17
Swine
. provisional judicial district, in 3-5
Unruly animals
. provisional judicial district, in 3(3)
Unsafely
. common pound, of 8
Water
. duty to provide 14
. failure to provide 19





Vol. 3, p. 1027.
See also Burlington Beach Act;
Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Municipal Act;
Municipal Electric Railways
Act; Ontario Municipal Board
Act; Power Commission In-
surance Act; Power Control
Act; Public Service Works on
Highways Act; Public Utili-
ties Act; Public Works Act;
Rural Hydro-Electric Distri-
bution Act; Rural Power Dis-
trict Loans Act; Rural Power
District Service Charge Act;
Telephone Act; Water Powers
Regulation Act
Abandonment






. Commission, of, audit of 10
. secretary-treasurer in police
village, of, audit of 65(4)
Acquisition
. assets, undertakings, etc.,
of 24(2)(6)
distributing plants, of ...24(2)(^)
lands, waters, works,
etc., of 24(2)(a),38(l)
. perfection of title on 32(11)
plants, of 24(2) (g)
. powers re 32(1)
property, of
. boundaries, on 24(2)(?)
. municipality, from 39(2)
. production, for 24(2) (d)
shares and stock in
companies, of 24(2) (/)
shares in companies operating
:on boundaries, of 24(2)(/)
stock in development, etc.,
companies, of 24(2) (m)
Act
. agreements contrary to,
deemed amended 70(1)
Act respecting the City of Toronto
. referred to 120(2)
Action
change of frequency, re
. arising from agreement . . . .31(4)
. cases excluding 31 (3)
. limitation of 31(1)
. notice of claim, upon 31(2)
consent of Attorney-General,
by 6(5)




. amounts for power, re . . . .80(1)
. expenditure, re 80(2)
. finality of 80(3)
. rural districts, for 93
Advance
moneys, of, to Commission
. . appropriation, upon 47
. . interest on 50
. . loan, upon 46
. . warrant, on 48
plan of repayment of 49(1)
. repayment of, beyond plan . . .49(2)
Advisory coimcil







. disqualification of member of 7(7)
. defined 1(a)
. . termination of 7(8)
. election of presiding officer of 7(2)
. meetings of 7(3)
. quorum and vacancy re 7(9)
. remuneration to members of 7(5)
. reports by 7 (4)
. technical assistance to 7(6)
Agreements
. contrary to Act deemed
amended 70(1)
. enforcement of, with
municipality 62
. payments for works held in
trust, re 59(2)
. . terms of 59(3)
. supply in unorganized
territories, re 90(1)
Appeal
. order of Board or judge,
from 33(1,2)
. order re costs of waters
improvement, from 42(6)
. valuation, from




. . powers of Board or judge
re 32(8)
. . right of 32(6)
. . scale of costs of 32(10)
Apportionment
. annual, by Commission
—
see Adjustment
. cost of water constructions,
of 42(1)
. . allowance for previous
expenditures 42(9)
. . appeal from order re ... .42(6)
costs not awarded for
'inquiry re 42(3)
. . finality and readjustment of
order re 42(12)
. . inquiry by judge re 42(2)
. . judge's fees, etc., for 42(4)
. expenses and salaries, of ...6(2,3)
. . finality of 6(4)
. expenses re change of
frequency, of 26(^),28
Appropriation
. land and waters, of
. . containing power, etc. ..24(2)(0
. . exercise of privilege, for 24(2) (;)
. payment of sums available by . . .47
Arbitration






. . street lighting in rural
districts, re 94(2)
. . street lighting in
townships, re 82(4)
. . township, by 66(2)
. establishment of, by
township 66(1) (a)
Arrears
. collection of, due to municipality 108
Assembly
. member of, as commissioner . .5(2)
. submission of report to 9(3)
Assessment Act
. referred to 45(1)
Attachment
. signs, of, to property 44(2)
Attorney-General
. consent of, to action 6(5)
Audit
. accounts of Commission, of 10(1)
. . expenses of 10(2)
. accounts of secretary-treasurer
in police village, of 65(4)
Audit Act





. Commission to prescribe
system of 105(1)
Business operations
. application of net profits from 55(7)
. co-operation with others, by 55(6)
. engineering, etc., service,
re S5(3)(c)
. exceptional utilization of
works, re 57
. income applied for 11 (d)
. investigation and research, re 55(4)
. manufacturing of supplies, re 55(2)
. patents and products, re ....55(5)
. planning and construction of
plants, etc., re 55(3) (a)
. purchase and sale of furnishings
and machinery, re 55(1)
. purchase of material, re ..55(3)(&)
. sale of by-products, re 56
By-laws
alteration of area for lighting
of highways, re 82(4)
. borrowing, re 67(2)
. contract, re








. corporation to assume street
lighting, for
. . rural districts, in 94(6)
. . townships, in 82(7)
. extension of street lighting,
re ...82(9)
. extension of works in police
village, for 64(1)
. . approval by Commission
of 64(2.3)




. . alteration of area, re 66(2)
. . appointment of Commission,
re 66(4)
. . contract of supply, re .. .66(1) (&)
. . establishment of areas,
re 66(l)(a)
. . general powers to pass 66(1) (d)
. . repeal of, re commission 66(10)
. voiding and quashing of 103(3)
. . exception 103(5, 6)
By-products
. sale of 56
Chairman
. appointment of 3(1)
. requisition of money by 47
. signing of report by 9(2)
Chief eng^eer




. appointment of 2(1), 4
. disqualification of—see
•Disqualification
. liability for errors of 6(6)
. members of Assembly as 5(2)
remuneration of 5(1)




. crop damage, for 35(2)
. damage by entering, for 60
. expropriated and abandoned
land, for 40(2)
. expropriation, on 24(5)
. . powers of Municipal
Board, re 24(6)







. taken or used land, for




. . duty to pay 32(3)
. . fixed by agreement 32(4)
. . valuation of—see Valuator
Complaints
. rates, re
. . Commission, to 101(1)
. . hearing of 101(2)
. . powers of Commission
in hearing 101(3)
Consent
. action against Commission and
members, for 6(5)
. electors, of—see Electors
Construction
. localities of subsisting works, in
. . approval of Commission, by 97(1)
. . approval on condition, by ..97(2)
duty to insulate wires,
etc.. in 97(3)
. . expense of special
measures in 97(4)
. plants, of 55(3) (a)
Contract
extension of
. commissions and boards, to 121
. street lighting, re 82(9)
fixed rates, at 59(6), 74
municipal commission, with, re
street lighting 82(11)
municipality, with •. .59(5)
persons, with, other than
corporations 68(1)
right-of-way and use of
property, re 68(5)
supply in rural districts, re .84(1)
. signing of 84(5)
supply to Commission, re 24(2) (/i)
township, with 66(1) (6)
Corporation
. bearing costs of street lighting
. . rural districts, in 94(6)
. . townships, in 82(7)
claim for damages by, against
another 98(1)
. . notice of 98(2)
. defined 96(fl)
Costs
. included in price of power
. . interest service, etc., re ...74(b)










. . reserve accounts, etc., re ..74(d)
. . sinking fund, re 74(c)
. power, of, reduction of
—
see
Reduction of cost of power
. works and improvements on
waters, of
. . apportionment of—see
Apportionment
. . expenditures included in . . .42(5)
. . recovery of 42(10)
. . share of Province in 42(11)
Council
. consent by. to deal with
other municipality 67(3)
. disqualification of member of
—
see Disqualification
. extension by, of contract re
street lighting 82(10)
. liability of members of,
for by-law 103(2)
. township, of
. . alteration of areas by 66(2)
. . appointment of commission
by 66(4)
. . authority of, re money 66(8)
. . by-laws by—see By-laws
. . issue of debentures by ...66(3)
. . management by, on repeal
of by-law 66(11)
Court of Appeal
. appeal from order re
compensation to 33(1)
Covenants
. binding for boards and
commissions 121
Damage
. abandonment, on 40(2)
. arbitration re 98(1)
. compensation, for 32(3)
. crops, to 35 (2)
. payment for, by entering
land, etc 60
Debentures
. dealing in—see Securities
. issue of
. . municipal council, by 67(2)
police village, by 63(2)
restraint from, by
Commission 103(3)
. . township, by 66(3)
. lighting of highways in
townships, re 82(5)






. payment of, from income ...11(e)
Default
. remedy by Commission of ....110
Deficits
. stabilization fund account
charged with 104(3)
Definitions
. advisory council 1(a)
. 'Commission 1 (b)
company 114(2) (&)
. corporation 96(a)
. highway, of 96(6)
. land 1(f)
. lines 114(2) (a)




use of power and duty 1(h)
works l(^). 96(c)
works re sinking fund 19(2)
Disposal
. unnecessary property, of ...39(4)
works, of, to municipality .39(1)
Disqualification
. advisory councillor, of 7(7)
. councillor or commissioner, of
default in accounts and
entries, for 109(e)




supply at reduced cost,
for 109(c)
supply on terms not
approved, for 109(o)
Diversion
. power, of 59(8). 79(1)
Easements
. land, on, sold for taxes not
affected 45(4)
Election




. by-law re contract for
rural district, to 89
. corporation assuming street
lighting to 82(7), 94(6)
entering contract, to 58(3)







. consent not required
—
Con.
. . extension of street
lighting, to 82(10)
. . issue of debentures to 64(2), 66(3)
. . repeal of by-law re
commission, to 66(10)
Emergency
. cessation of delivery for
contravention in 71(3, 4)
. defined 71(1)
. measures of, no breach
of contract 71 (5)
. modification of restrictions in 71(2)
. penalties re 71 (6)
. regulation of supply, etc.,
in 71(1)(6)
. restriction of delivery in 71(l)(o)
Employees
. appointment of 6(1)
. participation in pension fund
of municipal 21
Enforcement
agreements, of, with municipality 62
order, of
. underground lines, re 119(5)
. unlawful franchise, re 61(2)
payments for direct supply,
of 72(1)
Engineering service
. Commission, by 55 (3) (c)
Error
. liability for, of Commission .6(6)
Evidence
. regulations, of 102(14)
Executive Council
. commissioner, member of ...2(1)
Expenditure
. comprising cost of water
constructions 42(5)
. included in cost of supply . .6(3)
. repayment of, by municipality ..73
. . buildings, re 38(2)
Expenses
. apportionment of, re removal
of poles 37
. audits, of 10(2)
chargeable to separate
undertakings 6(2)
. income applied to meet
operating 11(a)
Expropriation
. abandonment of land after 40(1)







. land, of, for buildings 38(1)
. property, of 24(1)
. . perfection of title in 24(4)
. . procedure of 24(5,6)
Fees
. collection of, by Commission 102(8)
. prescription of, by
Commission 102(7)
Financial powers of Commission
. acquisition, etc., of works,
re Sl(2)(e)
. borrowing of net sum and
issue of securities, re 51(3)
. form and execution of
securities, re 51(7)
. payment, re
. . debts, of 51(2)(d)
. . liabilities, bonds, etc.,
of 51 (2) (c)
. . loan, of 51 (2) (6)
. pledge, etc., of securities, re 51(6)
. reissue of securities, re 51(5)
. repayment of advances, re 51 (2) (a)
. sale or disposal of securities,
re 51(4)
. seal in exercise of 51(8,9)
Flooding
. land, of 24(2) (t,;)




. . misapplication of surplus
funds, for 112(3)
. . offence re duty, for 109
Franchise
. conditions of legality of 61(3)
. proceedings for ascertaining
rights of 61(2)
. prohibition of 61(1)
Frequency




. . additional amounts, of 14(1) (rf)
. . charges for services, of 14(1) (6)
. . interest on balance, of ..14(l)(e)
revenue from supplies outside
Ontario, of 14(1) (c)
. . transfers from reserve
accounts, of ... 13(3), 14(1) (a)
. revenues from supply outside
Ontario to 68(2)





. general, establishment and
purpose of 12
. insurance, in lieu of 107(3)
. pensions—see Pensions
. utilization of—see Utilization
General manager
. appointment of 6(1)
Guarantee
. Province, by
. . Commission's covenants, of .53
. . Commision's securities, of . . .52
. , repayment of advances, of 54(3)
Highway
. defined 96(6)
. expenses of removal of poles,
etc., on 37
. powers of Commission re
lines on 36
Income
. application of 11
Injunction
. acts of Commission not
subject to 24(8)
. court not to issue, against
approved works 1(X)
. municipalityj against 62
Inspector
. appointment of 102(6)
. liability of, for acts
of control 102(10)
. powers of 102(9)
Insurance
employees, of 107(1)
amount and conditions of 107(2)
. cases where, unnecessary 107(5)
. fund in lieu of 107(3)
. group, with company 107(4)
Insurance Act
. referred to 20(5), 107(4)
Interest
. crediting of reserve accounts
with 13(2)
. payment of
. . advances by Province, on 50
. . income, from H (')
Investigation
. Commission, by 55(4)
Investment
. funds, of 16
Joint board











. . designation of 42(1)
fees of 42(4)
. powers of 42(2)
. ascertaining rights of
franchise 61(2)
. declaration of disqualification by 109
. hearing appeal from valuation
. designation of 32(7)
powers of 32(8)
Judges' Orders Enforcement Act
. referred to 42(2)
Land
. abandonment of 40(1)
. acquisition of 24(2)(a),38(l)
. appropriation of 24
. defined 1 (f)
. entrance and use of 32(2)
. . compensation for 60
. expropriation of 38(1)
. Hooding of 24(2) («)
limitation not extending to 43
. rights on, sold for taxes
not affected 45(4)
taxation of Commission's ...45(1)
. . exception 45(3)
. vested in Commission 24(4)
Lease
. land, of, for buildings 38(1)
. property, of 24(2) («)
Legislative Assembly Act
. referred to 5(2)
Lien
. land, on
. cost of waters improvement,
for 42(10)
. rates re direct supply, for 72(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
appointment by
. advisory council, of 7(1)
. Commission, of 2(1), 4
. presiding members, of 3(1)
approval by
. areas in unorganized
territories, to 90(2)
. change of frequency, to ...25,26
. contracts by park board, to 86(1)
contracts with private
partners, to 68(1)






. investigation and research,
to 55(4)
. pension agreements, to 21
. Pension and Insurance
•Plan, to 20(6)
. rules and regulations by
Commission, to ... 102(1) (a-rf)
supply from own works, to,
not required 69
. temporary loans, to 54(1)
. utilization of unused
works, to 57
. validating agreements 70(2)
authorization by
. acquisition of property, of 24(1)
. manufacture, of 55(2)
. retroactive 24(7)
designation of judge, by
. apportionment of cost re
water improvement, for . .32(7)
determination of commissioners'
remuneration 5(i)





raising of loan for
Commission by 4^
termination of advisory
councillor's appointment by 7(8)
Limitation
. lands of Commission not
subject to 43
Limitations Act
. referred to 43
Lines
defined 114(2)(o)
. placement of, underground
application for order re ..119(2)
construction of tunnels
for 115-117
disobedience of order re ...118
. . joint action of Commission
and Dominion Transport
Board, by 119(1)
. . joint board for hearing
applications re 119(4)
order of Commission, by . .114(1)
. . order re, rule of
Exchequer Court 119(5)





. raising of, for purposes
of Commission 46
. raising of temporary, by
Commission 54(1)
. security for temporary 54(2)
Local Improvement Act
. referred to 66(l)(d), 66(8),
82(8), 103(6)
Location
. equipment, etc., of, on highways 36
Manufacturing
. furnishings and machinery, or 55(2)
Mines
. regulations not to apply to 102(13)
Mining Act
. referred to 102(13)
Municipal Act
. referred to 34, 58(3. 4), 60, 66(1 )((/),
66(3), 67(1), 82(5), 98(1), 109,
112(3). 116
Municipal commission
. composition of, in towns
from 60,000 onwards 120(2)
. constitution and duties of . .66(9)
. disestablishment of, on
incorporation of area 66(6)
. disqualification of member
of 109,112(3,4)
. establishment of
. . every town and city, in . . .120(1)
. . townships, in 66(4)
. exercise of powers by 66(7)
Municipality
. application by, for supply . . . .58(1)
. borrowing limits unaffected
by debentures 58(4)
. consent of Commission to
borrowing by 103(1)
. construction of tunnel by 115, 116
. enforcement of agreement with 62
. extension of payments of 76
. obligation of, to insure 107
. pKJwers of
. . by-law for borrowing, re . .67(2)
. . emergency, in 71 (4)
. . management, expropriation,
etc.. re 67(1)
. . supply to other municipality
re 67(3)
. repayment of expenditure by ...73
. right of, to enter land, etc 60
. statements and returns by 105(2)





. utilization of funds by Ill
. vote in, re supply 58(3)
Notice
. claim, of, re change of
frequency 31(2)
. crop damage, of 35(1)
. failure to give 35(2)
. execution of instruments, re 32(11)
. meetings of advisory council,
re 7(3)
Ontario Municipal Board
. ascertaining rights of
franchise 61(2)
. powers of
. . appeals from valuation,
re 32(7,8,10,33(2)
. . compensation on
expropriation, re 24(6)
. . location of equipment, etc.,
on highways, re 36
Ontario Municipal Board Act
. inapplicable re electrical power 106
. referred to 32(8), 33{2)
Operation
. works of others, of 24(2) (n)
. works producing power, of 24(2) (c)
Order
. enforcement of, re valuation 32(11)
. readjustment of, re costs of
water constructions 42(12)
Owners
. apportionment of cost re
change of frequency by 28
. defined l(rf)
. execution of title deeds by . .32(11)
Ownership
. replaced customer's equipment,
of 29
. works, of, affixed to realty . 44(1)
Park
. contract with board of 86(1)
. incorporation of, in rural
district 86(2)
. supply to provincial 90(1)
Patents
. acquisition of 55(2, 5)
. sale of 55(5)
Payments
. annual
. . rural districts, in 91
. . street lighting in rural








. . street lighting in townships,
for 83
. municipality, by, extension of . . .76
Penalties
. attaching things to Commis-
sion's property, for 44(2)
. disobedience re overhead
lines, for 118
. interfering with inspector,
etc., for 102(ll)(a)
. neglect or disobedience, for ...113
. non-compliance, for
emergency regulations, with 71(6)
. . orders, with 102(11) (f)
. . regulations, with 102(11)(6)
. payment of, to
Commission 44(3), 102(12)
Pensions
administration, etc., of fund 20(7)
agreements with insurers re
. death and disability
benefits, for 20(53(fl)
. payment of benefits, for 20(5) (6)
charging of insurance benefits
against fund 20(5)
composition of fund re 20(2)
contributions by Commission
re 20(4)
contributions by employees re 20(3)
establishment and definition
of plan re 20(6) (o)
fund for 20(1)
interest in fund for, not
attachable 20(8)
participation of municipal
employees in fund 21
.
regulations for 20(6)
Periodicity in alternation of current
change of, no breach of
contract 30
power to change 25
standardization of
. alteration of customer's
equipment, etc., for 26(&)
. alteration of works for . . .26(a)
. charging and collecting
part of cost of 26(e)
expense of alteration, etc.,
of works for 26(c)










. . ownership of replaced
equipment for 29
. . reduction of cost of 27
Plan
. repayment of advance, for . .49(1)
Planning
. Commission, by 55(3)(a)
Police village
. extension of works in 64(1)
. . approval by Commission
to 64(2,3)
. . electors assent not required
for 64(2)
. levy of rate in 63(3)
. secretary-treasurer in
. . appointment of 65(2)
. . audit of accounts of 65(4)
. . security by 65(3)
. trustees of—see Trustees
. vote re supply in 63(2)
Power
. defined 1(e)
. direct supply, in, when deemed
supplied 72(2)
. diversion of 59(8), 79(1)
. price of—see Price
. purchase of 59(9)
. reduction of cost of—see Reduc-
tion of cost of power
. transfer of 59(10)
Prescription




. . costs included in 74
. . fixed by
Commission 59(5, 8, 9, 10), 79(1)
Profits
. application of net 55(7), 68(3)
. determination of net 68(4)
Property
. contract re use of 68(5)
. exemption of, from taxation 45(2)
. . exception 45(3)
Province
. guarantee of Commission's
liabilities by 52,53
. liability of, for error
by Commission 6(6)







. share in cost of water
constructions by 42(11)
Provincial Loans Act
. referred to 46
Provincial Secretary
. filing of annual report with . .9(1)
. tabling of report by 9(3)
Public Inquiries Act
. referred to 101(3)
Public Service Works on
Highways Act
. referred to 37
Public Utilities Act
. referred to 21, 65(1), 66(1) ((f),
66(7, 9), 67(1), 120(1)
Public Works Act
. referred to . .24(3. 5, 6), 32(4), 40(2)
Purchase
. furnishings and machinery, or 55(1)
. land, works, etc., of 24(2)(fl)
. power, of 59(9)
Quorum
. advisory council, of 7(9)
. Commission, of 2(2)
Rate
. approval and control of,
by Commission 104(1)
. fixed by Commission 104(2)
. levy of
. . police village, in 64(3)
. . street lighting in rural
districts, for 94(5), 95(4)
. street lighting in townships,
for 82(6)
. . township, in 66(3)
. power in rural districts, for ...92
Recovery
. cost of water constructions,
of 42(10)
Reduction of cost of power
. net profits, with
. . business operations, from ..55(7)
. . supply to private
customers, from 68(3)
. revenues, with
. .exceptional use of works, from 57
. . sale of by-products, from 56
Regulations
. Commission, by 102
Remuneration
. advisory councillors, of 7(5)





. officers, etc., of, paid out
of income 11 (c)
Report
. advisory council, by 7(4)
. Commission, by
. . properties and privileges,
etc., on 23(,ay
. . quantity of power, on 23(b)
. . signing of 9(2)
. . tabling of 9(3)
. . water powers, etc., on 22
Research
. Commission, by 55(4)
Reserve accotmts
. crediting of, with interest ..13(2)
. establishment of
. . expenditures caused by loss,
etc.. for 13(1) (&>
. . insurance against damage,
as U(l)(c)
renewal, etc., of works,
for 13(l)(o)
. transfer to frequency
account from 13(3)
Revenues
. application of 56, 57
. payment to sinking fund of I7{a,b)
Right-of-way
. contract re 68(5)
. land, on. sold for taxes not
affected 45(4)
Rural power district
. acquisition, of lands, etc.,
for 84(3)(a)
. alteration of boundaries in . . .84(4)
. by-law by council re contract in 89
. incorporation in
. . existing system, of 87
. . park, of 86(2)
. performance of contracts and
sale of power in 84(3) (f)
. powers of Commission in 85
. rates for power in 92
. signing of contract in 84(5)
. supply of power in 84(3) (c)
. use of moneys for
improvements in 84(6)
Sale
furnishings and machinery, of 55(1)
patents, of 55(5)
property, of 39(4^
stock and securities, of .51(4,5,6)





. reproduction of, on securities 51(8)
. . effect of mechanical 51(9)
Secretary
. appointment of 6(1)
. certificate of, on regulations 102(14)
Secretary-treasurer
. police village, in
. . audit of accounts of 65(4)
. . security by 65(3)
Securities
. form and execution of 51(7)
. guarantee of, by Province 52
. issue of 51(1)
. . net sum, for 51(3)
. payment of 51(2)(&, c)
. pledging, etc., of 51(6), 54(2)
. reissue of 51(5)
. sale of 51(4)
. seal and signature on 51(8, 9)
Security
. secretarj'-treasurer in police
village, by 65(3)
. surplus funds held as 11
Signature
. reproduction of, on securities 51(8)
. . effect of mechanical 51(9)
Sinking fund
. costs of water improvement,
for 42(7)
. definition of works re 19(2)
. establishment of
. . sums from customers, on 17(6)
. . sums from municipalities,
from 17(a)
. postponement of collection of 19(1)
. suspension of payment to 75
. use of
. . investment, for 18(c)
. . repayment of advances, for 18(a)
. . restoring reserves, for 18(6)
Stabilization fund account
. charging of deficits to 104(3)
. establishment of
. amounts from customers,
from 15(1) (a)
. . interest on balance, from 15(1) (6)
. items chargeable to 15(3)
. use of moneys from 15(2)
Street lighting
. rural power districts, in
. . alteration of areas for . . . .94(2)
. . annual payments re 94(4), 95(3)
. . contract and powers, re . . .94(1)






rural power districts, in
—
Con.
. contract re, upon previous
contract 95(1)
. corporation sharing expenses
of 94(6)
. extension of contract re . . . .94(8)
. levy of rate for ... .94(5), 95(4)
. local improvement, as,
superseded by contract . .94(8)
. works re, held apart from
other lines 94(3), 95(2)
townships, in
. alteration of area, re 82(4)
. annual payments for 83
. by-law re 82(3)
. certificate re signatories for 81(2)
. contract re 82(11)
. corporation assuming
costs of 82(7)
. estimate of cost, etc.,
re 81(4)(a-0
. extension of contract re 82(9, 10)
. issue of debentures, for ...82(5)
. levy of rate, for 82(6)
. local improvement, as,
superseded by contract ..82(8)
. meeting re 82(1)
. petition re 81(1)
. request by council re 81(3)
. withdrawal of petitioners re 82(2)
Supply
. defined 1(/)





. investment of 16
. misapplication of, funds ....112(3)
. retention of, as security 77
. use of revenue
. . alteration of works,
for 112(l)(a)
. . application of provisions
re 112(2)
. . general purposes, for 112(l)(c)
. . repayments to customers,
for 112(1)(6)
Systems
. adjustment of cost between 19{X)
. defined 78
. incorporation of, in rural
district 87
. supplying one another 79(1)
Taxation







. Commission's retail shops, of 45(3
. exemption of property from 45(2
Telegraph lines
. joint use, in 39(3
Telephone lines
. joint use, in 39(3
Territorial Division Act
. referred to 59(1
TiUe
. perfection of, re acquired
land 32(11
Township
appointment of Commission in 66(4





issue of debentures by 66(3
lighting of highways in—see
Street lighting
. providing of money by
council of 66(8
Transfer
. power, of 59(10
Treasurer of Ontario
. signing bonds, etc., in guarantee 52
Trees
. damage to 35
. right to remove 34
Trustees
. police village, of
. . application to council for
extension by 64(1)
. . appointment of secretary-
treasurer by 65(2)
. commission, as 65(1)
. . deemed corporation 63(1)
. . having no contract not
deemed corporation 88
. . request for supply by 63(2)
Tunnels
. construction of
. . Commission directing 117
. . conditions of use 115
. . powers of corporation re 116
Unorganized territories
. agreement re supply in 90(1)
. application of provisions re
rural districts to 90(4)
. areas in 90(2)
. contracts in 90(3) (c)
. distribution and supply in 90(3) (6)
. lands and works in 90(3) (a)
POWER Sec
COMMISSION—Con.




. erection of buildings, for 111(6)
. extension of works, for . .l\l{d)
. purchase of securiiies, for 111(e)
. reduction of indebtedness,
for 111(a)
. . renewal of buildings, for 111(c)
Vacancy
. advisory council, in 7(9)
. Commission, on 4
Validation
. agreements, of, by approval
of Government 70(2)
Valuator
. appeal from estimate of .32(6-10)
. appointment and powers of 32(5)
. investigation of crop damage
by 35(2)
Vice-chairman
. appointment of 3(1)
. powers of 3(2)
. signing of report by 9(2)
Waters
. acquisition of 24(2) (a), 38(1)
. appropriation of 24(2)(«,y)
. cost of improvement of—see
Costs
Workmen's Compensation Act
. referred to 107(5)
Works
. acquisition, etc., of, by
township 66(1 )(c)
. acquisition of 24(2) (a), 38(1)
. chargeable with expenses 6(2)
. construction of, in localities
of other works 97
. cost of construction of, on
waters—see Costs
. defined I(f7), 96(f)
. . sinking fund, re 19(2)
. exceptional utilization of 57
. exemption of, from taxation 45(2)
. held in trust for Government 59(1)
. . agreement re 59(2,3)
. income applied to maintenance.
etc., of 11(6)
. joint use of 39(3)
. ownership of, affixed to realty 44(1)
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See also Insurance Act; Power
Commission Act
Accounts
. regulations re Z{^2)
Administration
. agreements re 2(1) (2)
. costs of 3(1)
Agreements
. Commission and insurance
corporations, between 2
. Commission and municipal
authorities, between 2(1)
Crown and Commission, between 2
. varying, adding to 2{3)
Annuities
. agreements by municipal
authorities re
. . Commission, with 2
. . Crown, with 4
Assigns
. agreements binding on 2(3)
Benefits
. dea:h, disability, etc., for




. Crown, with 2
. insurance corporations, with .2
. municipal authorities, with . .2(1)
apportionment of costs by ..3(1)
defined 1(a)
recommendations by 44
regulations re payment made
by 3(2)
Contracts
. costs of operation of 3(1)
. insurance, re 2
Contributions
. regulations re 3(2)
Costs




. . Commission, with 2
. . municipal authorities, with ... .4
Definitions
. Commission 1(a)
. insurance corporation 1 (6)




. municipal, insurance for 2,4
. . costs, contribution re 3
Government Annuities Act
(Canada)
. agreements of municipal
authorities under 4














. regulations approved by Z{Z)
Municipal authorities
. agreements by
. . Commission, with 2(1)
. . Crown, with 4
. defined 1(c)
. insurance for employees of 2
. payments by 3
Reg^ulations
. payments, re 3(2)
RetiUTis
. regulations re 3(2)
Service annuities
. municipal employees,
for 2(1, 2), 4
Successors ^'- -
. agreements binding on 2(3)
POWER CONTROL
Power Control Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1101.
See also Power Commission Act;
Public Works Act
Act
. application of 7(2)
. protection of, for failure
to supply 4
Apportionment
. regulations for 3(f)
Books and records





. expropriation of land or works by 5
. information to, regulations
re 3ia-b)
. penalties payable to 6(2)
. powers of 2
. . Power Commission Act, under 7(1)
Compensation
. expropriated land or works,
for 5(3)
Conditions










. owner and user, between ....2(c)
Expropriation
. land or works, of 5
Information
. regulations for 3(a, b)
Inspection
. regulations for 3(f)
Land
. defined 1(b)
. entry upon, regulations re ....3(f)
. expropriation of 5
. inspection of, regulations re . .3(f)
Liability
. owner freed from, when 4
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 3
Owners
. defined 1(c)
. directed to generate or
supply power 2(b)
. dispute with user by 2(c)
. expropriation of land or
works of 5
. information by, regulations re 3(a)
. penalties for 6
. unable to supply because of Act 4
Penalties
. owners or other persons, for ...6
Power
, defined 1(d)
. supply or use of 2(a)
POWER CONTROL—Con. Sec
Power Commission Act
. Commission's powers under . .7(1)
. expropriation of land or works
under 5(3)
Preferences
. regulations for 3(c)
Prices
. power, of 2(d)
. regulations for 3(r)
Priorities
. regulations for 3(c)
Prohibitions
. regulations for 3(d)
Public Works Act




. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 3
Restrictions




. regulations for 3(*)
TiUe
. expropriated land or works, to 5(2)
Users
. information by, regulations re 3(b)
Works
. defined 1(^7)
. expropriation of 5
. inspection of, regulations re 3(f)
POWER OF
APPOINTMENT
See Appointment, Power of
POWERS OF ATTORNEY
Powers of Attorney Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1105.
See also Companies Act; Reg-
istry Act
Acts
. validity of, despite death or
acts of avoidance 2(1)
Administrators
. powers exercised on behalf of ... 1
Agency





. effect of acts re 2(1)
Creditors
. rights of, preserved 2(2)
Death
. effect of 2(2)
. provisions re irrevocability upon 1
Devisees
. powers exercised on behalf of ... 1
Executors
. powers exercised on behalf of ... 1
Heirs
. powers exercised on behalf of ... 1
Management
. powers of attorney re 1
Pajmienta
. rights of persons entitled to 2(2)
. validity of, despite death or
acts of avoidance 2(1)
Powers
. validity of bona fide acts under 2(1)
Remedies
. persons entitled to payments,
of 2(2)
Sale
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Appeal
. associations, by 11(1)
Application
. registration, for 5(1)
. . further 10
. . renewal of 6(1)
Association
. appeal by 11
. books and records 14









exempt from Insurance Act 2
financial statements of ...12(2,3)




. building, re 16(3)
. real property, re 16(1, 2)
registration 4
. cancellation of 9
. fees for 17
. penalty for default of 18
Auditor
. report of 12(2.3), 13(3)
Books and records
. inspection of 14(1)
. . access to 14(2)
Building
. powers re 16(3)
By-laws
. association, by 12(1)
Companies Act
. incorporation under 1(a),
3
. investments under IS
Court of Appeal
. appeals to, by association 11
Definitions
. association 1 (a)
. superintendent 1(b)
Fees
. registration or renewal 17
General statement
. attestation 13(3)
. copies to subscribers 13(4)
. preparation of 13(1)
. . extension of time for 13(2)
Inspection
. books and records, of 14
Insurance Act
. exemption from 2
. insurer under 1 (a)
Penalty
. association not registered, for ... 18
Real property





Registrar of Supreme Court
. certification to 11(4)
Registration
. application for 5(1)
. . further 10
. . renewal 6(1)
. cancellation of 8,
9
. fees 17
. granting of 5(2)
. . renewal 6(2)
. necessity of 4
. penalty for default of 18
. termination of 7
Superintendent
. appeal from 11(1)
. application to 5(1), 6(1)
. approval of incorporation 3
. books and records
. . access to 14(2)
. . inspection of 14(1)
. by-laws filed with 12(1)
. cancellation of registration ....8,9
. defined 1(6)
. financial statements filed
with 12(2,3)
. general statement approved
by 13(1)
. granting registration 5(2)
. renewal of 6(2)
. suspension of registration by . . .8
Time
. application for renewed
registration, of 6(1)
. . lapse of 7
. filing financial statement,
of 12(2,3)
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See also Municipal Act; Public
Schools Act; Public Utilities
Act; Territorial Division Act
Actions
. Commission, against 22
. non-repair of highways in
Park, for 15(2)
Agreements




. Commission, by 18
Assessment Act
. assessment and taxation under 18
Audit
. books and records, of 20(2)
Authentication




. inspection of 20
Borrowing
. Commission, by 16
Buildings
. disposal of, by Commission ..5(&)
. erection of, by Commission ..5(c)
. lease of, by Commission ....5(c)
. pulled down by Commission .5(6)
By-laws
. approval of 17
. authentication of 12
. borrowing, for 16(2)
. debentures, for 16(2)
. development of Park, for 9
. fire protection, for 8
. government of Park, for 10
. licences, for 7(2)
. supplying water, light or heat, for 9
. violation of 13
Chairman
. appointment and duties of .1(5,6)
Commission
. actions against 22
. annual report of 21
. assessment and taxation by 18
. authentication of by-laws of ....12
. books and records of 20
. borrowing powers of 16
. b)'--laws of—see By-laws
. collection of revenue from
property of 4
. composition of 1
. constables appointed by 6
. development of Park by 5(d)
. disposal of property by 4
. employees of 19
. fees and penalties paid to 14
. highways repaired by 15
. inquiry into leases or
agreements by 3
. land vested in 2(1)









. . Municipal and Public Schools
Act, under 7
. . pull down buildings, to ..5(6, c)
. transportation in Park, re . .5(a)
. Public Utilities Act applies to .... 11
. voters' list furnished by 24
Commissioners
. board of 1(1)
. chairman appointed by 1(4)
. compensation for 1(3)
. expropriation of land by 25
. secretary appointed by 1(5)
. tenure of office of 1(2)
Constables
. appointment and duties of 6
Crown land
. added to Park 2(2)
Debentures
. by-laws for 16(2)
. guarantee of, by Province . . 16(6, 7)
. lien of holder of 16(5)
. payment of 16(4)
Debt
. terms of 16(3)
Definition
. Park 2(1)
Department of Mimicipal Affairs
. annual report to 21
approval of, required. .4, 5, 10, 17, 18
Development
. Park, of 5(d)
. . by-laws for 9
Disposal
. property, of, by Commission 4
Election purposes
. Park attached for 24
Employees
. Commission, of 19
Expropriation
. land, of 25
Fire protection
. by-laws for 8
Guarantee
. debentures, of 16(6, 7)
Heat
. by-laws for 9
Highways









. books and records of 20(1)
Judicial purposes
. Park attached for 23(2)
Land
. added to the Park 2(2)
. expropriation of 25
. vested in Commission 2(1)
Leases
. inquiry by Commission into 3
Licences
. by-laws for 7(2)
. fees for, paid to Commission .... 14
Lien
. debenture holder, of 16(5)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. auditor appointed by 20(2)
. authorization for action against
Commission 22
. board of commissioners
appointed by 1 (1)
. guarantee of debentures
authorized by 16(6, 7)
. land added to Park by 2(2)
Light
. by-laws for 9
Moneys
. collected or expended by
Commission 5(e)
Mimicipal Act
. by-law certified under 12
. Commission's powers under 7
. expropriation of land under 25
Municipal purposes




. debentures, of 16(4, 6)
Penalties
. application of 14
. violation of by-laws, for 13
Public Schools Act
. Commission's powers under 7
Public Utilities Act
. applies to Commission 11
Report
. Department of Municipal
AflFairs, to 21
Revenues
. Commission to collect, from
property 4
School purposes






. appointment and duties of .1(5,6)
Tariffs
. approval of 17
Taxation
. Commission, by 18
Township of Brighton
. effect of Commission by-laws
on 7i,2)
Transportation
. Commission, powers re ^(fl)
Voters' Lists Act
. assessment and taxation under ..18
. lists prepared under 24
Water
. by-laws for supplying of 9
PRISONERS
See Andrew Mercer Reformatory
Act; Controverted Elections
Act; Coroners Act; Extra-
mural Employment of Persons
under Sentence Act; Female
Refuges Act; Industrial Farms
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Agencies
. licences required for 1,2
Applications
. licence, for 4
. . form of Form 1
Attorney-General
. application for licence to 4
. licence issued by S
Barristers
. Act not to apply to 11
Bond
. applicant, by 4
Change of address
. notice of 7
Collectors
. licensees not to act as 13
Confidential
. information treated as 12
Constables






. liability for conduct of 12
. licence not required for 8
. record of 9
Exemptions
. licence, from 3,
8
Fees
. licence, for 5
Financial ratings
. agency supplying, licence not
required for 3
Form
. application for licence, of . . . Form 1




. record of employees, of 9
Licence
. application for 4
. . form of Form 1
. essential for certain businesses
or agencies 1,
2
. form of Form 2
. issue and renewal of 5
. posting up of 5
. security for 4
Notice
. removal of office, etc 7
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for 14
Solicitors




Act, Vol. 3, p. 1125.
Cattle




. private forest reserve, of 2
. registration of 3
. . effect of 4
Forestation












. registration of declaration by ....3
. title remains in S
Private forest reserve
. declaring land as 2
. defined 1 (<:)
Regulations
. Minister, by 7
Tide
. remains in owner 5
Trees
. cutting of, restricted 5
PRIVATE HOSPITALS
Private Hospitals Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1127.
See also Charitable Institutions
'Act; Maternity Boarding
Houses Act; Municipal Act;
Private Sanitaria Act; Public
Health Act; Public Hospitals
'Act; Sanatoria for Consump-
tives Act; Vital Statistics Act
Act
. enforcement of 4
Acting superintendent
. appointment of 16(3)
Agreements
. indigent patients, re 25
Applicants
. Minister to approve 9
. particulars furnished by 8
Application
. licence, for 8
. transfer of licence, for 12
Approval
. licence, of 9
Births
. notices by superintendent of. .22(2)
Books and records
. regulations for .3(p)
Classification
. regulations for 3(6)
Communicable diseases
. notice by superintendent of . 22(1)
Death
licensee, of
. licence to survivor on 11
. revocation of licence on ...13(3)
. transfer of licence on .... 13(1, 2)




. applicant for licence, by 8(2)
Definitions
. Department 1 (o)
. house 1(6)
. inspector 1 (c)
. Minister l(rf)
. patient 1 (e)
. private hospital 1 (/)





. officers of, as inspectors S
. powers and duties of 4
Fees
. annual renewal of licence, for ... 10
. application for licence, on ....8(2)
. default in payment of 14(1) (a)
Hospitals
. use of term 2
House
. defined 1(6)
. entry of, by inspector 19
. inspector to approve 9





. agreements with municipalities
re 25
Inspection
. houses, of 19
. register of patients, of 18
. regulations for 3(c)
Inspector
. defined 1(c)
. designation of 5
. entry into houses by 19
. house approved by 9
. register inspected by 18
. revocation of licence on report
of 14(l)(c)
. structural alterations approved
by 15
. superintendent approved by . .16(2)
Licence
. annual fee for 10
. application for 8
. approval of .9
. death of joint licensee, on 11








. number of patients unauthorized
by 21
regulations for 3(a)
required by private hospitals 7
revocation of 14
. death of licensee, on 13(3)
transfer of
. application, on 12
. death of licensee, on 13
use of hospital for purposes
under 20
Licensee
. convicted of offence 14(1) (&)
. death of—see Death
. notice to, of revocation of
licence 14(2,3)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 3
Maintenance
. regulations for 3(a)
Management
. regulations for 3(c)
Minister
. agreements re indigent patients
terminated by 25
. applicant approved by 9
.'defined l(rf)
. exemption of necessity of
superintendent by 16(5, 6)
. inspectors designated by 5
. licence granted by 7(1)
. revocation of licence by . . .13(3), 14
. transfer of licence by 12, 13
Municipal Act
. institution for habitual
drunkards under l(/)(v)
Municipalities
. agreements by, re indigent
patients 25
Notice
. births, or deaths, of 22(2)
. communicable diseases, of . . .22(1)
. revocation of licence,
of 13(3). 14(2, 3)
. termination of agreements re
indigent patients, of 25
Occupier
. superintendent deemed 22
Ontario Gazette
. notice of revocation of licence
in 13(3), 14(3)
Particulars
. application for licence, in 8(1)




. defined 1 (*)
. indigent, agreements re 25
. onus of proving person not . .24(1)
. particular re, furnished by
applicant 8(1)
. register of 17
. regulations 3(^)
. unauthorized by licence 21
Penalties
. failure to make entries in
register of patients, for . . . .17(4)
. failure to obtain a licence, for. .7(2)
. falsifying register of patients,
for 17(3)
. generally 23
. obstructing inspection of house,
for 19
. patients unauthorized by
licence, for 21
. recovery of 23
. structural alterations without
approval, for 15(2)
. superintendent not present,
for 16(4)





. institution licensed under ..l(/)(iv)
Prosecutions
. onus of proof in 24
Provincial aid
. hospital under l(/)(iii)
Public Health Act
. notice of communicable disease
under 22(1)
Public Hospitals Act
. hospital under !(/)(>)
Qualifications
. superintendent, for 16(1)
Register
. patients, of 17






. regulations for 3(g)
Revocation






Sanatoria for Consumptives Act
. sanatorium under !(/)(")
Staff
. regulations for 3(<i)
Structural alterations
. inspector to approve
Summary Convictions Act
. recovery of penalties under 23
Superintendent
. convicted of offence 14(1) (&)
. deemed occupier of the house,
when 22
. defined 1(A)
. each private hospital, for 16
. notice of revocation of licence
to ....14(2.3)
. onus of proving person is not 24(2)
. regulations for 3(d)
Transfer




. notice of birth or death under 22(2)
PRIVATE SANITARIA
Private Sanitaria Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1135.
See also Liquor Control Act;
'Mental Hospitals Act; Munici-
pal Act; Private Hospitals
Act; Psychiatric Hospitals
Act; Public Health Act
Accoimts
. clerk of the peace to keep 19
. forwarded annually to Minister . . 19
Actions
. false certificates, re 31
. limitation on 60
Admission
alcoholic habituate
. order for 69
. petition for 66
. voluntarily 63, 64
medical certificates for 25
notice of 35
. form of Form 4
one certificate sufficient for ..27,32
patients from outside Ontario . . .26






. discharge of 65
. escape of 70
. inquiry into petition re 67, 68
. order for committal of 69
. petition for compulsory
committal of 66
. pledge signed by 64
. service of petition on 66
. voluntary admission of 63
. . terms and period of detention. .64
. warrant for capture of 70
Allowances
. board of visitors, to 9(3)
Alterations
. sanitarium, to .21
Apartments
. particulars of 4(6)
Application
. licence fees, of 18
Application for licence
. notice of 2
. . contents of 3
. . inspector, to 5(1)
. . plan of house to accompany . . .4
Assistant secretary
. board of visitors, of 14
Attorney-General
. leave of, for prosecuting 61(1)
Board of visitors
. allowances to 9(3)
. assistant secretary of 14
. board, defined 1 (a)
. books of
. . notes on inspection recorded
in 44(1)
. . visit to voluntary patient
recorded in 32(3)
. clinical record copies to 41(2)
. composition of 9(1, 2)
. copy of visitors' book entries
sent to 46(1)
. costs and expenses of 62
. death certificate sent to 38
. deaths, discharges, etc.,
reported to 37
. discharge of patient on order of. .51
. documents forwarded to, by
superintendent or proprietor . .35
. escape or capture reported to . . .36
. inspection of sanitarium by . .43(a)
. . duties during 44
. medical practitioners as
members of .9(1)
'








. meetings in private 13
. oath of members 11
. order by, for information 52
. order for prosecution required
from 61(1)
. pecuniary interest by members
prohibited 10
. secretary to summon 12
. voluntary patient's admission
reported to Z2{Z)
. witnesses summoned by 56
Books
. clinical records—see Clinical
record
. deaths, discharges, etc., entered
in 37
. inspection of 44(4) (6)
. register of patients—see
Register of patients
. visitors—see Visitors' book
Buildings
. included in licence 20
. inspection of 44(1)
Capture
. alcoholic habituate, of 70





. death of a patient, of 38
Charges
. board orders, for 62
Clerk of the peace
accounts kept by 19
board of visitors member, as 9
costs of board paid by 62
licence fees paid to 17
penalties paid to 59
Clinical record
. entries in 41
. forms and regrulations re 42
. medical attendants entries in 34
Commissioner
. inquiries conducted by 48
Conditions
. licence, of 7
Coroner





. board orders, of 62
Death
. patient, of







. . entry in book of 37
. . entry in register of 33
. . notice of 37
. proprietor, of 22
Definitions
. board l(o)
. drug habituate 1 (6)
. inspector 1 (c)
. intoxicating liquor 1(d)
. Minister l(^)
. proprietor 1 (/)
. sanitarium 1 (jg)
Discharge
. alcoholic habituate, of 65
. board members' orders, on 51
. entry in book of 37
. entry in register of 33
. inspector's order, on 51
. medical practitioner objecting
to 49(3), 51(3)
. notice of 37
. order of person signing
requisition, on 49(1)
. patients not included in order
for 51(5)
. relative's order, on 49(2)
. voluntary patient, of 32(2)
Disqualification
. board of visitors members, of ... 10
Drug habituate
. Act to apply to 71
. defined 1(6)
Drugs
. supplying patient with 57
Escape
. alcoholic habituate, of 70
. notice of 36




. board orders, of 62
. witnesses, of 56(3)
Fees
. application of 18
. licence, for 17
. transfer licence, for 24(2)
Fire prevention
. particulars of 4(r)
Food
. inspection of 44(1) (rf)
Forms
. clinical records, re 42







. notice of admission, of Form 4
. notice of death or discharge,
of Form 6
. register of deaths and
discharges, of Form 5
. register of patients, of Form 3
. requisition for admission of
patients, of Form 1
. summons, of Form 7
Friends
. admission of 53
. patient entrusted to custody
of 54(1)
. petition by. for committal of
alcoholic habituate 66
Health
. excursion for benefit of 55
Heating
. particulars of 4(e)
Information
. available during inspection . . .44(4)
. patients detained, re 52
Inquiries
. commissioner appointed to
conduct 48
. during inspection 44(3)
. petition re alcoholic habituate
into 67,68
. summons for attendance at 56
Inspection
. any hour, at 47
. sanitarium, of 7vt^...44
Inspector
. capture reported to 36
. clinical record copies to 41(2)
. copy of visitors' book entries
sent to 46(1)
. deaths, discharges, etc.,
reported to 37, 38
. defined 1(c)
. directions by, re clinical record
forms and regulations 42
. discharge of patient or order of. .51
. escape reported to 36
. inspection of sanitarium by . .43(6)
. . duties during 44
. monthly report to 46(2)
. notice, plan and statements to. .5(1)
. notice to. of patients in
unlicensed building 29
. order of, for information 52
. proposed sanitarium inspected
by 5(2)






. supplying patient with 57
Joint licensee
. licence to survivor of 23
Judge
. board of visitors member, as 9
. inquiry by, re petition 67, 68
. order by, for committal of
alcoholic habituate 69
. petition re alcoholic habituate
presented to 66
Justices of the peace
. prosecution heard before ....61(3)
Land
. patients recreation, for 4(c)
Licence
—
See also Application for
licence
. condition of 7
. death of joint licensee, in 23
. fees for 1'
. inspection of 44(4) (d)
. issue of o
. premises included in 20
. removal to other premises, for ..24
. security by proprietor for 8
. term of 6
. transfer of 22
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. alterations approved by 21
. commissioner to conduct
inquiry appointed by 48
. licence by, for removal to other
premises 24
. licence issued by 6
. transfer of licence authorized
by 22
Limitation
. actions by patient, on 60
Liquor Control Act
. liquor defined under 1(<0
Magistrates
. prosecution heard before 61(3)
Medical attendants





admission of patient, for 25(1)
. contents of 25(2)
copies of, forwarded to board . . .35
copies of, to patient 39
falsely given 31







. one sufticient for admission,
when 27, 32
. patients from outside Ontario, for 26
. practitioner not to give, when . . .30
Medical practitioners
. board of visitors member, as 9
. . restrictions upon 15
. board of visitors, of, private ....13
. certificates, of, for admission
of patients 25
. . outside Ontario, from 26
. . one sufficient 27, 32
. certification by, of alcoholic
habituate's application 63
. certification by, when prohibited 30
, clinical records entries of 41
. false certificate by 31
. objection by, to discharge
order 49(3), 51(3)
. staflF of sanitarium, on 40
. visiting of sanitarium by 40
Mental Hospitals Act
. inspector appointed under 1(c)
. patient from outside Ontario
admitted to institution
under 26(2)
<-.-. patient transferred to institution
under 50
Minister
. accounts forwarded to 19
Notice
. admission, of 35
. . form of Form 4
. admission of voluntary patient,
of 32(3)
. alterations to sanitarium, of 21
. application for licence, of—see
Application for licence
- capture, of 36
. death of a patient, of 37
. defined \(e)
. discharge of a patient, of 37
. escape, of 36
. inspector, to, re patients in
unlicensed building 29
order for discharge, of 51(4)
. removal of patients, of 24(3)
Nurses
. inquiries re, during
inspection 44(3) (^)
Oath
. members of board of visitors, of . . 11
Order






. committal of alcoholic habituate,
for 69
. information re patient detained,
for 52
. prosecution, for 61(1)
Particiilars
. medical certificate, in 25(2)
. notice of application for a
licence, in 3
. statement re plan of house, of ... .4
Patients
. admission of—see Admission




. assisting escape of 58
. capture of 36
. clinical record entries re 41
. copies of certificates and
requisition to 39
. death of
. . certificate on 38
. . entries, and notice of 37
. discharge of
. . entries and notice of 37
. discharge of by order
. . medical practitioner
objecting 49(3)
. . person signing requisition,
of 49(1)
. . relative, of 49(2)
. discharge orders not to include,
that 51(5)
. drugs supplied to 57
. entrusted to custody of
friends 54(1)
. escape of 36
. estates of 42
. excursion by, for health
benefits 55
. inspection of 44
. intoxicating liquor supplied to . . .57
. land for recreation by 4(c)
. limitation on action by 60
medical certificates for
admission of 25
. . one sufficient, when 27,32
. mental disorder of, entered in
clinical record 34
. monthly reports re 46(2)
. order for information re 52
. outside Ontario, from 26








. register of—see Register of
patients
requisition for admission of . .25(1)
restriction of licence re 7(2)
transfer of 24, 50
unlicensed buildings, in 28
. inspector notified of 29
voluntary, admission and
discharge of 32
. warrant for recommittal of . .54(2)
Penalties
. application of 59
. assisting patient to escape, for ..58
. copies of entries in visitors'
book not sent out, for 46(3)
. drugs supplied to patient, for ... .57
. escape or capture not reported,
for 36(6)
. failing to answer summons,
for 56(2)
. failure "to certify death of
patient, for 38(2)
. failure to make entries in
register of patients, for ... .33(2)
. false medical certificate, for 31
. interference with clinical record,
for 41(3)
. intoxicating liquor supplied to
patient, for 57
. medical attendant failing to
make entries in clinical
record, for 34
. medical practitioners, for,
violating restrictions 15(2)
. monthly report not made, for 46(3)
. refusing admission to relatives
or friends, for 53(3)
. witness refusing to be sworn,
for 56(2)
Petitions
. committal of alcoholic
habituate, for
. . contents of 66
. . inquiry into 67, 68
. . service of 66
Plans
alterations to sanitarium, of 21
copy hung in a conspicuous place 45
new buildings, of 24
proposed sanitarium, of
. inspector, to 5(1)
, notice of application for
licence, with 4




. alcoholic habituate to sign 64
Proprietor
. death or incapacity of 22
. defined 1(f)
. documents forwarded to board
by 35
. entries by, in register of patients 33
. escape or capture reported by . . .36
. issuance of licence to 6
. notice by, of removal of
patients 24(3)
. notice of application for
licence by 2
. . contents of 3
. security by, for licence 8
. superintendent removed by 16
Prosecution
application of Summary
Convictions Act to 61 (2)
. consent for, required 61 (1)
. hearing of 61(3)
Qualifications
. licence, for 7
Recommittal
. warrant for 54(2)
Register of patients
. entries in, re death or discharge. .33
. form of Form 3
Regulations
. clinical records, re 42
Relatives
. admission of 53
. petition by, for committal of
alcoholic habituate 66
Reports
. monthly, to inspector 46(2)
. proposed sanitarium, on 5(2)
Requisition
. admission of patients, for ... .25(1)
. . form of Form 1
. copy of, forwarded to board 35
. copy of, to patient 39
. inspection of 44
Restrictions
. licence, of 7
Rooms
. particulars of 4(6)
Sanitariimi
. defined 1 (g}
Secretary
. board of visitors, of 9(2)
. . assistant of 14






. licence, for 8
Sheriff
. board of visitors member, as 9
Situation
. house, of 4(a)
Staff
. sanitarium, of 40
Statement
. notice of admission, with 35
. . form of Form 4
. plan of house, re 4
Summary Convictions Act
. prosecutions under 61(2)
Summons
. attendance of witnesses at
inquiry, for 56
Superintendent
. alcoholic habituate admitted
and discharged by 63-65
. copies of visitors' book entries
sent out by 46(1)
. death certified by 38
. deaths, discharges, etc.,
reported by Z7
. documents forwarded to board
by .35
. duties of, during inspection . .44(2)
, entries by, in register of patients. .33
, entrusting patient to custody of
friends 54(1)
. escape or capture reported by . . .36
. information made available by,
during inspection 44(4)
. medical practitioner, as 40
. monthly report to inspector
*' by 46(2)
• , particulars of, in application
for licence 3
. refusing admission to relatives
or friends 53(3)
. removal of 16
- transfer of licence to 22
. voluntary patient's admission
reported by 32(3)
. warrant of, for recommittal . 54(2)
Survivor
. licence to, if joint licensee 23
Terms
. admission of alcoholic habituate,
for 64
Transfer
. licence, of 22




. inspector notified of patients in . .29
. limit of patients in 28
Ventilation
. particulars of A{e)
Visiting
. medical practitioner, by 40
Visitors' book
. copies of, to inspector and
board 46(1)
. copy of Act in 45
Voluntary patients
. admission and discharge of 32
. alcoholic habituate as 63
Warrant
. capture of alcoholic habituate,
for 70
. recommittal, for 54(2)
Water supply
. particulars of 4(e)
Witnesses
. expenses of 56(3)




See Legislative Assembly Act;
Libel and Slander Act
PROBATE
See Evidence Act; Registry Act;
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See also Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act;
Juvenile and Family Courts
•Act; Parole Act
Abode
. probationer, of 7(2)
Accommodation
. probation officers, for 4
. regulations for 6(6)
Accounts
. audit of 5
Audit




. employment, of, information
re 2(l)(a)
City
. accommodation provided by . 4(2)
Conditions
. probation, for 7
. supervision of 2{l)(b,c)
Convicted persons
. duties of probation officer re . .2(1)
Costs
. probationer to pay 7(l)(e)
Coxmty
. accommodation provided by . .4(1)
Coxirt officers
. probation officer as 3
Criminal Code (Canada)
. convictions under 7(1)
. effect of 2
Crown attorney
. concurrence of, required, when 7(5)
Dependants
. probationer to provide
for 2(l)(e),7(l)(g)
Expenses
. probation officers, of S
Family history
. information on 2(1) (o)
Information
. probation officer to obtain. .2(1) (a)
Inquiries
. probation oflficer, by 2(1)
Judges
. probation officers amenable to ... .3
Jurisdiction
. probationer to be in 7(2)
Justice
. probation officers amenable to ... .3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
probation officers appointed by . . .1
. regulations by 6
Magjistrates
. probation officers amenable to ...3
Penalties
. breach of conditions, for 7(4)
Period
. probation, of 7(1) (&)
Previous conviction
. concurrence of Crown attorney
required re 7(5)
- information on 2(1) (a)
PROBATION—Con. Sec
Probation
. conditions for 7
Probation officers
. accommodation for 4
. appointment of 1
. expenses of 5
. powers and duties of 2
. . regulations for 6(a)
. qualifications of 6(a)
. reports and returns of 6(c)
. salaries of 6{d)
Provincial police constables
. probation officer as, ex officio . .2(2)
Qualifications
. regulations for 6ia)
Recogfnizance








. probation officer, to 7(1) (c)





. regulations for 6(d)
Supervision
. probation officer, of 7(1) (J)
PROCLAMATION





Act; Clean Grain Act; Dairy
Products Act; Farm Products
Grades and Sales Act; Farm
Products Marketing Act; Milk











Act, Vol. 3, p. 1165.
See also Architects Act; High-
way Improvement Act; Oper-
ating Engineers Act
Act
. professions not included in 2
Actions
. council, against 29
. time limit for commencing 34
Additional branches
. establishment of 7
Allied forces
. credit for time spent in 17
Amendments
. by-laws, to 4
Appeals
. Court of Appeal, to 28(4)
. judge of Supreme Court, to ... . 26
. practice pending 28(5)
Applicants
. licensing of, when non-residents 14
. member of association in
another province, as 11, 14
. member of association outside
Canada, as 12
. qualifications required of 10
. refusal to register 26
Apprentices
. record of 22(6)
. . Association, with 13
Architects Act
. persons under, exempt from
Act 2(6)
Articles






. member of 11




funds, for 4(1) («)
meetings, for 4(1) (^)
officers, re 4(1) (i)
property, re 4(1) (/fe)










. fees, fines and penalties
belonging to 3(4)
. head ofllce of 3(2)
. outside Canada, member of 12
. penalties payable to 33
. property rights of 3(3)
. qualifications for membership
in 10
. recording of students,
apprentices, etc., with 13
Bacteriologist
. exempt from Act 2(d)
Board of examiners
. board defined 1(6)
. council to appoint 19
. credentials examined by 20(3)
. results certified by 20(5)
. scope of examinations
prescribed by 20(2)
Branch
. application to state 10(3)
. Association, of 6
. councillors from 8
. establishment of additional 7
. examination on selection 20(4)
. licensing in 9(1)
. overlapping of practice in 9(3)
. registration in 9(1)
By-laws
. amendments to 4(1)
. approval of 5
. council, by 4
. interpretation of 4(2)
Candidates
. examinations of 20
Central examining board
. examinations, for 21
Certificates
. membership, of 22(1-3)
. registration of, evidence re 27
. revocation and reissuing of ...9(3)
Chemical and metallurgical
engineers
. branch of Association, as 6
Chemists
. exempt from Act 2(d)
Civil engineers
. branch of Association, as 6
Conditions





. outside Canada, from, licensing
of 14(2)
Corporation
. member of Association, not . 18(2)
Council
—
See also Council members
. action against 29
. appeal from 26
. board of examiners appointed
by 19
. by-laws by 4
. central examining board
established by 21
. certificates revoked and
reissued by 9(3)
. composition of 8
. councillors for 8(4)
. defined 1(c)
. discipline by 28
. general powers of 9(3)
. hearing of complaint by 28(2, 3)
. place of annual examinations
indicated by 20(1)
. president of 8(2)
. recorded persons subject to
control of 13
. registrar of 8(5)
. registration controlled by 9(2)
. secretary of 8(5)
. suspension by 28
. treasurer of 8(5)





. by-laws for remuneration of 4(1) (A)
Councillors
. council, for 8(4)
Coiurt of Appeal
appeal by member or licensee
to 28(4)
Debt
. annual fee as 24
Definitions
. Association 1 (a)
. board 1(6)
. council 1 (c)
. graduate 1 {d)
. licensed 1 (^)
. member 1 (/)
. president \{g)
. professional engineer 1(A)
. professional engineering l(t)
. registered 10)
. registrar 1 (fc)






. undergraduate 1 (w)
. vice-president H")
Discipline
. council, by 28
. . powers re 9(3)
Electrical engineers
. branch of Association, as 6
Evidence
. qualifications for membership,
of 10(2)
. registration, of 27
Examinations
. candidates for registration or
licence, of 20
. central examining board for 21
. credit for, if passed at
university 10(5)
. failure on 20(6)
. results of 20(5)
Exemptions
. Act, from 2
Expulsion
. council, by 28
. . powers of 9(3)
Failure
. examinations, of 20(6)
Fees
. belonging to Association 3(4)
. by-laws for 4(1) (;)
. debt due Association, as 24
. examinations, for 20(7)
. non-payment of 25(1)
Finance




. belonging to Association 3(4)
. council's powers re 9(3)
Finns
. members of Association, not. .18(2)
Forms
. evidence of qualifications, for 10(2)
. licence for non-residents, of.. 14(5)
Geologists
. exempt from Act 2(</)
Govenunent departments
. employees of, no licences for .... 15
Graduates
. by-laws for 4(1) (a)
. defined l(rf)
. record of 22(6)





. by-laws defining 4(1) (f)
. complaint of 28
Head office
. Association, of 3(2)
Hearing
. complaint, of 28
His Majesty's forces
. credit for time spent in 17
. performance of duties in 2ia)
Incompetence
. by-laws defining 4(l)(f)
. complaint of 28
Licences
. applicants practising without. . 14(4)
. cancellation of 28
. contents of 22(4)
. employees of certain organiza-
tions do not need 15
. examination of candidates for . . .20
. refusal to issue 26(f)
. registrar to issue 22(4)
. suspension of 28
Licensed
. defined 1(e)
. persons not required to become . .2
Licensees
. by-laws for recording of . . .4(1) (a)
. register for names of 22(5)
. . by-laws re 4(1) (rf)
. suspension of 28
Licensing
. branch, in 9(1)
. non-resident of Ontario, of 14
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. additional branches established
by 7
. by-laws approved by 5(b)
. councillor appointed by 8(4)
Limitation




. branch of Association, as 6
Meetings
. by-laws for 4(1) (e)
Members—See also Association
. association in another province,
of 11,14
. association outside Canada, of ..12





. by-laws for governing and
discipline of 4(1)(/)
. by-laws re register of 4(1)(J)
. certificate of memberships dis-
played by 22(2)
. classification of 6
. corporation not 18(2)
. defined 1(f)
. expulsion of 28
. falsely pretending to be 30
. firm not 18(2)
. non-payment of fees by 25(1)
. re-admission of 25(3)
. register for names of 22(5)
. resignation of 25(2)
. seal of 16(2)
. suspension of 28
. titles used by 16(1)
Membership
. cancellation of 28
. certificate of 22(1-3)
. fraudulent representations to
obtain 32
. qualifications for 10
Mineralogist
. exempt from Act 2(d)
Mining construction
. persons concerned with, exempt
from Act 2(e)
Mining engineers
. branch of Association, as 6
Non-residents
. licensing of 14
Notice
. non-payment of fees, of 25(1)
. resignation of member, of ...25(2)
Oath
. complaints under 28(2)
Ontario
. licensing of non-residents of ...14
Ontario Association of Architects
. members or licensees of,
exempt from Act 2(b)
Operating Engineers Act
. persons certified under, exempt
from Act 2(c)
Order
. judge of Supreme Court, of ... .26
Outside Canada
. consulting specialist from ....14(2)










. belonging to Association 3(4)
. falsely pretending to be a
member 30
. falsification of register 31
. fraudulent representation of
qualifications 32
. payable to Association 33
. practising without certificate or
licence 30
Physicists
. exempt from Act 2(rf)
Practice
. pending appeal 28(5)
. without certificate or licence. .30(c)
President







. by-laws for code of 4(1) (6)
Professions
Act not to apply to 2
Property
. Association's powers re 3(3)
. by-laws 4(1)(*)
. certificate of membership, in 22(3)
Ptiblic Inquiries Act
. powers of council under ....28(3)
Public service corporations
. employees of, licences not
required by IS
Public utilities
. employees of, licences not
required by IS
Qualifications
. fraudulent representations of . . .32
. membership, for 10
Re-admission
. member, of 25(3)
Recording
. certain persons with Association 13
Register
. erasure of member from, for
non-payment of fees 25(1)
. falsification of 31






. names of members and
licensees, of 22(5)
. registrar keeps correct 23
Registered
. defined 1 (/)
. persons not required to become. .2
Registered Professional Engineer
. examinations of candidates 20
. persons who may use title of 16(1)
. refusal 26(a,&)
Registrar
. certificate of membership
issued by 22(1)
. council, of 8(5)
. defined U*)
. falsification of register by 31
. keep register correct, to 23
. licences issued by 22(4)
. record of apprentices, under-
graduates, etc., kept by 22(6)
. register kept by 22(5)
Registration
. branch, in 9(1)
. council to control 9(2)
. evidence of 27
Resignation
. member, of 25(2)
Scholarships
. by-laws for 4(1)(0
Seal
. certificate of membership to
bear 22(1)
. members of 16(2)
Secretary
. council, of 8(5)
. defined 1(0
. procedure of, upon non-pay-
ment of fees 25(1)
. results of examinations filed
with 20(5)
Serious criminal oCTences
. by-laws defining 4(1) (c)
. member or licensee guilty of ... .28
Stationary engineers
. exempt from Act 2(c)
Students
. recording of, with Association . . 13
Stq>reme Court judge
. appeals to 26
Suspension
. council, by 28





credit for, if spent at
university 10(4)
credit for, if spent in armed
forces 17
Titles
. members may use 16(1)
Treasurer
. council, of 8(5)
Undergraduates
. by-laws for 4(1) (o)
. defined 1 (»«)
. record of 22(6)
Universities
. credit for examinations passed
at 10(5)
. credit for time spent at 10(4)
Unprofessional conduct
. by-laws defining 4(l)(f)
. complaint of 28
Vacancies
. council, in 8(6, 7)
Vice-presidents
. council, of 8(3)
. defined 1 (n)
Works
. certain persons, in exempt
from Act 2(/)
World War II
credit for time spent in 17
PROPERTY




Property and Civil Rights
Act, Vol. 3, p. 1179.
Laws of England
. resort to, for decisions 1(1)
Poor laws of England
. non-application of 1(2)
Rules of evidence for England
. resort to, for procedure 1(1)
PROTECTION OF
CATTLE
Protection of Cattle Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1181.








. bull for sale in Better Bull
Area 4(2)(t)
Better Bull Area
. by-law for 4(1), 5
. restrictions in 4(2)
Bulls
. assessment of 4(1)
. damages when cow got in calf . .2
. running at large 1
. sale of, in Better Bull Area . .4(2)
. unregistered, re service
fees 3,4(2)(0
By-laws
. Better Bull Area 4, 5
. prevent service fees, to, re
unregistered bulls 3,4(2)(c)
County council
. by-laws by 3,
4
Cow
. damages, to 2
Damages
cow got in calf, for 2
Penalties
. bull at large 1
. contravention of restrictions in
'Better Bull Area 4(2) (rf)
Provisional judicial districts
. application of Act to 5
Sale
. bull in Better Bull Area 4(2)
Service fees
. by-law to prevent
collection 3, 4(2) {c)
PROTECTOR
See Estates Tail Act
PROVINCIAL AID
TO DRAINAGE
Provincial Aid to Drainage
Act, Vol. 3, p. 1183.
See also Municipal Drainage Act
Act
. application of 2
Aid
. application by municipal council
for 3
. granting of 4
Applications
. aid. for 3
Contributions
. excluded from cost 2(3)
Department of Public Works





. application of Act to 2(1)
. . exceptions 2(2)
. defined 1
Fund




. unorganized territory, in 5
Municipal Drainage Act
. drainage work under 1
. land liable for assessment under. .3
Regulations









. sale of live stock, for 1(1)
. term 2
Minister of Agriculture




See Audit Act; Consolidated
Revenue Fund Act; Corpora-
tions Tax Act; Gasoline Tax
Act; Hospitals Tax Act; In-
come Tax Act; Income Tax
Agreement A c t; Insurance
Act; Land Transfer Tax Act;
Law Stamps Act; Logging
Tax Act; Mining Tax Act;
Provincial Land Tax Act;
[Public Revenue Act; Race
Tracks Tax Act; Security




Vol. 3, p. 1187.
5"^^ also Crown Timber Act;
Mining Act; Provincial Parks





. surrender of, for provincial forest 9
Disposal of land
. provincial forests 3
Fishing
. use of forests for 8
Forester
. appointment and duties 5
Minister
. control and management by 4
. surrender of cut-over timber
land arranged by 9
Penalties
. violation of Act, for 10
Provincial forests
. defined 1
. schedule of Schedule
Recreation
. use of forests 8
Reg^ations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 4
Schedule
. provincial forests, of Schedule
Shooting
. use of forests 8
Timber
. sale of, from forests 6
Townsite
. withdrawal of land for 7
PROVINCIAL LAND TAX
Provincial Land Tax Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1191.
See also Assessment Act; Crown
Timber Act; Statute Labour
Act
Action
. taxes and penalties, for 19(2)
Amount
. tax, of 3,5(3)
Arrears
. action for 19
. cancellation of 4(2)
. distraining for 20
Assessed value
. complaints by owner re ...11(6,7)
. . hearing 13, IS
. determination 11
Assessment
. judge to decide 13(2)





. fixed machinery exempt
under 1 (&) (iv)
. powers of judge under 15
Basis
. tax, of 3
Cemeteries
. exempt from tax 2
Certificate
. forfeiture, of 21(1)
. . relief from 21(2-4)
Change of ownership
. notice of 7(4)
Church land
. exempt from tax 2
Collector
. appointment of 6
. assessed value set by ; 11
. attend hearings, to 16
. defined 1 (a)
. distraining for arrears by 20
. notice of hearing, by, to owner.. 12
. register kept by 10
. return by owner to 7
. tax bills mailed by 17(1)
. verify returns, to 9(1)
Complaints
. hearing of 13
, . Collector to attend 16
. . notice to owner of 12
. . procedure at IS
Crown
. forfeiture of land to 21
Crown lands
. return by patentee or grantee 7(2)
Crown Timber Act






. owner 1 (d)
. prescribed \(e)
Delivery
. tax bills and notices, of 26
Disputes
. value of land, re 11(2, 3)
Distress
. collection of arrears by 20
Errors




. returns re lands 7(5)
Exemptions
. definition of land, from .l(6)(i-vi)
. land specifically mentioned 2,3
. regulations re 4
Fixed machinery
. exemption under Assessment
Act l(6)(iv)
Forfeiture of land
. non-payment of taxes, for . . .21(1)
. . relief from 21(2-4)
Forms
. return by owner, of 7(1)
Hearing
. complaints of owner, of
. . Collector to attend 16
. . notice to owner of 12
. . procedure at IS
Improvements
. valuation of 9(3), 11
Judge
. complaints heard by 13
. . powers of IS
Land
. change of ownership of 7(4)
. defined 1(6)
. exclusions from definition
of l(6)(i-vi)
. exempt from tax 2, 3
. forfeiture of, for non-payment ..21
. mortgagee or lienholder's rights
re taxes on 22
. return by owner of 7
. valuation of 3, 9(2), 11
Land Tax Collector—5^? Collector
Lienholder
. rights of 22
Liens
. penalties and taxes as 19(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. Collector appointed by 6
. exemption determined by 4
. rate fixed by 5
. regulations by 25
. tax value determined by 3
Machinery
. fixed, exempt 1(b) (iv)
Mining purposes
. land, etc., excluded from






. certify forfeiture of land, to . .21(1)
. defined 1(c)
. forfeiture of land cancelled
by 21(2-4)
. title search authorized by 8
Mortgagee
. rights of 22
Mtinicipal land
. exempt from tax 2
Note
. rate, of 5(1)
Notice
change of ownership, of 7(4)
complaint, of 11(6,7)
delivery of 26(2)
disputed value of land, of ...11(2)
forfeiture of land, of 21(1)
hearing of complaints, of 12
Officers
. regulations for 25(b)
Ontario Gazette
. notice of forfeiture of land in 21(1)
. rate published in 5(1)
Owners
. complaints by 11(6,7)
. . hearing of 12, 13, 15, 16
. defined \(d)
. delivery of tax bill to 26(1)
. failing to make return 23
. false return by 24
. liable for taxes and penalties 19(2)
. register of 10
. return by 7
. tax bill to 17(1)
. title search to ascertain 8
Penalties
failure to make return, for 23
false returns, for 24
forfeiture of land, as 21
lien on land, as 19(1)
non-payment of tax, for 18




. hearing, at IS
Railway land
. excluded from definition of
land l(&)(vi)
Rates
. fixing and notice of S




. owners, of 10
Regulations
. exemption from tax, re 4
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 25
Returns
. Collector to verify 9(1)
. false ..24
. form of regulations for 25(a)
. owner, by 7
. penalty for not making 23
School sections
. reduction of rate in 5(2)
Schoolhouses
. excluded from definition of
land l(6)(vi)
Security
. officers, by 25(&)
Tax bills
. delivery of 26(1)
. owners, to 17(1)
Tax divisions
. regulations for 25(c)
Timber interests
. Crown Timber Act, under .1(6) (i)
Title search
. Minister to authorize 8
Valuation
. land and improvements, of . .3,9, 11
Water works




Vol. 3, p. 1201.
See also Consolidated Revenue
Fund Act; Succession Duty
Act
Advertisement
. sale, of, statement of authority
in 3(9)
Cancellation
. returned debentures, of 7
Colonial Stock Act, 1877
. referred to 5(2)
Consolidated Revenue Fxmd
. amount of investment in sink-
ing fund, from 3(4)
. charge of interest upon 1(1)
. expenses and interest paid out of 2






. payment out of
. . loans, of 3(l)(a-rf)
. . lost debentures and coupons,
for 5(3)
Debentures
. loan by issue of 3(l)(a)
. statement of authority on ....3(8)
Exchequer bonds
. loan by issue of 3(l)(rf)
. statement of authority on ....3(8)
Fiscal agents
. appointment of 2
Form
. change of, of debt 6
Inscription
. Government stock abroad, of ... .4
Legislature
. authorization by, to raise funds 3(1)
. statement of authority of, on
stock 3(8)
Liabilities
. loan for payment of
assumed 3(2) (6)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. authority by. re loans for pay-
ment of debts 3(2)
. authority by, to record stock . .5(1)
. change of form of debt by 6
. creation of permanent stock by 1(1)
. directing inscription of stock
abroad 4
. execution of securities deter-
mined by 12(1)
. exemption from taxation of
securities by 10
. fixing time, for redemption of
stock 1(2)
. raising of loans by 3(1 )
. recital in order of, as conclusive
evidence 3(3)
. regulations by, re management
of debt, etc 2
Loans




. . debentures, of 3(l)(o)
. . exchequer bills or bonds,
of 3(l)((f)
. . Government s^tock, of ...3(1)(6)
Officer





. creation of 1(1)
. inscription of, abroad 4
. loan by issue of 3(1)(6)
. recording of 5(1)
. statement of authority on 3(8)
. time for redemption of 1(2)
Overdrafts
. Treasurer of Ontario, by ....12(2)
Pajmient
. judgment of United Kingdom
court, on 5(2)
. lost debentures and coupons,
of 5(3)
Protection
. holders of securities issued be-
fore April 14, 1908, of 13
Public debt
. prohibition to increase 11
. regulations re management of . . .2
Recording
. Government stock, of 5(1)
Repayment
. loans, of
. . providing of means for 2
. . raising of loans for 3(2) (a)
Securities
. issue of, for retirement of
temporary loan 3(7)
. issue of new, for retirement of
expiring ones 3(7)
. manner of execution of 12(1)
. money from, paid to Treasurer . .9
. payable in any currency 3(5)
. regulations re circulation of 2
Sinking fund
. conditions for 3(4)
. creation of 2
Succession duty
. exemption from 10
Taxation
. exemptions from 10
Temporary loans
. authority for 12(2)
. retirement of 3(7)
Terminable annuities
. loan by grant of 3(1) (c)
. statement of authority on . . . 3(8)
Treasurer of Ontario
. authority to, re temporary
loans 12(2)
. payment by, on judgment ....5(2)







. loan by issue of 3(1)(</)
. statement of authority on ....3(8)
Trust




Vol. 3, p. 1207.
See also Game and Fisheries Act;
Long Point Park Act; Niagara
'Parks Act; Power Commis-




. licensing of ll(l)(rf)
Advertising devices
. control of n(l)(it)
Algonquin Provincial Park
. continued as park 2(1)
Conservation
. parks, etc ll(l)(a)
. wild life 10
Crown




. Minister 1 (a)
. public lands .\(b)
District forester
. powers of 7,
8
Domestic animals
. control of 11(1)(/)
Expenses
. conservation of wild life, for .... 10
Fees and rentals
. licences, permits or leases,
for ll(l)(»n)
Fires
. control of 11(1) (/)
Forest ranger
. powers of 8
Guides
, control of 11(1)(0
Ipperwash Provincial Park
. continued 2(1)
Lake Superior Provincial Park
. continued 2(1)





. regulations re ll(l)(&,c,m)
Licence
. sale of liquor in park 9
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. powers re parks 2(2)
. regulations by 11
Liquor
. sale in park 9
Liquor Control Act
. liquor defined under 9
Management of parks
. Minister, by 6
Mining
. control of ll(l)(t), 13
. not allowed 5
Minister
. conservation of wild life, etc., by 10
. control by 6
. defined 1(a)
Minister of Mines
. collection of fees or rentals
by 11(1)(0
Municipality
. land severed from 3
Ontario Provincial Police Force
. powers of 8
Penalty
. non-compliance with Act 12
Power boats
. control of 11(1)(/)
Prospecting
. not allowed 5
Provincial parks
. continued 2(1)
. delimitation, etc 2{2)
. separate from municipality 3
. settlement, not allowed 4
Public lands
. continued as parks 2(1)
. defined 1(6)
. set apart as parks 2(2)
. . severed from municipality 3
Public Lands Act
. settlement or sale under 4
Reg^ulations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 11(1)
. . application of 1 1 (2)
Sale of land
. not allowed 4
Sale of liquor





. not allowed 4
Superintendent
. powers of 7,8
Traffic
. control of 11(1) (y)
Wild life
. conservation of 10
PROVINCIAL
SECRETARY
See Executive Council Act; Leg-
islative Assembly Act; Munici-
pal Act
PROVISIONAL COUNTY










Act, VoL3, p. 1211.
See also Mental Hospitals Act;
Private Sanitaria Act; Public
'Health Act; Public Hospitals
'Act
Accoimts
. inspector to keep 6
Actions
. maintenance costs, for 17
Admission
. persons ineligible for IS
. requirements for 9
. York township residents, of, to
Toronto Psychiatric 10
Alcoholic habituate




. income of hospitals, of 7
Apprehension
. escaped patients, of 19
Approval




. regulations for 21 (rf)
Bursar
. action for expenses by 17
. application of moneys by 7
. appointment, duties, etc., of 8
Certificate
. admission on 9(l)(c)(d)
. discharge of patient admitted
on 16(1)
. discharge to care of court, for 9(4)
. examination of patient admitted
on 16(2)
. sufficient authority for
admission 9(2)
Cities
. costs of examination borne by 9(5)
. establishment of hospital by 2
Classification
. patients, of 11
Communicable disease
. ineligible for admission ...lS(l)(f)
Costs
. examination of patient, of 9(5)
. maintenance of hospitals, of S
. municipality liable for 13, 14
. transportation of patients, of ...20
. treatment in public hospital, of. 12
. York township liable for 10(3)
Crown
. maintenance costs as debt due to 17
Definitions
. applicant 1 («)
. indigent patients lU'')
. inpatients ll(^)
. Minister 1(f)
. outpatients 1 1 (a)
. patient \(d)




. hospital, of 4
Detention
. certificate as sufficient authority
for 9(2)
Discharge
. court care, to 9(4)
. patient admitted on certificate,
of 16(1)
. patient admitted on inspector's
order, of 16(3)
patient admitted on warrant,
of 16(5)





. ineligible for admission ..15(l)(c)
Employees
. appointment, duties, etc., of 8
. regulations for 21(b)
Epileptic
. ineligible for admission ..I5(l)(g)
. patient found not to be 9(4)
. patient found to be. .9(3), 15(l)(a),
16(2)
Escape
. apprehension after 19
Establishment
. city, by 2
Estate of patients
. maintenance costs collected from 17
. oflficial committee of 18
Examination
. patient admitted on certificate,
of 16(2)
. patients, of 9(3-5)
. voluntary patient, of 16(2)
Feeble-minded
. ineligible for admission ...15(1)(/)
Forms
. regulations for 21(o)
Friends
. committal of patients to . . . 16(6, 7)
Grant
. account of 6(c)
Income
. account of, for hospitals . . .T . .6
. application of 7
Incurable disease








. accounts for hospitals kejpt by . . .6
. action for expenses by 17
. application of moneys by 7
. committing patient to custody
of relatives 16(4)
. defined \(b)
. order for admission by . . . .9(l)(d)
. order of. re discharge or trans-
fer of patient 16(3)






. order for admission by . . . .9(l)(e)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. designation of hospital by 4
. plans and site approved by 3
. staff appointed by 8
Magistrates
. order for admission by . . . .9(l)(e)
Maintenance
. costs of S
. debt due Crown, as 17
Medical practitioners
. certificate of, for
admission 9(1) (c)(d)
Mental Hospitals Act
. inspector appointed under ....1(6)
. Minister for 1 (c)
. patient found not to be under 9(4)
. patient found to be
under 9(3). 15(1) (a), 16(2)
. probationer from institution
under I5(l)(h)
. Public Trustee to act under 18
. removal of ineligible patients to
hospital under 15(2)
Mentally defective
. patient found not to be 9(4)
. patient found to be. .9(3), 15(l)(a),
16(2)
Mentally ill
. patient found not to be 9(4)




. hospital under control of 4(2)
. post-graduate courses, etc.,
established by 22
. regulations by 21
Mtmicipal corporations
. liability of, for patients 13, 14
Municipalities
. income from 6(6)
Officers
. appointment, duties, etc 8
. regulations for 21(6)
Official committee
. Public Trustee as 18
Order
. admission of patient on ..9(l)(d,e)














. committed to custody of
friends 16(6, 7)





. ineligible for admission 15
. liability of municipal corpora-
tion for 13,14
. regulations for care of 21(f)
. transfer of, to public hospital ... 12
. transportation costs of 20










. defined 1 (^)
Prisoners
. ineligible for admission ...lS(l)(i)
Private Sanitaria Act
. person found to be under 15(1) (a)
Probationers
. ineligible for admission ..15(1) (A)
Public Hospitals Act
. charges for indigent patients
under 12
Public Trustee
. official committee of estate of
patient 18
Recommittal
. patient from custody of
friends 16(7)
Regulations
. Minister, by 21
Relatives
. committal to custody of .... 16(4)
Removal
. ineligible patient, of 15(2)
Requirements




. establishment of 22
Site
. approval of 3
Superintendent
. appointment, duties, etc., of 8
Toronto Psychiatric Hospital
. York township resident
admitted to 10(1)
. . refusal of 10(2)
Transfer
. public hospitals for treatment, to 12
. voluntary patient, of 16(2)
Transportation
. costs of 20
. patient admitted on certificate,
of 16(2)
Voluntary patients





. admission on 9(1) (6)
. apprehension of escaped patient,
for 19
. discharge of patient admitted
on 16(5)
. recommittal from custody of
friends, for 16(7)
York township
. admission to Toronto Psy-
chiatric of residents of 10
. . refusal of 10(2)
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANCY
Public Accountancy Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1219.
Accounts
. audit of 30
. copies of 31(2)
Application
. licence, for 15(1)
. . new, after revocation 21(2)




. Council members .. .3(1), 4, 5, 6(3)
. power of S
Audit
. accounts of Council 30
Auditor





. public accountant, as 1(e)
Body corporate
. prohibited from practising ...26(1)
Certificates
. appointments, of 4(1)
. elections, of 4(2)
. evidence, as 4(3)
Certified Public Accountants
Association of Ontario
. appointment of Council by 3(1) (6)
. qualifying body, as 1(/)
Committees
. appointment of 13(1)
Costs
. not recoverable by unlicensed
person 27
Council—See also Meetings of
Council
accounts of 31(1)
action against, not allowed 36
appealing decision of 22





fund established by 28(1)
. management of 28(2, 3. 4)
granting new licence 21(2)
members
. election 3(1). 6(3)
. qualifications 3(2, 3, 4)
. removal 7(2)
. resigrnation 7(1)
. term of office 6(1,2)
. vacancy 6(4)
officers 11(1)
. election of 1 1 (2)
. term of office 1 1 (3)
. vacancy 11 (4)
payment of expenses, salaries,
etc., of .....29(1)
period of licence prescribed by . . 16
recovery of fees 18(2)
regulations by 32(1)
. annulment of 32(3)
. copies 22(2)
revocation of licence by
. hearing 19(2)
. inquiry 19(3,4)





. public accountant, as 1(0
Definitions
. Council 1 (a)
. licensing date 1 (b)
. prescribed 1(c)
. public accountancy 1 (d)
. public accountant l(^)
. qualifying body 1(f)
Discipline
. administered by Coimcil 8(h), 19(1)
Election
. Council members 3(1), 6(3)
. . certified 4(2,3)
. . officer 11(1,2,3)
Exemptions
. conditions for licence 15(2,3)
Fees
. licence, for 18
. . new, after revocation 21(2)
Finances
. administered by Council 28-31
Fxrnd
. administered by Council 28
Hearing
. revocation of licence, re 19(2)
Inquiry
. revocation of licence, re 19(3)
. . notice of 19(4)
Institute of Chartered Account-
ants of Ontario
. appointment of Council ...3(1) (a)
. qualifying body, as 1(f)
Licences
. abuse of, penalty for 24(2)
. application for 15(1)
. Council member, of 3(2)
. failure to surrender, penalty
for 24(1)
. fees 18(1,2)
. functions of Council re 8(a-c)
. necessary to recover costs 27
. obtained by false pretence,
penalty for 23
. period of 16
. qualifications for 15(1)
. refusal
. . appeal re 22
. . decided by Council 8(a)
. . notice of, by Council 20
. renewal of 17
. revocation of 20







. regulations annulled by 32(3)
Loan company






Members of Council—Se^ Council
Notice by Council
. certain resolutions, re 10(3)
. refusal of licence 20
. revocation of licences, re 19(2, 4), 20
Officers
Council members, from 11(1)
. election 11(2)
. term of office 11(3)
. vacancy 1 1 (4)
liable for oflFences 26(2)
Penalties
. abuse of licence 24(2)
. body corporate practising . . . .26(1)
. failure to surrender licence . .24(1)
. obtaining licence by false
pretence 23
. practising as public accountant,
wrongfully 25(1)
Practising as public accountant
body corporate, by, prohibited 26(1)
restrictions 25(1)
. defence to contravention . .25(4)
. exception 25(2)




. body corporate practising . . .26(1)
. . liability of officers 26(2)
Provincial Secretary





body corporate prohibited as 26(1)
defined 1(*)
functions of Council re
. common interests 8(^)
. status and standards S{d)
PUBLIC Sec.
ACCOUNTANCY—Con.




. public accountant, as 1(e)
Public utility
. public accountant, as 1(e)
Qualifications
. Council members 3(2,3)
. licence, for 15(1)
. . exemptions 15(2,3)
. public accountants 8(<i)
Qualifying body




. council meeting, at 12
Regulations
. Council, by 32, 33
Research
. functions of Council re 8(y)
Restrictions
. practising as public accountant. .25
Revocation of licence
. appeal re 22
. effect of 21(1)
. hearing re 19(2)
. inquiry re 19(3.4)
. new licence after 21 (2)
. no action against Council re ....36
. notice of, by Council 20
. notice of intention 19(2)
. powers of Council re 19(1)
Roll of Public Accoimtants in
Ontario
. maintained by Council . .8(6), 14(1)
Scholarships
. functions of Council re B(f)
Service
. documents, of 34(1)
Society of Industrial and Cost
Accountants of Ontario
. exempt from Act 35
Term of office
. Council members 6(1, 2)
. officers 11(3)
Transportation company
. public accountant, as l(r)
Trust company





. Council, on 6(5)
. Council member 6(4)
. Council officer 1 1 (4)
Voting
. procedure at meeting 10(1)
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS








Vol. 3, p. 1231.
See also Embalmers and Funeral




. application of 13, 16
Actions
. bailiff, against 10
. clerk, against 10
. constable, against 10
. jointly brought 10(3, 4)
. justices of the peace, against ..2,i
. prohibited re mandamus order ..12
. prohibited when persons acting
under ultra vires statute 13
. summary application for stay of. 8
. time for commencement of 11
Appeals
. conviction, order, etc., con-
firmed on 5
Application
. security for costs, for 14
. stay of action, for 8
Baili£f
. actions against 10
Clerk
. actions against 10
Constable
. action against 10
Conviction
. confirmed on appeal 5
defect in 3





. application for security for 14
. motion to quash a conviction,
of 7(2)
. plaintiff entitled to 10(4)
Court
. conditions on quashing of
conviction by 7
. order of, requiring justice to act. .4
Damages
. nominal, when plaintiff liable ... .9
Defendant
. application by, for security
for costs 14
. justice or clerk as 10(2)
Definitions
. justice of the peace 1
Imprisonment
. nominal damages for 9
Informant
. liability of, for defects 6
Information
. defect in 6
Joint action
. officers, etc., against 10(3, 4)
Judge
. acting under ultra vires statute . . 13
Jurisdiction
. justice of the peace acting
without 3
Justice of the peace
. acting without jurisdiction 3
. action against 2.
3
. defendant, as 10(2)
. defined 1
. refusing to act 4
Limitation
. action, on 11
Magistrate
—
See Justice of the
peace
Mandamus order
. protection for persons obeying . . 12
Municipal corporations
. Act not to apply to 15
Order
. confirmed on appeal S
. defect in 3
Plaintiff
. costs awarded to 10(4)
. nominal damages when liable ... .9
Protection






. persons obeying mandamus
order, for 12
Quashing conviction
. stipulations by court on 7
Refusal to act
. justice of the peace, by 4
Security
. costs, for 14
Sheriffs
. application of Act to 16
Time
. commencement of action, for . . .11
Ultra vires statutes
. protection for persons acting
under 13
Warrant
. confirmed on appeal 5
. copy of, demanded 10(1 )
. defect in 3
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
See Egress from Public Build-
ings Act; Government Con-
tracts Hours and Wages Act;





Act, Vol. 3, p. 1235.
See also Highway Traffic Act;






. regulations re 15(0
Agent
. authority of 3(2)
. business carried on by 3(1)
Bill of lading
. regulations re 15(»i)
Board
. approval by
. . operating licence, to 4(1)
. . referring of application for
renewal, to 4(2)
. . referring of application for
transfer, to 4(3)






. powers of, re licence 4(5)
. review of operating licence by 4(4)
Bonds
. regulations re \5(d,f)
. validity of, after notice of expiry 12
Bookkeeping
. regulations re 1S(/)
Breach
. regulations, of 8
Cancellation
. licences, of 8
Cash on delivery
. regulations re 15(m)
Certificates
. insurance, of 11
. . regulations re filing of ....15(/)












. operating licence 1(h)
. owner 1 (g)




. urban zone 1 (m)




. regulations re qualifications of 15(y)
Equipment
. regulations re 15(A)
Examination
. vehicles, of, regulations re ...15(A)
Fees












. regulations re working 15(0
Insurance
. certificate of
. . effect of 11(2)
. . filing of 11(1)
. licensed persons, of 10
notification to Minister re
expiry of 11 (3)
. regulations re 15(</-/)
Licences
. regulations re 15 ia-c)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 15
Minister
. approval by, to transfer of licence 9
. cancellation, etc., of licence by .8
. defined 1(/)
. designation of officer to enforce
Act, by 14
filing with
. . bond, of 13
. . insurance certificate, of ...11(1)





. approval by Board of 4(1)
. cancellation of 8
. conduct of business, for 2(1)
. defined l(/«)
. issue of, by Minister 5
. limitation of rights in ».. ...6
. renewal of 4(2)
. review of 4(4)
. transfer of 4(3)
. . approval by Minister to 9
Operation
. allowed only of licensed
vehicles 2(2)
Owner
. appointment of agent by 3(2)
. defined 1(^)
Penalties
. contravention of regulations,
for 13(1)
. payment of. to Consolidated
'Revenue Fund 13(2)
Prosecution
. consent required for 14
Public commercial vehicle
. defined 1 (i)
Regulations







. contravention of 13(1)
. defined 1 (/)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by IS
Returns
. regulations re 15(0
Suspension
. licences, of 8
Tariffs
. regulations re ISig)
Tolls
. defined K*)
. regulations re ISig)
Transfer




. carried on by agent 3





. cancellation of 8
. defined l(n)
. fixing of tonnage in 7(1)
. issue of, by Minister S
. plate, attachment to vehicle of 7(2)
. public commercial vehicle, for 2{2)
PUBLIC CONVEYANCES
See Oleomargarine Act; Ontario
'Northland Transportation
Commission Act; Public Com-
mercial Vehicles Act; Public
Vehicles Act; Railways Act
PUBLIC HALLS
Public Halls Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1241.
See also Egress from Public




. owner 1 (o)
. public hall 1(6)
Licence
. required 2




. defined 1 (o)
Penalties
. licence not held 3
Public hall
. defined 1(6)
Theatres and Cinematographs Act
. theatre under 1 (fr)
PUBLIC HEALTH
Public Health Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1243.
See also Burlington Beach Act;
Chiropody Act; Drugless Prac-
'titioners Act; Factory, Shop
and Office Building Act; Ma-
ternity Boarding Houses Act;
Mental Hospitals Act; Munici-
pal Act; Municipal Health
Services Act; Private Hos-
pitals Act; Private Sanitaria
Act; Psychiatric Hospitals
(Act; Public Hospitals Act;
Public Schools Act; Sana-





appeal from order re 99(3)
by-law re 119(1)
control of 120
employment of inspectors of . . . 121
inspection of 99(1), 117(1)
penalties for contraventions
re 99(4)
. powers of health officer re ..99(2)
Acting medical ofRcer of health
. appointment of 41 (2)
Advising
. Department re sanitation, by . .3(6)
Algonquin Park
. superintendent and rangers of,
as health officers 138
Analysis
. report of, as evidence 129
Animal Contagious Diseases Act
(Canada)
. referred to 114(3)
Animals
. inspection of 114(1), 121
. stables of, as nuisance 81((/)
PUBLIC HEALTH—Con. Sec
Appeal
. board of, re isolation hospitals 45(5)
. . fees of 45(11)
. . procedure of 45(6-10)
. order of local board, from 31
Assistant medical officers of health
. appointment in cities of
100,000 of 33(3)
Audit Act
. referred to 142(1)
Barber shops
. by-laws re 98
Bedding
. precautions re 71, 74(1)
Beverages
manufacture of
. regulations re 5(0
. regulations re inspection of. 5(«)
permit for manufacture of ..114(6)
. cancellation of 1 14(7)
. refusal of 114(8)
regulations re handling of ...5(5g)
Biological products
. penalty for sale of 125(4)
Board of health
. regulations re constitution
of 34(6)(6)
Boats
. disposal of offensive matter
on 103(2)
. . regulations re 5(r)
Bread
. inspection of 114(1)
Building
. occupation of, by Board 50
Burden of proof
. article kept for sale, whether 114(5)
. calf kept for sale, whether ..118(2)
. offal kept as hog food,
whether 115(3)
Burials
. regulations re 5(A)
Butcher
. affidavit by, re place of
slaughter 117(1)
. notice to, of discontinuance of
sale 117(2)
. . penalty for selling after ..117(3)
By-law
—
See also Statutory by-law
. barber shops, etc., re 98(1)







. borrowing for water and
sewerage, for
. . approval of, by Board 108
. . duty to pass, upon report of
Department 109(2)
. . electors' consent to, not neces-
sary, if work approved. . 109(1)
. . final passing of 109(3)
. . passing of, after approval of
work 107(1)
. . recital in, of approval ....107(2)
. cities of 100,000, in
. . debentures for investigation
work, re 110(1)
. . debentures for work and
investigation, re 110(3)
. . investigation without electors'
consent, re 110(2)
. enforcement of 9(6)
. establishment of health unit,
for 34(1)
. fumigation, re 78( 1
)
. slaughter-house, for 119(1)
. superseded by regulations ....7(1)
Calves
. sale of, under 3 weeks 118(1)
. . burden of proof re 118(2)
Camps
. regulations re S(rA)
Cargo
. regulations re landing of S{g)
Carriers
. germs, of
. , compensation to 61 (4)
. . examination of 61(2)
. . precautions against 61(1)
. . restricting measures re ....61(3)
. transportation of infected







Chief Inspector of Health
. appointment of 2(1)
. duties and powers of .-. 2{2)
Cleansing
. streets, of, regulations re 5(&)
Clerk
. report re members of local
board by 16
Clinical laboratories
. establishment of 10
Clothing






emergency hospital for 49
isolation hospitals for 43
notice by householder re
. health authorities, to 55
. school, to 75(1)
persons deemed exposed to . .56(3)
precautions against 58(1)
precautions by persons recover-
ing from 67
. following regfulations, by 68
. mingling with public, before ..69
. notice before using public
conveyance, by 70(1)
prevention of
. closing public buildings, by 58(1)
. disinfecting houses, etc., by . . .72
. disinfecting public convey-
ances, by 65(1)
. isolating carriers, by 61
. isolating infected persons,
by 59.60(1)
. prohibiting school attendance,
by 75
. purifying unsanitary dwel-
lings, by 66
. recovery of expenses from
neglect in 62
. regulations for 5(i)
. removal of infected persons in 64
. transfKsrtation, re 74
. treatment of bedding, etc., by 71
removal from place of
. milk containers, of 56(2)
. person and clothing, of . . . .56(1)
report of 57
. eyes, of 56(4)
Conferences
. medical officers of health, of 42(1)
. . expenses of attendance at . .42(2)
. . place and time of 42(3)
. oflFence against Act and by-law,
for 128
Consumption
. institutions for treatment of ....44
Continuance
. ofTence, of 125(3)
Conviction
. continuance of offence after 125(3)
Corporation
. local board as 13
Corpses





. appeal from order re 99(3)
. inspection of 99(1)
. penalties for contraventions
re 99(4)
. powers of health officer re . .99(2)
Deaths
. reports re
. . pregnancy, from 56(5)
. . weekly 22
Debentures
. cities of 100,000 in
. . investigation work,
for 110(1), 110(3)
. isolation hospitals, for 43(3)
. . term of 43(4)
Deductions
. medical service in unorganized
territories, for 135
Definitions
. communicable disease 1 (a)
. Department 1 (fe)
. Deputy Minister 1(c)
>. extermination 1 (rf)
. exterminator \{e)
. food and dairy inspector 1(/)
. fumigation 1 {g)
.. fumigator 1 (/i)
. health unit 1 (i)
. house and household 1 (/)
. householder 1 {k)
. local board 1(/)
. medical and dental inspection l(m)
. medical officer of health l(n)
. member of a household 1 (o)
. milk \{p)
. Minister 1 (q)
'. municipality 1 (r)
. nuisance 80
. occupier 1 (j)
. owner 1(/)
. pasteurization 1 (m)
. premises l(v)
. regulations 1 (w)
. school board 94(1)







. employment of, in schools . . .95(1)
. regulations re, in health
unit 34(6)(f,rf)
Department
. action by, on default in
unorganized territories . . . 134(4)






. control of premises by 3(g)
. defined 1(6)
. determination by, of existence
of nuisance 3(d)
. dismissal of health officer by 36(4)
. distribution of literature by ..3(f)
. inspection of public institutions
.
by 3(e)
. investigations by 3(a)
. . disease and mortality, re ...4(1)
. . nuisances and unsanitary
conditions, re 4(2)
. oversight of vaccine and serum
of 3(f)
. payment of expenses of 142
. publication by, of regulations 7(2)
. removal of unsanitary conditions
and nuisances by ... .4(3), 32(1)
. supervision of waters by ...102(1)
Department of Education Act
. referred to 11
Depositing filth
. prohibited areas, in 105(2, 3)
. waters, in 103(1)
Deputy Minister
. assigning duties to Chief
Inspector 2(2)
. defined 1 (c)
. member of board of appeal, as 45(5)
. powers of, in unorganized
territories 8
Disease
. investigation of causes of 3(a), 4(1)
. regulations re prevention of ..5(a)
Disinfection
. houses, of 27(1), 72
. milk containers, of 56(2)
. public conveyances, of 65(1)
. . expense for 65(2)
Dismissal
. medical officer of health, of 36(1,4)
District officer of health
. appointment of 9(1)
. duties of
. . calling of meeting of local
board, re 9(7)
. . control of public health,
re 9(3)(a)
. . enforcement of Act and
regulations, re 9(3) (ft)
. . enforcement of sanitary
by-laws, re .. .9(6), Schedule B
. . medical officer and inspector,
as 9(3)(f)










. . other districts, in 9(4)
. . unorganized territories, in . .9(8)
. emoluments of 9(2)
Drains
. regulations re S(f)
Drugless practitioners
report re communicable disease
by 57(1.3)
Drugless Practitioners Act
. referred to 57(3)
Dwellings
. regulations re 5(rO
Elections
. date of, after postponement 132(2)
postponement of, because of
epidemic 132(1)
Electors
consent by, not required by
by-law
. . approval of work, upon ..109(1)
. . investigation work, re ...110(2)
Emergency hospitals
establishment of 49
. . agreement with existing
hospital, by 49(c)
. . contracting use of existing
hospital, by 49(&)
. . erection, by 49(a)
Establishment
. health unit, of, regulations
re 34(6)(a)
Examination
. animals, meat or milk, of ..114(1)
. expectant mothers, of 76(1)
Expenses
. apportionment of, in health
unit 34(7)
. attendance at conference, for 42(2)
. carrying out regulations, for
. . health unit, in 34(6) (^)
. . unorganized territories, in 134(3)
. collection of
. . abatement of nuisance,
for 90(3,5)
. delegated officer, of
. . corporation's liability for . .32(2)
. . recovery of, from person in
default 32(3)
. examination of animals and
food, for 114(3)
. liability of occupier for, re
nuisance 90(5)
. payments of, of Department 142(1)









. . abating nuisance, of 32(3), 90(2)
. . disinfection of public
conveyances, for 65(2)
. . neglect re communicable
disease, from 62









. licence for cold storage plants,
for 5(sm)
. permit of fumigation, for ....78(2)
. pre-natal examination, for ...76(3)
Fish
. inspection of 114(1)
Flesh
. inspection of 114(1)




. foodstuffs, of 1 14
. slaughter-houses, of 117(1)
seizure by
. hogs, of 115(1)
. milk, of 100(3)
Foodstuffs
. inspection of 114(1)
. regulations
. . handling of, re 5(rg)
. . premises for manufacture of,
re 5(sp)
. scientific examination of 114(3)
. . expenses for 114(4)
Fruit
. inspection of 114(1)
Fumigation
airing of premises after 79(5)
by-laws re 78( 1)
defined 1 (g)
fee for permit re 78(2)
notice of, to occupants 79(1)
. adjoining buildings, of . .79(1) (a)
. contents of 79(2)
. premises, of 79(1)
. semi-detached house, of 79(1) (6)
powers of police re 79(4)









. . licences for, re S(x)
. . material for, re S{sb)
. . Minister's approval to, re
permits 5 (sa)
. . premises subject to S(cc)
. vacation of premises during . .79(3)
Fumigator
. defined 1 (/«)
. licence of 77(1)
, regulations re insurance by ..5(y)
, responsibility of, for
employees 77(3)
Game
. inspection of 114(1)
Garbage
. cooking of, on unauthorized
premises 116
. depositing of
. . area around waters, in .... 105(3)
. . waters, in 103(1), 105(1)
. disposing of, by boat 103(2)
General hospitals
. regulations re establishment
not to apply to .45(12)
Grain
. inspection of 114(1)
Hairdressing establishments
. by-laws re 98
Health districts
. division of Province into 9(1)
Health resorts
. regulations re Sir)
Health unit
. agreement between munici-
palities re 34(2)
. apportionment of expenses in 34(7)
. county as 34(3)
. defined l(t)
. establishment of, by
municipality 34(1)
. local board in 12(7)
. medical officer of health in ..34(5)
. provincial assistance to 34(8)
. regulations re 34(6)
. territorial district, in 34(4)
Hogs
. feeding of, with putrid ofFal 115(1)
. . burden of proof re 115(3)





. report by superintendent of
. . communicable disease of
eyes, re 56(4)
. . communicable diseases, re. .57(2)




. following regulations 27(2)
dwelling, purification of 66
false statement re antecedents of 73
Household




. communicable disease of
eyes, re 56(4)
. . communicable diseases, re ....55
. . disease of pupil, teacher,
etc., re 75(1)
. prohibition to, to remove
idiseased person, etc 56(1)
Ice
. permit for cutting 113(2)
. prohibition re
. . distribution of 113(4)
. . sale of 113(3)
. supply, regulations by local
board re 113(1)
Indigents
. agreement re medical care of 52(2)
. dispute re remuneration for
care of S3
. medical care for 52(1)
. . agreement, without 52(3)
. . remuneration for 52(4)
. supply of insulin to 54
Infected articles
. destruction of 30
. removal of 56(1)
Infected persons
. change of place of 63
. isolation of 59, 60(1)
. recovery of expenses of
treatment re 60(2)
. removal to hospital of 64
. transportation of 74
Infection
. regulations re stoppage of
persons exposed to 5(f»)
Inquiry






. dairies, of 99(1)
. food, of 114
. houses, etc 96
. nuisances, of 82
. public conveyances, of 65(1)
. slaughter-houses, of 120,121
Inspectors
. employment of, for slaughter-
houses 121
. fumigation, of, appointment
of 78(2)
Institutions
. inspection of 3(e)
. medical officer of health in . . .4(4)
Instructor
. duty of, re communicable
disease 75 (3)
Insulin
. regulations re free supply of . . .5(/)
. supply of 54(1)
. . contribution by municipality
to cost re 54(2)
Investigation
. diseases and mortality, of ... .3(a)
. powers of officer re 4(1)
. unsanitary conditions in muni-
cipality, of 4(2)
Isolation
carriers of germs, of 61
infected persons, of 59, 60(1)
. boarding schools, in 75(5)
Isolation hospitals
appeal re 45(5)
. decision on 45(10)
. fees for 45(11)
. hearing of 45(8)
. notice re 45(6,7)
. view of locality on hearing
of 45(9)
applications for 45(1)
approval of plans of 47(1)
changes and improvements in 47(2)
conditions for 43(6)
control of 48(1)
. trustees of public hospital,
by 48(2)
debentures for 43(3, 4)
establishment of 43(1)
. permission for 44
. several municipalities, by . .43(2)
hearing and decision by board
re 45(4)
meeting of board re 45(3)







. penalty for unauthorized 46
. place of 43(5)
Judge
. appeal from order of board to ..31
. determination by
. . compensation for land, of . .50(5)
. . remuneration for treatment
of indigents, of 53(3)
. order by, for taking possession. .51
Judges' Orders Enforcement Act
. referred to 53(4), 89(3)
Laboratories
. regulations re medical S(si)
. . staff of S{jij)
Lakes
. supervision of 102(1)
Land
. affected by works in adjoining
township .A06{l3)(c,d). 106(14)
. occupation of, by board 50
Laundries
. examination of 96(1)
. order re sanitary conditions
in 96(2)
Lecturer




. Chief Inspector, of 2(1)
. medical officers in
unorganized territories, of.. 139
. officers on default of
municipality, of 33(2)
approval of regulations by
. health unit, re 34(6)
. made by Minister 5
. unorganized territories,
re 134(1,5)
creation of health districts by. 9(1)
prescribing health units 34(4)
Literature
. distribution of sanitary 3(f)
Local board
. agreement of, re medical
inspection in schools 94(2)
. . application of 94(4)
. annual report by
. . preparation of 21(2)
. . transmission to Deputy
Minister of 21(3)
. appeal from order of 31









. carrying out of Act, etc., by ... .25
, cities of 100,000, in 12(3)
, control of slaughter-houses by.. 120
. corporate name of 13
, defined 1(0
. destruction of infected articles
by 30
. disinfection service of 29
. election of chairman of 14(2)
. employment by, of inspectors of
slaughter-houses 121
. enforcing authority of 23(1)
. establishment of, in health
unit 12(7)
. every municipality, in 12(1)
. isolation of infected persons
by 59,60(1)
. liability of corporation for
neglect of 62
. meetings of 14(1)
. members of council as
members of 12(6)
. notice to school by, re
communicable disease 75(2)
. occupation of land by 50
. payment for
. . accounts certified by 20(1)
. . medical inspection by 20(2)
. . members of, in townships 19
. permission by, for isolation
hospitals 45(1-5)
... power of
. . enter, etc., public conveyances,
to 65(1)
. , medical, etc., inspection in
schools, re 94(3)
, . supply of ice, re 113
. precautions by, against
infection 58(1
)
. . closing public buildings, by 58(2)
. providing for ambulance 28
. quorum of 18
. recording of proceedings of ..21(1)
. secretary of 12(5)
. special meetings of
. . called by district officer of
health 9(7)
. called by member 15
. towns of 4,000, in 12(2)
. towns under 4,000 and villages,
in 12(4)
. vacancies in 17
. weekly reports by secretary of .22
Lodging houses
. closing and placarding of 97







. examination of 96(1)




. . medical service, for ... . 134(1) (d)
. . sanitary conditions, for 134(1) (6)
Meat




animals and food, of 114(3)
defined 1 (m)
schools, in 94, 95
. levy of rate for 20(3)
. payments for 20(2)
. regulations re 5(v)
Medical officers of health
abatement of nuisances by ...84(1)
action against 38
age of retirement of 36(2)
annual conferences of 42
appointment of
. institutions, in 4(4)
. municipalities, by 33(1)
. municipality, out of 36(3)




. immunity from infection, re .67
defined 1 («)
directing treatment of infected
. bedding, etc 71
. conveyances 70(2)
dismissal of, for negligence . 36(4)
enforcement of sanitary bv-laws
by 9(6), Schedule B
executive officer of board, as ... .37
health unit in 34(5)
improvement of care of children,
etc., by 8J
inspection by
. foodstuflfs, of 114
. lodging houses and laundries,
of 96,97
. nuisances, of 82
. schools, of 36(5)
liability of corporation for
neglect of 62
medical attendance on indigents
by 52
. dispute re remuneration for ...53
order by











. examination of carriers, for 61(2)
. isolation of carriers, for . . . .61(3)
. isolation of infected persons,
for 59,60(1)
permission of, to remove
diseased persons 63
power of
. entering, etc., public
conveyances, of 65(1)
. entering premises, of 64
. foodstuffs from other
municipalities, re 99(2)
. removing inhabitants, of 66
. seize milk, to 1(X)(3)
precautions by, against
infection 58(1)
. closing public buildings, by 58(2)
providing for safety against
carriers 61(1)
regulations re
. courses for S(r/)
. duties of 5(ck)
. health unit, in 34(6)(c,d)
report by
. communicable disease of eyes,
re 56(4)
. death from pregnancy, re ..56(5)




supervision of nurses in schools
by 95(2)
temporary absence of 41 (2)
tenure of office of 36(1)
unorganized territories, in
. appointment and powers of ..139
. magistrate as 136
. salary of 141
vacancy in office of 41(1)
Member of a household
. defined 1 (o)
Midwife
. report by
. . communicable disease of eyes,
re ...56(4)
. . death from pregfnancy, re ..56(5)
Milk
. bottles, disinfection of 56(2)
. defined l(^)
. inspection of 114(1)







. prohibition to deliver
unpasteurized 1(X)(1)
. . exceptions 100(2)
. regulations re manufactories
of Size)
. seizure of 100(3)
Mining camps
. regulations re
. . medical service, for 134(l)(rf)
. . sanitary conditions, for 134(1) (&)
Minister
. approval by
. . appointment of officers, to. .33(1)
. . dismissal of medical officer of
health, to 36(1)
. . medical officer of health
from outside, to 36(3)
. . medical officer of health
over 70, to 36(2)
. assigning duties to Chief
Inspector 2(2)
. consent by, to action against
health officer 38
. defined l(^)
. establishment, etc., by, of
clinical laboratory 10
. investigation by order of
. . disease or mortality, re 4(1)
. . unsanitary conditions, etc.,
re 4(2)
. powers of, on default of
local authorities 32(1)
regulations by 5,34(6)
. . unorganized territories, for . . 134
Mortality
. investigation of causes
of 3(a),4(l)
Mother
. expectant, free examination
of 76(1)
Mimicipal Act
. referred to 106(9)
Municipality
. abatement of nuisance by
. . own expense, at 87(3)
. . owner's expense, at 90
. appointment of medical staff
by 33(5)
. defined l(r)
. drain and water for private
account by 23(2)
. . registration of charges against
land re 23(3)









, measures by Department upon
neglect of 32(1)
. recovery of expenses for . . .Zl^l)
payment of accounts for board
by 20(1)
recovery by, of expenses
. neglect re communicable
disease, from 62
. person in default, from . . . .Z1{^Z)
responsibility for board or
employees of 24(1)
Notice
. communicable disease by
householder, of 55
. school, to 75(1)
. transmission to board of . . .55(3)
. transmission to health officer
of 55(2)
communicable disease, re
. drugless practitioner, by ...57(3)
. physician, by 57(1)
. school, to 75(2)
. superintendent of hospital,
by 57(2)
. teacher, by 75(3)
. use of public conveyance,
before 70(1)
fumigation, of 79(1)
. contents of 79(2)
isolation hospital, re
. appeal, of 45(6)
. application, of 45(2)




. advertisement, by 50(4)
. clerk, to 50(2), Schedule A
. owner, to 50(3)
remuneration for care of
indigents, re 53(1)
. requiring abatement of
nuisance 87(1)
Nuisances
abatement of ... .4(3), 32(1), 84(1)
. accommodation, re 83
. caused outside municipality . . .88
. collection of expenses for 90(3. 5)
. default of owner, on 90(1)
. recovery of expenses for . .90(2)
. unoccupied premises, in 85
abatement of, involving loss.. 89(1)
. application to judge for
order re 89(2)
. enforcement of order re ...89(3)






. arising with no fault of owner,
etc 87(3)
. dangerous water supplies as . .81(c)
. defined 80
. deposits of offensive matter as 81 (/)
. determination of existing 3(d)
. disposition of removed articles
constituting 86
. foul places as 81(&)
. inspection by municipality re 82
. investigation and abatement of
. . Department, by . . . .4(2, 3), 32(1)
. . local board, by 26
. neglect of local authorities
to abate 32(1)
. . liability of municipality re. Zlii)
. notice requiring abatement of 87(1)
. . defective construction from 87(2)
. offensive burying grounds as. .81(/)
. order by health officer for
removal of 84(2)
. overcrowded premises as ....81(/i)
. premises dangerous to health
as 81 (o)
. prevention of, re waters ....103(1)
. regulations re removal of 5(c)
. smoke from furnaces as 81(;)
. smoking chimneys as 81 (k)
. stables dangerous to health as 81 (rf)
. unsanitary buildings as 81 (i)
. works dangerously situated as 81 (^)
Nurses
. precautions by, re disinfection . .67
. regulations re
. . courses, for 5(^/)
. . duties, of 5(«i)
. . health unit, in 34(6)(c,</)
. report by
. . communicable disease of eyes,
re 56(4)
. . death from pregnancy, re ..56(5)
Occupation
. land and buildings, of 50(1)
. . compensation for 50(5)
. . notice by advertisement re. 50(4)
. . notice to clerk, re 50(2)
. . notice to owner, re 50(3)
. . order by judge re 51
Occupier
. defined l(j)
. recovery of expenses by, re
nuisance 90(4)
Offence
. continuance of 125(3)







. penalty for, without consent 92(n)
0£Bcers
. acting on default of local
authorities 32(1)
. assistance to 124
. penalty for hindering 123
. powers of. in unorganized
territories 8
. supervising medical work in
schools 11
Ontario Municipal Board Act
. referred to 106(16), 108
Opthalmia neonatorum
. report re 56(4)
Orders
quashing of, for want of form
not admitted 143
Owner
. compensation to, for occupied
land 50(5)
. defined 1(/)
. notice re occupation to 50(3)







. municipal authority, by ...127(1)
. provincial authority, by ...127(2)
contravention, for
. Act. of 125(2)
. communicable disease, re.. 125(1)
. dairies, etc., re 99f4)
. milk, re 100(4)
. pollution of water supplies,
re 105(4)
. pollution of waters, re 103(4)
cooking of garbage 116
hindering officer at discharge
of duty, for 123
neglect, for
. returns about sewerage, re 106(7)
. returns of water suppliers, re 104
. sewerage and water supply,
re 112
. transportation, re 74(3)




. biological products, of . . . .125(4)










. food dangerous to health,
of 114(2)
. reports of test, of 125(5)
selling after notice of
discontinuance for 117(3)





authority of, re disinfection of
public conveyances 65(3)
employment of, in schools ...95(1)
examination of expectant
mothers by 76(1)
fee for pre-natal examination
by 76(3)
report by
. communicable disease of eyes,
re - 56(4)
. communicable disease, re ..57(1)
. death from pregnancy, re .56(5)
. pre-natal examination, re ..76(2)
Plumbing
. regulations re 5(e)
Pollution of waters
. application to court re 102(4)
. inquiry re 102(2)
. order of judge re 102(5)
. regulations for prevention of 5(r)
. report re 102(3)
Ponds
. supervision of 102(1)
Postponement
. elections, of, because of
epidemic 132
Poultry
. inspection of 114(1)
Poverty
bar to prosecution, as 130
Premises
defined 1 (v)
entry on, for inspection 3(flr)
regulations re
. cleansing of 5(&)
. cold storage, for 5(znt)
. disinfection by owners of . . .5(<0
. inspection and disinfection
of 5(A)
. inspection of habitable 5(/)
. prevention of overcrowding 5(*»»)
. taking possession of 5(g)
Pre-natal care





. disease, of, regulations re 5(a)
Professor
. duty of, re communicable
disease 75(3)
Prosecution
. certificate of poverty as bar to. .130
Province
. division of, into health district 9(1)
Provincial Auditor
. direction by, re payment of
expenses 142(2)
Public conveyances
. disinfection of 65(1), 70(2)
. . owner bearing costs of ....65(2)
. regulations re inspection of ...5(*)
. use of, by infected person 70(1)
Public health nurses
appointment of
. . board or municipality, by . .33(5)
. . municipalities jointly, by . . .33(6)
. control of, by medical officer
of health 33(7)
. . schools, in 95(2)
. employment of, in schools ...95(1)
. regulations re, in health
unit 34(6)(c,(f)
Public Inquiries Act
. referred to 4(1)
Public Schools Act
. referred to 11
Pupils
. attendance by, after
communicable disease 75(4)
Quarantine
. infected premises, over ...56(2), 59
Railway construction works
. regulations re
. . medical service, for .... 134(1) ((f)
. . sanitary conditions, for 134(1) (6)
Registry Act
. referred to 106(13) (a, c)
Regulations
. application of 6
' . by-laws superseded by 7(1)
. defined l(a')
. health unit, re 34(6)
. Minister, by 5
. publication of 7 {2)




. care of indigents, for
. . application of Judges' Orders







. care of indigents, for
—
Con.
. . consideration of case, re,
by judge 53(3)
. . dispute and application to
judge re 53(1)
. . time for application to judge,
re 53(2)
Report
. analysis, of, as evidence 129
. annual, medical officer of health,
by 36(5)
. Department, by, council to
proceed on 109(2)
. members of local board, re 16
. penalty for sale of Department
test 125(5)
Rivers




. medical officer of health, of 39
Sale
. food dangerous to health, of 114(1)
. . burden of proof re 114(5)
. penalty for
. . biological products, of ....125(4)
. . test reports, of 125(5)
Sanatoria for Consumptives Act
. referred to 44
Sanatorium
. permission for establishment of. .44
Sanitary inspectors
. appointment of, by
municipality 33(1)
. enforcement of sanitary by-laws
by 9 (6), Schedules
. improvement of care of
children, etc., by 83
. inspection of foodstuffs by 114
. payment of 40
. powers of
. . disinfection of public
conveyances, re 65(1, 3)
. . seize milk, to 100(3)
. . unorganized territories, in 8
. rangers of Algonquin Park as . . 138
. regulations re
. . courses for 5(ar/)
. . duties of S{sk)
. . health unit, in 34(6) (f,<f)
. . payment of 5(o)
. tenure of office of, in health unit 35
. unorganized territories, in
. . appointment and powers of ..140
. . constables as 137







. . application of, re medical
inspection 94(4)
. . medical inspection, re 94(2)




. communicable disease, after 75(4)




medical and dental inspection
in 94,95
. payment for 20(2)
notice re communicable disease
in
. local board, by 75 (2)
. teacher, by 75(3)
regulations
. duties of medical officers in,
re 5(v)
. medical inspection, etc., in,
re S (w)
. medical officers in, of health
unit, re ^{6){c,d)
Seizure
. foodstuflFs, of 114(1)
. hogs, of 115(1)
. milk, of 100(3)
Separate Schools Act
. referred to 11
Senmi
. oversight of 3(c)
Sewerage
. regulations re 5(f)
. system, maintenance of Ill
Sewerage project
. amendment of plans re 106(5)
. approval of 106(2)
. . application for 106(3)
. defined 106(1)
. inquiry of Department re . . . 106(4)
. modification of terms by
Department re 106(6)
. returns to Department re . . . 106(7)
. urban, extension into adjoining
township 106(8)
. . agreement re use of 106(17)
. . application to Municipal
Board re 106(12)












. claims for failure in duty
re 106(15)(fl)
. compensation for land
affected by 106(13) (rf)
. discharge of land affected
by 106(13)(O
. hearing of affected
municipality re 106(11)
. jurisdiction of Board for
claims re 106(16)
. order by Board for
connection with 106(20)
. order by Board re use of 106(18)
. powers of municipality after
approval re 106(9)
. registration barring action re
land for 106(14)
. regulation of highways
for 106(13)(o)
. tax for use of 106(19)
. terms by Board re .... 106(13) (6)
. varying of approval by
Department re 106(10)
Sheriff
. assistance by, in taking
possession of land 51
. member of board of appeal,
as 45(5)
Springs
. supervision of 102(1)
Statutory by-law See also By-law
amendment of, by permission
of Department 131 (2)
cleaning and disinfecting
privy-vaults, re .. Schedule B If 16
construction, re
. closets, of Schedule B If 28
. drain pipes, of ... Schedule B If 27
deposits endangering health,
re Schedule B If 4
duty re
. medical health officer,
of Schedule B If 1
. sanitary inspector,
of Schedule B f 2
effect of, and amendments ..131(3)
establishment of privy vaults,
re Schedule B f 14
examination of premises,
re Schedule B f 6
filing of drainage and plumbing









. forms for reports,
re Schedule B H 31
. kind and contents of,
re Schedule B 1[ 32
infected animals, re Schedule B t 34
places for milk production,
of Schedule B H 10
. . slaughter-houses,
of Schedule B HP
. keeping of swine,
re Schedule B H 22
. livery-stables, re . . . Schedule B ^ 23
, location of slaughter-houses,
re Schedule B If 8
. notice to establish sanitary
conditions, re Schedule B tf 7
, penalties for contravention,
re Schedule B H 35
pipes supplying water to closet,
etc., re Schedule Bf 29
_ placarding of quarantine,
re Schedule B H 33
. prohibition to connect drain
with chimney, re. . Schedule B ^ 26
^ removal, re
, . decayed matter,
of Schedule B 1[ 19
. . excreta, of Schedule B II 17
. garbage, of Schedule B H 20
. time deposits, of. Schedule B H 15
. reports by chairman of
local board Schedule B H 3
. sale of food unfit for use,
re Schedule B nil
sites made up of refuse,
re Schedule B V 24
. supervision of highways and
lots, re Schedule B If 5
. supply of water,
re Schedule Bf 12
, toilet accommodation,
re Schedule B If 18
, treatment of wells,
re Schedule B If 13
, validity of, and amendments 131(1)
. ventilation of drains,
re Schedule BT25
. washrooms, etc., in restaurants,









. regulations re cleansing of ... .5(6)
Student
. attendance by, after
communicable disease 75(4)
Summary Convictions Act
. referred to 126, 134(5)
Summer resorts
. regulations re S(r,zh)
Supreme Court
. application to, re nuisance ...91(2)
. enforcement of orders by, re
nuisances 89(3)
.
jurisdiction of, re abatement
of nuisance
. cases involving loss, in ....89(2)
. cases involving loss of $2,000,
in ^91(1)
. orders under Act not removable
by certiorari to 143
Surveillance
. persons in infected localities,
of, regulations re S(.P)
Swimming pools
. regulations re 5(in)
Teachers
. duty of, re communicable
disease 75(3)
Township
. appointment of several medical
officers of health in 33(4)
extension of urban works into
adjoining 106(8-20)
Trachoma
. report re 56(4)
Traffic
. regulations re passenger 5(p)
Transportation
. corpses, of 74(2)
. infected person.s. of 74
Unorganized territories
. application of penalty for
offence in 127(2)
by-laws re barber shops, etc., in. .98
. constable as sanitary inspector
in 137
. deductions from wages in 135
. magistrate in, as medical officer 136
. powers in
. . Department officers, of 8
. . district officer of health, of . .9(8)
medical officers of health, of. .139
. . sanitary inspectors, of 140
. provision applied only to 133
. regulations for
. . cleansing and inspection of
camps, works, etc., re 134(1) (ft)
. . employment contracts, etc., of











. . employment of physicians in
works, hospitals, re . .134(l)(rf)
. . expenses of carrying out.. 134(3)
. . general or special nature
of 134(2)
. . industries, re 134(1) (a)
. . inspection of houses, etc.,
re 134(1)(<:)
. . labourers' contributions to
medical service, re . . . 134(1) (/)
. . procedure on default of
compliance with 134(4)
. . providing for penalties . . . 134(5)
. salaries of health officers in 141
Unsanitary conditions
. investigation and removal
. Department, by 4(2, 3), 32(1)
. . local board, by 26
. regulations re removal of S{c)
Upholstering
. regulations re ^{'O)
Vacancies
. local board, in 17
office of medical officer of
health, in 41(1)
Vaccination Act
. referred to 9(8)
Vaccine
. oversight of 3(c)
Vegetables
. inspection of 114(1)
Venereal Diseases Prevention Act
. referred to 9(8)
Waste
. depositing of 103, 105
Water supply




. pollution of 105(1)
. . land adjacent to 105(2)
. prohibited area around 105(3)
. submission of plans re 101(1)
Waterworks
. maintenance of Ill
. returns by 104
Waters
. oflfence to pollute 103(1)
. . penalty for contravention
of 103(4)
. . residents of summer resorts,
by 103(3)
Wens




. regulations re 5(/,tl)
PUBLIC HOSPITALS
Public Hospitals Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1313.
See also Charitable Institutions
Act; Companies Act; Female
Refuges Act; Mental Hospitals
Act; Municipal Act; Nurses
Act; Penal and Reform Insti-
tutions Inspection Act; Private
Hospitals Act; Psychiatric
Hospitals Act; Public Health
Act; Sanatoria for Consump-
tives Act; Territorial Division
Act
Account
. statements of, to municipality . .28
Act
. administration of 5
Actions
. hospitals, etc., against,
limitation of 33
. recovery of accounts, for 28
. . municipality, by 29
Administration
. Act of 5
Admission
. communicable disease cases, of . . 13
. indigency after 20(2)
. indigents, of 12
. . liability re 16
. non-residents, of 14
. patients, of H
Agreement
. municipality, with, re
indigents 12, 17
. . liability under 16
. . notice 20(1,2,3)
Audits
. hospitals, by, regulations re . . A(h)
Babies
. born in hospitals, residence of . . .27
Board
. defined 1(a)
. ex officio members of,
regulations re 4(d)
. expropriation by-laws by 8
. . approval of 9
Books
. hospitals, of, reg^ulations re . . .4(A)
Burial expenses





. expropriation, by board 8
. municipality, of, re hospital
officer 34(2)
. . notice of 34(6)
Certification
. incurable persons, of IS
Charges
. patients, for, regulations re . . . .(g)
. recovery of, by county 24(1)
Classification
. hospitals, of, regulations re . . .4(6)
Clerk
. county, particulars re residenoe
by 24(3)
. . failure re 24(4)
. municipality, of, notice of
indigency to 20(1, 2, 3)
. statements of account to 28
Communicable diseases
. cases of, refusal to admit 13
Construction
'
. hospitals, of, regulations re . . .4(a)
Counties
. right to contribution 24(1)
. particulars of residence sent
to 24(3)
. . failure re 24(4)
Death





. hospital 1 (rf)
. incurable person }(e)
. inspector 1 (/)
. 'Minister 1 (g)
. municipality 1(A), 34(1)
. patient 1 (0
. provincial aid 1 (/)
. regulations 1 (k)
. resident 1 (/)
. superintendent 1(»»)
. territorial district 1(h)
. treatment 1 (o)
. unorganized territory l(^)
Department of Health
. administration of Act by 5
. Department defined 1(c)
Dependants
. defined 1(6)
. indigent persons, of 12, IS, 17







. member of military forces, of,
residence of 25(2)
Discharge
. accommodation of patient on. .23(g)
Employees
. hospitals, of, regulations re . . .4(e)
Enforcement
. Act of 5
Expenses
. burial, of indigents 19
Expropriation
. by-laws re 8
. . approval of 9
Grades
hospitals, of, regulations re ... .4(6)
Grants
. hospitals, to 31
. . regulations re 4(i)
Hospital and Charitable
Institutions Act, 1927
. aid received under 3(1)
Hospital officers
. authority of 34(3)
. municipality, of, appointment
of 34(2)




. admission of indigent IS
. defined l(^)
. removal from hospitals of 26
Indigence
. admission, after 20(2)
. particulars of 24(2)
. . failure re 24(4)
. . sending of 24(3)
Indigents
admission of, under agreement . . 12
. liability of municipality re ....16
. notice to municipality
of 20(1,2.3)
death of, expenses of 19
incurable persons, as, admission
of 15
municipal agreement re 17
notice disputing liability for ...21
. information furnished on 22
powers of hospital officers re 34(4)
report re 34(5)
residence of babies of 27






. hospitals, of, reg^ulations re . . .4(c)
Inspectors
. defined 1(f)
. designation of 6
Institutional inmates
. residence of 23(d)
Instruction
. medical students, of 10
Lease
hospital buildings, of, approval
of 3(4)
. . revocation of 3(5)
Liability
. municipality, of, for patients. .24(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimdl
by-laws approved by 9
hospitals approved by 3(2, 3)
inspectors approved by 6
regulations by 4(o-/)
revocation of approval by 3(5)
sale approved by 3(4)
. revocation of 3(5)
Maintenance
. hospitals, of, regulations re . . .4(a)
Management
. hospitals, of, regulations re . . .4(c)
Medical students
. instruction of 10
Military forces
residence of dependant of
member of 25(2)
. residence of member of 23(e)
Minister
. approval of, to agreements re
indigents 17
. defined 1 (<7)
. grants to hospitals by 31
. inspectors designated by 6
. recommendations re regulations
by 4(a-j)
. revocation of approval by 3(5)
Mortgage
hospital buildings, of, approval
of 3(4)
. . revocation of 3(5)
Municipal Act
. expropriation powers under 8
Municipality
agreements by, re indigents 17
. agreements with, re indigents . . 12
. . liability re 16












. babies born in hospitals, for . . .27
. incurable persons in hospitals,
for 26
. indigents, for, disputed 21
. patients, for 24(4)
notice to, re admission of
indigents 20(1,2,3)
payment for non-residents by ...18
recovery from other
municipality by 30
recovery from patient by 29
statements of account rendered
to 28
Negligence
. limitation of actions re 33
Non-residents
. liability for, assumed 18
. patients deemed 23(a-^)
. refusal to admit 14
Notice
. intention, of, re by-law of
municipality 34(6)
. municipality, by, disputing
liability for indigents 21
. municipality, to, re admission
of indigents 20(1, 2, 3)
. removal of incurable persons, re. .26
Nurses Act
. residence of pupils under ....23(c)
Offences
. contravention of Act, of 32
Patients
. admission of 11
. defined l(t)
. indigent, liability of
municipality for 16
. non-residents, as 23(a-<7)
. recovery from, by municipality . .29
. regulations re 4(f,g)
Payment
. liability of municipality for,
re indigents 16
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for 32
Powers
. expropriation 8
. hospitals, of 7
Private Hospitals Act





. defined 1 (/)
. hospitals, to, regulations re 4(i)
Public Health Act
. quarantine under 13
Pupils
. residence of 23(f)
Quarantine
. Public Health Act, under 13
Records
. hospitals, of, regulations re ...4(/»)
Recovery
. accounts, of, from municipality . .28
Regulations
. defined 1(*)
. enforcement of 5
. hospitals, for 4(0-/)
. inspectors, re 6
Remuneration
. hospital officer, of 34(2)
Reports
. hospital officer, of, re
indigents 34r5)
. hospitals, by, regulations re ..4(/i)
Residence
. babies born in hospitals, of 27
. dependant, of indigent 25(1)
. dependant of member of
military forces, of 25(2)
. particulars of 24(2)
. . failure, re 24(4)
. . sending of 24(3)




. approval, of 3(5)
Sale
. hospital buildings, of, approval
of 3(4)
. . revocation of 3(5)
Sanatoria for Consimiptives Act
. sanatoria under 2
Staff
. hospitals, of, regulations re . . .4(e)
Standards
. hospitals, of, regulations re . . 4(6)
Statements
. account, of, to municipality 28
Superintendent
. defined 1 (m)




. notice by, re admission of
indigents 20(1, 2)
. notice to, disputing liability
for indigents 21
. . information furnished on 22
. powers of, re expropriation 8
Suspension
. approval, of 3(5)
Territorial districts
. defined l(n)
. health seekers in 23ib)
Territorial Division Act
. districts set forth in l(n)
Treatment
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See also Cemeteries Act; Contro-
verted Elections Act; Credit
Unions Act; Department of
Labour Act; Gasoline Tax
Act; Income Tax Act; Mag-
istrates Act; Milk Control
Act; Municipal Act; Police
Act; Public Trustee Act; Se-






. Assembly, by 3(4, 5)
Assembly
. election, inquiry re 3
Commission
. appointment of 1
. inquiry re election 3
. revoking or changing 4
Commissioner
. action against, prohibited 5(4)
. appointment of 1
. powers of 2
. stated case by 5
Controverted Elections Act
. petition under 3(3)
Court of Appeal





. Assembly, inquiry re 3
Evidence
. action by Assembly on 3(4, S)
. compelling witnesses to give 2
. oath, on 1
Legislative Assembly Act
. action under 3(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. commission appointed by 1
. commission revoked or changed
by 4
Petition
. Controverted Elections Act,
under 3(3)
Prosecution
. inquiry unaffected by 3(2)
Session
. commission during 3(3)
Stated case
. commissioner, by 5
Stay of proceedings
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See also Assessment Act; Con-
servation Authorities Act;
Crown Timber Act; Evidence
Act; Land Titles Act; Mental
'Hospitals Act; Mining Act;
IMining Tax Act; Provincial
•Forests Act; Public Works
'Act; Registry Act; Regulations
Act; Settlers' Pulpwood Pro-
tection Act; Trees Act
Abatement
. interest, of, on public lands . .26(2)
Absence
. temporary, from located land 42(2)
Acreage
. excess, on location 46
PUBLIC LANDS—Con. Sec.
Action
. occupier of public lands, by,
against trespasser 16(2)
Affidavits
. Act, under 32(1)
. location, re 40
. outside Ontario 32(2)
Agents
. affidavits before 32(1)
. appointment of 6
. certified copies of instruments by 33
. purchase of land by,
prohibited 10(1)
. . penalty for 10(2)
. removal of trespassers by .... 19(4)
. security by 9
Alienation
. location, of, before issue of
patent 49(1)
. unpatented public lands, of . . .20(1)
Allowance
. rocks, swamps, for 39(5)
Appropriation
. public lands, of
. . public purposes, for 13(1)
. . research, for 14
Arrears
. rent, on public lands 21
Cancellation
. erroHPous patents of public
lands, of 22(1)
. licence of occupation, of,
notice of 27
. sale of public lands, of, on fraud. . 18
Certificates
Minister of Mines, by 59(4)
Claims
. public lands, re 23
Cochrane
. letters patent in district of ...56(c)
Compensation
. double or inconsistent grants, re 23
. erroneous survey, for 24(1)
. timber licensee, of 57(4)
Consent
. alienation, to, order dispensing
with 49(3)
. clearing trees, to 47(3)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payment for cut pine trees
from 48(1)
Crown
. notices by 31
. reduction of price of lands
sold by 26(1)
. . inspection before 26(3)




. reversion of lands to 60(1)
. rights of, re roads 61(1, 2)
. . exercise of, by Minister ...61(3)
Crown dues
. sale of trees, on 47(4)
Crown grants
. statement of, by Provincial
Secretary 28(1)
Crown Timber Act
. affidavits under 32(1)
Debts
. liability of location for 50(1,2)




. mines and minerals \(h)
. Minister 1(c)
. public lands 1 (rf)
. regulations \{e)
Department
. annual report of 8(1)
. . submission of 8(2)
. consent by, to clearing trees . .47(3)
. defined 1 (a)
. employees of, restrictions re
dealings with public lands
by 29(1)
. . penalty re 29(2)
. error in books of, compensation
for 24(1)
. Minister to preside over 2
. Surveyor General of 4
Deputy Minister
. affidavits before 32(1)
. appointment of 3(a)
. certified copies of instruments
by 33
. Forestry, of, appointment of . .3(6)
. notices given by 31
. security by 9
Distress warrants
. arrears in rent, for 21
Evidence
. certified copies as Z3
. licence of occupation as 16(3)
Evidence Act
. affidavits under 32(2)
Forest rangers
. removal of trespassers by .... 19(4)
Forests
. public, disposition of 2
PUBLIC LANDS—Con. Sec
Forfeiture
. location, of 43
Fraud
. forfeiture of claims re public
lands for 18
. . obtaining possession on .... 19(1)
Free grants
deficiency in case of 24(2)
. claim re 24(3)
head of family, to 39(1)




Grants—See also Free grants
. inconsistent, compensation for . . .23
. public lands, of, for public
purposes 13(1)
Head of family
. free grant, to 39(1)
Houses
. located land, on 42(1) (&)
Improvements
. land, of, purchase allowed on 39(4)
Industrial farms
. appropriation of public lands
for 13(1)
. . revocation of 13(2)
Inspection
. public lands, of 26(3)
. Surveyor General, by 4
Inspectors
. appointment of 26(3)
Instruments
. certified copies of, as evidence . . .33
Interest
. abatement of, on public lands 26(2)
. . inspection before 26(3)
. . persons entitled to 26(4)
. unpaid balance, on, for public
lands IS
Judge
. order by, dispensing with
consent to alienation 49(3)
. . notice of application for . . 49(4)
Judgments
. registration of, re letters patent. .25
Kenora
. pine trees in district of 47(2)
. purchase of land in district of 39(4)
Land
. residence on 42(1) (f)




. public land registered under. .22(2)
Lessees
. public lands, of, fraud by 18
Letters patent
. corrected, re public lands ... .22(1)
. issue of, to settlers 56
. location, of, contents of 51
. registration of judgments re ... 25
. statement re cancellation of ..28(1)
Licences
. occupation of
. . notice of cancellation of 27
. . public lands, of 16(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. annual report submitted to . . . .8(2)
. appointments by
. . Deputy Minister of Lands
and Forests, of 3(fl)
. . ofiicers and agents of 6
. . Surveyor General, of 4
. appropriation of public lands
by 13(1)
. . research for 14
. . revocation of 13(2)
. exemptions by, re ore 60(2)
. exercise of powers of Minister by 7
. free grants to actual settlers by. .37
. price of public lands fixed by . . .15
. regulations made by 5(1)
. . filing of 5(2)
. . free grants, re 36(a-c)
. . pine trees, re 48(1)
. reservation of mines and ~^~
minerals by 58
. security of Deputy Ministers
fixed by 9
Located land
. temporary absence from 48(2)
Locatee
. additional land purchased by. .39(3)
. additional locations of 42(4)
. . settlement duties on 42(5)
. alienation of land by 49(1)
. . consent of wife to 49(2)
. . dispensing with 49(3)
. death of, rights of widow on. .52(1)
. defined 38
. issue of patent to 42(1)
. order barring rights of wife
of 49(5)
. public lands, of, fraud by 18
. remarriage of widow of 52(2)







. affidavit of person desiring 40
. alienation of, before issue of
patent 49(1)
. contents of letters patent of 51
. exemption of, from liability for
debt 50(1,2)
. forfeiture of 43
. liability of, for taxes 53
. second 41
Lots
. quantity of land in, governed
by survey 39(7)
Males
free grant to 39(2)
Members of the forces
. former, regulations defining . .36(b)
Mental Hospitals Act
. wife of locatee confined
under 49(3) (a)
Mental incompetent
. wife of locateee 49(3) (a)
Minerals
. defined 1(6)
. reservation of 58
. . exception to 59(1,3)
Mines
. defined 1(&)
. reservation of 58
. . exception to 59(1, 3)
Mining Act
. mines and minerals disposed of
under 59(2)(a)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. abatement by, of interest on
public lands 26(2)
. inspection before 26(3)
. persons entitled to 26(4)
affidavits before 32(1)
annual list by, of public lands
granted 27
annual report of 8(1)
. submission of 8(2)
application by, for order for
possession 19(1)
appointment of inspector by . .26(3)
cancellation by, of erroneous
patents 22(1)
cancellation by, of sale of
public lands 18
. obtaining possession on ... .19(1)
certified copies of instruments
by 33








consent by, to alienation of
location 49(1)
determination by, of questions
re sale of public land 17
duties of 2
licence of occupation issued
by 16(1)
. eflfect of 16(2)
. evidence, as 16(3)
Minister defined 1(c)
notices given by 31
order by, releasing pine
trees 57(2,3)
. compensation on 57(4)
powers of
. located land, re 39(6)
. subject to regulations 7
provision by, for survey of
public lands 11
public lands opened by 55(1)
. rights of locatee or purchaser
of 55(2)
reduction of price of
public lands by 26(1)
. inspection before 26(3)
. persons entitled to 26(4)
sale and appropriation of
water lots by 34
settlers placed in free grant
territory by 54
warrant by
. arrears in rent, for 21
. authorizing removal of
trespassers 19(4, 5, 6)
Minister of Mines
. certificate by 59(4)
Mortgage
. liability of location for debt
secured by 50(2)
. location, of, before patent
issued 49(1)
. unpatented public lands, of ..20(1)
Notices
. application, of, for dispensing
with consent of wife to
alienation 49(4)
. Crown, by 31
Occupation
public lands, of, licence of . . .16(1)
Officers
. appointment of 6
Ontario Provincial Police Force
. removal of trespassers by . . . 19(4)
PUBLIC LANDS—Con. Sec,
Option
. settlement duties, re 42(3, 5)
. . dispensing with 45
. . non-performance of 43
Order
. dispensing with consent to
alienation 49(3)
. possession, for, of public lands 19(1)
. releasing pine trees 57(2, 3)
Ores
. refining of 60(1)
. . exemption re 60(2)
Patented lands
. application of The Land Titles
Act to 28(2)
. refining of ores from 60(1)
. . exemption re 60(2)
. second location on disposal of . .41
Patentee
. passing of mines and minerals
to 58,59(1)
. passing of trees to 57(1)
. payment to, for pine trees . . .48(1)
. right of, to trees 47(1)
Patents
issue of, to locatee 42(1)
location, of
. before three years 44
. excess acreage, re 46
public lands, of, cancellation of
erroneous 22(1)
Penalties
. dealings with public lands, for,
by Department employees. .29(2)
. false information, for, re sale of
public lands 30
. purchase of public lands by
agent, for 10(2)
. refusal to obey warrant, for . .19(6)
Pine trees
. licence to cut 16(3)
. payment for 48(1)
. . exception to 48(2)
. release from reservation of 57(2,3)
. . compensation on 57(4)
. reservation of 47(2)
Possession
. right to, of public lands 1<5(3)
Provincial Forests Act
. Act subject to 12
Provincial Secretary
. annual report filed with 8(1)
. . tabling of 8(2)







. compensation under 61(2)
Publication
. regulations, of 5(2)
Purchase
. additional land, of, by
locatee 39(3,4)
Purchasers
. public lands, of
. . fraud by 18
. . rights of, re pine trees 55(2)
Rainy River
. pine trees in district of 47(2)
. purchase of land in district of 39(4)
Reg^istrar
. statement of Crown grants to 28(1)
Registration
. certificate, of, by Minister of
Mines 59(4)
. judgments, of, re letters patent . .25




. free grants, re 36(a-c)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 5(1)
. pine trees, re 48(1)
. powers of Minister subject to 7
Reg:ulations Act
. publication under -.5(2)
Rent
. arrears in, on public lands 21
Reports
. annual, of Department 8(1)
Research
. appropriation of public lands for 14
. Surveyor General, by 4
Reservation
. mines and minerals, of 58
. water power, of 62
Residence
. located land, on 42(1) (c)
Restrictions
. free grants, on 35
Revocation
. appropriation of public lands,
of 13(2)
Roads
. making of, by timber licensee 47(5)
. rights of Crown re 61 (1, 2)
. . exercise of, by Minister ...61(3)
PUBLIC LANDS—Con. Sec.
Rocks
. allowance for 39(5)
Sale
public lands of
. cancellation of 18
. deficiency in 24(1)
. false information on 30
. price of 15
School lands
reduction in price of 26(5)
Settlement duties
. dispensing with 45
. forfeiture on non-performance
of 43
. located or purchased land,
on 42(3,4)
Settlers
. free grant territory, in 54
. free grants to actual 37
. issue of patents to 56
Sheriff
. execution of order for
possession by 19(2)
. . assistance on 19(3)
Surveyor General
. appointment of 4
Surveyors
. affidavits before 32(1)
SurvejTS
. compensation for erroneous . .24(1)
. public lands, of 11
. quantity in lot governed by . .39(7)
Swamps
. allowance for 39(5)
Taxes
. liability of location for S3
Temiskaming
. letters patent in district of . . .56(c)
Timber
. regulations re cutting of 57(5)
Timber licence
. pine trees cut under 47(2)
Timber licensees
. locatees and purchasers subject
to rights of 55(3)
. right of entry by 47(5)
Treasxurer
. county, of, list of grants of
public lands, to 27
Trees
. clearing of 47(3)
. Crown dues on sale of 47(4)
. reservation of, to Crown 47(1)




. by-law under 57(5)
Trespassers
. public lands, on
. . action against 16(2)
. . removal of 19(4, 5)
Warrants
. Minister, of
. . removal from public lands,
for 19(4,5)
. . requiring possession of public
lands 19(1)
. removal, of, refusal to obey . .19(6)
Water lots
. sale and appropriation of 34
Water powers
. investigation of 4
. reservation of 62
Widow
. locatee, of. remarriage of ....52(2)
. locatee, of, rights of 52(1)
Wife
. locatee, of, absence of ....49(3) (6)
PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Public Libraries Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1349.
See also Assessment Act; Bur-
lington Beach Act; Depart-
ment of Education Act; Leg-
islative Assembly Act; Mort-
main and Charitable Uses Act;
Municipal Act; Public Schools
Act
Access
. prohibition of, to particular
sections of library 45
Accounts
. board, of
. . association, of 72
. . public library, of 28(1)
Act
. application of
. . association libraries, re 78
. . Part I 2
. . Part I and IV 49
Affidavit
. execution of declaration re
association, of 51
. execution of petition, of
. . school area, in 9(1)
. . school section, in 8(1)
Affiliation





. children not subject to 46
Agreement
. establishment of union library,
re 11(1)
. . terms of 11(2)
. reciprocal library service, re 12
. service from public lirbary, re . . .13
Annual report
. board, by
. . association, of 73
. . public library, of 29
Application
. moneys appropriated for library
schools, of 89
Apportionment
. regulations re, of money for
libraries 84(a)
Art galleries
. keeping of, by board 32
Assistant librarians
. regulations re qualifications of 84(^)
Association
. appointment of officers of 65
. board of 60
. corporate name of 53
. dissolution of 75
. distributing stations of 54
. incorporation of 50
. meetings of
. . annual 64
. . filling of vacancies, for 66
. . notice re 68
. membership of 55
. . minors, re 56
. patrons of 58, 59
. registration of 51
. transfer of assets of, to board
of public library 10
Audit
. accounts, of
. . association, of 72
. . public library, of 28(1)
Binding bureaux
. keeping of, by board 32
Board
. accounts and audit 28(1)
. . inspection by Minister 28(2)
. acquisition and holding
property by 31(1)
. annual report by 29
. appointment of
. . school area, in 9(3)
. . school section, in 8(2)






appointment of staflF by 34
association, of
. composition of 60
. duties and powers of, re
buildings and equipment ... .69
. election of 61
. election of president of 65
. member of, not to be
pecuniary interested 67
. minutes of 71
. quorum of 63
. rules by, re despatch of
business 70
. term of office of 62
. vacancies in 66
body corporate, as 14
chairman of 26(1)
cities, etc., in
. mode of appointment of
members of 16(1)
. term of office of first
members of 16(2)
. term of office of subsequent
members of 16(3)
co-operative, of 82(1)
. annual appointments to 82(4)
. county, for 82(2)
. district, for 82(3)
defined I (a)
equality of votes of 26(2)
establishment and maintenance
of branches by 32
expropriation of land by . .~7~. 31 (2)
gifts to 43, Note
gratuity to retiring employee
by 35(1)
limit of expenditure on capital
account by 30
meetings of




. newspaper proprietors not
to be disqualified as' 25
proceedings to vacate seat
of 24(2)
. prohibition to, to have
interest in contracts, etc. 24(1)
. qualifications of IS
. school sections, in 19
. time for appointments of 22
. township, in 18
. union of public libraries, of . . .21








. vacancies in office of, by
disqualification 23(2)
pension fund of 35(2)
police village, in
. mode of appointment of
members of 17(1)
. term of office of first
members of 17(2)
. term of office of subsequent
members of 17(3)
providing library equipment ...33
records of 27(4)
. evidence of 27(5)
. inspection of, by Minister . .28(2)
recovery of damages by 37
rules by, for use and manage-
ment of library 36(1)
. promulgation of 36(2)
township school areas, in
. members of, with separate
school 20(2)
. members of, without separate
school 20(1)
. term of office of members
of 20(3)
yearly estimate by, to council . . .40
Books
free access to, by public 45
minutes, of, of board of
association 71
. open for inspection 74
payment for storage and
shipments of 86(0
proceeduigs, of, of board of
public library 27(4)
. open for inspection 2S(2)
purchase of, by board 33
Branch library
. association not to establish 54
. defined 1(6)
. keeping of, by board 32
Buildings




. association library as public
library, of 10, 76
. cities, etc., in 4, Form 2
. defeat of 7(3)
. notice of, to Minister 7(2)
passing of 7(1)
. police village, in 6, Form 2







. issue of debentures, re 42(1)
. pensions of employees, re . . . .35(2)
Certificates
, regulations re professional . . .S4(,g)
. regulations re suspension, etc.,
of 84(1)
Chairman
. board of public library, of
. . calling of special meeting
by 27(2)
. . election of 26(1)
. . rigl t of, to vote 26(2)
. . signing by, of records of
proceedings 27(4)
Children
. prohibition of age limit re 46
Clerk
. notice to Minister by
. . adoption of by-law, re 7(2)
. . disestablishment in school
section, of 8(4) (6)
. . filing of petition in school
section, re 8(3)
Closing
. library, of 38
Constable
. janiior as special 91
Control






. association, of 53
. board of public library, of 14
Cost
,. payment of
. . experimenting and privileges,
for 86(<f)
. . promotion of library purposes,
for 86(0
. . publicity, of 86(0




. . expenditure exceeding limit, to 30
. . gratuity to retiring employee,
to 35(1)
. . reciprocal library service, to .12
. . union library, to 11(1)
. duty, of, to pass by-law 7(1)




. regulations re 84(rf)
. . acceptance, for academic
training 84(/j)
Damages
. recovery of, by board 37
Debentures
. issue of 42(1)
. . corporation, by 42(2)
. payment of, out of annual
rate 42(3)
Declaration
. associates, of 51
Definition
. board 1(a)
. branch library 1(6)
. Department 1(c)
. library 1 (d)
. library co-operative \(e)
. Minister 1 (/)
. regulations 1 (g)
Department
. defined 1(f)
Department of Education Act
. referred to l(^)
Disestablishment
. public library in school
section, of
. . establishment of library in
township, by 8 (4) (a)
. . petition, by 8(4)(&)
Disqualification




. . annual report not furnished,
where 75(2)(6)
. . library kept closed,
where 75(2)(a)
. Minister by
. . board has not existed for one
year, where 75(1) (6)
. . number of members under 5,
where 75(l)(a)
. transfer of assets, by 76
Distributing stations
. keeping of
. . association, by 54
. . board of public library, by . . .32
Distribution







. by-law for transfer not requir-
ing consent of 10
number of, petitioning
. cities, towns, villages, in 4
. police village, in 6
. townships, in 5(1)
vote of, re issue of debentures 42(1)
Employees
. gratuities to retiring 35(1)
Equality






. school area, in 9(1)
. school section, in 8(1)
regulations re 84(/)
. acceptance for academic
training 84(A)
Examination board
. regulations re 84(/)
Expenditure




. examining boards, of 86(A)
. experts and conferences, of 86(/)
. meetings, of 86(/7)
. officers, to 86(t)
Expropriation
. land by board, of 31(2)
Farmers' institutes
. affiliation of, with library 48
Fees
. payment of, to examining
boards 86(A)
. registrar for filing declaration,
of 52
Filing
. declaration re association, of . . .51
. petition, of, in school section . .8(1)
Form
. by-law for establishment,
of Form 2
. petition for establishment,
of Form 1
. petition, of, in school section
or area Form 3
Gifts





. council, by 43
. payments of 86(a)
. reg^ulations re, to boards 84(6)
. withholding of, to boards in
default 85
Home study
establishment of bureau of 88
payments re
. bibliographies, for 88(6)
. lessons, for 88(c)
. reading courses, for 88(a)
Interchange
. library service, of 12
Janitor
. special constable, as 91
Judge
. declaration of board member's
seat vacant by 24(2)
Land
. acquisition and holding of,
by board 31(1)
. expropriation of, by board ..31(2)
Librarian
. appointment of
. . association, of 65
. . public library, of 34





. regulations re qualifications
of 84(e)
Library co-operative
. board of 82
. defined 1 (e)
. establishment of
. . county, for 79
. . district, for 80
. membership of 81
. purpose of 83
Library institutes
. employment of experts for . .90(6)
. establishment of 90(a)
. payment of expenses of board
delegates to 90(c)
. regulations re 84(/)
Library schools
. application of moneys
appropriated for 89
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimdl






. purchase of, by board 33
Management
. library by board, of 14, 60
Maps
. purchase of, by board 33
Mechanics' institute
. transfer of assets of, to board . . 10
Meetings
. association, of
. . annual 64
. . filling of vacancies, for 66
. . notice re 68
. board of public library, of
'•.
. quorum of 27(3)
. . regular 27(1)
. . special 27(2)
. rules re, of board of association. .70
Members
association, of
. individuals as 55
. minors as 56
. vote of 57
board, of
. calling of special meetings
by 27(2)
. newspaper proprietors not to
be disqualified as 25
. proceedings to vacate seat
of 24(2)
. prohibition to, to have interest
in contracts, etc 24(1)
. qualifications of 15
. school sections, in 19
. time for appointments of 22
. township, in 18
. union of public libraries, of .21
. vacancies in office of 23(1)
. vacancies in office of, by
disqualification 23(2)
board, of, in cities, etc.
mode of appointment of ..16(1)
term of office of first 16(2)
term of office of subsequent 16(3)
board, of, in police village
mode of appointment of ..17(1)
term of office of first 17(2)
term of office of subsequent 17(3)
board, of, in school areas
separate school, with 20(2)
separate school, without . .20(1)







. establishment of co-operative,
to 79
. joining co-operative, to 81
. reciprocal library service, to .12
. service from public library, to 13
. union library, to 11(1)
authorization by
. closure of library, re 38
. payments for library
purposes, re 86
defined !(/)
dissolution of association by 75(1)
. disposal of property upon ..75(3)
establishment of district co-
operative by 80
making of regulations by 84
withholding of grant by, to
board in default 85
Misconduct
. public library, in 92
Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act
. referred to 43, Note
Mimicipal Act
. referred to 4, 5(1), 6. 31(2),
42(1,2)
Mimicipal grant
. library, to 43
Municipality
. association in SO
Museums
. keeping of, by board 32
Newspaper
. proprietor qualified to be
member of board
. . association, of 67
. . public library, of 25
. purchase of, by board 33
Notice
. disestablishment, of, to
Minister 8(4)(6)
. meeting of association, re ..65,68
. passed by-law, of 7(2)
. petition in school section, of
. . Minister, to 8(3)
. . trustees, to 8(1)
Notification
. vacancy, of 23(2), 24(2)
Offence






. appointment of. of association . .65
. payment of expenses and
salaries of 86(6)
Patrons of association
. having free use on payment basis 59
. persons having free use 58
Penalties
. imposed by board 36(1)
. misconduct in public library, for 92
Pension
. fund of board 35(2)
Periodicals
. purchase of, by board 33
Petition
. establishment of co-operative
. . county, for 79
. . district, for 80
. disestablishment, of 8(4)(&)
. public library, for
. . cities, towns, villages,
in 4, Form 1
. . police village, in 6, Form 1
. . school section, in ..8(1), Form 3
. . township, in 5(1), Form 1
. . township school area,
in 9(1), Form 3
Pictures
. purchase of, by board 33
Place
. establishment of public
libraries 3
Plants
. keeping of, by board 32
Police village
. petition for public library in 6
. taxation for library of
. . contained in township 5(3)
. . situated in several townships 5(2)
President
. election of. of board of
association 65
Printed matter
. purchase of, by board 33
Printing bureaux
. keeping of, by board 32
Property
. acquisition and holding of, by
board 31(1)
Public libraries
. association, of, continuance of ..78






. prohibition of access to particu-
lar sections of 45
. regulations re organization,
etc., of 84(c)





. association, of 63
. public library, of 27(3)
Rate
. levy of, for library 41 (1)
. . agreement, under 41(2)
. mode of dealing with
collected 42(4)
Reading rooms
. keeping of, by board 32
Records
. board of public library, of . .27(4)
. . evidence of 27(5)
. . open for inspection 28(2)
Reg^ter
. members of association, of 55
Registration
. association, of 51
Regulations
. defined l(^)
. making of, by Minister 84
Rules
. board of association, by 70
. board of public library, by . .36(1)
. . promulgation of 36(2)
Salaries
. payment of, to officers 86(&)
School section
. association in 50
Secretary of board
. appointment of 34
. powers of municipal clerk of 31(2)
Shops
. keeping of, by board 32
Specimens
. purchase of, by board 33
Teachers* institute
. use of library by 47
Tenancy
. library building not permitted, in 39
Transfer
. association to board, from . . 10, 76
. property of former association
to public library, of 77
Travelling libraries









. extending of use of, to
institutions 87(2)
. regulations re 84(^)
Treasurer
. appointment of
. . association, of 65
. . public library, of 34
Trustees
. appointments to board by
. . school area, in 9(3)
. . school section, in 8(2)
. notice to, re filing of petition
. . school area, in 9(2)
. . school section, in 8(1)
Union library
, establishment of 11(1)
. . conditions of 11(2)
Vacancy
board of association, in 66
board of public library, in
. death or resignation, by . . .23(1)
. declaration of judge, by . . .24(2)
. disqualification, by 23{2)
Women's institute
. affiliation of, with library 48
Yearly estimate
. expense of maintenance, re . .40(c)
. interest service, re 40(a)
. payments under statutory
authority, re 40(/)
. pension fund, re 40(d)
. retiring allowances, re 40(^)
. sinking fund, re 40(6)
PUBLIC MONEYS
See Audit Act; Consolidated
Revenue Fund Act; Contro-
verted Elections Act; Legis-




Vol. 3, p. 1375.
See also Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Coroners Act;
County Courts Act; County
Judges Act; Crown Attorneys
Act; Division Courts Act; Evi-
dence Act; Interpretation Act;
Judicature Act; Land Titles
Act; Magistrates Act; Niagara
Parks Act; Public Authorities
PUBLIC Skc.
OFFICERS—Con.
Protection Act; Public Offi-
cers' Fees Act; Public Service
Act; Registry Act; Sheriffs
Act; Surrogate Courts Act
Accounts
. retained by former public officer 15
Actions
. against sureties, limitation of ... 12
Acts
. validity on demise of Crown . .2(2)
Application
. delivery of accounts, for IS
Assembly
. statement of securities before ..10
Attorney-General
. application by, for delivery of
accounts 15
Barristers
. oath of allegiance by 4
Books and papers
. retention of IS
British subject
. public officer to be 1
Commissions
. continued on demise of Crown 2(1)
Coimty court clerk
. statement by re fees 13, 14
Crown—See also Demise of Crown
. prerogative, saving re 3
. security for benefit of 11
Demise of Crown
. commissions continued on ....2(1)
. continuance in duty and validity
of acts on 2(2)
Deputy
. liability of sureties for 7(2, 3)
. security by 7(4)
District coiu-t judge
. order by, for delivery of accounts IS
Division court clerk
. statement by, re fees 13,14
Duty
. continuance on demise of
Crown 2(2)
Fees
. statement by clerks and
registrars re 13, 14
Form
. oath of allegiance 4, S
Liability






. proclamation by 2(1)
. security approved by 7(1)
. security by deputy required by 7(4)
Magistrate
. oath of allegiance administered by 6
Moneys
. retention of 15
Notaries
. oath of allegiance by 4
Oath of allegiance
. administration of 6
. form 4, 5
Prerogative
. Crown, saving re 3
Proclamation
. commissions continued on
demise of Crown, by 2(1)
Provincial Secretary
. statements by clerks and
registrars to 13
Public officers
. British subjects 1
. commissions continued on
demise of Crown 2(1)
. duty, etc., continued on demise
of Crown 2(2)
. interest in question 16
. retention of accounts, etc., by . . .15
. returns by 13
. . particulars in 14
. security by .—^. ... 7
. . form 8
Registrar of surrogate court
. statement by, re fees 13, 14
Returns
. public officers, by 13
. . particulars in 14
Security
deputy, by 7(4)
public officers, by 7(1)
. effect 11
. form 8
. statement before Assembly ... 10
Sheriff
. seizure of accounts, etc., by .... 15
Solicitors
. oath of allegiance by 4
Statement
. fees of clerks and registrars, re. .13
. . particulars in 14
Successors





. appointment of disinterested
person by 16
. order by, for delivery of
accounts 15
Sureties
. liability of 7
. limitation of actions against 12
Temporary employment
. non-British subject 1
Treasurer
. municipal or school, exemption . .9
Treasurer of Ontario
. statement of securities by 10
PUBLIC OFFICERS' FEES
Public Officers' Fees Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1381.
See a/jo Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Crown At-
torneys Act; Public Officers
Act; Sheriffs Act
Allowances
. salaries, approval of 4
Apportionment
. percentage, where more than
one officer 2(2)
Attorney-General
. special return required by . . . .3(4)
Clerk of the peace
. alteration of fees 13(2)
. salary, approval of 4
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. application of moneys to 9
. salaries paid out of 10, 12
County court clerk
. minimum salary 12
. percentage payable by 7
. salary, approval of 4
Crown attorney
. alteration of fees 13(2)
. percentage payable by 5
. salaries, approval of 4
Definitions
. net income 1 (a)
. proper officer 1 (&)
Deputy registrar
. minimum salary 12
. percentage payable by 7
. salary approval of 4
District court clerk
. minimum salary 12
. percentage payable by 7





. percentage payable by 8
Division court clerk
. percentage payable by 8
Fees
. alteration of 13(2)
. percentage payable to Province . .2
Inspector of Legal Offices
. report by 12
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. alteration of percentages or
fees by 13
directions by
. minimum salaries, re 12
. payment of sheriffs* salaries, re 10
officers designated by 4(2)
rules by, re management of
offices 11
Local registrar of Supreme Court
. minimum salary 12
. percentage payable by 7
. salary, approval of 4
Management of offices




. alteration of 13(1)
. payable to Province 2
Proper officer
. defined 1(6)
. return to 3(1)
. salaries approved by 4
Province
. percentage payable to 2
Provisional judicial districts
. officers, salaries of 10
Registrar of surrogate coxirt
. minimum salary 12
. percentage payable by 7
. salary, approval of 4
Regulations




. ceasing to hold office, on 3(2)
. death of officer, on 3(3)












. alteration of fees 13(2)
. exemption from compulsory
retirement 14
. percentage payable by 6,7
. salaries 10
. . approval of 4
Treasurer of Ontario
. payment of percentage to 2
. . minimum 12
PUBLIC AND OTHER
WORKS WAGES
Public and Other Works
Wages Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1385.
See also Government Contracts
Hours and Wages Act; Indus-
trial Standards Act; Wages
lAct
Action
. companies, against, re claim for
wages 7(2)
. penalties against subcontractor,
for 4
Companies
. incorporated under Act of
Legislature
. . liability of, for wages, etc 6
. . notice of claims to 7(1)
. . service of notices on 7(3)





. list of employees furnished by . . .2
. . penalties for default 3
Crown
. employees of contractors with
. . claim for wages 1
. . payment 5(2)
Employees
. claim for wages 1
. . liability of companies 6
. . notice to companies re 7(1)
. . payment of, by Crown 5(2)
. . portion retained by Crown .5(1)








PUBLIC AND OTHER Sec.
WORKS WAGES—Con.
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. portion of loan, subsidy, etc.,
TCtained by 5(1)
. . final payment of 5(2)
Loans
. portion of, retained for payment
of wages, etc 5(1)
. . final payment of 5(2)
Minister
. list of employees of contractors
with Crown to - 2
. payment by, of wages, contrac-
tors to employees 1
Notice
. companies, to, re claims for
wages 7(1)
. . action upon, time for 7(2)
. . service 7 {6)
Penalties
. default of returns by contractor. .3
. default of returns by
subcontractor 4
Rettims
. contractors, by, re employees,
wages, etc 2
. . penalties for default 3
. subcontractor, by, default re 4
Service
. notices, of, on companies 7(3)
Subcontractors—See also
Contractors
. list of employees furnished by . . .2
. . penalties for default of 3
Subsidy
. portion of, retained for payment
of wages, etc 5(1)
. . final payment of 5(2)
Time
. action after notice re claim for
wages, for 7(2)
. filing list of employees, for 2
. payment of portion retained for
wages, for 5(2)
Wages
. claim for, by employees of






Vol. 3, p. 1389.
See also Burlington Beach Act;
Cemeteries Act; Long Point
Park Act; Mortmain and
PUBLIC PARKS—Con. Sec.
Charitable Uses Act; Munici-
pal Act; Niagara Parks Act;
Presqu'ile Park Act; Provincial
Parks Act; Public Lands Act
Absence
. members of board, of 5(12)
Accounts
. board, of, audit of 9
Actions
. board, by, for damages 18(2)
Agricultxu-al societies
. consent of, for parks under
control of board 3(3)
Animals
. injury to, penalties for 18(1) (^), (2)
Application
. moneys, of, from debentures 17(13)
. Municipal Act, of 16
Arbitration
. disputes over expropriation of
water, re 15
Area
. allowable for park purposes. .12(2)
Assistance
. board, for 7
Athletic purposes
. power of board to lease for . .12(6)
Audit
. accounts of board, of 9
Auditors
. municipality, of, audit of
accounts by 9
Board of park management
—
See
also Members of board
. accounts of, audit of 9
. annual estimates by 17(1)
. . time for report of 17(2)
. assistance for 7
. books and records of 5(14)
. by-laws by
. . control of parks, re 10(1)
. . penalties, re 10(4)
. consent of, re powers of council
under Railways Act 10(2)
. constitution of 4
. contracts with members,
prohibited 6(2)
. control by, of parks belonging
to council, consent re 2{Z)
. empowered to manage municipal
land 13(1)
. hindrance to, penalties for 18(1,2)
. management of special under-
takings by 3(4)
. monthly meetings of 5(10)
. organization of 5(6)
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. . acquisition of land for park
purposes, re 12(1)
. . applicable to certain streets
only 3(2)
. . entry on lands for survey, re .14
. . lease land, to 12(4)
. . licensing of cabs, re 10(3)
. . management and control, re 3(1)
. . sale of refreshments, re .... 10(3)
. . sell land, to 12(4)
. regulations by, re use of parks . .2
. special meetings of 5(11)
Books £md records
. audit of 9
. board to keep 5(14)
. inspection of, by council 8
By-laws
board, by
. control of parks, re 10(1)
. penalties, re 10(4)
. . authentication of 10(5)
empowering board to manage
lands of municipality 13(1)
. repeal of 13(2)
establishment of parks for ... .1(2)
. voting on 1(3,4,5)
issue of debentures, re 17(5)
. assent of electors unnecessary,
when 17(7)
Cabs
. licensing of, power of board
re 10(3)
Chairman
. appointment of 5(6)
. appointment of temporary ...5(9)
. special meetings called by ...5(11)
. tenure of office of 5(8)
Constitution





by-laws by, re establishment of
parks 1 (2)
consent of, for parks under
control of board 3(3)
contracts with members of,
prohibited 6(2)
inspection of books of board by . .8
levy of special rate by, for
puks 17(3)
. increase of 17(4)





. members of board appointed by. .4
. powers of, under Railways Act,
consent of board re 10(2)
. report re estimates to 17(2)
Debentures
. interest and principal on,
estimates re 17(1) (6)
. issued for park purposes ....17(5)
. . annual rate for retirement
of 17(11)
. . assent of electors re, when
unnecessary 17(7)
. . currency of 17(8)
. . lien, as 17(9)
. . money, application of ...17(13)
. . portion of expesnes, for . 17(6)
. . procedure re, under Municipal
Act 17(12)
Disputes
. expropriation of water, re,
arbitration of IS
Electors
. petition by. for establishment
of park 1(2)
. voting by, on by-laws .... 1 (3, 4, 5)
Establishment
. parks, of 1(1)
. . petition and by-laws for ... .1(2)
Estimates
. annual, by board 17(1)
. . report of 17(2)
Evidence
. books and records of board
as 5(14)
Exhibitions
. power of board to lease for . . 12(6)
Expenses
. managing, etc., of, annual
estimates re \7{\){c,d)
. members of board, of 6(1)
Expropriation
. streams, etc., of, by board 14
. . arbitration re disputes over ..15
Inspection
. books and records, of 8
Interest
. debentures, on, annual
estimates re 17(1) (6)








. cabs, for, power of board re 10(3)
Lien
. debentures as 17(9)
. . sale of property, effect re 17(10)
Loans
. interest on, estimates re ..17(1) (a)
Management
. board, by
. . powers re 3(1)
. . special undertakings, of ....3(4)


















meeting of, re organization ..5(6)
quorum of 5(13)
special meeting called by two 5(11)
tenure of office of 5(1,3)
vacancies in 5(2)
vacating office by absence ...5(12)
Municipal Act
. application of portions of 16
. . debentures, re 17(12)
. arbitration under, re disputes
•over expropriations 15
. final passing of by-law under.. 1(2)
. levy of rate for parks included
in limit under 17(3)
. spec"al undertakings under,
control by board 3(4)
. undertakings under, estimates
re management of 17(1) (c)
Municipalities
. board empowered to manage
land of 13(1)
. . repeal of by-law re 13(2)
. establishment of parks in ....1(1)
. power of, to acquire property
for park purposes 11
PUBLIC PARKS—Con. Sec.
Museimis
. establishment of 11
Notice
. meetings, of, re organization
of board 5(6)
. special meetings, of 5(11)





. approval by, re leasing for
exhibitions, etc 12(6)
Organization





. issue of, by council 17(5)
Park Fund Rate
. levy of special, by council . . 17(3)
Penalties
by-laws of board re 10(4)
destroying ornamental trees,
for 18(1)(/). (2)
diverting water, for . . ]8(l)(rf), (2)
fouling reservoirs, for 18(l)(c), (2)
fouling water supply,
for 18(1)(^).(2)
hindering board, for . .18(1) (a), (2)
injuring animals, for .. 18(1)(^), (2)
wasting water, for . . . 18(1)(&), (2)
Personal property
. power of municipality to
acquire, for parks 11
Petitions
. establishment of parks, for ...1(2)
Public
. parks open to 2
Quorum
. members of board, of 5(13)
Railways Act
. powers conferred by, consent
of board re 10(2)
Rates
annual, for retirement of
debentures 17(11)
. levy of, for park purposes ...17(3)
. . increase of 17(4)
Real property
board may enter on, for survey.. 14
municipality may empower
board to manage 13(1)
. repeal of by-law re 13(2)
power of board to acquire, for
park purposes 12(1)
. area allowable re 12(2)




. power of board to lease 12(4)
. . athletic purposes, for 12(6)
. power of board to sell 12(5)
. power of municipality to
acquire, for parks 11
Records
—
See Books and records
Refreshments
. sale of, power of board re . . .10(3)
Regulations
. board, by, re sale of
refreshments 10(3)
. free use of parks, re 2
Reports
. estimates, re 17(2)
Rivers
. expropriation of, by board 14
Secretary
. appointment of 5(6)
. appointment of temporary ....5(9)
. tenure of office of 5(8)
Streams
. expropriation of, by board 14
Survey
. land, of, by board 14
Tenure of office
. chairman and secretary, of ...5(8)
. members of board, of 5(1, 3)
Trees
. penalties for destroy-
ing 18(l)(/),(2)
Vacancies
. absence of members declared 5(12)
. members of board, of 5(2)
Voting
. by-laws, on, re establishment
of park 1 (3, 4, 5)
Zoological gardens
. establishment of 11
PUBLIC REVENUE
Public Revenue Act,
Vol. 3, p. 1399.




. mode of 13
penalty for not transmitting ....14
stated
. non-payment, where 16
. . transmission without vouchers 17
PUBLIC REVENUE—Con. Sec
Accounts—Con.
. transmission without vouchers,
proceedings 17
Acts
. place of performance of 7(2)
Attorney-General
. copies of accounts to 16, 17
Books
. property of Crown 21
Branches
. ofticers employed in 8
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. substitution from 19
Crown
. books as property of 21




. proceedings for non-payment, in 16
Fees
. penalty for giving or receiving . .20
Holidays
. offices closed on 10
Hours
. revenue officers, of 9
Liability
. loss, for 18
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. directions by
. . keeping of accounts, re 11
. . payment to Treasurer re 12
. employment and salaries of
officers determined by 3
. hours of officers appointed by . . .9
. oath of office taken before 5
. permission by, to follow other
occupation 4(2)
. persons employed with
concurrence of 7(1)





. persons neglecting payment, to. 15
. transmission of vouchers, for ... 17
Oath of office
. revenue officers, "by 5
Offices






. notice to IS
. proceedings against 16
Treasurer, to 12
unapplied money, of 19
Penalty
. accounts not transmitted 14
. officers given fees 20
. officers taking fees 20
Proceedings




. who deemed 7(1)
Province
. division into revenue districts ... .6
Public moneys
. accounting for and payment of . . 13
. paid to Treasurer 12
. unapplied, payment on demand.. 19
Remedies




. Province divided into 6
Revenue officers
. accoun ts 11
. employment in branches 8
. employment of 3
. hours 9
. liability for loss 18
. oath of office by 5
. offices closed on holidays 10
. penalty for taking fees 20
. prohibited from following other
occupation 4(2)
. salaries of 3
. . in lieu of emoluments 4(1)
. subject to Act 2
Salaries
. revenue officers, of 3
. . in lieu of emoluments 4(1)
Service
. notice to pay 15(2)
Treasurer
account stated by
. non-payment, for 16
. transmission without vouchers 17
moneys paid to 12




. . non-payment, re IS
. . transmission of vouchers, for 17
Vouchers
. accounts transmitted without ...17
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Public Schools Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1.
See also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Assessment Act;
Boards of Education Act; Bur-
lington Beach Act; Depart-
ment of Education Act; High
Schools Act; Municipal Act;
Presqu'ile Park Act; Public
iHealth Act; Public Libraries
'Act; School Attendance Act;
School Sites Act; Separate
'Schools Act; Statute Labour
•Act; Teachers' Boards of Ref-
erence Act; Teachers' Super-
annuation Act; Teaching Pro-
fession Act; Trustee Act
Absence
. teachers, of 108(rf)
Accommodation
. agreements between boards re . .92
. provisions for 93(e)
. rural school section
pupils, of 91(2-5)
Accounts
. audit of, re township
school area 15(21)
. rates collected by councils ..61(3)
. school moneys, re 101(4)
Acquisition
. school property, of 93(/)
Actions
. collection of rates in
unorganized areas, for 51
. setting aside awards 11
Adjustment of claims
. certain areas, re 17(9)
. sections in same township, re . . .29
. township areas, re 17
. union sections, re 32(19)
Admission
. non-resident pupils, of 90(1)
. rural pupils, to urban or
Indian schools 91(2-5)
Adolescent School Attendance Act
. attendance officers under ...115(5)
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Agreements
. accommodation, re, between
boards 92
. consolidated schools, for 22
. employment of teacher, re 111(1,9)
. township and urban board,
between 18
Agriculture
. equipment for teaching of . . .93(-<f)
. instruction of, in urban schools 132
Allowances
. arbitrators, to 126
. games, for, consolidation of 96(3)
. superannuated teachers, to . .93(t/)
. trustees to, for mileage 15(25)
Alterations
. rural section, of, liability
for debentures 58(8,9)
. sections of township, of 14
. . appeals from 21
. union section, of 32(8-27)
Atmexation
. part of township to
urban municipality 39
Annual meetings
. electors, of 15(21), 71
. ratepayers of rural sections 102 (rf)
Annual statement
. board neglecting to make 149
Appeals
. assessment in metropolitan
school area, from 20(17, 18)
. assessment in unorganized
township, from . .46(6-9), (12-14)
. division court judgment,
from, re action between
teacher and board 127
. school term in districts, re . . 6(5)
. suspension of teacher's
certificate, from 112(4)
. township council by-law, from . .21
. union sections, re 33, 34
. validity of school or union
sections, re 31
Application
. penalties, of 154
. proceeds from sale of
school property 30(2-4)
. rural school board, by,
for debentures 58




. regulations re 2
. separate schools, to 3
. township school areas in
unorganized territory, to . . 16(7)
Appointments
. arbitrators, of
. . appeals from township
council by-law, re 21(3)
. . rural school sites, re 10
. . union school sections, re . . .32(9)
. assessors for section in
unorganized township ...46(1,2)
. auditor of rural section, of 104(1-3)
. collector re unorganized
townships 49(1)
. inspectors, of 119, 120
. officers of boards, of 93(a)
. scrutineer, of, re voting
in a rural section 73(6)
. supervising officials, of 93(t)
. teachers, of 92){c)
. trustees for rural school, of 70
. trustees, of, re vacancy 83(4)
Apportionment




. township council, by, re
investments 55
Approval
. agreement for consolidated
schools of 22(8-10)
. by-laws re township
school areas, of 15(23)
. plans of consolidated
school, of 22(18)
. ratepayers, by, re
consolidated school 22(3)
Arbitrators
. allowance to 126
. appeal from township
council heard by 21(3-7)
. costs awarded by 125
. equalization of assessments by 92(2)
. judge as, re appeals 31(4)
. maintenance of schools in
township school areas, re 41(2)
. maintenance of union
schools, re 40(7-11)
. sites of rural schools, re . . 10(2-4)
. union school section, re . .32(9-27)
. . appeals re 33, 34
Arrears





. withholding books or
moneys, for 145(4)
Assembly




. agreements for accommodation
of pupils, re 92(2)
. information re 53(2), 54
. metropolitan school
area, for 20(15-17)
. rural property in different
sections 65(2)
. township council, by
. . attendance officers
salaries, re 115(5)
. . teachers salaries, re 115-118
. union school sections, re . . .32(3-6)
. . equalization of 40
. unorganized territory
sections, re 46, 47
Assessment Act
. application to appeals 46(12)
. assessors subject to 46(4)
. rates collected under
. . local municipality, in 61(1)
. . unorganized territory, in . .49(2)
Assessors
. land in rural school
sections, re 65(2)
. maintenance of township
and union schools, re ....40,41
. new section in unorganized
township, for 46(2)





. disposition upon union
of municipalities 37(5)
Athletic exercises
. expenditures re 96(1)
Attendcmce
. children of non-residents ^...90(5)
. kindergarten schools 5(3)
. rights of pupils re 5, 43(4)
Attendance officer
. salary and expenses of 115(5)
Audit
. accounts in, rural
sections 104(5), 107
. accounts in township
school areas 15(21)




. information, etc., refused to,
by trustees 147
. publication of report of 93(/)
. rural sections, for
. . appointment of 104(1-3)
. . consolidated schools, for 104(6)
. . differences between 105(2)
. . duties of 105(1)
. . election of 104(1,2)
. . information to 1()4(4)
. . objections of 105(3)
. . powers of 106
. . time limit for audit 107
. . time of audit 104(5)
. township school areas, for 15(22)
Awards
. actions to set aside 11
. cancellation of
. . school section, re 31(l)(a)
. . union schools, re 32(22) (a)
. confirmation of 42
. maintenance of union
schools, re 40(10)
. new arbitration when
set aside 32(24)
. part of township
annexed to urban
municipality 39(1-3)
. reconsideration of re
union schools 32(22}
. site of rural school, re . . . 10(2-4)
. time for making 42(3)
. union school sections, re 32(12-27)
Bachelor of Science of Agriculture
. instructor, as 131(1)
Ballots
. election of school
trustees by 77 (4), 81, 82(5)
. procedure re 73(3-5)
Blind pupils
. report re 93(ife)




. application for debentures by 56-58
. agreement between, re
accommodation for pupls 18, 92
. annual statement neglected by 149
. chairmen of
. . consolidated schools, of . . .22(21)
. . urban S7(2)
. chief inspector for city
appointed by 120(7)
. city inspector appointed by . . . 120
. constitution of for township
school area 16(3)




. •corporate name of
. . consolidated school
section, for 22(13)
. . rural school section, for ...67(1)
. . township school area,
for 15(18), 16(6)
. union school section, for . . .32(7)
. urban area, for 74(1)
dissolution of
. consolidated schools, re . . .22(13)




. enlargement of rural
school grounds by 13
. defined 1(a)
. disposal of lands by 9(2)
. district schools kept open by 6(5)
. duties of 93-100
. failure to pay teacher's
salary by 111(7-9), 127
. first meeting of 15(24), 87(1)
. inspector removed or
suspended by 121(2)
. investments by 94
. liabilities assumed by, re
metropolitan school area 20(20)
. liabilities of, re township
area 15(20)
. meetings of 87, 88
. metropolitan school area, for 20(2)
. neglecting to take security . . . 143
. newspaper proprietor as
member of 140(1)
. Ontario municipal—see Ontario
Municipal Board
. organization at first
meetings 87(2), 88(1)
. pensions for employees by .... 129
. powers of, generally 93-100
- powers of re township area 15(16)
. rural—see Rural boards
. sick leave credits
established by 130
. substitution of holidays by ...6(4)
. township of—see Township boards
. township school area, for ..15(9)
. transportation of pupils
provided by 99, 100
. trustee having pecuniary
interest with 139(1)
. urban schools, for 74
. vacancies on 83
. vesting of property in. .9(1), 15(19)
PUBLIC SCHOOLS—Con. Sec
Board of education
. application for debentures by . . .57
Books
—
See also Poll books
. duty to deliver up 144-146
. sheriff, of 49(4)
Borrowing powers
. board of education in
township, of 57
. rural sections, in 58
. surplus moneys, of, by rural
school board 60
. township under board of
education 57
. urban municipalities, in 56
Boimdaries
. alteration of
. . effect re rural sections ..58(8,9)
. . sections, re 14
. . union school sections, re 32(8-27)
Bribery
. election of trustees, re 85
By-laws
. alteration of section
boundaries, for 14
. 'borrowing powers, re 56-58
. confirmation of 42
. county treasurer,
sub-treasurer, re 114(1)
. exemptions from taxation re ....52
. metropolitan school areas
set aside by 20(1)
. publication of 42(2)
. township school areas, re 15, 17(8)
. validity of 42(1)
Cadet corps




. election of trustees, at
. . rural school section, in ... 68(2)
. . urban municipalities, in 80(l)(y)
. meetings of board, at 87(3)
. rural elections, in 73(10)
Census
. accommodation based on ....93(e)
. annual, return of 53(1), 54(2)




. . conditions re 112(1,2)
. . requirements of 111(2)










. electors meeting, of 71(7,8)
. neglecting to report
meetings to inspector 142
Charitable institutions
. teachers and school supplies for 95
Chief inspector—^5"^^ also Inspector
. appointment by city board ..120(7)
Children
. rights of persons having
charge of 5(4)
City
. additions to 14(4)
. electing trustees in 82(4)
. trustees from wards of 76(1)





. appointment of 120
. defined 1(6)
. inspectorate of 119(2)





. . school sections, between 29
. . township school areas, re ...17
. . union school sections, re 32(19)
Classification of pupils
. duties of teachers re 108(d)
Clerk
. county, of, duties re
annual census 53(1)
. municipality, of, to supply
voters' lists 73(16)
. township, of
. . by-law copies transmitted
by 14(3)
. maps of school sections by 65(4)
. . neglect of duties by 151
. . providing information 54
Closing days
. school term, of 6
Closing exercises
. duties of teachers re 108(^)
Closing school
. rural section, in 43, 91(1)
Collector
. security of 101(1,2)
. unorganized township, for 49
Committee
. ability to profit by





. secretary of rural section, of . . 103
Complaints
. election of trustee, re 73(15)
. investigation by judge 84
Conduct
. classes, of 108(rf)
Consolidated school sections
. municipalities included in 26
. townships included in 22(5)
. union section as 28
. union sections included in ..22(23)
. village included in 22(6,7)
Consolidated schools
. agreements re 22(1-11)
. assets and liabilities,
apportionment of 22(4)
. auditors for 104(6)
. boards for 22(10-22)
. debentures for 24
. deemed rural schools
for grants 22(19)
. disposal of school property . .22(15)
. dissolution of 22(24)
. establishment and
maintenance of 22
. extended areas of, grants re ... .23
. management pending
establishment of 22(14)
• name of 22(17)
. one section, in 27
. plans and site of 22(18)
. provisional school sections for 2^(2)
. ratepayers' approval of 22(3)
. regulations re 22(20)
. township grants for
. . teachers' salaries, re 115(7), 118
. transportation of pupils ....22(16)
Contracts
. between teacher and board 11(1,9)
. trustee voting on 140(2)
Controverted elections
. investigation of 84, 85
Corporation
. consolidated school board as 22(13)
. dissolution of, duties re 146
. rural school board as 67(1)
. township school
board as 15(18), 16(6)
. union school board as 32(7)
. urban board as 74(1)
Costs
. accommodation, of 92(3, 4)
. appeal from division
court, re 127(6)
. arbitrator's award, in 125
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Costs—Con.
. average per pupil 90(3)
. defence of libel or slander
action, of 98
. maintenance of union schools 40(1)
. transportation of pupils, re 100(2)
County council
. appeals to
. . township council, from 21
. . union school sections, re 23
County treasurer
. township treasurer as
sub-treasurer of 114(1)
Court of Appeal
. appeal to, from division
court judgment 127
Court of revision
. unorganized townships, in 45(2,3)
Crown land
. granted for school purposes 9(2)
. public school on 66
Custody
. school property, of 93(u)
Dates
—
See also Effective date
. opening and closing school, of .6
Deaf and dumb pupils
. report re 93(^)
. special classes for 93 (2c)
Debentures
metropolitan school board, of 20(19)
township council, of
. board of education, re 57
. consolidated schools, re 25
. rural schools, re 39(3), 58
. township schools, re 15(17)
union schools, re 32(19)
unorganized townships, re 48
urban municipalities, by 56
. consolidated schools, re 24
Declaration—See also Oath
. false, re right to vote 134
. results of election of trustees 73(11)
. vacancy of trustee's
seat, of 138,139(2)




. city inspectorate 1(c)
. elector 1 {d)
. employee 129(2)
. farm 67(4)
. inspector 1 (?)
. inspectorate 1 (/)
. Minister 1 (g)




. regulations 1 (i)
. school section 1 (/)
. school site 1 (k)
. secretary 1 (/)
. separated town 1 (m)
. teacher l(n)
. towns'hip 1 (o)
. township board 1 (/)
. treasurer 1 (/)
. urban municipality l(q)
. visitors 8(1)
Dental inspection
. provisions re 93{ljm)
Dental treatment
. absence of teacher requiring 111(4)
Department
. regulations of, re holidays . . . .6(3)
Department of Education Act
. apportionment of grants
under 92(6)
. penalties under 152, Note
. regulations under l(i), 22(20)
Disbursement
. school moneys, of 101(4)
Discipline
. duties of teachers re ... 108(a) (t)
Disease
. duties of teachers re 108(5r,/»)
Disputes
. maintenance of township
schools, re 41(2)
. maintenance of union
schools, re 40(7)
. selection of rural school
sites, re 10(2)
. teacher's salary, re . . . .111(7-9), 127
Dissolution
. consolidated school, of 22(24)
. existing boards, of
. . consolidated school, re . .22(13)
. . metropolitan school, re .20(14)
. rural school section, of 70(2)
. school corporation, of
. . duty re books, moneys, etc. 146
. union school section, of . . .32(8-27)
Districts
. appeals from township
council, in 21(5)
. assessment in, re teachers'
salaries 115(2)
. judge, jurisdiction of 31(3)
. part of union section, as 47(2)
. school terms in 6(5)
. union school sections in . . .32(25)




. school or school meeting, of . . 141
Division court
. appeal from judgment of 127
. disputes re teacher's
salary in 111(7)
Duties
. auditors of rural sections, of 105(1)
. boards, of 93-100
. books and moneys, re .... 144-146
. collectors, of 49(1-5)
. inspectors, of 123
. secretaries, of 102
. teachers, of 108
. treasurer, of 101
Easter
. holidays for 6(3, 4)
Effective date
. consolidated school
section, formation of 22(10)
. determination of appeal from
township council, of 21(6)
. township school area,
formation of 15(8), 16(2)
. union section, formation of . .32(21)
Elections—5"^^ also Votes
. auditors. of rural
sections, of 104(1, 2)
briber^', undue influence re ... .85
complaints re 84, 85
consolidated school
boards, of 22(7,10-13)
metropolitan school boards, of .20
re-election of trustees 86(4)
rural school boards, of ....68,69
township school boards in







union school boards, of 37,38
urban school boards, of
. ballot, by 81
. date of notice for 81(1)
. discontinuation of
ballots in 81(2,3)
. general vote, by 77
. newly incorporated
towns, villages, in 75
. procedure re 80
. towns, villages not divided
into wards, in 78
. wards, by 76





. urban school boards, of
—
Con.
. . when wards abolished 82
. . who may be elected .... 74(2-4)





. dissolution of consolidated
school submitted to 22(24)
. meetings of 71
Employees
. defined 129(2)
. pensions for 129
English language
. duties of teachers to use . . . 108(6)
Equalization commission
. appeal from report of . 20(17, 18)
. metropolitan school board, of 20(15)
. report of 20(16)
Eqxiipment for schools




. sums required for school
expenses, of 93(r)
Evidence
. taken by inspeetor 123(3)
Examinations
. duties of teachers re 108(^)
Exemptions
. assessment altered by, in
union school sections 40(3)
. by-laws re, school taxes
not included 52
. indigents from school
rates, of 93(p)
. separate school supporters, of 3
. township rates, from 19
Expenses
. assessment, of, in
unorganized township 47(3)
. debentures issued in rural
section, re 58(7)
. inspectors, of 124
. judges, of 46(13)
. rural section pupils at




. non-resident pupils, of ....90(2,8)
. pupils residing on land






. rural section pupils at
•; another school, of 91(5)
. tax remitted on payment of . .90(6)
. trustees of township
school area, for 15(25)
Fences





. ballot paper, of 73(3)
. declaration of voter, of 73(7)
. oath of voter, of 80(l)(p)
. security, of 101(2)
Formation
. consolidated schools, of 22-28
. metropolitan school areas, of 20(1)
. new sections, of, by
alteration of boundaries 14
. rural school sections, of ....65,66
. sections in unorganized
'townships, of 44(1-3)
. township school
areas, of ... 15(1-8, 23), 16(1, 2, 7)
. union school sections, of . . . .32-39
Games
. consolidation of allowance for 96(3)
Gardens
. establishment of 93(/)
Government Annuities Act
(Canada)
. arrangement re pensions
under 129(1)
Grants
. additional, for school purposes . .62
. agreements for
accommodation, re 92(6)
. athletic exercises, for 96(1)
. cadet corps, for 96(1)
. city or separated town, to 114(2)
. consolidated school
deemed rural, re 22(19)
. lands before 1850, of 9
. military uniforms, for 96(2)
. Ontario Educational
Association, to 97
. rural section pupils at
other school, re 91(4)
. second schools, to 43(2)
. sections having extended
areas, to 23
. teachers' institutes, to 113(2-4)
Grounds
. enlargement of 13
PUBLIC SCHOOLS—Con. Sec




. organization and operation
of 93(2/)
Health of pupils
. duties of teachers re ... .108 (</,/»)
Holidays
. rural sections, in 6(4)
. schools, for 6(3)
Home economics
. instruction in
. . township schools, in 131
. . urban schools, in 132
Household science
. classes for 93(y)
Houses of refuge
. pupils in 90(7)
Husband
. ratepayer, of, as member
of urban school board 74(3)
Incorporation
. boards, of ... 15(18), 16(6). 22(13),
32(7), 67(1), 74(1)
Indian schools
. pupils of other rural
section at 91(2,5)
Indigents
. exemption from school
rates of 93(/>)
Industrial arts and crafts
. institution in
. . township schools, in 131
. . urban schools, in 132
Industrial training
. classes for 93(/)
Information
auditors of rural sections, to 104(4)
auditors, to, refused 147
teacher, by
. inspectors, to 108(/)
. Minister, to 108(/)
Inspection
. school property, of 93(d)
. union school sections, of 37
Inspector
. adjustment of claims
between sections by 29
. appointment of 119, 120
. arbitration by, re rural
school sites 10(2, 4)







. by-laws altering section
boundaries transmitted to . . 14(3)
. city—see City inspector
. clerk to give copy of
assessment to 54(1)
. court of revision, as 45(3)
. defined 1(e)
. differences between auditors
of rural sections,
decided by 105(2)
. duties of 123
. evidence taken by 123(3)
. expenses of 124
. first meeting of urban
board, called by 89(2)
. inspectorates of, defined
by Minister 119(1)
. land transferred by, in
unorganized townships . . . 44(3)
. number of, determined
by Minister 119(1)
. outside employment of 122(4)
. pensions for 128
. qualifications of 122
. removal of 121
. reports by chairmen to,
default re 142
. responsible to Minister 123(2)
. returns transmitted to 102(^)
. rural holiday substitution
approved by 6(4)
. salary of 124
. . during suspension 121(3)
. statistics furnished by
clerks to 53(2)
. suspension of 121
. teachers, as 137(3)
. teacher's certificate
suspended by 112(3)
. terms in districts
determined by 6(5)
. trustees as 137(1) (o), 137(3)
. warrants of, re grants
to boards 115(6)
Inspectorate
. city inspector, of 119(2)
. defined 1(f)
. inspector, of 119(1)
Institutes See Teachers' institutes
Instruction
. duties of teachers re 108(a, b)
. religious 7
Insurance
. provisions by board re 93(w)
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Insurance Act
. arrangements with insurer
under, re pensions 129(1)
Investments
. apportionment of, by townships 55
. board, by 94
Investigations
. complaints re elections of
trustees, of 84(1)
Judge
. appeal to, re assessment
in unorganized
townships 46(12, 13)
. arbitration by, in union
section 32(11)
. arbitrator, as, re appeals 31(3,4)
. investigation of complaints by 84,85
. powers where books,
money, etc., withheld 145
. public school visitor, as 8
Kindergartens
. attendance at 5(3)
. establishment of 93(y)
Labour Day
. school term commences after 6(1)
Land
. Crown, public schools on . . .66(1)
. disposal of 9(2)
. sale of, for arrears in
school rate 49(7)
. tax exempt, pupils
residing on 90(9)
. transfer by inspector, in
unorganized territory 44(3)
. vesting of 9(1)
Lectures
. public, board powers re 93 (y)
Legislature
. grants to consolidated
schools by 22(19), (20)(/)












. inspectors appointed by 120(2)
. land disposal approved by . . .9(2}
. metropolitan areas approved
by 20(1)
. payments approved by, re







. penalties for default re 153
. school property, of 93(/)
. schools in township areas, of 41
. union schools, of 40
Management
. pending consolidation of
schools 22(14)
Maps
. duties of teachers re lOSCp)
. rural school sections, of 65(4)
Medical inspections
. provisions re 93(/,w»)
Medical inspectors
. powers re surgical
treatment 9Z{sb)
Meetings
. arbitrators, of, re union
school




. boards, of ... .87(1), 88(1), 89(2)







penalty for failure to call 152
powers and duties, of
boards re 93(6)
rural school boards of 88
school questions in rural
areas, re 7Z
special
. electors, of 71(10)
. rural sections, in 102(6, d)
township school area
boards, of 15(24)
. urban boards, of 87
Memorandum
. contract between teacher
and board, of 111(1,9)
Mental illness
. trustees, of 138
Metropolitan school areas
. appeal from equalization
commission re 20(17, 18)
. boards of 20(2-13)
. county by-laws setting aside 20(1)







. existing boards dissolved . .20(14)
. rates re 20(21-23)
. rural schools in 20(24)
Mileage allowance
. trustees of township
board, for 15(25)
Military uniforms
. grants for 96(2)
Minister
. agreements re accommodation
approved by 18, 92(5)
. annual meeting of rural
electors approved by 71(2)
. appeal by, re division
court judgment 127
. appeal to, re terms in districts 6(5)
. appeal to, re union school
sections 34
. appointment of city
inspector ratified by 120(6)
. apportionment of grants by . .92(6)
. arbitrator for union section
assessment, appointed by . .Z2{3)
. awards re section
boundaries cancelled by . . . .31(1)
. by-laws of townships
approved by 17(8)
. census returns to 53(1)
. city inspectors appointed by 120(5)
. claims of sections of
township school area,
powers re 17
. closing of rural schools by ..91(1)
. consolidation of schools in
one section authorized by . . .27
. Crown lands designated for
school sections by 66
. defined 1 (g)
. disposal of school sites,
etc., by 30(4)
. exemptions from township
rate approved by 19(1)
. grants to schools in
extended areas by 23
. grants to teachers'
institutes by 113(2.4)
. inspectors responsible to ...123(2)
. inspectors suspended or
removed by 121
. number of inspectors
determined by 119(1)







. pensions for emp!oyees
approved by 129(3)
. powers re consolidated
schools 22(8-10, 15, 17, 18, 23, 24)
. powers re maintenance of
union schools 40(1)
. second schools established by .43
. sect'ons in unorganized
townships approved by ..44(1,2)
. sick leave credits
approved by 130(2)
. statistics re assessments
furnished on order of 53(2)
. township school areas
approved by 16(1, 2)
. union sections consolidated
by 28(1)
. vacancies on boards
filled by 83(4)
Minutes
. board meetings, of,




. duty to deliver up 144-146
. surplus, borrowed by
rural boards 60
. treasurers' duties re 101(4)
. treasurers' responsibilities re 114(3)
Municipal Act
. approval of ratepayers
under 22(3)(6)
. arbitration award payments
not subject to 32(19) (a)
. bribery, etc., at elections under 85
. debentures issued under
. . arbitrators' awards,
re 32(19)(o,c)
. . boards in unorganized
townships by 48(1)
. . metropolitan boards by . .20(19)
. . urban municipalities by ..56(3-5)
. elections by ballot under ...81(4)
. elections by general
vote under 77(1)
. rates collected under 61(1)
. rates disposed of under,
when no school 64(1)
. voters on capital






. estimates of boards to 93 (r)
. rates levied, accounted for by ..61
Municipalities
. grants to teachers'





metropolitan school areas, in .20
parts of townships annexed to 39(1)
parts of union sections, as . 47(1)
payments proportional to,
in union sections 58(5)
rates where no school in 64(1)
taxation where consolidation
of parts of 26
urban
. borrowing powers in 56
. councils issuing debentures . .24
. defined 1 (q)
. elections in 81, 82
. rates in 64(2)
. statements furnished to . . . 54(2)
. union sections, in 38
Newspaper proprietor





boards, for 15(12) (o)
. urban school boards,
for 80(l)(o-c)
Non-resident pupils
. admission of 90
. fees of 90(2,8)
Notice
. application to quash by-laws,
awards, of 42(1)
. arbitrators, by, re appeals
from township council 21(4)
. assessment, of, re sections
in unorganized townships 46(3)
. . appeal re 46(9)
. suspension of teacher's
certificate, of 112(3)
Number of schools
. determination of 93(h)
Niirse





. administered when voter
objected to 80(1) (^)




. trustee convicted of 138









. appointment of 93(a)




. graduate of, as instructor ..131(1)
Ontario Educational Association
. grants to, by boards 97
Ontario Municipal Board
. appeals re assessments to 46(12)
. appeals re equa.ization to . . 20(17)
. certification re debentures by 20(19)
Ontario Municipalities Fund
. surplus money borrowed from ..60
Opening
. keeping schools open,
boards powers re 93(;)
. school term, of 6(1,2)
Payment
. arbitration awards, of ...32(19) (a)
. arrears in school rates ....49(5,6)





. application of 154
. board neglecting to
take security 143
. chairman not reporting to
inspector re meetings 142
. clerk neglecting duties 151
. Department of Education
Act, under 152, Note
. disturbing school or
school meeting 141
. false declaration re right
to vote for 134
. false school register, for 150
. false school report, for 150
. maintenance of schools, re ....153
. neglect re annual
statements, for 149
. neglect re returns by rural
school boards, for 148
. non-payment of teachers*
salary, for 111(8,9)
. recovery of 154
. refusal of information
to auditors, for 147
. school meetings not
he'd, when 152
. trustee convicted of
indictable oflFence, wlien 138
. trustee neglecting duties, for 136
. trustee refusing to serve, for 135
. trustee sitting while
disqualified, for 135
. unauthorized text-books, for ..133
Penny savings bank
. board's duties re 93 (ra)
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Pensions
. employees, for 129
. fund for 93(9)
. inspectors, officers and
teachers, for 128
Playgrounds
. duties of teachers re 108(p)
. operation of 9i{ze)
Police village
. part of union school
section, as 40(2)
Poll book
. copy of, for inspector 73(12)
. entries in 73(2), 80(1) (/)
. production of, re
controverted elections . . 84(1)
. return of 80(1) (A)
Polling place
. establishment of 80(l)(c)
. po!l book and voters'
lists in 80(1)(/)
PoUs
. election of trustees in
rural section, for 72
. hours open 80(1) (rf)
. metropolitan school
boards, for 20(9)
. school questions in
rural sections, re 72
Population
. returns of, re annual census 53(1)
Procedure
. appeal from division
court judgment, in 127
. appeal from equalization
committee, in 20(18)
. appeal from township council, in 21
. declaring seat of trustee
vacated, for 138, 139
Promotion of pupils
. duties of teachers re 108(rf, r)
Property
. custody of, by boards 93(m)
. disposal of ...22(15), 30(1), 93(m)
. duties of teachers, re 108 (^)
. payment for, by one rate ...59(1)
. sale of 22(15), 30, 93(«)
. teacher refusing to give up ...109
. vesting of, in township
school area 15(19)
Publication
. auditors' report, of 93(0
. by-laws, awards, of 42(2)
Public Health Act




. dental and medical
inspection under 93(m)
. holidays under 6(3)
Pupils
house of refuge, from 90(7)
. non-resident 90
. refractory 93(n)
. resident on tax exempt lands 90(9)
. teachers' duties re 108
. transportation of 22(16)
Quarantine
. teachers' Salaries during ....111(6)
Questions
. voting in rural sections re 73
Quorum
. boards, of 87(4), 88(3)
Ratepayers
. approval of consolidated
school agreement by 22(3)
approval of sites of
rural schools, by 10
. consent of, re setting
aside an award 11
. defined 1(h)
. qualifications of husband or
wife of 74(3)
. sanction of application for
loan by rural school
board 58(3)




. additional grants by
municipalities, for 62
. collection of, in union
school sections 35
. debentures chargeable on 32(19) (ft)
. errors in collection of 63
. metropolitan school
areas, for 20(23)
. municipal councils, to levy ...61
. municipalities where no
schools, from 64
- recovery of, in unorganized areas 51
- rural school sections in
unorganized townships, ^or 64(3)
- separate school supporters
exempt from 3
. special
. . adjustment of claims in
township school
areas, for 17(6, 7)
. . imposed yearly for school
property 59
- township councils by, re
union school sections 32(6)





. union school sections formed
of parts of townships, for 61(2)
. urban municipalities in
unorganized territory 64(2)
Real property
. vesting of, in boards of
township areas 15(19)
Re-election
. trustees of, after resignation 86(4)
Referee
. claims in township school
areas, for 17(1-5)
Refractory pupils
. expulsion of 93(n)
Register
. duties of teachers re 108(c)
. false 150
Regulations
. application of 2
. consolidated schools, re . . . .22(20)
. defined 1 («)




. instruction re 7
Remuneration
. referees, of 17(3)
. secretaries of rural sections, of 103
Rental
. school property, of 93(/)
Reports
. annual meetings of
ratepayers, at 102(rf)
. equalization commissions, of .20(16)
. false 150
. referees, of 17(3)
Residence
. requirements of re trustees 20(8)
Resignations





. election of trustees, for
. . metropolitan school
areas, in 20(6)
. . urban municipalities
in 80(1)(6,A)
Returns
. annual census, of 53
. arrears of taxes in
unorganized territory, re . . .49(3)








. rural school boards,
defaults re 148
. secretary's duties re 102(e)
Rink










. inspection of school
property by 93(d)
. neglecting returns to inspector 148
. proceedings of, when invalid 89(1)
. sites selected by 10
Rural school fairs
. support of 93(sd)
Rural sections
. annual meetings in 71(2)
. auditors of 104-107
. borrowing powers in 58(1)
. closing of school in 91(1)
. holidays in 6(4)
. pupils of, at another school . . .91
. raising money for
school purposes 59(1)
. rates in 64(3)
. school boards in, as
corporations 67(1)
. secretary's duties in 102(6-0?)
. trustees of 67
. voting on elections or
school questions in 72
Salaries
. attendance officers, of 115(5)
. inspectors, of 124
. . during suspension 121(3)
. teachers, of 111(3-9)
Sale
. land, of, for arrears of taxes 49(7)
. school property, of 30
School Attendance Act
. attendance officers under,
salaries and expenses ....115(5)










School property See also Property
. inspection of 93(d)
. insurance of 93(/)








. arbitration re 10(2)




. charitable institutions, for 95
School visitors
. defined 8(1)
. powers of 8(2)
Schoolhouse
. boards' duties re 93(d,f)
. debentures for, in
unorganized townships 48
. disposal of 30
. insurance of 93(/)
. teachers' duties re 108 (c,^)
. use of for other purposes . .93(x)
Scrutineers
. appointment of, re election
of trustees 73(6)
Second schools
. attendance when closed 43(4)
. establishment of, where
roads impassable 43
Secretary
. appointment of 93(a)
. compensation of, in rural
sections 103
. defined 1(1)
. dismissal of 93(3)
. duties of 102
. . books and money, re 144
. salary of, re rural schools . 93(s)
. votes added up by 80(1) (»')
Sections
adjustment of claims between 29
alteration of boundaries of ... 14
assessment of land in 65(2)
attendance of children in ....5(4)
consolidated
. disposal of property in . . .22(15)
. two or more municipalities in 26
. two or more townships
in 22(23)
. union may become 28(1)
consolidation of schools in ... 27
contiguous land transferred to 44(3)
dissolution for not
electing trustees 70(2)
divided, status of 14(5)
division into groups, in
unorganized townships ... .45(1)
division of townships into 65






. lands included in, taxation of 58(9)
. maps of, preparation of 65(4)
. new
. . areas of 65(3)
. . assessors appointed for 46(2)
. . elections in 68(1)
. . first meetings in 71(3,4)
. . trustees in 68
. non-resident pupils of 90
. part added to city or town . . .14(4)
. provisional division of 22(2)
. resident of one, sending
chi-dren to other 90
. rural—see Rural sections
. school, defined K/)
. second schools in 43
. status of part not annexed . . .39(4)
. transfer of ratepayers
between .30(2)
. union—see Union school sections
. unorganized townships, in . .44-49
Security
. board neglecting to take 143
. board ofl'icers, of 101
. form of 10U2)
Separate schools
. exemptions re 3
Separate Schools Act




. summons re withholding
books or moneys, of 145(2)
Setting aside




. arrears of taxes paid to 49(6)
. book entries by 49(4)
Sick leave credits
. established by Board 130
Sickness
. teachers, of 111(4)
Slander action
. costs of defence re 98
Special classes
. blind pupils, for 93(cc)
. deaf and dumb pupils, for 93(sc)
Special meetings
. electors, of 71(10)
. rural sections, in 102(bjd)
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Statistics
. clerks to supply
inspectors with 53(2)
Sub-treasurers
. county and township
treasurers as 114(1)
responsibility re moneys ...114(3)
Summary Convictions Act




. withholding books or
moneys, re 145(1, 2)
Superannuation allowance
. supplementing of 93(v)
Supervising officials
. appointment of 93(i)
Supplies for school




. responsibility of, re
moneys 114(3)
. trustee not to be 101 (3)
Surgical treatments
. provisions for 93 (-6)
Surplus money
. borrowing of 60
Taxes
. arrears of, in unorganized
territory 49(3-7)
. exemption by-laws not to
include school rates 52
. remission of, re non-resident
pupils 90(6)
. rural sections, re 58(9)
. urban school trustees in
arrears 74(4)
Teachers
. appeals by, re suspension
of certificates 112(4)
. appointments of 93(c)
. assessment grants, re
salaries of 115-118
. certificates of
. . conditions re ....111(2), 112(1,2)
. . suspension of 112(3,4)
. charitable institutions, for 95
. contracts of employment
of 111(1.9)
. defined 1 (n)
. dental condition of Ill (4)
. disputes with boards . .111(7-9), 127






. false registers kept by 150
. inspectors as 137(3)
. names and addresses of 102(c)
. pensions for 128
. quarantine of 111(6)
. refusal to give up
school property by 109
. removal of 93(c)
. salaries of 93(j), 111(3-9)
. sickness of Ill (4)
. text-books changed by 110
. travelling expenses of 97
. trustees as 137(1) (6), (2)
. unauthorized text-books used by 133
. witnesses in courts as 111(5)
Teachers' Boards of Reference Act
. appointments and removals
subject to 93(c)
Teachers' institutes
. duties of teachers re
attendance 108(£0
. grants to 113(2-4)








. rural school trustees, of ....67(2)




. debentures, of 56(4)
. schools, of 6(1, 2, 5)
Text-books
purchase of by boards . . . .93(o,P)
teachers changing 110
unauthorized
. duty of teachers re lOS(d)
. use by teachers 133
Time-table
. duties of teachers re 108 (rf)
Towns
, election of trustees by
wards in 82(4)









. information supplied by 54
. maps of school
sections prepared by 65(4)
Township council
. adjustment of claims by
appointees of 29
. alteration of section
boundaries by 14
. appeals from 21
. apportionment of money by ....55
. assessment by, re salaries
of attendance officers ...115(5)
. assessment by, re teachers*
salaries 115-118
. assessment by, re union
schools 32(6)
. debentures issued by ....25,57,58
. dissolution of sections by . .70(2)
. exempting from township
rates, by 19
. township school areas created by 15
. trustees appointed by 70(1)
. union school sections
divided by 22(23)
Township grants
. consolidated schools, for 115(7), 118
. teachers' salaries, re 115-118
. union school section, to ....115(4)
Township school areas
. adjustment of claims in 17
. boards of trustees for ...15(9-26)
. by-laws re 15(1,8)
. formation of 15(5,6)
. maintenance of schools in 41
. union school sections
included in 15(2-4)




. adjustment of claims
between sections in 29
. apportionment of investment by 55
. consolidated school section
in two or more 22(5)
. defined l(o)
. division into school sections 65(1)
. parts of, annexed to
urban municipalities 39(1)
. rural school boards of,
as corporations 67(1)
. section boundaries readjusted in 14
. union sections resulting
from division of 36
Transportation of pupils




. association meetings, for 97
. rural section pupils at
another school, for 91(5)
Treasurer
. accountable for books
and moneys 144-146
. appointment of 93(a)
. boards neglecting to
take security from 143
. dismissal of 93(r)
. defined 1(0
. duties of 101
. grants for city or separated
town received by 114(2)
. responsibility of, re moneys 114(3)
. security given by 101(1)
Treasurer of Ontario
. salaries and expenses
of inspectors paid by 124(1)
Trustee Act





. absence from meetings 138
. acceptance of office of 73(14)
. accountable for books
and moneys 144-146
. appointment of, when
no election 70(1)
. appointment when qualified
persons not available 83(4)
. cities divided into wards, in 76(1)




. continuing to act after
resignation 86(2)
. controverted elections of ...84,85
. convicted of indictable offences 138
. corporations not to cease
for want of 69
. default re maintenance
of schools by 153
. dissolution of section for
non-election of .70(2)
. election of, by ballot 81
. election of, by
general vote 77(1), 82(1. 2)
. election of, by wards . .77(7), 82(4)
. election of, for township
school areas 15(11)
. election of, for union
sections 37, 38






. election of, in urban
municipalities 79-81
. election of, where wards
abolished 82(1.2)
. false reports, signed by 150
. inspectors, as 137(l)(a)
. land vested in 9(1)
. mentally ill 138
. names and addresses of 102(c)
. neglect of duties by 136
. newspaper proprietor as ...140(1)
. pecuniary interest in
contracts with boards by 139(1-3)
. powers and obligations of.
in unorganized townships . .44(5)
. provisions re election of 80
. qualifications of, for
rural sections 67(3)
. re-election of 86(4)
. refusing information, etc.,
to auditor 147
. refusing to serve 135
. resignation of 86
. retirement by
rotation of .. .76(2), 78(2). 82(3)
. rural schools, for 67
. seats vacated by 138, 139
. school meetings not called by 152
. sitting while disqualified 135
. sureties, as 101(3)
. teachers, as 137(1-3)
. terms of office of—see
Term of office
. township school
areas, for 15(9). 16(3)
. travelling expenses of 97
. vacancies in offices of 83
. villages not divided into
wards, in 78
. voting on contracts 140(2)
Type of schools
. determination of 93(A)
Undue influence
. election of trustees, re 85
Union
. sections, of 14(1) (a)
Union school sections
. adjustment of claims re ...32(19)
. alteration of 32{8-27)
. appeals from awards re 34
. appeals re, in counties 33
. application of proceeds
from sale of property in . .30(3)
. assessment re 32(3, 4)
. boards of arbitrators for ..32(3-5)






. confirmation of 31
. consolidation of 28
. corporate names of boards for 32(7)
. districts, in 32(25) (o)
•. . formation of 32(1,2)
. included in consolidated
sciiool sections 22(23)
. included in township
sciiool areas 15(2)
. inspection of 37
'
. maintenance of schools in 40
. municipalities as parts of 58(5)
. rates in 61(2)
. resulting from division
of townships 36
. same township of,
claims between 29
. township council's levies on . .32(6)
. township grants to 115(4)
. two counties, in 40(8)
. unorganized townships as
parts of 47(1)
. unorganized townships, in 44
Unorganized townships
. arrears of taxes in 49(3-7)
. assessments re 46, 47
. collection of rates in 51
. collection of school rates in 47
. courts of revision in 45(2, 3)
. debentures in 48
. forming parts of union sections 47
. inclusion in township
school areas 15(7)
. sections in 44-49
. sections of, divided into groups 45
. township school areas in 16
. trustees in 44(4, 5)
Unsurveyed districts
. collection of rates in 51
. schools in 50




. agreements by township
boards with 18
. application by, re debentures ..56
. corporations, as 74(1)
. election of 75-85
. expenditures by, re physical
training, etc 96
. payments by 93(9)
. qualifications of members of 74(2-4)
. vacancies in 83(2-4)
Urban municipalities
. boards in 74-78
. borrowing powers of 56
. consolidated school




. divided into wards, as
part of union sections 38(1)
. election of trustees in 75-84
. parts of townships
annexed to 39(1)
. rates in, where no
public schools 64(2)
. township clerks to
furnish information to 54(2)
. voters in 79
Urban schools






. boards of, where no wards 78
. included in consolidated
school sections 22(6, 7)
. included in union
school sections 40(2)
. newly incorporated, first
meetings in 75(2, 3)
. newly incorporated, powers





. duties of teachers re 108(c)
Vocational schools
. establishment of 93(;)
Votes
—
See also Casting vote;
Elections
. deadlocked, at board meetings 87(5)
. entitlement to, in rural sections 72
. entitlement to, in urban
municipalities ... .74(2), 79, 81(5)
. false declarations re right to .134
. general, in towns divided
into wards 82(1,2)
. general, re election of
trustees for cities .. .20(7), 77(1)
. open, when election by wards
in urban municipalities . . . .80(2)
. tie in. re election of




. lists of 15(3). 38(2). 73(16)
. objections to 73(7), 80(1) (ff)
. qualifications of, in rural
sections 72(1)
Voting
. procedure re, in rural sections 73





. erection and maintenance of ... 12
Wards
. abolition of 82(1)
. election of
trustees by .. .77(7). 82(2), 82(4)
elections by, open voting in . .80(2)
. towns not divided into 78(1)
urban municipalities
divided into 38(1,) 76(1)
. villages not divided into 78(1)
Warrant
. inspector, of, re grants to
boards 115(6)
Wife
. ratepayer, of, as member
of urban school board ....74(3)
Witnesses
. teachers as 111(5)
PUBLIC SERVICE
Public Service Act,
Vol. 4, p. 103.
See also Archives Act; Audit
Act; Income Tax Act; ^^ag-
istrates Act; Mining Act; Pub-
lic Officers Act; Racing Com-
mission Act; Regulations Act;
Teachers' Superannuation Act
Absence
. leave of, contributions
to Fund on 14(2)
Act —




. Board responsible for 11 (2)
. provisions re cost of 10, 40
. reports on, by Commission 2i2){^d)
Advisory councils
. regulations re 9(/)
Age of retirement
civil servants, re 5





. attachment, etc., of, not allowed 30
. computation of, to widows
and children 27(1)
. debt to Crown deducted from . .31
. maximum—see Maximum
allowances





. provisions re existing 41(&)
. regulations re payment of . . .39(a)
. time of payment 29
Annual report
. Board, by 38
. Commission, by 2(2){f)
. fund, re, laid before Assembly 12(6)
Appointment
. civil servants, of




. . regulations re 9(a, b)
. . temporary, by minister re 3(2, 3)
Assembly
. annual report laid before 2(2) (f), 38
Assignment
. allowances of, prohibited 30
Attachment
. allowances not subject to 30
Audit
. superannuation fund, re .... 12(6)
Auditor
. appointment of 12(6)
Board
. annual report by 38
. appointment of 11(1)
. authorization of, re payment
from fund 28(1)
. composition of 11(1)
. date of employment
determined by 13(8)
• defined l(l)(fl)
. regulations by 39
. requisition by, for
payment from Fund 28(2)
resolution of, re investment
of Fund 12(4)
. responsible to Executive
Council member 11(2)
. review of disability
allowance by 19(2)
Boards and commissions
. contributions to Fund re . . . .15(3)
Children
. allowances payable to 27(1,4)
. . computation of 22(4, 5)
. defined 1(1)(6)
City





. age of retirement for 5
. . exceptions re 6(l)(fc)
, conduct of, regulations re 9(i)
. defined 1(c)
. employee contributions to
Fund, re 13(1-3)
. hours of service,
regulations re 9(f)
. oaths taken by 4(1)
. powers of Treasurer re debts of . .8







. assignment to, by
Commission 2(2) (b)
. methods of, regulations re . . .9(f)
Clerk of Executive Coimcil
. record of oaths kept by ... .4(2)
Commission
. appointment of 2(1)
. certification of appointments
by 3(3)
. defined l(\)(d)
. duties of 2(2)
. regulations by 9
. valuation of perquisites by 2(2) (f)
Compensation allowances See also
Allowances: Disability
allowances; Superannuation
. computation ot 22(1)
. increase in rate 22(3)
. maximum ... 22(2)
. provision for payment of 21
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. amounts credited to Fund
from 12(3)
. deficu-ncy in Fund a charge on 17
. employer's contributions from 15(1)
. interest to Fund paid out of 16
Contributions
. balance of, paid on
employee's death 26
. computation of, regulations re 39(c)
. educational leave of
absence, on 14(2)
. jail employees, by 33(2)
. payment of, regulations re . .39(b)
. withdrawal of, re Teachers*
Superannuation Fund 35(3)
County




. notice by, re debts of
civil servants 8
Credits
. computation of, re
former teachers 35(4)
. regular attendance, for 9(g)




. debts to, deducted
from allowances 31
. defined 1(1)(*)
Debts of civil servants
. power of Treasurer re 8
Deduction from salaries
. debts, for .8
. employee contributions to
Fund, re 13(4)
Deficiency in Fund










. Treasurer 1(1) (/i)
Deputy Minister
. exercise of powers of 7(2)
. powers and duties of 7(1)






. computation of 20( 1
)
. maximum and minimum 20(3)
. payment of balance of
contributions re 19(4)
. provisions for entitlement to 19(1)
. re-employment of recipient of 19(3)
. review by Board 19(2)
Employees
. contributions to Fund by ..13(1-3)
. . leave of absence, on 14
. death of
. . balance of contributions
paid on 26, 27(2)
. . prior to superannuation 25
. defined 1(1)(/)






. late marriages of, special
provisions re 27(3)




. . benefits re ^3(7)
. . contributions by 15(5,6)










. employees, by 13(1-3)
. employer, by 15(1)
. leave of absence, on 14
defined 1(1)(^)
designated branches of 15(2)
investment of 12(4)
records of .' 12(5)
Treasurer custodian of 12(2)
Garnishment
. allowance not subject to 30
. salaries of civil servants, re 8
General powers
. regulations re 9(k), 39(d)
Interest
. credited to Fund annually 16
Jail employees
. agreement re prior service ...33(3)
. applicability of Act to 33(1)
. rate of contribution to
the Fund 33(2)
Ja3 surgeon
. excluded from provisions
of Act 33(1)
Leave of absence
. contributions to Fund re ..14(1,2)
. regulations re 9(A)
Legislature




Act applicable to board
appointed by 36
. administration of Act
assigned by 11(2)
annual report to ^
. appointment of Auditor by . . 12(6)
PUBLIC SERVICE—Con. Sec
Lieutenant-Governor in Council—Con.
. appointment to civil
service by 3(1-3)
. appointments by 2(1)
. approval by
. . agreements concerning
jailers, etc., re 33(3)
. . transfer of employees*
contributions, re 37(1,2)
. assignment of duties to
Deputy Minister by 7(1)
. compensation allowance
granted by 21
. designation of special
fund by 15(2)
. disability allowance by ..19(l)(c)
. recommendations by t
Commission to 2(2) (rf)
. regulations by 9, 39
. report re disability
allowance to 19(2)
. reports re civil service to 2{2){e)
Magistrates
. applicability of Act to 34
Magistrates Act
. age of retirement of
magistrates under 34
Maximum allowances









. temporary appointments to
civil service by 3(2, 3)
Nominees for civil service
. assignment to classifications
by Commission 2(2) (6)
. examination of, by
Commission 2(2) (a)
Oath of alleg^iance
. form of 4(1)
. persons designated to take . . .4(2)
Oath of secrecy
. form of 4(1)
Organization
. reports on, by
Commission . . . .' 2{2){d)
Payment
. allowances of, reg^ulations re 39(o)





. valuation by Commission of 2{2){c)
Personal representative
, regulations re payment
of credits to 9(g)
Physical incapacity
. disability allowance
payable re 19(1) (&)
Provincial Auditor
. audit of Fund by 12(6)
Public Service Act










. oaths, of 4(2)
. Treasurer to keep 12(5)
Re-employment
. persons on superannuation, of 23(1)
. refusal of offer of
. . cessation of disability
allowance on 19(3)
. . repayment re
contributions 19(4)
. suspension of allowance on . .23(2)
Refund
. contributions of
employees, of 24(1, 2)
Reg^ar attendance
. regulations re system
of credits for 9(g)
Regulations
. Board, by 39
. Commission, by 9
. Lieutenant-Governor in





. age of, re civil servants 5




. garnishment of, re civil servants 8
. regulations re civil servants 9(e)
. specification of, by
Commission 2(2) (6)
Schedule of classifications
. regulations re 9(d)
Sheriffs
. Act applicable to 32(1)








. benefits to temporary
employees 13(5, 6)
. computation of l(2)(a),20(l)
. maximum and minimum
allowance 20(2)
. provisions for payment
at sixty 18(3)
. provisions for payment
at sixty-five 18(1)
. provisions for payment
at seventy 18(2)
. re-employment of persons on 23
. teachers, re—see Teachers*
Superannuation Fund
Suspension
. power of deputy minister re . .7(2)
Teachers
. computation of interest of . . .35(1)
. former, computation of
service cre<lits 35(4)







. request to. re transfer
of contributions 35(2)
Teachers' Superannuation Fund
. credits in, transferred
to Fund 35(1)
. teachers not to lose by
transfer from 35(6)
. transfer of contributions to 35(7)
. transfer of employees*
credits in, to Fund 35(5)
. withdrawal of contributions
from 35(3)
Temporary employees
. eligibility re continuous
non-contributory service ..13(6)
. superannuation benefits on
permanent appointment ....13(5)
Transfer of contributions
. civil or civic superannuation
funds, to 37(1)
Treasurer
. custodian of Fund 12(2)
. defined l(l)(/«)
. investment of Fund by 12(4)




. power of, re debts of
civil servants 8
. records kept by, re Fund . . . 12(5)
Vacancies
. deputy minister, of 7(3)
Widows
. allowance payable to 27(1)
. application of Act where
employee as 27(4)
computation of compensation
allowance to 22(4, S)
PUBLIC SERVICE WORKS
ON HIGHWAYS
Public Service Works on
Highways Act,
Vol. 4, p. 121.
See also Highway Improvement
'Act; Power Commission Act;
Telegraph Act; Telephone Act
Agreements
. between operating
corporation and road authority 2
Appeals
. Ontario Municipal Board,
not allowed from 3
Appliances and works
. apportionment of costs
re removal of 2
. defined l(o)
Applications
. Ontario Municipal Board, to -
. . operating corporation, by 3
Apportionment
. cost of removal of
appliances and works, re 2
costs, re, by Ontario
Municipal Board 3
Cost of removal
. apportionment of, re
appliances and works 2
Decision
. Ontario Municipal Board, of, final 3
Definitions
. appliances and works 1 (a)
. operating corporation 1(6)
. road authority 1(f)
Department of Highwajrs
. defined as road authority 1(c)
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
. defined as operating
corporation 1(&)
Ontario Municipal Board
. apportionment of costs by 3
. decision of, no appeal from ..... .3








Vol. 4, p. 123.
See also Cemeteries Act; Chari-
table Gifts Act; Charities Ac-
counting Act; Crown Admin-
istration of Estates Act; De-
pendants' Relief Act; Dower
Act; Escheats Act; Mental
Hospitals Act; Mortmain and
Charitable Uses Act; Public
Inquiries Act; Wills Act
Absence
. Public Trustee 3(4)
Accoimts—See also Separate
accounts
. regulations re 12(rf)
Administration




. establishment of, out of
separate account 9(3)
. losses payable from 10
. regulations re 12(e)
Attorney-General
. Public Trustee, ex officio 3(4)
Charitable trusts—See also Trusts
. powers re 11
Charities Accounting Act
. duties of Public Trustee tmder ..S
Committee on investments
. visitors of office of
Public Trustee 13(1)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. losses payable out of 10
. payment of separate
account into 9(5)
Corporation sole
. Public Trustee a 1
Crown Administration of
Estates Act
. duties of Public Trustee under ..5
. moneys received under, re . . . .9(4)
Deputy Public Trustee
. appointment and powers of 3(1-3)
Duties




. duties re 5
Expenses
. payable out of separate
account 9(2)
Fees
. charged for service of staflF . . .8(3)
. payment by Public Trustee
into separate account 9(1)
. Public Trustee, of 8(2)
. regulations re 12(6)
Forfeited property
. duties re 5
Illness
. Public Trustee, of 3(4)
Information
. right of Public Trustee to demand 5
Inquiry
. powers re 6
Interest
. rate of, regulations re 12(/)
Investments
. regulations re ^2(g)
Liability
. Public Trustee, of, re lawsuits ... 1
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. annual report to, by visitors 13(4)
. appointment of Deputy
Public Trustee by 3(1)
. appointments by 2
. direction re disposition
of moneys 9(4)
. direction re payment of
balance of separate account 9(5)
. duties imposed on Public
Trustee by 5
. regulations by 12
. salaries, etc., fixed by 4
. separate account approved by 9(1)
Losses
. method of payment re 10
Moneys
. direction re disposition of ....9(4)
Office of Public Trustee
. regulations re 12(a)
Penalties
. failure to furnish information
to Public Trustee S
Property
. escheated, duties re 5
. regulations re transfer of 12(c)
Public Inquiries Act
. Public Trustee has power of
commissioner under 6 '
PUBLIC trustee:—Con. Sec
Public trust
. Public Trustee's powers re 11
Qualificatitms
. Public Trustee, of 2
Rate of interest
. regulations re 12(/)
Regulations
. charges by Public Trustee, re. .8(1)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 12
. method of payment re separate
account 9(6)
Salaries
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
to fix 4
. payment from separate account 9(2)
Seal
. official, of Public Trustee 1
Security





. establishment of assurance fund
re 9(3)
. payment of balance in 9(5)
. payment re, prescribed by
regulations 9(6)
Sole trustee
. Public Trustee as 7(2)
Sta£f
. appointment of 2
. charge for services of, by
Public Trustee 8(3)
Succession
. perpetual, re Public Trustee 1
Trusts
. acceptance and execution by
Public Trustee 7(1)
Vacancy
. procedure on 3(4)
Visitors
. annual report by 13(4)
. committee or board on
investments 13(1)
. Public Trustee may consult
re administration, etc 13(3)
. suggestions re general policy
by 13(2)
Will
. Public Trustee as trustee of . . .7(1)
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Public Utilities Act,
Vol. 4, p. 127.
See also Assessment Act; Com-
panies Act; Department of




Act; Municipal Drainage Act;
Municipal Drainage Aid Act;
Municipal Franchises Act; Na-
tural Gas Conservation Act;
Ontario Municipal Board Act;
Ontario Municipal Improve-
ment Corporation Act; Power
Commission Act; Presqu'ile
Park Act; Public Utilities Cor-
porations Act; Railways Act;
Rural Hydro-Electric Distri-
bution Act; Telephone Act
Acclamation
. procedure re members of
commission 42(8)
Accounts
. audit of, re commission 47(3)
Accounts payable
. collected similarly to municipal
taxes 30(2)
. determination of, by judge of
county court 30(4)
. distraint by municipality for .30(3)
. entry upon collector's roll ...30(2)
. lien on land re 30(1)
Act
. application of
. . commissions on sewerage
systems 40(6)
. . company 62
. . company public utilities ...49,58
. precedence of Power Commission
Act over 66
Action
. limitation re 32
A^eements
. purchase price, re 63(5)
. right of municipality re
apart from Act 63(9)
Application
. proceeds of sale of public
property, of ^^{2)
Apportionment
. salaries, re, on repeal of
by-laws 45(2)
Arbitration
. disputes re damages to pipe
lines, in 56(5)
Arbitrators
. computing value re purchase
of company public utility
by 63(2)
Assessment Act
. collection of water rates, re . . 16(2)
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Con. Sec
Audit
. accounts of commission, re . .47(3)
Auditors
. appointment of, by
commission 47(4)
Books and accounts
. inspection of 46
. requirements re each public
utility 46
Breakage or stoppage
. liability of municipality for 10
By-laws
. adjoining municipality, re
extension of public utility ....25
. apportionment of salaries
on repeal of 45(2)
. approval by Hydro-Electric
Power Commission re repeal
of 40(5)
. assent of electors required
re purchase price 63(4)
. charges, rates, etc., for
public utility 27(1)
. discount of rates, re 27(1)
. establishing one commission
for all utilities 40(1)
. extension of mains, etc., re 15
. maintenance and management
of works, re 27(1)
. method of repeal of 45(1)
. municipal, re authorization of
company public utility 59(1)
. penalties for contravention of ... 12
. prohibiting sale of certain gas 67(1)
. . declaration re contravention
of 67(3)
. . penalties for default 67(2)
. provision for, by municipality. . . . 12
. repeal of, re establishing village
commission 38(6)
By-products
. sale by municipality of, from
public utilities 18(2)
Charges
. by-laws of municipality for,
re installation, etc 27(1)
. discretion of municipality re
fixing of 27{2)
. lien on land re 30(1)
Claims
. damages, for, limitation re . . .56(6)
Collection
. rates, charges, etc., by-laws
for 27(1)





. power of, to remit a special
tax 14(2)
Collector's roll
. entry of amount due upon . . .30(2)
Commission
. annual statement to council
by 47(1)
. applicability of Municipal Act
to members of 47(12)
. appointment of auditors by . .47(4)
. audit of accounts of 47(3)
. constitution of 42
. ex officio members unaffected by
provisions re elections,
etc 42(10)
. increasing or decreasing
members of 42(5)
. information required from,
by council 47(2)
. liability of, re change of
frequency 29(2)
. limitation of power of,
re expansion 41(5)(&)
, limitation of power of,
re extension to other
municipal'ties 41 (5) (a)
. limitation re changes in
numbers of 42(11)
. powers of, re public utilities . .41(1)
. procedure re acclamation of
members to 42(8)
. procedure re, where numbers
decreased 42(7)
. procedure re, where numbers
increased 42(6)
. provisions re name of 40(2)
. quorum of 43(2)
. records of proceedings of . . . .41(3)
. term of office determined after
first election 42(4)
. term of office of 42(9)
. vacancy in 43(1)
. village, for
. . appointment of 38(2)
. . repeal of by-law
establishing 38(4. 6)
. . validity of established 38(3)
Commission for railwajrs and
telephones
. establishment of 65
Commissioners
. election of 42(1-3)
. salaries of, fixed by council . . 44(1)
. term of office 42(1, 3, 4)
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cow. Sec
Common passages
. right of municipality to trench,
etc 2i
Company public utilities
. acquisition of by municipality. 63(1)
. applicability of Act to 58-62
. hindrance of, penalties for 13(a)
. method of computing value,
re purchase of 63(2)
. municipal by-law required re
exercise of powers 59(1)
. obligation of, to supply public
utility 55
. power of municipality to take
stock in 64(1)
. power to carry works through
private land 59(2)
. price for meters fixed by ...50(2)
. remedy re default on payment
to 60
. sale of certain gas by, .
prohibited 67(1)
. . penalty for default 67(2)
. time for payment for 63(3)
Compensation
. payable for damages to pipe
lines 56(5)
Constables ex officio
. ollicers of corporation, as 31
. power of corporation to demand
security from 50(4)
Consumer's premises
. removal of Httings from by
corporation 50(3)
Contract
. breach of, frequency changes
not deemed 29(2)
. breach of, interruptions of
power not deemed 19(2)
. supply of public utility by
municipality, re 24
Costs
. electrical power, of, shared with
municipality 44(4)
. waterworks, of, provisions for .2(4)
Council
. annual statement to, from
commission 47(1)
. head of, as ex officio .
.
commissioner 42(1)
. head of, may be member of
commission 44(1)
. information required by,
from commission 47(2)
Debentures





. method of recovery 27(4)
Defined area
. commissioners elected by
electors in 42(2)
Definitions
. public utilities 1,17
Department of Municipal Affairs
. approval of, re application of
profits of public utility . . . .35(2)
Department of Municipal Aifairs
Act
. separate books and accounts,
re 46(2)
Discount
. rates, of, by-laws re 27(1)
Disputes
. judge of county court to
determine 30(4)
Distress
. municipality re amount payable,
re 30(3)
. property of corporation exempt
from 51
Election
. commissioners, of 42(1-3)
Electrical power
. allocation and distribution of,
by municipal commission ..19(1)







. assent of Hydro-Electric Power
Commission re disposal
of 37(6,8)
. disposition of receipts from ....36
. levying of special rate by,
re sinking fund, etc 36
Electrical utilities commission
. special provisions re 40(3,4)
Employees
. commission, of, tenure of •
office 41(3)
. municipalities of, tenure of
office 41(2)
Equipment for public utilities
. acquisition of, by
municipality 18(1)
Execution
. property exempt from 33
Exercise of powers
. provision for 56(4)
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Con. Sec
Existing companies
. by-laws for acquisition of,
time for 63(8)
. consent of to be bound by
Act 63(7)
Expense
. current, application of,
profits to 35(2)(a)
. recovery of, re restoration
of highway 67(6)
Expropriation
. conditions for, by company
public utility 59(1)
. exercise of powers of 59
. power of municipality, re ..2(1), 20
. . limitation of 2(2)
. power of municipality, re
intermediate lands 4(4)
Franchise
. forfeiture of 67(2)
. . action for 67(8)
Funds
. corporation, of, applicat'on of
proceeds from sale of public
utility property to 37(2)
Gas
. interpretation re artificial or
natural 1, 17
. prohibition of sale re certain . . . .67
. regulations re price on export . .61
Highwa3^
. power of municipality to break
up 21
. restoration after removal of
pipes and mains 67(6)
Hydrants
. penalties for interference
with 13(<0
. regulations re use and rates
for water from 8
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
approval of
. application of receipts of
public utility ^iTiZ)
. cost 44(3)
. costs shared with
municipality 44(4)
. disposal of electrical
utilities 37(6,8)
. repeal of by-laws 40(5)
. salaries of commissioners . .44(2)
change in frequency by 29(1)
contracts with villages by . . . .38(2)
disposition of receipts from







. distribution of power by
municipality re power
supplied by 19(1)
. establishment of municipal
commission re contract
with 38(1)
. exception re public utilities
supplied by 35(4)
. recovery of debt to 27(4)
. special provisions re commissions
contracting with 40(3-4)
Information
. required by council from
commission 47(2)
Inspection
. premises, of, powers re 50(1)
Judge of county court
. determination by, re amount
payable 30(4)
Lands
. intermediate, power re entry
on 4(2)
. lien on, re rates and charges .50(1)
. rent or purchase of, by
municipality re public
utilities 18(3)
. restoration by municipality . . .4(3)
Liability
. corporation, of, re damages to
other pipe lines 56(5)
. damage to property of public
utility, for 52-54
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of, re by-laws prohib-
iting sale of certain gas . . . 67(1)
. regulation of price by, re export
of gas 61
Limitation
. commencement of actions, re . . .32
. power of expropriation by
municipality re 2(2)
. power of municipality to levy
special rates, re 14(1), 16(1)
Local Improvement Act
. powers of municipality under .41(4)
Mains
. extension of, by-laws for 15
. tapping of, penalties for 13(i7)
Maintenance of works
. application of profits to ...35(2)(r)
. by-laws by municipality re . .27(1)
Management of works
. by-laws by municipality re . .27(1)
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Con. Sac.
Meters
. corporation may fix price for. .50(2)
. penalties re interference with .13(/)
Money borrowed
. charge works of public utility,
as 34
Municipal Act
. applicability of, to
commissioners 42(12)
. arbitration under, re acquisition
of company 63(1)
. arbitration under, re disputes 56(5)
. disposition of profits from public
utilities re 35(1)
. power of municipality under,
re taking stock, etc 64(1)
. powers of corporation under ....3
. powers of expropriation under . .20
. procedure under, re assent of
electors 37(4,8)
. sewerage systems, re 40(6)
Municipal commission
. establishment of 38(1)
. provisions re name of 38(1)
Municipal corporation
. acquisition of company public
utility by 63(1)
. acquisition of equipment by . .18(1)
. acquisition of patents by ...18(1)
. actions against re forfeiture of
franchise 67(8)
. application by, re contravention
of sale of certain gas 67(3)
. approval of, re placing of taps. .7(3)
. breakage or stoppage, no
liability re 10
. by-law of adjoining, re
extension of public utility 25
. consent of council re expansion
of service 41 (5) (6)
. consent of council re extension
of service 41 (5) (a)
. consent of council, re laying
of pipes 1 1 (3)
. contracts for supply not to
exceed 10 years 24
. control of service pipe by 7(1)
. discretion of, re fixing of
rates, etc 27(2)
. disposal of public utility
property by 37(1)
. . assent of electors for 37(4)
. . assent of Hydro-Electric
Power Commission for . .37(6)







duty of, re lands entered upon 4(3)
expenses re service pipes
payable to 6(3)
laying and repair of service
pipes by 6(1,2)
liability for penalty, re rates
to provincial institutions ....9(2)
liability of, re change of
frequency 29(2)
Municipal Franchises Act
. assent of electors required re
company public utility 59(1)
Municipal Light and Heat Act
. commissions established under . .39
Municipal treasurer
. payment of profits of public
utility to 35(1)
Municipal waterworks
. establishment of 2(1)
Municipal Waterworks Act
. commissions established under . .39
Municipality
. actions by, restraining sale of
certain gas 67(4)
. breaking up of streets, etc., by ..21
. carrying of lines, etc., over
intermediate property by . . .22(1)
. construction of plant and
machinery, etc., by 4(1)
. entry on intermediate lands . . .4(2)
. expropriation by 20
. expropriation of intermediate
lands by .4(4)
. laying of pipes, etc 5
. money provided for works, by 41(4)
. powers of, rest exclusively
in commission 41(1)
. powers of, subject to
Municipal Act 3
. procedure by, where commis-
sion operates utility 37(7)
. production of public utilities
by 18(1)
. provisions for by-laws by 12
. provisions for directorship, in
certain companies 64(2)
. public utilities owned by,
application of Act to 26
. regulations by, re use of and
rates for water 8
. rent or purchase of lands by
re public utility 18(3)
. right retained re acquisition of
company by agreement . . . .63(9)






. special rate levied on land,
by 14(1), 16(1)
. subscription for stock, etc.,
under Municipal Act 64(1)
. tenure of office re officers
and employees of 41(2)
. time limit for payment of
company public utility by . .63(3)




. . owners or occupants of
land, re 11(1)
. water supply shut oflF by 27{3)
. waterworks established by 2
. work on common passages by . .23
Officers of commission
. tenure of office re public
utility 41(3)
Officers of corporation
. position as constables ex officio . .31
Officers of municipality
. tenure of ollice re public
utility 41(2)
Ontario Municipal Board
. applications to, re contraven-
tion of sale of certain gas . .67(3)
. . orders re removal of
conduits, on 67(5)
. approval of, re application of
receipts of public utility 37(3)
. approval of, re disposal of
portion of public utility . .37(5,8)
. conditions re laying new pipe
lines 56(3)
. permission of, re laying of
new pipe lines 56(2)
Owners
. application by, for extension
of main 15
. consent required by municipality 21
. expenses re service pipes
payable by 6(2)
. laying of service pipes by 6(2)
Patent
. acquisition of, by municipality 18(1)
Payment
. default of, re public utility 27(3), 60
. method of recovery re 27(4)
Penalties
. contravention of by-laws re
water supply 12
. damage of property of






. hindrance of corporation, for 13(a)
. interference with hydrants,
etc., for 13(d)
. interference with meter, for . . 13(/)
. pollution of water supply, for I3{e)
. selling or giving away water,
for 13(f)
. tapping mains, etc., for 13(^)
. washing, bathing, etc., for ...13(h)
. waste of water, for 13(6)
Pipe lines
. consent of municipal council
re laying of 11(3)
. existing
. . new lines near, prohibited. .56(1)
. . special permission for
new lines near 56(2)
. laying of
. . conditions re 56(3)
. . prohibitions re 56(1)
. liability for damage to .56(5)
. limitation re claim for damages
to 56(6)
. order for removal of 67(5)
. power of municipality to
construct 5
Power Commission Act
. contract for power under,
re villages 38(2)
. decrease or interruption of
power under 19(1)
. payments by electrical utilities
under 36
. precedence of 66
Procedure
. changes of members of
commission, re 42(5-7)
Proceedings
. records of, re commission 48
Profits
. application of 35(2)
. disposition of 35(1)
Property
. disposal of, by municipality . .37(1)
. . application of proceeds on . .37(2)
. exemption from execution re . . . .33
. intermediate, power to carry
lines over 22
. power to carry works through 59(2)
. public utility, application of
proceeds of sale of 37(2)
Property of corporation
. exemption from distress re 51
. liability for damage to .52
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cow. Sec
Province
. cost of construction to
provincial institutions by . . . .9(1)
Provincial institutions
. rates and supply of water to . .9(1)
. . penalty for default 9(2)
Public buildings
. regulation re use and rates for
water by 8
Public Service Commission
. name prescribed 65
Public utilities
. applicability of
. . municipalities owning 26
. . proceeds re disposal of
property of 37(2)
. . receipts from 35(2)
. assent of electors re disposal
of 37(4,8)
. by-law of adjoining municipality
re extensions of service of ... .25
. commission operated 37(7)
. contract for supply of, by
municipality 24
. defined 1, 17
. disposal of portion of 37(5,8)
. disposal of property of 37(9)
. disposition of profits from ...35(1)
. money borrowed as charge on
works 34
. one commission re several ...40(1)
. powers of commission for ...41(1)
. powers of municipalities re ..18(1)
. rates for maintenance and
management of 28
. rent or purchase of lands by
municipality re 18(3)
. right of municipality to
provide money for 41 (4)





. agreements re 63(5)
. company's rights revive on
failure to pay in six months 63(6)
Quorum
. requirements re commission . .43(2)
Railways
. commission for 65
Railways Act
. power of expropriation under 59(3)
Rates
. by-laws by municipality re . . 27(1)






. discretion of municipality re
fixing of 27(2)
. extent of lien on land re 30(1)
. limitation on, re maintenance
and management 28
. special
. . municipality to levy on land 16(1)
. . water supply re 14, 16
Receipts
. application of, to other
debentures of municipality. -37(3)
. disposition of, from electrical
utilities 36
Records
. commission, of 48
Reduction of indebtedness
. application of profits to, re
public utilities 35(2)(6)
Removal of fittings
. corporations* powers re 50(3)
Removal of pipes and mains
. order for, by Ontario
Municipal Board 67(5)
. restoration of highways
following 67(6)
Rent
. by-laws by municipality, re
meters, etc 27(1)
Reserve fund
. application of profits to, re
public utilities 35(2) (</)
Reservoirs
. construction of 4(1), 5
Revenues
. separate books and accounts
for every public utility 46(1)
Salaries




. commissioners, of, fixed by
council . . . .44(1)
Secmity
. consumers, by 50(4)
Service pipes
. control of, by municipality . . . .7(1)
. laying and repair of 6(1)
. . expenses re 6(3)
. laying of, from street line on
private premises 6(2)




. establishment of commission
re 40(6)
Sinking fund
. conditions for levying rates
for 35(3, 4), 36
Statements
. annual
. . commission by 47(1)
. . contents of 47(1)
Stopcock
. prohibition against use of 7(2)
Sulphuretted hydrogen
. prohibition re sale of gas
containing 67(1)
. provisions re, applicable to all
companies 67(7)
Summary Convictions Act
. recovery of penalties under 53, 54, 57
Superintending
. limit re expense of 6(4)
Taps
. approval re placing of 7(3)
Tax
. special, re water rates 14(2)
Telephones
. commission for 65
Tenure of office
. commission members, re 42(9)
Time
. by-laws for acquisition of
companies, re 63(8)
. changes in members of
commission, re 42(11)
. claim for damages to pipe
lines, re 56(6)
. company's rights revive if pur-
chase price not paid within 63(6)
. payment by municipality for
company, re 63(3)
Vacancies
. commission, in 43(1)
Valuation
. determination of, re purchase
of company public utility 63(1,2)
. determination of, without
assent of electors 63(4)
Villages
. appointment of a commission
for 38(2)
Water
. selling or giving away,
penalties for 13(c)




. extension of, by-laws for 15
Water rates
. expenses collected as 6(3)
. repair costs collected as 7(1)
Water supply
. by-laws of municipality re 12
. interference with other
municipalities 2(2)
. pollution of, penalties for . . . .I3{e)
. power of municipality re 2
. powers of municipality beyond
territorial limits
. . manufacturers and railways,
re 11(2)
. . owners or occupants of land,
re 11(1)
. rates of, to provincial
institutions 9(1)
. regulation by municipality re
use and rates 8
. washing in, penalties for 13(/»)
Waterworks
. establishment of 2(1)
. financing of, by municipality . .2(4)
. power of municipality to
acquire 2(3)
Works
. construction of by municipality 4(1)





Act, Vol. 4, p. 155.
See also Companies Act; Public
Utilities Act
Act
. application of 2(2)
Agreements
. approval of, by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 3(1)
. approval of class of 3(2)
. void on company forfeiting
rights 2(1)
By-laws
. approval of, by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 3(1)
. approval of class of 3(2)
. void on company forfeiting
rights 2(1)
Bonus
. forfeiture of 2(1)
Bonus debentures




. agreements of, approval of 3(2)
Companies
. forfeiture of rights of 2(1)
Creditors
. Act not to affect 2(2)
Debentures
. bonus, Act not to affect 2(2)
Definition
. public utility 1
Forfeiture
. rights of, by company of 2(1)
. . bonus debentures not affected
by 2(2)
Franchises
. company, of forfeiture of 2(1)
Letters patent
. cancellation of 2(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of agreements by . . . .3(1)
. approval of class of agreements
by 3(2)
. declaration of forfeiture by . . .2(1)
Municipal corporations
. agreements with companies by,
approval oi 3(1)
Privileges




. forfeiture of 2(1)
PUBLIC VEHICLES
Public Vehicles Act,
Vol. 4, p. 157.
See also Highway Traffic Act;
Liquor Control Act; Niagara
Parks Act; Ontario North-
land Transportation Commis-
sion Act; Public Commercial
Vehicles Act; Railways Act
Act
. administration of, regulations
re 24(»)
. breach of
. . cancellation of licences on .... 10
. . penalties for 22(1)
. prosecutions under 23
Advertising
. unlicensed persons, by 2(3)
Aisles




. licence, of 3(4)
Applications
. powers of Board re 3(5)
. renewal of licences, for 3(2)
. transfer of licences, for 3(3)
Baggage
. carrying of 17
Board
. approval of, re issue of
licence 3(1)
. defined 1 (o)
. powers of 3(5)
. references re licences to 3(4)
Bond
. cancellation or expiry of 21
. filing of, regulations re 24(f)
. regulations re 24(d-f)
. requirements re 19
By-laws
. cities, of, re fees 8
. municipal, effect on licence
holder 7
Cancellation
. licences, of 10
Carriers
. operating licence required of . .2(1)
Certificate
. Board, by, re approval of issue
of licence 3(1)
. Board, of, re application 3(5)
. insurance, of 20
Chartered trips
. regulations re 24(/)
Cities
. payment of fee to 8
Compensation
. defined 1(b)
. transportation, for, unlicensed
persons re 2(3)
Consolidated Revenue Fimd
. penalties to form part of 22(2)
Council
. municipality of, desig^nation of






. highway 1 (d)
. Minister \{e)
. operating licence 1(/)






. taxicab 1 (f)
toll !(/)
. vehicle licence \(k)
Delegation
. powers and duties of Minister,
of, regulations re 24(m)
Department of Highwajrs
. consent of officer of, to
prosecutions 23
Disablement
public vehicles of 16
Drivers—See Operators
Enforcement
. Act, of 23
Examination
. public vehicles, of, regulations
re 24(A)
Exits
. public vehicles, of 18
Fares
. municipal, applicability of ..7(1,2)
Fees
. operating over route partly
within a city 8
. regulations re 24{b)
Freight




. breach of, licence suspended
on 10
. definitions under l(J)(i)
Insurance
. cancellation of 20(3)
. certificate of 20( I)
. . effect of 20(2)
. expiry of, notice of 20(3)
. licensed operators to carry 19
. regulations re 24(rf-/)
Intoxication
. passenger, of 14
Labour
. hours of, regulations re 24(i)
Licence plates





. cancellation, suspension of 10
. conditions in 4
. municipal, applicability of ..7(1,2)




. regulations by 24
Luggage
. carrying of 17
Minister
. application referred to Board
by 3(2)
. approval of by-law by 8
. approval of tolls by 9(1)
. approval of transfer of licence
by 11
. authorization of trailers by 16
. cancellation and suspension of
licences by 10
. certificate furnished to 3(1)
. certificate of insurance filed
with 20(1)
. defined 1 (^)
. delegation of powers and duties
of, regulations re 24(w)
. designation of olTicer by, re
prosecutions 23
. licence plate issued by 6(2)
. licences issued by 4
. notice of cancellation of bond
to : 21
. notice of cancellation of
insurance to 20(3)
. recommendation by, re alteration
of licence 3(4)
. revision of tariff of tolls by . .9(2)
. transfer of licence referred to
Board by 3(3)
Municipalities
. councils of, designation of
routes by 7(3)
Notices
. cancellation of bond, of 21









Ontario Provincial Police Force








issued by Afinister 4
. approval by Board re 3(1)
renewal of 3(2)
. required by carriers 2(1)
special rights conferred by 5
transfer of 3(3), 11 '
PUBLIC VEHICLES—Co«. Sec.
Operators
. hours of labour of, regulations
re 24(0
. prohibited from drinking 12
. prohibited from smoking 13
. qualifications of, regulations
re 24(/)
. refusal by, to carry passengers . . 14




. number of, fixed by vehicle
licence 6(1)





. conviction of offences, on ....22(1)
. disposition of 22(2)
Prosecutions




. condition of, regulations re . .24(k)
. defined l(^)
Publication
. tolls, of, regulations re 24(g)
References
. Board to, powers on 3(5)
Regulations
. breach of 10,22(1)
. defined 1(h)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 24
Renewals
. licences, of 3(2)
Restrictions
. seating, as to IS
Revision
. tariff of tolls, of 9(2)
School buses
. regulations re 24(1)
Seating
. restrictions re 15(2, 3)
Soliciting
. transportation of passengers,
of 2(3)
Special trips
. regulations re 24(0
Streets
. designation of, as routes 7(3)
Suspension










. regulations re 24(g)
. tariff of, filed with Minister ..9(1)




. licence, of 3(3), 11
Transportation
. right of passenger to 14
Treasurer of Ontario
. penalties payable to 22(2)
Unlicensed persons







. issued by Minister 4
. number of passengers fixed
by 6(1)
. required by operators 2^2)
Vehicles
—
See also Public vehicles
. fully occupied 14
. left-hand drive 15(3)
. licence plate affixed to 6(2)
. licensing of 2(2)
PUBLIC WELFARE
See Charitable Institutions Act;
'Children's Protection Act; De-
partment of Public Welfare
Act; Mothers' Allowances Act;
Old Age Pensions Act; Sol-





Vol. 4, p. 163.
See also Bridges Act; Conserva-
tion Authorities Act; Forestry
Act; Highway Improvement
Act; Lakes and Rivers Im-
provement Act; Liquor Con-
trol Act; Municipal Act;
'Niagara Parks Act; On-
tario Municipal Board Act;
Ontario Northland Transpor-
PUBLIC WORKS—Con. Sec
tation Commission Act; Power 5
Commission Act; Power Con-
trol Act; Public Lands Act;
Public and Other Works.
Wages Act; Public Service
Act; Public Service Works on
Highways Act; Public Works





. Crown, by 33(1)
, . complete ....",, 33(3)
. . partial 33(2)
. undertaking of Crown re 37
Accountant of Supreme Court
. compensation paid to 35(1-)
Accounts





. public works, to 37
Administrators
. compensation of 35(4)
. contracts of 19(1)
Advertisement
. tenders invited by 5(3)
Agfreements
. compensation, re 26
Alterations
. expenditure for 46
. public works, in 37
Annual reports
. Minister, of 5(7, 8)
Appeal
. compensation, re 31(1)
Application
. judge, to, re determination of
compensation 27
Appointment
. commission, of 48
. judge, before 28
. Ontario Municipal Board, before 28
. representative, of 35(4)
Appropriations
. payments out of 6
Arbitration
. notice of 26
Arbitration Act
. application to proceedings 29
Assembly
. report laid before 5(7, 8)
Attestation—^5"^^ Oath
Attorney-General




. appeal from order of 31
. compensation determined by . . .28
. contract claims referred to. .39(2,3)
. defined 1(a)
. interest, powers re 38(2)
. proceedings before 30






. establishment of 16
Breach of contract See Contracts
Chairman of Board
. appointments given by 28
Charge




. arising under contracts 39
Commission
. appointed by Legislature 48
Committee
. compensation of 35
. contracts of 19(1)
Compensation—5*^^ also
Expropriation
. agreement re 19, 26
. appeal re 31(1)
. appointment with judge, re 27
. conversion of claims to 32
- deposit of plans, re 17(4)
. determined by Board 28
. drainage, re 45
. failure to file claim for 24
. guardians and executors, of.. 19(1)
. interest on 38(1)
. notice to owners re
. . generally 22, 23
. . money paid into Court,
when 35(2)
. payment of
. . amount not in excess of $100 . 34
, . Court, into 35(1)
. . Treasurer of Ontario, by . . . .40
. person examined by Minister,
of 5(6)
. right to 21
. undertaking of Crown, re 37
Consent of owner
. entering and using land, re 12
. expropriation by Minister, re ... 13
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payments out of 40
Contracts
. action for breach of 10





. enforcement of 9
. guardians and executors, of .... 19
. powers of Minister re 5(2)
. reclaiming land, re 44
Conveyance
. defined 1(6)
. expropriated land, of 25
Costs
. payment of 40
Court of Appeal
. appeal to 31
Crown
—
See also Crown land
. abandonment by 33(1)
. contracts of 5(2), 9
. conversion of claims 32
. land vested in 17(1,2)




. deposit of plans re 18
Damages
. action for 10
. compensation for 19(1)
. right to compensation for 21
Definitions
. Board l(o)
. conveyance 1 (6)
. Department 1 (f)
. judge \{d)
. land He)
. lease 1 (/)
. Minister 1 (p)
. owner \{h)
. public work 1(0




. interest withheld 38(2)
Demand for particulars
. default re 38(2)
. Minister, by 36
Department
. claims filed with 39(2)
. defined Kf)
. engineers under direction of ...42
. management of 5(1)
. property under control of 7
. seal of 5(2)
. slides under control of 45(2)
Deposit of plans
. registry office, in 17(1)
. . Crown land, of 18




. appointment of 3
. plans signed by 17(5)
Description
. deposit of 17
. . Crown lands, of 18
. formalities re 16(4) (b)
Distribution






. production of 5(6), 11
Drainage
. construction of ditches and
drains 14
. contracts re 44
. obstructions impeding 45(1)
. surveys re 42
. . results of 43
Easements
—
See Right of way
Emergencies
. repairs in 46
. tenders in 5(3)
Encumbrances
. particulars of 36
Engineers
. access to slides by 45(2)
. employed by Minister 16(1)
. plans signed by 17(5)
. reports of 45( 1
)
. surveyors, as 16(3)
. surveys re drainage by . .42
Evidence
. deposit of plans as 17(5)
Executors
. compensation of 35
. contracts of 19(1)
Expenditures
. application of Ontario Drainage
Act to 47






. Crown lands, of 18
. generally 17
warrants for possession 20
whole parcel, of, when part
only required 25
Fee tail
. tenants in 19(1), 35(4)
Fences






. land under control of 18
Grants
. land or easements, of 37
Guardians
. appointment of 19(2)
. compensation of 35(3)
. contracts of 19(1)
High Court
. notice directed by judge of ..35(2)
Hydraulic powers
. vested in Crown 7(c), 41
Interest
. compensation, on 35(1, 3), 38
Investment
. compensation, of 35(2, 3, 4)
Judge
. appeal from order of 31(1)
. appointments given by 27
. defined Hd)
. interest
, . orders re 35(3)
. . powers re 38(2)
. notice directed by 35i.2)
. proceedings before 29
. representatives appointed
by 19(2), 35(4)
. undertaking of Crown, powers
re 37
. warrants issued by 20(1)
Land
—




. defined 1 («)
Lease
. Crown property, of 41(1)
. defined 1(f)
. property no longer required for
public work, of 8
Legislature
. commissions api>ointed by 48
. expenditures sanctioned by 46
Lieutenant-Governor
. annual report to 5(7, 8)
. . results of surveys in 43
Lieutenant-Governor in Coundl
. appointments by 3,
4
. disposal of property, powers
re 8,41
. tenders, powers re 5(4)
Life tenants
. compensation of 35(4)




. right of way for 15(1,2)
. walls and ditches, of 14
Materials
. movement of, right of way
for 15(1)
Minister
. annual reports of 5(7, 8)
, . results of surveys in 43
.appeal by 31(1)
. applications by 21
. attestation of accounts,
powers re 5(5)
, claims referred to Board by. .39(2)
. compensation, duty re 21
. contracts, powers re 5(2), 44
. defined 1(<7)
. documents, production to 11
. duties assigned by 3,
4
. employing surveyors, powers re .42
. enforcement of contracts by 9
. entering and using land 12
. expenditures by 46
. inquiries, powers re 5(6)
. notice of claim given to 39(1)
. obstructions impeding drainage,
powers re 45(1)
. particulars demanded by 36
. personal liability of 6
. powers of
. . generally 5(1)
. . land, re 13
. security taken from contractors
by 5(4)
. surveys, powers re 16(5)
. tenders invited by 5(3)
Monuments
. surveyors, planted by .,..16(4) (a)
Notice
, appointment of guardian, of . .19(1)
. arbitration, of 26
. compensation paid into Court,
when 35(2)
. contract claims, of 39(1)
. failure to file claim 24
. monuments, re 16(4) (a)
. owners, to 22, 23
. reference to Boards re 28
. summons of Minister, re 5(6)
. warrant for possession, re . . . .20(1)
Oath
. attestation of accounts on ....5(5)
. examination by Minister on ..5(6)
Obstructions




. application to expenditures 47
Ontario land surveyor
. employed by Minister 16(1)
. signing by 17(5)
Ontario Mimicipal Board Act
. application re appeals 31(5)
. application to proceedings 30
Orders for distribution




. contract claims, of 39(1,2)
. demand for 36
. failure to furnish 38(2)
Payments
. Minister, by 6
. Treasurer of Ontario, by 40
Penalties
. default of attendance, for 5(6)
Pipes
. diverting of 12(/)
. right of way for 15(1)
Plans
. deposit of
. . Crown land, of 18
. . generally 17
. production of 5(6), 11
. surveyors, furnished by 16(1)
Poles
. altering position of 12(/)
Practice
. appeal, re 31 (3)
Procedure
. appeal, on 31(3)
Proceedings
. Arbitration Act to apply to 29
. Attorney-General, in name of .10
. compensation, re 19(1)
. Minister, against 6
. Ontario Municipal Board Act
to apply to 30
Production
. documents, of 11
Property
. contracts re 9
. conversion of claims re .32
. Department, under control of ....7
. disposal of 8
. Minister's power to acquire 15
. vested in Crown 41
Provisional judicial district




. additions to 37
. defined 1 (i)





. contracts re 44
. obstructions impeding
drainge 45(1)
. surveys re 42
. . results of 43
Records
. production of 5(6), 11
Repstry office
. declaration of abandonment ..33(1)
. defined 1 (/)
. plans deposited in
. . Crown lands 18
. . generally 17
Repairs
. expenditures for 46
. right of way for 15
. slides, of 45(2)
Replacement
. walls and fences, of 14
Reports
. annual 5(7.8)
. engineers, of 45( 1
)




. expropriation of 25




. Crown property, of 41
. expropriated land, of 25
. property no longer required for
public work, of 8
Seal
. required on contracts 5(2)
Security
. contractors, from 5(4)
. costs, for 31(2)
Servants
. accounts sent by 5(5)
. appointment of 4
. suspension of 5(1)
Service
. appointments, of 27, 28
Sheriff
. warrants to 20(1)
PUBLIC WORKS—Con. Sec
Signing
. contract, of 5(4)
. Minister, by 5(2)
. plans and descriptions, of ...17(5)
. surveyors, by 16(4) (6)
Slides
. drainage impeded, where ... .45(1)
Summons









. Minister's powers re 16(1)
. results of. in annual reports ....43
. swamps and floods, re 42
Suspension





tenants in 19(1), 35(4)
Temporary roads
. powers of Minister re 12(rf, e)
Tenants for life
. compensation of 35(4)
. contracts of 19(1)
Tenants in tail
. compensation of 35(4)
. contracts of 19(1)
Tenders
. duties of Minister re 5(4)
. invited by Minister 5(3)
Tort
. action for 10
Treasurer of Ontario
. paymen t by 40
Undertaking
. Crown, of 27




. altering course of 12(e)
. drainage, used in 45




Act, Vol. 4, p. 179.
See also Public Works Act
Administration





. powers of guard or peace officer
re 3{2)
Attorney-General
. appointment of guards by..5(l)(a)
. directions to guards by 6
Boundaries
. regulations re defining of . . . .8(6)
Boundaries of public works
. evidence re 4
Commissioner of Police for Ontario
. appointment of guards by. .5(1)(&)
. directions to guards by 6
Definitions
. guard 1(a)
. highway 1 (b)
. public work 1(c)
Evidence
. boundaries of public works, re . . .4
Guards
. appointment of 5(1)
. breach of duty by 7
. defined l(o)
. penalty for refusal to obey ...3(1)
. powers of 2, 5(2)
. powers of arrest, of 3(2)




. definition of highway, re 1(6)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. authority to make regulations ... .8
Offences
. guards, by 7
. refusal to obey guard 3(1)
Peace officers
. guards to have powers of . . . .5(2)
. powers of 2
powers of arrest, of 3(2)
Penalties
. oflFences by guards, for 7
. refusal to obey guard, for 3(1)
T^owcrs
. guards, of 2, 3(2), 5(2)
. peace officers, of 2, 3(2)
Public works
. evidence re boundaries of 4
. defined 1(c)
Regulations
. scope of 8
Supervision of guards
. regulations re 8(a)
PUBLICATION Sec
See Official Notices Publication
Act
PUBLICITY
See County Publicity Act; De-





Vol. 4, p. 183.
See also Crown Timber Act;
Cullers Act; Forest Resources
Regulation Act; Nursery Stock
Act; Settlers' Pulpwood Pro-
tection Act; Spruce Pulpwood
Exportation Act
Act
. penalties for contravention of . . . 10
. provisions for costs of carrying
out 7
Annual return
. filing of, with Department 8
Companies
. annual returns filed by 8
. defined 1(a)
. liability for penalties 10
. provisions re care and planting
of nursery stock by 6
Control of cutting
. Minister's authority re 4
Definitions
. company 1 (a)
. Department 1(6)
. Minister 1 (c)
. pulpwood 1(d)
Department
. annual returns filed with 8
. conferences with officers of
companies 3(1)
. defined 1(6)
. returns filed with 2, 8
Effective date
. plans for sustained yield, of. . .3(3)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. establishment of nurseries by ...5
. order by, re care and planting
of nursery stock 6
. provisions by, for costs of
carrying out Act 7
. regulations made by 9
Minister
. authority of, re control of
cutting 4








. recommendation of, re nurseries..
5
. recommendation of, re
regrulations 9
. recovery of penalties by 10
. returns requ.red by 2
Nurseries
. establishment of 5
Nxirsery stock
. care and planting of, by
companies 6
Ontario
. division of, re plan for sustained
yield 3(2)
Order in Council
. provision for costs by 7
. supplies from nurseries, re 5
. validation of plan for sustained
yield by 3(5)
Particulars
. required in returns 2
Penalties
. contravention of Act or
regulations 10
Plan for sustained yield
. division ot Ontario re 3(2)
. eflfective date re 3(3)
. provision for revision of 3(4)




. plan for sustained yield of 3
Regulations
. authority to make 9
. penalties for contravention of ..10
Returns
. annual 8
. particulars required in 2
Revision
. provision for, re plan for
sustained yield 3(4)
Sustained yield




See Bulk Sales Act; Sale of
Goods Act; Statute of Frauds;




See Niagara Parks Act
QUEENSTON HEIGHTS
PARK
See Niagara Parks Act
QUIETING TITLES
Quieting Titles Act,
VoL 4, p. 187.
See also Land Titles Act; Reg-
istry Act; Succession Duty
Act; Vendors and Purchasers
Act
Adverse claimant
. notice to, by discretion of judge. . 13
. statement of claim by 16
Adverse claims
. affidavit of applicant, in 6(1)
Affidavit
. content of 6(1-3)
. dispensing with 6(3)
. investigation of legitimacy, etc.,
by petitioner, re 31(1)
. support of application, re 5(f)
Agreement for lease
. presumption re, in claim of
title 21(1)(<0
Appeals
. Court of Appeal, to 34
Applicant
. affidavit by 6
Application
. investigation of title for
. . form of 4
. . requirements re support of ... .5
. notice of 11(1)
. withdrawal by petitioner 20
Attorney-General for Canada
. application of, for investigation
of Crown's title 3
Attorney-General for Ontario
. application of, for investigation
of Crown's title 3
Certificate
. declaration of right to title,
re 31(3)
. deferring of, by judge 17
. effect of, where fraud 32
. granting of 23
. procedure to obtain 31(2)







. separate register kept of 35
. title declared free from
exceptions in 22{2)
Certificate of counsel
. content of 7
. re support of application 5(/)
Certificate of title
. certified copy of, as evidence ...27
. conclusiveness 26
. form of 24
. granting of, without further
notice 12
. proof of payment of taxes as
condition for 9
Change of interest
. proceedings not suspended by . .39
Charges
. presumption re municipal, in
claim of title 21(1)(&)
Claim
. filing and form of, re adverse
claimant 16(1)
. verification of statement of ..16(2)
Committee of estate of mental
defective
. proceedings by 36
Conveyance
. direction for execution, deferred. 17
. sale by Supreme Court, on 28
Costs
. order for payment of 19
. order for security for .18
Counsel
. powers of, re reference of
petition by judge 21
Court of Appeal
. appeal to 34
. reference to, by judge 17
Crown
. application for investigation of
title 3
conclusiveness of title as against. 26
Crown grant
. presumption re reservations
contained in 22(1) (a)
Curtesy
. presumption re, in claim of
title 22(1)(/)
Death
. proceedings not suspended by . . .39
Decision
. publkration of notice of 11(1)
QUIETING TITLES—Con. Sec
Dower or curtesy
. presumption re, in claim of
title 22(1)(/)
Estate other than fee simple
, judicial investigation re 2
Evidence
. certificate for declaration of
right to title as 31(3)
. certificate of registration in
Supreme Court, re 25
. certificate of title as 26
. certified copy of certificate
of title as 27
. judge requiring additional 10
. producers of, re Vendors and
Purchasers Act 8(2)
. requirements on which judge
may proceed 8(1)
Facts
. statement of, required for
support of application 5(d)
Fee simple
. owner in, entitled to judicial
investigation of title 1
Forms
. application for investigation of
title, re 4
. conveyance by Supreme Court
for 28
Fraud
. certificate obtained by 32
General rules
. authority of Rules Committee
to make 46(1)
Guardian ad litem
. appointment by judge 14(1)
. appointment of Official Guardian
as 14(3)
. petitioner's liability for costs
of 14(7)
Guardian of infant
. proceedings by 36
Heirs and persons not in esse
. appointment of guardian ad litem
for 14(1)
Indefeasible title
. conveyance where specific
performance ordered 29
Inspector of Titles
certificate of title signed by ... .24
duties of 41(1)
officer of Supreme Court as . .41(2)
powers of 43





. requirements, re support of
application S(h)
Interest




. discretionary, re estate other
than fee simple 2
. owner in fee simple entitled
to 1
re-investigation, petition for.. 33(1)
Judge
afTidavit of applicant dispensed
with by 6(3)
appointment of guardian ad litem
by 14(1)
direction re form of proofs. . . .8(3)
direction, re notice to adverse
claimant 13
direction re production of
evidence 8(2)
granting of certificates by .... 12, 23
order by
. change of interest, etc., re ... .39
. further publication or service
of notice, for 15
. payment of costs, for 19
. posting of notice, for 11 (2)
. publication of notice, for ...11(1)
. security for costs, for 18
power re petition for re-investiga-
tion of title 33(4)
power to defer granting of
certificate, etc 17
Referee of Titles and local
referees to have powers of . . . .44
reference to Court of Appeal by. .17
reference to referee or counsel
by 21
. requirements of further evidence
by 10
Judicattire Act
. applicability of 45
Lease
. presumption re 22(l)(d)
Lien
. presumption re 22(1) (c)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. approval of, re rules 46
Local masters
. local referees of titles, as 42
QUIETING TITLES—Con. Sec.
Local referees of titles
. Inspector of Titles to
supervise 41(1)
. local masters as 42
Mental defective
. persons acting on behalf of ... .36
Married woman
. deemed femme sole .37
Master of Supreme Coiut
. Inspector of Titles to have
powers of 43
Municipal charges
. presumption re, in claim of
title 22(1)(&)
Notice
. order for posting 11(2)
. order for publication of 11(1)
. order re further service of IS
Official Guardian
. appointment as guardian
ad litem 14(3)
Ontario Gazette




. required, re support of
application 5(^)
Owner in fee simple
. entitled to judicial investigation
of title 1
Particulars
. required, re support of
application 5(<7)
Petition
judicial investigation of legitimacy,
etc., re 31(1)
judicial investigation of matters
affecting title, for 31(1)
objections to 38
proceedings not void for inform-
ality in 40
reference by judge to referee
or counsel 21
re-investigation of title, for ..33(1)
. effect on transactions previous
to 2Z(,2)
. powers of judge to make order
on 33(4)
Petitioner
. costs payable by, re g:uardian
ad litem 14(2)
. objection to petition by 38
. withdrawal of application by ... .20
Possession of land






. claim of title under Act, re
Procedure
. judicial investigation of 31(2)
. rules re, by Rules Committee. 46(2)
Proceedings
. abatement or suspension of 39
. Judicature Act applicable to 45
. validity of, where informality . . .40
Proof
. form of 8(3)
. required re support of
application S(e)
Publication
. notice re application or
decision 11
, order by judge re further 15
Purchaser for value without notice
. protection of 32
Rates
. presumption re municipal. .22(1) (t)
Referee of Titles
. certificate of title signed by 24
. powers of 44
. . reference of petition by judge,
re 21
Register
. certificates and conveyances, re. .35
Registrar of Supreme Court
. certificate of title certified by ...27
, certificate of title signed by 24
Registrar's certificate
. required, re support of
application 5(c)
Registration
. certificate of title in Supreme
Court, re 25
Re-investigation
. petition for certificate re 33(1)
Right of way
. presumption re, in claim of
title 22(1)(^)
Rules Committee
. authority of 46
Sale
. conveyance by Supreme Court . .28
18
Security for costs
. order for, by judge
Service of notice
. order by judge re further 15
Specific performance




. filing and form of, re adverse
claimant 16(1)
. verification of, by adverse
claimant 16(1)
Statement of facts
. required, re support of
application 5(d)
Succession duty
. certificate of Treasurer of Ontario
re 9
. presumption re, in claim of
title 22(l)ig)
Supreme Court
. application for investigation of
title to 4
. certificate of registration in 25
. conveyance by, in case of sale . .28
. judge acting upon evidence
received by 8(1)
. officer of, as Inspector of
Titles 41(2)
. sale and conveyance by 28
. separate register of certificates,
etc., kept in 35
Taxes
. proof of payment of 9
Tide
. free from exceptions 22(2)
. judicial investigation re matters
affecting 30
. petition for re-investigation
of 33(3)
. presumption re, in claim
of 22(l)(c)
Title deeds
. required to support application. 5 (a)
Transmission
. proceedings not suspended by. . .39
Treasurer of Ontario
. certificate of, re succession duty. .9
Trustee for sale of fee simple
. entitled to judicial investigation. . 1
Vendors and Purchasers Act
. production of evidence re 8(2)
RABIES
See Public Health Act
RACE
See Racial Discrimination Act
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RACE TRACKS Sec
Race Tracks Tax Act,




race track, to by
Treasury Department 4(3)
Account
. books, of 4(2)
Act
. violation of, penalty for 4(4)
Action
. recovery of taxes, for 7(1)
Affidavits
. returns verified by 4(1)
. taking of 9
Agent
. Treasurer, of, to collect tax .3(2)
Agreement
. lease, to, re payment of tax 5
Association
. race track, books of 4(2)
Bets
. tax an, collection of 3(1)
Books
. race track, of 4(2)
Club
. race track, books of 4(2)
Collection
tax, of 3(1)
. regulations re 8(f)
Collectors
. tax. of, regulations re
remuneration of 8(d)
Company
. race track, books of 4(2)
Declarations
. taking of 9
Default
. penalty on 4(4, 5)
. . lessee, by 5
Definitions
. person 1 (a)
. race meeting 1(b)
. regulations l(r)





. regulations re powers of 8(a)
RACE TRACKS—Con. Sec
Director
. company, of, liable to penalty 4(4)
Form
. returns, of, regulations re 8(&)
Information
. obtaining of 5
. . returns, in, regulations re . .8(6)
. unauthorized persons, to,
not allowed 10(1)
Inspection
. books, of 4(2)
Jury
. action tried without 7(1)
Lessees
. payment of tax by 5
Letter
. information demanded by . . . .6(a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. persons authorized to take
affidavits by 9
. regulations made by 8
. tax prescribed by 3(1)
Manager
. company, of, liable to penalty 4(4)
Office
. race track owner, of 4(2)
Ontario Provincial Police Force
. racing stopped by 4(5), 5
Pari-mutuel plant
. access to, by Treasury
Department 4(3)
Penalties
. payable to Treasurer 7(2)
. recovery of 7(1,2)




. powers of inquiry as under . .6(6)
Race meetings
. access to track during 4(3)
. defined 1(6)
. returns at close of 4(1)
. . default re 4(5)
. stopped 4(5), 5
. tax on 2
Race tracks
. access to, by Treasury
Department 4(3)
. office of 4(2)
Recovery





. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 8
Remuneration
. tax collectors, of,
regulations re 8(rf)
Returns
. close of meeting, at 4(1)
. regulations re form of 8(6)
Secretary
. company, of, liable to penalty 4(4)
Statement
. returns, of 4(1)
. . default re 4(5)
Statutes
. violation of, penalty for . .4(5), 5
Successor
. Treasurer, of, action
continued by 7(1)
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recovered under ....7(2)
Tax
. bets, on, collection of 3(1)
. collection of, regulations re . .8(c)
. payment by lessees of 5
. race meetings, on 2
. recovery of 7(1)
. refusal to pay 4(4)
Treasurer
. action brought in name of ...7(1)
. agent of, operator of race
meeting as 3(2)
. defined l((f)
. information demanded by ....6(fl)
. inspection of books by 4(2)
. payment of tax to, by lessee 5
. racing stopped by
direction of 4(5), 5
. returns to, re moneys
at race meeting 4(l)(fl)
. . default re 4(5)
Treasury Department
. access to race track by 4(3)
. officers of, to obtain
information 6(6)
. regulations re powers of
officers of 8(a)
Vouchers
. relating to race tracks 4(2)
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
Racial Discrimination Act,
Vol. 4, p. 203.
Act
. enemy aliens not protected by ... .2





. recovery of penalties by 4(1)
Attorney-General
. consent to application by ...4(1)
Classes of persons
. discrimination against 1
Consent
. recovery of penalties to 4(1)
Creed




. Act not applicable to 2
Enforcement
. order of 4(3)
Judge
. order of 4(2)
. Supreme Court, of,
application to 4(1)
Lands
. discriminatory signs on 1(6)
. . penalty for 3
Newspapers
. discriminatory publications in 1(6)
. . penalty for 3
Offences
. violation of Act, penalties for ...3
Orders
. enforcement of 4(3)
. judge, of 4(2)
Originating notices
. action by way of 4(1)
Payment
. penalties, order for 4(2)
. recovery of 4(1)
. violation of Act 3
Practice
. Supreme Court, of, to apply 4(1)
Premises
. discriminatory signs on 1(6)
. . penalty for 3
Publishing
. discriminatory signs,
of, prohibited 1(a) (6)
. . penalty for 3
Race
. discrimination re 1
Radio
. discrimination through 1(6)
. . penalty for 3
Rules





. practice, of 4(1)
Supreme Court
. action in 4(1)
. order enforced as other
orders of 4(3)
Violation
. continuation of, prohibited
by order 4(2)
RACING
See Entry of Horses at Exhibi-
tions Act; Racing Commission
Act; Ticket Speculation Act
RACING COMMISSION
Racing Commission Act,
Vol. 4, p. 205.
Accounts
. audit of 12
. inspection of 14(^)
Auditor
. appointment of 12
By-laws
. Commission, by, re conduct
of business 1 1 (^)
Casting vote
. chairman, by ^i-)
Chairman
. absence of 5(2)
. casting vote by 6(2)
. civil servant, as 9
. duties of, regulations re ...14(a)











. Commission, of 2
Expenses
. payment of 10
Fines
. powers re •. 11 (</)
. regulations re 14(7)
Hearings
. powers re 11(f)
Horse racing
. regulations re 3, ll(o,&,/), 14




. regulations re 14(&, c)
Licences
. accounts, regulations re 14(/r)
. fees, regulations re 14(rf)
. liable for, regulations re ...14(6, c)
. revocation, regulations re .... 14(e)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment by, for vacancies ...7
. chairman appointed by 5
. clerks and officers appointed by . .8
. members of Commission
appointed by 2
. regulations by ll(/)i 14




. Commission, of 3
Penalties
. Commission, of 11, 14
. power re 11 id)
. regulations 14(/)
Public Service Act
. officers as civil servants under . . .9
Quorum
. meeting of Commission, at 6
Race tracks
. accounts of, inspection of . . . .14(^)
. employees of, approval of ...14(0
. licence required for 14(6)
. regulations re 11 (6,/), 14
Registration of colours





. determination of 8
. payment of 10
Staff
. appointment of 8, 14(h)
. civil servants, as 9
. salary of 8, 10
Term of office
. Commission members, of 4
Vacancies
. appointment for 7
Vice-chairman
. acting chairman, as 5(2)
. naming of 5(1)
. salary of 8,10
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RACKS Sec.
See Water Powers Regulation
Act
RAILWAY FIRE CHARGE
Railway Fire Charge Act,
Vol. 4, p. 209.
See also Forest Fires Prevention
Act
Actions
. recovery of charge, for 5
. set aside forfeiture,
to, prohibited 13
Appeals
. exemption, from, re charge 4
Applications
. owner, tenant, by, re
protection charges 4
Arrears
. cancellation of forfeiture
on payment of 14
. charge, of, interest on 9
. defect in proceedings to collect 13
Certificates
. cancellation of forfeiture, of ...14
. forfeiture, of 12
. . effect of 13
Charge
annual, for protection 2(1)
apportionment of, by Minister 3(2)
general notice of 7,8
interest on arrears of 9
liability of tenant re
payment of 3(1)
. recovery of 5
Collector
amount due in rolls of 7
defined 1(a)
duties of, regulations re 15(o)
notice of forfeiture by 10
roll of lands prepared by 6
Crown
. charge as debt due to 5
. forfeiture of land to 10
. . notice of 11
tenants of lands of,
annual charge re 2(2)
Debts
. charge as, to Crown 5
Defects
. proceedings, in, effect of 13
Definitions
. collector 1 (a)
. Minister l(ft)





. payment of charge, from 4
Forfeiture
. cancellation of, on payment
of arrears 14
, certificate of ; 12
. . effect of 13
. land, of, for non-payment 10
Forms
. notice of amount due, of 7
. notice of forfeiture, of 10
. regulations re ... 15(6)
Interest
. arrears, on 9
Lands—See also Railway lands
. agricultural, exempt from charge 4
. forfeiture of, for non-payment 10
. . notice of 11
. roll of, collector's 6
Liability
. tenant, of, re payment
of charge 3(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. charge for protection fixed by 2(1)
. collector designated by 1(a)
. regulations by IS
Minister
. action in name of 5
. annual charge paid to 2(1)
. apportionment of charge by . .2{.2)
. certificate of cancellation by ....14
. certificate of forfeiture by 12
. . efTect of 13
. defined 1(6)
. exemption of agricultural
lands by 4
. returns to, regulations re ...lS(c)
Notice
. charge, of 7
. forfeiture, of 10, 11
Ontario Gazette
. notice of charge in 8
. notice of forfeiture in 10
Owners
. exemptions from charge 4
. liability of, re payment of
charge 3(1)
. payment of annual charge by 2(1)
. rights of, on cancellation
of forfeiture 14
Payment
. liability of tenant re 3(1)






. regulations re 15(a)
Proceedings
. defect in, effect of 13
Property
. protection of, charge for 2(1)
Protection
. annual charge for 2(1)
Publishing




. annual charge by tenants of 2(1,2)
. defined \{c)
Recovery
. charge, of 5
Reduction
. charge, of 4
Registration
. certificate of cancellation, of ..14
Reg^ulations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 15
. particulars in roll required by . .6
Returns






. exemptions from charge 4
. liability of, for charge 3(1)
. payment of annual
charge by 2(1, 2)
. rights of, on cancellation
of forfeiture 14
RAILWAYS
Railways Act, Vol. 4, p. 213.
See also Arbitration Act; Assess-
ment Act; Companies Act;
Conditional Sales Act; ' Cor-
oners Act; Corporations Tax
Act; Definition of Time Act;
Division Courts Act; Election
'Act; Forest Fires Prevention
'Act; Game and Fisheries Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Injured
'Animals Act; Jurors Act;
Liquor Control Act; Liquor
Licence Act; Master and Ser-
vant Act; Mechanics' Lien
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Act; Municipal Electric Rail-
ways Act; Iklunicipal Fran-
chises Act; Ontario Municipal
Board Act; Ontario North-
land Transportation Commis-
sion Act; Public Health Act;
Public and Other Works
Wages Act; Public Parks Act;
Public Utilities Act; Public
Utilities Corporations Act;
Public Vehicles Act; Railway
Fire Charge Act; Telegraph
Act; Telephone Act
Abandotmient
. proceedings, of 89(21,22)
Accidents
cattle, re 283,284
notice to Board re 281(1,3)
. penalties 281(2)
powers of Board re 281(4-6)
returns re 275(1. 2) 276, 277





handling traffic, for 146(1)
. actions for neglect re ... 146(7)
. powers of Board re ... 146(3, 6)
. private sidings 146(2)
. regulations re 146(8)
. transfer from one railway
to another 146(5)
sleeping and parlour cars 160
stations, at 161
Accountant of the Supreme Court
. copy of conveyance
delivered to 89(35)
Accounting
. officers, by 20
Accounts
. duty of directors re 25
. names and addresses of
shareholders, re 38
Acquisition of land
. time limit re 70(5)
Acqtiittances
. Board giving, on seizure
for breach of agreement 261(4,5)
Acting presidents





. acts or omissions causing
damage, re 290(2)
. Attorney-General, by 301










re 283 (1-6), 284, 285(2. 3)
. directors' contracts, re 18(2)
. fires caused by locomotives re 139
. forfeited shares, re ii
. neglect of company re
accommodations, for . . . 146(7, 8)
negligence re station
accommodations, for 161(6)




pipes and wires damaged
by street railways, re ...239(5)
recovery of penalties, for . .268(3)
recovery of tolls, for 186(2)
repairs at level crossings, re . . 128
securities, re 48(2)
seizure of railway by
Board, re 261(5,6)
shareholders, against 37
. time for bringing 267(1, 2)
. unauthorized Sunday
operation, re 234(4, 5)
Additional lines
. street railways, of, powers
of Board re l(M(7-9)
Administration of Act
. regulations re 103(1) (/)
Administrators
. conveyance by 81, 82
. liability of companies to ...267(3)
Advertisement
sale of goods to recover
tolls, of 186(4,6)
Affidavits
. absence of owner, re 89(3)
readiness of railways
for opening, re 174(2)
. service of notice, of 86(2)
. warrants, re 89(31)
Agency
. companies liable to
penalties on basis of 297(1)
Agents
. companies liable to
penalties for acts of 297(1)











cost of highway crossings, re 124
cost of urinals, re 254(4)
delivery of, to Accountant
of Supreme Court 89(35)
duration of franchises,
re 24€(2), 252(2)
eflfect of regulations on
rights and duties under ..103(6)
effect on powers of
Board of 104(8,9)
expense of stenographers ...89(13)
expiry of franchise, after 247, 252(2)
facilities for traffic, re 210(7)
fenders, re 253(3)
interchange of traffic, re 64
Joint tariffs, re 200(1)
Municipal Franchises Act,
in contravention of 251
municipalities, with
. by-laws subject to 172
. electric railways, re 259
. hours of labour, re 273(2)
. poles, re 61(1)
. provisions deemed to be
contained in 260
. remedies for breach of 261
. street railways . . .231, 232(2), 233,
241(3). 260
pooling, re 187(8)
powers of Board, subject to 250(3)
preventing continuous
carriage of goods 202(1)
radial lines, re 263
Sunday operation of
street railways, re 235(5)
supply of power, re 241(l)(f)
title to land, as 89(36)
transfer of street railways
by municipalities, re 240











. regulations re carriage of . . .303(1)
Aisles
. open cars, in, width of 106
Aliens
. employment of, by
subsidized companies ...270(6)




. agreements deemed to
contain provisions re . . . .260(m)
Allocation of stock
. provisional directors, by 8(3)
Alterations
. application of Act to
altered portion 78(3)




submission to Board of
amended plans, re 78(1,2,4)






. . notice of 65(3-5)
approval of shareholders re 65(1)
. effect of 66, 67
Amendment
. freight tariffs, of 190(3,4)
. plans, of 78
Ammimition





. awards, from 89(24, 26)
. . procedure on 89(25)
. Board, to
. . agreements deemed to
contain provisions, re . 260(/)
. . by-laws re street
railways, re 242(2, 3)
. order of Board, from, re
furnishing of additional
cars 262(2,3)




. canals, pipes, or wires
across railways, re 111(3)
fire prevention, for 139(1)
. regulations re 103(l)(/,5')




. powers of Board re 104
Applications
. Board, to
. . alteration of tunnels or
bridges, re 116(4)
amalgamation agreements, re 65






. branch lines, re 92, 93
. bridge construction, re 117(1-4)
. by-law for preference
stock, re 40(4)
canals, pipes, or wires
across railways, re 1 1
1
. certificate of correction, for 73
. connection of railway
lines, re 130,131(1)
. crossings, re 113
drainage, re 109(2-4)
. erection of fences, re ....114(5)
gauge, re 97
. increasing capital stock, re 10(3)
. interchange of traffic, re ..64(2)
. intersecting lines,
xe 129,130,131(1)
. joint tariffs, re 201(1)
. opening of railways, re 174
. poles, re 61(1)
. preference stock issue, re . .40(4)
. purchase of additional land, re 86
. radial lines, re 263(3)
. railways along or across
highways, re .. 118(1), 120, 123
. repair of subsidized
railways, re 271 (1)
. telephone lines across
railways, re 62(2, 3), 63
. telephone systems, re ...61(3,4)
. time limit for
acquiring land, re 70(5)
. use of land of other
railway companies, re ...59(2)
use of newly completed
bridges, re 117(5)
joint board, to, re
connection of railway lines 131(1)
judge of Supreme Court, to,




arbitrators, re 89(5, 7)
. . notice to owners, re 89(3)
. . payment into court, re 89(35-43)
. Legislature, to, by
purchaser of railway 52(7, 8)
owners of land, to,
re compensation 87
. Provincial Secretary, to,
by purchasers of railway . . .52(4)
Apportionment
. compensation, of, re fires







. connection of railway
lines, re 130(2)
. railway along or across




. joint tariffs, re . .201(1, 3), 203(2)
Approaches
. construction of, agreements
deemed to contain
provisions re 260(^)







proceedings re 89(21, 22)
appeals 89(24, 26)
. procedure on 89(25)
awards, technical
objections to 89(23)





tender of compensation . .89(28)
warrants for possession ....89(29)
. execution of 89(30)
. issued before award . . .89(31-33)
Arbitration Act
. appeal from awards under 89(25)
Arbitrators See also Arbitration;
Awards
. appointment of 89(5-7,15-20)
. death of 89(15)
. documents transmitted to
Registrar by 89(14)
I
. duties of 89(9-11)
. stenographers sworn by ....89(12)
Artillery
. regulations re carriage of . .303(1)
Assembly
. annual returns laid before . .274(5)
. free transportation for
members of 219
Assets and liabilities
. returns re 278(l)(o)
Attorney-General
. actions brought in name of . . .301
. information filed with, re
purchase of railway stock 286(4)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Auctions






. appeals from 89(24,26)
. . procedure on 89(25)
. contents of 89(23)
. delivered to Accountant
of Supreme Court 89(35)
. notice re 89(27)
. title to land, as 89(36)
Badges
. constables, of, conductors
to wear 226(1)
. employees to wear 147
Baggage
. tolls re excess 151(2)
Baggage cars
. persons injured on 149
Baggage checks





. use by company of 60, 80
. . consent to, by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council . . . .60(1)
Bearer bills
. issue of, not authorized 51(4)
BeUs
. highway crossings, used at ...155





. expected time of arrival on .... 145
Blasphemous lang^uage
. expulsion of passengers
using 226(2) (6)
Board
. applications to—see Applications
. deeds deposited with 47(4)
. defined 1(a)




. joint tariffs filed with 200(1)
. orders of, penalties for
violation of 290(1)
. petition to, re by-laws of
street railways 242(3, 4)
. powers of
. . accidents, re 281
. . accommodations for










. bridges, re 1 16
. by-laws of companies, re 166, 167
. construction of railways





. discrimination, re ... 187(6, 7)
. equipment and service, re 103-106
. equipment for trains, re . . .98(9)
. examination for colour
blindness, re 266
. examination of
motormen, re .. .265(1), 266(4)
. expiry of franchise
re ...246(2, 3, 6), 247. 252(2-4)
. fares on sleeping and
parlour cars, re 160(2)
. fire guards, re 140
. flooring of bridges, re 55
. foot-bridges, re 121
. freight tolls, re 188-196
. increasing capital stock, re ... 10
. inspection of tariffs, re 204(4)
. inspection, re 173-176
. interchange of traffic, re 64
. joint tariffs, re 201, 203
. land, re 59
. limiting liability, re 214
. mines, re 132, 134-136
. packing, re 108
. passenger tariffs, re ... WS, 199
. pooling, re 187(8)
. prosecution for penalties, re . .300
. radial lines, re 263(3-6)
railways along or across
highways, re . . .118(1), 119-124,
126(1), 128
. rate of interest on
securities 46(1)
. reduced rates, re 216(f)
. returns, re 274-278
. special rates for
specific shipments, re . .217,218
. speed, re 157
. stations, re 161
. stopping at draw or
swing bridges, re 154(4)
. stopping of trains at
intersections, re 156(3)
. subsidized railways, re 271
. telephone lines across
railways, re 62(2-5)
. trains obstructing




. transmission of power on
right-of-way, re 302
. tunnels, re 116
. wages re subsidized
construction 269(2)
powers re plans
. amending, re 78
. filing of plans of
completed railway 75(1)
. further plans required
by Board 77
generally 70
. plans deposited with Board 71(1)
. preparation, re 76(1)
. rejection re 76(4)
powers re street railways
. additional lines 104(7,9)
. breach of agreement, re ....261
. deviations 243(2)
. extensions 1(W(7, 9)
. fenders and brakes, re 253
. forfeiture for non-user ..240(1)
. freight traffic, re 230
. furnishing of additional
cars, re 26?(1)
. hours of labour, re 273
. one man as motorman
and conductor, re 257
. operation by
municipalities 232(1-3)
. "pay as you enter"
system, re 256
. protection of wires
and pipes 239(3, 4)
. unclaimed goods, re 258(4)
powers re tolls






. election of 9(4)
. rights of preference
shareholders re 40(2)
. vacancies in 16(3, 7, 8, 9)
Board of Transport Commissioners
. applications to 131(1)
. orders of, re protection
of intersections 156(4)
Bonding




. contracts paid in 143
. purchase of, by companies ....286






. powers of companies re 53(6)
. returns re 278(l)(e)
Books and records—See also Books
of reference
. certificates of forfeiture in ..35(2)
. names and addresses of
shareholders in 38
. records re railway constables in 224
. seizure of 261(2)
Books of reference—See also
Books and records; Plans
. errors re names in 72
. matters described in 69(4)
. preparation of 76(3)
Borrowing
. negotiable instruments, on ...51(1)
Box cars
. equipment for . . . .98(5), (a, &), (6)
Brakes
. electric motor cars, on 253
. trains, on 98(1) (&), (2-4)
Branch lines—See also Branch
railways
authority for construction of 92(3)




extension of 92(7) (a)
notice of application re ..92(2)(&)
plans deposited in
registry office 92(2) (a), (6)
plans submitted to
Board re 92(2)(<:), (5)
required by municipal
corporation 93(7, 8)
required by owners of industry
. applications re 93(1)
. lien on 93(4)
. . discharge of 93(5)
. operation of 93(6)
. payment to company 93(2)
. repayment to owner 93(3)
transport of materials on 91(1)(&)
Branch railways—See also Branch
lines
. powers of company re 53 (/t)
. private
. . accommodations for
handling traffic of 146(2)
. . facilities for traffic of 210(5)
Break in bulk
. continuous carriage, re 202(2)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Bridge tenders
. intoxicated while on duty 292
Bridges
alteration of existing 116(2)
. applications re .. 116(4), 117(1-4)
draw bridges
. trains to stop at 154(1)
. . exceptions 154(4)
foot-bridges
. erection of 121
. penalties for failure to use . 288
headway under 116(1)
. exemption 1 16(5)
. penalties 116(6)
navigable waters, over 55
newly-completed, use of ...117(5)





. exemption from 116(5)
swing bridges
. trains to stop at 154(1)
. . exceptions 154(4)
. . penalties 154(2,3)
tolls re 3(2)
British subjects
. appointment of, as
railway constables 220(1)
. directors to be, when 16(5)
. shareholders, as 39
Burden of proof
. discrimination, of 211(1)
Buses
. municipalities operating ....232(6)
By-laws
companies, of
. annual meetings, re 11(1)
. approval by Board of ..166.167
. bills and notes, re 51(2)
. directors, by 19(1 )
. directors controlled by 17
. enforcement of, by
summary interference 169
. evidence of 1 70
. form of 165
. freight tariffs, re 189
. generally 163
. head office, re 7
. liability limited by 214
. penalties for
contravention of 164, 293
. penalties for









. powers of constables
re enforcement of 2220)
. preference stock, re 40
. publication and notice of ...168
. radial lines, re 263(3)
. retirement of officers, re 21
. return of 275(3)
. special meetings, re 11(3)
. stops, re 105
. subject to agreements
with municipalities 172
. transfer of sliares. re 27




in contravention of 251
municipalities, of




. disposal of controlling
interest, re 162(2)
. effect on powers of
Board of 104(8,9)
. expropriation, re 245
. extension of street
railways, re 232(3)
. fenders, re 253(3)
. passing of 242
. radial lines, re ,,263(3)
. railways along
highways, re 118(1)
. sounding of whistles, re ..155(5)





advance payments of 36
. . interest on 36(2,3)
arrears, in 44
certificate of forfeiture, fe 35(1,2)
deduction of arrears
from dividends, re 45
directors, by 26( 1
)
. actions re 26(5)
. interest 26(4)
. notice of 26(2)








See also Capital stock;
Shares; Stock
. annual returns re 274(1)
. express companies, of,
annual returns re 184





. divided into shares 9(1)
. expenditure of, on construction. . 141
. increase of 10
. preference stock, issued as 40
Cards
. expulsion of passengers
playing 226(2) (c)
Casting votes
. chairman, of 16(13)
Cattle
. crossings, using 112(2)
. enclosed lands, in 114(6)
. erection of cattle-guards
for 114(1) (c)
. . exception 114(3)
. . point of diversion, at 115
. impounding of 283(4)
. intersections, not
permitted near 283(2)
. railway, on, actions
re ...283(1, 3, 5, 6), 284, 285(2, 3)
Census
. vote on Sunday
operation, re 235(2, 3)
Certificates
. absence of president, re 24
. Board, of
. . correction of errors, re 73
. . expense of proceedings on
breach of agreement, re 261(8)
. Clerk of Executive
'Council, of 271(2)
. colour blindness, re 266(1)
. copies of by-laws, re 170
. copies of plans, re .. .71(2), 73(3)





. inspectors, of. re repairs
at level crossings 128(1)
. Ontario land surveyors, of 89(2, 3)
. plans, re 76(2), 91(1)
. . branch lines 92(6)
. proprietorship of shares, of ....31
. registrar, of, re copies






. treasurer of company, of,
re forfeited shares 35(1,2)
Charges—5e^ also Mortgages
. penalties, for 299
. securities as 48(1)
Charitable societies
. reduced tolls for 216(a)
Chartered banks
. deposit in, re construction
of branch lines 93(1)
. payment into 8(1), 9(2)
Cheques
. Board, by, on seizure for
breach of agreement ..261(4,5)
Classification
. freight, inspection re 204(2)
. freight tolls, of 188
. penalties for false 206, 207
Clerk of Executive Council
. certification by 271(2)
Clerk of the peace
. records with, re
railway constables 224
Colour blindness
. examination for 266
Combinations
. continuous carriage of
goods, to prevent 202(1)
. pooling of tolls, re 187(8)
Commander of forces
. powers of, re carriage of
forces and equipment 303(1)
Comercial travellers
. reduced tolls for 216(6)
Committees
. conveyance by 81, 82
Commutation tickets
. reduced rates, at 216(&)
Companies
. defined 1(c)
. powers of 53
Compartments






. agreements deemed to
contain provisions re 260(/)
. apportionment of, re fires
caused by locomotives ...139(5)
. canals, pipes, or wires
across railways, re 111(3)
. connection with telephone






intersections, re 129(3) (e)
. damage, for 58
. date from which ascertained 88(2)
. exclusive use of telephone
by Government, re 303(2)
. fires caused by
locomotives, for 139(1)
. legal tender of 89(28)
. mines, re 135
. municipality, to, re
street railways 231(/)
. negotiations with owners re . . . 87
. notice to owners re 89(1-3)
. . failure to accept offer in 89(5)
. owners of lands adjoining
highways, to 90
. payment into court of . .89(35-43)
. payment to person not
entitled 89(34)
. use of adjacent lands, re 96(3, 4)
. radial lines, re 263(3)
. railway along or across
highway, re 120(3), 123








. filing of 180
. freight tolls, of ... .192, 193(4), 196
. inspection of 204(1) (c)
Complaints
. Board, to 104
. drainage, re 109(2-4)
. inspection re 175(1)
. interchange of traffic, re 64(7)
. railways along or across
highways, re 123
. station accommodations, re . .161(5)
. summer cars, re 106(4)
Condemnation
. rolling stock, of 175(3)
. . penalties 175(4,5)
Conditions
. attached to subsidies 270(2-4)
. carriage of traffic, re,
regulations re 215
. express carriage, re
liability limited by 183
. liability limited by 214
Conductors
. constables, as 226







. . performed by motormen 257
. . safety practices at
intersections, re 156
. . . penalties on default 158(2)
. intoxicated while on duty ....292
. penalties for unauthorized
Sunday operation 234(6)
. powers of. re expulsion
from train 148(1)
. protection of 101, 102
Conduits
. transmission of power to
municipalities, for 302
Connection
. railway lines, of 130
. . one line of
Dominion railway 131(1)
Connecting railways
. facilities for traffic of 210(4)
Consideration
. bonds, for, returns re . . . .27S(\)(g)
. liabilities, for. returns re 278(1) (A)
. property of company,
for. returns re 278(1)(;)
. stock, for, returns re ...278(l)(c)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. penalties paid into 301
. subsidies granted from 270(2)
Consolidation





. regulations re carriage of . .303(1)
Construction
. contracts re 143
deposit of plans as
preliminary to 79
street railways, of.




. agreements to prevent 202(1)





. facilities for traffic on 210(4)
. joint tariffs for 200(1)
. . contents of 200(2)
. water routes as part of 200(3)
Contractors with company
. directors, as 18(1)






. actions for breach of 267(2)
. compensation, re, with owners . .87
. construction or equipment
of line, re 143
.effect of, when made
before deposit of maps 84
. exclusive privileges in 61(4)
. express carriage, re,
limitations on liability in ... 183
. liability limited in 214
. pooling, re 187(8)
. preventing continuous
carriage of goods 202(1)
. returns re 278(1) (it)
. sleeping and parlour cars, re 160
. waiver of employees'
rights in 268(1,2)
. . penalties for .268(3)
Conveniences
. employees, for 254
. passengers, for 255
Conversion
. claims against land, of ....89(34)
Conveyances
. company, to, form of 304
. defined 52(1) (6)
. delivered to Accountant
of Supreme Court 89(35)
. fee simple vested in
company by 82(1)
. fiduciary owners, by 81
. minerals deemed excepted
from 133(2)
. title to land, as 89(36)
Dominion railway 131(1)
Cornwall Street Railway, Light and
Power Company, Limited
. Sunday operation by 234(2)
. . penalties for 234(4-6)
Correction
. errors in plans, of 73
Costs
. abandonment of
proceedings, re 89(21, 22)
. applications for warrants, of 89(33)
. apportionment of
. . connection of railway
lines, re 130(2)
. . railways along or
across highways ... 123(3), 124
. arbitration of
. . expense of stenographer .89(13)
. . security for 89(32) (&)





drainage construction, of ...110(5)
. inspection of level
crossings, of 128(2)
passing special Acts, of 9(1)
. payment into court, re . . .89(35,41)
. petition to Board, of, re
by-laws for street
railways 242(2, 3)
proceedings by Board, of,
on breach of agreement 261(7,8)








. trains, on 98(1) (c)
Coupling
. regulations re 103(1) (rf)
Coupons
. engraved signature on 46(1)
Court—See also Payment into court




. appeal to. re furnishing
of additional cars 262(2, 3)
Creditors
. liability of shareholders to 37
. rights of, preserved 40(6)
Crossings—See also Farm cross-
ings; Highway crossings;
Intersecting lines
applications by landowners re 113
Crown
. applications by, re railways
along or across highways .123
liability of companies to . . . .267(3)
lien of, on subsidized railway 271(2)
parks vested in 241 (2)
penalties forfeited to 174(8), 176(6)
snow fences erected
on lands of 95(1)
Crown lands
. fire guards established on 140
Culverts
. construction of 260(g,h)
. notice of accidents damaging 281(1)
Curators





neglect of company re
accommodations, re . . 146(7, 8)
. . time for 267(1,2)
. date for which ascertained . . .88(2)
. duty of companies to minimize . .58
. fires caused by locomotives,
from 139
. liability of company, re,
where trains
improperly equipped 98(12)
. neglecting to forward
traffic, re 64(5)
. negotiations with owners re ... 87
. notice to owners re 89(2)
. . failure to accept offer in . .89(5)
. snow fences, caused by ... .95(1)
Death





. liability limited by 214
. . express carriage re 183
Deductions
. arrears from dividends, of 45
Deeds
. mortgages, creating 47(1, 2)
. . assets excepted in 47(3)
. . deposited with Board 47(4)
. rights of holders of
securities under 49(3,4)
Defective cars




. company 1 (c)
. conveyance 52(1) (b)
. costs i(d)
. county 1(*)
. express carriage 182
. express toll 1 (/)
. goods 1 (g)
. highway 1 (h)
. inspecting engineer 1 (i)
. judge !(/)
. land 1(*)
. lease 1 (/)
. owner 1 (m)
. plan 1 («')
. prospectors 270(1) (a)
. purchaser 52( 1 ) (a)







. registrar 1 iP)
. registrar of deeds 1 (/>)
. registry office 1 (<z)
. rolling stock l(r)
secretary 1 (x)
settlers 270(1) (a)
. special Act 1 (/)
. street railway 1 («)
. toll l(v),270(l)(6)
. traffic l(n;)
. train 1 (x)
. undertaking 1 (y)
. working expenditure lis)
Depositions
. delivery of, to Registrar . .89(14)
Depots
. quantity of land allowed for . .80(&)
Derailing devices
. intersections, at 129(6)
Descriptions
. improper 89(21, 22)
. right-of-way for
obtaining materials, re 91
Despatchers
. intoxicated while on duty 292
Destitute persons
. reduced tolls for 216(o)
Deviations
application of Act to
changed portions 78(3)
powers of street
railway companies re 243
. sanction of Board re 70(3)
. submission to Board of
amended plans re 78(1,2,4)
Devil strips
. summer cars, on 106(3)
Directors
—
See also Board of
directors; Provisional
directors
. accounts, duties re 25
. acting presidents, as 23
. affidavits of, re readiness of
railways for opening .... 174(2)
. agreements, powers re 64
. Board exercising functions
of, on seizure for
breach of agreement 261(2)
. calls by 26
. companies liable for acts of 297(1)
. contractors with company, as 18(1)
. . liability of 18(2)
. controlled by by-laws 17





. dividends declared by 41
. election of
. . annual meeting for 11(1), 16
. . company aided by
Government when 16(5)
. . first meeting for 9(2,4)
. . persons entitled to
vote at 16(2)
. . qualifications of candidates 16(4)
. . rights of holders of
securities re 49(1)
. election of president by ...16(10)
. filling vacancies, powers re . . 16(7)





. . calling of 10(l)(o)
. . minutes of, as evidence 14
. meetings of provisional 8(4)
. names of, entered in book 38
. notices given by order of 15
. orders re tolls contravened by 205
. penalties by
. . hours of labour on
street railways, re 273(3)
. . purchase of railway
stock, re 286
. preference stock, powers re 40
. quorum of 16(1, 7, 8, 11, 12)
. securities issued by 46
. security taken by 20
. regulations and by-laws by 19(1)
. remuneration of 22
. reserve fund, powers re 42
. retirement of officers, powers re 21
. term of office of 16(6)
. tolls, powers re 177(1)
. transfer of shares, consent re . .28
. unpaid calls, power to
pay interest on 43
. . calls in arrears 44
Disallowance
. express tolls, of .... 178(2), 180, 181
. freight tariflfs, of 190(1. 3)
. special passenger tariflfs, of . . 199(3)
Discrimination
. burden of proof of 211(1)
. facilities for traffic, re ....210(3-6)
. penalties for 208
. powers of Board re 211(2, 3), 212
. tolls, re 187
Dismissal
. employees, of, re accidents 281(5)
. railway constables, of 223




. expulsion of passengers
for 226(2)(a)
Disposal of property
. powers of company re 53(f)
Disputes
. summer cars, re 106(4)
Disqualification





. highways, of, purchase of
land for 86(1)
. orders of, re railway
along or across highway 123(1,2)
. point of. erection of
cattle-guards at 115
, railways along or
across highways, re 120
. waterways, of 53(/)
Dividends
. declaration of 41
. deduction from, by directors . . . .45
. deduction of arrears from 45
. equalizing 42(1
)
. paid out of capital 43(6)
. preference stock, on 40(1,5)
. reducing capital 43(fl)
. shares subject to trust, re 30




. delivered to Registrar 89(14)
. duties of registrar of deeds re . . .74
, evidence, as 171
. production of returns, re . . . .278(2)
. submission to inspecting
engineers, of 173(4)
Dominion Government
. reduced rates for 216(a)
Donations
. powers of company re 53(6)
Dower
. bar of
. . adjudication on claims, by 89(39)
. . conveyance to company, in ..304
Drainage
. agreements re repair of
drains and sewers 231 (rf)
. applications to Board re 109
. powers of companies re 53(m)









. contracts re 160
D3mamite
. transportation of 152, 153
Earnings
. returns re 278(1) ((f)
Earth
. required by railway 91
Election
. directors, of 9(2,4), 11(1), 16
Electric Railway Act






. agreements with municipalities re
. . provisions deemed
contained in 260
. . running of burden of 259
. brakes of 253
. damaging wires 295
. duration of franchises re 252(1,2)
. duty re conveniences for
passengers 255
. examination of motormen 265
. expiry of franchises 252
. fenders 253
. furnishing of additional
cars 262(1)
. one man as motorman
and conductor 257
. radial lines, agreements re ...263
. refusal to pay fare on 148(2)
. remedies for breach of
agreements 261
. safety practices at
intersections 156(2)
. . penalties 158(2)
. steam used in construction of 142
. stops 105
. summer cars of 106
Electricity








. badges worn by 147
. Board, of, liability of 261(6)
. by-laws re 163(j7)






. examinations for colour
blindness 266
. free transportation for . . . .216(c, rf)
. intoxicated while on duty 292
. notice of by-laws to 168(2)
. penalties re
. . contravention of by-laws, for 164
. . failing to sound whistle
at highway crossings, for 155(4)
. . failing to stop at
swing bridges 154(3)
freight car in rear of





. reduced tolls for 216(f)
. right to damages protected 268(1-3)
. suspension of, re accidents ..201(5)
Enclosed lands
. duty of companies re





. holders of securities as 48(2)
Encimibrances—5"^^ also Mortgages
. barred by adjudication
on claims 89(39)
Enforcement
. Crown liens, of 271 (3, 4)
. orders, of 104(5)
Engineers See also Inspecting
engineers
. aflidavits of, re readiness
of railways for opening . . 174(2)
applications signed by, re
purchase of additional
land 86(3)(6)
duty re safety practices
at intersections 156
. . penalties 158(2)
. intoxicated while on duty 292
. municipal, agreements deemed
to contain provisions re 260(d-n)





. powers of company re 53(a)
Equality
. tolls, of 187
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Ekjulpment
. canals, pipes, or wires
across railways, for 111(3)
intersections, at 129(6)
powers of Board re 104
street railways, for,
furnishing of additional . .262(1)
subsidized railways, of 271(1)
trains, for
bells as 99
box freight cars 98(5)
. hand grips for 98(5) (6)
. outside ladders for ...98(5)(rt)
. running boards for 98(6)
brakes
. continuous 98(4)
. drive wheel 98(2)
. generally 98(1) (6)
communication with
engine driver 98(1) (a)
couplers as 98(l)(f)
delay in complying
with section re 98(8)
fire safeguards as 98(11)
gongs as 1(X)
height of draw-bars 98(7)
oil cups as 98(10)
penalties for non-
compliance with 98(12)
platforms as 101, 102
powers of Board re 98(9)
whistles as 99,100
Errors
. names in books of reference, re 72
. registered plans, in 73
Evidence
. appeal, on 89(24)
. appointment or dismissal
of constables, of 224(2)
. certificate of absence as 24
. certificate of proprietorship as 31
. certified copy as 74(5)
. copy of by-law as 170
. copy of newspaper as 12(2)
. deeds as 47(5)
. depositions of, delivered
to Registrar 89(14)
. documents as 171
. inspecting engineer's
authority, of 173(7)
. minutes as 14
. notes of 89(11)
. notice in Ontario Gazette
as, re amalgamation
agreements 65(3-5)








. . powers of Board re 278(2)
. . publication of 278(3-5)
Examinations
. applicants for
motormen, of 265, 266(4)
, colour blindness, re 266
. motormen on street
railways, of 265,266(4)
. returns, re 278(2)
Exchequer Court of Canada
. order of joint board as
rule of 131(1) (O
Exclusive franchise
. municipalities granting 244
Exclusive privileges
. contracts, in 61(4)
Excursion tickets
. reduced rates, at 216(6)
Execution
. conveyances to companies, of ..304
Executors
. conveyance by 81, 82
. liability of companies to . . .267(3)
Exemption
. submission of amended
plans to Board, re 78(4)
Exhibitions
. reduced tolls re 216(a)
Expenditures
. returns re 278(1) (rf)
Explosives
. transportation of 152, 153
Expositions




. defined by regulations 182
Express companies






. powers of street railway
companies re 230
Expropriation
. quantity allowed re 80
. street railway company, by ...245
Expulsion
. conductor, by 226(2, 3)
. train, from 148(1)
Extensions
. branch lines, of 92(7) (a)





. powers of municipalities
•to operate 232(3)
. street railways, of,
powers of Board re ... 104(7-9)
. terminals, beyond 78(5)
. . branch line, by
means of 92(7) (&)
Extracts
. documents, from 74(2)
Eyesight





. agreements re 210(7)
. duty of companies re 146
. . connecting railways, at . .210(4)
. . discrimination 210(3,4,6)
. . express companies, of 210(6)
. . private sidings, re 210(5)
. . through traHic, re 210(2)
. stations, at 161
False billing
. penalties re 206, 207
False classification
. penalties re 206, 207
False weighing




. penalties for fraud re
payment of 287(2) (c)
. reduced rates re 216(fl)
. refusal to pay 148







. duties of companies re ...112,114
. failure to close gates at . . .284(a, 6)
Fee simple
. vested in company 82(1)
Fees
. increasing capital stock, re . . 10(3)
. passing special Act, re 9(1)
Fences
. approaches to highway
crossings, at 126(2)
. erection of 114
. . exception to 114(3)
. penalty for damaging ...287(2)(a)
. taking down
. . liability affected by . . . .285(1) (6)
. . liability re cattle
affected by 284(c)






. thickly peopled portion
of cities, in 157(1)
Fenders
. electric motor cars, on 253
Fiduciary owners
. exoneration of 82(2)
. order giving power
of sale to 81(2)
. . provisions for investment
of purchase money in ..81(3)
sale and conveyance by
. . effect of 82(1)
. . generally 81(1)
. . limitations on powers of . . .81(4)
Fire-arms
. shooting at insulators with . . .295
Fire guards
. powers of Board re 140
Fire prevention
. flammable matter in
right-of-way, re 138
. regulations re 103(1) (/-i)
Fire rangers
. powers of 103 (2)
. regulations re 103(1) (sr-f)
Fire safeguards
. trains, on 98(11)
Fires
. liability for 139
Flammable matter
. right-of-way, in 138
Flooring





. railway company, of 52(2)
Foreign railway companies
. publication by, of
joint tariffs 203(1)
Forfeiture
. certificates re 35(1, 2)
. effect of 33
. non-payment of calls, for 32
. non-user, for, re street railways 240
. penalties not to exempt
companies from 298
penalties to
Crown, of 174(8), 176(6)
. sale of shares on 34
subsidy, of 270(3, 4)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Form
. objections re want of 89(23)
Forms
. conveyances to companies, of ..304
. oath of office of
railway constables 220(2)
. proxy, of 13(3)
Fractions
. five cents, of 191(3)
. miles, of 191(1)
. pounds, of 191 (2)
Franchises
. agreements re granting of 260
. duration of 246(1, 4), 252(1, 2)
. . radial lines, of 263(4)
. expiry of 246. 247. 252
. . radial lines, of 263(5,6)
. forfeiture of 298
. Municipal Franchises Act,
in contravention of 251
. transmission of electricity, re 244
Free carriage
. powers of companies re 216
Freight
. penalties for damaging 294
. powers of company to carry.. 53(j)
Freight cars
. passenger cars, in rear of ...150(1)
. . penalties re 150(2)





. quantity of land allowed for . .80(&)
Freight tolls—5"^^ Tolls
Freight traffic
. powers of street railway
companies re 230
Frogs
. packing around 108
Fruit
. special tolls re 187(4)
Fund—^5"^^ Reserve fund
Games of chance
. expulsion of passengers
playing 226(2)(c)
Gates
duty to keep closed 114(7)
erection of 114
failure to close, liability
re cattle affected by ...284(a,6)
hurdle, fences, in 114(1) (6)
penalty for damaging ...287 (2) (a)
wilfully leaving open





. tracks, of 97
General managers
. application signed by,
re purchase of
additional land 86(3) (6)








. powers of provisional
directors re 8(1)
' . returns re 278(1) (f)
Glebe lands
. conveyance of 81 (4) (a)
Gongs
. highway crossings, used at ...155
. trains, on 100
Goods
—
See also Perishable goods;
, Unclaimed goods
. defined 1(<7)
. transportation of dangerous 152, 153
Government of Ontario
. company aided by 16(5)
. exclusive use of telephone
or telegraph required by . .303(2)
. subsidies from 271(1)
Government railwrays
. Act not to apply to 2
Governor-General
. exclusive use of telephone
or telegraph required by . .303(2)
Governor-General in Council
. regulations by 303(1)
Grade
. highways, of, at railway
crossings 126(1)
Grants
. powers of companies re 53(6)
. powers of provisional
directors re 8(1)
Gravel
. required by raihvay 91
Gross earnings
. returns re 278(1) (rf)
Guard rails
. packing around 108
Guard wires
. duty of companies to erect 239(1)
Guardians
. conveyance by 81, 82
Guards
. electric motor cars, on .......253
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Gunpowder
. transportation of 152, 153
Hand grips
. box freight cars, on 98(5) (&)
Head office
. location of 7







. agreements deemed to
contain provisions re ... .260(g)
. applications re construction of 120
. apportionment of cost of 124
. cattle killed at 283(5)
. cattle not permitted near . . .283(2)
. fencing approaches to 126(2)
. foot-bridges in lieu of 121
. height of overhead at 122
. inclination of highways at ..126(1)
. level
. . obstructions at 119
. . repairs at 128
. . signboards at 127
. overhead width of highway at 122
. penalties for failure to
use foot-bridges at 288
. safety of structures at 125
. speed at 157(3, 5)
. . penalties 158(2)
. thickly peopled portion
of cities, in 157(1-3)
. trains backing up at 158
. trains standing on 159





. agreements re repairing of . .231(c)
. compensation to owners of
lands adjoining 90
. construction of electric
railways on powers of
Board re 250
. construction of railways on.. 241(3)
. defined 1(A)
. deviation of street railways
from 243
. diversion of 86(1)
. . purchase of additional
land for 86(1)
. exclusive franchise to
transmit power over 244








. obstruction of 118(2), 119
. . penalties for 1 18(3)
. powers of companies to divert 53(/)
. railways along or across,
applications re 118(1), 120
. restoration of 57
. transfer in ownership of 259
. width of, at overhead
railway crossings 122
Homeless persons





. limits on, re continuous
employment 272
. street railways, on .. .236,237,273
House of Commons
. reduced tolls for members of 216(c)
Immignrants
. reduced tolls for 216(6)
Impounding cattle
. railway property, on 283(4)
Improvements
. powers of Board re 104
Inclination
. highways, of, at railway
crossings 126(1)
Incline railways
. application of Act to 2
. duty re conveniences for
employees of 254
. powers of Board re 104
. . limitations on 104(8)
. powers of companies re
expropriation of 245
. sections applicable to 6(2), 101
Indemnification
. municipality, of, on forfeiture




. . time for bringing 267(1,2)
Industry
. branch lines required by 93
Information
. accidents, re 281(1,3)
. . penalties 281(2)
. inspecting engineers, to 173(4)
. penalties recoverable on,
re purchase of
railway stocks 286(4)
returns, in publication of . .278(3-5)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Inquiries
. Board, by, re accidents, re 281(4-6)
. drainage, re 109(2)










evidence of authority of ....173(7)
inspection by
. complaints, re 175(1)
. opening of railways, re 174(3,6)
obstruction of 173(8)
powers of
. forbidding running of trains 176
. free travel 173(5)
. free use of telegraph
and telephone 173(5)
. generally 173(3)
reports of 173(2). 174(4-8),
175(2), 176(4)
. telegraph operators under
duty to obey 173(6)
Inspection
. companies not relieved
from liability by 267(3)
. competitive tariffs, of ...204(l)(f)
. drainage, re 109(2)
. freight classifications, of .204(2)
. joint tariffs, of 204(l)(rf)
. level crossings, of 128
. mines, of 136
. . penalties re 137
. railways along or
across highways, re 123(1)
. records, of, re railway
constables 224(3)
. shareholders, by 38
. special freight tariffs 195(2)
. special passenger triffs, of 199(1)
. special tariffs, of 204(0(6)
. standard tariffs, of 204(l)(a)
. tariffs, of
. . notices re 204(3)







motormen, of 265(2), 266(4)
Insulators




. damages, on, effect of 139(2)
. insurable interest
of company 139(6)
liability of railway, on,
eflfect of 139(3)
Interchange of traffic
. agreements re 64
. facilities for, duties of
companies re 210(1)
Interest
. advance payments re
shares, on 36(2, 3)
. calls, re 26(4), 32, 43,44
. compensation, on, payment
into court of 89(35,42,43)
. money paid into court, on,
re tfse of adjacent land . .96(2)
. securities, on 46(1)
Interim authorization
. operation of railways, re .52(5-9)
Interlocking switches
. draw or swing bridges, at 154(4)










. compensation re 56
. connection of 130
. . one line Dominion
railway 131(1)
. duty of conductors re
safety practices at 156
. . penalties 158(2)
. facilities for traffic of 210(4)
. powers of company, re 53(^)
Interstate Commerce Commission




. purchase money, of orders re 81 (3)
. reserve fund, of 42(2)
Irregularities
. sale of forfeited shares, in ..35(4)
Joint board
. procedure of 131(1)
Joint committees





. agreements re 200(1)
. agreements to prevent
continuous carriage 202(1)
. contents of 200(2)
. information required by
Board re 203(2)
. inspection of 204(1) (<f)
. powers of Board re 201
. publication of 203(1)




arbitrator, re 89(5, 7)
arbitrators appointed
by 89(5-7,15,17,19)
compensation by, re fires
caused by locomotives .... 139(5)
county court, of,





powers re 89(35-43), 96(2, 3)
warrants issued by 89(29)
. award, before 89(31-33)
. execution of 89(30)
Judgements
. sale, for 52(2)
Judicature Act





. justices, of 222(1)










See also Owners of land;
Possession; Sale
. acquisition of, for
obtaining materials 91
. adjacent, use of,
during construction 96
. annual rent as purchase
money of 85
. award as title to 89(36)
. compensation to stand
in place of 89(34)
. defined 1(*)
. erection of snow fences on . .95(1)






. expropriation by street
railway company 245
. minerals in 133
. negotiations re compensation for 87
parks, for, street railway
companies acquiring . . .241(l)(rf)
public, companies using ....60,80
. purchase of additional 86
purchase of greater
quantity than necessary 94
quantity allowed to be taken




time limit for acquiring 70(5)
Leases
. agreements for 65
defined 1(/)
exclusive privileges in 61(4)








. compensation, of 89(28)
Legislature
. applications to 52(7, 8)
i^essees
. orders re tolls contravened by 205
Letters patent









acts or omissions causing
damage, re 290(2)
acts or omissions, where no
other penalty provided, re 290(1)
Board, of, re seizure
of railway 261(6)
cattle on railways,
re ...283(1, 3, 5, 6), 284, 285(2. 3)
companies, of
. baggage checks improperly
refused, re 151 (3)
. contracts limiting liability
to employees re 268(1, 2)
. effect of action by
municipality on 128(3)








. fire caused by
locomotives, for 139
. generally 267(3)
. inspection not to relieve ..267(3)
. limitations on 214
. payment of compensation to
person not entitled, for 89(34)
. persons injured on
freight cars, re 149
. regulations limiting ...268(1,3)
. sleeping and parlour
cars, re 160(3)
time for commencement
of actions re 267(1, 2)
effect of amalgamation on ..66,67
effect of penalties on 103(5)
electric railway company,
of, re fenders 253(3)




persons damaging freight, of . .294
returns re 278(l)(a,h)
Liens
. municipalities, of, re forfeiture
for non-user of street
railways 240(2)
owners, of. on branch lines 93(4,5)
. penalties, for 299
. subsidies, for 271 (2-4)
. tolls, for 186(1)
Lieutenant-Governor
. exclusive use of telephone
or telegraph required by . .303(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
annual report of Board to . .281(6)
appointment of inspecting
engineers approved by ...173(1)
census required by 235(2, 3)
consent by, re use of
public land 60(1)
orders of, penalties
for violation of 290(1)
powers of
. information in returns, re 278(4)
. parks vested in Crown, re 241(2)
. subsidized railways,
re 270(2-5). 271(2)
. transmission of power over
right-of-way, re 302






. conveyance by 81, 82
Limitation of actions
. claims re unclaimed
goods, re 186(9)





. employees intoxicated by,
on duty 292
. penalties for tampering with
liquor freight 294
. penalty for selling, to
employees on duty 291
Loads
. by-laws re 163(r)
Loans






. bells on 99
. fires caused by 139
. gongs on 100
. whistles on 99, 100
London and Port Stanley Railway
. Sunday operation by 234(2)
. . penalties for 234(4-6)
London, City of
. Sunday operation by 234(2)
. . penalties 234(4-6)
London Railway Commission
. Sunday operation by 234(2)
. . penalties 234(4-6)
London Street Railway Company
. Sunday operation by 234(2)
. . penalties 234(4-6)
Long and short hauls
. tolls re 187(6). 193(4)
Lumber cars
. passenger cars, in rear of . . .150(1)
. . penalties 150(2)
Macadamizing
. agreements re 231(c)
Magistrates
. railway constables




. regulations re carriage of ...303(1)









. employment of 19(2)
Maps
. approval of portion of 68(5)
. Board may make
alterations in 68(3)
. effect of contracts made
before deposit of 84
. filing of 68(4)
. general location shown in ...68(1)
. scale of 68(2)
Materials
. contracts re purchase of 143






. passenger cars, in rear of ..150(1)
. . penalties 150(2)
Mileage tickets
. reduced rates, at 216(6)
Military forces
. regulations re carriage of* . .303(1)
Militia
. regulations re carriage of ...303(1)
MUk
. special tolls re 187(4)
Minerals See also Mines
. company not entitled to 133(1)





injuriously affected by railways 132
power of company to enter ...136
. penalties where refusal ....137
working of, near railways . 134(1)
. applications re 134(2, 3)
Minutes
. absence of president noted in . . .24
. evidence, as 14





. barred by adjudication
on claims 89(39)
. enforcement of 52(2)
. holders of securities
as mortgiagees 48(2)
. land for parks, of 24( !)(</)
. securing debentures as ..47(2,4,5)
. .assets excepted in 47(3)




. duties of, performed by
conductors 257
. duty re safety practices
at intersections 156
. . penalties 158(2)
. examination of 265, 266(4)
. intoxicated while on duty ...292
. protection of 101, 102
Municipal Act
. by-laws passed in
accordance with 162(2)
. provisions re submission of
questions to electors 235(4)
Mimicipal Franchises Act
. assent of electors under . . . .242(5)
. by-laws or agreements
in contravention of 251
Municipalities
actions by
. directors contracts, re 18(2)
. repairs at level crossings, re 128
agreements with
. by-laws subject to 172
. construction of street
railways, re 250(3)
. hours of labour, re 273(2)
. limit on powers of
Board, as 104(8)
. provisions deemed to be
contained in 260
. radial lines, re .263
. remedies for breach of 261
. running of burden of 259
. street railways, re 231,260
applications by
. connection of railway lines re 130
. . one line Dominion railway. .131
. drainage, re 109(2-4)
. railways along or across
highways, re 123
. telephone systems, re 61(3)
applications served on, re
connection of railway
lines 131(1) Co)
branch lines required by 93(7,8)
by-laws of
. acquisition of land for
parks, re 241(l)(<i)(i)
. conveyance of
electricity, re 241 (1)(^)
. expropriation, re 245








. sounding of whistles, re ..155(5)
. street railways, re 241(3)
controlling interest held by 162(2)
drainage proceedings by 110
duration of franchises
granted by .. 246(1,4), 252(1, 2)
exclusive franchises granted by 244
indemnification of, on
forfeiture for non-user of
street railways 240(1)
. operation of street
railways by 232, 233
. . Sunday, on 234, 235
. powers re electric railways
on expiry of franchise 252
. powers re street railways on
expiry of franchise 246,247
. reduced tolls for 216(fl)
. stock held by 162
. street railways
transferred by 248, 249
. transmission of power to 302
. urinals provided by 254(5,6)
Naval forces





. flooring on bridges over 55









. . station accommodations, re 161(6)
. employees dismissed for ....281(5)
. fires caused by locomotives, re 139
Negotiable instruments
. bearer bills, not to be issued 51(4)
. money borrowed on 51(1)
. presumption re 51 (2)
. seal of company on 51(3)
Niagara Falls
. expropriation of land near . .245(2)
Niagara River
. expropriation of land near . .245(2)
Nitro-glycerine
. transportation of 152, 153
Non-user







. Board, to 281(1,3)
. admissibility in evidence of 282
amalgamation agreements,
re 65(3-5)
appeal, of, re furnishing
of additional cars 262(3)
application to Board, of
. alteration of tunnels
or bridges, re 1 16(4)
. branch lines, re 92(2) (fc)
. one company using land
of another, re 59(2)
. purchase of additional
land, re 86(2,4)
. repair of subsidized
railways, re 271(1)
applications to judge, of
. appointment of
arbitrators, re 89(5,7)
. warrants, re 89(32) («)
applications to owners of land, re 87
appointment of
arbitrator, of 89(17,19)
arbitrators' meetings, of ....89(10)






. applications to ascertain
compensation, re 89(8)
. report of inspecting
engineers, re 174(5)
conductors having powers
of constables, re 221
correction of plans, re Ti^2)
dangerous goods, re 152(2)
deposit of deed, of 47(4)
deposit of notice as general ...88
entry into mines, re 136
expected time of arrival, of . . . 145
. penalties 145(3)
goods moved to higher
classification, re 188(3)
improper description in ....89(21)
inspection of tariflfs, re 204(3)
interchange of traffic, re ....64(2)
liability limited by 214
liability re express
carriage limited by 183
location of head office, re 7






. condemnation of rolling
stock, re 175(4)
. right to sell, re 81(2)
owners, to
. acquisition of land, re ... .89(2)
. contents of 89(1)
. failure to accept offer in 89(5)
. owner absent on 89(3)




court, re 89(37, 38). 96(2)
. penalties for defacing 287(2) (t), 295
. publication of returns, re . . . .278(5)
. purchase of electric
railway by municipality, re 252(4)
. purchase of street railway
by municipality, re 246(2,4)
. repairs, re
. . agreements deemed to
contain provisions re . .260(f-e)
. . level crossings, at 128
. returns required by 278(1)
, running of trains prohibited by. . 176
. sale of unclaimed goods, of 186(6)
. secretary, by 15
. shareholders' meetings,
of 9(2). 10(2), 12
. special rate re
specific shipments 217. 218
. standard freight tariflfs, re ..194(2)
. taking up of streets, of . . . .260(^)
. train schedules, of 144
. trust, of 30
. unclaimed goods on street
railways, re 258(1-3)
. vote, of, re Sunday
operation 235(3)
Nuisance
. by-laws re 163 (^)
. street railways as 241(3)
. works for conveying




office, of, re appointment
of railway constable ..220(2,3)
. returns made on .. .274(2), 275(1)
Objections
. by-laws re street




. expulsion of passengers
using 226(2)(&)
Obstruction
deviation of street railways as 243
highway crossings, of, by trains 159
highways, of 118(2), 119
. agreements deemed to
contain provisions re ...260(6)
. penalties 1 18(3)
mines, of 132
navigable waters, in 55








. affidavits of 89(3)
. appointment of 19(1), 20
. companies liable for acts of 297(1)
. examination of, returns re . .278(2)
. obstruction of.
penalties re 287 (2) (rf)
. orders re tolls contravened by 205
. penalties, returns, re 279, 280
. personal liability of 64(5)
. retirement of 21
Offices
. seizure of, for breach
of agreement 261(2)
Oil cups








. calls, re 26(2)
. construction of branch
lines, re 92(2)(6)
. deposit of mortgages, re . . .47(4)
. first meeting of
shareholders, re 9(2)
. goods moved to higher
classification, re 188(3)
. interchange of traffic, re ...64(2)
. sale of unclaimed goods, re 186(6)
. standard freight
tariffs, re 194(2)
. . standard passenger
tariffs, of 198(2)
Ontario land survejror
. certificates of 89(2, 3)




Ontario Mimidpal Board Act
. powers conferred by
section 53 of 104(5)
. powers of inspecting
engineers under 173(3)
Ontario Railway Act
. special Act passed, in force when 5
Open cars
. powers of Board re 104
Opening of railways
. applications re 174
Operation of railways
. powers of company re 53(/)
Options





. interchange of traffic, re . .64(3)
. lines across
railways, re 62(2-5), 63
. one company using
land of another 59(2, 3)
. preference stock, re 40(4)
Board of Transport
Commissioners, of, re
protection of intersections 156(4)
. court, of, re distribution
of compensation 89(40-43)
enforcement of 104(5)
joint board, of 131(1)
judge, of
. costs of applications
for warrants, re 89(33)
. money paid into court, re 96(3)
. sale and conveyance
by fiduciary owners, re 81(1-3)
penalty for defacing 287(2) (6), 295
Provincial Secretary, of, re
interim authorization ....52(5-9)
Osgoode Hall
. depositions delivered to . . .89(14)
Outside ladders
. box freight cars, on 89(5) (o)
Overdraft
. money borrowed by 51(1)
Overhead












. crossings, re 113
. drainage, re 109(2-4)
compensation of 87, 90
consent of, re purchase
of additional land 86(1,7)
copy of award delivered to 89(27)
copy of plan served on,
re right-of-way 91




. . failure to accept ofTer in 89(5)
Packages
. opening of, on false billing
or classifications 207(3)
Packing
. height of 108(3)
Parks
. powers of street railway
companies re 241(l)((f)
Parliament of Canada
. railways authorized by 131(1)
Parlour cars
. contacts re 160
Passenger cars
. by-laws re 163(i)
. freight cars in rear of 150(1)
. . penalties for 150(2)
Passengers
. actions by. re baggage
checks improperly refused 151(3)
conveniences for 255
expulsion of 226(1-3)
powers of company to carry 53 (t)
refusing to pay fare 148
standing on side steps 107(1)
. penalties for 107(2)
tariffs of tolls re 197-199
transfer from one railway
to another 146(5)
Patrols
. fire prevention, for
regulations re 103(1) (/»)
Paving
. agreements re 231(c)
Payment in advance





. compensation, of 89(28, 35-43),
96(2, 3)






. acts or omissions, where no
other penalty provided, re 290(1)
. bridges, re 289
. cattle re
. . allowing cattle
on railway 285(l)(<f)
. . taking down fences ..285(1)(6)
. . turning within
enclosures 285(1) (c)
. . wilfully leaving
gates open 285(l)(a)
. charge for 299
. companies not exempted
from forfeiture by 298
. condemnation of rolling
stock, re 175(4, 5)
. constables neglecting duty, re 225
. contravention of company
by-laws or rules, re ... 164, 293
. contravention of orders
re tolls 205
. damaging electric wires, re ...293
. damaging freight, re 294(a)
. damaging poles of
electric railway, re 295
. damaging railway
propertyj re 287(2) (a)
. dangerous goods, re. . 152(3), 153(3)
. defacing notices, for 287(2) (a), 295
. discrimination, for 208
. each day's violation, for 296
. employees intoxicated while
on duty, re 292
. employment of aliens on
subsidized construction, re 270(7)
. examination of motormen, re 266(4)
. examinations for colour
blindness, re 266(4)
. express tolls, re 185
. failing to sound whistle at
highway crossings, re ..155(3,4)
. failing to stop at swing
or draw bridge, re .... 154(2, 3)
. failing to turn out to
let trains pass, re 260(o)
. failure of protection for
motormen, re 101(4)
. failure to use foot
bridges, re 288
. false billing or
classification, for 206, 207
, fenders and brakes on






. fraud re payment of
fare, for 287(2)(c)
. freight cars in rear of
passenger cars 150(2)
. furnishing of additional
cars, re 262(1)
. hours of labour on
street railways, re 273(3)
. improper equipment on
trains, re 98(12)
. improper tunnels or
bridges, re 116(6)
. leave of Board to prosecute for 300
. liens for 299
. liability not affected by 103(5)
. liability of company re
acts of agents, re 2!97(1)
. liquor, re
. . selling to employees on duty 291
. . tampering with liquor freight 294
. mortgages subject to
payment of 47(1)
. neglecting to forward traffic 64(5)
. neglecting to provide urinals 254(3)
. non-repair, for 260(e)
. notice of accidents not
given to Board, for 281(2)
. notice of expected time
of arrival, re 145(3)
. obstructing officer of
railway, re 287 (2) (rf)
. obstruction of
highways, re 118(3), 119
. obstruction of inspecting
engineers, re 173(8)
. oflfences by company in its
corporate character, re ..297(2)
. opening of railways, re 174(8)
. operation of defective
cars, re 268(3)
. orders made pursuant to
inspecting engineers'
notice, re 176(6-8)
. payable to Treasurer
of Ontario 301
. powers of Board re . .' 103(4)
. purchase of railway
stock, re 286
. recovery of 299-301
. refusing to allow inspectors
to enter mines, re 137
. refusing to pay fare, re ....148(2)
. requiring employees to
work on Sundays, re 238
. returns, re 279, 280





. safety practices at
intersections, re 158(2)
. signboards at level crossings, re 127
. speed limits, re 158(2)
. standing on side steps, re .107
. tolls, re 256(2)
. trains backing up, re 158(2)
. trains obstructing highway
crossings, re 159(2)
. transmission of messages for
inspecting engineers, re . . .173(6)
. trespassing, for 287 (2) (e)
. tunnels, re 289
. unauthorized Sunday
operation, re 234(4-6)
. waiver of employees' rights
in contracts, re 268(3)




. sale of unclaimed 258(3)
. special tolls re 187(4)
. tolls recovered by sale of . . . 186(4)
Personal estate
. shares deemed to be 27(1)
Personal representatives
. liability of companies to . . . .267(3)
Petitions
. Board, to, re by-laws re




. agreements re repair of 231(e)
. applications re
construction of 109(2-4)
. . railways, across Ill
. powers of company to divert 53 (n)
. restoration of 57
. street railway companies
to protect 239(2, 3)
Plans See also Documents
defined 1 (n)
deposit of, in registry office
. branch lines, re 92(2) (a) (6)
. completed railways, of 75(2)
. general notice, as 88
. generally 71 (2), 75(2)
deposit of, with Board
. amended 78
. applications re drainage, re 109(2)
. branch lines, re 92(2) (c)(5)
. bridge construction, re ..117(1-4)
. completed railway, of 75(1)
. construction of canals,
pipes or wires across
railways, re 118(2,3)






deposit of, with Board
—
Con.
. further plans, re 77
. generally 70,71(1)
. intersecting lines, re ...129(2,3)
. lines across
railways, re 62(2, 5), 63
. necessary preliminary to
construction, as 79
. purchase of additional
land, re 86(3-7)
. railways along or across
highways, re . .120(115), 123(1)
. section of
railway, of 69(6), 70(4)
. working mines near
railways, re 134(2)
duties of registrar of deeds re ..74
duty of companies to prepare 69(1)
errors in 7Z
information contained in 69(2)
. additional information
required 69(5)
owners of land served
with, re right-of-way 91
preparation of 76(1-3)




. enclosing of 101, 102
. persons injured on 149





. securities, of 46(3)
Postmaster-General




. penalties for damaging 295
. restoration of 57
'
. transmission of power to
municipalities, for 302
Police
regulations re carriage of 303(1)
Pooling




. contracts made before
deposit of maps 84(2)
. taken on tender
of compensation 89(28)






. warrants for 89(29)
. . execution of 89(30)
. . issued before award .89(31-33)
Poundkeepers
. detention of cattle by 283(4)
Power
. agreements re supply of 241(l)(c)
. exclusive franchise to transmit 244
Preference See Discrimination
Preference stock
. approval of Board re issue of 40(4)
: ty-law creating 40(1)
. rights and liabilities
of holders of 40(5)
. rights of creditors preserved 40(6)




. absence or illness of 23
. . noted on minutes 24
. affidavits of, re readiness of
railways for opening 174(2)
applications signed by, re
purchase of additional
land 86(3)(6)
. bills and notes signed by 51(2,3)
. certification by, of copy
of by-law 170
. duty of, re returns 274(2), 275(1)
. election of 16(10)
. notice to, re applications
for repair of
subsidized railways 271(1)
. plans certified by 76(2)
. securities signed by 46(1)
Press
. reduced tolls for members of 216(c)
Presumptions
. bills and notes, re 51(2)
. prosecutions re tolls, in 213
Prevention









. information re accidents
declared 281(3)
Procedure




. abandonment of 89(21, 22)






entered in minutes 10(1) (6)
. minutes of, as evidence 14
. recovery of tolls, for 186(2)
Production of electricity
. powers of street railway





. information contained in . . .69(3)
Promoters
. contractors, as 18(1)
. liability of 18(2)
. contracts re employment of . . . 143
Prosecutions See also Penalties
authority of Board for
institution of 176(8)
. leave of Board re 300
. tolls, re, presumptions in 213
Prospectors
defined 270(l)(a)
. tolls re 270(2)
Provincial governments
. reduced tolls for 216(a)
Provincial Secretary
annual returns to 274(5)
applications to 52(4)





contractors with company, as 18(1)
. . liability of 18(2)
. meeting of shareholders
called by 9(2,3)
meetings of 8(4)




. holders of securities voting by 49(2)
voting by, generally 13(3,4)
Public auction
. unclaimed goods sold at 258(2, 3)
Public interest
discrimination necessary in . .211(2)
Public Utilities Commission of the
City of London
. permission of, for
Sunday operation 234(3)
Public Vehicles Act
. operation of buses under 232(6)
Publication
. by-laws of company, of 168(1), 293





. joint tariflfs, of 201(2)
. . foreign railway
companies, by 203(1)
. special passenger tariflfs, of . .199(1)
. standard passenger tariffs, of . . 198
. tariflfs, of, generally 204
Purchase
. additional land, of 86
. electric railways, of,
by municipalities 252(2-5)
. land, of, greater quantity
than necessary 94(1)
. property, of, powers of
companies re 53(c)
. railway stock, of, by companies 286




. street railways, of,
by municipalities 246(2-6),
247(2), 263(6)
. water powers, of, by street
railway companies ... .241(1) (&)
Purchase money
. annual rent as 85(3)
contracts re, made before
deposit of maps 84(2)
. disposition of 83




. directors, of 16(4)
Quorum
. directors, of 16(1,7,8,11,12)
. provisional directors, of 8(1)
Radial lines
. agreements re 263
. application of sections relating
to street railways to 264
RaUs
. agreements deemed to
contain provisions re 260(a,b)
Railway
. defined l(o), 131(2)
Railway Act of Ontario
. special Act passed,
commencement of 5
Railway constables
. appointment of 220
. . record of 224
. conductors to have powers of . .226







. record of 224
oath of office of 220(2,3)
penalties for neglect of duty 225
powers of 221, 222
re-appointment of 223(3)















. penalties re 208(a)
Receipts
. Board by, on seizure for
breach of agreement ..261(4,5)
. returns re 278(l)(d)
Receivers
. appointment of, re enforcement
of Crown liens 271(3)
. orders re tolls contravened by 205
Records
—
See Books and records
Rectors
. conveyance by 81 (4) (a)
Referendum
. Sunday operation, re 235
Refunds
. owners of industry, to 93(3)
Registrar
. defined !(/>)
Registrar of deeds See also
Registry offices
. defined l(/>)
. duties of 74
Registrar of Supreme Court
. depositions delivered to ....89(14)
Registration
. certificate of forfeiture, of . 35(2)





. conveyances to companies
registered in 304
. defined 1(g)
. documents deposited in, re
purchase of additional land 86(6)
. expropriation by-laws
registered in 245(1)
. orders re subsidized
railways filed in 271(2)
. plans of branch lines






. accidents, re 281(3)
. accommodations for
handling traffic, re 146(8)
. classification of freight
tolls, re 188(2)
. discrimination, re 212(2)
. equipment and service, re 103
. examination of
motormen, re . .265(1), 266(4)
. express carriage defined by . . 182
. false billing or
classification, re 207(2)
. filing of tariffs, re 179-181
. freight tariff by-laws, re ....189
. general power to make 104
. interchange of traffic, re ...64(3)
. liability limited by 214
. liability re express
carriage limited by 183
. lines across railways, re 63
. plans, re . .75, 76(1), 78(4), 120(6)
. publication of competitive
freight tariffs, re 196(2)
. publication of special
freight tariffs, re 195(2)
. publication of
tariffs, re 177(6). 204(4)
. speed at intersections, re . .156(3)
. speed, re 157(1,3)
. terms and conditions, re 215
companies, by
. liability to employees
limited in 268(1.3)
. penalties for contravention of 293





defacing 287(2) (t), 295
Removal of snow
. agreements deemed to






. directors, of 22
. examiners, of, re examination
of motormen 265(3), 266(4)
. inspectors, of, re repairs
at level crossings 128(2)
. municipal engineers, of, re 260(n)
Rent
. equivalent of principal sums, as 85






. level crossings, at 128
. orders of Board re 175
. . penalties 175(4,5)
. powers of Board re 104
. powers of companies re 53 (o)
. subsidized railways, on ...271(1,4)
. track allowances, of 260ic-e)
Reports
. ihnual, by Board 281(6)
. inspecting engineers
of 109(2), 173(2). 174(4-8),
175(2), 176(4)
Requisitions
. service of, dispensed with ...16(9)
Reserve fund
. powers of directors re 42
Resolutions
. Board, of, re stops 105
. directors, of
. . calls, re 26(1)
. . minutes of, as evidence 14
. retirement of ofRcers, re 21
shareholders, of
. contracts for construction
authorized by 143
. minutes of. as evidence 14
. . remuneration of directors, re 22
Restoration
. duty of companies re ...57
Retirement
. officers, of .- . .21
Returns
accidents, re 275 ( 1 , 2) , 276, 277
. . admissibility in evidence of . .282
annual 274
. . express tolls, re 184
. assets and liabilities, re 278
. by-laws and rules of
company, re .275(3)
fire-rangers, re,
regulations re 103(1 )(t)
. penalties re 279, 280
Right-of-way
. acquisition of, to obtain materials 91
. contracts re purchase of 143
flammable matter in 138
. quantity of land allowed for . .80(a)
. time limit for acquiring 70(5)
. track allowances, over 260 (o)
. transmission of power on 302
Risk
. goods seized for
non-payment of tolls, re . . 186(3)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Road-beds
. powers of Board re 104
Rolling stock ' - '
condemnation of 7.175(3)
. penalties 175(4,5)
contracts re purchase of 143
defined l(r)
facilities for return of
. duties of companies re . . . .210(1)
inspecting engineers
forbidding use of 176
. subsidized companies to





. box freight cars, on 98(6)
iSafety
. . employees, of








fee simple vested in
company by 82(1)
fiduciary owners, by 81
forfeited shares, of 34,35
goods, of, re recovery
of tolls 186(4-9)
land for parks, of 241(1) (rf)
railways, of
. interim authorization . . .52(5-9)
. judgments for 52(2)
. purchasers applications
to Provincial Secretary re 52(4)
. purchasers without
corporate powers, to 52(3)
securities, of 46(3)
surplus land, of 94(2)
unclaimed goods, of 258(2, 3)
Sand






. certified copy of plan
as evidence of 74(5)
. maps, of 68(2)
Schedules
. by-laws re 163(6)
. regularity of 144
. transfer from one railway
to another 146(5)
Seal<
. bills and notes, on 51(3)




. copy of by-law, on 170
. minutes, on 14
Searches
. appointment or dismissal of
railway constables, re . . . .224(3)
Secretary
. affidavits, of, re readiness
of railways for opening . . .174(2)
. bills and notes
countersigned by 51(2,3)
. certification by
. . absence of president, re 24
. . copies of plans, of . .71(2), 73(3)
. . copy of by-law, of 170
. . copy of mortgage, of 47(5)
. . minutes, of 14
. . plans for branch lines, or 92(6)
. defined 1(5)
. duty re returns 274(2), 275(1)
. notices given by IS
. securities countersigned by . .46(1)
Securities
. acting presidents signing 23
. actions re 48(2)
. issue of 46( 1)
. . continuing powers re 46(5)
. . denominations 46(4)
. . limitations on 46(2)
. mode of transfer of 50
. preferential charge, as 48(1)
. purchase by companies of ... .286
. rights of holders of 49
. sale of 46(3)
. secured by mortgages 47
Security
. applications for
warrants, re 89(32) (6)
. officers, by 20
Seizure
. goods, of, for non-payment
of tolls 186(3)
. railway, of, for breach
of agreement 261(2)
Senate





. application for connection
of railway lines, of 131 (a)
. notice of application, of 86(2)
. orders, of, on company 104
. powers of Board re 104
. reports of inspecting
engineers, of 174(5)




. expiry of franchise, after 247
Settlers
. defined 270(l)(a)
. reduced tolls for 216(6)








. actions against 33
. actions by 18(2)
. calls on 26
. consent of, re interchange
of traffic 64(2)
. directors subject to control of ..17
. entries in book re 38
. equal rights of 39
. liability of 37
. non-payment of calls by 32
. right to purchase
forfeited shares 34(5)





. amalgamation agreements, re 65(1)
. annual and special 11(1)
. annual, where held 11(2)
. contracts for construction, re 143
. election of directors at 9(4)
. forfeiture, re 34(1)
. increasing capital stock, re ... 10
. majority rule at 13(4)
. minutes, of, as evidence 14
. notice of 12
. preference stock, re 40(3)
. provisional directors, called by 9(2)
. remuneration of directors, re .22
. reserve fund, re 42(1)
. rights of holders of securities at 49
. shares declared forfeited at . .32(2)
. special, where held 11(3)
. subscribers, called by 9(3)
. transaction of business at ....13(1)
. vacancies in board of
directors, re 16(1,8.9)
. voting at 13(2)
. . proxy, by 13(3»4)
Shares—See also Capital; Capital
stock; Stock
. advance payments on 36
. application of moneys raised by 9(1)
. calls re 26
. certificate of proprietorship of 31
. directors to own at least ten 16(4)





. effect of 33
personal estate, deemed 27(1)
powers of provisional
directors re 8(1,3,5)
qualifications of directors re 16(4)
. application of purchase
money 35(3)
sale of forfeited
. directors, 'by 34(1)
. irregularity in 35(4)
. limitations on 34(2)
. payment of arrears before . .34(4)
. purchasers at 34(5)
. surplus proceeds on 34(3)
. treasurer's certificate re 35(1,2)
transfer of
. by-laws re 27
. consent of directors re 28
transmission of, other
than by transfer 29
Sheep—See Cattle
Shelter
. employees, for 101, 102
. . regulations re 103(ll)(e)
Sheriff
. warrants issued to 89(29)
. . execution of 89(30)
. issued before award . . .89(31-33)
Shooting
. insulators, at 295
Shimting
. highway crossings, at 159
Side steps
. penalties for standing on 107
. summer cars, on 106(2)
Sidings—See also Branch lines
. private facilities for
traffic of 146<2), 210(5)
Signal men
. intoxicated while on duty 292
Signal systems
. draw or swing bridges, at . . 154(4)
intersections, at 129(6), 156(3)
Signals
. intersections, at 156
Signatures
. certified copies as evidence of 74(5)
Signboards
. level crossings, at 127
. . penalties 127
Sleeping cars
. contracts re 160
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Sliding gates—See also Gates
. fences, in 114(1)(&)
Smoking
. by-laws re 163(e)
Snow
—
See Removal of snow
Snow fences
. erection of 95(1)





. bridges, of 117
Special Acts
. Act construed with 2
. cessation of powers granted by 141
. cost of passing 9(1)
. defined 1(*)
. effect of regulations on
rights and duties under . . .103(6)
. head office designated in 7
. nimiber of directors stated in 16(1)
. penalties for violation of ...290(1)
. provisional directors
mentioned in 8(1)












Special tariffs—See also Tolls
. freight tolls, of ... 192, 193(3), 195
. inspection of 204(1)(6)
. passenger tolls, of .. .197(1, 3), 199
Specific shipments
. special rates for 217, 218
Specifications See Plans
Speed
. by-laws re 163(o)
. electric trains, of 260(f)
. highway crossings, at ....157(3,5)
. . penalties re 158(2)
. intersections, at
. . penalties 158(2)
. . regulations re 156(3)
. powers of Board re 103(1) (o)
. swing bridges, at,
regulations re 154(4)
. thickly peopled portion of
cities, in 157(1-3)
. . penalties 158(2)
Spurs—See also Branch lines






Standard tariffs—^5"*^ also Tolls
. freight tolls, of 192, 193(1,2), 194
. inspection of 204(1) (a)
. passenger tolls, of ... 197(1, 2), 198
Station agents
. intoxicated while on duty 292
Stations
. by-laws of company
posted at 168(1), 293
. inspection of tariflFs at 204
. penalties for trespass on 287(2) (e)
. powers of Board re 161
. quantity of land allowed for 80(6)
. special freight tariflfs filed at 195(2)
. special passenger tariffs
filed at 199(1)
Steam
. use of, in construction of
electric railways 142
Steam railways
. duty re conveniences
for passengers 255
Steam whistles
. regulations re 103(1) (&)
Stenographers
. evidence taken by 89(11)
. expense of 89(13)
. sworn before arbitrators . . . .89(12)
Stock—See also Capital; Capital
stock; Shares
. contracts paid in 143
. controlling interest held by . . 162(2)
. municipal corporations, held by 162
. purchase of, by companies . . . .286
returns re 278(1) (&,c)
Stone
. required by railway 91
Stops
. powers of Board re 104(3) (rf), 105
Street Railway Act
. special Act passed,
commencement of 5
Street railways—^5"^^ also Electric
railways
. agreements with
municipalities re 231, 260
. application of Act to 2
. brakes of 253
. by-laws of 172
. construction of powers of
Board re 250
. defined 1 (u)
. deviations by 243




for employees on 254
duty to protect pipes and
wires on 239
examination of motormen of . .265
expiry of franchises re ...246,247
fenders on 253
forfeiture for non-user of . .240(1)
. municipalities lien re 240(2)
hours of labour on ...236,237,273
one man as motorman
and conductor 257
passing of municipal by-laws re 242
"pay as you enter system" for 256
penalties, refurnishing of
additional cars 262(1)
powers of Board re 104
. limitations on 104(8)
powers of companies
. expropriation, re 245
. freight traffic, re 230
. generally 229, 241
powers of municipalities
. extensions 232(3, 4)
. franchises 233
. generally 232(1,4)
radial lines, agreements re . . . .263
refusal to pay fare on 148(2)
remedies for breach of
agreements re 261
sections applicable to 6(1)
sections re, applicable to
radial lines 264
summer cars of 106




. unclaimed goods on 258
Streets




. liens for tolls, re
Subscribers




, conditions attached to . . . .270(2-4)
. employment of alien
labour, re 270(6)
. liens for 271(2-4)






. purchase of supplies
in Canada 270(5)
. railway not in safe and
efficient condition 271
. returns re 278(1) (^)
. wages of labourers on





. powers of Board re 106
Sunday
requiring employees to work on 237
. penalties for 238
street railways operated on 234,235
. penalties for 234(4-6)
use of parks on 241(l)(d) (ii)
Supplies
. subsidized companies to
purchase, in Canada 270(5)
Supply of power
. agreements re 241(l)(c)
Supreme Court
appeals to 89(24, 26)
. procedure on 89(25)
costs taxed by officers of,
on petition to Board 242(4)
Crown liens enforced in . . . .271(3)
exercise of powers of
county judge by 89(4)
judge of, powers re
payment into court . . .89(35-43)
payment into, re use of
adjacent lands 96(2)
warrants issued by judge of 89(29)
. execution of 89(30)
. issued before award . . .89(31-33)
Stireties
. directors, as 18(1)
. . liability of ......18(2)
Surveys
. cost of 9(1)
. powers of provisional
directors re 8(1)
Susi)ension of employees








. fences, in 114(1) (6)
Switches
. location of, agreements
deemed to contain
provisions re 260(m)
. powers of Board re 104(2, 9)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Switches—Con.




. intoxicated while on duty 292
Tariffs—5^^ Tolls
Telegraph Act
. powers conferred by 61(1)
Telegraph lines
. erected across railways 62,63
. exclusive use of 61(2)
powers of companies re 61(1)
Telegraph operators
. intoxicated while on duty 292
Telegraphs
placed at exclusive service
of Government 303(2)
. powers of inspecting









. placed at exclusive
service of Government . . . .303(2)
. powers of inspecting
engineers re use of ...173(5,6)
Tenants for life
. conveyance by 81, 82
Tenants in tail





. extension beyond 78(5)
. . branch line, by 92(7) (6)
. powers of Board re 104
Terms
. carriage of traffic, re
. . regulations re 215
Tests
. colour blindness, for 266
. fenders and brakes, of 253(5)
Through rates—See also Joint
tariffs; Tolls
. joint tariffs, in, powers
of Board re 201(3,4)
Through traffic
. facilities for, duties of
companies re 210
Time for construction
. limitation of 141
Time limits




. by-laws re 163(t)
Tolls
—
See also Joint tariffs
actions re 267(2)
apportionment of 64
bridges or tunnels, re 3(2)
by-laws of company, re 177
competitive tariffs of
. filing of 180
. freight tolls, re .. 192, 193(4), 196
. inspection of 204(1) (c)
defined 1 (i;), 270(1) (fe)
departure from tariff of 209
discrimination re 187, 211, 212
. burden of proof of 211(1)
express
. annual returns re 184
. application of provisions
re freight tolls to 178
. definition of express carriage 182
. disallowance of 178(2)
. limitations on liability re ...183
. penalties re 185
. tariffs of, filed with Board 179-181
false billing or
classification of 206, 207




competitive tariffs of 193(4), 196
division of tariffs into
three classes 192
fraction, rules re 191
powers of Board re tariffs of 190
special tariffs of 193(3), 195
standard tariffs of . .193(1,2), 194
liens for 186(1)
orders of Board, re 146(6)
passenger
. special tariffs of .. 197(1, 3), 199
. standard tariffs of .. 197(1,2), 198
penalties for fraud
re payment of 287 (2) (c)
penalties re contravention
of orders, generally 205
perishable goods, re 187(4)
pooling of 187(8)
presumptions in prosecutions re 213
proceedings for recovery of 186(2)
prospectors, re 270(2)
publication of tariffs of 177(6), 204
reduced 216
refunds from 93(3)
refusal to pay 148










special rates for specific
shipments 217, 218
special tariffs of
. freig'ht re 192, 193(3), 195
inspection of 204(1)(6)
. passengers re 197(1, 3), 199
standard tariffs of
. freight, re 192, 193(1, 2), 194
. inspection of 204(l)(a)
. passengers, re 197(1, 2), 198
street railways, re
. agreements with
municipalities re 231 (t)
. "pay as you enter" system . .256
subsidized railways on 270(2)
traffic by water, re 3(1)
Track allowances
. right of public to use 260(o)
Tracks
. alignment of 260(m)
. penalty for walking along 287(1)
powers of Board re 104(2,9)
Traffic
—
See also Facilities for
traffic
. accommodations for handling . . 146
. annual returns re 274(1)
by-laws re 163((j)
. defined Kw)
. failure to forward 64(5)
. interchange of 64
. tolls and tariffs re 3





. inspecting engineer forbidding
running of 176
penalties re backing up of . . 158(2)





. ownership of highways, of . .25,9
. street railways, of 248, 249
Transmission
electricity, of
. . exclusive franchise for 244









. . penalties for damaging
wires used in 295
. . powers of Board re 302
. shares, of, others than by transfer 29
Treasurer of Ontario
. balance of proceeds of
sale paid to 186(8)
. penalties payable to 301
Treasurers
. certificates of 35(1, 2)
Trees
powers of Company
to remove 53 (/)
Trespassing




. . notice to, re repair of
subsidized railways 271(1)
. . payment of surplus
proceeds to 271(4)
. conveyance by 81, 82
. mortgage deed, named in . . .47(2)
. orders re tolls contravened by 205
. proceedings re securities
taken through 48(2)
Trusts




. notice of accidents damaging 281(1)
. penalties re 289
. power of companies
to construct 53(it)
. railways, across, applications re 111
. tolls re 3(2)
Turn-outs










. annual returns re 184
. sale to recover tolls re 186(6)
. . application of
proceeds of 186(7-9)
. street railways, on
. . duty of companies re ...258(1)
. . power of companies re . .258(2, 3)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Undertaking
. defined 1 (y)
Unearned subsidies
. conditions attached to . . .270(2-4)
Uniformity
. freight tolls, of 188(1)
Urinals
. employees, for 254
. passengers, for 255
Vacancies
. board of directors, in 16(3, 7, 8, 9)
Vessels
. link in continuous routes, as 200(3)
Vestibules
. rear-end, duty of





. acting presidents, as 23
. applications signed by, re
purchase of additional
land 86(3) (6)




plans certified by 76(2)
Vision
. testing of 266
Vote
casting 16(13)
election of directors, re 16(2)
increasing capital
stock, re 10(1) (a)
proxy, by 13(3, 4)
rights of holders of
securities re 49(1, 2)
. limitations on 49(3)




. construction subsidized by
Legislature, re 269, 270(4)
. regulations and by-laws re ..19(1)
Waiver
. rights, of, in contracts
of employment 268(1, 2)
. . penalties 268(3)
Warehouse receipts
. money borrowed on 51(1)
Warehouses
. quantity of land allowed for 80(6)
Warrants
. possession, for 89(29)
. . execution of 89(30)





. required by railway 91
Water power
. powers of street
railway companies re .241(1) (&)
. . exceptions 241 (2)
Waterways—5"^e also Navigable
waters
. construction of, agreements
deemed to contain
provisions re 260(fif)
. restoration of 57
Weighing
. penalties for false 206, 20/
Westminster, Township of
Sunday operation in 234(3)
. . penalties for 234(4-6)
Wharfs
quantity of land allowed for 80(b)
Whistles
. highway crossings, used at .... 155
. regulations re 103(1) (&)
. trains, on 99, 100
Wild lands
use of, by company 60
Wing rails
. packing around 108
Wires
duty of street railway
companies to protect . . .239(1-3)
. penalties for damaging 295
railways, across, applications re 111
. transmission of power to
municipalities, for 302
Witnesses
. allowances to 89(41)
Work days—5e^ Hours of labour
Work hours—5^^ Hours of labour
Working expenditure
. annual rent chargeable as . . . .85(3)
. annual returns re 274(1)
. defined U3)
. express companies, of,
annual returns re 184
. mortgages subject to
payment of 47(1)
Yards




See Assessment Act; Income
Tax Act; Municipal Act
REAL ESTATE AND Sec.
BUSINESS BROKERS
Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act,
Vol. 4, p. 361.
See also Collection Agencies Act;
'Companies Act; Guarantee
Companies Securities Act;




Accountant of the Supreme Court
. assignment of bond, moneys,
etc., to 21
Act
. compliance with, re right
of action
^°
contravention of, report re 24
Actions
. conditions for institution of ...39
consent of Attorney-General
ifor commencement of 56
. recovery of commission, fbr 38
Address for service
. applicant must state 10
. change of
notice by broker re ....l5(l)(o)
. notice by salesmen re ..15(2)(o)
Administration
regulations for 57 (i)
Administrator
. registration of, on death
of broker 13(1)
Advertising
. conditions for 45
Agreements
. distribution of signed
copies by broker 53
. listing of real estate, re
. . delivery of true copy
to client 52(1)
validity re date of expiry 52(2)
. writing, in, condition for
action 39(a)
Appeals
. form and procedure iiK^)
order of court on, final ^^





. following suspension or
cancellation -^°
. forms and fees for 9(1)
I
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. method of 9(1)
. security required upon 9(2)
Armed forces
. residence not affected
by service in 12(2)
Attorney-General
. consent by, re disclosure
of evidence 26
. consent of, re institution
of actions 56
. consent of. re recovery
of penalties 55(1)
. counsel designated by 31(4)
. investigation ordered by 25
. report of investigation
published by 27











direction to hold funds for
trustees, etc., under 28(1)
. exemption from registration
for assignees, etc., under 17(a)
forfeiture of bond, re
proceedings under 18(1) (c)
proceedings under, re
enforcement of forfeiture ... 20
Bond
—
See also Personal bond
assignment of, to creditors ... 21
. cancellation of 18(2)
. . conditions re collateral
security on 18(3)
. forfeiture of 18(1)
. payment of, where no claims
after forfeiture 22
. regulations re amount
and form of S7(&)
Books and accounts
. free access to, by Registrar 36(2)
. inspection of, by Registrar 36(1)
. particulars of transactions
to be entered 34(1)
Breach of contract
. inducement by broker or
salesman re 49






conditions of advertising by . . .45
defined 1 (o)
delivery of agreement re
listing to client 52(1)
distribution of copies





holding out as, by
unregistered persons 43
limitations re name of firm ... .41
notice of registration by 42
notice to Registrar by 15(1)
. change of address for
service, re 15(1) (o)
. change of partnership,
re 15(1)(6)
. change re employment
of salesmen, re 15(1) (c)
purchase of real estate listed . . .48
registration of 3(1) (a)
registration of executor
on death of 13(1)
registration of salesmen
on death of 13(2)
representation by, forbidden
. procure mortgage, to 40(c)
. re-sell real estate, to 40(a)
. sell purchaser's real
estate, to 40(6)








goods, etc., deemed to be
included in purchase of ...50(3)
limitations re names of 41
. statements to be delivered
on purchase of 50(1)
waiver re 50(2)
Certificates
. financial position of broker, re 37









. payment of moneys realized on 21
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. regulations re negotiable
securities as 57(c)
. requirements re 9(3)
. sale of, on forfeiture of 'bond . . 19
Commission
. action for recovery of ...38,39
. scale and computation of . . . .51(2)
. type prohibited 51(1)
Companies Act
. direction to hold funds for
trustees, etc., under 28(1)
. exemption from registration
for assignees, etc., under ..17(a)
proceedings under, re
enforcement of forfeiture ... 20
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payment of receipts of
Registrar into 16(1)
Counsel
. designation of by Attorney-
General re appeal 31(4)
Court
. order of, no appeal from 33
. order of, to Superintendent ... .32
Criminal Code (Canada)
. conviction under, re
forfeiture of bond 18(1) (a)
. oflFence under, grounds for
investigation 23(1)
. report to Attorney-General
re offence under 24
Crown
. forfeiture of bond as debt to 18(1)
Death of broker
. registration of salesmen on .13(2)
Decision
. request for review of 30(1)
. . evidence at 30(3)
. . notice re 30(2)
. . power of Superintendent re 30(4)
Definition
. broker 1(a)
. business 1 (6)
. official 1(c)
. prescribed 1(d)




. salesman 1 (t)
. Superintendent 1 (;)
trade l(k)
Documents
production of, re investigations 23(3)





. . notice by broker re ...15(l)(c)
. . notice by salesmen re .15(2) (6)
Evidence
certificate re registration or
non-registration as 58
. disclosure of 26
. Superintendent not bound by
technical rules of 30(3)
Evidence Act
. provisions of, re
investigations 23(3) (rf)
Examination
. applicants for registration,
regulations re 57(g)
Executors
. registration of, on death
of broker 13(1)
Exemptions
. registration, from 17
Fees
. regulations re 57(d)
Forfeiture of bond
proceedings re enforcement of 20
Forms
. appeal from review by
Superintendent, of 31(2)
. application for registration, of 9(1)
. regulations re 57(/)
Fraud
. forfeiture of bond on . . .18(l)(b)
Funds
. direction of Supreme
Court re disposition 28(2)
Guarantee Companies Securities Act
. bonds of companies
approved under 9(2) (o)
Guarantor
. bond of, as security
re registration 9(2) (c)
Hearing
. notice of 30(2)
Incorporated companies
. pu'blication of names of
interested persons in 44
Information
. required from applicant 11
Inspection










. order for, by Attorney-General 25
. order for, by Superintendent 23(1)
. power to summon
witnesses for 23(3)
. powers of person
conducting 23(2-4)
. regulations re practice on ...57(e)
. report of, to Superintendent . .23(6)
. scope of 23(2)
Judicature Act
. direction to hold funds for
trustee, etc., under 28(1)
. exemption from registration
for assignees, etc., under . . 17(a)
. proceedings under, re
enforcement of forfeiture ...20
Leases
. representations by broker to
procure, forbidden 40(c)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of Registrar by . .2(1)
. direction of, re disposition
of proceeds of bonds 22









. authorized, as requirement
for actions 39(c)
Lists
. registered persons, of,
by Registrar 59





. exemption from registration
re property under 17 (^)
Mortgages
representation by broker to
procure, forbidden 40(c)
Notice
. decision upon review, re 30(5)
. Superintendent, of, as
certificate of lis pendens . .28(3)
Offences—See also Penalties
. contravention of Act, re 54







. requirement for bringing
in action 39(&)
Officers




. registration as broker 3(l)(b)
Orders
appeals from, not allowed 33
request for review of 30(1)
. evidence at 30(3)
. notice re 30(2)





. recording of, re trust ledgers 34(2)




. . extinguishment of
registration on 3(2)
. . notice of 15(1) (6)
. publication on letterheads,
etc., of interested persons ... .44
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for 54
. recovery of 55(1)
Personal bond—See also Bond




. appeal from review 'by
Superintendent, of 31(2)
Province of Ontario Savings Office
. trust account at 35
Publication
. names of interested persons
on letterheads 44
. report of investigations
by Attorney-General, re ... .27
Purchaser




. promise by broker to
re-sell, forbidden 40(a)
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. promise by broker to sell
purchaser's, forbidden AO(b)
. purchase by broker of listed ... .48
Refund









certificate of, to Registrar
of Supreme Court 31(3)
certificate signed by, as
evidence of registration 58
consent of, re disclosure
of evidence 26
defined l(^)
deposit of cash, etc., with
Treasurer of Ontario 16(1)
duties of 2(2)
free access to books




and accounts by 36(1)
list of persons registered
prepared by 59
notice of hearing by 30(2)
notice of registration by 42
notice to, re cancellation
of bond 18(2)




. request for review, served on 30(1)






cancellation or suspension of ... 7
exemption from 17
extinguishment of, re
change in partnership ... .3(2)
grant of, by Superintendent 6
renewal of 14
requirement of residence for 12(1)
requirement for, re salesmen . .4(1)
requirements re brokers
and salesmen 3(1) (a)








. salesmen, re 3(1) (c)
suspension of 4(2)
term of bond re 18(3)





. persons exempted from
registration re 17(t)
Remuneration
. scale and computation of ...51(2)
Renewals
. registration, of 14
Reports
. investigations, of, by
Superintendent 24
Re-sale





. service in armed forces re . . 12(2)
Review
. appeal to Supreme
Court from 31(1)
. evidence admissible at 30(3)
. notice of decision on 30(5)
. power of Superintendent on 30(4)








forbidden to trade for
other brokers 47
inducement by, to break
contracts, forbidden 49
notice by 15(2)
. change in address for
service, re 15(2) (o)
. change in employment,
re 15(2)(&)
registration of 3(1) (c)














. exemption from registration
re persons registered under 17(c)
Security—See also Collateral
security
. direction of Supreme Court
re disposition of 28(2)
. requirements re, on application
for registration 9(2)
Service—See also Address for
service
. evidence of 10
Solicitors
. exemption from registration 17(g)
Statements
. sale of business, on
. . delivery of, to purchaser .50(1)
. . goods included, in
absence of 50(2)
Superintendent
. appeal from decision of 31(1)
. appointment of experts by,
re investigations 23(5)
. certificate signed by, as
evidence of registration 58
. consent of, re disclosure
of evidence 26
. defined 1 (;)
. discretion of, re registration 12(1)
. enforcement of forfeiture by . . .20
. evidence admissible on
review by 30(3)
. forms provided by,
re registration 9(1)
. further directions by,
following appeal 33
. further information from
applicant required by 11
. grant of registration by 6
. investigation by 25
. . order re 23(1)
. notice of, effective as
certificate of lis pendens . .28(3)
. order of court to, on appeal . .32
. orders by, to hold funds 28(1)
. power of, on review 30(4)
. powers of 2(2)
. recommendation for refund
re fees 16(2)
. report of investigation to . . .23(6)
. report of investigations by ... .24
. report of temporary
registrations to 5




review by, re 30(1)
service of notice of 29
. suspension or cancellation
of registration by 7
Supreme Court
. appeal to, after review
by Superintendent 31(1)








. classes of, in real estate,
etc., regulations re 57(fl)





of bond by 22
. payment of refund by 16(2)
. Registrar to deposit cash,
etc., with 16(1)
Trust account





. particulars to be recorded in 34(2)
Trustees
. payment of bond moneys to . . .21
Unregistered person
. holding out as broker by 43
Waiver
. purchaser, by, re statements
on purchase of business ...50(2)
Winding-up Act (Canada)
. direction to hold funds
for trustee, etc., under ...28(1)
. exemption from registration
for assignees, etc., under 17(o)
. proceedings under, re
enforcement of forfeiture ....20
Witnesses




See Accidental Fires Act; Ac-
cumulations Act; Aliens' Real
Property Act; Assessment
Act; Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Devolution
of Estates Act; Escheats Act;
Estates Tail Act; Fraudulent
•Conveyances Act; Housing
Development Act; Industrial
and Mining Lands Compensa-
tion Act; Infants Act; Land;
Land Titles Act; Land Trans-
fer Tax Act; Limitations Act;
Married Women's Property
Act; Mechanics' Lien Act;
Mental Incompetency Act;
'Mortgages Act; Mortmain and
Charitable Uses Act; Partition
Act; Petty Trespass Act;
Power Commission Act; Prop-
erty and Civil Rights Act;
'Provincial Land Tax Act;
'Public Works Act; Quieting
'Titles Act; Real Estate and
Business Brokers Act; Reg-
istry Act; School Trust Con-
veyances Act; Short Forms of
'Conveyances Act; Short Forms
of Leases Act; Short Forms
of Mortgages Act; Statute of
Frauds; Succession Duty Act;








Vol. 4, p. 38L
Action
recovery, for, not barred by Act 9
Appeal
. pending, registration of
judgment not allowed 3(f)
Application
. Act, of, to certain
Provinces Note
. judgment debtor, 'by, to set
aside registration 6
. provinces with reciprocal
provisions, to 8







. registration, for, recovery
of costs 4(c)
Arbitration
. award, as judgment l(l)(a)
Award
arbitration, as judgment ..1(1) (a)
Certificates
. taxing officer, of, endorsed
on registration order 4(c)
Clerk of court
judgment filed with 2i,Z)
Conditions
. registration, of 3
Costs
. recovery of 4(c)
. registration, taxing of 4(c)
. rules re, by Rules Committee ...7
Court
. judge may exercise powers of 1(2)
. original, defined 1(1) (d)
. outside Ontario, registering
judgment of 2
. power to set aside registration
on ex parte order 6
. registering
. . defined 1(1)(^)
. . jurisdiction of 4(&)













judgment debtor 1(1) (f)
original court 1(1) (rf)





. costs of, recovery 4(c)
. filing of, for registration 2(3)
Fraud
. judgment by, effect 3(rf)
Judge
. powers of court re 1(2)
Judgment
. against public policy 3(/)
. application for registration of 2(1)
. . notice re 2(2)
. certified copy or
exemplification to be filed . 2{2)











. obtained outside Ontario,
registration of 2(1)
. registration of, refused 3
Judgfment creditor
. defined 1(1)(&)
. registering judgment obtained
outside Ontario, by 2
. right of action preserved . . , 9
Judgment debtor
. appeal, by, effect of 3(e)
. application by, to set
aside registration 6
. defined 1(1) (O
. failure to serve process
on, effect 3(c)
. good defence of, for
non-registration 3((7)
. lack of jurisdiction
over, effect 3(a-c)
. notice of application to
register judgment to 2{2)
. notice of registration on
ex parte order to 5
. sale of property of,
without notice 5
Jurisdiction
. lack of, effect .3(a-c)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of rules of court by . . .7
. discretion of, re application
of Act 8
Notice
. application to register
judgment, of '2{2)
. registration on ex parte
order, of 5
Orders
court, of, as judgment ...l(l)(a)
Lieutenant-Governor, by,
enlarging scope of Act . . 8
registration, for, ex parte . . . .2(2)
. filing of 2(3)
. notice of 5
. refusal of 3




. registration of judgment 2,5





. refusal to register, as 3(/)
Reciprocal provisions






. filing judgment with 2(3)
Registration
. effects of 4
. ex parte order, on, notice re 5
. judgment obtained
outside Ontario, of 2
. order, setting aside 6
. recovery of costs of 4(c)
. refusal of 3
. register or clerk, with 2(3)
Rules Committee
. power to make rules 7
Sale
. judgment debtor's property,
of, when invalid 5
Service
. notice of registration on
ex parte order, of 5




. registration of judgments in 2
Taxing officer
. taxing of costs by 4(c)
. . certificate endorsed on
registration order 4(c)
Time
. notice of registration on
ex parte order, for 5
. registration of judgment
obtained outside Ontario, for 2(1)








Vol. 4, p. 385.
Appeals
. confirmed order, re 5(6)
. refusal to make provisional







. extension of 10
. extent of Note
. maintenance order, for 4(1)
. rescission or variation, for ... .5(5)
Attorney-General
. documents transmitted by ..4(5,6)
. orders transmitted to Supreme
Court by 5(1)
. registration of orders by 2
. transmission of evidence
taken after remission by . . .4(8)
. transmission of orders to
reciprocating state by ....3,4(3)














to reciprocating state 4(5)




. confirmation of provisional
order of reciprocating state 5(1)
. confirming, or rescinding order 5(5)
. defined 1(&)
. evidence in, from
reciproca'ting state 9
.officer of, proof of signature 8




. copy to Attorney-General . . .4(3)
. modified 5(3)
remitted for further evidence 5(4)
. rescinded 4(8)
. statements re 4(4)
. transmission of documents re 4(5)
registering or confirming
order, enforcement 6
registration of orders in .2







. transmission of evidence
taken after remission 4(8)






. provisional order, to 5(2)
Definitions
. certified copy 1 (a)
. court lib)
. dependants 1 (f
)










transmitted with order 4(5)
transmitted with varying
or rescinding order 4(9)
Documents
. accompany provisional
orders, to 4(5), 5(1)
. proof of sigrnature on 8
Evidence
additional, remission for 4(7)
application for order, on 4(2)
court's statement conclusive . . .5(2)
hearing at, of 4(1)
reciprocating state, from 9
remission for, after
order confirmed 5(5)
. taken upon remission,
transmission of 4(8)
Judges
. depositions signed by 4(2)
. signature of, proof 8
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. declaration re reciprocating
state by 10
. procedure under Act
prescribed by Act 7
Maintenance order
. confirmed, appeal from 5(6)
variation, rescission of 5(5)
. defined 1(d)









. made in Ontario, transmission
to reciprocating states 3
. made in reciprocating state,










. maintenance order, not !(</)
Procedure
Lieutenant-Governor in
Council may prescribe 7
Provisional maintenance order
. against resident of
reciprocating state 4(1)
. certified copy to
Attorney-General 4(3)
. court may confirm or modify 5(3)
. reciprocating state, of 5(1)
. . defence, evidence 5(2)
. refusal to make, appeal re . . . .4(10)
. remission for further evidence 4(7)
. remission to original court .5(4)
. rescission of 4(8)
Statements
. court by, on making
provisional order 4(4)
. court, by, re grounds for
opposing order 5(2)
Summons
. appearance to, request for
further evidence 5(4)
. failure to appear on . . .' 5(3)
. order of reciprocating
state, on 5(1)




. orders of reciprocating
state transmitted to 5(1)
. registering court for orders
made by superior courts . . . .2(2)
Witnesses
. depositions of, on application
for order 4(2)
RECOGNIZANCE
See Estreats Act; Summary Con-
victions Act
RECORDS Sec.




See Commissioners for taking





Act; Judicature Act; Munici-
pal Arbitrations Act
REFORESTATION
See Agricultural Societies Act;




Vol. 4, p. 391.
See also Andrew Mercer Re-
formatory Act; Cx>roners Act;
Department of Reform Insti-
tutions Act; Extramural Em-
ployment of Persons under
Sentence Act; Female Refuges
Act; Industrial Farms Act;
Jails Act; Liquor Control Act;





. certifying payable bills 25(4)
Accounts
. auditing of industrial 26
. bank, with 25(1)
. payment of balance to
Provincial Treasurer 25(5)
Administration
. custodial branch, of 11 (a)
. industrial branch, of 11(6)
Bailiffs
. delivery of prisoner to 9
Bills
. attached to cheque
for signature 25(4)




. consideration of parole by ..18(2)
Bursar
. appointment 3
. cheques signed by 25(3)
. security, by 12
Cheques




. copy of, re removal of prisoner 9
Conduct
. inmates, record of 17
Contracts




. discretion of, to imprison
in reformatory 7
Credit
. amount of, at 'bank 25(1)
Custodial branch
. administration by
superintendent 1 1 (a)
Definitions
. county 1 (a)
. inspector 1(6)
. Minister 1 (c)
Deposit
. money received, of 25(2)
Detention
. diseased inmates, of 21
Director of industries




. signing cheques by 25(3)
Discharge
. expiration of term, upon 20,21
Employees
. interest in prison contracts
not allowed 13(1)
. . penalty re 13(2)




. land for 16
Imprisonment
. preceding reformatory 18(1)
Industrial branch
. administration by director
of industries 11(6)
Industrial school for boys






. contracts fulfilled by 24
. countersigning cheques 25(3)
. defined ....1(6)
. power over officers 5(1)
JaU
transfer from reformatory to .8
Labour
. beneficial, for prisoners 16





. maintenance of reformatories by 2
. officers approved by 3
. power to procure
surrounding land 23
. regulations by 4
. sanction by, re
extramural employment ...19(1)
Liquor Control Act
. prohibition of liquors under . .15(1)
Minister
. countersigning cheques 25(3)
. defined . . .
.
' 1(c)








. appointment of 3
. duty to deliver up
prisoner for removal 9
. prohibition to contract
with prisoners 13(1)




. prohibition re supplying
prisoner's liquor, narcotics 15(1)
. prohibition re supplying
tobacco to prisoners 15(2)
. prohibition re taking gratuity ... 14
. removal of 5(2)
. security by 12
. suspension of - 5(1)
. . pay during , .... 5 (2)
Parole
. prisoner, of 18(2)
Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act
. inspector appointed under ...1(6)
Penalties
. officers interested in
contracts, for 13(2)
. supplying liquors, drugs and
tobacco to prisoners, for ..15(2)
Prisoners
. contracts by officers
with, prohibited 14
diseased, detention of 21
employment outside
reformatory 19(1)
. conditions re 19(2)
encouraged to labour 16
parole of 18(2)
record of conduct of 17
sentence of, to
reformatory 7, 18(1)
subject to regulations 19(2)
transfer from industrial farm
. jail, to 8
. school, from 9
Property
. custody of superintendent, in . . .22
. reformatory, of 22
Provincial Auditor
. audit of accounts by 26
Provincial Treasiu-er
payment of balance of
debit to 25(5)
Records




. discipline, re 4







. officers, of 5 (2)
Security
. officers, by 12
Sentence
. copy of, re removal of prisoner . .9
. reformatory, to 18(1)
Stewcird
. security, by 12
Storekeeper
. appointment of 3
. security by 12
Simday
. expiration of term on 20
Superintendent
. administration of
custodial branch by ll(o)
appointment of 3
custodian of property 22




. appointment of 3
Suspension
. officers, of 5(1)
Tobacco




. . jail to reformatory, from 6
. . reformatory to jail, from 8
Warrant
. removal, of 8-10
REFUGEES
See Charitable Institutions Act;
Female Refuges Act; Penal
and Reform Institutions In-
spection Act
REGISTERED NURSES






See Vital Statistics Act
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REGISTRY Sec.
Registry Act, Vol. 4, p. 397.
See also Assessment Act; Ceme-
teries Act; Conveyancing and
Law of Property Act; Custody
of Documents Act; Department
of Municipal Affairs Act; De-
volution of Estates Act; Evi-
dence Act; Execution Act;
Investigation of Titles Act;
Land Titles Act; Land Trans-
fer Tax Act; Loan and Trust
'Corporations Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Mortgages Act;
Mortgage Tax Act; Municipal
Act; Partnerships Registration
•Act; Planning Act; Public
Lands Act; Quieting Titles
'Act; Settled Estates Act;
Short Forms of Conveyances
Act; Short Forms of Leases
Act; Short Forms of Mort-
gages Act; Succession Duty
Act; Surveys Act; Vendors
and Purchasers Act; Wills Act
Absence
. person, of
. . neglecting to discharge
mortgage 67(8)
. . signing discharge of
mortgage 64(3)
Absentee
. statutory declaration for ....33(5)
Abstract
. certificate of registrar on . . . .17(2)
. instruments, of, re parts of
further subdivision 86(4)
. instruments, of, re parts of
subdivided lots 86(3)
. omission of discharged mort-
gage and expired lien from 17(4)
. registrar making 17(1)
. statement of fees on 17(3)




delivery to new registry . .24(1) (d)
entry in
. instruments, of 53(1)
. lots, of 29(1) Form 3
. mortgage not recorded in
full, of 48(6)
ordering duplicate or new . . .26(4)








. entry in general register re . 21(8)
Affidavit
accompanying instrument not
in conformity with plan . . .88(1)
. form of Form 14
attached to instrument 34(2)
condition of grantor, re ....52(1)
contents of, as proof for
registration 34(1) Form 5
filing of, with instrument . . . .53(1)
instrument as security for
liability, re 35 Form 6
inventory, re, certified by
surrogate court 57(4)
marriage, re 52(2)
. certificate of judge as
substitution for 52(3)
. entered in register 52(4)
party, by, not admitted 38
payment of expenses re 39
persons to take
. in Ontario 36(1)
. out of Ontario 36(2)
proof of execution of will, re 57(1)
service of notice of sale re. .60(1,2)




. certificate of Treasurer of
Ontario 57(7)
. Crown grants 55
. instrument registered by
memorial 63(1)
. probate or letters of
administration 67(6)
. will 57(1,2)
witness, of, as proof for
registration 34(1)
. form of Form 5
witnesses compellable to make ..39
Affirmation
. proof for registration, as 37
Alimony
. registration of order and
judgment of 60, Note
Alphabetical index
. delivery to registry 24(1) (i^)
. entry of instrument in 53(1)
. names, of 30






. discharge of mortgage held by . .65
Application
provisions, of, re evidence as
to marriage 52(5)
Assignment
mortgage, of, registered before
discharge 67(1)
. production of, on registering
discharge of mortgage . . . .64(2)
Attorney-General
. order to sheriff to seize books . .25
Books—See also Abstract index;
Registry book
certificate by registrar of new . .2Z
. form of Form 2
delivery to new registry . .24(1) (a)
municipality to provide 21(1)
pattern of 21 (2)
property of Crown 21(10)
recopied when unfit for use . .26(1)
. validity of 26(2)
repair of 26(3)
separate for each municipality 21(3)
treasurer, to furnish new . . . .21(9)
treasurer's neglect to furnish
new 22
use of extra 21(11)
By-laws
book of 21(5)
entries re, not in general
register 21(6)
levy of funds for preparation
of plans, re 92(5, 10)
money, re, open to public
inspection 73(5)
registration of
. changes in municipal
boundaries, re 73(3)
. money, re 73(4)
registration of, etc., streets re
. passed after March 29, 1873 73(1)
. passed before March 29,
1873 73(2)
Caution
. claim to unpatented land, re . .3(3)
Certificate
. amalgamation of loan corpora-
tions, of
. . defined 1(0)
. . entry in general register ..21(8)
REGISTRY—Con. Sec.
Certificate—Con.
discharge of liabilities, re 71
. form of Form 12
endorsed on instrument,
effect of 53(1)
. form of Form 8
. instrument registered in two
parts 50
first registration of owner, of . . .2
judge, by
. discharge of mortgage, re .... 67
. notice of sale, re 60(4) (5)
. power of attorney, re 49(1)
. . form of Form 7
judge, by, in lieu of affidavit
of execution 40
. form of Form 7
judgment, of, entered in general
register 21(8)
partial discharge of mortgage,
re 68(1,2)
payment of succession duty,
of 21(8)
plan, on, by Ontario land .
surveyor 84(8)
. form of Form 13
registrar by, on registry book . .22
. form of Form 2
registrar, of. on abstract ....17(2)
registration of instrument, at 53(1)
. form of Form 8
re-registration, of 63(3)
. form of Form 8
sheriff, etc., by
. discharge of seized mortgage,
re 70(2)
. . eflfect of 70(5,6)
. . form of Form 1
1
. . proof of execution 70(4)
. withdrawal of seizure of dis-
charged mortgage re .... 70(7)
statement of discharge by . . . .64(1)
. form of Form 10
surrogate court, of, re affidavit
of inventory, etc 57(4)
surveyor, by, on plan made by
order of Inspector 92(4)
Treasurer of Ontario, by, re
succession duty
. contents of 57(8)
. issue and registration of ..57(7)
. recording of 57(9)
Change





. application by, re additional
security of registrar 9(3)
Claim
. unpatented lands, to 3(3)
Clerk
. prohibition
. . carry on loaning business,
to 14(2)
. . deal in land, to 14(1)
. . practice profession, to 14(3)
. statutory declaration, by, on
completion of registry book 53(3)
. verification of copies in books
and certificate by 53(2)
Commission
. land changed in security for ...79
Corporation
. statutory declaration for ...33(5)
Correction
. entries, of 82(1)
. . method of 82(2)
Coimty
. application by, re additional






. jurisdiction of, re registration
of plans 90
. . alteration of registered plan,
re 89(1)
. order of
. . entry of, re executors etc.. .21(8)
. registration of sale under
process of 81
. seal of, evidence for registration 41
. sea! of, under discharge of
seized mortgage 70(3)
Crown—See also Crown grants
. contribution to costs by, re
preparation of plans 92(17)
. registry books as property of 21(10)
Crown attorney
registrar pro tempore, as 12(2)
Crown grants
. instruments after, registration
of 74(1)
. . exceptions re leases 74(2)
. list of, to registrar 96, Note
. registration of 55
Custody of Documents Act
. referred to 24(1) (e), 56
REGISTRY Cow. Sec.
Death




discharge of mortgage, re, by
other person 64(3)
duplicate or assignment of
mortgage, re 64(2)
proof for registration, as 37
service of notice of sale, re 60(1)
Definitions










power of attorney 1(f)
street or highway 84(14)
will Kg)
Delivery
. books, etc., by registrar
. . new registry, to 24
. . vacating office 25
Deputy registrar
appointment of 12(1)
attendance during office hours 16(1)
declaration by, on completion
of registry book 53(3)
oath by 13
production of documents, duty
re 20(2)
prohibition
. carry on loaning business,
to 14(2)
. deal in land, to 14(1)
. practice profession, to 14(3)
registrar pro tempore, as 12(2)
taking of affidavit by 36(1)
verification of copies by 53(2)
Devolution of Estates Act
. caution under, defined as
instrument \(d)
. regulations re conveyance as
precedence over 57(6)
Documents
production of, duty re 20(2)
production of, on investigation
by Inspector 120
Dower




affecting land by local
description 33(2)
. cancellation of, registered since
January 1, 1890, barring
discharge 72
correction of 82(1)
. method of 82(2)
instruments, of
. abstract and alphabetical
index, in 53(1)
. not copied in books 24(5)
. . lots of land in abstract
index, re 29(2)
written in foreign languages . .46
plans, of, re subdivision of
land 84(17)
Errors
. registrar not liable for
predecessors 19
Evidence—See also Proof
. certified copy, by 43, Note
. certified copy of service of sale
as 60(3)
. condition of grantor 52(1)
exceptions from 52(5)
. investigation by Inspector, on . . 120
Evidence Act
. evidence by certified copies
under 43, Note
Execution Act
registration of notice of seizure
of mortgage under 60, Note
Executor
. removal or appointment of,
entry re 21(8)
Exhibition
originals, of, by registrar . .17(1)
Expenses
. deduction of, re office of
registrars 110
payment of
. . affidavit by witness, re 39
. . new surveys, etc., re 28
. preparation and registration of
plan, for 92(5,6)
recopying books etc., of 27
Fees
. exemption from, of declaration
of discharge 64(5)
furnishing of list of convey-
ances, for 106(2)
. payment of registration 47(2)






recopying books, etc., for 27
registrar, of
. amendments, etc., re, by 98
. annual return re 105(2)
. appeal from Inspector's
decision re 102(2)
book of 105(1)
charge of, re figures 1(X)
fixed by Inspector 99
printed schedule of 103(1)
recovery of, from municipal
corporation 104
settling of disputes by
Inspector, re 102(1)
. statement re 103(2)
. tariff of 97
registration, for 48(3)
registration of mortgages, for 48(4)
statement of. on abstract ....17(3)
Field notes
. plan of subdivision of land, on 84(9)
Figures
. charges of registrar for 100
Filing
instrument, of, with all
affidavits 53(1)
. order by judge re preparation





abstract index, of Form 3
affidavit of execution Form 5
affidavit of executions where
instrument is security ...Form
6
affidavit where instrument does
not conform to plan .... Form 14
alphabetical index, of Form 4
certificate of discharge of in-
strument creating charge Form 12
certificate of discharge of mort-
gages by sheriff, of Form 11
certificate of judge in lieu of
affidavit, of Form 7
certificate of Ontario land
surveyor, of Form 13
certificate of registration,
of Form 8
certificate on registry books,
of Form 2
declaration re land with local
description, of Form 15
discharge of mortgage, of. .Form 10
minute of registration, of ..Form
9




. by-laws not entered in 21(6)
. entries in 21(8)
. listing of entries 21(8)
. registry division, for 21(4)
Grant of administration—See also
Letters of administration
. entry in general register 21(8)
Grantee
. endorsement re, on deed 54'S
Grantor
. affidavit by, re condition ...52(1)
Highway
. defined 84(14)
. plans for registration, on 84
Hours—See Office hours
Index—See also Abstract index;
Alphabetical index
. land, of, described in plans
of subdivision 84(10)
. names, of, delivered to new
registry 24(3)
. wills of, omitted from general
register 21(7)
Ink
. prohibited for use in copying . . 18
Inspector
authorization by
. employment of assistants,
re 72(6)
. fire-proof fittings, re 6(3)
. loose-leaf books, re 21(2)
. method of copying plans, re 84(7)
. use of several registry books
at one time, re 21(11)
collecting of evidence by 120
defined 1(c)
determination of fees for
recopying books, etc. .27,86(5)
duties of 119
extension of time by, for de-
livery of books, etc 24(7)
order by
. books unfit for use, re ...26(1)
. copies or new abstract
indexes, re 26(4)
. designation of subdivision
plan area, re 94(1)
. expenses for new surveys,
etc., re 28
. index of wills not entered in
general register, re 21(7)
. new survey or plan, re . . . .26(5)






. . repair or preservation of
books, etc., re 26(3)
. . subdivision of units into
blocks, re 86(1,2)
. power to employ extra help . . 122
. revision of registrar's disburse-
ments by 117
Instruments








. executed before January 1st,
1866 61-63
executed by attorney 49(2)
executed in other registry . .63(2)
foreign language 46
Government department, in 43(4)
non-conformity with proper
plan, re 88(1,2)
offices of land titles or court,
in 43(3)






. two parts, in 50




. certificate by, re power of
attorney 49(1)
. form of Form 7
certificate by, re proof of
execution 40
. form of Form 7
order by
. compelling witnesses to make
affidavit 39
. preparation of plans, re . .92(13)
. register discharge of mort-
gage, to 67 {7)






. proof taken by
. . discharge of last mortgage,
re 67(2)
. . discharge of mortgage, re . .64(3)
. . execution of instrument, re . .40
. . notice of sale, re 60(4,5)
. . power of attorney, re ...49(1)
Judgment—See also Certificate
. regristration of 42
Judicatiure Act
registration of orders for
alimony under 60, Note
Land—See also Subdivision
claim to unpatented 2(2)
defined 1 (e)
registration of instrument re
. patented after 1887 3(1)
. without local description 2>Z
subdivision into blocks 86
Land Titles Act
. application of 2, 3(1), 3(3),
96, Note, 107(2)
Letters of administration
. registration of 58
. . discharge of mortgage,
on 67(5,6)
. . precedence over other convey-
ances on 59
Liability
registrar and sureties, of, for
loss and damage 10
. registrar pro tempore, of 12(3)
Liens
. equitable, validity of 76
. expired, omission from .
abstract of 17(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. additional grant to registrar by 108
. additional security by registrar
established by 9(3)
. amendments of registrar's fees
by 98
. amount of security fixed by .9(1)
. authorization by, to make new
surveys or plans 26(5)
. regulations by 126
. remuneration or registrar fixed
by 107(3)
. rules for management of
registry offices 118




. furnished municipality 106(1)
. . fee for 106(2)
Loan and Trust Corporations Act




. designation of, on plans for
registration 84(6)
. entry of, in abstract index . .29(1)
. . rules for 29(2)
Maintenance
. registry offices, of, by county
council 6(1) (4)
. . contribution by towns and
cities to 6(2) (4)
Maps
. delivery to new registry ..24(l)(c)
Marriage
. affidavit, re 52(2)
Mechanics' lien
. marking off certain entries,
re 72(4,5)
. registration of 60, Note
. registration of discharges
of 60, Note
Mechanics' Lien Act
. referred to 17(4), 21(8),
60, Note, 72(4, 5)
Memorandum
. correction of entry, re 82(2)
Memorials
. delivery to new registry of 24(1) (c)
. entry of, improperly copied 96
. re-registration of instruments
registered by 63(1)
. . certificate of 63(3)
. . method of 63(2)
Mental Hospitals Act
. referred to 60, Note
Mining Act
. referred to 60, Note
Mining claims and rights
. registration of liens on ... .60, Note
Mining Tax Act
. referred to 42, Note
Minute of registration
. margin, in 54







. absence of person signing. .64(3)
. certificate stating 64(1)
. . form of Form 10
. effect of 69
. failure to produce duplicate
or assignment 64(2)
. held by amalgamated loan
corporation 65
. instruments executed by
attorney, of 67(4)
. left by will 67(5)
lost or destroyed 67(2)
. neglect to execute registra-
tion of 67(7-9)
. paid ofT by subsequent
mortgagee 66(1, 2)
production of assignment at 64(2)
. registered before April 1,
1899 21(8)
. registration of 64(1)
. released from seizure 70(7)
. seized under execution 70
duplicate, production on regis-
tering discharge 64(2)
entry in abstract index when
not recorded in full 48(6)
entry of, when not copied in
full 48(2)
marking off entries barring dis-
charge of, registered since
January 1. 1890 72(1,2)
. omission from abstract of
discharged 17(4)
. omission to be copied in full 48(1)
. persons entitled to demand
full recording 48(5)
. registration for conveyance
under power of sale 60(7)
. registration of assignment
preceding discharge of ...67(1)
. registration of seizure by
sheriff 60, Note
. release or discharge of part of
land or money re 68(1,2)
. security for actually advanced
money, as 77
subsequent recording in full. 48(5)
Mortgagee
consent of, to registration of
plan 84(16)
. defined 48(7)
. rights of, paying oflF preceding
mortgage 66(1)
Mortgages Act
. referred to 60(1)
REGISTRY—Con. Sic
Mimicipal Act
. referred to 73(4)
Mimicipality
. application to court re registra-
tion of plans 90 ^^^b
. duty to provide fire-proof fl^^l
offices 6(1) "^
. inspection of registry books by 115 I
. office equipment and material
provided by 6(4) •
. payment of expenses re plans
by 92(8)
. registrar's surplus fees to .111(1)
Names
. alphabetical index, in 30




. referred to 60, Note
Notarial copy
. Quebec, from, registration of . . .44
Notice
. discharge of mortgage, re . . 67(9)
. effect on prior registration 75
Notice of sale
. certificate by judge re ...60(4,5)
. registration in other registries 60(6)
. registration of 60(1)
Numbering
. pages and records, of 54
Oath
. deputy registrar, of 13
. registrar, of II
. . form of Form 1
Office hours
. registry, of 16(1-4)
Offices
. county council to provide . . . .6(1)
. fitting for, registrar to provide 6(3)
Orders
. Mining Court, of, registra-
tion 42, Note
Orders in Council
. registration of 56
Originals
. re-copied, preservation of . . . 26(2)
Owners
. consent to closing road by, of
adjoining land 89(4)
. registration of first 2
Parties





prepare plans, for 92(9)
neglect to deliver books, etc.,
for 24(6)
neglecting to register plan of
subdivision of land, for . . .84(12)





. referred to 84(18)
Plans
alteration of registered
. appeal from order re 89(3)
. jurisdiction for 89(1)
. person entitled to application
for 89(2)
authentication of, re lands of
cities, etc 92(2)
copies of, delivery to new
registry 24(1) (A)
jurisdiction of court re registra-
tion of 90
making of new 26(5)
preparation, etc., of
. order of judge, by 92(13)
. . costs of 92(14,17)
. where old survey
defective 92(10,11)
registration of
. effect of 89(1)
. land in cities, etc., re ... ^ .^. .92
. land situate in several town-
ships re 92(3)
. order of judge re 92(13-16)
. procedure re 93
. provisions re, not affecting
other provisions of Act 92(12)
. subdivision of land . 84(1, 16-18)
. subdivision of unpatented
land 84(15)
. survey, etc., made before
March 4. 1868, re 91
subdivision of land, re
. application of provisions
for 84(19)
. contents of 84(2)
. designation of lots in 84(6)
. field notes of 84(9)
. highways and topographical
features in 84(5)
. index of 84(10)
. mounting and copying of . .84(7)





. subdivision of land, re
—
Con.
. . signing and certifying of . .84(8)
. . . form of Form 13
. . verification of signature to 84(13)
Power of attorney
. defined 1(/)
. discharge of mortgages, re ..67(4)
. proof of, to judge 49(1)
Preservation
. re-copied original books, of . .26(2)
Priority




. entry in general register . . .21(8)
. registration of, effect of 59
. registration on discharge of
mortgage 67(5, 6)
Proof See also Evidence
. execution of instrument, of 40






. referred to 96, Note
Recopying
. abstract index, of, rules for . .26(6)
Recording
. instrument, of .53(1)
Registrar
additional grant to 108
additional security by 9(3)
annual returns by 105(2)
. Inspector to receive 105(4)
application for new registry
book by 21(9)
appointment of 7
appointment of deputies by ..12(1)
attendance during office hours 16(1)
certificate of, re book provided. .23
. form of Form 2
certificate of books delivered
to new registry by 24(4)
certified copy of registered
instrument by 43(1)
declaration, by. on completion
of registry book 53(3)
delivery of books, etc., by on
vacating office , 25
duty of
. registering plans, re 93(2)
. to furnish information 121
entries by
. instruments not copied, of. .24(5)




. exclusion of certain fees from
percentages payable by 114
income of l,2(a,b)
issue of certified copies by . .20(1)
keeping of index of localities by. .30
liability for loss and damage ... 10
non-liability for predecessors'
errors 19
oath of office by 11
payment of surplus fees by ...111
percentages payable by, in pro-
visional judicial districts 116(1,2)
production of documents, duty
re 20(2)
prohibition by
. public use of ink, re 18
. taking out books, etc., re ..17(1)
prohibition of
. carry on loaning business,
to 14(2)
. deal in land, to 14(1)
. practise profession, to 14(3)
providing fire-proof fittings,
etc 6(3)
providing new book 22
remuneration for abstracts in
subdivision 86(5)
seal of 8
searches, etc., by, of 17(1)
security by 9(1)
stamping of registered instru-
ment by 47(3)
statement of amounts paid to
municipality by 112
supervision of work in office ... 15
taking of affidavit by 36(1)
vacation of office by, return of
fees on 113
verification of copies by 53(2)
Registration
conditions of, in subdivision
plan area 94(1) (a-c)
copy of
. executed by Quebec industry. .44
. instrument in land titles or
court, of 43(3)
. power of attorney in govern-
ment department, of . . . 43(4)
first, of owner 2
grant by Crown as original . .33(7)
hours for 16(1)
instrument, of
. in full 47(1)
. in two parts 50
. not conforming to proper
plan 88(1,2)








. relating to different
municipalities 51
. requiring not proof 34(1)
. when deemed performed 83
judgment, of 42
letters of administration, of
precedence of 59
man, by
. joined by wife .^. . . .52(2)
. not joined by wife ....'... .52(1)
notice of instrument, as 78
order of Mining Court, of 42, Note
particulars, of, from recorded
instrument 33(3)
plans, of 93
power of attorney of 49(1)
. exception 49(3)
priority of 75
probate, of, precedence of 59
procedure re 53(1), 45
proof for 34
. instruments made before
January 1, 1866, re 62
. instruments made before
September 1, 1910, re . . . .34(4)
. instruments made by corpora-
tions, re 41
. other than witness 40




copying of, delivery to new
registry 24(1) (e), (2)
numbering of pages in 54
use of more than one 21(11)
wills, of, delivery of, to new
registry 24(1) (/)
Registry divisions
. creation of new 4(2)
. unaflfected by new boundaries
of ridings 4(1)
Registry office
situation of 5(1, 2)
Remuneration See also Fees
. registrar, of, for abstracts in
subdivision 86(5)
Repair
. books, etc., of 26(3)
Re-registration
instrument, of, executed before
January 1, 1866 63(2,3)
. . form of Form*
. registry papers, lost before




. occupation of registry officers,
re 14(1-3)
Returns
annual, by registrar 105
Road
. consent of owner to closing
of 89(4)
Sale
. fKJwer of, on registration of
mortgage in full 60(7)
Scale




. registrar, by 17(1)
. surveyor, by, in preparing
plans 92(7)
Security
. additional, by registrar 9(3)
. registrar, by 9(1)
. . amount of 9(2)
Seizure
. registration of, of mortgage
by sheriff 60, note
Sheriff
. registration of seizure of
mortgage, by 60, note
seizure of books, etc., by 25
Signatiure
. entry in margin, of 54
Size
. instruments, of 32
Stamping
. duplicate mortgage and assigni-
ment, of, on discharge" ...64(4)
. instrument, of, on registration 47(3)
Statutory declaration
. completion of registry book,
on 53(3)
. condition of grantor, re 52(1)
. corporations and absentees,
for 33(5)
. land by local description, re.. 33(2)
. . form of Form 15
. land without local description,
re 33(4)
. marriage, re 52(2)








. land, of 84(1)
. land units, of, into blocks . . . .86(1)
. . boundaries re 86(2)
Subpoena
. production of document, re . .20(2)
Succession duty
. certified to be paid or secured 57(7)
Succession Duty Act
referred to 57(4) (6)
SiuTogate coiut
. certificate re affidavit of inven-
tory, etc., from 57(4)
Survey
. making of new 26(5)
Tacking
. prohibition re, against rules of
priority 76
Taxes
. registration of sale for arrears
of 81
Time
. delivery of books, etc., for . .24(6)
. . extension of 24(7)
. registration of discharge of
mortgage, for 67(7)
. registration of sale for taxes,
for 81
. registration of will, etc., for ...80
validity of security for com-
mission, etc.. for 79
Toronto
special provision for
. . accommodation for registry
office, re 124
. . application of mortgage tax
for expenses, re 125(2)
. . salaries of registry staflf, re 125(1)
Translator






. books for registry provided
by 21(1)
. furnishing of new registry book
by 21(9)
neglect to furnish new book 22
. payment by
. . expenses of new surveys, etc.,
of 28





. consent of, to changes in prop-
erty of deceased person ...57(6)
. . required only once 57(10)
. . . exception 57(11)
Trustees
. appointment of, entered in
general register 21(8)
Vacancies
. registrar, re 12(2)
Vaults
. provided by county councils ..6(1)
Verification
. copy of
. . Crown grants, of 55
. registry books and certificate,
in 53(2)
. . will, of 57(2)
. signature, of, to plans 84(13)
Wills
. affidavit of subscribers witness
to 57(1,3)
. affidavit verifying copy of . .57(1,2)
. defined l(^)
. entry in general register 21(8)
. indexing of 21(7)
. recording of 57(5)
. registration of
. . precede registration of any
deal, to 59
. . production of original,
by 57(1) (a)
. . production of probate, etc.,
by 57(1)(&)
. . within 12 months, effect 80
Witness
. affidavit sworn by, as proof for
registration 34(1)
. use of name in affidavit by . .34(3)
. will, to, swearing affidavit 57(1) (3)
REGULATIONS
Regulations Act,
Vol. 4, p. 461.
See also Department of Munici-
pal Aflfairs Act; Interpretation
Act; Official Notices Publica-
tion Act; Public Lands Act;
Public Service Act
Administration
Act, of, assigned to Minister 1(6)
. Minister's powers re 4
Approval
regulations, of 1(*),2(2)






. municipal, local board,
not regulations 1 (e) (i)
. regulations, when deemed ....1(e)
Certificates
. Registrar of, on
filing regulations 5(2)
. required on filing 2(1)
Civil servants
. schedules re, not
deemed regulations 1 (e) (iv)
Clerk of the Executive Council
. copies of regulations
certified by 2(2)
Commissions
. making or approving
regulations 1 (e)
Consolidation
. Minister may authorize 7(d)
publication in, deemed





. Registrar 1 (d)
. regulation \{e)
Department of Municipal Affairs
Act
. by-laws of municipality; local
board defined in 1 (e) (i)
Department of public service
. making or approving
regulations 1 (e)
Evidence
publication as 3(4) (a)
Exceptions
category regulations, to 1(e)
Executive Coimcil
. administering Minister to














. published regulation, of 3(4
King's Highway
. orders designating,
not regulations l(^) (iii
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
administration assigned to
Minister, by 1 (&
body making regulations





to approval of 7(1
. orders by, designating
King's Highway not
regulations 1(e) (iii
. Registrar of Regulations
appointed by 5(1
Map
publication of, unnecessary ... .5(3
Minister
. defined 1 (&
. making or approving
regulations l(e





See also Judicial notice





. orders of, not regulations 1(e) (ii
. . exception 1 (e) (ii
Orders
. King's Highway, re,
not regulation 1(e) (iii
. Minister of, to extend time for
publication 3(2
. Ontario Municipal Board, of,
not regulation 1(e) (ii
exception \(e)(n
. regulation as l(e
Plans
. publication of, unnecessary ...5(3
Public Service Act
. schedules under,
not regulations 1(e) (iv
Publication
. invalid regulations, of, effect 8
. map or plan, of, unnecessary 5(3
REGULATIONS—Con. Sec.
Publication—Con.
. Minister's order extending
time, of 3(2)
. regulations, of 3(4)






. appointment of 5(1)
. filing with 2
. powers and duties of 5(1)
Minister may prescribe 7(l)(o)
Regulations
. citation of 6(2)
. defined 1(e)
. filing of 2
. filing or publication of,
not to validate 8
Minister's powers re 4
. numbering of 6(1)




5"ee Unemployment Relief Act
RELIGIOUS GIFTS





Vol. 4, p. 465.
See also Land Titles Act; Mort-
main and Charitable Uses Act
Accounts
. duty of trustees re 16
Act
. applicable to Church of
England in Canada 19(1)
. applicable to Jews 21
. applicable to Roman
Catholic Church 20
. special Acts not affected by .... 17
Actions











. Church of England in
•Canada, to 19(1)
. Jews of Jewish religion, to 21
. Roman Catholic Church, to 20
Appointment
. trustees, of 1(1)
. trustees' successors, of 13(1)
. trustees' successors, of, as
specified in conveyance 1(1)
Bishop
. United Church of England
and Ireland, of, as trustee
under 3V., c.74, s.l6 ...19(3,4)
Burial grounds
. appointment of joint
trustees for 18(1)
. . assent of congregation to ..18(2)
. . . evidence of 18(3)
. conveyance to trustees
of adjoining 18(1)
Change
. name of religious body, of ...1(3)
. name of trustees, of 1(3)
Christians
. Act applied to 1(1)
Church of England
. sale and mortgage of
land belonging to,
consent requisite 19(6)
Church of England in Ontario
. application of Act to 19(1)
Church of England in Upper
Canada
. application of Act to 19(1)
Church wardens
. Church of England, of,
as trustees 19(2)
Collective name—See also Name
. trustees, of 1 (2), 2
Congregations




of land by 8(1)
change of name by 1(3)
consent by, re conveyance
to denominational board 11
consent by, re joint
burial grounds 18(2)
consent by, to conveyance. . 12(1-2)
consent by, to conveyance




. consent by, to conveyance to
newly formed congregation. 9(1)
. record of proceedings of ....15(1)
. varying number of trustees by ...3
Consent
. congregation of
. . conveyance on union, re ...10(1)
. . conveyance to denominational
board, re 11
. . joint trustees for adjoining
burial grounds, re 18(2)
. old congregation, of, to
conveyance to newly
formed congregation 9(1)
. . sale of land, re 12(1)
. . sale, re, approval of
judge in lieu of 12(3)
. requisite for sale and
mortgage of land belonging
to Church of England .... 19(6)
. sale, to, evidence of 12(2)
Conveyance
. consent of congregation to 12
. denominational board, to 11
. description of trustees in 1(2)
. newly formed society, etc., to 9(1)
. prior to 7 March, 1910,
validity of 9(2)
. resolution of society re 8(1)
. union of congregations, on 10
. union of congregations
prior to Act, to,
validity re 10(2)
Evidence
. assent of congregation, of ...18(3)
. copy of record of
proceedings as 15(2)
Exchange
. land, of 8(1)
House of public worship
. rested in trustees for
diflferent congregations 14
Incorporation of Church Societies
of United Church of
England and Ireland,
in Dioceses of Quebec
and Toronto Act
property vested in the
Synod under 19(5)
Incorporation of Sjmod of the
Diocese of Toronto, and
Union with Church
Society of the Diocese
of Toronto Act








. application of Act to 21
Judge
. approval of conveyance, by . 12(3)
Land
. additional, conveyed 2
. conveyance for religious
purposes 1(1)
. disposed of upon resolution 8(1)
. joined in mortgage 5
. lease of 6
. mortgage of, by trustees 4(1-2), 5
. sale of 7
Lease
. consent of congregation
required 6(3)
. payment to lessee
for improvements 6(2)
. renewal of 6(2)
. time limit re 6(1)
Management of Temporalities
of the United Church of
England and Ireland Act
. bishops to be trustees under 19(3)
Meeting
. appointment of trustees'
successors, re 13(1)
change of number of
trustees, re 3(2)







. land, of 4(1-2)
. land, of, belonging to
Church of England,
consent requisite 19(6)
. power to join land in , .5
Name
. religious body, of, changed ...1(3)
. trustees, of, in conveyances ...1(2)
Notice
. meeting for appointment of
trustees' successors, re ....13(1)
. meeting of re disposal
of land 8(2)
. meeting to consider number
of trustees, re 3(2)
Number




. Church of England, of,
as trustee 19(2)
. . under 3V., c.74, s.l6 19(3)
Persons





. land, of 7(2)
Proceedings





sale of land by 7(1)
Records
. proceedings, of, registered ...15(1)
Rector
. United Church of England
and Ireland, of, as trustee 19(3)
Registration
. proceedings, of 15(1)
. proceedings, of, re
appointment of trustees . . . 13(2)
Registry office
. record of proceedings in ....15(1)
Rent
. arrears, in, remedies
for recovery 6(4)
Representatives
. congregation, of, at sale 12(2)
Resolution
. change of number of
trustees, re 3(1-4)
. conveyance of additional
land, re 2
Roman Catholic Chiurch
. application of Act to 20
Sale
—
See also Private sale
approval of county judge, by 12(3)
. land, of 7
land, of, belonging to





. Act not to afJect 17
supplemented by Act 17
Successors
. trustees, of
. . appointment specified
in convej'ance 1(1)








. limit for lease of land 6(1)
Trustee
. appointment of, to
'take conveyances 1(1)
. bishop in trust as 19(4)
. bishop, parson, rector,
etc., as 19(3)
. change of name of 1 (3)
. change of membership of . . 3(1-4)
. conveyance on union
of congregations .10
. conveyance to, of newly
formed congregation 9(1)
. description of, in
conveyances 1 (2)
. duty of re accounting 16
. parson and churchwardens
of Church of England as . . 19(2)
. power of, re conveyances ...1(1)
. power to appoint joint
trustees for several
adjoining burial ground . . . .18(1)
. power to join lands in mortgage 5
. power to lease land 6(1)
. power to mortgage land . . .4(1-2)
. power to sell land 7
. . private sale, by 7(2)
. . public auction, by 7(1)




. successor of, appointment
as specified in conveyance ... 1(1)
. successors of, appointment .13(1)
. synod in trust as 19(5)
. taking conveyance of
additional land 2
. taking conveyances, powers of 1(1)
tenure of office of 13(2)
United Church of England and
Ireland in Canada
. application of Act to 19(1)
United Church of England and
Ireland in Upper Canada
application of Act to 19(1)
Validity
. conveyance executed before
7 March, 1910, of 9(2)
. conveyance, of, made
before passing Act for
uniting congregations 10(1)
Vote





. change of number of
trustees, re











See Apportionment Act; Assess-
ment Act; Conveyancing and
Law of Property Act; Land-
lord and Tenant Act; Limita-
tions Act; Mortgages Act;
Settled Estates Act; Short
Forms of Leases Act
REPLEVIN
Replevin Act, Vol. 4, p. 475.
See also Bailiffs Act; Courts;
Landlord and Tenant Act;
Limitations Act; Liquor Con-
trol Act
Action
. replevin of goods, for 2
. . exceptions from 3
Bills of exchange
. recovery of 2
Bonds
. recovery of 2
Books of account
. recovery of 2
Chattels
. recovery of 2
Damages
recoverable in replevin action ... .2
Debentures
. recovery of 2
Deeds




. demand for, by sheriff 4-6
. neglected or refused 4-6
Distress
. wrongful, replevin action for ... .2
Dwelling house




. replevying from 5
Goods—See also Property
. recovery of 2
Liquor
. seized under any Act,
not recoverable 3
Liquor Control Act







. search of 6
Promissory notes
. recovery of 2
Property
concealed in dwelling house . . .4
concealed in enclosure 5
concealed on person or premises . .6




sheriff's power under 4-6
Search
person or premises, of 6
SherifiF
. defined 1
. demand by, for delivery 4-6
. goods seized under legal
process by, not recoverable . . .3
. replevin from dwelling house by 4
replevin from enclosures 5
. . right to enter 5
. replevin from person or
premises, by 6
- right to search 6
Valuable securities





Vol. 4, p. 477.
See also Legislative Assembly
Act
Acts
. special, re boundaries,
overruled 9
Assembly
. number of members in 2
. representation in 3
REPRESENTATION—Con. Sec.
Augmentations
. townships, of 6
Boimdaries
. defined 1
. electoral districts, by other
Acts, overruled 9
. electoral districts,
of, defined 3, Schedule
municipal, alteration of 4
. towns or villages on 5
Cities
. constituting electoral districts ... .7
. included in electoral districts . . .8
. special Acts re, overruled 9
Definitions
. boundaries 1
. electoral districts, of .. .3, Schedule
Electoral districts
. alteration of municipal
boundaries in 4
. augmentations, of townships,
part of 6
. cities constituting 7
. cities, etc., not named in 8
. defined 3, Schedule
. division of Ontario into 3, Schedule
. present Act prevails re 9
. Schedule of Schedule
. towns, etc., on boundaries of ... .5
Electors
. towns, etc., on boundaries, of ...5
Gores











. Assembly, in 3




. towns or villages
on boundaries 5
Schedule
. electoral districts, of .. .3, Schedule
Towns
. Act to prevail re
electoral districts 9
. boundary lines, on 5





. Act to prevail re
electoral districts 9
. augmentations or gores of 6
included in electoral districts . . .8
Villages
. Act to prevail re electoral districts 9
. boundary lines, on 5
. included in electoral districts ... .8
Voting
. electors of, in towns or
villages on boundaries 5
RESORTS
See Highway Improvement Act;
Long Point Park Act; Munici-
pal Act; Presqu'ile Park Act;
Public Health Act
REST HOMES
See Private Hospitals Act
RESTAURANTS
See Assessment Act; Factory,
Shop and Office Building Act;
• Game and Fisheries Act; Oleo-
margarine Act; One Day's
Rest in Seven Act
RESTRAINT OF TRADE




See Consolidated Revenue Fund





Rights of Labour Act,
Vol. 4, p. 497.




. effect of Labour Relations
Act 3(2-4)
. members of union, against . . .3(1)
. prosecution of trade union




. action re i(i)
. defined 1(a)
Combination
. acts by, when adionable 3(1)




. trade union 1 (&)
Labour Relations Act
. collective bargaining
agreement as subject of
action, re 3(3)
. prosecutions under 3(4)
. trade union as party
to action, re 3(2)
Members
. union, acts re trade disputes 3(1)
union, prosecution of 3(4)
Prosecution
. trade union or member, of . . .3(4)
Reinstatement in Civil Emplojmient
Act
. preserved in .Ontario 4
Restraint of trade
. union objects re, eflfect ... 2
Trade dispute
. acts re. when actionable 3(1)
Trade unions
. acts of members of,
in trade dispute 3(1)
. defined \{h)
. objects in restraint of
trade, effect 2
. party to action, as Z{2)




See Beach Protection Act;
Beaches and River Beds Act;
Beds of Navigable Waters
Act; Bridges Act; Conserva-
tion Authorities Act; Ditches
and Watercourses Act; Lakes
and Rivers Improvement Act;
Marine Insurance Act; Munici-




See Beach Protection Act; Crown
Timber Act; Federal District
Commission Act; Highway
Improvement Act; Highway
Traffic Act; Mining Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal
Drainage Act; Public Lands
'Act; Public Service Works on
Highways Act; Public Works
Act; Snow Roads and Fences











See Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Conditional
Sales Act; Railways Act
ROWING













See Athletics Control Act
RULES COMMITTEE
See Controverted Elections Act;
'County Courts Act; Interpre-
tation Act; Judicature Act;
'Matrimonial Causes Act;
Regulations Act
RULES OF THE ROAD Sec.
See Highway Traffic Act; Snow
'Roads and Fences Act
RURAL HYDRO-ELECTRIC
Rural Hydro-Electric Distri-
bution Act, Vol. 4, p. 499.





. power, grants to 1
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. grants payable from 1,2
Corporation
. municipal, grants to 1
. township, grants to 2
. urban municipalit}% grants to ...2
Grants
. chargeable to capital account ...3
. commissions, to 1
. townships to 2
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario
. recommendation re grants ...1,2
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. orders of, re grants 1,2
Power Commission Act
. rural power districts under,
grants to 1
Public Utilities Act
. rural power districts
under, grants to 2
Rural power districts
. commissions distributing
power in grants to 1
. general or special Acts, under . . .2
. township distributing power
in, grants to 2
Treasurer of Ontario
. payment of grants by 1,
2
. grants chargeable to
capital account by 3
RURAL POWER
DISTRICT LOANS
Rural Power District Loans
Act, Vol. 4, p. SOL
See also Power Commission Act
Advances
. amount of 4
. applications for 3
. certificate of repayment of ...7(2)
. . registration of 7(2)






default in repayment 6(2)
expenditure of. controlled
by Commission 5
. fund for 2(1)
liens or charges, as 7(1)
discharge 7(2)
priority of lien re 8(2)
purposes for 2(3)
registration of notice of 7(1)
. repayment of 4,
6




. . form of 3(1)
. . declaration to accompany . .3(2)
. . notice of,
to encumbrancers 3(2, 3)
Certificates
. repayment, of 7(2)
Commission
. advances approved by S
. advances repayable to 6(1)
. application to, for advances . . .3(1)
. control of expenditures by 5
. default on repayment to 6(2)
. defined 1(a)
. notice to encumbrancers, by . .3(3)
. payment out of fund to 2(2)
. powers re unpaid advances . . 8(1)
. priority of lien for advances 8(2)
. registration of notice
of advance 7(1)
. report on money needed by . . 2(2)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. fund set apart from 2(1)
Declarations
application for advance with . .3(2)
Definitions
Commission 1(a)




. notice re 3(3)
. subsequent to advance 7(1)
Fund
. creation of 2(1)
payments out of 2(2)
Installations
. control of, by Commission 5
. electrical services, of,
fund for 2(1)
RURAL POWER DIS- Sec.
TRICT LOANS—Con.
Installations—Con.
. property included in 2(3)
rights of Commission re,
until advances repaid 8(1)
Liens
. advances as 7(1)
. discharge of 7(2)
. priority of 8(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
fund set apart by 2(1)
. . payment out of 2(2)








. advance, of, registration of . . .7(1)
application for advance of,
to encumbrancers 3(3)
. default in repayment to
municipal clerk, of 6(2)
repayment after registration, of 7(2)
Registration
. certificate of repayment, of .7(2)
. . cost 7(3)





. form of application for
advances, re 3(1)




. purpose 2(1, 3)
. . payments out of 2(2, 3)
. landowners in, applications






Vol. 4, p. 505.
See also Power Commission Act
Commission
. deficit re rural power districts .2
. recommendations by 1
Consolidated Revenue Fund
deficits payable from 2(1)



















service charges, re 1
Rural power districts
. payment of deficits of 2(1)
. . repayment 2(2)
. regulations re requirements
for construction in . 1
regulations re service charges in 1
Rural Power Service Suspense
Account
. creation, purpose of 2(2)
Service charges
. fixing, altering 1
. . deficit re 2
Treasurer of Ontario
creation of special account by 2(2)
SAFETY ZONES
See Highway Traffic Act;
"Municipal Act
SALE "^
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Frustrated Con-
tracts Act; Gasoline Handling
Act; Land Transfer Tax Act;
Security Transfer Tax Act;
Settled Estates Act; Un-
wrought Metal Sales Act;
Vendors and Purchasers Act
SALE OF GOODS
Sale of Goods Act,
VoL 4, p. 507.
'See also Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Bulk Sales
Act; Factors Act; Mercantile




re 19, Rule 4
. breach of conditions after . . . 12(3)







. duty of buyer on 26
. examination before 33
. goods exceeding $40 value, of 5(3)
. refusal of 35
. . action re 48
. what constitutes 34
. wrong quantity of mixed goods,
of 29
Action—See also Damages
. breach of warranty, for 51
. damages for non-acceptance, for 48
. defined l(l)(a)
. failure to deliver goods, for ... .49
. . specific performance 50
. preventing valuation, for ...10(2)
. price of goods, for 47
. provisions of Act enforceable by 55
Agreement to sell
. defined 2(3)
. fulfilment of 2(4)
. goods perishing before sale,
effect on 8
. implied condition in 13(a)
. present sale of future goods as 6(3)
. valuation by third party re 10
Application of Act
. contracts re mortgage, pledge,
etc., to 57(3)
. other Acts re sale of goods,
to 57(2)
Auction
. sale by, rules re 56
Bailee
. delivery to
. . deemed unconditional
appropriation . . . . 19, Rule 5(ii)
. . loss of lien on 41(1) (a)
. . property not passed by . . . .20(1)
. holding goods in transit 43
. notice of stoppage in transit to . .44
Bill of exchange
attached to bill of lading . . . .20(3)
Bill of lading
buyer to return 20(3)
Bill of sale





. actions for 47-52
. conditions, warranties, re 12
. delivery in instalments, re 30







. acceptance by, effect of 12(3)
. acceptance, what constitutes ...34
. buying from seller with
voidable title 24
. defined 1(1)(&)
. duties of 26
. enforcing contract exceeding
$40 against 5
. refusal to accept goods 35
. relying on seller's skill or
judgment lS(a)
. re-sale by 25(2)
. right to examine goods 33
. rights where wrong quantity or
mixture delivered 29
. risk of, re deterioration in
itransit 32
. risk passing to 21
. transfer of property to 18, 20
. . rules re 19
. wrongful failure to accept goods 36
Capacity
. buy and sell, to 3(1)
Carrier
. delivery to 31
. . loss of unpaid seller's lien
on 41(l)(a)
. goods held by 43
. notice of lien to 44
. seller's contract with 31(2)
Chattel mortgages
. law re, not affected 57(2)
Common law
. continued application of 57(1)
Conditional sales
. law re, not affected 57(2)
Conditions
. breach of 12
. delivery and payment as
concurrent 21
. excused by law 12(4)
. express, may not negative
implied 15 (d)
. implied in contracts of sale ..13(a)
. . description, by 14
. . quality or fitness, re 15
. . sample, by 16
. implied, negation or variation of 53
treated as warranty 12(1)
Contract of sale
. absolute or conditional 2(2)
. application of common law to 57(1)
. auction, at 56(a)








contingency re acqu'sition ...6(2)
defined l(l)(f),2(l)
execution, of 4
future goods, for 6
goods not in accordance with . . .29
goods which have perished, re . . .7
implied conditions and
warranties in 13
. quality or fitness, re 15
. sale by description 14
. sale by sample 16
implied conditions in, negatived
or varied 53
operating as mortgage, etc.,
not included 57(3)
special powers, under 22(&)
stipulations re time in 11
subject matter of 6
trade name, by 15(a)
unenforceable 5(1, 2)
unpaid seller's rights on . . .46(1-4)
value exceeds $40, re 5





. breach of warranty, for . . . .51(2-4)
. buyer's failure to accept or pay
for goods, re 48
. seller's failure to deliver goods,
re 49
. special, recovery of 52
. specific performance ordered . . .50
Definitions
. action 1(1) (a)
. agreement to sell 2(3)
. buyer 1(1)(&)
contract of sale l(l)(c),2(l)
. deliverable state 1 (4)
, delivery l(l)(d)
. document of title \(l)(e)
fault 1(1)(/)
. future goods 6(2)
. goods iO)(g)
. insolvency 1 (3)




. property 1 ( 1 ) (t)
. quality of goods 1 (!)(/)
. sale l(l)(ife),2(3)
. seller 1(1)(/)
. seller, for Part IV 37(2)











. expenses of achieving 28(5)
Delivery
. carrier or bailee, to, by unpaid
seller 41(l)(o)
. carrier to 31
. concurrent with payment 27
defined l(l)(rf)
. demand or tender of 28(4)
. duty of seller 26
. examination on 33
. future, goods exceeding $40
value 5(2)
goods not in accordance with
contract, of 29
. instalments by 30
other than place of sale, buyers
risk re 32
. part
right to stop in transit, efJect
on 43(7)
unpaid seller's lien, eflFect in . .40
. place of 28(1)
. reasonable, where no time
fixed 28(2)
. refusal to accept 35
. rules re 28
. wrongful failure to accept 36
Docimient of title
- defined 1(1) (^)
. transfer by buyer after sale . .25(2)
. transfer by seller after sale . .25(1)
transfer of, where lien rights
exist 45
Drunkenness
necessaries supplied during . . .3(1)
Factors Act




contract of sale for 6
defined 6(2)
Good faith
. deemed to exist, when 1 (2)
Goods—See also Specific goods;
Perishable goods;
Unascertained goods
. acceptance of 34





. contingency re acquisition of. .6(2)
. deemed in transit 43
. defined Hl)ig)
. deliverable state of 1 (4)
. delivered to carrier 31
. delivery by instalments 30
. delivery of, rules re 28(1)
. delivery of wrong quantity or
mixture of 29
. delivery other than place of sale 32
. delivery to carrier or
bailee 19, Rule 5(ii), 20(1)
. duties of seller and buyer re ... .26
. expenses of putting in deliver-
able state 28(5)
. fixing price re 9
. . valuation by third party 10
. held by third person 28(3)
. implied conditions and
warranties re 13-16
property in, passing 17, 18, 20
. . rules re 19
. refusal to accept 35
. re-sale by unpaid seller 46(2)
. reserving right of disposal of . .20
rights of unpaid seller re 38
sale by person other than owner 22
. sale under voidable title 24
. sold by trade name 15(a)
. stoppage in transitu '. .42
. . eflFect 44
. subject of contract 6
. supplied to persons incompetent
to contract 3
. title on re-sale by unpaid
seller 46(2)
transfer by buyer after sale . .25(2)
. transfer by seller after sale .25(1)
. transfer by risk 21
. unconditional appropriation to
contract of 19, Rule 5
. value exceeding $40 5
wrongful failure to accept 36
Infants
supplying necessaries to 3(1)
Insolvency
. defined i (3)
rights of stoppage in transitu re. .42
Interest
. recovery of 52
Law merchant
. application of 57(1)
Lien
unpaid seller's 38(l)(o)











. . loss of 41
. . when buyer disposes of goods 45
. . when in possession 39
. , where part delivery 40
Market overt
. law re, inapplicable 23
Mental incompetents
. supplying necessaries to 3(1)
Mercantile agent
. defined 25(3)
Mercantile Law Amendment Act
. bill of lading, warehouse
receipt defined under . . . .\(l)(e)
Minors
. supplying necessaries to 3(1)
Necessaries
. defined 3(2)
. supplied to persons incompetent
to contract 3(1)
Perishable goods—See also Goods;
Specific goods;
Unascertained goods
. contract re, avoided 7, 8






. fixing of 9,10
. reasonable, question of fact . . .9(2)
. valuation by third party 10
Property
. defined 1(1)(0
. risk passes with 21
. transfer of 17, 18, 20
. . rules re 19
Quality of goods
. defined 1(1)(/)
. implied conditions re 15, 16
Risk
. tranfer of 21
Rules
. time for property to pass, re .... 19
Sale
. agreement becoming 2(4)
. auction, by, rules re 56
. defined l(l)(ife), 2(3)
. description, by, implied
conditions 14, 15(6)
. future goods, of 6
i
Sale—Con.
. law re market overt, inapplicable 23
. person other than owner, by ... .22
. persons incompetent to
contract, to 3
. sample by, implied condition 14, 16
. voidable title, under 24
Seller—5"^^ also Unpaid seller
. agreement by, to deliver 32
. defined 1(1)(/)
. defined for Part IV 37(2)
. deliver goods, to 26
. delivery to carrier 31
. expenses borne by 28(5)
. resale by 25(1)
. reserving right of disposal 20
. rights of, on refusal of buyer
to take delivery 36
. voidable title, with 24




. perishing after agreement 8
. perishing before contract 7
. property passing 18-20
. specific performance re delivery
tof
Specific performance
. failure to deliver specific goods,
re
Time
. payment, of, stipulations re .
.
. reasonable, question of fact
. transfer of ownership, of .
.
. . rules for ascertaining . .
.
Title
. goods sold by person not
owner, re 22
market overt law inapplicable . . .23
re-sale by unpaid seller, on . .46(2)
transfer of
. buyer, by, after sale 25(2)
. seller, by, after sale 25(1)
. where lien rights exist 45




. property in, not transferable




. effects of exercise of 46

















. . stoppage in transitu 42, 44
. . when buyer has disposed of
goods 45
. . when in possession 39
. . where part delivery 40
Warranty
. breach of 51
. condition treated as 12
. defined l(l)(n)
. excused by law 12(4)
. express, may not negative
implied 15 (rf)
. implied in contracts of sale 13(6, f)
. . quality or fitness, re 15(c)
Writing
. conditions re 5(1)
SALESMEN
See Municipal Act; Real Estate




Act, Vol. 4, p. 527.
See also Charitable Institutions
'Act; Municipal Act; Private
Hospitals Act; Public Health
Act; Public Hospitals Act
Act
. contravention of, penalty 52
Actions
. recovery of burial expenses by
tount, for 40, 41
. recovery of burial expenses by
sanatoria, for 39(1)
. sanatoria, against, limitation of
time for SO
Admission
. non-residents, of 33
. patients, obligations re 30, 31
Agreements
appointment of boards under 14(1)
associations and municipal
corporations, between 18
by-laws re, form of 10
extensions, alterations, etc., re . . 13
powers and duties of board,
under 20
provisional, re sanatoria 6
provisions re qualifications, etc.,
of trustees in 15




. Act, of 4
. Part in, of 19
Associations
. agreements with municipal
corporations 18
. defined 1(a)
. refusal re admission to sana-
toria forbidden by 31
Boards
. appointment of 14
. corporations, as 16
. defined 1(&)
. election of chairman, of 17
. powers and duties of 20
. powers re appointing staffs ... .21
. powers re by-laws, etc 20
. powers re expropriations 22





appointing boards of trustees 14(1)
boards, of 20
expropriations, re 22
extensions, alterations, etc., re . . 13
Municipal Act applicable to 12
municipal corporations, of, re
agreements with associations . . 18
municipal, re sanatoria 10-12
qualifications, etc., of trustees, re 15
Certificate
. laboratory, as evidence 46(6)
Complaint
. tuberculous persons, re 46
Counties
agreements with associations ... 18
contributions to burial
expenses 39(2)
. recovery from deceased's
estate, etc 40





. by-laws of, when effective
without electors consent 11
Debentures
. extensions, alterations, etc., for 13
. issue of, pursuant to agreements
with associations 18
. Municipal Act applies to 12










. local board \(e)
. local municipality 1 (/)
. medical officer of health l(flr)
. Minister 1 (/t)
. patient l(t)
. post-sanatorium care !(/)
. provincial aid l(k)
. regulations 1 (/)
. resident 1 (w)
. sanatorium 1 (n)
. superintendent 1 (o)
. territorial district l(/>)
. treatment 1 (q)
. unorganized territory l(r)
Department
. defined 1(c)
. expenses of medical officer of
health in unorganized terri-
tories paid by 45(4)
. recovery of costs of transport-
ing indigent patients from 36(1)
Donations
. sanatoria, to 27
Electors
. assent required to pass by-laws
re sanatoria 10
Examination
. notice re, penalty for failure 45(2,3)
. power to require 45
Expropriation
. powers of boards re 22
. sanatorium property, of 25,26
. widening highways, for 26
Information
. tuberculous persons, re 46
Inspectors
. appointment of 3
. approval by, of requirements
for examination 45(1, 2)
. defined 1(d)
. notice of recovery of patient
by 37(1)
. transfer of patients directed by,
costs re ^(2, 3)
Justice of the peace
. duties re complaints about
tuberculous persons .. .46(1, 2, 7)




. approval by, of agreements .... 18
. approval by, of appointment of
inspectors by 3
. approval by, of board's by-laws 20
. approval by, required for new
sanatoria 2(2)
. approval, modification of
proposals by 9
. approval re expropriations for
sanatoria 22
. approval re expropriations of
sanatorium property 25
. approval re sale, etc., sanatorium
property 24
. corporate names of boards
approved by 16
. form of agreements re sanatoria
'approved by 10
. power to appoint trustees ...14(2)
. power to revoke approval . . . .2(3)
. powers re closing sanatoria 28
. regulations by, re sanatoria .51(1)
Local board
. defined 1(e)
. notice of patient's recovery to 37(1)
. payment for post-sanatorium
care by . . .' 37(2)
Local municipalities
. cost of transporting indigent
patients paid by 36, 37(4)
. defined 1(f)
. information by, re patient's
lability to pay 36
. notice to, re admission of
patients 34
. objections to establishing
sanatoria 8
. payment of burial expenses
by 38,39
. . recovery from deceased's
estate, etc 40
. . recovery from other local
municipalities 41
. payment of expenses re
examinations 45(4)
. payment for post-sanatorium
care by 37(3-6)
. residence in, determination of 42, 43
Magistrate
. duties re complaints, about
tuberculous persons 46
. . expenses of proceedings . 48(3)
order by, to segregate patients . .47
Medical officer of health
. defined l(^)




Medical officer of health—Con.
. information or complaint by . . .46
. . expenses of proceedings . .48(3)
. power to require examination . . .45
. powers re apprehension, etc. 48(1)
Minister
. approval by, for bringing de-
tained person before a
magistrate 46(9), 47
. approval by, for laying
information 46(1)
. approval by, of expropriation . . .26
. approval of laboratory issuing
certificate 46(7)
. approval of places set aside
for tuberculous
persons 46(5-7), 48(1, 2)
. defined 1(h)
. directions by, to return patient
for post-sanatorium care . . .37(4)
. objections re proposed site to . . .8
. order to discharge patient . .48(2)
. power re payment of provincial
aid 44
. power to appoint inspectors 3
. power to declare application
of regulations 51(2)
. power to direct transfer of
person detained 46(8)
. power to suspend approval . . . .2(3)
. regulations by, for sanatoria 51(1)
. submission of proposals and
report by 9
. submission of proposals to 7
Mimicipal Act
. application to by-laws and
debentures 12
. powers and duties in expro-
priations set out by 22
Municipal corporations
. agreements re jointly
established sanatoria 6
. agreements with associations .... 18
. api>ointment of trustees by .14(1)
. authority to establish sanatoria . .9
. consent to expropriations 22
. county by-laws re sanatoria 11
. Municipal Act applies to
by-laws, etc., of 12
. objections to establishing
• sanatoria 8
. power to enter agreements re
sanatoria ; ... 10
. power to pass by-laws re
sanatoria 10






. right to establish sanatoria 5
. selection of sites in other
municipalities 8
. submission of proposals to
establish sanatoria 7
Non-residents
. admission of 33
Notice
. examination, of 45(2)
. expenses of burial, of 39(1)
. local municipality, to, re
admission of patient 34
. local municipality to, requesting
information re patients 35
. recovery of patient, of 37
. selection of site outside
municipality, of 8
Nurses Act
. training schools established
under 42(c)
Order
. detention in sanatorium for . .46(5)
Patients
. actions against sanatoria, by ... .50
. apprehension, etc., of 48(1)
. burial expenses re 38-41
. communicable diseases, with ... 32
. defined l(t)
. discharge of, by Minister . . . .48(2)
. indigent, cost of transport-
ing 36,37(4)
. indigent, payment for hospital
treatment 49
. information re 35
. notice re admission of 34
. order for segregation of 47
. post-sanatorium care of . . . .\(j),37
. powers and duties of boards re .20
. refusal of non-residents as 33
. residence of, in local
municipality 42, 43
. right to admission as 30, 31
. transfer to hospital, of 49
Post-sanatorium care
. defined 1 (/)
. payment, for 37
Proposals
. approval, modification of 9
. extensions, alterations, etc., re .13
. joint sanatoria, for, agreement re 6
. procedure after approval of 10
. sites outside proposing
municipalities, re 8






. duty of institutions receiving ... .29
. institutions receiving in 1930
approved 2(1)
payment of 44
. rate of, for post-sanatorium
care 37(3,4)
. rate on failure to supply
information re patients ... 35(2)
. sanatoria receiving, duty re
admitting patients 30
Public Health Act
. local boards of health estab-
lished under 1(e)
. medical officer of health
appointed under 1(g)
. specific diseases requiring
quarantine 32
Public Hospitals Act
. payment for indigent patients
under 49
.' transfer of patients to hospitals
under 49
Regulations
. contravention of, penalty 52
. defined l-(/)
. facilities for medical students, re 29
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 51
. precedence over inconsistent Acts 4
. requirements of, in submitting
proposals 7
Residence
rules for determining, of . ...42, 43
Resident
. defined 1 (m)
Sanatoria for Consumptives Act
. institutions aided under earlier




. appointment of 21
Simimary Convictions Act





. . expenses of proceedings . . 48(3)
Superintendent
. defined l(o)




. notice by, to local munici-
palities, re patients 34
. power to transfer patient to
hospital 49
. powers and duties in
expropriations 22
. iKJwers re apprehension, etc. 48(1)
. request for information re
patient 35
. transfer of patients directed
by, costs re 36(2, 3)
Taxation









appointment of 14, 15




. Department to pay expenses re
examinations in 45(4)
Warrants
. issued re tuberculous person 46(3)
. . expenses re proceedings . .48(3)
. persons who may execute . . .48(1)
SAND
See Beach Protection Act;
Beaches and River Beds Act;
'Highway Improvement Act;
Mining Act; Railways Act
SANITARIA
.S'^^ Liquor Control Act; Private
Sanitaria Act
SANITATION
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Mining Act;
Municipal Act; Public Health
'Act
SAW-LOGS








Vol. 4, p. 545.
See also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Apprenticeship
Act; Department of Education
Act; High Schools Act; Ju-
venile and Family Courts Act;
Public Schools Act; Separate
'Schools Act
Accommodation
. lacking, excused from
school 4(1) (rf)
Age of child
. compulsory attendance, for.. 2, 4(4)
. onus of proof re 18
Application of Act
. child under 8, to 4(4)
Arithmetic
. efficient instruction in 4(l)(o)
Attendance
. age when compulsory 2
. ascertainment of 13(4)
. excused from 4, 5(2)




. appointment of 8
. certificate of, excusing
attendance 5(2)
. direction of 8(13)
. excused from attendance,
by 4(l)(e)
. expulsion reported to .......13(2)
. inquiries by 10
. inspector's duties re 13(5)
. jurisdiction of 8(7, 8)
. lacking 13(3)
. non-attendance reported to .13(1)
. notice of appointment of . . . .8(10)
. peace officer, as 8(3)
. powers and duties of 8(3)
. proceedings instituted by 12
. regulations re 20(o, h)
. report of 8(12)
. township, for 8(4, 6)
. unorganized territory, for ... .8(5)
. unsurveyed territory, for 8(5)
. urban municipalities, for ... .8(1, 2)
. woman as 8(11)
Blind child
. Ontario School for the Blind,
fit for 4(2)
Board of education
. appointment of attendance
officer by 8(1,2)





. penalty, as 11(2)
Children
. age for compulsory
attendance 2, 4(4)
Census
. children under 21, of 9
Certificate
. attendance officer, of, excusing
attendance 5(2)
. principal, of, re attendance . . 16(2)
Committee
. blind or deaf children, re 4(2)
Conviction
. removed to Supreme Court, not. .17
Corporation
. violation of Act by 14
Deaf child
. Ontario School for the Deaf,
fit for 4(2)
Definitions
. guardian 1 (o)
. inspector 1 (&)
. principal 1 (c)
. regulations 1 {d)
. school \{e)
Employment of children
. during school hours 5
Enforcement of Act
. default re 15
Evidence
. certificate of principal as .... 16(2)
Excused
. attendance, from 4, 5(2)
. holy days, for 19(2)
Expulsion
. reported to attendance officer. . 13(2)
Forms
. regulations re 20((/)
Geography
. efficient instruction in 4(l)(a)
Grammar
. efficient instruction in 4(1) (a)
Guardian
defined 1 (a)
duty re compulsory attendance. .3,4
liability of for non-attendance ... 11
proceedings against 12
warning to, re non-attendance ... 10
High school board






. absence for 19(2)
Inquiry
. attendance officer, by 10
. provincial attendance officer,
by 4(3)
Inspector
. attendance officer under 8(13)
. defined 1(&)
. duty of, re attendance officer. . 13(5)
. non-attendance reported by ..13(3)
. regulations re 20(6)
Instruction
. efficient, excused from
attendance where 4(l)(o)
Jurisdiction
. attendance officer, of 8(7,8)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. provincial attendance officer
appointed by 6
. regulations approved by 20
Minister
. authorizing provincial
attendance officer to act
as trustee 7
. provincial attendance officer
directed by 6
. regulations by 20
Municipality
. rules, by, re attendance officer. .8(9)
Music instruction




. passed 4(1, 5)
Notice
. appointment of attendance
officer, of 8(10)
. non-attendance, re 10
. regulations re 20(c)
Ontario School for the Blind
. child fit for 4(2)
Ontario School for the Deaf
. child fit for 4(2)
Onus of proof
. age of child, re 18
Order
. removed to Supreme Court, not. .17
Parent
. duty re compulsory attendance. .3,
4
. liability of, for non-attendance ..11
. proceedings against 12




, attendance officer as 8(3)
Penalties
. bond for 11(2)
. employing child during school
hours, for 5(1)
. failure to enforce Act, for 15
. parent or guardian liable for ... .11
. recovery of 16(1)
Principal
. certificate of, re attendance . . 16(2)
. defined 1(c)
. expulsion reported by 13(2)
. non-attendance reported by ..13(1)
Proceedings
. against corporations 14




attendance officer directed by 8(13)
inquiry by 4(3)




. provincial attendance officer
acting as trustee under 7
Reading
. efficient instruction in 4(l)(a)
Regulations
. defined l(rf)
. Minister, by 20
Report
. attendance officer, of 8(12)
Returns
. regulations re 20(c)
Roman Catholics
. application of Act re 19(1)
Rules
. municipality or school board,
by 8(9)
Separate schools
. application of Act re 19(1)
. public school child re 19(1)
School
. defined 1 (*)
School board
. census of children under 21 by . . .9
. rules by re attendance officers 8(9)
School hours





. attendance re 13(4)
Sickness
. excused from attendance for 4(1) (b)
Spelling
. efficient instruction in 4(1) (o)
Summary Convictions Act
. recovery of penalties under ..16(1)
Supreme Court
. conviction or order not
removed to 17
Teacher
. expulsion reported by 13(2)
. non-attendance reported by 13(1,4)
Township council
. appointment of attendance
officer by 8(4)
Township school board
. appointment of attendance
officer by 8(6)
Transportation
. lacking, excused from
attendance where 4(1) (c)
Trustee
. provincial attendance officer as . . .7
University matriculation
examination
. passed 4(1) (/)
Unorganized territory
. attendance officer for 8(5)
. provincial attendance officer as
trustee in 7
Unsurveyed territory
. attendance officer for 8(5)
. provincial attendance officer
as trustee in 7
Urban school board
. appointment of attendance
officer by 8(1,2)
Woman
. attendance officer, as 8(11)
Writing
. efficient instruction in 4(1) (a)
SCHOOL SITES
School Sites Act,
Vol. 4, p. 553.
^ee also Arbitration Act; De-
partment of Education Act;
High Schools Act; Public
Schools Act; School Trust
Conveyances Act; Separate






. purchase of land in 6
Administrator
. sale and conveyance of land
to board by 8(1)
Affidavit
. unascertained owner, re 11(1)
Agreement
. taxes on township land, for . . .5(3)
Appeal
. compensation fixed by judge,
from 9(4)
Application
. owner, by, compensation, for. .4(2)
Appointment
. person to sell or convey land
to board, of 8(2)
Assessment
. land purchased from adjacent
municipality, of 6(2)
Board
. acquiring land from adjacent
municipalities 6
. compensation to owner by . . . .4(2)
. defined 1 (a)
. desistment, right of 14
. entry on land, by 7
. expropriation of land by 5
. judge as member of 2
. purchase of land by 5,
6
. sale and conveyance of land to ... 8
. subject to Department of
Education Act 3
. vesting order, of re land 16
Certificate
. judge, of, re township land 4
. Ontario land surveyor, of . . . .11(1)
City
. township land adjoining ...5(2,3)
. township land near 4(3)
Claim to land
. converted for compensation 18
Clerk of court
. duties and fees of 9(3)
Compensation
. appeal re 9(4)'
. awarded by official arbitrator ... 19
. fixed by judge 9
. owner unascertained, when ..11(3)
. payment into court of 7, 17(2)
. severance damage, for 13
. standing, instead of land taken . . 18





. board, to 8
Corporation
. sale and conveyance of land to
board by 8(1)
Costs
. decided by judge 15
Court of Appeal





. school site 1(d)
Department of Education Act
. board subject to 3
Desistment
. board's right to 14
Disagreement
. owner and board, between 9
Disposal
. land purchased from adjacent
municipality, of 6(4)
Dwelling house
. school site near 4
Encumbrance
. land, on 18
Encumbrancers
. claims of 12
Entry on land
. board, by 7
. sheriff, by 7
Executor
. sale and conveyance of land
to board by 8(1)
Expropriation of land
. board, by 5, 6(3)
Fees
. clerk of county court, of 9(3)
. sheriff of county court, of 9(3)
Garden
. school site near 4
Guardians
. sale and conveyance of land
to board, by 8(1)
Hearing
. compensation for owner, re ...9(2)
Interest
. payable to owner 10
Judge
. appeal from, re compensation. .9(4)






board member, as 2
certificate of, re township land . . .4
certificate of Ontario land
surveyor filed with 11
claims heard by, re land 12
compensation fixed by 9
defined 1(b)
discretion re costs of proceedings IS
interest fixed by 10
notice by, re land of
unascertained owner 11
owner compensated by 4(2)
severance compensated for by ... 13
taxes on township land,
determined by 5(3)
vesting order by 16
warrant to sheriff by, re entry
on land 7
Lessees
. claim of 12
Municipal Arbitrations Act
. official arbitrator under 19
Notice
. land of unascertained owner, re. .11
Occupants of land
. claims of 12
Official arbitrator
. compensation by 19
Ontario land surveyor
. certificate of 11(1)
Orchard
. school site near 4
Owner
compensation to 4(2)
. unascertained, when 11(3)
consent of, required 4(1)
defined 1(c)
interest payable to 10
unascertained 11
Payment
. into court, of compensation 7, 17(2)
Pleasure-ground
. school site near 4
Public Schools Act
. rural school boards subject to. 5(1)
Purchase of land
. board by S
. . adjacent municipality, in 6
Registration
. vesting order, of 16
Regulations




. land for school sites, on. .4(1), 5(1)
Sale of land




. compensation for 13
Sheriff
. board put in possession of
land, by 7
. duties and fees of 9(3)
Supreme Court
. compensation paid into ... .7, 17(2)
. powers re sale or conveyance
of land to board 8(2)
Subpoena
. witnesses, for 9(2)
Taxes
. appropriated township land, on 5(3)
. land purchased from adjacent
municipality, on 6(2)
Tenants
. claim of 12
. in tail, sale and conveyance of
land to board by 8(1)
. life, sale and conveyance
of land to board by 8(1)
Township land
. adjoining city or town 5(2, 3)
. restriction re sites on 4
. taxes for, when appropriated . .5(3)
Trustee
. sale and conveyance of land
to board by 8(1)
Unascertained owner
compensation for, paid into
court 17(2)
. notice re land of ; 11
Vesting order
. land for board, re 16
Vocational Education Act
. board, under 1(a)
Witnesses for hearing




Act, Vol. 4, p. 559.
See also Department of Educa-
tion Act; Public Schools Act;
School Attendance Act; School





. registration of 3
Public schools
. application of Act to 2(2)
Real property
. conveyance of, to trustees 1
. limit of, per school 2
Trustees
. election and appointment of 1
. power of, to hold 2
. qualification of 1
. registration of deed by 3
SCHOOLS
See Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Apprenticeship
'Act; Auxiliary Classes Act;
Boards of Education Act;
'Community Centres Act; Con-
tinuation Schools Act; Day
Nurseries Act; Department of
Education Act ; Division
Courts Act; Education; Egress
•from Public Buildings Act;
High Schools Act; Law So-
ciety Act; Mining Tax Act;
Mortmain and Charitable Uses
Act; Municipal Act; Nurses
Act; Optometry Act; Phar-
macy Act; Police Act; Public
Health Act; Public Lands Act;
iPublic Schools Act; School
Attendance Act; School Sites
Act; School Trust Convey-
ances Act; Schools for the
Deaf and Blind Act; Separate
Schools Act; Trade Schools
Regulation Act; Training




Schools for the Deaf and
Blind Act, Vol. 4, p. 561.
Admittance
. conditions for 3,
6
. pupils over 21 6(1)
. regulations re 5(1)
Appointments
. officer and servants of
institution, of 4
Belleville
. Ontario School for the Deaf at ... 1
1422 GENERAL INDEX
SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAF Sec.
AND BLIND—Cow.
Brantford
. Ontario School for the Blind at . .2
Bursar
. appointment of 4






. regulations re 5(2)
Discharge of pupils
. over 21 6(4)
. regulations re 5(1)
Indigent pupils
. expenses re 5(2)
Institution
. controlled by Minister of
Education 5(1)
. objects of 3
Instructors
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. officers appointed by 4
. regulations approved by 5(3)
. salaries fixed by 4
Maintenance
. pupils over 21, of 6(2)
Matron
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
Minister of Education
. institutions controlled by 5(1)
. pupils over 21, re 6
. regulations by 5
Municipality
. payments by, re indigent pupils 5(2)
Officers
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
Ontario School for the Blind
. Brantford, at 2
Ontario School for the Deaf
. Belleville, at 1
Physicians
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
Principal
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
. report by, re pupils over 21 . .6(1, 3)
SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAFSec.
AND BLIND—Con.
Pupils over 21
. admittance, etc., of 6
Reports
. pupils over 21, re 6(3)
Regulations
. approval of 5(3)
. Minister of Education, by 5
Residence during vacation
. indigent pupils, for 5(2)
Salaries
. officers and servants of
institution, of 4
Servants
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
Term of instruction
. regulations re 5(1)
Transportation
. regulations re 5(2)
Treasurer of municipality
. payments by, re indigent pupils 5(2)
SCINTILLA JURIS
See Conveyancing and Law of
'Property Act.
SEARCH WARRANT
^ee Liquor Control Act; Pawn-
brokers Act; Summary Con-
victions Act
SECURITIES
Securities Act, Vol. 4, p. 563.
See also Companies Act; Corpor-
ation Securities Registration
Act; 'Credit Unions Act; Exe-
cution Act; Guarantee Com-
panies Securities Act; Insur-
ance Act; Interpretation Act;
'Investment Contracts' Act;
iLoan and Trust Corporations
Act; Municipal Act; Partner-
ships Act; Partnerships Regis-
tration Act; Provincial Loans
Act; Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act; Security Trans-
fer Tax Act; Succession Duty
Act
Act
application of Audit Act to 74
contraventions of 63,65




. persons, etc., administering
Act, against 69
. prohibited when 70
. rescission of contract,
for 48(2, 3), 55(3, 4)
Appeal—See also Review
. Commission's decisions, etc.,
from 30
. Commission's powers after 32
. order made on 31
. . finality of 32
Applications
. address for service in 11
. appointment of receiver, trustee,
etc., for 27
. form used in renewing
registration 15
. further, for registration 9
. further information, verification,
examinations re 12
. refund of fee on refusal of . . . 17(2)
. registration, for, fee to
accompany 10
Attorney-General for Ontario
. consent of, to institute
proceedings 64(1), 69
. designation of counsel by,
on appeal to Supreme Court 30(4)
. investigations ordered by 23
. power to publish reports of
investigations 25
. protection when acting under
orders of 70{o) (iv)
appointee of 70(a) (iii)
. report of investigation of
offences to 22, 25
Audit
. stock exchanges and
associations, by 33, 34
Audit Act
. application of, to Act 74
Auditors
. reports to accompany financial
statements
. . industrial companies, of.. 39(5, 8)
. . investment companies, of . .40(5)
. . mining companies, of 38(6)
Bank Act
. banks under, need not register
as investment counsel 18(a)
. trades by banks under, exempt
from requirements re
registration, etc 19(1) (c), 41
SECURITIES—Con. Sec.
Bankruptcy Act
. order to hold funds, etc., for
appointees under 26(1)
. trades by custodians under,
exempt from requirements
re registration 19(1) (a)
Broker
. confirmation of transactions by . .50
. defined 1 (o)




. filing of financial statement by .35
. notice re changes of address,
officers, salesmen 16(1)
. records kept by 35
Broker-Dealers' Association of
Ontario
. appointment of auditors by 33
. . audit of members of 34
. members of, are broker-dealers
within Act 1 (6)
. notice to, of unreasonable
contract 49
Central District of the Investment
Dealers' Association of
Canada
. appointment of auditors by 33
. . audits of members of 34
. members of, are investment
dealers within Act l(/»)
. notice to, of unreasonable
contract 49
Certificates
. Commission or registrar, of,
as evidence 72
. prospectuses, in
. . industrial companies,
of 2/9{\)izh,zi)
. . investment companies,
of 40(l)(2;>;fe)
. . mining companies,
of 38(l)(«/)(a;)
Chairman of Commission
. appointment of 2(1)
. full time devoted to duties 2(2)
. power to act for Commission 3
Commission
. acceptance of, for filing of
prospecting syndicate
agreements 37(1,2,3)
appeal to Supreme Court from . . 30
application for appointment of
receiver, etc., by 27






. approval of auditors
by .38(6) (a), 39(5) (a), 40(5) (a)
. approval of employment of
suspended salesman by 6(4)
. approval of forms of financial
statements by
. . industrial companies, of . . . .39(5)
. . investment companies, of . 40(5)
. . mining companies, of 38(6)
. approval of person reporting on
mining companies' property
and development 38(2)
. approval of pro forma balance
sheet of industrial
companies 39(8)




. disclosing evidence, re 24
. required to operate as stock
exchange 66
declaring contract unreasonable. .49
defined • 1 C*^)
directions by
. appointing auditors, re ...34(1)
. information, verification, ex-
amination on registration, re 12
examination of financial affairs
by 36
filing of financial statements with 35
filing of prospectuses with
. indusitrial companies,
by 39(1), 41, 44
. investment companies,
by 40(1), 41, 44
. mining companies, by 38(1), 41, 44
granting of registration or
renewal by 7
investigation of offences by 21
. report re 22, 25
leave by, for further application
for registration 9
notice to, before primary
distribution to the public
of securities
. issued by industrial
companies 39(2), 41
. issued by investment
companies 40(2), 41
. issued by mining
companies 38(3), 41
notices of decisions, etc., of 28
notification of proceedings
likely to affect land or
mining claims 26(3)







. . cease trading in securities, to . .46
. . information, signatures,
required for primary
distribution to public 43
. . refrain from dealing with
funds, to 26(1)
. payment of 5
. power of
. . bring evidence before experts,
to 13(2)
. deny prospectors benefits of
certain clauses, to Act . . . 19(3)
. dispense with signatures to
prospectuses,
to 38(4), 39(3). 40(3)
. . refuse registration to
non-residents, to 14
. review acts of chairman, to 3
. signatures to amended pro-
spectuses, re 38(9), 39(9), 40(8)
. subsequent to appeal 32
proceedings against members of . .69
protection when acting under
orders of 70
provide application form for
registration, to 10
refusal of, to accept documents
for filing 44
. notice re 45
report of investigation to
Attorney-'General 22, 25
. representations re approval of . .61
requirements by, before trading
in securities issued by
person 37(5)
. requirements of, re further
disclosures in financial
statements
. . industrial companies,
of 39(5)(&)
. . investment companies,
of 40(5)(f)
. . mining companies, of . . .36(6) (6)
. review of decisions, etc., of 29
. rulings of, re primary distri-
bution to public 42
. satisfaction of, re auditing
by-laws, etc 34(2)
. suspension, cancellation of
registration by 8
Companies
acting as principals, notice
required 54







. appeals by to Supreme Court
from Commission's decisions . .30
. applications by, for court
direction re funds, etc 26(2)
. appointment of receiver, trustee,
manager of property of 27
. confirmation of transactions to
customers 51
. defined 1(d)
. designation of non-itrading
employees of 20(2)
. examination of financial affairs
of 36
. exempt from registration as
investment counsel 18(c) (e)
. information, verification,
examination required of 12
. investigation of oflfences of .21,23
. . reports re 22, 25
. notice to, of Commission's
decisions, etc., aflFecting
registration or rights to trade .28
. order to refrain from dealing
with funds to 26(1)
. proceedings by, or against,
when prohibited 70
. procuring information, signa-
tures, of for primary distri-
bution to public 43
. prohibition re trading in securi-
ties of prospecting
syndicates 37(4)
. publication of names of persons
having interes:t in 57
representation by, to effect trades 53
representations by, re Com-
mission's approval 61
request by, for review of
Commission's decisions 29
requirements on receipt of
subscriptions by 47
requirements re registration . .6(1)
trades by, on primary distribu-
tion to the public
. industrial companies'
securities, of 39(1, 2), 41
. investment companies'
securities, of 40(1, 2), 41
. mining companies' securities,
of 38(1, 3), 41
trading in securities issued by
persons, requirements re . . .37(5)
use of names of other registered
persons or companies by 58




. co-operatives defined by ..19(2)(f)
. order to hold funds, etc., for
appointees under 26(1)
. trades by liquidators under,
exempted from require-
ments re registration ...19(l)(o)
Complaints
. contraventions of Act, re, may
cover more than one oflfence . .65
Confirmations
. transactions not on stock
exchanges, of SO
. transactions on stock exchanges,
of 50
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payment into, refund from 17
Constable
. powers under warrant backed
in Ontario 73(2)
Contract
. sale of securities, for,
rescission of 48, 55
. terms of, declared unreasonable. .49
Credit Unions Act
. credit union defined by ...19(2)(/)
Criminal Cod«
. investigation of offences under . .21
report to Attorney-General of. .22
Customers
. brokers to send written
confirmation to 50
procuring particulars of trans-









. industrial company 1(e)
. investment company 1(f)
. investment counsel l(^)
. investment dealer 1(h)
mining company l(t)
. official 1 (/)
person l(k)










. security 1 (q)
. security issuer 1 (r)
. sub-broker-dealer l(s)
. trade 1(/)
. trading 1 (0
Evidence
. certificate of Commission, etc.,
as 72
Evidence Act
. exempting provisions not
operative, when 21 (3) (d)
Exemptions from registration
. certain trades re 19
Experts
. appointment of, by Commission. .13
Fees
. application for registration, with 10
Filing
. acceptance for, of prospecting
syndicate agree-
ments 19(2) (n, o), 37(1, 2, 3)
. final statements, of 35
. information re securities issued
by person, of 37(5) (t)
. prospectuses, of
it . industrial companies,
by 39(1, 10), 41, 44
. . investment companies,
by 40(1, 9), 41, 44
. . mining companies,
by 38(1, 10). 41, 44
. refusal to accept documents for . .44
. . notice re 45
Financial statements
. amending 38(9), 39(9), 40(8)
. filing of 35
. prospectuses, with
. . industrial companies,
of 39(5-10), 44
. . investment companies,
of 40(5-9), 44
. . mining companies, of 38(6-10), 44
Floor-traders
. registration not required of . 20(1)
Forms
. application for registration 10
Industrial companies
. defined 1 (^)
. filing of prospectuses with
Commission, contents,
etc. 39(1, 10), 44
. . exceptions to requirements re.. 41




. trading in securities of, on
primary distribution to
public 39(1, 2), 46
. . exceptions to requirements re .41
Industrial Development Bank
. registration as investment
counsel not required by .... 18(a)
. trades by, exempt from require-
ments re registration,
etc 19(l)(c),41
Industrial Development Bank Act
. Bank incorporated under, need
not register as investment
counsel 18(rt)
. trades by Bank incorporated
under, exempt from require-
ments re registration,
etc 19(1) (c), 41
Informations
. respecting more than one oflFence 65
Injtinctions
. consent required before
proceedings re 69
Insurfmce Act
. insurance companies licensed
under, need not register
as investment counsel 18(a)
. trades by insurance companies





oflfences, of, by Commission 21
. evidence not to be disclosed . . .24
. report to Attorney-General 22, 25
order to refrain from dealing
with funds during 26(1)
. publication of reports re 25
Investment companies
. defined 1(/)
. filing of prospectuses with
Commission, contents,
etc 40(1, 9), 44
. . exceptions to requirements re. .41
. financial statements of with
prospectuses 40(5-9)
. trading in securities of, on
primary distribution to
public 40(1, 2), 46
. . exceptions to requirements re.. 41
Investment Contracts Act










. communications re securities to
show interest involved 56
. defined 1 (g)
. exemptions re registration 18




. filing of financial statements by . .35
. notice by, re changes of address,
officers, salesmen 16(1)
. records kept by 35
Judicature Act
. order to hold funds, etc., for
appointees under 26(1)
. trades by receivers under,
exempted from require-
ments re registration ...19(1) (a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. Commission appointed by ....2(1)
. Commission staff apix)inted by . . .4
. payment of experts determined
by 13(3)
. regulations by 71
. salaries of Commission fixed
by 5(1)
Loan and Trust Corporations Act
. bodies registered under, need
not register as investment
counsel 18(a)
. trades by bodies registered
under, exempt from require-
ments re registration,
etc 19(1)(<:),41
Local master of titles
. notice to, of proceedings to
affect lands or mining
claims 26(3)
Magistrates
. backing of warrants by 7Z
Manager
. appointment, powers of 27
Mandamus
. consent of Attorney^eneral for
proceedings re 69
Master of titles
. notice to, of proceedings to




. defined 1 (i
)
. filing of prospectuses with
Commission, contents,
etc. 38(1, 10), 44
. . exceptions to requirements re. .41
. financial statements of, with
prospectuses 38(6-10)
. property reports of, with
prospectuses 38(6-10)
. trading in securities of, on
primary distribution to
public 38(1, 3), 46
. . exceptions to requirements re. 41
Mining recorder
. notice to, of proceedings, to
affect lands or mining
claims 26{Z)
Names
. publication of 57
• use of 58
Notices
changes of address, officers,
salesmen, re 16
. decisions, etc., of Commission,
of 28
. declaring contracts unreasonable 49
. exercise of right to rescind
contracts, of 48(1) (6), 55(2)
. orders made on review, of . . .29(5)
. orders to cease trading, of. .46(2,3)
. proceedings likely to affect
lands or mining claims, of. .26{Z)
. refusal to accept documents
for filing, of 45
requests for review of Com-
mission's decisions, etc., of. .29(1)
. service of n




defined, penalties for 63
investigation of 21
. report of 22, 25
proceedings re 64. 65
. orders to refrain from dealing
with funds on 26(1)
Ofificers
. registered person or company
of, right to trade 6(2-4)
Official
. defined \(j)
Ontario Securities Commission—See Commission
Optionees
. entitled to rely on





. signatures required on
prospectuses . .38(1), 39(1), 40(1)
. signatures required to
certificates in
prospectuses 38(1) (w), 39(1) (?«).
40(1) (rife)
Partner
. registered person or company











. offences, for 63
Persons
. acting as principal, notice
required 54
. advertisement of registration of,
prohibited 59,60
. appeal by, to Supreme Court
from Commission 30
. application by, for court
direction re funds 26(2)
. appointment of receiver, etc., of
property of 27
. confirmation by, of transactions
to customers 51
. defined l(k)
. designation of non-trading
employees of 20(2)
. examination of financial
aflfairs of 36
. exempt from registration as
investment counsel, when \9i{c,e)
. information, verification,
examination required of 12
. investigation of offences of .21,23
. . reports re 22, 25
. notice to, of Commission's
decisions 28
. order to refrain from dealing
with funds 'to 26(1)
proceedings by or against,
when prohibited 70
. procuring information, signa-
tures, for primary distribu-
tion to the public 43
prohibition re trading in
securities of prospecting
syndicates ^(4)
. representations by, re
Commission's approval 61





request by, for review of
Commission's decisions 29
requirements by, on receipt of
subscriptions 47
requirements re registration . . .6(1)
securities issued by, require-
ments re trading in 37(5)
trades by, on primary distribu-
tion to the public
. industrial company securities,
of 39(1, 2), 41
. investment company
securities, of 40(1, 2), 41
. mining company securities,
of 38(1, 3), 41
trading in securities issued by
other requirements re 3*7(5)
use of names of other registered
persons or companies by 58
who may act under registration
of 6(2-4)
Primary distribution to the public




. doubts re 42
. exceptions to requirements re . . .41
. orders to cease trading during . .46
. procuring information,
signatures required for 43
. requirements on, re trading in
securities
. . issued by industrial
companies 39(1, 2), 41
. . issued by investment
companies 40( 1, 2), 41
. . issued by mining
companies 38(1, 3), 41
Proceedings
. consent of Attorney-Kjeneral
for instituting 69
. offences, re 64, 65
. prohibited, when 70
Prohibition




filing 19(2) (w,o), 37(1-3)
. contents required for attaining
limited liability 37(1)(&)





. limitation of liability of 37(1)
. prohibition of trading in
securities of 37(4)
. trading without registration
permitted, when 19(2) (»,o)
Prospectors
. trading without registration
permitted, when 19(2) (m)
Prospectuses
amending 38(9), 39(9), 40(8)
contents of
. industrial companies 39(1)
. investment companies 40(1)
. mining companies 38(1)
delivery of, to purchasers 47
filing of
. industrial companies,
by 39(1, 10), 41, 44
. investment companies,
by 40(1, 9), 41, 44
. mining companies,
by 38(1, 10), 41, 44
financial statements with
. industrial companies . . . .39(5-10)
. investment companies . . . .40(5-9)
. mining companies 38(6-10)
liability for false statements in . .68
re-filing required,
when 38(10), 39(10), 40(9)
reports to accompany
. industrial companies, of. .39(5-10)
. investment companies, of 40(5-9)
. mining companies, of. .38(2, 6-10)
right of underwriters and
optionees to rely
on 38(5), 39(4), 40(4)
. signatures to
. . agents, by ... 38(4), 39(3), 40(3)
. . dispensed with 38(4), 39(3), 40(3)
Purchasers—See also Customers
. delivery of prospectus, etc., to .47
. liability to, for false statements
in prospectuses 68
. rescission of contract by 48, 55
Receivers
appointment, powers of 27
Register
. defined 1 (m)
Registered broker
. filing of financial statements by . .35




certificate of, as evidence 72
certification to Supreme Court
on appeal 30(3)
defined 1 (n)
deposit of money by 17(1)
information, verification, exam-
ination required by 12
notice by, re hearing and
review 29(2)
notice to
. appeal to Supreme Court, re 30(2)
. changes of address, officers,
salesmen, of 16
. employment of suspended
salesman, re 6(4)
. request for review of Com-
mission's decisions, re . . .29(1)
payment of 5
permission of, for new partners,
officers to trade 6(3)
power re designating employees
as non-trading 20(2)
protection when acting under
orders of 70(a) (ii)
receipt given by, on filing
prospectuses .38(1), 39(1), 40(1)
. revocation of 46(2) (6)
recommendations by, to refund
fees 17(2)
. written notice of registration
by, required 6(1)
Registrar of deeds
. notice to, of proceedings to
affect lands or mining
claims 26(3)
Registrar of the Supreme Court
of Ontario
. certification to, on appeal . . . .30(3)
Registration
advertisement of, prohibited . .59, 60
. certificate re, as evidence 72
. changes of address, officers,
salesmen after 16
. exemptions from, re certain
trades 19
. form of application, fee 10
. further application for 9
. granting of 7
. investment counsel, as,
exemptions from 18
. lapse and renewal of 15
. notice of proceedings likely to





. order to refrain from dealing
with funds on suspension
of 26(1)
. refund of fees on refusal or
cancellation of 17(2)
. refusal of, to non-residents 14
. requirements re 6(1)
. suspension, cancellation of 8
. trades by floor-trader exempt
from 20(1)
. who may act under 6(2-4)
. written notice of, required for
trading 6(1)
Regulations
. defined 1 (o)
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 71
. form of application for
registration, re 10
Reports








. Commission's decisions, etc., of . .29
Rules Committee
. power of, re appeals under
Act 30(2)
Rules of practice




. notice of change of address,
employment of 16(4)
. termination of employment of,
to suspend right to 'trade . . 6(4)
Securities
. defined 1 (^)
Security issuer
. defined 1 (r)
. notice by, re change of address,
officials, salesmen 16(2)
Stock exchanges
. appointment of auditors by 33
. . audits of members of 34
. notice to, of unreasonable
contracts 49
. permission required to operate as 66
. records kept by 67
. supplying of information by 67
SECURITIES—Con. Sec.
Sub-broker-dealers
. defined 1 (j)
. notice by, of change of
address 16(5)
Subscriptions
. requirements on receipt of 47
Supreme Court
. appeal to, from Commission's
decisions 30
. appointment of receiver, etc., by. .27
. certain powers of, vested in
investigator 21 (3)
. direction of, re disposition of
funds, etc 26(2)
. order of, made on appeal 31
. . finality of 32
Trade
. acting as principal in, notice
required 54
. confirmations to customers re 50,51
. defined 1(0
. doubts whether constituting
primary distribution to
public 42(1)
. exempted from requirements re
primary distribution to public. .41
. exempted from requirements
re registration 19
. floor-traders, by, exempted
from requirements re
registration 20(1)
. investigation of ofTences re . . .21,23
. . report to Attorney-General 22, 25
. order to refrain from dealing
with funds when rights re,
affected 26(1)
. penalties for offences re 63
. representations effecting 53




. orders to cease 46
. primary distribution to the
public, on
. . securities issued by industrial
companies, in .. .39(1, 2), 41, 46
. . securities issued by invest-
ment companies,
in 40(1, 2), 41, 46
. . securities issued by mining
companies, in .. .38(1, 3), 41, 46
. prohibition re securities issued
by prospecting syndicates . 37(4)






. securities issued by person, in,
requirements re 37(5)
. telephoning, calling at
residences re 52
Treasurer of Ontario
. deposits with, refunds by 17
Trustee
. appointment, powers of 27
Underwriters
. entitled to rely on
prospectuses 38(5), 39(4)
. signatures required on
prospectuses . .38(1), 39(1), 40(1)
. signatures required to
certificates in
prospectuses 38(1) (w),














. designation of 2(1)





. order to hold funds, etc., for
appointees under 26(1)
. trades by liquidators under,
exempted from require-




Act, Vol. 4, p. 627.
See also Corporations Tax Act
Action
. recovery of tax and penalties by. .17
Affidavits
. execution of 20
Brokers
. transactions by, deemed effected
in Ontario 7
Certificates
. verifying returns 9(2)
Corporations Tax Act
. continuing liability under 12
Declarations





. reg^jlations ^.. . . 1 (a)
. security 1 (fe)
. share 3(1)
. share of stock 3(1)
. Treasurer . . : 1 (c)
Information
. obtained under Act, secrecy of 21(1)
. . penalty for default 21(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. designation of persons to
administer oaths 20




. failure to collect or remit tax,
for 8(2)
. failure to pay tax on demand,
for 13
. false statements, for 15
. neglect, refusal to pay tax, for . . 16
. preventing inspection of
records, for 6(3)
. recovery of 17
. registering transactions before
tax paid, for 10
. violations of Act, for 16
Public Inquiries Act
. powers conferred on
commissioners under ll(^)
Records
. inspection of 6
Reg^ulations
. defined 1 (a)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
to make 19
. persons taxable under, to keep
records 6(1)
. violations of 16
Securities
change of ownership re,
continuing liability 12
defined 1(6)
inspection of records re 6
transfer re
. deemed effected in Ontario ... .7
. entry before tax paid, penalty. .10
transfer of, tax re 2, 3(2)
. annual returns re 9
. collection of 8
. exemptions from 5
. outside Ontario, allowances re 14
Securities Act








. determination of value of . . .3(3,4)
Treasxirer
. allowances by, re taxes paid
outside Ontario 14
. annual returns to 9
. certification of transactions
outside Ontario to 7
. defined 1(c)
. demand for tax by 13
. evaluation of shares of stock
.
by 3(4)
. inspection of records by 6(1)
. powers of assessing 12
. powers re obtaining information. . 11
. powers where disputes re tax ... 18
. recovery of tax and penalties by 17
. remission of tax to 8
. tax assessed by, when records
inadequate 6(2)
Tax
. amount of 3(2)
. annual returns re 9
. assessment of, when records
inadequate 6(2)
. collection of 8
. continuing liability for 12
. demand for payment of, default. .13
. determination of value payable
on 3(3,4)
. disputes re, refunds on 18
. false statements re, penalty IS
. imposition of 2
. inspection of records 6
. manner of payment of 4
. neglect to pay, penalty re 16
. paid outside Ontario, allowances
re 14
. recovery of 17
. registering transactions before
payment of 10
. transactions exempt from 5
Treasury Department
. inquiries by officers of ll(ft)
. inspection of records by 6(1)
SEDUCTION
Seduction Act,
Vol. 4, p. 635.
Abandonment
. father or mother, by 2
SEDUCTION—Con. Sec.
Act of service
. proof dispensed with 2
Action
. abandonment by father or
mother, when 2
father or mother, by 1
. father or mother not resident in-
Ontario, when 3
. legal guardian, by 4
. person in loco parentis, by 4
Father
action maintainable by, when ....1
Infant orphan
. action maintained in case of 4
Mother
. action maintainable by, when 1
SEED GRAIN SUBSIDY
Seed Grain Subsidy Act,
Vol. 4, p. 637.
Assessment Act
. current expenditures under 4
By-laws
. municipal council, by 1
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payments to municipalities from. .2
Department of Agriculture
. statements and returns to 3(</)
Form
. guarantee, of 1(2)
Guarantee
. payment for seed grain, of 1
. regulations re 3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 3
. repayment to municpality
authorized by 2
Municipal Act
. current expenditures under 4
Municipal council
. by-laws by 1
Municipal expenditures
. deemed current 4
Municipality
. repayments to 2
Proof
. regulations re 3(f)
Reeve








. use of seed grain, on 1(3)
Treasurer of municipality
. guarantee signed by 1(2)
Treasurer of Ontario
. repayment to municipality by ....2
SEED POTATOES
Seed Potatoes Act,
Vol. 4, p. 639.
Act
. enforcement of 4
. penalties for contravention of ... 14
Bacterial ring rot
. moving of potatoes with,
forbidden 13
By-laws
. seed potato restricted area, re 2(1)
. . copy of, to Director 3
Clerk of township
. copy of by-law to Director by ... .3





permit for moving, into
restricted area 8(&)
. potatoes shipped in new 9
Definitions
. container 1 (a)
. Director .1(6)
. grower 1(c)
. inspector 1 (d)
. Minister 1 (e)
. regulations 1 (/)
. restricted area 1 (g)
Director
. copy of by-law to 3
. defined 1(6)
Disinfecting




. storage of potatoes for 10
Inspectors
. appointment of 5(2)
. defined 1(d)
. enforcement of Act by 4
. inspection of potato fields by 12
. penalties for obstruction of 14
. power to enter premises 6
. regulations re duties of 15(6)
SEED POTATOES—Cow. Sec.
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. constitution of restricted area
by 5(1)




. appointment of inspectors by .5(2)
. defined 1(e)
. opinion of, re majority of
growers 5(1)
. regulations re grants by 15(c)
Penalties
. contravention of Act of, re 14
Petition
. containing signatures of
growers 2(1)
. particulars contained in 2(2)
Potato fields
. inspection of 12
Potatoes
. moving of infected, prohibited ... 13
permit for moving, into
restricted area 8(a)
Premises
. power of inspector to enter 6
Regulations
. administration generally, re ..15(d)
. defined 1(f)
. duties of inspectors, re 15(6)
. grading of potatoes in
restricted areas, re 15(a)
. grants by Minister, re 15(c)
Re-shipment
. storage in restricted area of
potatoes for 10
Restricted area
. constitution of, where without
municipal organization 5(1)
. defined 1 (^)
. permit for moving potatoes
into 8(a)
. petition to show acreage of
potatoes in 2(2) (6)
. petition to show boimdaries
of 2(2)(a)
. petition to show names of
growers in 2(2) (c)
. potatoes shipped in new
containers from 9
. provisions re disinfecting in 11
. regulations re grading of
potatoes in 15(o)
. storage of potatoes in 10
14.H (;i:ni:rai. indkx
SEED POTATOES- -Con. Skc.
Seed potatoes
l)laiUiiiK ol", regulations re 7
Storage
. (lisiiifccting i)laccs of 11
SEEDS
See Agricultural Societies Act;
Clean (irain Act; Farm Pro-
ducts Marketing Act; Horti-
cultural Societies Act; Munici-
])al Act; Seed Cirain Subsidy
Act; Seed I'otatocs Act
SEIZURE
See Bailiffs Act; Execution Act;
Liquor Control Act; Mech-
anics' Lien Act; Woodmen's
Lien for Wages Act
SEPARATE SCHOOLS
Separate Schools Act,
Vol. 4, p. 643.
Sec also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Assessment Act;
Department of Education Act;
'Division Courts Act; High
Schools Act; Municipal Act;
Public Schools Act; School
Attendance Act; School Sites
Act; School Trust Convey-





children, of, duty re 46(d)
Accounting
. board, by 46(r)
Act
. application of Part II of, to
Roman Catholic schools 16
. application of part of, to other
schools 14
Affidavits
. withholding of property, etc.,
re 96(2)
Agreements
. (nvncr and tenant, between re
rates 66(1)
. teacher and board, between 48
Alphabetical index
supporters, of 63(1)
. entries in 63(2)
. filing of 63(4)
. form of Form 1




teachers' salaries, re 55(1)
Application
. establishment of separate
schools, re
coloured people, for 2
Protestants, lor 1
judge, to, re recovery of
property 96(2)
Arbitration
. separation of rural schools,
re 35(2)
. site of rural school, re 34(2)
Assessment
exemption from, of public
school rates 10(1), 56(1)
. conditions and
exceptions 10(2), 56(6)
guidance by index on 63(5)




non-resident urban supporter, of 59
notice by corporations re . . .67(1)
. form of Form 2
proportionate, of corporations 67(3)
supporter residing in other
municipality, of 60(1)
. enforcement of 60(2)
supporter residing near several
schools, of 58(1)
. . eflFect of debenture debt in. .58(2)
. unoccupied land, against 61
Assessment Act
. referred to 61, 67(1)
Assessor's roll
. board to use 13(4), 69




. promotion of 46(,0
Auditor
. appointment of
. . rural board, for 32, 46(/) (iii)
urban boards, for 46(t)
Award
. arbitration, of, re site 34(2)
. . reconsideration of 34(3)
Bailiff








. ballot paper 26(6, 7)
. manner of voting 26(9)
. marking of paper 26(8)
urban section, in
. adoption of 40(1)
. application of Municipal Act . . .41
. casting vote 41 (t)
. discontinuance of 40(2)
. oath by voter 41(o)
. period of change 40(3)
. secretary assuming clerk's
duties in 41 {c-d)
Blind
. children, report on 46(w)
Board
borrowing by-laws of 75(1-6)
claim of property by 96(2)
contribution by
. pension scheme, to 83(4)
. superannuation fund, to 82
establishment, etc., by, of
continuation school 7Z
general duties and powers of 46(m)
liability for neglect to
take security 95
meetings of 45(1-6)
remedies for recovery of
property by 96(8)
rural schools, of
. duties and powers of . . . .46(/-x)
. forming and organization 27




. duties of 46(/>-j)
. election of trustees of ....39-42
. formation and members
of 36(1-5)
Board of public school trustees
—
See also Board
. authorization by, to establish
separate school
. . coloured people, for 2
. . Protestants, for 1
By-laws
. borrowing money, for 75(1)
. . publication of 75(6)
Cadet corps
. establishment of 46(j)
Casting vote
. meetings of board, at 45(2)
, meetings of urban supporters







first meeting of board, at ... .45(1)
rural supporters, of
. counting of votes by 26(14)
. declaration by, re vote ..26(15)
. duties of 26(4)
. election of 26(2)
. granting of poll by 26(5)
. signing of minutes by . . .26(17)
. statement by. re vote . . . .26(16)
. taking of voters'
declaration 26(11)
urban supporters, of
. declaration by, re election . .39(3)
. entries in poll-book by ...39(13)
. nomination of 39(2, 5)
. return of poll-book by 39(6)
. taking of voters'
declaration 39(14)
Clerk of municipality
. index book of supporters
kept by 63(1)
. . entries in 63(2)
- . form Form 1
. receiving of notices by
. . assessment of corporations,
re 67(1)
. . exemption of indigent
persons, re 46(t)
. . supporters, re 60(2)
. . withdrawal of support, re 62(1)
. supporters* notice certified by 56(4)




. supplies, etc., for 46(r)
Collector
board, of, appointment 46(fl),68(l)




. powers of 21 (4)
Collector's roll
. access of trustees to 13(4), 69
. entry of supporters in 60(2)
. making out of 65(1, 2)
Committees
. urban boards, of .46(g)
Continuation schools







. . pension scheme, to 83(4)
. . superannuation fund, to 82
Controverted elections
complaint re
. investigations re 44(1)
. order of judge, on 44(3)
. powers of judge, re 44(2)
. provisions of Municipal Act
to apply to 44(4)
Convocation
. meetings, of . . . . 18, 26(1), 39(1, 5),
46(/)
Corporation
. entry of, as supporter 67(2)
. extension of assessment of 67(3)
school supported by 67(1-6)
Coimcil
. authorization by, to establish
separate school
. . coloured people, for 2
. . Protestants, for 1
Court
. proceedings in, re recovery
of property 96(2-7)
. teacher's salary settled in . .55(1,2)
Custody
property, of, by board 46(/t)
Date
opening of school other than
Catholic, of 6
Deaf
. children, report on 46(tt;)
Debenture debt
. effect of, on supporter 58(2)
Debentures
mortgage in form of 75(3)
. . amount of 75(7)
. . maturity of 75(4)
Declaration
. voter objected, by
. . rural school, re 26(11)
. urban school, re 39(14)
Deductions






. rural school 17(d)
. secretary or treasurer 17(^)
. separate school 17(f)






maintenance of, by teacher . .49(c)
Dismissal
pupils, of, power of board re 46(;)
Dispute
settling of, between teacher
and board 55(1,2)
Division court
. jurisdiction re teachers'
salaries 55(1)
Dumb




. bribery, etc., at 44(4)
. investigation of 44(1)
. order by judge re 44(3)
. powers of judge re 44(2)
irregularities not to invalidate . .43
poll, by—see Polls
schools other than Catholic, re . .5
. electors at 7
vote at 39(9)
voters declaration at 26(11), 39(14)
Establishment
. cadet corps, of 46(j)
. model schools, of 79
. schools, of
. . coloured people, for 2
portion of rural section, in 35(1)
. . Protestants, for 1
. . Roman Catholics, for 16
. sick leave credits, of 84(1)
. superannuation fund, of 82
Errors
. correction of, in assessment
roll 64(1)
. . eflfect of 64(2)
Examinations
. teachers, by 49(^)
. teachers, of 51
Exemption
. indigent persons, of, from
irates 46(i)
. supporters of public school
rates, re 10(1, 2), 56(1)
Expenditures
. allowance for travel 46(o)
. collection, etc., of rates by
municipality, re 71(2)






. supporters' notices, of 63(4)
Forms
. index book, of Form 1




. referred to 83(1)
Grants
. legislature, by
. . right to share in 12
. . schools in unorganized
territories, re 21(2)
. municipal
. . apportionment re 76(2)
. . participation of Catholic
schools in 76(1)
. superannuation fund, to 82
Guarantee Companies Seciirities
Act
. referred to 31(2)
Holidays
. determination of 85(3)
. rural schools, in 85(4)
Index
supporters, of 63(1)
. entries in 63(2)
. filing of 63(4)
. form of Form 1
. inspection of 63(3)
Information
. furnishing of, by teacher . . .49(h)
Inspection
. index of supporters, of 63(3)
. schools, of 78
Inspector
. approval by, re separation . . .35(1)
. approval by, re substitution
of holidays 85(4)
; ; disqualification of, as trustee
or teacher 88(3)
. return by, re schools other
than Catholic 13(2)
. third arbitrator, as, re site of
rural school 34(2)
Instruction




. special funds, of 81
Judge
. order by, re delivery of
property 96(4)





. order of discharge by, re
"delivery of property . . . .96(6, 7)
Land
assessment of unoccupied 61
liability in assessment of
. corporation, by 67(3)
. occupant, by 66(1)
. owner, by 66(2)
Liability
. assessment of land in
. . corporations, of 67(3)
. . occupant, of 66(1)
. . owner, of 66(2)
. board, of, for neglect to
take security 95
. property, of, on separation of
rural school 35 (3)
. trustees, of, for loss through
neglect 100(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval by, re contributions 21(2)
. decision by, on appeal 80
Loans
board by
. sinking fund re 75(5)
. terms of payment of 75(2)
debentures, by 75(3)
. amount of 75(7)
. maturity of 75 (4)
Location
. separate schools in townships, of 3
Meetings
. board, of
. . casting vote at 45(2)
. . chairman at first 45(1)
. . presidency and voting 45(5)
. . quorum 45(6)
. . special 45(4)
. . time and place of 45(3)
. establishment of union board,
for 33(1)
.rural supporters, of
. . chairman 26(4)
. . convocation 26(1), 46(0
. . minutes 26(17)
. .new, in default of first ...26(18)
. . order of business at 26(3)
. . organization 26(2)
. . poll 26(5-16)
. . time of 26(1)









. . chairman 39(2)
. convocation 18,39(1,5)
. . poll 39(4-8)
. . proceedings 39(3)
. . voting 39(9)
Minister
. approval by
. . pensions, re 83(3)
. . sick leave credits, re 84(2)
. auditor appointed by 32
. defined 17(6)
. grants to schools in
unorganized townships by . 21(2)
. settling of disagreements
between board and inspector
by 80
Minutes
. rural meeting, of,
and transmission 26(17)
Model schools
. establishment of 79
Municipal Act
. referred to 41, 44(4), 74(a), 75(4, 5)
Municipal elections
. application of procedure of ... .41
Municipal school money
. separate school having no
'share in 11, 76(3)
Newspaper proprietor
. trustee, as 90(4)
Nomination
. acclamation, by 39(1-3)
Non-resident
. assessment of 60(1)
. entry on roll, etc., of 60(2)
. voting place for 59
Notices
. corporation land, re 67(1)
. . annual search for 67(6)
. . eflfect of 67(4)
. . filing of 67(5)
. . form of Form 2
. board, by
. . names and addresses, re . .46(g)
. . non-resident supporters, re 60(2)
. election by Roman Catholics,
re 20(1)
. endorsement by municipality 20(2)
. support of separate school, re
. . certificate of receipt of ...56(4)
. . penalty for fraudulent 56(5)
. . time for 56(3)




. minimum, for calling meeting
. . townships, etc., in 18
. . unorganized territories, in 21(1)
. schools other than Catholic in
cities, etc., of 8
Oath
. voter by ballot, of 41
Occupant
. liability of, re assessment . .66(1)
Officers of board
. appointment of 46(a)
. security by 31(1)
. . form of 31(2)
Orders
. expenditures, re 46(h)
Owners
. liability of, re assessment . .66(2)
Penalties
. delaying yearly report, for 98
. disturbance, for 91
. false declaration, for, re right
•to vote 87
. false report or register, for ... .99
. fraudulent statement, for,
by supporter 56(5)
. neglect, etc., of duties for 93
. neglect to transmit minutes, for 94
. recovery and application of . . . 101
. refusal of information, etc., to
auditors, for 97
. refusal to serve, etc., for 92
. use of unauthorized book, for 86
Pensions
. employees, of 83(1-5)
Poll books





counting of votes 26(14)
declaration of result 26(15)
granting of 26(5)
objection to voter 26(11)
preparation of 26(6)
scrutineer at 26(10)




declaration of result 39(7)
entries in poll-book 39(13)
hours of 39(4)
manner of voting 39(9)









. urban section, in
—
Con.
. place of ......39(5)
. . voting of non-resident ...39(15)
Premises
. providing of school 46(e)
Property
-/ custody of 46(ife)
.-neglect to deliver, by
'trustee, etc 96(1-8)
. school, delivery by teacher of 49(f)
Protestants
. restriction on, re establishment
of school 9
Public Schools Act
. referred to 55(1)
Pupils
. dismissal of, powers of board
re 46(;)
Quorum
. meetings of board, of 45(6)
. rural board, of 27
Rates
. agreement between municipality
and board re 72(1, 2, 3)
. agreement between owner and
tenant re 66(1)
. collection of, by municipality 71(1)
. . expenses of 71 (2)
. collection of, in unorganized
territories 21 (3, 4)
. distinction of, on roll 65(1, 2)
. due before withdrawal of
support 62(2)
. exemption from public
school 10(1, 2), 56(1)
. exemption from, re indigent
persons 46(t)
levy of, by Board 68(1)
liability for
. owner, of 66(1, 2)
. separation, on 35(3)
. tenant, of 66(1, 2)
payment by non-resident ..60(1,2)
uncollected, on land 68(2-4)
Registers
. access to 49(e)
. delivery to board 49(f)
. teacher to keep 49(b)
Reg^ulations
. defined 17(c)












Con. , - . .
. . rural board, by ..".;.....'.".. .46 (v)
. teacher, by \'.. .'.'.. .49(«)
Restriction
. establishment of Protestant
school, re 9
Returns See also Reports
. Inspector, by, re schools other
than Catholic 13(2)
. trustees, by, re schools other
than Catholic 13(1)
Rolls
. copies of, to trustees 13(4), 69
. exclusion of supporters other
than Catholic from 13(3)









recovery" of, due 54
undue, relief of board re ..55(2)
School year
. opening and closing days ... .85(2)
terms 85(1)
Secretary
board, of, appointment 46(o)
defined 17(0
neglect by, to deliver up
property 96(1)
. proceedings of recovery
re 96(2n8)
rural boards, of, duties
. calling of special meetings,
re
. giving notice of meetings,
re




certifying of results by .26(16)
collection of votes by 26(9)
counting of votes by 26(14)
entries in poll-book by . . . .26(6)
recording of proceedings by 26(2)
signing of minutes by . . . .26(17)










. officers of rural boards, by .31(1)




. school in rural section, of
. . arbitration re 35(2)
. . establishment of new school
on 35(1)
. . liability of property on . . . .35(3)
Sick leave credits
. establishment of 84(1)
Sinking fund
. provisions re 74
Sites
. rural schools, of 34(1)
. . arbitration re 34(2)
. . reconsideration of award . .34(3)
. . selection of 46(/) (ii)
Slander
. costs of defending action of . -90(5)
Statements
. annual, re supporters 70
Summary Convictions Act
. referred to 101
Superannuation fund
. establishment of 82
Supervision
. schools, of 46(«)
Support
. withdrawal of 62(1)
. . effect of 62(2)
Supporters
. coloured school, of 4
. liable for debenture debt ....58(2)
. residence of 57
. right of, to claim property . .96(2)
. school other than Roman
'Catholic, of
. . exemption of public school
irates, conditions 10(1-2)
. . kept out of school rates . . 13(3)
'. withdrawal of support by . .62(1,2)
Siurgical treatment
. power of board to provide . .46(.r)
Teachers
. agreement by, with board 48
. appointment of 46(d)
. certificate of qualifications of ... .51
. decisions of urban board re
employment of 46(^)








forfeiture of claim by 49(f)
salary of
. absence, during 53(2)
. dispute re 55(1)
. proportion of 52
. recovery of, due 54
. undue, relief of board from 55(2)
use of unauthorized text book by 86
Tenants
. liability of, re assessment ...66(1)
Text-books
. change of, by teacher 50
. use of unauthorized 86
Treasurer
board, of, appointment 46(o)
defined 17(*)
neglect to deliver up property
by 96(1)
. proceedings of recovery
re 96(2-8)
rural boards, of, duties
. banking, re 30(d)
. disbursements, re 30(6)
. production of papers, etc.,
re 30(0






. Roman Catholic schools, re 20(3)
. schools other than Roman
'Catholic, re 15
. union rural schools, re ....33(2)
disqualification of 88(l)(o,&)
duties and powers of 46(m)
neglect to deliver up property
by 96(1)
. proceedings of recovery
re 96(2-8)
owners, etc., of newspapers as 90(4)
refunding of legal costs to .90(5)
responsibility for loss 100(1)
rural
. board and quorum of 27
. election of 26(1-18)
. elections to fill vacancy for 47(2)
. electorate of 25
. qualifications of 24
. re-election of 23(4)
. resignation of 23(3)









. . term of office of 22
. . . filling vacancy 22(2)
. . vacancy in office of 47(1)
. schools other than Roman
Catholic, of
. . number of 5
. . powers of IS
. . returns by 13(1)
. urban
. . election of 36(4), 39-42
. . electorate re 42
. . number of 36(1)
. . . limitation re 36(3)
. . retirement by
rotation 36(2, 5), 37(2)
. . term of office 38
. urban, in villages
. . number and term of office 37(1)
. . retirement by rotation 37(2)
. vacation of seat
. . conviction, etc., by 89
. . declaration of judge, by . . .90(2)
. . interest, etc., by 90(1)
Union schools
. rural districts, in 33(1)
Urban schools
. defined 17(g)
. determination of type and
number of 46(/)
Vacancies
rural board, in 46(0 (i)
Villages
. schools in, trustees re 37(1,2)
^Hsitors
. separate schools, of 77
Visitors' book
access to " 49(0
. delivery to board 49(/)
. supplied by board 46(n)
. teacher to keep 49(rf)
Vote
coloured people, by 7
equality of
. ballot, in 41(6)
. rural schools, re 26(4)
. urban schools, re 39(8)
objection to right of
. rural schools, re 26(11)
. urban schools, re 39(14)
trustees limited in number, re 36(4)
urban schools, re
kind of 39(9)






. . supplied by urban board . .39(12)
. . supporters in wards, re 39(10, 16)
. . towns not divided into wards,
re 39(11)
. rural schools, re 25
. schools other than Roman
'Catholic, re 7
Voting
. meetings of board, at 45(5)
. meetings of urban supporters,
at 39(9), 41
Ward
. coloured school for each 8
. Protestant school for each 8
. union of, in cities, etc., re
schools other than Roman
'Catholic 8
. urban trustees from 36(3)
. voters' lists from 39(10)
Withdrawal
. support, of 62(1)










Vol. 4, p. 681.
See also Land Titles Act; Land-
lord and Tenant Act; Munici-
pal Act; Planning Act; Reg-
istry Act
Actions
. concurrent, re leases 32(4)
. protection of estates, for,
sanction of court re ....13(l)(c)
Agreements
. renewal of leases, for 2(2)
Alterations
. mortgages to raise funds
for 13(l)(o)
Applications







. . generally 19
. . married women, of 35
. costs of 31
, exercise of powers conferred
by Act, re 18
,. leases, re, evidence on 8
•. mental incompetents, bankrupts
and infants, for 34
' notice to trustees re 20
. publication of notice re 21
. rejection of similar application
fby Legislature, upon 22
',. striking out conditions in leasing
•'I power of trustees, re 12
Appointment of the use
. conveyances operating by way of 17
Assignees
. bankrupt or insolvents, acting
for '.... 34
Bankrupts
. trustees acting on behalf of ... .34
Base fee
. leases by holders of 32(1) (d)
Building leases
. reservation of rent in 2(1) (6)
Charges—See also Mortgages
. consent of persons entitled to . .37
. cost of applications, for ....... .31
. cost of laying out streets raised
by 16(2)
Coal
. excepted, in sale of land 15
. leases of
. . application of rent re 23
. . reservation of rent in ...2(l)(c)
Committees
. execution by 34
Concurrent action
. leases, re .- 32(4)
Conditions
, leasing power of trustees,
in 10,11,12
.. power of court to insert in leases 3
Consent
. Act not to impose obligation re 36
. applications to court, re 19
. married women, of 35
,. mental incompetents, bankrupts
and infants, for .34
. notice of, to trustees 20
. orders not invalid for want of . .30





. execution of 9
. preliminary, re leases 6
Conveyances
. execution of 17
Co-parceners
. applications by 18(2)
Costs
. applications, of 31
. laying out streets, of 16
. proceedings to protect estates,
of
. . mortgages to raise funds
for 13(1) (O
Court
. application to, powers re 18
. defined 1(1) (o)
. orders of, validity 30
. powers of
. . costs of applications, re 31
. . dispensing with consent, re 19(4)
. . dispensing with notice, re . .19(4)
. . effect of terms of settlement on 27
. . execution of conveyances, re . .17
. . extent of 28
. . interest, re 25, 26
. . laying out streets, re 16
. . leases, re 28
. . mortgages, re .. 13(1) (o,c), 13(2)
. . proceedings for protection of
estates, re 13(1) (c)
. . publication of notice, re 21
. . sale, re 13(1) (fe,0. 13(3),
14, 15, 16(2)
. validity of acts of 29
Covenants
. leases, in, power of court to
insert 3
Curtesy
. tenants by, leases by 32(2)
Debtors in liquidation
. trustees acting on behalf of ... .34
Dedications
. execution of conveyances re 17
. streets and gardens, of 16(1)
Deeds
. execution of 17
Defences
. protection of estates, for,
sanction of court re ....13(l)(f)
Definitions
. court 1(1) (o)








. possession 1 (1) (rf)
. settled estate 1(1)(^)
. settlement 1(1) (/)
Dower
. tenants in, leases by 52(2)
Drains
. estates laid out for 16
Earth
. excepted, in sale of land 15
. leases of
. . application of rent from 23
. . reservation of rent in ...2(1) (6)
Elasements
. sale of 13(1) (6)
Enciunbrances
. mortgages to discharge .13(1) (a)
. rights of persons entitled to ....37
Evidence
. applications re leases, on 8
Execution
. committees and trustees, by 34
. conveyances or mortgages, of ..17





. leases, of 2(1) (^), 32(5)
Gardens
. estates laid out for 16(1)
Guardians ad litem
. consents and notices by 34
Impeachment of waste
~~
. leases not made without clause
re 2(l)(rf),32(6)
Improvements
. mortgages to raise funds
for 13(l)(a)
Income




. Official Guardian acting on
behalf of 34
Insolvents
. trustees acting on behalf of ....34
Interest
. payment of 25, 26
Joint tenants
. applications by 18(2)
Land—See also Mortgages; Sale





. powers re laying out streets
subject to 16(3)
Landlord and Tenant Act
. right of re-entry contained
in 2(l)(e),32(6)
Leases
. agreements for renewal of . . . .2(2)
. application of rent from 23
. applications re, evidence on .8
. building, reservation of rent
in 2(1)(&)
. concurrent action re 32(4)
. confirming previous leases,
for 32(3)(c)
. contracts giving eflFect to
previous 32(^3) (a)
. contracts re 6
. cutting of timber not authorized
by 2(l).(rf),32(6)
. execution of 9
. extent of powers of court re ... .28
. form of 2(1) (e), 32(5)
. giving eflFect to covenants of
renewal 32(3) (6)
. impeachment of waste clause
included in 2(1) (d)
. interest on purchase money re . .26
. mode of authorization of 7
. power of court to authorize . .2(1)
. power re, vested in
trustees .7,8,10,11, 12
. power to make, for 21 years .... 32
. . validity of ...33
. powers re, conferred by other
statutes .38
. preliminary contracts re 6
. re-entry for non-payment of
rent, subject to .. .2(1) (e), 32(6)
. renewal of 2(2), 5, 32(3) (&)
. reservation of rent
. . generally 2(l)(b)
. . . exception 2(1)(6)
. . lease of earth, coal, stone or
mineral 2(1) (f)
. special covenants and
conditions in 3
. surrender of 5
. term of 2(1) (o)
. time of taking eflFect .2(1) (a)
. validity of, when court exceeds
its powers .29
Legislature
. applications rejected by 22
Married women





. committees acting on behalf of. .34
Minerals
. excepted, in sale of land 15
. leases of
. . application of rent 23
. . reservation of rent in . . . .2(1) (&)
Mining leases
. reservation of rent in 2(1) (t)
Mortgages—See also Charges
. costs raised by 31
. execution of 17
. expenses of laying out streets
raised by 16(2)
K- expenses of repairs raised
by 13(l)(o)
. extent of powers of court re . . .28
. validity of, where court
exceeds powers 29
Municipal Act
. powers re laying out streets
subject to 16(3)
Notice
. mental incompetents, bankrupts
and infants, to 34
. orders not invalidated by want of 30
. persons who do not consent,
to 19(2)
. . court may dispense with .19(4)
. . effect of non-reply to 19(3)
. publication of 21
. trustees, to 20
OfHcial Guardian
. consents and notices given by . .34
Orders
costs of applications, re .31
. dispensing with consent 19(5)
. dispensing with notice 19(4)
. leasing power vested in
'trustees by 10, 11, 12
. rights of non-consenting parties
saved in 19(6)
. validity of 30
Ornamental timber
sale of, saving re 13(1) (b)
Payment into court
. proceeds of sale, of 2Z
Petitions to court
. application of proceeds of sale,
re 24
. interest on purchase money
Te leases, re 26
Petitions to Legislature
. protection of estates, for,









. sales, re 13(3)
Proceedings
. protection of estates, for ..13(l)(f)
Pur autre vie
. tenants, leases by 32(1)(/)
Rebuilding
. mortgages to raise funds
for 13(l)(o)
Re-entry
. non-payment of rent,
for 2(l)(e),32(6)
Remainder
. estates in, not disposed of by
settlement 1(3)
Renewal
. leases, of 2(2), 5, 32(3) (6)
. . agreements for 2{2)
Rent—^5"^^ also Reservation of
rent
. application of money set aside
from 23
. consideration for sale of land, as 14
. costs of proceedings paid
from 13(1) (f), 31
. expenses of laying out streets
paid from 16(2)
. leases for 21 years, re 32(4)
. re-entry for non-payment
of 2(l)(e),32(6)
Repairing leases
. reservation of rent in 2(1) (6)
Repairs
. laid-out parts of settled estates,
of 16(2)
. mortgages to raise funds
for 13(l)(o)
Registry Act
. powers re laying out streets
subject to 16(3)
Reservation of rent
. generally 2(1) (&)
. . exception in case of mining
leases 2(1) (&)
. leases of earth, coal, stone, or
mineral, in 2(l)(f)
Reversion
. estates in, not disposed of by
settlement 1 (3)






. conveyances operating by way of 17
Roads
. estates laid out for 16(1)
Sale
. applications of proceeds of 23
. . interest 25, 26
. . trustees, by 24
. building purposes, for, rent as
consideration for 14
. costs raised by 31
. easements, of 13(1) (6)
. execution of conveyances on .... 17
. expenses of laying out streets
raised by 16(2)
. extent of powers of court re ... .28
. powers of court re . . 13(1)(6), (3),
14, 15, 16(2)
. procedure on 13(3)
. reservation of rights on 15
. timber, of 13(1)(&)








. estates laid out for 16
Squares
. estates laid out for 16(1)
Stone
. excepted, in sale of land 15
. leases of
. . applications of rent from 23
. . reservation of rent in ...2(l)(c)
Streets




. leases by 32(2)
Tenants for life
. leases by 32(l)(o)
. tenants in tail after possibility
of issue extinct deemed ....1(2)
Tenants in common
. applications by 18(2)
Tenants in dower
. leases by 32(2)
Tenants in tail
. consent of 19(1) (o)




. possibility of issue extinct,
deemed tenants for life 1(2)
Tenants pur autre vie
. leases by 32(1)(/)
Term
. leases, of 2(1) (o)
Timber
. leases not to authorize cutting
of 2(l)(rf),32(6)
. sale of 13(1)(6)
Trustees
. application of proceeds of sale
by 24
. bankrupts and insolvents, acting
on behalf of 34
. consent of 19(1)
. execution by 34
. laid-out parts of estates vested
in 16(1)
. leasing power vested
in 7.8.10,11,12
. notice to 20
. proceeds of sale paid to 23
Waste
—
See Impeachment of waste
Watercourses
. estates laid out for 16
SETTLERS
See Archives Act; Forestry Act;






Vol. 4, p. 695.
See also Pulpwood Conservation
•Act; Spruce Pulpwood Ex-
portation Act
Company
. defined 1 (o)
. information by 2(2. 3)
. penalty for violation of Act . . 4(2)
Definitions
. company 1 (o)
. Minister 1 (6)
. regrulations 1 (f)
. settler 1(d)
Department officer





. company, by 2(2, 3)
. notice of 2(3)
. settler, by 2(2,3)
Investigation
. powers of 2(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 3
Minister
. defined 1(6)
. information to 2(2, 3)
. investigation by 2(1)
. regulations recommended by ....3
Notice
. information required 2(3)
. service of 2(3)
Penalties
. settler or company violating Act 4
Public Lands Act
. settler under l(rf)
Pulpwood
. kinds, regulations re 3(b)
. measurements and prices,
regulations re 3(c)
. sale and supply, regulations re 3(a)
Regulations
. defined 1(c)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 3
. recommended by Minister 3
Settler
. defined 1(d)
. information by 2(2, 3)
. penalty for violation of Act . .4(1)
SEWERAGE
See Industrial Farms Act; Local
Improvement Act; Municipal
Act; Ontario Municipal Im-
provement Corporation Act;
'Public Health Act; Public
Utilities Act; Public Works





5"^^ Companies Act; Corpora-
!tions Tax Act; Execution Act;
Judicature Act; Railways Act;
Securities Act
SHEEP Sec.
'See Live Stock and Live Stock
'Products Act; Live Stock








Sheriffs Act, Vol. 4, p. 697.
See also Absconding Debtors
Act; Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Assignments
and Preferences Act; Contro-
verted Elections Act; County
Courts Act; Creditors' Relief
Act; Estreats Act; Execution
Act; Fraudulent Debtors Ar-
rest Act; Jails Act; Judicature
Act; Jurors Act; Justices of
•the Peace Act; Law Stamps
Act; Legislative Assembly
Act; Liquor Control Act; Min-
ing Act; Municipal Act; On-
tario Municipal Board Act;
Public Authorities Protection
Act; Public Officers Act; Pub-
lic Officers' Fees Act; Public
Schools Act; Railways Act;
Statute Labour Act; Voters*
Lists Act; Wages Act; Wood-
men's Lien for Wages Act
Accounts—See Books ; List and
account
Action
. continued after death, resigna-
tion or removal 27
. fees for, against solicitor 20
. sheriflF, against 2(6)
. . place of jury trial 8
. surety, against 2(6)
Annual return
. fees and disbursements, re 14
Application
. payment of fees, for 20
Appointment
. constable for court sittings, of . .17
, Great Seal, under 1
. revocation of 2(3)
Attachment




. boundary changes, security not
aflFected by 2(4)
Books
. cost of 13(2)
. Oown property on 22
. examination of, by sheriff 25
. kept in sheriflPs office 13
. penalty for failure to hand over 23
Cash book
. entries in 13(1) (c)
Certificate
. Creditors' Relief Act, under ... 11(2)
. executions against lands, re ....11
Constable
. appointment of, for court sittings 17
. misconduct by 5
. purchasing at sales under
execution 4
Conveyance of land
. sold before death, resignation
or removal 26
Coroner
. misconduct by 5
. purchasing at sales under
execution 4
Costs
. books for sheriffs office, of . .13(2)
. disputes re payment of 20(2)
. service of writ, of / 9
. writ not re-delivered, of 10
County
. appointment for 1
Court
~~~
. fees for acting under order of . . 18
. notice of application to, for
payment of fees 20(1)
. payment of fees directed by . .20(2)
. proceedings against surety
stayed by 2(9)
reference re payment of fees
ordered by 20(2)
Court sittings
. appointment of constables for . . 17
. duty of sheriff re 16
Creditors' Relief Act
. certificates under 11(2)
Crown
. action against sheriff by 2(6)
. action against surety by 2(6)
Crown attorney
. pro tempore sheriff, as 21(2)
Crown property
. books, etc., as ^....22
SHERIFFS—Con. Sec.
Death of sheri£f
. continuation of action after 27
. conveyance of lands sold before 26
. examination of books, etc., after 25
. execution of office on 21
Debtor in execution
. liability for escape of 6
Deputy sheriff
. acting as sheriff 21(1)
. conveyance of land by 26
. duties when outgoing 24
. security extending to . .2(10), 21(1)
. trading by 3
Discharge
. security, of 2(8)
District
. appointment for 1
Duties
. court sittings, re 16
Endorsement
. receipt and re-delivery of a
writ, of 9
Examination .
. books, etc., by resigning or
dismissed sheriff 25
. security, of 2(5)
Execution
. books, entries in 13(1) (&)
. certificate re 11
. fees demanded in advance for . . 19
. writ for amount awarded in
dispute re fees 20(3)
Fees
. acting under court order, for . . . 18.
. action by sheriff for 20
. annual return of 14
. books for I3(c,d)
. certificate re execution against
lands, for 11(3)
. demanding of, in advance 19
. notice of application for
payment of 20(1)
. . proceedings on return of . .20(2)
Forfeitiure of office
. false return, for 7
Great Seal
. appointment under 1
Incoming sheriff
. list and account charged to . .24(2)
. list and account duplicated by 24(2)
. list and account for 24(1)
Inspector of Legal Offices
. annual return to 14




. notice of application for pay-
ment of fees to 20(1)
. payment of fees directed by . 20(2)
. reference re payment of fees
ordered by 20(2)
Judgment
. against surety, for balance of
security 2{7)
Jury trial
action against sheriff by 8
Justices of the Peace Act
. liability of sheriflf under 15
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment by 1
. books, etc., handed over to
appointee of 22, 23
. books required for sheriff's
loffice, re 13(1) (e)
. revocation of appointment by 2(3)
. security fixed by 2(1)
List and accoiint
. charged to incoming sheriff . .24(2)
. contents of 24(1)
. failure to hand over 24(3)
. outgoing sheriflf, by 24(1)
Misconduct
. writ, warrant or process, re S
Names
. certificate re execution against
lands, on 11(1)
Notice
. application for payment of fees,
of 20(1)
. . proceedings on return of . .20(2)
Office
. books kept in 13
. hours 12
Outgoing sheriff





. books, etc., not handed over . . . .2Z
. list and account not handed
over 24(3)
. misconduct re writ, warrant or
process, for 5
. payment over, of 15
. quarterly returns, re 15
. security not furnished 2{Z)




, duplicate or concurrent writ
issued by 10
. rc-delivery of writ to 9
Prisoners
. list and account of 24(1)
. transfer to incoming sheriflf
of 24(2)
Pro tempore sheriff
. conveyance of land to be made
by 2tf
, Crown attorney as 21(2)
. duties when outgoing 24
, responsibilities of 21(3)
. security extending to .2(10), 21(3)
Process
. books for 13(1) (a)
. failure to hand over 24(3)
fees in advance for execution of 19
. list and account of 24(1)
. penalty for misconduct re 5
Public Officers Act
. security under 2(2)
Purchases
. sales under execution, at 4
Quarterly returns
. fines, penalties and forfeiture, re 15
Records—See Books
Removal of sheriff
. examination of books, etc., re .25
. execution of oflfice on 21
. continuation of action after 27
conveyance of lands sold, before 26
Resignation of sheriff
. continuation of action after ... 27
conveyance of lands sold, before 36
. examination of books, etc., upon 25
. execution of office on 21
Returns
. annual 14
. false, forfeiture of oflfice for 7
. quarterly 15
Sales under execution
, purchases at, by sheriff, etc 4
Security
boundary changes not to affect 2(4)
discharge of 2(8)
extending to deputy sheriff or
sheriflf pro tempore . .2(10), 21(1)









. Public Officers Act, under 2(2)
. right to examine 2(5)
Solicitor
. action for fees against 20
Stay of proceedings
. surety against 2(9)
Successor in office
. books, etc., handed over to 22
. . penalty for default 23
. continuation of actions by 27
Surety
. action against 2(6)
. judgment for balance of security
against 2(7)
. payment of full amount by . . . .2(8)
. stay of proceedings against . . 2(9)
Taxing
. costs of dispute for payment of
fees, of 20(2)
Trading
sheriff or deputy sheriflF, by 3
Vacation
. long, office hours during 12
Warrant
. Crown property, as 22, 23
. penalty for misconduct re 5
Writ
. amount awarded in dispute re
fees, for 20(3)
. costs of service of 9
. Crown property, as 22, 23
. duplicate or concurrent 10
. endorsement of delivery 9
. endorsement of receipt of 9
. execution, of, books for ..13(1)(&)
. failure to hand over 24(3)
. failure to re-deliver to plaintiflF 10
. list and account of 24(1)
. penalty for misconduct re 5





See Marine Insurance Act; Ves-
'sels; Vital Statistics Act
SHOPS







Short Forms of Conveyances
Act, Vol. 4, p. 707.
See also Registry Act
Act
. deed failing to take effect under . .4
. deeds made in pursuance of 2
Additions
. persons or classes of persons
to form two, column one . . .3(4)
Coliunn One
. form of Schedule B
Column Two
. form of Schedule B
Deeds
. failing to take effect under Act . .4
. forms Schedules A, B
. . effect of 2
Definitions
. land : 1(a)
. party or parties 1 (b)
Exception
. annexation of, effect 3(3)
Feminine gender
. substitution of masculine for . .3(2)
Forms
. deeds, of Schedule A
. short Schedule B











substitution of, for singular .3(2)
Qualifications
annexation of, eflfect of 3(3)
Schedules
deed under, effect of 2
. form of deed Schedule A
short forms Schedule B
. substitution under Schedule B 3
1450 GENERAL INDEX
SHORT FORMS OF Sec.
LEASES
Short Forms of Leases
Act, Vol. 4, p. 713.
See also Landlord and Tenant
'Act; Registry Act
Act
. covenants under, to run with
land 4
. lease failing to take effect under . .4
. lease made in pursuance of 1
Covenants
. run with the land, to 4
Definitions
- lessor and lessee 2(5)
Exceptions
. annexation of, effect 2(3)
Feminine gender
. substitution of, in column one 2(2)
IForms
. leases, of Schedules A, B
Freehold tenure
. demise of 2(4)
Leasehold tenure
. demise of 2(4)
Leases
. failing to take effect under Act . .4






. substitution of names in short
forms by 2(1)
Schedules
. form of lease Schedule A
. short forms of leases .. Schedule B
SHORT FORMS OF
MORTGAGES
Short Forms of Mortgages
Act, Vol. 4, p. 719.
5*^^ also Agricultural Develop-
ment Act; Co-operative Mar-
keting Loans Act; Mortgages
Act; Registry Act
Act
. mortgage in pursuance of . . . .2(1)
. validity of mortgages not under. .4
Blank
. Column Two, in 2(2)
Column One
, . form of Schedule B
SHORT FORMS OF Sec
MORTGAGES—Cow.
Column Two
. blank in 2(2)
form of Schedule B
Definitions
. land 1(a)
. party and parties 1(6)
Exceptions
. annexation of 3(3)
Feminine gender
. masculine, for 3(2)
Forms




. substitution for 3
Mortgagor




. singular, for 3(2)
Qualification
. annexation of 3(3)
Schedules
. form of mortgage Schedule A
. mortgage under, effect of 2(1)
. short forms Schedule B
. substitution in 3
Substitution
. Schedule B, in 3
Validity
. mortgages not taking effect
under this Act, of 4
SHOWS
See Agricultural Societies Act;
Egress from Public Buildings
'Act; Theatres and Cinemato-
graphs Act; Ticket Specula-
tion Act; Travelling Shows
Act
SHRUBS
See Horticultural Societies Act;
Plant Diseases Act
SIDEWALKS
See Building Trades Protection
lAct; Highway Improvement
Act; Local Improvement Act;




See Highway Improvement Act;
'Liquor Control Act; Municipal
Act
SILICOSIS
Silicosis Act, Vol. 4, p. 729.
Application
. Act 5
. regulations, of 7(2)
Definitions
Minister l(o)
. regulations 1 (6)
Employee
. medical examination taken by . . .3
Employer
. payment of medical examination
fee by 4
Exemption
. industrial process, of 5
Fee
. medical examination, for 4
Health certificates
. regulations re 7(1) (6)
. requirement of 2
Industrial process
. exemption of 5
. person employed in 2
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations approved by 7(1)
Medical examination
. fee for 4
. required by Minister •. . .3
Minister
. defined l(o)
. exemption of industrial process by 5
. medical examination required by. .3
. regulations by 7(1)
Penalty
. contravention of Act or
regulations, for 6
Regxilations
. application of 7(2)
. defined 1(6)
. defining silica exposure ..2,3,7(1)
. health certificate issued under . . .2
. health certificates, re 7(1)(&)
. made by Minister 7(1)
. prescribing fee for medical




. defined by regulations ..2, 7(l)(a)
. industrial process involving 2
. . exemption of 5
SILVER Sec
See Unwrought Metal Sales Act
SKI TOWS
Ski Tows Act,
Vol. 4, p. 731.
Bond




. reg^ulations 1 (6)
. ski tow 1(c)
Financial responsibility
. regulations re 2(6)
Insurance
. regulations re provision of . . . .2(c)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 2
Minister
. defined 1(a)
. proof of financial responsibility
to, regulations re 2(6)
0£fences
. operation of ski tows, re 3
Penalties
. operation of ski tows, re i . . .3
Regulations
. defined 1(6)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 2
Ski tows
. defined 1 (c)
. regulations re operations of ...2(c)
SLANDER
See Division Courts Act; Libel
and Slander Act; Limitations
Act
SLAUGHTER HOUSES




Vol. 4, p. 733.
Appeal
. county or district court, to 5
Attorney-General
. disposal of money and machines
by 4(3)
Confiscation





. slot machine 1
Dwelling house
. search of, for slot machines ..3(2)
Magistrate
. appeal from decision of 5
. order by, for confiscation of
slot machines 4(2)
Money
. disposal of, when confiscated . .4(3)
Ownership
. slot machines, re 2
Police officer
. right of search by, re slot
machines 3
. seizure of slot machines by . .4(1)
Premises
. search of. for slot machines . 3(1)
Seizure




. ownership in 2
Summary Convictions Act
. applicable to appeals 5
Warrant
. search of dwelling house, for.. 3 (2)
SMOKE
See Municipal Act; Public Health
(Act
SNARING
See Game and Fisheries Act
SNOW
See Municipal Act; Railways Act
SNOW ROADS AND
FENCES
Snow Roads and Fences
Act, Vol. 4, p. 735.
See also Line Fences Act
Appeal
. county or district court, to .11(5)
, Line Fences Act to apply to .11(6)
Arbitrators
. appointment of 10(2)
. duties of 11(3)
. fees payable to H (4)
Assessment Act
. county council to levy rates under 6
By-laws
. power of local councils to





. arbitrator's award filed with 11(5)
Compensation
. alteration or removal of fences,
for 10(2)
Council—See also County councils;
Township councils
. costs of, collected as taxes ..11(1)
County coimcils—See also Council;
Township councils
. levy of rate by, on default of
township 6
. powers of, re sleighing tracks ... .2
. provision by, re commutation of





. . county council may provide ... .2
. . method of making 3
Enforcement
. township councils in districts, by 9
Fees
. payment of, to arbitrators .. .11(4)
Fences
, compensation for alteration or
removal of 10(2)
. . power of council re 11(1)
. power of local councils to make
• by-laws re 10(1)
Lands
. power of local councils to enter
on 12(1)
Line Fences Act
. application of 11 (6)
Occupant
. deduction of costs from rent 11(2)
0£fence
. hindrance in erection of snow
fence, re 12(4)
Pathmasters
. appointment of 5(1)
. powers of, re statute labour . .5(2)
Penalty
. offences re snow fence, for . . 12(4)
. refusal to perform statute
labour, for 7
. refusal to turn out of wrong
track; for 8
Rent
. costs re fences deductible
from 11(2)
GENERAL INDEX 1453
SNOW ROADS AND Sec.
FENCES—Con.
Right-hand track
. vehicles to travel in 4
Roadmasters
. appointment of 5(1)
. powers of, re statute labour . .5(2)
Sleighing
. double track in season of 2
Snow fence
. penalties for offences re 12(4)
. power of local councils to
erect 12(1)
. removal of 12(2, 3)
Statute labour
. commutation of fund re 5(3)
. penalty for refusal to perform . . .7





. application by, re commutation
of statute labour fund 5(3)
. default by, re roads 6
. powers of, in districts 9
Travel









See Public Accountancy Act
SOLDIERS
See Municipal Act; Soldiers' Aid
Commission Act; War Veter-




Act, Vol. 4, p. 739.
See also Cemeteries Act; Chil-
dren's Protection Act; Legis-
lative Assembly Act
Act
. application of 8(3)
Agents




. custody of children, re 12
Allies
. members of forces, of,
assistance to 6(1)
Application
. Act. of 8(3)
Assembly
. member of Commission eligible
as member of 3
Bequests—See also Gifts
. will, by, uncertainty of 8(2)
Branches
. Commission, of 4
Canadian Expeditionary Forces
. assistance to members of 6(1)
Cemeteries Act
. powers of Commission under . .7(2)
Chairman
. Commission, of, documents
signed by 5
Children
. agreement to accept custody of. .12
. bequests administered for
benefit of 8(1)
. soldiers, of, aid to 10
Children's Protection Act
. powers and duties of Commis-
sion under 10
Clerks
. Commission, of 4
Commission
. aid to soldier's children by 10
. aid to widows by 9
. arrangements with Department
of Education by 13
beneficiary, as, of bequests ...8(2)
. branches of 4
. children's shelters established by 11
. continuance of 1
. custody of children by 12
. execution of documents by 5
. further powers and duties of ... 14
. lands for cemetery purposes
acquired by 7(2)
. members of 2
. . honorary 3
. powers of 6(1, 2, 3)
. . to administer gfifts 8(1)
. real property of 7(1)
Commissioner
. supervision
. . appointment of 4





. execution of, by Commission ....S
Costs
. Commission, of 4
Death
. member, of 2
Department of Education
. arrangements with, re instruc-
tion for incapacitated soldiers. .13
Dependent relatives




. members, of 3
Documents
. execution of, by Commission ....5
Expenses
. Commission, of, appropriation of 4
Fees
. officers of Commission, of 4
Gifts
. power of Commission to
administer 8(1)
Homes
. children, for, establishment of . .11
Honorary
. services of members to be 3
Imperial forces
. assistance to members of 6(1)
Incapacity
. member, of 2
Instruction
. incapacitated soldiers, for 13
Land
. acquiring of, for cemetery
purposes 7 {2)
. gifts of, power of Commission
to administer 8(1)
Legislative Assembly Act
. member not disqualified under . . .3
Legislatiure
. appropriation of moneys by 4
Lieutenant-Governor in Coiincil
. further powers conferred on
'Commission by 14
. members appointed by 2
Members
, Commission, of 2
. . honorary 3
Military Hospitals Commission
. assistance to 1
. Commission as branch sub-
-




. Commission, of 4
Officers
. Commission, of 4
Order in Coimcil
. Commission established by 1
Powers
. Commission, of 6(1,2,3)
Real property
. Commission may deal in 7(1)
Retirement
. member, of 2
Salaries
. officers of Commission, of 4
Servants
. Commission, of 4
Shelters
. children's, establishment of ....11
Soldiers
. aid to children of 10
. incapacitated, technical
instruction for 13
. well-being of 14
Soldiers' Aid Commission—See
Commission
Soldiers' Aid Commission Act,
1916
. aid to widows under 9
Travelling expenses
. members of Commission, of 3
Wages
. officers of Commission, of 4
Widows
. aid to . 9
. bequests administered for
benefit of 8(1)
Wives
. bequests administered for
benefit of 8(1)
World War I
. assistance to members of forces
of 6(1)
World War II
. assistance to members of forces
of 6(3)
SOLICITORS
Solicitors Act, Vol. 4, p. 743.
See also Barristers Act; Collec-
tion Agencies Act; Commis-
sioners for taking Affidavits
Act; Creditors' Relief Act; Di-
vision Courts Act; General
Sessions Act; Jurors Act;
GENERAL INDEX 1455
SOLICITORS—Cow. Sec.
Justices of the Peace Act;
Law Society Act; Magistrates
Act; Mechanics' Lien Act;
Municipal Act; Notaries Act;
Private Detectives Act; Real
Estate and Business Brokers
Act; Trustee Act; Woodmen's
Lien for Wages Act
Actions
. agreements, on, forbidden 55
. solicitors' fees, for
. . prohibited when reference
pending 36(4)
. . prohibited within month of
delivering bill 32(1)
. . . exception bill 37
Agreements
. approval of taxing officer re ... .49
. . court opinion re 50
. change of solicitor during 62
. claims for additional remunera-
tion excluded 53
. clients in fiduciary capacities, by 58
. . unapproved payments under ..59
. compensation of solicitor re 48
. determination of disputes under. .55
. enforcement, cancellation of ...56
. incapacity of solicitors who are
parties to 61
. solicitors acquiring interests in
litigation 60
. rejection of, by courts 51
. re-opening of 57
. right to costs, effect on 52
. void provisions in 54
Articled clerks
. requirements re lectures,
examinations 10(6)
Barristers
. admission as solicitors 4, 5,9(1) (c).
-n(l)(6)(i)
. Quebec, from, admission as
solicitors 5
Benchers
. inquiry re candidates by 12
. power to allow for military
service 9(4)
. power to make rules, etc., re
admission to solicitors 3
Certificates
. admission, of 13(2)
. annual, neglect to obtain 21
. annual, not required until
November after admission ... .20
. annual, obtainable when all
fees paid 19





. penalties for practising
without 22, 23
. qualification, of, given by
Society 12
. . filing of 13
. solicitors to obtain annually .... 18
Clients
. agreements by, in fiduciary
capacity 58
. . unapproved payments under ..59
. agreements with, re compensa-
tion 48
. changing solicitor while agree-
ment in force 62
. defined 47(a)
. delivery of security by 64
Contracts of service
. discharge, assignment of 8(2)
. substitution of 8(3)
Courts
. jurisdiction of, re solicitors,
Act not to affect 71
Death




. rules of the Society 1 (o)
. services 47(6)
. Society 1 (6)
Director of company
. solicitor as, fees re 69
Fees
. barristers, by, on admission as
solicitors 4(4), 5
. chargeable re salaried solicitor . . 70
. chargeable when solicitor is
director 69
. chargeable when solicitor is
mortgagee 67, 68
. payable before annual certifi-
cates issued 19
. payable to Crown on admission . . 14
. solicitors'
. . action where party leaving
Ontario, re 37
. . bill not taxable where
agreement 63
. . delivery of bill 32
. . form of application for
reference re 43
. . order for taxation on
praecipe 33
. . re taxation of bills 39







. . taxation at instance of third
parties 38
. . taxation ex parte 35
. . taxation, payment of 36
. . taxing officer may request
assistance 42
. . when reference re, forbidden . .34
Imprisonment
. practice during, prohibited 25
Law Society Act
. rules, etc., made under l(o)
. satisfaction of benchers by
certificate under 12








. application for certificate of
fitness, of 4(3)
Oath of allegiance
. required on admission 13(1)
Oath of office
. required on admission, form
of 13(3)
Ontario Gazette
. publication of notice in .11(1) (a)
Penalties
. aiding unqualified persons to
practise 26(2)
. default in paying money received
as solicitor, for 27
. neglect to take annual
certificate, for 21
. practising while holding certain
offices 28(2), 29
. practising without certificate,
for 22,23
. practising without required
qualifications 6(2), 7, 26(3)
. recovery of 6(3)
Praecipe
. order for taxation of fees on ... .33
Registrar of the Supreme Court
. annual list of solicitors to 17
. notice by, re solicitors prac-
tising during year 24
. notice by, re solicitors struck
from the roll 3'1




. powers of Rules Committee
re 44,45
Rules Committee
. power to make rules 44, 45
Rules of the Society
. defined 1(a)
Secretary of the Society
, annual list of solicitors
furnished by 17
. roll of solicitors admitted
during month to 15
. . entry in books re 16, 17
Security




. certificate of qualification, etc.,
by 12
. defined 1(b)
. notice of solicitors practising
during year to 24
. . solicitors struck from the
roll, of 31
. recovery of penalties by 6(3)
Students-at-law
. circumstances affecting service of 8
. conditions of admission as
solicitors 9
. military service counted as
service under articles 9(4)
. requirements re lectures,
examinations lO(fc)
. term of service, commencement
of 10(a)
Summary Convictions Act
. manner of recovering penalties
under 6(3)
Supreme Court of Ontario
. admission as solicitor by 13
. allowing action re solicitors fees 37
. determination of disputes under
agreements 55
. jurisdiction over solicitors 2
. monthly notice re solicitors
admitted by 15
. order to discharge or assign
students' contracts 8(2)
. power to disqualify
solicitors 26(2), 27
. recovery of penalties in,
procedure, re 6(3, 5)
. re-opening of agreements 57





. approval of agreements by ..49,58
. . requirements of court opinion
re 50
. certificates of, conclusive 43
. considerations applicable in
taxing 46
. discretion re costs 36(3)
. request for assistance by 42
. taxation ex parte by 35
Treasurer of Ontario
. penalties payable to 6(6)
SPORTS
See Athletics Control Act; Gam-






Vol. 4, p. 763.
See also Pulpwood Conservation
Act; Settlers' Pulpwood Pro-
tection Act
Administration
. Act, of, regulations re 2
Exportation
. pulpwood, of, prohibition
suspended 1
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. regulations by 2
. suspension of prohibition re
exportation of pulpwood by . . . . 1
Minister of Lands and Forests
. recommendation by, re
suspension of prohibition 1
Railway
. lands granted to, prohibition re





. lands granted under, prohibition
of exportation of pulpwood by. .1
Spruce pulpwood
. prohibition on exportation of,
suspended 1
STABLES
See Factory, Shop and Office




Stallions Act, Vol. 4, p. 765.
Advertising matter
. Commissioner to receive copy
of 9(2)
. requirement of 9(1)
Allowances
. expenses of Board members . .2(4)
. expenses of inspectors, for 5
Annual report
. Board, by A{g)
Appeal
. right to 8(1)
Appointment
. Board, of 2
. inspectors, of 4(c), 5
Board
. chairman of 2(2)
. composition of 2(1)
. defined l(o)
. duties of 4
. official seal of 3
. reconsideration by 8(1)
. refusal to enrol by 7
Breeding




. official seal on 3
Chairman of Board 2{2)
Commissioner
. Board, on 2(1)
. defined 1(&)
. executive officer and secretary,
as 2(3)
. notice of death to 13
. protesting decision of 8(1)
. receipt of copy of advertising
matter by 9(2)
Death
. notice of 13
Definitions
. Board l(o)
. Commissioner 1 (&)
. inspector 1(c)
. Minister 1 (rf)
Deposit
. notice of protest accompanied
by 8(4)
Enrolment
. conditions precedent to .6





. refused . ,
Sec.
Enrolment certificates
. expiry date 9(1)
. issue by Board 4(f)
. production of 11
. regulations re I5(e,h)
Evidence
. satisfactory to Board 7
Executive officer
. Commissioner as 2(3)
Fees
. payment of 6(c)
. regulations re 1S(/)
Forms
. regulations re lS(/i)
Grades
. regulations re 15(a)
. stated in advertisement 9(1)
Grading
. Board, by 4(e)
Handbill
. requisites for 9(1)
Inspections
. regulations re 15(b-d)
requirement of 6(6)
. stallion, of 4(d)
. times and places for 4(c)
Inspectors
. allowance for expenses of 5
. appointment of 5
. defined 1(c)
. examination of reports of 4(e)
. recommended by Board 4(a)
. training of 4(b)
Legislature
. moneys appropriated by 15(g)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
Board appointed by 2(1)
. chairman of Board appointed
by 2(2)
fixing of remuneration, etc.,
by ....2(4)
. regulations by IS
Minister
defined 1(d)
direction of Board's duties by. .4(A)
Newspaper notice
. requisites for 9(1)
Notice
death, to Commissioner . 13
. protest, of 8(1)
. . time of filing .8(3)
STALLIONS—CoH. Sec.
Official seal
. adopted by Board 3
Owners
. enrolment certificates issued to 4(f)
. right to protest decision of
Board 8(1)
Penalty
. contravention of Act, for 14
Posters
. requisites for 9(1)
Premiums
. regulations re 15(^)
Protest





. fixed by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 2(4)
. inspectors, of 5
Reports
. examined by Board 4(e)
Secretary
. Commissioner as 2(3)
Stud book
. stallion registered in 6(a)
STANDARD TIME
See Definition of Time Act
STATUTE OF FRAUDS
Statute of Frauds Act,
Vol. 4, p. 769.
See also Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Sale of Goods
Act
Actions
. administrators, against 4
. ttiird parties, against, re
character references . . . ^ 8
Administrators
. action against 4
Agreements
. consideration of marriage, upon . .4
. lease less than 3 years, for 3
. non-performance of, within
one year 4
. . validity of conditions re 5
Consideration
. guarantor, of 6
Contracts




Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act
. leases, estates or interest as under 2
Deeds
. assignment, granting or
surrendering of 2
. leases to be made by 1(2)
Estates
. assignment, granting or
surrendering of 2
. writing required to create 1(1)
Executors
. action against 4
Exemptions from Act
. leases less than 3 years 3
. trusts of land arising by law .... 10
Guarantors
. action against 4
. consideration of 6
Infants
. promises of, ratification of 7
Interests in land
. assignment, granting or
surrendering of 2
. writing required to create 1(1)
Leases
. assignment, granting or
surrendering of 2
. deed required for 1(2)
. less than 3 years, for 3
Liquidated damages
. promises to pay, liability for 5
Marriage





. character, credit, etc., of,
actions re -. 8
Sale of land
. writing required for 4
Trusts
grants and assignments of 11
Trusts of land
. arising by law 10
. declaration or creation of 9
Writing
. required
. . assignment, granting or
surrendering interests in
land, for 2
. . assurance of character,
credit, etc., for 8









. creation of estates or interests
in land, for 1(2)
. creation of trusts of land, for . .9
. guarantee, for 4
. ratification of infant's
promise, for 7
. representation of character,
credit, etc., re 8
. sale of lands, etc., for 4
. trusts granted or assigned, for. .11
STATUTE LABOUR
Statute Labour Act,
Vol. 4, p. 773.
See also Assessment Act; Bur-
lington Beach Act; Firemen's
'Exemption Act; Highway Im-
provement Act; Municipal Act;
'Provincial Land Tax Act;
Public Schools Act; Snow
Roads and Fences Act
Adjournment
. sale, of, notice in advertise-
ment of 36(2)
Air force
. member of, exempt from Act 1
Army
. member of, exempt from Act 1
Arrears—See also Default
. forfeiture annulled on payment
of 36(4)
. forfeiture of land to Crown
for 36(2.3)
. interest on 35(5)
. payment of 35(3, 4)
. return to sheriff for 35(1)
. sale of land for 36(1)
Assessment
. poll tax more than 3(2)
. number of days of statute
labour, re 4(1)
British subjects
. voters, as 17(2, 3)
By-laws
. abolishing statute labour by 7
. commutation of statute labour,
for 5(1)
. performance of statute labour,
re 4(4)
. poll tax, for 3(1)
Chairman
. landholder's meeting, of 16




distress for poll tax by 8(1)
. poll tax paid by employer to . .3(3)
. poll tax paid to 8(1)
Collector's roll
commutation entered on 10(1)
Commutation
default in payment of 10
money, to secretary-treasurer . . .32
non-resident owner of
unoccupied land, of 9, 27(2)
road commissioners, to fix ...27(1)
spending of, by road
commissioners 27(1), 28(2)
statute labour, of 5
whole of the township, for 28
Compensation
. land taken for roads, for 23(3)
Crown
. conveyance of land to 23(4, 5)
. forfeiture of land to 36(3)
Declaration of office
. road commissioner, of 21
. . form of Form 2
. secretary-treasurer, of 31(2)
. . form of Form 2
Default—See also Arrears
. commutation payment, in 10






commutation rate based on
wages of 27(1)
Department of Lands and Forests
. plan of road filed with 23(2)
Deviations
. road allowances, from 23
Distress
. poll tax, for 8(1)
Employers
. poll tax paid to collector by . .3(3)
Exemptions
. armed services personnel, re 1
•
. firemen, re 2 Note
. students, re 2
Farmer's son
. liability of, for labour 6(2)
Firemen's Exemption Act
exemptions from Act, re ... .2 Note
Forfeitiure of land
. Crown, to 36
STATUTE LABOUR—Con. Sec.
Forms
. declaration of office, of .... Form 2
. notice of meeting Form 1
. notice to perform statute
labour, of Form 4, 5
. oath of voter, of 20
. return to sheriff, of Form 6
. statute labour book, of Form 3
Inspection
. statute labour book, of 33(4)
Judges





. chairman of 16
. commutation for township
approved at 28(1)
. failure to call, where 13
. mode of voting at 17(1)
. notice of 14
. objection to voters at 20
. qualifications of voters at . .17(2,3)
. record of voting at 19
. requisition for 12
. right to hold 11(1)
. secretary for 16
Meetings—See also Landholder's
meeting
. election of new road
commissioners, for 29
Minister of Highways
. charges and costs to 36(4)
. inspection of statute labour
book by 33(4)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. duty of, re forfeiture of land
to the Crown 36(2-4)
. power of, to change qualification
of voters 17(3)
Navy
. member of exempt from Act 1
Non-resident owner
. commutation of 9, 27(2)
Notice
. adjourned sale advertisement,
in 36(2)
meeting of landholders, of 14
. form of Form 1
pay commutation, to 34
. form of Form 5
perform statute labour, to 34




. voter, of 20
Ontario land surveyor






. default in payment of commuta-
tion noted by 10
. road commissioner, as 26(1)
Penalties
. failure to pay poll tax, for ... .8(1)
. failure to perform statute
labour, for 8(2), 30
. payment of, to local treasurer. .8(3)
. recovery of 38
. road commissioner failing to
serve, for 37
Place of performance
. statute labour, of 4(3)
Poll tax
amount of 3(1)
assessment less than 3(2)
by-laws for 3(1)
failure to pay 8(1)
liability for 3
payment of, by employer 3(3)
payment of, to collector 8(1)
Post office
. notice of meeting posted in 14
Provincial Land Tax Act
. forfeiture of land to the Crown
under 36(3,4)
Public schools
. notice of meeting posted in 14
Public Schools Act
. land in unincorporated township
assessed under 25(4)
Qualifications
. road commissioner, of 18
voters, of 17(2, 3)
Requisition
. meeting of landholder, for 12




. deviations from 23
. powers of road commissioner
re 23(1)
Road commissioners
. chairman of 31(1)
. commutation fixed by 27(1)
. . whole township, for 28
STATUTE LABOUR—Con. Sec.
Road commissioners—Con.
. commutation spent by. .27iX),2&{2)
. declaration of office of 21
. election of successors to 29
. failing of, to serve, penalty 3?
. first meeting of 22
. general powers of 26(3)
. meeting for election of 11(1)
. number of IS
. opening road allowances by 23
. overseer, as 26(1)
. payment for labour of 26(2)
. qualification of 18
. secretary-treasurer of—^see
Secretary-treasurer
. time for statute labour fixed by . .24
. time of election of IS
Sale of land
. arrears, for 36(1)
Schools
. posting of notice of meeting in . . 14
Secretary
. landholder's meeting, for 16
Secretary-treasurer
. appointment of 31(1)
. commutation money to 32
. declaration of office by 31(2)
. payment of arrears to 35(3)
. remission to, on payment of
arrears 36(4)
. return to sheriff by 35(1)
. security by 31(2)
. service by, of notice to perform
statute labour 34
. statute labour book kept by 33
Security
. secretary-treasurer, by 31(2)
Separate lots
. statute labour for owner of . . .4(2)
Sheriff
. account of arrears kept by . . .35(2)
. notice by, in advertisement of
adjourned sale 36(2)
. payment of arrears to 35(4)
. return of arrears to 3iS(l)
. sale of land for arrears by . . .36(1)
Statute labour book
. entries in 33(1-3)
. form of Form 3
. inspection of 33(4)
. secretary-treasurer to keep 33
Statute labour fund
. penalties form part of 8(3)
Students




. recovery of penalties under 38
Townships
. number of days of statute
labour in 4(1)
. roads of, liability for labour on . . .6
Treasurer—See also Secretary-
treasurer
. penalties payable to 8(3)
Unincorporated areas
. statute labour in 25(3, 4)
Unoccupied land
. commutation of non-resident
owner of 9,27(2)
Voters
. oath of 20
. objection to 20
(': qualification of 17(2, 3)
Voting
. mode of 17(1)
. record of 19
STATUTES
,
Statutes Act, Vol. 4, p. 789.
I'JSee also Constitutional Questions
Act; Evidence Act; Interpreta-
tion Act; Judicature Act; Pub-
lic Authorities Protection Act
Alteration
. Acts, of 3
Amendment
. Acts, of 3
Citation
. Acts, of 1
Clerk of the Assembly
. copies of Act furnished to
King's Printer by 7
. endorsement of Act, by 4
Commencement
. Act, of 5(1.2)
Distribution
. King's Printer, by 6
Enacting clauses
. Act. of 2
Endorsements
. Acts, on 4
King's Printer
. copies of Acts furnished to 7
. printing and distribution by 6
Legislature
. dissolution of, endorsement of
date on Act 5(2)
STATUTES—Con. Sec.
Printing
. Acts, of 6
Proclamations
. commencement of Act, re 5(3)
Repeal
. Act, of 3
STATUTORY
DECLARATIONS
See Commissioners for taking
Affidavits Act; Registry Act
STEAM BOILERS
Steam Boilers Act,
Vol. 4, p. 791.
'See also Department of Labour
Act; Forest Fires Prevention
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
Act; Operating Engineers Act;
Steam Threshing Engines Act
Act
. contravention of, by owner or
manufacturer 10(1)
. . penalties for 10(2)
. penalties under 7
Appeal
. expenses of 1 1 (2)
. Minister, to . 11(1)
Certificates
. fee for 9(1)
. . penalty for refusal to pay . .9(2)
. issue of, by inspector 9(1)
Chief boiler inspector—5"^^ also
Inspectors
. appointment of 3(1)
report to 3(2)
Construction
. regulations re 2
Costs
. Minister's discretion re ......11(2)
Definitions
. inspector l(o)
. Minister 1 (6)
. regulations 1(f)
. steam boiler 1 (d)
Department of Insurance
. inspections by companies
registered with . 3(2)
Designs
. regulations re 2(a)
Fees
. certificate, for 9(1)
'. . penalty for refusal to pay . . 9(2)
. payable to Treasurer of Ontario. .12




. steam boilers, of 3
Inspectors—See also Chief boiler
inspector
. appointment of 1(a)
. certificates issued by 9(1)
. defined 1 (a)
. interest of, in steam boilers
prohibited 4
. oath administered by ........ .8(2)
. oath taken by 5
. obstruction of 7
. right of entry of 6
. refusal to attend before 8(3)
. summoning witnesses bj' 8(1)
Installation
. regulations re 2,{d)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. inspector appointed by ... 1(a), 3(1)
. regulations made by 2
Manufacturers
. contravention of x\ct by,
penalties for 10
Materials
. regulations re 2(6)
Minister
. appeal to, from action of
inspector 11(1)
. boiler insurance companies
employed by Z^I)
. defined , 1(6)
. discretion of, re costs 11(2)
. regulations by ~ 2
Oath
. inspector may administer 8(2)
. inspectors to take 5
Owner
. contravention of Act by,-
penalties for 10
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for .... 10(2)
. default in attending before
inspector 8(3)
= obstructing inspectors 7
. payable to Treasurer of Ontario 12
Piping
regulations re ; -iia)
Premises
. inspector's right to enter upon ...6
Regulations -
. defined ; ^ . . . i 1 (f)
. Minister to reconuaeiid .2
Sale





. regulations re 2(&)
Treasurer of Ontario
. fees and penalties payable to .... 12
Witnesses
. inspectors to summon 8(1)




Act, Vol. 4, p. 795.
Informer
. portion of, penalty paid to 3
Manufacturers
. provide spark arresters on
machines, to 1
Municipalities
. portion of penalty paid to 3
Operator
. liability of, for spark arresters for 1
Owners
. liability of, for spark arresters ... 1
Penalties
. portion paid to informer 3
. sale of steam threshing engine,
re 2(1)
. use of steam threshing
engines, re 2(2)
Spark arresters
. penalty for disposing of
engines without 2(1)
. penalty for using engine
without 2(2)
. steam threshing engines
provided with 1
Treasurer of municipality




See Vital Statistics Act
STOCK YARDS
Stock Yards Act,
Vol. 4, p. 797. - X
See also Companies Act; Live
Stock and Live Stock Pro-
ducts Act; Public Works Act
Action




. annual report laid before 8
Board
. actions of, not subject to
injunctions, etc 5(4)
. allowances to members of . . . .2(6)
. annual report 8
. application of money received
by 9(1)
. appointment of officers of 2(4)
. approval of, re appointments by
manager 3(2)
. audit of books and accounts of . . .9
. borrowing powers of 4(2)
. composition of 2(3)
. continue as body corporate, to 2(1)
. corporate seal of 2(2)
. defined 1 (a)
. guarantee of securities issued
by 6(1,2)
. manager of stock yard
appointed by 3(1)
. objects of 4(1)
. operation of stock yards, re 12
. powers exercised by 5(1) (6)
. powers of, under Companies Act 4(3)
. procedure under Public Works
Act followed by 5(3)
. proceedings against 10
. quorum of 2(5)
. stock yards acquired by ...5(l)(o)
. taxation of property of ill
. vesting of property in 5(2)
Borrowing powers
. Board, of 4(2)
Companies Act
. Board to have powers under . .4(3)
Consolidated Revenue Fund











. deposit of plan in 5(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. allowances for Board members
set by 2(6)
. approval by
. . acquisition of stock yards 5(1) (a)






. . assessment of land owned by
Board, re 11
. . payment out of Live-stock
Improvement Fund 7(3)
. . powers exercised by
Board 5(1)(6)
. . regulations made by Minister. .13
. auditor designated by 9
. authorization by, re guarantee
of securities 6
. Board appointed by 2(3)
. officers of Board appointed by 2(4)
Live-stock Improvement Fund
. purpose of 7(3)
. surplus receipts of Board
to form 7(2)
Live-stock markets
. Board to construct, etc 4(1)
Manager
. defined \(c)
. employees appointed by Z(2)
Minister
. Board to make annual report to . .8
. defined 1(</)
. payment out of Live-stock
Improvement Fund directed
by 7(3)
. regulations made by 13
Minister of Public Works
. Board to have powers of . .S(l)(b)
Ontario Stock Yards Board—See
Board
Provincial Auditor
. audit of books and accounts by . . .9
Public Works Act
. Board to follow procedure
under 5(3)
. powers of Board re 5(1) (6)
Registry office
. deposit of plan in 5(2)
Regulations
. defined 1(e)
. Minister, by 13
Report




. property and income of Board,
re 11
Treasurer of Ontario







. guarantee of securities by 6(1)
. payment of surplus money to. .7(2)
STONE
See Highway Improvement Act;
Municipal Act
STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU
See Mercantile Law Amendment
Act; Sale of Goods Act
STORAGE
See Fruit Packing Act; Munici-
pal Act; Unclaimed Articles
Act; Warehousemen's Lien




See Beach Protection Act; Beds
of Navigable Waters Act;




See Corporations Tax Act; High-
way Improvement Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Municipal Electric
Railways Act; Ontario Muni-
cipal Board Act; Public Utili-
ties Corporations Act; Rail-
ways Act; Suburban Area De-
velopment Act
STREETS
See Federal District Commission
Act; Highway Improvement
Act; Land Titles Act; Local
Improvement Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Municipal Act;
Power Commission Act; Sub-
urban Area Development Act
STRIKES






Act, Vol. 4, p. 801.
See also Local Improvement Act;
Planning Act
Agreements




. extension to suburban area of
municipal service, re 5(a)
. levying annual special rate,
re 5(0
. management, etc., of
mtmicipal service S(rf)
. settlement of disputes, for . . .5(0
. terms of municipal service to




. meetings of suburban service
board 4
. suburban areas, re 2
Debentnres




. municipal service 1 (b)
. urban municipality 1(c)
Elections
. members of suburban service
board, of 3
Estimates
. annual, by board to township
council 7
Local Improvement Act
. supply of municipal service under. .9
Municipal service
. defined 1(&)
. supply of, under Local Improve-
ment Act 9
Ontario Municipal Board
. agreements approved by 6
Special rate
. township council to levy 8
Suburban service board
. agreements with urban
municipality by 5
. election of 2
. . members of 3





. annual estimates submitted to ... .7
. debentures approved by 10
. special rate levied by .8
. suburban service board
established by 2
Urban municipalities





Vol. 4, p. 805.
See also Companies Act; Devolu-
ition of Estates Act; Judicature
Act; Land Titles Act; Pro-
vincial Loans Act; Quieting
Titles Act; Registry Act; Sur-
rogate Courts Act
Act
. application of 47
Action
. affecting none of Treasurer's
other remedies 3^5(3)
. evidence and proof in 35(2)
. recovery of duty by 35(1)
Administration
. expense of, no allowance for 2(5) (c)
Adoption Act
. referred to 1 (/) (iii)
Affidavit
. applicant for probate, etc., by,
re inventory, etc 12(2)
. beneficiary, by, re inventory . .12(1)
. dispensing with second 12(3)
Aggregate value
. defined 1 (a)
. determination of 2(5)
Allowance
. deduction of, re dutiable value 2(5)
. duty paid elsewhere, for 8
Annuities
. valuation of 2(4)
Appeal
. judgment, from 32(9)
. Treasurer's statement, from
. . amendment of documents
re 32(10)
. default by Treasurer in . . . .34(1)
. . definition of appellant re . .32(15)





. Treasurer's statement, from—Con.
. extension of time re 32(13)
. filing of documents with
Supreme Court re 32(8)
. neglect by appellant to
pursue proceedings of. 33(1, 2)
. notice of 32(3)
. notice of decision on ..... .32(4)
. notice of discontinuance by
Treasurer re 34(2)
. notice of dissatisfaction in.. 32(5)
. payment of duty pending . .32{7)
.performance of service re. .32(14)
. record and proceedings in
Supreme Court re 32(9)
. reply to notice of dissatis-
faction in 32(6)
. security for costs of 32(8)
. security for duty pending . 32(7)
. style of cause 32(11)






. listed in affidavit . . 12(1) (6), (2)(i)
Bonds
. payment of, in duty free
bonds 23(1)
Broker
. providing value of securities 2(1) (a)
Business
. defined 1(c)
. valuation of 2(2)
Canada
. exemption of bequests to ..4(l)(c)
Canadian National Institute for
the Blind
gift to 4(1)(;)
Canadian Red Cross Society
gift to 4(1)0")
Caution




. exemption of, from giving
evidence 35(2)
Collection
. duty, of 32(1, 2, 7), 33(1, 2)






. application by, to Supreme
Court 26(4)
appointment of 26(1)
. service of 26(2)
powers of 26(3), 21
proceedings before 26(5)
. record of 26(6)




. property, etc., of, from
investigation 30
Debt
. deduction of, encumbering
different properties 2(5) (6)
. . exception 2(5) (c)
. deduction of, not admitted
. .cannot be realized 2(5) (d)
. . consisting in remuneration to
family members, re . . . .2(5) (e)
. . covered by limitation, re. 2(5) (^)
. . dubious, re 2(5) (/)
reimbursement of 2(5) (a)
Definitions
. aggregate value 1(a)
. appellant 32(15)
. beneficial interest 1(6)
. business 1 (c)
. child Krf)
. company 1 (^)
. disposition 1(/)
. dutiable value -^.^ - 1(</)
. executor 1(A)
. interest in expectancy l(t)
. member of the family !(/)
. money 1 (i)
. passing on the death 1 (/)
. person to whom a disposition
is made 1 (m)
. person to whom there is a
transmission 1 (n)
. property in respect of which a
disposition is made l(o)
. property passing on the death
of the deceased 1(/)
. regulations 1 (g)
. security 1 (r)
. transmission l(j)
. Treasurer 1 (/)
Deposit box
. access to 10(1)
Deputy Provincial Treasurer





. property, etc., of, re investigation 30
Discharge
. certificate of, by Treasurer 39
Disposition
. defined 1(/)
. valuable consideration, for . . . 19(4)
. value of ...2(1) (6)
Docimients
. amendment of, in court 32(10)
. destruction, etc., of, re
investigation .30(rf)
. filed with Supreme Court oil
appeal 32(8)
. production of
. . commissioner, to 26(3)
. . investigator and Treasurer,
to 25(4), 29
Dower
. deemed property passing on
death l(/)(xi)
Dutiable value
. defined 1 (y)
. determination of 2(5)
Education
. allowance for 4(1) (/)
Encumbrances
. allowance for 2(5)
Evidence




. holding of money, re 24(3)
. preservaticm of records, re ... .37
securing duty on transfer ... .24(1)
. penalty for default of 24(2)
Exemption from duty
disposition, of
. affording income of $1(X) and
less Hf)U)(k)
. made more than 5 years
before death 4(1) (^)
. necessaries, etc., to family
member, for 4(1) (/)
. religious, etc., purposes,
for .....4(l)(o)
. religious, etc., purposes in
and out of Ontario, for 4(1) (c)
. United Kingdom, etc., to. .4(1) (*)
. value of $500, to 3(c)(i)
pensions, etc., of, to family
member 4(1)(A)










. affording income of $100
or less 2(d,j,k)
. bequeathed to certain
institutions 4(1) (;)
. devised to United Kingdom,
etc 4(1)(^)
. insurance, from 3(/f)
. religious, etc., organizations,
to, outside Ontario . . . .4(1) (ife)
. religious, etc., purposes,
for 4(1)(6)
. religious, etc., purposes in and
out of Ontario, for 4(1) (d)
. value of $500, to 3(o)(i)





. affording income of $100
and less 2(e)U)(k)





. interest in, time for payment of
duty re ...15(3,5,6)
Expenses
. administration, etc., of, no
allowance for 2(5) (c)
False statements
. penalty for 38
. prohibition to make 36
Fees
. allowance for solicitor's, etc. ..2(5)
Financial journals
. providing value of securities 2(1) (a)
Financial reports
. providing value of securities 2(1) (c)
Fines and Forfeitures Act
. referred to 45
Funeral expenses
. allowance for 2(5)
Income Tax Act (Canada)
. referred to 2(2)
Insurance Act
. referred to 3(/»)
Insurance moneys














. annuities, re 16(2)
. payable immediately 16(1)
. property in expectancy, re. .16(3)
excess of security, on 14(2)
pre-payments, on 20
Interest in expectancy
. defined 1 («)
Inventory
. applicant for probate, etc.,
by 12(2)(a)
. beneficiary, by 12(1) (a)
Investigation
. action against persons
conducting, no 28(4)
. duty, re 25,26,27
. duty to answer and produce,
at 28(1)
. duty to give evidence at 28(2)
. person privileged in, no 28(3)
Investigator
. appointment of .25(2)
. . service of 25(3)
. powers of 25(4), 27
Joint property
. deemed property passing
on death ^(P)(i)
. payment of joint accounts 9(3)
Judicature Act
. referred to 45
Land Titles Act
. referred to 19(4)
Levy of duty
. disposition after June 30, 1892,
on 5(c)
. disposition after 'March 7, 1939,
on Sid)
. exemption from—see Exemp-
tion from duty
. exonerated persons, re 7(1)
. . when death occurred before
April 5, 194^ 7(2)
. property in Ontario, on 5(a)
. transmission, on 5(6)
Liability
. duty and interest, for 11(1, 2)
Lien
. property, on, for unpaid duty 19(1)
. . disposition, re 19(2)
. . exception 19(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil







. extension of time for payment
of duty by 21
. overpaid duty refunded by 22
. regulations by 44
. rules by, re valuation of
annuities 2(4)
Limitation
. Treasurer's claims, of 41
Limitations Act
referred to 2(5)(g), 48
Marriage
. irrelevance of, re disposition ..1(f)
Member of the family
. defined 1 (/)
Money
. defined l(k)
. disposition of, value . . . .2(l)(&)(ii)
Notice
. decision, of, by Treasurer . . . .32(4)
. discontinuance, of, by
Treasurer 34(2)
. Treasurer, to
. . appeal, re S2(3)
. . dissatisfaction with decision,
j-e 32(5)
. . payment of insurance moneys,
re 9(2)
. . payment out of joint deposit,
re 9(3)
Officers
. entitled to receive
information ~^{2, 3)
Ontario
. exemption of bequests to . . .4(1) (^)
Passing on the death
. defined 1(1)
Pa3mient
. duty free bonds, in 23(1)
. executors, etc., by 24(1, 3)
. persons exonerated from,
re 7(l)(&)(iii),7(2)
. Treasurer, to 11(3)
Penalties
. contravention, for
. . access to safetv deposit box,
re 10(2)
. . disposal of deceased's
property, re 9(4)
. default, for
. . deducting duty, in 24(2)
. . disclosing property, in 13
. . submitting affidavit, in 12(4)












. answer or give evidence, to . . .38
. furnish material, to 38
. hold property, to 38
. preserve records, to 38
remission of 45
Person to whom a disposition is
made
. defined 1(m»)
Person to whom there is a
transmission
. defined 1 («)
Preservation
. records, of, by executors, etc. . . .37
Property
. destruction, etc., of, re
investigation 30(a-c)
Property in respect of which a
disposition is made
. defined 1 (o)
Property passing on the death of
the deceased
annuity as 1 (^) (ii)
. dower as 1 (^) (xi)
insurance moneys as .... l(/»)(iii-vi)
. property held jointly as . . . .l(/>)(i)
property under disposition
since July 1, 1892, as . . 1 (/») (ix, x)
. property under general power
of appointment as l(^)(vii)
. property under settlement
as 1 (^) (viii)
Public Revenue Act
. referred to 24(3)
Rate of duty
. property, on, passing to
. . lineal ancestors and
collaterals 6(2, 4)
. . next of kin 6(1,4)
. . strangers 6(3, 4)
. property, re, to persons
exonerated from 7(l)(&)(i)
. transmission, etc., re, to person
exonerated from 7(1) (6) (ii)
Registry Act
. referred to 19(4)
Reg^ulations
. defined l(q)
. power to make 44
Remission
. duty, of 46









See Rate of duty
Secrecy
. duty of officers, re 43(1)
Secretary of State of Canada
. approval by, re exemption. .4(1) (/)
Securities
. defined l(r)
. distribution of, if no specific
bequest 23(2)
. valuation of 2(2)
. value of 2(1) (a)
Security
. costs of appeal, for 32(8)
. duty, for 14(1)
. . interest on excess of 14(2)
. . pending appeal 32(7)
Service
. performance of, in appeal . . .32(14)
Sheriff
. warrant by Treasurer to . . .33(1,2)
Statement
. Treasurer, by, re duty 32(1)
Stock exchange
. providing value of securities 2(1) (a)
Succession Duty Act, 1934
. referred to 49
Succession Duty Amendment Act
. referred to 49
Supreme Court
. appeal in—see Appeal
. taking of evidence by 26(4)
Surtax
. levy and rates of 6(4)
Tax
. disregard of, in valuing
securities, etc 2(2)
Time
. extension of, in appeal 32(13)
. notice of appeal, for 32(3)
. notice of dissatisfaction, for . .32(5)




. value of 2(1) (c)
Treasurer
. affidavit of inventory filed with . . 12
. appointment of commissioner
by 26(1)





. appointment of investigator
by 25(2)
. service of 25(3)
collection of duty by—see
Collection
consent of
. access to safety deposit box,
re 10(1)
. disposal of deceased's
property, re 9(1)
defined 1(/)
delegation of powers by 42
determination by, of purpose
of devise 4(2)
direction by, to hold property,
etc 31(1)
. effect of 31(2)
. modification of 31(3)
enquiry by, re duty 25(1)
exemption of, from giving
evidence 35(2)
furnishing of material, etc., to . . .29
limitation of claims of 41
notice by and to—see Notice
period of examination fixed by,
re religious, etc.,
organizations 4(l)(c,d)
. powers of, re investigation 25(4), 27
. proceeding in appeal—see
Appeal
. receiver of duty 11(3)
. requiring payment of duty-free
bonds 23(1)
. statement of duty and service
by 32(1.2)
. unconditional right of, to proceed 40
Trustee
. deduction of duty by, on
transfer 24(1)
. . penalty for default 24(2)
. duty of
. . holding of money, re 34(3)
. . preservation of records, re . . . .37
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland




property under disposition, of. .2(3)
. consideration, re 2(3) (t)






. disposition, of 2(1) (6)
. . enjoyment, re 2(l)(6)(iv)
. . money, re 2(l)(&)(ii)
. . property sold at lifetime,
re 2(l)(&)(i)
. . remission of debt, re. .2(1) (6) (iii)
. security, of 2(1) (a)
. transmission, of 2(1) (c)
Warrant
. Treasurer, by, for duty and
costs 33(1,2)
Witnesses
. commissioner's power to call 26(3)
SUMMARY CONVICTIONS
Summary Convictions Act,
Vol. 4, p. 847.
See also Cemeteries Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Dentistry
Act; Highway Traffic Act;
Judicature Act; Justices of the
'Peace Act; Master and Ser-
vant Act; Woodmen's Em-
ployment Act
Act
. application of 2
Address
. registration of, at Department
of Highways 4(7) (a, b)
. summons sent by post to 4(2)
Appeal
. conviction or order of justice,
from 12(1)
. costs awarded by judge on . . . 12(3)
. granting of certiorari on 12(2)
. transcription of evidence
required for . .8(2) (6)
Attorney-General for Canada
. appeal instituted by 13(1)
. . costs re 13(4)
Attorney-General for Ontario
. appeal instituted by 13(1, 2)
. . costs re 13(4)
Bail
. period of, not deemed
imprisonment 14
. police officers may take 10(1)
. . eflFect of 10(2)
Bond
. justice may require 7(3)
British North America Act
(Imperial)




. granting of where defendant
appeals 12(2)
Clerk of the peace
. return of convictions to 8(1)
. transcription of evidence
required by 8(2) (c)
Conviction
. costs allowed to be stated in . .6(3)
. enforcing, after decision of
Court of Appeal 12(3)
. return of, to clerk of peace . . . .8(1)
Costs
. action brought by Attorney-
General, re 13(4)
. effect of giving time for payment. .5
judge may award, on appeal . . 12(3)
. limitation on, re counsel fee . . .6(5)
payment of defendant's 6(2)
. payment of prosecutor's 6(1)
. recovery of 6(3)
penalty, where no 6(4)
Counsel fee
limitation of, re costs 6(5)
Court of Appeal
appeal to 13(1,2)








address registered with 4(7) (a, 6)
Distress
costs recoverable by 6(4)
Documents




. search warrant, of 9(2)
Fines
time for payment of, effect of .5
Forms
. information, of Form 1
search warrant, of Form 2
Highway Traffic Act









. form of Form 1
Judicature Act
. application of 3(2)
Justice
. appeal from conviction or
order of 12(1)
. defined 1
. discretion of, re costs 6
. disposition of seized articles
by 9(3)
. security required by 7(3)
. sentence by. during suspension 7(2)
. suspended sentence awarded
by 7(1)
Justice of the peace
search warrant issued by ... .9(1)
Magistrate
. extension of time for service
by 4(10)
Order
. costs allowed to be stated in 6(3)
Payment
. time for, re penalties, etc 5
Penalties
, time for payment of, effect of . . 5
Police officer
. record of recognizance
taken by 10(3)
. returns by, re recognizances 10(4)
. taking of bail by 10(1)
Prosecutor
. payment of costs of 6(1)
Recognizance
. record by police officer of . . . 10(3)
. returns by police officers re 10(4)
. taking of, by police officer . . 10(2)
Returns
. justice by, re convictions
or orders 8(1)
. police officers, by, re
recognizances 10(4)
Seal
affixing of, unnecessary 11
Search warrant
. disposition of articles seized
under 9(3)
. execution of 9(2)
. form of Form 2
. issue of 9(1)
Sentence




. mail or personal 4(1)
. personal, of summons 4(7)
. summons of, by post on
non-appearance 4(4)
. time for 4(5,9)
. . extension of 4(10)
Service by post
. proof of sending, re 4(11)
Summons
addressing of 4(2)
limitation re time for service 4(5,9)
. extension re 4(10)
non-appearance on 4(3)
service of 4(1)
service of, by post
. non-appearance, on 4(4)
. proof of sending 4(11)





appeal from decision of, on
stated case 13(1)
. stated case heard by judge of 3(2)
Suspended sentence




See Factory, Shop and Office
'Building Act; Interpretation
Act; Judicature Act; Liquor
'Control Act; Lord's Day (On-
tario) Act; Pawnbrokers Act;
Railways Act
SUPERANNUATION
See High Schools Act; Public





See Extra-judicial Services Act;
•Interpretation Act; Judicature
Act; ^Mental Hospitals Act
SUPREME COURT OF
CANADA
See Dominion Courts Act
GENERAL INDEX 1473
SURETY Sec.
See Interpretation Act; Mercan-
tile Law Amendment Act
SURGEONS
See Physicians and Surgeons
SURROGATE COURTS
Surrogate Courts Act,
Vol. 4, p. 857.
See also County Courts Act;
County Judges Act; De-
pendants' Relief Act; Infants
Act; Judicature Act; Mental
Hospitals Act; Public Officers
Act; Succession Duty Act:
Trustee Act; Wills Act
Abode





. administrators, of 62, 72, 73
. approval of, eflfect of 72(1)
. executor as trustee, of 71
. executors, of 62, 72, 73
. guardians, of 62, 72
. passing of 72
Actions
. app>ointment of administrators
while pending 51
. bonds, on 61
. claims against estates,
re 67(6),<)6(4)(a)
. claims exceeding $800, re . . . .67(6)
. grants of administration, after . . .53




applications for, in more than
one court 42
copies of certificates re 50
defined 1 (a)
effective throughout Ontario . . .27
estates of small value, in 74
grant of
. jurisdiction re 24
. non-residents, to 22
. persons other than next of
kin, to 35,36
. temporary 36
. where deceased had no fixed
abode in Ontario Zi








. granted without jurisdiction,
effect of 26
. inventories re 55
. judges' applications re 25
. notice re applications for 38, 40, 41
. personal estate, of 54
. persons other than next of
kin, by 72(10)
. powers of courts re 20
. provisions for 52
. resealing of letters of 75
returns re grants, revocations of 18
. stay of proceedings re ...34,42(1)
. valuation of estates for ...32(4,5)
. vesting of rights by grant of . . .53
. were infant is sole executor . .48,49
Administrators
accounts of 62, 72, 73
appointment of 52
. pending actions 51
fees payable by, on increased
valuation 56
filing claims with 70(1)
rights of 53
security required of 58
. amount of 60
. cancellation of 65, 66
. exemptions from 59
. insufficiency of 63
. substitution of 64
temporary 36
trust company as 52(4)
AfBdavit
. place of abode of deceased,
re 32(1), 33
. . conclusiveness of 34
. verifying claims 67(2), 68(2), 70(1)
Appeals
. Official Guardian, by 31(2)
. orders made on taking
accounts, from 72(4)
. orders re claims, from 68(7,8)
. surrogate courts, from .31
Applications
. administration, for
. . affidavits re abode on 32(1), 33, 34
. . certificates re 39
. . more than one court, to 42
. . notice re 38, 40, 41
. . persons other than next of
Icin, by 35, 36
. claimants against estates,
by 67(2-6), 68(2)










affidavits re abode on 32(1), 33, 34
certificates re 39
more than one court, to 42
notice re 38, 40, 41
wills of members of
forces, mariners, of 32(2)
. removing accounting to
Supreme Court, for 72(6)
. two or more surrogate
courts, to 42
Attorney-General for Ontario
. requests re appointment of
judges 9(1)
Bonds
. administrators, by 58
amount of 60
assignment of 61





. duties of registrars re 44
. lodging of 43
. . common form business, as . .1(&)
Claims against estates
. applications re 67(2-6), 68(2)
. barring of 67(2), 68(2), 70(2)
. contestation of 67, 68, 69
. divisions courts, in 67(3, 7)
. effect of Limitations Act on ....70
. enforcement of 67(13, 14)
. notice of 67(1), 68(1), 70(1)
. surrogate courts
in 67 (2, 6, 7), 68(2, 4, 5)
Commissions




. courts of record, as 2
Contempt of court
. punishment for 6
Costs
. hearing of claims,
re 67(7,8, 12), 68(6)











. appeals to 31
Definitions
. administration l(o)
. common form business 1(b)
. county 1(c)
. matters and causes
testamentary 1(d)
. members of the forces 32(3)
. will 1(e)
Division court
. hearing of claims in 67(3,7)
Evidence
. claims, re 67(9-12), 68(6)
. commission, by 67(9), 68(6)
. de bene esse 67(10), 68(6)
. rules of 7
Examinations
. evidence de bene esse,
re 67(10), 68(6)
. procuring persons for 29(2)
Executors
accounts of 62,71,72,73
cancellation of security of .65,66
cessation of rights of 47
fees payable by, on increased
valuation 56
filing claims with 70(1)
infants as 48
jurisdiction of court re 46
lack or default of 52
renouncement by 57
. rights of, after grant of
administration 53
. trustees, as 71
Experts
. appointment of, re passing
accounts 72(11)
Fees
applications of judges, re 25
calculation of 77
continuation in force of 78(2)
copies of wills, etc., for 50
depositing wills with
registrars, re 16
estates of small value, re 74
hearing of claims, re 67(7, 8)
increased valuation after
grants, re 56
judges acting during absence,
illness, of 9(2)
manner of payment of 76






. bonds, of 58
. existing, to remain in force . .78(2)
. judges' oath of office, of 10
. prescribed by Rules
Committee 78(l)(d)
. registrars' oath of office, of 13
Government of Ontario
. security not required of 59
Guardians
- accounts of 62, 72(1, 2)
. security by 62
. . insufficiency of 63
. . substitution of 64
Guardianship
. estates of small value, re 74
Infants
. claims affecting interests of 67(4)
. executors, as 48
Inventories
. making of 55
Judges
absence, vacancy in office of 9
appointment, removal of 8
applicants for probate,
administration, as 25
assistance to, re accounts . . .72(11)
bonds by 58
assignment of . . 61
. exemptions from 59
. powers re 60
county court, vacating
judgeship .-. . 9(3)
directions of, re registrar's
office 15
oath of office of 10
powers of 7, 1
1
additional security, re 63
direction re claims, re '. . .68(4-6)
passing accounts, re 72(3-5)
questions of fact, re 28
security from non-residents, re 22
wills of members of forces,
re 32(2)
preside at sittings 4
stay of proceedings by .34,42(1)
Judicature Act
. courts' powers subject to 20
Jurisdiction
. surrogate courts, of 20,24,34
Jury
. trial of questions of fact by ... .28
Legacies
surrogate courts not to





. deemed probate 75(2)
Lieutenant-Governor
. approval of seals by 3
. persons appointed to swear
in judges 10
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of registrars by . . . 12
. appointment, removal of
judges by 8
. apportionment of fees by . . .74(5)
. approval of rules by ....32(6), 78
. directions of, re judgeships . .9(3)
. requirements by, re security
of registrars 14
Limitations Act
. application of, re claims 70
Mariners
. evidence re wills of 32(2)
Matters and causes testamentary
. defined 1(d)
Members of the forces
. defined 32(3)
evidence re wills of 32(2)
Mental Hospitals Act
accounts re patients in
institutions under 72(8)
. patients in institutions
under, protected 66
Next of kin
absence from Ontario of 36(1)
. administration by persons
other than 72(10)
. residence of, outside Ontario . . .35
Notarial wills
- admission to probate of 37
Notice
applications for probate,
administration, re 38, 40, 41
applications of claimants
against estates, of . . .67(4), 68(3)
claims against estates,
of 67(1), 68(1), 70(1)
contestation of claims,
of 67(1), 68(1)
taking of accounts, re ... 72(7-10)
taking of evidence de bene
esse, re 67(10), 68(6)
Oath
. inventories, re 55(1,2)
. judges, of 10
. registrars, of 13
Offices






. appeals re claims, in 68(7, 8)
. notice to
before cancelling security 66
claims, of 67 (4), 68(3)
. . taking of accounts, re 72(8)
. rights re appeals 31(2, 3)
Personal estate
. administration of 54
Powers
. contempt of court, re 6





. actions re 51
. applications for, in more than
one court 42
. eflfective throughout Ontario . . .ZJ
. estates of small value, in 74
. grant of
. . non-residents, to 22
. . where deceased had no fixed
abode in Ontario 33
. . where deceased resided in
Ontario 32(1)
. granted without jurisdiction,
effect of 26
. inventories re 55
. judges re applicants for 25
. jurisdiction re granting 24
. notarial wills, of 37
. notice re applications for 38, 40, 41
. powers of courts re 20
. renouncement of, by executors . .57
. resealing of 75
. returns re grants of, revocations 18
. revocation of 45
. stay of proceedings re ...34,42(1)
. valuation of estates for .32(4,5)
. wills of members of forces, etc.,
of, when witnesses not
available 32(2)
Procedure
. surrogate courts, in 7
Provincial Boards
. security not required from 59
Provincial Commissions
. security not required from 59
Public Officers Act
. application of re security 14
Public Trustee
. notice to
. . before cancelling security 66




. appointment of 12
. certificates from Supreme Court
transmitted to 39
. copies of wills, certificates re
administration available from.. 50
. delivery of inventories to . .55(1,2)
. fees of, re hearing of claims . .67(7)
. filing of claims with . .67(2), 68(2).
70(1)
. judgments certified to 30(3)
. lodging of caveats with 43,44
. notice of applications transmit-
ted to Supreme Court by 36
. oath of office of 13
. offices of 15
. depository for wills, as 16
. payments to, on increased
valuation 56
. preservation of wills, papers by .17
. prohibition re drawing wills,
giving advice for fees 19
. returns to Supreme Court by ... .18
. security by 14
Registrar of the Supreme Court
. certificate of, re
applications 39,42(1)
examination of notices by 41
. filing of notices by 40
. lodging of caveats with 43,44
. notice of applications for pro-
bate, administration to 38
. returns to 18
. transmission of Supreme Court
judge's order to surrogate
courts by 42(4)
Regulation
. Rules Committee, by 32(6), 78
Resealing
. documents, of 75
Rules
. continuation in force of 78(2)
Rules Committee, by . .32(6), 78(1)
Rules Committee
. powers of 32(6), 78(1)
Seals
. courts, of 3
Security—See also Bonds
. additional 63
cancellation of 65, 66
. exemptions from requirements re 59
. granting probate to non-
residents, re 22
. insufficiency of 63






. registrars, of 14
. requirements re 58
. resealing, re 75(4)
. substitution of 64
. temporary administrator, of . .36(2)
Security for costs
. actions removed to Supreme
(Court, re 30(2)
Sittings
surrogate courts, of 4
Stay of proceedings
. applications in two or more
courts, re 42(1)
Style
. surrogate courts, of 2
Succession Duty Act
. registrar to draw papers re . .74(1)
Supreme Court of Ontario
. directions of, re bonds 58
. jurisdiction of, re applications in
two or more surrogate courts. .42
. leave of, to appeal re claims 68(7)
. passing approved accounts in 72(1)
. powers of, possessed by
surrogate courts 5, 7
. practice and procedure of, applies 7
removal of accounting
proceedings to 72(6)
. removal of proceedings to 30
. rules of, to apply re commis-
sions, examinations 67(12), 68(6)
Sureties
. administrators, for 58
Testamentary instruments
. preservation of 17
. production of 29
Treasurer of Ontario
. consent by, re speedy issue of
probate, etc 32(5)
Trust company
. administrator, as 52(4)
Trustee
. assignee of bond as 61
. executor as 71
Valuation
. estates, of 32(4, 5)
Wills
. actions re 51
. copies of 50
. defined 1(e)
. deposit of, with registrar 16





. members of forces or mariners,
of 32(2)
. notarial, admission to probate of 37
. powers of courts re 20
. preservation of 17
. proof of, in solemn form 45
. registrar's drawing or giving
advice re 19
Wills Act
. resealed wills conforming to,
eflFect 75(3)
Witnesses
. attendance of, where claims
contested 67(11), 68(6)
. wills of soldiers, mariners, etc.,
of 32(2)
SURVEYOR-GENERAL
5"^^ Mining Act; Public Lands
Act
SURVEYORS
See Land Surveyors Act; Legis-
lative Assembly Act; Munici-
pal Act; Surveys Act
SURVEYS
Surveys Act, Vol. 4, p. 881.
See also Judicature Act; Land
Surveyors Act; Land Titles
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
Act; Planning Act; Public
Lands Act; Public Works Act;
Registry Act
Abutment
one side of closed road
allowance, on 11(6)
Abutting lands
. owners of—see Adjoining
owner
Adjacent concession
. grant of land in 31
. rear boundary of 28
Adjoining owner
. road allowance, to 11(4-10)
Aliquot part
. lot, of 29(3)





. concession with 27
1478 GENERAL INDEX
SURVEYS—Con. Sec. SURVEYS—Con. Sec.
Angles—5"?^ also Front angles
. adjacent section corner, of 30
. boundary line of concession,
with, governing line re..21(l)(6)
. examination for evidence of 7
. line in front of concession,
with, governing line re..21(l)(c)
. monuments for municipal lot
lines at 15
. side lines only surveyed, where . .34
. subdivision plan boundaries, of . . 12
Application
. Act, of, to re-survey of front
angles 19(6,7)
. municipal lot lines survey, for . . IS
. subpoena, for 8(1)
. township boundary survey, for.. 13
. township concession road line
survey, for 14(1)
. township side road line survey,
for 14(1)
Apportionment
. road allowances to adjoining
owners, of 11 (5-8)
Assistants
. oath of 5
. trespass by 6
Astronomic course
. aliquot part of lot, re 29(3)
. boundary line of concession,
of governing line re ... .21(1) (o)
. governing line, of 23
. location of section corners, for . .30
. side line in section or block, of . .22
Astronomic observation
. true bearing of subdivision
plan, of 12(2)
Attachment
. failure to answer subpoena, for 8(3)
Bearings
. subdivision plan, of 12(2)
Blocks—See Section
Boundary
. aliquot part of lot, of 29(3)
. broken, of concessions 25, 28
. examination for evidence of .7,8
. special, for municipal survey 16(3)
. subdivision plans, of 12
Boundary lines
. governing line for division lines
of concession lots, as 21, 22
. true and unalterable ... .9, 10, 11(1)
Broken front
. concession with 25, 28
Buildings
. entry of surveyor in 6(2)
By-laws
. costs of township boundary
survey, re 13
Certification
. subdivision plan, of 12(4)
Chains
. checking of 4(2)
Chairman
. oath of 5
Common
. true and unalterable boundaries
of 9(2), 10, 11(1,2)
Companies
. original surveys by 11(1)
Concession
. alternate lines only, with 27
. broken front, with 25, 28
, double fronts, with 26-28
. single row front, with 24
Concession lines
. location of section corners, for. .30
re-survey of 19(2, 8)
. true and unalterable. .9(1), 10, 11(1)
Concession lots
. astronomic course of governing
line for 23
. governing lines for division
lines of 21, 22
Concession road lines
. monuments on 14
Conveyance
. adjoining owner, to 11(9,10)
County coimcil
. application by, for monuments
on township boundaries 13
Crown grants
. original survey of 10
Crown land





. regular lot I(rf)
. surveyor 1 (0
true and unalterable boundaries,
of 9,10,11(1)
. true bearing of line l(^)
. unbroken lot 1 (^)





. standard measure deposited
with 4(1)
Department of the Interior of
Canada
. surveys in Rainy River District
under 32
Division lines
. aliquot parts, of 29
. alternate concession lines only,
where 71
. astronomic course of governing
line for 23
. broken front concessions, of ....25
. concession front re single row
of posts, where 24
. double front concessions, of . .26-28
. governing line for concession
lots, as 21(2-4)
. governing lines for, re conces-
sion lots 21, 22
. lands abutting closed road




. re-survey in townships under . . .33
Double fronts
. concession with 26-28
Encumbrances
. land abutting closed road
allowance, on 11(8)
Evidence
. subpoena issued for .... r-r-: 8
. surveyor to examine for 7
Examination
standard measure, of 4(1)
Exceptions
. governing lines for sections,
re 22(2,3)
Executive Governments
original surveys under 9, 10
Expenses
. filing evidence, etc., for 7(4)
. municipal lot lines survey, of 15(2)
. municipal survey, of, payment of 17
. township boundary survey, of ... 13
. township concession road line
survey, of 14(2, 3)
. township side line road survey,
of 14(2, 3)
Fees
. examination of standard
measure, for 4(1)
. filing evidence, etc., for 7(4)
SURVEYS—Con. Sec
Field notes
. confirmation of 16(1)
. public documents, as 3(3)
. return to Minister of 16
. surveyor, of 3
Form
. monument on subdivision plan,
of 12(1)
. return of surveyor, of Form 1
Front




. application of Act to re-survey
of 19(6, 7)
. land granted in adjoining
concessions, of 31
. re-survey of 19
Governing lines
aliquot parts, for 29
alternate concession lines only,
where 27
astronomic course of 23
broken front concessions, for . . 25
concession front as single row
of posts, where 24
division lines of concession lots,
for 21
. sections or blocks, in 22
double front concessions, for 26-28
Governing points
. Rainy River district, for . . . .32(4)
true and unalterable 9(1), 10, 11(1)
Grant
. aliquot parts, of 29(2, 4)
. land in adjoining concessions, of 31
Grantees
. original surveys by 10,11(1)
Interior boundaries
. certain township, sections,
in 33(e,f)
Judge
. subpoena issued by 8(1)
Land marks
. examination for evidence of 7
Land Titles Act
. original survey under ... .11(1,2, 4)






. true and unalterable boundaries
of 9(2), 10. 11(1,2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. application for survey to..l3, 14, 15
appropriation by, re payment




. land granted in adjoining con-
cessions, of 31
Line limit
. examination for evidence of .7,8
Lines
. re-establishment of 20
. special 16(3)
Lot lines
. monuments for 15
Lots
. aliquot part of 29(3)
. half, in double front concessions 26
. proportionate dimensions given
for 11(3)
. Rainy River District, in 32(1)
. side lines only, were surveyed . .34
Measurement
. obliterated side line, of 34(2)
Minister
. defined 1(b)
. field notes delivered to ...3(2,3)
. municipal surveys confirmed by. .16
. re-survey confirmed by 18(2)
. re-survey on order of 18(1)
Monument
. concession road lines, on 14
. confirmation of 16(1)
. examination for evidence of 7
. municipal lot lines, on 15
. re-survey of 19(5)
. side lines only surveyed,
where 34
. side road lines, on 14
. special lines or boundaries,
for 16(3)
. subdivision plan angles defined
by 12
. township boundary, on 13
. true and unalterable 9(1), 10, 11(1)
Monument lost
. certain townships, in 33
. lot angles, for 19
. marking corners of adjacent
sections 30
. section corner, for 30
. survey under Registry Act or
Land Titles Act, for 11(3)
Municipal coimcil
. conveyance to adjoining owner
by 11(9,10)
. application by, for survey of
lot lines IS
Municipal survey
payment of expenses of 17
SURVEYS—Con. Sec
Notice
. survey, of, published 16(1)
Oath
. chairman, of 5
. surveyor may require 5,
7
Original survey
. companies, by 11(1)
. Crown grants, of 10
. Executive Governments,
under 9, 10
. grantees, by 10, 11(1)
surveyor to follow . .9(3), 10, 11(3)
Penalties
. failure to answer subpoena,
for 8(3)
. interference with surveyors,
for 6(3)
Plans
. confirmation of 16(1)
. filing of 7(3)
. return to Minister of 16
Posts
. broken front concessions, re ... .25
. examination of evidence of 7
. lost 11(3)
. single row only, concession
front when 24
. true and unalterable 9(1), 10, 11(1)
Private land
. entry on 6(1)
Proof line
. governing line for concession
lots, as 21(2-4)
Public documents
. field notes as 3(3)
Publication
. notice of survey, of 16(1)
Rainy River District
. adoption of surveys in 32
Rear boimdary
. adjacent concession, of 28
Record
. field notes, of 3(1)
Reference lines
. subdivision plan, on 12(2)
Registry Act
. original survey undtr ...11(1,2,4)
subdivision plan under 12(1)
Registry office
. field notes and plans filed in 16(2)






. concession lines, of 19(2, 8)
. confirmation of 18(2)
. front angles, of 19
. location of section comers, for . .30
. monument lost, where .... 19(5), 33
. order of Minister, on 18(1)
. original survey followed 9, 10, 11(3)
. side lines only surveyed,
where 34
. township boundary, of 19(3,4,6,7)
. imorganized township, in 20
Right of way
. abutting closed road
allowance 11(6)
Road
. true and unalterable boundaries
of 9(2), 10, 11(1,2)
Road allowance
. adjoining owners, to 11(4)
. . apportionment re 11(5-8)
. closed 11(4-10)
. Rainy River District, in ...32(2,3)
. true and unalterable boundaries
of 9(2), 10, 11(1,2)
Secretary-treasurer
. standard measure examined by 4(1)
Section
. aliquot parts of 29(1)
. astronomic course of governing
line for 23
. governing lines for 22
. . exceptions 22(2)
. original survey of 10
. Rainy River District, in .— . .32(1)
Section comers
. certain townships, in 33(&-rf)
. location of 30
Service
. subpoena, of 8(2)
Side lines—See also Division lines
. location of section corners, for . .30
. obliterated
. . location of section corners
when 30(4)
. . measurement of 34(2)
. only part surveyed 2A
. true and unalterable. .9(1), 10, 11(1)
Side road lines
. monuments for 14
Standard measure
. examination of 4(1)
. surveyor's duties re 4(2)
Street intersections




. true and unalterable boundaries
of 9(2), 10, 11(1,2)
Subdivision plan
. bearings of 12(2)
. monument to define angles of . . 12
. reference line on 12(2)
Subpoenas
. evidence required by surveyor,
for 8
Surveyor
. astronomic course of governing
line determined by 23
. death of 3(2,3)
. deceased, field notes of 3(2)
. defined 1 (c)
. field notes of 3
. front angles re-surveyed by .... 19
. interference with 6(3)
. Minister to appoint, when . . 16(1)
. oaths administered by 5,
7
. original survey followed
by 9(3), 10, 11(3)
. payment of expenses of muni-
cipal survey to 17
. procedure by, re monument lost
in certain townships 33
. . where side lines only
surveyed 34
. return of, re side lines run in
section 22(3)
. standard measure of, duties re 4(2)
. subdivision plan certified by 12(4)
. subpoena for evidence required by 8
. trespass by 6
. valid surveys by 2
Tapes
. checking of 4(2)
Township
. concession road lines of, survey
of 14
. original survey of 10
. re-survey when monument lost
in 33
. side road lines of, survey of .... 14
Township boundary
. re-survey of 19(3, 4, 6, 7)
. survey of 13
Township comer
. certain townships, in 33(a)
Township council
. application by, re monuments
for side road lines or con-
cession road lines 14
Tracts




. payment of survey expenses
by 17(1)
Treasurer of Ontario
. survey expenses paid by ...17(2)
Tree marks
. true and unalterable 9(1), 10, 11(1)
Trespass
. surveyor and assistants, by 6
True and unalterable boundaries
. defined 9,10,11(1)
True bearing
. subdivision plan, of 12(2)
True bearing of line





. section corner, of 30(5)
Undisputed points




. survey, of 2
Water




Vol. 4, p. 905.
See also Insurance Act; Wills
Act
Death
. simultaneous, of testator and
beneficiary 1(3)
Exception
. presumption, to 1 (2)
Insurance Act
. referred to 1(2)
Order
. death, of, presumed 1(1)
Presumption
. order of death, re 1(1)
. . exception 1(2)
Seniority
. establishment of order of death
by 1(1)
Survival
. younger, by, presumed 1(1)
SURVIVORSHIP—Con. Sec.
Uncertainty
. survival, of, re testator and
beneficiary 1(3)
wm
. clauses re death of beneficiary
in 1(3)
WUls Act
. referred to 1 (2)
SWEARING
See 'Commissioners for taking
Affidavits Act; Evidence Act;
Interpretation Act
SWINE
See Live Stock and Live Stock








See Game and Fisheries Act;
Municipal Act
TAVERNS
See Hotel Fire Safety Act;
'Liquor Control Act; Liquor
Licence Act
TAX AGREEMENTS
See Income Tax Agreement Act
TAX APPEAL BOARD
See Income Tax Act
TAXATION
See Assessment Act; Corpora-
tions Tax Act; Dog Tax and
Live Stock Protection Act;
'Gasoline Tax Act; Hospitals
Tax Act; Income Tax Act;
'Income Tax Agreement Act;
Land Transfer Tax Act; Law
Stamps Act; Local Improve-
ment Act; Logging Tax Act;
'Mining Tax Act; Mortgage
Tax Act; Municipal Health
Services Act; Provincial Land
Tax Act; Race Tracks Tax
Act; Security Transfer Tax
Act; Succession Duty Act
GENERAL INDEX 1483
TAXICABS Sec
See Public Vehicles Act
TEACHERS
See Public Service Act; Schools;
Teachers' Boards of Reference
Act; Teachers' Superannuation





Vol. 4, p. 907.
See also High Schools Act; Pub-
lic Schools Act; Teachers'
Superannuation Act
Applications
. board of reference, for 2{^, 3)
. . notice re 4(1)
Board
. defined 1 (a)
. failure of, to comply with
Minister's direction 10(1)
. replacement of teachers by . . .3(1)
. representation of, on boards of
reference 4(3, 4)
Board of reference
. application for 2{^2, 3)
. appointment of chairman
for 4(1)(6)
. convening of 5
. costs of 11, 12(o)
. duties of 6(1)
. . chairman of 4(4), 5
. eflFect of recommendations of ... .8
. meetings of, held m camera . .6(2)
. notice of application for 2(3), 4(1)
. powers of chairman of 6(1)
. procedure re 12(6)
. regulations re 12
. remuneration of '. 12(a)
. report of 7
Definitions
. board 1 (a)
. employed 1 (6)
. judge 1 (c)
. Minister \(ji)




. chairman of board of reference,
as 4(1-3)
. defined 1 (c)
Lieutenant-Crovemor in Council
. regulations by 12
TEACHERS' BOARDS OF Sec.
REFERENCE—Con.
Minister
. application to, for board of
reference 2{2; 3)
. defined l(rf)
. duties re recommendations of
boards of reference 8
. eflFect of directions of 9
. failure to comply with
directions of 10
. notice of application for board
of reference by 4(1)
. powers, duties of, on application
for board of reference 4
. report of board of reference to ... 7
Notice
. application for board of
reference, of 2(3), 4(1)
. appointment of boards of
reference, re 4(3)
. termination of teacher's
employment, of 2(1)
Public Inquiries Act
. powers conferred under 6(1)
Regulations
. boards of reference, re 12
Security for costs




. failure of, to comply with
Minister's direction 10(2)
. re-employment of 3(2)
. replacement of 3(1)
. representation of, on board of
reference 4(3, 4)
. termination of employment of ...2
Teachers Superannuation Act
. definitions in \(a,}))
Vocational Education Act
. teacher includes teacher in




Act, Vol. 4, p. 911.
See also Public Service Act;
Teachers' Boards of Reference
Act; Teaching Profession Act;
Vocational Education Act
Administration of Act






annuity in lieu of 32
applications for 33
apportionment at death 36
attachment, assignment, etc., of
forbidden 44
commencement of 37
computation of, re cessation of
employment 58
dependants, for
. commencement of 37(2)
. conditions, amount of 31
. employment of recipient
of 38(1), 39(1)
. evidence re widower receiving 42
. resumption of, after
employment 40(2)
disability, for
. commencement of 37(1)
. conditions, amount of 28-30
. employment of recipient
of 38(2), 39(2, 3), 41
. evidence re 34, 42
employment of persons
receiving 38-41
incapable payees, to 43
one only to be paid 35
payable monthly 36
reduction of, re default after
reinstatement 48
superannuation
. conditions, amount of 24-27
. employment of recipient
of 38(1), 39(1). 50
. . resumption of, after
'employment 40(1)
Annuity
. conversion of allowances to 32
Assembly
. annual reports laid before ... .13(2)
Audit






. acceptance of irregular
contributions by 21
. annual report of 13
. application to, for refund ....45(1)
. appointment of officers and staff
of 4
. chairman of 2(3)







. cheques countersigned by
member of 15(1)
. composition of 2(2)
. defined 1 (6)
. directions of, re allowances . . 15(2)
. duties of 3
. evidence required by, re
dependant widower 42
. . disability re 34, 42
. fiscal year of 10
. gifts acceptable by 6
. meetings of 2(7)
. notice to, of employment of
persons receiving allowances .38
. payment for audits by 12(2)
. powers of, where payees of
allowances are incapable 43
. quorum of 2(8)
. re-appointment to 2(5)
. report of contributions to ...18(2)
. term of office of 2(2, 6)
. vacancies on 2(4)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. charges on 7(1, 8)
























. commencement of 2/7(2)
. conditions, amount of 31
. employment of recipient
of 38(1), 39(1)
. evidence re widower receiving . .42






. payments out of fund by . . . .15(1)
Disability allowances
. commencement of 37(1)
. conditions, amount of 28-30
. employment of recipient,
of 38 (2), 39(2.3), 41
. evidence re 34, 42
Employed
. defined 1(d)
Federation of Women Teachers'
Associations of Ontario
. representation of, on
Commission 2(2) (b) (i)
Fund
. accounts of 9
. actuarial valuation of 5(3)
. audit of accounts of 12
. bank account of 14
. bank loans to 16
. change of name of 5(1)
. contributions to 17-22, 39
. custody of 5(2)
. deduction of contributions
to 18(1), 19
. deficiency of 8
. defined 1 (^)
. gifts, etc., to 6
. interest in, not subject to
attachment, etc 44
. interest on 23
loss of contributions to 49
. payments into, deposited in bank 14
. payments out of 15
. refunds from 46, 47, 50
. reinstatement in 48
. repayment of allowances
to 39(2) (0,(3) (6)
. securities of, deposited with
Treasurer 7(9)
Government Annuities Act
. annuities issued under ....30(3)(o)
Inspectors
. representation of, on
Commission 2(2) (6) (iv)
Interest
fund, on 23
. rate of, when payable 11
L'Association de I'Enseignement
Francais de I'Ontario
. representation of, on
Commission 2(2)(6)(iii)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. annual report to 13<2)





. appointment of officers and staff
by 4
. approval of interest rates on
stock 7(6)
. interest rates fixed by 23
. regulations by 57
Loans
. arrangements for 16
Minister
. appointments to Commission
by 2(2)(o)
. bank loans requested by 16
. defined 1(/)
. designation of chairman by ...2(3)
. directions of, re valuation of
fund 5(3)
Notice




. representation of, on
Commission 2(2) (6) (ii)
Ontario Government stock
. issue of 7
Ontario Public School Men
Teachers' Federation




. representation of, on
Commission 2(2)(&(ii)
Provincial Auditor
. audits by 12(1)
Provincial Secretary
. annual report to 13
Public Service Superannuation
Fund
. contributions to 24(2)(o)(iv)
Quorum
. Commission, of 2(8)
Refunds
. cessation of dependants'
allowances, on 56
. cessation of disability
allowances, on 55
. contributions after re-
employment, of 51, 52
. death, re 50,53,54,56
. payment of 45
. repayment of, on reinstatement. .48














. regulations re persons affected
by repeal of 57(t/)
Teachers' and Inspectors' Super-
annuation Commission




. continued as Teachers' Super-
annuation Fund 5(1)
Teachers* Superannuation Act
. regulations re persons aflfected








. auditor's report to 12(1)
. bank account kept by 14
. bank loans to 16
. custodian of fund, as 5(2)
. deduction of contributions from
grants by 18(1)
. defined \'{h)
. interest on fund paid by 23
. issue of stock by 7
. payments out of fund by . . . 15(1)
. provincial constitutions trans-
ferred by 22
. securities deposited with 7(9)
Vocational Education Act
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. annual conferences of 10





. election of president, vice-
presidents by 7
. elections to executive by ..6(1)(&)
. notice to, of withdrawal of
membership 4(l)(6)(iii)
. regulations by 12
. secretary-treasurer appointed by. .8
. term of office of 5'(2, 3)
. vacancies on 5(3)




. Board of Governors 1(a)
. board of trustees 1 («)
. Department l'(&)
. executive 1(0
. Federation 1 id)
. member 1 (0
. Minister 1(/)
. regulations 107)
. teacher 1 (h)
Department
. conferences with officials of .... 10
. defined 1(6)
Executive
. composition, term of office of . . .6
. defined 1(0
. powers, duties of 9
Federation
. associate members of 4(2)
. body corporate, as 2
. collection of fees of 11
. composition of executive of .6(1)
. defined lid)
. grants by 9(c)
. membership in 4
. objects of 3
. powers, duties of executive of ... .9




. term of office of executive of . .6(2)
. vacancies on executive of . . . .6(3)
Federation of Women Teachers*
Associations of Ontario
. representation of, on Board of
'Governors 5(1) (a)
. representation of, on
executive 6(1) (6)
Fees






. representation of, on Board of
Governors 5(1) (&)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council





. annual conferences with 10
. approval of executive's actions
by 9(a)
defined 1(/)
. notice to, of withdrawal of
membership 4(l)(&)(iii)
Normal school
students in, on war
service 4(1) (6) (ii)
. students in, to be associate
members 4(2)
Ontario College of Education
. students in, on war
service 4(1) (6) (ii)




. representation of, on Board of
Governors 5(1) (c)
Ontario Public School Men
Teachers' Federation
. representation of, on Board of
Governors 5(1) (o)




. representation of, on Board of
Governors 5(1) (c)







. Board of Governors, by 12
Teachers
. defined 1(A)
. members of Federation, as . . . .4(1)
Teaching Profession Act, 1944
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See also Assessment Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Municipal
Act; Public Service Works on
Highways Act; Public Works
Act; Railways Act; Telephone
Act
Abutments
. erection of 1
Access
. impediment of free, to buildings . . 1
Act
. non-application of, to telephone
companies 8
Administration of justice
. preference of messages re 4
Bridges
. prohibition re erection of 2
Companies Act
. referred to 1
Compensation
. settlement of dispute re 6(2)
Construction
. own or conceded land, on 1
Crime
. preference of messages re 4
Crown
. assumption of property of line
by 6(1)
Despatches
. order of transmission of, penalty. .3
. preference, of 4
Dispute
. settlement of, between Crown
and owner 6(2)
Employees





. erection of 1
Government despatches
. priority of 4
Highways
. right to construct lines on 1
Joint stock companies
. right of, to hold shares 7(1)
Levy
. municipality, by, for share
subscription 7(2)
Lines
. assumption of, by Crown 5
. assumption of property of, by
'Crown 6(1)
. right to construct 1
Municipality
. right of levy by, for share
subscription 7(2)
. right of, to hold shares 7(1)
Navigable waters
. prohibition re erection of
bridges over 2
Navigation
. interruption of 1
Notice
. assumption of property by
Crown, re 6(1)
Penalties
. employees disobeying Giovern-
men t order, on S
. postponing transmission, for 3
Piers
. erection of 1
Posts
. erection of 1
Property
. assumption of, by Crown ... .6(1)
Provincial Secretary
. authorization to preference by . . .4
Public Service Works on Highways
Act
. referred to 1
Public Works Act
. referred to 6(2)
Roads
. right to construct lines on 1
Shares
. right to hold 7(1)
Transmission
. despatches, of 3
Vote
. municipality, of, holding shares 7(2)
TELEGRAPH—Con. Sec
Waters
. right to construct lines across ... 1
TELEGRAPH LINES
See Ontario Municipal Board
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See also Assessment Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Municipal
Act; Power Commission Act;
Public Service Works on
Highways Act; Public Works
Act; Railways Act; Telegraph
Act
Accoimts
. Board to prescribe forms of . . . 128
Acquisition
. borrowing for 7
Act
. application of, to public utility . . .8
Actions
. limitation of 79
Agreements
. intercommunication, etc., re ....97
. restricting competition, etc. . . . 101
Alteration
. system, of
. . by-law re 28(1)
. . costs re 28(2)
. . issue of debentures for . . . .28(3)
Amalgamation
. system, of 102(1)
Assessor
. disqualification of, as commis-
sioner, etc 5H(l)
Association
. allotment of shares to
members of 86
. computation of shares in 87
. incorporation of 85
Auditor
. examination of accounts by 76
. disqualification of 51
. remuneration of 78
. vacancy in ofiice of 77
Blasphemous language
. use of, penalties for 115
Board




. application to, re inter-
communication 100
approval by
. agreements of intercommuni-
cation, etc., re 97
amount of subscribers'
liability, re 37
by-law re borrowing, of ..7(a,b)
. by-laws of commission, of ... .57
. by-laws of company, of 88
. change in tolhor free service,
x)f 105
. extension for unassessed
persons, of 29
. extension into other
municipality, of 17
. extension into unorganized
territories, of 16
. forms of by-laws, etc., of .... 127
. franchise, of 80
. higher tolls, of 107
. intercommunication, of . . . .99(3)
. issue of debentures, of 25
. issue of new debentures, of . .31
. management by council, of .58
. municipal by-laws, plans, etc.,
of 19(1)
. onerous agreements, of 101
reconstruction, etc., of system,
of 28(1)
. sale of system, of 23(1)
. special rate for extension, of . .44
. time of annual meeting, of . . .59
. tolls and rates, of 103
arbitral jurisdiction of 120
authority by, to issue bonds,
etc HI
cancellation of powers of
company by 102(2)
control of tolls and rates by . . 122
defined .- 1 (a)
determination by
. depreciation fund, of 109
. validity of special rates, of ... .45
direction by
. construction of works, re 30
debentures for reconstruction,
etc., re 28(2)
. disposition of surplus
proceeds, re 23(3, 4)
. extension of system, re 94
. intercommunication, etc., re . .98
. particulars in petition, re 12
. use of proceeds of sale, re 23(2)
. weather bulletins, re 116




examiner appointed by 123(1)
extension of time by, for pay-
ment of debentures 27
fixing of compensation by, for
expropriation
. part of system 34
system 33
fixing of remuneration to
officials by 73
location of exchange or
switchboard by 21
measures by, to cure breaches
of Companies Act 130
power to hear complaints
. companies' disregard of
regulations, re 125(a)
. excessive tolls, re 125(6)
power to hear requests ....125(c)
powers exercisable by, on own
motion 126
powers of, re public utility 9
prescriptions by
. forms of accounts, etc., re . . 128
. maintenance, re 90, 91
. publication, of tariffs, re .... 108
provisions re jurisdiction of . . . 124
regulations and penalties by . . . 129
returns to 117
settling disagreement
. conditions of service, re 95
. erection of poles, etc., re 96
. franchise, re 83
. purchase of system, re 3S
supervisory jurisdiction of 119
Board of Transport Commissioners
for Canada
. application to, re intercommuni-
cation 1(X)
Bonds




. . credits and liabilities ...75(1) (J)
. . financial transactions ...75(l)(c)
. . receipts and expenditure 75(1) (c)
, keeping of 75(1)
Borrowing
. corporation, by 7(a)
. . approval by Board re 7(b)
. powers of municipality for
purchase, etc 36
By-laws
. borrowing for extension, etc.,
re 7(a)





. control and management, re 57(c)
. election, etc., re S7(b)
. subscribers' meetings, re ..57(c)
. term of office, re 57(d)
companies, by 88
forms of, approved by Board . . 127
grant of franchise, re 80
issue of debentures,
re 2(2), 19(2), 29
. passing of 26
system in local municipality,
for 12,15





. signing of cheques by 75(2)
Clerk
. disqualification of, as
commissioner, etc 51(1)
. duties of 72
. . penalty for breach of 74
. remuneration to 73
Collector
. disqualification of, as
commissioner, etc 51(1)
. penalty for breach of duty 74





petition for management by ... .48




terms by, for connection 46
vacancy in office of 52
Commissions
. apportionment of tolls between. 97
Companies Act
. breach of, cured by Board .... 130
. inapplicability of portion of 89
. referred to 65, 131
Company
. agreements onerous to public
by 101
. association incorporated as 85
. by-law of 88
. cancellation of powers of . . . 102(2)
. defined 1(b)





duplication of pole leads
prohibited to 93
duty to furnish service on
request 95
efficiency of service by 90
erection of poles, etc., by 96
expropriation of property






. agreement and terms 99(3)
. facilities 99(2)
issue of bonds, etc., by Ill
partnership incorporated as ... .85
right to demand repairs from
owner of equipment 92
. validation of acts of 131
Competition
. prohibition of agreements
restricting 101
Complaints
. powers of Board re 125 (a, b)
Conversations
. divulging of
. . employees, by 113
. . persons other than employees 114
. use of indecent, etc., language
in 115
Corporation
. acquisition of existing systems by 3
. application of Public Utilities
Act, to 6
. borrowing powers of 7
. limitation of actions against ...79
. right to carry wires by 5
Cost of establishing and main-




. equalizing of subscribers* share
of 43
payment of
. . establishment, of 37-39
. . maintenance, of 40(1)
. prohibition of agreements
increasing 101
Council
. assumption of management by .58
. member of, disqualified as
commissioner, etc 51(1)
. notice to, re meeting 63




. contracting of, for cost of work 26
Damages
. payment of, on expropriation . . .34
Debentures
. electors' consent to issue of . .2(2)
. extension of system, re 19(2)
. issue of, for cost of work 24
. . approval to 25
. . extension for unassessed
persons, re 29
. issue of, for expropriation, etc.,
of system 36
. issue of new 31
. payment of, for acquired system. .4
. right to issue 2(1)
Deficiency
. covering of 42
Definitions
. Board 1(a)
. company 1 (b)
. cost of establishing and main-
taining any system or
extension thereof 1(c)
. extension and extended 1(d)
. initiating municipality 1(e)
. maintenance and maintaining . .!(/)
. special Act 1 (g)
. subscriber 1(h)
. system 1 (»')
. toll K;)
Depreciation fund
. deposit and application of ....110
. establishment and maintenance
of ...109
Discrimination
. prohibition of 105
Dispute
. settlement by Board of 120
Ducts
. erection of 96
Electors
consent by
debentures for public utility,
re 2(2)
debentures issued at their
request, re 25
debentures re extension for
unassessed persons, re 29








. repair of, by owner 92
. systems, of 90
. type of, not to be prescribed
by Board 91
Establishment
. approval of by-laws re 30
. borrowing for, re public utility ..7
. by-law re 15
. costs of 37-39
. issue of debentures for costs of . .24
. petition re 10
. system, of, as public utility ...2(1)
Examiner
. appointment of, by Board .123(1)
. powers of 123(2)
. report by 123(3)
Exchange
. location of 20, 21
Expropriation
. compensation of damages at
partial 34










into other municipality 17
into unorganized territories . . 18
order of Board, by 94
special rate for 44
unassessed persons, for 29




. . auditor's report 60(c)
. . balance sheet 60(o)
. . income and expenditure ...60(6)
. . information prescribed by
by-law, etc 60(d)
. delivery of, to subscriber 60
. person to send out 64
. submission of, to meeting 61
Forms
. accounts, books, etc., of, pre-
scribed by Board 128
. by-laws, etc., of, approved by
'Board 127
Franchise




. exclusive right for term of
years, re 81
. unorganized territories, in 84
. use of highway for private
line, re 82
. use of highways, re 80
Highway
. prohibition of parallel pole
leads along 93
. use of
. . disputes re 83
. . grant re 80
, . private line, for 82
. . term of years in cities, etc.,
for 81
. . unorganized territories, in . . . .84
Indecent language
. use of 115
Initiating municipality
. agreement with bank for
advances 26
. by-laws by, re issue of
debentures 19(2), 29
. covering of deficiency by 42
. defined \{e)
. expropriation of existing system 33
. location of switchboard, etc. . . .20
. management of system by
council of 47
. owner in trust of system 22
. powers of, unaffected by
commissioners 55
. purchase of existing system by .32
. sale of system by 23
terms by, for connection 46
Inspection
. company, by, of equipment
not owned 92
Instruments
. interference with 112(1)
. . penalty for 112(2)
Intercommtinications
. agreement re 97
. Dominion and Provincial
•companies, between 100
. one switchboard, from 99(1)
. . facilities of 99(2)
. . terms of 99(3)
. order of Board, by 98
Interest
. contracts, in, reason for dis-
qualification 51(1)
Joint operation
. agreement re 97
. order of Board, by 98
TELEPHONE—Con. Sec.
Landowners
. additional signatures to petition
of 13
. petition by, re
. . establishment 10
. . extension H
Liability
. landowners, of, re recon-
struction, etc 28(2)
. subscribers, of
. . costs of establishment, for .37
costs of maintenance, for 40
. . deficiency, for 42
. . discharge from 41
Lieutenant-Governor in Council








. conditions of 90-96




. financial statement at 61
. time of 59
notice to council re 63
notice to subscribers re 62
person to send out notice re ... .64
quorum and proxies re 70
special
. calling of, by managers of
system 68
. calling of, by requisition 66
calling of, by subscribers 67
. contents of notice re 65
voters at 69
Messages
. divulging 113, 114





Minister of Lands and Forests
. grant of franchise by 84
Minute book
. keeping of 75(1)
Money
deposit and withdrawal of ...75(2)
Municipal Act




. duties of 71
. intercourse of, of different
municipalities 72
. remuneration of 73
Obscene language
. conversation, in, penalties re ...115
Officers
. penalty for breach of duty on ... 74
. security by 56
Officials





Ontario Municipal Board Act
. application of provisions re
jurisdiction of Board 124
. referred to 123(2)
Ownership
. system, of 22
Partnership
. allotment of shares to
members of 86
. computation of shares in 87
. incorporation of 85
Penalties
. divulging conversations, for 113, 114
. interference with instruments,
for 112(2)
. issue of bonds, etc., re Ill
. officers, on, for breach of duty . .74
. prescribed by Board 129
. tolls, re ._^. .106
. use of indecent, etc. language,
for 115
Petition
. additional signatures to 13
. effect of 15
. establishment of system, for 10
. extension of system, for 11
. management by commissioners,
for 48
. particulars in, and signatures .... 12
. valid contract, as 14
Pole
. erection of, by order of Board ... 96
. leads, prohibition to duplicate . . 93
Property
. protection of 91
Proxies
. subscribers, of 70
Public Utilities Act
. application of, to corporation 6
TELEPHONE—Con. Sec.
Public utility
. application of parts of Act to ... .8
. powers of Board re 9
. telephone business as 2(1)
Purchase
. part of system, of
. . compensation of damages at . .34
. system, of
. . already existing 32
. . between municipalities 35
. . company, from H
Quorum
. subscribers, of 70
Railways Act
. application of, to inter-
communication 100, 125(a)
Rates
control of, by Board 122
levy of
. corporations, by 103
. payment for acquired system,
for 4
. unorganized territories, in .... 18
special
. collection from subscribers of. .38
. commutation of 39
. determination of validity of . . .45
. extension, for 44
Reciprocal use
. agreement re 97
. order of Board 98
Reconstruction
. system, of
. . by-law re 28(1)
. . determination by Board re
costs 28(2)
. . issue of debentures for 28(3)
Records
. Board prescribing forms of .... 128
Regulations
. making of, by Board 129
Replacement
. system, of 28
Returns
. companies, by, to Board 117
. . penalty for default re 118
Sale
. system, of 102(1)
. . approval of subscribers and
Board, by 23(1)
. . disposition of surplus
proceeds 23(3)
. . subscribers imknown, where 23(4)




. security by 56
Security
. secretary, etc., by 56
Service
. efficient, 'to be furnished 90
. free, prohibition of 105
, prohibition of agreements
increasing cost of 101
Special Act





Board to prescribe 91
Stocks
. issue of, by Company Ill
Subscribers




discharge from liability of 41
equalizing of charges against ... .43
liability of—see Liability
meetings of—see Meetings
obligation to municipality for
deficiency 42
petition of, re system 10
petition re appointment of
commissioners 48
quorum of 70
special rate as charge on land of 3<8
Summary Convictions Act
. referred to 74, 106,111, 118
Switchboard
examination" by Board of . . .123(1)























. transfer of—see Transfer
. vestment of ownership of 22
Time
. consideration of petitions, for ... 12
. extension of, for issuing
debentures 26
. payment of debentures, for 24
. . extension of 27
payment of new debentures, for. .31
Tolls
. apportionment of 97
. approval of 103
charge of higher, by approval
of Board 107
charged by companies 103
collection of, paid to other
system 40(2)
. complaints re 122
. control of, by Board 122
. defined l(j)
filing of tariff re, with Board ... 104




. publication of 108
Transfer
. system, of 102(1)
Treasurer
. disqualification of, as
commissioner 51(1)
penalty for breach of^duty 74
remuneration to 73
signing of cheques by 75(2)
Unorganized territories
. extension to 18




exclusive Tight to use highways
in 81
Vacancy
auditor's office, in 77
. commissioner's office, in 52
Validation


















See Ontario Municipal Board









See Ontario Northland Trans-
portation Commission Act
TENANTS
5"^* Assessment Act; Dower Act;
Landlord and Tenant Act;
Limitations Act; Settled





See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Limitations Act;
Settled Estates Act
TENANTS IN COMMON
See Conveyancing and Law of
'Property Act; Limitations Act;
'Partition Act; Partnerships
Act; Settled Estates Act
TENANTS IN TAIL
See Estates Tail Act; Limitations
Act; Settled Estates Act
TENNIS
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See also Assessment Act; Hali-
burton Act; Long Point Park
Act; Presqu'ile Park Act;
Public Hospitals Act; Repre-
sentation Act
Additional municipalities
. districts, in 2
Cities
. counties, in 1 (1-43)
. districts, in 1 (44-54)
. municipal and judicial purposes,
for 5
Counties
judicial purposes, for 1(1-43)
. municipal purposes, for ....1(1-43)
municipalities unlisted in 3
Courts
. united. counties, for 4(2)
Districts
. additional municipalities in 2
. alteration of boundaries of . . . 11(&)
. judicial purposes, for ... 1(44-54), 2
. municipalities unlisted in 3
Gores
. annexation of, to townships,
regulations re 11 (<0
Haliburton Act
. judicial purposes under 1(43)
Indian reserves
. Bruce County, in 1(2)
Islands
certain lakes or rivers, in 6-9
covered by water ll(^)
expressly part of other townships 10
listed in counties and districts ... 1
townships by themselves 10
Judicial purposes
. cities for 5
. counties for 1(1-43)
. districts for 1 (44-54), 2
. united counties for 4
Lakes
. limits of townships bounded
by certain 6-9
Land
. covered by water, regulations
re 11(e)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. powers of 11
Long Point Park Act





Long Point Park Act—Con.
. Township of South Walsing-
ham, re 6(3)
Municipal purposes
cities and towns, etc., for 5
, counties for 1(1-43)
. united counties for 4
Municipalities
. listed in counties 1(1-43)
. listed in districts 1(44-54)
. unlisted in counties or districts . . .3
Presqu'ile Park Act
. municipal and school purposes
under 1(2*5)
Provisional county






. limits of townships bounded by
certain 6-9
Towns
. listed in counties and districts ... 1
. municipal purposes, for 5
Townships
. alteration of boundaries of ll(b,c)
. annexing gore or tract of land
to Hid)
. changing name of 11(c)
. establishment of 11(a)
. land covered by water, for . . .\\{e)
. limits of bounded by certain
lakes and rivers 6-9
. listed in counties l(l-4'3)
. listed in districts 1(44-54)
. municipal and judicial purposes,
for 4
Villages
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See also Egress from Public
'Buildings Act; Municipal Act;
Ticket Speculation Act; Tra-
velling Shows Act
Admission charges





, regulations for 2
Affidavits
. taking of 17
Appeals
Board of Censors, from 3(2)
inspector's decision, from ... .20, 21
. projectionist, by 21
Apprentice—See Projectionists
Assistants
, inspector, to, appointment of . .3(4)
Board of Censors
. appeal from 3(2)
. appointment of 3(1)
. films to be stamped by 4, 5
. powers of 3(1)
Bodily injuries
. penalty for 11
British manufacture
. films of 2
By-laws
. prohibiting erection of theatre
near church, re 19
Censoring
. fees for 2
Chief constable
. duties of . 13
Chief of police
. duties of 13
Children
. attendance restricted for 9
Churches
. theatre erected near 19
Cinematograph
. films must be stamped for 4, 5
inspection of 12
licence fee for 6
licence required for 4
oflFences re 7
regulations for 2
returns by user or exhibitor of . .16
Constable
chief, duties of 13
Construction
. returns re 16(6)
Declarations




. returns re 16(6)
Fees





. licence fee for 6
. regulations for 2
. . buildings occupied by 1
Films
Board of Censors' powers re .3(1)
. British manufacture, of 2
. regulations for 2
. stamped by the Board of
Censors 4, 5
Fire prevention
. theatres, in 22
Inspection
cinematograph, etc., of 12
Inspector
. appointment and duties of . . . 3(3)
. discretion of, re fire proofing
of theatres 22
. discretion re licences of 20
. secretary and assistants to . . . .3(4)
Licence
. cinematographs, for 4
. fire proof buildings only, for ... .22
. inspector's discretion re 20
. municipal 8
. provincial 8
. refusal of 8
regulations for 2
Licence fee
. cinematograph, for 6
. film exchange, for 6
. theatre, for 6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council __
. regfulations by 1,2,15
Loss of life
. penalty for I'l
Matrons






. playing of 18
Noxious substances
. prohibitions for 23
Offences—See also Penalties
. violating regulations re
cinematographs, of 7
Ontario Provincial Police
. inspection by 12
Penalties—See also Offences
. application of 14
. bodily injury or loss of life, for . .11




. noxious substances in theatre,
etc., for 23
. refusing licence, for 8
. stink bombs in theatres, etc., for 23
. wrongful issue of licence, for 8
Performances
. returns re 16(c-f)
Projectionists
. appeal by 21
. regulations for 2
Public halls
. regulations for 1,2
Regulations
. Lieutenant-'Govemor in Council,
by 1, 2, 15
. returns to Treasurer of Ontario,
for 16
Retiuns
. regulations for 16
Seating capacity
. returns re 16(o)
Secretary
. inspector, to 3(4)
Slides
. Board of Censors* powers re . .3(1)




. attendance of children at 9
. erected near a church 19
. fire proofing of 22
. licence fee for 6
. noxious substances prohibited
in 23
. regulations for 1,
2
. returns by owner, etc., of 16
. stink bombs prohibited in 23
Treasurer of Ontario
. appeal from decision of
inspector to 20, 21
. appointment of temporary
Board of Censors
members by 3(1)
. matrons at theatres directed by . .9
. penalties paid to 14
. returns to 16
THERAPISTS




Vol. 4, p. 1027.
See also Steam Threshing
'Engines Act
Actions
. non-compliance as bar to 1(2)
Machines
. protective coverings on certain 1(1)
Penalties
. application of 3
. non-compliance with Act, for ... .2
Prosecutions
. time limit for commencing 4
TICKET SPECULATION
Ticket Speculation Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1029.
Exception
. sale on commission as 3
Offences
. penalties for 2
Sale on commission
. exception to Act, as 3
. schedule for Schedule
Schedule





Vol. 4, p. 1031.
See also Judicature Act; Munici-
pal Act; Municipal Drainage
Act; Ontario Municipal Board
Act
Accountant of Supreme Court
. assignment of debentures to .... 12
Affidavit
. clerk of municipality, of 5(1)
. . form of Form 6
. head of municipality, of 5(1)
. . form of Form 5
Application
. disposal of debentures, for 5
. loans, of 13(1)
. owner, by, for loan 7
. quash by-law, to, notice of . . . .2(3)
. Treasurer of Ontario to
approve 6, 9, 10
Apportionment






. first charge on municipal funds,
as 22(3)
Assessment
. default in municipal payments,
for 22(2)
over $3,000,000, for 1(4)
Assignees
. notice of application for a loan
to 7(3,4)
. notice of apportionment to . . .19(2)
Books
. report of inspector entered
into 17(2)
Borrowing
. by-laws for 1(1)
. . form of Form 1
. powers of municipal council re ... 1
By-laws
borrowing, for 1 (1)
. form of Form 1
meeting to consider 1 (2, 3)
publication of 2
special rate, for 18
. form of Form 8
valid, when 2(3)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. debentures purchased from 9
Council member
. liability re defaults in municipal
payments of 22(6)
. loan to 13(2)
Coupons
. attached to debentures 4
. . form of Form 2
Debentures
application for disposal of 5
application of proceeds of 3
assignment of 12
coupons attached to 4
loan to owner, for 8
municipality, of 1(1)
. form of Form 2




. owner applying for loan, of . . .7(2)
Electors
. assent of, not required 1(1)
Encumbrancers
. notice of application for loan
to 7(3,4)





. affidavits, of Forms 5, 6
. application for disposal of
debentures, of 5(2)
. application for loan by owner,
of Form 7
. by-laws for borrowing, of . . Form 1
. by-laws for special rate, of. .Form 8
. coupons, of Form 2
. debentures of the municipality
of Form 2
. notice appended to by-laws,
of Form 4
. notice of meeting to consider
by-law, of Form 3
. regulations for 23
Hearings
. application for loan 7(4, 5)
Indebtedness
. discharge by owner of 20
. extent of, for municipality ....1(2)
Inspector
. appointment of 16
. report of 17
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. purchase of debentures
authorized by 9
. regulations by 23
. Treasurer of Ontario reports to 6, 9
Loan
. application by owner for 7
. application of 13(1)
. debentures for 8
. limit of 7~ . . 14
. order granting 15
who may borrow 13(2)
Meeting
. consideration of by-laws, for . . 1 (2)
. . notice of 1 (3)
. . . form of Form 3
Mortgagee
. notice of application for loan
to 7(3,4)
. notice of apportionment to ... 19(2)
Mimicipal Act
. collection of special rate under . . 18
Municipal council
. annual returns by 21
. application by owner for loan to . . 7
. application for disposal of
debentures by 5
. appointment of inspector by .... 16
. apportionment of special rate by 19
. borrowing powers of 1





. debentures for loan issued by 8
. inspector reports to 17
. order in which loans granted by. .15
Municipal treasiirer
. duty of, after default in
payments 22(4, 5)
Mimicipalities
. debentures of 1(1)
. . form of Form 2
. extent of indebtedness of 1(2)
. payments to Treasurer of
Ontario by 22
Notice
appended to by-law 2(2)
. form of Form 4
application to quash by-law, of 2(3)
apportionment of special rate,
of 19(2)
assignee, to 7(3, 4)
meeting to consider by-law,
of 1(3)
. form of Form 3
mortgagee, to 7{Z, 4)
Ontario Municipal Board Act
. borrowing powers under 1(1)
Owner
. application for loan by 7
. . form of Form 7
. discharge of indebtedness by ... .20
. notice of apportionment to . . . 19(2)
Payments
. municipality, by 22
Penalties
. violation of provisions by
council member, for 22(6)
Provincial Secretary
. annual return of municipal
council to 21
Regulations
. Lieutenant-'Governor in Council,
by 23
Report
. inspector, of 17
Returns
. annual, by municipal council ... .21
Schedule—See Forms
Special rate









l)y-law ami atfidavits deposited
with 5(1 j
dcl)ciiturcs payable to 4
I)aynuMit of owner's debt to 20
l)aymcnts by municipality to 22
Workmen's Compensation Board
assignment of debentures to 12
TIMBER
See Crown Timber Act; Cullers
Act; Forest Fires Prevention
Act; Forest Management Act;
Forest Resources Regulation
Act; Forestry Act; Fuel Sup-
ply Act; Lakes and Rivers
Improvement Act; Land Titles
Act; Logging Tax Act; Mer-
cantile Law Amendment Act;
Mining Act; Municipal Act;
Nursery Stock Act; Provincial
Forests Act; Provincial Parks
'Act; Public Lands Act; Pulp-
wood Conservation Act; Rail-
ways Act; Settlers' Pulpwood
Protection Act; Spruce Pulp-
wood Exportation Act; Trees
Act; Woodmen's Employment
Act; Woodmen's Lien for
Wages Act
TIME
See Definition of Time Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Inter-
pretation Act; Limitations Act;
Liquor Control Act; Sale of
Goods Act
TITLES
Sec Investigation of Titles Act;
Land Titles Act; Quieting
Titles Act; Registry Act; Sale
of Goods Act; Vendors and
Purchasers Act
TOBACCO
See Farm Products Marketing
Act; Minors' Protection Act;
Municipal Act
TOLLS
Sec Lakes and Rivers Improve-
ment Act; Telephone Act;
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Accommodations
regulations for . 2{\)(f)
Appliances
. regulations for 2(1) (o)
Buildings
regulations for 2(1) (e)
By-laws
I^enalties for violation of 6,7
regulations increased by 3
Charitable Institutions Act
. camp under 1 (d)
Classifying
. regulations for 2(1) (a)
Defining









. regulations for 2(1)(^)
Fixtures
. regulations for 2(l)(o)
Furniture
. regulations for 2(1) (o)
Game and Fisheries Act
. premises under l((i)
Ground plans
regulations for 2(1) (d)
Health




. city or town council responsible
for 4





regulations for 2(1) (6)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council









. defined 1 (a)
municipal inspector's reports to ..5
Municipal councils
. regulations increased by 3,4
. responsible for inspection 4
Municipal inspector
. penalty for proceedings
instituted by 7
. reports of, to Minister 5
Notices
. classification of, regulations
for 2(1) (;b)
. rates, of, regulations for . . .2(1)(«)
Number of establishments




. offences, for 6
proceedings instituted by
municipal inspector, re 7
Provincial inspectors
. reports by 5
Public Health Act
summer camp under 1(d)
Register
. regulations for 2(1)(/)
Regulations
. application of 2(2)
. defined 1(c)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 2(1)








See Department of Travel and




Vol. 4, p. 1047.
Crown land
. disposing of 7
. ores and minerals under 6
. registration of 8
TOWN SITES—Con. Sec.
Crown's rights
. commuted for money payment . . .5
. one-quarter of lots, to 1
Instruments
. conditions precedent to
registration of 4
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. disposition of Crown land by ... .7
. money payment accepted by 5
. plans approved by 3
Lots
. one-quarter vested in Crown 1
. selection of 2
Mining Act
. land under 6
Minister
. plan signed by 3
. selection of lots by 2
Money payment
. Crown's rights commuted for .... 5
Ores and minerals
. rights to 6
Plan
. conditions precedent to
registration of 4
. selection shown on 3
Registration
. conditions precedent to 4
. Crown land, of 8
TOWNS
See Building Trades Protection
Act; Highway Improvement
Act; Municipal Act; Municipal
Corporations Quieting Orders
Act; Planning Act; Represen-
tation Act; Snow Roads and
Fences Act; Suburban Area
Development Act; Surveys
Act; Territorial Division Act;
Town Sites Act; Voters' Lists
Act
TOWNSHIPS
See Building Trades Protection
Act; Highway Improvement
Act; Municipal Act; Municipal
Corporations Quieting Orders
Act; Planning Act; Public
Health Act; Representation
Act; Surveys Act; Territorial
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Accommodation
. regulations for 10(t)
Act
. application of . . . 11
Advertising material
. inspection of 6
. regulations for 10(/)
Application
. registration of future trade
school, for 3
. renewal of registration, for 4
Apprenticeship Act
. Act not to apply to trade under. . 11
Articles produced
. regulations for \Qih,i)
Books and records
. inspection of 6
Certificates
. registration, of 5




. action barred on 9
. entered into without approval
of Minister 8(1) (c)
. security for 10(o)
Court proceedings
. action barred for 9
Definitions
. Minister 1 (o)
. trade 1 (6)
. trade school \{c)
Equipment
. regulations for 10(&)
Examinations
. regulations for 10(n, p)
Exemptions




. regulations for 10(c)
Inspection
. Minister, by 6
Instruction




. competent, condition re 5
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of officers by 12
. regulations by 10
Minister
. application for registration to 3, 4, 5
. certificate issued by 5
. defined l(o)
. inspection by 6
Officers
. appointment of 12
Payments
. regulations for lO(^)
Penalties
. application to company, re . . . .5(2)
. failure to produce books and
records, for 6
. obstructing Minister, for 6
. offences, for 8(1)
Registration
. application for, re future school . .3
. application for renewal of 4
. cancellation of 7
. certificate of 5
. court action barred without 9
. essential 2
. regulations for 10(m)
. requirements for 5
. Lieutenant-'Governor in Council,
by 10
Returns
. annual, regulations for 10(o)
Sale of instruction
. non-approval by Minister, on,
penalties 8(l)(rf)
. regulations for 10(i^)
Security
. contracts, for 10(a)
Services to public
. regulations for 100^
Trade
. Apprenticeship Act, under 11
. defined 1(&)
. not specified in certificate . .8(l)(fr)
. regulations for 10(ib)
Trade school
. defined 1(c)
. inspection of 6
. registered, not 8(1) (a)
. registration essential to operate ..2
TRADE UNIONS




See Apprenticeship Act; Build-
ing Trades Protection Act; In-
dustrial Standards Act; Master
and Servant Act;" Minimum
Wage Act; Municipal Act;
Trade Schools Regulation Act;
Partnerships Registration Act;
Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act; Securities Act
TRAFFIC
See Highway Traffic Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Railways Act
TRAILERS
See Highway Traffic Act; Pub-
lic Commercial Vehicles Act
TRAINING SCHOOLS
Training Schools Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1055.
See also Auxiliary Classes Act;
Children's Protection Act; De-
partment of Reform Institu-
tions Act; Municipal Act;
Nurses Act; Reformatories
Act; Vocational Education Act
Admittance
. Minister may order 10
Advisory capacity
. Board, of 5(4)
Allowance
. Board members, for 5(7)
Appeal —
. judge's order, of 7(5)
Begging
. child who is 7(1) (o)
Board
appointment and duties of 5
. copy of evidence before judge to . . 9
. defined 1(a)
. members of, allowances to ... .5(7)
. placing child in foster home by . .22
wardship of, over children 21
Books and records
. inspection of 6
Buildings
approval of, for private training
school 4(3)
Children
. brought before judge 7
. escape of 23
. foster home, in 22
. liable for imprisonment 8





. orders by Minister re 10
. religion of, considered 11
. religious instructions for 12
. residence of 15(2-5)
. transportation to training school
of 13
. wardship over 21
Children's Protection Act
orders by Minister for wards
under 10
Clergymen
. children visited by 12
Computation
. time of residence, of 15(4)
Contribution
. county's right to 19
Province to private schools, of . . 20
Costs
. municipality liable for 15
Ontario training schools, of . . .3(4)
County
. right to contribution by 19
Court of Appeal
appeal from judge's order to .7(5)
Crime
. child accused of 7(1) (/)
Debt
. right of recourse against proper
municipality as 17, 18











Ontario training school 1 (A)







. liability of mimicipality to 15
Destitute
. child who is 7(1) (c)
Discharge





, apprehension on 23(1)
. defined 23(2)
. penalty for aiding 24(a)
Escapees
penalty for harbouring 24(b)
Evidence
. hearing by judge, at 7(2)
. judge to forward copies of 9
Expenses
transportation of child to
training school, of 13
False statements
. penalty for 24(f)
Foster homes
. Board may designate 5(6)
. defined 1(c)
. placing of child in 22
Gifts
training schools, to 2(2)
Guardians
. restoration of wardship to . . .21(2)
Habitual truant




child who is 7(1) (g')
Inspection
. Board, by 5(5)
Inspector
. defined 1(d)
., powers of 6(1, 2)
V report of 6(3)
. . contributions to private
schools on 20(3)
Judge
. certain children brought before 7(1)
. contents of order of 14(1)
convicted child sent to training
school by 8
. copies of evidence forwarded by . .9
. defined l(^)




. Board, of ,..: 5(3)
Minister
. Board to act in advisory
capacity to 5(4)
. Board's reports to 5(5)
. contents of order of 14(1)




inspector's reports to 6(3)
. orders re children by 10
. private training school
recommended by 4(1)
. regulations by 26
secretary for the Board
appointed by 5(2)
Mother
. residence of, considered 15(3)
Municipal corporations
. order binding on, when 14(2)
Municipalities
. defined 1 (g)
. failing to pay account 16
liability of, for child in foster
home 22
. liability of, for maintenance
of child 15
. right of recourse for mistaken
payment 17, 18
. statements of account to 16
Name
Ontario training school, for . . .3(2)
private training school, of 4(2)
Neglected
. child who is . 7(l)(e)
Ontario training school
. defined 1(h)





. contents of 14(1)
. judge, of 7(4,5)
. Minister, by, re children 10
Payment
. contribution to private schools,
of 20(3)
. mistaken, municipal right of
recourse re 17, 18
Penalties
. oflfences, for 24
Private training schools
. contribution of Province to 20
. defined l(i)
. establishment and maintenance of 4
. rules by officers for 25
Property
. gift of, to training school 2(2)
. Ontario training schools, of . . 3(3)
Province







. defined 1 (/)
Minister, by 26
Religion
child, of, considered 11
Religious corporations
gran ring or leasing of land by 4(4)
Religious instructions








. child, sent to Roman Catholic
school 11
Rules





liability for maintenance of . . .4(1)
. liability of municipality to 15
. rules by officers of 25
Statements of account
municipality liable, to 16
Superintendent —
. copy of evidence before judge to. .9
. defined 1(/)
. placing child in foster home by . .22
. private training school, of . . . .25(a)
. statements of account by 16
. wardship of, over children 21





. Minister may order 10
Transportation
. child to training school, of 13
Travelling expenses
Board members, for 5(7)
Wandering
. child who is 7(0(6)
Wardship
. children, over 21
TRANSFER OF Sec
PROPERTY
See Conditional Sales Act; Con-
veyancing and Law of Prop-
erty Act; Fraudulent Convey-
ances Act; Land Titles Act;
Registry Act; Sale of Goods
Act; Short Forms of Con-
veyances Act
TRANSFERS OF STOCK
See Security Transfer Tax Act
TRANSPORT OF
GASOLINE
See Gasoline Handling Act
TRANSPORTATION
See Highway Traffic Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Ontario North-
land Transportation Commis-
sion Act; Public Commercial
Vehicles Act; Public Vehicles
Act; Railways Act; Transpor-




Act, Vol. 4, p. 1065.
See also Public Commercial
Vehicles Act
Application
. Act. of 2(1)
Books
keeping, production of 7
Breeders
exempt from Act 2(1) (a)
Clerk of the council
. records re permits kept by 6
Constables
inspection of permit records by . . 6
. inspections of premises, vehicles
by 8
. production of permit, etc., for .7,9
County clerks
. permits granted by 3(1)




. exemption from Act, re . . .2(1)(6)
Fees







. information re, kept by persons
transporting 7
. permit required to transport 3
Informations
time for laying 11
Inspections
. premises, vehicles, of 8
Municipal Act
. powers of clerk as, under 4(1)
Municipal clerk
. permits granted by 3(2)
. . powers re 4(1)
Offences
. informations re 11
. obstruction of constables, peace
oflficers 8,9
. penalties, for 10
Peace officers
. inspection of permit records by . .6
. inspections of premises,
vehicles by 8
production of permit for 7,9
Penalties
. contravening Act, for 10




holder to carry and produce 7




. inspection of 8
Producers
. exempt from Act, re 2(l)(a)
Prosecutions
. onus of proof in 2(2)
Public Commercial Vehicles Act
. application of Act to licensees
under 2(1)(0
Purchasers
. exemption from Act, re . . . .2(1) (&)
Records
permits, re 6
. persons transporting fowl to keep 7
Search
. stopping on highway, for 9
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recoverable under 11
Unorganized territory







See Department of Travel and
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Actions
. unlawful agreements as defence
to 12
Agreements
. certain types unlawful 11
. unlawful, as defence to actions . . 12
Agricultural exhibition
. free police access to 7
Agricultural fairs
. shows forming part of 3
Ball games
. free police access to 7
Circuses
. free police access to 7
. licence required to exhibit 1
Consolidated Revenue Fund
licence fees refunded from . . .2(2)
Contracts
. certain types unlawful 11
Declarations
. required re licences 2(1)
Defence
. unlawful agreement as 12
Dominion Police Force
. access by members to shows,
etc 7
Exhibitions
. free police access to 7
Fees
. imposed by Treasurer of Ontario. .3
licences, for 2(1)
. payable to Treasurer of Ontario 9
. provincial, additional to
municipal 10
. refund of 2(2), 4(2)
Gambling
. revocation of licences for 4(1)
Horse races
. free police access to 7
Horticultural exhibitions
. free police access to 7
Industrial exhibitions
. free police access to 7






. failure to obtain 5
. issue of, by municipal
corporations 6
. issue, revocation of 4
. requirement of 1
. statutory declarations, fees for 2(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. licence fees fixed by 2(1)
Menageries
. free police access to 7
. licence required to exhibit 1
Municipal corporations
. conditions precedent to issue
of licences by 6
Ontario Provincial Police Force
. access of members to shows, etc. 7
Penalties
. failure to obtain licences, for ... 5
. payable to Treasurer of Ontario 9
. recovery of 8
. refusing admission to police, for 7
. wrongful issue of licences by
municipal corporations, for ....6
Prosecutions
. time for 8
Public gatherings
. free police access to 7
Shows
. free access of police to 7
. information required re
licences for 2(1)
. issue, revocation of licences for 4
. licence required to exhibit 1
. part of industrial exhibitions,
agricultural fairs, as 3
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recoverable under 8
Theatres
. free police admission to 7
Treasurer of Ontario
. fees imposed by 3
. fees paid to 2(1)
. filing of declaration with 2(1)
. issue, revocation of licences by . . .4
. licences obtained from 1
. penalties, fees payable to 9




Trees Act, Vol. 4, p. 1073.
See also Conservation Authorities
Act; Crown Timber Act; Cul-
lers Act; Forest Fires Preven-
tion Act; Forest Management
Act; Forest Resources Regu-
lation Act; Forestry Act;
Horticultural Societies Act;
'Lakes and Rivers Improve-
ment Act; Local Improvement
Act; Logging Tax Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Nursery Stock Act;
Plant Diseases Act; Private
Forest Reserves Act; Pro-
vincial Forests Act; Provincial
Parks Act; Public Lands Act;





Act; Woodmen's Lien for
Wages Act
Agreements
approval of conditions in ....8(3)
. county councils by, re
reforestation 6(e)
. township councils, by ....7(1),
8
Animals
. injuries to trees by 2
Boards
. Government, by-laws not
to affect 4(c)
Boundaries
. injury to trees on 2
. trees planted on 1
By-laws
. appointment of enforcement
officers, re 3(t),4
. approval of 3,
9
. cutting trees, re 3(a),
4
. reforestation, re 6, 7,
. violation of 5
Commissions
. Government, by-laws not
to aflFect 4(c)
County coimcils
. by-laws of 3, 4, 6
. . approval of 9
Debentures
issue of, re reforestation 6(d)
Govenmient of Ontario
. by-laws not to aflFect boards,
etc., of 4(c)
Highways






. by-laws not to aflFect 4(c)
Imprisonment
. violations of by-laws, for 5
Injuries
. trees, to, penalties for 2
Labour
. agreements re 8(5)
Land
. acquisition, etc., of, for
reforestation 6, 7
. agreements re reforestation on . . .8
Minister of Labour for Canada
agreements with 8(5)
Minister of Labour for Ontario
agreements with 8(5)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. approval of agreements with 8(3)
. approval of by-laws by 3, 9
Municipal Act
powers und'er, preserved 4(6)
Municipalities
. by-laws not to affect
rights of A(b)
Officers
. appointment of, to enforce
by-laws 3(b)
Penalties
. injuring trees, for 2
. violations of by-laws, for 5
Reforestation
. agreements re 8
. by-laws re 6,7
Road allowances
. by-laws not to apply to
itrees on 4(d)
Territorial districts
. by-laws in 3,
4
Timber
. agreements re cutting 8(3)
. by-laws re protecting,
disposing of 6(b,c),7(l)
Township coimcils
. agreements by 8
. approval of by-laws of 9
. by-laws of 3, 4, 7
. special levies by 7(2)
Wages
. agreements re 8(5)
Woodlots




IS"^^ Mortgages Act; Petty Tres-
pass Act
TRUST CORPORATIONS
See Collection Agencies Act;
Loan and Trust Corporations
Act; Municipal Electric Rail-
ways Act; Trustee Act
TRUSTEE
Trustee Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1077.
See also Assignment of Book
'Debts Act; Charities Account-
ing Act; Companies Act;
'Crown Administration of Es-
tates Act; Devolution of Es-
tates Act; Dower Act; Fatal
Accidents Act; Infants Act;
Judicature Act; Land Titles
Act; Limitations Act; Loan
and Trust Corporations Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Mental
•Incompetency Act; Public
Schools Act; Public Trustee
Act; Registry Act; Religious
Institutions Act; Separate
Schools Act; Settled Estates
Act; Surrogate Courts Act;
Teaching Profession Act;
Vendors and Purchasers Act;
Wills Act; Workmen's Com-
pensation Act
Account
. action of, by personal
representatives 36
Accountant of Supreme Court
order for payment of funds
to 35(2,5)
Accoimts
. passing of 23(1)
. . allowances on 60(3)
Act
. acts pursuant to, indemnity re .62
. application of 8, 64
. . additional powers, as 65
. powers in instrument to
prevail 66
. personal representatives acting
under, duties, etc., in 44
Action
. account of, by personal
representatives 38
. personal representatives,
against, re torts 37(2)













. retirement of trustees not
applicable to 2(2)
Agents
appointment of, not breach
of trust 20(3)
bank managers as, powers of 20(2)
. liability of trustee 20(4)
. solicitors as, powers of ... -20(1)
Allowances
. fixed by instrument 60(5)
. solicitors, to, as trustees 60(4)
. trustees, personal representa-
tives, etc., for 60(1)
Application
. Act, of 8,64
. . additional powers, as 65
. powers in instrument to prevail 66
. appointment of new trustees,
for 16(1)
. failure of creditor to value
security, on 57(1)
mortgaged property, re 16(2)
. payment into court of trust
funds, for 35(1, 3)
removal of personal
representatives, for 36(3)
. Supreme Court, to, for
directions 59(1)
Appointments
agents of, not breach of trust 20(3)
erroneous, validity of acts
done prior to 46
new personal representatives
by court ^(1)
. chain of representation on 36(6)
jurisdiction of surrogate
court 36(9)
. procedure for 36(4)
. unnecessary, when 36(5)
new trustees, of 3(1)
. application for 16(1)
. execution of deeds 6(d)
. increase in numbers 6(a)
. less than two 6(c)
. order of Supreme Court ...5(1)
. powers of 7
. separate trustees for
district trusts 6(b)
. transfers 13(4, 5, 6)
vesting orders .. .10(1) (a), 13(2)




. meeting of creditors re . . . 58(1)
. payment of debts re 48
. proof of claim on 56(2)
. security held by creditor on 56(1)
distribution of, to creditors 51(1)
Assign
. defined 1 (a)
Bank managers
. agents as, powers of 20(2)
. . liability of trustee 20(4)
Bankruptcy
. new appointments on 3(1)
Barristers
. trustee, as, allowances to 60(4)
Beneficiaries





. committed by trustee at
instigation of beneficiary 33
. extent of liability 32
. technical, relief from liability . . .34
Charitable societies
. vesting of property in 14
Choses in action
. vesting orders re 13(1)
. . declarations 1'3(7)
. . new trustees, in 13(2)
. . person having joint
interest, in 13(3)
. . ships, re 13(8)
. . transfers on 13(4,5,6)
Collusion
. sales impeachable on 18(2)
Compensation
. trustee, for, fixing of 23(2)
Consideration




. vesting orders re 10
. . unborn persons, of 11
Contracts
. sale of land, re, conveyance by
personal representatives 42
Convey
. defined 1 (c)
Conveyance
. defined for registration
purposes 9(4)
Conveyances on rent-charge
. liability of personal




. order for payment into court,
of 35(5)
. order to pay from estate 63
Creditors
. apfKaintment of, as inspectors 58(3)
. claim of, based on
negotiable instruments ...56(4)
. distribution of assets to 51(1)
. . right to follow assets not
aflFected by 51(2)
. failure of, to value security ... .57
meeting of, on deficiency of
assets 58(1)
. . request for 58(2)
. overpayment to, re deficiency
of assets 48(2)
. security held by, on deficiency
of assets 56(1)
. . proof of claim 56(2)
Death
. new appointments on 3(1)
Debentures—See Securities
Debts
. power of personal representatives 47
. . deficiency of assets 48(1)
. . overpayment to creditor . . .48(2)
Declaration
. appointor, by, re vesting of
trust 9(1)
Deeds
. execution of, on appointment
of new trustees 6{d)
. retirement of trustee by 2(2)
Definitions
. assign l(o)
. contingent right \{h)
. convey 1 (c)
. devisee 1 (rf)
instrument 1 (^)
. land 1(/)
. mental incompetent \{g)
. mortgage 1(h)
. person of unsound mind l(t)
. personal estate 1 (;)
. personal representatives 1 (jfe)
possessed 1 (/)









Devolution of Estates Act
discretion re sale subject to ....17
. executor to deal with
undisposed residue as under . .53
Directions
. application to Supreme
Court for 59(1)
. . indemnity re acting on ...59(2)
Discharge
. receipts of trustees as effectual 24
Disposition
. moneys paid into court, of . .35(8)
Distribution
. assets, of, to creditors 51(1)
. . exceptions from 51(3)
Duties
. personal representatives, of,
acting under powers in Act . .44
Executors—See also Personal
representatives
. duty of, re undisposed
of residue 53
. retirement of trustees not
applicable to 2(2)
rights and liabilities of
executors of 54
Expenses—See also Costs
. acts done prior to erroneous
grant, re 46(1)
Fatal Accidents Act
. actions by personal
representatives under 37(1)
Grant
. erroneous, validity of acts
done prior to 46
Indemnity
. acts done pursuant to Act, for 62
Infants
. money due, payment into
court 35(4)
. mortgagees, as, vesting
orders re 12
. trustee, as, vesting orders re
choses in action, etc. 13(1) (6) (i)
Infants Act
. devises under, included in
definition of "will" l(r)
Inspectors of court
. appointment of, by creditors 58(1)
. remuneration of 56(3)
Isstrument
. defined 1(<)
. vesting of property 9(1)
Insurance




. change of character of, liability 31
. trustee, by
. . certain companies, in 27(1)
. . certain securities, in 26
Judge of Supreme Court
. allowances to trustees, etc.,
f^xed by 60(1)
Judge of surrogate court
. allowances to trustees, etc.,
fixed by 60(3)
. application to, on failure of
creditor to value security 57(1)
. fixing of trustees'
compensation by 23(2)
Land—See also Property
. contracts re sale of, conveyance
by personal representatives . .42
. defined 1(f)
. direction in will re, execution
of 40,41
sale of—see Sale of land
Leases
. liability of personal
representatives 49(1, 2)
. power of trustees re renewal 22(1)
. . raising of money 22(2)
Liability
. acting on directions of court,
re 59(2)
. change of character of
investment, re 31
. executors of executors, of 54
. extent of 32
. leases, re ^-: . . . .49
lending money, re 29, 30
. overpayment to creditor, of, on
deficiency of assets 48(3)
. personal representatives, of
. . acting under powers in Act . .44
. . one who commits waste, of .55
. . rent in conveyance of
rent-charge, re 50
relief from, re technical
breach of trust 34
. trustees, of 20(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. investments approved by . .26,27(2)
Limitation
. actions by or against
personal representatives, of 37(3)
Limitations Act
. recovery of estate subject to,
re erroneous grant 46(1)
Loan and Trust Corporations Act
. companies registered under,
investment with 27(1)
TRUSTEE—Con. Sec.
Loan and Trust Corporations
Act—Con.
. guaranteed investments set
out undtr 26
Loan corporations
. investment in certain 27(1)
. approval re 27(2)
Losses
. extent of liability re 32
Master
. allowance to trustees, etc.,
fixed by 60(1)
Meeting
creditors, of, on deficiency
of assets 56(1)




money due to, payment into
court of 35(4)




. received by trustee, liability re 32
Mortgage
. defined 1(A)
money raised by, to satisfy
charges 43(1)
mortgagees' position re . .43(2)
. power of trustee to raise
money by 22(2)
. receipts of trustees as
discharge of 24
Negotiable instruments
. claim of creditor based on .56(4)
Notice
. creditor to value security, for 57(2)
. sale of property for charitable
purposes, of 15(2)
. vesting orders re stocks, of,
effect of 13(6)
Ontario
. trustee out of
. . vesting orders re choses in
action, etc. 10(3), 13(1) (6) (iii)
Ontario Mimicipal Board
. consent of, re sale of land for
highway 19
Order
. breach of trust, on, at instiga-
tion of beneficiary 33
. costs paid from estate, re 63
. court, by, for appointment of
new trustee 5(1)








. trust funds, re 35(1)
removal of personal representa-
itives, of
. copy to registrar 36(7)
sale of land held for charitable
purposes, for 1'5(1)
notice to Public Trustee .15(2)
. vesting
. . charitable societies, re 14
. . infant mortgagee, re 12
. . Supreme Court, by . .10, 11, 12, 13
Payment into court
. discharge of moneys, as 35(6)
. disposition of by court 35(8)
. moneys due infants or persons
of unsound mind, etc., of . .35(4)
. order for, of trust funds 35(1)
. . Accountant, to 35(2, 5)
. persons holding trust moneys
for trustee, by 35(3)
Person of unsound mind
. defined 1 (0
. money due, payment into court
of 35(4)
. . discharge, as 35(6)





. acting under powers in Act,
duties and liabilities of 44
action of account by 38
actions against, re torts 37(2)
actions by, re torts 37(1)
allowances to 60(1, 2, 3)
. fixed by instrument 60(5)
application by, for directions ...59
appointed by court
. procedure for 36(4)
. security by 36(2)
. surrogate court jurisdiction
re 36(9)
. unnecessary, when 36(5)
appointment of inspector by 58(3)
conveyance by, re contracts
for sale of land 42
defined \{k)
distribution of assets to
creditors by 51(1)
liability
. leases, re 49(1, 2)




meeting of creditors called by 58(1)
. request for 58(2)
one who commits waste, of
liability of 55
power of court to remove ...36(1)
. applications re 36(3)
powers of new 39
powers of, on survivorship 45
powers of, re debts 47
. deficiency of assets, on . . . .48(1)
. overpayment to creditor, re 48(2)
powers of, to act as temporary
trustees 3(2)
procedure by, re general power
of appointments 52
proof of claim required by . .56(2)
solicitors as, allowances to... 60(4)
validity of acts of, prior to revo-
cation of erroneous grant . .46(1)
expenses re 46(2)
fraud re, excepted 46(3)
Procedure
. removal of personal
representatives, for 36(4)
Property
general power of appointment
over, effect of 52
. held for charitable purposes,
sale of 15
. mortgaged, applications re . . . 16(2)
. power of trustees re insuring . .21
. vested in charitable societies .... 14
. vesting of, without conveyance 9(1)
. . exceptions from 9(3)
. retirement of trustees, on . .9(2)




discretion of trustee re sale 17
execution of directions in will
re land 40,41
executors of executors 54
insuring of buildings, re 21(1)
exceptions 21 (2)
invest in certain securities, to ... .26
lend money, to, liability re .29,30
new personal representatives, of 39
new trustees, of 7




renewal of leases, re 22(1)
raising of money, for 22(2)








. Act in addition to 65, 66




. committee for persons of
unsound mind, as 35(9)
. notice to, of sale of property
for charitable purposes .... 15(2)
. transfer of securities to 35(7)
Purchasing
. trustee, by 61
Receipts
. trustees of, as effectual discharge 24
Referee
. allowances to trustees, etc.,
fixed by 60(1)
Registrar of Supreme Court
. copy of order for removal of
personal representative to . .36(7)
Registration
. conveyance defined for purpose
of 9(4)
Relief
. liability, from, re technical
breach of trust 34
Removal
. personal representatives, of .36(1)
. . applications for 36(3)
. . copy of, to Registrar of
Supreme Court "". 36(7)
. . jurisdiction of surrogate
court re 36(9)
. . procedure for 36(4)
Remimeration
. inspectors of court . . .56(3)
Residence
Ontario, out of, new appoint-
ments on 3(1)
Residue
. undisposed of, duty of executor
re 53
Retirement
. trustee, of 2(1)
. . executors and administrators
not applicable to 2(2)
. . vesting of property on,
without conveyance 9(2)
Sale of land
. contracts re, conveyance by
personal representatives 42
. satisfy charges in will, to ... .43(1)
. . purchaser's position re . . . 43(2)
TRUSTEE—Con. Sec.
Sales
. collusion between purchaser
and trustee 18(2)
. consideration of, inadequate . 18(1)
. discretion of trustee 17
. power of trustee 61
property held for charitable
purposes, order for 15
Seciurities
. change of character of, liability
Te 31
defined 1 (»»)
extent of liability re 32
held by creditor
. deficiency of assets, on . . . .56(1)
. direction of inspectors re ..56(3)
. election of personal
representatives re 56(2)
. failure of valuation of 57(1)
lending money on, liability re . . .29
. more than authorized amount,
on ^
power of trustee
. to invest in certain 26
. to vary or transpose 28
transfer of, to Public Trustee 36(7)
Security
. personal representatives
appointed by court, by 36(2)
Seized
. defined 1 (n)
Solicitors
. agents, as, powers of 20(1)
. . liability of trustee re 20(4)





. vesting orders re 13(1)
. . declarations re 13(7)
. . new trustees, in 13(2)
. . person having joint interest
in 13(3)
. . ships, re 13(8)
. . transfers on 13(4, 5, 6)
Supreme Court
. application to, for direction ..59(1)
. consent of judge of, re sale of
land for highway 19
. order of
. . appointment of new trustee,
for 5(1)
. . . limitation of effect of 5(2)
. . costs paid from estate, for ... .63
. . payment into court of trust
funds, for 35(1)








. . remove personal reprcsenta-
itives, to 36(1)
. . vest in favour of charities, to . . 14
. proceedings by on breach of
trust at instigation of
beneficiary 33
. vesting orders by 10, 13
Surrogate court
. accounts of trustee filed in .2301)
. approval of, re appointment of
inspectors 56(3)
. jurisdiction of, re removal of
personal representatives ...36(9)
SiuTogate Courts Act
. security of personal representa-
'tives as under 36(2)
Torts
. actions against personal
representatives re 37(2)





. Public Trustee, to 35(7)
Trust
. defined 1 (g)
. separate trustees for distinct,
appointments re 6(b)
Unborn persons
. contingent interests of, vesting
orders re 11
Vendors and Purchasers Act
. power of trustees re buying,
etc., subject to 61
Vesting
. instrument, by 9
. order of Supreme Court, by .... 10
. . charitable societies in 14
wm
appointment of successor by 4
. defined 1 (r)
. direction re land in, execution
of 40,41
TRUSTS
See Charitable Gifts Act; Chari-
ties Accounting Act; Mort-
main and Charitable Uses
Act; Public Trustee Act;
School Trust Conveyances
Act; Statute of Frauds; Suc-
cession Duty Act; Trustee
Act
TUBERCULOSIS Sec
\See Public Health Act; Sana-
toria for Consumptives Act
TUNNELS
See Assessment Act; Depart-
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See also 'Mechanics' Lien Act;
Warehousemen's Lien Act
Act
. application of 1
. compliance with, evidence re ... .5
Charitable organizations
unclaimed articles to 4(l)(o)
Claims
. relinquishing of, on disposal
of goods 6
Clothing
application of Act to
. left for cleaning, etc l(o)




. record of 4(2)
. relinquishing of claims on 6
. sale, by 4(1)(6)
notice re unclaimed, to owner. .2(1)
Evidence
. compliance with Act, re 5
Household goods
application of Act to
. left for cleaning, etc 1(a)




. record of 4(2)
. relinquishing of claims on 6
. sale, by 4(1) (t)
notice re unclaimed, to owner . . .2
Mechanics' Lien Act
. right to proceed under, not
affected 7
Notice
. inability to serve 3
. . disposal of articles on 4(1)
. unclaimed goods, re, to owner 2(1)






. notice to, re unclaimed goods ... .2
. . inability to serve 3
Record
. disposal of unclaimed articles,
of 4(2)
Sale
. disposal of articles by 4(1) (&)
. . claims relinquished on 6
Service
. notice re unclaimed goods, of 2(1)
. . inability re 3
Time
. charge to be paid, for 2(1) (*)
. goods left for cleaning, repair-
ing, etc., for 1(a) (ii)
. goods left in storage, for .1 (b) (ii)
Warehousemen's Lien Act
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Account
. court, by, re excessive loans. .2(a)
Actions
. creditors, by, exercise of f>owers
of court in 3(a)
. debtors, by, exercise of powers
of court in 3(b)
Agreements
. set aside or varied by court . 2(d)
Application
Act, of, re bona fide assignees ... .4
Assignees
. bona fide. Act not to affect 4
Contracts
. set aside or varied by court ..2(d)




. proceedings by, re excessive
loans 2
. . exercise of powers re 3
Creditors
. actions by, exercise of powers
of court in 3(c)
. defined 1(c)
Debtors
. actions by, exercise of powers





. repayment of excess to 2(c)
Definitions




. money lent 1(e)
Loans
. excessive, proceedings of court re 2
. . exercise of powers in 3
Money lent
. actions re, exercise of powers
of court in 3(c)
. defined 1(e)
Orders
. repayment of excess re loans,
for 2(c)
Security
. court may revise or alter 2(d)
Settlements
. re-opening former, by court . . .2(6)
Transactions
. re-opening of, by court 2(a)
UNDERTAKERS
'See Embalmers and Funeral
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See also Department of Public
Welfare Act; Municipal Act
Administration of Act
. Minister of Public Welfare,
by 10(1)
Administrator
. affidavits taken by 12
. removal from office 13
Affidavits
. taking of 12
Agreements with Government
. powers of Lieutenant-Governor
in Council to make 1 (2) (a)
. validity 2
Assent of electors
. by-laws and debentures, to ...6(7)
Assessment Act






. fixed, of factories 9
Assistant administrator
. affidavits taHen by 12
. removal from office 13
Borrowing
. temporary municipal 7
By-law
. debentures, for 6(2)
. . amendment 6(8)
. . validity 6(7)
. temporary municipal borrowing,
for 7(1)
Certification
. system, regulations re l(2)(/i)
Commission
. appointment of 10(2)




. payments out of 3(1)
Contributions
. cost of relief,
to 1 (2) (d,/), 4(3), 5(2)
Cost




. inclusion in estimates of
council 6(3)
. liability of municipality 4(2)
. municipal debentures for 6
. payment of l(2)(c),5(2)
. regulations re 1 (2) (g)
Debentures
. amendment of by-laws 6(8)
. approval of 6(2, 3)
. approval of by-law for 6(2)
. issue by municipality 6(1)
. municipal share only 6(5)




. recovery from estate 14
Department of Public Welfare















. liability of municipality 4(2)
municipal debentures for 6(1,4,5)
. payment of l(2)(c),5(2)
. regulations re \(2)(g)
liability of municipality 4(1)
. residence, where 11(1)
provision of 1(2) {b,e)
. powers of municipality re 5
regulations re 1 (2) (g)
Dwelling repairs
. relief work as 8(1)
. . levy of cost on land 8(2)
Estate
. deceased recipient, recovery
from 14
Evidence
. recital in Order in Council . . 3(4)
Expenditure
. abolition of slum areas 8(3)
. future, date re 1 1 (3)
. municipal housing 8(3)
Factories
. fixed assessments 9
Housing
. municipal, as relief work . . . .8(3)
Inspector
. affidavits taken by 12
Levy
. cost of dwelling repairs ....8(1,2)
. relief rates 9
Liability
. cost of relief 4(2)
. provision of relief 4(1)
. . residence, where 11(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of relief works by
. . dwelling repairs 8(1)
. . municipal housing 8(3)
. 'Commission controlled by . . 10(2-5)
. contributions to cost fixed by 4(3)
. direction by, for payment out of
'Consolidated Revenue Fund 3(1)
. loans raised by 3(2)
. powers 1
Loans
. relief, for 3(2-4)
. temporary municipal borrowing . .7
Local Improvement Act
. work under 6(6)
Minister of Public Welfare
. Act administered by 10(1)















. cost of relief 4(2)
. provision of relief . . . .4(1), l'l(l)
powers of 5(1)
. taxes, etc., re 5(2)
recovery between 11(2)
recovery by, from estate of
deceased recipient 14
recovery from, by Province .... 15
temporary borrowing 7
Ontario Mimicipal Board
. approval by, of debentures . .6(2, 3)
Order in Council
. date re future expenditures .11(3)
. loans, for, recitals in 3(4)
Payment
. Consolidated Revenue Fund,
out of 3(1)
. cost of relief 1 (2) (c)
. . powers of municipality re . . .5(2)
Powers
. Commission 10(3)
. LieutenantXiovemor in Council,
of 1
. municipality, of 5(1)
. . taxes, etc., re 5(2)
Province
. recovery by 15
Provision of relief
. liability of municipality ..."... .4(1)
. powers of Lieutenant-Governor
in Council re 1 (2) (&, ^)
. powers of municipality re 5
Rates
. relief, levy of 9
Recovery
. estate of deceased recipient, from 14
. municipalities, between 11(2)
. Province, by 15
Registration
. system, regulations re 1(2) (A)
Regulations
. relief, re 1(2)(^)
Relief works








. liability of municipality 4(2)
. municipal debentures for.. 6(1, 5)
. payment l(2)(c),5(2)
. regulations re 1 (2) (g)
defined 5(3)
dwelling repairs 8(1)
Local Improvement Act, under. .6(6)
municipal housing 8(3)
regulations re . 1 (2) (g)
undertaking of 1 (2) (b, e)
. powers of municipality re 5
Repairs
. dwelling, as relief work 8(1)










. registration, regulations re l(2)(/»)
Taxes
. cost of dwelling repairs as .8(1,2)
. imposition by municipality ...5(2)
. relief rates, levy of 9
Unemployment Relief Act, 1935





See Change of Name Act;
Children of Unmarried Par-
ents Act; Legitimation Act
UNORGANIZED
TERRITORY
See Local Improvement Act;
'Municipal Act; Power Com-
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See also Mining Act
Definitions
. licence 1 (o)
. licence holder 1(6)
. Minister 1(c)
. regulations lid)
. unwrought metal l{e)
Department of Mines
. exempt from Act 7
Disposal
. licences for 2
Exemptions





. disposal, issue of 2
. exemption from 5
. penalty for purchase without ... .4
. penalty for sale without 3
. regulations re 6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 6
Minister
defined '. 1 (c)
. exemptions by 7
. licences issued by 2
Penalty
. purchase from unlicensed person 4
. sale by unlicensed person 3
Provincial Assay Office
. exempt from Act 7
Purchase
. unlicensed person, from 4
Regulations
. defined 1(d)
. making of 6
Sale
. unlicensed, penalty for 3
Temiskaming Testing Laboratories
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See also Municipal Act
By-laws
. permits to cultivate land, re .... 1
Compensation
. not payable 5
. permit revoked, where 6
Councils
by-laws by 1
Director of Unemployment Relief
. powers 7
Fee
. determining compensation for ...6
Hearing
objections to permit 3
Justice of the peace
. compensation determined by ...6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. Director of Unemployment
•Relief designated by 7
Magistrate
. compensation determined by ....6
Notice
. intention to issue permit 3
Objections





. not allowed 4
. objections heard before 3
revocation 6
VACATIONS
See Hours of Work and Vaca-
tions with Pay Act
VACCINATION
Vaccination Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1125.
See also Chiropody Act; Drug-
less Practitioners Act; Pub-
lic Health Act
Annual statement




. annual statement before 3
Certificate
. insusceptibility to vaccine
disease 7(10)
. eflFect 10(2)
. required from students 12(1)
payment of grants to hospitals
or dispensaries, for 2
successful vaccination, of ...7(3,7)
. eflFect 7(4,9), 10(2)
. required from students ...12(1)
unfitness for vaccination 7(5)
. eflFect 7(9), 10(2)
. period in force 7(6)
. re-examination, on 7(8)
Children
brought into municipality ...7(11)





. eflFect 7(4,9), 10(2)
certificate of unfitness for
vaccination 7(5)
. eflFect 7(9), 10(2)
. period in force 7(6)
. re-examination, on 7(8)
exhibited on eighth day after
vaccination 7(2)
. penalty for default 9
parents bounds to have
vaccinated 7(1)
. . penalty for default 9
Clerk of Executive Council
. certificate filed with 2
Clerk of municipality
. certificates of vaccination
transmitted to ...7(3)
College of Physicians and
Surgeons
. register, erasure from 14
Complaints
. certificates as defence 7(9, 10), 10(2)




. certificate of insusceptibility to
vaccine disease, as . 7(10), 10(2)
. certificate of successful
vaccination as 10(2)
. certificate of unfitness for
vaccination as 7(9), 10(2)
VACCINATION—Con. Sec
Department of Health
. notification by, of danger of
smallpox l'l'(l)
Directors of hospital
. annual statement by 3
. duty to keep vaccine 1
Dispensary
. payment of grants to 2
. vaccine kept in 1
Enforcement of vaccination
. order for 11(1)
. . penalty for neglect to make 11(3)
. . penalty for neglect to obey 11(5)
. proclamation re 11(2)
. . penalty for default re '11(4)
Evidence
. certificate of vaccination as . . .7(4)
Fees
. contracted under Act 8
. vaccination, for 1 (a)
Forms
. certificate of insusceptibility
to vaccine disease Form 3
. certificate of unfitness for
vaccination Form 2
. certificate of vaccination 7(3)
Free vaccination
. poor persons, for 1(a)
Governors of hospital
. annual statement by 3
. duty to keep vaccine 1
Grants
. hospitals or dispensaries, to 2
Head of municipality
. proclamation by, enforcing
vaccination II (2)
. . penalty for default 11(4)
Hospital
. payment of grants to 2
. vaccine kept in 1
. vaccine for 1(c)
Inoculation
. variolous matter, penalty 13
. . erasure from register 14
Legally qualified medical
practitioner
. certificate of insusceptibility to
vaccine disease, by 7(10)
. . eflFect 10(2)
. . required from students ....12(1)
. certificate of successful
vaccination by 7(3, 7)
. . eflFect 7(4,9), 10(2)






. certificate of unfitness for
vaccination by 7(5)
. eflfect 7(9), 10(2)
. period in force 7(6)
. re-examination 7(8)
employed by local board of
health 5
employed by municipalities . . .4(1)
erasure from college register .... 14
remuneration 4(2)
vaccination by 1(a)
vaccine furnished to l(fe)
Liability
. presentment for vaccination . .11(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. certificate to satisfy 2
Local board of health
. appointment of places, etc., by 5(2)
. approval by, of requiring
certificates 12(1)
. medical practitioners employed
by 5(1)
. notification by, of danger of
smallpox 11(1)
Medical council
. restoration to register by 14
Medical officer of health
. certificates required by 12(1)
. . penalty for default 12(2)
Municipal council
. order by, enforcing
vaccination 11(1)
. . penalty for neglect to make 11(3)
. . penalty for neglect to obey 11(5)
Municipalities
. appointment of places by 6
. children brought into 7(11)
. medical practitioners employed by 4
. . default 5
Notice
. places where vaccination may
be had 5(2), 6
Officer of school
. penalty for non-production of
certificate 12(2)
Officers of hospital
. annual statement by 3
. duty to keep vaccine 1
Parents
. bound to have children
vaccinated 7(1)
. . penalty for default 9
VACCINATION—Con. Sec.
Penalties
certificates not produced ...12(2)
inoculation with variolous matter 13
. erasure from register 14
order enforcing vaccination
. neglect to make 11(3)
. neglect to obey 1 1 (5)
parents not having child
vaccinated 9
. proclamation for enforcement of
vaccination not published ..11(4)
Places for vaccination
. appointment 5(2), 6
Principal
. penalty for non-production of
certificate 12(2)
Proclamation
. enforcing vaccination 11(2)
. . penalty for default 11(4)
Provincial Secretary
. annual statement, to 3
Pupils
. certificates required from . . . .'12(1)
Remuneration
. medical practitioners 4(2)
Smallpox
. enforcement of vaccination
where 11(1)
Students
. certificates required from ...12(1)
Superintendent of Indian Affairs
. vaccine furnished to 1(c)
SuperintendeRt of school
. penalty for non-production of
certificate 12(2)
Teacher
. penalty for non-production of
certificate 12(2)
Trustees of hospital
. annual statement by 3
. duty to keep vaccine 1
Vaccine
. furnishing to practitioners ...1(b)
. Indians, for l'(c)
. kept in hospitals 1
Warrant
. payment of grants to hospitals,
for 2
VAULTS









5"^^ Game and Fisheries Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Insur-
ance Act; Liquor Control Act;
Municipal Act; Ontario North-
land Transportation Commis-
sion Act; Public Commercial
Vehicles Act; Public Vehicles
Act; Railways Act; Snow
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See also Bulk Sales Act; Con-
veyancing and Law of Prop-
erty Act; Evidence Act; In-





. requisitions, objections or com-
pensation, etc., re 3
Contracts
. sale of land, of 1 (4)
Conveyances
. preparation and expenses re . .4(e)
Deeds
. registration fees of 4(e)
Evidence
. actions, in 2
. memorial of discharged
mortgage as 1 (&)
recitals in instruments 20 years
old as 1(a)
Instruments
. inability to furnish documents
of title re 1(d)
registered memorial 20 years
old as evidence of 1(c)
20 years old, in, recitals as
evidence 1 (a)
Insurance premiums
. adjustment date re 4(rf)
Interest
adjustment date re 4(rf)
Land
. contracts of sale of
. . rights, etc., of parties re 1




adjustment date re 4(rf)
Memorials
. discharged mortgages, of, as
evidence !'(&)
Mortgages
. discharged, memorial as
evidence of 1 (6)
. preparation and expense re . . A{e)
Rents
. adjustment date r< 4(rf)
purchaser entitled to possession
of 4(/)
Sale of land
. contracts of 1 (4)
Supreme Court
. application to, re requisitions,
objections or compensation ... .3
Taxes
adjustment date re 4(rf)
Time
. making objections to contract,
for 4(6)
. removal of objections to title,
for 4(0
Title
. inability to furnish documents
of 1(d)
. . removal of 4(c)
. . time for making 4(&)
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See also Public Health Act
Action
. physician, against 25
Administration of Act
. justice not to be interfered with 29
Appeal
. Minister, to 24
. regulations re 23(l)(ife)
Appropriations
. grants for 22
. payments out of 23(2)
Certificate
. laboratory, as evidence on
inquiry 6(6)
. no infection, of 4(1)
. regulations re 23(1)(»)
Chemists








. grants for 22(a)
. regulations re 23(1)(»h)
. . grants for 23(1) (o)




Deputy Minister of Health
. communications to,
privileged 13(2) (a)
. delegation of powers to 28
. order disobeyed, penalty
for 12(l)(o)





. order by magistrate 6(5)
. treatment, for . . 4(3) (ft), (4, 5), 9
Direction
. regulations re 23(1) (?)
Discharge
. detained persons 6(8)
Drugs
. expenses of free distribution 23(2)
. regulations re 23(1)(/)
. supply by unqualified persons
prohibited 11(1)
. . exception re chemists 1T(3)
. . penalty for 1 1 (2)
Duty
. report of disease, re 3(1)
Entry
. right of 26
Evidence
appeal to Minister, on 24(2)
. laboratory certificate as 6(6)
. taking treatment of . . . .3(3)(o), (5)
Examination
. appeal to Minister, on 24(2)
. persons believed infected ...4(1,6)
. institution, in 7(1)
. . prison, in 8
. physician in charge of
institution, by 7
. provision by hospitals 16
. regulations re 23(1) (o)
Expenditures
. payment by municipal
treasurer 18(1)





. free distribution of drugs . . . .2Z{2)
. grants to reimburse munici-
palities for 22(6)
. payment by municipal
treasurer 18(1)
. . transfer, on 19(6)
Family
. physician giving information
to 13(3)
Fees
. regulations re 23(1) (^)
Gonorrhoea
. powers of medical officer of
health re infected persons 5
Grants
. Minister, by 22
. regulations re 23(1) (o)
Head of hospital
. report by, re disease 3




. provision for treatment, etc 16
. regulations re 23(1) (f)
. . information to 23(1) (/)








information or complaint re 6
institutions in, examination of .7
powers of medical officer of
•health re 4(3, 5), 5, 9
prisons in, examination of 8
regulations re 23(1)
secrecy re name 18(2)
. penalty for violation 18(3)
submission to treatment 2(1)
suspected, examination of ..4(1,6)
. institution, in 7(1)




. regulations re spread of ..23(l)(r)
Information








. infected persons, re
. . issue of summons of receipt
of 6(2)
. . laying of 6(1)
. treatment, re, regulations
re 23(1)(/)
Inquiry
. laboratory certificate as evidence
on 6(6)
. magistrate, by 6(4)
Institutions See Places of
detention
Justice of the peace
. information laid before 6(1)
. summons by 6(2)
Laboratory reports
. production of IS
Liability
. expenditures, for 18(1)
. . transfer to other municipality,
on 19(b)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. place of detention designated
by 1(0
. regulations by 23(1)
Local board of health
. duty re secrecy 18(2)
Magistrate
. inquiry by 6(4)
. order for detention by 6(5)
. . extension 6(7)
. summons to appear before ... .6(2)
. warrant by, for appearance
before 6(3)
Medical officer of health
. action on belief that person
infected 4
. institution, in • 7(2)
. prison, in 8
appeal from decision of 24




Deputy Minister as 27
expenses incurred under
direction of 18(1)
hindering, penalty for ...12(1) (6)
information laid by 6(1)
order disobeyed, penalty
for 12(l)(o)
powers on transfer of infected
person 19
powers where persons




Medical officer of health
—
Con.
. provision for treatment, by 17
. report to, re disease in
institution 7(2, 3)
. right of entry 26
Medical practitioners




. expense of free distribution . .23(2)




. bringing detained person
before magistrate 6(7)
. clinic staff, regulations
re 23(l)(n)
. detention for treatment . -4(3) (ft)
. treatment, regulations re 23(1) (gr)
consent to action against
physician 25
decision final 24(3)
delegation of powers by 28
discharge of detained persons
by 6(8)
grants by 22
laboratory approved by 6(6)





payment by, for free distribu-
tion of drugs 23(2)
report to
disease, re 3, 7(3)
persons refusing to continue
treatment, re 10
. treatment considered adequate
by 2(2), 9
Misrepresentation
. penalty for I2(l)(d)
Names
. secrecy, of infected persons . 18(2)
. . penalty for violation 18(3)
Notice
. appeal to Minister 24
. directing examination of person
believed infected 4(1)
. regulations re 23(l)(hji,g)
Nurses
. regulations re 23(1) (n)
Oath
. administration by medical







delegation of powers to 28
. powers 21
Order
. detention, by magistrate 6(5)
. . extension 6(7)
, detention for treatment,
re 4(3)(fe), (4),9
Peace officer
. duties on order of medical
officer of health 4(4)
. hindering, penalty for ....12(1)(6)
Penalties
. communications re existence
of disease 13(1)
. failure to submit to
examination 4(2)
. offences against Act, for ....12(1)




of 12(l)(c),13, 14, 18(3)







institution, in charge of
. examination by 7(1)
. report of disease, by 7(2, 3)
laboratory reports issued to IS
qualified to treat l'l(l)
regulations re
. information to 23(1)(/)
. reports by 23(1) (/)
report by, of person refusing
to continue treatment 10
report by, re disease 3
. institutions, in 7(2, 3)

















. removal to, for treat-
ment 4(3)(6), (4,5)










. m camera 12(2)
. publication, penalty for ...12(l)(c)
Prosecutions
. application of Summar-^
Convictions Act 12(1) (2)
Public Health Act
. communicable diseases defined in 16
, isolation hospital defined
under 1(c)
. medical officer of health
appointed under 1 (a)
. regulations under 1 (/)
Regulations
. defined 1(/)
. making of 23(1)
Reports
. disease, of
. . duty re 3(1), 7(2)
. . time limit 3(2), 7(2)
. person refusing to continue
treatment 10
regulations re 23(l)(j,g)
. . physicians by 23(1)(;)
. transfer of infected person, on 19(c)
Residence
. change, unreported, penalty
for 12(l)(c)
Secrecy
. infected person, re 18(2)
. laboratory reports 15
. obligation to observe 14





. oath, under, taken by medical
officer of health 5(2)
Summary Convictions Act
. application 12(2, 3)
, . personal service, re 12(3)
. . prosecutions, to 12(2)





. issue of 6(2)
. service 12(3)
Superintendent of hospital
. report by, re disease 3





. powers of medical officer of




. payment of expenditures by . .18(1)
. . transfer, on 19(&)
Treasurer of Ontario
hospital grants withheld by .... 16
Treatment
. communications in course of
consultation for
privileged 13(2) (a)
. detention for 4(3) (6), (4, 5), 9
. evidence of talcing . . . .4(3)(a), (5)
. extent of 2(2)
. infected persons to submit to 2(1)
. neglect to continue
. . defined 10(2)
. . detention for 6(5)
. report re 10(1)
. provision by hospitals 16
. provision made by Minister
of Health 17
. regulations re 23(1)
. report of person refusing to
continue 10
. unqualified persons, by 11
Venereal disease





See Beach Protection Act;
Boats; Lakes and Rivers Im-
provement Act; Marine In-
surance Act; Municipal Act;
Operating Engineers Act;
Railways Act; Wharfs and
Harbours Act
VESTING ORDER
See Judicature Act; Trustee Act
VETERANS Sec.
See Mental Hospitals Act; Sol-
diers' Aid Commission Act;




Act, Vol. 4, p. 1149.
See also Jurors Act; Liquor
Control Act
Agents
. regulations re 13(f, ^)
Appeals
. regulations re 13(»)
Applications
. certificates, for 7
Association
. constitution of 2
. corporate body 3
. council, regulations re 13(6)
. defined 1 (a)
. powers 3
. registrar appointed by 6
. regulations by 13
Auditors
. regulations re 13(c)
Board
. appeals from, regulations re . . 13(i)
. applications for certificates
referred to 7
. cancellation of certificates
recommended by 9
. certificates approved by 5
. defined 1(6)
. investigation by, re conducting
courses 10
. meetings, reg^ilations re 13 (rf)
. members, regulations re ...13(o, ^)
. powers, regulations re 13(^)
Certificates
. applications for 7
. cancellation of
. . Minister, by 8(2)
registrar, by 9
. conducting courses, for 10
. issue by registrar 5, 6
. old Acts, under 8(1)
. recommendations for 7
. required 4
Committees
. regulations re 13(f,^)
Coimcil
. establishment, regulations re 13(6)
. meetings, regulations re 13(rf)
. powers, regulations re 13(^)
Coiu'ses













. regulations re 13(c, e)
Examination
. applicants, of, regulation re ..13(/)
Fees
. professional, right to 12
Funds
. expenditure, regulations re ..13(h)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of regulations by 13
Meetings
. regulations re 13(d)
Minister
. certificate by, for conducting
courses 10






. degree from 7
Penalties
. violation of Act 14
Practice
. persons entitled to 8(1)
Register
. keeping of 6
Registrar
applications to, for certificates ...7
appointment and duties 6
certificates cancelled by 9
defined 1(d)
powers, regulations re 13(e)
Regulations
. Association, by 13
. defined 1 (^)
. penalty for violation 14
Titles
. use restricted 11
University of Toronto







Veterinary Science Practice Act,
1920
. certificate under 8(1)
Veterinary Science Practice Act,
1927




Act, Vol. 4, p. 1153.
See also Public Authorities Pro-
tection Act
Attorney-General
. right to be heard 1(2)
Order
. publication of 1 (3)
Prevention
. procedure re 1(1)
VICIOUS DOGS
Vicious Dogs Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1155.
See also Dog Tax and Live
Stock Protection Act
Dog biting person







See Haliburton Act; Highway
Improvement Act; Municipal
Act; 'Municipal Corporations
Quieting Orders Act; Police
Villages; Representation Act;
Surveys Act; Territorial Divi-
sion Act; Voters' Lists Act
VITAL STATISTICS
Vital Statistics Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1157.
See also Adoption Act; Change
of Name Act; Coroners Act;
'Drugless Practitioners Act;
Evidence Act; Maternity









. . birth, of 8(2)
. . death, of 17(3)(a)
. . death, of, not deemed
certificate 8(3)
. . marriage, of 'W(3)
. . still-birth 13(5)(a)
Act
. application of ^
. enforcement of, by division
registrar 35
Act of Parliament
. notation of divorce by 27(3)
Adoption
registration of order for, out of
Ontario 24(3)
. registration of Ontario 24(1)
. transmission of order of, to
birth registry
. . any place, in 25(2)
. . other province or state, in 25(1)
. uniformity of registration of . .2(1)
Adoption Act
referred to 24(1), 25(1, 2)
Affidavits
. division registrar to take . . . .33(3)
Application
evidence for, re change of name
. change before 1949, re . .26(6) (a)
. identity of person, re . . .26(6)(f)
. validity of order, re . . . .26(6) (6)
registration of birth, for
. evidence, with 9(2)(rf)
. fee, with 9(2) (a)
. legitimated child, of 11(1)
. persons entitled to 9(1)
. statement, with 9(2) (6)
. statutory declaration, with 9(2) (c)
registration of death, for
. evidence, with 23(2) (<f)
. fee, with 23(2) (o)










. acknowledgment of 8(2)








. . date of, re identified
foundling 10(6)
. . division registrar, by 8(1)
. . foundling after identification,
of 10(5)
. . foundlings, of 10(4)
. . issue of copy of 40(1)
. . legitimated child, of . .\\{\){d,e)
. . notation of adoption upon . .24(2)
. . notation of change of name
upon 12(1), (26(2,6)
. . notation re annulment of
change of name upon ...26(4)
. . occurred on board ship 29
. . time for, by division
registrar 8(4)
. . uniformity of 2(1)
. registration of, after one year 9(3)
. . application to Registrar-
General re 9(1)
. statement of—see Statement
Burial
. death outside Ontario, upon . 21(2)
. subsequence of, to registration
and permit 20(1)
Burial permit
. affixed on removal of body . .21(2)
. deceased, re 17(3) (6)
. . no cause of death
stated 17(4), 18(1)
. retention of, by cemetery
owner 20(5)
. return of, to registrar 20(6)
. still-bom, re 13(5)(6)
. sub-registrar for issue of ....33(5)
Burial service
. production of burial permit,
upon 20(3)
By-laws
. remuneration of division
registrar, re 36(1)
Calendar year
. indexing according to 2(3)
. registration according to 2{Z)
Canada Shipping Act
. referred to 29
Cemeteries Act




. absence of 20(6)
. defined 1(0














. . contents of 38(2)
. . issue of 39{2)
. . medical 16(3)
. defined 1(d)
. delivery of, issued on cancelled
registration 47(4)
. division registrar not to issue 42
. divorce, of, not to be issued . .27(7)
. issue, prohibition re 46
. marriage, of
. . change of name, after ...26(3)
. . contents of 38(3)
. . divorce, after 27(4)
. . issue of 39(3)
. Registrar-General, by
. . legitimacy not affected by 41(4)
. . prima facie evidence as ... .41(1)
. . seal on 38(5)
. . signature on 41(2)
. withdrawal of
. . issued on fraudulently
obtained registration ... .47(2)
. . used improperly 47(3)
Change of name
. annulment of 26(4)
. application re—see Application
. notation of, on registration
—
sec Notation
. registration of 26(1)
. uniformity of registration of 2(1)
Change of Name Act
. referred to 26(1, 4), 26(6) (a)
Clerk
. municipality, of, as division
registrar 33(1)
Coroner
. certificate by, re still-birth .13(2)
certificate of death
by 16(3),19(l)(t)
. examination, etc., by 19(1 )(fl)
statement of death by . .I6(2)(d)
Coroners Act
referred to 19(1) (a), 19(2)
Council of the College of
Physicians and Surgeons
of Ontario














. caused by violence, etc. 19(1,2)
. . nearest registration
division, in 18(1)
. place of 16(1)
registrar, by 17(1)
. secured on board ship 29
. statement for—see Statement
. transmission by sub-
registrar of 33(6)
. uniformity of 2(1)
registration of, after one year 23(3)
application to Registrar-
General re 23(1)




. correction of error, re 31(3)
. finder, etc., re foundling,
by 10(2)(fl)
. medical officer re
foundling, by 10(2) (&)
. notation re name, for 12(1)
. registration of birth after
one year, re 9(2) (c)




















prescribed form . . .l(s)
Registrar-iGeneral 1(/)











. appointment and duties of . . 4(1)
. defined U/)
. registration of births and
deaths on board ship, by 29
Division registrar
. appointment of, in unorganized
territories 33(2)
clerk of municipality as 33(1)
defined Hg)
duties of 34, 35, 46
furnishing of information by 3(1)
instructions to 3(6)
penalty for neglect of duties by 49
powers of 33(3, 4)




. municipalities, in 36(1)
. unorganized territories, in 36(2)
Divorce
defined 1(A)
. notation of—see Notation
. prohibition to issue
certificate of 27(7)
. statement re Ontario
. . receipt of 27(1)
. . registration of 27(2)
. transmission of copy re, to
registry outside 28(2)
. uniformity of registration re 2(1)
Error
correction of, by division
registrar
. . notation, by 31(1)





. acknowledgment as, for
funeral director 20(2)
. burial permit as, for
cemetery owner 20(5)
registration' on
. . birth, of 9(2)(rf)
. . death, of 23(3)
. marriage, of 15
Examination






. illegitimate ehild, of, duties
re registration 6(2)
statement of birth by 6(1) (6)
. statement of still-birth by ...13(1)
. statutory declaration by,
re name 12(1)
Fee
. court registrars, for, of
statement re divorce 27(5)
examination of foundling, for 10(3)
. issue of burial permit, for 33(5)
. registration of death in
another division, re 18(2)
Filing
. records, of, in possession
of others 30(1)
. systematical, of registrations .2(2)
Forms
. cost of 37(2)
. distribution of, to divisions . 37(1)
supply of, by division
registrar 34(&)
. use of 37(3)
Foundling
. date of birth of 10(4) (a)
. information to division
registrar re 10(1)
medical examination of ..10(2)(&)
. name of 10(4) (c)
. place of birth of 10(4) (fc)
. registration of birth of 10(4)
. report to Registrar-(jeneral
re 10(2) (f)
statutory declaration and
statement re 10(2) (a)
Funeral director
. completion of statement of
death by 16(4)
. defined 1 (/)
. retention of acknowledgment
by 20(2)
. statement re still-birth by ...13(3)
Historical society
. records of—see Records
Illegitimate child


















, additional, by division
registrar 3(1)
. birth of foundling, re 10(1)
. given on search 43(3)
. penalty for false 50(1)
Inspector
. appointment of 4(2)
. defined 1 (n)
Interment
. delivery of burial permit,
upon 20(4)
International List of Causes of
Death
. certificate stating cause of
death according to 16(3)
. classification of deaths
according to 3(3)
Legitimacy
. certificate, etc., not liable
-to aflfect 41(4)
Legitimation
. registration of birth upon ...11(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment by
. . Deputy Registrar-General,
of 4(1)
. . division registrar, of 33(1)
. . inspectors, of 4(2)
. registration divisions in
unorganized territories by 32(3)
. regulations by 53
Marriage
registration of
. acknowledgment of 14(3)
. compulsory 14(1)
. issue of copy of 40(2)
. notation of change of
name upon 26(2, 4)
. notation of divorce upon 27(2,3)
. notation re annulment of
^change of name upon . . .26(4)
. Registrar-General, by ...14(2)
. time for 15




. certificate by, re still-birth








. examination of foundling
by 10(2)(t)
. . fee for 10(3)
. false statement by 50(1)
. notice of birth by 5(1)
Minister of Transport
. registration on information by . 29
Mother
. statement of birth by ....6(l)(o)
. statement of still-birth by .13(1)




. registration division, as 32(2)
. remuneration of division
registrar by 36(1)
Name
change of—^see Change of name
notation re 12(1) (6)
appearance on certificate of 12(6)
change by baptism, upon . . .12(2)
change, upon 12(1) (a)
dating and initialling of . . 12(5)
limitation of 12(4)
non^Ontario adoption, upon 34(3)




. birth registered after,
when 24(2)(&)
. birth registered before,
when 24(2)(o)
. dating and initialling of . 24(5)
adoption outside Ontario, of 24(3)
annulment of change of name,
re 26(4)
change of name, of
. birth or marriage registered
after, when 26(2) (6)
. birth or marriage registered
before, when 26(2) (a)
. made before 1949 26(6)
correction of error, re
. certificate, in 31(4)
. dating and initialling of . . .31(5)
. division registrar, by 31(1)
. Registrar-General, by 31(3)




name of child, re 24
non-iOntario divorce, of 27(3)







. form and delivery of 5(3)
. medical practitioner, by ....5(1)
. nurse, by 5(2)
. preservation of 5(4)
Niunbering
. registration series, of 2(2)
. registrations, of 3^(k)
Nurse
defined 1 (g)
notice of birth by 5(2)
statement by
. birth, of 6(l)(e)




. birth, of 6(l)(rf)
. death, of 1€(2)(6)
. still-birth, of 13(1)
Paternity
. statement of birth when
mother married, in 6(4)
. statement of birth when
mother unmarried in 6(5)
Penalties
. breach of secrecy, for 51
. failure re registration, for . .49(1)
. failure to transmit
registration, for 49(2)
. false information, for 50(1)
false statement of place, for . .50(2)
. general provision re 52
Ferson in place of parents
. statement of birth by 6(l)(c)
. statement of still-birth by . . . .13(1)
statutory declaration by,
re name 12(1)
Physician's Pocket Reference Book
. International List of Causes of
Death in 3(3)
Plural births
. statement in case of 6(6)
Prescribed form
. defined 1 (j)
Preservation
. private records by
Registrar-General, of 30(2)
Public Service Act
. referred to 4(1)
Publication




. custody of 34(c)
keeping of 34(«)
. organizations and individuals,
of
. filing of 30(1)
. . preservation of 30(2)
. search of 43(2)
Registrar-General
. annual report by 3(5)
. appointment of sub-registrar
by 33(5)
. approval by
. . appointment of sub-registrar,
of 33(4)
. . remuneration of division
registrar, of 36(1)
. causing of registrations by .2(2)
. defined 1 (/)
. directing of uniform system by 2(1)
. examination of registrations
by 3(1)
. instructions by 3(6)
publication of statistics by ...3(4)
. preservation of birth notice by 5(4)
. return of registration by,
for signature 3(2)
Registration
. adoption, of'—see Adoption
. birth of —see Birth
. copy of, as prima facie
evidence 41(3)
exception re legitimacy 41(4)
. death, of—see Death
. error in—see Error
. indexing of 2(3)
marriage, of—see Marriage
. occurrences in Ontario only, of 44
return of, for signature 3(2)
. seven series, in 2(2)
. statements re divorce, of—^see
Divorce
. still-births, of—see Still-births
. transmission of
. . other division, to 34(o)
Registrar-General, to 34(/)
. uniform system, according to 2(1)
Registration divisions
. division of Ontario in 32(1)
. municipal units, as 32(2)














. . death outside Ontario, re .21(2)
Report





. information given on 43(3)
. records kept by Registrar-
General, in 43(2)
. registration in index, for . . . .43(1)
Secrecy
. duty of officers, etc., re 48
. penalty for breach of 51
Ship
. registration of births and
deaths on 29
Signature





. . application to Registrar-
General, with 9{2)(b)
. . contents of 6(3)
. . father, by 6(1)(&)
. . finder, etc., re foundling,
by 10(2) (a)
. . legitimated child, re ..ll(l)(a, &)
. . mother, by 6(l)(o)
. . neglect of making 7
M'. nurse, by 6(1) (^)
. . occupier, by 6(l)(rf)
. . paternity in, when
mother married 6(4)
. . paternity in. when
mother unmarried 6(5)
. . person in place of
parents, by 6(1 )(c)
. . plural births, for 6(6)
death, of
. . completion of, by funeral
director 16(4)
. . coroner, by l'6(2){d)
A : occupier, by 16(2) (fc)
. . person present, by 16(2) (c)
. . relative, by 16(2) (a)
. still-birth, of
. . funeral director, by,
to re^strar 13(3)







registration of 13(5) (o)
. burial permit re 13(5)(fc)
. certificate of, not issued ...36(5)
. defined l(w)
. medical certificate re, to
funeral director 13(2)
. registration of 13(4)
. statement re 13(3)
. statement to funeral director,
re 13(1)
. uniformity of registration of .2(1)
Sub-registrar
. appointment of
. . cities of 50,000. in 33(4)
issue of burial permits, for 33(5)
. duty of, re secrecy 48
. transmission of registration
by 33(6)
Supervision




. . fee of 27(5)
. . submission of statements re
divorce by 27(1)
Time
. information re foundling, for. .10(1)
. notation re name, for 12(3)
. notice of birth, for 5(3)
. registration, for
. . birth, of 8(4)
. . death, of 17(1)
. . marriage, of 15
. statement of birth, for 6(1)
Unorganized territories
. appointment of division
registrar in 33(2)




. . examination, etc., by
coroner on 19(1) (a)
. . warrant to bury upon
examination re 1^(2)
Warrant to bury
. coroner, by 19(2)
Withdrawal
. certificates, of—see Certificate
. original registration, of
foundling, re 10(5)





Vol. 4, p. 1185.
See also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Apprenticeship
Act; Boards of Education
Act; High Schools Act;




. application of 2
Admission
. reg^ulations re
. . outside pupils, of 21(/)
. . pupils, of 21 (f)
. vocational school, to 5
Adolescent School Attendance
Act
. referred to S(7)(&)
Adolescents
. exemption from fees 5(7) (6)
Adults
. admission of, to courses . . . .5(4)
Advisory committee
. polytechnical institute, of 19
. technical institute, of 18
Advisory council
. polytechnical institute, of 19
Advisory vocational committee
appointment to 6
. first members, of 9(1)
. separate-school
representative, of .... .\"7?f: .8
. subsequent members, of . . . .9(4)
approval to admission from
grade VII by ... 5(2)
chairman of
appointment of . .7(2) (o), 7(3) (a)
. voting by 9(7)
composition of 7(1)
. eight members, when 7 {2)
. twelve members, when 7(3)
co-opted members of
. appointment of 10(1)
. tenure of office of 10(2)





. premises and equipment, re 12(1)
. purchasing books and
supplies 12(2)









. qualifications of members of .... 1
1
. quorum of 9(6)
. tenure of office
. . board representatives on . . .9(2)
. . labour and employers'
representatives on 9(3)
. vacancies on 9(5)
. vocational guidance officers of 12(7)
Agreement
. council and board, between,
re fees 13(6)
. . levy on 13(7)
. establishment of institute, re 17(2)
Apprenticeship Act
. referred to 5(7) (6)
Board
. agreement with council re
fees 13(6)
appointment of committee by 7,
8
approval of
. co-ordinating officers 12(6)






polytechnical institute, of 19
prescription of tuition fees by 5(8)
refusal when committee heard 12(4)
representatives of, on
committee 7(2) (o), 7(3) (o)
technical institute, of 18
vocational school district, of
. appointment 25
. powers of 26
Boards of Education Act
. referred to 13(9)
Books
. purchase of, by committee . . 12(2)
Buildings
. committee providing for
school 12(1)
By-law
. borrowing, in district 27^(1)
Certificates
. regulations re 21 (m)
Chairman
. committee, of
. . appointment of 7(2) (o), 7(3) (a)
. . voting by 9(7)
Constitution










. mode of provision for,
of maintenance 13(2)
. payment of
. county pupils, for 13(3)
, institutes, of 20







general full-time day 4(6)









. board, of 1(a)
. county pupils, of 1(b)
. Minister, of 1 (^
)





resident pupils, of 1(/)
Department of Education Act
referred to 1 (^)
Diplomas
. committee providing for 12(1)
regulations re 21 (m)
Director of Vocational Education
approval of transfer from pre-
vocational to other courses .5(6)
Duties
regulations re
. . boards, etc., of 21(fe)(i)





committee 7(2) (c), 7(3) (f)








. establishment outside of district 16
. school, in 4(e)
admission of adults to 4(c)
. non-admission from day to 5(5)
Examinations
. committee providing for ...12(1)
Fees
. advanced pupils, re 5(8)
agreement re .....'. 13(6)
. levy under 13(7)
committee fixing 12(3)
exemption from
apprentices, etc., of ....5(7)(&)




. tuition, for 21 (^)
General full-time coiurse
school, in 4(b)
. . non-admission from, to
evening course 5(5)
High Schools Act
. referred to 5(1). 13(3, 5,8, 9)
Industrial Education Act




. cost of 20
. establishment of 17(1)
agreements re 17(2)
. names of 17(3)
designation of 17(4)
Labour
. representatives of, on
committee 7 (2) (b) , 7 (3) (b)




. cost re institutes paid from
appropriations by 20
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
approval by, of institutes . . . .17(1)
, regulations by 21
Maintenance
. estimate for 13(1)
Meetings







. apportionment by, of
appropriations 14
approval by
. . admission to industrial
schools, to 5(3)
. . courses in school, to 4
evening courses outside
district, to 16
vocational school, to 3
. consent of, to change from day
to evening course 5(5)
. defined 1 (c)
. establishment by, of institutes 17(1)
prescribing terms and
syllabuses to institutes 23
Municipal Act
referred to 27(1). 27(4)
Municipality
. vocational school district, in





. . regular 12(5)




. school, in 4(c)




school, in . . .4(a)





. . evidence of competence, on 22(b)
appointment of organs of . . . 19(2)
. maintenance and conduct of 19(1)
. . cost of 20
. syllabus of 23(&)





evidence of competence, on 22(b)





. maintenance and conduct of 18(1)
. . cost of 20
. syllabus of 23(6)
terms of 23(a)
Qualifications




. levy on county '
. . agreement, on 13(7)
. . 50 per cent proportionally,
at .13(3) (6)
. . 50 per cent totally, at .13(3) (a)
. . pupils from county in city
school, re 13(4)













. regulations re designation of 21(*)
Site
. committee providing for ...12(1)
Special full-time course
. school, in 4(rf)
admission of adults to 4(a)
. . non-admission from, to
evening course 5(5)
Supplies
purchase of, by committee . . .12(2)
Teachers
selection of, by committee . . 12(3)
Transfer




courses of study of
evening 4(e)
general full-time day 4(6)
. part-time day 4(c)
. pre-vocational 4(a>





. establishment of 3
management of, by committee 12
. . provisions to follow in ...13(9)
qualification for admission to 5(1
. regulations re 1
transfer from pre-vocational to
other courses in 5(6
Vocational school district
appointment of board in 25(1
. municipality having board,
re 2S(l)(o
. municipality not separated
from county, re 25(1) (d
. municipality with public
school board only, re 25(1) (c
. municipality with school
boards only, re 25(1) (&
board of
. powers of 26
. qualification of members of 25(2
. term of office of members
of 25(3
by-law for borrowing in . . .27(1




. application for 24(2)
liability of municipalities for 27(3
. population-assessment
defined re 27(4
. name of 24(3
VOTERS
See Controverted Elections Act;




Vol. 4, p. 1199.
See also Assessment Act; Burl-
ington Beach Act; County
Judges Act; Election Act;
Jurors Act; Liquor Licence
Act; Municipal Act
Accounts
. certified by chairman of board 72
Action
, recovery of penalties, for 49
Additions
. list, to 97
Affidavit







. complainant, of, re polling
subdivision list 77
, costs, re 36
. evidence by, when receivable 13(5)
Allowance
. assessor, of 29(2)
Alterations
. ward lists, in, posting of copy 56(2)




alteration of list on 18
entry on lists, re, hearing of ... .59
error in list, from 8(1)
notice of time for entering 12
posting and delivery of list . . 16(4)
right of 14(1,2)
substitution of new appellant on. .34
Appellant
. death of 34
. liability for costs 37
Applications
. correction of mistakes, re 15
. entry on voters' list,
for 13(5), 14(1)
. form of, re failure of clerk
to perform duties 43(1, 2)
. jurisdiction of revising
officer re 100(a, b)
. notice of complaint, by, to
revising oflficer 65
. relative or employer, by 94
. . evidence produced 95(c-c)
Appointment
. additional revising officers, of . . .87
. constable, of 30(1)
. . compensation 30(2), 31
. enumerators, of 118
. revising officers, of . . .81(1), 127(1)
Assembly
complaints re right to vote for 59
. copy of last revised list to 20(1) (^)
. voters' list sent to member of 90)
Assessment
. report of frauds re 32
. voters, of 14(2)
. . on revision 41
Assessment Act
. address for service given
under 17(2)(c)









. procedure as in appeal under 16(3)
Assessment roll
. by-laws re 3(2)
. change in, subsequent to final
revision of ward list 56(2)
correction of voters* list on
revision of 24
. finally revised, conclusiveness
of 13(2)
. improper entry in 48
. inspection of 50
. loss of 3(5)
. voters' list prepared from 7(1)
Assessor
. errors by, costs of 35(1)
. inquiries by. re false votes 47
remuneration of 29(2)
payment of 29(3), 31
Assistant enimierator
. affidavit of 125
appointment of 118(1)
. changes in 1 19
. copy of 118(4)
. filing of 118(3)
attendance of, re registration 121(1)
falsification of voters' list by . . 133
fees of 130(1)
. additional 130(2)
. payment of 130(3)
neglect of duties by 132
non-performance of duties by 126
oath of office 120
Attendance
. witnesses, of, re hearing
of complaints 17(1)
Attorney-General
. report to, re frauds 32
Audit
. fees and expenses 130(3)
Auditor
. Criminal Justice Accounts, of,
certificate of 4
Board




. . changes in 119
copy of 118(4)
. . filing of 118(3)






approval by, of registration
districts 73
clerk to revising officer
appointed by 63, 128
defined 1 (a)
fees and expenses of 4
fees to, regulations re 71 (rf)
. payment of 72
hearing of appeals fixed by 59
last revised list delivered to . . .67
member of, as revising
officer 61, 127(3)
notice by, re sittings of
revising officer 62, 84
power of 129(2)
proclamation by, re polling
places 117(1)
. copy of 117(4)
. posting of 117(2)
record of proceedings,
regulations re lll(^)
regulations re clerk 111(6)
. duties 71(6)
regulations re fees lll(<i)
removal of enumerators by ...119
report to, re sittings of
revising officer 83
revised list to clerk 70(1)
revising officer appointed
by 60(1), 81(1)
. powers of 81(3)
. qualifications of 81(2), 85
. sittings of 83
revising officer replaced by 99
sitting held by revising
officers fixed by 79, 127(5)
. notice of 127(6)
use of unrevised list
directed by 58(5)
Books and records
. board, of, regulations
re 71(c), 111(c)
British subject
prima facie evidence re 17(4)
By-law
assessment rolls, re 3(2)
Candidates
. copies of lists to 106, 108, 110
. copy of last revised list
to 20(1)(/)
. enumerators prohibited from
being 131
. proclamation to 117(4)
voters' list sent to 9(k)
Canvass






attached to list 107
. chairman of board, of 4
. clerk, of, re correctness
of list 10(1)
. death, of, by Registrar-
General 23(1)
i . error, of, re lis't 109
•
. judge, of, re payment of
^^^ remuneration 29(3), 31
Certification
lists, of 105
. copies of 106
revised assessment roll, of 24
voters' list, of 19, 20(2)
ward lists, of 55, 57
Chairman




. appointment of 118(1)
. . changes in 119
. . copy of 118(4)
. filing of 118(3)
. attendance of, re registration 121(1)
V. falsification of voters' list by .133
. fees of 130(1)
. . additional 130(2)
. , payment of 130(3)
. general supervision by 123
. neglect of duties by 132
. oath administered by 120(2)
oath of office 120(1)
Cities
''
. application of Act to 3(1,2)
'
. last revised voters' list for 57






affidavit of enumerator to ..125
appointment of enumerators
filed with 118(3)
. . regulations re lll(^)
transmission of oath to .120(1)
. certificate of. re correctness
of list 10(1)
. city, of, preparation of ward
i 'lists by 52
. . posting up of 53(1)
. copy of last revised list to 20(1) (c)
. errors by, costs of 35(1)




. list of appeals posted up by . . 16(4)
non-performance of duties by . . .42
penalty for 43(5), 44
. notice by, of delivery and
posting of voters' list 12
. notice of complaint to 16(1)
. . proceedings on 16(3)
. service of 16(2)
. regulations re duties 71(b)
. remuneration of, re
•complaints 29(1)
. . payment of 29(3), 31
. report of, on no complaint 20(1)
. revising officer, of 63, 85, 128
. statement of changes in list to 21(1)
. . delivery of copies of 21(2)
. subject to jurisdiction of judge 28
. vacancy in office 16(2)
. voters' list posted in office of ... .9
. voters' list prepared by 7(1)
. wilful falsification of list by ... .45
Clerk of council
. voters' list s€nt to 9(h)
Clerk of division court




Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
. appointment of enumerator
filed with 118(4)
. telegram by, re issue of writ ... .6
. transmission of oath to 120(1)
Clerk of the peace
. application by, re performance
of duties by clerk 43(1)
costs of 43(4)
. . proceedings on 43(3)
. certificate of, re revised list 21(3)
. . fees for 22
. delivery of last revised list by 67
. list of appeals sent to 16(4)
. printing of third part of
list by 58(1)
. . cost of 58(3)
regulations re 71(&)
. remuneration of 22
. third part of voters' list
deposited with 7(6)
. voters' list certified by 20
. voters' list sent to 9
. . posting of 11(1)




. death of 34






alteration of voters' list on 18
attendance of witnesses, etc.,
at hearing of 17(1, 2)
. penalty re failure 17(3)
certification of changes made
on 21(1)
. delivery of copies of 21(2)
entry of name on list without 69(1)
. evidence required on 69(3)
errors in ward lists, re 53(2)
form of 1€(1)
hearing of, before revising
officer 59
. notice of 62






polling subdivision lists, re 11
procedure re 102, 129(1)
remuneration of clerk re . . . .29(1)
payment of 29(3), 31
revising officer, to, last day




fees and expenses paid out of . . .4
Constable
. appointment of 30(1), SJ8
Copies
documents, of, fee for SO, 51
. revised voters* list,
of 21 (2, 4), 24, 70(1)
. . use of 70(2)
Correction
. list, of 89, 97
Corrupt practices
. elections, re, voting
qualifications re 25(a)
Costs
enforcing payment of 38
. errors, of 35
. hearing, of, by Court
of Appeal 40
. holding court, of 26(1)
. liability of appellant 37
. printing, of 58(3)
.-.. regulations re 71 (<i), lll(rf)
. scale of 36
Council




. districts formed under 60(2)
County towns
courts held in 26(2)
. powers of judge in 27
Court
holding of 26(1,2)
. sittings of, re complaints 19
Court house
voters' list posted in 11(1)
Court of Appeal
. opinion of, at instance of voter 40
. stated case referred to .. .39(1)
. . hearing of, opinion on ... .39(3)
. time for hearing of 39(2)
Criminal Justice Accounts
certificate of Auditor 4
Date
. posting of voters' list, of .... 10(2)
Death
complainant, of 34
. enumerators, of 119
. persons in ward lists, of ...53(1)
. proof of 23(1)
. voter, of, objection to
list on 96(l)(c)
. . procedure on 101
Deceased persons
removal from list 23(1)
. procedure on 23(2)
Definitions
. board 1 (o)
. judge 1 (&)
. prescribed 1 (c)
. voter .; l(rf)
Disbursements -
—
. assessor, of 29(2)
. clerk, of, re complaints 29(1)
Disqualification
. voter, of, objections re ..96(l)(c)
. procedure on 101
Distribution
. voters' list, of 9
Division court
. execution issued from 38
Dociunents
. inspection and copies of 50
. fee for 51
. production of, on hearing
complaints 17(1)






. application of, re soldiers 114
. fees fixed under 51, 130(3)





list of voters at municipal ..7(3,4)
. entry of names on 7(8)
list of voters at provincial ..7(3,5)
. copies of 7 (J)




. application by 94
. . evidence produced on . . .9S{,a-c)
Enumeration




. appointment and oath of 74
. attendance of, re entry on
lists 117(1), 1'21(1)
. candidates, as 131
. certification and disposition
of lists by 76
. corrections in list of 89
. . application for 90
. . refusal re 93
. regulations re 111(&)
. voters' list for provincial
election prepared by 75
Errors
. certificate of, re printed list . . 109
. costs of 35
. voters' list, in, appeal from ..8(1)
. ward lists, in, complaints re 53(2)
. . hearing of 54, 56
Evidence
. affidavit, when receivable . . . 13(5)
. death, of 23(1)
. name removed from list on .... 104
. relative, employer, by 95(o-f)
required on alteration of list 69(3)
Execution
. payment of costs enforced by ..38
Expenses
. board, of 4
. . payment of 72
witnesses, etc., of 17(1, 2)
Falsification
. voters' list, of, penalty for 45, 133
Farmer's daughter





. entry on voters' list of 7(12)




. regulations re 71 (rf)
certification of 130(3)
clerk of the peace, of 22
constable, of 30(2)
copy of list, for 51
enumerator, judge, of ...130(1,2)
inspection, for, of voters' list 7(7)
payment of 72
regulations re lll(rf), 134(&)
Fictitious name
, entry in roll of 48
Fine
. witnesses, on, for
non-attendance 17(3)
Fire
. loss of assessment roll by ... .3(5)
Forms
. affidavit re application for
name on list Form 5
. affidavit re disqualification of
persons registered Form 27
. application for registration Form 29
. application -to judge against
delinquent clerk Form 20
. appointment of enumerator Form 22
. certificate where
•complaints Forms IS, 16, 17
. certificate where no
•complaints Form 14
. certificates endorsed on
voters' list Forms 2, 3
. clerk's notice of first posting
of list Form 4
. clerk's notice to party
complained against Form 11
. clerk's notice to party
complaining Form 10
. clerk's report re appeals
and complaints Form 7
. enumerator's certificate of
polling subdivision book Form 25
. judge's order re appointment
for hearing Form 8
. list of complaints re wrong
registrations Form 26
. notice by clerk with list
of complaints Form 9
. notice of complaint or
appeal Form 6






oath of enumerator Form 23
. preparing list in unorganized
territory Form 30
order for payment of costs Form 18
Part V, under 129(1)
polling subdivision book . . Form 24
prescribed by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 2(1)
regulations re
. under Part III 71(a)
. under Part IV lll(o)
. under Part V 134(a)
report by clerk on application




voters' list Form 1
writ of execution Form 19
Fraud
. report re, to Attomey-<J€neral . . 32
Hearing
. complaints, of, re errors in
ward lists 54, 56
. stated case, of 39(3)
House of Commons
. copy of last revised list
to 20(l)(rf)
. voters' list sent to member of 9(t)
Husband
. entry of, on list 7(10)
Indian Reserves
. application of Act to 3(3)
voters' lists in 116
Inspection
. documents, of 50




. voters' list, re 126
Judge
. alteration of voters' list by .... 18
. alternative procedure on
revision by 21(4)
. amendments by 33
certificate of, re payment
of remuneration 31
. certification by, of changes
in list 21.(1)
. . delivery of copies of 21(2)
. clerk subject to jurisdiction 28
. constable appointed by 30(1)





. copy of last revised list
to 20(l)(a)
. correction by, of mistakes 15
. county, of
. . revising officer, as 60(2)
. . voters' list sen-t to 9(a)
. courts held in municipality by 26(1)
. deceased persons removed
from list by '23(1)
. defined 1(&)
. discretion of, re new appellant 34
. fees of, for revising list ...130(1)
. . additional 130(2)
. . payment of 130(3)
. list of appeals sent to 16(4)
. opinion on stated case sent to 39(3)
. order of, re attendance of
witnesses, etc 17(1, 2)
. order of, re costs of errors ....35
. powers of, on proceedings 27
. proceedings by, re failure of
clerk to perform duties . . . .43(2)
. report of, re fraud 32
. revising officer, as 127(2)
. revision of voters' list by ...13(1)
. stated case by 39(l)(a)
. variation of forms approved by 2(2)
. voters' list revised by 19
. ward lists certified by 55
Jurors
. entry of persons qualified as 7(16)
Justice of the peace
. revising officer as 98
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. additional sums authorized
by 130(2)
fee for copy of list fixed by .... 51
opinion on stated case sent to 39(3)
regulations by 71(a-g), lll(a-^), 134
rules and forms prescribed by 2(1)
stated case by 39(1)(&)
. hearing of 39(2,3)
List—See also Polling subdivision
list; Ward list
. alteration of, re proper
qualifications 18
. application of Part IV to
preparation of 112
arrangement of 7(2)
. certification of 20(1), 105
. certified, effect of 25
. complaint re 16(2), 129(1)
. correction of 24, 94, 97
. costs of errors in 35







. distribution of 110
. entry on, of non-resident ... 8(2)
. entry of names on 7(8)
. entry of owners and
tenants on 7(15)
. fee for copy of 51




. hearing of appeals re 59
' ...notice of 62
.'
, „ procedure at 66
. irregularities in 126
. loss of 3(5)
names on, as evidence 17(4)
objections to 96, 100, 101
. official 109
. particulars in third part 58(2)
, parts of ".: 7(3, 4, 5)
. copies of 7(7)
penalty for wilfully falsifying 45, 133
. polling subdivisions, for 7(9)
. posting of 11, 12
. preparation for provincial
elections 75
. printing 9, 107
. printing of third part 58(1)
. cost of 58(3)
. procedure for entering names
on 121(2)
. provincial elections, for 75
. qualifications re entry on 122
. reference to, by enumerators .75
. refusal to enter name on .... 17(3)
. regulations re completion 7\{e,f)
. regulations re preparation ..111(e)
. removal of deceased persons
from 23(1)
procedure on 23(2)
. removal of names from 69(2)
. . evidence required on 69(3)
. feport of frauds re Z2
. revised and certified 70(1, 2)
. revision of .. 4, 58(4), 79
. . first and second parts 13(1)
. schedule to, post office
addresses in 8(1)
. striking of name from . . . 103, 104
. subdivision of 124
. territory, without municipal
organization, in 116
. time for final revision of 19
. unrevised, use of 58(5)
. validity of, on non-perform-





. penalties recoverable before ... .49
Mistakes
. correction of IS
Mimicipal Act
. effect of certified list under . .25(c)
. rating under 7(10)
Mimicipality
cost of errors paid by 35(2)
fees and expenses paid by 72
. holding of court in 36(1)
. newly organized, application
of Act to 3(4)
. remuneration of clerk of the
peace by 22
. remuneration paid by 29(3), 31
Non-resident
. entry on voters' list 8(2)
Notice
. amendment of 33
appointment of clerk to
revising officer, of 8S
complaint, of . . . 14(1), 16(1), 65, 78
. duplicate of 66(2)
. form Form 6
. proof of 103
delivery and posting of
voters' list, of 12
errors in ward lists, re 53(1)
. complaints as to 53(2)
hearing of stated case, of . . . 39(3)
inspection of 50
non-resident, by, re entry on
voters' list &{2)
objections to list, of 96(2), 102
. procedure on 101
Part V, under 129(1)
proceedings, of, by Court
of Appeal 40




date inserted in 57
entry of name on list, re . . . .69(1)
evidence required on 69(3)
enumerators, of 74
office of, by enumerators 120
polling subdivision list
certified on 76
removal of names from list, re 69(2)
evidence required on 69(3)
revising officer, of 86







. jurisdiction of revising
officers re 100(c, d)
. list, to 96
. procedure on 101
Officers
fees and expenses 4
Ontario Gazette
opinion on stated case
published in 39(3)
Order
attendance of witnesses, re ..17(1)
penalty for failure 17(3)
judge, by, re costs for errors . . .35
maintenance of, by revising
officer ^
number of names in 17(5)
Osgoode Hall
notice of hearing of stated
case posted in 39(2)
Owners






. application of 3(1)
regulations re 71 (o-^;)
revision of list under 58(4,5)
Part IV




application of Part IV to . . .129(1)
posting of copy of 117(3)
regulations re 134
Parts
voters' lists, of 7(1,3,4,5)
Penalties
colourable transactions, for . .46(2)
falsification of list, for 45, 133
improper entry in roll, for 48
neglect of duties, by clerk 43(5), 44
neglect of duties, by enumerator 132
; - non-attendance of witnesses,
for 17(3)
. recovery of 49
Political interests








. application for entry in 89
refusal of 93
signing of 90,92
complaint re wrongul entr>- on .77
Polling subdivisions
voters' lists for 7(9)
Posting
Part V, of 1I7C3)
voters' list, of 9, 11, 12
Postmaster
voters' list sent to 9(e)
posting of 11(1)
Prescribed
. defined 1 (c)
Printing
" finally revised lists, of 107
copies of 108
. distribution of 110
. error in 109
third part of list, of 58(1)
voters' list, of 9
Procedure
. alternative, on revision of list. .21(4)
complaints, objections,
on 16(3). 101, 102
Proceedings
. alterations, on, after revision 23(2)
amendment of 33
. notice of, by Court of Appeal . . .40
Proclamation
. board, by, re polling places 117(1)
Property
. colourable transfer of 46(1)
penalty for 46(2, 3)
. polling subdivision lists for .... 75
Provincial elections
polling subdivision lists for . . . . .75
. certification and disposition of 76
. complaints re 77
registration districts for 73
revising officers of 81(1)
powers of 81 (3)
qualifications of 81 (2), 85
sittings of 83
Qualifications
. entry on voters' list, re 122
. incorrectly stated, alteration of
list re 18
loss of, re entry on voters* list 14(3)
. real property, of voter 7(11)
revising officer, of 61
provincial elections, re 61






. entry of description of 7(11)
Registrar-General
. certificate of death by 23(1)
Registrar of deeds
. voters' list sent to 9(g)
Registrar of Supreme Court





. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 71(0-^), 111 (o-p), 134
Relative
. application by 94
. . evidence produced on . . . .9S(a-c)
Remxmcration
. clerk, of, re complaints 29(1)
. clerk of the peace, of 2^
Report
. clerk, by, on no complaint . . 20(1)
Resolution
. arrangement of list, re 7(2)
Returning officer
. certified lists sent to 105(1)
. duties of, before receipt of writ 6
. enumerators appointed by 74
. polling subdivision list posted
in office of 76
. polling subdivisions grouped by,
re provincial elections 73
printed certificate of 107
Revising officer
. additions and corrections on
list by 97
appointment of 60(1), 81(1), 127(1)
appointment of additional 87
clerks of, under Part IV 63, 85, 128
complain't filed with clerk of . . .77
conservator of the peace, as 98
county judge as 60(2)
decision of, final 5
evidence required by, under
Part IV 104
fees and expenses of 72
hearings before 59
. notice of 62
. procedure at 68
interpreter engaged by 91
jurisdiction of lOO(o-e)
list certified by 105(1)
. copies of 106







. list corrected by 92
. member of board as 127(3)
. notice of complaint to . . . .65,66(2)
. notice of sittings of 62
. notice to appear before 78
. oath of 86
. objections to list before 96(1)
. . notice of 96(2)
. . procedure on 101
. permission by, re presence of
political interests 88
. polling subdivision lists
furnished to 80
. powers of 81(3), 127(4)
. procedure at sittings of 68
. procedure by, on complaints 101, 102
. regulations re books and
records 71 {c)
. regulations re fees 71 (d)
. removal of names from list
by 69(2)
. . evidence required on 69(3)
. replacement of 99
. sittings of 79, 83, 127(5)
. . notice of 84, 127(6)
. voters' list certified by ....70(1,2)
Revision
. assessment roll, of, correction
of voters* list on 24
. final, of voters' list 19
. cost of 4
. . alternative procedure on .21(4)
. . regulations re 58(5), 71 (^,/)
polling subdivision lists, of 79
. voters list, of 13(1)
Roman Catholic
entry on voters' list of wife
or husband of 7(17)
Rules
. prescribed by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 2(1)
Schedule
. voters' list, to, post-office
addresses in 8(1)
School board
. voters' list sent to secretary of 9(/)
. . posting of 1 1 (2)
Schoolhouse
. voters' list posted in 11
Separate school supporters
. entry on voters' Kst of 7(17)
Service






. voters' list sent to 9(c)
. . posting of 11(1)
Stated case
. Court of Appeal, to 39(1)
Statement
. changes in list, of, by judge 21(1)
Statutory declaration
. notice of non-resident
verified by 8(2)
Subpoena
. form of, re attendance
of witnesses 17(1), Form 12
. number of names in 17(5)
. service of 17(2) (a-d)
Supreme Court
. notice to registrar of, re
hearing of stated case 39(2)
Teachers
. voters' list sent to 9(f)
. . posting of 11(1)
Tenants
. entry on voters' list 7(15)
Territory
alteration of limits 119
Towns—See also Cities
. application of Act to 3(1)
Townships—See also Cities
application of Act to 3(1)
Travelling exi)enses
. clerk, assessor, of 29(1,2)
Treasurer of mimicipality
. payment of fees by 3'1
Unorganized territory




application of Act to 3(1)
Voter
. application by, for removing
deceased from list 23(1)
. . proceedings on 23(2)
. application by, re failure of
clerk to perform duties ... .43(2)
. . costs of 43(4)
. . proceedings on 43(3)
assessment of 14(2)
. . on revision 41
colourable transactions by . . . .46(1)
. . penalty for 46(2, 3)
. defined l(rf)
. inspection of assessment roll by 50







objections by, to list 96(1)
. notice of 96(2)
. procedure on 101
opinion at instance of 40
proof of right to be 17(3)
qualifications of 113
registration of 79, 121(2)
Votes
. false, prevention of 47
Ward list
. alterations in revised 56(2)
. certifying of, where no
complaint made 55
. last revised 57
. posting up and distribution of 53(1)
. preparation and printing of 52
. time for final revision of 54
Wife
. entry of, on list 7(10)
Witnesses
. attendance of, re hearing
of complaints 17(1)
. . penalty for failure 17(3)
regulations re fees of 71(rf),lll(rf)
Writ
. action before receipt of 6
WAGES
Wages Act, Vol. 4, p. 1255.
See also Absconding Debtors
Act; Apprenticeship Act; As-
signments and Preferences
Act; Department of Labour
Act; Execution Act; Factory,
Shop and Office Building Act;
Government Contracts Hours
and Wages Act; Industrial
Standards Act; Master and
Servant Act; Mechanics' Lien
Act; Mercantile Law Amend-
ment Act; Minimum Wage
Act; Mining Act; Public and
Other Works Wages Act;
Woodmen's Employment Act;




. seizure under 4
Administration of estates
. priority of wages in 5
A dministrator
. protection of 6(3)




. fix exemption, to 7(5)
. reduction of exemption, for ..7(4)
Assignee
. protection of 6(3)
. wage priority payable by 6(1)
Assignments for benefit of
creditors
priority of wages where 2
Attachment
, exemption 7(1)
. priority of wages over 4
. wages, after judgment 8
. wages exempt from 7
Board and lodging
. exemption not allowed 7(2)
Clerk
. attachment of wages 8






. attachment of wages 8
. exemption of wages 7(1)
Employer
. notice to, of intention to
reduce exemption 7(4)
Execution creditors
. priority of wages over 3
Executor
protection of 6(3)
wage priority payable by ....6(1)
Exemption
. application to fix 7(5)
. extent 7(1)
. increase 7(3)
. not allowed 7(2)
. reduction 7(1)
. . application for, notice of . . .7(4)
Expenses




powers re exemptions 7
Judgment
attachment of wages after 8
Labourer
exemption of wages 7(1)
Liquidator
^- protection of 6(3)





. exemption not allowed 7(2)
Mechanic
. attachment of wages 8
. exemption of wages 7(1)
Notice
. application for reduction
of exemption 7(4)
. application to fix exemption,
of 7(5)
Payment
. wage priority 6(1)
Priority of wages
. administration of estates, in 5
assignment for benefit of
creditors, where 2
. attachment, over 4
. execution creditors, over 3
. payment 6(1)
Seizure
, wages exempt from 7
Servant
. attachment of wages 8
. exemption of wages 7(1)
Sheri£f
. protection of 6(3)




. attachment of wages 8
exemption of wages 7(1)
WARBLE FLY CONTROL
Warble Fly Control Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1259.
By-law
. copy to Commissioner 2(2)
. enforcement 3(1)
penalty for non-compliance 4
. petition for 2(1)
Cattie
. treatment for warble fly 2,3
Cattie owner
. defined 1(a)
. penalty for non-compliance 4
Commissioner
. copy of by-law to 2(2)
defined 1(&)
Definitions
cattle owner 1 (a)








. municipality 1 (^)
. regulations 1 (/)
. treated for warble fly l(.g)



















non-compKance with by-law 4
Petition




Treatment for warble fly
by-law for 2(1)
. defined 1 (g)
. equipment for 3(1)
penalty for default 4






Vol. 4, p. 1261.
See also Bills of Sale and Chat-
tel Mortgages Act; Condi-
tional Sales Act; Unclaimed
Articles Act; Warehouse Re-
ceipts Act
Accoimt
proceeds of sale, of 6
Act
. contracts not aflfected by 9
Advertisement




. proceeds of sale, of 6
Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act
goods registered under ...3(1)(&)
Charges
defined 1 (a)
. lien for 2(2)
Conditional Sales Act
. instrument filed under 3(1) (a)
Contracts
. Act not to aflect 9
Definitions




. notice, of 8
Discharge
. lien, of 7
Disposition of goods
. discharge of lien, on 7(2)
Forms
. notice of lien, of 3(2)




. disposition of on discharge
of lien 7(2)
Grantee
. notice of lien to 3(l)(b)
Judge
. order of, for payment of
surplus into court 6(2)
Notices
. charges for 2(2) (c)
. delivery of 8
lien, of 3
. sale by public auction, of . . -4(2)
- substantial compliance with
requirements for 5
Objections
. sufficiency of notice, to 5
Owners
notice of lien to 3(l)(a)
Public auction
sale of goods by ." 4
Sale
. application of proceeds of 6
. charges for expenses of 2(2)(c)
. public auction, by 4
. substantial compliance with





. surplus of sale paid into ...6(2,3)
Surplus
sale of, disposal of 6
Warehouse Receipts Act






Vol. 4, p. 1265.
See also Factors Act; Mercan-
itile Law Amendment Act;





. delivery of goods where
receipt lost, for 9
Application of Act
. manager or operator of grain
elevator, to 29
. receipts before June 1, 1946 ... .30
. storage of furs, etc., to 3"!
Attachment
. goods under negotiable receipt IS
Bailor
. contract with warehouseman ..2(5)
Bearer
. delivery of goods to 6(l)(a)
Bond
. delivery of goods where
receipt lost 9
Breach of duty
. negotiation not impaired by . . .26
Canada Grain Act (Canada)




. delivery of goods where
receipt lost 9
Date






. negotiable receipt 1(e)




. purchase 1 (»)
. purchaser 1 (g)
receipt 1(h)
. warehouse receipt 1 (/)
. warehouseman l(k)
Delivery of goods
. duty of warehouseman 6(1)
. . liability for default 6(2)
. negotiable receipt 6(l)(a),7
. . cancellation 8(2)
. . lost or destroyed 9
. . marking where delivery
of part 8(2)
. negotiation of receipt by ...19(1)
particulars in receipt 2(l)(d)
refusal where dispute as
to owner 10
. unpaid seller, to 28
Depositor
. particulars in receipt 2(1) (6)
Description of goods
. particulars in receipt 2(1)(/)




. perishable goods 17(3)
Duplicate receipts
. effect 4(3)
. liability when not marked . . . .4(2)
. marking of 4(1)
Duress
negotiation not impaired by 26
Endorsement
. negotiable receipt 19(2-4)
. . not guarantee 25
. . warranties on 34
. . transfer without 23
Evidence
. negotiable receipt as 11
Execution
. levy under 15
Express company
. application of Act to 29
Fraud





.storage, application of Act to .31
Garments






. care of, liability for 13
. co-mingled, liability for 14
. defined 1 (c)
. delivery—see Delivery of goods
. description in receipt .. .2(1) (6), 12
. lien on—see Liens
. perishable or hazardous 17
sale—see Sale of goods
Grain elevator
. manager or operator,
application of Act to 29
Holder
defined 1(d)
delivery of goods to 6(1) (6)
Home fiimishings






goods under negotiable receipt . . 15
Liens
. seller's, defeated by negotiation 28
. warehouseman, by 2(5)
. . particulars in receipt ...2(1)(A)
. . perishable goods 17
. . sale of goods 18
. . statement in receipt 16
Lieutenant-Governor
proclamation re application of






















delivery of goods where 6(l)(a),7
endorsement of 19(2-4)
. not guarantee 25






. lost or destroyed 9
. marking on delivery of part
of goods 8(2)
. negotiation of 19
not impaired by fraud, etc. . . .26
. . rights of person to whom
negotiated 22
subsequent to sale, etc 27
vendor's lien defeated by 28
. . warranties on 24
surrender, before attachment
of goods 15
. transfer of 23
. words of limitation 3
Non-negotiable receipts
. defined 1(f)
delivery of goods where ..6(1)(&)
liability when not marked 5(2)
marking of 5(1)
transfer of goods under 20
rights of transferee 21
Notice
. lost or destroyed receipts, re ... .9
owner or bailor refusing
contract 2(5)
perishable goods, re 17(1, 2)
Owner
. contract with warehouseman . .2(5)
dispute, determination of 10
Particulars
warehouse receipts, of 2(1)
. . omission of 2(2, 3)
Perishable goods
sale for charges 17
Proclamation
application of Act, to storage of
furs, etc 31
Purchase
. defined 1 (»)
Purchaser
. defined 1 (g)
Ptirchaser for value
rights not defeated by
seller's lien 28
Railway
. application of Act to 29
Receipts—See also Negotiable
receipts
. contract constituted by
delivery 2(5)
defined 1(h)
















. perishable goods 17
warehouseman's lien, for 18
Seller
lien defeated by negotiation . . .28
Stoppage in transitu
. seller's, defeated by negotiation 28
Storage
furs, etc., application of Act to 31
Storage charges
particulars in receipt 2(1) (e)
Supreme Court judge
order for delivery of goods
where receipts lost 9
Sureties
. bond for delivery of goods




rights of transferee 21
. negotiable receipt 23
warranties on 24
Warehouse






contract with owner or bailor 2(5)
. defined l(k)
delivery of goods by 6(1)
. liability for default 6(2)
. negotiable receipt on ..6(1) (a), 7
. non-negotiable receipt, on 6(1) (ft)
unpaid seller, to 28
insertions in receipts by 2(4)
liability
care of goods 13
. co-mingled goods 14




omissions in receipts 2(2)
. receipts not
marked 4(2), 5(2), 8(2)
lien for charges 2(5)
. particulars in receipt . . . .2(l)(/»)
. perishable goods 17







. lien for charges
—
Con.
. . statement in receipt 16
. negotiable receipt as
evidence against 11
. negotiable receipt surrendered to 15
notice to, where receipt lost 9
. obligation not impaired 2(4)
. powers re perishable goods 17
signature on receipt 2(1)(^)
. time to determine validity
of claims 10
Warranties
. negotiation of receipt, on 24
WAREHOUSES
See Assessment Act; Factors
Act; Mercantile Law Amend-









War Veterans Burial Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1275.
Indigent veterans
burial expenses of 1
Last Post Fund




burial expenses of 2
Workmen's Compensation Act
. liability under 2
WARRANT
See Interpretation Act; Munici-
pal Act; Public Authorities
Protection Act
WARRANTIES
See Estates Tail Act; Limita-
tions Act; Sale of Goods Act
WASTE
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Public Health











Act; Public Health Act
WATER POWER
See Beds of Navigable Waters
Act; Lakes and Rivers Im-
provement Act; Niagara Parks
Act; Power Commission Act;
Power Control Act; Public
Lands Act; Railways Act;




Act, Vol. 4, p. 1277.
Agents
regulations re inspector's .... 12(c)
Agreements
. water privileges binding on
Crown, re 16(2)
Alteration of works
. powers of inspectors 3 (J)
Appeal
inspector's orders, from 4(1)
regulations re 12((f)
Attorney-General







powers of inspectors 3(c)
Commissioners
. inquiry by
conditions of delivery of
excess by owner, re ..13(1)(5')
. . matters connected with
references, re 13(1) (A)
owner's excess of capacity,
re 13(1)(/)
. . owner's right to quantity of
power, re 13(1') (c)
owner's right to water






. . disadvantage, for 4(2)
. . limitation by Order in
Council, for 10(2)




. owner of water power l(fr)
power 1(c)
. regulations 1 (d)
works 1 (e)
Deputy Minister of Lands
and Forests
. authentication of agreements,
etc., by 16(2)
EfiBciency
. test re, of works 3(6) (iii)
Entry
. powers of inspectors 3(a)
Excess
capacity, of
inquiry into 13(1) (/)
. report of inspector re ..13(l)(c)
generated power, of
. delivery to Hydro
Commission of 1'3(2)
. Niagara Falls, at 14
. report of inspector re 13(1) (&)
report of inspector re, of
diverted water 13(1) (c)
Forfeiture
rights of owner at Niagara
Falls, of 14
Franchise
. forfeiture of, at Niagara Falls 14
Generating capacity
test of ,. . 3(&)(v)
Head




right to get excess of power 13(2)
Inspection
powers of inspectors ^{O')
Inspector
. appointment and powers 3
. approval of, to construction
of works .8
. assistance of court to . . . 6





. fixing rate of efficiency
of works 7
. regulations re 12(a)
. report by, re owner
. . generating more power 13(1) (6)
. . having installed greater
capacity 13(1) (c)
. . using more water 13(1) (a)
Judge
. application to, by inspector . . .6(1)
. order by, in support of
inspector ^{2)
. . enforcement of 6(3)
Judges' Orders Enforcement Act
. referred to 6(3)
Leases
. water privileges binding on
Crown, of 16(2)
Licences
. water privileges binding on
Crown, re 16(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. appointment of commissioners
by 13(1)
. directing reference on appeal . .4(2)
. fixing rate of efficiency of works 9
. inspectors appointed by 3
. order, by, to deliver excess 13(2)
. . penalty for neglecting 13(3)
. rescission of IS
Limitation
owner's original rights, of ... .9(1)







powers of inspectors 3(&)
Minister of Lands and Forests
, authentication of agreements,
etc., by 16(2)
fixing terms for grants of
water privileges 16(1)
Niagara River
. use of water of 14
Notices
. regulations re inspector's .... 12(6)
Officers
. regulations re inspector's ....12(c)
Orders





. inspector's powers where
violation 3(e)
Owner of water power






. . inspection, re 5
. duty of, to deliver excess . . . .13(2)
. . penalty for disobedience .13(3)
. Niagara Falls, at, exceeding
of rights by 14
. regular liabilities of, not
afTected by penalty 13(4)
. rights of
. disadvantage by inspector's
order, re 4
. . limitation of, by Order
in Council 10(1)
. . limitation of original 9(2)
Penalties
. default in delivery of excess,
for 13(3)
. . regular liabilities not
af!'ected by 13(4)
. neglect or obstruction re
inspection, for 5
. rescission of order not to
relieve from 15
Plans
. inspection of 3(c)




. limitation of amount of power 9(1)
. measurements of . . 3(6)
Public Inquiries Act
. referred to 11(2), 12(a), 13(1)
Readings
. inspection of 3(c)
Referee
fixing compensation
. disadvantage, for 4(2)
. limitation of rights, for ... .10(2)
matters to be considered by
. consideration paid, re .11(1) (6)
. invested capital, re . . ll(l)(c)
. original conditions, re . ll(l)(o)








. ascertainment of owner's
rights by 9(2)
. . payment of compensation
upon 9(3)







. water privileges binding on
Crown, of 16(2)
Rescission
order to deliver excess, of 15
Returns
regulations re, by owners . . . 12(^)
Servants
regulations re inspector's .... 12(c)
Shutting o£F water
. Flowers of inspectors 3(e)
Specifications
submission of, for new works . . .8
Supreme Court
. judge of, enforcing facilities
of inspection 6(1)
. judges of, as commissioners . .13(1)
recovery of penalty on owner
by action in 13(3)
Tests
. powers of inspectors 3(b)
Water
. duty of owner re use of 2
test re quantities of 3(b) (i)
Works
approval of inspector for
construction, etc, of 8
. defined 1 (e)
. inspector fixing rate of
efficiency of 7
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
fixing efficiency of 9
powers of inspectors re 3
WATER SUPPLY
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Local Improve-
ment Act; Municipal Act;
Public Health Act; Public







Act; Ditches and Water-






See Local Improvement Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal
Franchises Act ; Ontario
Municipal Board Act; Ontario
Municipal Improvement Cor-
poration Act; Public Health
Act; Public Utilities Act; Pub-
lic Utilities Corporations Act
WEED CONTROL
Weed Control Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1287.
See also Cemeteries Act
Agreement
. destruction, for 8(1)
Appeal
. expenses of inspectors, re 11(3), 12
Application of Act
. road commissioners in
unorganized territory 6
Assessment Act
. reference to 1'1(5), 12
Baling machines
. cleaning of 16
Building
. i>ower to inspect 7
By-laws
appointing inspectors 5(1)
. designating plant as noxious
weed 2(1)
. . effect of 2(2)
Chopping machines
. cleaning of 16
Clerk
. inspector's expenses placed on
collector's roll by 12
. notice to destroy
forwarded to 14(1)
report by inspector of
expenses to 12
Collector's roll
. inspectors' expenses 11(5), 12
Combining machines








moneys payable out of 4(2)
Council
appeal re inspectors'
expenses to 11 (3)
division of municipality into
sections by 5(2)
failure to appoint inspectors by 5(3)
inspectors' expenses paid by 11(4)
inspectors' expenses placed on
collector's roll by 11(5)
order to destroy noxious
weeds by 12
passing of by-laws by 5(1)
revocation of inspector's
appointment addressed to . .5(4)
Court
. appeal to, re inspector's




. inspector's expenses as
debt due 14(3)
Definitions
district inspector 1 (o)
. inspector 1(6)
. Minister 1(c)
. noxious weed 1 (rf)
regulations 1 (e)
weed seed 1 (/)
Destruction
agreement for 8(1)
notice by district inspector ... 14
order for
. failure to comply with 10
. non-residents >ii/';;.".. 9
. residents 8
Disposal




'Governor in Council 13(1)
. . defined 1(a)
. destruction of noxious
weeds by 14(2)
expenses and charges of .... 14(3)
. notice to destroy by 14(1)
Dwelling-house
entry of building other than 7
Establishment of weeds





. district inspector, of 14(3)
. inspectors, of 11(1)
Farm produce
regulating transportation of . .20(rf)
Flour mill




duty of person in charge of .17
Grain elevator
. duty of person in charge of 17
Grain-grinding plant
duty of person in charge of ... .17
Grist mill
. duty of person in charge of 17
Highway Improvement Act
. road authority defined 4(1)
Implements
. power to inspect 7
Incompetence






agreement with, re destruction 8(1)
. appointment of 5(1,2)
. . default in 5(3)
. causing destruction of
noxious weeds 10
defined 1(&)
. expenses of 11(1)
. . presented to council 11(4)
incompetence of 5(4)
. order for destruction by 8(2)
. pwDwers of 7
. remuneration for 5(1)
. road commissioners as 6
Land




. appointment of district
inspectors by 13(1)
designation of plants as
noxious weeds by 2(1)
. regulations by 20
sanction by 4(2)
Machines
. cleaning of 16






. appointment of inspectors by 5(3)
. . revocation of 5(4)
. consent of 2(1)





. licence for seed-cleaning
plant by 18(1)
. road authority's duty
determined by 4(2)
Municipality
. by-law designating plant as
noxious weed 2(1)
. by-laws passed by council of .5(1)
divided into sections 5(2)
. expenses of district inspector
payable by 14(3)





expenses to clerk of 12
Non-residents








. desigrnation of plant as ...2(1), 20




. duty to destroy noxious weeds 3(1)
. order for destruction to 8(2)
. refusal to pay by 11(4)
. road authority as .4(1)
statement of inspectors*
expenses served on 11(1)
Ontario Gazette
publication of by-law in 2(2)
Order
. destruction, for
. . failure to comply with 10
. . non-residents 9
residents 8
Owner
. agreement for destruction with 8(1)







order for destruction to 8(2')
. refusal to pay 11(4)
statement of inspectors'
expenses served on 11(1)
Penalty
contravention of Act and
regulations for 19
interference with inspector, for . . 19
refusal to obey inspector, for ... 19
Processing of farm crops
. cleaning of machine used for . 16
Prohibition
deposit of noxious weeds, re ... 15
Regulations









. regulations re 20(8)
Remuneration
. inspectors, of 5(1)
Residents
. order for destruction to 8(2)
Riparian occupants




. deemed occupant 4(1)
. failure to perform duty 4(2)
Road commissioners
powers and duties of inspectors 6
Seed cleaning machine
. cleaning of 16
Seed-cleaning plant
. duty of person in charge of .... 17
. licence required for 18(1)
. regulations re licences for 20(^)
. regulations re minimum
standards for 20(/)
Seeds
removal from machines 16
Service
order for destruction, of 8(3), 9(2)
. statement of expenses of
inspectors 11(2)
Silo filling





. expenses of inspectors of ...11(1)
. . service of 11(2)
Statute Labour Act
. appointment of road
commissioners under 6
Subdivided areas
. destruction of noxious weeds in 12
Threshing machine
. cleaning of 16
Transportation
farm produce, regulation of . .20(d)
Treasurer
. direction to, re payment of
inspector's remuneration . . . .5(3)
Unorganized territory
. road commissioners appointed in 6
Vehicle
power to inspect 7
Weed seeds
. defined 1(f)
. disposal of IS
. disposal of refuse containing ... 17
WEEDS
See Agricultural Societies Act;


















. enlargement of district
unit, for 3(2)
. establishment of municipal
unit, for 2
Cost
. payment of 5

















. . disestablishment 6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. administrator and staff
appointed by 4
. approval of by-law by
. . enlargement of district
units, for 3(2)
. . establishment of municipal
urrit, for 2
. order by, for disestablishment
of municipal unit 6
. regulations by 7
Minister
. defined 1(6)






. regulations re 7(a)
. staff 4
Records
. regulations re 7(g)
Regulations
. defined 1(c)
. making of 7
Returns
. regulations re 7(g)
Staff
. appointment 4
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. duties on abandonment 8(1)
. . non-compliance 9
. expenses of plugging up,
etc 10(5), 11
. notice of plugging up 6
. property injuriously affected by
failure to plug up 10(1)
. regulations re 2(l)(a)
. statutory declaration re 12
Actions
. against commissioner, etc. . . . 14(2)
. damages, for 15 (^
Agents
. actions against 14(2)
engaged by inspector 14(1)
Appeal
. decision of inspector, from 8(3-5)
order by inspector, from . . . 10(6)
Application of Act
fresh water wells, to 16
Boring
. licences for
. . regulations re 2(l)(rf,^)
. . required 4






. notice to, re unpaid
inspector's expenses 11
Commissioner _
. action against 14(2)
. appointment of 5
. defined 1(a)
. notice to, before plugging
up well 6
. present at plugging up 6
Damages
. action for 15(2)
Definitions
. Commissioner 1 (o)
. inspector 1 (6)
. Minister l(t)
. owner 1 (d)






. . regulations re 2(1) (rf,^)
. . required 4




. inspection of 10(3)
Employees
. actions against 14(2)
. engaged by inspectors 14(1)
Entry on premises
. powers of inspector 14(1)
Examination
. expenses 11
powers of inspector 14(1)
Expenses
plugging up wells, etc. . . . 10(5), 11
Fees
. licence, regulations re 2(1)(^)
Fresh water wells
. application of Act to 16
Gas well
. closing in before plugging up . . .6
. duties of owner where not
utilized 7
Inquiries
. powers of inspector 14(1)
Inspection
. main, pipe or duct 10(3)
. powers of inspector 14(1)
. well 10(2)
Inspector
. action against 14(2)
. agents and employees engaged
by 14(1)
. appointment of 5
. defined 1(6)
expenses payable to H
. order by 10(1-3)
. . appeal from 10(6)
. . default 10(4)
. powers
. . default in plugging up
abandoned well, where 9
. . defective pipe, re 13
. . entry on land 14(1)
. . inspection of main, pipe or
duct, re 10(3,4)
. . leak in casing, where ...10(2,4)
. . property injuriously affected
by failure to plug up
abandoned well, re 10
. present at plugging up 6
statutory declaration required
by 12(1)
. well deemed abandoned by .8(2)
. . appeal from 8(3-5)
Leak
. casing, in 10(2)
Liability






, regulations re 2(l)(d,e)
required 4(1)
penalty for default 4(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. charter annulled by 13
. commissioner appointed by 5
inspectors appointed by S




severed or reserved 11
Minister
. appeal to, from
inspector 8(3-5), 10(6)
. defined 1(c)
. licences issued by 4(1)
. recommendation by, for
annulment of charter 13
. regulations by 2(1)
. application of 2(2)
Natural Gas Commissioner
acting S
Natural Gas Conservation Act
commissioner under 1 (a), 5
inspector under 1(&),5
Notice
appeal from decision of
inspector, re 8(4)
defective pipe, re 13
defects in mains, etc., re ...10(3)
expenses of inspector unpaid ...11
plugging up abandoned well, re 6, 9
property injuriously aflfected by




well deemed abandoned 8(3)
Oil well
. duties of owner where
not utilized 7
Order
. inspector, by 10(2)
. . appeal from 10(6)
default re 10(4)
Owner
appeal by 8(3-5), 10(6)
defined 1(d)
. duties on abandonment of well 8(1)
. . non-compliance 9
. duties where gas not utilized ...7
. expenses of inspector paid by . . .11






. . defective pipe, re 13
defects in mains, etc., re . . 10(3)
Penalty
. contravention of Act 15(1)
. licences not held 4(2)
ripe
defective, notice re 13
inspection of 10(3)
Plugging up wells




powers of inspector re 10(1)
default re order, on 10C4)
regulations re 2{l)(a,b)
statutory declaration re 12
Property
injuriously affected by failure to
plug up abandoned well . . .10(1)
Protecting wells




. making of 2(1)
. penalty for contravention . . . .15(1)
Repair
. expenses 11
powers of inspectors 14(1)
Reports
regulations re 2(1) (/)
Returns
. regulations re 2(1) (/)
Sale




. contents of 12(2)
required by inspector 12(1)
Surplus
. sale for inspector's expenses, of .11
Taxes










See Agricultural Societies Act
WHARFS AND
HARBOURS
Wharfs and Harbours Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1301.
See also Municipal Act; Rail-
ways Act
Application of Act 1
Companies
. application of A<:t to 1
. detention and sale of goods by ..2
. sale of assets 4
shares in 3
Goods
. detention for unpaid tolls . . .2(1)
. sale for unpaid lolls 2(2)
surplus to owner 2(3)
Municipal corporation
. power to hold shares and vote .3





detention and sale of goods for 2
detention and sale of vessel for 2(1)
Vessels
detention and sale for unpaid
tolls 2(1)
WHEAT





Vol. 4, p. 1303.





Canadian National Institute for
the Blind
person registered with ....l(o)(i)
Definitions
. blind person 1 (a)
. white cane 1(6)
Non-residents
. Act not to apply to 3
Old Age Pensions Act
pension under l(o)(ii,iii)
Onus of proof
. non-residency in Ontario, of . 3(2)
WHITE CANE—Con. Sec.
Penalties




See Change of Name Act; De-
pendants' Relief Act; Devolu-
tion of Estates Act; Dower
Act; Fatal Accidents Act;
Mothers' Allowances Act;
'Municipal Act; Parents' Main-
tenance Act
WIFE
See Husband and Wife
WILLS
Wills Act, Vol. 4, p. 1305.
See also Accumulations Act;
'Charities Accounting Act;
Devolution of Estates Act;
Evidence Act; Mortmain and
Charitable Uses Act; Public
Trustee Act; Registry Act;
Succession Duty Act; Surro-
gate Courts Act; Survivor-
ship Act; Trustee Act
Accumulations Act
. referred to 8
Act
. application 6,7, 19(5), 36(2)
Age
. testamentary 10
. . exceptions 13(2)
Alteration in circiunstances
. intention of revocation not
presumed from 21
Alterations
. conditions for, in will 23
Appointment
. power of, in general devise 34
. will in exercise of 12




benefited person, by 16
creditor, by 1'7
executor, by 18
incompetent person, by 15
made between 1834 and 1874 . .4
requirements re H
British subject
execution outside Ontario by
law of domicile or place of
execution, by 19(1)




. prevention of lapse for issue
of predeceased 36(1)
. . application of provisions re 36(2)
Burning
. will, of 22
Charge
. specific, liability of realty for 3i7(2)
Children
. prevention of lapse for issue
of predeceased 36(1)
. . application of provisions re 36(2)
Class
. heirs not suffering lapse
considered as 36(2)
Codicil
. revival by 24
. . will after 1873, of 6
Construction
. direction to pay debts out of
residue, re 3'7(2)
. speaking from death 26(1)
. . applicable to will of
married woman 26(2)
Contingent interests
. power to dispose of 8
Conveyance
. subsequent, effect of 25
Creditor
admission of, as witness 17
Crop
. power of widow to dispose of . . .9
Death
. effect of, on will before 1869 ... 7
. will speaking from 26
Debts
. general direction re,
construction 37(2)
Declaration
. making will in contemplation
of marriage, of 20(a)
Definitions
. heir in devise 31
. land 1(a)
. member of the forces 13(3)
. mortgage 1(b)
. personal estate 1 (c)
. real estate 1 (d)
will l(^)
Destruction
. revocation, as 22
Devise
. definition of word "heir" in 31
. disposition of lapsed 27
. effect of, expressing no limitation 30
WILLS—Co«. Sec.
Devise—Con.
effect of general 29
invalidity of, to witness 16
predeceasing children, etc., to,
not to lapse 36(1)
. bequest to class, as 36(2)
real estate, of, presumed to
include leasehold 28
real estate to trustee, of 33
tail, in, passing to issue of
predeceased devisee 35
Devisee
. liability of, for mortgage on
real estate 37(1)
. predeceasing testator leaving
issue
. . children, brothers and
sisters, re 36
. . estate in tail, re 35
Devolution of Estates Act




. ix)wer of 8
. . widow, of 9
Domicile
. subsequent change of, not to
affect will 19(3)
Dower
power of widow to dispose of ... .9
Entry
. power to dispose of rights of ... .8
Estate tail
. preservation of, after
predeceased devisee 35
Estates pur autre vie
. power to dispose of 8
Execution
. appointment, re 12
. attestation of—see Attestation
. outside Ontario
. . law of domicile or place of
execution, by 19(1)
. . law of Ontario, by 19(2)
will, of 11
Executor
. admission of, as witness 18
devise of real estate to 33
Executory interests
. power to dispose of 8
Fee simple
passing by devise 30
passing to trustee, etc 33
Filing





power to dispose of 8
General devise
. effect of 29
Gift




devise, in, defined 31
Husband
. creditor, of, as witness 17
. taking under will by 20(6)






. referred to 1 (*)
Interlineation
conditions of validity of 23
Invalidity
. wills of minors, of 10
. . exception re seamen and
soldiers 13(2)
Issue
. dying without, defined 32
. predeceased devisee, of,
suffering no lapse 35, 36((1)
Land
. defined 1(a)
devised in will made before
1874, not revived 3
Lapse
prevention of
. . issue of devisee in tail, for . . . . 35
. . issue of predeceased child,
brother or sister, for . . . .36(1)
Leasehold
presumption of, included in
real estate 28
Legacy
. invalidity of, to witness 16
Limitation
. devise without words of 30
Margin
. subscription in 23
Mariner
. execution of will by 13(1)
. . irrelevance of age re 13(2)
Marriage
. revocation of will by 20
. . exceptions 20(o-c)
WILLS—Con. Sic.
Married woman
. will made by
. . between 1859 and V&74 5
. coverture, during 26(2)
Member of forces
. defined 13(3)
. execution of will by 130)
irrelevance of age re 1'3(2)
Minors
. invalidity of wills of 10




. general direction re debts,
effect on -37(2)
. liability of heirs for, on
real estate 37(1)
saving of rights re, made
before 1874 37(3)
Mortgagee
saving of rights of 37(3)
Personal estate
. defined 1(c)
. effect of general devise of 29
. execution outside Ontario re
. . made by foreign law ....19(1)
. . made by law of Ontario . . . 19(2)
. power to dispose of 8
Publication
. will, of, not required 14
Real estate
. defined 1(d)
. devised to trustee 33
. effect of general devise of 29
. lapse of devise re 27
liability for mortgage on ... .37(1)
. passing by disposition between
1834 and 1874 4
. passing in full of, not limited
in devise to trustee 34
passing of, by un revised will
made before 1874 2
. . rights to pass if comprising
land 3
. power of widow to dispose of . . .9
. power to dispose of 8
. presumed to include leasehold . .28
. tail, in, passing to issue of
predeceased devisee 35
unlimited, passing as fee simple 30
Registrar of Supreme Court








general direction re payment of
debts from 37(2)
Revival
re-execution or codicil, by 24
. will made before 1874, of 2,6
Revocation
. changed circumstances not
to imply i2l
. execution of 22
. provisions re, inapplicable
where death before 1869 7
. subsequent marriage, by 20
. . exceptions 20(a-c)
. revival after 24
Seaman
execution of will by 13(1)
. irrelevance of age re 13(2)
Separate property
. disposition re, between 1859
and 1874 by married woman . .5
Signature
position of, under will 11(2)
testator and witnesses in
margin, of 23
. witnesses, of 11(1)
Signing
. will, of 11(1)
. . position of signature I'l (2)
Sister
. prevention of lapse for issue
of predeceased 36(1)
application of provisions re 36(2)
Soldier
. execution of will by 13(1)
. . irrelevance of age re 13(2)
Subsequent conveyance
. effect on will of 25
Tearing
. will, of 22
Tiustee
devise of real estate to 33
Validity
. interlineations, etc., of 23
. non-observance of special form
not to aflfect 12
. will, of 14
Widow
power of, to dispose of
real estate 9
Wife
. creditor, of, as witness 17
. taking under will by 20(b)






. creditors as 17
execution of will, of 11(1)
. . soldiers and seamen not
required, for 13(1)
. executors as 18
. incompetency of, eflFect of 15
, invalidity of bequests to 16
will made between 1834 and
1874, re 4
. will of married woman between
1859 and 1874, re 5
WINDING-UP
See Assignment of Book Debts
Act; Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Companies
Act; Credit Unions Act; In-





See Liquor Control Act; Liquor
Licence Act; Public Health
Act
WINTER FAIRS
See Agricultural Associations Act
WIRES
See Limitations Act; Municipal
Act
WITNESSES
See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; 'Courts; Crown
Witnesses Act; Evidence Act;
Fire Marshals Act; Judicature





Wolf and Bear Bounty Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1317.
Action
burden of proof in 17
Affidavits






killing of bear, re 10(2) (&)
. . deliver>- to Minister 11
killing of wolf, re 2,
6
. regulations re 16(o)
taking of IS
Age of animals
decision of Minister final 14
Application
permit for keeping animals in
captivity, for 16(1)
Application of Act
. bear bounties, re 9(1)
keeping animals in captivity,
re 16(6)
- regulations re 16(<^)
Appropriations for bounties




. not payable 9(2)
. payable, burden of proof ..... 17
payable in agricultural area . . 100)
. payment of 11
. penalty for unlawful
presentation for 12(1)
Bear bounty officers




. . disposal after, regrulations
re 18(^)
. marking of 10(3)
production of 10(2) (a)
regulations re 18(c)
Bears
keeping in captivity 16




bounty for 3, 5(2)
. proof of killing 2
provisional judicial district, in 5
Burden of proof
bounty payable, re 17
Captivity
keeping animals in 16
Certificate
bear killed, re 10(2)
delivery to Minister 11
. defects in 18





wolf killed, re 2
. delivery to Minister 4, 5(2)
. delivery to treasurer 3
. provincial park, in 6




Clerk of district court
certificate by, re killing
of wolf 5(2)
County
. bounties paid by 3
repayment of bounties to 4
Crown
. skins as property of 7,8(2)
Crown game preserves
. bears killed on 9(2)
Definitions
. Minister 1 (a)
provisional judicial district . . . .1(&)
. regulations 1 (c
)
Fees
. permit, regulations re 18(6)
Forfeiture
. animals kept in captivity
unlawfully 16(5)
. bear skins, of 12(2)
wolf skins, of 8(2)
Game and fisheries officer
certificate by, re killing
of bear -..,, 10(2)
Indian reserves
. bears killed on 9(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 18
Live stock
. bear killed in preservation
of 10(2)(f)
Justice of the peace




. . killing of bear, re 10(2)
. . killing of wolf, re 2, 5(2)
Minister
. bear bounty officers
designated by 10(2)
. decision re age of animals 14
. defined 1 (a)
. permits by, for keeping
animals in captivity .... 16(1-3)
. requisition by, for payment
of claims 13
1564 GENERAL INDEX





. wolf bounty officers
designated by 5(1)
Payment
. claims, of 13
. entitlement determined by
'Minister 14
Penalties
. unlawful presentation for
bounty
. . bear bounty 12(1)
. . wolf bounty 8(1)
. unlawfully keeping animals
in captivity 16(4)
Permits
. fees, regulations re 18(&)
. keeping animals in captivity,
for
. . application for 16(1)
. . forfeiture for default 16(5)
. . issue of 16(2)
. . penalty Tor default 16(4)
. . refusal or cancellation of . . 16(3)
Proceedings
. burden of proof in 17
Proof
. burden of 17
. killing of bear, re 10(2)
. killing of wolf, re 2
. provisional judicial district, in 5
Property
. bear killed in preservation
of 10(2) ic)
Prosecution
. burden of proof in 17
Provincial Auditor
. cheque countersigned by 13
Provincial parks
. bears killed in 9(2)
wolf killed in 6
Provisional judicial district
. defined 1(6)





payment of claims, for 13
Resident
bear killed by 10(2) (rf)
Seizure




See Bear skins; Wolf
skins
WOLF AND BEAR Sec.
BOUNTY—Can.
Superintendent of park
certificate by, re killing of wolf 6
Timber wolf
. bounty for 3,5(2)
. proof of killing 2
. . provisional judicial district, in 5
Treasurer of county
. bounties paid by 3
. certificate by, re killing of wolf 2
Treasurer of Ontario
. payment of claims by 13
Wolf boimties
. entitlement determined by
'Minister 14
. paid by county 3
. payable, burden of proof 17
penalty for unlawful
presentation for 8(1)
. provisional judicial district,
in 5(2)
. repayment to county 4
Wolf bounty officers
. certificate by, re killing
of wolf 2,5(2)
Wolf skins
. delivery to Minister 4
. delivery to treasurer 3
. disposal of 7
regulations re ISie)
forfeiture 8(2)
. production of 2,5(1)
regulations re 18(f)
Wolves
. keeping in captivity 16
. proof of killing 2
provisional judicial district, in 5
WOMEN
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Husband and











Act, Vol. 4, p. 1323.
See also Crown Timber Act;
Cullers Act; Industrial Stan-


















. assistant inspector, as 2(3)
Deductions
. investigation of 3(d)
Definitions
. Crown timber 1(a)
. Department 1(&)
















powers of inspector 7(a)
Evidence
taken by inspector 8
Examination on oath






. defect in 10
Hours












. . investigations, on 7
. . taking evidence 8
. report by 5
. who may be 2(2)
Investigations
. duties of inspector re 3
. powers of inspector re 7
Irregfularity
. proceedings, in 10
Justice of the peace
. order by. compelling attendance
of witness 7(b)
Labour conditions
. investigation of 3(a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Cotmcil
. inspector appointed by 2(1)
. recommendations approved by . .5
. regulations by 6
Minister
. assistant inspector appointed
by 2(3)
. defined 1(d)
. inspector recommended by ...2(1)
. investigations directed by 3
. report to, by inspector S
Oaths
. administration by inspector . . .7(c)
Operators
. defined 1(e)
. investigations re 3
. responsibility of 4
Penalties




. irregularity not to invalidate .... 10
Quarters
. investigation of 3(f)
Regulations
. making of 6
Report
. inspector, by 5
Responsibility
. operators, of 4
Sununary Convictions Act
. appearance under 7(b)
Summoning
. witnesses, powers of inspector 7(b)
Supplies
. charges for, investigation of ..3(c)
Wages





. fees '. 9




Woodmen's Lien for Wages
Act, Vol. 4, p. 1327.
See also Division Courts Act;




. attachment against 16
Accoxints




. damages for improper seizure .36
. practice and procedure 35
Advertisement
. appointment for hearing 24(2)
Affidavit
. attachment, for 16, 17
. claim pursuant to notice
proved by 25(2)
. verifying claim of lien 7{2)
. . form Form 2
. . joinder of claims 32
Agreements
. contractors, by 5(2)
. waving application of Act 4
Application
. payment out of court, for 29
. reduction of costs, for 28(1)
Application of Act 2
. ag.'ecments waiving 4
Apportionment
. proceeds of sale 26(4)
Assignment
. claims, of 32
Attachment
—





. after action 13(2)
. district court, from 17
. division court, from 16
. first instance, in 13(1)
joinder in 32
logs or timber in transit 19







. setting aside 15(2)
. subsequent seizure under ....17(2)
Bailiff
. attachment by 16
. . logs in transit 19
defined 1(a)
. release of logs by 21
. sale by, for default
of payment 26(1, 2)
. separation of logs by 20
. warrant or writ of attachment
served by 18(3)
Eank notes
. payment of wages by 3'7(1)
Pill of exchange
. payment ol wages by 37,38
Bills
. payment of wages by 37(1)
Bond
. release of logs, for 21
. . cancellation of 23(2), 27
Certificate
. balance due after sale 26(5)
. vacating lien 23
Cheque
payment of wages by 37, 38
Claim of lien
. additional 17(2)
. assignment of 32
. attachment to protect 16,17
. contested, costs 28(3)
. endorsed on writ 11(1)
. filing of 7(1)
. . place for 8
. . time limit for contractors . .7(3)
. . time limit for wage-
earners 7(4)
. form 7(1), Form 1
. increased 17(2)
. joinder of 3^2
. uncontested, costs 28(2)
verification of 7(2)
Claims
. proof of 25(2)
. . Creditors' Relief Act, under 29(1)
Clerk of court
. bond filed with 21
. certificate by, of balance due
after sale 26(5)
. certificate vacating lien
filed with 23(2)
payment by, of proceeds of
sale 26(3)
. warrant for attachment by 16





. deemed labourer 5(2)
. time for filing claim of lien . . .7(3)
Contracts
. waiving application of Act 4
Costs
. determined by judge 25(3)
. judgment for 1 1 (6)
. limit 28(1)
. . cla'm contested 26(3)
. . claim not contested 28(2)
. payment, where nothing
found due 27
. reduction of 28(1)
. tariflf 28(4)
County of Victoria
. jurisdiction of court 3
Creditors
. application by, for payment
out of court 29
Creditors' Relief Act
. distribution under 29(1)
Cross-examination
. deponents, of 25(2)
Crown liens
. priority of 5(1)
Damages
. improper seizure, from 36
Defence
attachment issued, where 13
. attachment proceedings, in ..18(6)
. filing permitted 1 1 (3)
. illegal payments 38
. not filed 11(2)
. requirements re 11(1)
Defendant
. appointment for hearing
served on 24(2)
. owner as 18(4)
. payment into court by 23
. suit to enforce lien, in 10(2)
. warrant or writ of attachment
served on 18




logs or timber 1 (f
)
Detention
. logs or timber in transit 19
Discharge of lien 27
Dispute
. filing permitted 11(3)





. . entry of 22
. requirements re 11(1)
District court
. certificate of balance due as
judgment in 26(5)
. claim of lien filed in 8(1)
. . certain localities 8(2)
. . Haliburton 8(3)
. jurisdiction in county court
of Victoria 3
. suit in. for enforcement of lien 10
. powers 11(3)
. suits in several 34
. transfer of proceedings to 33
Division court
. certificate of balance due as
judgment in 26(5)
. suit in, for enforcement of lien 10
. . powers 11(3)
. suits in several 34
. transfer of proceedings from ...33
Division Courts Act
. attachment under 16
. constable under l(fl)
Enforcement of Uen
. sale under execution 12
. suit for 10,11
Execution
certificate of balance due
after sale 26(5)
judgment H (2)
. sale under 12
. subsequent seizure under ....17(2)
Foreman
. waiver of Act by 4(2)
Forms
. affidavit attached to claim Form 2
. claim of lien Form 1
. prescribed by Rules Committee 39
Fraudulent debtor
. attachment against 16, 17
Haliburton
. application of Act to 2
. jurisdiction over 3
Hearing
. appointment for 24
. attendance at 25(1)
. duties of judge 25(3)
I.O.U.
. payment of wages by 37, 38
Inquiry—see Hearing
Joinder






. appointment for hearing 24
costs reduced by -28(1)
direction by
. release of seized logs 15(2)
. service of warrant or writ
of attachment 18(5)
. summary disposal of cases 15(1)
hearing before
. appointment for 24
. attendance at 25
leave, for separation of logs 20
order by
. application of proceeds of
sale, re 26(3)
. conclusion of inquiry, on ...26(1)
. dismissal of proceedings for 30
. payment out of court, for 29
. service on person in
possession 18(2)
. powers in suit to enforce lien 11(3)
Judgment
. certificate of balance due
after sale as 26(5)
. defence not filed, where 1 1 (2)
. dispute not entered 22(2)
. form 11(6)
. lien not established 31(2)
Jurisdiction




lien on logs 5(1)
. waiver of Act by 4(1)
Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act
. proceedings under 20
Liability
. improper seizure, for 36
Lienholders
joining in proceedings 32
Liens
ceasing of 6
. certificate vacating 23
. claim—see Claim of lien
discharge of 27
enforcement of 10, 11
. . sale under execution, by 12
. illegal payments not to affect ...38
judgment where not
established 31(2)
. priority of 5(1)
. sale not to aflfect 9
Lieutenant-Governor in Council




. attachment of 116, 17
. defined 1(f)
. delivery on vacating of lien . .23(2)
. improper seizure 36
. lien for labour 5(1)
. release of 21
. . nothing found due 27
. separation of 20
. transit, seizure in 19
Loss
. improper seizure, from 36
Manager
. waiver of Act by 4(2)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. appointment for hearing
sent to 24(3)
Notice of dispute
. entry of ' 22(1)
. . judgment where no 22(2)
. requirements re 11(1)
Officer
. waiver of Act by 4(2)
Order
. application of proceeds of sale,
re 26(3)
. delivery of logs on vacating of
lien, for 23(2)
. dismissal of proceedings for
want of prosecution 30
. payment into court, for 26(1)
payment of wages by 37, 38
. payment out of court for 29
. release of logs, for 21
. service on person in
possession 18(2)
Owner
. appointment for hearing served
on 24(2)
. party defendant, as 10(4), 18(4)
warrant or writ of attachment
served on 16
. writ served on 10(3)
Payment
. bond for 21
. . cancellation of 23(2)
. illegal 37(1)
. . eflfect 38
. . penalty for 37(2)
. into court
. . before sale 23
. . order for 26(1)
. . sale on default 26(2)
. out of court 29(2)
Penalties





. payment of 26(3)
Practice
dispute not entered, where . . .22(2)
proceedings under Act 35
. suit to enforce lien, in 11(4)
Priority
. liens, of 5(1)
. settled by judge 25(3)
Procedure
. dispute not entered, where . . .22(2)
proceedings under Act 35
. suits in several courts 34
Proceedings
. attacliment, issue of 13
. dismissal for want of prosecution 30
forms prescribed by Rules
Committee 39
Haliburton, in 3
lienholders joining in 32
. practice and procedure 35
. sale under execution 12
. suit to enforce lien 10, 11
. summary disposal 15(1)
. transfer to district court i3
Promissory note
. payment of wages by 37, 38
Proof
claims, of 25(2)
. . Creditor/ Relief Act, under . . 29 ( 1
)
Provisional county of Haliburton
—See Haliburton
Provisional judicial district
. claim of lien filed in court of . .8(1)
Release
. logs or timber, of 2"!
. nothing found due 27
Remedies
. other, not affected by Act . . .31(1)
Report
. judge, by 26(1)
Rules Committee
. forms prescribed by . 39
Sale
. default of pajrment, for . . . .26(1,2)
. . application of proceeds 26(3)
. apportionment of proceeds. 26(4)
. certificate of balance due
after 26(5)
distribution of excess 29
instruments for illegal payment . .38
. lien unaflFected by 9
-
. payment into court before ...23(1)
. separation of logs, without 20
Sale under execution




. release of logs for 21
. . cancellation of 23(2), 27
Seizure
. improper, liability for 36
. logs or timber 16, 17
. transit, in 19
. setting aside 15(2)
. subsequent 17(2)
Separation
. logs, of 20
Service
. appointment for hearing 24(2)
warrant of attachment 18
. writ 10(3), 11(5)
. writ of attachment 18
Sheriff
. attachment by 17
. . logs in transit 19
. distribution of excess by 29(1)
. release of logs by 21
. sale by, for default ©f
payment 26(1, 2)
. separation of logs by 20
. warrant or writ of attachment
served by 18(3)
Slide or boom company
. lien for tolls 5(1)
Statement of claim
. attachment issued where 13




. enforcement of lien, for 10, 11




. joinder in 32
. service 11(5)
Sureties




. attachment of 16, 17
. defined 1 (c)
. delivery on vacating of Hen . .23(2)
. improper seizure 36
. lien for labour 5(1)
release of 21
. . nothing found due 27
. separation of 20
. transit, seizure in 19
Timber slide company
. lien for tolls 5(1)
Tolls






instruments for illegal payment . .38
. lien unaffected by 9
. proceedings to district court 33
Transit
. logs or timber in, detention of .19
Victoria
. county court, jurisdiction of 3
Wage-earners
. time for filing claim of lien . . .7(4)
Wages
. illegal payments 37(1)
. effect 38
. . penalty for 37(2)
Waiver
. application of Act 4
Warrant of attachment
. issue of 16




' : form 11(4)
. joinder in 32
. service 10(3), 11(5)
Writ of attachment
. issue of 17
. logs or timber in transit 19
. service of 18
WOOD-SAWING
MACHINES
See Threshing Machines Act
WOOL
See Farm Products Marketing
Act; Live Stock and Live
Stock Products Act; Munici-
pal Act
WORKMEN
See Apprenticeship Act; Assign-
ments and Preferences Act;
'Blind Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act; Building Trades
Protection Act; Department
of Labour Act; Execution
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Fatal Accidents
Act; Industrial Standards Act;
Labour Relations Act; Master
and Setvant Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Minimum Wage
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
Act; Public and Other Works
Wages Act; Vocational Edu-
WORKMEN—Con. Sec.






Act, Vol. 4, p. 1341.
See also Assignments and Pre-




Shop and Office Building Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Mining
Act; Municipal Act; Police
Act; Public Health Act; Pub-





. foreign country, in 7(2)
. industrial diseases deemed ..114(1)
. notice of 20
. . by employer 113
. outside Ontario, compensation
for 6(1-5,7)
. personal injury from,
compensation for 3(1)
. presumptions re 3(2)
. time of, re medical aid 50(5)
Accident fund
. additional assessment added
to 84(5)
. apportionment of contributions
to 84(2)
commutation of payments out
of 26(1)
. compensation out of
. . industrial diseases, re 114(7)
. non-resident dependant, to 8(2)
. contribution to 4,80(1,2)
. cost of administering super-
annuation fund out of 69(3)
. deemed indivisible 84(3)
. defined 1(1)(6)
. inquiry re sufficiency 78
maintaining 82, 105
. medical aid paid out of .. 50(4) (a)
. payments by principal employer
into 10(3,4)
rehabilitation expenses out of 52
reimbursement of employer out
of 44(2)
. remuneration of assessors
from 91(2)





. Board member holding shares
in 65(1)(6)
Accountants
. appointment by Board 68(1)
Accounts
Board, of, audit 76
. employer, of, examination ... 92(1)
separate, re amounts collected 84(3)
. wages paid, of, kept by
employer 90(3)
Action
Board, by, in name of workman 9(3)
damages, for 1-1
employer, against, prohibition ... 14
. recovery of compensation, for,
prohibition 12
. right to bring 1^
workman, by 9(1)
Actuaries
appointment by Board 68(1)
Administration of Act
. provincial grant re 79
Advances
. compensation, of 26(4)
Affidavits
. officers authorized to take . . .92(3)
Age
. member of Board 59
Agreement





. compensation equal to 27(1)
Application
addition of industry to Schedule
1. for 88
addition of industry to Schedule
2, for 89
. right to bring action, re 15
Application of Act




. average earnings 43(7)
Artificial member
. lump sum for purchase of 46
. replacement and repair of . . . .50(3)
Assessment
additional 34(1)
. failure to furnish statement,
on 90(6)






. additional percentage for
non-payment 106
. . collection of 108
. . relief from 107(2)
. based on reduced payroll . . . .97(1)
. employer, of
. . basis 90(5)
. . levying 96(1)
. . provisional 96(2)
. . special 81
. made on pay roll 9"" 1
)
. merit rating 97(3)
. non-assessment of
employer 102(1), 103
. priority re pa3mient, on
distribution of assets 112(1)
. refusal to pay 107(1)
. revision of deficiency in 98(3)
. supplementary, credited to 101
. supplementary, when
deficient 99,100(1)
. temporary' businesses, of .... 110(1)
. uniformity of 97(2)
. unpaid, collection of 108
Assessors
. remuneration 91 (2)
. returns by, re employees 91(1)
Assignment
. compensation, of 19
Assignments and Preferences Act





. inspectors 1 1 5 (3)
. rules 115(2)
. . contravention 75(2)
Attachment
. compensation, of 19
Audit
. Board's accounts 76
Auditors
. appointment by Board 68(1)
. audit of accounts by 76
Board
. acting upon certificate 116(2)
. additions to Schedule 1 by 88
. additions to Schedule 2 by 89
. affidavits before members of. .92(3)
. annual report by 77
application of compensation
by 26(3)









. application to, re right to bring
action 15
appointment of secretary 68(1)
approval by
. assignment of compensation ... 19






assessment increased by 84(4)




certified copy of records as
evidence 71
chairman 54
. absence 55, 56(2)








contribution reduced by 84(6)
decisions by
. merits, on 70(4)
. not open to review 70(1)
defined l(l)(f)
deposit of money with 23
designation of industrial
diseases by 114(13)
discretion re reserve fund . . . 83(2)
disqualification of members 65(1,2)
duty re sufficiency of accident
fund 82
enforcement by, of assessment
under Mechanic/ Lien Act .... Ill
enforcement of orders 74(1)
examination of accounts of
employer by 92
examination of aflfairs 78
exclusive jurisdiction 70(1)
. specific 70(2)













. industry excluded from class by,
on employment of minor 85
. inquiry by 73(2)
. inspection of premises by SM
. investigation by, re apportion-
ment of compensation for
industrial di.sease 114(7)
. levy by, re increased
compensation 34(1)
lump sum payable to 26(2)
medical officers appointed by 114(9)
medical reports to 51
members—see Members of
Board
notice of accident to 20(4), 113
notice of election re
compensation to .. .7(2), 86(3, 4)
offices and sittings of 66
payment of medical aid
by 50(4)(fl,6)
payment to, by insurer 31(1)
powers of
. assessment of temporary
industries 110(2)
. attendance of witnesses 64
. inquiry, on 73(2)
pro tempore members 56(1)
proceedings 67
questions re medical aid
determined by 50(6)
quorum 62
rate of assessment fixed by . .98(1)
reconsidering by 70(3)
regulations by 75
. schedules, re 84(1)
. superannuation fund, re . . . .69(2)
remuneration of assessors by 91(2)
requirements of
. commutation by employer, re. .29
. insurance of workmen 30
reserve fund 83(1), 105
returns re employees to 91(1)
schedule by, re impairment of
earning capacity 41(2)
statement to, re wages of
employees 90
subrogation of, to right of
action 9(3)
sums awarded by, on contested
claim 72
supplementary assessment by 99, 104
vacancy on 63
vice-chairman 57
withdrawal of small industries





. trade or business of l(2)(rf)
Burial expenses
. compensation for 36(1) (a, 6)
Certificate
Board, by. re unpaid
assessments 108, 109(1)
committee, by, re payment ..116(2)
. medical referee, by 13, 22(2)
. wages of employees, re 90
Certiorari
proceedings before Board not
removable by 70(1)
Cbairtnan
. Board, of 54
. . absence of 55, 56(2)
Children
. compensation to 36(1) {d,e)
. . cessation of maximum and
minimum 36(3) (,b, c)
determined by Board 12
Class
. defined 115(6)
. supplementary assessment of 100(1)
Clerk
appointment, by Board 68(1)
. county court, fee for filing
orders with 74(2)
. court, certificate re unpaid
assessments filed with 108
Collection
. unpaid assessments 108, 109(1)
Collector's roll
. unpaid assessment entered
on 109(1)
Committees





. compensation, of 26(1), 46
. weekly payments 27(1), 29
Companies Act
. debts under, priority of
assessment 112(1)
Compensation
. accident fund, from 80(1)
. accident in foreign country 7
. accidents outside Ontario 6(1-5, 7)
. action for recovery, prohibition. . 12
. advances on account of 26(4)
. agreement re 17








. . provisional 96(2)
. . rate 98(1)
. . uniformity 97(2)
. assignment of 19
. charging of 9(5)
. claim of, when action brought. .9(2)
. commutation of 26(1)
. . purchase of artificial member,
re 46
. . weekly payments 27(1, 2), 29
. computation of 3(3)
. Consolidated Revenue Fund,
from 81
. contested claim, award 72
. contractor, by 10(5)
. death, on 36
. deduction for gratuities by
employer 44(1)
. deduction from wages 18
. diversion for benefit of
family 48(a,&)
. election where right of action. .9(3)
. . notice of 9(4)
. employer, by, re industrial
disease 1 14(2)
. employer liable for 113(3)
. employer, of 11
. enforcement of order for 74(1)
. expenses, on contested claim 72
. extension for educational
purposes 36(2)
. fixing of periods of payment ... .45
. fixing of, re industrial disease 114(6)
. increase 25
. . provision of funds for 34(1)
. individual liability of employers ..5
. industrial disease, for 114(1)
. infant workman, to 49
. liability for periodical
payments 112(2)
. medical examination on claim
for 21(1)
. minimum amount 42(a, b)
. non-resident dependants, to. .8(1-3)
. non-resident workman, to 13
. notice of accident 20(5)
. notice of claim, to insurer . . . .31(2)
. payment of 26(2-4)
. . by employer 107
. . during suspension .35
. permanent disability .. .32(1), 4.1(1)
. principal employer, by 10(1)
. remarriage of widow, on 37(1)
. review of ^-24







. temporary parlial disability 40
. temporary total disability 3/9
. time for claim 20(1)
. waiver of, void 16
, widow or invalid husband,
to 36(l)(c)
. workman, to 3(1)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
annual sum from, re
administration of Act 79





. workmen of 10(1,5)
Contributions
. accident fund, to 80(1, 2)
. employers, by 117
. reduction of amount 84(6)
Contributory negligence





. recovery where employer
negligent 9(6,7)
Death
. industrial disease, from 114(1)
. member of Board 56(1)
. claim for compensation on ...20(1)
. compensation on 36(1)
Declarations
officers authorized to take . . .92(3)
Defective ways
. liability for 121
Definitions
. accident 1(1) (a)
. accident fund 1(1) (,6)
. Board 1(1)(0
. construction 1(1) {d)
. dependants \(\)(e)
. earnings, wages 1(1)(/)
. employer 1(1) (gr)
. employment 1 ( 1 ) (/i)
. industrial disease l(I)(i)
. industry 1 ( 1 ) (/)
. invalid 1(1) (it)
. manufacturing 1(1)(/)
. medical aid 50(2)
. medical referee 1 (!)(>»)
'
. member of family 1(1)(«)
. outworker l(l)fo)






. silicosis 1(1) (g)
. superannuation fund 1(1) (r)
. workman l(l)(j)
Dental aid
. workman, to 50(1)
Dependants
. compensation to, on death of
workman 36
• defined 1(1)(0








. . minimum amount of 42(6)
. . security for i^lz)
. permanent total, medical aid
on 50(1)
. temporary partial, compensation
on 40
. lump sum on 41(3)
. . minimum amount 42(a)
. temporary total, compensation
on , 39
. . minimum amount of 42(a)
Disasters





. certified by secretary, as evidence 71
. production, powers of Board re. .64
Drugless Practitioners Act
. aid to workman by practitioner
under 50(1,2)
Earnings
. apprentice, of 43(7)
compensation not to exceed
average 36(3)
. computation of average ... .43(1-3)
. defined 1(1)(/)
. special expenses not included
in 43(5)
Education
. compensation extended for . . .36(2)
Employees
. mines, of, examination of ...114(9)
. returns re, by assessors 91(1)














. ac:ion against 9(5)
. prohibition 14
additional assessment 34(1)
. exemption from 34(2)
. failure to furnish statement 90(6)
agreement with, re amount of
compensation 17
application by
. addition to Schedule 1, re 88
. addition to Schedule 2, re 89















. industrial diseases, re ...114(2,6)
. permanent disability, re ..32(1,2)
compensation of 11
contributions by
. accident fund, to 4, 80(1, 2)
. Board, to 117
deduction of compensation
from wages by 18(1)
. penalty _.18(2)
default by
. liability re assessment . . . .102(2)
. name and residence of . . . .109(1)
. reporting accident 113(3)
defined :..lil){g)
deposit by 33
duty under Public Health Act 50(9)
election by, re class of
industry 86(2)
. notice of 86(3)
examination of accounts . . .92(1-3)
excess of compensation returned
to 29




. reimbursement for .44(2)
individual liability S, 84(4)
. injury to minor, on 85
inspection of premises by
Board 94(1)











. compensation, for 3(1)
. defective ways, etc 121(1)
. negligence, for 9(6, 7)
names of former 1 14(3)
non-assessment, effect 102(1)
notice by, of accidents 113(1,2)
notice to
. accidents, of 20
. assessment, of 98
. claim for compensation, of 31(2)
. election re compensation, of. 7(2)
obstruction by, of inquiries ..92(2)
payments by
. medical aid, for 50(4) (&)
. rehabilitation, re 52
principal, liability of 10
relief from additional payments
by 93(2)
repayment to, re supplementary
assessment 101
statements by, re wages of
employees 90
subrogation to right of action. 9(3)





. continuance in, after knowledge
of defect 121 (4)
. defined 1(1)(A)
. same employer, by 43(4)
Enforcement
. order re unpaid assessments . . . 108
. orders of Board 74(1, 2)
Evidence
. certificate of secretary as 71
Examination
. books and accounts of
employer 92(1)
Exclusion
. industries, from classes 86(1)
Expenses
. administration of Act, grant re . 79
. Board, of, assessment re 96(1)
. compensation for, on contested
claim 72
special, not included in
earnings 43(5)
Farming





. action by persons entitled
under 121(1)
recovery by person entitled
under 122(1)
Fee
. filing orders with clerk 74(2)
. municipal collector, of 109(2)
Foster-mother
. compensation to 36(4, 5)
Fund
. special, for disasters 100(2)
Grinders' Phthisis
. compensation for 114(12)
Hospital
. transportation of workman
to , .50(11)
Increase
. compensation, of 25
Industrial diseases
. compensation for 114(2)
. fixing of 114(6)
. . injury, from 114(11)
. contraction of 114(3, 5)
deemed accidents 114(1)
defined l(l)(t)
. designation by Board 114(13)
. presumption arising from
employment 114(8)
Industry
. addition to schedules 88, 89
apportionment of assessment on




exclusion from class, on
employment of minor 85
Schedule 1, in, liability re
compensation 4




withdrawal of small, from
classes 86(1)
. . election of employers re . . .86(2)
Icfant
. workman, compensation to 49
Information
. obtained on inquiry,
confidential 95(1)
. penalty for revealing 95(2)
Injimction







. workman, to, compensation for 3(1)
Inquiry
. accuracy of statements, re . . . .92(1)
. assessment determined on . . .93(1)
. Board, by 73(1)
. information obtained on,
confidential 95(1)
. obstruction of 92(2)
. premises, of, by Board 94(1)
Inspectors
. appointment by Board 68(1)
. associations, of 1 15 (3)
Instalments
. assessment paid by 96(2)
Insurance
. employer, by 28(1)
. workmen, of 30
Insurance company
. commutation of payments by. 28(1)
. notice to, of claim for
compensation 31 (2)
payment to Board by 31(1)
. . application of 31(3)
Interest




. compensation to, on death ..36(8)
Invalid husband
. sole dependant, compensation
to 36(l)(r), (3)(a)
Investment
. compensation, of 26(3) (f)
. reserves, of 105
Judgment
order as, on filing 72
Liability
. contractor 10(1), 121(3)
. employer
. . defective way, for 121 (1)
. . industrial diseases, re 114(3)
. person supplying defective
ways 121 (2)
. sub-contractor 121 (3)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointments by
. . auditor 76
. . members of Board 53
. . pro tempore member of
Board 56(1)
. approval of regulations by ...75(1)
. . schedules, re 84(1)









. chairman of Board appointed by 54
. direction by, re payments from
Consolidated Revenue Fund . .81
. provincial grant determined by . .79




. tenure of office of Board
members determined by 58
Life insurance company




liability of owner under, for
assessment HI
Medical aid
contribution by workman to . .50(9)
. penalty for 50(8)
defined 50(2)
employer liable to pay 5, 113(3)
. enforcement of order for 74(1)
fees or charges for 50(7)
further, payment of 50(12)
payment of 50(4) (a, 6)
. . employer, by 107(1,2)
. workman, to 50(1)
Medical examination
. refusal to submit to 22(3)
. workman, of 21(1)
Medical officers
. appointment of, re mines ...114(9)
Medical referee
. appointment of, by Board . . . .68(1)
. certificate of, re permanent
disability 13
defined I(l)(»i)
. differences referred to 22(1)
examination of workman by. .21(1)









affidavits taken by 92(3)
age limit 59
. appointment .53
. disqualification of 65(1, 2)





. salary of 51
. tenure of office of 58
Mines
examination of employees of 114(9)
Mining Act
medical officers under 114(9)
. provision for mine rescue
stations by 1(1) (6)
Minor
. injury to, liability of employer . . .85
Misrepresentation
. workman, by, re previous
illness 114(1)
Miuiicipal collectors
. unpaid assessment collected
by 109(1)
Municipal corporation
. trade or business of 1 (2) (a)
Negligence
. employer, of, damages on . .9(6) (7)
. fellow workmen, effect 122(1)
. liability of employer for
servants 121(1)
Notice
accident, of 20(1, 4)
. failure to give 20(5)
assessment, of 98(1)
election, of 86(3, 4)
. foreign compensation, re ..7(1,2)
. where right of action 9(4)
employer, to, re compensation
for industrial diseases ....114(6)
Officers
. appointment by Board 68(1)
Offices
. Board of 66
Operation
. payment of expenses 23
Order of Board
. alteration of 70(3)
enforcement of 74(1)
. first-aid equipment, re 50(10)
. payment of sums on contested




. liability for assessmen' Ill
Pay roll
. assessment based or 90(5)
. assessment on 93(1)
. reduced, assessment based on 97(1)





. assessment, of 98(1)
. . failure re 106
. periods of 45
Penalties
. application of 118
. collection from workman for
medical aid 50(8)
. contravention of regulations. .75(2)
. deduction from wages 18(2)
. default, re assessment of
temporary industry 110(3)
. failure to furnish statements. .90(6)
. failure to give notice, re
accidents 113(2)
. obstructing inquiries 92(2)
. obstructing inspection of
premises 94(2)
. payment of medical aid by
workman, for 50(8)




. inspection by Board 94(1)
. . penalty for obstruction . . . .94(2)
Presumption
. industrial disease, re 114(8)
Principal
. contractor to reimburse 10(2)
Principal employer
. liability of 10
Priority
. limit re claim for
compensation 112(3)
Proceedings
. Board, of 67
Production
. powers of Board re 64
ProUbition
. pioceedings before Board, not
restrained by 70(1)
Prosecution
. consent of Board to 75(2)
Provincial grant
administration of Act, re 79
Provincial Secretary
. annual report by Board to. 77(1,2)
PubUc Health Act
. duty to employer under 50(9)
Public Inquiries Act
. powers of commissioner under 92(1)
Public library board





. trade or business of 1 (2) (t)
Quorum
. Board, of 62
Railway
. liability for accidents on . . . .6(4,5)
. . individual 6(7)
Railway employee
. compensation to non-resident
dependants 8(3)
Rate
. assessment, of 98(1)
Rating
. merit, of assessment 97(3)
Reference
. medical referee, to 22(1, 2)
Regulations
. Board, by 75(1)
, . schedules, re 84(1)
. . superannuation fund, re . . . 69(2)
. defined 1 (!)(/>)
Rehabilitation
. injured workmen, of 52
Reimbursement
. principal employer by
contractor 10(2)
Report
. annual, by Board 77(1)





. rate of 98(1)
. uniformity of 97(2)




. formation of 105
. payment of compensation from . .61
Returns
assessors, by, re employees 91 H. 2)
. refusal to make 107(1)
Rules
. common law, abrogated 122
Salary
. auditor 76
. Board members 61






. addition of industries to 88
. determination of industries
included in 70(2) (a)
election re inclusion of industry
in »6(2,4)
. rearrangement of classes
in 84(l)(a)
Schedule 2
. addition of industries to 89
. determination of industries
included in 70(2) (fc)
regulations by Board re. .84(l)(a-<:)
Schedules
. reference in Act to 2
School board
. trade or business of l(2)(e)
Secretary
. appointment of 68(1)
documents certified by, as
evidence 71
Securities
. reserve fund invested in 105
Sectirity
. employer, by 32(2)
Shares
. accident insurance company, in.
Board member holding. 65(1) (6)
Silica dust
. exposure to 114(10)
Silicosis
. compensation for 114(10)
. defined Ul)(g)
Sittings
. Board, of 66
. . time of 67
Special fund
. disaster, for, by Board 100(2)
Statements
. emplover, by, re wages of
employees 90
. inquiry re accuracy of 92(1)
. . affidavits taken on 9?(3)
. . penalty for obstruction of . .92(2)
Steamboat
. liability for accidents on . . . .6(4, 5)
Stone workers' phthisis
. compensation for 114(12)
Subcontractor
. claim for compensation from 10(5)
. liability 121(3)






. Board, to right of action by
workman 9(3)
Superannuation fund
. continuance of 69(1)
. contributions to 69(2) (o)
. costs of administering 69(3)
. defined l(l)(r)
. payments out of 69(2) (6)
Superintendent of insurance
. inquiry by, re affairs of Board . . .78
Supplementary assessment
. Board, by 99,100(1)
. request for, by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 104
Surgical aid
. workman, to 50(1)
Suspension
. compensation, of 22(3)
. . pavments during 35
. . widow, to 47
Taxes
. unpaid assessment as 109(1)
Trades
. boards and commissions, of . . .1(2)
. reerulalions re exclusion from
Part I 84(1)(J)
Treasurer of Ontario
. special assessment paid to 81
Trustee Act
. debts under, priority of
assessment 1 12(1)
Trustees




. . presumption of 57
. appointment 54
Wages
. account kept by employer . . . .90(3)
. deduction of compensation
from ISri)
. . penalty for 18(2)
. deduction of, re assessment . 97(1)
. defined 1(1)(/)
. statement re 90
. statement re-estimated
expenditure for 90(2)
. . failure to furnish 90(5)
. . separate 90(4)
Waiver
compensation, of, void 16
Widow
. compensation in remarriage .37(1)







. diversion or suspension of
compensation to 47
. sole dependant, compensation
to 36(l)(f)
. additional lump sum 36(5)
. . maximum and minimum 36(3) (a)
Witnesses
. attendance, powers of Board re. .64
Workman
. action against, by employer . . .9(5)
. action by 9(1)
. . compensation on 9(2)
. . damages on 9(6, 7)
. advances of compensation to. .26(4)
. average earnings of 43(1-3)
. certificate re fitness 22(2)
. compensation to 3(1)
. . computation of 3(3)
. . exceptions to 3(1) (a, 6)
. . increase of 25
. concurrent contracts by 43(3)
contractor, of, compensation
of 10(1)
. death of, compensation on . . .36(1)
. defined 1(1) (j)
. diversion of compensation
to 48(a,6)
. election by, re class of
industry 86(4)
. election by, re foreign
compensation 7(1)
. . notice of 7{2)
. employed outside Ontario,
compensation to 6(1-5, 7)
. employer as, compensation re ... 11
. industrial diseases of 114(1)
. infant, payment of compensation
to 49
. insurance of, by employer 30
. medical aid to 50(1)
. . payment of 50(4)
. medical examination of 21(1)
. . regulations re 21(2)
. medical reports re 51
. names of former employers
furnished by 114(3)
. non-resident, compensation to ...13
. notice to Board of accident
to 113(1)
. . failure to give 113(2, 3)
. obstruction by, re medical
examination 22(3)






. request by. for review of
compensation 24
. right to bring action IS
. special medical treatment 23
. transportation to hospital . . .50(11)
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See also Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act
Application of Act 3
. recovery of 2
Damages




. insurance by 2
Fatal Accidents Act
. recovery of damages under 1
Insurer
. recovery of damages from 2
Workman
. recovery of damages by 2
. defined 1
Workmen's Compensation Act
. application of 3
WORKS
See Municipal Act; Public and
Other Works Wages Act;
Public Service Works on
'Highways Act; Public Works
Protection Act
WRESTLING
See Athletics Control Act
WRITING





See Public Parks Act

